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AUK. xxiii
Adjustable Saw Table Nov. zx
Administration of Exchanges. .. . 112, 137
Africa, Labor in South 280
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Amendments Proposed to the Con
stitution 26
America, Trade Schools in 265
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American Glossary of Architectural
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American Institute of Architects 198
Ancient Heating 224
Ancient Pulpit 6
Angle Bafter, Finding the Curve of
Hip or
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106

Announcement 113, 137
Annual Fire Bill, The 144
Another New York Theater 225
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Antiquity of the Saw 88
Antwerp Exhibition! 273
Apartment House, Drexel 143
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Application of Descriptive Geometry
to Gothic Vaulting 285
Appointment of Committees 165
Apprenticeship 164
Apprenticeship System 193
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Apron, Carpenters' 187
Arbitration 59
Arbitration Between Employers and
Workmen 192
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Arch, Striking a Spiral 212
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Hendricks' 244
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Architecture at Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology 204
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tute 194
Architecture, Chinese 237
Architecture, Eccentric v • 225
Architecture in Germantown, Pa.... 281
Architecture, Piers in 224
Architecture, Study in Colonial 199
Area of a Circular or Elliptical Roof. 260
Armour Institute I
Armour Institute, Opening of 266
Arrangement of a Hennery 260
Arrangement of a Stable 211
Arrangement of Rooms 179
Art of Mitering 58
Articles on Proportion 239
Artificial Stone 158
Artificial Stone, The Use of 215
Asbury Park, N. J.. Church at 33
Ash Trap, Jackson Feb. xxii
Assign Fart of Contract, Right to.. . 182
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tional I3/

Association, The Principles of the
National 221
Associations, Builders' 89
Associations, Cost of. 117
Associations, Example of American.. 192
Associations of Builders, New 89
Associations, Plasterers' 198
Associations, Special Trade 192
Attaching Letters and Figures to
Iron Patterns 84
Attachment, Key stoneJSandl* .May xxvii
Attachment, Marble Water Closet
Door Hinge May xxv
Attendance, Increasing •. 197
Attitude, A Proper 2
Auchmnty , Col. R. T 197, 210
Auger Handle No. 2, Gunn's Ratchet,

Aug. xxiii
Australia, Deterioration of Zinc
Work in .... 284
Automatic Hatch Doors July xxiv
Avery's Never-Leak Steel Hods,

April •xxii

"B" Molder, Six-Inch. June xxiii
Balance, McMillan Sash May xxv
Balance, Vanderbilt Sash July xxiii
Balcony Clothes Dryer, 11ill's . .Nov. xxiii
Balloon and Roof Framing, How to
Frame a House ; or 256
Balusters, New Designs in Porch,

June xxvi
Band Resawing Machine, Improved,

May xxii
Band Saw and Resawing Machine,
Combination May xxiii
Band Saw, Improved February xxii
Band Saw Machine, Adjustable Bevel,

Aug. xxiii
Bank Building, Corn Exchange 90
Bank Building, New 60
Banquet of the New Haven Builders'
Exchange 128
Barber Improved Braces July xxv
Barn Truss 156
Barrel Swing, Perfection May xxviii
Basementsand Cellars, Ventilation of 169
Bathtub and Water Heater, Mosely,

March xxiii
Bay Windows and Oriels 58
Bead Fastener, Common Sense.Aug. xxii
Beckwith Memorial Theater 267
Bell Circuit, Simple Electric 9
Bell Work, Electric 189
Bench and Nail Apron 159
Bench, Cabinet Maker's 107
Bench Clamp, Buffalo Handy. .Nov. xxiv
Bench, Colburn Universal Saw,

April xxiv
Bench Planes, Sandpaper Truing De
vice for April xxiv
Bench, Trimmer's Saw 45
Bench Vise, The Gleason July xxvi
Bending Moments, Question in 45
Bennett Sash Fast March xxiii
Berger's Standing Seam Snow Shoe,

May xxvii
Berlin, Building Ordinances of 263
Bermudas, House Building in the... . 140
Bevel Band Saw Machine, Adjusta
ble Aug. xxiii
Bevel for Hip or Valley 52
Bevels for a Diamond Spout 103
Big Timber 91
Bill and Time Blank, Carpenters'. ... 190
Bill, The Annual Fire 144
Bit Brace Ring, Corrugated. ..April xxvi
Bit, Expansive Oct xxii
Bit for Corrugated Pulley, Quad
ruple Oct. xx
Bit Gauge, Tatum Feb. xxii
Blank, Carpenters' Bill and Time.. . 190
Blinds, Window Screensand Outside. 279
Blocks, Setting Corner 159

Blue Prints Direct from Original
Drawings 48
Board Measurement 200
Boast, Chicago's 265
Bodies, Reports of Filial 164
Bodies, To all Filial 137
Bodies, To Members of Filial 282
Body, A New Filial 221
Boiler, Improved Upright Engine
and Aug. xxvi
Boiler, Semi-Portable Engine and,

March xxii
Boiler ! Who Owns the Range 190
Bolt, Gardner Burglar Nov. xxiii
Bond and Percentage 233
Bond for Performance of Contract,
Effect of Changes in Building on. . 182
Bond in Brick Work. English 223
Bookcase, Combination Buffet and. . 263
Books, Chest for 13
Borer, Improved Mortiser and..April xxv
Borer, Patent Improved Double Ra
dial Sept. xx
Boring and Mortising Machine, Two-
Spindle Feb. xxiii
Boring and Sawing Machine, Com
bination Lathe March xxiv
Boring Machine, Combination Saw
ing and Nov. xxii
Boring Machine, Improved Foot
Power May xxii
Boston Bricklayers and Eight-Hour
Law 63
Boston Fire, Lessons from the 90
Box Plane, Core 278
Box, The Imperial Miter Aug. xxii
Brace, Goodell's Improved Ratchet,

Feb. xxiv
Brace, Holt Ratchet Nov. xxiv
Brace, Ratchet New Standard Bit,

March xxiv
Brace Screw Driver, Goodell's ..Nov. xxi
Brace, The Smith Aug. xxv
Braces, Barber Improved July xxv
Braces, Forms of 239
Brackets, Strength of 131
Bricklayers and Eight-Hour Law,
Boston 63
Brick Manufacturers, Meeting of. ... 13
Brick Railroad Station, Moving a... 281
Brick, Swiss 186
Brick Veneered Buildings 215
Brick Veneered Residence 124
Brick Veneering a Frame Building.. 156
Brick Walls for Buildings, Hollow.. 263
Brick, Water Proofing 269
Brick, White 6
Brick Work 80
Brick Work, English and Italian 88
Brick Work, English Bond in 223
Brick Work, Joints in 269
Bricks, Sawdust Building 264
Brigades, Home Fire 246
Britain Honors an American Archi
tect 59
British Imperial Institute 198
Broadway Improvement Company.. 63
Brooklyn Institute, Architecture at
the 194
Brooklyn, Manual Training in 286
Brooklyn, Pratt Institute of 170
Brooklyn's Building Operations 117
Buenos Ayres, Fire-Proof Construc
tion in 186
Buffalo Universal Handy Bench
Clamp Nov. xxiv
Buffet and Bookcase, Combination . . 263
Builder, Architect and 59
Builder, Architect vs 118
Builders and Building Laws 90
Builders' Associations 89
Builders' Convention 59
Builders, Convention of the National
^Association of 72
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Builders' Exchange. .26 55,113,137,
165, 192,231, 241, 261, 282

Builders' Exchange Requisites 222
Builders' Guide, Hicks' 116
Builders, National Convention of. ... 31
Builders, New Associations of 89
Builders' Scaffolds 147
Builders, Seventh Annual Convention
of National Association of 26
Building a Cistern 168
Building Abroad, Cottage i6f
Building, An Historical 146
Building, An Old Jersey 206
Building at the World's Fair, Eng
land's 146
Building Bricks, Sawdust. 264
Building Conditions, Improved 143
Building Construction, Concrete in.. 188
Building Construction, Influence of
the Carpenter in 244
Building Construction, Soft vs. Hard
Steel for 88
Building Contracts 39
Building, Fire in a Fire Proof 6
Building for Department of Mechani
cal Engineering, New 102
Building, Hints on 171
Building, Home w. House no
Building in New York City 245
Building Inspector's Annual Report,
Pittsburgh 66
Building, Mass in 226
Building Material at Chicago 118
Building Material Ken Organize. ... 21
Building, Modern Factory. ... . . 266
Building, New College 118
Building Operations in New York. . . 89
Building Operations in Washington
City 173
Building Ordinance, Chicago's Re
vised 117
Building Ordinances of Berlin 263
Building, Roof of the Manufactures. 139
Building, The Carnegie 246
Building, The Old Colony 59
Building Trades, Law in the 34, 182
Building Trades of London, Work
ing Rules for the 195
Building Under Contract for Sale of
Land, Effect of 182
Building I What Constitutes a. 4
Buildings, Brick Veneered 215
Buildings, Construction of Office. . . . 255
Buildings, Echo in 80
Buildings Erected, Class of 89
Buildings, Exchange 144
Buildings, Fire Proof no
Buildings for Electric Lighting, Wir
ing 144
Buildings, French Colonial 244
Buildings, Galvanized Iron 161
Buildings, High* of 118
Buildings, Hollow Brick Walls for. . . 263
Buildings, Modern Office 204
Buildings, Moving 190
Buildings, Ownership of 241
Buildings of Papier Mache 164
Buildings, Pipes in 60
Building?, The World's Fair 245
Buildings under Contract, Lumber
Furnished for Several 182
Buildings, Wind Bracing in High.

37, 65. 96
Built-in Furniture 286
Bulletin No. 2 282
Bulletins 137
Bureau of Information 192
Burglar Bolt, Gardner Nov. xxiii
Burnt Air, So-called 217
Butts, Hanging Doors with Double-
Acting Blank 188
Buzz Planer April XXT

Cabin, Mineral 21
Cabinet and Desk for Laboratory 12
Cabinet, Design for a 283
Cabinet, Design for Wall 129
Cabinet Maker's Bench 107
Carnegie Building, The 246
Carpenter and Joiner, The I Ib
"Carpenter" and "Plumber," Or
igin of 103
Carpenter in Building Construction,
Influence of the 244
Carpenter Lathe, The Sept. xxi
Carpenter Shop, Plans for 10
Carpenters' Apron 187
Carpenters' Bill and Time Blank. ... 190
Carpenters' Handbook, Peoples'

Pocket Stairbuilder and 116
Carpenters, Menace to II
Carpenters' Planes 43
Carpenters' Scaffolds 147
Carpentry and Building, Subscrip
tions to 165
Carpentry and Building Supple
ment Plates 278
Carriage House and Stable 70
Carved Work, Polishing Fret a>d. .. 60
Carving Machine, Shingle Clapboard,

Nov. xxi
Casings and White Pine Doors, Geor
gia Pine 279
Catch, Forg's Door July xxiv
Cathedral of St. John the Divine 38
Causes and Preventives, Some 245
Causes of Failure 203
Ceilings, Decoration of 64
Ceilings, Problem in Groined 215
Ceilings, Repairing Old 261
Cellar Construction 258
Cellar Walls of Cobblestones !<•(>
Cellars, Ventilation of Basementsand 169
Cement, Hydraulic 286
Cement Mortars, Effects of Sea
Water on 251
Cement, Outside Coat of 168
Ceylon to Have a Novel Exhibit 129
Character of an Exchange 222
Chairs, Wocden Bottoms for Stuffed. 84
'Change Hour, The 193
Changes in Building on Bond for
Performance of Contract, Effect of. 182
Character of the Finish 179
Cheap Contract Work 236
Cheap Country House, Design for. . . 211
Cheap Frame Cottage 161
Chest, Combination Clothes and
Tool 13^
Chest Construction, Tool 135,279
Chest for Books 13
Chest, Handy Tool 134
Chicago, Building Material at 118
Chicago for 1893,Standard Guide to. 140
Chicago Stock Exchange Building . 98
Chicago's Boast 265
Chicago's Revised Building Ordi
nance 117
Children's Home at Montclair 231
"Children's Home " at the World's
Fair 59
Chimney Problem 280
Chimney Top, An English 155
Chimneys, Draft of Tapering 164
Chimneys? What Should be the
Shape of 119
Chinese Architecture 237
Chinese Roofs 31
Chisel Handles, Rawhide Ferruled
Mallets and Sept. xx
Chisel, Self-Cleaning Mortise .March xxii
Church, A Farm 38
Church at Asbury Park, N. J 33
Church at Stoneham, Mass 54
Church, Smallest 274
Church Spire, Framing a 82
Church, Warming a 157, 191, 260
Circle on Circle 160
Circular or Elliptical Roof, Area of.. 260
Circular Resawing Machine, Im
proved June xxiii
Circular Sawing Machine, Combina
tion Nov. xxiii
Circular Top Windows, Shingling
Above 278
Circular Windows 251
Cistern, Building a 168
Cistern Construction 188
Cistern cs. Well Water 168
Cisterns, Leaky 12
City House, Plumbing for a 208
Clamp, Buffalo Handy Bench. .Nov. xxiv
Clamp, Kells' Extension Oct. xxi
Clapboard Carving Machine.Shingle,

Nov. xxi
Clapboarding, Shingle Jan. xxv
Class of Buildings Erected 89
Clay, Modeling in 166
Cleaning Old Zinc 103
Cleaning Zinc 188
Clipper Planer, Matcher and Molder,

June xxv
Closet, Combination Kitchen Sink
and 159
Closets, Lavatories and 204
Closing Month of the Fair 265
Clothes and Tool Chest, Combination 136
Clothes Dryer, Hill's Balcony. .Nov. xxiii

Club House, Mercantile 5
Cobblettones. Cellar Walls of 156
Code of Practice 137
Codes of Practice 192
Col. R. T. Auchmuty 197, 210
Colburn Universal Saw Bench.April xxiv
Cold Storage Warehouse, Large 6
College, Architecture at Columbia . . . 169
College Building, New 118
College Training School, Teachers'. . 117
Colonial Architecture, Study in Iqg
Colonial Buildings, French 244
Color to Paint Houses 176
Columbia College, Architecture at. .. 169
Columbia Roofing June xxvi
Combination Band Saw and Resaw
ing Machine May xxiii
Combination Buffet and Bookcase.... 363
Combination Circular Sawing Ma
chine NOT. xxiii
Combination Clothes and Tool Chest. 136
Combination Heating 217
Combination Kitchen Sideboard and
Flour Bin 231
Combination Kitchen Sink and Closet 159
Combination Lathe Boring and saw
ing Machine March xxiv
Combination Lead and Felt Roof. ... 13
Combination Rip and Cross Cut Saw
ing Machine Feb. xxv
Combination Sawing and Boring Ma
chine Nov. xxii
Combination Screw Gauge ami Saw. 84
Combination System, The 217
Combined Door Lock and Ventilator,

Nov. xxiv
Comments, English i
Committees, Appointment of 165
Committees, Special 165
Common Sense Bead Fastener,

Aug. xxii
Competition, Criticisms of the First
Prize Design in the XXIst 133
Competition, Desirable Method of. . . 282
Competition — First Prize Design,
School House.. 119
Competition in $1000Houses 99
Competition in Store Fronts 149
Competition, Second Prize Design in
Store Front 175
Competition, Third Prize Design in
School House 233
Competition, Third Prize Design in
Twenty-first.. ..'. 183
Composition of Ancient Mortar 56
Composition Ornamenting Machine,
Peerless Oct. xx
Compulsory Reform, A 245
Concave and Convex Valley Rafters 189
Concrete in Building Construction . . . 188
Congressof Architects, International. 143
Constitution, Amendments Proposed
to the 26
Constitution, Revision of 261
Constructing an Ellipse 159
Construction, Cellar 258
Construction, Cistern 188
Construction, Concrete in Building. . 188
Construction, Crittenden System of
Fire Proof Aug. xxiv
Construction, Durable Gutter 142
Construction, Fire Prcof 43
Construction, Improved Ice Ilouse. . 8
Construction, Modern Steel Frame. .1,6
Construction of Office Buildings .... 255
Construction of Self Supporting Roof. 81
Construction, Problem in Roof 190
Construction, Rapid 232
Construction, Standard Steel 244
Construction, The Arch in . 246
Construction, The Doorway in House. 210
Construction, Tool Chest 104, 279
Construction, " Weaving Shed " De
sign for Shop 252
Content* of Water Tank 12, 46
Contract, Effect of Changes in Build
ing on Bond for Performance of . . 182
Contract, Extras Under 182
Contract for Sale of Land, Effect of
Building Under 182
Contract, Lumber Furnished for Sev
eral Buildings Under 182
Contract, Revised Uniform 32
Contract, Right to Assign Part of. . . 182
Contract, The Uniform 113, 165,

192, 261, 282
Contract Work, Cheap 226
Contracts, Building 39
Contracts, Payment on 165
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Contract*, Roofing. .__ 104
Convenience* 179
Convention, Builder*' 59
Convention at St. Louis, Mo., Pro
gramme Seventh Annual 55
Convention of National Association
of Builders, Seventh Annual 26
Convention of the National Aaiocia-
tion of Builders 72
Convention Report, New York'* 164
Convention, Report of the St. Louis. 165
Conventions, Reports from Delegates
to 166
Convex Valley Rafters, Concave and i8g
Core Box Plane 278
Corn Exchange Bank Building go
Corner Blocks, Setting 159
Cornices, Molding, &c., Machine fer
Cutting Stone 8
Correspondence. .9, 45, 81, 103, 131,

156, 187,211, 238, 258, 278
Correspondents. Editorial Note to. . . 103
Corrugated Bit Brace Ring. .. .April xxvi
Corrugated Iron, Patent Edge,

June xxviii
Corrugated Iron Partitions 194
Corrugated Pulley, Quadruple Bit for,

Oct. xx
Cost Cottage, A Low 218
Cost of Associations 117
Costly Mansion, A 225
Cottage, A Five-room 39
Cottage, A Low Cost 218
Cottage Building Abroad 161
Cottage, Cheap Frame 161
Cottage for Twenty-five Foot Lot. . . 273
Cottage Hospital, An English 123
Cottage in Washington, Iowa 171
Cottage, Suburban 2
Counters and Shelving, Designs for.. 159
Countries. Gold and Silver of Various 222
Country House, Design for Cheap. . . 211
Country Houses, Suburban and 140
Crack, Preventing Season 160
Criticisms of First Prize Design in
the XXIit Competition 133
Crittenden System of Fire Proof
Construction Aug. xriv
Cross Section, Making a Square Tim
ber Octagon in 159
Curb Line Covenant, Purchasers Can
not Enforce 182
Curve of Hip or Angle Rafter, Find
ing the 106, 188
Carve of Rafters in an Ogee Roof,
Rule for Finding. 103
Curved or Molded Roofs 22
Cut -i Hi Saw, Improved Double. .Oct. xxi
Cutters, Obtaining Shapeof Molding. 105
Cutting, Masonry and Stone 141

Damage by Rebuilding 262
Damage from Dropping of Mortar. . 182
Damp Walls, Hanging Paper on 273
Darken Oak, To 217
Deadening Floors 26
Death of Director N. B. Hossey 166
Deceptive Foundation 264
Decimally Marked Steel Squares. ... 158
Decoration of Ceilings 64
Delegates to Conventions, Reports
from 166
Design for a if1500School House 205
Design for a Cabinet 283
Design for a Secretary 81
Design for a Six-room House 134
Design for a Store Front 256
Design for Cheap Country House. . . 211
Design for Elevator Front 264
Design for Open Stairway 46
Design for Wall Cabinet 129
Design in Store-front Competition,
SecondPriie 175
Design in Twenty-first Competition,
Third Prize 183
Design of a Parsonage 145
Design of Wood Mantel, New 195
Design, School House Competition,
First Prize 119
Design, Shelf 191
Design, Window 203
Designs for Counters and Shelving. .. 159
Designs for Furniture 46
Designs for Hardwood Floors. ..May xxiii
Designs for Writing Desks and Sec
retaries 238
Designs in Slate Roofing 85, 114
Designs of Interior Finish 156

Designs of Ornamental Wood Work,
July xxii

Designs of Tool Chests n
Designs, Sideboard 103
Desirable Method of Competition. . . . 281
Desk and Drawer, Writing 27
Deterioration of Zinc Work in Aus
tralia 284
Determining the Difference in the
Length of Jack Rafters 159
Diamond Exchange 90
Diamond Spout, Bevels for a 103
Difficulties, Learning a Trade Under 158
Dignity of Manual Labor 198
Director N. B. Hussey, Death of ... 166
Directors for 1893 137
Directors National Association Mas
ter Builders 1892 26
Directors National Association Mas
ter Builders 1893 241
Directory of America, Hendricks'
Architects and Builders' Guide
and Contractors' 244
Discussion of Handrailing Problems 132
Dispensing with the Kitchen 169
Dividers, Striking an Ellipse with.. . 81
Dividing a Roof 103, 239
Dome of State Capitol, Silver Plating 235
Domestic Ventilation 90
Door and Window Sills, Pitch of 134
Door Catch, Forg's July xxiv
Door Hardware, Technical Terms
Relating to 139
Door Hinge Attachment, Marble
Water Closet May xxv
Door Holder, Standard July xxv
1>)or in Holland Houses, Special . . . 271
Door Lock and Ventilator, Combined,

Nov. xxiv
Door, The Empire Fancy Screen,
• June xxvii
Doors, Automatic Hatch July xxiv
Doors, Georgia Pine Casings and
White Pine 279
Djors, Hanging Double Swing. .103, 133
Doors, Hanging Sliding 134
Doors, Perkins Shutters and. . April xxtr
Doors, Specification for 280
Doors, Turnstile Storm 157
Doors with Double Acting Blank
Butts 188
Doorway in HouseConstruction, The. 210
Double Acting Spring Hinge, New
Idea May xxvi
Double Cut-Off Saw, Improved. .Oct. xxi
Double Planer and Matcher. . April xxiii
Double Planer and Matcher, Port
land Aug. xxv
Draft of Tapering Chimneys 164
Drain, The House 208
Drawers and Sliding Doors, True
Running 84
Drawing an Ellipse 105
Drawings, Blue Prints Direct from
Original 48
Drawings, Roof Framing Without. .25, 49
Drexel Apartment House 143
Dry Air 217
Dryer, Hill's Balcony Clothes. .Nov. xxiii
Durable Gutter Construction 142
Durable Oregon Shingles 66
Durability of Timber 202
Dwelling, An Elevated 234
Dwelling in Rochester, N. Y 227
Dwellings, Warming and Ventilat
ing- : 53

Early English Moldings 266
Early History of the Hamburg Car
penters' Union 69
Easy Running Tool Chest Tills Si
Eave Trough for Pitch Roof 279
Etve Trough, Slip Joint July xxvi
Eccentric Architecture 225
Echo in Buildings 80
Economy Universal Wood Worker,

Aug. xxii
Edge Jointer and Molder, Patent,

May xxv
Editorials..!, 31, 59, 89, 117, 143,

169, 197, 225, 245, 265
Editor, Resignation of 31
Editorial Note to Correspondents.. . . 103
Education, Industrial 59
Education, Technical 102
Effect of Building Under Contract
for Sale of Land 182
Effect of Changesin Building on Bond
for Perfot manceof Contract 182

Effects of Sea Water oa Cement Mor
tars 251
Effects of Spacing 204
Efficiency.. 223
Eidlitz. Marc 164
Eight Hour Law 27
Eight Hour Law, Boston Bricklayers
and 63
Election of General Society of Me
chanics and Tradesmen of New
York 16
Electric and Ventilating Window
Locks Juno xxvii
Electric Bell Circuit, Simple 9
Electric Bell Work 189
Electric Lighting, Wiring Buildings
for JL. 144
Electric Push}Button 113
KIIT trie Window Screen, New. April xxv
Electrical Tower 265
Elevated Dwelling, An 234
Elevator Front, Design for 264
Elevator Regulations Abroad 266
Elevator, Warner Hydraulic.. .Nov. xxii
Elevators, Wire Rope for 143
Ellipse, Constructing an 159
Ellipse, Drawing an 105
Ellipse with Dividers, Striking an ... 81
Elliptical Roof, Area of a Circular or 260
Embossing Machine, Globe. . . .May xxvi
Embossing Machine, Wood. . . .May xxiv
Empire Fancy Screen Door, The. . . .

June xxvii
Employers and Workmen, Arbitra
tion Between 192
Employers, Organizations of 170
Engine and Boiler, Improved Upright,

Ang. xxvi
Engine and Boiler, Semi-portable. . . .

March xxii
England's Building at the World's
Fair 146
English and Italian Brick Work 88
English Bond in Brick Work 223
English Chimney To]., An 155
English Comments I
English Cottage Hospital, An 123
English Country Houses, Heating of. 8ft
English Moldings, Early 266
English Methods 170
English Technical School, An 116
Epworth League Memorial 143
Erection of Scaffolds 147
Estimate of Materials 134
Estimating, Method cf Rapid 214
Estimating, Uniformity in 113
Evolution of the Nail 286
Example, A Good 166
Example, A Lien Law 231
Example of American Associations . . 199
Kxcavating 168
Excelsior Cutting Machine, Henry,

June xxiv
Excelsior Miter Box, New Im
proved April xxii
Exchange, Aids to Standing of an. . 223
Exchange, Banquet of the New
Haven Builders' 128
Exchange Buildings 144
Exchange, Character of an 222
Exchange, Diamond 90
Exchange, Mechanics and Traders'. . 130
Exchange of City of Philadelphia,
History of Master Builders' 140
Exchange Requisites, Builders' 222
Exchange Rooms. Location of 166
Exchanges, Administration of.. 112, 137
Exhaust Steam for Heating 31
Exhibit, Ceylon to have a novel 129
Exhibition. Antwerp 273
Expansive Bit Oct. xxii
Expediency, The Fallacy of 251
Experiments with Shingles 98
Extension Clamp, Kells' Oct xxi
Extras Under Contract. . . : 182
Eyebrow Windows in Ogee Conical
Roof 132

Factory Building, Modern 266
Failure, Causesof 203
Fallacy of Expediency, The 251
Fair, A Two Year*' 31
Fair Buildings, The World's 245
Fair, Closing Month of the 26s
Fair, England's Building at the
World's 146
Fair, San Francisco Midwinter 265
Fair, The World's 19?
Fargo (N. D.) Fire 193
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Farm Church, A 38
Fastener, Common Sense Bead,

Aug. zxii
Fastener, Royal Sash , July xxiii
Fastener, Troop's Sash Weight. May xxiii
Fastener, Wooster's Storm Window

Oct. xxii
Fence Post, Screw Base April xxv
Figures on a Two-Foot Rule 211
Filial Bodies, Reports of 164
Filial Bodies, To All 137
Filial Bodies, To Membersof 283
Filial Body, A New 221
Filing Saws 133
Filling for Joints in Shrunken Floors 256
Filter, The 168
Final Advantage? 217
Finding Lengths of Rafters, Rule for 214
Finding the Curve of Hip or Angle
Rafter 106, 188
Finding the Length cf Jack Rafters. 136
Finest Mansion in Great Britain no
Finish 204
Finish, Character of the 179
Finish, Designs of Interior 156
Finish, Hardwood 238
Finish, Interior 48, 131, 188
Finishing Wood Work no
Fire Bill, The Annual 144
Fire Brigades Home 246
Fire, Fargo (N.D.) 193
Fire in a Fire Proof Building 6
Fire, Lessons from the Boston 90
Fire Losses 245
Fire Place, Old 255
Fire Prevention 144
Fire Proof Buildings no
Fire Proof Construction 43
Fire Proof Construction, Buenos
Ayres 186
Fire Proof Construction, Crittenden
System of . . . . . Aug. xxiv
Fire Proofing. . . .' 204
Fire Proofing Material 176
Fire Resisting Material, Test of 284
First Prize Design in XXIst Compe
tition, Criticisms of 133
First Prize Design, School House
Competition ng
First Prize Design, Specification Ac
companying 99
Fittings on Vertical Lines 208
Five-Room Cottage 39
Five-Room House, Plana for a 211
Fixtures, Setting 209
Flagstone, A Large 235
Flat Keyed Automatic Padlock. Msy xxvii
Flats 125
Floor, Porch 12
Floor Skirting, Sanitary May xxiii
Floor, Trussing a 159
Flooring 204
Flooring, Plaster 232
Floors, Deadening 26
Floors, Designs for Hardwood. .May xxiii
Floors, Filling for Joints in Shrunken. 256
Floors, Laying Porch 134, 215
Floors, Leaky Porch 238
Floors, Plaster of Paris 59
Floors, Treatment of 180
Floors, Ventilating Roofs and 255*
Flour Bin, Combination Kitchen
Sideboard and 231Fly Screen, Higgin Steel June xxiii
Foot Power Boring Machine, Im
proved May xxii
Forg's Door Catch July xxiv
Forms of Braces 239
Foundation, Deceptive 264
Foundations, Novel Construction of.. 89
Foundations, Novel Method of Sink
ing 193
Foundations, Noval Method of Sink
ing Building 153
Four-Sided Molder, New June xxii
Fox Steel Sash Pulleys, The.. ..July xxiii
Frame aHouse ; or, Balloon and Roof
Framing, How to 256
Frame Building, Brick Veneering a.. 156
Frame Cottage, Cheap 161
Frames, Gothic Window 239
Framing a Complicated Roof 187
Framing a Church Spire 82
Framing a Gothic Window. ...133, 187
Framing a Roof 159
Framing a Roof of 12 Inches Rise to
the Foot 10
Framing a Tower Roof Intersecting
with Main Roof 107

Framing an Octagon Tower Roof. . .. 136
Framing, Problem in Roof 105
Framing Supplement Plates 136
French Colonial Buildings 244
French Veneering 7, 44, in
Fresh Air Inlet 208
Fret and Carved Work, Polishing. . . 60
Front, Design for a Store 256
Front, Design for Elevator 264
Fronts, Competition in Store 149
Functions of Organization 169
Furniture, Built Id 286
Furniture, Designs for 46

Galvanized Iron Buildings 163
Gang Cut Off Sawing Machine,

March xxii
Gardner Burglar Bolt Nov. xxiii
Gauge and Saw, Combination Screw 84
Gauge, Starrett's Stair Ju'y xxiv
Gauge, Tatum Bit Feb. xxii
Gear Patterns 174
General Treatment 204
Geometry to Gothic Vaulting, Appli
cation of Descriptive 285
Georgia Pine Casings andWhite Pine
Doors 279
German Apartment Houses 179
Germantown, Pa., Architecture in. . 281
Germany's Building at the World's
Fair 80
Gillespie's Invisible Hinge Feb. xxii
Girder, A Monster 181
Glass, Metallic Settings for. . . .June xxiv
Glass Roofed Streets 170
Gleason Bench Vise, The July xxvi
Globe Embossing Machine May xxvi
Glossary of Architectural Terms,
American 58
Glue and Veneering, Antiquity of 217
Gold and Silver of Various Countries 222
Good Example, A 166
Goodell's Brace Screw Driver. . .Nov. xxi
Goodell's Improved Ratchet Brace,

Feb. xxiv
Gothic Vaulting, Application of De
scriptive Geometry to 265
Gothic Window Frames 239
Gothic Window, Framing a 133, 187
Grand Central Palace, Roof of the. . 180
Great Britain, Finest Mansion in. . . . no
Great Britain, Timber Lands of 44
Greenhouse Heating, Steam or Hot
Water for 5
Greenhouses,Heating 60
Grennan's Sash Pulley Marker.April xxiv
Groined Ceilings, Problem in 215
Guide to Chicago for 1893,Standard. 140
Gunn's Ratchet Auger Handle No. 2,

Aug. xxiii
Gutter Construction, Durable 142

Halls 204
Hamburg Carpenters' Union, Early
History of the 69
Hammer, The Montgomery May xxvii
Hammond House 247
Hand Book, Peoples' Pocket Stair
Builder and Carpenter's 116
Handle Attachment, Keystone.May xxvii
Handle No. 2, Gunn's Ratchet Auger,

Aug. xxiii
Handles, Polishing Wood Tool 207
Handrailing as Taught Two Cent
uries Ago 167
Handrailing Problem, Information
Wanted in '. 105
Handrailing Problems, Discussion of. 132
Handy Tool Chest 134
Hanger, Lane's Parlor Door. . . .July xxv
Hanger, Uncle Sam May xxvi
Hanging Doors with Double Acting
Blank Butts 188
Hanging Double Swing Doors. . . 103, 133
Hanging Paper on Damp Walls 273
Hanging Sliding Doors 134
Hardware, Technical Terms Relating
to Door 139
Hardwood Finish 20S
Hardwood Floors, Designs for. .May xxiii
Hatch Doors, Automatic July xxiv
Heater, Mosely Bathtub and Water,

March xxiii
Heating a Hennery 187
Heating, Ancient 224
Heating by Sunlight 70
Heating, Combination 217
Heating, Exhaust Steam for 31
Heating Greenhouses 60

Heating of English Country Houses. 88
Heating, Steam and Hot Water 126.
Heating, Steam or Hot Water for
Greenhouse 5
Heating System, Indirect 217
Heating System, Planning a 267
Hendricks' Architects and Builders'
Guide and Contractors' Directory
of America. 244
Hennery, Arrangement of a 260
Hennery, Heating a 187
Henry Excelsior Cutting Machine,

June xxiv
Hicks' Builders' Guide 116-
Higgin Steel Fly Screen June xxiii
Hight of Buildings 118
Hill's Balcony Clothes Dryer. .Nov. xxiii
Hinge Attachment, Marble Water
Closet Door May xxv
Hinge, Gillespie's Invisible Feb. xxii
Hinge, New Idea Double Acting
Spring .May xxvi
Hinge No. 10,New Idea Spring. July xxv
Hinge, Perfected Automatic. March xxiv
Hinge, Pullman Wrought Steel
Spring Feb. xxiii
Hints on Building 171
Hints on Pattern Making 174
Hip and Valley Rafters, Notching.. . 259
Hip or Angle Rafter, Finding the
Curve of 106, 188
Hip or Valley, Bevel for 52
Hips Without Weather Boards, Shin
gling 238
Historical Building, An 146
History and Art, National Gallery of 13
History of the Master Builders' Ex
change of the City of Philadelphia 140
Hods, Avery's Never Leak Steel,

April xxii
Hods, Law Steel Jan. xxiv
Hods, Union Steel July xxiv
Holder, Standard Door July xxv
Holland Houses, Special Door in. . . 271
Hollow Brick Walls for Buildings. . . 263
Holt Ratchet Brace Nov. xxiv
Home Fire Brigades 246-
Home Versus House Building no
Hoop Problem, Tank 156-
Hoops, Lengths of Tank 47, 240
Hospital, An English Cottage 123
Hospital, St. Luke's 166
Hot Air Pipes to Indirect Surface,
Proportioning 259
Hot Water Heating and Ventilating . 17
Hot Water Heating, Steam and 136
Hotel Waldorf 123
Hour, The 'Change 193
House Building, Home Versus no
House Building in the Bermudas . . . 140
House Construction, The Doorway. . 210-
House, Design for a $1500School. . .. 205
House, Design for a Six-Room 134
House, Design for Cheap Country. .. 211
House Design, Study in 91
House Drain, The 208-
House, Drexel Apartment 143
House, Hammond 247
House, Mercantile Club 5
House Moving, Novel 90
House of the Early Settlers, A 130
House, Plans for a Five-Room 211
House, Plumbing for a City 208-
House; or, Balloon and Roof Fram
ing, How to Frame a 256
House, White 116-
Housed Stair String, Laying out a. . 106
Houses, Color to Paint 176
Houses, Competion in $1000 99.
Houses, German Apartment 179.
Houses, Heating of English Country. 88
Houses, Inflammable Materials in 232
Houses, Southern 215
Houses, Special Door in Holland. . . . 271
Houses, Suburban and Country 140
Houses, Turkish Wooden 256
Houses,Wind Proof 197
Houses for Workingmen 11, 238
How to Frame a House ; or, Balloon
and Roof Framing 256-
Howard Mitering and Beveling Saw
Table Feb. xxv
Howard Saw Sharpening Machine,

Jan. xxiv
Hugh Sisson , 261
Hussey, Death of Director N. B 166.
Hydraulic Cement 286-
Hydraulic Elevator, Warner. ..Nov. xxii
Hygiene and Sanitation l
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Ice House Construction, Improved . . 8
lea Houses 44" Ich Dien," Information Wanted of. 279
Imperial Institute, British 198
Imperial Miter Box, The Aug. xxii
Importance of Information, Tbe. . . . 241
Improved Band Resawing Machine,

May xxii
Improved Building Condition* 143
Improved Circular Resawing Ma
chine June xziii
Improved Double Cut Off Saw. . .Oct. zzi
Improved Foot Power Boring Ma
chine May xxii
Improved Mortiser and Borer.. April xxv
Improved Scroll Saw Oct. xxii
Improved Single Surfacing Machine,

Aug. xxiv
Improved Upright Engine and Boiler,

Ang. xxvi
Improved Window Sash 251
Improvement Company, Broadway . . 63
Increasing Attendance 197
Indiana, Notice Requisite for Me
chanics' Liens in 182
Indications 113
Indirect Heating System 217
Indirect Surface, Proportioning Hot
Air Pipes to 259
Individual, Organization and the. . . . 221
Industrial Education 59
Inflammable Materials in Houses. . . . 232
Influence of the Carpenter in Build
ing Construction 244
Information, Bureau of 192
Information, The Importance of. ... 241
Information Wanted in Handrailing
Problem 105
Information Wanted of " Ich Dien." 279
Inlet, Fresh Air 208
Institute, Architecture at the Brook
lyn 194
Institute, Armour I
Institute, British Imperial 198
Institute, Opening of Armour 266
Interesting Problem, An 187
Interior Finish 48, 133, 188
Interior Finish, Designs of 156
International Congress of Architects 143
International Steel Post, The. .Aug xxvi
Interpretation of Specifications 278
Iron Buildings, Galvanized 163
Iron Partitions, Corrugated 194
Iron, Patent Edge Corrugated June xxviii
Iron Work, Painting 210
Italian Brick Works, English and. . . 88

Jack Rafters, Determining the Dif
ference in the Length of 159
Jack Rafters, Finding the Length of. 136
Jack Rafters, Laying Out 240
Jackson Ash Trap Feb. xxii
Jersey Building, An Old 206
Joiner, The Carpenter and.. 116
Jointer and Holder, Patent Edge.May xxv
Jointer, Perfect Saw Oct. xxiii
Joints in Brick Work 269
Joints in Shrunken Floors, Filling for. 256

Keeping Steel Squares from Rusting. 131
Kells' Extension Clamp Oct. xxi
Key, Yale Paracentric Ang. xxv
Keystone Handle Attachment. .May xxvii
Kind of Possessionof Land that Gives
Title 182
Kitchen, Dispensing with the 169
Kitchen Sideboard and Flour Bin,
Combination 231
Kitchen Sink andCloset,Combination 159
Knots, Splices, Hitches, Bends and
Lashings 196

Labor in South Africa 280
Labor, Rights of 69
Laboratory, Cabinet and Desk for.. . 12
Land, Effect of Building Under Con
tract for Sale of 182
Land That Gives Title, Kind of Pos
sessionof 182
Lane's Parlor Door Hanger July xxv
Large Flagstone, A 235
Lashings, Knots, Splices, Hitches,
Bends and 196
Lathe, The Carpenter Sept. xxi
Lavatories and Closets 204
Law, Eight-Hour 27
Law Example, A Lien 231
Law in the Building Trades 34, 182
Law, Lien 36, 164

Law Steel Hods Jan. xxiv
Laws, Builders and Building 90
Laying Out a Housed Stair String... 106
Laying Out an Octagon 84
Laying Out Jack Rafters 240
Laying Out Rafters 49
Laying Out Strings and Winders. ... 107
Laying Porch Floors. 134, 215
Lead and Felt Roof, Combination. . . 13
Leader Pipe, Roof with Single 157
League, Architectural 38
Leaky Cisterns 12
Leaky Porch Floors 238
Learning a Trade Under Difficulties. 158
Legal Responsibility 170
Length of Jack Rafters 45. 47
Length of Jack Rafters, Determining
the Difference in the 159
Lengths of Rafters, Rule for Finding 214
Lengths of Tank Hoops 47, 240
Lessons from the Boston Fire 90
Letters and Figures to Iron Patterns,
Attaching 84
Lien Law 36, 164
Lien Law Example, A 231
Lift, New Design Sash Sept. xx
Lift, Wilier Sash Nov. xxiv
Lighting, Wiring Building for Elec
tric 144
Lines, Fittings on Vertical 208
Literature, National Association.... 241
Local Secretary, National and 193
Location of Exchange Rooms 166
Lock and Ventilator, Combined Door

Nov. xziv
Lock, Ridgway's Observation and
Ventilation Aug. xxiii
Lock, Self Acting Saah Nov. xxiv
Look, Smallest 166
Lock, Walker's Ventilating Sash,

July xxiii
Locks, Electric and Ventilating Win
dow June xxvii
London, New Tower of 166
London, Working Rules for the
Building Trades of 19;
London Workshops, Ventilation in. . 130
Losses, Fire 245
Lot, Cottage for Twenty-five Foot. . 273
Low Cost Cottage, A 218
Lumber Furnished for Several Build
ings Under Contract 182
Luminous Paints 16

McMillen Sash BaUnce May xxv
Machine, Adjustable Bevel Band Saw,

Aug. xxiii
Machine, Combination Band Saw and
Resawing May xxiii
Machine, Combination Circular Saw
ing Nov. xxiii
Machine, Combination Sawing ard
Boring Nov. xxii
Machine for Cutting Stone Cornices,
Molding, &c 8
Machine, Globe Embossing . . . .May xxvi
Machine. Henry Excelsior Cutting,

June xxiv
Machine, Improved Band Resawing,

May xxii
Machine, Improved Circular Resaw
ing June xxiii
Machine, Improved Fost Power Bor
ing May xxii
Machine, Improved Single Surfacing,

Aug. xxiv
Machine Mixed Mortar 29
Machine. Neracher Wood Trimming,

May xxiv
Machine, Peerless Composition Orna
menting Oct. xx
Machine, Sash Jointing and Sandpa
pering Sept. xx
Machine, Sash Sticking April xxii
Machine, Shingle Clapboard Carving,

Nov. xxi
Machine, String Rooting Nov. xx
Machine, Two-Spindle Boring and
Mortising Feb. xxiii
Machine, Wood Embossing. . . .May xxiv
Machinery, Painting by 70
Mahogany, Pavilion of Solid 123
Main Roof, Framing ft Tower Roof
Intersecting with 107
Maintaining Membership 222
Making a Skylight Tight 189
Making a Square Timber Octagon in
Cross Section 159
Making, Pattern 8l

Making Rowboats of Sheet Metal . . . 243-
Mallets and Chisel Handles, Rawhide
Ferrnled Sept. xx
Mansard Roofs 45.
Mansion, A Cjstly 225
Mansion in Great Britain, Finest. . . . no
Mansion, Miffiin 123
Mantel Finish for Window 160
Mantel, New Design of Wood 195
Manual Labor, Dignity of 198
Manual Training ....2, 198-
Manual Training High Schools.. ... 117
Manual Training in Brooklyn 286
Manual Training School 379
Manufactures Building at theWorld's
Fair 96
Manufactures Building, Roof of the.. 139
Manufacturing, Veneer no-
Marble Water Closet Door Hinge At
tachment May xxv
Marc Eidlitz 164
Marker, Grennan's Sash Pulley,

April zxiv
Masonry and Stone Cutting 141, 285
Mass in Building 226-
Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy, Architecture at 204.
Master Builders' Exchange of City of
Philadelphia, History of 140-

Matcher and Molder, Clipper Planer,
June xxv

Matcher, Double Planer and. .April xxiii
Matcher, Portland Double Planer
and Ang. xxv
Materal, Fire Proofing 176
Material Men in New Jersey, Rights
of Laborers and 182
Materials, Estimate of 134
Materials, Test of Fire Resisting 284
Mathematical Problem, Interesting. . 10
Measurement, Board 200
Measurementsof Roofs 88
Means, Ways and 197
Mechanical Engineering, New Build
ing for Department of. 102
Mechanics and Traders' Exchange .. 130
Mechanics and Tradesmen of New
York, Election of General Society
of i&
Mechanics' Liens in Indiana, Notice
Requisite for 182
Meeting of Brick Manufacturers. ... 13.
Members of Filial Bodies, To 282
Membership in the National Associa
tion 137
Membership, Maintaining 222
Membership, Valne of 241
Memorial, Epworth League 143
Memorial Theater, Beckwith 267
Menace to Carpenters n
Mercantile Club House $.
Metallic Settings for (lias* June zxiv
Method of Competition, Desirable. . . 282
Method of Rapid Estimating 214
Methods, English 170
Methods, Peculiar 265
Midwinter Fair, San Francisco 265
Mifflin Mansion 123.
Mineral Cabin 21
Mint, Philadelphia 196
Miter Box, New Improved Excelsior,

April xxii
Miter Box, The Imperial Ang. xxii
Mitering acd Beveling Saw Table,
Howard Feb. xxv
Mitering, Art of 58-
Mitering Planceers, Moldings, &c. . . 50
Mitering Roof Boards and Planceera. 52
Model Workshop 19$
Modeling in Clay 166
Modern Factory Building 266
Modern Office Buildings 2^4
Modern Residence,A 138
Modern Steel Frame Construction ... 1, 6
Molder, Clipper Planer, Matcher and,

June xxv
Molder, New Four Sided June xxii
Molder, Patent Edge Jointer and,

May xxv
Molder, Six-inch " B " June xxiii
Molder, The Rex April xxiii
Molding Cutter*,Obtaining Shape of. IO$
Molding Plane Irons, Sharpening.. . . 132
Moldings, Early English 266
Monster Girder, A 181
Montclair, Children's Home at 231
Montgomery Hammer, The. . . .May xxvii
Mortar, Composition of Ancient 56
Mortar, Damage from Dropping of. . i8»
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Mortar, Machine Mixed 29
Mortar on Timber, Action of igo
Mortar, Something About 218
Mortar, Sugared So
Mortars, Effects of Sea Water on
Cement 251
Mortiser and Borer, Improved. April xxv
Mosely Bathtub and Water Heater,

March zziii
Motley's Adjustable Sash Holder,

March xziii
Moving a Brick Railroad Station 281
Moving Building 190
Moving, Novel House go

Nail Apron, Bench and 159
Nail, Evolution of the 286
Nails, The Use of 174
Narrow Piers 204
National and Local Secretary 193
National Association Literature 241
National Association, Membership in
the 137
National Association, The Principles
of the 221
National Convention of Builders. ... 31
National Gallery of History and Art 13
National Time Register July xxii
Neracher Wood Trimming Machine,

May xxiv
Never Leak Steel Hods, Avery's,

April xxii
New Bank Building 60
New Building for Department of Me
chanical Engineering 102
New College Building 118
New Design of Wood Mantel 195
New Design Sash Lift Sept. xx
New Designs in Porch Baluster.',

June xxvi
New Designs of Terra Cotta Roofing
Tile June xxv
New Electric Window Screen. .April xxv
New Filial Body, A 221
New Four Sided Molder June xxii
New Haven Builders' Exchange, Ban
quet of the 128
New Idea Double Acting Spring
Hinge May xxvi
New Idea Spring Hinge No. to. July xxv
New Improved Excelsior Miter Box,

April xxii
New Jersey, Rights of Laborers and
Material Men in 182
New Publications. .58, 116. 140, 196,

244, 256, 286
New Tower of London 166
New York, Building Operations in. . 89
New York City, Building in 245
New York Theater, Another 225
New York Trades School 266
New York's Convention Report 164
No. 2, Bulletin 282
Notching Hip and Valley Rafters. ... 259
Notice Requisite for Mechanics' Lien
in Indiana 182
Notice to Secretaries 221, 261
Novel Construction of Foundations. . 89
Novel Exhibit, Ceylon to Have a. ... 129
Novel House Moving 90
Novel Method of Sinking Building
Foundations 153
Novel Method of Sinking Founda
tions 193
Novel Profession 225
Novelties. .Jan. xxiv, Feb. xxii,
March xxii, April xxii, May xxii,
June xxii, July xxii, Aug. xxii,

Sept. xx, Oct. xx, Nov. xx

Oak, To Darken 217
Obtaining Shape of Molding Cutters. 105
Observation and Ventilation Lock,
Ridgway's Aug. xxiii
Octagon in Cross Section, Making a
Square Timber 159
Octagon, Laying Out an 84
Octagon Tower Roof, Framing an. . . 136
Office Buildings, Construction of. ... 255
Office Buildings, Modern 204
Officers 26
Officers National Association Master
Builders, 1892 26
Officers National Association Master
Builders, 1893 241
Ogee Ccnical Roof, Eyebrow Win
dows in 132
Ogee Roof, Rule for Finding Curve
of Rafters in an 103

Oil Stone for Sharpening Tools, The. 194
Old Ceilings, Repairing 281
' ' Old Colony " Building, The 59
Old Fire Place 255
Old Jersey Building, An 206
Opening of Armour Institute 266
Operation*, Brooklyn's Building.... 117
Ordinance, Chicago's Revised Build
ing 117
Ordinances of Berlin, Building 263
Oregon Shingles, Curable 66
Organization and the Individual. . . . 221
Organization, Function of 169
Organization, Principles in 284
Organizations of Employers 170
Organize, Building Material men. ... 21
Oriels, Bay Windows and 58
Origin of " Carpenter " and" Plumber " 103
Ornamental Wood Work, Designs of,

July xxii
Ornamentation of Residences 174
Ornamenting Machine, Peerless Com
position Oct xx
Outside Coat of Cement 168
Ownership of Buildings 241
Ownership of Plans 62
Padlock, Flat - keyed Automatic,

May xxvii

Paint Houses, Color to 176
Painting by Machinery 70
Painting Iron Work 210
Painting Wood 163
Paints, Luminous 16
Palisades. Tunnel Through 40
Paper on Damp Walls, Hanging 273
Papier Mach6, Buildings of 164
Paracentric Key, Yale Aug. xxv
Parallel Troughs on Roofs 158
Parlor-door Hanger, Lane's. . . .July xxv
Parsonage, Design of a 145
Partitions, Corrugated Iron 194
Partitions, Self Supporting 189
Past Year, The 2
Patent Edge Corrugated Iron,

June xxvia
Patent Edge Jointer and Molder,

May xxv
Patent Improved Double Radial,
Borer Sept. xx
Patent Self-feed Rip Saw June xxii
Pattern Making 81
Pattern Making, Hinte on 174
Patterns, Attaching Letters and Fig
ures to Iron 84
Patterns, Qear 174
Pavilion of Solid Mahogany 123
Payment on Contracts 165
Peculiar Methods 265
Peerless Composition Ornamenting
Machine Oct. xx
Pent Houses, Regulations Govern
ing 92
People's Pocket Stair Builder and
Carpenters' Handbook i id
Percentage, Bond and 232
Perfect Saw Joincer Oct. xxiii
Perfected Automatic Hinge. .March xxiv
Perfection Barrel Swing Ma; xxviii
Perkins Shutters and Doors. . .April xxiii
Permits Granted 89
Ph ladelphia, History of Matter
Builders' Exchange of City of 140
Philadelphia Mint 196
Philadelphian's Views, A i
Piers in Architecture 224
Piers, Narrow 204
Pine Casings and White Pine Doors,
Georgia 279
Pine, Staining White 206
Pipe, Roof with Single Leader 157
Pipes Above Roof 210
Pipes in Buildings 60
Pipes, Testing 208
Pipes to Indirect Surface, Propor
tioning Hot Air 259
Pipes, Vent 208
Pitch of Roofs 156
Pitch of Door and Window Sills 134
Pitch of Roofs 47, 81, 135, 156
Pitch Roof, Eave Trough for 379
Pittsburgh Building Inspector's An
nual Report 66
Plan of Roof 258
Planceers, Moldings, &c., Mitering.. 50
Plane, Core Box 278
Plane Irons, Sharpening Molding. . . 132

Plane Irons, Stanley's Improved,
Jan. xxv!

Planer and Matcher, Double. . \|.inl xxiii
Planer, Matcher and Molder, Clipper,

June xxv
Planer and Matcher, Portland Double,

Aug. xxv
Planer, Buzz April xxv
Planes, Carpenters' 43
Planes, SandpaperTruing Device for
Bench April xxiv
Planes, Sharpening Molding II
Planning a Heating System 267
Plans for a Five Room House 211
Plans for Carpenter Shop 10-
Plans, Ownership of 62.
Plaster flooring 232
Platter of Paris Floors 60-
Plasterers' Associations 198-
Plastering 204
Plates, Carpentry and Building Sup
plement 278-
Plates, Framing Supplement 136
Plating a Tower with Aluminum. ... 28
Plea for the Specialist, A 120
"Plumber," Origin of "Carpenter "
and 103
Plumbing for a City House 208
Polishing Fret and Carved Work. ... 60
Polishing Wood Tool Handles 207
Porch Balusters, New Designs in,

June xxvi
Porch Floor 12
Porch Floors, Laying 134, 215
Porch Floors, Leaky 238-
Portland Double Planer and Matcher,

Aug. xxv
Post, Screw-Base Fence April xxv
Post, The International Steel. Aug. xrvi
Power for Small Shops 143-
Practice, Code of 137
Practice, Codes of 192
Practice, Shop 132
Pratt Institute of Brooklyn 170
Pressure, Wind 197
Preventing SeasonCrack 160-
Preventing Tin Roofs from Rusting. . 259
Preventing Tools from Rusting 46
Prevention, Fire 144
Preventives. SomeCauses and 245
Principles in Organization 384
Principles of the National Associa
tion, The 221
Problem, An Interesting 187
Problem, Chimney 280*
Problem in Groined Ceilings 215
Problem in Roof Construction. . . .46, 190
Problem in Roofing Framing 105
Problem, Information Wanted in
Handrailing 105
Problem, Interesting Mathematical.. 10
Problem, Tank Hoop 156-
Problems, Discussion of Handrailing 132
Problems, Roof Truss 134
Profession, A Novel 225
Programme Seventh Annual Conven
tion at St. Louie, Mo 55
Proper Attitude, A 9
Proportion, Articles on 239-
Proportioning Hot Air Pipes to Indi
rect Surface 259,
Publications, New 116
Pulley, Quadruple Bit for Corrugated,

Oct. xx
Pulleys, The Fox Steel Sash. . .July xxiii
Pullman Wrought Steel Spring Hinge,

Feb. xxiii
Pulpit, Ancient 8-
Purchasers Cannot Enforce Curb
Line Covenant 183.

Quadruple Bit for Corrugated Pulley,
Oct. xx

Question in Bending Moments 45

Radial Borer, Patent Improved
Double Sept. xx
Rafter, Finding the Curve of Hip or
Angle 106
Rafters, Determining the Difference
in the Length of Jack 159
Rafter, Finding the Curve of a Hip
or Angle 188
Rafters,Concave and Convex Valley. 189
Rafters, Finding the Length of Jack. 136
Rafters in an Ogee Roof, Rule for
Finding Curve of 103
Rafters, Laying Out 49-
Raf ten?.Laying Out Jack 240
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"Rafters, Length of Jack 45, 47
Ksifters, Notching Hip and Valley. . . 259
Raften, Raising 50
Kaftan, Rule for Finding Length* of 214
Railroad Station, Moving a Brick .... 281
Raising Heavy Roofs 132
Raising Rafters 50
Range Boiler ? Who Owns the iqo
Rapid Construction 232
Rapid Estimating, Method of 214
Ratchet Auger Handle No. 3,Qunn'i),

Aug. zxiii
Ratchet Brace, Holt Nov. xxiv
Ratchet, New Standard Bit Brace,

March xziv
Rawhide Ferruled Mallets and Chisel
Handles Sept. xx
Rebuilding, Damage by 263
Reform, A Compulsory 245
Register, National Time July xxii
Regulations Governing Pent Houses. 92
Remarkable Stone, A 58
RemodeledResidence,A 61
Removing Varnish from Wood Work 193
Rents 179
Responsibility, Legal 170
Repairing Old Ceilings 281
Repairing the Roof 32
Report, New York's Convention. . . . 164
Report of the St. Louis Convention . 165
Report, Pittsburgh Building Inspect
or's Annual 66
Reports from Delegates to Conven
tions 166
Reports of Filial Bodies 164
Requirements, Rules and 245
Requisites, Builders' Exchange 222
Resawing Machine, Improved Band,

May xxii
Resawing Machine, Improved Circu
lar Jnne xxiii
Residence, A Modern 138
Residence, A Remodeled 61
Residence, A Southern 247
Residence, Brick Veneered 124
Residences, Ornamentation of 174
Resignation of Editor 31
Resolutions 193
Revised Uniform Contract 32
Revision of Constitution 261
Revivals, Architectural 207
Rex Molder, The April xxiii
Ridgway's Observation and Ventila
tion Lock Aug. xxiii
Right Spirit, The 225
Right to Assign Part of Contract. . . 182
Rights of Libor 69
Rights of Laborers and Material
Men in New Jersey 182
Ring, Corrugated Bit Brace. ..April xxvi
Rip and Crocs Cut Sawing Machine,
Combination Feb. xxv
Rip Saw, Patent Self Feed June xxii
Rochester, N. Y., Dwelling in 227
Romans, T Girders Used by the 266
Roof, Area of a Circular or Elliptical. 260
Roof Boards and Planceers, Mitering. 52
Roof, Combination Lead and Felt... . 13
Roof, Construction of Self Support
ing 81
Roof Construction, Problem in . ..46, 190
Roof, Dividing a .-103, 239
Roof, Eave Trough for Pitch 279
Roof, Eyebrow Windows in Ogee
Conical 132
Roof, Framing a 159
Roof, Framing a Complicated.. ... . 187
Roof, Framing an Octagon Tower. . 136
Roof Framing by the Steel Square. . 23
Roof Framing, How to Frame House ;
or, Balloon and 256
Roof Framing, Problem in 105
Roof Framing Without Drawings. 25, 49
Roof Intersecting with Main Roof,
Framing a Tower 107
Roof of 12 Inches Rise to the Foot,
Framing a 10
Roof of the Orand Central Palace. . . 180
Roof of the Manufactures Building. . 130
Roof of the St. Pancras Station 140
Roof, Pipes Above 210
Roof, Plan of 258
Roof, Repairing the 32
Roof, Self Supporting 279
Roof, The 225
Roof Truss 45, 258
Roof Truss Problems 134
Roof with Single Leader Pipe 157
Roofing, Columbia June xxvi

Roofing Contracts 104
Roofing, Designs in Slate 85, 114
Roofing, Seam for Tin May xxvii
Roofing Slate 128, 155
Roofing, Tarred Felt and Sheet Lead. 60
Roofing Tile, New designs of Terra
Cotta Jane xxv
Roofs and Floors, Ventilated 255
Roofs, Chinese 31
Roofs, Curved or Molded 22
Roofs from Rusting, Preventing Tin. 259
Roofs, Mansard 45
Roofs, Measurementsof 88
Roofs, Parallel Troughs on 158
Roofs, Pitch of 47, 81, 135, 156
Roofs, Raising Heavy 132
Rooms, Arrangement of 179
Rooms, Location of Exchange 166
Rope for Elevators, Wire 143
Routing Machine, String Nov. xz
Row Boats of Sheet Metal, Making. . 242
Royal Sash Fastener July xxiii
Rule for Finding Curve of Rafters in
an OgeeRoof 103
Rule for Finding Length of Rafters. 214
Rule, The Slide 196
Rules and Requirement! 245
Rules, Figures on a Two-foot..." 211
Rusting, Keeping Steel Squares from 131
Rusting, Preventing Tools from 46
Rusting, Preventing Tin Roofs from. 259

Safe Scaffolding 79
San Francisco Midwinter Fair . 265
Sand, Taking from the 174
Sander, New Triple Drum Jan. xxv
Sandpaper Truing Device for Bench
Planes April xxiv
Sandpapering Machine, Sash Joint
ing and Sept. xx
Sanitary Floor Skirting May xxiii
Sanitation, Hygiene and i
Sash Balance, McMillen May xxv
Sash Balance, Vanderbilt July xxiii
Sash Fastener, Bennett March xxiii
Sash Fastener, Royal July xxiii
Sash Holder, Motley's Adjustable,

March xxiii
Sash, Improved Window 251
Sash Jointing and Sandpapering Ma
chine Sept. xx
Sash Lift, New Design Sept. xx
Sash Life, Wilier Nov. xxiv
Sash Lock, Self Acting Nov. xxiv
Sash Lock, Walker's Ventilating,

July xxiii
Sash Pulley Marker, Grennan's,

April xxiv
Sash Pulleys, the Fox Steel July xxiii
Sash Sticking- Machine April xxii
Sash Weight Fastener, Troop's. May xxiii
Saw and Resawing Machine, Com
bination Band May xxiii
Saw, Antiquity of the 88
Saw,Combination Screw Gauge and. 84
Sawdust Building Bricks 264
Saw, Improved Band Feb. xxii
Saw, Improved Double Cut Off. .Oct. xxi
Saw, Improved Scroll Oct. xxii
Saw Jointer, Perfect Oct. xxiii
Saw Bench, Colburn Universal. April xxiv
Saw, Patent Self Feed Rip June xxii
Saw Sharpening Machine, Howard,

Jan. xxiv
Saw Table, Adjustable Nov. xx
Saw Table, Howard Mitering and
Beveling Feb. xxv
Saw, Union Combination Jan. xxiv
Sawing and Boring Macuine, Com
bination Nov. xxii
Sawing Machine, Combination Cir
cular Nov. xxiii
Sawing Machine, Combination Lathe
Boring and March xxiv
Sawing Machine, Combination Rip
and Cross Cut Feb. xxv
Sawing Machine, Gang Cat Off,

March xxii
Saws, Filing 133
Scaffolding, Safe 79
Scaffolds, Carpenters' 147
Scaffolds, Erection of 147
Scale, Steel Tape with Temperature
Compensating Sept. xxi
Scales on the Sector 211
Schneider, Addition to Honse of Ar
chitect T. F 4
School, An English Technical 116

School Competition, Third 1'rizs De
sign in S33
School House Competition—First
Prize Design 119
School House, Design for a $1500 . . 205
School, New York Trade* 266
School, Teachers' College Training. . 117
School, Williamson a
Schools in America, Trade 265
Schools, Manual Training 272
Schools, Manual Training High 117
Schools, Trades • 164
Screen Door, The Empire Fancy,

Jane xxvii
Screen, Higgin Steel Fly Jane xxiii
Screen, New Electric Window. April xxv
Screens and Outside Blinds, Window. 279
Screw Base Fence Post April xxv
Screw Driver, Goodell'* Brace. .Nov. xxi
Screw Drivers, Williamson Wire. Feb. xxv
Screw Gauge and Saw, Combination. 84
Scroll Saw, Improved Oct. xxii
Sea Water on Cement Mortars, Ef
fects of 251
Seam for Tin Roofing May xzvii
SeasonCrack, Preventing 160
Second Prize Design in Store Front
Competition 175
Secretaries, Designs for Writing
Decks and 338
Secretaries, Notice to 221, 261
Secretaries, To 26, 113, 137
Secretaries, To All Local 165
Secretary, Design for a 81
Secretary, National and Local 193
Sector, Scales on the 211
Self Acting Sash Lock Nov. xxiv
Self Cleaning Mortise Chisel . .March xxii
Self Feeding Rip Saw Table, Im
proved Feb. xxiy
Self Supporting Partitions 189
Self Supporting Roof 279
Semi-Portable Engine and B)iler,

March xxii
Sequoia Tree Stumps, Use for 54
Setting Corner Blocks 159
Setting Fixtures 209
Settings for Glass, Metallic. . . .June xxiv
Settler, A House of the Early 130
Seventh Annual Convention of Na
tional Association of Builders 26
Sham f Where is the I
Sharpening Molding Plane Irons 132
Sharpening Molding Planes n
Sharpening Tools, The Oil Stone for. 194
Sheet Metal, Making Row Boats of. . 242
Shelf Design 191
Shelving, Designs for Counters and.. 159
Shingle Clapboard Carving Machine,

Nov. xxi
Shingle Clapboarding Jan. xxv
Shingles. Durable Oregon 66
Shingles, Experiments with 98
Shingles for Valleys, Tin 134, 239
Shingles in Washington 106
Shingling Above Circular Top Win
dows 37^
Shingling Hips Without Weather
Boards 238
Shingling Valleys 106, 132
ShopConstruction, " Weaving Shed "
Design for 252
Shop, Plans for Carpenter 10
Shop Practice 132
Shops, Power for Small 143
Shrunken Floors, Filling for Joints
for 256
Shutter Worker, Zimmerman's Auto
matic Inside May xxv
Shutters and Doors, Perkins'. .April xxiii
SideboardandFlour Bin,Combination
Kitchen 231
Sideboard Designs 103
Sills, Pitch of Door and Window 134
Silver of Various Countries, Gold and 222
Silver Plating domeof State Capitol. 335
Single Surfacing Machine, Improved,

Aug. xxiv
Sink and Closet,Combination Kitchen 159
Sinking Building Foundations, Novel
Method of 153, 193
Sisson, Hugh 261
Six-inch " B " Molder , . .June xxiii
Six-room House, Design for a 134
Skirting, Sanitary Floor May xxiii
Skylight Tight, Making a 189
Slate, Roofing 128, 155
Slate Roofing, Designs in 85, 114
Slate Waste, Utilization of 122
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Slide Rule, The 196
Sliding Doon, True Banning:Drawers
and 84
Slip Joint Eave Trough July xxvi
Smallest Church. 224
Smallest Lock 166
Smith Brace, The An?, xiv
Snow Shoe, Berber's Standing Seam,

May xxvii
So-called Burnt Air 217
Soft v«. Hard Steel for Building Con
struction 88
Solid or Hollow Brick Walls 16
Some Causesand Preventives 245
Some Timely Suggestions . . 2So
Something About Mortar 218
South Africa, Labor in 280
Southern Houses 215
Southern Residence, A 247
Spacing, Effects of 204
Speoial Committees 165
Special Door in Holland Houses 271
Special Trade Associations 192
Specialist, A Plea for the 120
Specification Accompanying First
Prize Design 99
Specification for Doors 280
Specifications, Interpretation of, . . . . 278
Spiral Arch, Striking a 212
Spiral Arches, Arch Stones in 280
Spire, Framing a Church 82
Spirit, The Right 225
Splices, Hitches, Bends and Lash
ings, Knots 196
Spout, Bevels for a Diamond 103
Spring Hinge No. 10, New Idea.July xxv
Square Timber Octagon in Cross Sec
tion, Making .. . 159
Squares, Decimally Marked Steel 158
St. John the Divine, Cathedral of. . . 38
St. Louis Convention, Report of the. 165
St. Luke's Hospital 166
St. Panoras Station, Roof of the 140
Stable, Arrangement of a 211
Stable, Carriage House and. 70
Staining White Pine 206
Stair Builder and Carpenter's Hand
Book, Peoples'Pocket 116
Stair Gauge, Starrett's July xxiv
Stair String, Laying Out a Housed. . 106
Stairs, Winding 278
Stairway, Design for Open 46
Standard Door Holder '....July xxv
Standard Steel Construction 244
Standing Committees National Asso
ciation Master Builders 1892 2b
Standing Committees National Asso
ciation Master Builders 1893 241
Standard Guide to Chicago for 1893■T4o
Stanley's Improved Plane Irons. Jan. xxvi
Starrett's Stair Gauge July xxiv
State Capitol, Silver Plating Dome of. 235
Station, Roof of the St. Pancras . 140
Station, Moving a Brick Railroad. . . 281
Steamand Hot Water Heating 136
Steam or Hot Water for Greenhouse
Heating 5

Steel for Building Construction, Soft
vs. Hard 88
Steel Frame Construction, Modern. .1,6
Steel Construction, Standard 244
Steel Hods, Union July xxiv
Steel Post, The International. .Aug. xxvi
Steel Square, Roof Framing by the. . 23
Steel Squares, Decimally Marked 158
Steel Squares from Rusting, Keeping 131
Steel Tape with Temperature Com
pensating Scale Sept. xxi
Stock Exchange Building, Chicago. . 98
Stone, A Remarkable 58
Stone, Artificial 158
Stone Cornices, Molding, &c, Machine
for Cutting 8
Stone Cutting, Masonry and.... 141, 285
Stone for Sharpening Tools, The Oil. 194
Stone, The Use of Artificial 215
Stoneham, Mass., Church at 54
Stones in Spiral Arches, Arch 280
Storage Warehouse, Large Cold 6
Store Front Competition, Second
Prize Design in 175
Store Front, Design for a 256
Store Fronts, Competition in 149
Storm Doors, Turnstile 157
Storm Window Fastener, Wooster's,

Oct. xxii
Streets, Glass Roofed 170
Strength of Brackets 131
Striking a Spiral Arch 212

Striking an Ellipse with Dividers. ... 8t
Strings and Winders, Laying Out. .. 107
String Routing Machine Nov. xx
Study in Colonial Architecture 199
Study in House Design 91
Subscriptions to Carpentry and
Building 165
Suburban and Country Houses 140
Suburban Cottage 3
Sugared Mortar 80
Suggestion*, Some Timely 280
Sunlight, Heating by 70
Supplement Plates, Carpentry and
Building 278
Supplement Plates, Framing 136
Surface, Proportioning Hot Air Pipes
to Indirect 259
Surfacing Machine, Improved Single,

Aug. xxiv
Swing Doors, Hanging Double 103, 133
Swing, Perfection Barrel May xxviii
Swiss Brick 186
System, Apprenticeship 193
System, Indirect Heating 217
System, Planning a Heating 267
System, The Combination 217

T-Girders Used by the Romans 266
Table, Adjustable Saw Nov. xx
Table, Improved Self Feeding Rip
Saw Feb. xxiv
Taking From the Sand 174
Taking the Wind Out of Timber. 131,258
Tank, Contents of Water 12,46
Tank Hoop Problem 156
Tank Hoops, Lengths of. 47, 240
Tape with, Temperature Compensat
ing Scale, Steel Sept. xxi
Tapering Chimneys, Draft of 164
Tarred Felt and Sheet Lead Roofing. 60
Tatum Bit Gauge , Feb xxii
Teachers' College Training School. . . 117
Technical Education 102
Technical School, An English 116
Technical Terms Relating to Door
Hardware 139
Technology, Architecture at Mas
sachusetts Institute of 204
Temperature Compensating Scale,
Steel Tape with Sept. xxi
Terra Cotta Roofing Tile, New De
signs of June xxv
Test of Fire Resisting Materials 284
Testing Pipes 208
Theater, Another New York 225
Theater, Beckwith Memorial 267
Third Prize Design in Twenty first
Competition 183
Third Prize Design in School House
Competition 233
Tight, Making a Skylight 189
Tills, Easy Running Tool Chest 81
Timber, Action of Mortar on 190
Timber, Big 91
Timber, Durability of 202
Timber Lands of Great Britain 44
Timber Octagon in Cross Section,
Making a Square 159
Timber, Taking theWind out of.. 131,258
Time Blank, Carpenters' Bill and. . . 190
Time Register, National July xxii
Timely Suggestions, Some 280
Tin Roofing, Seamsfor May xxvii
Tin Roofs from Rusting, Preventing 259
Tin Shingles for Valleys 134,239
Title, Kind of Possession of Land
that Gives 182
To All Filial Bodies 137
To All Local Secretaries 165
To Members of Filial Bodies 282
Tool Chest, Combination Clothes and 139
Tool Chest Construction. ... 104, 135, 279
Tool Chest, Handy 134
Tool Chest Tills, Easy Running 81
Tool Chests, Designs of 11
Tool Handles, Polishing Wood 207
Tools from Rusting, Preventing 46
TooIb, The Oil Stone for Sharpening. 194
Top, An English Chimney 155
Top, The 168
Tower, Electrical. .. 265
Tower of London, New. 166
Tower Roof, Framing an Octagon. . . 136
Tower Roof Intersecting with Main
Roof, Framing a. 107
Tower with Aluminum, Plating a. . . 26
Tower, World's Fair 8
Trade Associations, Special 192

Trade Notes. .Jan. xxvii, Feb. xxvi,
March xxiv, April xxvi, May
xxviii, June xxviii, July xxvi,
Aug. xxvi, Sept. xxii, Oct. xxiii,

Nov. xxv
Trade School, New York 266
Trade Schools in America 265
Trade Under Difficulties, Learning a. 158
Traders' Exchange, Mechanics and. . 130
Trades Schools 164
Training High Schools, Manual 117
Training in Brooklyn, Manual 286
Training, Manual 2, 198
Training School, Teachers' College. . 117
Training Schools, Manual 272
Transportation 55
Treatment, General 204
Treatment of Floors. 180
Trees, Warping of 186
Trimmer's Saw Bench 45
Triple Drum Sander, New Jan. xxv
Troop's Sash Weight Fastener. May xxiii
Trough for Pitch Roof, Eave ... 179
Trough, Slip Joint Eave July xxvi
Troughs on Roofs, Parallel 158
True Running Drawers and Sliding
Doors 84
Truing Device for Bench Planes,
Sandpaper April xxiv
Truss, Barn 156
Truss Problems, Roof 134
Truss, Roof 45, 258
Trussing a Floor 159
Tunnel Through Palisades 40
Turkish Wooden Houses -...... 256
Turnstile Storm Doors 157
Twenty-five Foot Lot, Cottage for. . 273
Two Centuries Ago, Handrailing as
Taught 167
Two-Foot Rule, Figures on a 211
Twn-Spindle Boring and Mortising
Machine Feb. xxiii
Two Years' Fair, A 31

Uncle Sam Hanger May xxvi
Uniform Contract, The. .113,165,192,

261, 282
Uniformity in Estimating 113
Union Combination Saw Jan. xxiv
Union Steel Hods July xxiv
Universal Handy Bench Clamp, Buf
falo Nov. xxiv
Universal Wood Worker, Economy,

Aug. xxii
Use for Sequoia Tree Stumps 54
Use of Artificial Stone, The 215
Use of Nails, The 174
Utilization of Slate Waste 122

Valley Rafters, Concave and Convex. 189
Valley Rafters, Notching Hip and. .. 259
Valleys, Shingling 106, 132
Valleys, Tin Shingles for 134, 239
Value of Membership 241
Vanderbilt Sash Balance July xxiii
Varnish from Wood Work, Removing 193
Vaulting, Application of Descriptive
Geometry to Gothic 285
Veneering a Frame Building, Brick. 156
Veneering, Antiquity of Glue and. .. 217
Veneer Manufacturing 116
Veneer Warehouse, A 54
Veneered Buildings, Brick 215
Veneering, French 7, 44> ' "
Vent Pipes so8
Ventilated Roofs and Floors 255
Ventilating Dwellings, Warming and 53
Ventilating Sash Lock, Walker's,

July xxiii
Ventilating Window Locks, Electric
and June xxvii
Ventilation 102, 207
Ventilation, Domestic 90
Ventilation, Hot Water Heating and. 17
Ventilation in London Workshops. . 130
Ventilation Lock, Ridgway's Obser
vation and Aug. xxiii
Ventilation of Basements and Cel
lars 169
Ventilator, Combined Door Lock and,

Nov. xxiv
Vertical Lines, Fittings on 208
Views, A Philadelphian's I
Vise, The Gleason Bench July xxvi

Wages Abroad 226
Waldorf Hotel 123
Wall Cabinet, Design for 129
Walls for Buildings, Hollow Brick. . 263
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Walls, Hanging Paper on Damp 273
Wall* of Cobblestones,Cellar 156
Walls, Solid or Hollow Brick 16
Walker's Ventilating Sash Lock.

July zziii
Warehouse, A Veneer 54
Warehouse, Large Cold Storage 6
Warming a Church 157, 191, 260
Wanning and Ventilating Dwellings. 53
Warner Hydraulic Elevator Nov. zxii
Warping of Trees 186
Washington City, Building Opera
tions in 173
Washington, Iowa, Cottage in 171
Washington , Shingles in 106
Waste, Utilization of Slate 122
Water, Cistern vs. Well 168
Water on Cement Mortars, Effects
of Sea 251
Water Proofing Brick 269
Ways and Means 197
Weather Boards, Shingling Hips
Without 238' Weaving Shed " Design for Shop
Construction 252
Well Water, Cistern vi 168
What Builders Are Doing.. 14, 41,
67, 108, 151, 177,216, 236, 254, 276

What Constitutes a Building t 4
What Should Be the Shape of Chim
neys ! 119
Where is the Sham ? I
White Brick 6
White House, The 116
White Pine Doors, Georgia Pine
Casings and 279
White Pine, Staining 206
Who Owns the Range Boiler ? 190
Wilier Sash Lift. .• Nov. xxiv

Williamson School 2
Williamson Wire Screw Drivers. Feb. xxv
Wind Bracing in High Buildings,

37, 65, Q°
Wind out of Timber, Taking the. 131,2$8
Winders, Laying Out Strings and. . . 107
Wind Pressure 197
Wind Proof Houses 197
Winding Stairs 278
Window Design 203
Window Fastener, Wooster's Storm,

Oct. xzii
Window Frames, Gothic. 239
Window, Framing a Gothic 133, 187
Window Locks, Electric and Ven
tilating June xxvii
Window, Mantel Finish for 160
Window Sash, Improved 251
Window Screen, New Electric. April xrv
Window Screens and Outside Blinds. 279
Windows, Circular 251
Windows in OgeeConical Roof , Eye
brow 132
Windows, Shingling Above Circular
Top 278
Wire Kope for Elevators 143
Wiring Buildings for Electric Light
ing 144
Wood Embossing Machine May xxiv
Wood Mantel, New Design of 195
Wood, Painting 163
Wood Tool Handles, Polishing 207
Wood Trimming Machine, Neracher,

May xxiv
Wood Work, Designs of Ornamental,

July xzii
Wtod Work, Finishing 110
Wood Work, Removing Varnish
from 193

Wood Worker, Economy Universal,
AUK. xxii

Wooden Bottoms for Stuffed Chair*.. 84
Wooden Houses, Turk ish 256
Work, Brick 80
Work, Cheap Contract 236
Work, Painting Iron 2'°
Working Rules for the Building
Trades of London >95
Workingmen, Houses for n, 238
Workmen, Arbitration Between Em
ployers and !9a
Workshop, Model »95
Workshops, Ventilation in London:. 130
World's Fair Buildings, The 245
World's Fair, " Children's Home

" at
the 59
World's Fair, England's Building at
the 140
World's Fair, Germany's Building at
the 80
World's Fair, Manufactures Building
atthe 96
World's Fair, The 197
World's Fair Tower '"

'

Wooster's Storm Window Fastener,
Oct. xxii

Writing Desk and Drawer 27
Writing Desks and Secretaries, De
signs for 238

Yale Paracentric Key Aug. XXv
Year, The Past »

Zimmerman's Automatic Inside Shut
ter Worker • May xxv
Zinc, Cleaning J88
Zinc, Cleaning Old 103
Zinc Work in Australia. Deterioration
of.. 284
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Modern Steel Frame Construction.

A feature of construction which is be
coming prominent in various parts of the
country in connection with the erection
of tall buildings designed for office or
other purposes is to make the frame-work
or skeleton of iron or steel, and incase

the supporting members in masonry of
brick, terra cotta or stone. This method,

which may be designated as steel frame
construction, possessesadvantages which
render it especially adapted for use in
locations where ground space is an im

portant consideration, and where build
ings are run up to a great hight. An
interesting example of a building con

structed on this plan is shown in one of
our supplement plates, the picture repre
senting the Betz Building of Philadel
phia as it appeared during the process of
erection. The construction employed in

connection with buildings of this character
has excited the attention of the architect
ural and engineering papers not only in
this country, but in foreign lands as well.
Our English contemporaries, however,

do not apparently regard this system of
construction with any great degree of
favor, although they seem to recognize
the advantages of such a method, view
ing it from a purely business standpoint.
Some of the foreign papers commenting
upon the subject have gone so far as to
designate this form of architecture as a
"business style" in contradistinction to
those styles laid down in books and every
where recognized by writers on archi
tectural topics.

English Comments.

The London Builder in its issue for
October 15of the year just closed, com
menting on the building which we illus
trate this month, gives expression to the
following :
"As to the ' architecture * which sur
rounds this mass of steel-framed business
burrows, the architect, W. H. Decker of
Philadelphia, defines it as ' modern
Romanesqe," elaborately ornamented.
This description seems really to mean a
variety of Richardsonesqe, with the in
evitable three colonnettes in a row, and
blocks prepared for carved capitals on
the Byzantine-like outline with flat carv
ing which Richardson brought into
vogue. From the make of the floor
framings it was evident that above the
second floor the building was to be
carried up to considerable hight in that
kind of system of a series of lofty bay
windows, repeated through several stories,

which is rather a favorite with the archi
tects of these tower-like American office

blocks. Probably, on the whole, the

architectural treatment will be fairly
representative of the best class of Ameri
can city buildings of this type. The

question raised in the English mind is as
to the rationale of the whole system.
This deliberate building up of masonry
architecture, for mere conformity with
precedent, around a structure which is

independent of it, seems an extraordinary
example of the force of heredity in archi
tecture. Why build up all this granite
and carved stone screen around the real
structure, merely as a concession to

ancient superstition? This certainly is

not architecture in any true sense. It
would surely be more reasonable to treat

the work as a steel structure with terra
cotta Ailing, where filling was required,
and show the steel piers, and endeavor to
find an appropriate artistic treatment of
such a structure, instead of building an
inappropriate one around it. As the thing
stands, it represents one of the most
audacious and costly descriptions of sham
which the history of architecture has to

present."

A Philadelphian's Views.

A gentleman connected with the archi
tectural and trade press in Philadelphia,
who has watched the progress of the

Betz Building from day to day since it
was started, and who has read the com

ments made thereon by the London jour
nal named, writes us as follows: "The
Bui Ider thinks this system of construction
' one of the most audacious and costly
descriptions of sham which the history of

architecture has to present,' and asks
'Why build up all this granite and carved
stone around the real structure merely as

a concession to ancient superstition?'
The charge of audacity is only what might

be expected from our English friends,who

seem to be bound in everything so closely

by precedent, but the charge of ' con

cession to ancient superstition ' is, to say

the least, a little surprising. The Amer
ican people are so familiar with improve
ments that they readily fall into changes,
and are inclined, perhaps, to sometimes

give too little thought to precedent. If,
to-morrow, it were found to be really
more advantageous to build from the roof
down, it is certain that such a system
would readily be adopted, ancient ' super
stition ' notwithstanding.

Where is the Shaml
''Where is the sham in using steel frame

work in the construction of buildings ?

The iron frame is simply the skeleton over
which the flesh and outer skin of brick

and stone are built, and it is not ' sham '

architecture because the ' skeleton ' is

concealed. It must be remembered that
in office buildings light is a very essential
requisite and large windows are neces
sary. Piers of brick and stone are not
strong enough to hold up 12or 14 story
structures if large window space is given.
A simple calculation of the crushing
strength of brick and stonewill show that

verv large piers would be necesattfy tc
carry the weight of such high structures,

and the practical effect of this would be
that the officeswould be so dark that they
would not rent. But more important
than this are the requirements of fire
proof construction. It has frequently
been noted that the great objection to
iron or steel is the liability to bend under
heat, with the subsequent collapse of the
building. Hence the structural iron work
must be concealed beneath a fire-proof
and slow combustible substance. Experi
ence has taught that brick work or terra
cotta fulfills these conditions and its use
is a structural necessity and very far from
a sham, as the Builder supposes."

Hygiene and Sanitation.

One of the features of the Department
of Liberal Arts at the World's Columbian
Exhibition, to be held in Chicago, is a
Bureau of Hygiene and Sanitation, which
has been organized to prepare a collective
exhibit illustrative of the present condi
tion of sanitary science. We understand

that the aim of this bureau will be to
show as fully as possible the position at
the present day of the theory and practice
of hygiene, and to this end it is expected
that universities and colleges, boards of
health, scientists, inventors, manufactur
ers and the public generally will heartily
co-operate in the endeavor to make the

exhibit worthy of the science and of the

country. It is natural to expect that with
such varied sources of supply a great
diversity of results will follow. The gen
eral classification of the Bureau of Hy
giene and Sanitation shows a wide range.
That of dwellings embraces buildings, or
large models of buildings, in connec
tion with which will be indicated de
fects and unsanitary conditions, as fre

quently found in houses; proper modes of
building, draining, ventilating and warm

ing houses on sanitary principles ; school
houses of sanitary but economical con
struction, tenement houses, flats, city and

country residences, club houses, court
rooms, theaters, churches, &c. Another
divisioQ is that of Hygiene of the Work
shop and Factory, and this depart
ment of the Columbian Exposition is
likely to be one in which architects, car
penters and builders generally will be
greatly interested.

The Armour Institute.

For some time past there has been in
course of erection in Chicago an orna

mental structure five stories in hight, the

purposes of which have only recently be

come known to the general public. This
structure is intended as a manual training

school known as the Armour Institute, and

represents, with a handsome endowment,

the gift of Philip D. Armour, well known
to the commercial world from his connec
tion with the meat-packing interests of
the we3t. The building is 175 x 65 feet

in size and is divided by heavy fire walls
into three portions of nearly equal area.

The exterior is Romanesque in style of

architecture and so designed as to give an
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imposing effect. The basement and first

story are of browx> sandstone, while the

upper portion in of red pressed brick and

terra cotta. The structure is covered with a

•!•••!'slate roof, which rises to a bight of

126 feet. What is known as the south

pavilion will be ased for manual training,
the rooms being finished as workshops and

•equippedwith the appliances necessary for

the purpose. There is also a machinery
room, a hand workshop and one for wood

working purposes. In a one-story wing of
the building are engines and boiler?, one

'Corliss engine being used to run machinery
and the other the electric-light plant. It
will be a part of the course of instruction
to teach the students the practical oper
ation of steam engines, pumps and electri
cal appliances, and for this reason all such

machinery will be placed where it will be
open to inspection. The library is a room
54 x 60 feet, with ceiling 15 ;feet in hight
and magnificently lighted on three sides.

There is a capacity for 25,000 volumes.
There will also be classrooms, mechanical
and physical laboratories lecture rooms,

gymnasium and departments devoted to

cooking and dressmaking. Mr. Armoui's

idea of manual training is that it shall be
taught in such a way that the muscles shall

not be more thoroughly trained than the

moral character and the perception of

truth and duty. The teachers will form a
faculty of the highest standing obtainable

in the country. The library will ]be sup
plied with books bearing not only on the

English language and literature and the

more polite fields of learning, but also on

the theory and practice of the steam en

gine aud those things which are supposed
to be more in the line of manual training

schools. The cost of the building, exclu

sive of furniture, is over $200,000, and it

is expected that it will be ready for occu
pancy by September 1 next.

A Proper Attitude.

The Builders' Exchange of Buffalo sets
an excellent example to all associations
of employers in its dealings with the labor
problems and the relationships between
employer and workman. No opportunity
is neglected to improve the knowledge on
both sides of the obligations that each
owes to the other. During the past month
a communication was received by the Buf
falo exchange from the Building Trades
Council of the city asking for the appoint
ment of a committee to confer with a
committee of the council upon matters of
importance. It was the unanimous opin
ion of the directors of the exchange that
the request be granted and the conference
held. As the result of this action the
two came together -and transacted their
business in th6 utmost harmony and with
renewed feelings of security and confi
dence in each other. Such a course as
this could be. followed with profit by
every organization of employers in the
country, for it is unquestionably easier to
adjust matters upon which there is a dif
ference of opinion than it is to settle a
dispute or quarrel. In the majority of
cases where a difference occurs between
-workmen and employers, some kind of a

meeting is sooner or later bound to take
place, and it is much better for all con
cerned to meet with feelings of friendli
ness and a desire to correct at once any
wrong that may exist, than to wait until
forced into unwilling meeting when the
mental attitude of each side prevents
justice prevailing.

The Fait Year.

It appears from correspondence with
the secretaries of the various builders'
exchanges in the more important cities
throughout the country that the year just
closed has been a generally satisfactory
one, both from the standpoint of profita
ble business and that of the relationships
between employers and employed. The
closing year marks the end, it is thought,
of the period of depression which has ex
isted in a greater or lesser degree in the
building business in the territory lying
between the Mississippi River and Rocky
Mountains, in which district the builders
appear to be assured of an improved con
dition of affairs in 1893. Throughout the
Middle States and extreme East business
has been steady and profitable, and build
ers evince a feeling of satisfaction at the
result of the season's work. Leaving out
New York City and the great granite re
gion of New England, the past year has
been remarkably free from labor troubles.
The questions of difference between em
ployers and workmen are being treated
more intelligently every day, and where
in the past abrupt demands were the cus
tom, preventive measures are now being
taken by both sides. Arbitration is tak
ing its proper place as the best solution of
questions that must and should be solved
in harmony and amicability. Good wages
have prevailed in a large majority of the
cities, due in a measure to the joint action
of employer and employed, rather than
to the power of the demands of the unions,
as was frequently the case in other years.
In the business methods of builders a
gradual and steady change for the better
is taking place. Recognized codes of
practice establishing honorable methods
and relationships between the builders
themselves, and between builders and
architects, governing the treatment of
bids and similar business conditions, are
being brought into operation, to the great
benefit of all concerned. The new year
seems to promise well as regards business,
and if the same rate of progress is main
tained in the future with relation to the
treatment of labor questions, builders and
workmen may begin to hope that positive
security from upheaval will soon become
an established fact.

The Williamson School.

The Williamson Free School of Mechan

ical Trades, founded by Isaiah V. William
son, for the purpose of giving poor and

deserving boys a good English education,
for training them in habits of morality,
economy and industry and for teaching

them mechanical trades, is now in opera
tion in Delaware County, Pa. Each
scholar is given a preparatory course in

wood working and mechanical drawing,
in connection with studies in the school
room, and extending through six months.

At the end of that period he is placed at
one of the following three trades, the

selection of which is made by the trustees,
due regard being given to the inclination
and adaptability of the boys to the trades

to which they are assigned. Wood work

ing in its various branches, such as car

pentering, pattern making, cabinet mak

ing, &c. ; building, including bricklaying,
tile, range and boiler setting, &c., plaster
ing and stone masonry; machine trade,
in all its usual details, including practical

training in steam and electrical engineer
ing, steam fitting, &c. Each scholar
takes but one of the trades named, and
his instruction in mechanical drawing,
which continues during his entire course,
tends in the general direction of his trade.

Manual Training.

The training of young men in the man
ual arts is receiving more and more at
tention at the present day, and it is evi
dent to the most cam 11 observer that a
course of study of this character is calcu
lated to strengthen and develop the youth
of the country in a way nothing else can,
while at the same time fitting them to
comprehend and direct the industrial
progress of the age. Manual training does
not consist merely in the ability to make
different things, but is rather to be associ
ated with instruction in the usual course
of studies. A proper estimate of its
value can only be determined when it is
considered with reference to its place and
share in the general education of the
young men of the land. Discoursing upon
the general subject of manual training
in schools, Prof. James McAllister, prin
cipal of the Drexel Institute, advances
the idea in a paper lately read before the
Schoolmasters' Association, that the power
and strength of the present civilization
depends upon its industrialism quite as
much as upon intellectual attainment.
Critics of manual training in the schools,
he says, object to the use of tools. The
latter, in his estimation, hold the same
place in manual training that apparatus
does in physics or vessels in chemistry.
In the hands of an artisan, says Pro
fessor McAllister, the tool is a noble in
strument. The man who uses tools to build
an engine fit to drive a great ship or
factory puts them to grand use. The
tools and the man are now the epic of
the world, not " arms and the man." In
an industrial age tools are the best in
struments of education. The use of tools
properly directed furnishes a means to
clear perception. It gives to the man a
training for the perceptive powers ; it
contributes to stronger and more active
intelligence in dealing with questions of
all kinds, and it helps a boy more than
anything else to do a thing as it should
be done. The useful activity of mind
cultivated by the right kind of manual
training fills young men with the spirit
and tendency of the times. It disposes
them toward broad, practical views of
social and economic questions. They are
trained to deal with everything from an
enlightened standpoint and are helped to
realize in themselves the ideal of a full
and harmonious development.
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A SUBURBAN COTTAGE

THE
two-story frame cottage which we
illustrate by means of elevations, floor
plans and a selection of details, was

erected last winter for A. B. Barkman at

of our supplement plates, is thoroughly
built throughout, and from an inspection
of the floor plans is seen to provide four
commodious apartments on the first floor

feet 6 inches, and^the third story or attic
8 feet. The timbers employed are of the
usual size for structures of this kind, the
building being sheeted with 1-inch hem-

Front Elevation and Section.—Scale,Mi Inch to the Foot.
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DININGROOM

First Floor. SecondFloor.
Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

A Suburb in Cottage.—H. Galloway Ten Buck, Architect, Newark, New Jersey.

Forest Hill, a suburb of Newark, N. J., and the same number of sleeping rooms,
from plans prepared by H. Galloway Ten together with a bathroom upon the sec-
Eyck of Market and Broad streets, ond floor.
Newark, N. J. This suburban residence, a The cellar has a hight of 7 feet, the first
general view of which is presented in one story 9 feet 6 inches, the second story 8

lock boards, put on diagonally. These are
covered with clear white pine clapboards
and shingles are used as indicated in the
elevations. The roof is covered with
cypress shingles. -^M
Referring to the first-floor plan, it will
be seen that there are rooms on each side
of the main hall, which is reached from a

piazza extending across the front and
partly upon one side of the house. At
the right of the hall is the library, which

is entered through an arched opening.
To the left of the hall is the parlor, with
bay window extension, while in the rear

is the dining room, the two apartments
being connected with folding doors. In
each of these rooms is a quartered oak
mantel, the dining room being provided
also with an open fire place, with tile
hearth. The position of the kitchen is
such that the front door of the house may
be reached without passing through other
rooms, a feature to be commended, and
also one which cannot fail to be fully ap
preciated, especially by those employing
servants. Direct communication between
the kitchen and dining room is established
by means of a door, and indirectly
through a commodious pantry, fitted with
the modern conveniences. Ascending to
the second floor, the four sleeping rooms
are found arranged in such a manner as
to be readily accessible from the hall
while utilizing space to the best advan
tage. The main stairs ascend from a
point directly in the rear of the library,
and reach the second floor at a point
which is practically the center of the
house. The bathroom is at the rear, be-
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tween two sleeping rooms, and in close
proximity to chimney flues. It is fitted
with the latest sanitary specialties, the
plumbing being exposed and the fittings
of brass nickel plated. The trim through
put the house is of white wood, finished
in natural color. The staircase is of ash.

This house, we understand from the archi
tect, can be built in Newark for $3,800.

AN ADDITION having a frontage of 30
feet and a depth of 60 feet is being made
to the house of Architect T. F. Schneider

one side will be a stone arch 17 feet wide
resting on triple columns, it being the in
tention to have a recessed fire place be
neath the arch with circular nooks at each
Bide. Running from one of these nooks
will be a winding stairca«e of bronze lead
ing to a gallery over the fire place and
looking into the studio under the arch.
We understand that when this addition
is completed Mr. Schneider's house will
be one of the largest in the city.

What Constitutes a Building.

Attic Plan.

The question of what constitutes a build
ing has frequently come up in the English
courts, and is one of no little interest to
American readers. It has recently been
discussed in one of our foreign exchanges
by an English lawyer, who says the Ques
tion should, perhaps, be put as,

" What
ought to be a building —that is, what sort
of structure ought to be built up of walls,
of brick or stone, with a slate or tile roof
and proper foundations, instead of being
put together with timber? The last case
of the Kind was certainly a bold attempt
to evade the statute. The structure in
dispute was a large erection, part shop and
part timber stage. The defendant's case
was that, being merely a timber stage, it
could not be a "building" within the
act. But from the evidence it appears

BasementPlan.

Side (Right) Elevation.

A Suburban Collage.—Basement and Attic Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot. Elevation.—Scale, >#Inch to the Foot.

while the sash by the front door and the
staircase landings are glazed with colored
leaded glass, producing pleasing effects.
The heat is furnished from a hot-air fur
nace, the position of the registers being
indicated on the floor plans. The laundry,
it will be observed, is in the basement.

of Washington, D. C. The new building
will be three stories in hight, constructed
of white Indiana limestone and finished
with a tower. The front room on the first
floor will be used as a reception room, at
the back of which will be a studio 35 x 30
feet, and having a hight of 23 feet. On

that the structure is 17 feet wide, 42
feet long and 32 feet high. It stands upon
timbers for a foundation, and has revolv
ing shutters at the lower portion, and in
these are retailed, besides lengths of tim
bers, various wooden manufactured goods,
such as step ladders, cornice poles, meat
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safes, &c. The magistrate went into the
facts, and pointed out that eacb case must
be decided upon its merits. He was not
going to hold that all timber stages are
buildings. But this was a good deal
more than a timber stage, for it was per-

the structure in its lower portion was
used and occupied as a shop, and that per
manently. More than this, the structure
was in the High-street, Kingsland, and
so it abutted upon houses and shops in
which many people resided. So the order

Steam or Hot Water for Green-
boose Heating.

Sectionof Trim.—Scale
1Inch to theFoot.

Detailof Oneof th« InsideDoors.—Scale,
% Inch to the Foot.

retail of Arch In
Hall. —Scale,
Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Main Stairs —Sca'e, •
',

Inch to the
Foot.

Section of Base.—Scale, I Inch to the Fjot.

Detail of Panel Back Windows.—Sca'e, % Inch
to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Details of Suburban Cottage.

manently used as a shop, and even had
revolving shutters in front for that pur
pose. It is true the sides of the structure
were left open, but that was really done
for the convenience of its owner, and did
•not in the least degree alter the fact that

was made that the requirements of the
district surveyor be complied with, and
thus the ingenious argument that this
wooden stage and shop over 30 feet high
did not come within the act as a building
has, so far, failed."

la order to determine whether steam or
hot water is the best for heating green
houses, a series of experiments were made
at the Agricultural Experimental Station in
conntction with Cornell University a short
time since in which the following conclu
sions were reached : 1

.

The temperatures
of steam pipes average higher than those
of hot-water pipes throughout the entire
circuit for the entire period of test. 2.
The higher the inside temperature in
steam pipes the leas is the proportionate
•warming power of the pipes at a given
point. The heat is distributed over a

greater length of pipe, and as steam is car
ried at a higher temperature than hot
water, it has a distinct advantage for
heating long runs. 8

.

When no pressure

is indicated by the steam gauge, the dif
ference between the temperatures of the
riser and the return is greater with steam
than with hot water. 4

.

Under pressure
the difference is less with steam than with
hot water. 5

.

There is less loss of heat
in the steam risers than in the hot-water
risers, and this means that more heat in
the steam system is carried to the further
end of the house, and more is spent in the
returns as bottom heat. 6. This relation

is more uniform in the steam risers than
in the hot -water risers, giving much more
even results with steam than with hot
water. 7. When the fires are operative
the fluctuation in the temperature of the
risers at any given point is much greater
with hot water than with steam. 8

.

An
increase in steam pressure raises the tem
perature in the entire circuit, but the tem
perature does not rise uniformly with the
pressure. 9
.

The first application of the
pressure increases the temperature of the
returns much more than that of the risers.
10. Steam is better than hot water for
long and crooked circuits. 11. Pressure

is of greater utility in increasing the
rapidity of circulation of steam and in
forcing it through long circuita and over
obstacles. 12. Unfavorable conditions can
be more readily overcome with steam than
with hot water. 13. Hot water consumed
more coal than steam, and was at the same
time less efficient. This result would
probably be modified in a shorter and
straighter circuit with greater fall. 14.
Under the conditions here present steam is

more economical than hot water and more
satisfactory in every way, and this result

is not modified to any extent by the style
of heaters used.

The Mercantile Club House.

The new building of the Mercantile
Club, which is to be located on Broad
street, Philadelphia, is expected when
finished to be one of the finest and most
complete establishments of its kind in
the Quaker City. The structure will
cover an area of 175 x 60 feet and
when completed will have entailed an
expenditure of nearly $500,000. The
building will be modeled after the Co
lonial style of architecture and con
structed of Pompeian brick, terra cotta,
Indiana stone and granite. The ground
floor will contain a number of rooms es
sential to the convenience of members of

a club of this kind, the banquet hall
having a capacity for over 1200people.
One of the leading features of the build
ing will be an entertainment hall, fitted
up with all the appointments of a first-
class theater. On this floor will also be a

library, reading, reception and conversa
tion rooms, together with private dining
rooms and a large buffet. The third floor
will be devoted to billiard, chess and card
rooms, while the fourth floor will begiven
up to gymnasium, baths, servants' rooms,
&c. The entire structure will be as
nearly fire proof as possible, heated by
steam and lighted by electricity.
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MODERN STEEL FRAME CONSTRUCTION.
THE BETZ BUILDING. (For Illustration ice Supplement Plate.)

IN
THE more important cities of the
country, where ground space is costly
and large office buildings are carried

to a great hight, often extending upward
for 14, 16and 18 or more stories, a form
of construction is employed which is at
tracting no little attention, both in this
country and abroad, and which seems
likely to be adopted in all places where
light and space are important considera
tions. The system has been largely used
in the erection of many of the tall edifices
which constitute such an interesting feat
ure of Chicago architecture, and by many
this plan of putting up buildiugs has been
designated as " Chicago construction."
The system consists essentially of a frame
work of steel or iron girders, columns and
joists connected together in much the
same way as they would be in a bridge,
but without struts or ties,while the floors,
roofs and partitions are formed of hollow
brick or terra cptta. The exterior walls
are put up entirely independent of the
iron work, and are, therefore, consider
ably lighter in construction than would
be the case if they were required to sus
tain the weight of upper stories. In
many cases the walls of the latter, how
ever, are carried by the steel frame-work
independently of the walls below, but
this is the exception rather than the rule.
As affording our readers a very good
illustration of this form of steel frame
construction, we present in one of our
supplement plates a view of the Betz
Building in Philadelphia, reproduced
from a photograph taken during the proc
essof construction. An interesting feat
ure' of this picture is that it shows the
greater portion of the skeleton work
without the encasing masonry. It
will be remembered that a strike
among the New England stone cutters
occurred during the past summer
which delayed the work of the masons on
practically all jobs in the Eastern States,
while in the case of the Betz Building no
stone could be obtained for a number of
weeks. This condition of affairs how
ever, did not prevent the iron workers
from continuing, and on July 1 of the
year just closed the building presented
the rather extraordinary appearance of a
lofty skeleton framework of steel raising
itself above surrounding buildings, as in
dicated in the picture.

THE BETZ BUILDING.

The Betz Building, located in the heart
of Philadelphia adjoining the U. S. Mint
and immediately facing the Public
Buildings, is 13 stories in hight, exclu
sive of the basement and cellar It has a
frontage of 104 feet 2 inches on Broad
street, and a frontage of 100feet 2 inches
on South Penn Square. The hight from
the pavement to thf top of the cornice is
220feet. The walls of the lower stories
are erected in granite and the remainder
in limestone. The main columns are oc
tagonal in section, and are supported by
blocks of stone 3 feet 4 inches square and
2 feet deep, the stones resting on beds of
concrete. The main girders carrying the
floor joists are 20-inch steel beams, 80
pounds to the foot, and rest on steel base
plates on the center of the columns. All
of the girders are tied together at the
joints by steel plates »£ inch thick, meas
uring 24 x 16 inches, one on each side,
secured with bolts, there being 12%-i-ach
bolts to each joint. At the sixth floor
level the steel girders in the east and
south party walls are of two 15-inch steel
channels, »2 pounds per foot, with % x 9
inch steel plates top and bottom set into
the 20-inch steel beam girders, secured
•with angle plates and bolt". At the
seventh floor level the wall girders are
made of two 15-inch steel channels, 51
pounds to the foot, with J£ x 9 inch steel
plates top and bottom set into and secured
to the 20-inch steel girders, as on the floor

below. The eighth and upper floor girders
are of the same construction, but with
steel channels. 32l£ pounds to the foot.
The partitions are of 6-inch steel chan
nels, 7 pounds to the foot, put together
with angle plates and secured to the
beams at top and bottom.

USE OF HOLLOW BRICK.

The roof and all of the floors, except
ing the basement, are formed of hollow
bricks, in such a way as to leave a per
fectly level ceiling. The bricks used in
this case are 8 x 12 x 12 inches, and are
joined with a mixture of Portland and
Rosendale cements. The bricks are pro
vided with dovetail grooves on all sides,
with a lip at the bottom which covers the
flange of the girder and protects it from
fire. The small steel beams that carry
the arches are 5 feet from center to cen
ter. Upon the arches is a bed of concrete
3 inches deep and in this are bedded the
small wooden joists to which the floor
boards are nailed. In the corridors, pas
sages and halls tile floors are used. The
brick arch floors are guaranteed by the
contractors to bear safely a weight of
2200pounds per square foot.
The partitions are all built of 6-inch
hollow bricks, of square section, laid in
cement mortar and held in position at
each end by the steel channel irons before
mentioned. Around each column is a
fire-proof covering of brick that is of
material advantage in preventing damage
to the structure by incipient fires. Wher
ever necessary porous terra cotta is used
for nailing the wood work. This is made
by mixing sawdust with clay. The Betz
Building will contain, when completed,
304 offices of large size, and arranged so
as to give the greatest possible amount of
light and air to each apartment. All the
offices are finished with oak floors. Three
hydraulic lifts are provided and a system
of electric lighting supplied. The esti
mated cost of the building when com
pleted is $1,500,000.

Fire In a Fire Proof Building.

Present methods of fire proofing were dis
cussed at a recent meeting in Chicago of
the Illinois Chapter of the American In
stitute of Architects. Henry Ives Cobb,
architect of the Athletic Club building,
which had been partly destroyed by fire
the previous week, gave his views on the
subject of fire proofing. The building is
ten stories high, of steel frame-work and
porous terra cotta fire proofing, with side
and rear walls of solid masonry. The
building was unfinished at the time of the
fire, with about 70,000 feet of lumber
stored on the fourth and fifth floors. The
fire was the work of an incendiary and
broke out in a number of places at once.
The test thus made of a supposedly fire
proof building was a veiy severe one, and
has attracted much attention ou that ac
count. In the work of rebuilding it has
been found necessary to take down only a
slight portion of the steel frame. The
fire did not burn through the floors of
terra cotta fire proofing, but passedthrough
the elevator and other openings to the
upper floors.
On the eighth floor the fire proofing
around the columns came oS and the iron
was twisted, the fire being fed by a wooden
staging. The terra cotta and stone front
of the building, the fire proofing and the
iron work in exposed places were damaged.
The porous terra cotta fire proofing and
cement work lost its strength where it was
exposed to the fire, while the brick walls
were blistered, but not greatly damaged.
A few days after the fire the lower mem
bers of the fire proofing dropped off in many

places that right after the fire appeared
sound. Where plaster was laid over fire
proofing both were destroyed, the iron in
most cases remaining uninjured. A 40-
foot iron girder spanning the front of the
building was deflected j inch.
After more of minute detail of damage,
Mr. Cobb summarizes the results of the
fire: "With our present system of con
struction," said he, " it is not safe to have
a hot fire in any building. I find also that
terra cotta fire proofing should be secured
in place more thoroughly than as at pres
ent." In reference to the fire -proofing
material, Mr. Cobb stated that thick walls
of cement were cracked by the expansion
and contraction of the iron columns that
pass through them. The columns in the
solid brick front were unaffected by the
heat, but cement, considered solid, peeled
off in layers.
" If the fire had been allowed to burn
itself out," said Mr. Cobb, " the building
would not have been so greatly damaged,
as the result of streams of water striking
the hot fire proofing was more disintegra-
tive than it would otherwise have been.
Had it not been for the protection afforded
by the terra cotta, however, the water
thrown against the steel beams would
have contracted them so that the building
would have been pulled down. But in
saving the whole a part was destroyed. I
would use terra cotta as before, but would
provide against water as well as fire."

Large Cold Storage Warehouse.

What is said to be the largest cold
storage warehouse in Europe, if not in
the world.has been designed by Sir Fred
erick Bramwell and H. Graham Harris,
and erected at Lambeth. The building
may be roughly described as a brick box
150feet long by 150feet wide and 40 feet
deep, buried in the ground to the extent
of 20 feet. The only openings into the
structure are at the top. Incased in
brick is a wooden box disconnected from
the brick work and having six wooden
floors in it, these being so constructed
that cold air can circulate through them.
This structure is said to be capable df
holding, when dressed, 270,000 sheep.
The lighting is done by electricity, and
the cooling is affected by two De la
Vergne engines and apparatus, and by
two of Haslam's cold air machines.

White Brick.

In the erection of dwelling houses at
the present day one of the objects con
stantly held in view is the ornamentation
of the exterior walls in such a way as to
produce the most pleasing architectural
effects while adding to the picturesque-
ness of the locality in which the building
may be erected. The monotony of the
red brick front, says a recent issue of the
Brickmaker, has become of a character to
be somewhat offensive, and it is not there
fore to be wondered at that many people
paint such walls all sorts of colors. A
white brick, made as in the old style red
brick, and said to be as durable in all re
spects, has been introduced, and it is
thought that it will lead to the manufact
ure of bricks of other colors. There is
talk among some of the builders of intro
ducing the white brick in Harrisburg,
where the rivalry to secure ornamental
house fronts has resulted in a great deal
of artistic work of this kind, and which
is calculated to place the capital of Penn
sylvania in the front rank of beautiful
cities of the interior. According to the
authority quoted this is what can be truly
called the ornate period in dwelling house)
erection in all parts of the country.
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FRENCH VENEERING.— I.

THE
PROCESS of French Veneering
is one which will doubtless interest
many of the readers of Carpentry

and Building, consisting as it does of a
branch of cabinet making which has re
ceived of late too little attention. It is a
work which can bedone successfully only
by hand, as the writer has discovered
from his own experience. It is the object
of this article to lay before the readers
of the paper tho most practical method of
insuring a first-class piece of work in the
shortest possible space of time, while
pointing out the many troublesome things
that are apt to occur, together with the
best means of preventing them. How
many carpenters or cabinet makers are
there to-day who with any degree of con
fidence, and without experiencing all sorts
of visions of warped, winding and twisted
panels, blistered sui faces, due to uneven
pressure, &c., while gluing, will" take
hold of a dozen black walnut panels, *g
inch thick, which are to be French
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irregular shape, illustrated in Fig. 2, are
used. A hole is punched and the opening
filled by a piece •punched irom a scrap of
veneer In doing this care must be taken.
however, to glue a piece of stiff paper on
the back of the patch. To make a good
joint take a small board about 4 inches
wide and from itmake a perfectly straight
and square edge. The veneer will now
lay perfectly flat and even, due to the
pressure it hasreceived. Take two sheets
and lay them face to face in the manner
it is desired to join them, and then with
the small straight edge just referred to
and a good sharp chisel, 2 inches wide, run
the chisel along the straight edge through
the two sheets of veneer, or as shown in
Fig. 8 of the illustrations. Never, under
any conditions, employ a plane to make
a veneer joint, as it will tear out.
The veneer,being still a little damp from
the sprinkling, is so soft as to allow of its
being cut very easily. Joints made in
this manner can be of any length and pro-

from excessive heat and does not melt as
readily as wax. Others, again, employ
newspapers between the caul and the
panels—a method which is equally ob
jectionable, as the glue will force itself
through the paper and become glued to
the caul. Another objectionable feature
of this method is that it will very seldom
allow a panel to be removed without
tearing up the veneers. Paper employed
in this manner is also very troublesome
to remove from the face of a panel, and
while many resort to the use of water for
the purpose of soaking it off, it rarely
operates without at the same time soften
ing the glue underneath the veneer and
causing the blisters referred to in the
early part of this article. Blisters are
also caused by the cauls having holes or
dents in their surfaces. Too much care
cannot be exercised in the selection of
cauls, for on these depend a great deal of
the ultimate success of the work.
The glue with which to do good work

F\n. 6.—Small Hand Saw.

fig. 1.—Cauls for I'm-in Veneering Panels.

Fig. I —Plan View, Showing Mannerof
Adjusting Hand Screw;.

. OO 0 o
Fig. 3.—Cutting Two Sheetsof Veneerwith a Chisel. Fig. 5.—Form of BraceUsedin Large Factorial. Fig. 2.—Various Forms of Iron Punches.

French Veneering.—SketchesIllustrating the Process.

veneeered on one side only? These ob
stacles can all be overcome by a system
atic treatment of the work through the
various stages.
As stated before, we will take for an
example 12panels, 2 feet wide and 4 feet
long, to be veneered and having a 2 inch
bevel and cove ffazed around the edges.
For these 12panels we need six or seven
cauls or boards, Fig. 1, which it is neces
sary to heat to a high temperature in a
steam or hot box, and between which the
panels are subsequently screwed down by
means of hand screws. To begin with,
French walnut veneers can rarely be ob
tained in such large pieces as 2 x 4 feet,
and consequently joints will have to be
made. Considerable difficulty is likely
to be experienced by the cabinet maker
in obtaining a good joint, owing to the
crinkled condition of the veneers. To
overcome this, take as many sheets as
may be required and with a small whisk
broom sprinkle them on both sides with
clean water. When this is done screw
them firmly down between two boards
which have been heated in the box, and
let them so remain until the boards are
cold. Now is the time to make any joints
or to fill any holes that are broken out.
For these holes iron punches or dies of

dnce by far the best results. In order to
glue the joint lay the two sheets edge to
edge, driving in a few wire nails to keep
them in position, and then take a strip of
paper 1 inch wide and glue it across the
whole length. As French veneers are
generally figured very prettily it is always
desirable to have the joints in the center
of a panel, as this will give it a beautiful
effect when the panel is finished and
polished. After all the joints have been
made and the holes punched and filled in
lay the sheets to one side.
The next thing to be done is to prepare
the cauls for the steam box. These
should be of white pine without any
knots or sap, as the knots will stick out
beyond the other surface when heated
and leave an indentation in the veneer,
which can rarely be taken out. The
cauls must be' the full width and
length of the panels, of an even thickness
throughout, in order to insure a uniform
pressure and when thoroughly heated
must be rubbed over their entire surface
with beeswax. The object of this is to
prevent the panels from sticking to the
cauls by the glue oozing through the thin
veneer. Some cabinet makers use soep
instead of beeswax, but the writer deems
it inadvisable, as soap becomes brown

must be neither too thick nor too thin, but
of a consistency to run freely from the
brush without stiffening. Care must be
taken that no shavings, chips or other
foreign materials get into the glue pot, as
these have been the cause of much loss of
time and money to both employer and
.employed.
Now as everything is ready except the
panels themselves, we turn to them. If
the factory where the work is done has a
planer the mechanic will receive his stuff
of uniform thickness direct from the ma
chine. If the factory does not have a
planer the workman must be very care
ful to plane the panels to an even thick
ness. Make a pencil mark about i ' . h, •

_-

inches around the edges of the panel,
toothing the whole panel with a toothing
plane. The pencil mark will serve as a
guide for laying on the glue, of which no
more should be put on than is actually
necessary. When this is done, take a
wet rag or sponge and thoroughly wet
the back of the panel with water. This
must never be forgotten, else the panel
will surely warp. Everything is now
ready for veneering, but before gluing
the workmen should see to it that all the
hand screws are ready and opened to the
required width, for, after the glue has
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once been put on, no time is to be lost in
screwing down. The cleaning of veneer
is also a very particular piece of work
and much caution is necessary to be exer
cised, else the entire work which may be
all right up to this point may be ruined.
If the workman has a good fine-set iron
plane with a small mouth very good re
sults can be obtained. Some mechanics
use the scraper, but this is all a matter of
choice.
Referring to the illustrations, Fig. 4
shows in plan the way the hand screws
are adjusted, beginning at the middle and
working outward. Fig. 5 represents a
very good form of brace generally used in
large establishments, the screws being
worked by a large wrench. Fig. 6 illus
trates a small hand saw often used in
cutting the harder veneers, such as rose
wood, mahogany, &c. It is manipulated
in the same manner as indicated in Fig.
3, which shows the method of cutting
with a chisel. If the suggestions set
forth are carefully followed any carpsnter
or cabinetmaker can do work in French
veneering which will be entirely satis
factory in every particular.

(To be continued.)

The World'8 Fair Tower.

The contract for the erection of a steel
tower 560 feet high and 210 feet in diam
eter has been awarded and the structure
will be put up on the grounds of the

eler designed and patented by Mr. Leh
man, which will be used for elevating and
placing construction material. The adop
tion of standard shapes and the use of the
traveler in this way will make the erection
of the tower possible in the short time
specified. The diagonal braces seen in the
cut, which are used to stiffen the struct
ure, have been the subject of a very labori
ous investigation in order to secure the
requisite number and yet avoid a super
fluity. The railway is placed on the out
side of the tower to enable passengers to
have a clear view of the surroundings. The
grade is a little less than 8 per cent., the
track is a mile in length from bottom to
top, and nine complete turns are taken in
the ascent. An observatory is located at
the top. The quantity of material to be
used is from 3000to 3500 tons of structural
iron and steel, 200 tons of ornamental iron
and 500,000 feet of lumber. The lumber
will be used mainly in the construction of
a restaurant to occupy the ground space.
For a portion of the ascent hanging gar
dens will be arranged along the railway.
Contracts are now about being closed
with the General Electric Company for the
electric equipment. The cars, designed
by Mr. Lehman, will be propelled by elec
tricity in trains of five and a motor. Each
car will hold ten persons. Ninety trains
are expected to be in continuous operation,
half of them ascending and half descend
ing. The power station will be located
outside the grounds. It is estimated that
10,000 lights, principally incandescent,
will be required to properly illumi
nate the tower. A Siemens-Halske
search-light of great power will be
placed on the top. It is the intention of
the company to make the tower a per
manent institution and not merely a feature
of the fair.

The World's Fair Tower.

World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago,
by the Phoenix Bridge Company cf Phila
delphia. The work is to be pushed for
ward as rapidly as possible and completed
by April 1.
An illustration of the tower is presented
herewith. The type of construction is orig
inal with Karl L. Lehman, engineer in
charge of construction and by whom the
design has been patented. Standard
shapes of structural material will be used
exclusively. The tower will rest directly
on 2000 piles, with no masonry interven
ing. The structure will be anchored
securely to.the piles, the absence of ma
sonry enabling the anchors to be easily in
spected, so as to guard against weakness
in case of rust. An inclined railway will
extend from the bottom to the top of the
tower on the outside, which will beof truss
construction, and will add to the strength of
the structure, bracing it against wind
storms. The inclined railway will also be
used from the start to support a trav-

An Ancient Pulpit.

The old Dutch pulpit which nearly two
and a half centuries ago was brought over
the sea for the First Reformed Dutch
Church in Albany has been repaired and
restored toils original condition, and given
place in the auditorium of the present
church which the society occupies. A de
scription of the pulpit, with the story of
its wanderings, is told by the Albany
Journal as follows :
The pulpit is constructed of oak, is oc
tagonal in form, 4 feet high and 3 feet in
diameter. It stands on a carved pedestal
4 feet from the floor and is reached
by a winding staircase. Within its con
fines is a seat of oak, which is fastened by
heavy hinges and which can be turned up
when the dominie is preaching. On the
left side, in an iron frame attached to the
pulpit, is the ancient hourglass, while on
the desk rests the well-worn Dutch Bible,
with its brass corners and clasps.
The first house of worship of the Re
formed Protestant Dutch Church of this
city— a wooden structure—stood near the
steamboat landing. As the town grew
northward it was decided to abandon this
church, and a new one—also of wood—
was erected at the intersection of State
street and Broadway. It was for this
house that the pulpit was imported in
1656, and it was continued in use in the
stone structure that was erected on the
same spot in 1715. This stone church was
demolished in 1806, and the pulpit was
then removed, with portions of the old
steeple, sections of stained glass windows,
contribution bags and poles, trunks con
taining Indian wampum, Continental cur
rency, church money, &c., to the belfry of
the present church, on the corner of North
Pearl and Orange streets.
RAt the end of about fifty years a new
Sunday-school building was erected in the
rear of the present church, and at the sug
gestion of the Rev. Dr. Rogers, who was

pastor at that time, search was made for
the old relics in the belfry with the inten
tion of placing them as objects of interest
in the new Sunday school room. To the
disappointment of those interested, noth
ing was found but the octagonal body of
the old pulpit, and even that had been
sacrilegiously despoiled of portions of its
quaint carvings and moldings. Upon
investigation it was learned that the old
winding staircase had been used for kin
dling purposes—acasesomewhat similar to
that of the sexton of St. Peter's Church
during the administration of Bishop Pot
ter, who, when he wanted paper to kindle
furnace fires, had recourse to the room
where the old records were kept.
As it would not be in harmony with the
interior of a new Sunday school room to
place therein an unsightly wreck, it was
sent to a furniture warehouse for repairs,
where it was made as good as new, minus
the stairs. It was then placed in a corner
of the Sunday school room, where it has
been viewed as an ornament and a curios
ity for 35 years, excepting on an occa
sional anniversary or memorial day, when
it was brought forward and placed on ex
hibition.

Improved Ice-Honse Construction.

Some interesting examples of improved
ice-house construction are a series of
buildings now in process of erection at
Coeymans, N. V., by John M. Briggs, an
experienced ice cutter. The houses con
sist of 16 rooms, each 42 x 78 feet in size
and measuring 39 feet in hight. The ex
treme front of the buildings is 385 feet and
the depth 178 feet, the total hight being
58 feet. The total capacity is said to be
44,000 tons of ice. The timber employed
is first quality Georgia pine, and the
boarding is of Canada white pine, selected
clear of sap, which is said to be unusual
for this class of buildings. The structures
will cover nearly two acres of ground and
will have a tight hayloft floor over the en
tire area. The ventilation is secured
through windows on all sides of the hay
lofts. The boiler and engine house will be
of brick, 20 x 34 feet, two stories in hight
and covered by a tin roof. The power
will be employed to drive twin elevators
to carry the ice from the river up to the
galleries, along which it slides to the vari
ous rooms, the capacity of the elevators
being about 15 tons a minute. The fric
tion room, occupied by the machinery ele
vator attendants, will be heated by
steam, and a steam pipe will run in
the angle under each elevator chain, in
order to prevent the formation of ice on
the chains or wood work adjacent thereto.
The elevators will be supplied with cor
rugated places, of Mr. Briggs' invention,
which, it is claimed, will reduce the cakes
of ice to an even thickness while corrugat
ing the surfaces, thereby reducing the ex
pense of house labor. The buildings, en
gine room, galleries and feeding canal
will be lighted by the incandescent system
of electricity. The sawdust walls will be
24 inches thick from 1 foot below the sill
to the hayloft floor above.

AN INGENIOUSDEVICE, which is said to
turn out 16 feet of well-finished cornice
work inside of half an hour, is employed
in Italy for the cutting of stone cornices,
molding, balustrades, &c. We understand
that the general features of the machine
are very similar to those of the ordinary
metal-planing machine, the stone to be
operated upon being firmly clamped on
the bed, to which a reciprocating motion
is given by proper mechanism. The cut
ting tools are carried on a saddle plate
and given a horizontal movement by
means of a screw and handle. The slide
carrying the saddle plate is capable also
of vertical adjustment by means of bevel
gearing and screws.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Simple Electric Bell Circuit.

Prom "PcsH BUTTON," Eatt Hampton,
L. I.—I would like to ask how to connect
electric bell with batteries and push but
tons as per plan inclosed ? Also how to
connect a series of batteries together.
Please give me a general idea of battery
work ?

Answer. — In putting up asimple electric
bell circuit, such as is suggested in our cor
respondent's diagram, all that is required
is one bell, one push button, a sufficient
length of wire to extend a little more than
twice the distance from the bell to the

To set up the battery, the zinc rod and
the porous cup should be put in position
and the jar filled about half full of a solu
tion of salammoniac in water. If more than
one cell of battery is required, the battery
having been put in place the positive pole
of one cell should be connected to the
negative pole of the next by a short piece
of wire, the free poles being connected
with each other through the wire, bell and
button, as shown in the diagram, Fig. 1.
Referring to our correspondent's dia
gram, shown in Fig. 2, the battery may be
located on a shelf situated at A. After
the battery is set up and put in the poei-

Simple Electric Bell Circuit.— Fig. I.—Showing Manner of Connecting Cells of the
Battery.

button and as much battery as may
be found necessary. If Leclanche battery
be used, one cell will do for any distance
not more than 50 feet. The Leclanche
battery is probably the best battery for
this purpose, being economical and requir
ing but little attention. It consists of an
outer glass jar, narrowed at the top, leav
ing just room enough to allow the cylin
drical porous cup to be put in or taken
out, which, when in place, almost closes
the opening, thus diminishing the evapora
tion of the liquid. The narrow part of the
jar is furnished with an orifice, through
which the negative element of the cell—
a zinc rod—is passed, and which is also
convenient in pouring out the liquid. The
porous cup, containing a mixture of
crushed peroxide of manganeseand broken
carbon surrounding a carbon plate, is the
positive element. The carbon plate is
fltted with a binding screw for connecting
the wire, and this is termed the positive
pole of the battery. The binding screw on
the zinc rod is termed the negative pole.
Much confusion has existed in the minds
of many people with reference to the terms
positive and negative elements andpositive
and negative poles. This may be dis
pelled by observing that the term element
or plate applies to that part of the plate
which is in the liquid ; and the term pole
applies to that part of the plate that is
without the liquid and to which the con
ducting wire is connected. The element
or pole from which the current proceeds
is termed positive, and the element or
pole to which it flows is termed negative.

tion it is to occupy, the bell should be
screwed to a support at the place it is
wanted, as at B. The button should be
secured at D (someplace within easyreach
of the desk C), by means of two small

X X of the button may be run from the top
of the button directly up to the ceiling and
then along the ceiling through the partition
to the battery shelf beyond, one wire
being bared of its covering for a short
distance from the end and fastened to one
of the free poles of the battery, the other
continuing to the bell, where it is clamped
under one of the binding screws of the
bell. A wire is now run from the other
binding screw of the bell to the remaining

Fig. 3.—Views of Push Button.

free pole of the battery, and the construc
tion is complete. In making connections
to the binding screws of the bell, button
or battery, the wire should first be bared
of covering for a short distance from the
end and then scraped clean and clamped
tightly under the binding screw. In mak
ing a joint in the wire the wire should be
bared and cleaned in the samemanner and
the ends tightly twisted together and the
joint soldered to avoid loosening. The
joint should then be covered with some
insulating material to avoid leakage of
current.
Referring to the diagram, Fig. 1, the
circuit may now be easily traced: Com
mencing at the positive pole of one cell,
and following the arrows, the circuit is first
to the negative pole and negative element
of the second cell, then through the liquid
to the positive element and positive pole
of the second cell, in like manner to the
positive pole of the third cell, to the but
ton, where it is ordinarily open, from the
button to one binding post of the bell, to
the points P and armature lever, through
the magnet coils to the other post of the
fcell, thence to the negative pole of the
first cell, to the positive element of the
first cell, through the liquid to the nega-

BENCH
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Fig. 2.—Diagram Submitted by " P>whButton."

screws through the back, asshown in Fig.
3. Before screwing the button to the
wall, the screwsX X should be loosenedand
the ends of two wires clamped under
them.
After the button is in place, the two
wires which are fastenedunder the screws

tive element and positive pole from
whence it started.
The contact breaker, or, as it is com
monly called, the button, is a contrivance
for making and breaking the circuit at
will. It consists of a back piece of wood,
to which are attached two pieces of brass,
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of MII h shape as to stand apart from each
other when not forcibly held together by
a push on the button. The pieces of brass
are held in place by means of the screws
X X, under which the wires should be
secured, the whole being covered by meani
of a cap screwed on to exclude dust and
support the button.
The action of the bell is simple. When
the circuit is completed by pressure on the
button the current enters one binding post
of the bell and then proceeds to the points
P, to the armature lever, through themagnet
coils, and out from the other binding post.
On the passageof the current through the
magnet coils the magnet cores become
strongly magnetized and attract the arma
ture to them, which breaks the circuit by
separating the points P. When the cir
cuit is broken the magnet cores lose their
power to attract and consequently the
armature is pulled back by means of a
spring, completing the circuit by bringing

leisure of the long winter evenings in fur
nishing that which will prove both inter
esting and instructive. We have no
doubt that every builder has his own idea
as to the proper arrangement of a carpen
ter shop, and we trust that all who are in
terested in the subject will contribute an
answer to the request of our correspond
ent. A full discussion of the question,
together with illustrations of floor ar
rangement, disposition of work benches,
and other features, cannot fail to serve
the interests of many who are engaged in
the building trades.

Framing » Roof of 12 Inches Rise
to Mi- Foot.

From J. M. D., Lincoln, III.— In answer
to the inquiry of " N. E O.," Ports
mouth, N. H., asking the proper way of
framing a roof of 1foot rise and published
in Carpentry and Building some months
ago, I submit several sketches. .With
regard to finding the lengths of common,

length of the comtaon rafter, which in
the example under consideration is 14
feet 2 inches. Now take 10 inches on
the tongue and 14A inches on the blade,
as indicated in Fig. 3, and scribe that
part of the square on which is taken
the length of the common rafter. An ex
amination of Fig. 8 of the sketches will
explain what I mean.

Fig. 1.—Showing How to Apply the Squaie a Number of Times.

Interesting mathematical Problems.

from E. A. M., Painesville, Ohio.— I
saw a communication in a recent issue of
Carpentry and Building from " E. B. G."
inquiring how to ascertain the length of
a hoop without getting it with a traveler
wheel. In reply I would suggest that if
he will multiply the diameter by 3} and
add Jf of the amount it will give him the
length of the hoop. I do not know how
much the iron taxes up in bending, but
he can ascertain this by trying on the
bottom hoop. If it proves too short, it
will be still long enough to work above.
Will some reader or Carpentry and
Building give me a simple rule for squar
ing the circle ?
ffote.—Our correspondent asks in the
last sentence above for something which
the mathematicians have been searching
for ever since there was a science called
mathematics. If squaring the circle,
taking the question just as our corre
spondent presents it, were as simple a
thing as he seems to assume, it would be
easy to answer, but it is safe to say it is
a question upon which many a man of
high attainments has spent his life, and
with the result that mathematicians at

Fig. 2 —ShowingHow to Apply theSquareAny Numberof Times,Using 17for the
Foot Cut.

Fir. 3.—AnotherApplication of the Square.

Framing a Roof of 12 Inches Rise to the Foot as Suggrsted by " J. It. D."

the points together. As the circuit is
completed, the armature is attracted as be
fore and continues to be attracted and
pulled back as long as the pressure is con
tinued on the button. This vibrating
bell may be changed to a single stroke
bell by so adjusting the points P that they
are not separated when the armature lever
is attracted to the magnet.
For good work, the wire used should be
covered with cotton saturated with paraf-
fine, or if there is any chance of dampness
the wires should be covered with some
water proof insulation. The wires may be
secured in place under small staples or
under cleats manufactured for the purpose.
If staples are used, care should be taken
not to cut the insulation. Not more than
one wire should be placed under onestaple,
as there is danger of the staple cutting
through the covering and short circuiting
the battery. It may be found advisable
to coil the ends of the wires around a lead
pencil or other round object before mak
ing connections with binding screws, as
this gives a neat appearance and affords
sufficient slack in case of a broken wire.

Plans tor Carpenter Sbopt
From A. U., Monticello, III.—I would
like very much to see in Carpentry and
Bn tiding plans of carpenter shops equipped
with machinery and fitted with five or
six work benches.

Note.—The request of this correspondent
is of such a character as to permit our
practical readers to employ some of their

hip and jack rafters with their plumb
and foot cuts, also bevels of hip and jack
rafters. I offer a rule which will hold
good for any roof, whatever may be
the rise per foot. Speaking of common
rafters, it is necessary in the first place to
determine the widtfi of the building as
well as the rise of the roof per foot run.
Take for example a building 20 feet wide
and 40 feet long, with 12-inch rise to 12-
inch run. Take 12 on the tongue of the
square and 12 on the blade, as indicated
in Fig. 1 of the sketches, and run 10
times, or half the width of the building.
This will give the length of the common
rafter, as well as the plumb and foot
cuts. Fig. 1 of the sketches also shows
how to apply the square any number of
times. Run the hip rafters the same
number of times as the common rafters,
but instead of using 12 inches for the
foot cut, use 17 inches as indicated in
Fig. 2, for the reason that 17inches is the
hypotenuse of 12 inches and 12 inches.
When the hips are at an angle of 45° to
the wall plates, 17 inches for the foot cut
will always cut the foot of the hip rafter
with any rise per foot of the common
rafter. Fig. 2 also shows' the application
of the square any number of times re
quired. In order to obtain the length of
the longest jack rafter, run it eight times
in the same manner as the common rafter
in Fig. 1, less half the thickness of the
hip rafters. Run the next rafter six
times, always dropping two applications
of the square and this will space jack
rafters at ~ feet between centers. In
order to obtain the bevels on hip and jack
rafters, take half the width of the build
ing, which in this case is 10 feet, and the

present take great pains to tell us how
impossible it is to square the circle, using
the term in this case in the mathematical
sense.
Referring to the directions which this
correspondent gives for finding the length
of a hoop without measuring it by me
chanical means, we would remark that
he presents a rule which has been used
satisfactorily by many mechanics, and
which, perhaps, is sufficiently accurate
for practical purposes. That our corre
spondent does not have full faith in its
accuracy, however, is evidenced by the
suggestion that if on trial the hoop made
for the large end of the tank is not large
enough it will still answer for the small
end of the tank. There is a vast differ
ence between mathematical accuracy in
matters of this kind and the results of
rules which are sufficiently close to an
swer all practical purposes. The ratio
between the diameter and circumference
of a circle is expressed by 8.1416-)-,and
the decimal above indicated has been ex
tended to, we do not know how many
places without any chance of the exact
value being indicated for there is always a
remainder. But it is ridiculous to com
pare the small difference of a fourth, or,
perhaps, the fortieth, place decimal with
the small difference between the actual
length and what a mechanic finds satis
factory for the purpose. Mechanics in
almost all lines of trade have certain
arbitrary allowances in mind that they
make, which answer very well for the
slight difference between the results
given by their rules of thumb and the
required length as determined by mathe
matical processes, and which further an
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swer for taking up any difference in
metal or other variations of the material
with which they are working. Almost
all mechanics and engineers have hand
books of tables of diameters and circum
ferences. Given a diameter expressed to
a very small fraction of an inch, there is
found directly opposite the circumference,
also expressed in feet, inches and minute
fractions of an inch. If any of our read
ers see fit to experiment with the rule
given above by this correspondent they
have the chance of determining its value
and measuring its accuracy by a compari
son of this kind. Or, if they are disposed
to make their own calculations instead of

columns the proper method of sharpening
molding planes. The irons of these tools
have irregular edges, and I desire to know
how they can be ground or even sharpened
on an oilstone.

lli.il->--. for Workliiemen.
From A. J. E.. New Orleans, La. — In
answer to "F. G." of Fort Gratiot,
Mich., whose request appeared in are-
cent issue of the paper, I take the Hberty
of sending a design for a one-story house,
showing floor plan, front and side eleva
tions, which will make a comfortable
home for any workingman. The arrange-

the great number of foreign carpenters
who are willing to work like horses ten
or twelve hours per day for the meager
sum of one or two dollars. If this influx
continues at the present rapid rate the re
sult, according to my way of thinking,
will be to either drive American mechan
ics to lower wages or from the field alto
gether. The only remedy for this, I be
lieve, is organization —working with a
vim and earnestness. Give American
boys the preference in learning trades :
give them a show on fine as well as rough
work, which is not often done in these
days of rush and greed, and we will
eventually force these foreigners back

Side (Left) Elevation.

Houses for Workinymen.—Design Submitted by "A. J. E."— Elevations—Scale,
the Foot.

Inch to the Foot.—Floor Plan.— Scale, 1-16Inch to

depending upon a hand-book of tables,
let them take the ratio 3.1416+ as a basis
and make their estimates thereby. The
advantage of the fraction I in the rule
given above is that it is the rearest com
mon fraction to 0.1416. Adding ,'
, to the

product is the means taken to correct the
error. Riiles of this kind are of value
simply because they are a little more
easily comprehended by mechanics of
small skill in figures than rules that use
decimals.

Sharpening Molding PlaneH.
From T. B., Headingly, Manitoba.— I

would ask some of the practical carpenters
who read the paper to explain through its

ment of the rooms and the general con
struction are so clearly indicated by the
drawings which I send that detailed
description would appear to be unneces
sary. As " F. "G." asks for comfortable
houses for workingmen, I trust this de
sign will meet with his approval.

where they belong—to their old vocations
of selling peanuts and blacking boots.

A menace to Carpenters.

From W. B. V., Newark, N. J.—One of
the many dangers threatening all trades,
and the carpenter's trade in particular, is,
to my mind, the influx of foreign un
skilled labor. In traveling through the
city one cannot help being surprised at

Hi «l- »« of Tool Cnest*.
From F. E. B., Concord, N. H.—l have
been a reader of Car pent i-y and Building
for several years, but have never before
contributed anything to the Correspond
ence Department. I would like at this
time to say a few words about tool chests,
giving in the first place a description of
my chest, which is the fourth I have
made for myself. I have yet to find an
arrangement more satisf a':tory than the
one embodied in the chest I now have.
The inside measurements are 3 feet long,
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21 inches wide and 22 inches deep. The
hody is of ,78-inchMichigan pine, trimmed
with Western cherry, which makes a very
pretty contrast, if one cares for the out
side appearance. The inside is finished
in mahogany, all tills being dovetailed
together, as are also the body and trim
mings. Referring to the sketches. Fig. 1
represents a front view with a section re
moved, showing the tills inside, together
with the runs on which they slide back
ward and forward. Fig. 2 represents a
sectional end view, A A A A A" being
the tills, which slide back and forth. B
is a saw till, which also slides, while C C
are spaces partitioned off lengthwise of
the chest for heavy tools and those least
used. Till A", in the front side of the
chest, under the saw till, may be removed
and the space C used for molding tools if

depth 12% inches. The bottom drawer
is 9 inches and is used for a saw till as
well as for iron miter box and saw clamp.
The next drawer is 6 inches and is used
for planes. The next 4 and the other 3
inches. The molding at the top and
scroll work at the bottom give an orna
mental appearance. The top A is hinged
so as to leave an opening for any flat
tools. Some of the drawers may have
trays fitted inside, if desired ; flush
handles are fitted on the sides. My chest
has eight drawers, although the sketch I
send herewith shows nine. The number,
however, is immaterial. I can pack double
the number of tools in it than in an ordi
nary chest, and I can find anything I
want without turning out the entire con
tents. I would like to hear from other
readers of the paper on the subject of
tool holders.

Fig. 1.—Front View with Portion BrokenAway,
Showing Tills iDside of Chest Constructed
by"F.|E. B."

Porch Floor.

From D., Trenton, Tenn.— "Will you
please inform me through the columns of
Carpentry and Building how to treat the
following case? A customer of mine owns
a large two story house with a two-story
porch around it. The floor of the second
story of porch leaks when the wind blows
the rain on It. I know of no effective
remedy except to put a flat-lock tin roof
on the floor of the porch. This plan, of
course, has several objections. What can
you recommend that will make a good
floor as well as a good roof ?
Note.—The difficulty that our corre
spondent encounters is one that is fre-

and, in turn, lets out water when the
cistern is full. The question is, how to
repair places of this kind.
Note.—We had some experience years
ago with cisterns constructed in the way
in which they are described above. In
some cases the cement was applied to a
hard clay soil, and in others to a mixture
of gravel and clay. We encountered the
same difficulty that this correspondent
names, but never found any plan of over
coming it save that of supplying better
construction. In our estimation a cistern
of the kind named is a makeshift rather
than a satisfactory piece of work. Sooner
or later it gives trouble. In one case in
the effort to correct the fault we built a
brick wall inside the old cement, laying
the brick in cement and then applying*
cement to the inside of the brick. By
this plan we got a foundation for the-
cement which was proof against seeping.
If any of our readers have experience in
this direction that they would like to pre
sent for the benefit of this correspondent,,
we would be glad to have letters from
them.

Contents of a Water Tank.

From A. C. Y., New London, Conn. —
Will you please give in the next issue of
Carpentry and Building the number of
gallons of water contained in a tank the
inside diameter of which is 23 feet 6
inches, and whose hight is 17feet 4 inches?-

Fig. 3.—Top View with SlidesOver theTills Omitted. Fig. 2.—Sectional End View. Fig. 4.—View of Tool ChestasMadeby " W. C. H.'

Designs of Tool Chests Contributed by Different Correspondents.

desired. Fig. 3 represents a top view
with slides over the tills omitted. The
tills in the rear of the chest are 1%inches wide and of the following depths
inside : The first is \% inches, the second
2% inches, the third 2 inches, the fourth
2% inches and the fifth 'i\i inches. The
saw till is 1% inches, while the tills at
the front side are 4 inches wide, inside
measurement. The cover is paneled, the
inside being sunk and the outside a flat
surface, which may be covered with zinc
if so desired. The tills are partitioned off
to fit the different tools, there being a
place for everything and evervthing in its
place. The arrangement of "my chest is
such that I can go to it in the dark and
lay my hand on any tool I may need.

From W. C. H., Chicago, ni.—\ notice
in the March number of Carpentry and
Building an article on tool chests, and as
the subject is interesting to all carpenters
I send a rough sketch, Fig. 4, and descrip
tion of a chest I am using. Living in a
flat in this city, where every inch of room
is utilized, I wanted something that
would be easy of access without taking
up too much room and at the same time
would not be as unsightly as an ordinary
tool chest. It is simply a chest of drawers
with two paneled doors hiding them so
that when it is closed it looks like a piece
of furniture. The outside frame and
doors are made of J2-incn oat filled and
varnished. The total hight is 3 feet 6
inches, the width outside 3 feet and the

quently met in building construction. We
saw a job only a short time since where
conditions were very similar to those out
lined above, with this difference, that the
underside of the porch floor was plastered,
coming over an inclosed space. What was
done in this case was to lay first a floor,
reasonably tight, of thin lumber. On this
was placed several layers of a good quality
of roofing felt. Then over this, in turn,
was laid a new floor of narrow stuff, 1$
inches thick, tongued and grooved, with
each joint laid in paint, and then, in turn,
the top of the floor was soaked in oil and
finally painted with several coats of good
paint. The work in question has not yet
had sufficient trial to warrant an opinion
whether or not this is entirely satisfactory,
but it was the plan pursued by an old
builder in view of considerable experience
in the past.

Leaky Cisterns.
From C. F. S., Trenton, Tenn.— Will
you please publish for the benefit of your
readers a plan for stopping leaks in cis
terns ? In this section of the country
cisterns are usually plastered directly on to
the earth, and it sometimes happens when
there has been much rain that the water
at a small place in the side will break
through the cement before it hardens. It
is possible to have a good cistern with a
place no larger than a half dollar that
lets in water while the cistern is empty

I should also be glad to know the rule for
finding the contents.
Note.—We assume from the letter of
our correspondent above that the tank is
of the same diameter at the top as it is at
the bottom, and this being the case the
problem resolves itself into one of finding
the volume of a solid cylinder the diam
eter of which is 23^ feet and the hight
17^ feet. The rule for computing this
in United States standard gallons is to
multiply the area of the base by the hight ,
which gives the contents in cubic feet.
Then reduce the cubic feet to cubic inches
and divide by the number of cubic inches
in a United States gallon. As the area of
a circle, which may be considered the
circumference of the tank, is obtained by
multiplying the square of the radius by
3.1416,we ave the following equation :
11.7 Xh3.1416 X 17.333X- 2 172831
=56,52234.5'gaUons.

Cabinet and Deck for Laboratory.

From D. C. M.. Duluth, Minn. — I in
close drawings of a desk and cabinet,,
which, I trust, may be of use to " W. C.
R.," whose inquiry appeared in the June
issue of Carpentry and Building. The-
upper portion of the cabinet represented
in Fig. 1 contains eight small drawers,
the inside measurement of each of which
is about l^s8 x 8 inches. On either
side of these small drawers is a small
space closed by a door. In the lower por
tion is a slide, which may be used while
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at work, or it may be pushed back oat of
the way. The drawers in the lowerpart
vary in depth from 3 to 8 inches. While
at work the operator may use an ordinary
chair on which to sit." If " W. C. R.
has any valuable tools I would advise him
not to leave them in the cabinet with the
chemicals, because there is always more
or less vapor arising from the bottles, and
it collects on the metal, thus ruining the
tools in the course of time. The dimen
sions of the desk, front and side eleva
tions of which are shown in Fig. 3 of the

ness to support the weight of the super
structure without tearing, it is common
in these days to substitute a sheet of
tarred felt. Bearing these things in mind
he conceived the idea that both materials
might be employed to advantage by in
closing a thin sheet of lead between two
thicknesses of tarred felt.
In this way the metal, although thin,
acts as an impentrable barrier to damp
ness and is not liable, as is the case with
felt when used alone, to gradual decay.
It is given out that the combined lead
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the volatile portions of the tar, which is
the principal cause of the deterioration of
composition roofs, that it is said to re
main tight for an indefinite period. Even
when the lead is exposed, from the decay
of the felt over it, nothing is necessary
but to lay over it new felt, with tar and,
gravel finish, to make the roof as good as
ever, while an ordinary felt roof which
has once begun to rot is not usually
worth repairing. The practical man will
think of other details, such as the facility
with which flashings, gutters and zinc or
copper edgings can be soldered to the
lead of the roofing, which seem very much
in favor of the new material. It is, how
ever, difficult to roll very thin lead, and
it is hard to understand how sheets in
closed in felt could be sold for roofing at
a price to compete with a tin roof, which
would be better in most respects.

Meeting of Brick Manufacturers.

According to official announcement of
the National Brick Manufacturers' Asso
ciation, the seventh yearly meeting will
be held at Louisville, Ky., beginning
Tuesday, January 24, and will continue
for the balance of the week. The selec
tion of the place named was, we under
stand, largely due to the cordial invita
tion extended by the Louisville brick
manufacturers, who are taking an active
interest in the association, and are doing
everything in their power to make the
coming convention among the most suc
cessful which the association has ever
held. It is expected that the attendance
will be unusually large owing to the loca
tion of the city named, and also to the
opportunity offered for an exchange of
opinion by those engaged in the industry.

Fig 1.—Front and End Views of Cabinet.

sketches, are 4 feet wide. 2 feet 6 inches
deep and 4 feet 2 inches high. In the
bottom portion there are three drawers,
which measure 5 inches deep inside, and
one drawer which is 7 inches deep. There
are also two small cupboards inclosed by
panel doors. These cupboards could be
divided into pigeon holes if it wonld bet
ter suit the purpose. There might be
several pigeon holes also in the cupboard
in the upper part of the desk. The shelf
on the top might be used for books or
ornaments. Both the desk and the cabinet
are plain, but by beading the edges of
some of the pieces and carving the panels
they would be greatly improved. Any
kind of wood may be used, but I think
oak produces the best effects. I trust
more questions and answers will appear
in the Correspondence department of the
paper, especially regarding the cabinet-
making business.

and felt, taking into account the thick
ness that it would be necessary to use, is
much cheaper than lead alone and
although patented the method is avail-

FRIDAY EVENING. December 16, Frank
lin W. Smith, of Boston, known to the
readers of this journal on account of his
famous building, Pompeia, at Saratoga, N.
Y., recently described in detail in thesecol-

T
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Ghent for Book*.

From OLD BACHELOR, San Francisco,
Cal. — I am a bachelor living in rented
rooms, and sometimes find it desirable
to move about. I would like to ask some
of the practical readers if they can give
me a design for a chest in which to keep
books. I want something that will
answer the purpose of a regular bookcase
while in the room, and yet is always
ready to pack up at a moment's notice.
I would like to ask if a combination lock
is preferable to any other.

--

Fig. 2.—Front and End Elevations of Desk.

Cabinet and Desk for Laboratory as Made by " D. C. Af."

Combination Lead and Felt Roofs.

A novel style of roof construction which
is likely to prove more or less interesting
to American readers, has recently been
brought to the attention of the foreign
world by an invention of Herr Siebel of
Dusseldorf, the history of which is de
cidedly entertaining. The inventor was
well aware no doubt that the best pro
tection against dampness rising from the
ground into walls is a sheet of lead, and
that on account of the great expense of a
protection of this kind of sufficient thick-

able so far as the cost is concerned for
buildings of the moderate class. While
engaged in perfecting his invention, says
the American Architect and Building
News, it occurred to Herr Siebel that the
felted lead would make a very impervious
roof covering, and perhaps a durable one,
and thorough tests seem to confirm this
idea. The felted lead is sold in the same
form as ordinary roofing felt, and applied
in the same manner, receiving the usual
protecting coating of tar and gravel on
top ; but the metal protects the felt under
it so completely from the evaporation of

mini-, delivered a lecture in the chapel of
the Union Theological Seminary, 9 Uni-
versitv place, this city, on a "National
Gallery of History and Art." This ad
dress was a repetition of that before the
Boston Art Club and Brooklyn Institute,
the Maryland Institute, Baltimore, and
the Drtxel Institute, Philadelphia. The
design was illustrated by a large drawing,
the gift of Messrs. Renwick & Aspinwall,
of New York, and by several paintings of
the galleries and courts proposed and by
stereopticon views of other details.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

amouut of building donein Bostondur
ing the pastyear doesnot figure as great

a total as either of thetwo precedingyears,but
builders are very well satisfiedwith the result.
Such contractsas havebeenbegunduring 1892
were largely obtained at good prices, and
while competition has been ordinarily close,
there seemsto have been a fair profit in the
work. But little interruption hasoccurredon
account of differenceswith the workmen,and
at presentthe labor market is in good condi
tion. The Mason Builders' Association,under
a joint agreement with the bricklayers, the
stonecuttersand the building laborers, have
prevented any trouble in these branchesof
the trade through arbitration. The form of
a|ireementunderwhichthisconditionof affairs
exists, and which has appeared in Carpentry
and rfuilding, hasprovedto bethemostsatis
factory solution of the difficulty in the settle
ment of disputed points that has ever been
tried In Boston. An effort is being made to
extend the plan to other branches of the
trade. 1heoperationof thenewbuilding law
for the city hasproved to beverysatisfactory,
as a whole. There are some of the minor
clauseswith which fault has been found and
the law is doubtless susceptibleof Improve
ment in someof the smallerdetailsof itswork
ing, but asan ordinancefor the benefit of the
city it is a success. There has been no hesi
tancy about projecting large operationsunder
the new law, for several important buildings
are now about being erected. New England
generally seemsto havehad a fairly prosper
ous year in the building trades outside of the
granite industry. Reports from the smaller
cities show that about the usual amount of
building has beendone aud that nothing oc
curred to make the year a remarkable one
either way. The granite interests have been
practically paralyzedduring the greater part
of the season, to the equal iujury of both
quarry owners and workmen, it is thought
now, however, that affairs betweenthe two
have beenadjusted in nearly all localities so
that the coiningseasonwill be free from seri
ousdisturbance. The Master Builders' Asso
ciation of Boston has had an unusually suc
cessfulyear and demonstratesevery day the
value of a properlyadministeredassociationto
the builder. A membership in this associa
tion is a practical guarantee,both to the pub
lic and to the members,of honorable dealing
and skillful performanceof work. The asso
ciation takes an active part in all questionsof
interestto thecity which are capableof action
by sucha body; is a member of the Boston
AssociatedBoard of Trade, which is composed
of representatives from 20 organizations of
businessmenin the city, and is generally rec
ognizedas oneof the stirring, progressivein
stitutions of Boston. At the annual election
the Australian ballot systemof electingofficers
was tried for the first time. The following
list coversthe nominationsfor officers named,
who were probably all elected,although the
dateof the annual meeting occurs while this
issueis in the handsof theprinter.
For president,James I. Wingate; for vice-
president,E. NoyesWhiteomb; for secretary
who treasurer. William H. Sayward; for trus
tees,for three years—Ira O. Hersey, Charles
W. Parker; for two years—Lyman D. Will-
cutt, C. Everett Clark ; for oneyear—Ottomar
Wallburg, S. Fred Hicks.

Baltimore, Md.
Secretary E. D. Miller of the Builders' Ex
changeof Baltimore writes, in a very interest
ing letter, regarding the situation among the
builders, that the amountof businessdone in
that city during the past year was above the
averageand that themembersof the exchange
congratulate themselvesupon a more than
usually satisfactory and successful season.
The outlook for work at the beginning of the
year wasremarkably good, but thedemandby
the carpentersfor an increase in wagesand a
shorter day causeda break which somewhat
disturbed the prospects. The Master Builders-
Association, which is composedprincipally of
carpenter contractors, with the support of
the Builders-Exchange, offeredto concedethe
advancein wages,but declined to discuss the
questionof eight hours for a day's work. A
strike followed in which thecarpenterssecured
the assistanceof the bricklayers and granite
cutters' unions, they also striking to aid the
carpenters in securing the eight-hour day.
After a partial stopi>ageof work for niue
weeks,during which time several large pro
jected investments were withdrawn from
the market, the unionsyieldedaud themenre
turned to work The membersof theMaster
Builders' Association claim that they were
able to securean abundanceof nonunion men
during the strike, who were first-class work

men,andthatthework doneduring thetrouble
was fully up to the standard. The association
wasmuch gratified at the way in which the
membersprovedtheir loyalty to their organ
ization, only two or threedefectionsoccurring
in a membershipof nearly 02. The Builders'
Exchange was not directly engaged in the
trouble exceptto indorse the stand taken by
theMaster Builders' Association; the support
given wasunanimous in every case notwith
standing the fact that the exchange is com
posedof aboutone-sixtbgeneralcontractorsand
the rest subcontractorsand material dealers.
The relationsbetween tbe builders and the
architectsin Baltimoreareexceptionallypleas
ant. The Exchange at its quarterly meetings
generally servesa dinner at which many ar
chitectsnaveattendedand by meansof which
many pleasantsocial friendshipshavebeenes
tablished. This form of meetingbetweentbe
two, tbe builder and thearchitect, has drawn
themclosertogetherthaneverbeforeand busi
nessistransactedbetweenthemwith increasing
promptness,pleasure and absenceof friction.
The builders, however, find a great need for
the better establishment of the custom for
publicly openingbidsfor largecontractsandthe
architects seemslow to recognizethe impor
tanceof sucha coursein the interestof perfect
fairness to all bidders. Tbe fault, in a meas
ure, lies with the members of the Exchange,
which, as an organization, strenuously ad
vocatesthe insistenceby the bidder uponsuch
as practice, the individual membersfailing to
carry out tbe recommendation. There seems
to be no opposition to sucha plan by thear
chitects,and only a general laxity preventsit
becoming generally adopted. In closing his
letter Mr. Miller says that tbe exchangefinds
much benefit in the recommendationof the
National Association, and in referring to the
efficacyof an exchangeputs the questionin a
nutshell as follows : " The exchange is just
what its membersmake it; if they are live,
energetic, thoughtful men the exchangewill
bea power in any community, but if themem
bers do not uphold it by complying and help
ing to enforce its rules and by availing them
selves of the benefitsto bederived from such
enforcement, then tbey must not blamethe
exchange,but take the failure home,eachman
to himself."
The quarterly meeting and dinner of the
Builders' Exchange was held on December6.
First Vice-President Noble H. Creager pre
sided and E. D. Miller was secretary. E. D.
Miller, Israel Griffith and GeorgeMann were
electeddelegates,and P. M. Wouible, Jr., S.
B. Sexton, Jr.. and Isaac Filbert alternatesto
the meeting of the National Association of
Builders, which will be held at St. Louis on
February 14next. N. H. Creager,asdelegate-
at-large,holdsover. At the suggestionof Mr.
(Jreagera resolutionwas adopted,authorizing
theappointmentof a committeeto conferwith
the Mayor and City Council, with a view of
introducing the building trades,suchas brick
laying, masonryand plumbing in tbe Manual
Training School and for theelection of a rep
resentativeof the exchangeto Boardof School
Commissionersas far as it relates to that
school. Over 100memberswere present.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Tbe Buffalo buildershave had an unusually
active and profitable season. The volume of
businesshas been large in the city, and the
work in outlying towns hasbeen very active.
At Niagara tbeamountof building has been
particularly large, and mostof tbework has
been done by Buffalo contractors. Tbe fol
lowing from the Expressof November30indi
cates in figures the amount of work under
taken in tbecity up to October 1:" How thecity hasthriven is indicatedby the
amountof building which has beendone. It is
difficult to makea closeestimatein this regard
or an exact comparison with former years.
Moreover, a good deal that really belongs to
Buffalo, like the building at Depew and else
where,caunot be reckonedat all. The influ
enceof suburbanrailroads must be left out of
the calculation,greatly as they bear upon the
city's growth But beginning with this year
a recordof building has been kept by the new-
Bureau of Buildings of the Department of
Public Works: and this record saysthat dur
ing the ten months from January to October
permitsfor nearly $4.500,000worth of build
ing within the city limits have been issued,
not to speak of repairs, alterations, &c., to
over $800,000worth more. And of this
♦4,500.000worth of new buildings over one-
third is in the form of two-story frame houses,
which representthedwellings of the common
people,upon which the prosperity of a place
depends. To put it exactly, during the last
eight months permits have been granted for
theerectionof framedwellings costing$1,820,-
001.
"This record,of course,doesnot representex

actly the actual amountof building which has
beendoneor is in progress now. But it must
approximate it very closely. It is founded
upon that provision of the charter which re
quires tbeownerof any building which is to be
constructedor remodeledto file with the Su
perintendentof Buildings a sworn statement
about it, aud forbids theerectionor alteration
of any building without the superintendent's
written permit. The record of the Bureau
of Buildings ought to be quite near tbe truth
and its figuresnonetoo large."
Secretary Almendinger of the Builders'
Exchange, in referring to the condition of
affairs in the business generally, says that it
has beenremarkablyfavorable throughout the
season. No trouble hasbeenexperiencedwith
tbe workmen,and the contractors and archi
tectsare on the mostfriendly terms with each
other. The joint committeeof the Building
Trades 'Council and the exchangeis working
amicably on tbe requestof the former that the
latter employonly union men. A decision is
expectedshortly after January 1. At the last
quarterly meetingof theexchangea committee
was appointed ta prepare,in the form of a re
port, a scaleof discountsin favor of the con
tractor, to besubmittedto thedealersin build
ing material. A petition waspresentedon be
half of thecharity organizationof thecity, ask
ing that a member of the exchange be
appointedto act asa committeein conjunction
with John Feist, superintendentof buildings,
to deviseplans for a suitable systemof tene
menthouseconstruction. George Deuscherer
was appointedas suchcommittee.
On January 2, 1893,will occur the annual
election of officers of the exchange. If the
necessaryarrangements can be madevoting
will lie conducted through the mediumof the
Myers voting machine. Two tickets will be
placedin nominationasfollows:
President, H. C. Harrower; vice-president,
F. T. Coppins; treasurer, Charles A. Rupp;
secretary,J. C. Almendinger ; trustees, L P.
Beyer, Jacob Reimenn, John Lannen. Alvin
W. Day, Henry L. Jones. A. Machwirth,
GeorgeDonaldson,Conrad Hoeffler,W. L. Mc-
Clennan, John Hurley; arbitration committee,
E. L. Cook, Henry Rumrill, Jr., GeorgeW.
Maltby; delegatesto the national convention,
James Boland, J. J. Churchyard, Charles J.
Close.
President, George Deuscherer; vice-presi
dent, W. H. Schmidt; lreisurer, Charles A.
Rupp; secretary, J. C Almendinger; trustees,
Jacob Davis, Joseph Metz, J. H. Tilden, John
A. Wolsey. Carl Meyer, C. B. Jameson, John
Loewer, VV. J. Schirmann, Wells Dygert,
Lawrence Ginther; arbitration committee,
Henry Schaefer, Alfred Lyth, John W. Hen-
rich; delegatesto national convention,Charles
A. Rupp, John Feist, John W. Henrich.

Chicago, III.
The remarkable amount of building which
has been carried on in Chicago during the
past year seemsto suffer little diminution on
account of the winter months, and the con
tractors are busy among an active people.
The employersandemployeesin all branchesof
trade areat presentenjoyingthemost friendly
relations and but little disturbance of any
kind hasoccurred betweenthe two during the
season. Such troublesas havearisen were in
dividual cases,and at no time have all the
trades,or all of any onebranch,beeninvolved.
There wereoneor two occasionsin the struct
ural iron and galvanized iron trades that re
quired adjustment,and within tbe past month
therewasa threatenedstrike amongthesteam
fitters. All, however, were settled by arbi
tration aud without serious hindrance to the
progress of work. It is the almostuniversal
customin Chicago to settledifferencesbetween
employersandworkmenby arbitration. Good-
fellowship prevails among the builders in a
general senseand an effort is being made by
the Builders' and Traders' Exchange to secure
the co-operation of the architects in the
adoptionof a codeof practice basedupon tbe
one recommendedby the National Associa
tion. The builders are at present awaiting
the appointment of a committee from the
architects, to takeaction on the subject.
At a special meeting of tbe exchangeheld
Monday. December 14, it was decided to re
main in its presentquarters for another year
with leaseto bedrawn for oneyear with privi
legeof fourmore. The landlord haspromisedto
make necessarychanges and will put the ex
change rooms in presentableshapefor its vis
itors next year.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The amount of building donein Cincinnati
this year, according to thereport of theBuild
ing Inspector, will probably fall off about
$1,000,000from the total of last year's work.
There are several causes for sucha condition
of affairs. The business last year was very
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good throughout almost the entire season,
while this year several large jobs were aban
doned,owinz to the labor troublesof theearly
spring and the general advance iu wages
which occurred on August 1, in accordance
with theagreementmade betweenemployers
and workmen when tbe -spring differences
weresettled. The relations between the em
ployersand workmen have been harmonious
since tbe settlementreferred to, and no other
trouble lun occurredduring the season. Con
tractors generally get along very well to
gether,the carpenter being tbe general con
tractor and the rest subcontractors. The
exchangeis in goodfinancial condition, and is
oneof the institutions of the city. The master
builders haveconsentedto a conferencewith
the Amalgamated Building Trades Council
upon the subject of the enforcementof the
State law governing tbe employmentof ap
prentices.
The membershipof the exchangeis nowand
always has been composedof the mostrepu
table contractors in the city, and the rules
governing the exchangeare such that a con
tractor not straight in his dealings cannot be
comea member. The businessdone by mem
bers in the year ending January, 1893,
amounted to $2,923,381.70,as per secretary's
report for that year. The statement for tbe
business of this year has not yet beenmade
up.

Cleveland, Ohio.

The amount of building done in Cleveland
.! i-' '•-did not fully bear out the prospectsof
te early spring, although most of tbe con
tactorswere kept busy throughout the season
»•I it is thought with (airly profitable results.
Tiprewere no strikes or labor disturbances
dumg the year, and so far as this phaseof
buding is concernedeverything went along
«s iDOothlyas could be desired. The feeling
amqg the builders is muchmore friendly at
pretnt than it has ever beenbefore, a fact
largty due to the influence of the Builders'
ExeSnge The builders and architects are
crmlull y growing to feellessantagonistic,al-
thoug there seemseven yet to be moreor
less Ffction betweenthe two. There are sev
eral cases for this condition of affairs, tbe
princi(.l onebeinga lack of a well-definedand
observe code of practice regarding the sub-
mittingand opening of bids for work. The
UniforaContract is used almostexclusively
and baft...united approval of both architects
and buil«rs. The Builders' Exchange is in
good conuion financially and seems to be
gaining giund as one of the institutions of
the city.

Denver, Col.
The build jr seasonin Denver has not been
as coinp cteisuccessful,from the contractors'
point of vW, as might be desired. The
amount of w>tjD the market was not very
large, andthfrompetitionhasbeenvery close
throughout tlyear, builders figuring so low
that little or o margin of profit remained.
The wagesof t workmen haveremainedthe
•sameas in thimore successfulyears of the
past, and the Spioyers and employeesseem
to getalongwelligether. This stateof affairs
has been felt ii« measure by the Master
Builders' Ass(K-ia,n,which has lost in mem
bership,althougble builders stand well to
getherin most cas An effort is beiugmade
to secureimprovenntsfrom tbearchitects in
the manner in win bids are treated. The
prospectsfor next J(r>sbusinessare fair.

Incl.an ,oiis, |nd.
The Indianapolis Vjidersare happy over
the remit of their yelgWOrk,the amount of
building done in that eriod having exceeded
that of any other ye»in the history of the
city. All the contracrs nave been busy
throughout the seasonedthe majority still
have all they can attento. Employers and
workmen havepreserveo,aemostharmonious
relations during the pa season, the same
wagesthat were paid the-earbeforehaving
prevailed. There have *„ no strikes and
everything is sereneat pre,jt The Builders'
Exchange reflectsthe cond\,nso{businessin
having enjoyed a profltaaan(j progressive
year. The scopeand benefl,f the organiza
tion is continually extending^ ,ne member
ship increasing. The 'chanVuour js being
more firmly established,mosk the members
being found in the rooms byeen i;>an(j j
o'clock.

Louisville. KJ
The Louisville buildershaveh,a gon^year
and look forward to another ona $93 gut
few labor troubleshavedisturbed,,relation-
ship between employers and w^meniand
noneof thosewhich did crop out iuse(j any
seriousdamage to th» progressof ^rlc Tue
annual meeting of the Builders aITraders,
Exchange occurred December9, a. tne at.
tendance was full and reports em
The president,Mr. Murphy, amongot
of interest in his report, said that tbyles o[
the exchangehad beensustainedby t^.ourtg

in a recentsuit wherein it was decidedthat an
architect is the owner'sagent,and the latter
is responsible for the former's actsso long as
hedoesnot exceedhis instructions.
The annual report of Secretary Kaufman
reviewed the work of the exchange for the
year. Tbe membershipis 95,a net increaseof
24 new members, though some of the other
memberslapsed. The receiptsof the year were
a little over $2000,andthedisbursementsabout
$1900. The progressof the plan for the erec
tion of the exchangebuilding was reviewed
and the condition of it shown. All is favor
able, and a permanent home will doubtless
soonbeerected. The efforts to securea fair
mechanics'lien law have not beenwithout re
turn and tbe Legislature has promiseda bear
ing beforefinal action is taken in thematter.
The secretaryrecommendedthat all honor
ablemenengagedin the building tradesbe in
duced to join the exchange, believing the
builder, the architect and the owner would
alike be benefited. The report was received
and tbe recommendationindorsed.
Then camethe election of officers for 1803.
Several tickets were in the field, and after
considerable balloting the following officers
wereelected: President, John E. Carpenter ;
first vice-president, Geo. L. Smith ; second
vice-president, Louis Lussky ; Messrs. J. H.
Murphy, retiring president: Thomas Arm
strongand Alexander Mitchell wereelectedto
the Board of Directors, and Mr. George L.
Smith waschosento representthe exchangeat
the comingconventionof the National Associ
ation of Builders.

Milwaukee. WIs.
Building in Milwaukee hasbeenvery satis
factory during the past year, there being
enough work in the market to keepthe con
tractors busy, and fair priceshaveprevailed.
No trouble bas been experienced with tbe
workmen,and the best of feejing in tbe fra
ternity has existed throughout tbe season.
The membersof tbe Builders' and Traders'
Exchange are delighted with tbe prospect of
beingable to occupytheir handsomenewhome
by February 1. Nothing hasbeensparedthat
would iu any way contribute to theperfection
or convenienceof the building as a home for
the exchange and every one is elated at the
satisfactorymanner in which tbe undertaking
hasbeencarried through to completion. The
openingceremonieswill beappropriateto the
occasion,and a most enjoyabletime is antici
pated. Tbe opening of thenew building, it is
expected, will greatly enhance the value of
membershipin the exchange and will also in -
creasethe interestand attendance.

Minneapolis, Minn.
While mostof theMinneapolisbuilders have
beenbusyduring theyear,the amountof work
done in the city has beensmall as compared
with past years. Most of tbe larger con
tractors have been at work outside in the
neighboring cities—Duluth, Ashland, West
Superior and evenChicago. A few large con
tracts have beenundertaken in the city, but
not enoughto call the past year a goodonefor
builders, so far as tbeamountof businessgoes.
There have been no strikes in tbe city, and
nothing has occurred in 1892to disturb tbe
present,good feeling betweenthe employees
and workmen. The greatestharmony exists
betweencontractorsand architectsand among
the builders themselves,and the year has
passedoff without anything occurring in the
exchange to mar the pleasant relationship
which exists throughout the trade. The at
tendanceof membersat tbe exchangeduring
the 'change hour is good,andthe organization
is in excellentfinancial condition and increas
ing in membership.

New York City.
The conditionof affairs in thebuilding trades
of New York City seemsto be betterat pres
ent than at any time during the past year.
The severalseriousstrikesof 1892haveresulted
in the organization of the employers, and in
placeof practically none,whichwas thecaseat
the beginning of the year, thereare now 15as
sociationsproperly organized and in shapefor
any emergency. Since the end of the big
strikes of last year, which were reported in
thesecolumns from time to time, and which
weremostly failures both from the workmen's
point of view and from the standpoint of per
manent,equitable adjustmenttherehave been
no disturbancesof any magnitude. The only
recentstrike wasthat of the electric wiremeu,
which was of comparatively short duration
and was finally settledby a compromisewith
out greatly delaying the progress of work.
Many of the big contracts, however,are much
delayedand are not nearly so far advancedas
they should be at thii season of tbe year,
owing to the difficulty of securing teamsters
and workmenof all kinds during the continu
ance of the strikes mentioned. The archi
tects and owners have appreciated the
situation and the two interests have
proceededwithout unusual friction. The pros

pects are better for the next year'swork than
they have been for some time past, the em
ployers beingin apositionnow tomeetwith the
workmenandact in concert upon subjects of
importance. It is stated that the employers
havenotorganizedfor tbepurposeof beingable
betterto opposetheworkmen, but in the inter
estof improvedconditionsand for the purpose
of facilitating the settlement of differences
which in so large a city are bound to arise.
The Mechanics'and Traders' Exchange, which
closedtbe year in excellentfinancial condition,
is agitating the questionof moving from its
presentquarters, which it has occupied for so
many years,to somelocationfurther up town.
The value of the Building TradesClub, as a
leavenof friendliness in the building trades of
the city is increasingevery day. The influence
of tbe social intercourse wbich is a feature of
its managementis making itself felt in many
ways throughout the fraternity. Builders
knoweachother personally to-day who never
kneweachother formerly saveas competitors,
and the result is a bond of fellowship in the
craft which is as delightful as it is new. The
rooms of the club are cozy and convenient;
tbe caff is excellentand varioussortsof enter
tainment are offered to bring the builders
together in tbe evening. In thedaytime facil
ities are afforded for estimatingplans and the
transaction of private business,and altogether
the institution is most satisfactory and one
tbat could be copied with benefit by every
large city in tbe country.

Omaha. Neb.
The condition of affairs iu tbebuilding trades
of Omaha is much better at present than it
hasbeenat any time previousduring theyear,
and exceedsthe pVomiseof the early season.
During the spring but little was done, and it
wasnot until the summer was well advanced
that the presentactivity wascommenced.Tbe
prospect for next year is excellent, there
beingunder contract at present eight public
schoolbuildings, to cost $300,000in the aggre
gate,besidestwomoreto bebegunin tbespring,
wbich will costabout $100,000.Tbe telephone
companyare alsoerecting a building to cost
$75,UOO,and among the other improvements
are two brewery buildings to cost $750.000;a
public library, $100,000;two churches,to cost
about $75,000each,and a large number of fine
residences. The amount of building permits
for the year up to December1was $2,300.000.
The exceptionallyfine weather,which has lieen
almostcontinuousthis fall, hasgreatly assisted
the contractors,making it possibleto lay brick
up to the first of the yearwith but very few in
terruptions. The condition of affairs between
employersand workmenbasbeenundisturbed
by anyserioustroubles, suchquestionsas have
arisen having beenquickly adjusted through
the assistance,in most cases,of Mr. Wedge,
secretary of the Builders' and Traders' Ex
change. The carpenters and masonsare still
discussingtbequestionas to which should be
thegeneralcontractor,but are in goodfeeling,
and the builders and architectsgenerally are
on the most friendly footing with each other.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange is in
good shape and has increasedin membership
over 50per cent, during the past year, and is
to be congratulated on its success. Such a
record of growth during thedull periodis very
creditable. The building and plumbing ordi
nances,which are being revisedby a committee
from theexchangein conjunctionwith a com
mittee from the city council, will be ready to
submit shortly after the new year. Taking
all things together, tbe outlook for Omaha
builders for 1898is very good.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The condition of the building business in
Philadelphia has been very good during the
pastyear. Work was a trifle slack in the be
ginning of the season,but later it picked up,
a numberof largeoperationsbeingcommenced
andthe city putting several large contract* in
the market. The total amount of building
exceededthat of 1891,but fell short of that of
1890. Operative building hasbeenbrisk. The
employersand workmen ha.vebeenon friendly
terms all the season,the only disturbanceof
moment being in the sheet-metalworking
branch. A short strike resulted,which, how
ever, was adjusted with but little delay. It
is statedthat ihe workmen generally are reor
ganizing theunions upon a firmer basis. The
Builders' Exchange has created a harmonj
among the builders such as neverexistedbe
fore, which has proved practically beneficial
in many instances.The membersspareneither
time nor money to assist eachother in main
taining their rights. A case in point is
cited of a verdict obtained in tbe courts
for $13,000 in favor of the estate of
one of the deceasedmembers,due largely
to the efforts of themembersof the exchange,
who devotedtime,moneyand energy in secur
ing justice. The relations between thebuild
ers and architectsappearsto beamicable and
pleasaut. The exchangehasbeenat work con
sidering therecommendationsof the Nation al
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Association, having taken themup seriatim .
At thelast corporationmeetinga codeof prac
tice basedupon the form advocatedby thena
tional body wasadopted,and is now oneof the
rules of the exchange. Other subjects are on
theprogramme for discussion. The exchange
is in mostexcellent condition, and is steadily
increasing in importanceand numbers. The
trade school, which has been frequeutly re
ferred to in Carpentry and Building, is doing
a work that setsan example to every organi
zationaf builders in the world. The exhibition
department of the exchange,which compre
hendsthe finestcollectionof buildingmaterials
in the country, is beingconstantly augmented
and improved. A neatlittle folder artistically
printed has recently been issued as showing
the value and progressof the exhibit.

Providence, R. I.
The building interests of Providence have
never beenin bettercondition than during the
past year. The contractorshavehad all tbey
couldattend to, and goodpricesfor work have
prevailed. The majority of the work hasbeen
in the residenceportion of thecity, an unusual
number of finedwellings having beenerected.
In the business part there have beenseveral
important contracts and a large amount of
alterations and repairs. The city generally
has taken on arefreshedand improvedappear
ance. Good wages have beenpaid the work
men throughout the seasonand the relations
between employers and employed has been
without break with the exceptionof the strike
of the plumbers and granite workers. The
strike of the granite men was felt somewhat
at the beginningof the season,but the matter
was so handledthat little delay in theexecu
tion of work resulted. Most of the architects
and ownersof buildings under contract being
in sympathywith thequarry ownersand con
tractors, the latter werenot pushedduring the
time of the strike. The plumbers'strike as
sumed rather large proportions at one time,
and threatened to bea seriousaffair, but the
two sides finally met and by a few conces
sions from eachthe matter was settled, most
of the men being taken back, and are now
busily engaged in finishing the summer's
work. The journeymen carpenters have
recently beenholding meetings in the inter
est of shorter hours. Both carpenters and

Luminous Paints.

Various articles have been published
about luminous paints, and different lines
of manufacture are employing them. One
of our German contemporaries presents a
series of receipts for paints of this kind,
showing how they may be prepared in
different colors. At the outset it is re
marked that all the paints mentioned be
low can be used in the manufacture of
colored paper if the varnish is entirely
omitted and the dry mixtures ground to a
paste with water.
The luminous paints can also be used as
wax colors for painting on glass and sim
ilar objects by adding, instead of the var
nish, 10 per cent, more of Japanese wax
and one-fourth the quantity of the latter
of olive oil. The wax colors prepared in
this way may also be used for painting
upon porcelain, and are then carefully
burned without accessof air. Paintings
of this kind can also be treated with water
glass.
For orange luminous paint, 46 parts
varnish are mixed with 17.5 parts pre
pared barium sulphate, 1 part prepared
Indian yellow, 1.5 parts prepared madder
lake and 38 parts luminous calcium sul
phide.
For yellow luminous paint, 48 parts
varnish are mixed with ten parts prepared
barium sulphate, 8 parts barium chro-
mate and 34 parts luminous calcium sul
phide.
For green luminous paint 48 parts var
nish are mixed with 10 parts prepared
barium sulphate, 8 parts chromium oxide
green and 34 parts luminous calcium sul
phide.
A blue luminous paint is prepared from
42 parts varnish 10.2 parts prepared baiium
sulphate, 6.4 parts ultramarine blue, 5.4
parts cobalt blue and 46 parts luminous
calcium sulphide.
A violet luminous paint is made from
42 parts vanish, 10.2 parts prepared

masons are at present working ten hours
per day and a request for nine hours is ex
pectedby theemployers. There will probably
lie little or no opposition on thepart of the
contractorsand the matter will doubtlessbe
settledwithout a strike. The useof the Uni
form Contract hasbeen urged upon its mem
bers by the Builders' and Traders' Exchange ;
but it makes little headway and its use is
limited. There has prevailed a remarkable
degreeof good feeling among the contractors
this year, and thearchitectsand builders have
also beenonmore friendly terms than everbe
fore. The exchangehas had a year of fair
prosperity and is steadily growing to the
standard which it hopesultimately to attain.
The project of building a homewhich wasagi
tatedsometimeagokeepscontinually cropping
out and there is no doubt but that it will take
definiteshapein thenear future. The outlook
for next year is very good,therebeingalready
several large contracts in prospect, which
with the work beguntnis fall will makea good
starter for the season.

St. Louis. Mo.
The amountof building donein St. Louis in
1892was about up to the average and the
builders are fairly well satisfied with the
season's business. The workmen and em
ployers have had no serious disturbances to
settle and the presentrelations betweenthe
two are harmonious. Most of the contractors
are busy finishing their jobs for winter and
are looking forward to a goodyear for 1S93.
The membersof the Builders' Exchangeareat
presentfully occupied with the preparations
for the coming convention of the National
Association. Arrangements are being made
for providing the delegateswith every con
venience and attention during the meeting,
and in fact the committeeshavebeenat work
for several months perfecting all details of
both businessand entertainment. Nothing
will be left undonethat might assist the work
of the conventionor add to the comfort and
pleasureof those in attendance. The enter
tainment promisesto beelaborate.

St. Paul, Minn.
The building businessin St. Paul has been
betterthisyear than it was last,owing partly to
the erectionof severallarge factoriesand inci

dental work. The employers and workmen
havegonethrough the seasonwithout unusual
disturbance,the only matterwhich cametoan
issue being some demands by the plumbers
which were granted and no further trouble
ensued. Builders and architects get along
nicely together,the latter professingto favor,
asmuch as possible,the members of the ex
change. The contractors themselvesstand
well togetherand try to make their exchange
as beneficial as possible. The Uniform Con
tract is very generally used, the architects
being supplied by the exchange.

Notes.
It is stated that the Builders' Exchange of
Pittsburgh is projecting a conventionof all the
builders' exchangesin the surroundingcities,
to be held in Pittsburgh January 17.Wheel
ing, Youngstown, Washington, Pa,, Union-
town, Greensburg and other cities are men
tionedas proposingto participate.

The directors of the Builders' and Traders*
Exchange of Kansas City have appointedas
membersof the joint Columbian Exposition
Committee of the Commercial Club, the Live
Stock Exchange, the Real Estate Exchange
and Builders' and Traders' Exchange, W. A
Kelly, A. A. White, A. O. Smith, GeorgeBon
field and W. W. Taylor. The joint committe
will considerways and meansof representing
Kansas City at the World's Fair.

Contractors belonging to the Toledo Buid-
ers' Exchange report work enough to kep
thembusy until spring. There is a great 'eal
of work on hand left over from last setson
yet to be completed. The builders' bamuet
•willbeheldabout January 20,

Bridgeport, Conn., builders are tryingxi se
cure some universal practice to goven the
letting of sub-contracts. Fault is four*with
the mannerin which someof the generil con
tractors obtain their figures.

The Builders' Exchange of Baltrmre has
recently issued a very neatly prined and
bound hand-book,containing much valuable
information. Its contentsinclude a tstory of
the exchange, the Baltimore buil'ing and
sanitary laws lien law of Maryland nd much
otherdata of importanceto builden

barium sulphat(, 2.8 parts ultramarine
violet, 9 parts cobaltous arsenate and 36
parts luminous calcium sulphide.
For gray luminous paint 45 parts of the
varnish are mixed with 6 parts prepared
barium sulphate, 6 parts prepared calcium
carbonate, 0.5 part blue, 6.5 parts gray
zinc sulphide.
A yellowish-brown luminous paint is
obtained from 48 parts varnish, 10 psrts
precipitated barium sulphate, 8 parts auri-
pigment and 34 parts luminous calcium
sulphide.
Luminous colors for artists' use are pre
pared by using; pure East India poppy oil
in the same quantity instead of the var
nish, and taking particular pains to grind
the materials as fine as possible.
For luminous oil-color paints equal
quantities of pure linseed oil are used in
place of the varnish. The linseed oil
must be cold pressed and thickened by
heat.

Solid or Hollow Brick Walls.

It is obvious to the most casual observer
that notwithstanding this country is es
sentially a land of timber, the merits of
brick as a building material are rapidly
becoming better understood. Experience
has shown that the durability and
strength of brick make its use cheaper in
the end, although the first cost may be
greater than that- of wood. The extent
to which brick has been employed in the
erection of the cheaper class of buildings
where the choice has been between tim
ber and brick or stone has been governed
very largely in the past by geograph
ical conditions. In sections of the coun
try where an abundance of excellent
brick clay is-fouud the majority of build
ings have been erected in brick, but with
the rapidly increasing facilities for the
transportation of freight, it is perfectly
natural to suppose that brick will be em
ployed in places remote from brick-mak
ing centers and that, too, in the most
common kind of buildings. In the erec-

tion of structures where low ost is the
essential factor, timber is ofte- employed
to the exclusion of brick sim>lybecause
to use the latter and at th same time
keep the cost within the presribed limits
would mean employing bri* of inferior
quality and which would" not endure
much longer than timber There is a
way of using good brick, ?ys the Brick-
maker, and yet of keepig the cost low,
and that is, by makingnse of hollow
bonds.
The bonds can only be^sedinone-brick
walls. There are two itfthods of laying
them. The first is to If all the brick on
edge, laying first a bader and then a
stretcher, and so 07 throughout the
course. The course a»ve is laid exactly
in the same way witbche headers in the
center of the stretch»s below them ; the
ends of the courses Ving closed up with
closers of the neosary length. The
second method of feming hollow bond is
first to lav a cours of headers, and then
upon it a" course >f stretchers on edge.
This is followed -hroughout the wall,
there being heade* flat and stretchers on
edge alternately. Both systems of laying
brick produce afairly strong wall that
will safely can all ordinary weights.
For fence wall they may be used with
advantage andfor a number of other
purposes maye safely employed. Hol
low bonds arenot recommended to take
the place of flid walls, excepting where
it is necessa' to keep the cost low, and
where it w«»ld be necessary to use an
inferior brie if the wall were built solid.
Hollow wa> erected of good brick are
much supcor to solid walls constructed
of poor br-k.

At THEOTth annual election for officers
of the G*eral Society of Mechanics and
Tradesrrn of the City of New York, held
at MecJmics' Hall, on Wednesday, De
cember- the following gentlemen were
selecte to serve for the ensuing year :
Presirnt. Guy Culgin ; vice-president,
John'- Hamilton ; second vice-president,
"War^nA. Conover ; treasurer, Richard
X. rries : secretary, Stephen M. Wright.
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HOT-WATER HEATING AND VENTILATION.

THE
USE OF HOT WATER in the
heating and ventilating of school
buildings is not so general as to

make a description of any typical system
unentertaining to a large class among our
readers. Further, heating by hot water
on the indirect plan is so little understood
at the present day that an account of a
successful experiment of this kind would
seem to have no little interest and value
for all engaged in the building trades.
A complete system of heating and venti
lating, using hot-water circulation as the
basis, was installed not long since in the
"Williams Memorial Institute of New
London, Conn., by the Hopson & Chapin
Mfg. Company of that city. The per
formance was such that some months
after it was put in a public test was
made, an account of which was prepared
by the well-known heating engineer,
John J. Hogan, and published in the
columns of The Metal Worker. Subse
quently it was arranged in pamphlet
form for distribution by the company

the town of New London, Conn. , and is
shown in general view in Fig. 1 of the
cuts. The front of the building faces
north. Here there is an entrance door
with vestibule between two semicircular
extensions, which are the full bight of
the main building. By this entrance the
main halls on the first floor and stairways
are approached. These halls are 16 feet
wide, extend the full length of the build
ing east and west and have vestibules and
entrances at each end. On the first floor
is the the principal schoolroom, some 66
feet long by 45 feet wide, with 16 win
dows, six of which have a western, six an
eastern and four a southern exposure.
The library is east of the schoolrom and
south of the main hall, while the lavatory
is on the same side of the hall and west
of the schoolroom. At the north side of
the building are three classrooms, two of
which have semicircular extensions, and
one room in the northwest corner is used
as a coatroom. The library and lavatory
have each two windows facing south and

music room, northeast corner, two class
rooms with semicircular extensions and
the studio on the northwest corner. The
windows on this floor are located the same
as on the first floor : the position of the
windows in the east wall of main hall can
be seen by reference to Fig. 3, the win
dows in west wall being similarly placed.
With the exception of the lecture room
the hight of the rooms and the main hall .
on this floor is 14feet. This floor contains
125,134cubic feet of space, has 1114sqnare
feet of glass and 4392square feet of ex
posed wall.
The attic extends over the main hall
and contains about 46,000cubic feet of
space, within about 2500square feet of ex
posed wall. This part of the building
was not to beheated, but it will be readily
understood that a fair portion of the heat
is taken up by this part of the building,
whether the doors are kept closed or
otherwise.
The hill on which this building is situ
ated is nearly all solid rock, so that as

Hot-Water Heating and Ventilation.— Fig. \.-Oeneral View of the Williams Memorial Institute, New London, Conn.

named. In this connection, the result of
the test in the building in question was
contrasted with a similar test made iu
another school building in the same city
employing hot air as the basis. The
space at our command will not permit a
contrast of the two systems, nor the
presentation of some of the details which
Mr. Hogan found it interesting to give
for the benefit of heating engineers and
steam fitters. What follows, however,
covers the essential part of his report
relative to the hot-water system, with a
number of tables, reductions of diagrams,
&c. A careful perusal, it is believed,
will be found of interest to architects and
builders alike. Mr. Hogan commences
with a description of the building, an
engraving of which, made from a photo
graph, is among the illustrations pre
sented in this connection. He afterward
describes the boilers and piping, referring
to the cuts by way of illustration, and
then he details the operation of the sys
tem and the records made during the
test. The latter are summarized in the
tables which are presented below.

DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING.
The Williams Memorial Institute and
School is situated on the top of a h'll in

one each respectively with an east and
west exposure. The location of the win
dows in the class and coat rooms can be
ascertained by reference to Fig. 2, which
is a plan of the cellar of the building, the
rectangular figures marked W A indicat
ing the position of the windows. All the
rooms on the first floor are 16 feet high.
The total quantity of space on this floor
inclusive of halls and vestibules is 103,-
672cubic feet, with 1255 square feet of
glass and 4855 square feet of exposed
wall.

SECONDFLOOR.

On ascending the stairway to the second
floor one finds the large main hall, 102 feet
long by 17 feet wide. The lecture room
is over the schoolroom and is the same
length and width as the latter. The
hight. however, is greater, asmay be seen
by reference to Fig. 8, which is a sectional
elevation of the building. The ceiling
takes the shape of the roof on all sides in
this room . The trustees' room is east and
the teachers' room and toilet room are
west of the lecture room. Sliding doors
are arranged so that the lecture room and
main hall may form one large floor. At
each side of the stairway and facing to
the north or front of the building are the

little excavation as possible was under
taken. By referring to Figs. 2 and 3 it
will be noticed that the cellar is 8 feet
high under only a portion of the principal
schoolroom at the south end. The space
beneath the rest of the first floor is only
4 feet, excepting a passageway about 5
feet wide, which forms an entrance to the
cellar from the stairway at front end of
building .

BOILERS AND PIPING.

There are two boilers of the Pequot
square fire box pattern used for heating.
They are located in the south cellar, one
at the northeast and the other at the
northwest corner. Fig. 2. These boilers
have 13.34square feet of grate surface and
650square feet of boiler heating surface.
They are set in brick, and each boiler oc
cupies a floor space 7 feet 4 inches long by
4 feet 8 inches wide. Each has a separate
iron smoke pipe, S P, Figs. 2 and 3, con
necting to vertical smoke flue of clay or
tile pipes in ventilating flues, V F 2and V
F 8, Fisr. 1. Each smoke pipe is fitted
with a damper, which is controlled by an
automatic damper regulator. From the
boilers the flow and return pipes are con
ducted as shown on plan, Fig. 2. The
mains are of 6-inch pipe. The valves V 1,
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V 2 regnlate the flow to the sections of
the system. The system, it may be said,
is divided into four sections, two south of
the boilers and two north of them. On
the main flow pipes near each boiler are
the "special" hot-water thermometers.
Between the two boilers are equalizing
flow and return pipes 4 inches in diam
eter. The object of these pipes and the
valves V 1, V 2 on each boiler is to main
tain a uniformity of temperature through
out the system at all times, regardless of
the condition of the fires in each boiler.
In Fig. 3 it will be noticed that the return
main is shown as if at a lower level than
the flow main, but this is not the case in
reality, as the two pipes are on the same

long, and are used to accelerate the cur
rent of air through the ventilating flues.
They are connected to the main flow and
return pipes by 1% inch pipe. Each 1%
inch flow pipe, it will be noticed by refer
ence to Fig. 3, extends to near the top of
the ventilating flues above the level of
the expansion tank and is left open at top.
The lower part of these !J-£-inch flow pipes
is connected to the air pipes A P, A P,
A P, which air pipes are connected to the
highest points on radiators and main pipes,
thns clearing the whole system of air
without the use of air valves or cocks.
When radiators have not air pipes care
has been taken to make the pipes and
radiators incline so that the air will pass

FRESH-AIR SUPPLY.

The admission of fresh air is indicated
in Fig. 2 by the location of the cold-air
inlets. From these inlet* the fresh air
passes into ducts of galvanized iron, which
are connected to the cold-air spaces be
neath each radiator by circular openings.
These main inlets are fitted with dampers
so as to control the incoming of the air.
Under the radiators in the northwest and
northeast corners the galvanized cold-air
ducts have been dispensed with. These
radiators supply the classrooms and coat-
rooiu and the central main hall on first
floor, and the music and class rooms,
studio and main hall on second floor.

Hot-Water Heating and Ventilation.— Fig. S.—Batement Plan of Building, shouting Heating Apparatus and Pipe System,.

level. The object in showing it in the
manner described is to convey a clearer
idea of its relative location and connec
tions. The equalizing return pipe be
tween the boilers is on the same level as
the flow and return mains. By this ar
rangement either boiler may be used, and
there will be no circulation through the
boiler which has no fire. From the equal
izing return pipe the 3-inch pipe to expan
sion tank. "ex. pipe," Figs. 2 and 3, is
taken. The expansion tank, "ex. tank."
Figs. 2 and 3. is located above the ceiling
of second floor and near ventilating flue
V F 1. The expansion pipe, the cold-
water supply, the overflow and the air
pipe from top of the expansion tank are
all located in this ventilating flue. Figs. 2
and 3. The reason for placing the expan
sion tank so high was in order that it
might be available for the three vertical
circulating coils C C. C C. C C, in venti
lating flues V F 1,V F 2and V F 3. These
coils are of 1 '-

4 -inch pipe, about 30 feet

off through the nearest air pipe con
nection.

RADIATION.

There are 41 stacks or sets of indirect
ventilating pin radiators, varying in size
from 9 to 21 sections each. Each set is

inclosed in wood casings of 1 inch thick
matched stuff, covered with galvanized
iron, forming a warm air space above and

a cold-air space below the radiators.
They are suspended from the ceiling by
heavy bolts carrying horizontal bars on
which the radiators rest, the casing being
independent of the radiator supports.
The total surface in all the radiators is

5600square feet. This quantity gives a

proportion of 420square feet of indirect
ventilating radiating surface to 1 square
foot of grate, of 8.0 square feet of indi
rect radiating surface to 1 square foot of
boiler heating surface, and 1 square foot
of indirect radiating surface to 42 cubic
feet of space.

The chambers in which the radiators are
suspended supply each radiator directly
without the use of cold-air ducts, the
fresh air entering through the cold-air
inlets. The radiators. Nos. 21 and 22,
which heat the main hall, first floor, cir
culate the air of the hall through the radi
ators without any supply of fresh air.
Such a supply is not necessary here, as
the opening or the doors of the vestibule
will admit sufficient for all purposes.
By reference to Figs. 2 and 3

, it will be
seen that the arrows denote a descending
current to the circulating registers C R.

C R, and to the circulating air duct C A,
Fig. 3

,

through which the air is recouveyed
to the radiator and when heated ascends
into the main hall through the warm-air
registers W R, W R. Fresh warm or
heated air is supplied to the main halls
through the warm-air register W R in the
central main hall. When the fresh air
passes from the cold-air ducts and cold-
air chambers through indirect ventilating
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pin radiators, it is heated by contact with
the surfaces of the hot- water radiators,
and ascends into the warm-air ducts
marked W A, W A, and then enters the
rooms through the warm-air registers
W R, W R.

REGISTERS.

The position of the warm-air registers
is indicated by arrows and the letters W
R, W R. The warm-air registers in main
hall, first floor, are in the floor, while the
register in central main hall is in the wall,
near the floor. All the other warm-air
registers, W R, W R, on the first floor
are at the windows, about 3 feet 6 inches
above the floor; these registers are 42
inches long by 4 inches wide and are set
horizontally. On the second floor the
warm-air registers W R are in the walls
near the floor and are set vertically.
These registers are usually located against
external or exposed walls of the rooms
except those in the main hall. Where
one stack of radiators supplies heated air
to more than one warm-air flue to first
floor the air space above the radiators is
divided for each flue and register. A

INDIRECT RADIATORS.

Nos. 1 to 14 inclusive gnpply lecture and
schoolrooms.
No. 15. Trustees'room, secondfloor.
No. 1«. Library, first floor
Nos. 17and 19. Lavatory, first floor.
No. 18. Teachers' room and toilet, second
floor.
Nos. 20and 23. Main hall, secondfloor.
Nos. 21and 22. Main hall, first floor.
Nos. 'J4and 26. Northeast classroom, first
floor.
No. 25. Music room, northeast, second
floor.
Nos. 27 and 31. Classroom, east, second
floor.
Nos. 28, 29 and 80. Classroom, east, first
floor.
Nos. 82 and 33. Central main hall, first
floor.
Nos. 34 and 38. Classroom, west, second
floor.
Nos. 35,3H and 37. Classroom, west, first
floor.
Mo. 40. Studio, northwest, secondfloor.
Nos. 39and41. Coatroom, northwest, first
floor.

The warm or heated air having been
conveyed to the rooms in the manner de

fines to the main hall second floor, two
classrooms on first floor and the music
room and classroom on second floor.
Flue V F 3 ventilates the schoolroom and
lecture room, the lavatory on the first
floor and the teachers' and toilet rooms on
the second floor directly, and the class
room and coatroom on first floor, the
classroom, studio and main hall on the
second floor by means of connecting
flues. Near the top of the three brick
ventilating flues VFl,VF2andVF3
are dampers, which are operated by
handles marked D H, D H, Fig. 8. The
handle for flue V F 1 is in the cellar, and
those for flues V F 2 and V F 3 are in the
schoolroom near the east and west ex
haust registers E R, £ R.

OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM.

The operation of the system is now
easily described and understood. When
tne surfaces of the radiators are heated
by the circulation of hot water, the fresh
air admitted through the cold-air inlets
when the dampers are opened is heated
and ascends into the rooms. As this air

Hot-Water Heating and Ventilation.— Fig. S.—Sectional Elevation of Building, showing Heating System.

single stack supplies one flue and one
register on the second floor, except in
the lecture room. The schoolroom on
first floor and lecture room on second
floor are heated by 14 stacks of radi
ators, connected to 18 warm-air flues, 14
to schoolroom, marked S R 1stWA, and
four to lecture room, marked L R 2d
W A. Stacks 1 to 4 inclusive supply
four warm-air flues to schoolroom and
one to lecture room, the warm-air space
above these stacks being connected by
warm-air connecting flues WAG. Stacks
5 to 7, 8 to 10 and 11 to 14 are sim
ilarly arranged. By closing the warm-
air registers in the lecture room all the
heated air passes into the schoolroom,
and by leaving the registers in lecture
room open and those in schoolroom closed
the former room receives all the heat, or
the registers in each of the rooms can be
adjusted so that the two rooms may re
ceive heated air at the same time. It was
not intended to heat the two rooms at the
same time, but during the winter it was
demonstrated that without pushing the
system the requisite temperature in the
lecture room and schoolroom can be
maintained with ease.
The heated air is supplied as follows :

scribed, the method of withdrawing the
vitiated air deserves attention. In this
case three brick ventilating flues, V F 1,
V F 2 and V F 3, Figs. 2 and 3. were pro
vided in the design of theTJuilding. The
areas of these flues are sufficient, but
their location is not quite satisfactory. To
overcome this defect in location, the heat
ing and ventilating engineers had to pro
vide eight additional flues, V F 4 to y F
11, of galvanized iron. These galvanized
iron flues are separated, see Fig. 3, and
connected to the main brick ventilating
flues V F 2 and V F 3 by horizontal flues
in ceiling of second floor. The ventilat
ing flues are of ample area and connected
to the several rooms by means of 20 regis
ters, marked E R. exhaust or exit regis
ters. These exit or exhaust registers are

§
laced vertically in the walls near the
oor, while above each of these registers
E R is a summer register, S R, through
which any surplus heated air may be al
lowed to escape. The ventilating flue V
F 1 is connected with ducts to registers E
R. E R in schoolroom and lecture room in
front of platform. Ventilating flue V F
2 exhausts the schoolroom and lecture
room and library and trustees' room di
rectly, while it is connected by separate

is cooled in the room and vitiated by be
ing breathed, it is drawn out or exhausted
through exit registers near the floor into
the ventilating flues, the dampers in
which are open, and the velocity of the
ascending currents increased by the pres
ence of the circulating hot-water coils
C C, C C. If few persons are in the rooms
the entrance of cold air is controlled by
the dampers and regulators at cold-air
inlets, and the velocity of the air in the
ventilating flues is also regulated by the
dampers near the top of the flues. The
admission of warm air, the exit of vitiated
air and surplus heated air are under con
trol in each room by the use of the valves
in the warm-air registers W R, the ex
haust register E R and the upper or sum
mer register S R. If the dampers in the
three brick ventilating flues are closed
the velocity and therefore the volume of
incoming fresh air is reduced, because if
the doors, windows, &c., of the building
were perfectly air tight no air could go
out, and therefore none could enter
through the cold-air inlets. At night or
at times when there are no scholars in the
rooms ventilation is not needed, and dur
ing these periods it would be a waste of
fuel to continue to heat 500,000to 600,000
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cubic feet of air each hour from the out
side temperature to 70°F. In this build
ing there is provision for preventing this
waste. First the three dampers in the
brick ventilating flues are closed by using
the handles D H in schoolroom and cellar.
The "door first floor," Figs. 2 and 3, lead
ing from first floor to passageway in cellar,
is fixed open. The cold-air regulators
near stairway to cellar are operated to
close dampers and cold-air inlets of the
northwest and northeast air chambers.
The circulation air regulators are set to
open " air doors," Figs. 2 and 3. By this
adjustment the circulation of the air in
building as it cools is downward to the
air chambers and up through the radia
tors to be reheated, the temperature of the
building being thus maintained with a
very email expenditure of fuel. The
fresh air which enters through the gal
vanized cold-air ducts in the school, lect
ure and other rooms is enough to keep the
air fresh, because ventilating flues being
closed the circulation of air into and
out of the building is practically stopped.

QUANTITIES, VELOCITIES AND TEMPER
ATURES.

In Table I the quantities, temperatures
and velocities of incoming air are given,
while Tables II and III show the records
of the readings of the thermometers,
which were placed in a fixed position in
each room. They are termed "station
ary" thermometers to distinguish them
from other thermometers in the rooms
which were used to ascertain the varia
tion of temperatures as given in Table V.
From these readings the extreme varia
tions of temperature are made out and
the average temperatures calculated.
Table IV gives the extreme variation
throughout the building, which in 24
hours shows the greatest variation to
have been 10°. The table also shows the
average temperature of the water to have
been 132.8°from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

TEMPERATURES AT DIFFERENT ELEVA
TIONS AND POSITIONS.

Table V gives information of some im
portance, the temperatures in different
parts of some of the rooms being recorded.

In column C the time at which these
readings were made is given. In the next
column, D, the temperature recorded on
the stationary thermometer is repeated.
The next five columns give the positions
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Table II.—Temperature in Apartments and Rooms, First Floor. ThermometersStationary.

and temperatures, and in column J it is
shown that the variation of temperature
in the rooms heated by the hot-water sys
tem was 5.5°. Column N gives the aver
age temperatures near outside wall.

TEMPERATURESAND CONDITIONOF THE
WEATHER.

Friday, 8p m., temperature30°,wind north
west,cloudless,velocity 6milesper hour.
Saturday, 8 a.m., temperature 3(r\ wind

..65.64°

..62.52°
.67.85°
.69.5°

northwest, partly cloudless,velocity 4 miles
per hour.
Saturday, noon, temperature 41°, wind
northwest, cloudless,velocity 4milesper hour.
Saturday, 8 p.m., temperature So", wind
northwest, cloudless,velocity 1mile per hour.
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Hot-Water Heating and Ventilation.— Table I.— Quantities and Velocities.
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Hot-Water Heating and Ventilation.— Table III.— Temperature in Apartments and Booms,
Second Floor. ThermometersStationary.

bow to improve business methods and es
tablish a better system of credits were
made by the leading men of the city in the
stone, lumber, brick, cement and lime
trades.
W. S. Alsip, M. B. Madden, Alexander
Prussing, James A. Hogan, F. E. Spooner,
F. Van Inwagen and E. J. Tomlins were
appointed a committee to provide for the
incorporation of a Building Material Deal
ers' and Manufacturers' Association with a

capital stock of 15000. The main object
of the association will be to establish a

local system like that of Dun or Brad-
street, to prepare and keep records show
ing the financial standing of those who
buy from building material dealers. Five
hundred shares of the capital stock will
be sold at $10 each. Headquarters will
be opened at some central point in the
city. It is expected that the new organ
ization will drive irresponsible dealers out
of business and raise the standard among
honest business men.
Three months ago a committee was in
formally appointed by local dealers to pave
the way for a larger organization, and the
movement of last night was the outcome.

At the banquet W. S. Alsip acted as
toastmaster. Theodore Sutton spoke of
common brick. W. B. Ketchum spoke for
the lumber trade. R. B. Sears responded
to the toast "Cement," while F. E.
Spooner represented the lime trade. J. J.

McEenna's subject was brick. M. B.
Madden responded to the toast "Our
City's Growth, and S. S. Eimball spoke of
financial benefits of co-operation as per-

From United States Signal Service Report.
Average external temperature:
From 4 p.m. to 9 a.m., 30°.
From 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., 38".
The total units of heat usefully em
ployed during the 24 hours, when based
on the quantity of air which passed
through the ventilating shafts and ex
haust ducts, were 5,629,199.39units.
A fair conclusion to derive from the
test in the Williams Memorial Institute
is that hot water employed upon the in
direct system possesses the advantage of
economy, while affording an equable tem
perature, easily controlled. As hot-water
heating is better understood by architects
and those having to do with the decision
in regard to heating apparatus in build
ings of various kinds, it is likely to come
more and more into general favor.

Temperature in degreesFabr. nt

Building Material Men Organize.

Representatives of the building material
interests of Chicago and vicinity held a

banquet at Kinsley's, in that city, on the
evening of December 20. Speeches on
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taining to the trade, his re
marks receiving the close at
tention of all.
Music was rendered during
the evening by the Colum
bian Quartet.

Table V.—Temperatures at Various Elevations in a Few Apartments, Taken on Staff in Different
Positions.

Ohio will build a mineral
cabin in the Mines Building
at the World's Fair to illus
trate its mineral resources.

Arrangements for it were

completed recently by Ex
ecutive Commissioner D. J.
Ryan and National Commis

sioner William Ritchie of

the Buckeye State. The

c»bin will be 32 x 61 feet,
and 23 feet high. It will
be constructed entirely of

Ohio buildiDg material, the

principal elements being the

mineral products of the

State.
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Art of Roof Framing.
(Continued.)

CURVED OR MOLDED ROOFS.

HAVING
presented to the reader a practical sys

tem for almost every conceivable form of straight
work in roof framing, the next step will be to

show an easy system of framing curved, or molded,
roofs, as they are sometimes called. Curved roofs
usually take the form of concave, convex or ogee. An
ogee is a form having a double curve, and is both con
cave and convex. Fig. 91 shows a conical tower roof,
the rafters being of the concave form. Fig. 92 shows

K

Fig. 90.—Diagram showing Starting Point of Valley
betweenGablesJoining Diagonally.

Fig. 92.—A ConvexMansardRoof.

of the hip, square up the rise, D G, and connect B G
for the length and working line of hip rafter. G is
the down bevel at the top and B the bottom bevel.
To lay out the curved rafter, referring now to Fig.
95, set off the run A D, the rise D E, the length and
work line A E. Draw the desired curves, as shown.
H I indicates the bottom edge of the rafter, and J H
shows the width of lumber necessary for making the
curved rafter. To economize in the width of lumber,
the convex portion above the work line may be
worked out separately and nailed on. As a guide in
laying out the corresponding curves in the hip

Fig. »!.—Conical Tower Roof with Kaftera Concave
la Form.

Fig. 93.—An OgeeVerandaKoof.
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a convex mansard roof. Fig. 93 shows an ogee
veranda roof. These are the principal forms,

of curved or molded rafters, though they

are variously combined and applied. The lengths,
bevels and shapes are, however, developed in

much the same manner, and when once it

is understood how to develop the shape in one form

any shape desired can be readily worked by the

same method. The plan, Fig. 94, represents the corner

portion of a roof with ogee rafters. The lines A B

and B C represent the wall plates and D E and D F
the deck plates. A D is the run of common rafter,
D E the rise, and A E the length of common rafter on
the working line. This line governs the pitch of
roof and the bevels. E is the down bevel at the top

and A the bottom bevel. Connect B D for the run

rafter divide the length of the common rafter on the
work line into any number of equal spaces, as i, 2, 3,
&c. From these points on the work line square up
or down, as the case may be, to the curve line of the
rafter.
Now we are ready to develop the shape of the hip.
Referring to Fig. 96, set off the run B D, the rise
D G, and connect B G for the length and work line

of the hip. Divide the work line of the hip into the
same number of equal spaces as numbered on the

work line of the common rafter i, 2, 3, &c., and
square up or down, as the case may be, the same dis

tances as shown on the common rafter. Then a line

traced from B through these points to G will be the
profile of the hip rafter. Fig. 97 represents the
corner portion of a roof having two pitches. In this
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the angle and lun of the hip are changed, without
changing the method of finding the profiles of the
rafters. Take the run, rise and length of common
rafter on one side of the hip, and draw the desired

shape. Then find the profile of the common rafter
on the opposite side of the hip by dividing the work
line into the same number of spaces and proceeding
as before. The run of the hip being changed, we
obtain a different length for the work line. When
this is divided into the same number of equal spaces
as were the common rafters, and the curved lines
traced through the points, we obtain the shape of
hip which will correspond to the profiles of the com
mon rafters from either side. In roofs of two pitches
it is evident that there must be two sets and two

Fig. 94.-Plan of Corner of a Hoof with OgeeRaltera.

of jack A B and square up the rise B C to the work
line of the common rafter; then A C is the length of
jack on the work line. This method is very simple,
yet as it is a new and novel way of finding the length
of jack rafters it will be well to point out a common
mistake which the inexperienced might chance to

make. Bear in mind that A E is the length of com
mon rafter. B C is not the length of jack, as some

might suppose, but the rise of jack ; A C is the length

of jack. The down bevel is the same as that of the

common rafter. To find the bevel across the back
set off from D the length of common rafter to Fr
and connect F with A, which shows the work line of
the hip. Now continue the line B C to the work
line of the hip, and the bevel at G will be the bevel

Fig. 95.—Laying out a Curved Kafter.

Fig. 98.—Developing theShapeof the Hipe.
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B C

Fig. 97.—Plan of Corner Portion of a Roof having Two Pitchee.

bevels of common and jack rafters. Now in curved

roofs the lengths and bevels may be found by follow

ing the work lines of the common rafters, which may
be drawn straight, as has been shown in Fig. 95.

The lengths and bevels of the jacks for the dif
ferent pitches may be found as shown in Figs. 62, 63
or 64. Again, it is evident that a jack rafter must be

the same shape as the common rafter on the same

side of roof from the bottom, or plate, up to the

point where it joins the hip. Hence its length may
be found in the following manner by measuring on

the work line of the common rafter :

Referring now to Fig. 98, A D is the run of the
common rafter, D E the rise and A E the length and
work line. To find the length of jack, set off the run

across the top of jack. B G is also the length of
jack, and will be found to be the same as A C.
When the bevel of the jacks is known all that is
necessary is to square up the rise of each jack from

the base line of common rafter A D to the work line

A E and take the length from A to the point where the
rise of each jack joins the work line of common

rafter, as shown. Many lines and much time may be

saved in finding the bevels of jack rafters on roofs of

different pitches by using the plan shown in Fig. 60,

which is the simplest and easiest of all to remember

and is applicable to roofs of any pitch.

ROOF FRAMING BY THE STEEL SQUARE.

The lengths and cuts of any rafter, hip, valley or
jack on roofs of any pitch may be easily found by a
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proper application of the steel square and 2-foot rule.

There are a few simple facts which if remembered
wil) serve to make hip and valley roof framing so

plain and easily understood that no one need have

any difficulty in finding the length and- cut of any
rafter. The pitch of a roof is always designated by

the number of inches it rises to the foot run, hence

the cut of a common rafter is always 12 for the bot
tom cut and for the top cut is the rise of the roof to
the foot. The cut of a corresponding hip or valley
of equal pitch is always 17 for the bottom cut and
for the top cut the rise of the common rafter to the
foot. Thus if 12 and 8 cut the common rafter, 17
and 8 will cut the hip or valley. The top bevel of a

jack rafter is always 12 on the tongue of a square and
the length of the common rafter for a foot run on
the blade. The blade gives the cut. Inother words,
the run of the common rafter on the tongue and the

length on the blade will always give the top bevel of
jack rafters on roofs of equal pitch. The plumb cut

inches, 17 and 8 giving the cuts. The blade gives the

bottom cut and the tongue the top cut To find the

bevel across the top of jacks, take the length of com

mon rafter, 14 7-16 inches, on the blade and the run, 12

inches, on the tongue, and the distance across also

represents the length of hip or valley. This merely

changes the position of hip or valley in order to ob

tain the bevel across the top of jacks, which is 12

on the tongue and 14 7-16 on the blade. The blade

gives the cut. The plumb cut or down bevel is the

same as that of the common rafter.

The lengths of the jacks may be obtained in the

following manner : Take the run of common rafter

on the blade, 12 inches, and the length, 14 7-16 inches,

on the tongue, and lay a straight edge across, as

shown in Fig. 101. Space the jacks on the blade of

the square, which represents the run of common

rafter, and measure perpendicularly from the tongue

to the straight edge on the line of each jack for their

length.

i i i i i i i i i i I I I I I II
Fig. 99.—Finding L«ngth of a Common Rafter

by meansof the SteelSquate.
Fig. 100—Finding Length of Hip or Valley

Barter.

A

Fig. -Finding Length of Jack
Rafters.

i 1 1 i i i i i i i 11 1 11 r

Fig. 101—Obtaining the Lengths of Jack
i. ii i . i -.with theSteelSquare.

Fig. 102.—Finding Lengths and Bevels of
Rafters on Roofs of Unequal Pitches.
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or down bevel of a jack is always the same as that of
the common rafter.

Referring now to Fig. 99, to find the length of a
common rafter, take the run on the blade of a square
and the rise on the tongue, measure across, and we
have the length. For example, if the run of a rafter
is 12 feet and the rise 8 feet, take 12 inches on the
blade and 8 inches on the tongue and measure across,
which will give the length, 14 7-16 inches, equal to 14
feet 5 finches, 12 andSgiving the cuts. The blade
gives the bottom cut and the tongue the top cut. To
find the length of a corresponding hip or valley, take
the run of the common rafter on both blade and
tongue and measure across, which will give the run
of hip or valley, which is 17 inches. To avoid con
fusion by cross lines, refer now to Fig. 100. Take 17
inches on the blade and the rise, 8 inches, on the
tongue and measure across, which gives the length of
hip or valley 18 13-16 inches, equal to 18 feet 9^

The lengths of hips, valleys and jacks on roofs of
unequal pitches may be found in the same manner

by taking figures on the blade and tongue of a
square which will represent the different pitches.
For example, suppose a roof hips 9 feet on the right
side of the hip and 13 feet on the left and has a rise
of 8 feet, what will be the lengths and bevels of the
rafters? Referring to Fig. 102, take 13 inches on the
blade of a square and 8 inches on the tongue and
measure across. This gives 15% inches, equal to 15
•feet 3 inches, which is the length of the common
rafter on the left side of hip. Now, 13 inches on the
blade and 8 inches on the tongue give the cuts, the

tongue giving the top cut and the blade the bottom
cut fitting the plate. Now take the length of com

mon rafter on the left side, 15^ inches, on the blade,
and the run of the common rafter on the right side
of hip, 9 inches, on the tongue and the blade will give
the cut across the back of the jack rafters on the left
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-side of the hip. The lengths of the jacks may be
found in the following manner : Divide the length of
common rafter by the number of spaces for jacks.
This will give tlie length of the shortest jack and the
second will be twice that length, the third three
times, and so on till the required number are found.
Each side of the hip may be worked in the same
manner till all the different lengths and cuts are
found. The whole thing boiled down results in a
few simple facts : i, that the run of the common
rafter on the tongue of a square and the length of
the common rafter on the blade will always give
the bevel across the back of a jack rafter on roofs
of equal pitch. 2, if the roofs are of different
pitches the length of the common rafter on the blade
and the run of the common rafter on the opposite
side of the hip or valley on the tongue will give the
cut of the jack on the side of the roof from which
the length of the common rafter was taken. The
blade gives the cut. Hence the bevels of jack
rafters on roofs of different pitches may be found as
easily as on roofs of equal pitch.

The next step will be to show a simple plan for ob
taining the length and cuts of the hip rafter by
means of the square and z-foot rule. As the run of
common rafcer on the left side of hip is 13 inches and
on the right side 9 inches, we will take figures on the
blade and tongue of a square which will represent

Rafter Table.

^^
The Builders' Guide. —Fig. 103.—Obtaining
Length and Cutsof Hip Rafter by meansof
SteelSquareandTwo-Foot Hule.

the runs of the common rafters. Referring to Fig. 103,
dke 13 inches on the blade and 9 inches on the tongue

and measure across and we have 15 10-12 inches,

equal to 15 feet 10 inches, the run of the hip rafter.

Now take the run of the hip, 15 10-12 inches, on the

blade and the rise of the roof, 8 inches, on the tongue
and measure across and we have the length of the

hip rafter, 17^ inches, equal to 17 feet 9 inches. Now,

8 inches on the tongue and 15 10-12 on the blade will

give the cuts. The tongue gives the down bevel at

the top and the blade the bottom cut fitting the

plate.

ROOF FRAMING WITHOUT DRAWINGS.

The system to which we shall now refer is one by
which the lengths of common rafters, hips, valleys
and jacks, with all their different bevels, on roofs of

«qual pitch, may be easily found without the aid of

drawings. It is so simple that any one can under
stand it and find the lengths and cuts in less time
than it takes to describe the operation. The system
consists of a table, given below, from which the

lengths and cuts of any rafter may be determined at
once :

1 2 O i o o

tT X 8 8? £
jj ~

-3 "a
s

4-1 jgj •

1

~ >H

|i § . |S 1o 0-g S 2

1
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Inches. Feet. Feet. Inches. Inches. Inches.

6 1.12 1.50 12and 6 17 and 6 13V£and 12

7 1.16 1.53 13and 7 1 7 and 7 13?^and 12

8 1.20 1.56 12and 8 17 and 8 14?i and 12

9 1.25 1.60 12and 9 17and 9 15
"
and 12

10 1.80 1.64 12and 10 17and 10 155.'and 12
12 1.42 1.73 12and 12 17and 12 17

"
and 12

15 1.60 1.88 12 and 15 17and 15 1W/{and 12
18 1.80 2.07 12and 18 17and 18 2158and 12

Column i shows the pitch of roofs in the number
of inches rise to the foot run. Column 2 shows the

length of common rafter to a foot run. Column 3

shows the length of a hip or valley corresponding to

a foot run of the common rafter. Column 4 shows
the figures to take on the square for the top and bot
tom cuts of the common rafter—namely, 12 for the
bottom cut, and for the top cut the number of inches

the common rafter rises to the foot run. Column
5 shows what figures to take on the square for the

top and bottom cuts of a corresponding hip or valley,
which is always 17 for the bottom cut and the num
ber of inches the common rafter rises to the foot run
for the top cut. Column 6 shows what figures to
take on the square for the top bevel of the jack raft

ers, which is always 12 on the tongue of a square
and the length of the common rafter for a foot run
on the blade. The blade gives the cut. The plumb
'cut or down bevel is always the same as that of the
common rafter.
To avoid a complication of fractions the figures
given' in columns 2 and 3 are in feet and decimals.
To find the length of common rafters, hips, valleys
and jacks it is only necessary to multiply the run by
the figures given corresponding to the pitch.
We will now give a practical example showing
how to find the lengths of rafters by means of the

table.

Example. —What will be the length of rafters on a

building 16 feet wide, with roof of 7 inches pitch,

hipped to the center and rafters placed 16 inches

from centers ?

Analysis.— The run of the common rafter is one-

half the width of the building, which is 8 feet. Mul
tiplying the run by the length of rafter for i foot,
y-inch pitch, column 2 of the table, and pointing off

the product as in multiplication of decimals, we have

the length of rafter in feet and a decimal of afoot.
The decimal must be multiplied by 12 to reduce it to

inches.

Operation — 1.16x8 = 9.28 feet. 0.28 12=3.36
inches. Thus the length of the common rafter is 9

feet 3.36 inches. The 0.36 is a decimal of an inch, and

if great accuracy is desired it may be called 34 inch.
The table is made to give the length in full, so that

very slight decimals may be disregarded altogether.
The corresponding hip or valley may be found as

follows: 1.53 x 8 = 12.24 feet. 0.24 x 12 = 2.88 inches.
The decimal o 88 may be called J/s inch. Thus the
length of the hip would be 12 feet 2^6 inches.
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To Secretaries.
Secretaries of all filial bodies are re
quested to prepare full reports of the
ground covered by their exchanges dur
ing the past year for presentation at the
coining convention. It is intended to fol
low the plan inaugurated at the last con
vention, of having as full a report as
possible from each filial body ; these re
ports to be made one of the prominent
features of the programme. Much bene
fit was afforded the exchanges by the
relation at the last convention, of their
experiences, and frequent cases have
come up during the year where an ex
change has been able to profit by the ex

perience of some other filial body. Secre
taries are requested to make their reports
cover all action by their exchanges as
thoroughly as possible in order that the
information for all concerned may b9 full
and complete.

The Seventh Convention of the
National Association of

Builders.
To all Filial Bodies of the National As
sociation of Builders:
The seventh annual convention will
take place at St. Louis, Mo., beginning
Tuesday. February 14, 1893.
1. Exchanges already affiliated are en
titled to representation in accordance
with the constitution, as follows:

Article VII.— Representation at Con
ventions.

Each exchange affiliated with this associa
tion shall, at annual or other conventions,be
entitled to representationas follows :
Onedelegateat large, who shall be the di
rector chosenat theprecedingconvention, and
onedelegatein addition for each 50members
or fractional part thereof.
Each delegateshall have onevote, and may
be representedby alternate or proxy.
No delegateshall holdmore than oneproxy.
2. New exchanges or associations desir
ing representation at this convention may
send one delegate for each 50members in
their respective organizations, applica
tion for membership being made to the
Board of Directors in accordance with
the constitution, as follows:

Article III.—Membership.
Membershipin this associationshall beestab
lished on the basis of associations or ex
changes,as follows:
Properly incorporated or duly organized
builders'exchanges,representing,collectively,
employers in the various trades concernedin
the erection, construction and completion of
buildings, shall be entitlpd to membershipin
this associationupon application and accept
anceby the Board of Directors.
Not morethan one exchange in any city or
town shall be admittedto membership. Indi
vidual members of exchanges thus affiliated
shall be considered members de facto of the
National Association.
3. Each delegation must present a
credential signed by the secretary or presi
dent of the association they represent,
giving names of all delegates. These
credentials must be upon blanks provided
for the purpose by the National Associa
tion, copies of which accompany this
notice.
Issued by order of the

Executive Committee.
Wm. H. Sayward, Secretary.
Circulars relating to transportation ar
rangements, to programme and other de
tails of the convention will be issued as
soon as possible.

Amendments Proposed to the
Constitution.

The following amendments to the con
stitution have been offered, in accordance
with the requirements of Article X, and
will be proposed for action at the cooing
convention :

Article IV.— Officers and Directors.
The managementof the affairs of this asso
ciation shall be vested in a president, two
vice-presidents,a secretary, a treasurer and
one member at large from each city repre
sented,who shall be namedby the delegation
from said city, who, together,shall constitute
a Board of Directors. These officers and
directors shall be electedat the annual con

vention, and at such election they must re
ceivea majority of the votescast.
They shall enter upon their duties immedi
ately upon the adjournment of the convention
al which they are elected.
They shall haveauthority to fill any vacan
ciesthat may occur in their numbers.
The secretary shall be paid a salary for his
services,to be fixed by the Board of Directors,
and must beable to give sufficienttime to the
associationto efficientlycarry out its purposes.
To the secondclauseof the foregoingarticle
it is proposed to add the words " and serve
until theelectionof their successors."

Article VII.—Representation at
Conventions.

Each exchangeaffiliatedwith this association-
shall, at annual or other conventions,be enti
tled to representationas follows :
Onedelegateat large, who shall be the di
rector chosenat the precedingconvention,and
onedelegatein addition for each 50 members
or fractional part thereof.
Each delegateshall haveonevote, and may
be representedby alternateor proxy.
No delegateshall hold morethan oneproxy.
The proposed amendmentto Article VII.
comprehendsthe addition of thewords " upon
which membership per capita tax has been
paid 30daysprior to the election of delegates
to theannualconvention" to thesecondclause.
Also by the addition of the following clause:" The presidentsof local bodiesshould be dele
gatesby virtue of their office, and ex-presi
dents of the National Association should be
delegatesto all conventionsby virtue of hav
ing heldoffice."

Article IX.—Annual Dues.
The annual dues for the ensuing year shall
be assessedtiy each convention, upon the
recommendationof the Board of Directors. It
shall be assessedper capita of membershipin
exchangesor organizations that havegained
membershipin this association,and be payable
through the officers of the exchanges. This
assessmentwill be due and payable at the
annual convention,and must be paid within
30 days next ensuing. Default in paying this
assessment shall forfeit membership and
representation.
It is proposedto amendArticle IX. to read:" The annual duesfor the ensuingyear shall
be assessedby each convention upon the
recommendationof the Board of Directors. It
shall beassessedper capita of membershipin
exchangesor organizations that have gained
membershipin this association,and be payable
through the officers of the exchanges. This
assessmentwill bedue immediately upon the
adjournment of the annual convention, and
must bepaid 30days prior to the election of
delegatesto the next annual convention. De
fault in paying this assessmentshall forfeit
memt>ersnipand representation." Paymentsmay In- made on accountof the
per capita tax during the year."

Issuedper order of the President.
Wm. H. Sayward, Secretary.

Deadening Floors.

Instead of loading the floor with plaster
for the purpose of deadening sound, a
method suggested by a writer in one of
the French trade papers is to fill in the
space between the boarding and the
plastering of the ceiling with shavings,
which have first been rendered incom
bustible by dipping them in a tub of
thick whitewash. It is a well-known fact
that soft substances in closing air spaces
form a good non-conductor of sound, and
the writer in the paper referred to is of
the opinion that shavings so treated will
be found of great service, while their
incombustibility adds in no small degree
to the fire-resisting properties of the
building. When it is desired to disinfect
the space between the floor and the ceil
ing the shavings are saturated with
chloride of zinc or the latter may be
added to the lime wash.
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WRITING DESK AND DRAWER.
A
VERY USEFUL combination of
writing desk and drawer, which we
have no doubt many of our prac

tical readers will be interested in dupli
cating for their own use or that of some
of their friends, is illustrated in the ac
companying engravings. The construc
tion is so clearly indicated by means of
the details presented herewith that com
paratively little description is necessary.
In Fig. 1 is shown the general appearance
of the drawer when opened and employed
as a writing desk. Fig. 2 presents it
partially closed, while in Fig. 3 is shown
the desk and drawer shut. In order to
close the drawer and desk, the front half
of what may be designated as the writing
flap is raised, as indicated in Fig. 2, until
it assumes an upright position, when it is
held fast by a simple mechanism and
then pushed into place, as represented in
Fig. 3. In order to open it two catches
are released, allowing the front flap to
fall and is maintained in a firm horizon
tal position by the hinge and dovetail, as
indicated. The drawer can be prevented
from being entirely withdrawn by ex
tending the back board in a slight degree,
both at the top and bottom, in such a
way as to catch against the horizontal
division across the frame or wall in
which the drawer is fitted. By referring
to Figs. 4 and 5, which represent sections
through the front when opened and
closed, it will be seen that the lower edge
of the drawer front is rabbeted, there
being also a corresponding rabbet on the
front edge of the other half of the drawer.
The lower edge of the drawer front is
secured to the outside face of the sides
by means of a pair of brass hinges, as
shown in the cuts. A pair of eyes engage
with small springs in the sides, while
facing the inside of the drawer are two
brass disks which, when pressed •upon,
release the eyes. From an inspection of
Figs. 1 and 2 of the engravings it will be
seen •that there are numerous pigeon
holes, as well as small drawers, for keep
ing stationery, writing materials, &c.

The Eight-Hour Law.

The secretary of the National Associa
tion of Builders has been in receipt, since
its passage, of numerous inquiries from
contractors on Government work regard
ing the extent of operation of the eight-
hour law. passed by Congress, August 1,
1892. Contractors have been unable to de
termine, from the reading of the new
law, how far it affects their business. In
cases where Government work is merely
incidental to the performance of many
contracts, the stock for all being manu
factured in one plant, as in a stone quarry
or wood-working mill, the contractors
are uncertain as to whether, under the
law, they are compelled to restrict all
their workmen to eight hours, or whether
they are obliged to employ a gang of men
to work eight hours per day, who shall
be employed only on the work pertaining
to the Government contract. Of course,
there is no question as to the obligation
to work eight hours in cases where the
contractor is working directly for the
Government and upon Government work
only; but the law having been variously
construed by attorneys to cover widely
different ground, the directors of the
National Association at the mid-year
meeting authorized the secretary to se
cure from the United States Attorney-
General an official opinion of its opera
tion. In reply to the secretary's request
the Attorney-General stated that it was in
consistent with the law creating his office
to answer questions save from the Presi
dent of the United States, or the heads
of Departments, or to interfere with the
administration of a law by committing
the Government beforehand through his
opinion. Inclosed in his reply, however,
was the following opinion on the law
given at the request of the Secretary of

War, which practically covers the ground
upon which the inquiries of the contrac
tors to the secretary of the National
Association were based:
GENERAL ORDERS No. fil.
HEADQUARTERSOF THE AKMY, )
ADJUTANT-GENERAI/S OFFICE. V
WASHINGTON,September ti

,

1892.)

By direction of the Secretaryof War the
following opinion of the Attorney-General is
publishedfor the information and guidance of
all concerned :

DEPARTMENTOF JUSTICE,
WASHINGTON,D. C., August 27,1892.

The SECRETARY OFWAR :

SIB.— I have the honor to acknowledgethe
receiptof the noteof the Acting Secretary of
August 12,transmitting a copy of the act of
Congressof August 1

.

1892,entitled " 4n act
relating to thelimitation of thehours of daily
service of laborers and mecban'csemployed
upon the public works of the United States
and of the District of Columbia "
In this note you ask my opinion upon the
questions :

(rpvernment of the United States or of the
District of Columbia, or any contractor or
sub-contractorwhose duty it shall tieto em
ploy, direct or control any laboreror mechanic
employedupon any of the public works of <he
United States or of the District of Columbia
who shall intentionally violate any provision
of this act, shall bedeemedguilty of a misde
meanor,and for each and e/ery suchoffense
shall upon conviction be puni.-hed by a fine
not to exceed $1000or by imprisonmentfor
not,morethan six months,or by both suchfine
and imprisonment, in the discretion of the
court having jurisdiction thereof.
"Sec. 3

.

The provisionsof this act shall not
beso construedas to in any mannerapply to
or affect contractorsor sub-contractors,or to
limit the hours of daily serviceof laborers or
mechanicsengaged upon thepublic works of
the United Statesor of the District of Colum
bia for which contractshavebeenenteredinto
prior to the passageof this act."

THE FIRST QUESTION.
The first questionfor decision is whetherthis
law appliesonly to labor performeduponpub
lic works, or whether, as to laborers and

Fig. 1.—AppearancewhenOpen.

uMn

Fig. 5.-
Sect ion
through
Front when

Fig. 3.—AppearancewhenShut. Closed.

Fig. 2.—Partially Closed.

Writing Desk and Drawrr.

Fig. 4—Sectionthrough Front
when Open.

1
.

Does this act apply only to such laborers
and mechanicsas are employed by the Quar
termaster'sDepartmentuponpublic works, or
does it includeall other laborersand mechan
ics employedin the Quartermaster's Depart
ment performing the usual and ordinary
serviceof that character in that Department f

2
.

Does it includeteamsters,watchmen,en
gineers and firemen employed in the public
service in theWar Department,and all engi
neers,firemen,deck-hands,matesand seamen
on Governmentvesselsin the servicethereof ?

THE ACT. >

The act, which is short, readsas follows:" Be it enactedby the Senate and House of
Representativesof the United Statesof Amer
ica in Congress assembled,That the service
and employmentof all laborersand mechanics
who are now or mayhereafterbeemployedby
the Governmentof the United States,by the
District of Columbia, or by any contractor or
sub contractor uponany of the public works
of the United Statesor of the said District of
Columbia, is herebylimited and restricted to
eight hours in any one calendarday, and it

shall beunlawful for any officerof the United
States Government,or of the District of Co
lumbia, or any suchcontractoror sub-contrac
tor whoseduty it shall beto employ, direct or
control the services of such laborers or me
chanicsto require or permit any suchlaborer
or mechanicto work morethan eight hours in
any calendarday, exceptin caseof extraordi
nary emergency.
"Sec. 2

.

That any officer or agent of the

mechanicsemployed directly by the Govern
mentor the District of Columbia, it is general
and applicablein all cases. Upon the reading
of the law, the question is by no meansclear,
and one which, without gjeat violenceto the
languageof the statute,might well bedecided
either way.

1
.

In the first place,the title—" An act re
lating to the limitation of the hoursof daily
service of laborers and mechanicsemployed
upon the public works of the United States
and of the District of Columbia," clearly
favors the more restricted meaning. While
this is by no meansconclusive, it is a circum
stance worthy of consideration. "Where
doubt exists as to the meaningof a statute,
the title may be looked to for aid in its con-
struction."—(Smytne vs. Fiske, 23 Wall, p.
880).
On the other hand, the punctuation of the
act supports the opposite view. If the law
were read with a commaafter the word " sub
contractor" as first used in the first section,
then the phrase, " upon any of the public
works of theUnited Statesorof thesaidDistrict
of Columbia," would qualify all the preceding
part of thesection,and it would be clear that
the law should be appliedonly to labor upon
the public works. If, on the other hand, it be
read without such comma,the oppositecon
clusion would seemto be correct. In the law
itself, bothas enrolledand as printed, there is
no such comma. In the ivports of both
the Senate and House Committees recom
mending the passageof the bill, in stating
the substance of the bill, such comma is
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used,thus favoring a constructionapparently
at variance with tha' indicated by the
punctuation of the act itself. It is true, as
matter of law, that • punctuation is no part
of a statute," and " that courts in construing
acts of Parliament or deedsshould read them
with such stops as will give effect to the
whole" (Hammock rs. Loan & Trust Com
pany, 105U. S., page84). At the sametime,
it is true, that by usingor omitting thecomma
after the word " sub-contractor," as above,
the grammatical reading of this statute is
changed. Without the comma, the clause" public works, &e.," qualifiesonly the part
relating to contractors and sub-contractors;
with thecnmina it qualifies eachof the three
clausesof the series. So far, then,with thetitle
ontheonesideandthepunctuationontheother,
the argument is perhapsfairly balanced.
But another evidenceof the legislative in
tent, morepersuasivethan eithertitle or punc
tuation, must beconsidered. In 1868Congress
passed an act now standing as section 8733
R. S., as follows:" Eight hours shall constitutea day's work
for all laborers, workmenand mechanicswho
may beemployedby or on behalf of the Gov
ernmentof the United States."
This act, without question,was general, ap
plying to all " laborers, workmen and me
chanics" in the direct employment of the
United States. In practical administration,
however, this section has been held to be
merelydirectory and hasnot beenenforced.
In 188C>another act was passed(Supplement
R. 8., page582),containing the following:" And the Public Printer is herebydirected
to rigidly enforcethe provisionsof the eight-
hour law in the Department under his
charge."
Such wag the state of the legislationupon
this subject when the act now under consider
ation was before Congress. It is matter of
public history that ever since the enactment
of the statuteof 1868,efforts have beenmade
to procure legislation from Congressimpera
tively requiring the enforcementof that act.
An examinationof the debate in the House
of Representatives,which was quite extensive
(Congressional Record. 6357,&c ), shows that
both the supportersand opponentsof the bill
understood its purpose to betwo-fold, lito
render the act of lb«8 effectualby imposing
penaltiesfor its disregard. 2, to extend that
act to the District of Columbia and to con
tractors and sub-contractorsof the Govern
mentand the District ; in short, that the pur
posewasto makea working day of eight hours
for all laborersand mechanics in the employ
of theUnited Statesor theDistrict of Columbia
wherever employed,and to make a like day
for contractors or sub-contractors upon the
public works ; and by proper penalties to en
force the observanceof suchworking day. In
the Senate the bill was passedwithout any
considerable discussion. (Congressional He-
cnrd, 7638.) But thereportsof thecommittees
of both Houses of Congress(Senate 948and
House12H7),while not directly discussing the
questionhereat issue,clearly evincean under
standingof the scope and purpose of the act
as abovestated.

INTERPRETATIONOF THE LAW.
The statute,while in one senserestrictive
and in derogation of the common right of
parties to contract, is nevertheless in the
broader senseremedial, and is entitled to a
fairly liberal construction.
In view, therefore,of thepreviouslegislation
upon the subject ; of theallegedevils soughtto
becorrected; and in deferenceto thelegislative
understandingand purposeapparentin debate
aud reports of committees \vhile the act was
under consideration—the act itself, without
violenceto its language,being susceptibleof
either construction—I am constrained to hold
that the law, as to laborers and mechanicsin
the direct employmentof theGovernmentand
of the District of Columbia, is general ; and
that the limitation to public works appliesonly
to suchpersonsas are in the employ of con
tractors and sub-contractors.
2. As to your secondquestion,pertaining to
particular employees,I begto suggestthat its
answer dependsupon matters of fact not
stated,and not within my cognizance. If the
employees named are ordinary laborers or
mechanics,working for the Government for
wages under ordinary conditions, the statute
would seemto apply. At the same time, it is
quite apparent that, as to some of them, it
might frequently happenthat they would be
within the emergencyexceptionnamed in the
statute ; and as to others,as, for instance,
sailors, or others on shipboard, or teamsters,
their employment beingpeculiar, they might
well be held to be, as matter of fact, neither
laborersnor mechanicswithin themeaningof
this law. Respectfully,
W. H. H. MILLER, Attorney-General.

By Commandof
MAJOR-GENERAL SCHOFIELD :
R. WILLIAMS, Adjutant-General.

Plating a Tower with Aluminum.

An interesting feature in connection
with the erection of the City Hall in
Philadelphia is the plating of the iron
work of the tower with aluminum.
Something over a year ago the architect
suggested that the tower be coated with
aluminum, and this meeting with the ap
proval of those in charge of the work,
the erection of the necessary plant was at
once commenced. The plating process used
is that of J. D. Darling of New York City
and provides for the preparation of the
iron work in baths of caustic acid, of
dilute sulphuric acid and of copper : olu-
tions before being plated with the alu
minum. The surface of the iron work
of the tower is said to be 50,000 square
feet, and since April, 1892, about one-
eighth of the work has been completed.
The electroplating plant embraces half a
dozen tanks arranged in the center of the
building and of a size sufficient to receive
the largest castings, such as the columns
and pilasters that are to surround the
clock tower. The plating current is fur
nished by four dynamos.

THE TANKS.
The tanks, each 28feet long. 4 feet wide
and 5 feet deep, are arranged in two rows
of three each. Each holds about 3800
gallons, with the exception of that in
tended for the aluminum solution, which
is 8 feet deep for special work, and has a
capacity of 7000 gallons. Over each row
of tanks are I-beams on which trolleys
are run with hoisting block attached.
The column or pilaster to be plated is
lifted by the tackle from the truck upon
which it is run into the shop, and lowered
into the first tank, which contains a strong
solution of caustic soda heated by a steam
coil. Here it is boiled for 24 hours until
all the oil and grease is dissolved off, after
which it is thoroughly washed with water
and lowered into the second tank, where
all the rust and scale are dissolved and
loosened by 24 hours of pickling in dilute
sulphuric acid. Then it is thoroughly
cleansed bv the vigorous use of steel
brushes and water.

COATING WITH COPPER.

This operation over, the column is
lowered into the third tank, which con
tains a cyanide-plating solution, and re
ceives its first thin coat of copper. It
rests there for 40 hours, is then taken
out, and any holes on the surface are
soldered. The inside is coated with
paraffine wax, and the column is then
ready to receive its heavy coat of copper
(about 16 ounces to the square foot)' in
the fourth tank, which contains a strong
acid bath. In this tank it lies undisturbed
for 72 hours, and when taken out is
boiled to eliminate the paraffine.
It is then ready for the fifth or alu
minum tank, where it lies for 72 hours,
and receives a deposit of 3 ounces to the
square foot. In the sixth and last tank
it is washed with pure water, then given
a dull finish, and run out on a truck into
the yard, ready for removal. The opera
tion occupies 11 days for each column or
pilaster, but one is turned out every four
days.

THE WORK ACCOMPLISHED.

Up to a comparatively recent period 12
28-foot pilasters, 8 28-foot columns and
32 10-foot bases for columns and pilasters
have been finished. All these pieces are
parts of the clock story. The upper por
tion of the tower, now being erected in
the yard of the works, will soon be taken
down and subjected to the plating process.
It will require 20,000pounds of aluminum
to plate the entire surface of 50,000square
feet.
The electric appliances are particularly
efficient. The four large dynamos which
supply the plating current to the tanks are
connected with them by copper conduc
tors 6 inches wide and '2 in thick. The
columns and other pieces are brought
into the electric circuit by wires passed
around them like slings and attached to
a conducting brass bar over the tanks.

WHAT is SAID to be the oldest brick
house in America is now occupied by »
doctor in Si. Augustine, Fla. It is said
to have been built by a Frenchman in the
year 1560and is now in a very good state
of preservation.
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MACHINE-MIXED MORTAR.
IF
THE reader has watched the work of
putting up one of the large buildings
now so often erected in the principal

cities he must have been impressed with
the progress made in late years in the ap
plication of machinery in building opera
tions. The bricks, mortar, beams and
columns all elevated to their positions,
and the stone work delivered ready to be
placed where it is wanted by means of

preaching from the road one may see at
almost any time during the day lime
being unloaded from the cars and sand
being shoveled from barges on the
Schuylkill River adjoining the factory.
At another part of the fa-.-tory are seen
wagons loading with mortar, which de
scends from large shutes on the first floor
directly out of the mortar pans in which
it is mixed. These operations give a key-

Machint- Mixed Mortar. —Fig. 1.—View in the Slacking Room.

cranes, are among the modern methods
that brin^ about rapid building. If the
reader, with the impression on his mind of
the perfection of these mechanical meth
ods, turns to watch the process of mortar
making he will probably come to the con
clusion that it is as incomplete and primi
tive a method as could well be conceived.
A laborer mixing the mortar and sand by
means of a hoe cannot produce a thorough
admixture of the materials— a fact which
can readily be ascertained by examining
the mortar of either old or new buildings.
Almost without exception the mortar will
be found full of small particles of lime
that have not beenproperly slacked, while
in perhaps nine cases out of ten the plas
ter work will be found to " pit " or blow
out on the surface from the same cause.
The latest utilization of machinery on
a large scale in connection with building
trades is in the manufacture of mortar.
For a long time mortar mills have been
used in connection with building, but
their employment has been largely con
fined to the utilization of some waste
product to take the place of sand. The
departure from old methods practically
creates a new industry in which all grades
of mortar are prepared and delivered to
the building in course of construction by
means of shnte wagons in any quantity-
required.

THE WARNER PROCESS.

Since April, 1891, a process known as
the Warner process of making machine-
mixed mortar has been in success lul
operation at Wilmington, Del., and this
has led to a new company being formed
at Philadelphia, known as the Quaker
City Mortar Company. The capacity of
these works when completed is given in
the official announcement of the com
pany as 2,000,000pounds of mortar daily,
while it is stated that 7,500,000pounds of
lime paste are held constantly in stock.
It should here be stated that there is
nothing in connection with the process
such as machinery, &c., that is patented,
although a patent is held on the process
itself.
The factory of the Quaker City Mortar
Company is located at Twenty-third and
Filbert streets, Philadelphia, Pa. Ap-

note to the whole process. From the
time the lime and sand are unloaded
they are untouched by hand until they
descend into the wagons in the shape of
mortar. Every operation of slacking the

To fully comprehend the process it will
be convenient to trace each of the ma
terials through its course and we will
commence with the lime.

PROCESSOF MIXINO.
Cars containing the lime are brought
on a siding directly adjacent to the slack
ing room and the lime shoveled through
openings leading to bins in the slacking
room. Inside this room are four of these
bins immediately above the same number
of slacking pans or mills in which the
lime is slacked. This room measures
50 K 60 feet, a general view of it being
shown in Fig. 1. A slacking machine
consists of an iron pan, some 6 feet in
diameter, that revolves about four times
in a minute. Descending vertically into
it are three iron arms or paddles that re
volve in the same direction, but much
more rapidly, making about 30 revolu
tions in a minute. Close to these arms is
a curved iron plate that may be raised or
lowered vertically, the object of which is
to prevent the lime from being carried
around with the pan and to hold it in a
mass for the revolving arms to break it
np. In the middle of the pan is a large
ping which may be raised when desired
by means of a link chain passing over a
toothed wheel operated by a lever. A
3-inch water pipe discharges into the pan.
At the back of'the machine is the lime
bin .which is made with a sloping bottom,
and a vertically sliding door is provided,
with a long handle, so that when the door
is raised the lime descends by virtue of
its own weight into the pan.
Two men operate the four machines.
One of them raises the door in the bin
and the lime falls through quickly until
10 bushels are in the pan. He then closes
the door, pours on water and starts the
machine. The pan revolves and the arms
go rapidly around churning the lime up
tine and mixing it thoroughly with the
water. In exactly ten minutes the 10
bushels of lime are all slacked and are

Fig. 2.—One of the Mortar-Mixing Machines.

lime, of screening the sand and of mixing
is done by machinery, and the materials
travel during the process a distance of
over 1000feet.
While the exact operations as carried
on at this factory might be considerably
modified in other factories as necessitated
by the size and shape of the buildings
and other conditions, a detailed descrip
tion of them will probably prove interest
ing and will indicate the principles upon
which the different mortars are prepared.

converted into what may appropriately be
termed " lime-milk," that is, fine portions
of lime held in suspension by the water.
The operator now pulls the lever which
raises the plug in the bottom of the pan,
and the hot. steaming lime milk runs out
and discharges into a channel or gutter
that slopes down toward the central pit or
well. This channel is provided with two
iron screens or gratings, varying in width,
and the lime passing through them leaves
behind it all the larger impurities or core.
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The gutter discharges into a pit which is
covered with a No. 12 wire screen, and
the lime mil!, pouring through this is
strained from all the finer core which may
have passed through the channel gratings,
so that the pit is filled with pure lime
milk. When plasterers' white coat paste
is being prepared finer screens than No.
12 are used, so as to insure absolute free
dom from impurities. The four slacking
pans may be run at the same time by
two men, and together are capable of
slacking 2000bushels of lime in one day.
Connected with the pit is a large force
pump which empties it as fast as the
lime milk is poured in. The pump is
connected with a number of 6-inch iron
pipes, discharging into various vats lo
cated in the upper part of the building.
There are no less than 42 vats in all,
holding 600bushels each, or sufficient to
retain 25,000 bushels of quicklime or
7,500,000pounds of seasoned paste. The
capacity of the vats in the aggregate is
about 100.000cubic feet.

TIME REQUIRED FOR SLACKING.

The lime milk which is pumped into
these vats remains at least 21 days or
even longer and during that time every
particle of the lime becomes thoroughly
slacked, the heat which is retained aiding
in producing this result. Thus a very
important difference exists between the
lime prepared by this process and that
ordinarily used in building. In the latter
case the object is to get rid of the heat
and water as quickly as possible, while
in this process the heat and water are re
tained, both aiding in producing a
thorough slacking. At the expiration of
three weeks the lime becomes a
somewhat thick homogeneous paste of a
putty-like consistency, every particle of •
which is slacked and which by that time
is entirely free from heat.
In the large vat rooms on the lower floor
each vat is provided with a 3J^-inch
syphon, which, when standing upright,
reaches above the top of the vats. This
is protected on the top with a wire cover
to prevent large foreign material that
might have found its way in from passing
through it and it is hinged at the bottom
so that it may be lowered to any depth
required to draw off water when necess-
sary. After the lime milk has been stand
ing a day or two the lime becomes settled,
leaving the water on top, which effectually
prevents the lime from hardening. When
it is desired to draw off the water the
syphon is lowered and the water runs
through it to a central pump, by which it
it is forced to a settling room heated by
exhaust steam. From this settling tank
the water is used a second time, for it is
obvious that water impregnated with lime
is much better than fresh water for slack
ing purposes.
The 42 vats above mentioned are on
the second, third, fourth and fifth floor
of the factory. Under ordinary cir
cumstances the lime milk is pumped to
the upper vats directly over the mixing
room, presently to be described, but when
the lime is slacked faster than it is used
the lower vats are employed for storage
purposes.
The large vat room on the lower floor
is used for storage, and is supplied with a
system of gate valves by which the lime
milk may be discharged into any vat
desired. When the paste is kept more
than 21 days a little more of the lime
milk is pumped on it to keep it in a plastic
condition. We have now seen the lime
slacked and pumped into the vat room.
As all of the hine must obviously be taken
to the upper portion of the building so as
to descend with the sand into the mixing
machine, we inquire the means pro
vided to raise it from these lower vats.
We find that all the vats on the lower
floor are provided with iron gates. On
these gates being raised the paste runs
slowly out—slowly because it is some
what thick— on to a rubber belt conveyor,
which takes it as fast as it is required for
use in the factory down to the central
pumps. There the conveyor passes close
to a rubber scraper, which scrapes off the

paste, and it is then pumped to the room
immediately over the mixers, where it is
ready to descend by gravity. The pumps
are similar in construction to those used
in the more improved paper mills for
pumping paper pulp.

THE SAND.

Having traced the lime throughout its
course and seen the machinery used to
convey it, we will now turn to the sand.
We make our way to the bank of the
Schuylkill River, where we find men un
loading barges and throwing the sand on
the banks. Between the river and the
factory are railroad tracks and it is neces
sary to provide means for conveying the
saud across them. This is done by means
of a rubber belt conveyor which is car
ried underneath the railroad at a slight
inclination. The sand is shoveled on to
the belt and is discharged into a recepta
cle inside the works itself. Here it is
carried up to the top of the building by
means of a large bucket conveyor, where
it is screened and a portion of it carried
to the mixers, while some of it is dis
charged into the conveyor room ready for
those who desire to purchase the sand.
The bucket conveyor will take up no less
than 1000tons of sand a dav.
Coming to the top of the building we
find the bucket conveyor discharging into
a hopper, which in turn discharges into a
large wire screening machine. This ma
chine is made in the form of an octagonal
prism, 11 feet long and 5 feet in diameter.
Each long side is covered with No. 5 wire
screen and the machine is set at an angle
of about 20° and revolves rapidly, throw
ing the sand from side to side and freeing
it from all large stones. &c. The screened
sand passes through the wire on to a 20-
inch rubber belt convevor, while the
stones, &c. , are discharged" from the inside
into a box provided for the purpose.
The belt sand conveyor is nearly 200
feet long and it carries the sand to a
similar belt running at right angles, where
it is carried directly to the hoppers over
the mixing room. The total distance
traveled by the sand is nearly 1000feet.
At the sides of the belt connected with
the screening machine are wooden shutes,
and when it is desired to discharge the
sand to the sand room, triangular iron
scrapers are let down close to the belt,
which scrape off the sand and cause it to
pass down these shutes.

THE MIXING PROCESS.

Having now seen both sand and lime
dealt with, we will proceed to the mixing
room and watch the interesting process
of actually making the mortar. Coming
to this room, we find four large mixing
mills not unlike the slacking machines in
general appearance. A very good idea of
the construction of these machines may
be had by carefully examining Fig. 2,
which is made from a photograph of one
of them. A large iron pan revolves five
times a minute. In it are two iron mix
ers or paddles, each having three
arms that revolve 45 times a minute. In
the center of the pan is a large plug
operated by an endless chain, and when
this is raised a hole is exposed through
which the mortar descends directly into
the wagons below. Discharging into the
pan are four 9-inch iron pipes that con
vey the lime paste from the different vats
on the upper floor. A 2-inch water pipe
is provided, and at the back of the pan
is the wooden shute leading from the
sand hopper.
The paste and sand having been put in
the mixer, it is started, only a little water
being added at first to prevent splashing.
By the two revolving mixers and the
re'volution of the pan itself the materials
are thoroughly mixed in a very short
time. Then the plug is raised, and the
mortar passes out of the hole into the
wagons beneath. The machine is not
stopped, but as the three armed mixers
pass in their revolutions over the whole
space of the bottom of the pan exactly to
the edge of the circular hole all the mor
tar is carried out

COLORED MORTAR.

When colored mortar is required the
color is added to the mixture from pails.
Some red mortar, mixed by hand in the
ordinary way and placed in the mixer,
shows a very decided' red color, but after
it has been mixed by the machine a great
deal of the color disappears and the
mortar becomes almost white. This re
sult is explained as follows : In hand-
mixed mortar there is a large portion of
the bulk that is made up of compara
tively large lumps. When the mortar is
colored these lumps become colored on
the outside only, giving the color to the
whole mass. Now, when the same mor
tar is mixed in the machine these lumps
are reduced to much finer particles, thus
exposing the uncolpred portions of the
interior, and requiring much more mor
tar color to tint the mass. Nearly three
times as much color is usually required.

THE WAGONS EMPLOYED.

Going to the ground again, we find the
wagons' loading up from a shute descend
ing from the mixing room. These wagons
are specially made for the purpose some
what on the same principle as ordinary
shute carts used for coal. The wagons
hold 5500pounds each, and from them the
mortar may be readily shot down either
inside or outside a building, asmay be re
quired. The mortar is also delivered in
boxes suspended from specially made
vehicles by chains. These boxes hold
5000pounds of mortar, and may be carried
inside a building, being, therefore, most
used for conveying plasterers' mortar.
The mortar is also delivered by rail in car
load lots.

GRADES OF MORTAR.

The Quaker City Mortar Company
make eight different kinds of mortar,
which they regularly keep on hand. They
also mix by their machinery any propor
tion of materials desired. Their regular
mortars are back front, or rough mortar,
buttered stretcher mortar, press brick
mortar, first coat plastering mortar,
second coat plastering mortar, white coat
mortar, sand finish, or roughcast mortar,
and marble dust, or steel mortar. They
also make colored mortars, such as
brown, buff, red and black.
The plasterers' mortars do not differ
from those made in the ordinary way and
mixed by hand, except in the thorough
mixing of the hair and perfect slacking of
the lime, as already explained.

ADVANTAGES OF MACHINE-MIXED MORTARS.

The advantages claimed for machine-
mixed mortar are many. To the architect
it is advantageous because he is certain
of getting good material while the ne
cessity of watching the contractor to see
that the materials specified are actually
used is altogether done away with. To
the contractor, whether he be bricklayer,
plasterer or stone mason, the advantages
of mortar mixed as described are also im
portant.
From a constructional point of view
there is another advantage in using ma
chine-mixed mortar, and that is the per
fection of the mortar joint. The perfect
screening by machinery of the lime re
moves all sticks and stones and produces
a mortar that consists only of smajl
particles. In setting bricks with ordi
nary mortar the mason frequently comes
across pebbles, sticks, &c., that make it
necessary to raise a brick after it is laid
in order to remove the obstruction. This
necessity is entirely done away with, re
sulting in a saving of much time. It
is estimated that a bricklayer can lay
from 300 to 500 more bricks in a day
when using machine-mixed mortar than
he can when using that mixed by hand.
In plastering a good mechanic can lay
from 5 to 15yards per day more than he
could by the old method and this with a
marked absence of "that tired feeling"
of the wrist. The foregoing figures are
based on the experience of contractors
who are using the material.
When macnine-mixed mortar is used
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We begtoannouncethat Mr. A.O. Kittredge
has severed his connection with Carpentry
and Building as its editor. This will involve
no change in the character of the journal,
which will continueon the same lines and be
controlledby thesameprinciplesasin the past.
The field which wemappedout for it fourteen
years ago is still peculiarly its own, and in the
future the sameenergy and liberality which
havegiven it the position it has so long occu
piedmay becountedon to maintain its stand
ard of Interest and value. All communica
tions intended for the editorial department
should be addressed," Editor of Carpentry
and Building, 06-102 Reade street, New
York "

DAVID WILLIAMS.

National Conventionof Builders.

The seventh annual convention of the
National Association of Builders, to be
held in St. Lonis daring the current
month, promises to be one of unusual in
terest. The programme covers three
days' sessions and presents a series of
subjects for discussion which the seven
years' existence of the association have
proven to be the most interesting and im
portant to the builder at large. These
conventions are, in a sense, experience
meetings of a large number of men all
engaged in the same line of business in
widely different localities and in accord
ance with varying customs and condi
tions. Under the direction of the
National Association delegations repre
senting the best interests of the builders
of their own cities come together annu
ally for the purpose of sifting out of the
experience of the whole the best methods
for securing the establishment of equita
ble and profitable business practices.
Through the consideration of the various
means in use in the different cities for
accomplishing this end, builders are en
abled to compare the customs in vogue in
their own community with those that
exist elsewhere. By means of these com
parisons the good is sifted from the bad,
formulated for practical application and
recommended to the whole for actual use.

Results Accomplished.

Prior to the establishment of the Na
tional Association the builders of the
country were compelled to depend largely
upon their own experience for the lessons
which brought the necessity of improve
ment, while now every builder who is a
member of a filial body of the association
has the benefit of the experience of his
fellow-craftsmen all over the country. It
remained for the national body to bring
about the facilities for universal consid
eration of the needs of the builders, and
each year since its organization has shown
the result of the increased knowledge
which its councils have by steady and

actual improvement, upon the lines rec
ommended, provided. Out of the experi
ence of each convention has come a better
knowledge of the means to be adopted in
order to make the meetings most profita
ble to all, and the programme for the
gathering in St. Lonis seems to offer
exceptional opportunities for ascertaining
the needs of the craft. The result of
the detailed reports from filial bodies pre
sented at the last convention has been
most beneficial, many exchanges having
profited by the experience of their sister
organizations. At the St. Lonis meeting
it is proposed to have full reports of the
experiences of the year from each filial
body and appropriate consideration of
features adopted by any exchange that
would be beneficial to the craft as a
whole. The means by which the Na
tional Association secures the informa
tion upon which its recommendations are
based are such that the methods which
it advocates must of necessity be prac
tical rather than theoretical, and are
capable of actual application to individual
caseswith the positive assurance of the
best results if enforced.

Exhaust Steamfor Heating.

A realization of the economy resulting
from the use of exhaust steam for heating
buildings has led an electric lighting
company in one of the cities of the West
to utilize the exhaust steam of the engines
at their power station for heating several
adjacent blocks of buildings. The scheme
includes the heating of 2,000,000 cubic
feet of space ; and as for each square foot
of heating surface the company receives
25 cents per annum, if an average of 1
square foot of radiating surface be allowed
for each 100cubic feet of space, the com
pany are selling their exhaust steam for

$4000 per year. On the other hand,

allowing that in a non-condensing engine
of the best type 4 pounds of coal per horse
power per hour will be used, and that 1
horse-power of boiler capacity will supply
100 square feet of radiating surface, we
find that the 20,000square feet of radiating
surface running full from October to
March inclusive, say 130days, leaving out
Sundays and holidays, represents a coal
consumption of about 800pounds of coal
per hour, or a little more than 9J^ tons per
day of 24 hours, which, as compared with
the coal consumption in ordinary boilers
used for heating is, at most, not more
than about 51 per cent, of the latter. In
the absence of the knowledge of the price
of coal delivered at the city named, all
that can be said concerning the economy
of this heatin g to the consumers is that they
must be saving nearly 50per cent, of what
it would cost them for fuel to heat their
buildings by steam in the ordinary way.
There must be a great many places where
exhaust steam can be similarly disposed
of to the enhanced profit of those who now
permit it to run to waste. If sufficient
heating surface be supplied, the heating
of buildings by exhaust steam is just as
efficient as though 40 pounds pressure
were maintained. The amount of heat
wasted from the nozzles of exhaust steam

pipes in every large city is enormous. On
a day cold enough to rapidly condense
and render conspicuous escaping steam,
from some high point overlooking any
large city, let one attempt to count the
streams of heat thus thrown out, and to
estimate, even in a rude way, how much
coal would be required to generate this
wasted energy ; the observer soon aban
dons the attempt as futile, but is startled
at the magnitude of the loss.

A Two Tears' Fair.

The question of preserving the World's
Fair buildings at Chicago as one of the
attractions of the city is just at present
in process of discussion. There has prol>
ably never be3n a great exposition with
its special buildings of enormous extent
and more or less pretention to architect
ural beauty that has not suggested this
idea to the persons interested. It does
seem a heartless and woeful waste of
money to lavish millions on structures
only intended for a season's occupancy.
The Chicago buildings being confessedly
superior in size and adornment to any
thing of their kind, the regret of the
Chicago people that they should lie
doomed to destruction next winter is per
fectly natural. Suggestions are now being
made that while many of the buildings
can and should be removed, some of the
largest and finest ought to be preserved.
A few enthusiasts have even gone so far as
to advocate a World's Fair for two suc
cessive years instead of confining it to
sis months of 1893. The experience of
all cities that have attempted to main
tain so-called permanet expositions is
unfavorable to such a scheme. The
great attractiveness of a World's Fair
arises from the fact that a host of exhib
itors are stimulated to put forth their
very best efforts at a particular time. This

requires somewhat elaborate preparation,
much thought and considerable expense.
Exhibitors would not do this two years
in succession. There would be no fresh
ness to the second year's display, and with
this known the attendance would be light ,

and financial failure would result. The
glory of the first year's achievement
would be sadly eclipsed by the inglorious
ending of the second season.

Chinese Boots.

It has been truly said that the Chinese
are original if they are anything, and this
is manifested as much in their industrial

pursuits as in their manners and customs.
They have their own ideas as to how

things shall be done and in what sort of

building they shall reside. Their meth

ods of making roofs are novel, to say the
least, and while Chinese roofs differ, a

few points gathered from a Chinese paper
concerning a typical roof may prove in

teresting. The roof is made by first put
ting on the roof timbers and then nailing
transverse cleats from the ridge pole
downward to the eaves. Upon these
cleats are placed bricks made much thin
ner than those employed in the walls of the
building, and also somewhat wider. Over
these is spread a thick layer of mud
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mixed with chopped straw. When the
material is thoroughly dry another layer
of mud is spread over it, and upon this,

tile are placed in line, generally in donble
rows, one layer curving upward while the

other curves downward. The idea seems

to prevail that with this thick mass it is
impossible for the water to percolate, and

there being so much lime, hemp and other

material employed, the roof is practically
imperishable. While this is the theory, the
fact remains that the tile, mud and brick
are all porous, and the greater portion of

every rain that falls soaks into them until
they are so heavy ic is not unusual for the

roof timbers to bend and often break under

the strain. The intense heat of the sun

dries the earth, which shrinks and cracks,

thus forming crevices into which the
rain readily finds its way. It is very evi
dent that as soon as the roof has reached
what may be termed the saturation point
the water makes itself apparent to the
inmates of the building. If the house is
occupied by foreigners it is provided with
chimneys, and around these openings the
leaks are said to be most persistent. The
head mason wisely remarks that it " be
longs to old-time custom" for foreign
houses to leak at the chimneys and there
is no help for it. Repairs are made, but
after each attempt the leaks are not only
as bad as before, but a fresh set are created
by the tramping of the workmen over the
tile.

Repairing the Rooi.

This condition of affairs continues for an
indefinite period, or until the owner re
solves to put an end to it by pulling off the
entire roof and putting on a new one of
galvanized iron, for example, which will
neither corrode nor leak. The mere de
struction of the old roof occupies a week
or so, irrespective of its size or the num
ber of workmen employed upon the job.
Immense quantities of tile and brick have
gone into it and there appears to have been
more earth on the roof than on the ground.
The Chinese workmen, however, are not
experts in patting on the " strange foreign
material " which the owner has decided to
employ in the construction of his new
roof. They want to solder its edges, then
they try to rivet it, and when it comes to
fitting it about the chimney they are in a
quandary. They say the material is too
light and is not in accordance with the li
of the roof. This proves to be the case, for
when one of the great August storms
occur, the windows of the loft are blown
in and the roof is lifted off as easily as a
sheet of foolscap, letting in the water all
over the building just as if there had
never been a roof. The architect, how
ever, who is consulted after all this takes
place, usually in some out-of-the-way
locality, shows that the fault was in the
manner of putting on the roof and not in
the material. He shows that with proper
lapping of the sheets, with screws, white
lead and tar mortar, together with an in
side board lining, none of these accidents
would happen. Repairs are therefore ex
ecuted on scientific principles, the roof is
restored, proving a great success, and the
same Chinese who affirmed that "it was
contrary to K," now delight to call atten
tion to this new foreign stuff which will
neither decay nor " eat water," and even
go so far as to inquire what it would
probably cost for a three chein house in
case the rich man of their village should
want to try it.

Revised Uniform Contract.

The following is the form of contract
adopted and recommended for general use
by the American Institute of Architects
and the National Association of Builders,
as revised by the Joint Committee, Janu
ary 10, 1898:

"
Architect*.

This Agreement, madethe day of
in the year onethousand

eight hundredand ninety by and
between

party of the first part
(hereinafter designated the contractor), and

party of the second
part (hereinafterdesignatedthe owner),

Witnesseththat the contractor, in consider
ation of the i nltilIni<'iit of the agreements
herein made by the owner, agrees with the
said owner, as follows :
ARTICLE I. The contractor under thedirec
tion and to thesatisfactionof

architects,
acting for the purpose of this contract as
agents of the said owner, shall and will
provide all thematerials and perform all the
work mentioned in the specifications and
shown on the drawings prepared by the said
architects for the

which drawings and specificationsare identi
fied by the signaturesof the parties hereto.
ART. II. The architects shall furnish to the
contractor, such further drawing; or explan
ations asmay be necessaryto detail and illus
trate the work to be done,and the contractor
shall conform to the sameas part of this con
tract so far as theymay beconsistentwith the
original drawings ana specificationsreferred
to and identified, asprovided in Article I.
It is mutually understood and agreed that
all drawings and specificationsare and remain
the property of thearchitects.
ART. III. No alterations shall be madein
the work shownor describedby thedrawings
and specifications,exceptupona written order
of thearchitects,and whensomade,the value
of the work added or omittedshall be com
puted by the architects, and the amount so
ascertainedshall beaddedto or deductedfrom
the contract price. In the caseof dissentfrom
suchaward by either party hereto,the valua
tion of the work addedor omittedshall be re
ferred to three(S)dis interestedarbitrators, one
to be appointed by eachof the partiesto this
contract, and the third by thetwo thuschosen;
the decisionof .-mytwo of whom shall be final
and binding, and each of the parties hereto
shall pay one-half of the expansesof such
reference.
ART. IV. The contractorshall provide suf
ficient, safe and proper facilities at all times
for the inspection of the work by the archi
tectsor their authorized representatives. He
shall within 24 hours after receiving written
notice from the architects to that effect,pro
ceedto removefrom thegrounds or buildings
all materials condemnedby them, whether
worked or unworked, and to take down all
portions of thework which the architectsshall
by like written noticecondemnas unsoundor
Improper, or as in any way failing to conform
to the drawings and specifications.
ART. V. Should the contractor at any time
refuse or neglect to supply a sufficiencyof
properly skilled workmen, or of materials of
the proper quality, or fail in any respect to
prosecutethe work with promptnessand dili
gence,or fail in theperformanceof any of the
agreementsherein contained, such refusal,
neglector failure being certifiedby the archi
tects, the owner shall be at liberty, after

days'written noticeto the contractor,
to provide any suchlabor or materials, and to
deductthe costthereof from any moneythen
due or thereafter to becomedue to the con
tractor under this contract, and if the archi
tectsshall certify that such refusal, neglector
failure is sufficientground for suchaction, the
owner shall also be at liberty to terminatethe
employment of the contractor for the said
work and to enterupon thepremisesand take
possession,for the purpose of completing the
work comprehendedunder this contract, of all
materials, toolsandappliancesthereon,and to
employany other person or personsto finish
the work, and to provide the materials there
for; and in caseof suchdiscontinuanceof the
employmentof the contractor heshall not be
entitled to receiveany further payment under
this contract until the said work shall be
wholly finished,at which time, if the unpaid
balanceof tha amount to be paid under this
contract shallexceedth« expenseincurred by
the owner in finishing the work, such excess
shall bepaid by the owner to the contractor,
but if suchexpenseshall exceed suchunpaid
balance,the contractor shall pay the differ

enceto the owner. The expense incurred by
the owner as herein provided, either for fur
nishing materials or for finishing the work,
and any damage incurred through such de
fault, shall be audited and certified by the
architects, whose certificate thereof shall be
conclusive upon the parties.
ART. VI. The contractor shall completethe
several portions, and the whole of the work
comprehendedin this agreement,byandat the
time or timeshereinafter stated

provided that

ART. VII. Should the contractor be ob
structedor delayed in the prosecutionor com
pletion of his work by the act, neglect, delay
or default of the owner, or the architects, or
of any other contractor employed by the
owner upon the work, or by any damage
which may happen by fire, lightning, earth
quake or cyclone,or by the abandonmentof
the work by the employeesthrough no default
of the contractor, then the time herein fixed
for the completion of the work shall be ex
tendedfor a periodequivalent to the time lost
by reasonof any or all of the causesaforesaid;
but no suchallowanceshall he made unlessa
claim therefor is presentedin writing to the
architectswithin 24hoursof the occurrenceof
such delay. The duration of such extension
shall becertified to by the architects, but ap
peal from their decision may be made to ar
bitration, as provided in Article III of this
contract.
ART. VIII. The owner agreesto provide all
labor and materials not included in this con
tract in such manner as not to delay thema
terial progressof the work, and in theevent
of failure so to do, therebycausing loss to the
contractor, agreesthat hewill reimburse the
contractor for such IOSB;and the contractor
agreesthat if he shall delay thematerial prog
ressof the work soas to causeany damagefor
which theownershall becomeliable (asabove
stated),then heshall make goodto the owner
any suchdamage. The amountof suchlossor
damage to either party hereto shall in every
casebe fixedand determinedby the architects
or by arbitration, as provided in Article III
of this contract.
A RT. IX. It is herebymutually agreed be
tweenthe partieshereto that the sum to be
paid by the owner to the contractor for said
work and materialsshall bet
subject to additions and deductionsas herein
beforeprovided, and that such sum shall be
paid in current funds by the owner to the con
tractor in iustnllnif nts, as follows:

The final payment shall be made within
daysafter this contract is fulfilled.

All payments shall be made upon written
certificates of the architects to the effectthat
suchpaymentshavebecomedue.
If at any time thereshall beevidenceof any
lien or claim for which, if established, the
owner or the said premises might become
liable, and which is chargeable to the con
tractor, the owner shall havethe right to re
tain out of any payment then due or there
after to becomedue an amount sufficient to
completelyidemnify him against such lien or
claim. Should there prove to be any such
claim after all payments are made, the con
tractor shall refund to the owner all moneys
that the latter may be compelledto pay in
discharging any lieu on said premises made
obligatory in consequenceof the contractor's
default.
ART. X. It is further mutually agreed be
tweenthe parties hereto that no certificate
given or payment made under this contract,
exceptthe final certificate or final payment,
shall be conclusive evidence of the perform
anceof this contract, either wholly or in part,
and that no paymentshall beconstrued to be
an acceptanceof defective work or improper
materials.
ART. XI. The owner shall during the prog
ressof the work maintain full insurance on
said work, in his own name and in the name
of the contractor, against loss or damage by
fire. The policiesshall cover all work incorpo
rated in the building, and all materials for the
samein or about the premises, and shall be
madepayable to the parties hereto, as their
interestmayappear.

ART. XII. The said parties for themselves,
their heirs, executors, administrators and
assigns,do herebyagreeto the full perform
anceof the covenantshereincontained.
In witnesswhereof,the parties to thesepres
entshavehereuntosettheir hands and seals,
theday and year first abovewritten.
In presenceof

[SEAL.]
[SEAL.]
[RIAL.]
[SEAL.]
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CHURCH AT ASBURY PARK, N. J.

THE
CHURCH BUILDING which is
represented in general view in our
supplement plate this month was

recently erected at Asbury Park, accord
ing to plans prepared by William H. Car
man, architect, of Ocean Grove, N. J.
The elevations, plans and details pre
sented upon this and the following pages,
show in a comprehensive manner the
general arrangement and construction.
The building is a frame structure having
brick foundations and is covered with a
slate roof. The main portion is 26 x 40
feet, with a side projection of 5 x 16
feet. In the rear is a lecture room 24
feet square, with a ceiling 10 feet high.
The ceiling of the main portion of the
building at the side walls is 12% feet,and in
the center of the auditorium IB feet. The
tower at the corner is 8 x 10 feet covered
with a slate roof mitered on the corners.
From the architect's specification we
learn that the timber employed is sound
hemlock of No. 1 quality. The sills and
plates are 4x6 inches with 2x4 pieces
nailed thereto. The studs are 3x4 inches

above the belt course is covered with No.
1 6-inch bevel siding put on with l1, înch
lap. The construction of the cornice is
clearly indicated in the details.
The window frames are double hung,
and over the top sash is a 2-inch transom
bar with a head made gothic shape and
fitted with gothic transom sash. All the
latter are closed with 4-inch lights, double

building is ceiled with the same material
on the level and secured to ties placed 2
feet apart.
The exterior wood work, with the ex
ception of the shingles, is painted with

Front Elevation.

Church at Asbury Park, N. J.— William H. Carman, Architect.— Elevation.—Scale,
Inch to the foot. Plans —Scale, 1-16 Inch to the Foot.

well braced. The first floor beams are 2
x 12,with two rows of 2 x 2 cross bridg
ing. The girders consist of four 2 x 8s,
well nailed and spiked together with 2 x
3 pieces, nailed and spiked to the lower
edges to suit the gaining out of the floor
beams. The tower rafters are 2x6 inches,
and the truss rafters are, as shown in the
details. The rafters for the lecture room
are 2x6, placed 2 feet on centers and the
hips 2x8 inches. The ceiling beams are
2x5, with a stiffening piece of 2 x 5 run
ning lengthwise on top of them and se
curely spiked to each one. About every
4 feet are two queen pieces nailed to the
rafters and beams to prevent sagging.
The ceiling beams are placed 2 feet on
centers. The exterior face of the frame
work is covered with hemlock sheeting
boards put on horizontally with all joints
cut on the studs. Over this is placed
building paper, which in turn is covered
with 5x18 cedar shingles laid 6% inches to
the weather. The rear of the building

thick American, with C C glass for the
gothic transom. All the flooring is of
good quality 4Va-inch North Carolina
pine, tongued and grooved. The trim is
of the same material, 45 înches wide and
finished with corner blocks having turned
centers. The entire audience and lecture
rooms are wainscoted from the floor
to a bight of 4 feet, with narrow North
Carolina wainscot stuff, secret nailed,
with a heavy 3-inch rabbeted molding run
on the top. The ceiling of the audience
room is lined with ?£-inch North Carolina
pine, tongued, grooved and beaded, put
on crosswise of the main structure, with
angles covered by a piece of 4j2-inch
North Carolina trim, with corner blocks
every 8 feet. A small cornice of North
Carolina pine is also run at the junction
of walls and ceilings to cover joints. In
the center of the ceiling and midway be
tween each truss is a 2x 2 foot perforated
ventilator, finished with 4^-inch trim and
four corner blocks. The rear of the

LECTURE ROOM

1
OBOAN
PLATFORM

AUDIENCEROOM

PORCH

Main Floor Fl in.

T

—i—I
(< 186 »j

FoundationPlan.

two coats of best white lead and pure lin
seed oil.
The chancel rail ia 2J^ x 4J£ inches, the
balusters 2 inches square, top and bottom,
and the newels 6x6 inches, neatly turned,
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of North Carolina pine. The organ plat
form has three 5-inch turned newels and
a 2-inch rod or curtain roller fitted to
newel with adjustable rosettes. We un
derstand that the cost of the church was
$2250.

Law in the Building Trades.

lien is claimed was erected for the use of
the husband on the separate property of
the wife, her assent to the contract is
sufficiently shown by evidence that she
was present when he spoke to the archi
tect about building it. that she con
stantly saw it while building and after

house has been built or repaired "by spe
cial contract with the owner " in favor of
the " mechanic or undertaker, founder or
machinist " who does work or furnishes
material. By section 2746this lien is ex
tended to " every journeyman or other
person employed by such mechanic,

BREACH OF PARTY-WALL CONTRACT.

The owner of a lot erected a building,
under a verbal agreement with the owner
of a lot adjoining that the wall on that
side should be built partly upon both lots,
and that when he should use it he should
pay his proportionate share of the cost.
Afterward he sold to one who knew that
the wall was partly over on his lot, but
who refused to assume the obligation of
the contract. Having made compliance
with the contract impossible, the seller
was liable for the damage thereby sus
tained by the other owner. —Nelle rs.
Pagi, Supreme Court of Texas, 17 S. W.
Rep., 371.

PARTNERSHIP RELATIONS UNDER JOINT
CONTRACT.

A mason and a carpenter furnished
estimates to the owner of a lot for work,
in the erection of a building thereon, to
be done by each according to his craft.
These estimates were separately accepted,
but only one contract was made between
the owner, of the first part, and the mason
and the carpenter, of the second. Pay
ments as the work progressed were made
to either indifferently, and were divided
between themselves in the proper propor
tion. In their notice of lien they de
scribed themselves as contractors, and
their claim as arising under a single con
tract, the notice being verified by both.
The carpenter assigned his interest to the
mason, describing them both in the as
signment as claimants for the whole
amount of the lien. These facts are
sufficient to sustain a finding that they
were partners as to the work done and
the hen claimed therefor, though both
testify that they had no intention of be
coming partners. —Parr vs. Baur, City
Court of Brooklyn, 16N. Y. Supp., 258.

BUILDINO CONTRACT MADE BY ARCHITECT.

In a suit to foreclose a mechanic's lien,
the defendants alleged that the contract
on which the lien was based was made
with one D. and not with the plaintiffs.
D. had prepared the plans and specifica
tions and signed them as " architect,"
and he testified that he acted as plaint
iffs' agent in making the contract.
Plaintiffs did the work, and it was shown
that a check given on account of it was
drawn by the defendants to the order of
plaintiffs. This warranted a finding that
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the contract was made with plaintiffs.
The compliance with the terms of the
contract is sufficiently shown by evidence
that the plaintiffs offered to do any work
defendants desired to have done in com
pletion of the contract, but that defend
ants failed to designate any work unfin
ished. When the building "for which the

its completion drew her own check as
payment on account of the work. —Den
nis vs. Walsh. City Court of Brooklyn, 16
N. Y. Supp., 257.
LIEN OF MATERIAL MAN IN TENNESSEE.

The Tennessee Code, section 2739, gives
a lien upon any tract of land on which a

founder or machinist " to work on the-
building or furnish material for the same.
Act 1860c. 114 (Mill, &c., V. Code, sec
tion 2470)amending section 2739, so that
the benefits thereof shall apply to " al
persons doing any portion of the work o
furnishing any portion of the material fo
the building contemplated in said sec
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tion," in no way affects section 2746,and
gives no lien to persons furnishing mate
rials to a sub-contractor. —Bedford Stone
Company vs. Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, Supreme Court of Tennessee, 18
S. W. R«p., 406.

FILING CONTRACT TO SECURE LIEN.

Under the requirements of the statute
relating to mechanics' liens that a con-

—Class vs. Dallas Homestead Loan Asso
ciation, Supreme Court of Texas, 18 S.
W. Rep., 421.

SUFFICIENCY OF MECHANICS' LIEN STATE
MENT.

When the mechanics' lien statute re
quires a person claiming a lien for labor
under an entire contract for labor and

these items do not show the number of
days' labor performed. — Ellinwood vs.
City of Worcester, Supreme Judicial
Court of Massachusetts, 28 N. E. Rep.,
1058.

RELEASE OF LIENS BY CONTRACTOR.

A stipulation by a contractor, "toj-e-
lease and discharge the house from the
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tractor shall file his contract in the
county clerk's office " within four months
after the indebtedness shall have ac
crued," in order to fix the lien, the con
tract may be filed at the time of its exe
cution, and before or at the time the
indebtedness accrues ; and such filing
secures a lien against the proposed build
ing, and as much of the land as is neces
sarily connected therewith, which lien is
superior to a deed of trust to secure anote
for the purchase money of the property.

materials at an entire price to file a state
ment of the amount due him, and pro-
rides that " the contract price, the num
ber of days of labor performed or fur
nished, and the value of the same, shall
also be stated," a statement which con
tained two items, as follows: " Labor of
myself, between September 1, 1889,and
May 1, 1890." and "Labor laying 1100
yards concreting, at 25 cents per yard, in
the last part of August, 1890,and ending
August 30, 1890," is insufficent, because

operation of all liens for material fur
nished or work done in the construction
of the same," is not a waiver of the lien
so as to prevent a sub-contractor enforc
ing a lien for lumber and wood work be
fore final settlement between the con
tractor and owner. (Schroeder vs. Gal-
land, 19At. Rep., 632; 134Pa. St., 277,dis
tinguished.) It is no defense to such lien in
Pennsylvania that the aggregate amount
of the liens entered against the building,
together with the cost of completing the
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same, exceed the contract price, if the
materials furnished were of the quantity
and quality needed for its construction. —
Taylor vs. Murphy, Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, 23At. Rep., 1134.

INFRINGEMENT OF PATENT BY CONTRACTOR.

Where one who has contracted to erect
a building lets a portion of the work to a
sub-contractor, and in the prosecution of
their respective parts each infringes
patent rights of another, both are liable
as joint infringera. Letters patent No.
363,412,granted August 29, 1882,to Peter
H. Jackson for "improvements in the
method of illuminating basements; " No.
269,863,granted January 2, 1883, to the
same, for " iron and illuminating stairs;"
No. 302,338,granted July 22, 1884,to the
same, for " improvements in the construc
tion of buildings." —Jackson va. Nagle,
United States Circuit Court, California,
47 Fed. Rep., 703.

VALIDITY OF BUILDING ORDINANCE.

An ordinance which provides that no
person shall erect, add to, or generally
change any building, without first ob
taining the permission of the Board of
Aldermen, is void in prohibiting the erec
tion of buildings, irrespective of the
materials to be used, and also in reserving
to the board the arbitrary power to refuse
the application of one person and grant
that of another. —State vs. Tennant,
.Supreme Court of North Carolina, 14
S. E. Rep., 387.

DEFINITION OF "OWNER" AND
"CONTRACTOR."

Where a statute relating to mechanics'
liens refers to the " owner " of the land
and the " contractor," a trustee who holds
land solely for the purpose of having a
building built is still the "owner,"
though he has agreed to the sale of it and
has received the price. But a person who
agrees to set up a steam plant in a fac
tory under a written contract, and whose
only work relates to receiving the ma
chinery and placing it in position, is not
a " contractor." He is a workman. —
Hickley vs. Field, Supreme Court of Cali
fornia, 27 Pac. Rep., 594.

PAYMENT FOR EXTRA WORK.

In a contract for the erection of a house
a clause whico provides that any addition
or omission from the contract shall be
added or deducted by a fair valuation,
but shall in no wise affect the contract,
prevents a claim for extra work from
being brought under the terms of the
contract; and full value for such extra
work may be recovered, even though the
requirements of the contract have not
been complied with, unless the regular
work has been done so negligently as to
render the extra work valueless. —Garn-
sey vs. Rhodes, Supreme Court of New
York, 18N. Y. Supp.,484.

SUB-CONTRACTOR'SASSIGNMENT OF MONEY
DUE.

The agreement between a contractor
and a sub-contractor provided that 15
per cent, of the monthly estimates should
be reserved until the completion of the
work and the payment of all claims by
the sub-contractor. The sub-contractor
borrowed money, giving the lender, as
security, a first charge on the 15percent,
drawback, of which the lender notified
the contractor. Thereafter the contrac
tor and sub-contractor made an agree
ment reciting that work amounting to a
certain sum had been done, and a certain
amount paid, and that the sub-contractor
had on hand material of a certain value,
and providing that the contractor should
pay him the sum to which the work done
amounted, and he should credit the con
tractor with the amount already paid,
and who should purchase the material on
hand at a certain price to be delivered
free of all claims, or to pay the claims

and deduct the amount paid. Under this
agreement the contractor might pay the
labor and material bills necessary to avail
himself of the work which had been done
with reference to the contract, though
nothing was left for the assignee of the
sub-contractor, as he occupied no better
position than his assignor, except that
the contractor could not, after the notice,
make voluntary payments to the sub-con
tractor.— Fisken vs. Milwaukee, B. & I.
Wis., Supreme Court of Michigan, N.
W. Rep., 873.

Lien Law.

The great variety of lien laws in exist
ence, combined with their complexity,
have proved fruitful subjects for the con
sideration of every person connected with
building operations from the owner to
the workman. The subject has been con
sidered deeply by the National Associa
tion of Builders, and has been presented
in these columns from both the stand
point of the builder and the dealer in
builders' supplies. The following extract
from the report of the Committee on
Lien Law of the Boston Associated Board
of Trade is given as the unbiased opinion
of practical business men upon an at
tempt to extend the field of operation
of the Massachusetts law. It appears
that an organization known as the Massa
chusetts Building Materials Association
has been organized for the purpose of
" taking such methods as may be neces
sary to insure the enactment of a law
that shall secure to the material man a
lien upon real property for materials
furnished, on the same terms and condi
tions as is now had for labor." The Bos
ton Associated Board of Trade is com
posed of delegates from 20 organizations
of business men in the city, and is one of
the most representative bodies in the
country. The Committee on Lien Law,
appointed for the purpose of investigating
the legislation proposed by the Materials
Association, after stating the facts as
found, reported as follows :

REPORTOF COMMITTEE.

In thefirst place, the law establishesthat any
personwho is performing labor or furnishing
materials for the erection, alteration or repair
of a building or structure upon real estate, in
direct agreementwith or by consentof the
owner, or of any personhaving authority from
or rightfully acting for suchowner, shall have
a right of lien upon such structure and upon
the interestof the owner thereof in the lot of
land upon which the same is situated. This
right of lien by person directly agreeingwith
the owner is changedwhen the party doing
the work contracts to do the work and furnish
materialstherefor for an entire price, or asan
entire contract ; in sucheventhis right of lien
is only for labor, the worth of which can be
distinctly shown. This, it will beclearly seen,
givesto thepersonwhoperforms labor, or fur
nishesmaterialsdirectly to the owner, a right
of lien on the real property. Those who have
performedlabor with their own handson the
structure have a right of lien whether they
haveperformedthe labor for theowner direct
or for somecontractor or personemployedby
him at contract or otherwise,and this right of
lien exists without necessityof notice to the
owner that the laborer intendsto rely for his
payment upon his right under the statute.
Those,however,who furnish materials to some
purchaser other than the owner of theprop
erty onnot have right of lien unless,before
furnishing thematerials,theynotify theowner
that they intend to claim such right of lien.
It is this particular provision of the law which
the MassachusettsBuilding Material Associa
tion desiresto have changed, and the change
they desire is simple but very radical. In
their letters they refer to the simplicity of
their wishes in a most ingenuous fashion.
They say: *'Our interestsaresolarge andour
demandssomodestthat we feel that if we can
unitedly pressthematter before the law mak
ers, that we shall get what we, in all fairness,
are entitled to receive." This modestdemand

is the removal of the requirement of noticeto
the owner.

OBJECTIONSTODEMANDSOF DEALERS.

The objections which are found to the
modestdemandsof the material dealersare:
1. The material dealer is already as fully
and thoroughly protectedas beought, *in all
fairness" and in all business sense,to be, for
the law permits him to have a lien when sell
ing directly to the owner and permits him to
havea lien when selling to a purchaserwhom
hedoesnot feel safe in trusting, provided he
takesthe pains to notify the owner that he
intends,under the right especiallygranted by
statute, to lien upon the property for pay
ment. This appearsto be liberal, honestand
straightforward, and that no hardship is im
posed thereby on the dealer. When selling
goods to reliable purchasers there is no need
for notice, for there is no needfor lien, and
surelyif a dealerfeelsinclined to sell hisgoods
to unreliable purchasers he ought not to find
fault if the law requires him to give fair
noticeto the owner of the property wherethe
materials are to be used,if he intendsto rely
uponthe owner and his property for payment
and not upon the unreliable party to whom
he wishesto sell.
2. The removal from the law of this require
ment, leaving it HOthat the seller of material
may have the right to collect his money by
specialgrant of law, without noticeor previous
agreementof a party different from the one
to whom hesellsthe goods, seems to be con
trary to the principles upon which businessis
or shouldbe conducted. Any enlargementof
rights already granted would be dangerous
and unwholesomefrom a businesspoint of
view, inasmuch as it would be a declaration
of law that business men generally (for if this
legislation is goodfor one Kind of businessit
shouldbeequally applicable to all kinds)may
considerit an established businessprinciple
that theseller of goodsis freed from necessity
of ascertainingwhetheror not the purchaseris
reliable, for he is to have the right to collect
l.i- moneyof a third party with whom hehas
had no connectionwhatever and to whom he
did not sell the goods.
'•>.The argument made by those who urge
this legislation, to the effect that an oppor
tunity for collection of a non-purchaser
granted by statute would be productive of
good, inasmuch as owners would be forced
thereby to employ only reliable men to do
their work, seemsto be an unworthy argu
ment, for it assumesthat the reliability of the
purchasermust bediscovered,not by the per
son selling the goods, but by someone else,
and furthermore that that someone elsemust
guaranteethe selleragainst loss. This appears
to be a shifting of responsibility for credits,
which is totally improper.

OPINIONOF COMMITTEE.

4. Tour committee believes that this ex
tensionof the right of lien shouldnot bemade,
for the reason that by and under it irre
sponsiblecompetition, the diseasefrom which
the building business has suffered so ex
tensively, will be largely increased. Already
under the law as it is, the cupidity of dealers
who are ever more and moreanxious to in
creasetheir sales leadsthemto give credit to
thosewho should rot have it at all, owing to
their lack of capital, lack of businessability,
lack of comprehension of safe business
methods. The temptationis already too great
for dealers in building material to take the
risk of selling to partiesof doubtful credit, in
the hope of securing the larger margin of
profit which such salesalways carry, and it
would be a very unwise policy to offer still
further encouragementto this sort ofpractice,
with the inevitable result of enormously in
creasingthe hordeof incompetent,unbusiness
like, untrustworthy contractors in thebuild
ing business.
5. Transfers of real estate are already suffi
ciently embarrassedby lien law requirements,
and your committee believes it would bea
great error to increase the opportunity to
cloud titles andunnecessarilydelay theaccom
plishmentof the purpose of buyer and seller
of real estate by forcing property to protect
the dealer who has ignored good business
principles in selling bis goods.
In closing, the committee states that it
considers all lien law as class legislation,
and recommends that its field of opera
tion be not increased

SWEDEN'S BUILDING at the World's Fair
has been designed on the lines of the old
Norse Stave churches, but with more
solidity. The building is being con
structed in Sweden, and will be sent to
Chicago in sections.
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WIND BRACING IN HIGH BUILDINGS.

IN
A PAPER bearing the above title,
and read before a recent meeting of
the American Society of Civil Engi

neers, the anthor, Mr. Henry H. Quimby,
presents some very interesting suggestions
in connection witn the construction of tall
buildings, for whatever purpose em
ployed. He says:
The use of iron and steel in the con-
strnction of fire-proof buildings has de
veloped a new type of structure, which
calls for the application of the principles
that govern the designs of bridges, &c.
Technical and other journals, by devoting
much space to descriptions of the steel
skeleton type of building, have recognized
the importance of the subject, and some
have published good rules for the guid
ance of designers. Many buildings are
now in course of erection in different cities
which are examples of this method of con
struction, and these afford »n opportunity
to compare the designs and to see how
widely the practice of architects varies.
One who does compare them is forced to
the conclusion that the ideas of the de
signers differ not merely in regard to
details, but, apparently, either in appre
hension of the amount and operation of
the forces to be resisted or in their faith
in different materials.

THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED.

The principles that should be observed
in designing metal structures are so
generally well understood, and there is
such a substantial agreement among
engineers as to their application, that we
may reasonably expect to find every
important iron or steel frame build
ing designed in accordance with them.
The greatest bone of contention in this
skeleton has long been the use of cast iron,
which has been in large measure aban
doned as material for bridges, but which
is still extensively, though decreasingly,
used for columns in tire-proof buildings.
There is occasion for an equally vigorous
discussion of the relative merits of hollow
tile walls and iron or steel rods as vertical
bracing in lofty structures.
The sole dependence of some architects
for lateral stability in their buildings is
on the ordinary partitions, weakened for
such a purpose, as most of them are, by
doorways through them, while others
introduce stout iron rods or braces.
There will be little question of the
sufficiency of brick partitions if there be
many of them, when the width of a build
ing is a large proportion of, or is equal to,
the exposed bight, and the foundations
are firm and unyielding or not subject to
disturbance ; but a building of great
bight, even with a good breadth, if on
yielding bottom, should be efficiently
braced with elastic metal.
In the type of building mentioned the
columns carry, not only the floors and
partitions, but the exterior walls, which
a writer on the subject recently called
"mere curtains to shield the interior."
This idea of their utility is measurably
correct if the metal structure is provided
with efficient vertical bracing, but if, as
in some cases, the bracing is omitted or
inadequate, masonry of some sort must
be depended upon for lateral stability.
As each story of the walls is supported on
the girders of its own floor and carries no
load from above, the walls are independ
ent of the bight of the building and may
be only 18 inches thick throughout.

A SEVENTEEN-STORY OFFICE BUUJMNO.

An office building recently erected has
17 stories above the pavement, giving it a
height of 200 feet, and is only 60 feet
wide. The party walls, which are
abundantly able to stiffen the building
in the direction of its length (180 feet),
are 18 inches thick, presumably because
of municipal requirements intended to
prevent the spread of fire and contemplat
ing the support of joists. The rear wall
and the walls of a 25 x 80 foot reces?, or

court, at one side are 18 inches thick,
but are little more than window frames
because of the needed provision for light.
The front from the third to the fifteenth
floors is also brick and has two bay win
dows, the walls of which are 18 inches
thick, but being bowed and of trifling
width between the windows, they would
offer very little resistance to a lateral
force. The lower two and upper three
stories of the front are of stone and terra
cotta respectively. The vertical bracing
consists solely of the interior partitions,
which are 8 inches thick, built of hollow
boxing tile with four webs each T\-inch
thick, giving a total net thickness of 1%
inches. At four points 40 feet apart these
walls, in a space 17 feet wide, are con
tinuous and without doors or other open
ings from the third floor to the roof,
being apparently the main reliance for
lateral stability, most, if not all, the other
partitions being greatly weakened by pas
sages and windows.
The building towers above all its neigh
bors (the tallest in the vicinity being about
six stories high and one immediately ad
joining only five stories), a fact or mo
ment in estimating the force of the wind.

ing, if there be any, or otherwise the sur
face of the ground. The overturning or
the lift on the windward side is likely
always to be less than the resistance of
dead weight, but the shear is liable to be
overlooked and is probably the immediate
cause of the collapse of most of the build
ings destroyed by wind. In the type of
structure under consideration, the shear
ing action tends to topple the columns
and crush the partitions or rupture the
bracing, all in one story, as indicated by
dotted lines in Fig. 2, which represents a
front elevation of the narrow office build
ing referred to. The column fastenings
described are not stiff enough to prevent a
slight movement of the tops of the col
umns, which can be firmly held by the
bracing alone. If this bracing is mortared
work its cohesiveness is liable to be grad
ually destroyed by severe vibrations or
many successive impacts of pressure; and

Fig. 1—Methodof Joining theColumns.
Fig. 2 -Diagram Showing Effects of Wind
Against the Sideof a Building.

H'iml Bracing i* High Buildings.

In the same city, a few blocks away, is a
building partially completed, designed
to have the same number of stories as
the one first mentioned, but with a width
of about 150 feet. It has provision for
vertical bracing in the shape of double 6-
inch eye bars and 15 inch heavy channel
struts, contrasting very sharply with the
other.
In both buildings the columns of each
tier abut against those of the lower tier,
with an intervening plate which forms
a seat for the floor girders. The tiers are
bracketed together, as shown in Fig. 1,
with angle iron or bent plate lugs, a de
tail that is sufficient to prevent lateral
displacement, but, because of the elas
ticity of the bracket in bending, and the
large ratio, of hight to base of column,
contributes very little to the rigidity of
the structure. This will be seen by com
puting the stiffness of the brackets, and
by considering that the workmanship is
never so perfect that a number of col
umns could be piled up end to end, with
out fastening, like children's blocks,
which fact indicates that as the columns
are always necessarily plumbed —tem
porary adjustable braces being used if
there are no permanent ones— the faces
are not all in perfect bearing, more espe
cially as the plates between them are not
planed and are consequently somewhat
uneven, a condition which presumes
some initial bending in the brackets and
consequent slight initial lateral strain on
the bracing.

EFFECTS OF THE WIND.

The action of the wind against the side
of a building produces the effects of over
turning and shear, both greatest at the
highest point of external resistance,
which is the roof of an adjoining bnild-

if once its hold is loosened, its deteriora
tion will be rapid.
The wisdom of depending on these tile
partitions in exposed buildings is doubt
ful. The crushing strength of the ma
terial as tested in small pieces or single
bricks, while varying according to the
composition of the clay or process of
manufacture, in no reported case much
exceeds 7000pounds per square inch of
net section. Inquiry of manufacturers
has failed to elicit any information as to
the strength of a complete wall, and as
these tiles are easily broken in handling
and laying, they are far more liable to
serious and destructive flaws than iron or
steel, and, consequently, any "factor of
safety " adopted for their use may, with
more reason than in the case of struct
ural iron, be called a " factor of igno
rance."
What intensity of wind pressure it is
proper to assume in designing a large and
high structure, is an important question.
The forces which we have to deal with
here are not, as in other departments,
limited and known, and the practice
must be, to some extent, empirical. The
experiments of the Forth Bridge engi
neers, and also those made by builders of
wind engines, show conclusively that the
pressure per unit of surface is less over a
large area than over a small one, and
probably the ascertained proportion of
decrease will fairly apply to the large
surface exposed by a great building. But
the many instances of extensive and not
lofty brick and stone buildings blown
down are warnings against a too liberal
allowance here, for a downward current
of air will be deflected by surrounding
low roofs or ground and accumulate in
tensity. The writer remembers a case of
the demolition of a window by wind near
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the ground, which occurred at a moment
that he happened to be looking at the
particular spot. The locality was such
that the force of the wind might become,
and doubtless was, concentrated.
We do know that the wind sometimes
develops an energy which must be far
beyond what has ever beenmeasured, and
the efforts of investigators, by means of
artificial and confined currents of air,
have failed to obtain velocities and attend
ant pressure sufficient to account for
some of the feats of the natural article.
While we cannot know, nor be expected
to build against its utmost power, the ex
perience we have ought to induce us to
estimate high velocities of wind and use
low inteubities of strain in materials.
From 80 to 00 pounds per square foot
will blow in ordinary windows. Violent
storms not sufficiently destructive to be
dignified with the title of tornado have
registered pressures as high as 50pounds.
They are rare, but possible everywhere,
and would probably give over a large
surface at least 40 pounds per square
foot.
In view of the constant liability of any
locality to the occurrence of wind storms
of destructive violence and unknown
force, every tall building should be as
sumed to be subject to a wind pressure
of 40 pounds per square foot of exterior
wall surface, and be braced to resist this
with iron or steel rods or stiff braces
strained not over one-third their ultimate
strength.
The stability of the individual columns
in a framed structure is an element of
resistance of considerable value if the
connections are rigid. Even with the
connections described above, much ulti
mate resistance can be counted on from
the bracketed fastenings and dead load,
the ratio of base to hight of each column
being commonly about 12; but because
of imperfect workmanship referred to
above, they may at first act with, instead
of against, the destroying force, and their
resistance be developed only after that of
the partitions is overcome or impaired.
Wherever adequate rod bracing is not
employed, the columns should be joined
together by complete splices, making each
column a unit throughout the whole
hight of the building, and then failure
could only follow the bending or breaking
of the body of it at two points.
The foregoing observations have been
confined to the effect of wind, but any
force operating to produce violent or fre
quent shocks and consequent vibrations
of buildings or foundations, should be
carefully regarded and as far as practic
able provided against.

OTHER CAUSES OF DISTURBANCE.

Close proximity to the track of a steam
road, elevated or surface, but more par
ticularly the elevated because of the con
centration of span loads, may subject a
building to destructive vibration, and the
pulsations of engines or machinery, dyna
mos or elevators, are even more likely to
be a serious menace because of closer
contact and more violent shocks. The
introduction of isolated electric lighting
plants and elevator machinery makes the
subject worthy of thorough study, and
the possibility of future construction of
elevated railway lines through cities, is a
legitimate consideration in designing tow
ering structures, particularly in places
where foundations are laid in yielding
soil like that of Chicago, where settlement
must be looked for and where it is proba
bly hastened by vibration impacts. In
such localities dependence on hollow tiles
for lateral stiffness may be perilous, be
cause light masonry readily succumbs to
repeated shocks, and any unequal settle
ment is certain to injure such walls to
some appreciable extent and probably
enough to impair their efficiency in the
direction of rigidity. A certain high
building on such soil was found before
completion to have settled unequally sev
eral inches, and consequently was seriously
out of plumb. Fortunately it was braced
with adjustable rods which were used to

draw it back into a vertical position, and
because of these rods no alarm is felt for
it. The unequal subsidence was attrib
uted to an injudicious proportioning of
the foundation areas under the different
columns which sustain varying ratios of
live to dead load. The necessity for the
exercise of judgment in determining such
proportions is an intimation of empiricism
in the business of designing, and is an
additional argument for avoiding uncer
tain materials in construction.
Another force that is entitled to respect,
but is usually ignored in our latitude,
though liable to be active at any moment
and most powerful to destroy, is earth
quake. A notable building in San Fran
cisco has iron plate web bracing from top
to bottom, designed as provision against
seismic disturbances, which are more fre
quent on the Pacific Coast than in the
East, though rarely severe. No part of
the country can claim immunity from
them, as the experience of a few years
past shows, and even slight shocks are
destructive to brick masonry of low
buildings, while the effect of the undu
lations of the earth's surface increases
rapidly with the hight above the ground.
The "iily absolute security against danger
from this source is in a system of bracing
with some elastic material of positive
strength that will sounify a structure that
it will hold together even to the point of
being overturned bodily, a quality which
an enthusiastic writer claims off-hand for
steel skeleton buildings in general, but
which is probably not possessed by any
yet built. A reasonable degree of security
against injury from any of the causes
mentioned can be obtained with the above
suggested provision for wind strains, care
being always taken that all details, fasten
ing of bracing, &c., are equal in strength
to the main members and competent to
properly transmit components of stress.
The buildings which are probably most
deficient in wind bracing are those used
for manufacturing. They are not as high
as some others, although in cities they
are increasing in hight with the value
of the ground, but they are often isolated,
and always have large floor areas without
partitions, and are stiffened only with
small gusset braces or knees which are
sometimes inadequately fastened. The
regular vibrations of the machinery
loosen the hold of the floors upon the
walls, and set up destructive movements
that make it not strange that when an
occasional tornardo finds one of these
structures in its path a disaster with ap
palling loss of life results.
This paper is submitted for the purpose
of calling attention to some common
faults in designing important works,
with the hope that interested members
of the profession will record, in the shape
of discussion of the points involved, their
judgment and observation, to the end
that more uniform and improved meth
ods of construction may prevail, a result
that will certainly follow a thorough ven
tilation of the subject.

(To be continued.)

The Architectural League.

The Architectural League of New
York inaugurated its eighth annual dis
play in the new building of the American
Fine Arts Society on Saturday, December
81, and continued until January 24. The
display, both on account of the increased
gallery space and the importance of the
exhibits of decorative arts and archi
tecture, was among the largest and most
imposing which the league has ever
made. The list of exhibitors was a long
one and included names prominent in the
artistic and architectural world. An in
teresting group on the western wall was
the various State buildings for the Colum
bian Exposition. Among the Eastern ones
were those of Massachusets, by Peabody
& Sterns; Connecticut, by Warren R.
Briggs ; Rhode Island, by Stone, Carpen
ter & Wilson; New York, by Me Kim,
Mead & White ; Maryland, by Baldwin
& Pennington ; New Jersey, by Charles

A. Gifford : Pennsylvania, by T. P. Lons-
dale, and New Hampshire, by George B.
Howe. One of the interesting events in
connection with the exhibition was the
competition for the league's gold and
silver medals. The drawings of the prize
winners and some of the other competi
tors were on exhibition in the south
gallery. The subject represented a fount
ain to commemorate the discovery of
America and supposed to be erected
against the western wall of the reservoir
in Bryant Park. Alfred T. Evans carried
off the gold medal and Hobart A. Walker
the silver medal. Some of the other ar
chitectural drawings included a gothic
design for St. Luke's Hospital, by James
Brown Lord ; a country church, by
W. W. Renwick ; a creditable design for
the Central Congregational Church at
Lyon, by Little, Brown & Moore ; the
Colonial Club, by Henry A. Kilburn ;
Bleecker Street Savings Bank, bv Charles
W. Eidlitz ; the Post Graduate Hospital,
by W. B. Tuthill ; Boston City Hall, by
E. M. Wheelwright ; Baltimore Audi
torium, by Bruce Price; Grand Market at
Lima, by A. P. Brown ; Hotel at North
Augusta, by Romeyn & Stever, and coun
try houses by Charles P. H. Gilbert,
Berg & Clark, Flagg & Benson, W. W.
Bosworth and W. W. Kent.

The Cathedral of St. John the
Dirloe.

The cornerstone was recently laid in
this city for what is to be known as the
Cathedral of St. John the Divine, which
will occupy a commanding site in the
upper portion of the metropolis. The
ground upon which it will stand measures
738.5 feet on Morningside Park, 715.5feet
on Tenth avenue and 589.2 feet on 113th
street. The total length of the cathedral
when finished will be 520 feet and the
total width through the transept 296feet.
The width of the front will be 192 feet,
the hight of the front gable 164 feet, the
hight of the front tower 384 feet, while
the hight of the flanking towers will be
158feet. The central towers will rise to
a hight of 455 feet, and the hight of the
interior dome will be 253 feet. The choir
which, with the ambulatory, will be 154
feet in length, will be finished first, and
in this services will be held dnriug the
construction of the remaining portions of
the building. The site is said to have
cost $850,000, which amount has been
subscribed, as well as enough to build the
choir, this alone being estimated to cost
$1,000,000. The total cost of the cathedral
is placed at about $10,000,000.

A Farm Church.

In one of the southern counties of the
State of Rhode Island is a farm which is
a model in its way, and in connection
with which are a number of important
improvements. One of these, and proba
bly the most -wonderful of all which have
been made by the owner, is an attractive
stone church which has just been com
pleted, and which was opened for the
first time for Christmas services. It
is said that in all New England it would
hardly be possible to find a country
church equal to the structure under con
sideration. It is 28 x 40 feet in size and
is constructed of cobble stones laid in
cement. It has a slate roof and on its
gable, fronting an avenue leading from
the highway, is a graceful tower, which
rises to a hight of 54 feet. This tower is
surmounted by a copper cresting and
finial, and in the belfry swings a sweet-
toned bell weighing 400 pounds. The
windows are of stained glass and the
whole structure, which was designed by
A. E. Cummings, who has charge of the
farm, has been built without regard to
expense. In addition to its sacred oees
the new church will serve as a place for
public meetings and social gatherings,
and will contain a public library for the
use of the people in the neighborhood.
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A Fire-Room Cottage.

Those of our readers who have re-
•cently been making inquiries for de-
.signs of cheap dwellings cannot fail to
be interested in the story and a half
cottage which is illustrated upon this
and the following pages. The drawings
were made by O. I. Fitz of Bock Island,
HI., and call for five rooms upon the main
floor, consisting of parlor, sitting room
and two sleeping rooms. As will be ob-
.served from the floor plan, the parlor and
.sitting room are connected by folding
doors which may, however, be pushed
back and the opening closed by portieres,
if so desired. The kitchen is in the rear
of the house and opening from it is a
pantry of convenient size, provided with
sink, shelving and other conveniences.
The stairs, it will be observed, rise from
the Bitting room and are lighted by a
window in the gable. The studding em
ployed in the construction of this house
are 2x4 inches and 12feet in length, thus
giving a good hight to the rooms on the
mrst floor, while providing for consider-

the statute or terms under which a con
tract is not valid if by its terms it is not
to be performed within one year, unless
it is in writing and signed by the parties
to be charged. But this does not mean
necessarily a contract which is not to be
performed within a year, but a contract
which by its terms and upon its face can
not be performed within that time. How
ever, as a matter of safety and practical
convenience, it is a fact that building
contracts are usually reduced to writing.
When so written great care should be
exercised for precision of expression, that
there may be no misconstruction of its
terms, and it should carefully provide for
all possible contingencies which are likely
to arise. The building trade is one which
is subject to fluctuations of the market,
to the exigencies of the weather, and in
these days to more or less interruption
from labor troubles, and all these things
which are of common knowledge to the
practical builder should be carefully and
fully covered in the contract for the
erection of a building. It should be
borne in mind, in entering into a written

those contracts to which reference has
heretofore been made, which are void
under the statute of frauds unless they
are reduced to writing and signed by the
parties. It frequently becomes the duty
of the court, after parties have entered
into contract, to construe those contracts.
In the case of agreements involving
special trades, like building contracts, the
language employed is frequently of a
technical nature. This language, when
presented to the court for construction, is
subject to explanation and definition by
persons versed in the trade, other than
that the contract must stand for construc
tion upon the language which is employed
according to the ordinary use of the lan
guage. While it is true that the execu
tion of a written contract thereby abro
gates any verbal negotiations which may
nave been entered into by the parties
prior to the execution of the writing, it
is perfectly competent to modify that
written contract after it has been exe
cuted by verbal agreement from time to
time as the work progresses. For in
stance, where a contract provides that
there shall be in no case any allowance
for extra work, if extras are demanded
by the owner upon a special verbal con
tract, they are furnished by the builder,
and the recital in the contract that there
will be no allowance for extras will not
prevent the contractor from recovering
their value, provided he can show a
special verbal contract ; or, if during the
progress of the work the owner makes
such changes in the plans and specifi c

Front Elevation.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot

A Five-Room Cottage.—O. I. Fitz, Architect, Rock Island, III.

able attic room. We understand from
tin' author that this cottage can be erected
in tLe locality named for $1250.

Building Contracts.

The nature of a building contract is
•such that it frequently happens in the
•course of its performance that differences
arise between the parties to it which ren
der recourse to litigation necessary. A
great deal of this could be avoided if in
making the contract itself greater care
were used and more attention were paid
"to the legal principles involved. At the
outset of the consideration of the subject
of building contracts it may be said that
there is nothing in the law that requires
that the contract be in writing unless it
is some special statute or provision with
reference to mechanics' liens. But as to
the validity of the contract itself it is as
good verbal as it is written unless by its
terms it is not to be performed within one
.year. This is owing bo the operation of

contract, that when the agreement is re
duced to writing all prior verbal negotia
tions are merged into that writing, and if
there have been any verbal negotiations
which are contrary to the letter of the
written contract, or if there have been
negotiations which are not covered by
the contract, the written agreement is
supposed to have been entered into with
deliberation and to have superseded those
prior and informal agreements.

THE WRITTEN CONTRACT.

It should be borne in mind that the writ
ten contract is but the evidence of the
agreement of the parties, and of itself is
of no binding force. Therefore should an
agreement be reached and it be reduced
to writing and either party fail to sign it,
that does not affect the validity of the
contract itself. Either party, upon fail
ure of the other to comply with the terms
of the contract, may proceed against the
other for damages as if the contract had
actually been signed. Of course, this
principle of the law does not apply to

Floor Plan.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

tions that it is practically impossible to
trace in them any likeness to the plans
and specifications upon which the original
contract was made, then the builder is at
liberty to disregard his original contract
both as to terms and price, and to charge
for the work its reasonable worth and
value, upon a contract for an agreed
price.

RESULT OF VERBAL AGREEMENT.

In one case a contractor found that he
was losing money and refused to go on.
The owner thereupon verbally agreed that
he would make him good for all the labor
and stock he might employ, and further
said that the contractor should suffer no
loss by completing his contract. This
agreement, though verbal, was valid and
binding upon the owner ; and upon the
completion of the contract, the builder
was entitled to recover, in addition to the
contract price, snch an amount as he
could show he had expended over and
above the price agreed upon in the written
contract. These are cases in which the
contractor assents to the changes which
are made. But if a contract has
been entered into, with reference to cer
tain specifications, and the work is placed
under the supervision of the architect
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Eetalls of Kitchen Trim.—Scnle,
Foot.

Inch to the

who prepared the specifications ; the
architect has no right, without the con
sent of the contractor, to change the
specifications upon which the contract
was based. And upon his attempt to do
so, the contractor may either abandon
the work and recover for what he has al
ready done ; or, if he chooses, he may go
on and charge such additional price
as the changes in the work may make it
worth. In making contracts with cor
porations for buildings, the builder
should be careful that the contract is one
that the corporation, or the officers who
seek to make it, have the authority to
make. Corporations, being special creat
ures of the statute, are held to a strict
enforcement of their charter rights. And
unless the contracts which they make are
within the scope of the charter which
they have from the State, it is in the
power of any stockholder to proceed to
restrain the completion of the contract.
In general, a corporation has the right to
erect all the buildings necessary to con
duct the business in which it is engaged.
To go beyond this they must have special
authority either from the stockholders
themselves or from the laws under which
they operate. Having made a valid and
binding contract, there are many rights
and duties whiih grow out of it from
which there springs a large amount of
litigation if the parties to these contracts
on both sides thoroughly understood their
rights and their duties, and knew what
the law requires of them and what it
would enforce upon them, much of this
litigation could be avoided. It is upon
that consideration that we shall proceed
to consider, in future articles, some of the
responsibilities and liabilities growing
out of building contracts. This will in
clude the relations of architects, sub-con
tractors, material-men, laborers, and the
relations between the contracting parties
with reference to breaches of the contract
and other responsibilities growing out of
the relations of contractor and owner. It
is believed that such a consideration of
the question will enable the intelligent
contractor to avoid many of the harass
ing features of the business.

Detailsof Main Trim.—Scale,« Inch to the
Foot.

Sectionthrough Walls.- Scale,><Inch to
the Foot.

Speculation is rife respecting a tunnel
being cut through the Paluadea at Gutten-
burg, but the common belief is that the
work is being prosecuted in behalf of the
New York, Sucquehanna & Western Rail
road, with the object of forming an inde
pendent route from the coal regions to
tidewater. An existing contract with the
Lackawanna road seems to be in the way,
but surmises are enUrtained that at an
early day an important new route^for coal
transportation will be opened.

Side(Left) Elevation.—Scale,ft Inch to the Foot.

Miscellaneous Details and Elevation of a Fire- Room Cottagf.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE
MAJORITY of builders areat present
engaged in finishing up the work of last
seasonand speculatingupon the amount

•ofbusinessto bodonein 18!8. It Is rather early
yet to arrive at any definiteknowledgeas to
the prospectsfor the ensuing season,but in a
nmill"T of cities with which correspondence
has been had there are contracts enough In
sight to warrant the assumptionthat the com
ing year will be up to the average. There
seemsto bea feeling among the builders gen
erally that 1803will proveprofitable,and that
therewill beplenty to do. Several cities are
about to begin work undernew building laws,
which have been enacted during the past

Ssar,
notably Boston, Baltimore, Buffalo and

malm. Chicago has been at wotk for some
time revising its city ordinance,but as yet no
change has been formally adopted. It is
worthy of mentionth">tthebuilders havebeen
very largely instrumental in bringing about
-the improvementsin the laws. In Baltimore,
Buffalo and Omaha thework was first under
takenby the builders in the exchangesand by
them carried through to enactmentwith the
ultimate assistanceof the city authorities. In
Bostononeof the commissionersappointed to
revise the old building law was a builder an' and
memberof the Master Builders'1Association,
and in Chicagooneof the component parts of
the joint committeehaving the samework in
band is a delegation from the Builders' &
Traders' Exchange. It is evident from many
causes—the decreaseof strikes, the growing
participation in affairs of interestto their sev
eral cities, the active treatment of the prob
lems of the business—that the builders as a
class are gradually assuming the position in
the community which their important occupa
tion and immenseinterestswarrant.

Boston, Mass.
The employingbuilders of Boston as repre
sented by the Master Builders' Association
have beenconsideringtheeight-hourday ques
tion during the pastmonth. The membersare
practically united in the opinion that its es
tablishment is a question of time, but are
-about equally divided asto the advisability of
recommendingthe adoption of an eight-hour
day at any time either near or remote. The
subject was presented for discussion at a
special meeting called for the purpose, and
after muchargumentpro and con a resolution
was introducedrecommendingthe adoptionof
eight boors at a date about one year hence.
The resolutionwasmadethe subjectof an ad
journed meeting,when it was laid upon the
table by a narrow majority. At a subsequent
specialmeetingthe resolution is to be taken
up from the table for further consideration.
The burdenof the argumentagainst the adop
tion of therecommendationwas that it would
unwarrantably encourageaction in the same
direction by the workmen's unions. Those in
favor of the resolution were of the opinion
that under a systemof payment by the hour,
suchas now exists in Boston,the desire of the
workmenwould work no hardship to any, pro
vided that it could be generally adopted at a
riven time. In any eventof final outcomethe
Master Builders' Association only seeksto ad
vise its membersand the special trade organ
izations within itself, for by its nature it oan-
not do morethan recommendaction of sucha
character.
On January 11 the association tendereda" Receptionand Smoker" to its membersand
to the builders of New England. The follow
ing clipping from theHerald of thenextmorn
ing givesan interestingaccountof theevent:" A reception,a banquet,a smoker,a prome
nadeconcertandanexceedinglyjolly time—all
in one—was the form of compositefestivity
which the BostonMaster Builders' Association
gave their friends last night, and the result
was a ten storiedbrown stone success,erected
by skilled workmen with such first-classma
terialg as salads, ices, cuke, coffee, Uavanas,
music, singing, flowers, champagneand un
limited hospitality." It wasa stagparty from beginning to end,
but with all deference to the fair sex,in the
variety of attractions which beguiled the
crowds of gueste throughout the evening, it
was qulto impossible that they should have
beenmissed." Every officewaslightedup in the big build-
ng at 166Devonshire street,the home of the
association, and the association rooms were
deckedwith ivy and palmsand great banksof
flowers." In the main hall a platform had been
•erected,on which Tom Henry's orchestraof 14
piecesand the Whitney quartet—composedof
Myron W. Whitney, William H. Fesseuden

Clarence E. Hay and Herbert O Johnson-
divided theeveningin a programme of popu
lar music." Throughout thehall andin thegallery small
tables had been arranged. The spread was
artistically arrangedin theExchangeroom. In
the corporation room PresidentJames I. Win-
gate,Vice-President E. Noyes Whitcomb and
Secretary William H. Sayward received from
8 to 8.45o'clock. There was alsoa Reception
Committeecomposed of 41 members. The
mantel and desks in this room weredecked
with flowers.
"In several nooks In the different rooms
tables were stationed bearing bowls of iced
punch, which attained a great hight of popu
larity." Over 550 invitations had been sent out
for the oc.'asion,and probably over 500 of
thesewereaccepted. Delegations came from
Worcester, Lowell, Providence and Lynn, and
many prominent Bostonmenwere present." As theeveningpassedaway andthequartet
bad finished its programme the orchestra
played •'Isabella," " My Sweetheart'sthe Man
in the Moon " and " The Bowery," and the
crowd helped the instruments out with one
gigantic chorus. It wasmidnight before the
last cigar was smoked,the last toast drunk and
the last congratulation extended."
The affair wasa most thoroughly enjoyable
one,and the associationpromises to repeatit
oncea year. Many of Boston'sprominentmen
were present,and!large delegations attended
from the sister exchangesin cities near by.

Buffalo. N. Y.
The Buffalo builders are looking forward to
a profitable year's businessin 1898,and if the
presentindications are fulfilled they will not
bedisappointed. The annual meeting of the
Builders' Association Exchange, held January
12,showedtheorganization to be in excellent
condition. The secretary's report indicated
that theexchange had passedthrough a most
useful and beneficialyear both for the builders
and the general community. An increaseof
S3 memberswas reported, and the financial
condition wasshown to be in good shape.
Among other things mentionediu the sec
retary's report was a list of matters of im
portanceto membersthat bad beenconsidered
during the year—viz :
Codeof practice,eight-hourquestion,manual
training, conference with architects, confer
encewith labor unions, the grading of lum
ber, andthe matter of prices betweensupply
menand builders.
In public affairs, the secretary showedthat
the exchangebad taken part in the following:
Revising the building laws,assisting in efforts
to securetbe new lien law, abolishing grade
crossings,urging passage of the bill before
Congressto securelocal supervisionandplans
for Government buildings, sending delegates
to New York State canal convention, request
ing the Governor to appoint a railroad com
missioner from Buffalo and appointing com
mittee to meet committeeof Charity Organ
ization Society to decideupon a suitableplan
for tenementhouses.
Cash receipts for the year were $6,258.20;
disbursements,$5257.90;in stock fund, g&m
The following new officerswere installed:
President, H C. Harrower; vice president,F.
T. Coppins; treasurer,Chas. A. Hupp; secre
tary, J. C. Almendinger: trustees. Jacob
Reimann, C. Hoefller, Jacob Davis, John A.
Wolsley, A. Muubworth, George S. Donald
son. W. L. McClcnnan, J. H. Tilden, John
Lannen, Carl Meyer.
A. A. Berrick, tbe retiring president,made
a speech thanking the members for their
hearty support of his efforts. He waspre
sentedwith a silver-boundoak casecontaining
a very handsomeset of solid silver knives,
forks and spoons.

Chicago, III.

The Builders' and Traders' Exchangeof Chi
cago held its annual election on Januar) 9.
There were two ticketsin the field—theregular
ticket presentedby the Nominating Committee
and oneunder the title of "opposition ticket."
The latter promisedsomevery radical changes
in the administration of the affairs of the ex
change,should theoppositionticket beelected.
The election was hotly contested,with tbe
following result : President, Chas. W. Gin-
dele ; vice president,W. H. Ilifl ; secondvice-
president,C. S. Purington ; treasurer, W. H.
Mortimer ; secretary,Henry S. Martin ; direc
tors for two years, Jno. Griffiths, F. C. Neagle,
A. J. Weckler, Murdock Campbell, Alex. Gib
son.
PresidentGindelewas the only memberof
the regular ticket who was electedwith the
exceptionof Mr. Murdock Campbell as a di
rector.

Retiring President W. H. Alsip, in his faro-
well address,took occasion to complimentthe
membersof the exchangeupon the showing
for tbeyear and for tbe high standardof ex
cellence in building which they had set and
maintained. He stated also that the surplus
funds of the exchangehad been very profit
ably invested, and that many progressive
stopshad beentaken looking to the improve
mentof the conditions under which the busi
ness of the builder is now transacted. Mr.
Alsip congratulatedthe Chicagobuilders upon
tbe manner in which they bad handled tbe
tremendously increased businessof the part
year.
At a specialmeeting called for the purpose
the following delegatesand alternates to the
seventhConventionof tbeNational Association
of Builders at St.Louis wereelected: Delegate-
at-large, C. W. Gindele; Delegate*,W. H.
Alsip, GeorgeTapiier (electedby acclamation),
M. It. Madden, F. S. Wright, D. Freeman, D.
V. Purington, J. A. Hogan, F. Blair, O. C.
Prussing, William Henry, Jno. Rawle. John
Griffith. Alternates, James John, George
Lill, E. Kirk. Jr., T. Bird, S. I. Pope, W. E,
Frost, J. L. Rutherford, E E. Scribner, B. W.
May, G. W. Manning,W. G. Oliver, J. O'Con-
nell, J. J. Monagban.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The regular meeting of tbe Builders' Kx-
change of Cincinnati was held January 4.
The programmeincluded the considerationof
proposedamendmentsto tbe constitution of
th* National Association of Builders, as
well as the election of delegatesto represent
the exchange at tbe next annual meeting,to
take placeat St. Louis, Mo. The amendments
proposed in tbe circular issuedto members
were all adopted,excepting tbe last clause of
Article VII, which was rejectedwith unanim
ity. Tbe ballots were then counted, and it
was found that L. B. Hancook, B. W. Blair
and Geo. B. MeMiller were chosen delegates,
with Chas. B. Stevenson,Dennis Flaherty and
Wm. Magley as alternates. Action was also
taken in regard to tbe passageof tbe Torrey
Bankrupt Law bill now pending in Congress,
and Lawrence Grace and L. B. Hancock were
appointeda committeeto telegraphat onceto
the Representativesof this district, as well aa
to the Ohio Senators, that it was thedesire of
the Cincinnati Builders' Exchange to havethe
bill passed,and asking that the votesand in
fluence of the Ohio delegates in Congress
be used in passing the measure. The next
businesstransacted was in tbe nature of a
genuinesurprise to at least two personsin the
halL Thomas D. Horner, who has been as
sistant secretaryof tbe exchange for the past
six years, was the recipient of a very fine
ivory-headedand gold-mountedcane,together
with a purse containing (50 in gold. Chas.
Blackburn, the gate keeper,was remembered
by a substantial moneytokenof the apprecia
tion of bis servicesby themembers.

Detroit, Mich.

The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of De
troit, at its annual meeting, showed itself to
be in excellent condition. The meeting was
fully attended,and the membersvery enthu
siastic over the showing for the year. The
election of officers for tbe ensuing year re
sulted in the choiceof the following: Presi
dent, James Meathe; vice-president, Albert
Albrecht; secretary.Joseph Myles; treasurer,
George Hanley. The officers named consti
tute the Board of Directors, together with
Charles H. Lktie, G. Jay Vinton, Ira A. Top
ping, Conrad Clippert and J. E. Bolles. Mar
tin Scholl and G. Jay Vinton were elected
delegates to the national convention, and
John Finn and Robert Hutton as alternates.
Joseph Myles was recommendedto the con
vention for electionas delegate-at-largeto the
conventionto be held in Bostonin 1894.Presi
dent James Meathe,Alexander Chapoton,Jr.,
and W. G. Vinton were indorsed for members
of the Board of Trustees of tbe Chamber of
Commerce.
George Tapper, treasurer of the National
Associationof Builders, and George C. PTHB-
sing, formerpresidentof that organization and
a memberof the Board of Directors thereof,
were in attendance,and addressedthe mem
bersin a happymanner.
Tbe Board of Directors submitted their
annual report, showing that during the past
year five generalmeetingsof theexchangeand
•Mmeetingsof the board were held. Fifty
new memberswere added to tbe list, increas
ing the membershipto more than double that
of thepreviousyear. The funds ol the asso
ciation have been increased from $315.67,
which was turned over at the beginningof the
year, to $1450.08,the present balance in the
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treasury. The assets of the exchangeare
$2070.08,and there is not onecent of liability.
Responsesfrom membersto letters issuedby
the superintendentshow that the aggregate
amountof businessdone by those in the ex
changeduring the past year approximatedthe
grand total of $5,500,000,and a conservative
estimateof the number of handsemployed by
them places the figure at 5500. It is no ex
aggeration to say that the wagesof thesewill
average$2per day, which would show that
for every working day themembersof the ex
changepay #11,000,andfor the year thegrand
total of $3,800,000to the wageworkers. These
figures illustrate possiblyto someof the mem
bers the importance of the industries they
represent,and will prove to those outside of
the organization that the reputation beingac
quired by the Builders' and Traders' Exchange
is not undeserved.
Themeetingwasa longand very satisfactory
one. A fitting compliment was paid to the
efficient superintendent.Benjamin F. Guiney,
who was re-electedfor theensuingterm.
The exchangehasmadean arrangementfor
improving it* quarters and more thoroughly
centralizing thebuilding interestsof the city
by renting an entirebuilding threestorieshigh
and situatedin a desirablelocation, for the use
of the exchangeand its membersonly.

Denver, Col.
At the annual meetingof the Master Build
ers' Association of Denver the following were
elected: John D. McGilvray, president; W.J. Hill, vice-president; John Gregor, secre
tary: H. W. Michael, treasurer: Thomas C.
Rundle, John Young, John Cooke,Charles M.
McCabeand E. Ackroyd, directors; John D.
McGilvray and W. J. Hill, delegatesto the
national convention. Thenewly electedofficers
assumedtheir duties January 5.

Lynn, Mass.
The Lynn Master Builders'Associationat its
annual meeting electedthe following officers
for 1893: President, Frank G. Kelley; vice-
president, Benjamin H.Davidson; secretary,
P. S. Curry; treasurer, Fred Stocker; Board
of Directors, James Heath, James Burns, Fred
A. Sparing. The annual reports presented
showed the associationto be in a prosperous
condition, and its value to theallied trades is
unquestioned.
The annual banquet,which occurred on the
night of January 17,wasa very pleasantand
enjoyable affair. A large number were in
attendance,including many builderswho were
present by invitation, not being membersof
the association,and a numberof builders from
outsidethe city.

Lowell, Mass.
The Master Builders' Exchangeof Lowell has
electedthe following gentlemenas delegatesto
the national conventionat St. Louis: Secre
tary. John H. Coggesball,P. Conlon and C.
R. Costello. The alternate delegates are
Clarence H. Nelson,Charles H. Burtt and L.F. Kittredge.

Louisville, Ky.
At the annual meeting of the Builders' and
Traders' Exchange of Louisville, both the
presidentand secretary presentedvery inter
esting reportscovering thoroughly theground
goneover by theorganizationduring thepast
year. J. H. Murphy, the retiring president,
statedthat the work of the exchangein main
taining just and honorable conditions among
builders in the city had accomplishedenough
to repay the membersa hundred-fold for all
the labor and moneyexpended. 1hecodeof
practiceadoptedfor the purposeof governing
the methodof submitting bids and the treut-
mentof bidsafter submittedhasbeenenforced
and its justiceandpracticability demonstrated,
although not without unpleasantfeatures.
Secretary Kaufman's report coveredawider
range of detail than that of the president.
After mentioning tht state of the finances,
which weregood;he touchedupon thequality
of membershipin the exchange. "1 heex
changehas obtainedthe reputation," he said," bf beingan associationof honorablem*n, for
they minutely ascertainthe businessmethods
and generalreputation of thosewho desire to
becomeaffiliatedwith them in this exchange,
as a membershipin the exchangeis a letter of
credit, and any overt violation of business
ethics by any member will be punishedby
fine or expulsion." Speaking of theenforce
mentof the codeof practiceand rules,hesaid:" In this connectionit would beappropiiate to
mentionthe fact that your laws andruleshave
been indorsed by the courts. The secretary
refers to the caseof J. H. Murphy vs. Dracn
& Thomasand L. P. N. Landrum. This tri
umph of the equity and efficacyof your rules
is incalculable. The court vindicated your
rules of compensation. Thestatusof the archi

tect hasalso beenfixed, the court stating that
he was theagentof the owner, and except in
caseswherehe flagrantly violated the author
ity vestedin him that the owner was liable for
his acts." Your secretary cannot dwell sufficiently
on the importanceof this decision,for it gives
a legal sanctionto thoserules which you have
laboriously compiled,patiently soughtto have
enforced,often meetingwith uncalled-for op
position, and it is a great satisfaction to know
that the fruits of your experience,toil and
time havebeenadmitted to be just and legal."
The secretary'sand president'sreports nave
beenput in neat pamphlet form and any one
desiring a copy con be supplied by applying
to the secretary for the same. They contain
much of value to builders'exchanges.

Milwaukee. Wis.

The membersof the Builders' and Traders'
Exchange of Milwaukee are busy preparing
for the dedicationof their newbuilding, which
is expected to be ready for occupancy about
February 1. As has been stated before in
thesecolumns,thebuildingfreflectsthegreatest
credit upon theexchangeboth as an evidence
of the financial solidity of the institution and
asa tribute to theprogressof theorganization.
The dedicationexercist-swill beelaborate,and
an enjoyable time is anticipatedby all.
The following communication was received
just prior to our going to press:
The annual meetings of the Builders' and
Traders' Exchange was held at the roomsover
1Grand avenueat 3.80January 11. The new
building which isbeingerectedby theexchange
on Fifth steetand Grand avenuewill beready
for occupancyabout February 1,and a num
ber of similar organizations will be provided
with specialquarters therein.
Among themare the Masons'and Builders',
Master Plumbers' and Master Steamand Hot
Water Fitters' associations.
Routine businessprincipally was transacted
at themeeting. The indications are that the
presentofficerswill bere-elected. They are :
President, J. J. Quinn ; first vice-president,
H. R. Bond ; second vice-president, Paul
Riesen ; treasurer, John Langenberger; sec
retary, A. J. Erdman.

New York City.
At a recentmeetingof themanagersof the
Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange; of New
York City, it was decided to follow thedrift
of the building trade uptown. A part of the
Kennedy Building on Fourth avenue,between
Twenty-second and Twenty-third streets,has
beenleasedby theexchange,and it will move
into its newquartersbeforeMay 1.
The Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange is
one of the oldestexchangesin the city, and
for many years has countedamongits mem
bersall of theprominent builders, contractors
and masons in New York. Among them are
men who erected all of the large buildings
downtown. It has a membership of about
800, which it is expected will be greatly
increasedwhen the move to its new quarters
uptown is made.
A certificate of incorporation of the Build
ing Trades Club of the City of New York was
filed December 30 with the Secretary of
State. Its objects,which have beenfrequently
referred to in Carpentry and Huilding, are
to foster and encourage friendly intercourse
among its members,to establishandmaintain
uniformity of action betweenthoseinterested
in the constructionof buildings and to recon
cile and redressgrievances betweenmembers.
The Board of Directors comprisesRobtTt L .
Darragh, Henry A. Maurer, James B. Mulry,
Charles Andruss, John J. Roberts, Nathan
Peck,Warren A. Conover,Henry M. Tostevin,
Henry W. Redfleld,Otto M. Eidlitz, Oscar T.
Malkey. William E. Munroe, Ronald Taylor,
Augustus Meyersand Jacob S. Browne.

Omaha, Neb.
The builders of Omahaare looking forward
to a goodyear's businessin 1893. The work in

Erospect
together with unfinished work on

and indicate that the coming seasonwill be
the most prosperous that the builders have
seenfor several years. The annual meeting
of the Builders' and Traders' Exchange oc
curred January 3. The electionof officersfor
the ensuingyear resultedin the re-electionof
President N. B. Hussey,Vice-President A. J.
Vierling, Treasurer Henry Ittner and Secre
tary W. S. Wedge. After the election the
usual lunch and cigars, which have proved
sucha pleasantfeatureof theregularmeetings,
wereservedand President Hussey and Secre
tary Wedgepresentedtheir reports for 1892.
Both reports were very full and interesting
and showedthat the past year was the most
prosperous in the history of the exchange.
The president spokeof the value of the con
nection with the National Association to all
local exchanges,and also referred to the vis

ible and unquestionedbenefit to the builders
and the city of the exchangeand predicted a
brilliant future for the organization. He-
made a strong plea for better facilities for
trade education of young men. In alluding
to the presentconditions of the exchange the
treasury was shown to be in good condition,
with a balanceon hand after all obligations
had beenmet. He said :" Our membershipalso has increased100per
cent, in the last 12months. The relations be
tween theemployerand the employeeduring
the past year have been satisfactory in the
main, ana no disturbance of any magnitude
hasarisen." We, as a local body, have adopted the
recommendationsof the National Association
—viz. : A planof arbitration, and can see no
reason why, if adhered to by both employer
and employee, all questions arising between-
the two interests may not be satisfactorily
settledwithout theexpensiveluxury of a sti ike.
"The codeof practice (basedupon the code
recommended by the National Association)
adoptedby thisassociationandsubscribedto by
all the architectsin the city, we believe to be
our bulwark and chart for guidance,which, if
faithfully followed, will place our organiza
tion on a footing that will insure prosperity
and permanence.
"The Uniform Contract adoptedby usshould
beurgedby every memberto the end that it
may becomeuniversal throughout the land.
It is the product of thecombinedwisdom of a
committee representingthe National Associa
tion of Architects and the National Associa
tion of Builders of the United States. A com
mittee from theexchangehas recentlyturned
over to a sub-commiteea building ordinance-
for this city, which, if completedand adopted
as recommended,will be as satisfactory and
perfectan ordinanceasany in the country."
In his report Secretary Wedge went into the
details of"theyear'sexperienceof theexchange
and showed now much work had beendone
and howmuchhad actuallybeenaccomplished
in 1892. The showing was a most excellent
one, and reflects the greatest credit on the
managementof the exchange. The members
demonstratedtheir hearty appreciationof Mr.
Wedge's untiring efforts on behalf of the ex
changeby voting an increasein bis salary. It
wasdecidedto continue the refreshmentfeat
ure at themonthlymeetings.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The Journeyman Plasterers' Protective As
sociationof Philadelphia proposesto ask the
Master Plasterers' Association for an increase-
in wages. They are now paid 40 cents per
hour and it is proposedto ask for 45.
At aspecialmeetingof the Master Builders'"
Exchange, held for the purpose,the following,
werenominatedto fill seven vacanciesin the
Board of Directors : Charles Gillingham,
Peter Gray, William Harkness, Jr., Thomas
Marshall, Joseph E Brown, Charles H.
Reeves,James Johnston, Samuel Hart, John.
F. Prince, Jacob Myers, Jacob R. Garber,
F. A. Ballinger, Francis F. Black and
Richard Watson. The nominees for dele
gatesand alternatesto theseventhannual con
vention of the National Associationof Build
ers to beheldat St. Louis were: Franklin M.
Harris, Richard H. Watson, William H. Al-
berteon, William B. Irvine, Samnel Hart,
George Watson, William B. Carlile, Charles
G. Wetter, Murrell Dobbins, John S. Stevens,
William Harkness, Jr , William S. P. Shields,
Charles Gillingham, John Atkinson, R. K
Hastings, John Conway, Allen B. Barber and
William Conway. It is likely that the 12first
namedwill beelected
At the annual banquet of the Master Car
penters' and Builders' Company, held at the-
Master Builders' Exchange, January 18,
speecheswere made by the men who handle
$•.27,000,000spent each year in the erec
tion of new buildings in Philadelphia. Before
the banquet all the officers were re-elected
unanimously. The reports submitted by the
various committeeswereof the mostencour
aging character. Stacy Reeves presidedover
the banquet,and, after outlining the policy of
the organization, introduced David A. Woelp-
per, presidentof the Lumbermen'sExchange,
who enumeratedthe trials and tribulations of
a lumberman in the hands of carpenters.
Henry Vrooman, president of the Mill Asso
ciation, told of the work accomplishedby that
organization, and F. A. Ballinger, president
of the Master House Painters' Association,
paid high tribute to the trade schoolsystem.
GeorgeWatson, chairman of the Trade SchooL
Committeeof theMaster Builders' Exchange,
spokeon the status of themechanicof to day
as an employer and a wagoearner. During
the symposiumthat followedGeorgeF. Payne,
William Harkness, Jr., Jacob Myers, Charles
Wetter, James Johnston, Joseph M. Steele
and Jacob R. Garber contributed happy
thoughts. A companyof musiciansand moiiol-
ogists added much to the pleasure of the-
. vening.
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At tbe fourteenth annual meetingof the
Builders' and Trades' Exchange of Provi
dence, the secretary, William F. Cady, pre
sentedhis report, showing a total membership
to date of lul members, eight of which are
new membersand elevenof which are either
dead or removed. Aecordine to his report
the organization is in a most flourishing con
dition and the future propectsare better than
ever before. The report of the treasurer
showeda balanceon hand of $350.
The electionof officers for the ensuingyear
then followed : Richard Hayward was chosen
president; William W. Batchelder, first
vice-president;Spencer B. Hopkins, second
vice president; James S. Hudson, treasurer;
F. C. Markham, L. Titus, M. H. Shattuck, J.
P. Thorn ley and H. T. Cott, Executive Com
mittee for two years.
John J. Mahoneywas appointedto fill any
vacancy in this committee for oneyear.
Richard Hayward and A. J. C. Larned were
electeddelegatesto the National Convention
of Builders, with James 8. Hudson, James
Sheridan and Henry F. Mason as alternates.
William W. Batchelder was chosendirector
at large.
The questionof thebenefitsof the National
Association was then discussed at some
length, af er which the meeting adjourned to
Uelb & Norton's, where the annual banquet
was served.
After the good things provided had been
duly discussed. President Hayward called
tbe assembly to order and introducedas the
speakersof the evening His Excellency Qov.
Brown, ex-Gov. John W. Davis, Richard
Comstock, President O. 8. Kendall of the
Worcester Exchange, and others,all of whom
spokein a general way on the good resulting
from a co-o|>erativeeffort of the artisans.
Tbe banquet was a thorough successand
greatly enjoyedby all.

Syracuse, N. Y.
A meetingof the Builders' and Traders' Ex
changewasheld December28,1894,when the
following officers were elected: President,
Daniel O'Brien; vice-president,GeorgeMabler-
wein; secretary and treasurer, C. F. -Wise-
boon, Jr.; trustees,Frank Hunt, C. H. Mer
rick, George R. Clarke, John J. O'Hara,
Frank Scullen, Thomas J. Timmons; director
National Association, Charles H. Merrick;
delegateNational Convention, James Curran;
alternate, C. F. Wiseboon,Jr.

St. Louis. Mo.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Ex
change of St. Louis occurred January 16,on
tbeoccasionof which a 12o'clockdinner was
served. The arrangements for entertaining
the delegatesand visitors to the seventhcon
vention of the National Association are rap
idly beingperfected. The programmeof the
entertainmentat the Linden, tbe headquarters
of tbedelegates,will include a banquet char
acterized by St. Louis hospitality, which will
occur tbe night of the 16tb. On the evening
of the 15tha theaterparty will take place at
tbe Olympic. The day of the 17thwill bede
voted to carriage rides through tbe different
avenuesof the city. Thedelegatesto the Na
tional Convention appointed from the local
exchange are : Jeremiah Sheehan, Charles
McCormack, William 8. Simpson, Richard
Sbinnick and H. C. Gillick. Mr. Sheehan is
also chairman of tbe Convention Committee.
Thirty six exchanges, representing nearly
every State in the union, will send 125dele
gates to the convention,and there will prob
ably be as many morealternatesand visitors
in attendance.

Worcester, Mass.
The annual meeting of the Builders' Ex
change was held January 10, at its rooms in
the Knowles Building. These officers were
elected: President,C. D. Morse; vice-president,
G. P. Cutting; directors—Robert 8. Griffin,
B. W. Stone. J. F. Bicknell, for two years;
P. L. Paquette, Franklin B. White, C. A.
Vaughan for oneyear.
The report of Secretary George Bouchard
showed a creditable surplus. There are 77
active membersof the organization.
There havebeenseveral " talks " in the ex
changerecently upon questions of interest to
builders generally, and on January 17,the oc
casion of the monthly "smoker," it was ex
pectedthat O. W. Norcross would be present
and speak on the labor problem. He was,
nowever,unexpectedly called away, and his
place was filled by A. P Cutting, architect,
who read a paperon tbe constructionof build
ings. The paperwas listenedto with marked
attention and containedmany valuable points
of interestto the fraternity.
Before tbesmoke talk the regular business
meetingof the exchangewas held, O. S. Ken
dall presiding in the absenceof (.'.D. Morse,
thepresidentof tbeezchange.
Secretary George Bouchard was instructed

to write a letter of thanks to the Employers'
Liability Associationof London, England, for
a handsomewall clock which had beenpre
sentedto theexchangethrough the Worcester
agent, F. H. Goddard.
Arrangementswere then mide for thenext
monthly smoke talk, and the following com
mitteewasappointedto look after the event :
B. W. Stone, W. E. Coffey, P. L Paquette.
Some talk was then indulged in over the
forthcoming annual banquetof theexchange,
which will beheld sometime in March, and a
committee was appointed to make the neces
sary arrangements,as follows : E. A. Walsh,
GeorgeW. Carr, GeorgeW. Lovell.
Nine membersof tbe exchangeexpressed
their intention of attending the national con
vention. A committee consisting of George
W. Carr and Frank H. Goddard was ap
pointed to look after the railroad arrange
mentsfor the convention.

Wilmington, Del.
The Builders' Exchange of Wilmington
meton the first Monday in January and trans
acted considerableroutine business. The fol
lowing wereappointed a committee to act in
conjunction with the city engineersand archi
tectsto makea codefor measuringlaws: A. 8.
Reed, F. C. 8impson,G. W. McCaulley, J. R.
D. Seedsand Harry Stuart.

Notes.
The Builders' Exchange of Wheeling, W.
Va.. on January n held its annual meetingfor
the electionof officers. W. A. Wilson, presi
dent last year was reelected ; P. J. Gilligan,
first vice-president,and J. W. Bier, secondvice-
president; C. Ed. Schenerlien,secretary,and
Jacob Morris, treasurer. Six directors were
elected, as follows : C. P. Hamilton, Lewis
Hartong, Geo. W. Lutz, J. E. Clator, James
McAdams andChris Murray. The ten mem
bersof theold Boardof Appealswerere-elected.
Communications were received from Car
penters' Union No. 3 and the non-union car
penters,asking for an advanceof wagesof 20
per cent, and 50centsa day, respectively,said
advanceto take effectApril 1. Both commu
nications were referred to the carpenter-con
tractors of the exchange. It was ultimately
decidednot to grant the increase,and many
anticipate that trouble will result.
The carpenters of Boston are going to the
Legislature to try to have an act passedthat
shall compel the contractors and builders of
this city to employonly citizens of Boston on
contracts for tbe city. The carpenters feel
that contractors, when doing work for the
city, anyway, should be obliged to employ
men who are citizens only, and that they
should in all casesbegiven the preferencebe
fore alien labor.
The Builders' Exchange of Norfolk, Va.,
haselected the following officers: Charles H.
Plummer, president; Jos Edmonds, Sr., vice-
president ; J. T. Blick, secretary ; L. T. Blick,
treasurer; L. T. Blick, P. F. McGuire and
Jos. Edmonds (one year), Edward Hart and
Charles Powers (two years), trustees. After
thebusinessof the annualmeetingand election
wns finished the memberswent to Murray's
Hill street restaurant and enjoyedan oyster
supper.
The Master Builders' Association of Fitch-
burg. Mass., at its annual meeting Tuesday
evening, January 3, elected the following
officers : President, J. D. Littlehale ; vice-
president. W. H. Keyes ; secretaryand treas
urer, J . 8. 8tarr ; trustees for one year, A.
Dunkason, George Buckley ; for two years,
A. Wellington, H. B. Dyer ; for three years,
F. A. McCauliff, H. E. Jennison.
A rather novel undertaking is under way in
Toledo, which is a project for buying a lot and
putting up a handsomebuilding to be owned
and controlledby the womenof that city, and
to beusedas a placeof meetingby thevarious
organizations in which tbey are interested,
whether literary, musical, artistic, social or
philanthropic. An auditorium capableof seat
ing 500peopleis a part of theplan, and also a
roomsuitablefor musicales,&c. Thecompany
were incorporated last spring with a capital
stock of $25,000,and stepswere taken to se
cure theamount necessaryto makea perma
nent organization.
The New Haven Builders' Exchange has
elected these officersfor 1893: President, W.
M. Townsecd ; vice-president, D. H. Clark ;
secretaryand treasurer, J. Gibb Smith ;Board
of Trustees, Elizur Sperry, S. E. Dibble,
Robert Morgan, F. K. Stiles, William Curley.
The annual electionof officersof the Pitts
burgh Builders' Exchange took place January
4, and resulted as follows : President, Samuel
Franc.ies; vice-presidents,Adam Wilson and
W. R. Stoughton ; secretary, H. R. Rose ;
treasurer,T. J. Hamilton ; Boardof Directors,
T. W. Irwin, R. M. Morris. R. C. Miller, S.
A. Steel, W. P. Getty and F. Benz ; Board of
Appeals,J. P. Knox, E. F. Elliott, L. M. Mor

ris, Robert Mawhinney and Hugh Murphy-
President Barnes declined re-election. The
regular monthly meetingwas held in theafter
noon, but no businessof public interestwas
transacted. Ex- President Fulmer does not
anticipatea brisk building season,and there
are no indications of any labor disturbances.
The exchangeat the last report numbered an
even1000members. Since that time two have
died and onenew memberhas been admitted,
making the total number now 999.

The Builders' Exchange of Scranton, Pa.,
met January 9 and commencedthe second
year of its existenceby electing officers who
will servefor theensuingterm. The exchange
hasa membershipof 57 with a cashbalancein
the treasury amounting to more than $500.
The officers elected are : President, George
W. Finn ; senior vice-president. J. W.
Howarth ; junior vice president, Charles N.
Lord ; recording secretary,Judson Woolsey ;
reading secretary,Henry Gnnster ; treasurer,
T. E. Lyddon. Board of Directors, John
Benore, George D. Brown, Charles N. Lord,
William R. Williams, Conrad Scbroeder,
Luther Keller. John Colligan, Sam Sykes.
Charles McMullen, D. P. Thomas, H. C. Hin-
man and T. F. Mullen. After adjournment
the Board of Directors met and organized by
electing Conrad Schroeder president and
James Collins secretary.

Carpenters' Planes.

Of the tools comprising a carpenter's
kit, none is employed so frequently as the
plane, says a writer in the New York
Trade School Journal, and there are very
few jobs, indeed, where its services are
not required by the carpenter. To ac
complish the best results care must be
taken to keep the plane iron sharp. Many
who use so common a tool as the plane
do not sharpen the iron until it is so dull
that it will hardly cut.
When ground the iron should be given
a long straight bevel. In order that. the
edge may sharpen quickly when the iron
is rubbed on the oil stone, the heel should
be raised—the veriest trifle only is neces
sary—about Tta-inch.
The irons of the jack plane, the short
fore plane, and the smoothing plane,
should be ground and kept with a slightly
convex edge, while in the fore plane and
jointer the edge of the irons should be
ground and kept perfectly straight.
The use of the jack plane is to take off
the rough or superfluous wood ; the short
fore plane for facing or taking the wood
out of wind, the long fore plane and
jointer are used to make the narrow ends
of the lumber straight and square. The
smoothing plane is the last the carpenter
uses on his work, and as the name indi
cates, its purpose is to smooth off and
clean the work he is preparing.

Fire-Proof Construction.

An interesting test was made not long
since in England of a new form of inter
locking fire-proof construction, a few par
ticulars concerning which may not be
without interest to our readers. The
form of construction is that of hollow
tubes of earthenware, each of which is 6
inches wide and 2 feet long, divided by
a central diaphragm. On the sides of
the tubes are alternating recesses and

projections which furnish the inter
locking arrangement that is the special
point of the construction. The under
side of the tubes when used for floors,
and both sides when employed for parti
tions, are provided with dovetailed grooves
for supporting the plaster, so thatiathing
is rendered unnecessary. As the tubes
rest upon and cover the iron work,-no
centering is required for the construction
of a fire-proof floor. For the purpose of
testing the quality of the material and
form of construction, small squares of
flooring were put together and loaded.
One specimen consisting of 2 feet
square of the flooring without concrete
sustained a load of 3125 pounds, while
another of the same dimensions, with 1W
inches of concrete over the tubes, carried
4168 pounds. A small shed with sides
and roof constructed with the interlock
ing tubes is said to have successfully with
stood a severe fire test.
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FRENCH VENEERING.— II.
By HENRY DA.XJBH3.

IN
THE LAST ARTICLE on the above
subject I brought to the attention of
the readers the first kind of veneer

ing that would generally be required of
an ordinary workman. In the present
article I shall go a step farther and ex
plain somewhat in detail the treatment
of the more complicated cases likely to
occur in every-day practice. It shall be
required of the workman to veneer a
quarter round of 9 inches radius and also
a cove of 7 or 8 inches radius, both to be
about 6 or 7 feet in length. This kind
of work, I may say in passing, requires
the utmost caution on the part of the
person executing it. The cores are to be
of white pine and must be planed con
cave or convex, as the exigencies of the
case demand. The corresponding cauls

themselves manifest after the work has
been varnished and rubbed. It is always
advisable to drive a few scrpws into the
strips a b, as they are apt to be detached
when placed in the hot box. I have very
often used a circular saw for scooping
out the body of the work, which is done
by sliding the piece diagonally across the
saw, as shown in Fig. 8. Where there is
a quantity of this work to be done it will
pay to use the latter method, as a great
saving in time is accomplished. When
the cores are all planed to the required
curve, put the cauls into the hot box and
proceed in the 6ame manner as given out
in my preceding article for making joints,
&c. The main point to be considered is
how to get the veneer into the cove or
around the quarter round without split

a few small wire nails through the veneer
to keep it in position while screwing
down. The sawdust will readily adapt
itself to the required shape. The methods
above described have never yet failed to
give the best results. I shall next treat
of the veneering of columns and pillars.

Pig. 7.—Showing How Hough Pieces ar*
Glued Up Before Planing Down.

Fig. 8.—Manner of Using Circular
Saw for Scooping out the Work.

Fig. 9.—Side and End Elevations of
Medallion.

Fig. 10—EasyMethod of Veneering a
Medalli.n.

French Veneering.

will naturally have to be made to exactly
fit into the cores. The illustrations which
are presented in connection herewith
will, I trust, help to make the subject
more clearly understood. Fig. 7 shows
the manner in which the rough pieces are
glued up before planing down. The
strips represented by a 6 are glued
on for the purpose of saving the ex
pense of employing thicker plank.
The planing down to convex pieces is
very readily performed. In order to
insure a true and perfect surface, a
small gauge is used having the same
curve. The concave piece is first scooped
out by means of a roughing plane, after
which a fore plane having a round face
is employed. Great care must also be
exercised that no humps be left in the
surface, for these not only interfere with
the equality of pressure, but also make

Icehouses.

ting. The veneer to go into the cove
should be sponged with hot water on the
side that goes against the glue. The
veneer for the quarter round should re
ceive the same treatment, but on the side
to be finished. By this means the veneer
will adapt itself readily to the required
curve. I have done work in veneering
which was neither concave nor convex,
but which was a segment of a sphere.
Suppose we have a medallion, as shown
in Fig. 9, to be veneered with some inlaid
work. This could also be done by hav
ing the wood worker turn a caul to cor
respond with the medallion. But this
would require too long a time. I have a
simpler and far easier way of doing it.
Make a rough box, as in Fig. 10, and fill
with pine sawdust, loosely packed. Lay
a piece of canvas or bagging over this,
a id when the glue has been applied, drive

A correspondent of the Country Gentle
man writes : I can corroborate from per
sonal experience the statement that any
rough board shanty that will keep the saw
dust packing in place will keep ice. On
the occasion of my first visit to a butter
factory in 1875 I found an icehouse of
the most primitive construction, made of
refuse lumber set up with poles and forked
sticks. This was in August, and the sup
ply of ice was abundant to last through
the season. A few points I will mention
which will be of help to the beginner.
Drainage may be provided by filling a foot
with stone if you have them ; if not, use
old rails or wood, but be sure and have
plenty of sawdust between the ice and this
material. Top ventilation is one of the
important things about an icehouse, and
the best way to get it is to have a large
door or window in each gable, so as to al
low a draft through. If the icehouse can
be located so as to be shaded on the south
and west by trees it will prevent the
boards and packing from heating and re
duce the waste of ice, but if shade cannot
be had from trees set up posts a few feet
from the building, make a pole roof and
cover in June with evergreen brush. If
you will plant some Concord grapevines
they will in two or three years cover a
trellis so as to shade the building and at
the same time furnish fruit. The most es
sential thing to insure the ice keeping well,
however, is to visit the icehouse frequently
through the spring, and see that there are
no air holes in the sawdust which is packed
around the sides and spread over the top.
These are more likely to form early in
March than later, and so every day or two
you should walk over the surface and feel
around with a slight rammer to be sure
that no air holes or cavities are left to al
low the air to enter and waste the ice.
I have learned something new to me
the past year which may be of value to
readers living in a latitude where ice rarely
forms thick enough to be handled. A gen
tleman in Clay County, Ky., where no
available ice formed last winter, tried the
experiment of filling his icehouse with
snow, and that with complete success. It
kept all summer, enabling them to have
ice cream and cool their water and keep
meat and other food. The snow was
tamped solid as it was put in.

Timber Lands of Great Britain.

The woodland surface of Great Britain
ten years ago was, according to returns
which have recently been compiled, in
the neighborhood of 2,458,000acres. In
the year 1888the acreage was estimated
to be 2,561,000,and in 1891the measure
ments taken showed a further advance to
2,695,000 acres. The largest woodland
area to be found in England is said to be
the County of Hampshire, containing
122,574acres. Next in order comes Sus
sex with 122,073 acres, while the four
counties of Hants, Sussex, Surrey and
Kent possess between them nearly one-
quarter of the English woods and planta
tions. In Scotland Inverness-shire has
no less than 169.000acres, this being the
largest area of timber land in Great
Britain.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Trimmer'* Saw Bencb.

From G. N. H., Bristol, Conn.— Think-
inj? it may interest some of the readers of
the paper, I send a sketch and brief de
scription of a bench which I made in the

I Ft

joist and rafters as shown, while F is the
nut. The truss rod is % inch in diameter.

Trimmer's Saw Bench.

year 1880and have used ever since. It is
still in good shape and the only repairs
found necessary during the period named
have been a new top. I call it a " trim
mer's saw bench," and an idea of its
construction may be gained from inspect
ing the drawing which I send herewith.
The top is 12 inches wide and 2 feet 6
inches long. The material employed is
1^-inch stuff, with the exception of the
tray, which is made of ^-inch stuff. The
notches in the ends of the top are used to
hold doors and windows while planing.
I have used the bench for almost every
thing, even for framing light timbers, but
it is especially convenient for trimming,
as the tools are close at hand in the tray
supported between the legs of the table.
When I built the bench I lived in New
York State, but I thought so much of it
that I took it with me when I removed to
Connecticut. It is very strong in com
parison to the weight and I have thrown
what tools I want to use into the tray ;
bave taken it on my shoulder and marched
off to my job of work, if not more than a
mile away. I claim that one can put
more tools into one of these bench trays
than he can in a tool box or a small
basket.

Roof Trail.

From J. A. G., Nampa, Idaho. — In the
June issue of the paper "J. C. W." of
Pine Hill, Pa., asks for a method of sus-

IHansard Roofs.

From L. L. D., Madison, S. D.—l wish
some of the practical readers of the
paper who have had experience in
building mansard roofs would put in
their mite and send to the Editor of the
paper some sketches of framing roofs of
this kind. The subject is one in which I
am interested, and I have no doubt that
my brother chips in other parts of the
country will also be glad to see some
thing published on this branch of our
business.

Length of Jack Rafter*.

From G. D. I., West Philadelphia. Pa.
—In answer to " W. S. S." of Woodlawn,
N. Y., whose letter appeared in the De
cember issue of the paper for 1891, I
would like to make clear what he wishes
to know. In the first place, he asked how
the point H is obtained. This represents
the length of the longest common rafter
on the main roof and the valley hip must

tongue gives the cut for the face of purlin.
For the edge of the purlin, take E J on
the blade and F G on the tongue, and the
tongue gives the cut. This will cut the
purlin running at right angles to E J F
to fit against the valley. The cripples
may be cut by reversing the last operation
and taking E F for the cut on the blade.
The cut for sheeting is always the same
as the edge cut of purlin laying square
with the roof only. The main roof purlin
is obtained in like manner by squaring
from the common rafter until it cuts the
line B G. This gives one side of the
square, or E J. The tongue will give the
cut on the face of the purlin. For the
edge take H J on the blade and E J on
the tongue, the latter giving the cut.
Reversing gives the cut for the cripples.

Quontlon In Bending moment*.

From W. W. J., New York City.— I beg
to submit the inclosed as amethod for find
ing the size of supporting timber desired by" J. D. W." of Paterson, N. J., and pub
lished in the November issue. The answer
given by C. Powell Karr applies, of
course, but the one which I send is appli
cable to any rectangle beam, be it of wood
or iron. In the formula let

£ LENGTHOFJOABLERAFTERS

Diagram Explaining Answer of " G. D. /." to Letter of " W. S. S."

intersect at this point in order to be accu
rate. If the correspondent will refer to
the accompanying sketch he will notice
that J H of Fig. 1is equal to G O of Fig.
2. Continue the valley until it strikes
the ridge at G. Draw G F, which is the
ridge line on the gauge, its accuracy being
shown by J F, being the length of the
longest rafter on the gable. The side
bevels are not the same as the plumb cuts

W = the weight, or 18,248pounds.
b = the breadth.
d = the depth, estimated to be 12
inches.
J = length, or 24 feet.
/ = safe stress, or 12,000 pounds for
iron.
The value of / can be found in any of
the handbooks.
With these values we have the follow
ing formula for the size required for
strength :

Sketch of Roof Truss Submitted by "J. A. G."

taining a one-sided roof and top ceiling
without the use of posts. I send a sketch
which I think will answer his purpose.
The drawing is self-explanatory, but I will
observe that the trnss rods may be placed
at the sides of the joists and rafters and a
sufficient number inserted to guarantee
strength. It would also be well to arrange
for a manhole in the ceiling in order to
tighten the nut at F. Numerous methods
of anchoring the ceiling joist to the strain
beam near the center will suggest them
selves. Referring to the drawing which
I inclose, A represents a square timber of
suitable size, B B are bolts, C C C strut
and braces, D strain beam about 6x8
inches, E 6 x 6 inch piece framed into the

and it would be a grave error to take
them as such. The plumb bevels are
shown for both sections of the main rafter
in Fig. 2 and in the gable section at F of
Fig. 1. The top bevels are always the
same as the long common rafters on the
same ridge pole. By taking the points H
and G and raising them until they meet,
they will stand perpendicularly over B to
their given hight.
I also send a method of cutting purlins
against valleys and hips. Referring to
the sketch, let B S represent the run or
base of the gable and B T the hypotenuse
or rafter. Square from B T, cutting T S
at I. Join B I. Now take B I on the
blade and B J on the tongue, and the

13248 - ^ X 12«x 12,000
3 X 24 X 12

80006= 13248.
b = If inches. Therefore the size re
quired is 1 foot deep by 1f inches thick.
With the values as "before and the de
flection equaling A (each foot) X 24 feet
= f as a total, and with F equaling the
modulus of elasticity, which is 27,000,000
pounds, we have the following formula
for the deflection :

, ^ 5 X 13248X 24 X 24 X 24
82 X 27,000,000X b X 1 X 1 XI

Or solving we have,
b = If, or a trifle over, as before,
showing a beam 1 foot deep and II
inches thick will resist the pressure and
not bend more than T'ffinch to the foot in
length. The modulus of elasticity given
is rather high, but was taken by Mr.
Karr in his estimate, so I employ it in
this case. This is the value of the best
wrought iron.
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Design* lor Fnrnltnre.

From O. I. F., Rock Island 777.—In the
May number of the paper, "A. W. S." of
Camden, N. J., asks for furniture de
signs, I have a number which I drew
during labor hours, and take pleasure in
sending a blue print of a dressing cabinet,
shown in front and end elevation in Figs.
1 and 2. A person can place a few
shelves against the wall below the cab-

this mixture as soon as possible after they
are used and let them remain until wanted
for use, or they may be taken out the next
morning and wiped thoroughly dry. A
varnish which is adopted in some cases is
made by mixing together 6 or 8 ounces of
lard with 1 ounce of rosin and stirring
until cool. When it is in a semifluid
state it is ready for use. If it is too thick
it can be reduced by the application of

Designs for Furniture. —Fig. 1.—View of Dressing Cabinet.

inet, put a brass rod on the lower edge,
and on this suspend a curtain which will
reach to the floor. This combination
gives a very convenient place for books,
papers, &c. The sketches so clearly in
dicate the construction that further par
ticulars would seem to be unnecessary.

Preventing Tool* From Uniting.

From P. E., New York. — In view of the
recipes which have recently been given
in the columns of the paper for keeping
tools from rusting, I take the liberty of
offering a few suggestions touching this
point. The mixture given below is one I
found mentioned in a trade paper, and am
therefore not able to speak from practical
experience of its merits. The mixture is
made of }^ounce of camphor dissolved in
1 pound of melted lard, and after taking
off the scum it is mixed with as much
black lead as will give it an iron color.

coal oil or benzine. If any of the readers
desire a brown coating for preventing
iron and steel from rusting they may dis
solve 2parts of crystallized iron chloride,
2 parts of antimony chloride and 1 part
of tannin in 4 parts of water. This com
position can be applied with a sponge or
rag and then allowed to dry. If one coat
is not sufficient a second may be applied,
and even a third if necessary to produce
the dark color wanted. When dry the

spondent can have two gables on the front
it he so desires, one being located at A
and the other at B. It strikes me hemust
have had something of a struggle to work
out so complicated a roof as he shows
after so simple a design.

Design for Open Stairway.
From G. H. B., Scranton, Pa.—The cor
respondent "D. A. B.," who inquires re
garding open stairway, &c., will find the
dimensions which I present below, using
the arrangement that he employs, abont
what is required. The step should be 3
feet 8 inches long, the tread 91 înches
and the rise 1% inches. The stairs should
close under the landing, and the hight to
the top of the handrail at the second floor

Fig. 2.—End View.

Clean the tools and smear them with this
mixture. After the tools have remained
so covered for 24 hours, rub them clean
with a soft linen cloth. Still another
plan is to take 1 quart of freshly slaked
lime, % pound washing soda, % pound
soft soap in a bucket and sufficient water
to cover the articles. Put the tools in

Diagram Showing Method of Framing

Roof Suggestedby
" S. 0. C."

surface may be washed with water, al
lowed to dry again and then polished
with boiled linseed oil. In this connec
tion it may be well to remark that the
antimony chloride must be as nearly
neutral as possible.
Bright steel articles kept together in a
drawer may be prevented from rusting
by placing with them a lump of freshly
burnt lime. Articles in use can be placed
in a box nearly filled with thoroughly
slaked lime, and then, before using the
tools, rub well with a woolen cloth.

Problem In Roof Construction.
From S. O. C. , Fredonia, N. Y.— In re
ply to
" J. C. B." of Hamilton, Ont. , whose

inquiry appears in the July issue of the
paper, I send a roof plan which I think
will meet his requirements. The corre-

i

i

BAV
WINDOW

Design for an Open Stairway.— Fig. 1.—
Plan View.

should be 2 feet 8J4 inches. A newel post
may be placed at the landing and
another at the head of the stairs. A
fancy window would make a very nice
appearance over the landing. The rail
returning at the head of the stairs would
make an opening on the second floor of
about 2 feet 8 inches. The sketches, Figs.
1 and 2, will make my meaning clear.

Content* of a Wafer Tank.
In giving the rule for finding the con
tents of a water tank in our issue for
January the figures of the equation were" pied, as the printer would say, render
ing them unintelligible. We therefore
repeat the rule for the benefit of the cor
respondent who made the inquiry and for
those of our readers who may be inter
ested. The question was to find the con
tents of a tank the inside diameter of
which was 23 feet 6 inches, and whose
higbt was 17feet 4 inches. The rule for
computing this into United States stand-

Fig. 2.—Side Elevation.

ard gallons is to multiply the area of
the base by the hight of the tank, which
gives the contents in cubic feet. Then
reduce the cubic feet to cubic inches and
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divide by the number of cubic inches in a
United States gallon. As the area of a
circle, which may be considered the cir
cumference of the tank, is obtained by
multiplying the square of the radius by
3.1416,we have the following equation:
11.75' X 3.1416 X 17.333X 1728 -*- 231 =

56234.52gallons.

Length* of Tank Hoops.
From H. J. M., Little Chute, Wit.— I
notice in a late issue of Carpentry and
Building an inquiry from " E. G. B.,"
Ripley, N. Y., asking how to obtain the
length of hoops for water tanks. I send
sketches showing how to obtain the cir
cumference of a circle of any given
diameter, and as the correspondent knows
the circumference of the tank or tub, I
think he will have no trouble in ascer
taining the correct length of any hoop he
may desire. Take a pair of dividers and
strike a circle to a scale of say % or lA-
inch to the foot ; then place the outside
corner of a steel square to the center of
the circle, as at A, Fig. 1. Referring now
to the sketch, Fig. 2, scribe along the out
side of the square from B to A, and from
jA to C, then draw a line from B to C,
ntersecting at the points where the lines
previously drawn cut the circumference
of the circle. Now obtain the center on
the line B C, as at D. Take the square
and place it with one edge at the center

every particular. Whether there would
be any saving of time and labor, as com
pared with the erection of staging, de
pends, in a great measure, upon the accu
racy of the work.

From W. H. L., East Pepperell, Mass.
— I notice in a recent issue the inquiry of" E. B. G.." Ripley, N. Y., as to the man
ner of finding the lengths of hoops for a
tank without employing a traveler wheel.
My method is to first find the diameter
of the tank and thpn multiply the diam
eter by 31. For example, suppose the
tank is 18 feet in diameter, then this
number multiplied by 8$ equals 57 feet,
which is the distance around the tank.

From H. M. N., Sandwich, 111.—In
reply to the inquiry of "E. B. G.," Rip
ley, N. Y., who desires to learn of a
method for obtaining the length of hoops
for tanks, I would suggest that he make
a scale drawing showing the hight and
diameter, then ascertain the diameter of
the tank at the desired point, multiplying
by 3.1416. For example, let 24 feet rep
resent the diameter. Multiply this bv
3.1416,which gives 72 feet 4.7808inches",
which, for the sake of convenience, may
be called 1% inches.

From T. H., Brainerd, Minn.—I notice
that " E. G. B.," of Ripley, N. Y., asks

Divide the difference between bottom and
top circumference by the length of the
stave to obtain the rate ofdecreasein the cir
cumference. Multiply the rate of decrease
by each hoop distance separately in order
to obtain the amount of decrease, which
deducted from the bottom circumference
gives the length of hoop required. For
example: A B = 24 feet ; C D = 22 feet ;
Staves = 16 feet, the first stave being 6
inches above the bottom.
Now, 24 feet x 3} = 75 feet 5| inches ;
and 22 feet x 3$ = 69 feet If inches.
Subtracting one from
the other leaves. . . 6 feet, 3J inches ;
which divided by 16 = 4| inches. This
is the rate of decrease in the circumfer
ence per foot in hight ; 44 -*- 6 inches
(% foot) = 2/j inches; 75 feet, 5\ inches —

-QIAmtTEH-^AT-TOP-22
CIRCUMFERENCE69.11

A T

DIAMETER-AT^OTTOM-M

CIRCUmFERENCE76.3084

Fig. 8.—Portion of a Tank Showing Plan Pur
suedby "J. C. M."

A B

Fig. 1.—Showing " H. J. M.'s" Method. Fig. 2.—Mannerof Using theSteelSquare. Fig. 4—SketchSubmittedby " F. 8. C."

Lengths of Tank Hoops.—Diagrams Illustrating Methods of Various Correspondents.

of the circle, cutting the line B C at
D, and draw the line D E. Multiply the
diameter of the circle by 3 and add
the distance from D to E. For example,
suppose the tank is 24 feet in diameter.
The circumference would be 75 feet 6
inches : thus 3 X 24 — 72 plus the dis
tance from D to E, which is 3 feet 6
inches, making 75 feet 6 inches. The
sketches which I send so clearly show my
method that further explanation would
appear to be unnecessary.

From J. C. M., Oregon, III— A corre
spondent desires to know how to obtain
the length of the hoops for a round tank
without the use of staging. The first
thing to do is to make a draft of what is
wanted to a certain scale and work from
that. I send a sketch. Fig. 3, of a por
tion of a tank, which I think the corre
spondent will fully understand. He does
not give the diameter of the tank at the
top, but I will call it 22feet. The width of
the hoops are not given, so I will leave
that to the correspondent. I would take
my length from where the top of the hoop
is supposed to come. It needs to be a
little less than shown in the drawing for
the bottom hoop, according to the width
of it. Space off for the rest of the hoops
on the line marked A. When the position
of the hoops is known draw a line from
side to side at right angles with this one
from each point, and the result is the
diameter of the tank at each hoop posi
tion. Now, multiplying each diameter
by 3.1416 will give "the length of each
hoop. In order to do the work in this
way the construction must be exact in

how to obtain the length of hoops for
water tanks. I have as yet seen no
answer to this question published, so I
give my method of doing the work. Take
the diameter of the tank and multiply it
by 3.1416. If the diameter of the tank is
24 feet, for example, the equation is as
follows : 24 X 3.1416= 75.3984; or multi-

?l
y the diameter by 22 and divide by 7.

bus : 24 X 22 + 7 = 75!.
Bv the following method I produce a

circle to any desired scale, say 1 inch to
the foot, and this on 24 feet would be 24
inches. I place the steel square on the
circle with the heel exactly at the center,
as indicated in Fig. 2 of the sketches; then
scribe closely to the square, cutting the
circumference of the circle, as indicated
by B C. Then draw the chord intersecting
the»points B C already referred to. The
next step is to divide the segment equally,
which is done by the line D E. Now
three times the diameter plus the distance
D E will give the required measurement
or circumference.

2& inches = 75 feet 2}T inches, which is
the length of the first hoop required.

Pltcb of Roofs.

From L. H., New Haven, Conn.— In
Carpentry and Building for December I

notice an item from "G. A. L.," South
Hanson, Mass., asking for an explanation
of the designation half pitch, quarter
pitch, third pitch, &c., in roof fruining.
As a practical mechanic of 20 years' ex
perience I would say that I have always
termed 90° a square, and 45°half a square,
or in roof framing one-half pitch. By
the same token 60° would be two-thirds
pitch, and so on, the fractional part of 90°
designating the pitch. I believe the
above to be the only true solution, but
shall be glad to hear what others have to
say on the subiect.

From F. S. C, New York City.— Reply
ing to " E. B. G.," Ripley, N. Y., I sub
mit a method for obtaining the lengths of
tank hoops. Referring to the sketch,
Fig. 4

,

the correspondent should have
given the bottom diameter A B, the top
diameter C D and the length of the
staves. The first step is to locate the
position of each stave, and determine the
exact distance from the bottom of the
stave to the center of each hoop. Calcu
late the circumference of the bottom and
top of the tank by multiplying the diam
eter by 31, or more exactly 3.14159.

Length of Jack Rafters.

From D. H. M., Waterbury, Conn. —
Referring to the letters of " F. C. P.,"
Petoskey, Mich., and " C. W. B.," of
South Denver, Col., in the December
number of Carpentry and Building, I

would say that both correspondents are
correct, but they give no rule by which
the lengths of the rafters are obtained.
The result is that if " H. A. B.," of
Moreno, Cal., or any one else desires to
know the difference in the length of jack
rafters for any other pitch, and more or
less distance apart, it will be necessary
for him to inquire again.
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Blue Print* Direct from Original

Drawings.

From JAMES F. HOBART.— In reply to" D. H." of Chicago, HI., who asked in a
recent issue how to take a blue print from
an original drawing and thus save time
and trouble of tracing, I would offer a
method which, though somewhat expen
sive and troublesome to successfully carry
out, will be found to give good results.
Before describing the method I wish to
call attention to the fact that the idea of
saying anything by working from the
original drawing, instead of from a trac
ing, is entirely wrong. In order to make
an acceptable print at all the drawing
must be done in good black ink, either
India ground from the cake, or in Higgin's
liquid India ink, which is sufficiently good
for all purposes. It is no more work to
make the ink drawing on a piece of trac
ing cloth laid over the pencil drawing
than it is to put the ink on the paper
direct. It is for other reasons much better
to use the tracing cloth for the ink and
keep the original drawing in pencil, for,
asalmost every drawing has to be changed,
the desired removals can easily be made
on the pencil drawing with rubber and a
hard pencil, whereas if the lines were
inked in the task would be a tedious one.
In case of extensive changes, a new
tracing can be made, and the changes in
corporated therein. By this method the
original drawing is not subject to wear
or the risk of being soiled, and may be
kept as choice as one pleases in fire-proof
safes or vaults. Should, however, a man
get hold of an inked-in drawing, or should
he wish to copy some engraving, he can
make the paper temporarily transparent
by wetting it with benzine, naphtha or tur-
l>entine. This substance evaporates very
quickly, but is prevented from escaping
by the plate of glass which is laid over the
drawing during the printing process. The
great trouble with this and similar proc
esses is that it takes too much time to
print, owing to so much of the sunlight
being stopped by the thick paper on which
the drawing is made. Were it not for
this, the problem would be a very simple
one.

PRINTING SOLUTION.

The best way out of the difficulty is to
use some liquid which is more sensitive
than the ordinary blue printing solution,
and which will therefore require less time
for sufficient action of the sunlight. A
solution which will print through ordi
nary paper in 80 minutes consists of 10
grains of bichromate of potash and 20
grains of sulphate of copper dissolved in 1
ounce of water. This mixture is spread
as evenly as possible over the paper with
a brush or a sponge, and then dried. The
paper is then exposed under the drawing
in the same manner that blue prints are
made and shows a faint copy of the draw
ing in yellow. The print then must be
washed over with a solution of 20 grains
of nitrate of silver in 1 ounce of pure rain
or distilled water. The print will then
change to a brilliant red color, and is fin
ished like an ordinary blue print by wash
ing in pure water until all the chemicals
have been removed. The above method
does not give a blue print, but it may be
changed to a greenish blue color by soak
ing in salt and water. In a few moments
the picture will entirely disappear, but if
the paper be held in the sunlight the pict
ure or print will appear again of a green
ish blue color.
When it is necessary that the time of
exposure to sunlight must be reduced to
a few seconds instead of minutes resource
must be had to the salts of silver for the
sensitizing solution, instead of the salts of
iron or potash as used thus far. Silver
paper, technically known as " bromide,"
cannot well be prepared by the printer,
but should be purchased ready for use of
a dealer in photographic materials. This
paper is very sensitive to light, and a dark
room lighted by red or orange colored
light is an absolute necessity. There are
three kinds of paper in the market, and
tlie thin, smooth kind should be chosen, es

pecially if it is to be used as a negative
from which to again make a print of the
ordinary kind.
The sensitive bromide paper is sold in
three kinds, and marked respectively
"A," "B" and"C." The kindmarked" A " is the variety required for the work
in hand, the other kinds being either on
thick paper or with rough surface for
finishing with crayon. The bromide paper
will be found to be very expensive; a
dozen sheets 8 xlOinchescostoverf 1. But
where one sheet only is used to a drawing
the actual expense is not as great as
appears at first sight. But using one sheet
of bromide to a drawing it is assumed
that ordinary blue prints will be made
from the bromide print, which really is
made to take the place of a tracing.

THE BROMIDE PROCESS.

There is one point in favor of the bro
mide process, and that is prints can be
made by it in the night, although, of
course, the printing process is much
slower than when sunlight is used. The
drawing is prepared for printing in the
same manner as for an ordinary blue
print, only a dark room must be used for
handling the paper between the original
package and the printing frame, and again
during the removal therefrom and the de
veloping process which the exposed prints
must be carried through. There is no
outwardly visible change to indicate when
the exposure has been completed, there
fore it is well to experiment a bit with a
small piece of paper placed under the
drawing. Let the part of the drawing
under which the test piece is placed be
covered with a thick piece of dark cloth
when exposed to the sun, then, watch in
hand, slide back the cloth, exposing a strip
of the bromide paper. After, say 5 sec
onds, slide the cloth back again, exposing
another strip. Then another and another,
until half a dozen have been exposed, the
last for 5 seconds, the first for 80. Then,
when the test strip is removed to the dark
room and developed, the part which re
ceived the correct time of exposure will
give a perfect print. The rest of the slip
will be either too light or too dark. Once
the proper time of exposure and kind of
paper is determined, all drawings on that
kind can be exposed with confidence, the
only allowance necessary being for the
strength of the light at the time the ex
posure is made.

THE DEVELOPER.

A developer is required for this kind of
paper, which from the very beginning to
the end must be handled with great care
and cleanliness, both as regards the de
veloper and the paper. The former is
made up in three separate solutions, and
mixed together only when used, as it
does not keep well when mixed. A fourth
solution called a " restrainer" is also used,
but in such small quantity that a little of
it goes a good ways. For making up the
solutions two bottles will be required
with a capacity of 82 ounces (2 quarts),
one which will hold 8 ounces (}£ pint),
and one of almost any size, say 1 to 4
ounces.
Into the smaller bottle put one part
bromide of potash and 9 parts of water.
This makes a 10per cent, solution, as it is
called. Into the 8-onnce bottle make a
citrate of ammonia solution by dissolving
% ounce of citric acid in 2J^ ounces of
rain water. Then add ammonia (stronger)
till a slip of red litmus paper immersed in
the solution will just lose its color, then
add rain water to make up the whole vol
ume to 4 ounces. Mark this bottle " C."
Procure 4 ounces of oxalate of potash and
dissolve in 15ounces of clean rain water.
Then add 80 grains of citric acid and 1
ounce of the " C " solution. Place in one
of the large bottles, and mark "A." In
the remaining bottle dissolve 2 ounces of
sulphate of iron in 16 ounces of pure
water, then add 8 drops of sulphuric acid,
and mark the bottle " B."
When ready to develop arrange the
dark room and its red or orange light,
then remove the exposed pieces of paper

from the tight box in which they were
placed after being exposed, and put them
in a tray or other flat dish containing
clean, pure water. It will be better to
begin with one piece of paper, then, after
a little of the ' ' know-how " is acquired, as
many as seven or eight pieces can be
handled at one time, both in the prelimi
nary bath and in the developer. While
the prints are soaking in the clean water
(this is only to prevent staining by the
developer, which might flow unevenly
over the paper were it put on dry) mix
the developer, which is formed of 1ounce
of the " B1' solution, 2 ounces of "A," )£
ounce of water, and 8 to 6 drops of the
potash solution.
Turn the water off the paper, bring
careful from the time the paper is first
taken out of the original package till the
picture is finished and dry to keep the
fingers off the face side of it. They will
leave a stain every time, and it is best to
make use of paper large enough ao that it
can be handled by the margin, which can
be cut off after the picture has been fin
ished. If small paper, the exact required
size, must, be used, keep the fingers off,
and handle by means of a glass rod or
some other means. After the water is
turned off pour on the developer with a
flowing motion which will cause it to
cover the entire surface of the paper with
one sweep. Keep the tray in motion so
the developer will not stand still, or it
may spot the print. In a few seconds
the lines will begin to appear. When they
are dark enough, or rather when the
ground between the lines is well black
ened, pour off the developer, or if other
pieces are to be developed, remove the
print to another tray and flow with water ;
then place in a solution of hyposulphite
of soda, 1 ounce to the quart of water.
Allow the print to remain therein at least
ten minutes, then soak in several changes
of water for at least one hour, after
which the print may be dried and pro
nounced finished.
If the thin bromide paper A is used for
this purpose, a blue print may be made
from the bromide on a bright day by an
exposure of ten minutes, or even less. The
blue print will possess the advantage of
being a " blue positive," which presents a
much finer effect than the ordinary blue
print, as the lines are blue on a white
ground. It would be well to experiment
on a few small prints at first, say not more
than 4x5 inches, and when the " trade is
learned " on these begin with larger prints.
It is a troublesome process at the best, and
unless great care, cleanliness and exact
ness are observed at all times the whole
business will surely be a miserable failure.
When, however, success is obtained, the
results will well repay for the time and
trouble spent.

From J. P. A., Newport Newt, Va.—
Replying to the inquiry of " D* H.," Chi
cago, HL, I would say that drawings made
on cardboard are rendered temporarily
translucent by flooding the drawing paper
with purified benzine of the best quality.
This liquid soon evaporates without injur
ing the drawing. While in the trans
lucent state the blue print may be taken.

Interior FInUn.

From N. D. C., Dixon, TIL— I notice a
request for suggestions which will add to
the usefulness of Carpentry and Build
ing, and I can only any that I know of
nothing except, perhaps, somenew styles of
interior finish for dwellings. I have just
completed a house and have gotten up
somti liug entirely different from anything
I hare ever seen. Every one around here
likes it very much. I have another house
which I am building for myself and I
would like to have something different. I
want something without corner blocks.
If any of the readers of Carpentry and
Building can help me out I wuh they
would do so.
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Roof Framing Without Drawings.
(Continued.)

IF
THE RAFTERS are placed 16 inches from cen
ters the run of the first jack will be 16 inches.
Taking the same figures in the table as those to

find the common rafter and multiplying by 16 inches,
we have as follows :

1.16 x 16 = 18.56
The decimal 0.56 may be called *4 inch. Thus the
length of the first jack would be i8y2 inches, the sec
ond twice that, the third three times, and so on till
the required number is found. In complicated roofs
the table may be used to great advantage in connec
tion with the plan. When used in this way only one

diagram showing the runs of the rafters is needed, as
the lengths of all the rafters may be very quickly

Thus we have computed the different lengths of all
the rafters necessary to figure in the plan, as all
rafters of the same run will be the same length, these
being readily seen in the plan. As the latter shows
the lengths of the principal different rafters it is un
necessary to represent all those which are of the
same length, although it is a good plan in actual
practice. By this method one can see at a glance
just where every rafter belongs, as well as noting in
stantly all of the same length. It is usually neces
sary to figure the lengths of only a few, as will be
seen by referring to the plan. The valley rafter on
the left side of the wing should be the same length
as the main hip; then it will reach to the main ridge,
the only place of support in a self-supporting roof.
The jacks which cut from hip to valley on this side

Fig. 108.—Dlagiam
for Finding Width
of Gable Planceer.

fig. 107.—Elevationof Roof Having
ThreeGables.

Fig. 104.—Showinghow a Plan of a Roof can be used In Jig. 106—DiagramShowing Importance
Connectionwith Rafter Table. of Line Work in Laying out Rafters.

The Builders' Guide—The Art of Roof Framing.

Fig. Ufl.—DiagramShowingWork Line In a
Jack Rafter.

figured and set down on the plan and the required
bevels may be taken from the table. Fig. 104 shows
the plan of a roof 16 x 24 feet, with wing 12x8 feet.
Roof to be 8 inches to the foot pitch and rafters

placed 2 feet from centers. The lengths of rafters in
this plan figured by the table are as follows :
For the common rafter, main part,
1.20 x 8 = 9.60 feet. 0.60 x 12 = 7.20 inches.

Length of common rafter is therefore 9 feet 7
inches
For the hip rafter, main part,
1.56 x 8 = 12.48 feet. 0.48 x 12 = 5 76 inches.

The length of hip rafter is therefore 12 feet 5^
inches.
For the first jack, main part,
i.20 x 2 = 2.40 feet. 0.40 x 12 = 4.80 inches.

The length of first jack is 2 feet 4^ inches ; the

length of the second jack is 4 feet 9^ inches, and the

length of the third jack is 7 feet 2^ inches.

For the hip rafter on the wing:
1.56 x 6 = 9.36 feet. 0.36 x 12 = 4.32 inches.

The length of hip rafter is therefore 9 feet 4^ inches.

* Copyrighted, 1892,by I. P. Hicks.

will each be the same length, which is 4 feet 9^
inches, the length of the second jack, as shown in

the plan. The valley on the right side of the wing
will be the same length as the hip on the end of the

wing. The common rafter on the wing will be the

same length as the third jack on the main part. It
is easy to see that the length of any rafter on roofs

of equal pitch may be readily found by this method.

LAYING OUT RAFTERS.

In laying out rafters, it is very important to set off
the length on the work line, as deviations from this

rule will often lead to mistakes. The lines indicat
ing the run and rise of a rafter are easily traced, but

the work line for the length of a rafter is sometimes

lost to sight, particularly in cutting jack rafters.

The framer must never lose the work line in cutting

a rafter; if he does, he is like a mariner at sea with
out a compass or a ship without a rudder. The

work line is an important part in obtaining the

lengths of rafters, as will be shown.
In roofs which have a projection of the rafter for
the cornice, the back of the rafter rises above the

level of the plate whatever thickness may be allowed
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on the rafter for the support of the cornice. Refer

ring to Fig. 105, A B represents the run of a common
rafter, B C the rise, and A C the length and work

line. Projections for the cornice must be added

from the corner of the plate at A. Now suppose we

square up from the corner of the plate at A to D, the
back of the rafter, and measure the length to E the
same as on the line A C. Now if we make the plumb
cut at E, as shown by the dotted line, we find our

rafter too short, as is plainly shown in the diagram.
Thus it will be seen that the work line is an essential
point in laying out rafters.

We will now trace the work line in a jack rafter
from the plate to the top bevel, as this is the place

many mechanics are at a loss as to the proper point

to which to measure.

Referring to Fig. 106, we can easily trace the work

ine and the lines forming the cut of the jack rafter.

The work line is represented by A C, the plumb line
or down bevel by D B', and is always the same as the

down bevel of the common rafter. To find the bevel
across the back of the rafter draw another plumb

line the thickness of the rafter from the cutting line

and measured square from it, as C E. Square across

the back of the rafter to F ; connect F with D, and

a ridge pole deduct half its thickness from the

length of the common rafter. Aside from this, it is
seldom necessary to make any reduction in the

lengths of rafters, as shown on the work lines in the

plans.
RAISING RAFTERS.

It is as important to know how to properly put
up the frame work of a roof as it is to know how to

lay it off correctly. First see that the plates are
straight and the angles true, then set up the deck or
ridge on stanchions the proper hight ; next put up
all the common rafters which will not interfere with
hips and valleys. Many mechanics advocate raising
the hips and valleys first, but practical experience
will prove that this is a great mistake. Put up first
all the common rafters that can be raised conven
iently. There is always a ready way to plumb a pair
of common rafters, and if the common rafters are
plumb they will square up the roof ready for hips
and valleys, which, being on an angle with the plates,
are often very bothersome to set to the required
angle. They are also troublesome to plumb up,
especially when they are the first rafters raised. By
raising the common rafters first the deck or ridge is

brought into the proper position for the hips and val-

Fig. 108.—Methodof Obtaining Miter Line
for FasciaandCrown Molding.

fig 110.—Mannerof Applying the Squareto theMiter Box for Laying
Off the Cuts.
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the lines to which to cut are F D B'. The proper
point to which to measure on the line A C is from A
to the scratch mark half way between the two plumb
lines, this being the center of the rafter in thickness.
In actual practice this little point need not be con
sidered, and for convenience in measuring the length
may be taken from A to C. So slight a deviation in
the true length of a jack rafter does not cut any
figure in framing or ever appear noticeable, from the
fact that jack rafters can be moved forward or back
ward a little on the plate and hip and if they are all
framed by the same rule will be of uniform distance
apart.
We are instructed by some to deduct half the
thickness of the hip or valley rafter in setting off the
length of jacks. This is a point which may be disre
garded, especially when hip and valley rafters are
only a inches thick. It is evident that if we lay
out a jack rafter setting off the length on the side
which has the long corner of the bevel, it will be a
little more than half the thickness of the rafter short
when the bevel is cut.
Therefore, if jacks are cut according to the work
line in Fig. 106, they will be near enough for all
practical purposes in the usual order of building and
without making any deduction in length for the
thickness of hip and valley rafters. When roofs have

leys and the trouble of squaring and plumbing the
hips and valleys is much less. After raising the hips
and valleys stay them straight and finally put in the
jacks, being careful not to spring the hips and valleys
when nailing the jacks.

Mltering Planceers, Moldings, &c.

As the art of making a common miter joint is uni
versally understood by all mechanics, an explanation
of the common miter is unnecessary. We will, there
fore, explain the methods of making some of the
most complicated and difficult miters which fre
quently come up in the actual practice of carpentry.
Fig. 107 shows the elevation of a roof having three
gables, and it is required to miter the level planceer
A B with the gable planceer B C. To many this
seems like a difficult problem ; yet if one will con
sider the roof plan for a moment, he will see that
the proper figures on the square to make the re
quired miter may be taken directly from the roof
plan, which gives the bevels for cutting the rafters.
To cut the bevel on the planceer A B use the same
figures on the square that make the bevel across the
top of jacks, but reverse the cut. Thus, if 17 on
blade and 12 on tongue cuts the jack rafters, the
blade gives the cut of the jack and the tongue the
miter line for the planceer. The reason for reversing
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the cut is because the planceer A B runs in a direc
tion exactly opposite the rafters.
The same figures will also miter the sheeting in
the valley. Now, the planceer B C which goes up the
gable runs parallel with the rafters, hence the same
figures which give the cut for the jacks will give the
cut for this, which, in the present case, are 17 on the
blade and 12 on the tongue, the blade giving the
•cut. Or, referring to Fig. 107, B G and D G show the
position and length of valley rafters, and the bevel
at B is the bevel for cutting the planceer A B, while
that at J, which is the bevel for jack rafter, is the
bevel for cutting the planceer B C, which goes up
the gable. The junction of the two gable planceers
C D and E D at D forms another kind of miter joint.
In this the planceer on both gables cuts the same,
and the cut is the same as the bevel which cuts
the jacks, shown at D. This bevel is also the same
as the one. shown at J.
The planceers A B and B C must necessarily be of
-different widths, the gable planceer being the nar
rower. To find the width the gable planceer must
ie to match the level planceer, draw the width of

applied to them ; hence the best way to miter mold

ings is by means of the miter box. As almost every
one knows how to make the common miter box
I will not go into the details of manufacturing it

,

but explain the methods of making cuts in it for
the purpose of mitering moldings for some of the
difficult joints which frequently come up in actual

practice.
To miter the molding in the valley at D, Fig.
107, which is the junction of two gables, take for
the cut down the sides of the box the plumb cut of
the common rafter, which in this case I will sup
pose to be one-half pitch, which is in accordance
with the diagrams. For the cut across the top of
box use the same bevel as for cutting the jacks,
which is shown at J. Fig. no shows the manner
of applying the square to the box for laying off
the cuts. It will be necessary to put two cuts in
the box, right and left, as shown. In connection
with this kind of a box it is more convenient to
make it with only one side, as shown in Fig. in.
The side, however, should be made of a thick piece
of lumber, so that it will form a good guide for

SIDE

BOTTOM

Fig. lll.-Miter Box with One Side.
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f 1

Kiir. IK'.- -Hip and Valley Roof of One-third Pitch.

level planceer A B, representing the pitch of roof,
-as shown in Fig. 108. Square down from A to C,
the rise of planceer, and B C will be the width of
gable planceer corresponding to A B. To obtain
the miter line for mitering the fascia and crown
molding at B, draw two parallel level lines and two
parallel pitch lines of the common rafter, keeping
both sets of lines the same distance apart, as shown
in Fig. 109. Connect the opposite angles where the
lines cross each other, as shown by A B, and this will
give the required miter. The figures for this may be
found by placing the blade of the square on the line
A C and tongue on A B. The tongue gives the cut.
If the fascia stands square with the rafters on. the
line A B, Fig. 107, then a square miter will make the
joint which connects the level fascia A B with the
gable fascia A F. But now suppose the fascia on
line A B stands plumb, as it frequently does, and
should on a roof of this kind, then a different cut is

required. In this case cut the level fascia on a

square miter, but for the gable fascia cut across the
edge of the board on the same bevel as for a jack,
and cut the plumb line the same as that of the com
mon rafter.

Having shown how to properly miter the planceer
and fascia, we will next take the crown molding.
The miter for moldings cannot be accurately laid
•off from the square because it cannot be properly

the saw. As these miter boxes are used only for

a special purpose no one wants to spend very much

time making them, therefore the box with one side

is recommended to answer the purpose, and it is
the easiest to make. The secret of a good miter

box lies in having the sides stand square with the

bottom and of the same hight from end to end

If these two points are carefully observed and the
cuts made true, good results will follow, no matter
how rough the box may be in appearance.
To miter the level molding at A, in Fig. 107, with
the gable molding A F, cut the level molding A B in

a common miter box, using the square miter, and cut

the gable molding A F in the box as described in
connection with Fig. no. By this method a fair job
can be done, but the moldings will not member
exactly. To make a perfect joint the gable molding
requires a slightly different profile.
Fig. 112 shows the elevation plan of a hip and valley
roof drawn to the scale of a third pitch, in which is

shown another form of miter joints. A B is the length
and position of left end hip rafter, C D the length of

common rafter, C E the length and position of left
valley rafter, F G the length and position of left hip
on front end, and F H the length of common rafter.

A B, C E and F G show the miter lines of hips and
valleys. There is nothing peculiar or difficult about

the joints at A, C and E except the mitering of the
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fascia and crown molding on a square cornice,
which means that the ends of the rafters are cut

square and that the fascia and crown molding stand

square with the roof instead of plumb. To miter the
sheeting or the planceer on the hips or in the valley,
take the length of common rafter C D on the blade
and the run of common rafter D E on the tongue.
The figures fora third pitch are 14^2 inches on blade
and 12 inches on tongue, the tongue giving the cut,
or the bevel may be taken at C, as shown in the dia

gram. There is also a bevel across the edge of the
board, which may be found in the following manner :
Take the length of common rafter F H on the blade
and the rise of common rafter I H on the tongue.
The figures for a third pitch are i^l/2 inches on blade
and 8 inches on tongue, the tongue giving the cut,
or the bevel may be found as follows : Square down
on the line F H the rise of common rafter H J and
connect J F. The bevel at J will be the bevel for
the edge of the board.

There is practically no difference between a hip
and valley cut. The bevel on the edge of board in the

valley and on the hip is the same, it being onlyneces-

gives cut for edge of fascia. The tongue gives the
cut.
Length of common rafter, 14^ inches on blade,
and rise of common rafter, 8 inches on tongue, gives
cut for side of fascia. The tongue gives the cut.

MITERING ROOF BOARDS AND PLANCEERS.

To miter planceers and roof boards in valleys of
two pitches it is only necessary to take the Sgures
on the square which cut the bevels across the top of
the jacks on the two pitches and reverse the cut, as
the roof boards and planceers run in an opposite
direction to the jacks.
The bevels may be taken from any plan showing
the two pitches and cuts of jacks. Fig. 113 repre
sents the plan of a valley in a roof of two pitches.
The dotted lines D B and B F are the lines plumb
under the ridge. A B shows the run of the valley
C D the length of common rafter on left gable, and
E F the length of common rafter on front gable.
Transfer the length of common rafter C D to C G
and draw the ridge line G H, which extends to the
center of front gable. Transfer the length of com
mon rafter E F to E I and draw the ridge line I J,
which extends to the center of left gable. Connect
A H and A J, which shows the position of valley for
finding the bevels of the jacks, roof boards and plan
ceers on both sides of the hip. The bevels at K and

E J
Fig. 118.-Pl«n of Valley In a Hoof of Two Pitches.
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fig. 114.—Manner of Applying the Steel Squareto Obtaln,~Berel
for Hip or Valley Rafter.

sary to reverse the bevel, as the long point of bevel
on hip will be on the face side of board and in the
valley it will be on the back side.
To miter the fascia at A, C or F when it stands
square with the roof proceed as follows : For the
bevel across the edge of board take the length of the
common rafter on the blade and the run on the
tongue, when the tongue will give the cut. Figures
on the square are the same as for cutting the face
side of sheeting or planceer, or the bevel may be taken,
as shown at C. For the cut down the side of fascia
take the length of the common rafter on the blade
and the rise of common rafter on tongue, and the
tongue will give the cut, or take the bevel shown at J.
To make the cut on a miter box for mitering the
molding on the hips and valleys take the bevel at C
for the cut across the top of box, which is 14% inches
on blade and 12 inches on tongue. The tongue gives
the cut. For the cut down the side of box take the
bevel at J, which is 14^ inches on the blade and 8
inches on the tongue. The tongue gives the cut.
The facts when condensed are as follows:
Length of common rafter, 14^ inches on blade,
and run of common rafter, 12 inches on tongue, gives
cut for face of planceer or sheeting. The tongue
gives the cut.
Length of common rafter, 14% inches on blade,
and rise of common rafter, 8 inches on tongue, gives
cut for edge of planceer or sheeting. The tongue
gives the cut.
Length of common rafter, 14^ inches on blade,
and run of common rafter, 12 inches on tongue,

L are the jack rafter bevels. The bevels at M and N
are the bevels for mitering the roof boards or plan
ceers. The bevels at H and J are also the same as M
and N, and show very plainly that they are the re
verse of the jack rafter bevels. It is only necessary
to have the planceers of a different width in order to
have them member exactly, as will be seen by the
boards in the diagram. If this plan is followed there
will be no twisting of planceers in cornicing when
joining roofs of different pitches.

BEVEL FOR HIP OR VALLEY.

A question in roof framing which sometimes comes
up in actual practice is how to cut the bevel on the
lower end of a hip or valley corresponding to a
square cut of the common rafter. This is only used
in cutting the ends of hip and valley rafters prepara
tory to nailing on the fascia and crown molding.
Every carpenter knows that a square cut on a hip or
valley will not correspond with a square cut on the
common rafter.
This cut may be obtained in the following manner:
Take 17 inches on the blade of a square and one-half
the rise of the common rafter to a foot run on the
tongue, and the tongue gives the cut.
For example, suppose I have a roof of one-third
pitch. This being a rise of 8 inches to the foot run, 8
and 12 will make the common rafter cuts and 17 and
4 the cut on the end of the hip or valley correspond
ing to a square cut of the common rafter. Fig. 114
shows the manner of applying the square for the
purpose of obtaining the bevel on the lower end of a
hip or valley rafter.
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WARMING AND VENTILATING DWELLINGS.

AN
EXCEEDINGLY interesting ex
periment in the warming and ven
tilating of a dwelling under some

what adverse conditions has lately been
made by M. Somesco, in connection with
a house erected for himself at Creil, Oise,
France. The account of the dwelling and
the methods employed which follows is
taken from the report of the London Lancet
Sanitary Commission, which visited the
house and declares it to be undoubtedly
"the best practical application of the
principle of warm walls and cold air." In
the description we have substituted the
English for the French system of measure
ment. The commission visited M. Somesco
on a day when a strong wind was blow
ing from the northeast and when the
atmosphere was at a low temperature.
"It is important to note," says the
report, " that M. Somesco's house is built
on marsh land. On both sides of the house
there is a river, and but for the construc
tion of embankments flood would occur
in this spot. It was necessary to dig six

tween the outer and inner wall. The ar
rows C C C show the hot-air space be
tween the walls. The door from the
garden into the basement is represented
by C D, the back door by B D, the front
door by F D, and the door from the
entrance hall to the drawing room by
D R D. The lighted furnace in the garden
outside the house is indicated by F. The
arrows from the furnace show how the
smoke and hot air pass horizontally round
the house till they reach the point C H,
where a chimney carries the smoke verti
cally up to the roof. The position of the
windows is shown by W W W W, while
P P P P are openings through which
brushes may be passed from the garden
into the smoke flue to clean away the
soot.

HEATING ARRANGEMENT.

"Outside, at the back of the house,
there is an ordinary coal furn nee. The
smoke and heat from this furnace pass
into a chamber built in the cellar of the

wind is very violent a coarse canvas may
be hung in front of these air inlets on the
windward side of the house. There are
ten such inlets, the fresh air being deliv
ered, as will be seen in the sectional
drawing, Fig. 1, below the hot-air flue.
The pip« or flue rests on iron bars and on
a socket that permits the easy dilatation
and contraction of the iron with which it
is made. The drawing. Fig. 2, shows how
the air warmed in this passage ascends
into the space between the two walls of
the house. There are a number of these
openings into the hollow of the wall all
round the house."
Referring to Fig. 2, G L represents
the ground level of the garden ; C L the
level of the basement ; G R F the parlor
or first floor of the house. The inlet of
air, as indicated by the arrows, is below
the smoke flue, which is suspended in the
center of the passage so as to warm the
air in this passage. In Fig. 3 of the en
gravings is shown the outlet of the air
above the smoke flue. The air warmed

p C W B.D.

P W C W F.D.
Fig. 1.—Plan of Ground Floor of Houseof M. Somesco.

feet below the level of the cellar floor
to find a foundation. As much masonry
had to be placed under the house to form
a foundation as would have sufficed to
build it. The garden, in the midst of
which the house stands, was also artificial.
Nor is there any shelter from the winds.
The house stands alone in the midst of
what is now a garden, but which used
to be a dismal swamp. The system of
warming and of ventilation has therefore
been tested under the most trying circum
stances. In shape M. Somesco's house is
square, measuring 39.87 feet. It has cel
lars, two floors, and above these under
the roof a large sort of hall which serves
as a billiard room. The hollowed walls
are 21.65inches thick. The external wall
is 8.66 inches and the inner wall 4.33
inches, so that there is an intervening
space between the walls of 7.87 inches to
8.66 inches. These walls are made with
porous bricks, but in the basement the
walls are massive. The house is like one
box inside another box, with a space of
4 to 5 inches between the two boxes."
In Fig. 1, which represents a plan view
of the ground floor of the house, the
dotted lines indicate a warming flue pass
ing down the center of the hot-air passage
in the basement of the house. The plan
gives the walls underneath the windows
and indicates the space for hot air be-

Warming and Ventilating Dwellings.

house, measuring about 6 feet in length
and not quite 2 feet square. From this
heat chamber and going all round the
outer walls of the cellar there is an in
closed passage. Suspended in the center
of this passage, and also going the whole
way round the house, is a metallic flue of
more than a foot in diameter (13.78inches
internal and 14.57 inches external diam
eter). This serves as a chimney and
draws off the smoke and the heat from the
furnace and heat chamber, traveling hor
izon tally round the four sides of the house,
and then when it is nearly back to the
furnace the flue opens into a chimney;
the smoke and what heat remains go up
vertically to the roof. In other words, the
basement of the house is surrounded by a
narrow closed passage, in the center of
which is suspended the flue or chimney
from the furnace, and this flue serves to
warm the air in this passage. To keep
the cellar cool and to retain the heat that
goes round the cellar, the wall of this
passage is covered over with ' sluck
wool ' or ' silicate cotton,' as it is some
times called, which is considered a better
non-conductor than asbestos. All round
the house communicating with this hot-
air passage there are inlets of fresh air
from the garden which measure 31.5
inches by 19.68 inches and are protected
by metallic gauze or webbing. If the

Fi(r. 2.—SectionThrough Wall at A B of Fig. 1-

Fig. a—Section Through Wall at C D of Fig.

by contact with this flue passes upward in
the intervening space between the inner
and outer walls of the house so as to warm
the entire substance of the walls.

TEMPERATURE.
" The temperature in the hot-air pas
sage varies from 114°to 122°F. This suf
fices to bring up the temperature of the
inner wall on the ground floor from 86°to
92° F. The temperature of the inner wall
decreases by about 1° C. every 3.3 feet of
hight. Thus, if the wall on the ground-
floor level is at 35%it will be 32°C. on the
level of the first floor, which is 9.84 feet
higher up. The hot air that travels up
the hollow of the walls comes out in the
large attic under the roof of the house.
If this-air is warmed to from 114°to 122°
F. when it enters the space between the
walls it will have fallen to about 104°F.
as it emerges from the wall into the attic.
From this attic the hot air filters into the
open through the porosity of the roof and
by the various openings, chinks, &c.

POROSITY OF WALLS.
" Much of the success of this experiment
depends upon the porosity of the walls.
Every precaution is taken not to interfere
with this porosity. There is no plaster
work put on the walls, and there is no
paint or paper. A light wooden frame is
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nailed on to the walls, and from this
tapestry— that is, a tissue, as far as pos
sible a woolen tissue-is suspended and
replaces paper. Some hangings of this
aescnption can be obtained that are
Hardly any dearer than good paper,
and though for artistic purposes expen
sive woolens are employed, the expense in
the long run is not great, for the cloth
lasts an indefinite time, and, unlike paper,
can be taken down and cleaned. It
also contributes very materially to main
tain the warmth of the walls. M. Somesco
fias now lived in this house for some years.
Without the aid of fires, when the win-
aows were shut, he has never known the
temperature of the rooms fall below 54°*., and this during the hardest frost. If
the windows were thrown wide open the
temperature indoors would not fall below
89 F. in spite of the frost. The air com
ing through the windows is absolutely
cold and frosty, but the theromometer
rises under the influence of the heat radi
ated from the walls. There is a fire place
in each room, though fires are very rarely
lighted. When, however, it is very cold
weather and the windows have been
open for a long time, then it is expedient
to light a fire for an hour or so. As there
is no loss of heat through the coldness of
the walls, the room is warmed in a very
short time. On the day of our visit the
drawing room windows had been open for
two hours, and as the weather was very
cold a fire was lighted, but soon the fire
was let out, the room was too warm, the
thermometer marking 78° F. We left
the drawing room for some time. We
opened the front door leading to the gar
den, and the drawing room door, which
was from 4 to 5 feet from the front
door. Thus the fresh air from the gar
den blew freely into the drawing room.
Yet, and though there was now no fire,
the radiation of heat from the walls was
such that the thermometer marked «6'
F. In the garden the temperature was
below 50° F., and a strong northeasterly
gale was blowing. Thus we were,
while indoors, breathing cold, pure air
from the garden.

ABSENCE OF DAMPNESS." We have seen that M. Somesco'shouse
was built on a swamp ; and yet the prin
cipal, if not the only, inconvenience from
which he has suffered is extreme dryness
We visited other houses in the neigh bor-
hood and found the walls stained by the
damp to a bight of 6 or 7 feet ; some of M
Somesco's furniture and other objects
were spoiled because the wood had split
in consequence of its extreme drynws
To counteract this inconvenience. M
Somesco has been obliged to place a large
number of plants in different parts of the
house, a measure which, however, adds
considerably to the charm and beauty of
the place.
"The heatand dryness thus secured cost
M. bomesco 10tons of English household
coals per annum. His house has 14rooms
and ten persons could live comfortably in
it. The cost would then be 1 ton of coal
per head per annum. But then it must
be noticed that the furnace and the
system of warming the passage round the
basement of the house are somewhat
roughly contrived, and that more eco
nomical methods of obtaining the neces
sary heat could be easily devised. Thenit must also be noted that it is not a ques
tion of warming one room or a portion of
a room, but that the entire house is
equally warmed, and wanned to such an
extent that doors and windows are con
stantly opened, and this in spite of the
exceptionally cold and damp nature of
the surrounding soil and the exposed
position the house occupies.

THE IDEAL DWELLING.
"Over and above all these considerations
M. Sxwnescomaintains he has realized the
ideal that a dwelling should be like our
clothes, only not portable, but permeable.
It should be warm, because it should be
made of materials that are bad conduc
tors of heat. Indoors we should possess
means of counteracting the chilling effect

of the outer air. We ought to live in
doors as we live out of doors, and we
should consider our house merely as if it
were an extra greatcoat. The coat, if
porous, will be warm and healthy. One
of the reasons, he says, why we are apt to
feel uncomfortable when it rains is that
the rain blocks up the porosity of the
walls, and that, too, on the windward
side. As for microbes. M. Somesco
proudly pointed to the artistic drapery
which covered the bare bricks of his
porous walls. ' These are,' he exclaimed,
4my microbe traps. If I have any reason
to believe that injurious microbes have
been introduced into my house, I know
pretty well where to find them. It would
take but little time or trouble to unhook
all this drapery, to put it into the disin
fecting stove, and there superheated
steam under pressure, without injuring
the cloth, would assuredly kill the
microbes. Even without these artificial
methods of purification, if the walls were
porous, oxygen would go wherever the
microbe went, and Nature would effect
its own cure.' How far a porous wall
can filter and purify air, as earth filters
and purifies sewage, is a matter which
has not yet been investigated. He is of
opinion that if we leave our walls alone,
and do not block them up with paint and
paper, we have for ordinary bouse walls
in ordinary weather two cubic feet of air
going through every square foot of wall
in the course of an hour, and this is prob
ably enough to insure the sufficient oxi
dation, if it goes on at all, of the ma
terials of which the wall is made.
Further, the porosity of the walls must
also materially assist in the ventilation of
the room which they surround. It was
M. Somesco's delight to think that even
when the doors and windows of his house
were shnt the pure air of his garden was
blown upon him through the porous
walls.

THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED.
" M. Somesco's house can, of course,
only be taken as an experiment. The prin
ciples of which it is a practical applica
tion have not yet been adopted by the
public. Already a private house is in the
course of construction at Beauvais built
on the same principles, and they are also
to be applied to the military hospital at
Madrid. To sum up these new theories
and methods, the teachings of M. Trelat,
the practical experiments of M. Somesco,
suggest that the natural porosity of our
walls, especially the outer walls, should
not be destroyed. These walls should be
decorated, not with paper and paint, but
with porous, non-conducting substances,
such as woolen drapery. The outer walls
on the side nearest to the inner surface
should be hollowed throughout, thus
constituting a double wall, with a space
of about 4 inches between the two walls.
A heating contrivance, of whatever
description may be found most expedient
or economical, should be placed in the
basement of the house. A warm-air
chamber or shaft traveling ronnd the
base of the outer walls should supply to
the hollow in the walls air taken from the
outaide and warmed at the point of ad
mission into the wall to a temperature of
from 100°to 120°F. This should main
tain the temperature of the inner wall at
from 80' to 90' F. Then, he considers,
the walls will radiate sufficient heat
through the rooms to enable the inhabit
ants to constantly open the doors and
windows, and to breathe cold, fresh,
outer air without inconvenience. As a
rule, fires will be unnecessary, dampness
will be completely banished from the
house, and to maintain some moisture in
the air it would, he thinks, be expedient
to decorate the house with numerous
evergreen plants. The inhabitants should
then be able to benefit by unlimited
ventilation, and could breathe pure, cold
and fresh air coming upon them directly
from the outside."

distance of from 12 to 20 feet above the
ground in order to avoid the gnarled and
knotted base. But it has lately been
found that these stumps are as valuable as
the straight wood. The gnarls present
most beautiful fjguriogs, and the wood is
sawn into thin sheets and used for interior
decorations. Now these stumps are being
dug out, and soon not even a vestige will
remain to show what was the appearance of
gome of tbe most majestic natural monu
ments of this wonderful continent.

A Veneer Warehouse.

A mahogany veneer warehouse which
is probably among the largest and best
equipped of its character, and which pos
sessesmany features of interest to the in
vestigating builder, has just been com
pleted in this city. It is a seven-story
structure with massive brick walls and
covers an area 40 x 100 feet. The first
floor is arranged as a store and delivery
room with a wagon way in front, through
which trucks can back up to aplatform
adjoining the freight elevator. The latter
runs to the roof, where in bright weather
new veneers are exposed to be sun dried.
On the second floor are the offices, and
from the standpoint of the cabinetmaker
are among the finest in the city. We
understand it is the purposes of the pro
prietors of the warehouse to illustrate in
the work done upon them the special at
tractions of every variety of mahogany.
The main office, inclosed with a handsome
grill, is finished in Cuban mahogany in
the finest style of cabinet work. A re
ception room adjoining the office is fin
ished in selected specimens of Frontera
mahogany, while San Jagp and Mexican
mahogany is used in adjoining private
offices, toilet rooms, lavatories, wardrobe,
lockers, &c. All the cabinet finish is of
special design to show the decorative
possibilities of the wood. The floors are
comb-grained, bound with borders of
oak and mahogany. From the second
floor there are entrances to the veneer
mill adjoining. On the fourth floor is a
special drying room for Spanish cedar
cigar box 'material, while the remaining
floors are devoted to the storage and dis
play of veneer stuff. The new building
has bet-nput up by William E. Uptegrove
& Brother of 457 East Tenth street, in
order to provide facilities for their rapidly
growing business.

THE VANDAL WOODCUTTERSin theCali-
fornla sequoia forests used to cut treesat a

A NEW CHURCH has just been dedicated
at Stonehaui, Mass. , which was erected
at a cost of something like $25,000. It is
constructed of brick laid with dark brown
mortar and trimmed with sandstone.
The main roof is slated and the projecting
gables are protected by stone shingles.
The roof is surmounted by an ornamental
ventilating cupola, and at the top of the
tower is an open belfry in which is sus
pended a bell weighing 1500pounds. The
windows are fashioned from cathedral
and opalescent glass, and are so situated
that there are no dark corners in the fin
ished interior of the structure. The
audience room is 54 feet square and has a
seating capacity for 500people. The pul
pit platform occupies one corner, while in
the rear and above is a choir gallery and
organ loft. The baptistery is in front of
the pulpit and fitted with a rolling cover
which, when in position, serves as solid
floor to the platform. The ceiling con
sists of a series of groined arches sus
pended from the roof lined with sheet
steel stamped in relief and decorated.
The hips and angles are of wood. The
Sunday school room is at the left of
the pulpit and may be separated from the
auditorium by high and wide sliding
doors. There are also two attractively
furnished parlors supplied with con
venient alcoves and sliding doors. There
are also three classrooms in addition to
the main school room and library room.
The edifice was erected from drawings
furnished by L. B. Valk & Son of Brook
lyn, N. Y.
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Programme Seventh Annual
Convention at St. Louis, Mo.
Place of Meeting : Odd Fellows' Hall,
(Ninth and Olive streets). General Head
quarters : Lindell Hotel (Washington
Avenue between Sixth and Seventh
streets).

SESSIOMS.

The opening session will be called to
order at 10o'clock a.m., Tuesday, Febru
ary 14 ; the following sessions will be as
voted by the convention.

RESOLUTIONS.

Resolutions must be presented in
writing and in duplicate, both copies be
ing signed by the parties presenting the
same.

VOTING.

All votes, unless otherwise ordered,
must be announced by the chairman of
delegations.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1893.

Opening exercises.
Annual address bv the president.
Appointment of Committee on Creden
tials.
Presentation of credentials.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Report of Committee on Credentials.
Roll call.
Appointment of committee to report
time and place of next convention, and to
nominate officers for 1893.
Annual report of secretary.
Annual report of treasurer.
Reports of standing committees :
Uniform Contract.
Legislation.

Statistics.
Building Law.
Lien Law.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15. 1898.

Roll call.
Offering of resolutions.
Reports from filial bodies.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Reports from filial bodies (continued).
Discussion of questions suggested by
reports from filial bodies.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1893.

Roll call.
Action on proposed amendments to
constitution.
Report of committee on resolutions.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

Report of committee on time and place
of next convention, and nomination of
officers.
Election of officers.
Naming and election of directors for
1893.
Unfinished business.
Miscellaneous.
Adjournment.

BADGES.

Delegates should wear distinguishing
badges, and the suggestion is made that
they be as simple as possible ; for instance,
a button with name of city thereon.

TRANSPORTATION.

All efforts by the National Secretary to
secure the concession of a reduced rate of
fare from the Western Passenger Asso
ciation in favor of delegates to the coming
convention who will start at four points
within the control of that association have
proved fruitless. It will be necessary for
delegates from San Francisco, Omaha,
Denver, Pueblo, Butte City, Kansas City.
St. Joseph, St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Milwaukee to make such arrangement as
may be possible with the local railroad
authorities in these various cities. Dele
gates from St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Milwaukee can obtain the usual reduction
by entering the territory controlled by
the Central Traffic Association and then
buying fresh tickets and securing certifi
cates therefor which will entitle the
holder to a return fare to the point of
purchase at one-third of the regular rate.
The boundary between the territories
controlled by the Western Passenger As
sociation and the Central Traffic Associa
tion lies from a point just north of
Chicago, west to the Illinois River, thence
west to Burlington, Iowa, thence south
following the Mississippi River. Points
north and west of this line are in the
Western Association and cities south and
east are in the Central Traffic Association
territory. It is anticipated that the East
ern Railroad Associations will follow the
example of the Central Traffic Association,
which has granted a rate of a fare and
one-third for the round trip on the certifi
cate plan.
A circular giving full particulars in re
gard to transportation will be issued as
soon as action is taken by all the various
traffic associations.

CERTIFICATES.

Certificates entitling delegates to re
duced return fare should be presented to
the secretary as soon as possible for his
signature, and to be vised by the repre
sentative of the railroad companies.

TO SECRETARIES.

Secretaries of filial bodies should pay
particular attention to the request which
appeared in this column last month that
a full report be prepared for presentation
at the convention. It is proposed to make
these reports and the discussion of sug
gestions which they may contain a
prominent feature of the meeting.

Transportation.

CONVENTION CIRCULAR No. 2.

A concession of one and one-third fare
for the round trip on the " certificate plan"
has been granted to delegates attending
the seventh convention by the following
passenger associations : Central Traffic
Association, Trunk Line Association,
New York and Boston lines. New Eng
land Passenger Agents' Association, and
the Chicago & Alton Railroad, subject
to the following conditions : Each person
attending the convention must purchase
a first-class ticket at the regular rate from
point of departure to St. Louis, obtaining
therewith a certificate of such purchase
from the local ticket agent. This certifi
cate, upon being signed by the secretary
and indorsed by the representative of the
Passenger Associations at the conven
tion, will entitle the holder to a return
fare over the same route by which he came
at one-third of the regular rate.
Tickets for return journey will be fur
nished only on certificates procured not
more than three days before the meeting
assembles nor later than three days after
the commencement of the meeting, and
will be available for continuous passage
only, no stop-over privileges being allowed
on tickets sold at less than full fares.
Certificates will not be honored unless
presented within three days after the date
of the adjournment of the convention. It
is understood that Sunday will not be reck
oned as aday. In no casewill the reduced
rate for return ticket be granted without
a certificate properly signed and indorsed
as above, and no refund of fare can be
obtained because of failure to secure cer
tificate at point of departure.
Delegates from all filial bodies of the
National Association are entitled to the
reduction except those in cities located
north of Chicago and west of the Missis
sippi River. The Western Passenger
Association, which controls the territory
mentioned (Wisconsin and Minnesota and
States west of the Mississippi River) hav
ing declined to concede the reduction,
delegates from this section should at once
make such arrangement with their local
railroad officials as may be possible.
Delegates are cautioned that certifi
cates by which reduced return fare is
obtained must be used only by original
purchaser, as the National Association
will be obliged to refund an amount equal
to full return fare for every ticket found
in the hands of any person other than the
one entitled thereto. Should the National
Association be compelled to refund any
sums of money for tickets improperly
used, the local exchange whose delegate
has broken these conditions will be
expected to reimburse the National As
sociation. Issued by order of the

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
W. H. Sayward, Secretary.
N.B.—Delegates in securing tickets and
certificates are requested to present them
selves at the local ticket office not less
than 30 minutes prior to the departure of
their trains.
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COMPOSITION OF ANCIENT MORTAR.

THE
chemical composition of the mor
tar employed in the construction of
our old castles, abbeys and churches,

says John Hughes in the Builder, has
hitherto not received that attention which
the subject certainly deserves, and which,
moreover, in these days of scientific in
vestigation it might reasonably have ex
pected.
To the antiquarian and the admirer of
old buildings it must be interesting to
know how far the permanence of a struct
ure is due to the massive character of its
proportions and how far to the superior
quality of the mortar employed, while to
the architect and the builder the subject
must beof the greatest importance and of
practical use.
In this communication the writer de
sires to add the results of eight complete
analyses of average specimens of the mor
tar authentically obtained from the build
ings named in the table at the close of
this article; also some illustrations show
ing the character and appearance of the
sand employed in the mortar. The orig
inal ph'.tos were taken from microscopic
slides by Albert Ashe, and in each case
the sand was separated from the mortar
by the removal of the lime and other
salts with the aid of hydrochloric acid.
It should be mentioned that the analyses
in the table represent, as far as possible,
the average composition of the mortar, and
not that of isolated pieces—the samples
analyzed being prepared from the ground
up portion of a great number of small
particles taken from different parts of the
ruins, except in Nos. 2 and 4. In arrang
ing the results the total amount of lime
is first stated separately, and then, for
convenience of reference, the proportions
assumed to be present as carbonate,
caustic, sulphate, and otherwise com
bined are added at the bottom of the
table.

PROPORTIONSOF LIME.

The largest quantity of lime (34.46per
cent.) occurs in specimen No. 6 from

there is only 13.39, yet the splendid char
acter of the mortar is amply proved by
the fact that it withstood the attempted
destruction in the time of Charles II.,
and still remains in its leaning posit ion.
Again, No. 4, representing the mortar
used in the construction of the anient of
the <Hants Tank in Ceylon, more than
600years ago, contains only 16.24of lime ;
while in No. 1, from Tintern Abbey, on
the banks of the Wye, the proportions of
lime are 18.84. Both these specimens are
certainly very superior in quality. Those
who are acquainted with the beautiful
ruins of the abbey are aware that the
four gable ends remain intact to the

E
resent day, and that this stability is not
y any means due to the massive char
acter of the walls ; indeed, quite the con
trary, for each gable carries a large win
dow, so that the permanence of the gable
is due to the tenacity of the mortar in
holding the fragile structure together,
thus withstanding the force and action of
the combined effects of wind and water
for so many centuries.
On the other hand, No. 5, from Roch
ester Castle, represents, on the whole,
an inferior mortar, though the lime
amounts to as much as 28.67 percent.,
while that from Corfe Castle, No. 8.
with 31.05 of lime, is, on the whole, a
decidedly superior mortar.
Indeed, the present appearance of these
two old castles is a good indication of
the quality of the mortar used in their
construction.
Of Rochester Castle, practically only
the keep remains, and that still stands
by virtue of its massiveness rather than
by an excellence of its mortar.
Of Corfe Castle, the late George God
win, in his prize essay "On the Nature
and Properties of Concrete," tells us that
Smeaton visited it and found that its
solidity did not consist in having been
built with large hewn stones throughout,
for the filling in of the walls consisted of
rough rubble and fragments from the

Analyses of Ancitnt Mortar.
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Glastonbury Abbey, and the smallest
quantity (10.59) in No. 7 from Glenda-
lough Church (in ruins), County Wick-
low. A large proportion of lime, how
ever, does not necessarily imply that the
mortar is of the highest quality, for in
stance, in specimen No. 2

. from the lean
ing tower of Caerphilly Castle, Mon.,

quarries, the interstices being entirely
filled up with mortar poured in a fluid
state, and the whole mass had in time
become thoroughly cemented together.
As a consequence, when the castle was
destroyed in 1646,the walls when blown
up did not fall into small pieces, but were
split up into huge masses which rolled

bodily down into the moat below, where
they remain still intact the native build
ers finding it easier to obtain fresh stones
from the nearest quarry than from these
masses of cemented masonry.

REQUIREMENTS OF GOODMORTAR.

As regards the actual proportions of
lime, therefore, the requirements of good
mortar would suggest that much more
depends on the quality than on the quan
tity of the lime employed. Before pass
ing on to other points, itmay be remarked
that, in all these analyses, the proportion
of caustic lime is practically unappreci-
able, and that most of the lime exists
now as carbonate ; also, that after allow
ing for the lime as sulphate, there still
remains an excess of lime which is prob
ably present in combination with gelati
nous silica and alumina —as existing in
Portland cement.
The proportion of magnesia is very
small in all these eight specimens, the
amount being less than y

, per cent., ex
cept in that from Caerphilly Castle, where
we find 1.87. It is interesting to bear
this in mind after what has been written
in reference to the presence of magnesia
in some Portland cement used in the
Aberdeen harbor works.
The proportions of oxide of iron and
alumina are higher in the specimens of
good mortar, such as Nos. 2

,

6
,

4
,
1 and

8
,

than in Nos. 5 and 7
,

which represent
the inferior quality, while No. 3 may be
regarded as of medium quality, and has
1.35oxide of iron and 0.80 alumina.
Sulphuric acid is 1.37 in No. 1 and 0.26
in No. 8

,

both specimens being regarded
as of superior quality.
Chlorine varies considerably, the higher
quantities being, doubtless, due to local
circumstances, such as proximity to the
sea or tidal rivers, but the variations are
of no consequence in this particular in
quiry.

AMOUNT OF SILICA.

The relative amount, however, of gelat
inous silica soluble in a 10per cent, solu
tion of caustic soda is a point of consid
erable importance in determining the
quality of a mortar. For the information
of other investigators, it may be here
stated that 2 grams of the finely ground
mortar were first evaporated with HCl.
acid to complete dryness in a water bath;
the insoluble residue was then treated
with dilute hydrochloric acid.and the total
insoluble matters filtered off, burned and
weighed. This was then boiled for half
an hour with 100c.cm. of a 10 per cent,
solution of caustic soda, which dissolves
all the gelatinous or amorphous silica,
leaving the crystalline and coarser sand
unaffected, and if this latter be weighed
the difference between the original weight
gives the amount of so-called soluble
silica. It is in this form that most of the
silica exists in Portland cement, the
actual figures being from 20 to 22 per
cent.
It will be noticed that this gelatinous
silica is highest in specimen No. 2

,

namely,
9.85, which is very nearly half as much
as occurs in the best Portland cement.
No. 8 comes next, with 7.50 ; then No.
4, with 7.10 ; and No. 1

,

with 6.20 ; also
No. 6

,

with 6.10 ; afterward No. 3
. with

4.10 ; No. 7
,

with 3.90 ; and last, No. 5
,

with only 1.60per cent.
In the analysis of limestone intended
for making lime for building purposes, it

would be desirable to specially determine
the amount of gelatinous silica present—
inasmuch as the best building limes no
doubt possess to a considerable extent the
properties of a cement.
We now come to the proportions of
sand, which form the subject of the illus
trations, and it will be noticed how very
much they vary in quantity, in size and
general character, as observed through a

microscope. No. 7 specimen contains
72.08,while No. 6 contains only 13.70,
Specimens 1 and 2 contain respectively
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51.67and 49.12 ; No. 4 has a little more,
55.45 ; while No. 5 has a little less. 45.62;
then comes No. 3. with 34.78; and No. 8,
with 29.51 per cent.
When we examine the size and char
acter of the sand, the illustrations are
particularly useful.
Fig. 5 is specially interesting, showing

mens, and the sand was specially removed
from the mortar without any grinding-up
of the sample in order to preserve the
original appearance as far as possible.

PRACTICAL CONCLUSIONS.

Haying now briefly reviewed the char
acteristics of the eight specimens, what

2. That the proportions of sand may
also vary considerably, even in really good
mortar, and that while it is always de
sirable that it should be rough, irregular
in size, and with sharp edges rather than
be smooth and round, still that, the
quality of the sand is not of so much im
portance as the quality of the lime...

Fig. ].—Llntern Abbey. Fig. 2.-Caerphilly Castle. Fig. 3.—Raglan Castle.

Flir. 4.-Giant's Tank, Ceylon. Fig. 5.—RochesterCastle.

Fig. 6.—Glastonbury Abbey. Fig. 7.—GlendaloughChurch, Ireland. Fig. 8.—Corfe Castle.

Composition of Ancient Mortar.— Diagrams Illustrating Sand Used in Ancient Mortar.

the smooth, rounded nature of the sand
in the mortar from Rochester Castle,
while in Figs. 2 and 4 the variation in
size of the particles, as well as the much
sharper edges, are easily seen. In Raglan
Castle, Fig. 3, the granules are very small,
while in Glastonbury Abbey, Fig. 6, and
Glendalongh Church, Fig. 7, the particles
are much larger and present a more
rounded appearance. The same power of
magnifying was observed in all the speci-

are the practical conclusions to be drawn
from these analyses ?
1. That the actual amount of lime pres
ent in a mortar may vary very considera
bly, but that within certain limits the
quality of the lime is of as great impor
tance as the quantity —indeed, a smaller
quantity of well-prepared good lime is
much more effectual than a larger quan
tity of a badly prepared or naturally in
ferior lime.

3. That the presence of oxide of iron
and alumina in a form readily com
bined with silica is not to be objected
to in good building lime: indeed, that the
purest limestones are by no means the
best for making superior lime for build
ing purposes.
4. That the higher the proportion of
amorphous or gelatinous silica soluble
in alkali, the better the quality of the
mortar, and, as this kind of silica is
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associated originally with the lime
rather than with the sand, it becomes
of the greatest importance that the
character and composition of the lime in
tended to be used should be fully in
quired into, and the best possible quality
in the neighborhood always selected
by the architect and used by the
builder.

Bay Windows and Oriels

The distinction between a bay and an
oriel window, according to the London
Builder, is as follows : By the former is
understood a projecting window, or
rather a projection pierced with window
openings in its entire width and rising
immediately from the ground, whether
it be confined to the lower part of the
building or carried up through one or
more stories above the ground floor ; by
the latter, a bay which does not descend
to the gruund, but is suspended over the
face of the wall beneath it. Oriel accord
ingly corresponds with the Qerman terms
Erker-Fenster and Chor-Fennter, which
are almost the only ones of similar import
in any foreign language. This absence
for a name for it is accounted for by the
thing itself being scarcely known in the
architecture of other countries, and in
our own it occurs only in our domestic,
Gothic or Tudor, such form of window
being very rare indeed in ecclesiastical
structures. In our domestic, which also
comprises collegiate architecture, it is a
beautiful and valuable feature, and one
which admits of very great diversity of
design and also imparts much variety and
liveliness of effect to a building, more
especially if there be ground bays like
wise, the two kinds of projection both
harmonizing and contrasting with each
other. Internally there is no distinction
between bays and oriels, inasmuch as both
the one and the other form a recess
whose sides are filled with windows. But
greater variety of plan occurs in oriels
than in bays, which are usually more
spacious as to breadth and of shal
lower proportions as to depth ; they
itre also either rectangular in plan or
form three sides of an octagon, whether a
regular one or not, whereas curved forms
are of frequent occurrence in the plans of
oriels and are occasionally combined with
straight ones. Yet as similar plans do
occur in bays no real distinction can be
founded upon such accidents of design.

A Remarkable Stone.

On the outskirts of the modern village
of Baalbek, attention is arrested by the
quarries whence the stones of Baalbek
were hewn, and which lie on the right
hand of the road from Shtaura. In the
midst of these quarries, says a writer in
Macmillaris Magazine, there lies one
stone, hewn and fashioned with exquisite
accuracy, almost severed from the solid
rock, and apparently waiting to be car
ried away to its destined place in the
walls of the great Phoenician Temple of
Baal. There it has remained in silent
grandeur for upward probably of 8000
years, suggesting to the thoughtful
observer many interesting and curious
reflections. How long was that stone in
process of excavation and fashioning?
How many human hands were employed
upon the work ? What implements were
used for the gigantic toil ? How was it
to have been removed from the quarry to
its appointed place? How raised to its
position when once carried there? Why,
after all the labor which had been be
stowed upon it, was it left at last in the
quarries ? Could we discover the answer
to this last question, we should probably
learn of some great crisis in the world's
history, some mighty incursion, some
decisive battle, some irrevocable over
throw of a powerful nation. For it is
evident that the work was abandoned
suddenly, while yet remaining in an in

complete condition ; and there is no ex
planation so feasible or probable as that of
conquest by a foreign foe. But how
shall we exhibit to the ordinary reader
the marvelous proportions of this colossal
stone? Roughly speaking, and in round
figures, we may say that it is 70feet long,
14 feet broad, and 14 feet high. Now
what does this mean ? Imagine a room
14 feet square and 7 feet high— a very
fair-sized cottage room. Imagine a house
with ten such rooms in it, five on the
ground floor in a row, and five on the
first floor above. Imagine this house to
be one solid block of stone, and we have
the stone in the Btalbek quarry. It has
been computed to weigh at least 1500
tons, and a further calculation has been
made that it would require 40,000strong
men, pulling their hardest in the same
direction, to move that stone a quarter of
an inch in an hour.

New Publications.

ART OF MITERINO. By Owen B. Maginnis ;
73pagesof letter press; illustrated with 45
engraving*. Bound in stiff board covers.
Published by William T. (.'imistook. Price,
$1,postpaid.

This little work by an author who is
more or less well known to the readers of
Carpentry and Building, tells how to join
miterings of various kinds. It is a book
calculated to interest carpenters, joiners,
cabinet makers, and, in fact, all having
to do with wood work. It is coniposed of
nine chapters, the first of which is de
voted to an explanation of what consti
tutes a miter. The next chapter is enti
tled " Sawing the Miter," and tells how
to miter simple moldings and prove the
cuts in the miter box. The succeeding
chapters give attention to mitering bevel
and raised moldings, mitering octagon
and polygonal figures, mitering crown or
sprung moldings, mitering chair mils,
picture moldings, column bases, &c. ;
varying miters in both straight and cir
cular moldings and the art of coping
moldings.

PRACTICAL PAPER HANGING. By A. 8.
Jennings. Consists of 116pagesof letter-
prese,illustrated with numerousengravings.
Houndin stiff covers. Publishedby \Villiam
T. Comstock. Price, $2.

This volume is designed for practical
men, giving as it does a full description of
the tools used and the method of hanging
all kinds of wall decorations. It is com
posed of nine chapters, the first of which
is devoted entirely to tools, many of
which are illustrated. The second chapter
treats especially of materials and colors,
not only papers, but other materials used
for wall covering and decoration. The
third chapter treats on hanging paper to
side walls, while giving much valuable
information to the mechanic, superin
tendent and decorator. In the following
chapters dados, friezes, borders, ceiling
decorations, miscellaneous decorations,
&c. , are touched upon in an interesting
style. A feature of the volume is the
style of binding, which is in cartridge
paper with frieze and dado, making it in
keeping with the subject to which it re
lates.

THE AMERICAN OLOSSARY OF ARCHITECT
URAL TERMS. Third Edition. By O. O.
Garnsey. Illustrated with 500engravings
Bound in stiff board covers. Published by
the National Builder Publishing Company.
Price, $2.

Within the covers of this work are to
be found definitions of over 3000terms
employed in the practice of architecture
and the building trades. The volume
embraces historical sketches of various
styles and periods of architecture and
data useful in the arts and sciences. It is
printed on special paper and considered as
a whole is calculated to prove a useful
member of the mechanic's library of trade
literature.
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Builders' Convention.

We devote a considerable portion of
this issue of the paper to a report of the
seventh annual convention of the National
Association'of Builders, held in St. Louis,
during the third week of February. The
deliberations of that body were of an in
structive character and indicate that the
builders of the country, as represented by
local exchanges, are waking up and doing
more thinking than in the past. The
subjects presented were discussed in a
broad and practical manner by those
who showed a thorough understanding
of the questions involved. The reports of
the filial exchanges were full of interest,
affording as they did an opportunity for
comparing methods in vogue and showing
the plan of dealing with customs and
practices variously employed for the ac
complishment of the same end. These
reports showed that the principles which
underlie and control the conditions ob
taining in the building business are
beginning to be better understood, and
the suggestions that were made for the
improvement of unsatisfactory conditions
were indicative of much more thorough
consideration of the reasons for action
than has been shown at any previous
convention.

Architect and Builder.

The consideration of the relationship
between the architect and builder was
entirely free from evidence of personal
bias, being treated in an abstract sense
and from the standpoint of equity. The
apprenticeship question excited lively
discussion, and being one of the stum
bling blocks in the path of employers as
well as workmen, the views of delegates
were freely expressed, yet at no time was
the fact lost sight of that the welfare of
the apprentice was the end to be attained.
The utmost harmony prevailed through
out the meeting and the delegates left
St. Louis with a feeling that they had
profited by their meeting with fellow
builders from the sister cities of the
country. The hospitality of the West
was fully sustained by the St. Louis
builders and no effort was spared to make
the meeting a success.

"Children's Home" at the World's Fair.

Not the least interesting of the many
excellent things to be seen by visiting
members of the building trades at the
World's Columbian Exposition will be a
tastefully designed structure known as
the " Children's Home." It will be two
stories in hight, have a roof garden 150x
90 feet, and be erected about an open
court 42x 30 feet. There will be glass
partition walls, and something like 100

windows on the four outer sides. Vis
itors will make their entrance and exit
through two large doorways, while a third
will be used exclusively by children. The
Home will be constructed of staff, and
this, when painted and decorated, will
have, it is said, the appearance of white
stone half a century old. The plans have
been prepared by M. Sandier and call for
a style of architecture which is of a rather
pleasing character.

Industrial Education.

The sixth annual report of the Depart
ment of Labor on the subject of Industrial
Education is full of interest and contains
much that is of value to the careful
student. The report embodies the results
of a special inquiry in which Colonel
Wright has taken no little interest, while
being of a character which has not been
previously made. Agents of the depart
ment were sent abroad and throughout
this country to consult with the heads of
manual training schools and obtain
■throughthem the history of their gradu
ates and the positions they now occupy.
■It is stated that the results of the in
vestigation have been satisfactory and
throw much light upon the advantages of
manual training. The report gives a
careful statement of the various systems
in vogue, explaining the difference be
tween manual training schools and techni
cal colleges and institutes of technology.
The Sloyd and the Russian systems of
training are fully explained as prelimi
nary to the detailed review of the progress
of industrial education in the United
States and Europe. One of the five parts
of the report is devoted to the progress of
industrial education in this country
traced in the public schools and colleges, as
well as in the trade schools and institutes
of technology. Similar facts are given in
another part of the volume of the various
European countries from which special
reports have been secured. Another part
of the report is devoted to manual train
ing in conjunction with book work, show
ing how the two elements can be com
bined to produce a thoroughly trained
workman and intelligent student. We
understand that there has been a great
deal of correspondence with practical
business men as to the difference in apt
ness and efficiency between young men
taken from training schools and those
without special education for their work.
These results have been favorable to the
training schools and make altogether an
interesting presentation.

The "Old Colony" Buildings

One of the latest additions to the already
large number of sky-soaring edifices
which contribute in no small degree to
the architecture of Chicago, is known as
the " Old Colony." It is located on the
south side of Van Buren street and
covers an area 68 x 150 feet. The struct
ure, which is now above the third
story, will, when completed, stand
16 stories in hight, or 205 feet from

the sidewalk. While it is a typical
Chicago steel structure, it embodies two
important improvements, one of which
is the system of bracing to resist wind
pressure. The steel work is hot riveted
in all its connections and so braced and
tied together as to withstand an exceed
ingly high wind velocity. Another in
teresting feature is, that though the walls
will consist in part of 16-inch brick work,
there will be interposed between the
brick and steel a seam of hollow tile,
which is said to more than double the
security against intense heat. The building
is divided architecturally into three
stages, the first consisting of the lower
three stories, the second being the next
11, and the third consists of the 15th
and 16th stories, with the attic. The
whole is surmounted with a heavily-
molded and bracketed cornice. Each of
the north corners is treated with a cir
cular bay with an interior diameter of 13
feet extending from the third story, in
clusive, to the cornice. The first stage of
three stories is constructed of dressed
blue Bedford stone, while the remaining
stories are of white brick, with semi-glazed
white terra-cotta trimmings. The brick
employed are long and thin, and are what
are known as the Roman brick, the
texture being hard and close. The build
ing will be divided so as to make from 300
to 500offices, the first two stories being
designed for banks. The floors, designed
by Tiffany, will be mosaic, the wainscot
ing of white marble and the wood work of
oak. The plans were prepared by Archi
tects Hallibird & Roche.

Arbitration.

The principle of arbitration as an
equally fair basis upon which to adjust
the mutual concerns of employers and
workmen has been again demonstrated by
the action of the Joint Committee of Ar
bitration of the Mason Builders' Associa
tion and the Bricklayers' Union of Bos
ton. The form under which the com
mittee exists is that advocated by the
National Association of Builders, and
presents probably the fairest and most
equitable plan yet devised for the adjust
ment of differences between employer
and workmen. It is not only a court o
final appeal for both sides, but by its
nature no difference between the two is
allowed to reach such proportions as to
produce resentment or animosity. It also
is, in the nature of things, the best pos
sible preventive of misunderstandings
which must inevitably lead to dissension
and strife. Differences are immediately
submitted to the joint committee for the
purpose of adjustment before any action
prejudicial to the case has been taken by
either side, and while the motive of both
is only an earnest desire to arrange for the
more equitable continuance of harmonious
relationship. Wherever this form of ar
bitration has been adopted and compre
hended none but the most favorable re
sults have ensued, and its use is adapted
to every community of employers and
workmen in the country.
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Hew Bank Building.

An imposing structure which will tower
aloft thirteen stories is about to be com
menced at the corner of Broadway and
Chambers street, in this city, on the site
now occupied by the National Shoe &
Leather Bank. The present building was
erected something like 40 or 50 years ago,
and is therefore now far behind the times.
The old structure is to be torn down as
soon as the leases of the tenants expire,
and an edifice of modern construction
and design, having a frontage of 25 feet
and a depth of '.

i
I ,•
'„

feet, will take its
place. The new building, which will be
occupied by the banking institution
named, will be about three times as large
as the present one, and will cost, it is esti-
mated,rabout $250,000. The general style
of architecture will be Spanish renais
sance, and the building will tower to an
elevation something like 170 feet. The

first two stories will be in Lake Superior
stone of a warm reddish color, while the

walls will be in specially pressed brick of
a buff tone and cream colored terra cotta.

Every apartment in the building will be
well lighted and ventilated, the electrical
plant being under the Chambers street side

walk. The plans have been prepared by

J. C. Cady & Co., architects, and it ifl
expected that the structure will be ready
for occupancy early next year.

Pipes in Buildings.

In a building recently inspected, every

pipe, whether for steam, water or gas, was

entirely uncovered, and every put of every
pipe was accessible for examination or re

pair without disturbing a wall, floor or ceil

ing. The pipes did not look badly either ;

nor were they apparently at all in the way of

furnishing, or calculated to interfere with

any of the purposes for which the build

ing was erected—namely, for stores in

basement and in first floor and offices in

the glories above. The treatment of these

pipes in finishing them had entered into

the general design of decoration, and the

effect, though perhaps a little odd at

first, like that of a new style of hat,
wag really quite good when one got a

little used to it. There appears to be

a growing tendency, at least in build

ings erected for business purposes, to

render pipes more accessible from the in

terior of the structure than was formerly

the practice, and there are several very

good reasons for adopting this method.

A pipe may spring a leak. If in plain
view the leak is likely to be discovered

before any very serious damage results,

whereas, if concealed, water may be dis

charged in quantity sufficient to do con

siderable mischief before it is known that

a leak has occurred. Long channels

formed in brick work In which riser pipes

are placed and then covered over, form

flues through which foul gases, if any es
cape in the cellar, rise at once to permeate

all parts of the building. If the pipes be
cold, as for conveying water or gas, this

action may be slow, being effected by dif
fusion only, but if steam pipes are placed
in such channels an immediate «irculation

upward is set up, the heated air rising and

escaping through spaces around radiator

connections, &<•., and this action con

stantly carries up any escaping gases from
the cellar with the utmost neatness and

dispatch. Pipes have hitherto been hid
den, for the most part, because they are
unsightly things, but if it be really better
from a sanitary or an economic point of
view that they should be exposed, archi
tects must grapple with the prob em of
making them tolerable to refined taste, as
has been done with gas fixtures and electric
lighting appliances.

Heating Greenhouses.

No observing person who has traveled
much in this country during the past 10
or 15 years can have failed to note the
rapid increase in the number of green
houses. He might very naturally attribute
this to improvement of the general finan
cial condition of the country and the
accumulation of wealth that enables more

people to gratify their individual tastes
than was possible in the earlier his

tory of our country, and, doubtless, this

is one cause. But another more potent
influence upon the erection of such
structures is that they have been found
very profitable when applied to the cul
tivation of plants, fruits and vegetables for

market. The old saying that "money makes
the mare go " applies to the business of

building and heating greenhouses, the

large majority of which are wealth accumu
lators, instead of simply means for spend
ing surplus funds. It has been well
recognized by those who build and heat

greenhouses, as well as those who carry
them on for business purposes, that their

profits have been rendered possible by im

proved systems of heating, wherein porta
ble, automatically regulating heaters, car
rying sufficient fuel to maintain their ac
tion during any interval of time likely to
be required, maintain a uniform temper
ature; and also by improvements in the
construction of buildings themselves, nota
bly consisting in the use of lighter fram
ing, larger glass, and lower, flatter roofs
than were formerly in vogue. Specialists
have given the subject great attention,
and there are now architects who confine
themselves almost wholly to this branch of
building. The more extended employ
ment of steam for heating greenhouses,
due to the supply of boilers with ample
fuel- carrying capacity and automatic regu
lation, has possibilities now that did not
exist 20 years ago; and the use of small
wrought iron piping has much cheapened
the cost of heating apparatus for this use.

fat edges, and spirit off as in ordinary
polishing.

Plaster of Paris Floors.

Polishing Fret and Carved Work.

A writer in one of our exchanges says
great care is required to put a bright level
body of polish on fine fretwork, owing to
the liability of the rubber catching some
delicate piece and breaking it off. Great
care ie required in making a flat rubber,
and many place a penny piece inside to
help to keep a flat face. II the fretwork

is open, and the edges much seen, varnish
the edges, using a small camel's-hair pencil,
taking care not to smother the back or
face with varnish. To prevent the fret
work from warping or curling up, it is a

good plan to give the back a good wet
rubber of polish, which fills up the pores
of the wood. Lay the fret down on a

board and fasten it down with pins. No
filling is required ; in place of this add a

little varnish in the polish rubber. Polish
in the ordinary way, and do not have the
rubber too wet or you will be liable to get

The French, who have carried the art
of hardening plaster to where it is utilized
for flooring, either in place of wood or
tile, use six parts of good quality of
plaster intimately mixed with one part of
freshly slaked white lime finely sifted.
The mixture is then laid down as quickly
as possible, care being taken that the
trowel is not used on it for too long a
time. The floor should then be allowed
to become very dry, and afterward be
thoroughly saturated with sulphate of
iron or zinc, the iron giving the strongest
surface, the resistance to breaking being
20 times the strength of ordinary plaster.
With sulphate of zinc the floor remains
•white, but when iron is used it becomes-
the color of rusted iron ; but if linseed
oil, boiled with litharge, be applied to the-
surface, it becomes of a beautiful ma
hogany color. Especially is this the case
if a coat of copal varnish is added.

Tarred Felt and Sheet-Lead Roofing.

A new sort of roofing has been patented
in Germany and In several other countries
which seemsto have good qualities. The
history of the invention, as related by the
American Architect, is rather interesting.
Herr Siebel of Dusseldorf remembering,
what all architects know, that the best
protection against damp arising from the
ground into walls is a sheet of lead, and
remembering also that, on account of the
great expense of a lead damp course of
sufficient thickness to support the weight
of the superstructure without tearing,

it is quite common in these days to use
as a substitute a sheet of tarred felt,
conceived the idea that the advantages
of both materials might be united by
inclosing a thin sheet of lead between
two thicknesses of tarred felt. In this
way, while the inclosing felt protects
the lead from being torn by the irregulari
ties of the masonry and from corrosion by
the lime of themortar, the metal, although
thin, interposes an impenetrable barrier
against dampness, which is not liable, like
the felt alone, to gradual decay. More
over, the combined felt and lead is much
cheaper than lead alone, of the thickness
that it would be necessaryto use, and, al
though patented, i

t is available, so far as
cost is concerned, for buildings of very
moderate pretension.
While engaged in perfecting this inven
tion, it occurred to Herr Siebel that the
felted lead would make a very impervious
roof covering, and perhaps a durable one,
and thorough tests seem to confirm this
idea . The felted lead is sold in the same
form as ordinary roofing felt, and applied
in the same manner, receiving the usual
protecting coating of tar and gravel on
top ; but the metal protects the felt under

it so completely from tbe evaporation of
the volatile portions of the tar, which is

the principal cause of the deterioration of
composition roofs, that it is said to remain
tight for an indefinite period; and, even
when the lead is exposed, from the decay
of the felt over it

,

nothing is necessary
but to lay over it new felt, with tar and
gravel finish, to make the roof as good as
ever, while an ordinary felt roof, which
has once begun to rot, is not usually worth
repairing. The practical man will think
of other details, such as the facility with
which flashings, gutters and zinc or cop
per edgings can be soldered to the lead
of the roofing, which seemvery much in
favor of the new material, and it is to be
hoped that it may come into use here. It

is
,

however, difficult to roll very thin lead,
and it is hard to understand how sheets,
inclosed in felt, could be sold for roofing
at a price to compete with a tin roof,
which would be better in most respects.
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A REMODELED RESIDENCE
IT
VERY frequently happens that some
of ihe most interesting piect-sof work
which t)IOM>engageu lu Duildmg opera

t ions are called upon to execute are tonnd in
the alteration and remodeling ofold struct
ures, forwhatever purpose employed. The
magnitude of the undertaking, of course,
varies in a large degree, depending upon
the taste and requirements of the owner,
but it is in connection with such work
that many curious and perplexing prob
lems are presented to the architect and
.builder for satisfactory solution. The re
sults accomplished are strikingly illus
trated in caseswithout number where old
buildings have been transformed into
.structures ot modern design, and this,
too, in not a few instances, at compara
tively small expense. A very happy ex
ample of what may be done in this direc-

give an idea of the appearance of the house
when the alterations had been completed.
The old mansion was originally erected
by a venerable resident of the city named,
and was constructed of timbers hewn

building. While this was being done and
the sheeting and shingles put on, care
was taken to keep all holes cut in the old
roof covered so that in case of rain no
damage or injury would result to the
ceiling. The timber which had to be cut
out was removed before the roof was put
on and temporary studding employed to
support the roof until the corner columns
were in place.
From the architect's specification we
learn that in the remodeled building the
girders and sills employed were 8x8
inches, the plates 2x4 inches doubled, the
girts, \Yi x 4% inches, the studding, 2x4
inches, the valley rafters, 2 x 10 inches
doubled, the hips, 2x8, the rafters under
10 feet in length, 2x4 inches, those under
16 feet, 2x6 inches, and those over 16
feet, 2x8 inches. The first and second

Front Elevation.—Scale,Mi Inch to the Foot.

A RemodeledResidence.—0. A. Srehmer, Architect, SouthSend, Ind.

tion is shown by means of our supple
ment plate and the floor plans and eleva-
vations presented this month. The small
picture in the upper left-hand corner of
the plate represents an old mansion which
was transformed into the modernized
•dwelling, shown by the larger picture.
The remodeled building has a new ex
terior, roof, porches and bay windows, en
larged sleeping and dining rooms, two new
bathrooms, fully equipped with closets,
tub, bowls and instantaneous heaters, as
well as plate and art glass windows. The
transformation from the old to the new
was recently made for Martin Beiger of
Mishawaka, Ind., from drawings pre
pared by C. A. Brehmer, architect, of
South Bend, Ind., who also supervised the
execution of the work. The plans here
presented show the arrangement of rooms
•onthe two floors of the remodeled dwell
ing, while the dotted lines marked ' ' taken
•out" indicate in some measure the out
lines of the old structure. The elevations

square, mortised and ftenoned, and put
together with pins, as was the custom in
years gone by.
In executing a piece of work of this
character there are a number of interest
ing problems to be solved. One of the re
quirements of the reconstruction was the
putting on of the new roof before taking
off the old, the object being to save the
plaster and interior decorations from
damage and injury from the elements
while the work was in progress. The
first thing done was the erection of the
second story over the lower portion of the
old building. Holes were cut through
the roof over the plates, and posts and
studding inserted through them, the sec
ond story being built up over that por--
tion and sheeted in. Then the main
portion of the house was taken in hand
and put through a similar course of treat
ment. The cornice was taken off, the
roof being supported from the inside, and
a new roof constructed over the entire

floor joists were the same as in the old
house. The third floor joists were 2x8
inches, the collar boards, 2x6 inches, and
the ridgetrees, 2x8 inches. All floor
joists and studding were placed 16 inches
on centers, while the rafters and collar
beams were 20 inches on centers. The
entire frame of the front of the building
was covered with No. 3 D. & H. pine,
over which was laid building paper,
and this in turn covered with poplar
siding, where shown on the elevations.
The roof of the building and tower was
covered with No. 1 pine shingles, while
the side walls, where indicated, were
treated with redwood dimension shingles,
cut to shape, and laid not over 6 inches to
the weather.
The base of the tower was formed on
top of the ceiling joists by trimming out
the joists and planting on top of them,
four thick, 2x6, well spiked together,
and lapped at the corners. The posts
and studding were 4x4. The up
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per joists were put in at an incline to
form sides to throw the water out at the
bottom of the balcony rail. The sides of
the tower were inclosed in the sameman
ner as the main building, and has seven
rows of cut shingles on the roof about 3
feet from the cornice line. All the
shingles were dipped in linseed oil and
mineral paint before laying. The front
gable is shingled, the projecting gable at
the top being supported by brackets, as
shown. For the veranda were used 4 x
8 inch sills and cross tills, 2x8 inch floor
joist?, plates, ceiling joists and rafters.
The flooring was l]g x 4 inches, laid with
square edges and leaded joints. The in
terior trim was poplar, and the same as in
the old house. The main stairs remain as
they were in the old house, with the ex
ception that the balusters and newel,
made of cherry, were taken out and new
ones substituted. The bathrooms were
properly equipped with necessary plumb-

last suggest the question now considered.
Perhaps it will be intimated that in
England, that older country from which
we have derived so much of our law by
inheritance, a precedent will certainly be
found. But up to a recent date there
were no decisions in the regular reports
in that country upon this question. Re
turning to our own land and taking up
the latest, best, and practically the only
treatise that we have on the law of build
ing and buildings, especially referring to
building contracts, &c., namely, that of
A. Parlett Lloyd, issued in 1888, there
will not be found the least assistance in
the solution of this question.
Many architects would present the sug
gestion that the schedule sanctioned by
the Royal Institute of British Architects,
and confirmed at a general conference of
architects of the Unitecl Kingdom in 1872,
and the Schedule of Charges and Pro
fessional Practice of Architects, in-

ers and contractors as to architects, and
it does not require special skill or science
to know of its existence." Moreover,
what will be of special significance after
the declaration of the English Court of the
Exchequer above, " A custom or usage,
to affect a given contract, must not be in
opposition to any principle of general
policy ... or against the established
principles of the law. Besides this, it
must be generally acted upon as known
and established, and so well settled and
so uniformly acted upon as to raise a fair
presumption that it was known to both
contracting parties, and that they con
tracted in reference to it and in conform
ity with it."
In the old case of Nourry vs. Lord, de
cided by the New York Court of Appeals
in 1866(3 Abbott, 392), where the general
question litigated at the trial was whether
an architect was employed to draw a plan
of a building or not, the fact that the-
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ing fixtures, while the kitchen was pro
vided with a 80-gallon boiler for connec
tion with the range. The work through
out, we are informed, was done in a thor
oughly substantial manner, and at an ex
pense of about $2000,to which sum the
cost was limited by the owner.

The Ownership of Flans.

The question as to the ownership of
plans drawn by an architect, for use in
superintending and guiding the construc
tion of a building, says an authority, is

by no means settled as a matter of law.
It sometimes becomes a question of grave
importance to the architect and to the
owner as well by reason of the large in
terests involved.
Of course those cases are to be excluded
from this discussion where contracts are
made with architects to prepare and fur
nish plans and specifications, for the es
tablished law of contracts will cover
them. The difference between these cases,
where the making and furnishing of plans
is the object of the contract, and cases
where architects are formally employed
only to prepare plans for and superintend
the construction of a particular building,
the plans being regarded only as means to
another end, will readily be seen. These

dorsed by the American Institute of Ar
chitects, disposed of the whole matter,
especially as the former states, in section
XVI, that in " respect of the ownership
of drawings and specifications, it has
hitherto been the general custom for the
architect to be paid for their use only,
those documents remaining his property,
and the latter declares " that drawings
and specifications, as instruments of serv
ice, are the property of the architect."
But in 1870the English Court of the Ex
chequer declared that the provisions of
the code of the Professional Institution of
Architects, issued in 1862,were not bind
ing, as their charges were unreasonable,
and, it was held, " contrary to good sense
and justice," and not a legal standard.
"Supposing the custom to exist," said the
court, " that an architect, in the event of
his employment being put an end to, is
entitled to be paid for the plans and re
tain them, such a usage is not a reason
able one." (Ebdy vs. McGowan, reported
in the Times.) The Supreme Court of the
State of Illinois (Wilson vs. Bauman, 80
111.,493) has also decided that where it

was attempted to prove a certain custom,
in the case of the employment of an ar
chitect, the other side might show, if it

could, "that there was no such custom,
except by architects," and that in order
to be available to the architect, "such
custom must be as well known to build-

architect sent for and took away plans he
had submitted, it was claimed, indicated
that he had not been employed and should
not be paid, but the Court held that while
the circumstance was entitled to con
sideration, it was not conclusive that
the services were wholly voluntary, or
should not be paid for, the architect being
allowed compensation in that case for his
labor.
The well-settled doctrine, as stated by
the United States Supreme Court (Chicago
vs. Tilley, 103 U. S. Rep., 146), should
also be considered in this connection, that" a party to a contract, who has per
formed part of it according to its terms,
and is prevented from completing it by
the failure of the other party, is entitled
to compensation for the work performed."
This, however, does not settle, as a little
reflection will show, the question of the
ownership of the plans.
So far in this article, architects have
been treated as all being of one mind,
and following the old English and present
American rules intended to govern their
profession. This, however, is not true, for
enough, if not a large percentage of
architects, and good ones too, can be
found who in case work is abandoned
after preparation of plans and specifica
tions, will give up these on payment of
their charges for preparing them. This
will make it extremely difficult to do
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anything toward proving such a custom
as would have the effect of law.
The only wise and safe thing for archi
tects to do is to make a contract in writ
ing in all cases before entering upon an
employment, and provide in the contract
who shall own the plans if work is
abandoned, as well as when the building
is completed.

Boston Bricklayers and the Eight-
Hour Question.

The following is the report of the pro
ceedings of the joint committee of arbi-

J.Messrs. I. F. Woodbury, C. A. Dod;
Smith, M. N. Stearns and Capt. S. Samp
son, and on the part of the bncklavers of
Messrs. Jeremiah Harrington, Thomas
Garrity, Thomas Kyne, Augustine Devine
and John T. Healy.
On meeting, these committees organized
themselves into ajoint board, of which J.
F. Woodbury of Woodbury & Leighton,
was made chairman, and John T. Healy
of the bricklayers was made clerk. These
two sessions not only resulted in the
bricklayers securing the eight-hour day
peacefully, but the idea of arbitration and
conciliation was recognized by the crea
tion of a permanent board of arbitrators,

They expect some time later, probably
next year, that the rate of wages per hour
will be increased, but at present they are
only thinking of eight hours. This will
affect in the neighborhood of 1500 brick
layers and possibly as many more labor
ers.
One of the members of the committee
from the bricklayers' union, in speaking of
the result of the meeting, said :

Don't put this out as a great victory for the
bricklayers, or makeany great blow about it.
We met the employersfairly and tbey met us
in the samespirit. They treated us like gen
tlemenand we tried to behave in a like man
ner to them.
We securedthe eight-hourday, and wewere
the first to secureit in this city by arbitration
becausewehadan organizationbehindus. We
had a 93per cent,organization.
It doesn'tpay to go to the employerswith a
40 per cent, and try bluff. Bluff won't work
with shrewd, businessmen like the mason
builders.
We are virtually leading the way for the
other branchesof the building trade to secure
eight hours, and I trust that those who have
indulged in criticisms of the bricklayers and
their methodswill now seetbatthesecriticisms
were hasty andill-arivised.

The Joint Committee of Arbitration
has been in existence for over a year and
its institution was quite as much the re
sult of the efforts of the employers as of
those of the workmen. The form as advo
cated by the National Association of
Builders to all organizations was first
proposed by the employers' association,
and nothing but the most signal success
has resulted from its establishment. In
the meetings both sides have preserved
the utmost courtesy toward each other,
and the calmness and deliberation of their

A RemodeledResidence.—Side (Right) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot

tration between the Mason Builders' As
sociation and the Bricklayers' Union of
Boston as it appeared in the Qlobe of Feb
ruary 10 :
The eight-hour day has been won by the
bricklayers of this city. By peaceful ar
bitration it was secured instead of by
costly strikes, breeding hard feelings be
tween employers and employees. The re
sult was reached through conferences be
tween committees representing the Mason
Builders' Association and Bricklayers'
Union No. 8. The committee met a week
ago and adjourned until yesterday. At
each meeting the whole matter was care
fully and patiently gone over.
The committees were composed on the
part of the Mason Builders' Association of

which will meet every month on the last
Thursday.
These meetings will be devoted to hear
ing and adjusting matters and disputes
which may arise between the union and
members of the Mason Builders' Associa
tion.
The eight-hour system, which has been
in vogue during the winter months, will
now be a permanent thing the year
round.
The same rate of wages per hour will
prevail. This means that the men take so
much out of their pockets in order to es
tablish the eight-hour day, since the rate
per hour is not increased, and where the
men worked nine hours before they will
lose one hour's pay.

action is a model for any organization.
The spirit of enmity and antagonism" has
entirely vanished and the utmost harmony
and manifest desire to secure the best re
sults for all concerned prevail. The re
sult obtained in this case presents an
example worthy of the consideration of
every organization of employers and
union of workmen in the country.

••THE Broadway Improvement Company
will put up a fire-proof sky scraper near
Fourteenth street for $600,000. The walls
will have an iron and pteel frame, which
mar be said to be the fashion in buildings
of this description.
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DECORATION OF CEILINGS.

WHAT
shall we do with our ceilings ?

asks G. S. Robinson in the Maga
zine of Art. That, indeed, is a

serious question ; in fact, the difficulty of
answering has too frequently crushed its
consideration, and so nothing is done, and
they are left in gaunt nakedness to dom
inate over luxurious walls and gaily clad
floors. Yet when you consider that the
ceiling of a room is the largest unbroken
area it possesses, it is evident that its
tasteful treatment is one which ought to
be well considered and accomplished.
And in periods of good art, by which I
mean when art was felt to be a necessary
adjunct to life, this has always been done.
Go back as far as you will, you will al
ways find that until the commencement
of the nineteenth century, or rather until
early in that century's career, the ceiling
secured at least as much, and frequently
more, artistic consideration than either
the walls or the floor. Egyptian, Greek,
Persian, Roman, Byzantine, Mediaeval
and all the varied phases of the Renais
sance styles show us how the artists of
those periods reveled in the adornment
of their ceilings ; nor, until the stern
severity of the pseudo-Grecian phase,
which, darkening the early years of the
present century, cast its gloom over En
glish art, were these ever neglected in
onr own country. From that gloom we
have emerged. " The Gothic Revival,"
albeit some of those who have not lived
through it now scoff at it, did us that
good service— it taught us that to have
our ceilings bald, barren and naked was
not only uncharitable neglect, but a
grievous blunder. The first essays in
the Anglo-Dutch style—miscalled Queen
Anne —did not do much to help, but
the feebleness of that scrap-book eclec
ticism by which this strange hybrid
was begotten manifested itself in its
weak-minded progeny, and the truer in
sight into the need of homogeneity in
decoration now dawning has more fully
taught the lesson that the ceiling has a
decorative function to perform which de
mands the most careful attention.
How careful that consideration should
be will be apparent when you reflect on
the many things it has to embrace. The
first is the structural condition in which
you find it, and, secondly, the relative
proportion to the walls of the room.
Then comes the question as to how it re
ceives its light by day, whether from the
ends or side, or both, and the quantity of
that light, Thus, for example, a long,
low room lighted from one end naturally
demands an entirely different ceiling
from a wide, high room lighted from the
side. Nor should the mode of artificial
lightning by night be unthought of, for
the true value of your design depends
equally on each of these considerations.
Yon have then to consider the purpose of
the room, the style of the treatment of the
other decorations, and not the least impor
tant of all, the amount of money you are
intending to expend upon it. Herein we
English are sad niggards, and the ceil
ings of foreign houses are much more
generously treated than with us. Floors
and walls we treat lavishly, but the poor
ceiling is too often left with the scantiest
of covering. Two causes have no doubt
combined to reduce our ceilings to this
state of destitution, the one being an un
settled state of tenancy and the other the
dirt generated by impure gas, or ill-
trimmed oil lamps: but the advent of
electric lighting bids fair to remove this
latter, which has certainly been a just
reason for not placing our best work
there ; indeed, the dreariest period of
ceiling denudation dates from the intro
duction of gas, about 1814,so that now it
is about to disappear from the principal
apartments of onr dwellings, we may
reasonably hope for the resuscitation of
this important branch of decorative art.

METHODS TO BE EMPLOYED.

Having thus noted some of the primary
considerations as to any decoration of the
ceiling, our first question reiterates itself

with a slight difference. It is now, How
shall we decorate our ceilings ? There are
two principal methods of doing so. 1.
The formative ; 2, the colored ; and these
can be combined —indeed, are better so.
If you are constructing a new ceiling, de
cidedly the best plan is to have it modeled
in stucco or gesso in ritu, by which means
it can be suited to the form, bight and
the quality of light, and be an individual
and appropriate work of art.
It was by this means that the best ceil
ings were constructed ; both the more
elaborate ones of Italy and France, and
the simpler ones of our own country from
the time of Henry VIII, when the art
was first introduced into England, until
the middle of the eighteenth century. I
mention this long career of about 300
years to show how modeled stucco work
suited itself to every change of fashion
which occurred during that long and
changeful time, and to demonstrate how
plastic, in both senses of the word, it is,
so that anything, from the richest figure
work to the simplest ornamental detail,
can be done in ft

.

INTERESTING EXAMPLES.

There is a very interesting example of
an early Elizabethan ceiling in the replica
of one recently added to that treasure
house, the South Kensington Museum.
This is taken from a moderate-sized room
in SizerighHall. in Westmoreland, where,
with the original inlaid wainscot, it pre
sents to us a good example of a parlor, or
withdrawing room, of the early years of
the reign of Queen Elizabeth. It is a
ceiling of a pendentive character, a type
peculiar to England and which hardly
exists in any other country, and seems to
be a free translation of the stone fan
groining which formed so distinctive a
character of the late Gothic vaulting in
the reigns of Henry VII and Henry V III.
If you have not already seen this it is

quite worth your while to do so, as

it is a genuine specimen, and the geomet
ric distribution of the small ribs is very
suggestive of other arrangements either
with or without the pendants. As yon
see it in the reproduction it is simply in
the white plaster, but these English ceil
ings were resplendent in color and gold,
and always excited the admiration of our
foreign critics. Spencer tells us that

] was the par-Res,and the ceiling bright
Did shineall scalywith great platesof gold."

And I have frequently found traces of
gorgeous coloring and rich gilding be
neath the successive generations of white
wash which blunt and blur the delicate
modeling our forefathers bequeathed tous.
This ribbed division of the ceiling devel
oped itself into an infinite variety of geo
metric combinations of squares, octagons
and circlets, and you have only to turn
over the pages of Nash's " Mansions," or
any work treating on the domestic inte
riors of the times of Elizabeth and James

I, to find innumerable suggestions for the
recombination of a few simple figures ar
ranged in almost infinite variety. The
" square quatrefoil" dates from the time
of James I, in whose reign these forma
tive stucco ceilings were introduced into
that kingdom, and where this particular
figure of the square quatrefoil became
pre-eminently popular, though it is by no
means rare in English work. At first
sight it is somewhat difficult to recognize
that the basis of each of these combina
tions is precisely the same. In one, taken
from Bmu's Castle, Linlithgow, the qua
trefoil is complete, the cusps abutting
upon a square. In another, which comes
from Win ton House, the quatrefoil is sim
ply severed at the points of the cusps and
elongated by the addition of a straight
bar, which is again connected with the
central square by rectangular ribs. There
were many other combinations of this
qnatrefoil arrangement, a favorite one
allowing the square angles of it to over
lap each other in a greater or less degree,
or by simply touching at their angles.
The ribs which formed these figures were

at first simply molded, the modeled orna
ment being placed on the field of the ceil
ing, where the octagon is the principal
form, as in a ceiling taken from Burton
Kirk. Here 'the spaces between the re
ticulation of the ribs are somewhat small,
so the ornament with which the field of
the ceiling is charged is simple, but where
the canon was larger important pieces of
batto-rtlievo were attempted, such aa
achievements of arms, rebuses of quaint
allusiveness, scenes from classic or Bibli
cal history, the initials of the husband
and wife twined with a true lover's knot,
and many a pretty fancy. This sur
charging of the field caused the merely
molded ribs to appear too meager,
and this reiteration of the same shaped
space was then found to be too restrict
ive. Moreover, the disadvantage that
the geometric pattern did not work
equally to the edges of the ceiling unless
that area could be divided into equal
squares made itself more manifest as the
size and shape of the rooms developed
themselves ; so the ceiling then came to
be divided into four equal parts, each part
filled with some convoluted figure meet
ing in the common center, which was
usually emphasized by some molded or
floriated pendant. Nor did the large size
of some of our old stately rooms deter the
bold attempt ; for I know rooms in which
the drawing of the pattern for one of
these quarters is 11 yards long and 5 yards
wide, filled with admirably drawn curves
or meandering lines, involved and con
torted with quaint unexpected quips and
cranks, a true parallel to the quaintly in-
Tolved literary diction of the time. In
Lord Braybrooke's study at Audley End
the meandering line is admirably distrib
uted, leaving no empty spaces nor un
due crowding in any part. Nor were
these ribs merely molded as in the earlier
example of the pendentive ceiling before
referred to ; they were frequently broad
and flat, with molded edges, and on this
surface was impressed a fine and delicate
ornamentation, produced from a rolling
wheel like a bookbinder's tool, or im
pressed by wooden molds.

WHERE SOME MAY BE FOUND.

The severe feeling of the Palladian
architecture, introduced by Inigo Jones
in Charles I's time, restrained this some
what too redundant ornament, and large
surfaces were left for painting, severe
architectural distribution being the form
ative character of the plaster work. The
troubles which during the Cromwellian
interregnum beset the country, however,
checked all this ; and in the time of
Charles II a reversion to a more deco
rative character of ceiling took place,
partly because of the enforced baldness
and severity of Puritan times, and partly
because somany of the once more wealthy
class had been living abroad, where this
Spartan discipline had not been felt.
Wreaths of natural flowers and combina
tions of circular form now prevailed, and
in almost all the ceilings of this time you
will find rectangular distribution absent.
Of this class of work, more restricted and
better composed, yon will find good speci
mens in the Church of King Charles the
Martyr, at Tunbridge Wells. With the
formal Dutch feeling, introduced so
largely during the reigns of William III
and Queen Anne, the prevalence of rect
angular forms again returned, the ceil
ings then having generally rectangular
panels round the ontsides, with a circular
panel in the center, this being filled with
well-modeled and often very interesting
baszi-relievi, while the rectangular ones
were filled with conventional ornament.
Of this date a very charming ceiling, de
signed by Sir Christopher Wren, in which
painting and modeling are combined, ex
ists in the Board Room of the New River
Water Company. A little later on the in
fluence of the French taste became gener
ally manifest and the imitative transla
tion of the Louis XV style popularized in
this country by the designs of Chippen
dale, Lock, and others.
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WIND BRACING IN HIGH BUILDINGS.

IN
THE DISCUSSION which followed
the reading of the paper of Mr.
Qnimby on the subject indicated by

the above title, and published in our last
issue, a number of valuable points were
brought out by well-known civil engineers
who took part. As their remarks are
likely to prove not only interesting but
instructive to many of our readers, we
present herewith portions of the discussion
with accompanying diagrams. The first
speaker was J. P. Snow, who expressed
the opinion that if architects and archi
tectural engineers would use built sections

seriously interfere with the necessary
openings in the partitions.
A feature that I once used in a design
for a high building may be worth describ
ing, he said. The building was 48feet wide,
and eight floors, each figured for 150
pounds per square foot, together with the
roof, were to be carried by the frame so as
to leave the floors below clear for halls. I
used two main columns of Z-bars footing
on the walls and inclined inward so as to
be 10i.£feet apart at the roof. The main
floor girders were channel shape, in pairs,
and riveted across the sides of the posts.

objection to this style of post is the thick
ness of partitions required to cover it. In
defense I submit that a structure must
have a skeleton somewhere to sustain it,
either on the outside like a crustacean, or
inside like a vertebrate, and if the outside
walls are reduced to " mere curtains," as
quoted by the author, we must be allowed
space for a proper skeleton within.

CONNECTIONS OP COLUMNS AT FLOOR
LEVELS.

Foster Milliken spoke particularly of the
connections of columns at floor levels, be-
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Wind Bracing in High Buildings.

of plates and angle irons for their large
girders instead of the conventional rolled
beams, they could make much more effi
cient connections with their columns than
is usual in ordinary building construction.
The use of cast-iron columns with metal
floor beams cannot be called good en
gineering, unless the columns must be
exposed as in halls. If we have friendly
partitions in which to hide the posts,
wrought iron is cheaper and gives us
much better facilities for making good
connections with the floor girders. With
built girders and wrought-iron posts such
joints may be readily designed as will
give a fair amount of rigidity in those cases
where regular transverse bracing would

The floor stringers were rolled beams
headed into the girders. The walls in
this case were sufficiently heavy to carry
the floor beam weight delivered to them
by the ends of the beams. The sketch,
Fig. 3, shows the style of framing adopted.
The inclined posts act to resist an over
turning tendency like the legs of an
ordinary trestle. The floor girders, being
riveted or bolted across the posts, make a
very rigid and convenient joint. The
diagonal members are inside the girders
and are quite light ; they were arranged
in strut form to clear a wide circular-
topped central corridor. If doors could
be otherwise arranged, a tie system would
probably work up lighter. A possible

cause these are their weak points when
considering wind strains. He said that

w_hen cast-iron columns with wooden
girders were first used for buildings, the
round or oval cast pintle was adopted.
This was not connected in any way by
bolts or rivets to either column, and its.
equilibrium depended on the wooden
girders holding it in line, much the same
as a child would pile blocks up and steady
the pile with its hands. After numerous
accidents during and after erection, the
pintle was cast as part of the upper col
umn. This was like taking one of the
" blocks " out of the pile at each level, but
still accidents occurred. Subsequently,
the line of joint was made above the floor,
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and the pintle cast on the lower column,
the connection to the upper column being
made by flange bolts. This connection
answered for a great many years, and is
still largely used, but the days of cast-iron
columns for all but buildings of a few
stories with short shafts are numbered.
Owing to the many faults of cast-iron
columns many engineers and architects
refuse to use them for important high
structures, and wrought-iron and, more
recently, steel columns have come into
very general use. The question naturally
comes up as to the connections of columns
at the floor level. Iron workers followed
at first the practice for cast-iron columns,
using a bracket near the head of the col
umn for the support of the beams or gird
ers and making the joint in the column
above the tops of the beams, or just below
the floor lever. In some cases the joint
•wasmade at the under side of the beams;
but this, except in certain cases, necessi
tated putting up two tiers of columns be
fore the beams of the floor below could be
put in place. Either of these forms is open
to radical improvement, as can be clearly
shown by reference to an entirely new
and different form of connection. That
illustrated in the various sketches shown
in Fig. 4 is adapted for use with the
Phoenix column and is called a cross
pintle. Similar forms may be designed
for other styles of columns.
The 11inin points constituting the per
fect joint can be classified under the fol
lowing headings :
1. Continuity of columns from cellar to
roof.
2. Proper connections for load and dis
tribution of loading on the column.
3. Facility of connection for wind brac
ing.
4. Ready alignment of column.
5. Simplicity of design, thus facilitat
ing erection and minimizing error.
6. Cost.

CONTINUITY OF COLUMNS.

An ideal column would be one that had
a uniform taper and whose section varied
from floor to floor as the loads increased.
In the design presented we have a column
that meets these requirements, for as soon
as the connection is made and riveted the
pintle forms a splice or fish joint of the
very best kind, in which the joint is
stronger laterally and vertically than any
other part of the shaft. Opportunity for
change in sectional area is provided at
each tier. There is no leverage to tear the
joint asunder, such as there is in any
flange joint. All that is necessary to sepa
rate a flange connection is to strip the
bolts or pull the rivet heads off, especially
where the joint is above the floor, in
which case the floor beamsoffer no brace to
the foot of the column. The effective length
of a column with the cross pintle connec
tion is the distance from the floor level to
the ceiling only, thus reducing the effect
ive length. The ends are in every sense
of the word fixed.
As to the second point, the bearing of
beams and girders on columns. In the
type of connection here presented the
cross pintle is simply a continuation of
the webs of the girders clear through the
column, distributing the load to all parts
of the column and overcoming to a large
extent the tendency of eccentric loads to
bear only on a part of the column and
thus tend to bend it. The connection of
a girder to a column is much more satis
factory when made through the web than
through a bracket under the girder flange.
Brackets are undesirable, as they interfere
with the floor and ceiling finish of a room.
The cross pintle itself transmits its load
directly —that is, by actual contact with
the filler bars below it, in addition to
which the rivets in the column flanges act
in double shear.
As to the third point, the arrangement
for wind bracing. While this connection
would not do away with wind bracing
altogether in a narrow and very high
building, yet it can be seen at a glance
that where columns of the old style would
need wind bracing, this form would in
many caseaanswer without it, owing to
the veryrigid connection of the column to

the girder arid because the column is con
tinuous from cellar to roof. Where wind
bracing is found necessary I would rec
ommend that the cross pintle be made
deeper than the girder, and the diagonal
rods be connected by pins directly to the
pintle plate. This connection would also
offer greater resistance in the case of
uneven settlement of columns.

ALIGNMENT OF COLUMNS.
As to the fourth point, the alignment of
columns. Every one who is familiar with
construction knows how much time it
requires to "true" columns and align
them, and what a great saving it is to
have a column that aligns itself. The
upper column fitting over a pintle must
necessarily align itself whether the work
man is careless or not. This brings us to
the fifth point, simplicity of design, so that
ignorant workmen cannot go astray. I
have often seen columns designed with
the utmost care, with ends all carefully
faced, set up on nails, bits of slate, sheet
iron or anything convenient, so as to cor
rect the error made in the column already
set up. It is quite evident that such a
column will not safely bear the load it
was designed to carry. The connection
here shown cannot be tampered with, as
the columns will not then fit together. I
have always had more or less trouble with
columns with brackets; the brackets are
often bent, and in some cases entirely
broken off either in transit or in handling
them while in process of erection. The
columns fitted for cross pintles are, when
shipped, simply a shaft free from all
brackets or projecting plates.
As to the sixth point, the cost of col
umns is certainly reduced by this system.
The greatest expense in shop work is
work that requires forging. This plan of
connection is absolutely free from bent
plates of any kind. Further, the plates
are always of such size that they are
easily procurable. The work is of the
very simplest kind, while the weight of
the connections themselves is from one-
half to two-thirds that of the ordinary
cap and base-plate connection.

A BOLD EXAMPLE.
J. Foster Crowell referred to the 11-
story office building in course of erection
at the corner of Broad and Beaver streets,
in this city, and stated that if the criti
cisms here presented were well founded,
it exhibited great boldness on the part of
the designer. It stands on a pile founda
tion and is carried on cast-iron columns
from base to roof throughout. The ex
terior walls are of masonry, serving as
curtains merely, and do not extend below
the street level, so that the first tier of
columns is without vertical plane brac
ing. The arrangement of columns and
floor connections is different from the
types just described. The floor girders
are secured to the tops of the columns,
which pass between them to the upper
flange, resting on brackets or lugs cast on
to the columns. Each tier of columns
rests directly on the tops of the tier be
low and is held in place, laterally, by
flange bolts, which evidently have no
adequate relation to diagonal bracing.
The several stories are simply a succes
sion of " tables" piled one on top of the
other. There can be little or no rigidity
in the connection between the feet of the
columns and the girders, and the archi
tect probably relies on the table construc
tion, in addition to the masonry filling in
the exterior walls and partitions, for
bracing against overturning. In case of
unequal settlement of column foundation,
it would seem as if there might be serious
trouble in this type of building, due more
particularly to the use of cast-iron for
columns.
George A. Just thought it hardly nec
essary to calculate buildings to resist a
wind pressure of 40 pounds per square
foot of exposed area, as danger from wind
exists mainly during construction, while
walls are still " green " and the building
remains to be " topped out."
Buildings have been erected in this city
—and, no doubt, elsewhere—he said, with
such a disregard to resistance of wind
that the conclusion seems inevitable that

they remained intact only {,y the opera
tion of forces that are Ordinarily ignored
by engineers in their calculations. How
ever, the architect and builder rely upon
these forces, and in the end they seem
sufficient. I admit this is not good
practice or good theory.
The detail shown by Mr. Quimby in
Fig. 1 of his paper, and one that is gen
erally used since the introduction of
wrought columns in buildings, is a poor
one. It prevents good splicing and girder
connections, and makes the erection of the
next higher tier more difficult for the
" setter." On this point the " rolling-mill
engineer " could well follow the less pro
fessional " iron man," who always attaches
his girders and beams to the head of the
lower column and makes his joint at or
above the floor line. I happened to be
connected with the erection of the first
and some of the subsequent buildings of
this class in New York. The first, known
as the " Tower Building," I declared un
stable as it was being " topped out."
This building of eleven stories, with
basement and cellar, reaching about 116
feet above the curb, with a wing or front
age of only 21 feet 6 inches on Broadway,
was constructed with the usual cast
columns spaced 18 to 19 feet on centers,
with longitudinal and cross beams in the
floors. The connections of the latter to
the columns were made in the careless
manner usual to buildings, so that for
purposes of calculation it was deemed
wise to consider the side or gable walls as
virtually independent of each other. As
a result five trusses (Fig. 1) were intro
duced into the narrow part, or Broadway
wing, of the building, transversely, and
extending from the cellar to the roof, as
shown in Fig 5. The columns of the
south wall were utilized as a chord. The
other chord consisted of double L-irons
placed 13feet away at the line of the hall
ways, which of course could not beclosed
up. This new chord was attached to the
intersecting floor beams at each story, the
web members by panel plates to the angle-
chord, and by tap bolts and bent plates
to the cast columns. While the value of
the latter connections depended mainly
on the skill and care exercised by the
workmen, it seemed at the time the only
means to an end. In the worst case the
loads assumed induced strains that re
quired chord sections at the bottom of
two 6 x 6 x }4 inch angles, and end webs
each of four 8 x 2 x J J inch angles. These
small-legged angles were used so as to
confine the iron within the partitions,
none of this trussing being visible in the
completed building. The trusses were
spaced 18to 25 feet center to center, to
meet the position of the wall columns
already in place.

(To becontinued.)

As A TELLING, testimonial of the dura
bility of its woods and an advertisement of
its lumbering industries, Oregon will send
to the World's Fair a number of shingles
that have been doing service on a roof in
Whatcom for over 25 years. They are of
cedar, and were laid with 5 inches ex
posed to the weather. All that Oregon
weather has done is to wear down the
surface about % inch ; the remainder
of the wood is sound, and is said to be
far harder than it was on the day the
shingles were laid.

THE Pittsburgh Building Inspector1*
annual report for the fiscal year, which
closed on January 31, is DOWabout ready,
and shows that the building operations
for 1892 in Pittsburgh surpassed all pre
vious years. The actual number of build
ings erected during the year foots up
about 8470, an increase of over 200 over
all former years. In 1889, which was the
banner year until the present, the num
ber of buildings erected was 3254, and
this was then considered extraordinarily
high, as it exceeded by far all previous
records. The value of the improvements
is greatly increased, and will foot up in
round numbers nearly $9,000,000.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
FROM

CORRESPONDENCE previous to
thedateof theconventionof theNational
Association of Builders at St. Louis, and

from the opinions of tbe delegates to that
meeting, builders generally are looking for
ward to an activeandprofitablebusinessin the
seasonnow approaching. It is expectedthat
there will be less friction with the workmen
than ever before; both sides are growing into
greater and wiser knowledge as to tbe best
meansfor securingand maintaining equitable
conditions, and both are lees inclined to arbi
trary action than formerly, notwithstanding
that individual casesseemat times to contra
dict the fact. The recommendationof arbi
tration by theNational Associationof Builders,
combinedwith a clearly definedandhonorable
form, dealing equal justice and power to both
sides,has donemore to set employers in the
building tradesthinking thanany otherspecific
movement ever undertaken in this country.
One of themostvaluable featuresof this form
of arbitration is the fact that it provides a
perpetual meansfor the prevention of labor
troubles,giving to both sidesequal representa
tion and voice in the settlementof details and
conditions. New organizations of employers
are forming at a more rapid rate than ever
before and all such have the benefit of the
experienceof theolderbodies,andthe Nnti -iml
Associationgiveswith scrupulousimpartiality,
alike to all, the recommendationsttat have
proved so beneficial to its own filial bodies.
The prospectfor 1893,so far as it relates par
ticularly to therelationshipbetweenemployers
and workmenin the building trades,seemsun
usually bright, and indications as to thepecu
niary result of the year's work are equally
promising at present.

Baltimore, Md.
Tbe Baltimore builders are beginning to get
thawed out for the season'swork. Operations
havebeenresumedon jobs that havebeenidle
during the winter weather, and new work
commenced. The members of the Builders'
Exchange are happy in the prospectof break
ing ground this seasonfor their newhome. It
is confidently expected,at present, that an
other winter will seea fine building owned by
the exchange,under cover and well along for
ward occupancy. The strike of carpenters,
which proveda considerableset-backto build
ing operations last season, and which was
abandonedafter a fruitless effort to gain con
cessionsfrom tbeemployers,seemsto havebe
comea thins of the past only, and no trouble
of a similar nature is expectedin this branch
of thebusinessthis year.

Boston, Mass.
Present indications for the coming sea
son in Boston point to about the usual
amount of work, and thereare nospecialsigns
of any unusual actJvityordullness. Theaction
of the Master Builders' Association on tbe
questionof eight hours which was referred to
in this departmentlast month,was brought up
for action at a specialmeetingon a motion to
reconsiderthe vote which killed the resolution
in favor of advocating the adoption of eight
hours on November 1, 1893. By a small
majority of thosevoting it wasdecided not to
open the subject for discussion. Tbe joint
committeeof arbitration of the Mason Build
ers' Associationand theBricklayers' Union are
at presentengagedin adjusting their mutual
concernsfor the coining year, and at the time
this is written an adjourned meetingis pend
ing at which thequestionof hours of labor is
to beconsidered. At a meetingof the Mason
Builders' Associationheld February 7, for the
purposeof securingtheopinionof themembers
on thequestionof eight hours, it was decided
to bethe senseof the meeting that it would be
unwise to establisheight hours this year.
The following resolution was unanimously
adopted at a special meetingof the Master
Builders' Association, February 3, 1893:
Retained,That our delegatesto the seventh
annualconvention of tbe National Association
of Builders, to be heldm St. Louis on ttu 14th
iust.. be Instructed to convey to the National
Association the hearty and cordial Invitation
of this body to hold its eighth convention in
the commercial metropolis of the Old Bay
State.
In conveying this Invitation, the delegates
are further Instructed to saythat Inasmuchas
Bostonwasthebirthplace of the National As
sociation, it seemsappropriatethat the Master
Builders' Association should extend a special
welcome to the central body, and sincerely
hoping that tbe eiKhth convention may be
fully attended,we beit every filial bodyto re
member that in coming to the Hub they are
returning home for the first timesincetbelr
departure seven years ago, and that the best

hospitality which New England can offer
awaitsthem.
Tbe Master Builders' Associationof Boston
apsuiestbe National Association that its doors
will i.i- wide open toeachandeveryone who
mayhavean interest in tbe NatlonulAssocia
tion affairs,and that, if wehaveanything good
to offeras illustrative yf wbat un organization
ot builders canandougbt to do. It will be our
especial pride and satisfaction to oner It on
the occasionof tbeeighth convention
in the meantimetbe MasterBuilders'Asso
ciation of Boston desires to say to each and
every Individual memberof the filial bodiesof
tbe National Associationthat the latchstring
of our exchange rooms Is out from the llrst
day of January to tbe last day of December.
every year,andweshall be only too happy to
receivevisits at any time, either for purposes
of businessor for specialvisitations. If Indi
vidualsdesireto competeforwork in our vicin
ity, wewill afford them every opportunity to
gain neededInformation, and will take our
chancesof winning thegame. If they are on
pleasure bent, we will devote ourselves to
tbelr entertainment and will not let them
leave our limits without an acknowledgment
that a friendly handwas ready to greet them
in the BostonExchange.
The hopeIsexpressedthat In fixing the date
for the eighth convention it may seempos
sible to have the meeting occur in the early
fall, so that advantage may be taken of
the natural beauties of the New Knuhunl
coastin entertaining our visitors, but if this
doesnot seemwisi to the National convention
its verdict will be gracefully received by the
BostonAssociation, and the warmestkind of a
welcome will be extendedby us at whatever
datetbe conventionmaybefixedupon. So
" ComeIn the evening,or come In the morn
ing ;
Comewhenyou're lookedfor, or comewithout
warning;
Comewhen tbe coldwinds of winter are blow-
Ing;
Comewhenthe furnace of summeris glowing;
ComeIn the springtime,or comeIn the fall ;
You'll only offendif you don't comeat all."
A true copy.

Attest : WM. H. SAYWAHD,
SecretaryM. I). A.

The following gentlemenselectedto attend
the St. Louis conventionwere accompaniedin
several instances by their ladies : E. Noyes
Whltcomb, C. Everett Clark, Wm. N. Young.
James Pagan, Cyrus T. Clark, Walter J.
Connery, Franklin Smith. Walter S. Lyons,
Charles W. Parker, John Y. Mainland, George
E. Leigbton, Isaac N. Tucker, David Mcln-
tosh. Ira G. Hersey, first vice-president,and
Wm. H. Sayward, secretaryof the National
Association, weredelegatesby virtue of their
office.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Tbe following gentlemenwere in attendance
at theSt. Louis convention from the Buffalo
Exchange: John Feist, A. A. Berrick, James
Boland, Charles A. Rupp, W. D. Collingwood,
G. S. Donaldson,William Schumacher,George
W. Carter, GeorgeDuscherer,John O'Connor,
J. J. Churchyard and C. M. Cook.
The sash and blind manufacturers held a
big generalmeetingat theBuilders' Exchange,
February 8. They are trying to form an
organization which shall include all who sell
in marketseastof theOhio River. Tbe presi
dent is A. S. Bartlett of Binghamton.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The buildersof Cincinnati, asrepresentedby
the Builders' Exchange, have combinedwith
the real estatemenfor the purposeof forward
ing a project to build an ice harbor. The two
organizationsare actively consideringthe sub
ject, it being considereda verv important one
for the welfare of the city. One of the mem
bersof the Builders' Exchange, B. W. Blair,
was elected vice-president of the National
Brickmakers' Association at the recent con
vention at Louisville.

Detroit, Mich.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of De
troit hassettledin its new quartersat 92 Fort
street,West, and celebratedtbeoccasion with
an informal housewarming on February 1.
The new location is a very favorable one, and
the building peculiarly adapted to the wants
of the exchange. It was until recently occu
pied by the Michigan Club, is three stories
high, and will beentirely devotedto the useof
builders ami thoseconnectedwith the building
business. This move on the part of the ex
change will do much toward localizing and
centralizing tbe building interestsof the city,
a condition that hasprovedbeneficialin every
city where it hasbeenaccomplished. The in
formal openingwasa delightful affair, and a
largenumberwerepresent. From the reports
of SuperintendentQuiney of the exchange as
to the number of contracts let to members
during the past month businessseemsto be
very fair for this seasonof the year.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Buildt-rs' and Traders' Exchange of
Grand Rapids, at its annual election,selected
tbe following officers to serve during tbe en
suing year : President, P. C. Campbell, vice-
president. A. A. Stearns; secretary, John
H. Hoskens; treasurer, W. C. Weatberly. Di
rectors : Geo. N. Miller, Ja». Curtis, W. T.
McGurrin, N. Rosema, W. C. Hopson. Dele
gatesto the convention of the National Asso
ciation at Cleveland : P. C. Campbell (direc
tor and delegate »t large), James Curtis,
W. T. McGurrin. Alternates : W. C. Hopson,
Chas. Hoertz, N. Rosema.
Businessis reportedas beinggood.

Lynn, Mass.
The Master Builders' Association of Lynn
held its regular meeting at its rooms, 18
Andrew street,on Tuesdayevening, February
7, at 8p.m. In tbeabsenceof PresidentFrank
G. Kelly, A. J. Dearborn was elected presi
dent pro tern. After a large amountef rou
tine businessbad beentransacted,the applica
tion of newmemberscameup; tbe Executive
Committeereportedtbe nameof E. E. Strout,
masonand builder, and he waselectedamem
ber of theassociation.
A. J. Dearborn and L. A. May wereelected
delegatesto the National Convention of Build
ers to beheldat St. Louis, February 14,15,16,
1893.
The Executive Board will meeton the first
and third Tuesdaysof eachmonth to consider
new applications,as it is expectedthat all the
contiactorsand builders of Lynn will become
membersof the associationin thenear future.

Milwaukee, WIs.
The Carpenters'Union of Milwaukee hasde
cided to makean attempt to have tbe wage
scaleand other matters in disputebetween its
membersand their employers settled before
tbeseasonopensbya joint committee,in which
both the bossesand their employeeswill be re
presented. The union hassenta requestto the
various boss carpenters' associations of the
city asking themeachto appoint a committee
to representthem at the conference,at which
delegatesfrom all theunions are expected to
bepresent. At themeetingthe wagequestion
will bediscussed,and if a satisfactoryagree
mentcan bereachedit will besettled.
If their plan for calling a conferencesucceeds
thecarpenteisare certain that the move will
prove a satisfactoryone. They claim that at
themeetingthedelegatesfrom the union and
the Carpenters'Associationwill cometogether
uponan equal footing, and that it will not only
bea movewhich, if adoptedas a permanent
thing, will prevent future strikes, but that it
will tend to produce harmony of action be
tweenthe bossesand themen.
The demandmadeby the union has not yet
beenmadepublic, but it is understoodthat tbe
workmen expect to demand that none but
union hands be employed, also that a slight
advancein wagesbegranted.
The employing carpenters say that such a
demandwill bemet with refusal. At present
they pay "JT!.. and 30 cents an hour, with
eight hours' labor, but employ such men as
they deemcompetentto do their work. They
are willing to meetany and all reasonablede
mand*,but they are all agreed that they will
not advancethepresentscale.
Tbe master masons have also agreed to a
conference,to be heldat the same time. The
men, according to one of their number, are
organizing, and, should a demand for more
wagesberefused,it is probable that a general
strike will result. Another thing they expect
to enforceis that nonebut union menbe em
ployed in anv department of a building on
which they are employed.
The 11iii-oii- will alsodoubtlesscomeforward
with their yearly demand for increasedpay,
and tbe outlookof Milwaukee's building pros
pectsbeingunhinderedby labor trouble in '93
are not bright.
At tbeannual meetingof the Builders' and
Traders' Exchange, which occurred recently,
tbe subject of trade schools,as advocatedby
the National Association, was brought up for
consideration. Tbe builders of Milwaukee
have long recognizedtbeneed of an effective
trade schooland have frequently attemptedto
seta movement on foot that would result in
theestablishmeutof suchan institution in the
city.

Minneapolis, Minn.
The Builders' Exchange at the last regular
meeting elected E. F. Dodson a delegateto
the national convention held at St. Louis
February 14, 15 and 16, and as alternates
Capt. Charles W. Brown and C. E Richard
son. Geo.W. Libby was thedelegateat large,
by virtue of his office ag a director of the
National Association.
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After theelectionthe secretaryread a letter
from Mrs. A. A. Fond, expressing thanks for
their kind attention during her bereavement.
A joint meeting of a committeeeachfrom
St. Paul and Mmneopolis took place at the
rooms of the exchange January 23. This
committeeis knownastheCommitteeonLegis
lation, its membersbeingas follows :
From Minneapolis—Herbert Chalker, George
Cook, GeorgeW. Libby, B. Cooper.
From St. Paul—Wm. Porter, O. L. Rhaume,
William Rhodes Peter Long, William H. Ul-
nier, GeorgeM. Morton and Herman Hardt.

New York City.
The Mechanics and Traders' Exchange of
New York, at the annual meeting, January
31,electedthe following officersfor 1893:
President, George Moore Smith ; vice-presi
dent, Isaac A. Hopper; treasurer,Edmond A.
Yaughan ;secretary,StephenM. Wright ; trus
tees:John J. Tucker, John J. Roberts, Thomas
Dimond, James B. Mulry, John C. Doremus,
Matthew C. Henry, John J. Donovan; exam
iners (Departmentof Buildings), Warren A.
Conover, Edwin Dobbs; inspectorsof election:
Lawrence (-union, Isaac E. Hoagland, Robert
L. Pirsson.
The following, from oneof the New York
dailies of January 27,showsthe result of ar
bitrary action by leaders of a trade union,
which is evidently as ill advisedas it is unjust:
Charles W. Hewitt and 30 others, repre
sentingonefaction of the Journeymen Stone
cutters' Association, havebegun suit to com
pel John Morris, president of the union, to
remit about $1000in fineswhich have been
imposedon them. Thy also demandto be
reinstated in the union, by which they were
suspendedfor nonpayment of the fines.
The trouble dates back to November,when
theunion split into two factions, and eachside
tried to elect officers. Hewitt was the leader
of onefaction and Morris of theother. At a
meeting in Brevoort Hall on November 16
John Kelly, the treasurer,was accusedof not
accountingfor $10,000. Themeetingbrokeup
in a riot. Morris was electedpresidentduring
a lull in the fight. 1benHewitt and theothers
were fined for the part they took in the row.
They refused to pay the fines,and were sus
pendedfrom theunion.

Philadelphia, Pa.
The sixth annual meeting of the Master
Builders' Exchange was held January 24,
afternoon and evening, in the Exchange
Building.
The organizationput itself on recordregard
ing two questionswhich are at presentagitat
ing the public mind—the Public Buildings
Commission and the adoption of stringent
measures looking to the rigid inspection of
buildings used for businesspurposes,particu
larly for the storageof heavy merchandise,in
order to prevent the repetition of the accident
and lossof human life which occurredon Jan
uary 16,when the Nixon paperwarehousecol
lapsedand killed threemen.
The attitude of the exchange toward the
Public Buildings Commissionwas clearly de
fined in the following resolutions, drawn by
John S. Stevens,andpresented,after adoption,
through the Board of Directors. They were
passedby a vote of 36to 4,after lengthy argu
mentsfor both sides. They are as follows:
Your Boardof Directorshasrecentlyreceived
communications asking them to take part In
thedemandupon theStateLegislature for the
abolishmentof tbe Building Commission.
Deemlnirthis a very Important subject, they
considerit best to refer the matter to tbecor
porationmeetingfor their action,with the fol
lowing comments:
While thereseemsto beawidespreaddemand
for theabollsomentof the commissionby the
public at large,theCity Councilsandthepublic
press,yet your Boardof Directorsthink it well
to pauseandconsiderthe subjectcalmlybefore
taking action.
That the Building Commissionis clothedwith
autocratic powers,which they have exercised
in such a way as to cause general dls-atisfac-
tion, is not to be denied,yet it is questionable
whetherat this latedayit wouldbewiseto take
the work out of their bands and place it in
chargeof a city department.
We all know that thework thus far done en
thepublic buildings is of the very nest of its
kind, both asregardsthematerialandthework
manship,and isa credit to the city of Philadel
phia, to which all her citizens canpoint with
pride. We grant that some, lierhaps many,
mistakes have been made,notably the tower
contract, and possibly the work might have
cost less money if done by the city author
ities, but. judging from the general character
of " city work,'' weseriouslydoubt il it would
have beenaswell doneasit hasbeenunder the
careful supervisionof theablearchitect,super
intendentand their assistants.
Would it not be better to have the law
amended,rnskirjgthe commissionamenableto
our City Councils,requiring them to sendto
the FinanceCommitteeof Councilsan itemized
statementof their requirements,as is doneby
all the departments,and compelling them to
limit their contractsanddisbursementsfor the
year to theamount so appropriated? It does
seem but just that the city authorities,who

haveto furnish the money,should know how
and for what it is to beexpended.
Also, instead of having the commission to
continue itself indefinitely by filling vacancies
asthey occur, havethe termsof a certain num
ber of theboard (not more than one-third)ex
pire at theendof eachyear,and the vacancies
nlled by appointments by the boardof judges
of our courts.
It is the judgmentof your board that theex
changeshould advocate calm and deliberate
action in thepremisesand ask the Legislature
to amendtbeact assuggested,insteadof abol
ishing tbe commission.
Resolved,That this corporation approvesof
the recommendationscontainedin the commu
nication receivedfrom the Board of Directors
and, further.
Resolved,That a committee of five be ap
pointed to go to Harrisburg andpresentthe
sameto the Legislature.
A lengthy discussionfollowed the presenta
tion of tbe resolutions,which resulted in their
adoptionby the voteabovementioned.
The electionfor seven new directors in the
board of 21resultedas follows : Samuel Hart,
Frank F. Black, Peter Gray, Charles Gilling-
ham, Jacob Myers, Charles H. Reevesand
William Harkness.
The annual report of the board was then
read. It wasa lengthy and interesting docu
ment to the exchange. Included in It werethe
following facts: The averagedaily attendance
at the exchangewas 65, an increaseof 10 per
cent, over 1891. There were90,000visitors to
the Exhibitors' Department.
The Trades School Department bad been
very successful in securing good pupils and
graduating competent workmen. The Real
Estate Departmentis in good condition. The
board tendered their obligations to the press
of the city for their influencein behalf of the
organization.
The total membership is now 280,including
124corporateand 156non-corporatemembers;
a net decreaseof 14since1891. The financial
statement sets forth : Receipts.$988304; ex
penditures,$7391.48;balance, $2491.56. The
board recommendedthat an endowmentfund,
for the perpetuationand support of the Trade
School, be created,and also tbe starting of
day classeswhen therewas a demandfor tbe
same. The reports of various committees
were included In the generalreport.
The Joint Special Committeeof City Coun
cils on the revision of the building lawsmet
on February 3 in the office of the Clerks of
Councils to considerthedraft of theproposed
law which Mr. Haddock has prepared. The
subject has been receiving the attention of
builders and real estate operators for some
time past, and anumberof representativemen
in the trade were present at tbe meeting,
among the number being Director of Pub
lic Safety Beitler, who is at the headof the
Bureauof Building Inspectors; William Hark
ness, Jr., Secretary of the Master Builders'
Exchange; Stacy Reeves.William T. B. Rob
erts, Michael Andreas, A. B. Hutton, J. S.
Stevens, J. B. Howell, W. S. P. Shields, W.
C. Merritt, Peter Carrigan, C. C Moore,
ThomasH. Marshall and James Hastings.
The committeemen and tbe builders dis
cussedthe subject in an informal manner for
nearly two hours, tbebuilders proposingmany
minor changeswhich their experience sug
gested.
The one hundred and third anniversary of
the Bricklayers' Company was celebratedat
the Builders' Exchange. The annual business
meeting precededthe banquet and celebra
tion.
The following officerswere electedto serve
for the year 1893: Joseph B. Hancock, presi-
den ; R. C. Ballinger and John Atkinson,
vice-presidents; John W. Miller, treasurer,
and William J. Gillingham, secretary.

Providence. R. I.

Pursuant to a call issuedby Secretary Cady
of the Builders' and Traders' Exchange of
Providence, a meetingof the contractorsand
builders of the city was held in the roomsof
that body, February 1. T. B. Ross presided,
and W. F. Cady actedassecretary. The ques
tion brought up, in the form of a motionby T.
B. Murphy, was that "on and after May 1.
1893,we grant our menninehoursa day." The
motion was fullv discussedby Messrs.Hay-
ward, Murphy, CJ'Reilly, and SpencerB. Hop
kins presenteda paperupon the subject. The
question was finally divided. It was voted
unanimouslythat nine hoursshouldconstitute
a day'swork, but that the timefixed shouldbe
March 1, 1893. It was further voted that
overtimeshouldbe chargedtime and one-half,
and holidaysbechargeddoubletim*. The ob
ject of the contractors and builders in this
moveis to anticipatethe masonsand carpen
ters, who have announced their intention of
demanding a nine-hourday after May 1, and
thus create harmony. The question as to
whethertenhours'paywill begivenor required
for nine hours' work wasnot discussed. This
will be regulated largely by the supply and
demand, although both employers and em

ployeeslook to but oneultimate result,viz., no
reduction in wages.

Rochester, N. Y.

At a meeting of the Builders' Exchange
February 7, the following named officers
were elected: President, H. H. Edgerton;
first vice-president, T. W. Finucane; second
vice-president, F. C Seitz; third vice-presi-,
dent,J. J. L. Friederich; secretary,J. E. Sum-
merhay; superintendent.H. M. Parish.

St. Louis, Mo.
The annual meetingand electionof officers
of theSt. Louis Builders' Exchange tookplace
January 17. Tbe officesto befilled werethose
of president, vice-presidents, six directors,
Committee of Arbitration and Appeals Com
mittee. The race for presidential honors was
anespeciallyexcitingone. Thetwo candidates,
William J. Baker and Jeremiah Sheeban,
each had a large following. Mr. Baker was
electedby a vote of 88to 70. P.J. Moynihan
and Patrick Rowan were elected vice-presi
dents. Out of the twelve candidates for
directors, the required six were made up of
William M. Anderson,Charles B . McCormick,
Thomas J. Kelly, William A. Rutter, Joseph
L. Guerdry and Patrick Mulcahey. The Com
mittee of Arbitration selectedwas: Adam
Bauer, David Roden, William Daman, A. J.
Judge, John J. Ganahi.Charles Fathman, Jr.,
August Fick, W J. Fletcher and Joseph P
KelTy The candidatesfor Appeals Commit
teeselectedwere: George lttner. ThomasF.
Hayden, GeorgeF. Bruce, Augustus Bullis,
Mark Hudson,SenecaN. Taylor, C. C.Weaver,
Patrick Kirby and C. Kellerman.
The Builders' Exchange got out a very at
tractive volume in connection with the
seventh annual convention of the National
Association, held in their city February 14,15
and 16. In addition to containing a directory
of theNational Association of Builders, it pre
senteda programmeof the convention,a brief
sketch of the St. Louis Exchange, together
with likenessesof some of the gentlemen
prominently identified with the local and na
tional bodies. There was also given illustra
tions of many of the prominent buildings in
St..Louis, with general information likely to
interest thoseattending the convention. The
volume wassubstantially boundin board cov
ers, and carried a gilt side title. Numerous
advertisements of interest to the building
tradeswerescatteredthrough the pages.

Wilmington, Del.
The frnmiAlmeeting of the members of the
Builders' Exchange of Wilmington was held
January 24, at the exchange, 605 Market
street.
PresidentArchibald S. Reed in his annual
report said that the exchangewas in an excel
lent condition. He recommendedtbe securing
of property for the erectionof a new building
for the exchange.
Secretary Foulk reported a membershipof
64in goodstanding, an increase of 14in tbe
year.
Treasurer Henry Evans reported a balance
of between$1100and $1200.
The following directors were elected for
three years: William H. Foulk, Philemma
Chandler, Richard Kelly, H. A. Miller, Jesse
K. Baylis, Frank A. Mitchell and J. R. D.

A. 8. Reed, John P. Allmond and William
H. Foulk were elected delegatesto the con
vention of the National Master Builders' As
sociation.
A proposition to reduce the dueswas de
feated. It wasdecidedinsteadtogivea dinner,
and George H. McCall, Frank A. Mitchell,
Richard Kelly, Jesse Simmons and Lundy
Kent were appointed a committee on the
dinner.
The exchange is endeavoringto securethe
establishment of uniform measurementsfor
masonry.

Worcester, Mass.

The builders of Worcester have been much
interestedduring thepastmonth overa public
discussionof the labor question in the rooms
of the Board of Trade betweenO. W. Nor-
cross and Geo. E. McNeil, of Boston. Mr.
Norcross, who spoke from the standpoint of
the employer,is well known throughout the
country as the largest employerin the build
ing trades,perhapsin the country. Mr. Mc
Neil, who treatedthe oppositesideof theques
tion, is well known in Boston and vicinity as
an energetic worker in the cause of trade
unionism. Tbe aspects of tbe questionsto
which the speakersconfinedthemselveswere
thoserelating particularly to the functionsof a
trade union and the character of the leaders.
The result of the debate seemedto leavethe
honorsabout evenly divided. No new meth
odswereusedby either of the gentlemen,but
the old stock argumentswerewell handled.
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The following officers have been electedfor
the ensuing year by the Building Trades Club
of New York City: President, John J.
Tucker; vice-presidents,Andrew J. Campbell,
CharlesA. Cowen; secretary and treasurer,
StephenM Wright: managersfor threevears,
William T. Ritch, Edwin Cutwater, William
H. McCord, EJwin B. Tompkins, William K.
Hammond.

The builders of Lima, Ohio, are at work en
deavoring to establish a Builders' Exchange
upon the lines advocated by the National As
sociation. F. M. Leech is one of the prime
movers in the undertaking, which, it is ex

pected,will be carried to successin the near
future.

Dankmar Adler of Chicago has resigned
his office as secretary of the American In
stitute of Architects, and Alfred Stone of
Providence has been appointed in his stead.
Mr. Ad lerallegesas a reasonfor his resignation
that pressof businesspreventshisdevoting the
requisiteamount of time to the affairs of the
Institute.

The officersof thenewly-establishedMaster
Builders' Association of Fitchburg are: J. D.
Littlehale president, W. H. Keyes vice-pres
ident, J. 8. Starr secretaryand treasurer ; di
rectors, Frank McCauliff, A. Ounkason,H. B.
Dyer, A. Wellington, H. E. Jenmson andGeo.

Buckley. The associationis pleasantlylocated
in theSafety Fund Bank Building, and is pro
gressingfavorably.

The builders of Tampa, Fla., are endeavor
ing to establishan exchange,and have applied
to the Secretary of the National Association
for thenecessaryinformation to insure a cor
rect start.

The builders of Salt Lake City are again at
work trying to perfect the organization of an
exchange. They want the secretary of the
National Association to pay thema visit, and
start themon the right road to success. An
attempt in this direction hasbeenmadeby the
Salt Lakers before,and it is expectedthat this
effort will be successful.

Early History of the Hamburg
Carpenters' Union.

In view of the labor disturbances which
are occurring from time to time in the
building trades in this country, and the
methods employed for reaching satisfac
tory adjustment of these differences, it is
interesting to note some curious details of
the Hamburg Carpenters' Union during
the early part of the present century.
The particulars which follow are gleaned
from a paper published by the Hamburg
Historical Society and contained in a re
cent issue of the Bautechnische Zeitsch-
rift. At the period mentioned the car
penters' union, like all others, was di
vided into two parts, namely, the division
of the masters and that of the journey
men. The masters had their own place of
meeting, known as the Masters' Hall,
while the men met in what may be
designated as the Refuge. Two of the
masters were appointed by their fellows
to supervise the meetings of the journey
men and, if necessary, present their com
plaints or requests, but otherwise the two
bodies had not much official connection
with each other. Occasionally, indeed,
they came in conflict. There were two
classes of journeymen ; the "natives,"
including both those born in Hamburg
and those adopted by the union, and the
strangers, who were permitted to work
only under certain restrictions. As the
natives, or einheimisch, were mostly
married and often rather advanced in
years, as compared with the strangers,
the masters were disposed to prefer the
latter, and the native journeymen, who
were in a great majority in the union,
interfered repeatedly to prevent them
from doing so. About 1809 trade was
dull, so that the natives could not all get
work, while several of the masters kept
strangers in their employ. The native
journeymen conspired to prevent this,
and served notice on the masters that if
any more strangers were admitted to
work in the Hamburg shops for two
years they would desert all the shops in
which any stranger was employed. This
threat proved effectual and the strangers
in the shops were dismissed.

QUALIFICATIONS.
It was necessary, also, for any strange
carpenter, before he could work at his
trade in the city, to obtain authorizations
from the chiefs of the union. This rule
was strictly enforced. Even one of the
native Hamburgers, if he had been away
from the city for a time, was obliged to
go at once to the altgesell, or old com
panion, the chief magnate of the journey
men's part of the union, and get leave to
work before proceeding to his own home ;
and, if he was found working without
this license, he was put out of the city by
force, and not allowed to return until he
had paid a fine and complied with the
regulation. Even when armed with their
permit to work, for which they had to
pay a round price, the strangers did not
always enjoy equal rights with others.
In the autumn of 1809,when business was
nearly paralyzed by the Napoleonic com
motions, the natives, who had a large
majority in the union, procured the adop
tion of a rule by which every master was
obliged to employ at least three married

native journeymen before he could hire
any stranger. The "Herberge," or jour
neymen's quarters, had two rooms, the
trade hall and the beer counter. In the
former of these the meetings of the
journeymen were held monthly and
quarterly and here strangers, on ar
rival, were obliged to pay their re
spects to the old companion, show him
their credentials, pay their dues, and get
a license to work in the city. As soon as
a newcomer found an engagement he was
obliged to take his papers to the chief of
the master's division for approval, and
was then an accepted member of the
union. If any member desired to leave
the city, it was necessary for him, in
order to get employment elsewhere, to
have proper papers of dismissal to show
to the union officials of the next place he
might settle in. These papers were not
always easy to get. They were absolutely
refused to any man who had unpaid bills
in the town, and if an aspirant wished for
proper credentials it was necessary for
him to pay all his debts first. If he failed
to do so, and departed without a settle
ment, he was warned three times, at in
tervals of about a month, and if he was
still unrepentant his name was put on the
black tablet, with a list of his debts and
other information of a personal char
acter. Before any journeyman could be
inscribed on the union lists he must prove
that he had been taught his trade by union
rules, in a union town and by a union
master. Without these qualifications he
could not be received, and in 1815a jour
neyman carpenter who had been trained
in a distant place was expelled from the
Hamburg Union because a fellow-towns
man betrayed that he had not been taught
his trade in the prescribed manner.

The Rights of Labor.

The labor troubles of the past year have
probably excited more discussion of the
relations between capital and labor than
any previous occurrences of the kind. So
much has been printed upon this subject
that one would imagine thf public
thoroughly wearied and ready to say to
employers and wage earners "a plague o'
both your houses." But this is not the
case. The matter is of too important a
nature to be dismissed. Until some effect
ive plan is evolved for settling labor dis
putes men will continue to discuss the re
lations of capital and labor and to propound
their theories upon the question of the
rights of both parties. It is interesting to
rote that a change hag taken place in the
manner in which the rights of working-
men are regarded. The Homestead trouble
was the occasion of a sudden outburst of
rampant socialism from unexpected sources.
For a time it seemed that the weight
of public opinion was being exerted more
and more strongly against individual prop
erty interests and in favor of the recogni
tion of pomesort of a right in mankind to
other people's property. This doctrine
was so manifestly abmrd that public
opinion soon corrected itself, and of late
there has been a decided tendency among
public speakers and writers to take the
anti-socialistic side of the discussion.

One of the most forcible, logical and
thoroughly sensible contributions to this
discussion is an address recently made be
fore the Sunset Club by Z. 8. Holbrook of
Chicago and now issued in pamphlet form.
Mr. Holbrook sets forth the circumstances
surrounding the outbreak at Homestead in
a calm, dispassionate manner, perfectly
free from prejudice and then proceeds to
define the rights of the company and their
workmen without regard to any other con
siderations than those of natural rights as
laid down by accepted authorities. He
denounces demagogism as the underlying
cause of the latter day mystification of the
true relations of employers and employed.
With caustic irony he thus sets forth the
demagogic view:

Capital is denouncedas a criminal acquisi
tion. The successfulmerchant or manufact
urer is the real criminal of to-day. The way
to heavenis by thepoorhouse. The hero is the
tramp. Poverty has becomea virtue. Mus
cular labor and not brain labor is the highest
goal of manhood,and all each talk because
themenwho use their musclescast a larger
number of votes than those who use their
brains.
He says wealth is not created by labor
alone, and with almost brutal frankness
adds that the province of labor is simply
to change the form of matter; it is the
province of capital to pay labor its wages
for so doing, and then assume the risk
and responsibility of changing the place
and time of matter. " When wages have
been paid all obligations of capital cease,
except such as pertain to the domain of
private conscience." Following up his
course of reasoning to its logical result, it
would be difficult to find a stronger pre
sentation of the whole question of labor's
rights than the following concise summary,
with which he concludes :

1. Work is a blessing,not a curse.
2. The greatestphilanthropist is hewhofur
nishesemploymentto others.
3. Aggregations of capital are beneficial to
society,as they reducethe cost of production.
4. Capital andlaborarepartners,but capital
ists aud laborersare not.
5. Labor must choosebetweenthe certainty
of wagesand thevicissitudesandrisks of profit
and loss.
6. Having chosen wages as its part, when
wagesarepaid theobligationsof capital cease,
exceptsuchas pertainto thedomainof private
conscience.
7. The obligationsof capital to shareprofits
with labor are no greaterthan thoseof others
to sharetheir surplus with the needy.
8. No man can showauthority for dictating
to capital its duty to labor whenagreedwages
have beenpaid.
9. Honesty, industry andthrift are the basic
elementsof wealth.
10. The capitalistsof to-daywerethe wage-
earnersof yesterday,and the laborer of to-day
can becomethe capitalist of to-morrow.
11. The mounds of property are dissipated
by the sure laws of nature ; hencethe State
doesnot needto assist in the work.
12. It is not a crime to acquire and to own.
It may bea crime not to do so if onehas the
ability. Acquiring must not beconfounded
with avarice.
Finally, man has an inherentand inalien
able right to labor, and this right must not be
interfered with by unions or strikers. It is
not the businessof government to aid in the
acquisition of moneyor to makeproperty, but
to protect every man, the humblest and the
wealthiest,in his lawful efforts to acquire and
enjoy the fruits of his labor.
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CARRIAGE HOUSE AND STABLE.

I*
REPLY to the correspondent who in
quired in the November issue of the
paper for plans of a stable and carriage

house, we have received from M. Marble,
architect, 1526Wabash avenue, Pueblo.
Col., drawings of an attractive structure
which was recently erected for C. L. W.
Dittmer of Carlisle Park, Pueblo. We
have engraved the drawings sent us, and
present upon this and the following pages
plans of the foundation, roof, first and
second floors, the front and side elevations,
and various details. We learn from the
architect that the owner of the carriage
house and stable here illustrated had a
certain quantity of stone on the ground,
and this was used as far as it would go,
which accounts for the employment of
cement and " pebble dash " for tlie second
story. The first story is built of Castle

will be seen that on the first floor provis
ion is made for a carriage room, two
stalls, one of which is a box, and a har-

Front Elevation

COVERTO
MANUREPIT

Foundation Plan. First Floor.

room 12 x 14 feet. The stable is pro
vided with water and sewer connections.
The engravings so clearly indicate the ar
rangement and construction of the build
ing that our practical readers will be able
to thoroughly understand them without
further particulars.

An interesting little device has been
used at the World's Fair grounds during
the past few weeks which is not strictly
electrical in its own mechanism, though its
efficiency is dependent upon the electric
motor. It consists of a small air com
pressor in which no springs are used, but
which is remarkably efficient because of
the arrangement of an eccentric. This
compressor is operated by a small electric
motor and requires only about 2 horse
power. It makes from 250to 300 revolu
tions a minute. Twelve parts of air to
one part of liquid paint are drawn into
the motor and discharged at a pressure of
about 12pounds in a steady stream. The
paint is put on with hose and is spread
much more evenly and economically than
could possibly be done by hand.

Professor Morse of Salem, Mass.,
is said to have solved the problem of
house heating in a curious fashion.
He has built a house with all its
rooms fronting southward, and only
a passage on the north. Almost the whole
southern front of the house is made of
glass, and by means of reflectors Professor

Hoof Plan.

SecondFloor.

Carriage House and Stable.—M. Marble, Architect,Pueblo, Colorado.—Elevation—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.—Plans—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

Rock pink lava stone in 9-inch courses,
rock face, with bead joints. The second
story, as already stated, is of cement
"pebble dashed.' The roof is covered
with Oregon cedar shingles.
From an inspection of the drawings it

ness room conveniently located with re
gard to the carriage space, in which the
harnessing and unharnessing is naturally
supposed to be done. On the second floor
is a hay loft, feed bins and storeroom, the
latter measuring 14x 14J^2feet, and a bed-

Morse is enabled on sunny days to
heat his whole house with sunshine alone.
At night and on cloudy days he has hearth
fires going. He believes that by this con
trivance he has the most wholesome heat
that is attainable.
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Detail of Bracket under Hood.—Scale, %
Inch to tbe Foot.

South Side(Left) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Carriage House and Stable.—Elevations and Miscellaneous Details.
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CONVENTION OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS.

THE
seventh annual convention of the
National Association of Builders was
called to order by President Anthony

Ittner at 10o'clock a.m., on February 14,
in the city of St. Lonis. The presentation
of credentials and the usual opening
exercises were all the business transacted
on the first day. The president's address
was warmly received and was accorded
close attention from beginning to end.
A summary of his remarks reads as fol
lows:

President's Address.
After extending a cordial and hearty
welcome to all the visiting builders on
behalf of the St. Louis Exchange, the
president proceeded to emphasize the
value of organization in the abstract, and
cited the National Association as a con
crete example of the benefits of united
and harmonious action taken upon proper
lines for the benefit of a class and, inci
dentally, of the community. The form
of organization of the National Associa
tion was such as to produce the very best
results, he said, inasmuch as all its de
liberations were frank and open and
always subject to the inspection and
criticism of all ; its conclusions.after being
arrived at in a most thorough manner.are
recommended to its constituent bodies,
never being mandatory in any way. The
result of its councils, obtained after the
most careful consideration by the best
possible form of representation of the
varied interests involved, are given to the
affiliated exchanges in the shape of advice
and the application left to the local body,
unbiased by compulsion or restraint. The
president complimented the National
Association upon the personnel of the
meetings, past and present, and referred to
the fact that the high character of the dele
gates sent by the filial bodies spoke well
for the quality of the legislation enacted
by the conventions. He considered the
Declaration of Principles and Article n
of the Constitution as worthy of the most
careful consideration of all builders as
recommending true principles, and intro
duced both in full into his address. The
National Association should be proud of
such a platform. (The Declaration of
Principles and Constitution are always
printed in the appendix to the annual
reports of the association.)

TRADE SCHOOLS.

_In recapitulating the principles enun
ciated and resolutions passed at the first
convention in Chicago, the recommenda
tion of the establishment of trade schools
by builders' associations was the subject
ofmuch commendation and the president
paid the highest compliment to Col. R. T.
Auchmuty of New York City, the pioneer
of trade schools in this country, for his
philanthropy. Regret was expressed that
a greater number of trade schools had not
been established by the filial bodies of the
National Association ; but the successful
example offered by the action of the
Philadelphia Exchange in setting up and
maintaining an excellent school was the
subject for congratulation. The president
stated that it was with pleasure that he
would present later in the course of the
convention a system of apprenticeship
now existing among the iron founders
and hollow ware workers that was based
upon much the same lines as guided the
instruction of pupils in the trade schools.
He also spoke at some length on the de
plorable lack of skilled workmen among
the young Americans. The cause was
attributed to a too rigid discrimination
against apprentices and arbitrary and re
strictive rules adopted in this respect by
the workmen themselves.

THE ARCHITECT AND BUILDER.

Prpfit sharing next came in for con
sideration and the president expressed a
hope that the convention would take up
the subject and give it attention. In re

ferring to the relationship between the
architect and the builder he said that
there was no reason why they should not
be more generally friendly toward each
other than seems to be the case at present.
The architect can do full justice to his
client without being unjust to the builder
and work would progress with much
greater mutual satisfaction if there were
more friendliness between the two. On
this subject he said :

It affordsmepleasureto bear witnessto the
fact that thereare many architects in tbis and
other large cities who are entirely just and
fair in their dealings with the builder, as be
tween the builder and theowner. In (act, I
have knowledge of an instancein the caseof
one of the leading architectural firms in this
city, where, if it had not been for the archi
tect's pointing out certain extra work in the
interest of the builder, it would have been
lost to him entirely, as he would not have
been aware that he was entitled to an extra
for the same. Somemight hold that the archi
tect wasnot required to go so far in the inter
est of the contractor, and someownersthat I
haveknown, in my experience,would dispense
with the servicesof such an architect if they
cameinto possessionof the knowledgeof such
an action on his part : and I havealsoknown
architects who seemedto imagine that their
missionon earth wagto rob the builder in the
interest of the owner, and it has also been
the case where architect and builder, both
beingdishonest,would mutually agree to rob
the owner in their own interestand divide the
spoils,but I am glad to say that theseare ex
treme and rare cases,and not of recentdate.
There may becases of tbis kind at present,
but if so, they are surely few and far between.

UNIFORM CONTRACT.

The Uniform Contract was referred to
as a most valuable and important docu
ment, calculated to protect and facilitate
the builder's business and interests, and
was urgently recommended for even
more general use than it has yet attained.
The wonderful progress made in the
United States in the past decade, said the
president, presented a most marvelous
record to the world. Such magnificent
exhibitions of design, speedand thorough
ness of construction the world has never
seen before, and few comprehend even
now the tremendous strides that are
being made in the building arts. The
World's Fair buildings at Chicago were
cited as one example of the wonderful
speedwith which the American builder
can accomplish his work. The president
thought that every patriotic American
owed it to himself and his country to at
tend the fair and learn what is being done
in art and mechanics in our own and
other countries to-day.
A touching tribute was paid to the
memory of Marc Eidlitz of New York
City, whose death, since the last conven
tion, had deprived the National Associa
tion of one of its most honored and valued
directors.

OUTLOOK IN THE BUILDING TRADES.

Referring to the condition and pros
pects in the building world, he said that,
barring several ill-advised and unfortu
nate labor strikes, business generally
throughout the country has been as pros
perous during the past year as in any pre
vious year of our history, and we are
justified in the belief that the coming
season will be still more prosperous.
The president closed his remarks by ask
ing the aid of every delegate present in
making the convention one of profit to all
present, and to the builders of the
country.
Following the president's address were
announcements of many cordial invita
tions from many sources to the delegates
to various points of interest in the city.
The following gentlemen were appointed
as a Committee on Credentials : M. B.
Madden of Chicago, chairman; James
McG-auley, Indianapolis; E. Noyes Whit-
comb, Boston; Jeremiah Sheehan, St.
Lonis, and W. J. Hill of Denver. Upon
the presentation of the credentials the

convention adjourned to 9 o'clock Wed
nesday morning.
During the afternoon the first distinct
event in the hospitality offered by the
builders of St. Louis was presented in the
form of a carriage ride. The majority of
the delegates took advantage of the op
portunity to see the building features of
the city under the guidance of their
hosts.

WEDNESDAY MORNING.
The first business of the morning
session on Wednesday was the report of the
Committee on Credentials, which showed
that there were present 97delegates repre
senting 24 cities. Besides this number,
the lists of the Committee on Entertain
ment showed that, including alternates
and visitors, the total number of builders
gathered in St. Louis as the result of the
convention was in the vicinity of 250.
The Committee on Time and Place of
next convention, and for the nomination
of officers for the ensuing year, was ap
pointed as follows : Chas. W. Gindele of
Chicago; J. Milton Blair, Cincinnati;
John S. Stevens, Philadelphia; Stephen
M. Wright, New York City; Arthur Mc
Allister of Cleveland. The selection of
these gentlemen was governed by the fact
that one member was drawn from each
city which has entertained the conven
tions of the National Association in the
past. The increasing desire of the various
cities to secure the next annual con
vention makes the duties of this com
mittee more and more arduous.
Following the appointment of the Com
mittee on Time and Place was the
secretary's report. This covered very
thoroughly the ground gone over by the
association in the past year.

Secretary's Report.

The secretary opened his report with a
statement of the present condition of the
association, noting the accession of ex
changee in Butte City and Scranton. In
speaking of the benefits of affiliation he
said:
While it is not essentialto the life of the
National Association that it comprehend
in its membership each and all of these
organizations in the smaller cities and
towns of the country, it is important to
these bodies themselvesthat they be placed
in position to receive the education and
benefitwhich comesby virtue of the measures
adoptedby the National Associationto obtain
a wide comparison of experiences, discuss
practices, and recommend methods by and
through which improvements may be uni
formly secured,and thebest interestsof build
ers systematicallyand intelligently advanced.
Before leaving the subject of membershipI
desireto emphasizethe fact that the value and
strengthof the National Association depend
upon theobservanceof exactly the sameprin
ciples as thosewhich we recommendfor the
guidanceof local bodies—namely, that a large
membership does not necessarily indicate
greatness,that the true aim of all associations
should be quality rather than quantity, and
that selection based upon intrinsic merit of
the individual is the surest safeguard and de
fenseagainst disintegration and decay.
The statistics gathered during the year at
the suggestion of the committee created for
the purpose were confined to the search for
kindred organizations in both this country
and abroad. The report showed a net in
crease of 20, being a gross increase of 42
and a gross decrease of 20 organizations
connected with the building trades. The
increase in builders' exchanges, as advo
cated and assisted by the National Asso
ciation, was shown to be 24.

FILIAL BODIES.

In referring to the condition of filial
bodies, as seen from the secretary's stand
point, he said:

The officialsof local bodies may be unduly
elated or depressedby conditionsexistent in
their environment,and are likely to color their
conclusions as to general conditionsby their
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local ones. The advantage of a central or
ganization is here manifested in theoppor
tunity offered for a wider and more compre
hensiveontlook, which resultsin a truer judg
ment as to the prevailing condition through
out thewhole body. Just as in any oneof the
organizations which form the National, it
would bedelusiveto base a judgment of the
condition of that body upon the attitude or
sentiment of particular individuals, soin the
National Association itself conclusionsas to
improvement or lack thereof upon the lines
and policies laid down by it are not to be
reachedor basedupon the conditionsprevail
ing in oneor anotherof its constituentparts,
but upon theaverage condition manifested in
the body as a whole. It is with great satis
faction, therefore,that I declare that at no
time sincethe National Associationwasestab
lished hasthere beeusuchgeneral evidenceof
improvement in condition of local bodies as
during the past year; never has there been
suchpromisefor the future. In somecases,it
is true, thereare facts existent which we can
not but deplore,but those very facts are no
•doubta part of the evolution necessaryto
final and permanentlybetter life.

The mid-year meeting was summarized,
min -1

:

as it was reported in Carpentry and
Building at the time, for the benefit of
the full association. An extended refer
ence was made to the great variety of
subjects treated from the secretary's de
partment in the columns of the journal
named and the benefit, as indicated by re
turns received, commented upon.

EXCHANGE BUILDINGS.

Under the head of exchange buildings
the secretary pointed out the beneficial
results that such a possession assures a
builders' exchange. After referring to
the energetic work of the builders, par
ticularly in Buffalo and Milwaukee, he
said:
In almosteveryexchangethefeeling is man
ifestly gainingfootholdthat the ownershipof a
building which shall be a home for the ex
change is oneof themostessentialelementsto' success in permanent and effectiveestablish
mentof the local bodies. Not a year hasgone
by sincethe establishmentof the National As
sociationand its announcement of belief that
suchundertakingsare not only legitimate,but
full of promise for the best life and oppor
tunity of builders' exchanges,that great steps
havenot been taken in support of this theory
by oneand anotherof the filial bodies. While
at thebirth of the National sevenyearsago no
oneof thebuilders' exchangeshada vestigeof
ownership rights in the buildings they occu
pied, to day finds us with six exchangesin full
possessionof completed buildings, one ex
changewith land purchased and plansmade
and two exchangeswith the project well un
der way. The value of property thus far ob
tained and held by our filial bodies under the
stimulative advice of theNational Association
falls but little short of $2,000,000.Is not this
a remarkable showing, and one that promises
much for the future influenceand importance
of builders in this country ? No othercountry
in the world can show like enterprise by the
organizationsof thebuilding fraternity.

THE UNIFORM CONTRACT.
In touching upon the question of the
Uniform Contract, the secretary said :

During the past year that valuable work of
theNational Association,theUniform Contract,
has receivedan unusual amount of attention
in severaldirections. It has been noticeable
that, for somereason or other, probably be
causeof the continuedagitation of thesubject
from this department,assistedby theefforts of
individual membersof the local bodies,a new
and widely scattereddemandfor the document
has developed,not in large quantities, but for
single copiesas specimens,and from all parts
of the country, particularly in places not
within the affiliation of the National, even as
far away as Salt Lake City in Utah. Interest
in this form manifests itself also in renewed
criticism, which is most welcome,for suchex
amination denotes a consideration of the
methodproposed,which in itself actsasan ad
vertisement, and if intelligently applied will
beproductive of a clearer apprehensionof its
purposeand larger use. There has, however,
beenoneattemptto sapplantor at leastweaken
the authority of the form which calls for spe
cial comment,inasmuchas it emanatedfrom a
constituent body of theAmerican Institute of
Architects, the association which has joined
with ua in preparing and recommendingthis
documentfor generaluse.
The Boston Society of Architects, ignoring
the fact that it is a chapter of the American
Institute, and also that at the annual conven
tion of that body, held in Bostonin the fall of

1891,in which it participated, the actsof the
Joint Committeeon Uniform Contractwereap
proved and the committee continued, pro
ceeded,very soonafter the saidconvention,to
prepare, in consultationwith legal advisers,a
closebut most inconsequentcriticism of the
standard form, distributing the samewith a
certain " SuggestiveForm of Contract" to its
members,advising them to still follow their
individual preferences in the matter of con
tract forms, rather thanusetheform regularly
and properly approved by the National Asso
ciation representing their profession. Now,
therecan be no possibleobjection to fair criti
cism of the Uniform Contract, but in this case
the criticism wasnot properly applied,and an
effort was illegitimately made, the result of
which, it successful,would be productive of
the very evil which the bodieswho framed the
standard form aimedto eradicateor prevent—
namely, diversity of forms of building con
tracts. The National Association of Builders
has a right to expectfrom all its constituent
bodies loyalty to the method which it has
united in establishing to produceequity and
uniformity in this one of the most important
relationswhich the builder is called upon to
assumein carrying onthebusinessof building ;

and the National Associationof Builders has
alsoa right to expect loyalty on the part of
constituentbodiesof that National Association
of Architects with whom it hasjoined in this
important work. If constituent bodies of
either of theseNational Associationsdesireto
suggestamendmentsor changesin the stand
ard form, there is a proper way to do it, and
but oneproper way, and that is by referring
their suggestionsto the Joint Standing Com
mittee on Uniform Contract. No constituent
body of either party has the right to under
mine thegreat work undertaken,by independ
ently proceeding to supplant the form with
some other, or by advising its members to
ignore altogether the Uniform Contract and
continue on perpetrating diversity and con
fusion in contract forms.
Builders will gradually learn by such ex
amplesas this that in thematterof their rights
as to forms of contractwhich they are to sign,
as well as in other directions, it is only oy
united and persistent endeavor that proper
relations can besecuredand maintained You
may neverhope for someone else to becon
siderate enough to deal justly by you; you
mustrely upon yourselves for every advance
out of the slough into which you havefallen.

REVISION OP THE STANDARDFORMOF
CONTRACT.

In pleasant contrast to the condition of
things abovedescribedwasthemeetingof the
joint committeeon uniform contract to con
sider, for the first time since its establishment,
a revision of the standard form.
The report of your delegatesto that com
mitteewill give you in conciseform the result
of that meeting, in connectionwith the views
of the committeein relation to moreuniversal
useof thedocument. I can only supplement
their report by saying that the meeting in
which I participated in an advisory capacity
as well as scribewasmostharmonious,and it

wasparticularly gratifying to iiote that many
of the points, the importance of which your
original committeefound very hard to impress
uponthearchitectswho firstsat in councilwith
themfiveyearsago, arenowconsideredby the
architects themselves as most essentialfeat
ures. I feel assured that the simplification of
the form which resultedfrom this meetingwill
aid very much in its increaseduse. The short
ening by somefive or six hundredwords will
in itself prove a great card in its favor, for it

is now, without exception, the shortestbuild
ing contract in general use. I note in the
Underwriters' National Convention that our
contract wasvery favorably mentioned. The
insurancemen have, to usea commonphrase," caught on" to the advantage of uniformity
in matters of insurance.

FORM OF ARBITRATION.

In referring to the form of arbitration
advocated by the National Association he
said :

In regard to the method itself, it is within
my province and function to state that the
experienceof thepast year has not developed
a single flaw in the plan we have recom
mended. It seemstobe as near a just method
as can possibly bedevised, and while many,
too many, feel as if they do not wish to adopt
any preventivemeasures, I feel confidentthat
when they do reach this point they will find
that this plan of ours offersabsoluteequity of
method. So much for the plan itself. I regret
that I cannot report a swifter growth of sen
timent in favor of taking sometrouble, some
time for the study of this greatest of social
problems, the labor problem. It would seem
as if the very fact of beinga part of it would
spur every builder at all eventsto makehim
self familiar with its bearings,but I suppose

the truth of thematter is that mostemployers
fail as yet to realize that they are a part of
the problem. They seemto considerthat it is

a subject that will either besettledfor them
or will settle itself. This to meseemsnot only
a " vain and impotentconclusion," but a most
unbusinesslike and heedlessconclusion. It
also seemslike confessionof weaknessto be
willing to let matters drift without an effort
to direct, divert or guide into proper and safer
channels those affairs which will not vanish
simply becausetheir presencemay beignored.
It is within thepower of employersmore than
others to secure peaceful and equitablesolu
tion of theproblemswhich confront labor and
capital, and it is almost prima facie evidence
of businessobtuseness,mental ignorance and
moral cowardice, to permit others to mangle
and distort these problems by one-sidedat
tempts at forceful solution, when by an in
sistence that they shall not be so handled,
when by a steady, intelligent, painstaking
course,when by a devotion of time to its con
sideration as much as would be readily, un
hesitatingly devoted to any other branch of
one'sbusiness,that security could beobtained
which is themostessentialelementto success
ful business undertakings. Sooner or later
this matter will be approachedon true lines,
and I sincerely believe that when that time
shall come, however much the processmay
have become elaborated, the fundamental
principles will still be those which we have
discovered and are now slowly pushing for
ward year after year, as the true oasis. I am
not discouraged, I am simply disappointed
that the principle has not yet beenmadeplain
enough for all our great constituency to ap
propriate it for their own use and benefit.

CORRESPONDENCE.

The report of correspondence, as indic
ative of the routine work of the secre
tary's office, covered a wide range of sub
jects and involved the receipt of over 3000
letters, many of which demanded, in a

sentence, pages of reply.
Not a few letter* speakof thedifficulty of
getting architects to co-operatewith builders
in seeingbetterpractice and methods in esti
mating and contracting. This brief reference
to the character of correspondencereceived
will give a faint ideaof the toneand extent of
correspodenoewhich must go out in response.
The increasingconsciousnessamongindividual
builders and organized bodiesof builders of
needfor reform in practices that have slowly
obtainedfoothold, and needfor careful and in
telligent formulation of methods and system
where nonehavepreviously existed,as shown
in the communicationsreceived in my depart
ment, makeme painfully aware of the inade
quacy of my ability and efforts in attempting
to properly and satisfactorily meet the de
mand. Much that is donegives little token of
its value in net result obtained,but I realize
that all progressin suchaffairs must be slow,
and must necessarily be accompanied by a
feeling of disproportion in the immediate re
turn to the outlay of time, thought and vital
ity, and so I am comfortedby the conclusion
that the work that is beingdoneyear by year
Is not for thoseyears alone, but for the years
to comeas well, and the little gained hereand
the little gained there is the usualprocessin
life as well as nature, and must beso accepted
as the true and bestway.

RECOMMENDATIONS.
After the foregoing resume of the year,
which presented what has been touched
upon from time to time in these columns,
his report closed as follows :

It seemsto me that there is possibility for
action by the National Association in the di
rection of securing more effective committee
work than by our presentsystem. 1 notice
that somenational organizationshaveadopted
the plan of naming the membersof a given
committeeall from onecity, with the purpose
of making it practicable to hold many com
mitteemeetingsduring the year, which is al
most impossiblewith a committee composed
of widely separatedmembers. This matter, it

seemsto me.should bediscussedin this con
vention, and if deemedwise put in operation
for the coming year. In this connection it
seemsto me desirableto give the Executive
Committeepower to createspecialcommittees
for special investigation during the year. It
is possible that some minimum membership
should be fixed by the National for local ex
changesas a basisand prerequisite for affilia
tion with the National. At present there are
two casesat leastwhere the total membership
of the local body is five, hardly enoughto fill
the offices,and while organization which is so
short of adequate representativesas this is

better than no organization whatever, there
is room for doubt whether so slim an organi
zation is entitled to representationin the na
tional body.
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COMMITTEEON BUILDING LAW.

The Joint Committeeon Building Law which
we have taken part in forming hasnot made
any effectivemove during the year and it oc
curs to me that it is incumbent upon us as
one of the mostactive organizations forming
this committee to suggest a division of the
labors of that committee, so that each set of
delegatesshall have a distinct and positive
duty to perform, for at the rate of progressin
investigation thus far, the ethics of building
lawswill notbespeedilyreachedby thecommit
teeat large. This committeeis called to meet
here in this city during this convention, but,
while I appreciatethe implied compliment of
meeting in quasi-conjunction with us. I feel
assuredthat but little can beaccomplishedby
our delegates,at leaston the limited opportu
nity which properattentionto theaffairs of our
meeting will give them,and I thereforesug
gestthat our delegatesbeinstructed to suggest
to the joint committee the advisability of
meeting at someother time during the year,
with the work divided up as-I havepreviously
suggested. I believe much goodcan be done
by this committeein thedirection, at all events,
of showing how difficult it is to frame build
ing laws which shall not be unduly burden
some and ineffective on the present basis,
which attemptsto make a specificationrather
than a law.

SECRETARIESOF LOCAL EXCHANGES.

I refer again with renewedemphasisto the
necessity in large cities at least,for the local
exchangeto employ, at a proper salary, a sec
retary whosetimo and talents shall bewholly
devoted to the interests of the body. I am
more and moreconvinceda>years go on that
this is the only sure way in which the best
and fullest goodcan be attained. It is folly,
as I have said in almostevery annual report,
to expectof someoneof the membersof the
exchange that servicewhich he can only give
by stealing it from his own business. The
secretary of a local body cannot be all that
he ought to be, cannot evenapproximately do
all that ought to be done for thebody unless
he is on deck all the time and armed with a
reasonableamountof authority.
Perfection cannot be expected,but surely
there is little hope that any advancecan be
madefor the wholi interest if you are going to
dependuponwhat some busy man is going to
give you out of his life, animated by his sense
of what ought to prevail.
Able men—menof fertility of thought,readi
ness of application and power of study and
analysis—can behad, and they will beworth
your moneywhateverthey cost. It should be
an axiom of the National Association that the
local exchange,to properly work for the good
foreshadowed in our recommendations,must
have a secretary cempetent,and with per
manency of employment assured,so that be
may have a chance to develop and advance
the interestswhich weall admit are worthy of
great endeavor. With such secretaries the
work of the National can bedonewith greater
certainty and successthan the national secre
tary can ask, with the certainty that he is not
imposing on some busyman for the informa
tion which now it is practically uselessto at
tempt to obtain, and can make suggestionsfor
service with the feeling that he may do so
freely. My past experienceshows methat I
cannot expect to get reports and information
from unpaid and non-permanentsecretaries,
and weought not to expectit, but the service
suffersbecause of this condition. Then, too,
secretariesof local bodiesshould feel that it is
incumbenton themto makesuggestionsto the
national secretary and help biin by showing
somenew need,tell him of eachnewdifficulty
that presents itself. With a good corps of
local secretariesthe national secretarywould
eventually amount to something. It hasbeen
suggestedby someone that a secretaries'or
ganization would be a good thing under the
auspicesof this body, and that regular meet
ings for the exchange of views, information
and experienceswould result in muchgood.
So it would; but first wemust have our secre
taries men devoted to the work. I repeat,
spend some money for your secretaries,and
they will more than pay you in the returns
secured.

ESTIMATING.

Something in the way of a moresystematic
methodof estimatinghasbeenanxiously asked
for almostever sincethe National Association
was formed, and from many quarters the in
quiries comein. I would suggestthat a com
mitteebe createdto look into this matter and
make report of their findings to thenational
secretary with power to instruct him to com
municate their views to all the local bodies
and membersthereof. A morecompletedirec
tory of all exchanges is needed and local
bodies should file full lists of their members
with their callings and addresses,corrected at
least twice in each year; here again the serv
ices of a permanent paid secretaryare essen

tial. Such a list would bevery valuable and
would enablethecentraloffice,whenDecessary,
to reach all individuals without the necessity
of troubling the local secretaryand sometimes
the appeals of sucha central official are more
effectivethan thoseof onenear at band.
There is possibility that we ought to makea
way for trie affiliation of Canadian associa
tions of builders; there are several casesal-
rjeadywheretheyhaveorganizedunder advice
and counselfrom us.
" CARPENTRY AND BUILDING."

I would again suggest that local exchanges
urge a more liberal subscription by their
membersto Carpentry and Building in order
that our work done in that papermay receive
the attentionwhich I believeit deserves.
Especial effort should be made by all local
bodiesto act in earnest in the recommenda
tions of the National body. I hear too fre
quently either that nothing hasbeen done, or,
simply that " the recommendationsof the
National Association are well thought of."
This latter is much worsethan adverseaction.
•'It damnswith faint praise."
The establishmentof separatetrade organi
zationsshouldbe urgently pressedby all local
bodies. They art essentialto theperfect work
ing of the systemof arbitration as well as to
carrying out many other recommendationsof
the National .

COLLECTIONBUREAU?.
The possibilities for establishment of col
lection bureaus under the direction of local
bodies is one worthy of consideration by a
specialcommittee, and I suggest that such a
committeebe appointedto report to the Ex
ecutiveCommitteeall that they find in favor
or against suchbureaus. Some plan ought to
be devisedto securein each local exchangea
Board of Referencecomposedof anequalnum
ber eachof architects and builders,to whom
shouldbe referred all disputes and disagree
mentsbetween individuals in either branch.
This would be equally valuable to architects
as to builders. A special committeeon this
point would havea large field of inquiry.
There is a loud call for uniform preliminary
clauses of specifications. This should be
brought to the attention of theCommittee on
Uniform Contract.
Finally, I suggestthat all suggestions con
tained in the president's address and in this
report be referred to the Committee on Reso
lutions and the Legislative Committee, and
that the combinedcommitteebe instructed to
report thereonat the proper time in this con
vention.

REPORTS OF DELEGATES.
In closing I beg to say one word to the in
dividual delegatespresentin their function as
representatives of local bodies. I am fre
quently in receipt of letters from interested
membersof your exchanges, in which they
complain that on the return of their delegates
from conventionsthey are full of enthusiasm
as to the bountiful and delightful entertain
mentwhich hasbeenextendedto themby the
exchange in the convention city, but have
nothing comparatively to report as to the bus
inesspart of themeeting. This, it is claimed,
and truly, tends to throw discredit upon the
National Association and leadslocal bodiesto
questionthe value of our work.
This condition ought not to confront us,and
I recommendmost forcibly that eachdelegate
herepresentarm himself with notebook and
pencil, follow every report, every address,
every suggestionor bit of information coming
in the reports from filial bodie?, bepreparedto
inquire, discussand follow up every item, and
then, on his return home,submit individually
and in full delegative report a statement of
what you have lean ed, and I will guarantee
that if this is fully and properly doneyour ex
changes will no longer question the value of
your serviceor the valueof the National Asso
ciation.
The secretary's report was very warmly
received and a motion was immediately
made bringing into operation the meth
ods of consideration of matters of a legis
lative nature suggested by him.

treasurer's report.
The report of the treasurer, Geo. Tap
per of Chicago, was next in order and
showed that the balance of $1,800 on
hand at the end of the preceding year had
been reduced to $675, from which the
National Association's expenses for the
meeting were still to be paid.
The reports from committees were next
presented.

COMMITTEE ON UNIFORM CONTRACT.
The Committee on Uniform Contract
submitted its report as follows :
For five years the Uniform Contract,
adoptedin 1888by the Joint Committeeof the

American Institute of Architects and the Na
tional Association of Builders, hasbeenbefore
the public.
The fundamentalprinciplesthereinexpressed
havebeen tested and approved by time, but,
while the instrumenthasadded to thenumber
of its friends among architects from year to
year, and ownerehaveacknowledgedits even-
handedfairnessto both partiesand executedit
readily, therestill are many architectswho do
not usethis form of contract.
A large number of those who still cling to
old forms are doubtless thosewhoseconserva
tism impelsthemto doubt new, though better
methods,while others have failed to employ
the standard form for the reason,which they
frankly admit, that the older forms give to
themand to their clients,the owners,a greater
advantage over the builders. This is an en
tirely improper position, for a contract of this
nature should in no way give moreadvantage
to onethan to theotherparty to it, and it has-
beenthe purposefrom thefirstto providein the
Uniform Contract an instrumentwhich should
give even-handedjustice to all concernedin it.
It is very evident that many architects will
not voluntarily adopt this form, eitherbecause
of their conservatismor from unwillingnessto
give upanunfair advantageor from ignorance
of the termsof the document,and it is. there
fore, important that the builders themselves
shoulddeclineto sign other forms.
The more general useof the Uniform Con
tract may be said to depend to a very great
extent upon the insistenceof builders that this
form and no other is acceptableto them. This
attitude is strongly urged by your committee.
During the last year meetingsof the Joint
Committeehave beenheldandwe now present-
to you a revised form which, in our judgment,
covers the sameground in more direct lan
guageand adapts it better for useof sub-con
tractors for tneir particular portions of a
building.
No changeswere madewithout careful con
siderationand full discussion,and without en
tering hereupona discussion of the merit or
each change,we express the belief that ex
periencewill indorseour action. In this action
your committeehas goneto the length of its
authority.
The Uniform Contract is " adoptedand rec
ommended for general use by the American
Institute of Architects and theNational Asso
ciation of Builders." Upon your individual-
effort dependsits generaluse
George C. Prussing, ) CommitteeH. H. Edgerton, > on
James I. Wingate. ) Uniform Contract.
N. B.—A copy of theUniform Contract, as
revised, is attachedhereto.

COMMITTEE ON LIEN LAW.
The next report presented for considera
tion was that of the Committee on Lien
Law. This was presented by John S.
Stevens, chairman, and reads as follows :
Your Committeeon Lien Law would respect
fully report that after a number of sessions
and much correspondencethey bave reached
the following conclusions: Inasmuch as the-
present lien laws in the various Statesdiffer
somaterially, and the conditions existing are-
somuch at variance,we deem it Inexpedient
for theNational Association to attemptat this
time to frame any general law, but to ask the
affiliated exchangesto examine carefully the
lien laws now existing in their respective
States,and wheretbey are not satisfactory to
suggestsuchchangesasmay, in the judgment
of the local exchanges,meet their require
ments,and report the samefrom time to time
to theCommitteeon Lien Law.

John S. Stevens,
Edward E Scribner,
Chas. W. Gindele,
J. Milton Blair,
C. D. Morse,

Committee.
Resolutions were next offered and re
ferred to the proper committee, and ap
pear, together with action thereon, in the
latter part of this report.
REPORTS FROM FILIAL BODIES.

The reports from filial bodies, the pres
entation of which occupied the balance
of the morning and the entire afternoon
sessions, were prolific of the greatest in
terest and were listened to with closest
attention from beginning to end. The
various phases of the conditions which
exist in the building trades were of great
interest to every delegate in attendance,
and presented methods of treating com
mon conditions that could be brought out
by almost no other means.

BALTIMORE, MD.
The reports were presented without dis
cussion from the cities in alphabetical
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order, beginning with Baltimore. The
report from the exchange in Baltimore
showed that the building interests of the
city, as seen from the standpoint of the
builder, were excellent at present, and
that a profitable season for 1898 is ex
pected. The membership in the ex
change has increased about 15per cent, in
the past year, and the increase represents
the results of careful selection in the
quality of the new members. The rela
tions between architect and builder are
rapidly assuming a more harmonious
and fraternal aspect as a result of the
effort of the builders to establish the
validity of their claims for equality
upon the other half of the building fra
ternity. The finances of the exchange are
in excellent condition, and represent a
sufficient capital to insure the erection of
a building of their own in the coming
year. One of the most important acts,
and one that best demonstrates the in
herent power of builders' exchanges, was
the preparation of a building ordinance
and the securing of its enactment for the
benefit of the city. The effect of the new
law, the entire credit for which should be
given to the Builders' Exchange, is already
apparent in the improved class of build
ings which are being erected in Baltimore.
A strenuous effort is being made to secure
the adoption of a code of practice which
shall secure to the builder absolute fair
ness in the treatment of his bid after it
has left his hands. The 'change hour has
not been as fully successful as might have
been desired, but it is hoped that the new
building which is to be erected by the ex
change will supply the motive, which is at
present lacking, for better attendance at
the exchange during the hour mentioned.
In referring to the unquestioned benefits
of the National Association, the report
stated that the exchange was loyal to the
National Association, and believed that it
has been a direct advantage to the mem
bers in many ways.

BOSTON,MASS.
The character of the report from the
Master Builders' Association was some
what different from that of the other filial
bodies, as indicated by the following por
tions of the opening paragraphs: " It also
begs the counsel and advice of the Na
tional Association in certain matters of
administration, and offers certain sugges
tions as to the character of membership
in filial bodies and the advisability of re
quiring a fixed standard of excellence as
a basis of eligibility to membership in the
National body. It is not expected that
the National Association desires that the
filial bodies should particularly present
the state of business, relative prices ob
tained for work, &c., as these matters,
while interesting, are not of such great
concern as matters of administration, dif
ficulties of management, success or fail
ure in carrying out the recommendations
of the National Association, defects and
suggestions for improvement in such rec
ommendations, and other matters of the
same kind. The report treats carefully
and thoroughly of many important phases
of the builders' interests.

BUFFALO, N. T.
The report of the Builders' Exchange of
Buffalo showed a membership of 172, a
net gain of 28 in the past year. The at
tendance of members at the exchange
during the 'change hour has increased
until it now represents an average of
nearly 50 per cent. The financial con
dition was excellent, with a balance in
the treasury. In addition to this the
stock company owning the new exchange
building had, up to the date of the report,
received $178,024and disbursed $177,543.
The value of the property is $200,000;the
indebtedness is a mortgage of $90,000 at
VA per cent, and $75,000 stock, all other
debts being paid. The building trades
have experienced the best year's business
in the history of the city and the outlook
for 1893is better still. The class of build
ings now under construction and pro
posed are much more substantial than
those erected in the past. Free access to

the exchange has been extended to the
architects. Five members have been paid
liquidated damages where the lowest
bidder did not receive the contract. The
subjects considered and acted upon by
the exchange, both within itself and in
conjunction with other public bodies.were
presented in the last preceding issue of
this journal. The Uniform Contract is in
general use by the members of the ex
change. A membership in a commercial
agency has been secured by the exchange
for the benefit of its members. The new
building erected by the exchange, the
dedication of which has been previously
noted in these columns, is fully occupied
by builders and has so centralized the
building interests of the city that the
benefit of the move has already demon
strated itself beyond question.

CHICAGO, ILL.
The Chicago Builders' and Traders' Ex
change reported a total membership of
589and the prospect of an early change in
its quarters. The adoption of a code of
practice and system of discounts to con
tractors on building materials are pro
gressing slowly and favorably. The
members extend a most hearty welcome
to all builders attending the World's
Fair to visit the exchange, assuring them
a hearty welcome.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
The report from Cincinnati showed that
the volume of business for 1892 fell off
from the average of the past few years—
a fact which is attributed to the unsettled
conditi jn of the building trades early in
the season. The members of -the ex
change secured approximately 75 per
cent, of the work done in the city. The
membership shows a net gain of 24 and
the attendance at the 'change hour, which
is beginning to be considered a necessity,
is steadily increasing. The Uniform Con
tract is but little used, but the form of
arbitration has been used to some extent
in the last year, during the strikes alluded
to. Most of the settlements were made
with the workmen through its means, and
the Bricklayers' Association have just
lately settled the demands made upon
them by their workmen without the in
tervention of an umpire.
The hours of work are not entirely uni
form in Cincinnati. Bricklayers have
been working nine hours at 50 cents per
hour, but have been granted eight hours
at 50 cents per hour from March 1, 1893.
Carpenteroutsidehands,nine hours,paid by
the hour, :;:;'..cents.
Cornice makersand tinners, nine hours,paid
by the hour, 20cents.
Iron workers, nine hours, paid by the hour,
not uniform.
Painters, nine hours, paid by the hour, 29
cents.
Planing mill, nine hours, paid by the hour,
not uniform.
Plumbers, nine hours, paid by the day, *3
and $3.50.
Stair builders, nine hours,paid by the day,
t3 and (3.25.
Plasterers,nine hours, paid by the hour, 40
cents.
Stonecutters, nine hours, paid by the hour,
45cents.
Stonemasons,nine hours, paid by the hour,
40cents.
The members feel that the exchange is
steadily improving and is hoping by the
aid of the helps and suggestions received
from the National Association to keep on
improving until the Cincinnati Exchange
shall be second to none.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
A brief verbal report from the Cleve
land Builders' Exchange showed that that
organization was steadily progressing both
in membership and usefulness. The mem
bership has nearly doubled twice in the
past year, and has enlarged its rooms and
facilities for transacting business. The
rapid increase of the past year is directly
attributed to the effect of the presence of
the sixth convention of the National As
sociation.

DETROIT, MICH.
The report from the Detroit Exchange
showed that a very profitable year had

been experienced in matters relating to
the organization, and also in a business
sense. The season has passed without
labor complications of any kind ; the men
work nine hours and are apparently sat
isfied with the scale of wages which pre
vails. The exchange has nearly doubled
its membership in the past year, and the
greatest care has been used in admitting
new members, quality being preferred to
quantity. The exchange finds much bene
fit in the fostering of special trades' asso
ciations within the organization, it being
better able to act comprehensively upon
special questions affecting a given trade,
if the association of that trade has already
discussed the matter among its members.
By this means the exchange is enabled to
act intelligently upon subjects that par
ticularly affect any special trade without
the danger of hampering that trade, such
as general actioh by the whole exchange
upon questions affecting only one trade,
without a specific request from the mem
bers of that trade, would be likely to do.
The exchange furnishes meeting rooms
for these special organizations and en
courages their existence. The employ
ment of a paid and competent superin
tendent by the exchange has been prolific
in good results. The leasing of an entire
building for the use of the exchange and
its members has been the most important
step taken by the organization during the
past year, and a cordial welcome is ex
tended to the builders of the country to
visit the members in their new quarters
at any and all times.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
The exchange in Grand Rapids reported
that a strong effort was being made to
bring the standard of membership up to a
more desirable point. The result of the
effort appears in a decrease of 17 in the
total membership, but a very great in
crease in the proportion of working ma
terial in the exchange. Business was re
ported as being good, with an excellent
prospect for the coming season. No
labor troubles of any magnitude have
been felt during 1892,and none appear to
'threaten for 1893. A banquet, the first
social function in the history of the ex
change, was to have been held on Febru
ary 22.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
The Indianapolis report stated that the
exchange had been steadily growing in
appreciation of the benefits of organiza
tion, and particularly under the form ad
vocated by the National Association. The
total of membership is 103, a gain of 12
since the last convention.
The effect of the presence of the direc
tors of the National Association at the
mid-year meeting has been most bene
ficial in reawakening the interest of the
builders to the benefits to be obtained by
careful organization. No labor troubles
have complicated the building business,
and none are expected in the coming
year. The prospect for 1893 promises

Erofitable
activity among the builders of

ndianapolis.
LOWELL. MASS.

Business in Lowell, as indicated by the
report of the Builders' Exchange, has been
excellent throughout the past year. Plans
are under way which promise, for the ex
change, very great improvement during
the coming year.

LYNN, MASS.
The report from Lynn showed that the
builders had enjoyed an exceptionally
good year and that the members of the
exchange secured all the desirable work
in the market. The Lynn builders seem
to feel the need for the establishment of
some fixed and equitable relationship be
tween the architects and contractors.
Nine hours are worked generally in the
building trades throughout the city and
the best of feeling exists between the em
ployers and workmen.

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
The report from the Builders' and
Traders' Exchange of Milwaukee stated
that business was in a fair condition and
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that $15,000,000worth of work had been
done during the past year. The exchange
has 125 members in good standing and
the appreciation of the better conditions
which are being brought about by the ex
change grows greater every day. The
principal event of the year for the ex
change is the completion of its building,
which is to be formally dedicated with
appropriate ceremonies in the near future.
The exchange has made another long step
in advance by securing the services of a
paid and permanent secretary. A stand •
mg committee has been appointed to
watch the action of the State Legislature
in the interest of the builders. The build
ing laws of the city are now being re
vised by a commission composed of three
members of the exchange, three archi
tects and the building inspector.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
The report made by the Builders' Ex
change of Minneapolis contained a suc
cinct history of the organization from the
time of the establishment of the Hennipin
Club, from which it sprung, to the pres
ent date. A steady increase in influence
and numbers was clearly shown. A divi
dend was declared on the stock of the ex
change early in 1892,and the organization
is in excellent condition. The exchange
has placed itself on record as being op
posed to lien law except for the protection
of the laborer. A warm welcome was
extended to every builder in the National
Association to visit the exchange when
in Minneapolis or vicinity.

NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
The Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange
of New York City reported that it com
menced the thirtieth year of its existence
under a charter of incorporation, al
though for many years previous to that
time it had existed as a mutual body,
and is therefore entitled to the claim of
being one of the pioneers in the custom of
daily meetings of those identified with
the construction of buildings for confer
ence and information, In New York
City during the past year " there has
been erected 2967 separate buildings de
voted to various purposes, at an aggre
gate cost of $59,106,618,and of these at
least 125 cost upward of $100,000each
to erect. While this may seem to be a
large volume of business, still it is far be
low the annual average of the several
preceding years. One reason for this
decrease was the disturbing influences of
labor organizations which arose early in
the season. No trade seemed free from
their influences and strikes were conse
quent in nearly all. Where these strikes
were unreasonable or unjust or without
sufficient and apparent cause, they were
resolutely, and in most casessuccessfully,
resisted by the employers. Successful
resistance was due almost entirely to the
thorough organization of the employers
in the several trades affected.
"To-day we have." says the report, " 16
associations of employers in the building
trades, comprehending all of the princi
pal branches, each with its officers and
all the machinery of perfect organiza
tion.

Building Trades Club.
" In this connection we cannot refrain
from alluding to the Building Trades
Club as an important factor in the move
ment to bring about unity of action
among employers. Its club house fur
nishes every facility for the meetings of
such associations, and at the same time it
affords the members of these associations
the advantages of socially meeting with
those of other building trades.
"With the facilities afforded for busi
ness during the day time, it does not neg
lect the social element of club life, and
the evenings are made enjoyable by social
entertainment and friendly intercourse.
Builders and others ci mprising the build
ing trades are to-day, through the efforts of
this club, better acquainted with each other
than in the days when they met only as
competitors for contracts or for business.
The result of such intercourse is a bond
of friendship in the craft, which is not

only delightful, but novel. We earnestly
commend to our frier da in other cities the
benefits to be derived from such a club.

Building Law.
" The exchange was instrumental in
securing the passage in the early part of
last year of a new building law for the
city of New York, in which is provided
for a Building Department, which here
tofore was but a bureau in the Fire De
partment. This change is particularly
important as giving increased distinction
to the building interest, making it worthy
of a separate department under the city
government. Under this law the erection
and alteration of all buildings is under
control of the department named, and all
questions regarding proposed construc
tion not within the law are presented to a
board of examiners, which is empowered
to modify the law in its discretion. This
board consists of nine members, of which
the exchange is entitled to two.

Plumbers' Certificates.

"Another law passed provides for the
appointment by the Mayor of an Examin
ing and Supervising Board of Plumbers
and Plumbing to examine and issue cer
tificates to master plumbers and inspect
ors of plumbing. This board consists
of two master plumbers, one journeyman
plumber, the chief inspector of plumbing
and drainage in the Building Department
and the engineer in charge of sewers in
the Public Works Department.
"Master plumbers and plumbing in
spectors examined by this board must pay
a fee of $5,which goes into the city treas
ury. The law requires that all master
plumbers shall be examined as to fitness
for their business, and be registered in the
Health Department before March 1, 1893.

Arbitration.
The question of arbitration is one that
appeals to the good judgment of the mem
bers of the exchange and is receiving the
attention it commands, but with two ex
ceptions has not been put in practice in
New York City. These exceptions are
the associations of masons, builders and
plasterers, which have an arbitration
board composed of an equal number of
employers and workmen, resulting in the
absence of difficulties or strikes since
their establishment. On April 1 the ex
change will remove from its present loca
tion to one more eligible in the center of
activity in the building line. This change
is accepted by the progressive element in
the membership as indicative of increased
interest in the project for a suitable and
exclusive exchange building. The New
York Exchange is confident of the ulti
mate success of the measures advocated
by the National Association for the gen
eral improvement of the building trade,
and it closes its report with an expression
of a desire to promote such measures to
the best of its ability.

OMAHA, NEB.
The report from Omaha was practi
cally the same as the risumi of the inter
esting reports of the president and secre
tary of the Builders' and Traders' Ex
change which appeared in the last issue
of Carpentry and Building. The won
derful progress made by the exchange
in the past year excited much favorable
comment and applause.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
The report from the Philadelphia ex
change was particularly interesting, and
was received with marked attention. The
report includes a financial statement of
the exchange, the exhibit department and
the trade schools.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The past year in Providence, as shown
by the report from the Builders' and
Traders' Exchange, has been one of
unusual activity in the building busi
ness. The amount of money invested
in new buildings was nearly 25 per
cent, greater than that of the preced
ing year. The exchange is urging the

attendance of the members during the
'change hour, and is striving to bring into
effect the measures advocated by the Na
tional Association. The work of prepar
ing for the erection of a building is being
steadily pushed and is expected to assume
definite shape before long. The exchange
decided at a recent meeting to secure the
establishment of uniform hours of labor
and after March 1 all trades will work
nine hours.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
The Rochester Exchange presented an
interesting report, stating that the or
ganization was in good condition, the
'change hour well observed, the uniform
contract in general use, arbitration well
established as a means of settling differ
ences between employers and workmen,
and the first steps toward securing a
building have been taken. The city of
Rochester has invited the exchange to
appoint a committee to meet with a like
committee from the City Council to re
vise the building law now in operation,
" If it should be asked, What does your
exchange need most to make it a better
and more efficient organization for ac
complishing the purpose set down in your
constitution? we should answer— some
thing that shall make its members think
more of, and take more interest in, those
questions that require united action. In
dividual effort is good, but concerted and
organized action is better, and little real
progress can be made by our exchange,
or any other, until a working majority
first believe that there is something to do,
and then together set about doing it. In
short, we need to eat and digest the food
prepared for us by the National Associa
tion. In our city, most of the large
buildings are taken by one firm to build,
this firm becoming responsible for the full
completion of the work in all its details,
under the supervision of the architect and
according to plans and specifications.
Too often the builder who thus contracts
to do all this allows the architect to direct
the sub-contractors directly, instead of
through him, often making changes of
which the first notice the builder gets is
to see something placed in his building
very different from that for which he has
agreed to pay a stipulated price.
This leads to complications in the
settlement of accounts, and confusion in
the execution of the work. The builder
is often asked by the architect to name
his sub-contractors, something it seems to
us that does not concern any one but the
builder himself, since he and he only is
responsible directly to the architect as
owner's agent.
Now, we believe if a builder is responsi
ble for work he should select whom he
chooses to execute it, and if changes are
made they should be made by or through
him, and, in short, all directions from the
architect should be made to the builder
direct and not to the sub-contractor.
We believe this state of affairs is not
peculiar to our city.
We recognize the fact that reform must
be brought about by the effort of the
separate exchanges, but we hope to have
some exchange that has recognized these
wrong relations and has corrected them
tell us just how they did it, so we may
set about correcting ours with more in
telligently directed efforts."

ST. PAUl. MINN.
The St. Paul Exchange reported a
change in its character of organization
which makes it different from any other
filial body in its nature. The membership
is composed of trade associations, as fol
lows: carpenters', brickand stonemasons',
plasterers', cornice makers', stone cutters',
steam and hot-water fitters' and painters'
associations. The Master Plumbers' Asso
ciation withdrew early in the year, alleg
ing as reason for so doing that it failed
to see the benefit of its membership. The
defection did not seriously affect the ex
change. The action taken by Minneapolis
on the lien law was in connection with
the St. Paul Exchange, both being opposed
to its existence save as a protection to the
laborer.
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ST. LOUIS. MO.

The report of the St. Louis Exchange
showed that business had been good dur
ing the past year, that no strikes or labor
troubles of any magnitude had occurred,
and that the financial and numerical
strength of the exchange is excellent. The
opening of the new rooms has worked a
benefit to the exchange and offers much
more attractive quarters than those for
merly occupied.

WORCESTER, MASS.
The year in Worcester passed without
unusual action amonjj the builders, and
with no disturbance in the harmonious
relations between employers and work
men. The exchange is steadily demon
strating to its members the value of its
existence, and it has assumed a position
of influence and importance. A hearty
welcome was extended to all members of
filial bodies who might visit Worcester.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
A very interesting letter was read from
the president, Chas. C. Terrill, of the
Builders' Exchange of San Francisco,
which, while it foretold a possible with
drawal from the National Association of
this exchange, was couched in such
friendly language that it was received
with great attention. The isolation of the
citv from the great majority of the filial
bodies and the difficulty of finding a
delegation willing to bear the expense of
attending the conventions were the
principal reasons for the possible with
drawal. However, Mr. Terrill inclosed
a check in payment of the per capita tax
for the coming year.

CODE OF PRACTICE.
The reading of the reports occupied the
balance of Wednesday, and on Thursday
morning the business of the session was
taken up and the discussion of subjects
presented in the reports was abandoned
for lack of time.
Immediately following the reading of
the last report from filial bodies, one of
the questions contained in the report from
the Boston Exchange, based upon condi
tions which exist in that city, was pre
sented to the delegates for discussion. All
effort on the part of the builders in Bos
ton to secure either aid or co-operation
from the architects in matters of mutual
concern have proved entirely useless, and
the question asked in the Boston report
was : " Would the National Association
recommend one of its filial bodies to
formulate a code of practice without con
sulting the architects, and insist upon the
observance of such a code to the extent
of refusing to conform to any other rule ?"
The discussion was earnest and extensive,
many of the delegates urging that, in the
event of the architects refusing to assist
at the correction of unjust conditions,
the contractors should stand together and
compel the acceptance of the code agreed
upon. On the other hand, the more con
servative argued that such a proceeding
would virtually be a boycott and just the
method of procedure so strongly con
demned in the workmen. The result of
the consideration, which was broad and
careful throughout, was embodied in the
adoption of the following resolution :
Whereas, Mary filial bodieshave found, in
attempting to establish the Code of Practice
recommendedby this association,as onewhich
should prevail in the relations between»rchi-
tect and builder, that the architects,as a class
declineto co-operatein suchestablishment,it
ui therefore
Recommended.That filial bodiesshouldnot,
becauseof this discouragement,abandonthis
just cause,but, while refraining from coercive
measureswhich partake of the objectionable
featuresof the I«>•cott, should repeatedlyand
persistentlypressfor the recognition of some
snchcodesuntil they are sdopted in the way
and manner comprehended in the original
recommendation.

THURSDAY MORNING.
The first thing taken up was the ap
prenticeship question and the advan
tage of trade schools. The trade schools,
under the patronage of the Master
Builders' Exchange of Philadelphia, were

shown to be in a most excellent condition
and doing a most beneficial work. George
Watson of Philadelphia made a very
strong plea in favor of increasing the
number of trade schools under the direc
tion of the filial bodies of the National
Association. A resolution was passed
expressive of the profound thanks of
the National Association to J. Pierrepont
Morgan for his magnificent gift of
$500.000to the New York T*ade Schools.
The question upon the subject of appren
ticeship was divided into several separate
heads : Whether the workmen have any
right to restrict the number of appren
tices which shall be taken by an em
ployer f Whether the employers and
workmen in joint action have any right
to control the number of apprentices
which any employer shall be permitted to
employ, and whether any one, employer
or workman, has any right to interfere
with a boy's desire to learn a trade ? The
prevailing opinion seemedto be that proper
boards of arbitration, composed of equal
numbers of employers and workmen,
were best qualified to make such rules as
should govern the number of apprentices
which an employer should be permitted
to employ. The discussions occupied the
morning and were exceptionally thor
ough in the treatment of the subjects.

VISIT TO THE MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.
During the noon recess the delegates
attended the Merchants' Exchange in a
body and were cordially received by the
president, W. T. Anderson, and the mem
bers of the exchange. President Ittner
of the National Association, George C.
Prussing of Chicago, J. Milton Blair of
Cincinnati, Governor E. R. Stanard and
others made.short addresses.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
President Ittner called the meeting to
order at 2 o'clock. After the roll-call ac
tion on proposed amendments to the con
stitution came up in the regular order.
The first amendment proposed was to
Article 4 on the officers and directors, and
the amendment adds to the clause, " They
shall enter upon their duties immediately
upon the adjournment of the convention
at which they were elected," the follow
ing : "And serve until the election of
their successors." The amendment was
adopted.
The second amendment was to Article
8, entitled, "representations at conven
tions."
The article reads that each exchange
affiliated with the association shall at an
nual or other conventions be entitled to
representation as follows : One delgate at
large—who shall be the director chosen
at the preceding convention— and one
delegate in addition for each 50members
or fractional part thereof. Each dele
gate shall have one vote and may be rep
resented by alternate or proxy. No dele
gate shall hold more than one proxy.
The amendment adds to the second clause :" Upon which membership per capita tax
has been paid 80 days prior to the election
of delegates to the annual convention,"
and to the third clause : " The presidents
of local bodies should be delegates by
virtue of their office, and ex-presidents
of the National Association should be del
egates to all conventions by virtue of
having held office."
After considerable discussion the
amendments were lost.
The last amendment offered proposed
an addition to Article 9, regarding the
annual dues, making it read, " the annual
dues for the ensuing year shall be as
sessed by each convention upon the
recommendation of the Board of Direc
tors. It shall be assessed per capita of
membership in exchanges or organizations
that have gained membership in this as
sociation, and be payable through the
officers of the exchanges. This assess
ment will be due immediately upon the
adjournment of the annual convention
and must be paid 80 days prior to the
election of delegates to the next annual
convention. Default in paying this as
sessment shall forfeit membership and

representation. Payments may be made
on account of the per capita tax during
the year." The amendment was unani
mously carried.

MARC EIDLJTZ. .
C. W. Gindele of Chicago presented the
following resolution :
Ketolved, That theproceedingsof the mid
year meeting regarding the death of Marc
Eidlitz of New York be made a part of the
proceedingsof this convention, and that the
secretary be instructed to reserve a page in
the minutesof this convention to be usedas a
memorial pageto him.
Ihe resolution was adopted.
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

The report of the Committee on Resolu
tions was next in order, the various reso
lutions having been referred to the com
mittee on the first day of the meeting.
A preamble and resolution, submitted
by the Builders' Exchange of San Fran
cisco, favoring the enactment of legal meas
ures for providing compulsory arbitra
tion throughout the United States for the
settlement of differences between employ
ers and workmen, the committee recom
mended be laid upon the table. The rec
ommendation of the committee was adopt
ed. A resolution from the Baltimore Ex
change recommending that the secretary
make at least annual visits to all filial
bodies was indorsed by the committee,
but after considerable discussion was lost.
A resolution offered by J. Milton
Blair of Cincinnati, asking the National
Association to approve the construction
of the Nicaragua Canal, was reported
favorably by the committee, but lost when
put to vote in the convention.
The request presented by the president
in his opening address, that profit-sharing
be made the subject of consideration
during the convention, was referred
to the Committee on Resolutions, which
reported that the matter was consid
ered of sufficient importance to be
referred to a special committee with in
structions to report at the next conven
tion. It was so ordered.
The recommendations in the secretary's
report were next presented by the com
mittee ; the first, suggesting the appoint
ment of committees from some one local
ity, in order that meetings of the commit
tees might be held during the year, was
favorably reported upon and was adopted.

MINIMUM MEMBERSHIP.
The suggestion that a minimum of
membership be fixed for membership in
exchanges desiring affiliation with the
National Association was returned by the
Committee on Resolutions with the rec
ommendation that it be referred to a
special committee on revision of the con
stitution to be appointed. The secretary's
suggestion that each of the committees
from the various bodies which together
form the Joint Committee on Building
Law be assigned some particular and
special duty, in order that more definite
action may be secured, was favorably
reported, and the committee recommended
that the committee from the National
Association be so instructed.
The suggestion that a committee be ap
pointed to prepare some systematic
method of estimating was considered by
the committee as being a purely local
question and recommended back to the
local exchanges.
The suggestion that it might be well to
make some way for the admission of the
Canadian exchanges was lost, the commit
tee recommending that action be deferred
until after annexation.
The secretary's suggestion that collec
tion bureaus might be established in con
nection with local exchanges, and that a
committee be appointed to investigate the
possibilities of the subject, was reported
unfavorably by the committee, it being
deemed inadvisable to take action on the
subject at present.

BOARD OF REFERENCE.
The suggestion that some plan ought to
be devised to secure in each local ex
change a board of reference, composed of
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equal numbers of architects and builders,
to which should be referred all disputes
and disagreements between individuals in
either branch, the committee reported un
favorably, believing that the question was
one that should be treated locally.
The urgent need of uniformity in the
preliminary clauses of specifications, the
secretary suggested, be referred to the
Committee on Uniform Contract. The
Committee on Resolutions recommended
the adoption of the secretary'ssuggestions.
A resolution presented by John E. Car
penter of Louisville, seeking to prevent
dealings by the members of any filial
body with any architect who has refused
t > conform to the code of practice
adopted by any other filial body, was re
ported unfavorably by the committee,
which recommended that the same be
laid upon the table. The resolution ex
cited considerable discussion, but was
finally lost.

TIME AND PLACE OF NEXT CONVENTION.
The report of the Committee on Time
and Place of Next Convention and for
the Nomination of Officers was next in
order, and was presented as follows :
To the National Association of Builders:
—Your Committee on Time and Place beg
leave to respectfully report that they have
carefully considered the subject and
would recommend that the eighth annual
convention be held in Boston, Mass.,
commencing on the second Tuesday in
February, 1894.

OFFICERS FOR 1893.
The committee have nominated for
president, Ira G. Hersey of Boston ; vice-
president, Hugh Sisson of Baltimore ;
second vice-president, Charles A. Rupp of
Buffalo; secretary, William H. Say-
ward of Boston; treasurer, George
Tapper of Chicago.
Respectfully submitted :

Chas. W. Gindele,
John 8. Stevens,
A. McAllister,
J. Milton Blair,
Stephen M. Wright,

Committee.
The report of the committee was re
ceived and adopted, and on motion the
president was instructed to cast one bal
lot for the officers named in the report,
whereupon the officers as mentioned were
declared elected.

SPEECHES OF NEW OFFICERS.

Mr. Hersey responded in a happy speech
of acceptance, and promised to all the
delegates a hearty welcome on the occa
sion of the eighth convention, when the
National Association should return to
Boston, its birthplace and home. Mr.
Sisson being absent, Mr. Miller of Balti
more responded to the call for the new
vice-president, and assured the delegates
that Mr. Sisson held the welfare and par-
poses of the National Association in the
highest esteem, and only a very recent
family bereavement prevented his attend
ance at the meeting. Chas. A. Rupp, the
new member of the executive officers, the
second vice-president, laid himself open
to suspicion by stating that he could not
make a speech and then immediately pro
ceeding to make a very pretty one. Mr.
Rupp's remarks were received with a
warm welcome and attention. He prom
ised his earnest efforts to the association,
and forecast a pleasant time for the dele-

Sates
when the time for the meeting in

iuffalo shall have arrived. Mr. Sayward
and Mr. Tapper both responded briefly to
calls for a speech, and the convention pro
ceeded to the election of directors, with
the following result :

DIRECTORS FOR 1893.

Noble H. Creager Baltimore.
James I. Wingate Boston.
H. C. Harrower Buffalo.
John Rawle Chicago.
L. B. Hancock Cincinnati.
Arthur McAllister Cleveland.
J. D. McGilvray Denver.
Jos. Miles Detroit.

W. T. McGurrin Grand Rapids.
W. P. Jungclaus Indianapolis.
George L. Smith Louisville.
Moody D. Prescott Lowell.
Henry Ferge Milwaukee.
Emery F. Dodson Minneapolis.
Stephen M. Wright New York.
N. B. Hussey Omaha.
Stacy Reeves Philadelphia.
W. W. Batchelder Providence.
H. H. Edgerton Rochester.
Charles B. McCormack. . .St. Louis.
J. W. Makinson St. Paul.
John H. Quail man Saginaw.
A. S. Reed Wilmington.
O. S. Kendall Worcester.

Cities not represented will appoint di
rectors by letter.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Under the head of miscellaneous bus
iness a petition was presented by the
Lucas Ship Enterprise and referred to the
incoming board for action.
A. J. Campbell of New York took the
opportunity of presenting to the National
Association an exceedingly valuable doc
ument in the form of a pamphlet contain
ing the different forms of building law
for cities of different sizes, which have
been prepared by a commission appointed
for the purpose by Governor Flower of
New York. The bill under which the
action took place provided for three grades
of laws : 1, for all cities in the State of
New York (except New York and Brook
lyn) having a population of over 75,000;
2, for all cities having a population over
30,000, but not exceeding 75,000; 3, for
all cities having less than 30,000. These
laws apply only to incorporated cities,
and not to towns or villages. The form
for the administration of the different
grades of these laws is also elaborated,
and the pamphlet will be of much value
as containing suggestions for future work
upon the subject either by the National
Association or its final bodies. A vote of
thanks was tendered to the giver.
A resolution expressing earnest ap
preciation of the efforts of President Ittner
in behalf of the National Association, and
the manner in which he conducted the
deliberation of the seventh convention,
was passed by a rising vote and hearty
applause. A vote of thanks was also ex
tended to the St. Louis Builders' Ex
change, the citizens and officials of the
city, the officers and members of the
Chamber of Commerce and the press of
the city for their uniform courtesy and
unbounded hospitalitv. The convention
adjourned to meet in Boston in 1894.

ENTERTAINMENT.

The entertainment offered by the St.
Louis Builders was of the most lavish
kind ; on the evening of the second day a
theater party at the Olympic was tendered
the visitors, and a most enjoyable time
was had by all. Every seat in the house
was occupied by the builders and their
friends, and the play, " The Ensign," was
enjoyable to the end.
The climax of the entertainment, how
ever, was reached when the flood of light
burst from the open doors of the beautiful
banquet room in the Lindell Hotel. About
600guests sat down and partook of the
feast, and there is no doubt whatever
about the enjoyment and pleasure of the
occasion. The various toasts were appro
priately responded to by Messrs. Hersey,
Stevens, Eames and Dyer, and an im
promptu programme was made up, after
the guests were seated, which lasted until
a late hour in the morning. George
Moore Smith and A. J. Campbell of New
York were among the latter number.

ATTENDED THE CONVENTION.

The credentials showed the following
to have been present :

From Baltimore.

From Boston.

E. Noyes Whitcomb, John Y. Mainland,
Wm. N. Young, John Emery,
Chas. W. Parker, L. D. Willcutt,
C. Everett Clark, F. N. Tucker,
David Mcintosh, Ira G. Hersey,
W. J. Connery, W. H. Sayward,

G-eo.E. Leigkton.

From Buffalo.
A. A. Berrick, J. J. Churchyard,
Chas. A. Rupp, Geo.E. Donaldson,
John Feist, Geo. Duchscherer,

James Boland.

From Chicago.

C. W. Gindele, Francisco Blair,
W. H. Alsip, Geo.C. Prussing,
GeorgeTapper, Wm. Henry,
M. B. Madden, John Rawle,
Frank I. Wright, John Griffiths,
D. V. Purington, James John,

Jas. A. Hogan.

From Cincinnati.

SamuelD. Tippett,
L. B. Hancock,

J. Milton Blair,
B. W. Blair.

Noble H. Creager,
E. D. Miller,
Geo. Mann,

P. M. Womble, Jr.,
8. B. Sexton, Jr.,
I. S. Filbert.

From Cleveland.

Arthur McAllister, G. G. Griese,
J. W. Conger, Thomas Simmons,
J. A. Reaugh, B. H. Jenks.

From Denver.

Chas. W. Fair, W. J. Hill.
From Detroit.

Alex. Chapoton,Jr., John Finn,
Robert Hutton, Martin Scholl,

G. J. Vinton.
From Grand Rapids

P. C. Campbell, W. C. Hopson,
James Curtis, Chas. Hoertz,
W. T. McGurrin, N. Rosema.

From Indianapolis.
James McGauley, Wm. Kass,

Chas. Nuerge.

From Louisville
Jas. H. Murphy, W. P. Hampton,
Geo. L. Smith, John E. Carpenter,

Wm. Muster.

From Lowell.
L. F. Kittredge.
From Milwaukee.

Paul Reisen, G. F. Stuewe,
Henry Ferge, G. M. Reynolds,
T. R. Bentley, H. J. Sullivan,

C. G. Forster.

From Minneapolis.

Geo.W. Libby, Chas. E Richardson,
Emory F. Dodson, Chas. W. Brown.

From New York City.
Geo. Moore Smith, J. J . Roberts,
A. J. Campbell, Chas. A. Conover,
S M. Wright, Augustus Myers,
W. A. Conover, John McGlensey.

From Omaha.

W. 8. Wedge, Geo. Bassett.

From Philadelphia.

Stacy Reeves, F. M. Harris,
Wm. H. Albertson, John S. Stevens,
W. 8. P. Shields, Wm. Harkness,
Geo. Watson, Wm. Carlile.

From Providence.

W. W. Bachelder, A. C. J. Learned,
Jas. S. Hudson, Henry Mason,
Richard Hayward, Jas. Sheridan.

From Rochester

H. H. Edgerton, J. J. L. Friederich,
J. H. Grant.
From St. Paul.

J. W. Makinson. Wm. H. TJlmer,
Wm. Rhodes, G. M. Brack,

J. D. Moren.
From (Saginaw.

Michael Winkler, John H. Quallman,
From Wilmington.

A. S. Reed, John P. Almand,
Wm. H. Foulk.

From Worcester.

C. D. Morse. F. B. White,
O. S. Kendall, C. W. Walls,

Geo.W. Carr.

There were many visiting builders pres
ent whose names did not appear on the
credentials.
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SAFE SCAFFOLDING.
THE

fact that many tall buildings, in the
construction of which vast quantities
of brick and heavy stone are required,

are put up in comparatively narrow streets
or in thoss through which a continuous
traffic is maintained, forces the builder or
contractor to resort to forms of scaffold
ing which under other circumstances
might be regarded as unnecessary. Not

meets the requirements of a crowded
thoroughfare, as it offers very little, if
any, interference with the free passage of
people to and fro upon the sidewalk. Fig.
1 represents a section through the front
wall of a building, and gives a very clear
idea of the form of scaffold to beemployed.
The writer has never heard any name for it
except that of " Plank Scaffold," but it is
really more than that. It is, of course,

Fig. L—Section through Front Wall of
Building showing " Cantilever" Scaf
fold.

them. The best section of timber to use
is that which has a proportion of .it least
three to one, though it would be better
and safer to use four to one. What is
meant by this is that the cantilever beams
should in all cases be 4 inches thick and
12 inches deep, and where much ' brick,
stone and mortar are to be laid upon the
scaffold, 4 inches thick and 14 inches deep
would be preferable.
It must be remembered that in most
scaffolds of this class entire reliance is
placed upon the ability of the supporting
timbers to sustain their transverse strain,
and should the proportions be inadequate
great danger results. It will occur to the
practical builder to ask : " How can I ob
tain the exact proportion of timbers
necessary to bear a certain weight of
material ? I am going to erect this heavy
building, and may, perhaps, have several
tons of stuff on the scaffold at a time, butI don't see how I can approximate the
dimensions of the timbers." In answer
to this, the writer would say : " Figure it
out, and allow a safe margin for emer
gencies. If, for the sake of economy, the
scaffold sills are to be of wood, consult an
engineer's pocket book, and by formulae
laid down by reliable authorities notice
the conditions under which each indi
vidual stick will be placed and calculate
correctly its dimensions." It is found
that in a scaffold of this description, the
supporting beam being fixed at one end

Fig. 2.—Hanger Irons for Beams.

Fig. 3.—Hanging Scaffold.

only has the art of building been more or
less revolutionized by the use of iron
work, but also the appliances and scaffold
ing employed in connection with it. In a
street having a very narrow sidewalk,
where there is a rapid and incessant pass
ing to and fro of pedestrians and vemcles,
as is always the case in the larger cities
of the c/rantry, it is evident that the ordi
nary form of pole and putlog scaffold
would be inadequate for the purpose. This
being the case, the contractor at once
adopts a form which, while causing no in
convenience to traffic, will fully serve his
purpose. In the illustrations given here
with is represented a form of scaffold which

Safe Scaffolding.—Illustrations of Various Forms.

constructed of planks, but it is also a" cantilever " scaffold, for the reason that
it consists of a series of timber levers pro
jecting about one-third of their length
from the first or second story windows,
while the other two-thirds remains within
the building. There is usually a lever
at each window, and, as windows are
rarely very far apart, the levers are spaced
so as to support a mason's plank in three
places—namely, at each end and in the
center. As a rule the bearing planks are
necessarily of sound and reliable timber,
generally of spruce, and of proportions
sufficiently adequate to sustain theweight
of men and material to be placed upon

and having its load uniformly distributed,
the form of equal strength is a triangle.
It follows, therefore, as a natural conse
quence, that the deeper the timber the
larger the hypotenuse of the triangle and
the greater the strength or resistance. It
will, of course, be understood that in every
case where constructive works are con
cerned, more than equal strength is neces
sary to resist the strain and obviate
fracture. Depth, therefore, is essential
to accomplish this, and the greater the
depth the stronger and more suitable the
beam for the purpose.
Referring to Fig. 1 of the illustrations,
and carefully noting there the different
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parts shown, the form of scaffold will he
clearly understood. The first or lower
cantilever heam or putlog A is placed
in the middle opening and projects from
the face of the wall 5 feet 6 inches, or a
little more than the length of a mason's
horse. The lower edge of the timber, it
will be noticed, rests on the edge of the
stone sill. The dimensions of this beam
are 4 xJ2 inches, and it is prevented from
canting upward by being bolted to an
upright shore or post driven in tightly
between the rolled iron or steel T-beams
forming the fire-proof floors. On this
floor upper and lower timber horses are
placed beneath the shore, for the reason
that it comes in the center of the brick
arches. On the projecting ends of this
series of beams the necessary scaffolding
planks are laid, and when the wall has
been built as high as the masons can
reach two planks, B and C, are left on
which to place the horses D. Similarly,
when the hight gained by standing on
one horse is reached in the construction
of the wall another horse is added, and
by this means the wall is carried np to
the story above. Often three and even
four bights of horses are required in
reaching from story to story. In the en
graving E is a mortar box, indicating the
manner in which mortar and other mate
rials are placed upon the scaffold platform.
The next cantilever beam is represented
by F, and this is of the same description
as A, with the slight difference that the
shore is driven in between the T-beams
of the two floors. Should this upright
be of shaky or any way doubtful timber
it should be solidly nailed on to obviate
all danger of the weight splitting it out
and the end of the beam springing up.
By following this method a very reliable
scaffold, capable of sustaining any ordi
nary weight of material, can be cheaply
employed in connection with any hight
of wall in modern fire-proof or ordinary
construction. Should the scaffold, how
ever, be called upon to bear an extraor
dinary weight it could be made doubly
strong by the addition of the brace G,
which supports the end of the beam, and
thereby reduces the transverse strain to a
minimum.
In crowded streets, where there is a
possibility of pieces of brick, stone or
other material tailing upon people passing
below, it is advisable to sheet, or box in,
the scaffold. This can be done by spik
ing string pieces of 3 by 3-inch stuff on
each beam, as indicated by HH, and nail
ing boards to them in a vertical position,
as indicated by I. If the lower beams are
then planked over, any chipping, carving
or other work may be safely conducted.
In Fig. 2 of the illustrations are shown
views of hooks useful for holding the
beams to the Ts of the floor when the lat
ter must be left clear. Some builders
prefer these, as being safer and cheaper
than the shore, but they are not adapted
to every building on account of the dif
ference in window sills. Fig. 3 shows a
form of scaffold which is very secure and
convenient in making repairs or executing
other work at the exterior wall of a build
ing. If the timbers be sound, the di
mensions given will carry two men and
sufficient material for the work. Where
it is possible, iron cantilevers may be sub
stituted for the wood in heavy work, on
account of the greater resistance to trans
verse strain as well as increased relia-
bih'ty.

Echo in Buildings.

In buildings of oblong form reflection
or echo is often found, due to the end wall
and ceiling and the angles formed by the
walls and ceiling. Direct echo from the
end walls, says H. C. Kent, in a paper
read before the Sydney Architectural
Association. " can be obviated by making
the end wall elliptic, and by breaking it
with recesses or with a deep-stepped gal
lery, or by using absorbent materials,
such as draperies ; while secondary echoes
can be greatly obviated by cutting off the

angles with a curve, as well as by slight
breaks in the side walls, which will pre
vent the conduction of the waves along
their surface." Deep square recesses in
the walls, except in the end opposite the
speaker, and deep square openings in the
ceilings, such as lanterns, should be
avoided, as these breaks serve to set up
vibrations of a conflicting kind. Wood
lining is recommended for the walls and
ceiling by most writers ; but Mr. Kent
thinks it increases resonance and detracts
from clear definition of speaking. The
author thinks simple harmonic propor
tions desirable in buildings intended for
music, such as the ratio 2 to 3 to 5, or 2 to
2 to 5, the first of thece being that of the
Free-Trade Hall, Manchester, the second
that of the old Surrey Music Hall. The
Sydney University Hall has the dimen
sions 135x 45 x 68 feet high, and these are
found to give satisfactory results.

Brick Work.

In some of the ruder kinds of early
masonry bricks were often employed as
mere lacing or string courses, to bind to-
getEer at varying vertical bights the
whole of the underlying constituent parts
of the masonry, and when so used in the
construction of arches in combination
with stone, the object of their use with
the builders seems to have been to obtain
even and equal bedding planes here and
there throughout the arch by the inser
tion, as it were, of bricks or brick courses,
irregularly alternating with the rough,
unworked, or rudely " scraped " stones of
uneven beds, chiefly composing the body
of the arch. Bricks are still sometimes
so employed, not as inclosures to flint
diaper work, but more in the capacity of
ornamentation, and as units or scales of
a known dimension to aid the eye in the
realization of the extent and effect of the
composition as a whole, than as parts of
constructive necessity. In modern work
some of the greatest achievements of en
gineering skill have been carried out
chiefly in brick work, and in some in
stances almost to the entire exclusion of
the aid of stone.
This being so, it will not be out of
place, says one of our contemporaries,
to consider the essential conditions of
what is now universally accepted as
being worthy the name of good brick
work. In the first place, brick work has
made rapid and well-marked strides in
the last quarter of a century, or since the
decadence of the stuccoed1front, and the
revival and use of red bricks and terra
cotta under the sympathetic and able ad
vocacy of our architects and masters of
modern refined thought as applied to ar
chitecture. Prior to the time mentioned,
the shuff, the grizzle and the rough stock
were mostly in demand, but they are now
happily supplanted by bricks of a better
class and quality, except in the erec
tion of suburban villas and other jerry-
built structures. One of the recom
mending advantages of the use of bricks
over stones is the thorough and perfect
bonding which may be obtained through
out the mass of the work ; the ease and
certainty of obtaining solid and homo
geneous bedding of the bricks when laid
by skilled bricklayers working under the
recognized conditions essential to the
•production of good work ; also, the im
perishable nature of the material as com
pared with most of the building stones in
use—even the granites; the ease with
which they lend themselves to the con
struction and production of complex ,
forms and outlines under a skilled treat
ment, as compared with the vastly greater
expenditure of labor and material re
quired to bring about similar results in
stone. Of the importance and necessity
of solidly bedding the bricks and effectu
ally flushing up the interior joints (known
as cross joints and wall joints), no
one is so fully alive as the civil
or municipal engineer long experi
enced in the construction or personal

superintendence of sewers, water works-,
and hydraulic work generally. The
sewers recently built in a Western suburb
afford a good instance—a case in which
the brick work is so badly executed, that
to connect the house drains to the sewers" would be," said the reporting engineers," nothing less than converting the whole
of the inhabited area into a hotbed of ty
phoid fever." The question of flushing-up,
as applied to a building, differs in degree
of importance as applied to a sewer or
similar work. Apart from flushing-up
the brick work, as a means of obtaining
the maximum amount of tensile strength,,
in addition to that obtained by good
transverse and longitudinal bonding,
to carry the loads to which most
walls are subjected, and to provide
against the possible lateral movement of
any of the constituent parts when the
whole is under strain, the question has
its sanitary aspect also, and by reference
to most of the published engineers'
pocket books will be found formu'se to
find the amount of air in cubic feet
which will in a given time, under certain
conditions stated, pass through walls of
varied thickness built of different kinds
of material. The walls of dwelling
houses defectively flushed up are there
fore admittedly air filters on a very large
scale. They are also liable to be recep
tacles of damp driven in by storms, and
induced by the hollow, or partially hol
low, state of the brick work, leading up
to disease, and in some cases probably to
fatal consequences.

Sugared Mortar.

The recent references in the building
and engineering journals to the supposed
benefits to be denved from adding sugar
to lime mortar have induced Indian
Engineering to refer to tests made in 1817,
in connection with the building of a
brid .e across the River Cooum ,at Madras,
to ascertain whether there is any advan
tage in the process, which is admittedly an
ancient Indian practice. Small pillar*
were, at the time referred to, built up-
with great care, some with sugared, and
others with nnsugared lime, and allowed
to set for nearly a month, when it was
found, by testing, that the tenacity of
the former was about 74 pounds while
that of the latter was about 81 pounds
per square foot. Several similar experi
ments had been made before, and have
since been repeated to the same effect ;
and it is concluded that " there is.
no reason to believe that in the end
any advantage is derived to the mortar
by the use 01 saccharine matter." The
mortar is made more plastic by it, and
works more easily. But, in reality, the
sugar is a useless expense in the first in
stance, and is probably prejudicial to the
final duration of the cement—first, be
cause there is a considerable quantity of
impurity in cheap sugary matter which
may not combine so well as clean water,
and, secondly, because quicklime is not
easily slaked in sugared water. When
this is used, many particles of lime may
remain unslaked, or may be slaked so
late as to disturb the crystallization of the
mortar after it has commenced. The em
ployment of saccharine matter was there
fore discontinued at the Coonm Bridge
Works, and its disuse has since been gen
erally recommended for large and heavy
works. It occurs to a reader of this rec
ord, however, that if there is in Madras
a bridge which was known in 1817to have
been built partlv with sugared and partly
with unsugared* lime mortar, the condi
tion of different portions of the structure
to-day might supply an indication of the
real value of the process in question.

GERMANY'S BUILDING at the World's Fair
was dedicated with appropriate exercises
on January 27, the anniversary of Em
peror William's birth. The building is a
handsome structure, costing $150,000,and
is nearly completed.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Design for a Secretary.

From C. A. G., Rankin, /H.— " W. C.
B." of Chicago asks in a recent issue for a
design for a secretary without a book
case. I send sketches of one, of which 1
am both designer and maker, and I would
:say in this connection that it suits me
very well. Good effects will beproduced
by using maple for the main portion with
cherry panels, drawer fronts and an oak
top, or it may be finished in natural wood.
From an inspection of Figs. 1 and 2 of the
sketches, which represent front elevation
«nd plan views, it will be seen that there

tween jambs, which is very often the case,
the ceilings would have to be 15 feet high
in order to get the frame in, unless the
spring line was about 6 feet from the
floor. Altogether "L. S. F.'s" method is
a little out of proportion. For the pur
pose of showing this correspondent and
others a correct method of striking an
ellipse with the dividers I send the en
closed sketch, with explanation, which I
trust may prove of interest. To form an
ellipse by means of segments of circles, as
represented in the sketch, let a b represent
the tranverse and c d the conjugate axis.

pitch. The latter is usually given by
inches, as for example 7 inches in 12, 8^£
inches in 12, 1n' _, inches or 12 inches in
12, and so on as the case may require.

Easy Itu lining Tool-Cbest Tills.
From A. R., La Crosse, Wit.—For the
benefit of the correspondents who have

-_?}---. .-3-.

Design for tr Secretary.— Fig. 1.—Front Elevation. ..
'.

is room at the top and bottom for a frame
IV inches thick to which to seal the back
and feet. I send a good formula for fin
ishing. After a good scraping and sand
papering fill with the following : Boiled
oil, 1 pint; benzine, % pint; turpentine,

J£ pint; japan, J^ pint; silver white,

1 part; corn starch, 3 parts. Apply
thoroughly, letting it stand 20minutes,
after which rub off the surplus and
allow it to stand two days. At the ex
piration of this time follow with a hard

With d as a center and d c and d h as radii,
describe the quadrant c h. Then from the
center d draw the radius d g at an acute
angle of 69°from d h

,

the base. Divide the
conjugate axis c d into five equal parts;
then through the point 1 draw e/parallel to
the transverse axis a b

.

When this has been
done form the equilateral triangle as d ef.With / as a center, and / g and / -uas radii,
describe the quadrant g b

.

From the
center /draw /./ at an angle of 53° from

d h
,

the base. Take the distance d I and

Fig. 8
.—End Elevation.

presented interesting letters relating to
tool-chest construction, I would say that
in order to make the tills of the chest
slide easily, it is only necessary to apply
a little stove polish to the skidways.

Pattern Making.

From S. G., Salt Lake City, Utah.— I

am a reader of Carpentry and Building
and always recommend it whenever op
portunity offers. The only suggestion I

can make just now is for some of the
practical men in the trade to give us an
article, now and then, on the subject of

Fig. 2.—Plan View. Diagram Showing " A.D. E.'sn Methodof Striking an
Ellipse with the Dividers.

•oil finish or a good coach varnish. If a

dead polish is wanted, cut down the
latter with pumice and sperm oil and
finish by rubbing with the open hand.
Referring to the plan, Fig 2

, A is a space
closed by a door, while B is occupied by
four drawers, all of which are indicated
in Fig. 1 of the illustrations. Fig. 3

represents an end elevation.

•Strlklne an Ellipse wltb tbe Dividers.
From " A. D. E.," Branchville, S. C.—

I notice in the July number of Carpentry
and Building that "L. S. F.," Beatrice,
Neb. , furnishes a method of striking an
-ellipse by means of only a portion of two
-arcs of circles. Now, I do not want to
discourage " L. S. F.," but I think he is

•slightly mistaken, as he cannot strike a

true ellipse by employing a portion of
•only two circles. In the first place, there

is in the upper part of the drawing a sag
where the arc 5

,
6 and 7 intersects and in

the lower part where 5
,
6 and 8 intersects.

According to my idea, the width is too
greath for the length. If one was to em
ploy this rule and wanted to put an arch
between two rooms 8 or 10 feet wide be-

apply it from / to j upon the line, as shown ;

then having j as center, withJ53 andjxas
radii, describe the quadrant 53x. From
the center j drawj'u at an angle of 30°
from d h

,

the base. Then at the point of
intersection with j u to the transverse
axis a b will be the center n. Now, with
n as center, and n u and n to as radii, de
scribe the quadrant it w. The segment c g

of the quadrant dch and the segment g 53
of the quadrant fgv and the segment 53u
of the quadrant 58 a;, together with the
segment H 6 of the quadrant n u w, form
one-quarter part of the ellipse from c to

I >
.

The parts b d, d a and a c are formed
and the centers obtained in the same man
ner as described.

pattern making. I follow that occupation
here, and while I should be very glad to
see the subject discussed, I think there
are other readers who are in the same
position as myself.

Construction of Sell-Supporting
Roof.

From J. H., Fort Snelling, Minn.— I

would very much like to have the opinion

Pitch of Roofs.
From D. H. M., Waterbury, Conn. — In
the December issue of Carpentry and
Building " G. A. L." of South Hanson,
Mass., makes inquiry concerning the
pitch of roofs. I would say that the
terms quarter, third and half pitch for
roofs are old and have long been dropped,
owing to the fact that modern roofs are
varied to such an extent in form and

Constructionof Self-SupportingRoof.—Sketch
AccompanyingLetterfrom

" J. H."

of some of the practical readers of the
paper regarding the best method of con
structing a self-supporting roof for a

building 50x 150feet in size. The walls
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are 10 feet high and 17 inches thick. I
inclose a rough sketch showing a section
through the building.

Framing a Church Spire. £ . 1
From H. H., Johnsonburg, Pa. — I have
been a reader of Carpentry and Building
for a number of years, and find it very
helpful, especially the Correspondence de
partment. The various articles on roof
framing have already been of more value
to me than ten times the price of the sub
scription. I submit for the consideration
of the readers of the paper plans of a
church spire which I erected last summer
in this place. Referring to the sketches,
Fig. 1 represents a plan view of base of
the spire as it appears when viewed from
the top. The braces are omitted in this
sketch in order to show more clearly the
position of the rafters. The size of the
tower at the base is 10 feet 1% inches.
The plate is formed of three thicknesses
of 3 x 12 stuff spiked together and secured
by %-inch bolts extending downward 4
feet into the brick work and fastened at
the bottom to iron anchors 1% x %
inches and 8 feet in length. The triple
plate is also bolted to a 6 x 6 post in each

Fig. *.—Sectionof Spireat A .

B

Fig. 1.—Plan View of Baseof Spire, the Bracesbeing Fip. 2 —Frame Work, Showing
Omittedto moreclearly Showthe Rafters. Methcd of Raising the Rafters.

Fig. 8.—ShowingRafters and Bracing asCompleted.

Framing a Church. Spirt.—Method Pursued by " If. H.v of Johnsonburg, Pa.
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corner of the brick work. These posts are
mortised into timbers built into the brick
work 30 feet down from the top of it.
Fig. 2 of the sketches represents the
method of raising the rafters. We first
set up section one, which is bnilt of four
pieces of 2 x 4 stuff 11 feet 10inches long
and braced in two sections, as shown.
We then placed the form shown in Fig. 4

Jack Rafter* on the California Plan.

From I. P. H. , Omaha, Neb.— In reply
to " H. A. B.," Moreno, Cal., will say that
for a third-pitch roof each succeeding
jack rafter, working toward the foot of
the hip, if placed 2 feet from center to
center, will be 28% inches shorter. On a
half-pitch roof each jack will be 34 inches

1
1 1 1 1 ' 1 ' 1 1 1 ' 1 '

1 1 1 I
1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 1 '' 1 '1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1

Framing a Church Spire.—Fig. 6.—Showing how the OctagonHoof was Brought Out to (he
Brick Work at thebate of the Spire.—Scale,X Inch to thefoot.

on top of these posts, as indicated at A of
Figs. 2 and 8. Using this platform as a
scaffold, we then put up section two of
Fig. 2,which is composed of four pieces of
2_x 4 stuff, the same length as used in sec
tion one. We braced them as indicated
in the drawing, and on top of these at B
we placed the form shown in Fig. 5. Now,
using this second platform as a scaffold,
we raised four of the rafters into position,
after which we placed the center pole in
the square opening in the center of the
section represented in Fig. 5. I then
climbed to the top of the center pole,
which was held steady by another work
man, and fastened the rafters to it. We
then braced the rafters to the four in the
center of each section and also to the cen
ter pole from section B to the top. In
Fig. 3 of the sketches is shown the rafters
and bracing as completed, as well as the
iron shoes at the bottom of the rafters.
The details in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 show the
manner in which we brought the octagon
roof out to the square brick work at the
base of the spire. The hight of the brick

shorter. These figures are mathematically
correct to within two or three hundredths
of an inch and as close as any steel square
problem solver will ever get. Men will
make mistakes, but figures won't lie,
therefore I will first take figures to solve

each jack would be 24 inches shorter, no
matter whether it was a third or half
pitch roof, or any other pitch. An accu
rately scaled drawing showed conclusively
that a jack rafter was a jack rafter the
world over and that California jacks were
no exception to the general rule. The
drawing scaled exactly the same figures
as the solution given in figures by square
root.
I will make an effort to explain the sys
tem to which, undoubtedly, " H. A. B."
has reference. By this method the hip
rafter is not drawn. Referring to the
sketch, A D is the run of common rafter,
D E the rise for third pitch and A £ the
length of the common rafter ; A C is
the run of second jack from the hip, C F
is the rise and A F the length ; A B is the
run of first jack, B G the rise and A G
the length. Notice, particularly, that the
lengths of jacks are taken directly on the
line of the common rafter and are found
by squaring up the run and rise of each
jack as described. A D is the run, D H
the rise and A H the length of the half-
pitch common rafter ; A J and A I are
the lengths of jacks. Now we will sup
pose the jacks to be 2 feet, or 24 inches,
from center to center. Take the third-
pitch roof first, and in 24 inches run there
are 16 inches rise, so measure down 16
inches from E to K and square across 24
inches to F, and from F to E will be
found to equal 28% inches, which is the
amount each jack toward the hip must be
cut shorter on the third-pitch roof. We
will now take the half-pitch roof : In 24
inches run there are 24 inches rise, hence
measure down from H to E 24 inches and
square across 24 inches to I, and from I to
H will be found to equal 34 inches, the
amount each jack must be cut shorter for
the half-pitch roof. The point A is sup
posed to be toward the foot of hip, so do-
not take the-lines A E and A H for the
lengths of hips on the third and half pitch
roofs, for they are the common rafters.
This method, to say the least, is, in my
opinion, a backward and awkward way
of working. I have shown the method in
its best light and yet it will undoubtedly
appear in the dark to many. They will
have to imagine what they can't see,but
I hope they will see the folly of trying to
pursue the dark method of some jack-
rafter crank. Their method is inclined to
mislead, so that it can hardly be worked
and the operator know what he is doing.
I have known people to measure down
from H to E 24 inches, square across 24
inches to I and then declare that each
jack would be 24 inches shorter on the

Fig. 7.—Plan View at Oneof the Corners.—
Scale, % Inch to thefoot.

work is 43 feet, that of the stone work
from the grade line 7 feet, and that of the
wood work on the spire 40 feet. The
weather vane on topis about 8 feet, mak
ing the total hight of the spire 98 feet.
With a crew of seven men we raised all
the stuff from the ground and framed the
spire complete in four hours.

Fig. 8.—Detail of Cripple Softer.

the problem. If the jacks are placed 2 feet
apart from center to center it is evident
that each jack toward the foot of the hip
has 2 feet, or 24 inches, less run. Now take
the pitch of the roof into consideration.
A third-pitch roof rises 8 inches to the
foot run of common rafter. As the rafters
are 2 feet apart there will be 16 inches
rise to take into consideration on each
rafter to be cut. The solution is as
follows : 24 X 24 = 576; 16 X 16 = 256;
576+ 256 = 832, and the square root of
832 = 28.84, which, reduced to reasonable
measuring figures, is 28% inches. Again
if a half -pitch roof is taken there are 24
inches rise in 2 feet run instead of 16
inches, as before. Hence 24 x 24 = 576,
the square of the run, and 24 x 24 = 576,
the square of the rise ; adding the two
squares together we have 576+ 576= 1152,
the square root of which is very nearly 84;
therefore each jack on a half pitch roof
will be 84inches shorter. Some California
carpenters have a way of their own, and
are generally right in their way, but
sometimes their ways are mixed, and they
do not make them plain. Only a short
time ago the same problem in jack rafter
lengths came up for consideration and a
fellow- workman fresh from the Golden
Gate made a strenuous effort to show
the California jack rafter plan, insisting
that if the rafters were 2 feet apart

Diagram Illustrating Jack Rafters on the

California Plan.

half pitch and would be the same on any
pitch ; also that the jacks would be just
as many inches shorter as they were
placed inches apart. Those who believe
this are following a delusion. The plan
will work only as I have explained it, and
even then it is a good deal like pulling a
saw by the pointed end, rather than push
ing it in the proper way— by the handle.
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Wooden Bottom* for Stuffed Chair*.
From CABINETMAKER, London.— I notice
in recent issues of the paper that more or
less attention has been given to the sub
ject of furniture and cabinet making, and
thinking that the readers might possibly
be interested in a wrinkle to which my
attention has been called, I send sketches
illustrating it. One of the sources of no
little annoyance in connection with
stuffed furniture is the giving out of

WoodenBottomsfor StuffedChairs.—Fig. 1.—
Showing Construction.

the bottom after comparatively short
usage. This trouble may be overcome by
the adoption of some such construction
as that indicated in Fig. 1of the sketches.
The inner face of the four seat rails is
notched horizontally, as represented in
Fig. 2, while a pair of stout nalved rails
have their ends combined, as in Fig. 8,

Fig. 2.—Inner Face of
Seat Rail, showing
Horizontal Notch.

Fig. 3.—End of
Halved Rail.

which shows a side view. When the
stuffing of the chair is completed it is a
very simple matter to place the four ends
of the cross rails against the narrow ex
tremities of the notches, and then turn
them bodily as upon an imaginary pivot
until their ends are disposed of" in the
wider part of the notches, assuming the
position represented in Fig. 1. As the
under part of the seat is not exposed to
contact with any other articles, there is
no fear that the rails will be shifted from
their proper position, although if, they
were, no harm could possibly result.

Laying Out an Octagon.—Fig . 1.—Method
Practiced by " J. J.»

and laying off this distance from each
angle of the square gives an octagon as
the result. The sketch, Fig. 2, is sup
posed to be the edge of a J^-inch board.
Measure off 8 inches and also % inch and
from any point square over the 3-inch
mark, connecting A and B. Square from

the ^j-inch mark to C, which gives a Jj-
inch base. Draw lines this distance from
each angle of the board edge, and the

Fig. 2.—Showing Plan of ObtainingLines for
Cutting theEdges of theBoard.

•
result will give the lines by which to
round the edge of the board.

i.»ylnir Out an Octagon.

From J. J., Oriskany Falls, N. K—In
laying out an octagon my plan is to space
off 3 inches from the angle marked A in
Fig. 1 and then measure off % inch.
Square the 3-inch mark over to the other
side, marked B, and connect A and B.
Square over from the Jg-inch mark to C,

Combination Screw Gauge and Saw.
From S. B. K., Asbury Park, N. J.—
I have looked for a long time for a com
bination screw gauge and saw, but have
yet failed to find anything on the subject.
I doubt if there is one carpenter in a hun-

Sorew Oauye Cut in Saw Blade as suggested
by "S. K. K."

dred who knows the size in inches of
screws by their numbers, while if he had
a screw gauge it would not always be
where he could find it, especially if he
wanted it in a hurry. Now, if the gauge
was cut in the saw blade, it would always
be in sight and where it could be used
when wanted. The sketch which I send
is a suggestion of what would probably
answer the purpose.

True Runnlnit Drawer* and Sliding
Door*.

From ENGLISH.— As being of possible
interest to the readers of Carpentry and
Building, I submit, with a brief descrip
tion, sketches showing one way of making
drawers and sliding doors run true. The

True Kunning Drawers and Sliding Doors.—
Fig. 1.—Shotting Groovein Side of Drawer.

idea is not original, but was suggested
by some exhibits in the Natural History
Museum at South Kensington. The
cabinets containing the rare and beautiful
butterflies are fitted with drawer cases,
and in the side of each drawer is a groove
running parallel with the top and bottom
edges, as indicated in Fig. 1 of my
sketches. These grooves engage with
beads along the sides of the interior of
the cabinet, so that when a drawer is
pulled out it runs perfectly true. In
order to fit a drawer in this manner a
groove is made in each side its entire
length, excepting the edge of the front
piece, and a flush piece corresponding in
length dropped into it. When the drawer
is placed in position the beads are secured
by means of screws inserted from the

outside of the cabinet. The particular
drawers to which reference is here made
were so constructed as to stopwhen with
drawn a certain distance, although for
ordinary purposes the adoption of such
construction would be unnecessary. In
Fig. 2 of the engravings is represented a
section of the front, showing the bead
along the side of the interior of the
cabinet. Very much the same principle

Fig. 2.—Sectionof Front, showing Beadalong
the side of Interior of Cabinet.

may be applied in connection with sliding
doors, in order to make them run true
and prevent jamming, either at the top
or at the bottom. The idea is to fit one
or more beads on each face the entire
length of the guides within the channels

Fig. 8.—Showing Constructionfor making
Sliding Doors run true.

in which the doors move, the bead closely
uniting and being firmly confined to a
corresponding groove in the door, as in
dicated in the sketch marked Fig. 8. The
upper guides employed at the top of the
doors may be treated in a similar manner,
so that when the door is drawn in the
desired direction it is impossible for any
of the ends or corners to become jammed
and cause untold annoyance.

Attaching Letter* and Figure* to
Iron Pattern*.

From W. H. H., Seelyville, Pa.—L
would like to ask 'through the Corres
pondence department of the paper the
method of affixing lead letters and figures
to iron patterns. I am a beginner in this
particular branch of wood working and
am desirous of seeing published corre
spondence relating to the art of pattern
making. Much of this work is difficult as
well as perplexing, and I feel certain that
some well-directed lessons from masters
of the art would prove a boon to many a
puzzled mind, especially to beginners or
apprentices. •

Note.—This correspondent in renewing
his subscription to the paper refers to its
value to him as an instructor, adding that
he has carefully preserved and bound
many numbers and never tires of study
ing the matter contained in the Corre
spondence department. He concludes his
letter by wishing success to

Question In Hoof Framing.

From E. Q. W., Elgin, HI.— I would
like to have some root-framing reader of
the paper tell me how deep to cut the notch
in a hip or valley rafter at the foot in
order to bring it in line with the common
rafters for the roof boards. I have seen
a great many articles on roof framing,
but have never seen this point explained.
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DESIGNS IN SLATE ROOFING.
rriHE VARIETY of form* into which
| the slate of commerce may be cut
for the purpose of producing pleas

ing designs in the covering of a build
ing afford ample opportunity for the
display of artistic talent on the part of
the practical roofer. That this ability
1» possessed to a greater or lesser de
gree by many engaged in the building
trades is evidenced' by the large number of
roofs which may be seen at the present
day composed of slate, the patterns of
which are combined in a highly orna
mental manner. Those of our readers

rounded those, then light ones were placed
outside the dark, and the main body of
slates were dark also. Both colors were
also shaped at certain parts. This shaping
simply consisted of cutting off a corner of
the slate here and there as the design re
quired it; and, while interfering a little
with the keeping out of the weather, the
extent of interference is so very little that
the appearance gained more than counter
balances the disadvantage. This exam
ple set the writer thinking how seldom it
was that roofs, usually so dismal, dingy and
monotonous, are not brightened with a Iit-

forms of ornament have been observed,
and are now put on show in this article-
for the benefit of all whom it may con
cern.
The simplest and commonest deviation
from an entirely plain slated roof is to
have three or four courses of a different
colored slate from that principally used.
These form a long horizontal band, either
light or dark, as the case may be, the-
whole length of the roof. In large roofs
there may be two or three such bands, as
in high-pitched church roofs.
The next most common variation is to.

Tig. 1.—Horizontal Bandof Slatewith
I,<iWIT KmIsPointed.

Fig. 3.—ResultsObtainedWhenOrdinary
Coursesor Slateare Deed.

Fig. 4.—Another Combinationof SameForm of
Slate.

Fig. 5.—A Third Combination.

Fig. Z.—An Enlarged
View of Slate Used
in Fig. 1.

Fig. «.—A Fourth Combination.

Wg. 8.—DesignObtainedfrom Uting Slate
Cut, asShown In Fig. 7.

Fig. 7.—OneForm of SlateEmployed.

i • t : t - »'"";\-- 1

Fig. 9.—Another DesignResulting from the Use
of Fig. 7.

Detigns in SlateRoofing.

who are called upon to execute work of
this character are likely to find both in
terest and value in the suggestive combi
nations of slate presented in the accom
panying illustrations, even though they
do represent designs of roofs covering
buildings in England. The descriptive
particulars which follow are from the pen
of Whynn Steyne, and appeared with the
•engravings in recent issues of the Illus
trated Carpenter and Builder.
Walking along a quiet country road
some half a dozen miles from one of our
largest provincial cities, the writer noticed
a highly ornamental design worked out in
the roof of a little roadside cottage. It
was formed with light gray or greenish
slates among the usual dark blue slates so
commonly used. The center slates were
light; some dark ones completely tur

tle ornament. When one considers the miles
of slated roofs seenwhen traveling by rail,
car or omnibus, what an extensive field
for decoration there lies dormant ! Per
haps it may be urged there is not much
scope for ornamenting roofs. Well, that
may be so. But has the most been made
of this matter that can bemade ? The
example already mentioned emphatically
answers no; and the reader, it is hoped,
ere the article is finished will be able to
completely and fully substantiate this
answer.
Since seeing the above example of orna
mental slating, more than a year has
elapsed before an opportunity has arisen
for putting it on paper ; and while nothing
of the same kind has been observed any
where in the courseof the writer's wander
ings here, there, and everywhere, other

have a horizontal band of slates shaped at
the lower end, but of samecolor and size as-
the rest of the slatesused. In Fig. 1is given
a general view of such a band, with the
additional advantage of having all the
shaped slates of a lighter color than the
others. In Fig. 2 is given an enlarged
sketch of one slate to show how each must
be shaped. A shape or template should be
prepared of tin, zinc, wood or any suitable
material, and the slate cut away to that,
shape by means of 'the slate knife. This
is not a difficult matter. The size of slate-
used is immaterial in this as well as the
other illustrations to be given, although,
be it understood, it will be necessary
sometimes to use narrower slatesat certain
places than the standard width. In this
case of Fig. 1 all the shaped slates must
be of one uniform width. Regarding
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length the size varies, as an extra course
of slates has to be got into the space of
four, BOtbat a straight line of color may
be obtained at top and bottom. It the or
dinary courses be used the result will be
as shown in Fig. 3. This is not objection
able at all, and as it is the easier way, it
is more often executed both in one and in
two colors of slates.
Other variations of color, with the same
form of cutting for the slates, are given in

where two courses of dark slates are laid
between two course* of light ones, all
treated as in Fig. 7 and laid between
courses of ordinary dark slates. The three
following Figs., 9, 10 and 11, are varia
tions with the same shaped slate. In Fig.
12 is shown a curved edge on the lower
end of the slate, and in Fig. 13 is given a
sketch of its general appearance.
Figs. 14, 15 and 16 are all very bold
treatments of colored slates, and to be ef-

ing. In it the reader may notice that the
shaped slates are a considerable piece
longer than the other slates used, and that
there will be a stronger shadow cast down
the side of the triangular portions.
A very slight variation of shape is ob-
strvable in Fig. 21, which, however, is
very like the preceding examples ; but in
Fig. 22 is shown the most elaborate of
these cut slates, and one that gives a very
ornamental effect, as may be seen in Fig.

Fig. 10.—Variation of the
Design.

Fig. 11.—Anothtr Combinationof SlateCut as
in Fig. 7.

Fig. 12.-SlateCut with
Curved End.

I.*- .f '*"*?.
'
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Fig. 13.—DeMgnObtainedfrom (Jain?
Fig. 12.

Pig. II. A Bold Treatment of Colored
Slate.

fit- 18.—Effects Produced with
Slate Cut as Shown in Fig. 7

.
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Fig. 15.—A DesignWhich Should beReversed
at the OppositeEnd of the Roof.

Fig. 16.—Another Combinationof Slate Cut
asShown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 17.-SlateCut with
Pointed End.

Dt'signs in StaleRoofing.

Figs. 4
,
5 and 6. The first of these three

is most easily executed, but the other two
will be more effective on the building.
Care must be taken to mark off the centers
of the design, and then the slates, being
all the one width and laid from these
marked centers, the design will work itself
out all right.
Another form of cutting for the lower
edge of the slate is shown in Fig. 7. In
this case only the two corners are cut off
and the appearance of the roof laid with
uch slates may be seen in sketch, Fig. 8,

fective should only be used in large roofs.
The pattern, it need hardly be said, shown
in Fig. 15, should be reversed at the op
posite end of the roof.
A common and yet effective shape to
cut the slate to is shown in our next illus
tration, Fig. 17, and its general appear
ance, Fig. 18, is

,

on the whole, very ef
fective and highly ornamental, more so
perhaps than any of the preceding shapes.
Two additional methods of applying this
shape are indicated in Figs. 19 and 20
the latter being, perhaps, the more pleas-

28. Such a slated roof looks exceedingly
well, as the writer can personally testify.
A few ordinary square slates inserted
among these, as in Fig. 24, may be used
to add variety.
At first sight Fig. 25 may seem rather

a curious example of slating. It is
,

how
ever, quite simple when it is analyzed. It
consists of alternate courses of two of the
shapes previously described, being Figs. 2

and 7
.

About as curious Is the effect of
Fig. 26, produced with exactly the same
shapes, but with one shape cut out of
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larger slates than the other, and two that shown in Fig. 30, with the corre- This is more by way of experiment than
•coursesof the larger slate to four courses spending diagrams in Figs. 7 and 22, and otherwise, and it would scarcely be wise
•ofthe smaller one. Another combination in Fig. 31, with its diagrams in Figs. 17 to carry out such a scheme, unless on some

f^fs-M^*«m^''«a(,,»/:lfM>ii&i^i&.

Fig. 20.—Still Another Combination. Fig. 21.—DesignEmployinga ModifiedForm
of Slate.

fig 19.—Another DesignUsing Fig. 17.

Fig. 24.-Design Varied From Fig. 23.

Fig. 23.-Design Worked with SlateasCut In Fig. 22.

Fig. 25.—A Bather Curious Design

Fig. 29.—SlateCut with Half
RouDdEnd. Fig. 22.—A More Elaborately

Cut Slate.

Vlg. 28.—A Combinationof SlateCut
asShownin Fige.2and7.

Fig. 27.—DesignFormed of SlateCut aa
Shown in Figs. 2and12.

Fig. 31.—DesignComposedof Forms
Shownin Figs. 17and23.

•WVI
:r i r^ I

Fig. 28—DesignFormedof Slate
Shown in Figs.7and29.

Fig. 30.—Combinationof Forms
Shown in Figs. 7and22.

Fig. SZ.-CompositeDesignMadeUp of All theB
Various Forms Here Shown.

Designsin SlateHoofing.

of shapes is shown in Fig. 27, formed with and 22. To finish up this section properly, little odd house where quaintness and
slates as in Figs. 2 and 12, while in Figs, as it were, in Fig. 32 is given a conglom- oddity prevailed throughout. In such a
28 and 29 are given particulars of yet an- eration of all these shapes together—one structure the style of slating would then
other. A more ornamental arrangement is course of each. be quite in keeping.
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Antiquity of the Saw.

The saw is an instrument of high an

tiquity, says one of our foreign contem
poraries, its invention being attributed
either to Dsedalus or to his nephew
Perdix, also called Talos, who, having
found the jaw of a serpent and divided a
piece of wood with it, was led to imitate
the teeth in iron. In a bas-relief, pub
lished by Winckelmann, Daedalus is rep

resented holding a saw, approaching
very closely in form to the Egyptian saw.
St. Jerome seems clearly to allude to the

circular saw, which was probably used,

as at present, in cutting veneers. There
are also imitations of the use of the center
bit, and even in the time of Cicero it was
employed by thieves. Pliny mentions
the use of the saw in ancient Bel
gium for cutting white building stone ;
some of the oolitic and cretaceous rocks

are still treated in the same manner both
in that part of the continent and in the
South of England. In this case Pliny
must be understood to speak of a proper

or toothed saw. The saw without teeth

was then used, just as it is now by the
workers in marble, and the place of teeth
was supplied, according to the hardness

of the stone, either by emery or by vari

ous kinds of sand of inferior hardness. In
this manner the ancient artificers were

able to cut slabs of the hardest rocks,

which consequently were adapted to re

ceive the highest polish, such as granite,
porphyry, lapis-lazuli and amethyst.

times only one ; or else, as in the cathedral
of Cremona, the plain brick tympanum is
relieved by the introduction of a panel of
terra cotta bearing the cross on a shield,
while round its outer circumference
delicately treated though large cusping
defines the outline of the arch." Outside
the arch sometimes a red brick label, 2%
inches wide, is introduced. In Mantua
and Asti these narrow bricks are set be
tween rings of brick and stone voussoirs.

English and Italian Brick Work.

Early English brick work is now rare,
remarks one of our exchanges. Little
Wenham Hall, Suffolk, of the latter part
of the 13th century, shows different sizes

of brick : these are mixed with stone and
flint in parts. The brick are of Flemish
shape, though some resemble Roman

brick or tiles, and the color varies. We
must turn to the Eastern counties for
examples of English brickwork. In many
of these flint is introduced in the form of
panels, and this kind of walling is known

as " flush work." Nearly every impor
tant church is of this mixture of brick or
stone and flint. Layer Marney Hall,
Essex, is a noted example of brick work.
The great gatehouse of three stories,

flanked by octagonal turrets, with
battlements and parapets, and window
mullions, exhibits an advanced stage of

brick making and workmanship. Respect
ing the size of English bricks, those at
Little Wenham Hall measure 9% inches
in length by 4%f inches wide, and 2Ji
inches thick. Those made in Edward
H's time measured 10 and 12 inches
long by 5 and 6inches wide. The "great
brick," of 1734,measured 12 inches long,
6 inches wide, and 3 inches thick. Por
tions of Hampton Court Palace show some
beautiful examples of English brick work,
to which the attention of the student may
be directed.
The late Mr. Street, a great authority
upon Italian brick work, points out in his
work on " Brick and Marble Architect
ure " to what a large extent red brick is
used with stone. Italian brick are rather
larger than ours, but not of better quality ;
the joints are wide, generally not less than

% inch. The brick used for windows,
doorways and other ornamental features
are of finer quality and molding.
Those who know Italian examples of
brick arches and tracery are aware that
the cusping of arches is of brick, set in
the same radiating lines as the arch and
cut and rubbed to the outline required.
He says: "In nearly all cases where
brick is used for tracery, it is in the
shape of plate tracery. The tympanum
of the arch is filled in with a mass of
brick work, through which are pierced the
arches over the several lights of the win
dow, and these are supported on marble
or stone shafts, with carved capitals in
stead of monials ; and above these some
times, as in the windows of St. Andrea,
Mantua, are three cusped circles, some-

Soft vs. Hard Steel for Building:
Construction.

According to the report of a committee
appointed by the Bezirksvereines Deutscher
Ingenieure, soft steel is to be preferred
to hard for building purposes. For ordi
nary purposes the tensile strength should
be between 23.45and 28.60tons per square
inch, with a minimum elongation of 20
per cent, in test bars 8 inches long. For
bridge work the tensile strength should
be between 23.45and 27.30tons. It was
not considered advisable to specify any
chemical analysis, as the physical proper
ties afford a sufficient index to the quality
of the metal, this quality being* depend
ent not only upon the composition of the
metal, but also upon the mechanical com
bination of the different constituents. In
considering if it be necessary to specify
not only the class of material, but also the
manner of its manufacture, the com
mittee decided that the specification
should be limited to such normal con
ditions as could be certainly complied
with, and that any minute limitations
were technically impracticable and com
mercially injurious. The committee
states, however, that except when un
avoidable the material should not be
worked at a blue heat. In regard to the
increase of working load the committee
states that it can profitably be increased
to 6.35tons for live loads and 7.62tons for
dead loads. As to the meaning of the
term " Flusseisen" (ingot iron) it may be
said that, strictly speaking, it is limited
to the product of the basic open-hearth
furnace and the Thomas or Basic Besse
mer converter. Acid open-hearth metal
cannot always be included.

Measurement of Roofs.

A new idea has occurred to a New
Westminster, B. C, roofer, for measur
ing roofs of buildings, says an exchange,
which he thinks of importance to those
who estimate quantities, and which may
prove of interest to many others engaged
mthe sameline. It is this : Find the whole
horizontal area of the roof by dividing it
into quantities or sections. To these
quantities add the fractions thereof nec
essary to raise them to the required quan
tity, which is in a roof of square pitch,
5.12; in a roof of 9 inches rise to the foot,
one-fourth, and so on, according to the
varying pitches. This is equal to raising
the quantity representing one of the sides
from 12to 17, or 12to 15,as in the pitches
mentioned respectively. This will apply
only to a roof m which all the pitches are
equal, but can be made approximately
correct by taking a mean between, or it
may be made correct by considering the
portions separately.

A writer in the London Spectator
says of English country houses that they
fail not in want of space, but in lack of
warmth. It is astonishing that a sojourn
of nearly 800 years in a sub-arctic region
has not taught the Anglo-Norman race
that a six months' winter demands some
greater provision for the change of tem
perature than the mere lighting of fires in
a few sitting rooms. The warming of the
hall is the key to the position. In coun
try houses the hall is nearly always of

ample dimensions, and not one but all the
sitting rooms are on the ground floor, de
riving their supply of fresh air from the

hall, which, as in the London house, get*
its stock in turn from under the main
door. But the greater space leaves ample
room for a thorough warming of the
central air chamber. Yet in how few
country houses is the hall properly
warmed by stoves ! With that provisioni
omitted, the size of the hall and staircase
merely prevents the air from ever becom
ing properly warmed at all ; and for
weeks the passages and bedrooms remain,
at a temperature in which it would be
unsafe to allow even cattle to sleep. A.
further capital defect in most country
houses is the absence of bathrooms, either
of hot water or hot air, and the impos
sibility of obtaining any sudden increase-
of temperature in case of chill or illness.
There are many large and costly country
mansions less well provided in this respect-
than a fifth-rate London house.
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Building Operationsin New York.

The statistics of building operations in
New York City during the past year, as
found in the records of the Bureau of
Buildings, present a very interesting
■tudy. They indicate not only all the
structures that have been planned or
built during the period named, but the
kind of houses erected, as well as their
details of construction. A careful ex
amination of the records also shows
that within a comparatively brief
period many important changes have
taken place in the character of the
buildings erected in various sections of
the city. Portions formerly occupied
almost wholly by the poorer class of
buildings are now built up with substan
tial business structures, which bring to
their owners a good return on the invest
ments, where before they were hardly
more than paying taxes. Other sections
devoted to dwelling houses and churches,
with here and there a store, have under
gone a marked change, and in many
places throughout the city the onward
march of the office building and the bus
iness block is manifest in a striking de
gree.

Permits Granted.

The figures contained in the records of
the building department show that for
the year ending February 28 there were
filed 2929plans, calling for an expenditure
of over $60,000,000,as compared with 3037
plans, involving an outlay of over $55,600,-
000 for the corresponding period of 1891-
92. The plans filed cover buildings of
all descriptions, both public and private.
Prominent among those planned or com
pleted in the last year may be mentioned
the Hotel Waldorf, costing upward of
$3,000,000; the Manhattan Life Insurance
Company's building, costing$950,000 ; the
Corn Exchange Bank, $500,000; the office
building at Broadway and Duane street,
$730,000; the hotel at Eighth avenue and
Seventy-first street, $1,000,000; the Edison
Building at Elm and Pearl streets, $800,-
000 ; the Metropolitan Club, $750,000;
Hotel Savoy, $800,000, and the Postal
Telegraph Building, $750,000.

Class of Buildings Erected.

The records show that there has been,
during the period named, as compared
with the year before, a large increase in
the number and estimated cost of private
houses, and that while the number of flats
costing more than $15,000 each has ma
terially decreased, the total cost has not
diminished in the same proportion. The
number of dwelling houses costing over

$50,000each and erected between March,
1892,and March, 1893, was 13, as com
pared with 4 the previous year. The
number erected costing between $20,000
and $50,000 each was 246, as against 255
the year before, while those put up for
less than $20,000 each numbered 509, as
compared with 282 erected between
March, 1891, and the same month of
1892. There were also 7 hotels erected,
170manufactories and workshops, besides
17schoolhouses,17 municipal buildings, 64
stores costing over $30,000each ; 51 rang
ing in price from $15,000 to $30,000 each,
and 61 stores costing less than $15,000
each. There were also put up 95 tene
ments, each costing less than $15,000and
803flats involving an outlay of over $15,-
000each. Comparing these figures with
those for the period from March, 1891,to
March, 1892,shows that while more houses
were planned, there was a falling off in the
number of hotels and flats. On the other
hand, there was a large increase in the
number and cost of public buildings and
those used for industrial purposes.

Builders' Associations.

The needs and benefits of organization
among builders in this country have
never been so well understood as they are
to-day. The advantages which accrue to
a class from united action have been
proved over and over again in the build
ing trades during the past few years by
the benefits which properly organized
builders' exchanges have conferred upon
the trade generally and upon the con
tractor individually. Builders are better
capable of dealing with the problems of
the business as a class than they are indi
vidually, and a carefully conducted asso
ciation offers opportunities for effective
action that the individual does not pos
sess, no matter how strong his position
may be or how great his influence. The
example set by the workmen in this par
ticular has been of great benefit to the
employers and they have by these means
been enabled to seethe strength of united
action. In many cases employers have
organized solely for the purpose of secur
ing an equal footing with the workmen ;
but it has generally been the case that
where the motive of formation was only
combativeness the organization has been
short lived.

New Associations of Builders.

The present increase in the number of
new associations of builders is clearly
indicative of the fact that the builders
themselves are becoming more fully
aware that there are conditions existing
in the methods of transacting business,
in the relationship to their workmen, as
well as to the architect and owner, which
need correction, and are beginning to
recognize the fact that these corrections
cannot be made by individuals without
unity of purpose and action. It is safe to
assume that the present situation por
tends a better condition of affairs in the

next and succeeding years than ever be

fore existed in this country. Thinking
men cannot repeatedly come together for
the purpose of improving the conditions
under which their business is mutually
conducted without some good being ac

complished.

Novel Constructionol Foundations.

One of the tallest buildings of which
this city will soon be able to boast, is that
of the Manhattan Life Insurance Com
pany, in process of erection in lower
Broadway. It will have a steel skeleton
frame, and will tower aloft to an eleva
tion of 300 feet above the curb line. One
of the novel features of its construction
is to be found in the method of putting
down the foundations. The supporting
piers of the building are to be sunk to
bedrock by what is known as the pneu
matic process. The reason for the em
ployment of this plan is that the soil is a
fine sand for a depth of about 50 feet
overlying the rock. It would be a great
risk to build so heavy a structure on the
sand, and to excavate to such a depth
would very likely result in undermining
neighboring buildings, especially as the
soil is very wet. The difficulty is to be

overcome by sinking pneumatic steel cais
sons, 15 in number, by the same means
that are often employed in laying the
foundations for bridges, and which was

used in connection with both towers of
the Brooklyn Bridge. When the caissons

reach bedrock the workmen inside level

the rock so as to give a firm bearing, and

then fill in with concrete so that the space
from the top to the bottom of the caissons

is solidly filled. Stone piers will be built
over these caissons, and upon these piers

in turn will be placed huge cantilevers,
from which will be built up the skeleton
steel structure of the building.

Britain Honors an American Architect.

From accounts now current, the gold
medal which is given every year by

Queen Victoria on the recommendation
of the Royal Institute of Architects to
some person who has achieved distinction
in architecture or archaeology will find a
recipient in the person of architect
Richard M. Hunt of this city. In ac
cordance with the general custom, the
Council of the Institute selects the archi

tect who is to be honored, the name of
the individual is posted in the rooms of

the society and the members vote upon

the name so chosen. The selection of the

architect by the Council is considered as

practically an award by the Institute.
We understand that Mr. Hunt was noti
fied by the president of the Institute of
British Architects, after a meeting of the
council held February 13, asking him if
he would accept the honor. As Mr. Hunt
has signified his acceptance, there seems to
be no reasonable doubt as to the result.
This, we believe, is the first time in the
history of the Institute that an American

has been proposed for such an honor. Mr.
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Hunt is a member of the Royal Institute
and his work upon the Administration
Building at the World's Fair, of which he
is the architect, has no doubt had much
to do with his selection as the one to
whom this honor should be awarded. Mr.
Hunt is a member of the French Institute
as well as the Legion of Honor and is, we
believe, the only American member of
the Order of St. Lukes, one of the oldest
societies of architects in England. Mr.
Hunt is said to regard the action of the
British Institute as the greatest recom
mendation of his work he has ever re
ceived.

Novel House Moving.

A good example of house moving at
comparatively small expense and with
out injury to the walls of the building,
is found in the case of the removal of the
brick ferry-house 50 x 110feet, from the
foot of Thirty-ninth street, Brooklyn, to
a site some hundred or more feet to the
west and north. . One of the features of
the work was that when the job was
completed the building was to stand 17
inches lower than it did on the old site.
In carrying out the work of removal, the
building was put on a rigid frame work
and its walls shored and braced by tie
rods and cross timbers. It was moved on
ways consisting of a frame work of heavy
timbers provided with diagonal guides,
which caused the structure to move side-
wise as well as endwise. The frame
upon which the building rested was pro
vided with shoes sliding upon the diago
nal guides. The abutments against which
the moving screws rested were heavy
timber, secured to the ways by means of
chains. After the screws which abutted
upon the timbers had been run out their
full length, they were returned to their
original positions, the timbers moved for
ward and again made fast in the manner
indicated when the operation was re
peated. This was continued until the de
sired site, which was 140feet to the west
and 25 feet to the north of the old loca
tion, was reached. The work occupied
about a month, and was executed by the
same concern that moved the Brighton
Beach Hotel after the damaging en
croachment of the sea on the beach in
1888. In this case the building was 405
feet long and 150feet deep, three stories
in hight and weighed 5000tons.

Lessonsfrom the Boiton Fire.

The serious conflagration which re
cently visited the city of Boston, involv
ing not only a loss of property valued at
several millions of dollars, but also a
number of human lives, has served to
direct attention anew to the necessity of
building reforms which shall reduce, so
far as possible, the chance of occurrences
of this kind. The Boston papers have
taken up the subject and present a
number of suggestions looking to the ac
complishment of reforms in the direction
needed. One recommends that the fire

traps existing in the section of the city
where the fire originated be completely
•wipedout, regardless of expense to those
who are called upon to bear the burden
of taxes. Another paper, the Herald, is
of the opinion that building areas should
be limited to 6000 square feet. One of
the buildings burned had an area of

nearly 28,000, and though divided by a
brick wall, this was pierced by so many
openings as to make it insufficient as a
means for preventing the spread of the
fire. The finish, we are informed, was in
shellacked Georgia pine, which, naturally,
burned like tinder. The building was
provided with at least two stairways,
inclosed with brick walla on every floor,
but by reason of the custom of taking
employees up in the elevators, the exist
ence of the stairways was little known.
Another defect pointed out in the burned
structure was the size of the windows
which permitted great sheets of flame to
pass from one building to another. This
defect, it is claimed, should be remedied
in the statutes at once. Great praise is
bestowed upon the work of the automatic
sprinklers with which some of the build
ings were fitted, the claim being made
that their operation greatly retarded the
progress of the flames and prevented the
extension of the conflagration across
Kingston street and onward up into the
city.

Builders and Building Laws.

A specific benefit to the general public,
that has been the outgrowth of the es
tablishment of associations of builders
throughout the country, is found in bet
ter building laws. As the result of the
bringing together of the builders in har
monious relationship, the conditions af
fecting their business which have needed
correction have generally been the first
to receive consideration, and in many in
stances defective building laws have com
manded immediate attention. Builders,
by their occupation being peculiarly fitted
to comprehend the need and importance
of sound building laws, have been able,
more comprehensively and intelligently,
to undertake the revision of imperfect
laws with unusually satisfactory results.
Several of the more prominent cities have
the builders to thank for the efficacy of
their present ordinances, and the builders
in cities where bad building laws exist
should take the matter in hand and secure
the honor of providing for at least one of
the urgent needs of the community in
which they live. No class of men are
better qualified to undertake such a work,
and no class of work confers more lasting
benefit upon the city for which it is
undertaken. Through their associations
builders are provided with the means for
securing united action on any subject, and
in addition there is the influential weight
of the approval of the fraternity most
directly interested in good building laws.

CornExchangeBank Building.

A structure which will constitute a
striking example of the architecture of
the lower portion of the city, is the edi
fice now in course of erection at
Beaver and William streets, for the Corn
Exchange Bank. It has a frontage on
Beaver street of 86 feet 8 inches, and on
William street 44 feet 4 inches, the
shape of the site being an irregular L
with the longest arm 110feet. The front
of the lower stories will be in Stony Creek
granite, while those above will be treated
with yellow limestone. The hight of the
structure will be eleven stories and the
cost half a million dollars. The halls

will be wainscoted, the corridors tiled in
mosaic and the stairs fitted with marble
steps. The general character of the com
pleted design, as called for by the plans
of architect R. H. Robertson, is Roman
esque.

DomesticVentilation.

Although proper ventilation is receiv
ing more of its due meed of attention in
our public buildings and in the large new
structures now being put up for office
and other purposes, the public still re
main, in large measure, callous and apa
thetic in this connection, when it come*
to a question of the houses in which they
and their families dwell and pass the
greater part of their time. Why thi«
should be so it is hard to say ; but it is
nevertheless a fact that even men who
are particular about the due supply of
fresh air in the places where they work
during the day, are content to go home
and pass their sleeping hours under con
ditions which are most unsanitary.
Houses go up by hundreds in the citicn
in which no provision whatever is made
for the proper circulation of air and the
purity of its supply. In the majority of
roomi in city and suburban dwellings,
during the winter at least, the only source
of air supply of any kind is the register,
and the air has to escape as it best can
through an occasional open door or win
dow, or through any cracks and crannies
it may find. The only method of insur
ing ventilation i» the primitive one of
opening the windows, and that is not
always comfortable or desirable during
such severe weather as this winter has
brought with it. Especially is this
felt at night, where, in a small room,
the choice has to be made between
inhaling the atmosphere laden with im
purities, or sleeping near an open win
dow, with the chance of being snowed
under or blown out of bed by a sudden
change of weather. Now, it is perfectly
feasible to so build a house as to insure
this desirable feature of adequate venti
lation. Every dwelling should be pro
vided with a proper air shaft, with con
nections from each room, or flue to carry
off the heated and vitiated air which
accumulates there.

The DiamondExchange.

Within a very short time ground is to b«
broken for a structure which in its com
position and make-up will be decidedly
unique. The design calls for an edifice
in the shape of a tower of iron and glass,
11 stories in hight, surmounted by a pin
nacle and a gold figure of Mercury. The
building is to be erected on the site of 14
Maiden Lane, in this city, and is designed
for the Diamond Exchange. The front
of the building will be only 25 feet in
width, while the depth will be 70 feet.
The first story is to be of polished granite,
the second of limestone, and the upper
stories of iron, brick and terra-cotta.
The front of each story will contain two
bay windows, extending nearly the width
of the structure, while the partitions be
tween the offices on different floors will
be of plate glass, thus giving an abun
dance of light. The architect of this
unique building is G. A. Schillinger, and
the estimated cost is placed at $275,000.
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STUDY IN HOUSE DESIGN.

THE
DWELLING which we illustrate
in one of our supplement plates and
by means of theelevations, floor plans

and details presented upon this and the
following pages has been designed with a
view to convenient arrangement of rooms
and the utilization to the best advantage
of the space occupied.
The foundation is of stone, brick lined,
the first story is weather boarded and the
second story and roof shingled, all being
sheeted and papered outride. According
to the bill of material furnished by the
architects, George F. Barber & Co. of
Knoxville, Tenn., the sills are 6 x 10, the
joists 2 x 10, the studding 2x4, the ceil
ing joist 2x8, the rafters 2x4 and 2x6,
and the tower rafters 2x8. The base
ment is divided into three rooms, one of
which is intended for the furnace and
fuel. All the cellar walls are hollow to
prevent freezing in cold weather. The
vestibule of the house has a neat tile
floor, and the outside doors are double and
can be fastened open in warm weather, if
desired. The inner door has an upper
panel of beveled plate glass. The reception
hall is 10x 12feet in size, exclusive of
the stairs, the location of the latter, with

tion. The kitchen has back and cellar
stairs, dumbwaiter, cupboard near the
sink, range, boiler and a wide table.
These are features likely to be appreci
ated, as in many cases comparatively
little attention is given to the arrange
ment of the kitchen and its fixtures, es
pecially with a view to saving steps on
the part of the one who is called upon to
do the work in this department. All the
rooms on the first floor, including kitchen,

tends from front to rear. TheTobserva-
tory, 5x7 feet, inside measurement, is
surrounded on three sides with glass, and
is heated with a warm-air pipe opening
into it from the furnace, the intention be
ing to keep it filled with growing plants
during the winter, and to serve as _a
pleasant outlook in the summer.
The house is so arranged that certain
changes may be readily made if desired.
The bedroom on the first* floor may be
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Study in BouseDesign.—GeorgeF. Barber <kCo., Architects,Knoxvillr, Tenn.

the arched grill above, giving a very
attractive appearance, as viewed from the
main entrance. The parlor is fitted with
a neat mantel, with open fire place, and
communicates with the dining room by
means of sliding doors. The opening
between the parlor and sitting hall may
be closed by means of portieres, which,
when nicely draped, constitute an attract
ive feature. The dining room has a deep
bay window, giving a good view to the
front. The sleeping room on the first
floor has a closet under the front stairs,
while the bathroom, near the kitchen, is so
located that the plumbing of the entire
house is clustered and compact, thus re
ducing the expense of this feature to a
minimum. A sash door opens through
the bathroom to the rear porch, and with
a transom above affords light anil ventila-

Eantry,
dining room, parlor, &c., are in

ard pine, natural finish.
The second story, as will be seen from
the plans, has two large chambers with
ample wall space for the accommodation
of furniture. There is also a small room
opening from the hall, while in the rear,
near the entrance to the attic stairs, is a
cedar closet, and an earthen washbowl,
with waste pipe connecting with fixtures
below. There is also a well-lighted store
room, having wide shelves, which are al
ways found convenient in well-managed
households. The hall is lighted at the
front with an art glass window over the
front stairs and a plain window in the
rear. The finish of the entire second floor
is soft wood painted.
The attic has two rooms, well lighted,
and is entered from the hall, which ex-

converted into a dining room and the
dining room into a sitting room, making
a pantry of the bathroom, and transfer
ring the latter to what is known as the
store room on the second floor. By ex
tending the sleeping room on the first
floor 2 fe«t to the left, and carrying it up
two stories, a room can be added to the
second floor, while still another apartment
can be added by carrying the kitchen up
in the same way.

SOME BIO TIMBER has been prepared at
the Camden lumber mills, on Ganley
River, in West Virginia, for the World's
Fair. One of the pieces is an ash plank,
feet 8 inches wide, and another is a
poplar plank exactly 5 feet wide. Another
poplar tree, 11 feet in diameter, is being
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hewed out to be sent on to Chicago,
cannot he cut with a saw on account
its tremendous size.

Regulations Governing Pent Houses.

A scheme by which the janitors of flat
houses can now transfer their place of

ings in this city has yielded to the de
mand to construct janitors' quarters on
the roofs of flat houses, and have agreed
on the following rules to govern the
same :
1. Pent houses on non-fire-proof build
ings shall only be allowed when the hight
of the main building is less than the law
ful hight of 85 feet. A pent house shall
not be nearer than 6 feet to a front or

the pent house may occupy shall be
covered with cement or rock asphalt, not
less than li£ inches in thickness.
4. One side of a pent house shall be
formed by a vertical extension of the brick
wall of a side or party wall, and in thick
ness may be 8 inches. The other three
sides shall be constructed of an iron frame
filled in with incombustible material, and
covered on the outside with galvanized

First,Floor. SecondFloor.

Foundation. Attic.

Study in HouseDesign.—Floor and Roof Plans.—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.

Roof Plan.

abode from the basement, where at pres
ent are to be found the living apartments
of those who take care of flats in the large
cities, to the roofs of the structures, is
about.to be carried into effect. The Board
of Examiners in the Department of Build-

rear wall, or a side street wall if the
building be located on a comer.
2. The area of a pent-house shall not
exceed 500superficial feet, nor the highest
part exceed 12feet.
8. So much of the main wooden roof as

corrugated sheet iron. The inside parti
tions may be of wooden studs, lathed and
plastered. The roof of a pent house may
be constructed with wooden rafters and
boards covered with tin.
5. A pent house shall not immediately
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adjoin the bulkhead of stairs to roof, but
shall be so placed that free .and unob
structed passage may be had from the
said stairs to the main roof. The pent
house shall also be separate from any
dumb waiter or elevator shaft.
6. From the main roof an outside iron
ladder shall extend down to' the first out
side fire-escape balcony below, and if there
be front and rear fire-escapebalconies out
side ladders to each, from the roof to the
first balconies of the story below, shall be
provided. If a building has no outside
fire escapes, no pent house shall be al
lowed, unless on both sides of the build
ing the adjoining roofs are substantially
on the same level with the roof of the
building upon which the privilege of
erecting a pent house is asked.
7. No part of a pent house shall be used
for the storage of furniture, books, paper
or other articles, but shall be used ex
clusively for living purposes.
8. This board will cordially acquiesce
with the judgment of the Superintendent
of Buildings in each case to secure the
best location on the main roof for a pent
house, the limiting of size both as to area
and hight, and the means for escape in
case of fire.

Manufactures Building at the World's
Fair.

An illustration is given in one of our
supplement plates of the Manufactures
Building of the World's Fair as it now ap
pears. The view has been taken at the south
west corner. The sheet of water shown is
a portion of the lagoon, which communi
cates with Lake Michigan at the right

and extends to the left past the Manu
factures Building and thence through
the grounds under a succession of orna
mental bridges. This is the body of
water which will be navigated during the
exposition by steam and electric launches,
gondolas, &c. The Manufactures Build
ing was completed some time since, and
a large force of workmen are now engaged
in the erection of booths and pavilions
for the numerous exhibitors. Exaggerated
accounts have recently been published of
damage to the roof of this building by
accumulations of snow during the extraor
dinary winter, which has been especially
severe in the Northwest. The frame
work of the roof has not been injured in
the least, as it is so strong that nothing
short of an earthquake could affsct it.
Wet snow sliding from the sides of the
great central span fell on the skylights at
its base and crushed a few of them in,
entailing some work in replacing or re
pairing them, which will not cost more
than a few thousand dollars, and proving
more of an annoyance than an expense.
The Illustration will enable this explana
tion to be intelligently grasped. This
building is the mammoth structure of the
exposition, measuring 1687 x 787 feet,
and, covering nearly 81 acres, is the
largest exposition building ever con
structed.

Within the building a gallery 50 feet
wide extends around all four sides, and
projecting from this are 86 smaller gal
leries, 12 feet wide, from which visitors
may survey the vast array of exhibits and
the busy scene below. The galleries are
approached upon the main floor by 30

great staircases, the fights of which are 12
feet wide each. Columbia avenue, 50
feet wide, extends through the mammoth
building longitudinally, and an avenue of
like width crosses it at right angles at the
center. The main roof is of iron and glass
and arches an area 885 x 1400 feet, and
has its ridge 150 feet from the ground.
The building, including its galleries, has
about 40 acres of floor space.
The Manufactures and Liberal Arts
Building is in the Corinthian style of
architecture, and in point of being severely
classic excels nearly all of the other edi
fices. The long array of columns and
arches which its ferules present is re
lieved from monotony by very elaborate
ornamentation. In this ornamentation
female figures, symbolical of the various
arts and sciences, play a conspicuous and
very attractive part.
The exterior of the building is covered
with "staff," which is treated to repre
sent marble. The huge fluted columns and
the immense arches are apparently of this
beautiful material.
There are four great entrances, one in
tha center of each facade. These are de
signed in the manner of triumphal arches,
the central archway of each being 40 feet
wide and 80 feet high. Surmounting
these portals is the great attic story orna
mented with sculptured eagles 18 feet
high, and on each side above the side
arches are great panels with inscriptions,
and the spandrils are filled with sculp
tured figures in bas-relief. At each corner
of the main building are pavilions form
ing great arched entrances, which are de
signed in harmony with the great portals.

WIND BRACING IN HIGH BUILDINGS.

IN
CONTINUING the discussion of the
subject indicated by the title above,
L. L. Buck remarked that there

was one question which he had frequently
heard, and that was, should not a high
building with an iron frame, covered
with masonry walls and partitions, be
provided with diagonal sway bracing of
iron to insure its stability ? His answer
always was in the form of an opinion
substantially as follows : " When a
building with a well-constructed iron
frame is covered with well-built ma
sonry walls of a thickness sufficient to
prevent sudden changes of temperature
affecting the iron frame, and the propor
tion of window space compared with that
of solid wall is not too large, I see no ad
vantage that would be gained by the iron
sway bracing, for the reason that the
rigidity of the walls would exceed that of
the braced frame to such an extent that,
were the building to sway sufficiently to
bring the iron bracing into effective serv
ice, the walls would have become dam
aged. Consequently, it appears to me
that the building should beso constructed
as to make the stability against swaying
depend entirely upon the masonry, or else
upon the iron alone.
A strong iron frame of columns to
which the iron floor beams are secured by
proper joints, with masonry walls not
only covering the outer sides of the iron
members, but built in between them to
protect them from changes of tempera
ture and keep the columns straight, while
the spaces between the floor beams are
filled with masonry arches or hollow
brick or cement-^would appear to pos
sess all the stability required. The floors,
themselves, k*e,sumcient lateral bracing;
the columns secured from buckling by
the masonry and*strut and beam connec
tions will support the floors and their live
loading. All the walls and partitions
have to do is to bear their own weight
and prevent swaying of the building.
They should be capable of doing this
effectively.

The question appears to be more appli
cable to the enormously high buildings
which have been projected in some cities
in this country, buildings so high that it
does not appear possible that the masonry
walls, after considering their own crush
ing weight, can have much efficiency left
for the purpose of bracing the frame.
For such buildings it would appear best
to use the metallic sway bracing, and
plenty of it, while the walls should be
made of lighter material and merely serve
to cover the iron and inclose the build
ing.
B. B. Seaman thought the wall edge
wise was undoubtedly the stiffer, and re
ferred to an example of the flexibility of
iron bracing illustrated in Philadelphia
several years ago. A tall brick building
which, with its wings, formed in plan a

I)
,

was seriously injured by the vibra
tions of an engine at the top of one of the
wings. The wings were afterward most
thoroughly braced by a system of rods
and struts between them. When the en
gines were again started, however, the
cracks continued to increase, as before,
and the engines were finally abandoned.
Mr. Just continued the discussion by re
marking that he knew of no two build
ings of similar size and style, the one
designed with, the other without, diago
nal rods and braces. Large gussets at the
intersections were generally used to
secure Literal stiffness. Doors, windows
and hallways, as a rule, interfere with
any regular system of bracing. Perhaps
the best-constructed building of this class
in this city, he said, is that of the Lanca
shire Fire Insurance Company, built in
1889-90. It rises in ten stories 120 feet
above the curb, with a frontage of about
24 feet. The side walls and floors are
carried by wrought-iron Z-columns, 12
feet on centers, anchored to the founda
tion by rods incased in lead pipe. At
three different levels in the hight of the
building riveted girders are placed in all
four faces of the building, well connected
to the columns, and by extra large gussets

in the front and rear walls. The designer
also introduced at these levels over the
floor beams diagonal ties of flat iron. He
further recognized the force of the wind
by designing his columns and girders in
each wall to carry the dead loads, and an
additional vertical load of 15pounds in
lien of wind pressure over the exposed
surface.
The architect of the Havemeyer build
ing, at Cortlandt and Dey streets, intro
duced a partial system of sway rods. The
building covers an area of about 214x 50
x 60 feet, and rises about 172 feet above
the curb. Assuming that the Dey and
Cortlandt street fronts were braced by
these walls and the center of the building
by a semicircular wall or rotunda, built
out from the rear wall, he provided, at
two intermediate points about 80 feet
from each end of the plot, diagonal round
rods and turnbuckles between the two
columns nearest the front, as also between
those two nearest the rear of the building,
forming half-bents. These rods, how
ever, needed constant adjustment during
construction, since the outside columns,
built on the same footings as the outside
walls, sank more than the next columns
to which they were tied by the rods and
which rested on isolated piers.

EVOLUTION OF " SKELETON " BUILDING.
While perhaps not germane to the sub
ject, it may be interesting to note the
evolution of "skeleton" building in the
metropolitan district. To secure the great
est amount of light for commercial build
ings, architects were first induced to
reduce the size of their front piers by
building into the heart of the same a line
of columns which should sustain directly
the loads of the floors, and then by cross
girders connecting the columns, the weight
of the front bays. The constantly in
creasing value of land next led to higher
structures, and hence thicker walls. To
reduce the encroachment of the latter
upon the rentable floor space, columns
with " curtain " walls were resorted to.
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This saving led to the adoption of a
skeleton construction in the case of the
Tower Building in 1888. This new con
struction naturally gave rise immediately
to discussion on related questions, such as
the effect of the expansion of the metal
on the permanency of the building, and
the relative rate of corrosion in cast-iron
columns vs. wrought iron and steel.
The concentrated loads transmitted by
the columns to the foundations in this
system, together with an inability to ex
tend the footings upon any adjoining
property, led to some ingenious devices to
reduce the consequent eccentric loading,
and to distribute the weight uniformly
over the same.
In the case of the addition to the West-
-ern Union Building on Dey street, the
architect covered his floor with rolled
beams, and across the same at certain
intervals placed riveted girders of a depth
equal to that of the cellar story, as shown
in Fig. 6. To accomplish the same end
in the Hays Building in Maiden Lane a
•cast shoe over the pier with cantilever
beams in the floors, carrying the wall
•columns on the short, arm, was resorted
to, as illustrated in Fig 7.

still maintains in "commercial" build
ings under the new law. They show the
required thickness of brick walls for a
skeleton building and for one of " regu
lation " thickness, 200 feet high above the
curb.
Let us take a typical skeleton build
ing, 25 feet front, with 12 stories above
the curb, each of 12 feet, and a basement
and cellar, in which the wall columns
stand opposite each other and are spaced
12 feet on centers in plan. Assuming
that the length of the building affords
sufficient stiffness in that direction, and
that the same is to be secured only against

the wall girders. With an assumed load
of only 80 pounds, these forces would, of
course, be reduced by 25 per cent. ; and
with a building 120 feet deep, requiring
11 such trusses, the lesser load would
effect a considerable economy in the cost
of the building.
The dead weight (consisting of iron
work, brick walls, as per the New York
law, floors made as usual of hollow flat
arches, filling and wood flooring, together
with plastered ceilings and walls) on any
one foundation is about 440,000pounds
(for iron work only and walls 12 inches
thick throughout this becomes 322,000

I
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Fig. 6.—Plan Employed in WesternUnion Building for
Distributing the Weight to the Foundations.

tig. 7.—Plan Adopted in the Hays Building Figs. 8and9.—Diagrams Showing Thicknessof Brick Walls for "Skeleton*
and " Regulation" Buildings,300feet high abovethe curb.

Wind Bracing in High Buildings.

In the earlier skeleton buildings the
frame was not carried to the roof. The
only motive for adopting this style was a
saving of floor space, so that when a
hight was reached at which the law
specified walls 12or 16 inches in thickness,
a girder was placed over the top of the
columns. The walls were continued over
this girder, the floor beams resting in the
•walls, just as in a building standing di
rectly upon solid foundations. The Jack
son Building, with 28 feet 6 inches front
on Union Square, is an example. Carried
on cast-iron columns placed 15 feet on
centers, with cross girders of 20-inch
rolled beams and 10-inch longitudinal
floor beams, the frame rises to the top of
the sixth story. Here a girder forms the
foundation for a superstructure of brick
20 inches thick for two and 16inches thick
for three additional stories, a total of 154
feet above the curb. The wall surface
here expos<-dis 184x 61 feet in hight.
Fig s. 8 and 9 indicate the advantage that

yielding sideways, we could, apart from
architectural considerations, place diag
onal members through each story, as in
Fig. 10, utilizing the cross-floor girders as
posts (or ties) and the wall columns as
chords.
If each truss so formed be now sub
jected to a wind pressure of 40pounds per
square foot of exposed surface, we should
have panel loads of 5760pounds, shear of,
say, 38net tons in the cellar, diagonal, a
tension of about 146 net tons at the foun
dation of the windward side, and a com-

Sression
of nearly 180 net tons on the

seward. The columns and girders in
this side should then be proportioned for
this additional compression, and the
cross-floor girders of the lower tiers for
85 tons (the upper ones proportionally
less) tension or compression, depending
on the direction of the wind. All con
nections would have to be designed ac
cordingly, while the floors would give the
necessary " sideways " strength needed in

pounds). The tension at the bottom of
the windward side is thus seen to be over
come by the dead weight, with a sufficient
margin of safety, even for a building in
which the floor filling, partitions and
plastering remain to be done, and anchor
age becomes unnecessary.
After all, it seems that in narrow,
clear span buildings, especially with the
heavier fire walls now demanded, rigid
connections to the columns at all floor
levels, with girders and columns designed
to stand an additional vertical load
equivalent to a given wind pressure over
the exposed wall, forms a good solution
of the problem. It will generally be
found that the moment of the wind act
ing through the center of pressure is
exceeded by the moment of the dead
weight.
Henry H. Crumby said that the paper
under discussion suggested 40 pounds per
square foot of exposed surface as an as
sumed load to secure reasonable provision
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against all the destructive forces referred
to—natural and artificial. Mr. Just, he
continued, thinks that 80pounds is a safe
assumption. Others, who don't say any
thing, seem to provide for much less.
Thirty pounds may be safe, and 40 pounds
may be not safe ; but the latter, while
much more to the right side, can be ob
jected to only in the line of economy, and
the addition of one-third to a well-de
signed system of diagonal bracing, and
one-ninth to the outer columns, will be a
small percentage of the total cost of a
building where doubtless large sums are
spent for decoration alone.
Mr. Just's plan of a single system of
stiff diagonals is good and avoids inter
ference with passage doors ; but in wider
buildings it involves troublesome splices
at intermediate columns, and it does not
admit of convenient adjustment, which is
desirable as a means of plumbing the
successive tiers of columns and correcting
the effect of unequal settlement. This
can be best obtained with tension mem
bers, which are convenient of attachment,
though not always most economical of
material. The lateral stiffness of the
floors makes it unnecessary to have brac
ing in every bent, and permits the shift
of bracing to different bents in different
stories if needed for architectural pur
poses.
But Mr. Just, after solving this problem
as it appeared in a partially completed
building, by inserting an iron vertical
wind truss, concludes his discussion with
the opinion that the solution of the gen
eral problem is in rigid floor connections
and heavier columns, presumably leaving
the diagonal stresses to be cared for by
the partitions. In his typical building,
Fig. 10, he shows a diagonal stress in the
first story of 38.5tons produced by a wind
pressure of 40 pounds. A pressure of 30
pounds, which he advocates as proper to
provide for, will develop stress amounting
to 29 tons. Would he concentrate such a
load upon a hollow brick wall with a
total net thickness of 2J^ inches or less,
as modern fire-proof partitions are built ?
Does anybody know how much such a
wall 12feet high can safely carry ?
In the 17-story building described in
the paper, with 30pounds wind pressure,
the shear at the top of the adjoining six-
story building (a support that may some
time be removed) is 39.5 tons per panel of
20 feet. As there are three interior rows
of columns, this shear is resisted by four
walls, each 15 feet wide and 12 feet high.
The diagonal compression in each is there
fore 13tons, all of which is assumed to
come upon the partition walls because of
the flimsy character of the column con
nections, Fig. 1. Thirteen tons make a
heavy load for such walls, even when they
are not, as many of these are, weakened
for diagonal resistance by doorways
through them.
Rigid floor connections, if they are as
good as the detail shown by Mr. Milliken,
will, with the ordinary partitions, fur
nish sufficient stiffness for buildings hav
ing a good breadth proportionate to
hight, and will materially a-sist the diag
onal braces in a narrow, high structure.
Mr. Milliken's claims of excellence
in his design are well founded if the
pintle has the requisite number of rivets ;
but it can scarcely be expected that shop
work will be so accurate that the rivet
holes will bring the lines of columns per
fectly plumb, as his fourth point seems
to claim.
It is to be regretted that the discussion
has shed no light on the value of the
hollow tile walls which are so much used
for partitions and bracing ; but it has
brought out illustrations of the destruct
ive effect of vibrations on solid walls,
and strengthened the position taken in
the paper, that hollow tile is not the most
efficient bracing for buildings subject to
continued vibration.
The steel skeleton type of building is
new, and, so far as known, not one has
yet been destroyed by wind; but ordinary
buildings have been blown down, presum
ably because they were not properly

braced. A few years ago a three-story
factory near my home was demolished —
simply pushed over without evidence of
cyclonic action—in a severe storm. It had
been in use three years with light ma
chinery. The walls were of brick, 22
inches thick in the first story and 18
inches in the second and third, with 4-inch
pilasters every 12feet. More than half of
the wall space was taken up with
windows. The building was 260 feet
long, 52 feet wide and 48 feet high, and
a 7-foot lantern top crowned the roof.
In the middle, at one side, was a stair
tower about 12 feet square, and between
it and each end were closet bays project
ing 4J^ feet. These bays and the tower
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Wind Bracing in High Buildings.—Fig. 10.—
" Skeleton" Building wiUi Diagonal Mem
bersRunning Through Each Story.

remained standing, but the remainder of
the building was leveled to the sills of
the first-story windows. The second and
third floors were supported by one row of
wooden posts 12 feet apart, but there
were no knees or partitions anywhere.
Apparently, good bracing would have
saved the building and prevented the loss
of twenty lives.
The efficient system of bracing in an
eight-story building described by Mr.
Snow is interesting in comparison with the
plan of the 17-story building referred to in
the paper, and shows that the subject has
already received advanced treatment.
In a field of so much uncertainty in
creased provision is in the nature of in
surance, and, like fire insurance paid on
a combustible structure that is never
damaged by fire, should not be regarded
aswasted, out as returned in the shape of
protection.

Chicago Stock; Exchange Building.

The new building which is about to be
erected for the Chicago Stock Exchange-
will have a frontage of 100feet on Wash
ington and 180 feet on La Salle streets..
It will occupy the site of the present
Union Building, and will have its roof
172% feet above the sidewalk. The per
mit for the erection of this structure was
obtained something like two years ago-
and will not, we understand, be affected
by the recent ordinance passed by the
City Council limiting structures to ten
stories in hight. One of the peculiar
features of the arrangement of the build
ing is that each story of offices will be
adapted for different kinds of occupation-
It is expected that by this means tenants
can be better satisfied, and that the tear
ing out and rebuilding of partitions and
of heating, plumbing and lighting appa
ratus so characteristic of big office build
ings will be to a large extent avoided.
The top story is divided into three im
mense rooms, each without a column.
Another distinctive feature will be the
means of lighting the offices. On the
south side of the building, immediately
above the Stock Exchange, which will
occupy a space 70x 100feet at the south
end of the main floor and extend
through two floors, all the offices, except
the front tier, will recede 13 feet from the
line of the alley, which bounds the build
ing on the south. As the west line of the

Sroperty
abuts the court of the Herald

uild ing, this will be utilized, and a court
measuring 32x 60 feet will be extended
into the body of the Stock Exchange
Building in the form of two courts
each measuring 28 x 55 feet. By this
means it is calculated there will be
nearly 200feet external exposure of offices,
this court giving plenty of light and yet
being free from the dirt and noise of the
street. Still another feature of the
structure will be two enormous brick
stacks, which will lead from the base
ment to a point above the roof. Each of
these will contain a large ventilating fan
intended to ventilate the basement and
carry all odors to the bight of 15 feet
above the roof of the building. All the
windows throughout the structure will
be of plate plaas. the stairways of marble
and the halls and corridors will have
marble wainscot and mosaic floors. All
the rooms will have concrete and mosaic
floors with a view to rendering them as
fire proof as possible. A peculiar interest
attaches to this building site, as upon it
in 1887,it is said, P. F. W. Peck put up
the first brick house erected in Chicago.
The building remained until 1868and was
used in the latter part of its existence as-
a police station. It was then demolished
to make room for the Union Building,,
which, after its destruction in the great
fire of 1871,was replaced by the present
structure. The new Stock Exchange
Building will contain 400 offices, besides,
the various rooms necessary in connection'
with the business of the Stock Exchange
brokers. The exterior of the building
will be treated entirely in stone or terra-
cotta.

AN INTERESTING EXPERIMENT with
shingles was tried a short time ago, says-
a writer in an English journal. A green
6-itich shingle, fresh from the saw, was
measured and weighed, care being taken,
to get both exact It was found that it
weighed 7 ounces. It was then dried and
again weighed and measured. It had
shrunk nearly yKinch.while the weight had
decreased from 7 ounces to 3. It was then,
submerged in water 24hours, and the size
had not changed a particle, while the
weight had increased about 1ounce, dem
onstrating the superiority of cedar shingles-,
over others, as when once dry they will
neither shrink with excessive heat nor pry
one another off the roof in wet weather.
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COMPETITION IN $1000 HOUSES.

THE
COMMITTEE to whom was re
ferred the drawings submitted in the
competition for $1000houses, being

the twenty-first in the series conducted
<mderthe auspicesof Carpentry and Build
ing, has completed its labors, and having
rendered its report, we now take pleasure
in presenting the set of plans deemed the
most worthy under the conditions of the
•competition, and, therefore, entitled to
the tirst prize. The number of contestants
was large, and the fact that the studies
submitted came from nearly every sec
tion of the country showed widespread
interest in the contest, the result being
highly gratifying in the variety of the
designs and the arrangement of the
rooms. By referring to the conditions in
the December issue, the committee found
that there were several items with each
which it was necessary for the drawings
to comply before they could properly be
considered. These requirements included
a front elevation, one side elevation, a
foundation or cellar plan, first and second
floor plans, and a selection of details
covering both exterior and interior finish.
There was also required an estimate in
detail under the headings of excavation,
mason work, carpenter work, plastering,
painting and tinner's work, showing the
cost of each of these portions of the
structure, as well as the aggregate cost.
Each estimate was also to be accom
panied by a certificate from some re
sponsible builder, to the effect that he
would bewilling to erect the house indi
cated by the drawings and specifications at
the price named in the estimate. An im
portant point, therefore, was the matter of
cost, which in this contest was aprime con
dition. What was called for were houses
which could obviously be erected for
$1000, and this without manifest deficien
cies in construction and finish or omissions
of important points. It was also required
that the designating motto or nom de
plume of each contestant should be placed
upon a sealed envelope containing the
real name and address of the competitor.
The first work, therefore, was to ex
amine the drawings submitted for the

designs .submitted was their elaborate
character and an evident desire on the
part of their authors to include every
thing likely to be found in a well-planned
dwelling, fitted with every modern con
venience. In dealing with these the com
mittee were compelled to throw out a
large percentage on theground of excessive
cost.

conditions and wholly on the merits of
the case.
According to the finding of the com
mittee, the first prize, of $100,is awarded
to John P. Kingston of 518Main street,
Worcester, Mass.; the second prize, of $00,
to C. W. Tetwiler, Poplar Bluff, Mo- , and
the third prize, of $40, to Thomas E. Jen
nings, Brasher Falls, N. Y.

Section.

11: DINING
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KITCHEN
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Foundation First Floor. Second Floor.

Competitionin $1000Houses.—First-Prize Design.—J. P. Kingston, Architect, Worcester,Mass.—Elevationand Section—Scale,
% Inch to theFoot.—Plans— Scale,1-16Inch to the',Foot.

purpose of ascertaining if all had com
plied with the advertised conditions, and
anch as did not were at once thrown
out. Of these there were a number. In
some cases an elevation and floor plan
were omitted ; in several there was no
envelope containing the name and address
of the author, these being written on each
flheet of the drawings and specification,
showing the committee at a glance
whence they came and by whom they were
prepared. Still others were deficient in
the matter of estimate, and in one case,
at least, a meritorious design failed to
secure for its author one of the prizes by
reason of the omission of an estimate in
detail.
A noticeable feature of many of the

While there was in each of these
cases a builder's certificate to the esti
mate, it was of comparatively little, if
any, value in assisting the committee
to a decision, for the reason that the
certificate appeared to be largely in
the nature of a favor to the architect on
the part of the builder, who felt sure he
would never be called upon to make his
figures good. The committee, therefore,
was not misled by the certificates of the
builders, more especially where it was
obvious to the most casual examination
that the structure could not properly be
erected for the sum of money to which
the competition was limited . The decision
in each case, we are informed, was in
strict accordance with the advertised

Among the designs submitted were
several deserving of special mention, but
which, under the terms of the competi
tion, were not entitled to a prize.
We give in connection herewith the
specification and estimate of cost in detail
accompanying the first-prize design, and
will publish the others in subsequent
issues, deferring them for a time in order
to give greater prominence to the first
prize designs of the remaining compe
titions.
Specification Accompanying First-

Prize De*lgn.

MASON WORK.
Excavation, Including Cesspool.—Scrape
off loam and deposit on lot as directed by
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owner. Excavate earth from cellar to the
depth shown by drawing, 1 foot larger
than outside of cellar wall. Excavate for
all piers and trenches shown, or neces
sary. All earth needed for grading to be
deposited on lot as directed. All the re
mainder to be taken from the lot.
Foundation, Including Cesspool.—Foun
dation walls to be built as shown, of good
field stone laid up dry in best manner, the
footing courses to be large stone, the in
ner face to be laid true to a line, the cor
ners made true and even, with good cap
stone to start brick upon. All parts of
wall to be at least 4 feet below finished
grade. Put in bed stone for chimney at
least 8 inches larger all around than
chimney and 6 inches thick. Bed stone
for piers to be 24 inches square and 6
inches thick. Piazza foundation stone to
be 20 inches square and 6 inches thick,
and have 8-inch iron pipe to rest piazza
sill upon, and to be 4 feet below finished
grade.

BRICK WORK.

Underpinning. —All brick used to be
good hard-burned brick laid up in best
manner, properly bonded and culled for
outside work. To be cleaned down at
completion. To be laid in cement mortar.
Wall to be of thickness shown by draw
ing. Put in all brick fire stopes ordered
by inspector.

CHIMNEYS.

Lay up chimney as shown, with flues
smoothly plastered inside and chimney
plastered outside from cellar to roof. To
have 8 x 10 cast-iron door at bottom of
chimney, and to have cast-iron thimble
for each room joining chimney, with cap
for each. Build in 2J£ pound sheet lead
at roof in proper manner for carpenter to
shingle in, to make roof tight all around
the chimney. The chimney to have artifi
cial stone cap.

CELLAR.

Inside of cellar wall to be well pointed
up with hair mortar.
All brick and stone walls in cellar to
have one coat of good whitewash.

LATHING.

All walls, partitions, ceilings and all
furred places to be plastered will lie
lathed with best spruce lath, full thick
ness, free from bark, knots, or anything to
stain the plaster. Break joints every
eighth lath, all put on horizontal. Lath
behind all base and wainscoting on out
side walls. All laths in corners or angles
must be nailed to solid bearings.

PLASTERING.

All walls and ceilings of the entire
building will have a coat of good lime,
hair and sand mortar, to be well mixed
together, and to be mixed at least four
•days before using.
The ceilings of all rooms will have a
second coat of good whitewash, and to be
left perfectly white and clean at comple
tion. All plaster to be carried down to
floors on outside walls. All the above
work to be done in a good and thorough
manner, using good materials, and the
mason will fix up all places damaged,
and clean up the building in a neat and
proper manner.

CARPENTER WORK.

Framing timber to be of good spruce,
free from imperfections to hurt the
strength or durability of the timber.
Frame to be of the following sizes: Girder,
6x8; sills, 4x6; first-floor joist, 2x8;
second-floor joist, 2x7, set 16 inches on
centers. Rafters, 2x5, and collar beams,
1 x 6, 24 inches on centers. Corner posts,
4x6; piazza sills, 4x6; joist, 2x6;
wall studs, 2x4; main partition studs,
2x4; miner partition studs, 2x3. placed
16 inches on centers. Framing to be done
in balloon-framing style, joist under par
titions to be double. All corners to be
made solid. All partitions to have sills
and cap same size as studs.
Truss over all door openings when at
right angles to joist. Main partition to

foot upon girder, and cap above to form
sill of partition above wnere they come
over. Put in all wood fire stopes ordered
by inspector.
Furring.—All ceilings to be furred with
% x 2>£inch strips, put up 16 inches on
centers, well nailed and straightened.
Bridging.— All joist to be bridged with
1 x 2J£ inch strips, nailed with two nails
at each end.
Grounds and Beads. —Put %-inch
grounds, and corner bead where necessary
to plaster against.
Inclosing Boards and Lining Floors.
—To be No. 2, %-inch, square-edged,
planed hemlock boards, to be well nailed
to each and every bearing, with all joints
made on solid bearings.
Hoof Boards.— To be No. 2, Ji-inch,
square - edged hemlock boards, laid 8
inches apart, and well nailed.
Shingling Roof. —All roofs to be cov
ered with good quality 16-inch cedar
shingles, laid 5 inches to the weather.
Shingle in painted tin flashing where
necessary. Lay valleys open with 14-inch

Window frames above to have Ip^-inch
stool, %-inch x 5-inch casings, and Jg-
inch pulley styles, with pockets cut for
weights and good finish face pulley.
Sash.— All windows shown to be fitted
with l?g-inch pine lip sash, glazed with
No. 2, American glass, well leaded and
puttied, all to be hung and evenly bal
anced with cast-iron weights and sash
cord. All weighted windows to have
outside blinds, hung and trimmed with
good blind fasteners. Stationary sash to
be as shown, with cathedral glass in
border lights and plain glass in center.
Outside Doors and Frames.— Front
doors to be as shown, \% inches thick,
of good pine, side door of pine, IJj inches
thick. Outside doors to have 1%-inch pine
frames, 1%-inch hardwood sills, and cas
ings game as window frames, or per de
tails.

INSIDE WORK.

Floors. —Lay the floors in kitchen, pan
try and entry with ,'a-inch kiln-dried
birch flooring, not more than 8inches wide,

Competitionin $1000Houses.—First Prize Design.—Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale,
>gInch to theFool.

painted tin, well soldered together in
each valley. Put on pine saddle boards
on all ridges. Flash around chimney in
best manner to make all perfectly safe.
Side Shingle. — All walls or gables
shown, or marked, to be covered with
cedar shingles, cut as shown.
Clapboarding. —All outside walls shown
or not shingled to be covered with a good
quality spruce clapboard, 6 inches wide,
laid 4!^inches to the weather, with close,
clean joints, well nailed on every stud and
once between.
Sheathing Paper. —All outside wall sur
face is to be covered with a good quality
of building paper, lapped at least 2inches.
Put strips under all frames and finish.
Put same paper between floors on first
story.

OUTSIDE FINISH.
All outside finish to be No. 2, well-
seasoned pine, all made asper detail draw
ings. Piazza floor will be 78-inch tongued
and grooved N. C. pine, blind nailed. Ceil
ing will be %-inch narrow spruce sheath
ing, with l^-inch bed molding in angle.
Outside steps will have _?g-inchrisers of
pine. Treads \\< inches, of N. C. pine.
Windows. —All window frames to be
made as per detail drawings. Cellar win
dows to have l^-inch plank frames, l1^-
inch glazed sash, hung at top with 2-inch
wrought butts, with button, fastener, and
hook and eye to hold open.

driven tight together, blind nailed, laid at
right angles to lining floor, and joint*
smoothed up. The remaining rooms on
first floor will have top floor of No. 2,
J^-inch, square-edge pine flooring. The
whole of second floor will have a tingle
floor of No. 1, Jg-inch, narrow totigued and
grooved spruce flooring, all well nailed
and cleaned up.
Interior finish. —All to be constructed
as required by the plans and details, with
sound, clear, kiln-dried white wood. All
put up with neat close joints smoothed
up and sandpapered. Base put down in
all rooms not wainscoted. All interior
finish put on after plastering is dry.
Doors. —Provide pood l^-inch four-

Eanel
doors 6 feet 8 inches high by 2

;et 6 inches wide, to have bevel edges,
raised panels, in first story. Provide \\£-
inch four-panel doors, 6 feet 6 inches
high by 2 feet 6 inches wide, with bevel
edges, raised panels, for second story, all
to be hunif with two loose-joint butts, in
good, workmailike manner.
Door and Window Trimmings. —Pro
vide and put up all door and window finish
as per plans and details.
Wainscoting. —Kitchen and entry will
be sheathed ut>8 feet high with narrow
beaded sheathing, and to have a 8 inch
molded cap on top.
Closet Base.—All closets to have base
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6 inches wide, and casings 8>^>inches
wide, of plain stock.
Pantry. —Fit np pantry, as shown, with
counter shelf on two sides, sheathed un
der, and closet for flonr barrel, with
cleat doors and cover. Put np four
shelves over 12 inches wide on rabbeted
cleats.
Kitchen Closet.— Kitchen closet to have
four shelves, on rabbeted cleats.
Other Closets.—All other closets to
have one shelf and two rows of wardrobe
cleats, with hooks 12 inches apart on each
cleat.

Section through Door Head.—Scale, 1 Inch to
the Foot.

Sections through Wall of Building.—Scale;
Inch to the Foot.

Section through Door Sill.—Scale,1Inch to
the Foot.

Detail of GableCornice.—Scale,
the Foot.

Inch to Section through DoorJamb tindPanels.—
Scale,1 Inch to the Foot.

Sink. —Sink in kitchen to be fitted up
with border casing 6 inches wide to set
sink into, sheathed under with cleat door.
To have drip shelf as shown sheathed back
16inches high with shelf on top.
Clock Shelf. —Put up in kitchen and sit
ting room a clock shelf \ya inches thick,
molded edges, set on bronze brackets ; to
be put where directed.
Stairs. —Construct the stairs as shown,
on three plank stringers each. Cellar
stairs to have 1^-inch

treads, Jg-inch
risers, of spruce. Front stairs to have 1y,-
inch treads, % -inch risers and scotia mold
ing and nos-ing,all of white wood properly
put np.
Electric Bell. —To be electric bell in
kitchen to connect with button at front
door, all of good material, properly wired
and put in position.

HARDWARE.

The contractor will allow $30 for
hardware, which will include door trim
mings, sash fasteners, drawer pulls, cup
board catches and hinges, base knobs,
wardrobe hooks and screws for same, all
to be fitted in place by contractor. All of
the above hardware to be selected by the
owner.

PAINTING.

Outside. —All outside work to have two
coats best lead and oil paint, in colors to
be selected by the owner. Putty stop all
nail holes in finish and shellac*all knots
and sap before painting. The roof will
not be painted.
Interior. —All the int-ide work must be
well cleaned off and puttied to match the
wood as near as possible, and to have one
coat of stain or liquid filler (as owner
directs) and two coats of preservative ; to
be rubbed down between coats.
Hardwood floors to have one coat of
oil. Plastered walls of kitchen and pantry
to have one coat of liquid tiller and two
coats paint. All materials used by painter
to be good stock of their several kinds,
and labor done in a good manner.

PLUMBING.

Furnish and set up where shown in
kitchen a 20 x 86 x 5 inch Miller caat-
iron sink, with 4-inch round trap and
IJ^-inch lead waste pipe to under side of
floor; from there continue waste pipe to
inside of cesspool wall with 2-inch cast-
iron soil pipe. Supply sink with water,

Detail of Porch Finish.-Scale, H Inch to the Foot. Details of Inside andOutsideWindow Flnish.-Scale, 1Inch to the Foot.

Competitionin $1000Houses.—Firtt Prize Design.—MiscellaneousDetails.
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using a small pitcher pump and all neces
sary pipe for same.

Ekilmate of Cost.
NOTES

Feet.
Feet aroundbouse........................ HS
Excavation surface....................... 5«0
First floor surface........................ 560
Secondfloor surface..................... 568
Net clapboarding surface................ 1150
Net side shinglesurface ................. 40
Net roof shinglesurface.................. 975

MASONWORK.
62Yards excavation........ $15.50
3tlPerch field stone..... 4680
3900Brick.................... 46.80
1Chimneycap............ 1.75
5 Chimney thimbles . . 2 50
6M. lath.................. 27.80
400Yards plaster............ 48.00
Pointing cellar........... 2.25
Whitewashing cellar..... 175

$193.25

CARPENTERWORK.

59.67
2.65

5550
28.00

28.87
11.20
27.00
30.00
10.00
7.70

3850Feet framing timber
Grounds and beads

3700Feet square-edgehemlock
boards

8M. cedarshingles
£25Pieces6 foot6inchspruce
clapboards
Flashings
Sheathingpaperand nails
Outside finish
Front piazza flnuh
2Outsidesteps
14Window frames,sashand
blinds 70.00

3 Cellar framesand sash... 4.05
•JOutsidedoor frames 4.50
1 Front door 1% in. thick. . 7.25
1Side door \% in. thick .... 3.50
175Ft. sheathingfor kitchen,
&c 7.00

43Feet 3-inchsheathingcap. .80
238Feet 7-inch base: 100feet
2-inchbasemolding 7.74

16Door jambs 5.60
18Doors 1% inchesthick.... 25.8027Sides finish for doors. 18.90
14Sides finish for windows.. 18.20
1Pantry 3.62
1Sink 1.76
2Dish closets 4.80
4 Clothesclosets 2.20
1Flipht front stairs; 1flight
cellar stairs 9.34

210Feet birch flooring 9.45
325Feetpine flooring 7.15
675Ft. narrow spruceflooring 14.85
2 Clock shelves 60
Electric bell 8.25
Hardware 80.00
Carpenter'slabor 175.00
Incidentals 48.38

$788.13

Plumbing 23.00 23.CO
Painting 65.00 65.00

Total $995.33

Builder's certificate signed by
OEORQBKINGSTONof Worcester,Mass.

Technical Education.

Some useful remarks are made in a re
cent report of the special committee on
technical education of the London County
Council by H. Llewellyn Smith, secretary
of the committee, on the subject and
scope of technical education. The rela
tion of technical education to workshop
training has been much debated, says an
exchange, and this report tries to make
the subject clear. This sort of instruc
tion includes both the principles of science
and art applicable to industry, and the
application of special branches of science
and art applicable to specific industries
and employments. The line of demarca
tion between technical education and the
ordinary workshop training is defined by
the act. " It shall not include teaching
the practice of any trade, or indus
try, or employment ; " in point of fact
the act does not propose to under
take the work done by apprenticeship.
So far, so good. The division between the
objects is thus expressed in the report :

" Roughly speaking, the practical work
of the technical school should aim at, and
be limited to, the teaching and illustra
tion of principles and methods ; if we go
beyond this and attempt the mechanical
drilling of the pupil in the various proc
esses,with a view not to attain insight
into principles of work, but to gain
mechanical skill and dexterity, it is
trenching on the teaching of the practice
of a trade." This appears to be a fairly
comprehensible line to take by the coun
cil. In a few exceptional cases a com
plete teaching of a handicraft is per
mitted, inasmuch as principles and prac
tice are so indissolubly united ; these are
crafts like clay modeling, wood carving,
metal work ; these are " authorized under
the head of manual instruction (modeling
in clay, wood or other material), without
the necessity of referring to the Science
and Art Department." Industrial school
teaching is excluded also from the scheme.

Ventilation.

The following article, which treats of
ventilation in a very simple way, was

prepared by D. H. Smith, Watkins, N. Y.,
to present the subject to a few country
school trustees and teachers, all techni
calities being purposely avoided :

Ventilation may be simply defined as a
process of supplying pure air to a room
and getting rid of the impure air at the
same time. Ventilation and warming
must necessarily be considered together,
as artificial ventilation, without the use
of machinery, must be accomplished by
means of heat. Natural ventilation may
be obtained by opening windows in op
posite sides of a room. Pure air will
come in at one opening, and the vitiated
air will go out of the other, according to
the direction of the air currents outside.
This form of ventilation will do in sum
mer, but not when the outer air is too
cold to be brought into the room. This
fact must alwajs be remembered—that a
room alwajs contains the same volume of
air. It is full. You cannot increase the
quantity, neither can you diminish the
volume. Therefore, if air is taken out of
a room by any device, and no special
opening is provided for the ingress of
pure air to replace that taken out, the air
must come in as best it can through crev
ices in the windows and doors. On the
other hand, warm air will not come into
a room through furnace pipes any faster
than air can escape from the same room.
This is the reason it is so hard sometimes
to warm a dwelling with a warm-air fur
nace when there is no ventilation.
It is a wise law of nature that the most
impure and coldest air is at the floor of a
room. The purest and warmest air is
near the ceiling. House ventilation should
be planned to get rid of the cold and im
pure air, anil in this way ventilation will
assist in the heating, by getting the cold
air out of the way and allowing the warm
air from the ceiling to descend and warm
toe room. A room is always warmed from
the top downward, the warm air from
whatever source rising at once to the ceil
ing atd settling down as it ig cooled. It is
also important that the pure air which is
introduced into a room to take the place
of the air sect out should pass over a
heated surface of somekind on its way, so
as to come into the room warm.
The fact that air when heated will rise
and when cooled will fall is taken advan
tage of to effect ventilation. Flues may be
properly built and openings properly
made, but the air within the flue will be
as likely to descend as to rise, if it is not
srtifically warmed. Any flue in the wall,
Laving an opening at the floor into a room
and extend;ng up through the roof, will

make a ventilating flue, if the air within
the flue is warmed in some way. A
good way is to construct a chimney
with two flues, one for the smoke flue of
the heating apparatus, the other for venti
lation. The In nt from the smoke fluewill
warm the ventilating flue, so that the air
within the flue will rise and escape, and,
of course, draw the air from the room
through the opening at the base. A still
better way ig to build a large chimney
(12 x 20 inches inside is about right for a
large country schoolhouse) and use a cast-
iron smoke pipe 8 inches in diameter,
placed inside the flue when it is built and
extending to the top. The apace inside
the brick flue and surrounding the smoke
pipe makes one of the best ventilating
flues known, as the cast smoke pipe will
warm the air in the flue much more than
one side of a brick flue possibly can.
Leaving out of consideration the large
heating and ventilating apparatus, too
costly for general use, the best school
room neuter is a warm air furnace of suit
able size. This heater can be set up in
one corner of the room out of the way, no
matter where, if smoke ll ic is near. It
should be set a few inches above the floor
with a case open at top and bottom. When
in operation the air inside of the case be
comes heated and rises to the ceiling and
the cold air is drawn in at the bottom,
and this circulation will continue as long
as there is fire in the heater. This circu
lation is not ventilation ; not a bit of it.
The temperature in all parts of the room,
at same bight from the floor, will be the
samewhether the room is warm enough or
not. When the room is warm scholars
close to the heater will not be too warm,
and those in distant parts of the room not
too cold, as is the usual way.
To complete the arrangement properly
there should be a ventilating flue suitably
warmed, and also a cold-air flue of the
same size from the outer air brought with
the opening directly under the heater.
Then the air which comes into the room
to take the place of the foul air sent out
through the ventilating flue, will come in
warm as it should, instead of coming in
cold through the crevices of doors and
windows.

Tn K ITEW 1:111inM. which is to accom
modate the Department of Mechanical
Engineering of the Pennsylvania State
College, in Centre County, Pa., was for
mally dedicated on February 22. The
building, which his been erected by the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the
purposes of industrial education, at a cost
of about $100,000, is stated by the Will
iamsport Times to be a very handsome
structure, of good design and well adapted
for the purpose to which it will be de
voted. It is of ample proportions, cover
ing an area 266 x 208 feet square, is three
gtories high, and contains in all 57 rooms,
with all the most improved facilities for
heating, lighting and ventilation, as well
as a complete equipment of tools and ap
paratus for the instruction and practice of
the students. The educational depart
ments include mechanical and sanitary en
gineering, hydraulics, machine wo k of all
kinds, smiths' work in a shop with 20
forges and anvils, wood working, pattern
making, pipe cutting, steam fitting, &c.
A museum of mechanical devices, model
rooms, laboratories, libraries, drawing
rooms, and a number of classrooms,
together with offices for the professors at
tached to the department, are provided in
the building. Three hundred students
can be accommodated in the different
undergraduate and post graduate engi
neering courses, and free scholarships have
been provided by the trustees, which will
place the facilities of the new college
department within reach of all.
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CORRESPONDENCE,

WE
ARE ALWAYS GLAD to re
ceive letters from practical read
ers of the paper, discussing

subjects of general interest to the
trade, answering requests of correspond
ents desiring information, or it may be
criticizing methods of doing work advo
cated by some of those who have replied
to published inquiries. By this means
the interest in the paper is increased, and
there is brought to the attention of all
peculiarities in the trade which prevail
in different sections of the country.
There is one thing, however, which, in
many instances, mars the pleasure other
wise resulting from a perusal of what our
•correspondents have to say. There is no
means of identifying the writers. In
many cases both the name and address
are missing, and we only know the com
munications come from writers who call
themselves "P. O. P.," "A. J. X.," " H. I.
T. ,"or someother queer thing. It is essen
tial that we have in all cases the name and
-address of the writer, not necessarily for
publication, but as an evidence of good
faith, and to enable the Ivl it>>rto>com
municate with him if such a course
should seem desirable. The omission of
this important feature will probably ex
plain to "W. P. K." of Ansonia, Conn.;
•"A Puzzled Apprentice " of Jersey City,
N. J.; "G. I. B. ' of Greece, N. Y., and
many other?, why their communications
have failed to receive attention.

Dividing • Roof.
From C. A. J., Cobden, ///.—As the
readers of Carpentry and Building are
anxious to solve problems, I have one
which looks very easy, but is very deceiv
ing. Two tinners agreed to cover a roof in

Eartnership.
The roof was 50 feet long, 15

•ftwide at one end and 9 feet wide at the
other end. As each one was willing to
do his share of the work, they start laying
the tin at both ends. Where will they
meet and how wide is the roof at the
meeting point 1
Note.—We have reproduced the dia
gram showing the shape of the roof, with

Dividing a Roof.

the dimensions. The problem is to di
vide the roof into two equal parts, and
will, we think, be found somewhat diffi
cult of solution by arithmetic. By an
other method it is found the roof is 12.37
feet wide at the meeting point. The roofer
working from the 9-foot end will have to
lay 28.08 feet and the roofer working
from the 15-foot end 21.92 feet, if both
are to lay an equal number of square
feet.

Cleaning Old Zinc.
From I. DEV., Glen Cove.—Will some
•oneplease inform me through Carpentry
and Building if there is any way or clean
ing old zinc to make it like new ?
Note.—According to some of the works
giving recipes of various kinds, zinc may
be cleansed by passing it through a boiling
solution of caustic lye, care being taken,
however, not to allow it to remain too
long, as it may be corroded or even dis
solved. After rinsing it is plunged for a
few minutes into water containing from
one-tenth to one-twentieth of sulphuric
acid ; then rinsed in plenty of warm

water, and when necessary brushed with
a stiff brush and pumice-stone dust or
scratch brush. Another method is to
dip the zinc into a cold mixture composed
of 100 parts sulphuric acid, 100 parts
nitric acid and 1 per cent, of common
salt, and quickly rinse in cold water
until perfectly free from copper salt,
which will blacken the zinc. If instead
of quickly cleansing the zinc it is allowed
to remain a little longer in the mixture it
acquires a dead luster, which may be
utilized for producing contrasts between
various parts of the same ornament.

will take pleasure in giving me informa
tion on this point.

Sideboard Design*.

From L. J. F., Chartley, Mass. —I want
to build a sideboard for my own use and
desire some of the practical readers of
the paper to furnish designs of work of
this kind. This matter is one in which
other readers of the paper are likely to be
interested, and I trust a number of designs
will be forthcoming.

It ill.' for Finding; Carve of Barter* In
an Ogee Koof

From J. A. S., Portland, Ore.— In the
October number of Carpentry and Build
ing "A. J. B." of Duluth, Minn., asks
for a simple and accurate rule for finding
the curve of a hip rafter in an ogee roof.
For his benefit I will give my method for
finding such a surve. " A. J. B." does
not give the length of the tower, nor the
radius of the curve of the roof. I will

Bevels for a Diamond Spout.
From J. J., Oriskany Falls, N. Y.—l
have read the articles about bevels for
diamond spouts in the various issues of
Carpentry and Building for 1888and 1889,
and I thought when I saw the inquiry in
the September number I would send my
method of doing the work. I would take
a piece of board and lay out the hight and
run to a % or 1% inch scale, if the board
is wide enough. Now lay out the spout
and square over where the horizontal line

Fig. 1.—CommonRafter. Fig. 2.—Hip Kafter.

Sale for Finding Curveof Rafters in an OgeeRoof.

therefore assume 10 feet for the rise of
the roof and half the distance AC of Fig. 1
of the sketches for the radius of the curve
of the roof. In Fig. 1A B is the run and
B C the rise of the common rafter. Con
necting the points A and C gives the line
A C, showing the pitch of the roof. With
the assumed radius describe the reverse
curve ADC, which will give the plan of
the rafter. Divide the pitch line A C
into any number of equal parts and
draw the dividing lines parallel with
B C or the down cut of the rafter. Re
ferring to Fig. 2 of the sketches. A B
is the r m and B C the rise of the hip
rafter, A C being the pitch line. Divide
the pitch line into the same number of
equal parts as in the common rafter.
Draw the dividing lines parallel to B C or
the down cut of the hip rafter. Make a a,
bb, cc,dd,ee, ff, &c., in Fig. 2 equal
to a a, b b, c c, d d, &c., in Fig. 1. Now,
drawing the curved line through the
points a, b, c,d. e, f,g,h, i, j, k, l,m.n gives
the plan of the required hip rafter. In
conclusion, I would remark that this rule
will work in curves of any degree.

runs. In the sketch which I send I have
it on top. Measure down to where the line
cuts off the spout, giving 18 inches. Now,
when the spout is made measure off 18
inches on each side. Nine inches from
the end square over to each side angle

Hanging Doable Swing Doors.
From J. F. R., Pettisville, Ohio.— I
would like to ask through the columns of
Carpentry and Building the be«t method
of hanging a door with Chicago double-
;icting blank butts. Can the work be
done in such a way that the door will not
sag from the frame at the top, or must
there be a double-acting spring butt at
that point? I have no doubt there are
many practical readers of the paper who

" J. J.'s" Mfthotl of Finding theBevels
of a IHamond Spout.

and square the 18-inch mark over to the
opposite angle. Mark around and the
bevel is obtained. The length of the
spout will be found on the board.

Origin of "Carpenter" and
-•Plumber."

FromF. D., Union City, Tenn.—Why is
a carpenter called a " carpenter," and a
plumber a " plumber?"
Answer.— Both words are of Latin
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origin; " carpenter " being derived from
carpentum, a wagon or carriage, and car-
pentarius, a maker of the same. The
word has in course of time widened its
meaning, so as to include all artificers in
wood. " Plumber " takes its rise from the
Latin word plumbum, lead, and literally
means a worker in lead. The French
equivalent, plombier, explains itself in
that languague, plomb being the French
for lead.

made of full-width boards, the corners
dovetailed together and bound with brass
corner pieces. The cover is paneled out
side and does not leak.

Tool*Che»t Construction.
From I,. L. D.. Madison, S. D. —I am
pomething like " W. J.," who gives, in the
September number, a plan for a handy
tool chest. I have been a subscriber to
the paper for a few years past, but have
not as yet seen anything in the shape of
a chest which I consider as handy as my
own. I have used it for five years and
never had reason to change my opinion
concerning it ; besides, a number of car
penters who owned good chests with the
old-style long tills have put them aside
and made new chests exactly like mine.
Thinking that tbe subject may be of

Roofing Contracts.
From H. C., Pittsburgh. —My attention
has recently been called to the subject of
contracts, especially roofing contracts,
and as I have been thinking about the
matter, it occurred to me it might be in
teresting if I gave my experience with a
verbal agreement.
A party whose name and business I
knew and with whom I was on speaking
terms (an acquaintance only, no friend
ship, no knowledge of his standing) came
to me stating that he was building two
houses out of town and was recommended
to call on me in reference to putting in
the heating and cooking apparatus and
doing the necessary roofing, &c. Who
sent you? was my first question. He
gave me the name of one of my best cus
tomers, one who has given me many a
pointer when I needed them in iny earlier
years, and who is a leading dealer of this
city. He also gave him as reference. I
went to 'see the buildings. They were
just started. He showed me the plans,
but they were worthless. No one could
make head or tail of them, neither the
owner nor the carpenters. I asked for
the size of the buildings and he gave me

I measured the job, handed the measure
ments to the brother, and called his at
tention to the difference. He said, " We
thought while we were about it we would
give ourselves plenty of room, and altered
the plans." No money yet ! The parti
tion studding was put up, and call made
for pipes for heating. Out I went, ten
rooms instead of five. I called the boss,
carpenter's attention to it. He was the
father of the owners. He called in the
paymaster, who said, " I suppose it is all

Fig. 2 —CrossSectionthrough OneEnd.
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Fig. 1.—PerspectiveView of Chestwith Lid Hateed. Fig. 3.—Longitudinal Vertical Section.

' Tool-ChestConstructionat Adoptedby " L. L. D.,n Madison, S. D.

interest to the readers of the paper, I send
sketches of the chest, hoping that they
are sufficiently clear for my brother chips
to understand them. It will be noticed
by reference to the drawings that I have
placed the saw till where, in my opinion,
it is handiest and out of the way ot every
thing else. The molding planes are to
the front side of the chest, as will be seen
from the drawings. Fig. 1 represents a
perspective view of the chest with the lid
partially raised : Fig. 2 a section through
the end, while Fig. 3 represents a longi
tudinal vertical section. Instead of
having long tills divided up into little
spaces to hold different tools. I employ
short tills placed crosswise of the chest.
This arrangement prevents binding in
sliding from one end to the other, and I
am not obliged to lift put a single till in
order to reach anything in the bottom
of the chest. The lias, or covers, of the
bottom space of the chest, which are
hinged to the bottom of the lower till,
turn up and catch at the top, aa indicated
in Fig 8. This permits of ready access to
the bottom portion of the chest. When
the lids are down the space between the
tills forms a convenient receptacle for
apron, overalls or any old clothes for
work when the day is over. If " W. J."
thinks his chest is handy, I am inclined
to the opinion that he does not know what
real convenience is. I think he has too
many boxes to lift out and in. I have a
hand box, but it does not belong in the
chest. I employ as a material black wal
nut and use it for all parts except the
bottom. The sides, bottom and top are

them. The total square feet over all, al
lowing for all projections of cornices, &c. ,
was 1500 square feet, with 28 feet of
leader. They were to be 5-room houses.
I gave him price on heating same ;
specified the ranges and also set price ;
and he said : "That is satisfactory ; we
will send you word in a few days, for
the roof is ready, so that you can be pre
pared." I then said, " I will send you
specifications and estimate what I intend
to furnish, and what I will do for that
money, and you send me acceptance."
That, he said, was not necessary ; he
was not afraid but I would do what was
right. "Well," I said, "now if your
houses are any larger than the sizes you
gave me I will charge you so much per
foot extra. That is what I am figuring
on ; and the leaders must not exceed 28
feet ; and if they are smaller I will allow
you the same. There must not be over
five runs of pipe from each heater, or I
will charge you so much per foot extra ;
or, if less, I will credit you with the dif
ference." I went over the tstimate item
by item, and he was perfectly satisfied
with my ttrms —payments to be made as
work progressed, and 20 per cent, to re
main until houses were finished, as a
guarantee of good workmanship, &c.
I started. After a few days' work my
foreman sent me word that there was not
enough tin. Strange, I thought. I went
out and saw the brother of my customer,
who was part owner and the paymaster
of the firm. " Oh, that will be all right,"
was his response. I finished the roofing,
3368square feet, and 108 feet of leader.

right ; the house will have to be heated,.
and if it is extra, of course that is all
right." In went the pipes. No money
yet 1
I then stopped, requested somecash and
got 50 per cent., and the promise that as
soon as heaters were in I should be given
the other 30 per cent. A heater in tended
for five rooms won't heat ten. Without
asking any questions, I put in one large
enough. Instead of six registers in each
bouse I put in 11 and refused to put in
ranges on account of so many changes,
and not seeing more cash. I finished the
work and presented the bill to the one I
made the contract with.
Bill disputed ! Would not pay. His
excuse was, I had no authority to do-
any more than I had agreed to do. His
brother or father had no authority to or
der it and he would not pay one cent
over or above the contract.
I employed an attorney, started suit,
filed lien, &c. Found out that there was
$6000of judgments ahead of me. They
made their defense, filed affidavit, &c. I
was not satisfied with my attorney's
opinion and got another opinion. Both
opinions were that he would beat me. I
should have made a new contract, or
have stopped. They offered 60 per cent.,
in settlement, and under advice of my
attorney I accepted it and was glad to net
it. I thus got a larger percentage of my
bill than a few others. After the smoke
cleared away I figured the second time.
Result : net 'loss, $134.50. My first figur
ing showed a profit of $60. I have no-
comment to malce.
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Problem In Roof Framing.

From H. B., Alfred Centre, N. Y.—l
send herewith sketches and description
showing a method by which to obtain the
lengths and bevels required for a conical
roof covering a tower, one-half of which
intersects with the roof of the main build
ing, lam prompted to submit this by
reading the letter from " L. V. V." of
San Francisco, published in the July
number of Carpentry and Building. Re
ferring to the sketches, Fig. 1 is a plan of
a conical roof intersecting with a plain
roof of different pitch. In order to find
the lengths and bevels of the rafters
which intersect with the roof boards of
the main building, let A B of Fig. 2 equal
one-half the diameter of the tower. Draw
the full circle with A B as a radius.
Divide the half circle B C D to correspond
to the number of rafters desired, as
BOOO, &c. Extend DC to E. Draw GF
at right angles to D E, and at any con
venient hight from C. Now draw G H
and FB perpendicular to G F. Let tri
angle E F G represent the pitch of the
tower roof, and K K represent the pitch
of the roof with which the tower inter
sects. Draw the perpendiculars shown
at S S S and meeting the larger circle at
O O O, which represent the center of the
rafters. Draw lines from S S S to E. Now
from where the lines S E intersect with
K K produce the lines 8333 parallel with
G F and intersecting G E. Connect the
points of intersection with K at the foot

it should be drawn on the roof boards of
the main roof. I think the manner of de
veloping these curves will be easily un
derstood by the reader by reference to the
drawings.

Information Wanted on Handratllne
Problem.

From CONSTANT READER, Toronto,
Canada. —I am very much obliged to
Morris Williams of Scranton, Pa., for his
answer to my problem on handrailing,
published in the June issue of Carpentry
and Building. The answer, so far as I
understand, is what I want, as the rail
falls level at the newel post. The prob
lems illustrated in Figs. 29 and 30 of Mr.
Williams' series of articles would not, as
I understand them, answer the purpose,
as the upper tangents are on the pitch
and would make the rail deeper at the
newel post than the level rail on the land-

Drawlne an Ellipse.
From W. W. J., New York City.— In
answer to the inquiry of " C. L. M." of

Methodof Drawing an Ellipse Suggested
by " W. W. J.n

Madera, Cal., published in the November
issue, I would say that to draw an ellipse

Fig. 1.—Plan of Conical Roof Intersection a
Plain Roof of Different Pitch.

Fig. S.—DiagramShowingDevelopmentof theCurves.

Problem in Roof Framing.— SketchesSubmittedby "//. B.," Alfred Centre,If. T.

of K K. Now, measuring from E down to
2222 and G will give the length of each
rafter at B O O O and C. The side bevel
for each rafter is found at 2222, running
toK.
Now, to find the bevel at the top edge of
each rafter, begin with E as a center and
E G as a radius, drawing the curve from G
to L indefinitely. Transfer all the spaces of
the half-circle D B C to the curve G L.
The stretchout of the curve G L should
be equal to the stretchout of D B C. Con
nect the points of division on G L with E.
Now, with E as a center, draw the curves
from 2222, intersecting the radials
from E, as shown. Trace a line through
the points of intersection, as shown by
L 6G. Now, E L 6G is the unfolding of the
part of the tower roof which intersects
with the main roof, the radials from E to
the curve L G representing the center line
of rafters. The bevel across the top edge
for each rafter is found where the traced
line L 6 G intersects the radials drawn
from E. The curve D 4C is the intersect
ing line of the tower roof with the main
roof, aa it should be shown on the plan.
The curve D SC is the intersecting line as

ing. I may be wrong, but am open to
correction, or perhaps I have been mis
understood. The rail should form an
easing when in position, the same as the
diagram. I saw a wreath like that shown
in the sketch sent herewith rise 8 inches
above the pitch of the rail and fall level
at the newel post the same as I would like
my wreath. I should be very glad indeed

Sketchsubmittedby " Constant Reader."

if Mr. Williams would give us a little
more light upon the subject.

proceed as follows : Having given a rect
angle, as shown in the sketch, draw the
diameters A B and C D. Now, with C
asa center and a radius equal to A O,which
is one-half the diameter, describe an arc
cutting A B at two points, as indicated
by M and N. These are the focii. Now,
with two pins at either end of a string,
the latter being equal to A B, place them
at M and N. With a pencil in the loop
describe the curve as shown. This will
be an ellipse inscribed in the rectangle
required.

Obtaining Shape of Molding Cutter*.

In one of our issues not many months
since we presented a letter from a corre
spondent in which was given his method
of obtaining the shape of molding cutters.
This communication was reprinted in the
November number of the Woodworker
and a reader of that journal interested in
the subject contributes the following re
marks, illustrated with the diagram
which is presented in connection here
with:
In the November number of the
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WOODWORKER I notice an article from
Carpentry and Building, which contains
an illustration of how to obtain the
shape of molding cutters, which in prac
tical use would be a great thing if it were
correct, but the correspondent gets his
measurements all from one position of
the cutters, which will not give it cor
rectly. I furnish an illustration of that
idea which I think will be more nearly
correct. In the first place, long and short
cutters never have the same position
while making their cut : the longer the
knife the more the tendency to scrape its
way, unless you prevent that by bending
your cutters a little, or using thick metal

years and not being worn more than

YK inch. Our output of shingles this year
here will be something immense.

Finding the Carve of Hip or Angle
Rafter.

From P. H. L., Denver, Col— In the
October issue of Carpentry and Building
" A. J. G.," Duluth, Minn., asks for a
simple and accurate rule for finding the
curve of a hip or angle rafter. In reply,
I submit the following remarks, covering
the simplest and most accurate method of
which I have knowledge. Referring to
the diagram, let C E represent the width

is the correct shape of either hip or val
ley rafter.

I, in In- Out a Housed Slatr String.
From R. B. G., Warfel, Ohio.— In re
ply to the inquiry of "L. V. V.,'' San
Francisco, Cal., which appeared in the
February number of Carpentry and
Building, as to the laying out of a housed
stair string, I would offer an answer
which I trust will prove satisfactory.
Make the upper edge of the nosing about
3% or 4 inches from the upper edge of
the stair string. The width of the latter
will depend upon the hight of the riser
and width of tread. Select a nice clear
board of 1} inches thick, and taking the
pitch board lay out the number of steps

ObtainingtheShapeof Molding Cutters.

blocks between cutter and head, which
is a good thing for deep cuts.
First, draw your head, as shown in il
lustration; then draw line G from center
of arbor down; then draw lines 1, 2, 8, 4,
5, or whatever lines it takes to represent
every member of the molding you wish to
make. Then by drawing the tangent
lines 7, 8, 9, 10. 11, and taking the exact
distance on said line from one member
line to the other, you get the exact dis
tance to establish your cutter lines, as 1,
2, 3, 4, 5 in illustration, and of course
lines A, B, C, D, E will always be the
same on both molding and cutter; and by
applying them as shown, in connection
with lines 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, you can make an
exact tracing of the cutter you want.
I claim that for exact work this method
will never deceive you. Of course I do
not use this rule in all cases, as it would
take too much time, as I can shape a cut
ter by my eye that will come to the
scratch almost every time; but when I
saw that illustration from Carpentry and
Building, I thought I could give a better
one. I think the rule was established to
get the shape of cutters for hand mold
ing planes, where it would work like a
charm, as such cutters stand in a fixed
position. You can plainly see that the
cutter shown would not make all of its
members while in that position; the long
est part would pass the inters* ction of
lines F and G before the half-round por
tion would be near down to its cut.

of the roof, A B its rise and A C the run
of the common rafter. Now divide the
line A C into as many parts as may be
necessary, and at each of these points
erect perpendiculars parallel to A B and
cutting the curve line B C. Extend the
lines also to the diagonal A D, which is

COMMON
RAFTER

Shingles In Washington.
From W. F. McQ., Seattle, Wash.— In
the March issue reference is made to
shingles coming from Whatcom, Ore.
Allow me to make correction. Whatcom
is in Whatcom County, Wash., about 70
miles north of Seattle. We are looking
for all the credit that belongs to us
for our cedar and other native woods ;
also our climate, which we think is un
surpassed. There are a number of cases
of shingles being on for more than 25

"P. B. Us " Methodof Finding theCurveof
a Hip or Angle Saftfr.

the run of the hip rafter. Next, draw
lines from each of these points on A D
and at right angles to it. Now set off
from A to F the distance A to B, as the
rise of the hip is the same as the rise of
the common rafter, also set off on the hip
1 1, 2 2, 3 3, 4 4, &c,, corresponding to 11,
2 2, 3 3, 4 4, &c., on the common rafter.
Join these points together, and the result

Methodof Laying out a Houied Stair String
Suggestedby "R. B. <?."

and risers in the stairs. Make a template
of a width to equal the thickness or the
step and the thickness to equal that of the
riser. Proceed to lay out the housing
above the steps already marked on the
wall string. I usually employ the di
viders in laying out the nosing and an ex
pansive bit is the best tool to use in bor
ing out the housings. Make them £
inch deep. The sketch which I send
will illustrate the method of making
the easing and the proper way of join
ing the post at the top and bottom of the
wall string.

Shingling Valleys.
From W. T. T., Onaga, Kan.— I have
been reading Carpentry and Building for
some time past with a great deal of inter
est, and have seen a number of good sug
gestions with regard to different methods
of shingling hip roofs. Another subject
which I consider of much interest to the
carpenter is the shingling of valleys.
When improperly constructed these are
very hard to repair, while in the case of
a hip a portion of the shingles may be re
moved without seriously damaging the
roof. I take the liberty of sending a
sketch showing the manner in which I
shingle a valley. In the first place, I take
two 1x6 sheeting boards, and, placing
one on each side of the valley, nail them
well to the top of the valley rafter and
also to the common rafters. To the outer
edge of the boards I nail a 1x 8inch strip on
the under side to receive the ends of the
sheeting boards, fitting these between the
rafters. In the sketch which I send the
valley boards are represented by the let
ters a a, the 3-inch strips by c c and the
ends of the sheeting by b b. These boards
give a solid surface on which to lay the
tin. The latter is a strip 10 inches wide
and runs the length of the valley. It is
shown by the letter d in the sketch. I
chalk this tin, leaving a space 2 inches
wide at the top and 3 inches at the bot
tom. I then lay a course of shingles, let
ting them come to the valley and cutting
them to fit the chalk line. I place them
in such a way that the crown of the shin-

?l
e runs with the roof. Over each course

lay a tin shingle 8 inches wide and 10
inches long, letting the butt of the tin
shingle correspond with the butt of the
common shingle. In the sketch the tin
shingle is represented by g and the other
shingles by / /. By this arrangement a
space is left at the butt of each tin
shingle the- thickness of a common
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shingle. This space I close with common
pntty after the roof is finished. From an
inspection of the sketch it will be seen
that the method employed gives a double
valley. Any water which may find its
way through the tin shingles will be

Laying out Mi-lug* and Winder*.

From P. J. C., Attentown, Pa.— In
answer to the inquiry of "A. A. S.,"
Newark, N. J., which appeared in the
August issue of Carpentry and Building,

"W. T. 2Vs" Plan of Shingling Valleys.

caught by the lower valley and carried
down the roof. The valley innst form a
sort of gutter, catching the water, and
therefore the work of shingling differs ma
terially from that necessary in connection
with a hip. When only one course of tin is
laid on the valley rafter the water is lia
ble to dash ovel"the sides of the tin, and
if a hole should rust through it is very
difficult to repair it, whereas the plan
which is indicated in the sketch over
comes these obstacles. In this connection

Laying Out Strings and Winders.—Fig. 1.—Plan of Winder.—Fig. 2.—Elevation
of Rear Stringer.

I would remark that the lower tin should
be well painted. I would like very much
to hear from other readers of the paper
on this subject.

is immaterial, as the method of laying
them out is the same. Referring to the
sketches, Fig. 1 represents a plan of
winder; Fig. 2, the elevation of the rear

stringer, while Fig. 3 is an elevation of
the winding post. The width of the
winding steps is the same when measured
on a circle struck from the winding post
a, Fig. 1. In the three sketches, the
stringer is marked with the letter S. In
Fig 3. P indicates the winding post, while
B, in Fig. 2, represents the base molding.
As the drawings so clearly indicate my
method of construction, further explana
tion would appear to be unnecessary.

I rum I nc a Tower Roof Intersecting
with Main Hoof.

From C. Q., New Haven, Conn. — In the
December issue of Carpentry and Build
ing is an article on framing a tower roof
intersecting a main roof, accompanied by
a diagram, the author of which is " J. F.
M.," Washington, D. C. I have been
trying to work out a diagram according
to the instructions given by him, but
there are, it appears to me, some mis-
statements and also some important
parts left out. It may be, however, only

I send sketches of a winding stair with
housed stringer, together with the method
of laying them out. The winder is in the
center of anight of stairs, which, limagine,

Fig. 5.—Elevation of WintlingPost.

dullness on my part, which he can easily
explain away. The subject is a good one,
and I am anxious to understand it per
fectly, so I will feel greatly indebted to
the correspondent if he will make clear
the parts I do not understand. In the
first place he says, " draw plan of the
tower rafters H A, H M and H N." I
would like to ask why does he leave out
the rafter HO? In the second place, he
says, "then draw an elevation of the
tower rafters O' G, N' G and B G."
Again, why does he omit M' O ? In the
next place, he says, "then with P' H of
the plan as a base and H' G of the eleva
tion as a hight. construct the triangle
H P' P." Does he not mean the triangle
H P' G' ? In continuation the corre
spondent says, " from the point G' set off
the distance G' T on the line G' R." I
would like to ask where he gets the
distance G' T 'i The correspondent then
says, " repeat the operation with the
bights I G and J G of the elevation over
the lines P' H and R' H of the plan, setting
off the distance G' H in each caee to ob
tain the foot bevel." I would like to ask
how he gets the cross bevel for the foot,
and also how he would obtain the bevels
at the top, so that the rafters would all
come together in the point ? How would
he ascertain the place on the main roof
to set the tower rafters ';

Cabinet maker's Bench.
From A. W. S., Shickshinny, PH.— Will
some of the practical readers of the paper
who have had experience give me a de
scription and sketch of a convenient
cabinetmaker's bench?
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
HTHERE IS COMPARATIVELY so little

| activity in the building trades through
out the country that mostof the news

afloat relates to the prospective amount of

business for the coming year. The outlook

generally seemsto be Rood,and builders are

preparing for an active season. The situation

in the labor market seemsto be peacefuland

to promisebut little disturbance. In somefew

of the cities there are mutteringsof various
kinds,but thegeneralconditionthroughoutthe
country, excepting,perhaps, oneor two of the
largecenters,isunusually freefrom theelement
of disturbance. The work done by builders'
organizations in severalcities, notably Balti
more, Buffalo, Omahaand Boston, In behalfof
better building laws, together with the fact
that builders'exchangesare outgrowing the
experimentalstage,has worked much benefit
to the trades and to the cities in which ex
changes exist. Several other exchangesare
now at work revising the building laws of
their cities under the sanction of their city
governments,and buildersarebecomingcloser
identifiedwith the live interests of their cities
than ever before. They are taking places

and ownersarebecomingmoreclearly defined,
and the treatmentof labor questionsless per
sonaland one-sided. Methodsof competition
among builders are growing better in cities
whereexchangesexist andwhereasa result of
the exchangethe builders cometo know each
other better and are enabled to takeunited
action for the correction of improper prac
tices. Specific cases are continually being
shown in this department of Carpentry ana
Building of action taken by some organi
zation for thebenefit of its membership,and
therefore for the benefitof the community in
which it exists. Such examplesare profitable
demonstrationto other builders of how much
can beaccomplishedwhere all work together
for the commongood.

Buffalo. N. Y.

The regular quarterly meetingof the Build
ers' Association Exchange of Buffalo was held
on February 27 with a full attendance. The
report from the delegates who attendedthe
convention of the National Association cf
Builders was receivedwith approval and mat
ters of routine wereconsidered. The Planing
Mill and Woodworkers' Associationsubmitted
a new grade for white pine lumber that had
been established February 1, and asked its
adoptionby theexchange. It was decidedto
adopt the new grade. The exchange is con
sidering the advisibility of advocating the sys
temof estimatingin voguein England, called
quantity surveying. A quantity surveyor
makes the estimatesfor all branchesof work
involved in thedrawings and specificationsof
a building, guaranteeinghis figures to becor
rect. Upon the figures of the surveyor the
contractorsin each branch of the work base
their bids. The adoption of this custom,it
wasmaintained,would savethe buildersmuch
time and insure perfect fairness, for all bids
in a given branch of work would bebased
upon thequantitiesestablishedby the survey
ors. A committee was appointed to investi
gate the subjectand report at thenext meet
ing. The delegateswho attendedthe conven
tion were enthusiastic over the resultsof the
meeting and the hospitality of theSt. Louis
builders.

Baltimore. Md.

At themeetingof the Builders' Exchange of
Baltimore, held March 7, Israel Griffith, E.
D. Miller and GeorgeMann, delegatesto the
seventh annual convention,held at St. Louis
February 14,15and 16,submittedtheir report.
They statedthat the National Association had
an increasedmembershipandthat all branches
of the tradeswereexhibiting increasedinterest
in theorganization.
The building seasonhas openedup with ex
cellent prospectsfor an active year, with but
little indication of labor complications.
The quarterly meetingof the exchangewas
heldMarch 7,with the usual accompaniment
of a light lunch. All the memberspresentex
pressedtheir confidencein an extremelybusy
seasonabout to open with the return of good
weather. All are making preparations for a
large amount of work.
One of the large contracts to beundertaken
this year is the tearing down of the building
on the northeast corner of Charlesand Lex
ingtonstreets,to makeroomfor the erectionof
thenewBuilders' Exchange. The building com
pany who havethis improvementin chargeare

a separateorganization from the exchange,
although composedof the samemembers.
It is their desireto get the work under way
early this spring, so that the building will be
completed and occupied by the time the Na
tional Builders' Association holds its conven
tion in Baltimore in 1895. By that time the
builders will havemany handsomeand costly
specimensof their work to show the visitors
about the city.

Boston, Mass.
The rebuilding of recently burned districts
in Boston, in addition to the work already
projected,will give the contractors plenty to
do this season. Builders are now busily pre
paring for the year's work and expectthat
there will be greater freedomthan for some
vears past from labor troublesof any kind.
The bricklayers, stone masonsand building
laborers have settledthe hours and wagesfor
the seasonthrough the joint committeeof em
ployers and workmen,and there is little prob
ability that serious disturbancewill occur in
other branchesof the trade. The recentheavy
fires in Bostonhavedemonstratedthe wisdom
of the commission which framed the new
building law adopted last year. When the
recommendations of the commission were
given to the Mayor he increasedthearea of
floor spaceabove6000square feet, which was
recommendedby the commission,and the law
was sopassedby the Legislature. The Mayor
has now petitionedthe Legislature to reduce
floor areasin businessbuildings to POUOsquare
feet. That portion of the city which hassuf
fered so terribly will, uuder thenew law, be
rebuilt under conditions which will be practi
cally fireproof.
The lumber dealersare still at work trying
to securean amendmentto the lien law which
will permit the filing of a lien against an
owner for building materials, without the
necessity(whichexistsat present)of notifying
theowner of intent to lien. A bill to this end
was passedby the Houseof the Massachusetts
Legislature in 1892,but failed to pass in the
Senate. The Joint Committeeof Arbitration
of the Mason Builders' Association and the
Bricklayers' Union on March 8 flnallysettled
the scheduleof wagesand hours for 1893.
Following the example of the bricklayers,
the stonemasonshave asked that eight hours
constitute a day's work ; if their requestwas
granted they also offered lit surrender one
hour'spay.
This propositionwasagreedto by the repre
sentativesof theMason Builders' Association.
The stonemasonswill work from 8 to 12a.m.,
and from 1to Ap.m.
A further agreementwas entered into by
the joint committeethat overtimework should
bepaid for at the rate of time and one-half ;
that rfundayand legal holiday work shouldbe
paid at the rate of doubletime, and that 42
centsper hour shouldbe the rate of wages.
The representativesof theemployf rs recom
mended that all journeyman stone masons
join Union 1,and agreed to give union men
the preferencewhen hiring stonemasons.
In view of the constant arising of issues
between employer and employee entailing
arbitration, it was decidedthat the Arbitra
tion Committee of the Mason Builders' Asso
ciation and the Stone Masons' Union shall
hereaftermeetoncea month.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
On March 6 the Builders' Exchange of Cin
cinnati elected the following officers for
the ensuing year: President, Henry E. Holt-
zinger; first vice-president,SamuelD. Tippett;
second vice-president, Simon Struck; secre
tary, Charles B. Stevenson; treasurer, J.
Milton Blair; directors, L. B. Hancock, Law
rence Mendenhall, C. F. Bassett, John W.
Robinson, A. T. Reid: Arbitration Committee,
John H. Dorman, Dennis Flaherty, Amos
Tooker, J. R. Hancock;CommitteeonAppeals,
Frank 8. Rohan, Edward Kress, E. W. Schro
der, M. F. Collins, GeorgeOleason,Samuel
Dickson. Thos. D. Homer, the assistant sec
retary, was electedan honorary member,the
second in the history of the organization.
Treasurer Blair's rejiort showeddues, $21120;
initiations, $460: rents, $1990.80;sundries,
$6780;total. $5488.80;disbursements,$4148.48;
balanceon handMarch 1, 1893,$1289.82.The
total membershipis 202,and thedaily average
attendancehasbeen75.
An excellentand thoroughly enjoyed lunch
was served in connection with the meeting.
The very bestof feeling prevailed during the
election, notwithstanding that some of the
voteswerevery close. The report from the
delegatesto theconventionwas presentedat a
previous meeting and was received with
marked attention and interest. The city
Board of Administration has set the builders
all agogby theannouncement that in future

no street permit will be granted for storing
materials entering into buildings in course of
construction. A committeewasappointed to
investigate the matter. Reports from the
real estate centers of the city indicate that
therewill bea steadyand satisfactoryamount
of building done during the coming year.
Considerable improvement is already pro
jected in businessproperty in the heart of the
city, and plans are already being preparedfor
an unusualnumber of fine residences,both in
the city and in the suburbs.

Chicago. 111.
An agreement has been reached between
the carpenters and contractors of Chicago,
which dispels all possibility of a strike this
year. It provides that all grievances on the
part of employeesor employersshall be re
ferred to an arbitration committee, whose
decisionshall be final. It alsoprovidesfor an
eight-hour day, journeymen to receive 40
qentsan hour, overtime and Sunday work to
command extra pay. The agreement is to
continue in force for a year. Sympathetic
strikes for the protection of union principles
are not barred, but the union carpenters
agree to do all in their power to protect the
property of their employers during such
btrike.
Doublepay is to begiven for Sundaywork,
pay days must beat least once in two weeks,
and no apprentice is to beemployedwho is
over 21years of age. Piece work is prohib
ited.

Cleveland. Ohio.
The building tradesof Cleveland seemto be
in dangerof a disturbance,as the carpenters
and painters are trying to secure increased
wages. The carpenterswant an increaseof
from 5 to 8 centsperhour, in a nine-hourday.
The price last year was 25 to 27J£ cents per
hour, and themenwant SO and 35 cents this
year. It is expectedthat the contractors will
declineto grant the increase. The carpenters'
union is very strong,andalthoughno intention
to strike hasbeendefinitelystated,suchan out
comeis expectedin the event of failure to ob
tain the increaseby other means.The painters
haveaskedfor an increase in wagesfrom 27%
centsper hour to 80cents, and do not antici
patesecuringthe advance without a struggle

Detroit. Mich.
The reportsmadeby SuperintendentGuiney
of theBuilders'and Traders' Exchangeof work
awarded to the members indicate that the
Detroit builders are busy. Thereis nothing to
indicate that thepresent prospect for a good
year'sbusinesswill not be fulfilled.

Grand Rapids. Mich.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of
Grand Rapids held its first annual banqueton
the evening of March 2. The affair was a
brilliant success,and was thoroughly enjoyed
by every person in attendance. The banquet
room was beautifully decoratedwith flowers
andgreens,and thediscussionof themenuwas
assistedby music. The toastswerehappily re
sponded to, and theutmost fraternal feeling
prevailed. The Grand Rapids Exchange has
beenin existence,in its presentcondition, for
about threeyears, and this banquet was the
most pretentious affair in the way of social
featuresthat it hasever undertaken. The ef
fect of such thoroughly enjoyabletimes tends
to greatly strengthenthe fellow-feelingamong
the membersof any organization,and builders
are noexceptionto the rule. The outlook for
the coming building season in Grand Rapids
is good.

Indianapolis. Ind.

The Indianapolis builders are looking for
ward to a goodyear in 1898,considerablework
beingalready in sight. In order to ascertain
the amountof building done in the city last
year the Builders' Exchangeappointeda com
mitteeto securethe information desired. The
report of the committeewasas follows :
Last year therewerebuilt 1644onestory resi
dences,63oneandone-halfstory residences,584
two-story residences,3 threestory residences
(makingatotal of 2258newdwellings),939addi
tions, 804businesshouses (from 1 to 6 stories
high),59factories,86publicbuildings (including
schoolhouses,churchesand theaters),makinga
grand total of £598,and costing $4,093,500;
buildings requiring brick to the curb used 72,-
5.58,000brick; brick to the businessline, 322,-
«57. There were22,500barrels of cementused,
3450barrels of plaster, 188,625feetof flue lin
ing, 291tonsof whitesand,and498tons of fire
clay.

Lowell, Mass.

At a recentmeetingof the Building Labor
ers' Union of Lowell it was unanimouslyvoted
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to askof themasterbuilders doing businessin
Lowell an increasein wages to theamount of
3 centsper hour, to take effecton the 1st day
of June. In accordance with this vote the
union is sendingcirculars to the masterbuild
ers making known its desiresand soliciting
an early reply.

Lynn, Mass.
It is the intention of the Master Builders'
Association of Lynn toerectat an early datea
building for its own use. The location has not
beendecidedupon definitely, but it will prob
ably bein thecentral part of thecity. It will be
a four-story granite and iron structure, with
stores on the first floor, officesand exchange
room for the associationon thenext, and office
apartmentson theotherfloors. Theassociation
has issueda building prospectus.

Louisville, Ky.

On February 21 a special meeting of the
Builders' and Traders' Exchange ot Louis
ville washeld to hear James E. Gaither on the
presentmechanic'slien law and the necessity
for an amendment looking more to the in
terests of the mechanic and the man who
furnishes thematerial.
There wereseveralobjectionsto the present
law, Mr. Gaither explained. One was that a
mortgage took priority over the lien, thus
causing in mnuy casesa lossto the holdersof
the liens. The subsequent improvement of
mortgagedproperty shouldbesoregulated,he
held, that themechanicmay receiveremuner
ation for the material used and tbe labor em
ployed. Mr. Gaither cited a number of such
•cases,showing that where a forced salefol
lowed therewas barely enough to satisfy the
mortgage, completely shutting out the ma
terial man.
Mr. Gaither thought the lien holdersshould
receivea pro rata, holding the improvements
•enhancedthe value of the property. He
thought thereshouldbean amendmentrequir
ing the owner to pay for the material at the
contract price beforethe contractor is paid.
After a general discussion the matter was
referred back to the special committeeto con
fer with Mr. Gaither and draw up a bill, in
eluding the amendmentsproposed,to report as
soonas possible.
The Louisville Exchange is oneof themost
active in the National Associationof Builders
in watching and protecting the interestsof its
members and the fraternity at large, and is
very energeticin the prosecution of any im
provementsthat may be undertaken for the
benefit of the builders. In the matter of es
tablishing and maintaining just and honorable
relationships betweenbuilders and architects
and betweenbuilder" themselves,this organ
ization hasbeenwonderfully successful.

Milwaukee. WIs.
The old quarters of the Builders' and Trad
ers' Exchange of Milwaukee, at No. 1Grand
.avenue, are vacant and the exchange is in
stalled in its new roomsin its own handsome
.building at the corner of Grand avenueand
Fitth street. The exchange is deserving of
thegreatestamount of praisefor the business
like and successful manner in which it set
nlxHii and carried to completiontheerection
of a homeof its own that not only is a credit
•.tothebuilding fraternity, but is an ornament
to the city. The building has been finished
with all themodern appliancesof a properly
built officebuilding ; it occupiesa prominent
•corner in the businesspart of the city and is
peculiarly adaptedto theneedsof thebuilders.
The erection and occupancyof sucha build
ing, in sucha location, cannot help but bring
the exchange,and the building interestsgen
erally, into amuchmorefavorableand influen
tial light beforethepublic than they haveever
(Occupiedbefore. Nearly all the officeshave
been let to membersand thebuilding will be
a paying investmentfrom the start if looked
at from a financial standpointonly. Arrange
ments have beenmade for a formal opening
sometime in April with a banquetand fitting
dedicatory exercises.

New York City.
The following from the New York Post pre
sentsa phaseof thebuilding businessin New
York City which needscorrection:
"The effect of strikes in the building trade
during tbe last few years has beento causea
considerable loss to the stronger builders,
while it hasdriven many weaker ones to tbe
wall and added materially to the foreclosure
salesof the real-estatemarket. At the present
time the builder is practically at themercy of
the walking delegate,who is likely to order a
strike on the slightestpretext. Many attempts
havebeenmadeto relievethebuildersfrom this
tyranny, someof themso successfullythat the
trade is at tbepresenttime in better condition
than for someyears. The chief trouble lies in
the fact that thebuilder, unless very wealthy,

cannot enter into a combination to fight a
strike.
"It may besafely said that the bulk of the
building operationsin this city, referring par
ticularly to flats and dwellings, are carried on
with borrowed capital. The builders, of
course, have some means and have good
credit, but advancesare madeto them as the
building rises,so much at eachtier of beams,
until about 60per cent, of the cost has been
reached. If for any reasona strike is ordered
just beforea paymentis due,thebuilder is un
able to get his money,and, as his outstanding
obligations are usually of a pressingkind, the
only thing for him is to compromise. The loss
so caused by thesepetty annoyancesand the
moneyneededto settlethem often eat up en
tirely the builder's profit, and in consequence
many West-sideoperators who have appar
ently beensuccessful havewithdrawn within
the period mentioneduntil a change should
bemade."
The Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange is
making preparations to move Into its new
quarters up-town early in April. It is antici
patedthat the change in location as well as
the improvementin the facilities for transact
ing businesswill greatly benefitthe exchange.
Preparations are being made for a house
warming upon theopeningof the new rooms,
an accountof which will appear in the next
number of this journal.

St. Louis. Mo.
The builders of St. Louis, through the
Builders' Exchange, are as a class being more
closely identifiedwith the bestinterestsof the
city than ever before. Several mattersaffect
ing the welfare of the city upon which public
actinn is necessaryhavebeenconsideredby the
exchange recently, notably the Stone bill,
which provides for the levying of taxes upon
B-ljoining property for street improvements.
Tbe exchangeis in excellentcondition numer
ically and financially andtbe memberscovered
themselveswith glory by the hospitable man
ner in which they entertained the builders
attendingtherecentconventionof theNational
Association, held in their city.

Wilmington, Del.
The Builders' Exchange of Wilmington re
cently gave its first banquet to membersand
guests under the name of First Annual Din
ner. The banquet room was tastefully deco
rated with flowers, and excellent music fur
nished as an aid to digestion. The toasts
cov?red many phasesof the builders' work
and the speakerswere mostpleasing in their
responses. W. H. Foulk, the secretary, in
speakingto the toast " Tbe Exchange," stated
among other interesting facts in relation to
its condition that tbe erectionof a four-story
building is one of the plans which the ex
change will carry out in the near future.
Over 100personswere in attendance,and it
was the general verdict that the first annual
dinner wasan unqualifiedsuccess.

Worcester. Mass.
The "Worcesterbuilders who attended the
National Convention at St. Louis reported a
most enjoyable time. After the businessof
theconventionwasover theparty returnedby
way of Chicago, Buffalo and Niagara Falls.
At Chicago a visit was paid to the World's
Fair grounds and to the prominent buildings
in the city, and aday was spent at Buffalo
and the Falls. The Buffalo builders had pre
pared an entertainmentfor them in the even
ing of the day spent in that city, but they
wereanxious to gethome and were obliged to
forego the courtesiesoffered.

Kansas City, Mo.
The Board of Directors of the Buildeis' and
Traders' Exchange of Kansas City recently
electedthe following officers: W. W. Taylor,
president; L. B. Cross, vice-president: C. L.
McDonald, secretary,and A. J. McDonald,
treasurer.
On March 2an informal receptionwas tend
ered by the exchange to the architect'',
builders and supply dealers, and the event
provedoneof thepleasantestof the kind ever
held in thecity. The attendance was large,
the speechmakinggood and the supper and
music thoroughly enjoyable. The builders
wereenthusiasticovertheaffair, and, although
no extra solicitation has been made by tne
officers,26 new applications for membership
have beenreceivedsincethe reception. Some
time ago another organization, called the
Kansas City Contractors' Association, was
organizedby builders not connectedwith the
Builders' and Traders' Exchange. The initia
tion feewas placedat to and the annual dues
at 112. Each memberwill be snbject to an
additional assessment, not to exceed tlO
per annum. The associationwill recognizeall
labor unions, with the proviso that they must
becomposedof practical mechanics.

Notes.
The new public building law bill introduced
into the State Legislature of New York seems
to havemet with generalapproval. The law
has beenvery carefully prepared,and is com
prehensiveandeffective.

The building law commissionappointed by
theMayor of Brooklyn has finally decidedto
adopt practically tbe same law which exists
in New York City.

The Bridgeport, Conn., builders are still at
work endeavoring to establishan exchange,
and with increasingprospectof success. The
Master Plumbers' Association has signified its
willingness to help the matter along to the
extentof its ability.

The Builders' Exchange of the city of Des
Moinesfiled articlesof incorporation February
25. The object of the exchangeis to provide a
place of meeting for its members,and for
benefiting the builders, as well as promoting
the general interests of tbe city. Charles
Weitz, president; James Maine, first viee-

§
resident ; 8. T. Roberts, second vice-presi-
ent ; M. Z. Coleman,secretary ; Charles M
Martin, treasurer. Headquarters of the ex
changewill bo509Mulberry street.
The builders of Duluth, Minn., have formed
a builders'exchangeand electedB. F. Howard
presidentand C. J. West tecretaiy. About 80
contractorsand building supply dealershave
becomemembers,and there is every indica
tion that the new organization will be a
permanentsuccess.
A preliminary meeting looking toward the
establishmentof an exchangehas beenheld by
Jackson, Mich., builders. Mr. Robert Lake
was chosen chairman and Mr. J. C. Riley
secretary; the latter was requestedto corre
spondwith exchangesin other cities in search
of information and advice. A selection of
printed matter wasforwarded to Mr. Rlley by
the secretary of the National Association of
Builders, and it is expected that thenew ex
changeis well on its feet.
Tbe Mobile, Ala., buildeis organized them
selves into an exchangerecently, and the
following officers were elected to serve the
ensuingyear: C. C. Griffin, president;DanielHarrison, vice-president;N. K. Ludlow, secre
tary; N. Fhelan, treasurer. The officerswere
made a committee on constitution and by
laws, which they will prepare and submit to
the exchange for adoption or amendment.
The committeeare alsochargedwith theselec
tion of a suitableplace for theexchange.
The employingcarpentersof Madison, Wis.,
met about the 1stof March to considerthe re
quests of the Carpenter's Union. The work
men desire the establishmentof a minimum
wagescale,a three-year term for apprentices;
thattheyshallnot berequiredtowork with non
union men,andthat any man, by reasonof old
age,notcapableof earning theminimumwages
shall beallowed to work for suchwagesas his
employer shall deemhim capable of earning.
Thesepropositionsthe union is willing to sub
mit to arbitration.
The Builders' Exchange of New Haven is
preparing tohold its annual banquetsometime
during the month of April. The following
have beenappointeda committeeof arrange
mentsrepresenting tbe various trades: E.H
Sperry, David H. Clark, S. E. Dibble, Frank
L. Stiles, James F. Goodwin,William Kaehrle,
John E. Bassett, A. J. Harmount, J. Gibbs
Smith.

The Builders' Exchange of New Bedford
will removefrom thepresent headquarters in
Liberty Hall Building to the Sherman Build
ing, opposite.

The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of
Newark recently held its annual banquet,
which wasan exceedinglypleasantaffair. The
officersof the exchangeare: President,Hugh
Kinnard; vice-president. Henry J. Schradel;
treasurer, GeorgeS. Clark; secretary,John J.
McGrath; managers,Henry Dickson, Thomas
Boyle, J. H. Van Houten, George H. Kings-
land. J. C. Mundy, Edwin BaU and F. K.
Pruden.

Manual training was introduced into the
schoolsof Norristown, Pa., early in February,
with full facilities for instruction in the
handling of tools. For boys the training only
coverswood working as yet, but all phasesof
this departmentof manual instruction are in
cluded in the course, beginning with the
coarsest kind of work and ending with carv
ing. The schools are thoroughly equipped
with all necessary tools and appliances. In
the girls' department instruction is given in
mechanicaldrawing and clay modeling.
The contracting builders of Oakland, Cal.,
are in trouble becauseof a lack of somewell-
definedcodeof practice for thegovernmentof
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the conditions of estimating for work. The
Board of Public Works called for bids on two
new schoolbousesand desiredthat bids should
be submitted in five parts. The carpenters
refused to bid unless the estimatescould be
madeup in two parts,andtheothercontractors
want the competition to stand as it is. The
establishmentby the Builders' Exchangeof an
equitable code of practice would avoid such
complications.
The Builders' Exchange of Pittsburgh is
talking of erecting a building of its own to
cost in the vicinity of $300,000. An exhibit of
builders' supplies Is also planned. The ex
changeis endeavoringto securethe establish
mentof a tradeschoolin the Reform Schoolat
Morgauza. The managers of the Reform
School have askedthe Legislature for an ap
propriation to this end, and the exchange is
seekingto aid this movement. A committee
has beenappointedto appear beforetheLegis
lature and advocate the necessaryappropria
tion.
The experiment of the eightrhour day, or
rather of making 48 hours a week'swork, is
now being tried in oneof thelargestiron works
in England, the Salford Works, at Salford,
which is a suburb of Manchester. The work
ing hoursat theseworks have heretofore been
53per week,and the reduction is madeon an
understandingwith the menthat theoutput of
the work* shall not be diminished by this
shortening of the hours. The menare to be
punctualand energetic,and to savetheowners
from loss becauseof this shortening of the
hoursby greater industry. There is to beno
reduction of wages,and if the end of a year
finds the experiment successful,the 48-hour
weekwill be the permanentarrangement.
The bricklayers of Springfield want eight

hoursand$8.75perday, andsaythat employers
can have but one apprenticein three years
The contractors are opposed to working
eight hours, but claim that they are paying
good bricklayers more than the union price
now. A strike is feared, and the employers
are taking stepsto form an organization for
mutual protection.

A builders' exchange has been established
in South Bend, Ind., upon lines advocatedby
the National Associationof Builders, with the
following officers: C. Fassoacht, president;
John Yants, Theo. Knoblock, vice-presidents;
Ira Miller, secretary;GeorgeKnoblock, finan
cial secretary; D. B. Creviston, treasurer;
directors, George Hepler, William Downes,
David H. Kiefer, Martin Roach, T. F. Berk
ley, J. C. Lauber, C. Fassnacht,John Yant,
Theo. Knoblock; Committee of Arbitration,
Isaac Fry, N. May, James Aslin, T. F. Berk
ley, A. Wenger, John Weaver, John Meyer,
GeorgeKnoblock, A.Werst; Board of Appeals,
Fred. T. Kemble. Ed. Phillips, I. A. Sibley,
Jos. N. Calvert, H. Mitchell, Henry Eckler, C.
Fassnacht,John Yant, Thee. Knoblock. Con
venient rooms have beensecured, and a per
manentsecretarywill look after the affairs of
the institution. The 'change hour is from 11
to 12o'clocka. m.

The builders of Salt Lake City have formed
an organization under the name of theMaster
Builders' and Traders' Association, with the
following officers: S. W. Morrison, president;
M. J. McDermott, vice-president; A. B. Gib
son,secretary; and H. E. Redfield, treasurer.
The directors elected are divided into two
classes,a portion to serve oneyear and a por
tion two years. Thoseof the one-yeartermare
A. C. Schumacker.VV.8 Simpkins, Daniel Fry.

Thosefor two years are S. C. Sherrell, A. M,
Gr&nt and Alex McDonald. The object of
the organization is generaland broad, seeking
to bind contractor and builder closer together
in their relations, and establishuniform sys
tems of work and harmony in action, the
membershipfee hasbeen fixed at $25,and an
earnest endeavor will be made to get every
contractor in the city into the ss-ociation.
This alsocarries with it oneshareof stock (the
associationis to be incorporated)in addition, at
an added cost of $25. At the expiration, of
thirty days themembershipfee will be raided
to $50,which, with the share of stock, will
makea membershipafter that time represent
an outlay of $75.

The Builders' Exchange of Toledohaselected
the following offices for the current year :
President, J. C. Romies ; first vice-president,
Henry Brown ; secondvice-president,W. J.
Spear; secretary,Ed. J. WeL ; assistant sec
retary, P. J. Kranz ; treasurer, John W. Lee.
The' annual banquet recently given by the
exchange wasa brilliant success. The Toledo
carpenters are asking for more pay and the
contractors are divided as to granting the
same. A strike may result.

The Builders' Exchange of Washington at
its recentannual meetingelectedthefollowing
officers: President, H. A. Jones ; vice-presi
dents,Thomas Norwood and Alfred Stepban :
secretary, Thomas J. King ; treasurer, W.
C. Morrison ; directors, James Nolan, A. L.
Phillips, Michael Shea, J. R. Galloway, T. V.
Noonan, J. W. '1nomas. L. A. Little field,
Robert Clarkson, Thomas P. Stephenson,C.
A. Langley, John T. Lynch, and W. O. Con
nor. After the balloting had concluded a
banquetwasenjoyedin themain hall.

Fire-Proof Buildings.

The following letter, from the pen of
an observing resident of the Hub, ap
peared in a recent issue of the Boston
Herald: " Why is it that in London, Eng
land, conflagrations of a like magnitude
to our recent fire, accompanied by a sim
ilar distressing loss of life, never occur ?
The reasons are not many nor far to seek .
Buildings there are not carried to an ex
cessive Tiight ; they have steeply pitched
roofs, covered withincombustible material
—tile or slate ; the party walls are carried
up 3 feet above the plane of the roof, and
large undivided floor areas are not per
mitted by the ' Metropolitan Building
act,' which is rigidly enforced. Large
and important buildings are so built as
to be actually, not nominally, fire proof.
"I have had extensive experience in the
construction of fire proof buildings in Lon
don. I will instance one, a bank in
Charing Cross, built for Messrs. Cox &
Co., costing, without fittings, $200,000.
This is a building of five stories in hight
above the basement, 60 feet in frontage
and 80 feet in depth, inclosed on three
sides by other buildings. Of the exterior
walls, that facing Charing Cross is of
brick, faced with stone; the others are of
brick. The floors and roof are constructed
with iron beams and joists, filled in solid
with fire-proof material and cased in
plaster. The internal partitions, where
not of brick, are fire proofed and covered
with asbestos plaster. The stairs are of
concrete, cased with stone. The windows
have coiling steel external shutters. The
surfaces of floors are laid with solid wood
blocks, bedded and jointed in boiling
pitch." The topmost story is used as a storage
for the old books and papers of the firm,
which has existed over two centuries.
The lease of the old premises having ex
pired before the new building was
finished, it was necessary to store the
old papers, etc., in the latter before the
whole of the floor of the top story was
laid. They were, therefore, piled on that
part of the floor that was completed. In
laying the remainder of the floor a pot
containing boiling pitch was accidentally
overturned. The pitch caught fire, ran
into and ignited the papers, and the whole
room was soon filled with fire, which
burned furiously. When got under con
trol it was found that, though the greater
part of the contents of the room were

consumed, no injury was caused to the
fabric, proving the efficiency of the con
struction used.
"Consider thesaving in life and property
the adoption of similar construction
would effect here ! How it would benefit
owners and underwriters, and lessen the
work of the fire department ! "

Home Versus House Building.

Home building is sometimes confused
with house building, says an exchange.
We sometimes see advertisements of
books, " Beautiful homes, and how to
build them." One involves a mechanical
process, and in the other there is a great
deal that is personal. Nevertheless there
may be more home feeling, more home
spirit, more opportunity for enjoyment
in one kind of a house than another.
There are those who can make a home
in any kind of a building.
Sir Walter Scott was a great home
builder. His first home was in an old
tower. There he lived with his family,
his dogs and his work. As his resources
increased he built the castle at Ab-
botsford, and the world has found him
equal to the emergency in making a home
out of a castle, a large undertaking. The
history of the housebuilding of any State
is about the same. In its early settlement
there are cabins of one, two and three
rooms ; a big Are place where the wood is
so abundant. Adjoining the main rooms
are others, which receive their heat di
rectly from the living room.
In the course of time, as the State be
comes wealthier, they build big houses,
and often everything is sacrificed to their
largeness. The new, large white house
in a new State, with its cold, wintry bed
rooms, is barren indeed as compared with
the snug, comfortable, picturesque struct
ures of the earlier period. It is always
true that people who live in a house that
is too small for them afterward build, if
at all, one that i9 too large. This is a
history of individual building, and it is a
history of the building of our country.

Finest Mansion in (ireat Britain.

a fraction more than an acre, and is
built in the mediaeval U-othic style of
the thirteenth century. The walls, tur
rets and balconies are built of the beau
tiful variegated granites and sandstones
from Kirkcudbrightshire, the floors and
arches being of clouded Italian mar
bles. The main hall is constructed en
tirely of alabaster, the supports being
columns of oxidized brass and bronze.
The gallery and grand staircase are of
marbles brought from Cicily and Car
rara. The drawing rooms are paneled
with alternate strips of cherry, walnut
and ebony, all from America. The main
dining room, which was built so as to
accommodate 280guests, is finished after
the style of the drawing rooms with the
exception of relief figures and mosaics of
fish, game, animals, &v:. The ceilings
and chimney pieces of all these rooms are
most artistic, and so also are the win
dows, mantels and doors, the work of
which is extremely elaborate. There are
three immense libraries and a billiard
room, all with carved stone fire places of
antique design. In one wing are the Turk
ish and swimming baths, large conserva
tories, aviaries, aquariums. &c. The
whole palace is heated throughout with
steam and hot-water pipes and lighted
both by gas and by electricity. The
pictures in the galleries alone are worth
$500,000,and the books in the libraries as
much more. The building, decorating
and furnishing of this palace, which is
without doubt the finest private residence
on the globe, entailed an outlay of £1,000,-
000,nearly $5,000,000.

Finishing Wood Work.

The rebuilding of Mount Stuart, Lord
Bute's palace, near Rothesay, Scotland,
makes it the most magnificent mansion in
Great Britain, says the St. Louis Repub
lic. The base of the building covers

A method of finishing doors and other
wood work that appears to be coming into
favor is thus described by one of our ex
changes: "The doors are of hardwood
and are filled with very dark filler ; they
are then polished in wax, when they pre
sent a semi-dull appearance that is some
what pleasing. Ornamental beaded nails
made of white metal are then driven in
the doors at regular intervals, but in a
way to form a somewhat elaborate design
of scrolls. Each of the doors leading
into the same hall is finished in different
designs as far as the nails are concerned,
but the prevailing color is the same
throughout. The effect is very good."
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FRENCH VENEERING.— III.
By DATJBH!

IN
PRECEDING ARTICLES on this
subject in woodworking, I explained
in detail the best methods now in use

for veneering flat and curved work. I
•will now take tip the veneering of cylin
ders and truncated cones.
Suppose we are required to veneer some
columns about 3 inches in diameter, the
cores to be of pine, this work will have
to be treated in the same manner as the
coves, and quarter rounds of the preced-

passed around the core will also answer
very well for getting the right size of
veneer.
The veneer should also be a little longer
than the length of the column to allow
for trimming down. Having cut the
veneer to the proper size and shape, we
now give attention to the cauls. The old
method of veneering columns was to
scoop out two pieces of pine wood to fit
exactly around half of the column. They

caul, thereby causing an unequal pressure
throughout, and resulting in blistered
surfaces.
So much for the old method. The new
method of veneering columns is to make
the cauls of tin, and hare two cleats fast
ened to each end, as a purchase for the hand
screws, as shown in Fig. 13, which illus
trates one of these improved cauls. These
should be about 1 inch less on the circunt
ference to allow the glue to escape freely.

Fig. 11.—Caulsfor Veneering Columnsbj the
Old Method.

Fig. 13.—Caulsmadeof Tin with Wooden.
Cleats.

Fig. 12—SpecialCaulsfor Use in Forming the
Joint.

IZ/ Fig. 15.—Caul for Use In VeneeringTapering:
Columns.

Fig. H.—VeneeredTapering Column. Fig. IB.—Plan and Elevation of TaperingColumn. Fig. 17.—Developmentof the Pattern.

French Veneering.—Illustrations of Tapering Columnar Work.

ing articles ; in so far as the making of
joints, and the sponging of veneer is con
cerned, the ultimate success of the oper
ation depends entirely on the manipu
lation of the cauls. There are two ways
of doing the work, one being the old
method and the other the new. The
old method is mentioned here simply to
show the difference between it and the
new.
The diameter of the column being
known, it is easy to calculate the required
size of veneer to pass around the pine
core. The rule is to multiply the
diameter in inches by 3j, or more cor
rectly 3.1416. The product will be the
circumference of the column. The veneer
should be cut to the exact size, and must
have both sides parallel, to insure their
meeting in close joint. A piece of paper

were then hinged together, as shown in
Fig. 11. These cauls were heated in the
usual manner in a hot box, and treated
with wax. A space of about 1 inch was
left at the top edge of the cauls to allow
the glue to escape freely. The columns
were then given a coat of glue and the
veneer passed around them, and the whole
was screwed in between the cauls. After
the work has cooled off sufficiently the
columns are then taken out of the cauls,
and the two edges of the veneer, which
are to form the joint, are screwed down
between two special cauls, A and B,
shown in Fig. 12. Only one of these cauls
is heated, the other simply acting as a
protection from the hand screws. The
objection to this method is, that there is
generally a discrepancy existing between
the size of the column and the size of the

To veneer with these cauls apply the glue
to the column and quickly pass the veneer
around, not neglecting, however, to
sponge the veneer before doing so. After
screwing together with hand screws put
into the hot box to warm up the stiffened
glue. Allow the work to remain long
enough in the box to get thoroughly
warm, then take it out, and giving the
screws an additional turn, the work can
be laid aside until the glue has cooled and
set. After this we may unscrew the tin
caul and bring the two ends together in a
joint by means of the two pieces, A and
B. The advantage of the improved caul
is readily seen, for, as the screws are
tightened the pressure is increased uni
formly on all sides, insuring a good job.
It is alsj obvious that the tin caul can.
be used for veneering various sizes of
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columns when these do not differ more
than one-quarter to one-half inch in di
ameter. The tin cauls can also be used
advantageously for veneering tapering
columns, such as are shown in Fig. 14,
the process being carried on precisely the
same as before. Fig. 15 illustrates the
kind of caul to be used in such cases. Any
mechanic who will use these simple rules
when doing any of this work will have
no trouble in turning out a first-class
job.
In Figs. 16and 17 is shown the method
employed in developing the surface of the
tapering column. In. Fig. 16 the taper
ing column is shown in elevation and
plan. To develop the pattern pro
long the sides c, a and d, b, until they
meet in e, then with a radius equal to e,
d, and e, b, respectively, and with any
point as e', describe the two arcs d' f, and
b' g" as shown in Fig. 17. Now divide the
circle shown in Fig. 16, which is a plan
view of the column, into as many parts as
are convenient, the more the better, and,
with a pair of dividers, lay off these dis
tances on the arc d' f, taking care to
lay off the same number of spaces as
those into which the circle is divided.
This done, join the point e" with f and d',
•andthe result is the pattern for the veneer
which must pass around the tapering
column. The same principle is employed
in making the tin cone shown in Fig. 15.

Administration of Exchanges.

The following report, presented at the
recent convention of the National Asso
ciation of Builders by the Master Build
ers' Association of Boston contains so
-many valuable suggestions to organiza
tions of builders, both in the work ac
complished by this exchange and in the
.questions asked, that it is given practi-
.cally in full for the benefit of organiza
tions of builders, in and out of the Na
tional Association.

REPORTOF THE MASTERBUILDERS' ASSOCIA
TION OF BOSTON.

ST. Louis, Mo., February 14,1S93.
To theSeventhAnnual Convention of theNa
tional Association of Builders :
In responseto the request of the Executive
Committee of the National Association, the
Boston Exchange offers the following state
mentof such or its acts acd failures to act
during the last year asmay be interestingand
instructive to thedelegatesto this convention.
It also begs the counsel and advice of the
National Association in certain matters of
administration and practice where it fails toj»eeclearly the bestand safest road to success.
It also offers for the consideration of this
convention certain suggestions as to the
character of membershipin filial bodies,and
the advisability of requiring a certain stand-
.ard therein as a basis for eligibility to mem
bership in the National.
It is not supposedby our exchangethat the
National Association desires in thesereports
from filial bodies that tbe state of business,
the relative prices obtainedfor work, or other
itemsof that nature be particularly recited—
those, while interesting, are not of so much
concern as matters of administration, diffi
culties of management,successor failure in
carrying out recommendationsof theNational
Association,defects found in such recommen
dations, and suggestionsfor better and more
effective work by the National, by and
through which better and moreeffective as
well as uniform action may result in the local
bodies.

REVISION OF BY-LAWS.
One of themost important accomplishments
of the year in our exchangehas beena very
thorough revision of our br-laws, by which we
feel that we have secured many valuable im
provementsover our old form. In the first
place, our by-laws recognize the fact that a
selectmembershipis of the largestimportance
to thestrengthof theassociation,andwethere
fore announce as our first principle that skill
in the trade represented,honestyin business
management,and responsiblestanding gener
ally mustbepossessionsof an applicant towar
rant his admission. We realizethat bysodoing
we have defeatedpossibility for great num
bers,but webelievewe have gained infinitely
more by establishing a grade of eligibility
which makes thosewho are members value
.their membership,and makes thosewho are

not membersanxious to be recognized as be
longing to an organizationwhich representsso
high a standard.
SOMBPROVISIONSOF BY-LAWS.

Our by-lawsprovide for keeping the mem
bership wholesomeby several methods. One
by making failure in businessterminatemem
bership. This to somemay seema hardship,
but it is not moresothaucircumstanceswould
seemto warrant, for, of course,the welfare of
tbe associationis of first importance,and with
that view the individual's interest must be
secondary. By failure the relation of the in
dividual is sochangedthat his continuance in
membershipshoulddependupon the circum
stancespreceding, connectedwith and follow
ing the failure, aud we have conceived that
the bestway is to havetheby-laws work ter
mination, and then if the party desires to
again becomea member he is not debarred
from application, the considerationof which
will enableus to make investigationas to the
circumstancesconnectedwith the failure aud
decide whether the interests of the asso
ciation would be prejudicedby his re admis
sion. This methodavoids the embarrassment
of making investigationwhile the failed party
is in membership,with the possibility of hav
ing to discipline him by expulsion,suspension
or other penalty. If the party hasopportunity
for application he is not injured, and if exon
erated from wrong-doingby re-admissionheis
in practically much betterrelation to the pub
lic and to his fellow-builders tban if he re
mained in possessionof membershipwith his
reputation undera cloud.

IMPROPER PRACTICES.
Another methodof keepingthe whole mem
bershipup to themark is by tbeprovision for
complaint of one member againstanother for
improper practices. Under our revision such
complaints caa be entered by one member
(it formerly provided that five members
should join)—and wenow bring the complaint
for hearing beforethe whole body, when for
merly wedecided such complaints beforethe
directors only. This we discovered to be
illegal. This opportunity for complaint acts
asa wholesomerestraint, inducing members
to be circumspect as to their methods and
practices. It was contemplated at one time
making a further provision, so that architects
or owners could have opportunity for com
plaint, but it was finally concludedthat unless
equal opportunity begranted by thearchitects
for complaints against them, such privilege
grantedby us would beentirely improper.

USE OF BY-LAWS.
The next important procedure on which you
may beglad to be informed was the use to
which, during the year, we have put these
opportunitiesof our by-laws. In the matter
ot admissionswe have to report that 26appli
cations for membership have beenconsidered
during the year, 17 of which were accepted
and 9 rejected ; 25applications for exchange
privileges have been considered,23of which
nave beenacceptedand - rejected.
Three complaintshavebeenmadeand tried,
in two of which the parties complained of
wereexonerated,but in theother the member
was suspendedfor three months. The com
plaint in this latter case was an improper
useof a sub-bid by a general contractor.
We put the Australian systemof voting in
operationat our electionin December,with the
result of having but sevenscatteringvotesin
oppositionto the regular nominations.

FINANCIAL CONDITION.
The next most interesting matter for
your information is our financial condition
and the state of our building enterprise.
As one of the principal foundat on stones
of our financial prosperity, we may prob
ably refer again, as we did last year, to
our annual dues or assessment. This re
mains as it has for several years at the
very low sum of $100, and we never
meanto have it reducedbelow that figure. No
organizationwhich gives its membersasmuch
accommodationand opportunity as ours can
afford to do it for less,and we are happy to
saythat noneof our memberscomplain;onthe
contrary, they would think it undignified to
pay less,for they realize that they are getting
moretban their money'sworth.
The possessionof the fund created by our
annual duesas aforesaidhas made it possible
for us to live well and have a good surplus
which wehavetransferredto our Construction
and Building Account. The Building account
in its timebusbeenmostsatisfactory, showing
a handsomesurplusaboveexpenses. We have
reduced our mortgageand our floating debt
out of our earningsduring the year and up to
the1stof January, IS'.iu.in the total sumof $20,-
000. And our total surplus up to January 1,
18U3,over and aboveour capital stock,reckon
ing our property at no advance over thenet
costand in someparticulars at 501 lessthan
cost, is not lessthan $48,900,an increaseover
our exhibit of last year of almost $19,000.

IOARD OF APPEAL.
Our Association hasduring the year partici
pated in the administration of the building
laws of our city. Under the statutewhich re
vised our law governing the erectionof build
ings it was provided that a Board of Appeal
shouldbeset up. onememberof which should
be selectedby the Master Builders' Associa
tion, onememberby tbe Society of Architects
and one member by the Mayor. This Board
hasbeenfilled in tbemannerprovided and has
had very many references during the year.
This has tendedto strengthenthehandsof the
department,and as far as we are concerned
hag placed our association in a very proper
and decidedly Influential relation to this im
portant branch of municipal administration.

ENTERTAINMENT.
In the line of socialentertainments,we have
but one special occasion to report, but that
was an eminently successfulone. We held a
reception and smoker on the llth of last
month, which was ooen to membersand their
friends. Tbe affair was in our exchange
roomsand wasattendedby about500persons.
Instrumental music by a fine orchestraand
vocal music by a quartette supplied the
aestheticpart of the programmewhich, with
a bountiful collation and accompanimentsof
a vinous character servedto maketbe even
ing thoroughly enjoyable. We had visitors
from several of tbe New England exchanges
and all present seemedto secure from the
occasionthat which the National Association
has so often expresseda desirethat all local
bodies should cultivate, namely, a larger
social and friendly relationship.

ARBITRATION.
The plan of arbitration by and through
which the National Association hopes to see
the questionspendingbetween workmen and
employers peacefully settled has only been
put in operation by one branch or trade
amongus, namely, the mason builders. We
are at fault in not making moreserious effort
in this direction by at least advising a consid
eration of the arguments of the National As
sociation by each trade representedm our
exchange.

COUNSELSOLICITED.
As statedat the opening of our report, we
beg counsel and advice on one or two sub
jects.
We have in times past failed most com
pletely in our efforts to get the architects to
co-operatewith us. Insetting up thesecodes
of practice, is it tbe opinion of our fellow-
builders iu other localities that we had better
establishthemwithout referenceto the archi
tects,as far as consultation is concerned,and
then servetbemwith copiesand a notice that .
thesemethodsmust prevail ?
In thematter of setting up a Board of Ad
justment, to which matters in disputebetween
architects and builders might he referred,
such as interpretation of drawings, meaning
of ambiguous specifications, &c., a board
might be createdto consist of an equalnum
ber of architects and builders appointedby
their respectiveorganizations.
Is it wiseor worth while for us to protect
in the name of the exchange against such
practiceas the following t Tbe United States
Government asksfor bids for painting in our
post office. Two bidders only respond, and
theamountsof their bidsare publishedin tbe
newspapers. Government informs the bidders
that tbe competition is not satisfactory and
without changing the work in any particular
again advertises result : a man who did not
estimate before is the low bidder. A bit of
information herefor the benefitof all, and to
show thenecessityof using theUniform Con
tract, which definitely fixes that the architect
is, for the purposesof the work in question,
the agent of the owner. Oneof our members
has recently attemptedthrough the courts to
collect from the owner moneydue for work
doneunderwritten order from thearchitect in
chargeof the work, and each court to which
he hascarried it (andhehas carried it as far
aspossible)hasdecidedthat hecannot collect.
The suggestionwe haveto offer for the con-
sideratiouand possibleaction of the National
Association,either in this conventionor some
future one,is this :
Would it not be proper and wise for the
National Association to require of its filial
bodies,or thosewho desireto heaffiliated,that
they maintain a high standard in their mem
bership,by strict examination by proper com
mitteesinto tbe skill, honestyand responsibil
ity of applicants—that they must not if they
desireto be associatedin this National body,
allow themselvesto admit freely all whomay
desire admission, irrespective of merit, thus
hazarding the interests of the National Asso
ciation as well as their own. Would it not
also beproper for the National to fix a mini
mumof yearly dues as well as amembership
for local bodies to be below, whichwould be
unsafe for permanencyof thebody and there
fore work ineligibility to National affiliation?
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Announcement.
The names of the members of the stand
ing committees of the National Associa
tion will be given in the next issue of
Carpentry and Building, together with
the names of directors from cities not
represented at the recent convention.

Uniformity In Estimating.

The secretary of the National Associa
tion of Builders is in receipt of frequent
inquiries as to the best method for secur
ing the establishment of uniform prices
in estimating for work. The request for
-this information is, perhaps, most fre
quently made by the members of new
organizations of contractors who desire to
arrive at an ultimate result, with an evi
dent lack of recognition of the means
necessary to achieve that result. It
appears to be the belief of many contract
ors that the establishment and mainte
nance of uniform prices in estimating is
a proper and possible end to be accom
plished. Although such may, however,
be the fact, experiments undertaken in
this direction, and examples that have
been thus afforded, have almost univer
sally demonstated that there has been
something wrong in the manner of deal
ing with the subject. The matter has
apparently, in these cases, been ap
proached wrong end first, and the end
has been sought without first perfecting
the conditions upon which the end is de
pendent. In the experience of such of
the filial bodies of the National Associa
tion as have undertaken to secure greater
equality in bidding, among the contract
ors in their several cities, it has first ap
peared necessary to correct and improve
ihe conditions under''which bids were

submitted, and to establish a recognized
code of practice, to be rigidly followed
by all members of the organization seek
ing to effect the desired change. The
effect of establishing and conducting
business under a unanimously adopted
code of practice has been to secure so
great a degree of equality among con
tractors that the fixing of definite prices
for certain kinds of work has been
deemed not only unwise, but impractical.

UNIFORMITY IN METHODS.

Uniformity in methods of estimating,
and in the manner -of the treatment of
bids after submitted, which is best secured
by uniform observance of some mutually
satisfactory code of practice, establishes
an equality among competitors; which is,
in reality, the end desired by those who
advocate fixed prices. Every community
of builders possesses within itself the
means of overcoming unequal and wrong
practices that have grown into existence
through years of neglect; for the recogni
tion of the fact that evils exist provides
the means for their eradication. In
order to assist the builders of the country,
and also to take away the experimental
character of codes prepared by builders
inexperienced in this kind of work, the
National Association has prepared a
" Code of Practice," which it recommends
to all, and which is based upon years of
experience of the fraternity at large
throughout the country. The secretary
of the National Association will gladly
supply any builder who may desire the
same with a copy of this code.

Indications.
The reports from filial bodies, presented
to the seventh annual convention in St.
Louis, indicate a great deal of intelligent
progress on the part of a large inajoritv
of the exchanges. Various subjects ad
vocated by the National Association have
been understandingly applied to the
specific needs of the exchanges, and the
action taken upon questions of internal
management, administration, &c., shows
plainly that the builders are becoming
better acquainted with the possibilities
for good which inherently exist in a proper
organization. The various recommenda
tions of the National Association are be
ginning to bear fruit, and in such a way
that there is no mistaking the cause.
The result of the adoption of any of these
recommendations by any of the filial ex
changes has been made public, both by
letter and through these columns, and
other associations have by these means
been placed in possession of the results
that have followed such adoption.
The annual conventions provide oppor
tunity for builders from all over the
country to gather together and discuss
methods for improving their com
mon interests. The successful examples
that have been set by exchanges which
followed the advice of the National As
sociation have helped other exchanges to
follow in their footsteps, until all are
enabled, as was the case at the recent
convention, to report progress upon some
line or other. All along the line the
exchanges have progressed, some in one
direction and some in another, but out
of the whole a composite of progress

is obtained which shows beyond question
that the builders of the country are better
able to-day to deal understandingly with
the principles which govern the transac
tion of their business, their relationship
to their workmen, to each other, and to
the public, than they ever were before.
Exchanges are to-day adopting preventive
measures where in the past only opposi
tion and force were employed. Equitable
relationships between contractors are
being established by means of carefully
observed codes of practice ; arbitration is
being used where in the past onlv the law
was invoked as an adjuster of differences;
also arbitration is being used to the best
effect with the workmen, and the actual
value of its use is demonstrating itself.
The conditions of competition are improv
ing in cities where a well-conducted ex
change exists, and the builders generally
are beginning to recognize their own im
portance as a class in the interests of
their cities. The reports from filial bodies
as printed in full will serve to show con
clusively that the conditions prevailing
in the building business are improving,
and that the improvement is due to united
action on the part of the builders. Much
of the credit of this condition of affairs is
due in the first instance to the existence
of the National Association ; for through
its persistent urging of the need for i!!N
provement, builders have come to recog
nize the same ; and through the National
Association the means have been supplied.
Methods which have left the local build
ers little to do but to adopt have been
devised and urged upon thsir attention,
and when successful results began to ap
pear adoption became more general.

To Secretaries.
The secretaries of local exchanges are
requested to send to the national secre
tary full accounts of all uses to which
arbitration has been put in their various
organizations during the past year, either
between employers and workmen, be
tween members, or between members and
the public. Future cases of arbitration
that may be brought about by members
of the exchanges for any purpose should
be transmitted to the national secretary,
for the benefit of all filial bodies.

The Uniform Contract.
The revised Uniform Contract is now
ready for use, and all members of filial
bodies are urged to use this form only, and
to assist in its universal adoption. The
form is several hundred words shorter
than the old one, and is more concise than
before, besides embracing a greater field
of operation than the original Contract.
Architects should be urged to use the
form, and should be kept supplied with
the blanks at all times. The work of re
vision was most thoroughly carried out.
and the present form is more equally fair
to builder, architect and owner than it
was before.

ELECTRIC PUSH BUTTONS should be
clearly visible on the front door, and the
more conspicuous they can bemade with
out offending good taste the better. The
practice of placing such push buttons in
some obscure place, hidden in the shadows
of the molding of the door jamb, where
they can neither be seen nor found in the
dark, is a poor one, causing much annoy
ance which might quite easilv be avoided.
The first purpose of a push button, says
the Southern Architect, is to be useful,
and this purpose is best served when it is
plainly visible and accessible to those de
siring to enter the house.
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DESIGNS IN SLATE ROOFING.

IN
OUR ISSUE for March we presented
illustrations of a number of designs in

slate roofing taken from an English archi
tectural journal. We give below addi
tional designs from the same source, re
marking in this connection that the
combinations of slate may be varied al-

just what has been previously mentioned
and described, but the ordinary courses
fill in between the diagonal lines in a dif
ferent way. A little care in starting each
of the varieties is all that is required to
enable any intelligent workman to manage
each of these patterns.
A little center pattern is given in Fig.

of dark slates, and light again before the
regular roofing slates are reached. To
work out this design the only shapes
necessary are those shown in Figs. 40, 41
and 42, and their arrangement is distinctly
shown in Fig. 39. In the next two dia
grams, Figs. 48 and 44, other designs are
shown, worked out with the same detail
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Figs. 35to 38.—Slate UsedIn Producing
Pattern Shown la Fig. 31.

Fig. 34.-A Neat l>attern.

Fig 44.—A Pleasing Designof Light and""" Dark Slat«.

t Fig. 33.—A Unique Combinationof Cut and Uncut Slate.
Fig. 43.—Designvaried from
Previous Examples.

Figs. 40,41and 42.—Shapes Required to
Produce Pattern Illustrated in Fig. 39.

Fiir. 38.—A MoreElaborate Design. Fig. 45.—DesignMadeWithout Cut or ShapedSlate.

1
Fig 48—Showing how Letters of the Alphabetmaybe Formedwith SlateSpeciallyCut

ror the Purpose.

DESIGNS IN SLATE ROOFING.

Fig. 47to 51.—Formsof Cut Slate Used
la Making Letters shown in Fig 46.

most without limit, Eccoiding to taste
and requirements :
Before considering a totally different
style of ornament, an example recently
seenby the writer may be noticed. It con
sists of diagonal banas of shaped slates,
with a few ordinary courses between each
diagonal band. In Fig. 33 will be seen
exactly what is meant. The ihaping is

34. A dark slate, cut as in Fig. 37, isinthe
center. The light slates surrounding it are
variously cut, both to the round cornered
shapes, Figs. 35 to 38, and to the beveled-
cornered shape.
Some of the common dates outside are
also cut as shown in these figures. A more
elaborate example is given in Fig. 39,
where the center is light ; next is a series

as in these previous examples. A pattern
of the same style, but much larger, is
given in Fig. 45, and in this it will be
noticed that there are no cut or shaped
slates at all— all are of the usual square
form.
It is sometimes desired to have a firm's
name shown in the roof of a warehouse or
workshop, and this, though usually man
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aged by means of the paint pot, can yet be
arranged in the slating.
It is, perhaps, a little troublesome to
manage, especially if the name be such as
Macfarlane, Fotheringham, Sons & Co.
This would require an immense length of
roof to accommodate it. But it is just as

Fig. 46 will show, however, that they are
required immediately above the cross of
the A. Fig. 49 is required just a little fur
ther up in the same letter. These, it will
be noticed, are for nine courses of slates.
All the letters of the alphabet may be
easily formed from ARC, and worked

roof. A complete alphabet and set of
numerals, shown in Figs. 52 to 57, in
clusive, are given for the use of any one
who may want to work a name in a roof.
There will then be no difficulty whatever
in arranging any name required. Then,
though this alphabet is for nine courses,

I I I II
1,1.1,1, Ij-L^jl.l. 1,1 'Trt/iTttTTTi'ri'rri

r-'i i.T i I I'-i \
i i r i IT-T

ill i ' irn i I , I . I . I . I . I . I, I . I | I | ' . I | I | I , ! , I | ' I I ' i I I ' I I ' I I I I ' I ' I
i i i i ' i i i i i i i i i i i rrn i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
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Figs. 52to 57.—Alphabet and Numerals Madeby Using Slateof Ordinary Shape.

DESIGNS IN SLATE ROOFING.

well all firm names are not so bulky. The
letters require about seven courses of slates
to form them respectably. In Fig. 46 is
given a sketch of three letters, A R O,
worked out in slate cut as shown in Figs.
47 to 51. It may be wondered where
Figs. 50 and 51 go. An examination of

out in seven courses. For instance, B
may be almost wholly found in R, C in O
and D in R, &c.. while the diagonal of A
will be required in such letters as M, N,
V, W and Z. These are all arranged with
tquare-cornered slates of a darker or
lighter color than those of the rest of the

the seven-course one is arranged in the
same way as this. With these remarks
and accompanying sketches we hope it has
been made quite clear that ornament in
slating work may bemuch more frequently
introduced than it is

,

to the great benefit
of the public at large.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Hicks1 Builder's Guide. By I. P. Hicks. 5
x 7 inches in size. 160 pages. Illustrated
with 114engravings. Bound in stiff board
covers,with gilt side title. Published by
David Williams. Price $1.

The series of articles which foF some
thing over a year past appeared in the
various issues of Carpentry and Building
under the title of " The Builder's Guide,"
have now been gathered into book form
and are issued to the building trades
under the above designation. The work
is of convenient size for ready reference
and is arranged with the object of best
serving the interests of the practical
carpenter and builder. The frontispiece
is a faithful likeness of the author of the
work, and those who have not had the
pleasure of a personal interview with him
will be able to make his acquaintance by
proxy in securing a copy of the book. The
aim of the author in preparing this vol
ume has been to point out how mistakes
maybe avoided in making estimates, &c.,
and thus enable the carpenter and builder
to do their work with greater accuracy.
The information presented represents the
results of close observation and actual
experience of a practical man who has
devoted a great many years to the execu
tion of work with which the majority of
carpenters and builders are confronted
from day to day. The volume is, in
effect, a comprehensive guide to those
engaged in the various branches of the
building trades and is likely to be found
both interesting and instructive to car
penters, builders and contractors.

The Carpenter and Joiner. By various
experts and authorities. Edited and ar
ranged by Robert Scott Burns. 280pages.
Illustrated with 207engravingsand 25folded
plates. Bound in stiff board covers. Pub
lishedby Ward, Lock, Bowden & Co. Price
*2.

This volume contains within its covers
practical descriptions of timber work on
a large scale, floors, partitions, roofs,
bridges and scaffolding, together with
descriptions of the methods used in form
ing and fitting together wood work on a
small scale, such as doors and windows
and the exterior and interior fixtures of
houses, &c. A special section is devoted
to the subject of timber, so treated as to
be likely to prove of interest to those
engaged in the trades addressed. The
volume is written from an English
standpoint, but has much in it that will
interest American readers.

Peoples' Pocket Stair Builder and Car
penters' Handbook. By William Peoples.
247pages. Illustrated with 51 plates and
over 503engravings. Bound in pocketbook
form. Published by the Author. Price 15.

This work gives atttention to matters in
which the young stairbuilder, carpenter
and joiner are likely to be interested. It
consists of an arrangement of ideas ob
tained from various authorities and mod
ified by the author, whose practical ex
perience covers a period of more than 40
years in the carpentry and stair-building
lines. Within the covers of the volume
attention is given to carpenters' and stair-
builders' geometry, cylindrical sections
as applied in the construction of the
wreath part of handrails, rules for the
measurement of surfaces, dog -legged,
open-newel, cylinder, circular and ellipti
cal staircases, together with remarks
concerning hip, valley and jack rafters,
purlins and splayed work and their
bevels. The transverse strength of joist
and beams, and formula? for their safe
load, are features of the work. A glossary
of architectural terms, covering a number
of pages, is likely to prove interesting
and valuable in this connection. There
is also memoranda for excavators, stone

and brick masons, plasterers and car
penters, together with miscellaneous in
formation useful to the architect and
builder.

CONTENTS.

An English Technical School.

The foundations were recently laid at
Aston, England, for a new technical
school, which is to be arranged on an ap
proved plan. The structure has a front •

age of 98 feet on one street and 90 feet on
another, and is to be three stories in
hight. The basement is divided into
modeling room, with rooms for casting,
engineering classroom, with engine house
and electric lighting appliances adjoin
ing ; metallurgical classroom, plumbing
workshop, a laundry, storeroom, &c.
The ground floor is arranged for a lecture
room, elementary art rooms, teachers'
rooms, and four classrooms. On the
upper floor is a chemical laboratory for
40students, with preparatory department,
lecture room, art classrooms, &c. At
the rear of the premises is a one-story
structure provided for carpenter's and
joiner-s work, and having accommoda
tions for 60 students. The buildings will
be warmed by low-pressure hot-water
pipes, and will be electrically lighted.
We understand the style of architecture
is English Renaissance with large win
dows. The elevations are faced with
pressed brick, relieved with stone and
terra-cotta. The architect of the struct
ure is George H. Cox of 28Temple street,
Birmingham.

The corner-stone of the White House
was laid on October 13, 1792, a little less
than 300 years after the discovery of
America by Columbus. The commis
sioners had, on the previous March 14,
advertised for plans for a President's
house, and on July 16 they held a meet
ing in Georgetown, and examined the

Elans
that had been submitted. As is

istory now, they accepted the plan of
James Hoban, a Dublin architect, who
had made designs for the President's
house, framed, it is said, on the model of
the mansion of the Duke of Leinster at
Dublin, the palace of royalty in Ireland.
The stone was in part quarried at Aquia
Creek, Md., and brought to a new wharf,
built for the purpose, near the foot of
Seventeenth street. No memorial of the
ceremonial of laying the corner-stone has
been discovered. It is certain that the
Virginia Free Masons, who had in 1791
laid one corner-stone in the District of
Columbia, and who, in 1793, assisted in
laying the corner-stone of the Capitol,
did not participate in laying the corner
stone of the White House. It was proba
bly laid by Maryland Masons. The build
ing began to rise, however, and in eight
years was ready for occupancy. The do
nations of Maryland, $72,000, and of
Virginia, $120,000,assisted to pay for it ;
and in April, 1800, four months after
Washington's death, Congress appropri
ated $15,000 to pay for its furniture.
Thenceforward it became the chief man
sion in the nation.

A very interesting process is the mak
ing of veneering. The logs are first steamed,
then stripped of the bark and taken to the
cutter. In the cutter, which resembles a
large turning lathe, a long knife driven
by machinery is made slowly to approach
the revolving log, peeling off the veneer
into long strips of the desired thickness,
varying from yRto j1

,

inch. These strips
are drawn out on a long table, cut and
trimmed into the required sizes, and then
are carried to the dryhouses. The veneer
is dried in long racks, two strips being
placed together, turned so that the frames
are opposite, to allow a free circulation of
air. After drying it is pressed and packed
into bales.
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Brooklyn's Building Operation!.

The Commissioner of Buildings in
Brooklyn has recently issued his annual
report showing the extent to which build
ing operations were carried on in that
city during the year 1892. One of the
most interesting features is the record
of the large number of buildings which
were planned and the comparatively small
average cost at which they were erected.
This condition of thin;, s may perhaps be
explained, in part at least, by the fact
that ground space in the city named is
liberal and that the structures put up
were for the most part intended for dwell
ing purposes, rather than for busi
ness pursuits. The report of Commis
sioner Rutan shows conclusively that
Brooklyn is, indeed, a city of homes.
During the 12months ending December
31 last there were granted permits for the
erection of 4726buildings, at an estimated
cost of $22,982,888. Of these new build
ings 1862were of brick and 2868of frame
construction. Some idea of the general
character of the buildings going up in the
city of Brooklyn may be gathered from
the fact that the permits granted for last
year covered 1184 private dwellings, 560
tenement houses, 541 flat houses, 997
dwellings designed for the use of two
families, 451 stores and dwellings, 231
stables, 210workshops and 184stores and
flats. In the way of buildings intended
for business purposes there were 88 stor
age sheds, 50 factories, 81 warehouses, 23
office buildings, 10 each of halls, boiler
houses and foundries and 9 churches.
Some of the most conspicuous buildings
undertaken in Brooklyn last year included
the four power houses of the Brooklyn
City Railroad Company, the store of Roth-
child & Co. and the building of the Brook
lyn Storage Warehouse Company. There
were, altogether, 9 structures put up,
costing more than $100,000 each. The

actual number of buildings completed

last year was 3692, of which 2308

were frame, 1382 brick and 2 of iron.
There were 1263permits issued for altera

tions and changes in buildings, at an esti

mated cost of $1,722,670, these changes
consisting for the most part in the addi
tion of stories and the alteration of inte
riors and fronts.

Teachers' College Training School.

One of the departments of learning
which at the present time is receiving a
great deal of earnest attention on the part
of those having at heart the welfare of the
youth of the country is manual training.
It has been developed more or less rapidly
during the past decade, and by many is
regarded as one of the most important
and popular forms of school work. A

building, which will be devoted to the
training of teachers for this work and
used by that branch of the Teachers'
College, known as the Department of
Mechanic Arts and of Form-Study and
Drawing, is about being erected in this
city on Cathedral Rights, from plans
drawn by Architect William A. Potter,
who has in no respect sacrificed educa
tional advantages to architectural effects.
The Mechanic Arts Building is the gift of
a friend of the Teachers College, while
the site is on property given to the insti
tution by G. W. Vanderbilt. In speak
ing of the building, which is to cost not
less than $200,000, Dr. W. L. Harvey,
president of the college, states that " the
Departments of Mechanic Arts and Form-
Study and Drawing are both engaged in
developing what is known as manual
training, and that it is a significant fact
that the new structure will be the first
one of the kind in New York City, al
though every other city in the United
States of considerable size is already
supplied with such buildings affording
opportunities for instruction in advanced
courses in manual training.

Manual Training High Schools.
" These institutions are known as man
ual training high schools, and in St. Paul,
where there has recently been a fight over
the introduction of manual training
into the schools on account of its ex
pense the Chamber of Commerce, the
Board of Trade and the trade unions
sent committees to investigate the worlc.
As a result they were unanimous in com.
mending it, the Chamber of Commerce
saying in their report, 'destroy all the
schools if you must, but leave us the
manual training high schools.' " Gen.
Francis A. Walker, in a letter to the
president of the college, expresses very
clearly the advantages of the manual
training school and refers to the fact that
all classes of educated men " are more
fully agreed as to the expediency of intro
ducing manual training extensively into
the schools than they are upon any other
project of the time." According to Mr.
Harvey the new building connected with
the teachers' college will afford more
complete and commodious quarters for
manual training than can be found in any
other city in the country. Both in its
plan and in the manner of its conception
it differs from other buildings erected for
a similar purpose. " It is usual in such
cases" he says, " first to put up the build
ing and after ward develop the institution ;
consequently it is a rare thing for a build
ing to beadapted to the purpose for which
it is intended. In the present instance,
however, the institution was first de
veloped and afterward the building
planned." The work of the manual
training school, in connection with the
teachers' college is, we understand, to be
different from all other forms of manual
training work, in that not only boys and
girls are to be trained in mechanical
drawing, wood work, architectural de
signing, clay modeling, cooking and sew

ing, but it will also use the school as a
means of training teachers.

Cost of Associations.

Among builders who are contemplating
organization.and too often among builders
who are already organized, the question
of cost enters too prominently into con
sideration ; indeed, is almost invariably
allowed to be or become the principal
stumbling block to successful prosecution
of the objects of organization. This is
not as it should be. The real and vital
point to consider is, what will it cost if
we do not organize ? It is not possible to
estimate how much has been lost in infor
mation, in system, in education, and in
money, which all of these other con
siderations comprehend to the builders
throughout the country from their fail
ure to organize long years ago. It is
therefore a duty which they now owe to
themselves, in correcting the errors of the
past, as far as they may be able, not to
let the question of cost fill their vision so
completely as to shut out the good which
is only possible of attainment through
their associated effort. A true estimation
of the net result will show in every case
that the benefit accruing is immeasurably
beyond and above the amount of money
or time expended. It may be well said :
be not niggardly in expenditure ;anything
that is worth doing at all is worth doing
well, and in no field of endeavor is this
truism more applicable than in associated
effort. It must not be lost sight of, either,
that with numbers to divide expense the
cost is trivial beyond expression, and no
time should be wasted in attempting to
find out if the thing cannot be done
cheaper. It may be that an opportunity
will be lost meanwhile which will cost in
the end fourfold the amount haggled
over to regain. There never was properly
directed endeavor through organized
work that did not bring a result much
beyond any real or possible cost. In
builders' exchanges and other organiza
tions it is well to be liberal in expendi
tures, and not be continually looking
through a magnifying glass at the item
of cost—the net result is what is essential,
and it will not be possible to spend, an
amount out of proportion to the good to
be gained.

Chicago'sEevised Building Ordinance

The revised building ordinance which
was recently passed by the city council
of Chicago embodies several features
which are of interest, not alone to the
building trades in that place, but also to
members of the craft in other cities. It
establishes a Department of Buildings,
embracing a commissioner, who is re
quired to be an experienced architect,
civil engineer or builder, and a number of
inspectors, who shall be architects, en
gineers, masons, carpenters, iron workers,
bricklayers or stonecutters, and who
must pass an examination before a com
mittee of one member from each of four
named organizations. The ordinance pre
scribes, among other things, the minimum
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thickness allowed for walls, and provides
for the security of foundations, specifying
the amount of pressure to the square foot
allowed to the different kinds of soil in
the city. It also regulates the size of
girders and columns, according to the
compression to which the iron work will
be subjected, as shown by stated formulae.

Highc of Buildings

Another interesting point covered by the
ordinance is the hight to which the build
ing may be carried. The limit is placed
at 130feet, measuring from the sidewalk
level to the highest point of external
bearing walls. It is also provided that
the hight of no building of skeleton con
struction shall be more than three times
its least horizontal dimension, and no
isolated structure of masonry shall be
more than four times as high as its least
horizontal dimension. Allowances for
wind pressure shall be figured at not less
than 80pounds per square foot of exposed
surface for all buildings the hight of
which is more than one and one-half times
their least horizontal dimension. Another
feature of interest is the section which
provides that where elevators are built
without inclosing walls there shall be at
every floor through which they pass auto
matic closers or doors made in such a way
that in case of fire they will fully close
each well hole when the temperature
therein exceeds 140°. This provision, if
faithfully carried out and the law strictly
enforced, is likely to assist materially in
lessening the loss from fires as well as the
number of them.

New College Building.

Through the recent gift of H. W.Sibley
a much needed addition to Cornell College
will be erected in the near future. The
plan, we understand, upon which the new
building will be put up is one that was
matured and approved by Mr. Sibley and
the trustees of the college a number of
years ago, and all of the additions which
have been made to the college in the way
of workshops and laboratories have been
built with this general plan in view. The
present main building is a bluestone and
granite structure 160x 46feet, four stories
in hight, and the addition contemplated
will, in its exterior features, be an exact
duplicate of this building. The new
structure will contain on the ground floor
an-area of 106x 46 feet, which will be de
voted to the purposes of a museum, and
the apparatus now scattered through all
parts of the building and shops will be
collected in thia apartment. There will
also be lecture and class rooms. The
second floor will be devoted mainly to the
department of marine engineering and
naval architecture, and will contain two
large drafting rooms, a lecture room and
offices for the professors. The third floor
will contain two large drafting rooms.
This addition is estimated to give to the
college ample accommodations for 400
students, and when the proposed enlarge
ment is fully carried out, the building
with workshops will meet the require
ments of 1000students. The architect of
the addition is Prof. C. Francis Osborne,
assistant professor of architecture in the
university, and who is also the architect
of the new chemical building. We under

stand that work upon the new structure
will be begun at once, and it is the ex
pectation to have it ready for occupancy
a year from next September.

Building Material at Chicago.

All classes of building material, except
iron and steel, have greatly advanced in
price in the vicinity of Chicago on
account of the heavy demand created by
preparations for the World's Fair. Brick,
lime, stone and lumber are all consider
ably dearer than they were a year since.
The most notable rise seems to have taken
place in sash and doors and inside
trimmings. Discounts on manufacturers'
lists which were 63 per cent, last spring
are now only 40 per cent., showing an ad
vance of over 70 per cent, on the net
price then realized. The World's Fair
demand lias been a grand harvest for
these manufacturers, whose trade had
previously suffered most keenly from
overproduction. It is now feared that
the sudden curtailment of this demand,

which will take place in May or very
shortly thereafter, will have a disas
trous effect. Numerous building projects,
however, have been deferred for this very
reason, and the building trades of the
Northwest may be sufficiently well em
ployed on miscellaneous work during the
summer to counteract to a great extent
the expected depression following the
World's Fair rash.

Architect vs. Builder.

w. H. SAYWARD.

A most interesting and suggestive paper
was read before a recent meeting of the
British Society of Architects by one of
its members on " The Duties and Respon
sibilities of Architects." in which build
ers may find much food for reflection.
In this paper the position, now so familiar
to builders, was taken very frankly and
decisively that the architect must safe
guard the owner in every possible way so
that the contractor may be made respon
sible for errors of commission or omission,
but the paper in no way claimed that
either owner or architect should be re
sponsible to the contractor for their
errors of commission or omission. Later
on the writer enlarged upon the quasi-
judicial character of the architect, inas
much as he occupied the position of
arbiter between the owner and the con
tractor. While there are many other
points in this interesting paper which
may be discussed, it is enough for our
present purpose to consider briefly the
two important points above referred to,
hoping to open the minds of builders to
the peculiarities of the position in which
they are placed.
Since the National Association of Build
ers has been in existence, and it has be
come natural for builders to examine and
discuss the relations existing between
them and others, this question of the
proper relations which should pre
vail between builder and owner and
builder and architect has received much
attention. It has become evident that
the long-accepted one-sided condition is
susceptible of improvement, and that the
duty which the builder owes to himself
should impel him to insist upon a change
in the direction of greater equity and
justice in these matters. It must beplain
that the double function which the mem
ber of the British Society so clearly de
fined cannot be logically sustained, and
that is the contention which builders

must bring forward in the attempt to se
cure more just relations in this particular.

POSITION OF TIM ARCHITECT.

The architect is the servant of the owner
from start to finish. Our Uniform Con
tract recognizes this fact and distinctly
mentions him as the owner's agent. It is,
therefore, impossible for him to act in
that " thoroughly impartial and un
biased manner" which it has been as
sumed that he will, simply because he is
made the arbiter by terms of a con
tract. The architect s fee is paid solely
by the owner, and, however honest he
maybe, he cannot wholly free himself
from the bias which that fact alone
creates. In addition to this, it must not
be forgotten that in this matter of arbi
tration the architect, if constituted the
judge, is in a wholly improper and un
tenable position, inasmuch as the ques
tions at issue are almost wholly depend
ent upon the way and manner in which
plans and specifications prepared by this
same judge, in his function as architect,
are to be interpreted or considered. For
any person to occupy the position of
arbiter where his own work, with all its
variety of interpretation and all of its
possibility of failure to furnish full or
essential information, is the most im
portant element, is truly improper. It is
in a sensemaking the owner the arbiter ;
and if that be just, then it would be
equally sensible to designate the con
tractor as the arbiter. In either case it
would amount to one of the parties to a
contract sitting in judgment on a propo
sition where his own interest is involved.
Builders must find themselves driven
more and more to the conclusion that
their interests are improperly at stake
under any such dispensation as now pre
vails, and should actively work for a ref
ormation.

PROTECTION OF THE OWNER.

On the other point referred to—namely,
the protection of the owner against errors
of omission or commission by the builder,
while the latter is left defenseless
against the errors of commission or omis
sion by the owner directly or indirectly
through his agent, the architect— much
might be said. It is sufficient in this
article to simply ask builders to consider
what risks they are constantly taking in
making agreements when all their duties
are defined with care and penalties which
they must pav for failures to perform are
accurately described, while the other
party to the contract is left free to do or
not to do, so far as the terms of the in
strument are concerned, no matter how
essential to the builder's task and tribu
tary to his successful prosecution of the
work are the things which the owner
or his agents ought to supply or furnish.
Builders should meditate on these points,
and after meditation act with their fel
lows in securing more equitable relations.
One of the ways most readily at hand
is to insist upon the use of this form of
contract, to decline indeed to sign any
other, for surely the builder, as one of the
two parties to a contract, with an interest
equal to and in some respects greater than
that of the owner, has as much right as
any one to say what form of contract he
will sign. He surely ought not to waive
this right simply to please the architect,
who, as a matter of fact, is not a party to
the contract in the sense of assuming any
responsibility to the builder. The Uniform
Contract is not claimed to be perfect, but
it is a great advance out of the confusion,
into which the limitless variations of in
dividually prepared contracts have led
us, and it represents the best present judg
ment of selected men of both interests.
By its persistent use we shall finally se
cure what is so much to be desired
—namely, uniformity —and ultimately,
through the service of the joint committee
in charge, there will be evolved an instru
ment still more perfect —as near perfect
as possible— by and through the provisions
of which the evils above referred to as
well as many others will be corrected.
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School House Competition— First-Prize Design.

WE
HAVE PLEASURE in laying
before our readers this month the
set of drawings to which has been

awarded, under the conditions announced
in the December issue of the paper, the
first prize of $100 in the competition for
school houses, the author being Edward
H. Earle of Valparaiso, Ind. The com
mittee having charge of the competition
announce that L. G. Dittoe of Cincinnati,
Ohio, is entitled to the second prize of
$60, and George E. Gilbey of New Lon
don, Conn., to the third prize of $40.
The study presented on this and the fol
lowing pages is a brick school house, hav
ing one large room with closets at the
right and left of the entrance for the ac
commodation of the hats and coats of the
pupils. According to the architect's speci
fication, the backing of the stone work
and all walls from the first floor to the

and beaded Georgia pine, finished with a
neat cap at the top and quarter round at
the bottom. The window and door cas
ings are to be of dressed Georgia pine,
finished with a neat molding. All the
woodwork outside the building is to have
two coats of lead and oil paint, while

serted. I took light tissue paper and
made some small light balls of it. was
particular not to crush them tight and
make them heavy, and also was careful
to keep them round. "With these I went
to the top, and balls that were dropped
into the center of the chimney were in
variably blown out. Those dropped into
the corners in a majority of caseswent to
the bottom, where I found them on tak
ing out the pipe to look for them. Those
that did not go down I think struck some
projection and were thrown into the cen-
•tral up current and blown out. This set
tled in my mind that rectangular fines
were wrong, and while the area of a
round flue of the same diameter might be
less it was equal in air-carrying capacity,
as it had only one up pressure, with no
corners for friction and tendency toward

a vacuum. This led me to making the

Front Elevation.—Scale.% Inch to the Foot.

School House Competition.—First-Prize Design.—Edward II. Earle, Architect, Valparaiso, Ind.

roof are to be hand-burned brick, laid in
mortar, while for the outside, selected
brick shall be employed. The foundation
from the grade line to the top of the floor
joists is to be faced with rock-faced Bed
ford buff stone, while the steps, windows
and door sills, as well as the keystones
and top of the front arch, are to be of the
same material. The floor joists are to be

2 x 12 inch hemlock, laid 16 inches on
centers, and the rafters and ceiling joists
2x6 hemlock, also 16 inches on centers.
The floors are t o be laid in two thicknesses,
the first one to be common surfaced
boards, on which is to be placed Georgia
pine matched and dressed flooring. The
roof is to be covered with shingles laid
4J£ inches to the weather. All outside
walls are to be furred by 1 x 2 inch strips.
The wainscoting is to bematched, dressed

the interior finish is to have two coats of
the best hard oil, well rubbed down.
The cost of the building is given by the
architect as $1485, divided as follows :

Excavating and grading, $20; brickwork,
$640 ; stone, $180 ; plastering, $80 ; car
penter work, $500 ; galvanized iron, $25,
and painting, $40.

What slum Id Be the Shape of Chimneys 1

The same query applies to hot-air flues
as well, and it was put and answered very
positively by a man of a wide and suc
cessful experience as follows :

"Having an idea that it was not all
uphill work in a chimney I concluded to
investigate the operation of the one in my
house to see if there was any down cur
rents in it, as I had heard frequently as-

ends of my partition hot-air flues round,
and while they are easier to make and
cheaper they are equally as effective as if
they had square corners, satisfying me
that all flues should be round."
From another equally experienced
source this idea has been expressed :

' ' I believe that in two houses of exactly
the same build and exposure, except that
one has partition flues for heating and the
other round flues of liberal capacity, the
house with the round flues can be heated
satisfactorily for the six months necessary
with at least a ton of coal less, and possi
bly with a 32-inch portable furnace,
where the other house would not be as
comfortably warmed with a 36-inch fur
nace of the same make, using the extra
ton of coal and possibly more."
These views of practical and experi
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enced men on a subject of so much inter
est to the trade open up a question that
might be discussed with advantage.

A Plea for the Specialist.

Our English contemporary, The Build
ing News, seems disposed to believe that
the day of the general specification has gone
by and that the only safe plan for archi
tects at the present time in the manage
ment of their work is to rely upon the

fications in the writing of a specification ;
but they are becoming less possible
in these days of multifarious require
ments. The applications of science are
too numerous to be learned all at once.
The trades connected with building in
crease and become split up into separate
branches ; materials, patented and other
wise, multiply ; and the architect is sup
posed to have sufficient knowledge of
each to decide for himself which system
or method or material ought to be used.
An overwhelming massof data is at hand,
but the means of applying them are not

specification must be explicit, or he has
to leave details to the contractor, with
undesired consequences.
The how and what to specify in certain
cases are questions that puzzle the most
experienced architect in these days when
sanitary constructive and electric special
ties have to be thought of. The customary
course is to leave these details very open—
that is, to trust to the contractor or sub
contractor doing what is necessary,subject
to an " approval " that may amount, as it
often does, to very little, except to getting
all that can be got, and trusting to chance
for the result. The approval of ignorance
is an easy matter, and it may mean a sac
rifice of all essential requirements, or the
conditions of good work. To provide a
certain sum is, with due precautions, a
more desirable system, as it enables the
architect to procure tenders from experi
enced tradesmen, and to make his specifi
cation more precise. At the present
time the architect's attention is directed
to several important branches quite out-

School House Competition.—Firtt-Prize Design.—Sectionthrough Building takenon the Line A A of the Floor Plan.

Scale,K Inch to theFoot.

assistance of specialists in the various
branches. The story of the architects'
difficulty at the present time, from the
standpoint of the writer in the journal
named, is almost pathetic. The progress
of the constructive art is so rapid that
the architect, with all effort and with a
high order of ability, can scarcely keep
apace with the progress that is made.
Our contemporary says :
To be able to describe with sufficient
clearness and accuracy the requirements
of a building in the phraseology of the
various trades, and to specify any nov
elty in construction, are necessary quali-

so easily grasped. For example, we have
abundant data and formulae with regard
to drainage and ventilation, all kinds of
patterns and types, but the difficulty is to
make a selection for a particular purpose,
to describe what size of pipe is necessary
for a given discharge under certain con
ditions of gradient or the area of tubes for
admission of fresh air or escapeof vitiated
air for a room of given capacity. At
present the architect is dependent on his
own calculations, or on those of the con
tractor or engineer. The same thing ap
plies to any form of iron roof or system of
construction of a particular kind. The

side the ordinary specification for the
builder.

A PROPER SANITARY SPECIFICATION.

To consider for amoment what a proper
sanitary specification amounts to for a
large building. These are a few of the
items : That the cement must be of cer
tain tensile strength per inch after being
allowed to set in air and immersed in
water for seven days, and be of a certain
fineness ; that the concrete must be of
certain proportions, and the bricks hard
and vitrified ; that the stoneware pipes
be of certain diameter, and to be true in
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form, and to be vitrified and salt-glazed ;
to have proper socket-joints, and to be
jointed in cement and sand, and the
inside wiped clean ; that the traps be of
certain size and form ; that the discon
nection chambers are to be of certain
dimensions and thickness of brick
in cement, and have half-round,
straight and curved pipes of par
ticular make ; that grease and
other gullies be provided of such
and such a pattern ; that an auto
matic syphon-flushing cistern of
certain capacity be fixeS to dis
charge at every few hours ; all
this in addition to the usual pro
visions for soil, waste-pipes, over
flows, ventilating pipes, appa
ratus, &c. Each of these details
requires a practical knowledge
and a specific description ; thus
in jointing a particular descrip
tion of the mode of making the
stoneware pipe-joints with ce
ment luting ought to be given
if no patented self-adjusting

be allowed under the house. Equal care is
necessary in specifying connections, and
manholes and traps, of course referring
to a plan showing every branch drain and
manhole. Most specifications pass over
the very points about which the utmost

scamped by contractors. In large and
important buildings, where a ramified
and elaborate system of drainage is re
quired —as for a large block of residential
mansions, for hotels, and infirmaries —
the safest course is for the architect, if

Side (Right) Elevation.

School House Competition.—First-Prize Design.—Plans, Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.—Elevation, Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

joint "be used. Again, a specification
ought to be clear as to how the pipes are
laid under the house ; if cast-iron pipes
with caulked lead and yarn joints are to
bensed ; if to be coated with Angus Smith's
or other paint ; that no branch connection

care is required, such as the connection
of branch drains with house drains by
means of an opercular or open glazed
channel, so as to admit of inspection and
cleaning, or that of soil-pipe foot with
house drain —points which are constantly

not himself a specialist, to obtain a plan
and specification from a sanitary engi
neer of known experience upon which a
contract may be based. Indeed, a matter
requiring such expert knowledge as to
details can hardly* be considered to be in-
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eluded within the architect's function.
The details are BOnumerous and the su
pervision necessary so exacting that it
would be next to impossible to expect the
general designer, or even the clerk of
works, to devote the time necessary for
such a purpose In the preparation of
plans the scheme of drainage should be
one of the first things. Hence, if an ex
pert has to be consulted, much loss of
time and labor would be saved if the
work be arranged before the general spec
ification is prepared.

VARIOUS SYSTEMS.

_Systems of heating, ventilation and
lighting are now no longer within the
grasp of an architect in all their details.
In either or all of these cases we have to
consider not only good workmanship but
correct principles and efficiency. An ar
chitect may specify a system of ' ' low " or" high " pressure apparatus, but should it

vided in the walls, and it becomes neces
sary to describe these and other details
like stop-cocks and coils.
SPECIFICATION FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
Again, in electric lighting, a specifica
tion for a complete incandescent electric-
light plant can only be undertaken by
one accustomed to the technicalities. The
capacity of dynamo, the engine, the num
ber and candle power of the lamps are
points which only the expert engineer can
decide. In one specification we read : "The
dynamo will be of such capacity that,
when driven at its rated speed, will fur
nish sufficient current for so may 16c.p.
incandescent lamps "—a rather too general
statement that does not specify any par
ticular kind of dynamo. Again, to say' ' the building is to be thoroughly equipped
from the sources of supply to each outlet
with an insulated conduit tube, in such
manner as to provide channels for the
wires," does not convey any definite in
formation.
The " wiring " of a building is a branch
that demands special workmen, as the

Utilization of Slate Waste.

In some localities, particularly North
Wales, artificial bricks and tiles have
been manufactured for some time. Floor
ing tiles, as well as bricks, are made from,
slate waste. The crushing strain of an
ordinary brick, says the British Clay-
worker, is about 50 tons per superficial
foot ; that of fire brick is from 300to 500
tons per foot, while bricks made from
slate waste, artificially, have stood a
crushing strain of 1000tons per foot. The
materials that are used in the manu
facture of artificial bricks or tiles are
slate dust and ochre or clay. The slate
waste is first placed in a crusher, its dust
is raised, after beinggronud very fine, by
means of an elevator to an upper floor,
where it is sifted with a rotary sieve. It
then falls back to the first floor, where it
is mixed and moistened. It is then carried
to the hopper of the brick and tile press.
Each press has a daily capacity of turn
ing out 6000bricks. The ochre, on ac
count of its dampness or extreme moist-

Detail of Inside Trim.—Scale,3Inches
to the Foot.

Detail of Tower.—Scale,H Inch
to the Foot.

Xcjio«roverWiinfcotinsr.- Scale,
3 Inches to the Foot.

Detail of GableBracket.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of First-Prite Design in School House Competition.

fail to answer expectations he would have
to undertake a responsibility that would
be undesirable. Practically, the engi
neering firm engaged not only supplies
the apparatus but suggests the mode of
arrangement, so that an architect's speci
fication is seldom followed in detail.
This being the case, is it not better that
the architect should consult with the firm
and make aspecial contract ? The general
system having been decided, the specifica
tion ought to contain a full and detailed
description of the pipes and apparatus to
be employed. For example, in a high-
pressure system the pipes are generally
,%-inch diameter inside and \-ff inches
outside, with a thickness of metal of y±-
inch, screwed together with contrary
threads, and the apparatus has to with
stand a testing pressure before sealing of
from 2000 to 3000 pounds to the inch.
The radiators can be placed in window
recesses, behind curtains, and other con
fined spaces in coil cases. This system
jrequires channels, whi«h have to be pro-

fixing of an electrical installation, or the
engine, dynamos, &c., is a work of a
different kind. For this work the insula
tion of conductors, the number and size
of the wires, and the casing are im
portant details of which the architect
should be cognizant. The need of pro
tecting the wires and joints and connec
tions from damp is all essential or leakage
will occur : the wires must also be of
sufficient size to avoid overheating. The
kinds of switches, wall attachments,
safety fuses, lamp-holders, &c., are items
which have to be specified with care.
These are matters that cannot be disposed
of in a general clause ; they ought to be
described and their patent names given.
It is, therefore, easily seen how important
it becomes to prepare specifications for
each of these trades, and to make special
contracts with firms of known repute.
The general specification and contract
can no longer provide for these and other
branches without detriment to the em
ployer and the trades interested;

ure, is placed in ovens and dried be
fore being mixed with the slate dust.
The workmen who are employed in an
establishment of this kind, where 10,000
bricks are made every day, will not ex
ceed 20, and most of these are boys.
It is obvious that the expense in manu
facturing artificial bricks or tiles is in
the labor and fuel account and not in
cost of materials. The waste from the
slate mills could be furnished for the
hauling. On account of the crushing
strain, these bricks are more durable
than any other pressed bricks or tilea
manufactured and are specially adapted
to heavy usage, such as flooring tiles
for stables, or cellars in warehouses
where large casks are stored. They are
also extensively used for pavements in
streets and sidewalks. Encaustic tiles,
as well as enameled flower pots, are also
made from this waste. By the mixture
of different clays or ochre a variegated
brick is made which is adapted for floors,
in private dwellings, producing a bar-
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and attractive assortment of

colors.
The bricks made from slate waste
possess theexcellent qualities of hardness,
closeness of grain ,and lightness of weight.
Thej- are also sound and of fine texture,
and are nniform in color throughout, the
surface being the same color as in the
interior, so that they do not change by
wear. They also have a greater covering
capacity than any other bricks. The size
commonly used is 10 inches by 5 inches by

of the structure. The wards, it will be
noticed, are arranged upon each side of
the central entrance, the dimensions of
each being 20 x 18 feet. The wards are
well lighted and are ventilated upon a
most approved principle. Communicat
ing with the male ward by means of the
corridor is a nurses' room, while com
municating with the female ward is a
matron's sitting room. The bathroom
occupies a central position in the corridor,
opposite which is the main stairway lead-

Pavilion of Solid Mahogany.

One of the most magnificent and unique
pavilions within the Manufactures Build,

ing at the World's Fair Is that which will
house the exhibit of the Meriden Britannia
Company. This pavilion is little more
than 20 feet square, and yet will cost
about $40,000. It is being constructed of
solid mahogany and plate glass. It fronts

Front Elevation of English CottagoHospital.

2 inches. The time may come when the
peculiar properties of slate waste will be
recognized and generally adopted byman
ufacturers of pressed bricks and tiles.

An English Cottage Hospital.

Our readers will remember that some
months since we presented in these col
umns drawings of a cottage hospital
lately erected at Flatbush, Long Island,
showing the accommodations provided in
connection with institutions of that char
acter. It is our pleasure this month to
give the front elevation and main floor
plan of a cottage hospital recently erected
at Willesden Green, a suburb of London,
England, which will enable our readers
to compare in some measure American

on Columbian avenue, opposite Ibe"
pavilion being erected by Qeimany. If the
exhibit is vtortby of the pavilion it will
ctilainly be tie firut of He line in the
department.

A FINE OLD COLONIAL HOUSE, the Mifflin
mansion, which stands on a slope near the
Falls of the Schuylkill and back from the
Ridge Road, in the city of Philadelphia,
is soon to be razed by a recent purchaser.
It is a three-story building of stone, and
although dating back some time before
the Revolution, it shows few marks of
time's passage. Its front and exterior
have scarcely seen repairs, so stanchly
was it built. In this mansion lived Gov.
Thomas Mifflin, who himself designed it.
Robert Morris, Benjamin Franklin, and

Main Floor Plan.

An English CottageHospital. Floor Plan and Elevation.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

with English practice in the matter of
hospital accommodations in small towns
and suburban places. The stiucfure is
faced with red brick and tile, with the
gables and first floor treated in timber
framing and rough cast. In putting np
the budding it has been arranged with a
view to future additions, which, from the
rapid growth of the neighborhood, are
likely to be necessary, it is said, within a
comparatively short time. From an in
spection of the floor plan it will be seen
that there is room for something like nine
beds, placing four each in the male and
female wards at the right and left of the
main entrance and one in the separate
ward in the rear of the bathroom and
opening from the corridor in the center

ing to the floor above. In the rear of the
stairway and opposite the separate ward,
is the operating room. The building is so
planned that the rear portion may be cut
off from the front or main part, at the
end of the corridor separating the operat
ing and bath rooms. In this rear portion
is the kitchen, out of which opens a
scullery, pantry, storeroom, &c. Over
the main portion of the building on the
second floor are three bedrooms and a
linen room, access to which is had by
means of the main stairs above referred
to. The plans for the hospital were pre
pared by Newman & Newman of 81
Tooley street, London Bridge, and the
structure completed is said to have cost
about (10,000.

other patriots of the Revolution nsed to
ride out from the city to breakfast with
the Governor, and such men as Samuel
Morris, Clement Biddle, Andrew Hamil
ton, Samuel Meredith and Timothy Pick
ering attended the historic dinners given
there.

Tin: new Waldorf Hotel on Fifth avenue
and Thirty-third street cost over $5,000,-
000, and the building is as completely
fire proof as it can be made. At each end
of the deep building a fire-proof well, lined
with fire brick, runs from roof to founda
tion, inclosing a steel stairway. The
greater part of the iron work waafumithed
l>j J. B. & J. M. Cornell.
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BRICK-VENEERED RESIDENCE.

CAiramr AKDHUM.DHO.
KAT,1893.

THE
SUBJECT of our supplement

plate this month is a brick-veneered
residence erected not long since in

South Bend, Ind., for Dr. P. E. Ruppe,
from plans prepared by Architect C. H.
Brenmer of that place. The plate shows
the appearance of the house as it stands
completed, while the elevations and floor
plans, presented upon this and the follow
ing pages, indicate the arrangement of the
rooms and some of the constructive
features. The building is balloon frame
with a veneering of No. 1 selected brick.
The foundation is of stone to the grade
line above which, to the water table, are
brick walls 12 inches thick. The water
table and sills are of Bedford stone.
From an inspection of the plans it will
be seen that the cellar is excavated the
full size of the building, and that the
space is divided into various compart-
mente, some of which are provided with

Ascending to the second floor, there are
found several rooms, besides a space
over the kitchen which, on the plan, is
designated as attic room. Opening from
each sleeping room is a closet or good
size. From the architect's specifications
we learn that the second-floor timbers are
2 x 12 and the third-floor timbers 2 x 10,
all placed 16 inches on centers. The

timbers are bridged with 2x3 cross
bridging, well fitted at each end and
nailed. The outside of the frame is cov
ered with tongued and grooved boards
not more than 8 inches wide on the sides,
and not more than 6 inches wide on the
roof. The inside of the frame is covered
and lined with No. 1 building paper pre
vious to lathing. The window frames
are constructed in the ordinary manner
for veneered buildings, the cellar frames
being of 2-inch plank rabbeted for sash
the latter being hinged on top and pro
vided with suitable fastenings for the
purpose of keeping them open or closed,
as may be desired. The roof is cov
ered with slate of small size, laid with
a lap of 8 inches of the third course over
the first. The slate rests on heavy felt,
which in turn is supported by the sheeting
boards.
The whole of the interior finish is in

Front Elevation.—Scale,^ Inch to the Foot.

Brick VeneeredResidence.—C. IT. Brehmer, Architect, SouthBend, hid.

cement and others with brick floors. It
will be noticed that there is a vegetable
cellar, a laundry, a room for the furnace,
adjoining which is a space for the fuel,
and two rooms intended for whatever
purpose may be desired. On the first floor
of the house are five rooms and a com
modious hall, the latter being entered
through a vestibule opening from the
porch, which runs across the front and a
portion of one side of the building. The
parlor and sitting room communicate by
means of folding doors. From the sitting
room to the right opens a chamber, while
directly in the rear is the dining room.
Next to the sleeping room is a bathroom,
entrance to which can also be gained from
the kitchen. The latter apartment com
municates with the dining room by means
of a pantry, provided with a cupboard
and the usual conveniences.

headers and trimmer beams are 4 inches
thick, the floor timbers running the same
way, as the partitions are double, as are
also the 2x6 rafters, over 12 feet in
length, these being placed 20 inches on
centers. The valley rafters are 2 x 10
double, the door and window studs 2x4
double, and the hip rafters 2 x 12inches.
All studding employed is 2 x 4 inches,
sized and placed 16 inches on centers, all
partitions footing on 2 x 4 inch girders.
They also have 2x4 double plates on
which to rest the second-floor timbers.
All angles are formed solid, and all parti
tions bridged once in their bight with
2x4 square bridging. The veranda and
porch sills are 4x8 inches and the floor
timbers 2x8 inches, placed 16 inches on
centers. The plates are 2x4 double and
the rafters and ceiling joists 2x4 inches,
placed 20 inches on centers. All the floor

hard wood, that of the parlor being in
cherry, the sitting room in J^-inch sawed
sycamore, the dining room in butternut,
the hall in oak, the chamber on the first
floor in black birch, and the kitchen and
bathroom in white ash—all rubbed to a
dead gloss. The main stairs are of quarter-
sawed oak, as are also those by which the
attic is reached. The kitchen and pantry
are provided with the modern appliances,
and the bathroom contains the usual fixt
ures. The windows are hung with
weights, the hardware trimmings are in
bronze, and the parlor and sitting-room
windows in plate glass. The cellar is 7
feet in the clear ; the first story 10 feet,
and the second story 9 feet 6 inches. The
attic to the top plate in the main portion
is 2 feet 10 inches. From an inspection
of the foundation plan it will be seen that
at the rear of the house is a 50-barrel cis-
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tern, made of 4-inch work, and well plas- Flats. houses, and sometimes they are only 1m-
tered on the inside with one coat Portland proved tenement houses, and sometimes
cement. The cistern is connected with A leading feature of buildings in the they are tenement houses without what
the leaders by 4-inch vitrified pipe, prop- large cities at the present time is flats, may be called " improvements." But

so BBL.
CISTERN/

VEGETABLECELLAR LAUNDRY

Roof Finn.

Foundation.

SecondFloor.

First Floor.

Brick- VeneeredXetidence.—Plant. —Scale,,1-16Inch to the Foot.

«rly graded. The coat of the house, ex- Wherever we turn we seehuge building in "flat" is the commonly accepted term
elusive of furnace and mantels, was progress that are being fitted up as flats, for all buildings devoted to living

Sometimes these are called apartment purposes in which the accommodations
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provided for a single family are upon
one floor. The flat idea ia a com
paratively modern idea. If we mistake
not, it had its origin in Paris. From
there it has gone into various parts of the
world, including London and the other
great cities of Europe, and has found its
most radical development in New York.
The most elegant flats, those for which the
highest rent is demanded and those hav
ing the largest number of conveniences,
are to be found in the metropolis of the
western continent. With all that can be
eaid in favor of the flats there are many
drawbacks. To live in a flat is to be
socially ostracized in certain directions,
and yet without the flat it is hard to tell
how the multitude of business men and

working class, middle class or upper class
— lived under a roof of his own, and had
his own street door on the level of
the street. To-day the flat is rapidly
becoming universal. Which class be-

lowed by the London County Council.
In various districts clearances are already
being made at the expense of the council,
and if private builders will not come for-
waid to put up the requisite number of

brain workers in a great city would be
housed. One of our English exchanges,
discussing the universal flat, presents some
thoughts which, while based on the con
ditions prevailing in London, yet touch
upon what also prevails in New York. As
likely to interest our readers we present it
in full-

LONDON FLATS.

Twenty ^ears ago flats were still a rare
novelty in London. Every householder—

gan the fashion it is hard to say. The
costly flats of Kensington and the poky" dwellings " of Whitechapel seemto have
sprung into existence almost simultane
ously. The growth of the latter, unfortu

nately, has been immensely stimulated by

municipal energy. The buried but unwept
Board of Works sank nearly a million

sterling in acquiring sites for artisans'
dwellings, and the gaunt, cheerless blocks

dotted about central London are the con

sequence. The same policy is being fol-

blocks the council itself will undertake
the work. So far there has been no pause,
no sign of hesitation, in this policy of

substituting mammoth blocks for two-
storied cottages. One word of warning

has indeed been given in Charles
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Booth's second volume on London. An
able contributor there points out that,
though the sanitary appliances in the new
blocks may be as perfect as science can
make them, they do not compensate for
the want of open air. In the tumble down
two-storied house both floors get practi
cally an equal share of air and sunshine,
and at any moment the occupants can run
out into the street. But ia the modern
dwellings the rooms on the ground floor

one of the "mansions" of central London,
or he can get a house in the suburbs. Both
courses have their disadvantages. As re
gards the flat, what has just been said
against the artisan's dwelling applies, with
very slight deductions, to middle-class
mansions. Even in the best built of mod
ern mansions a large number of the rooms
suffer for want of sufficient air and sun
shine. The present writer has examined
many of these blocks with a view of per-

p.'tntaof the back rooms need fresh air
and an occasional glimpse of sunshine. In
several of the flats examined the back bed-

l.lll' .ijiiUIif •

•

.
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1

•arein perpetual gloom, and those on the
fifth floor areso far removed from the street
that the occupants go up and down assel
dom as possible. An excellent story is
told in the article alluded to of a Glasgow
mother, living in a high flat, who made a
boast of taking her children downstairs
for a run in the street—once a week !

MIDDLE CLASS FLATS.

Our concern here, however, is, for the
present, less with artisans' dwellings than
with middle-class flats. The poor are,un-
fortunately, compelled to take what is of
fered them, and municipal wisdom has
not yet got beyond the conception that
the working classes of London should be
packed as close as possible in superposed
layers. But the middle-class man still has
his choice. He can either get rooms in

sonal occupation. The fittings have gen- rooms only communicated with the out-
erally been excellent, the sanitary appli- side air by means of a narrow well run-
ances perfect, the outside appearance ning from top to bottom of the block. In
architecturally satisfactory. Only one others the outlook of the bedrooms was
thing has been forgotten, that the occu- brought to an abrupt termination at the
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end of a couple of yimls by a glazed wall
rising to the full hight of the building.
This may be a convenient arrangement for
the builder, who is thus enabled to econo
mize ground space, but it is distinctly un
satisfactory to the occupant.

PRICE.

The next point is price. When flats
first began to appear in London ingenious
logicians proved to demonstration they
must be cheaper than ordinary houses.
With the same accommodation, there
would be less spaceoccupied by staircases,
the cost of the single roof would be shared
among all the families who slept under it

,

and in the sameway the proportional cost
of the ground would be reduced for each
occupant. These arguments still seem
conclusive, but somehow or other the pre
dictions based upon them have not been
verified. Instead of being cheaper than
houses of the same class, flats are very
much dearer. Why this should be somay
be left to the ingenuity of the reader to
explain. The fact is indisputable. One
of the old solid, well-built houses in
Bloomsbury costs less—very much less—
than the same accommodation would cost
in one of the new mansions which are be
ginning to appear in the same neighbor
hood. But the worst feature of the flat is

that it is almost impossible to get the
sameaccommodation as in a house. Ex
cept in a few of the more expensive man
sions the rooms provided by the architects
of flats are uncomfortably small. At the
same time passage room is economized as
much as possible, so that the smell of
cooking and the noise of children pene
trate through the whole domain.

VILLAS VS. FLATS.

To the fiat, however, there is no alterna
tive for the averagemiddle classman except
the suburban villa. And that is not pure
joy. In the matter of cost, undoubtedly
the villa has an enormous pull. For £50,
plus £10 at the outside for rates and £10
for season ticket, a professional or city
man can get a comfortable roomy house
with a bit of garden for his children. The
sameman could find nothing at all suitable
to his circumstances near the center of
London for less than £130 or £140 a year,
rates and taxes included, but not 'bus
fares. In addition to this more liberal
accommodation for a lower rent in the
suburbs, he has the advantage of country
air for himself and his family. But there

is an unpleasant reverse side to this idyllic
picture. The backward and forward
journey between home and work takes up
not less than an hour, and more often
two hours, each day. Two hours out
of every 24 is a considerable portion of
one's life to devote to the mere business of
locomotion. The incessant jolting and
noise of the railway train are injurious
both to mind and body, as each traveler
instinctively feels when, at the end of a

hard day's work, he finds himself at the
crowded railway station waiting for the
train to take him home.

THE DIFFICULTY OF THE PROBLEM.

Is there then no remedy, no possible
third course, between these two udsatis
factory alternatives ? There is none, short
of a complete regrouping of population.
As long as large towns continue to grow
larger, the problem of how to house the
community must become increasingly dif
ficult. People must either live in layers,
with an insufficiency of light and air and

a surplusage of smell and noise, or they
must live away from their work, and be
daily jerked work ward and homeward by

a steam engine. It is the excessive size of
London that is responsible for the vices
both of the flat and of the suburban villa.
And the real problem to be faced is how
London, and, in a lesser degree, Man
chester, Liverpool, Birmingham and Glas

gow, can be reduced in size without the
loss of industrial advantages and the in
tellectual vigor that have accompanied the
growth of large towns. Instead of these
great centers of human energy, we must
somehow contrive to create a multitude of
smaller centers, round which population
might so group itself that the clerk in his
suburban villa would be within a stone's
throw from his office, and that the artisan
or the operative would have but a step to
walk fiom his country cottage to his place
at the bench or the loom.

This is due to the sulphide of iron which
they contain, and also to their porosity
and softness. Although the price of these
inferior qualities is from 20 to 40 per cent.
less than that of the standard stock, they
should not be allowed on a roof which is

to be regarded as a good piece of work."

Roofing Slate.

In the September issue of the "Trans
actions " of the American Society of Civil
Engineers is a paper by Mansfield Merri-
man discussing the strength and weather
ing qualities of roofing slates. After de
scribing at some length the slate forma
tion in Pennsylvania, the paper takes up
the manufacture of roofing slates, some
porticos of which are likely to interest our
readers. We therefore make the follow
ing extracts with accompanying illustra
tion relative to the production of roof
coverings of the character named :" In the manufacture of roofing slates
everything is done by haDd except dress
ing the edges. The blocks delivered at
the shanties are first split into thicknesses
of about 2 inches. These are piled up in

a Ehanty beside a workman called a split
ter, who, with a wooden mallet and a

Illustrations of Different Qualities of
Roofing Slates.

long, thin chisel, divides each into halves,
and continues the process until they are
reduced to the required thickness of about

,*
,

inch. He then cuts out pieces in
approximate sizes, and these are taken
by an assistant and squared off into regular
shape and size on a dressing machine.
The rock of some quarries requires to be
kept damp from the time it is first exposed
until it 1b split into the final sizes, other
wise the cleavage becomes difficult." Roofing slates are made in numerous
sizes, from 14 x 24 inches down to 6 x 12
inches, the longer dimension being that
which is placed parallel with the rafters
of the roof. In all roofing which is
properly done, a triple lap of 3 inches is
allowed ; thus, for a 24 inch slate 1 fl
inches are exposed, 10J inches are covered
by the slate above it

,

and 3 inches are
covered by two slates above it. The
amount of slate required to cover a space
10x 10 feet in this manner is called a

square, which is the unit by which they
are sold. For slates 12 x 24 inches it takes
114 to make a square; for those 8 x 16
inches, 277 make a square, and so on.
" The normal product of roofing slates

is called No. 1 stock, and this is entirely
free from ribbons. Some quarries make
second and third quality slates, called No.

1 Rib and No. 2 Rib, respectively, the
former containing ribbons near one end
only, so that when laid on the roof the
exposed parts are free from them. These
grades are illustrated in the accompanying
cut. The color of the slate is a perma
nent dark bluish gray. The color of the
ribbons, however, is nearly black at first,
yet, on exposure to the weather, they ex
hibit a whitish < ffiorescenceand soon show
signs of crumbling and decomposition

Banquet of the New Haven Builders'
Exchange.

The annual banquet of the Builders'
Exchange of New Haven, Conn., which
was held on the 12th of April, was one of
the most enjoyable events that have ever
occurred in the social history of the
builders of that city. Nothing that could
contribute to the success of the occasion,
or add to the enjoyment of the members
and their guests, was left undone by the
efficient committee having the banquet
in charge. The menu card presented an
inviting list of delicacies, from " Blue
Chisel Point Oysters to Plaster Paris
Crackers and White Oak Cheese," all of
which were as thoroughly appreciated as
they were delightfully served. Among
the special guests of the occasion were
Ira Gr. Hersey and Wm. H. Sayward,
president and secretary of the National
Association of Builders; H. Wales Lines
of Meriden and ex-Mayor Henry F. Peck.
The toasts were as follows: "Our
Guests," F. B. Farnsworth ; " The City
of New Haven," ex-Mayor Henry F. Peck;" The National Association," Wm. H.
Sayward ; " Our Neighbors of the Silver
City," H. Wales Lines ; " Our Neighbors
of Bridgport," Zalmon Good sell ; "The
Architects," L. W. Robinson ; " The
Builders' Exchange, Its Origin and Pur-

Eose,"
J. Gibb Smith ; " The Carpenters,"

lavid H. Clark ; " The Masons," Jno. N.
Leonard ; " The Plumbers," Robert Mor
gan ; " The Dealers or Material Men," A.
J. Harmount; " The Contractor," Dwight
W. Blakeslee; "The Perfect Brick," S.
P. Crafts; "The Iron Workers," L. H.
Stannard.
The opening address of the president,
Wm. M. Townsend, was one of the most
delicious viands of the banquet, being,
as he termed it, a " wind pudding," and
was a most engaging example of versa
tility.
The responses to the toasts were par
ticularly happy and well chosen. On be
half of the National Association, Secre
tary Sayward presented concisely the
benefits to be derived from participation
in its councils and its deliberations. Mr.
Sayward separated the subject of benefits
to be derived from affiliation, from the
aspect of immediate and individual pe
cuniary return, and pointed out the great
value to the fraternity of uniform and
well-directed effort for the general wel
fare. It is through active participation
in the affairs of the national body that
the local exchanges derive the greatest
benefits, for it is thus that the methods
for improvement become familiar to the
members and the necessity for their
adoption recognized. Examples were
cited, showing the specific effect of the
adoption of some of the recommendations
of the National Association which demon
strated beyond question that there is a
direct return for the amount invested in
maintaining the institution. The presi
dent of the National Association, Ira G.
Hersey, also made a brief address upon
the subject, and both he and the secre
tary urged the New Haven Exchange to
identify itself with the national body.
Both gentlemen were very courteously
received, and considerable enthusiasm
was manifested in favor of affiliation.
The subject is not a new one to the ex
change, and it is anticipated that New
Haven will be represented at the next
convention of the National Association.
In responding to the toast " The Build
ers' Exchange, J. Gibb Smith, the secre
tary, made a happy speech. He succinctly
reviewed the history of the organization,
touching upon the immediate cause for
its establishment, the work done and the
results accomplished. The exchange was
shown to be in excellent condition numer
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ically, with constantly increasing interest
and appreciation on the part of the mem
bers. An enviable position has been
attained by the exchange among the in
stitutions of the city.
The affair was one of the pleasantest
of the kind that have been given in New
Haven for a long time, and was equally
appreciated and enjoyed by guests and
members. Social features of this kind
produce a feeling of fraternity among
builders the satisfaction and benefit of
which cannot be overestimated.

Design for Wall Cabinet.

house in which it may be desired to place
it. Beautiful effects may be obtained by
the use of mahogany, walnut or rosewood ,
all of which admit of a fine finish and
high polish. Hooks may be inserted in
the wall and the cabinet suspended from
them, or the back of the article may be
pierced and secured in this way in what
ever manner required. The plan view
and front and side elevations shown here
with are to a scale of 1 inch to the foot,
while the detail of the pediment illus
trated in Fig. 4 is drawn to a scale of Z
inches to the foot. Most of the details
shown are ^ full size and indicate so
clearly the general construction employed

Ceylon to Have a Novel Exhibit

Many of our readers who have lately
inquired for designs of furniture and ex-

"'Fig.1.—Front Elevation.—Scale,1Inch to tba Foot. Fig. t—Side Elevation.—
Scale,1Inch to the Foot.

That Cej'on will make a un:que exhibit
at the Woild's Fair is evidenced by the fol
lowing description of the Ceylon Build

ing: The floor will consist of Ceylon
woods. The pillars and beams, capitals
and carvings will include the cabinet tim-
beis for which Cejlon is famous. The pil
lars, capitals and caivings aie all repro
ductions of oiiginal objects in the ancient
cities of Ceylon, and these will all be
woiked inironwood, ebony and satinwcod.
The gradatiocs of coloring in the carved

pillars will be exceedingly striking. The

shadirg is from pale crimson yellow of
satinwood to the warm orange brown of
the jiikw. od and the darker tints of mar-

A '

Fig. 4.—Detail of Pediment.—Scale,2 Inches to
the Foot.

Fig. 3.—Plan View.—Scale,1Ineh to the Foot. Fig. 5.—Full SizeSection through GlassDoor taken Fig. «.—Detail of H. Fig. 1.—
on Line C G of Fig. 1. Scale,3Inches to theFoot,

Fig. 7.—Section through Top of Cabinet taken on
Line B Bof Fig. 4.—Scale,3 Inches to the Foot.

Fig. 8.—Sectionthrough A A of Fig.
4.—Scale,3 Inches to the Foot.

Fig. 9.—Detailsof Moldingsshown In Fig. 4.-
Scale,3Inchesto the Foot.

Detign for a Wall Cabinet.

amples of household ornaments are likely
to be interested in the illustrations of a
wall bracket, which are presented here
with. The design is of such a character
as to be made by the skillful mechanic
without any great amount of difficulty
and when completed will prove an at
tractive ornament for any room in the

that further description would appear to
be unnecessary. The mirrors employed
may, of course, vary according to the
taete of the maker, but beveled glass will
be found to produce a very rich effect.
The character of the design is such that
it may be very easily modified to suit in
dividual taste and requirements.

gossa, palu and kumbuk. Suriyamara and
old root-stem wood of the tamarind are
beautiful in the markings. Abundance of
light to reveal the beauties of carvings-
and traceries in the building, the size of
which is to be considerable, is to be
secured by a large number of windows
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with beautifully carved frames. One of
these window frames will be a reproduc
tion of the stone window from the palace
at Yarahu. The building is to cost about
$30,000, and will be erected in Ceylon
before being shipped to Chicago, so as to
give the people an idea of how it is to
appear on the shores of Lake Michigan.

Ventilation in London Workshops.

The Public Health Department of the
London County Council huve issued a
re-portof amedical inspection of workshops
in some of the most crowded of the poorer
metropolitan districts, which proves that
the system of ventilation in these shops
is of the most elementary kind. " In no
instance," says the report in question,
" was any artificial means of ventilation
seen Such interchange of air as might
occur could only be brought about by the
' natural ventilation ' afforded by the chim
ney flue and other openings— windows and
doois. A note was made of all windows
which were not found shut. In the 114
workshops inspected there were in all only
11 in which open windows were found.
One master, on being asked whether the
wit dows were ever open, replied : 'Only
in the spring and summer months.'
Another mester excused the overcrowded
condition of his workroom by remarking
that when the workpeople felt the air to
be cloae and oppressive he did not allow
'.hemto remain in one place, but caused
them to ' move about from one part of the
room to another.' It appears to be ques
tion&ble whether any attempt is ever made
during the winter months to cause a cur
rent of coo', fresh air to circulate through
some of these workrooms."

Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange.

The formal opening of the new rooms
of the Mechanics' and Traders' Exchange
of this city occurred on the afternoon of
Monday, April 10, with appropriate cere
monies. The new quarters are located at
289 Fourth avenue, between Twenty-
second and Twenty-third streets, and
consist of an exchange room, consulting
rooms, secretary's office and library, al I
of which are finished in oak and hand
somely furnished. The work of fitting
up was in charge of Stephen M. Wright,
the genial secretary of the exchange. At
the opening ceremonies a large number
of representative builders were present,
including members of sister exchanges in
Boston, Providence, Worcester, Phila
delphia and other cities. The exercises
opened with a brief address by Secretary
Wright, who, on behalf of the committee
having the matter in charge, turned over
the rooms to President Q. M. Smith. In
substance Mr. Wright said :
Mr. President : Your well-known devotion
to the interest of tbe exchange makes it
scarcelynecessaryto remind you that when it
wasdecidedto makethis radical changeit was
your pleasure to designateme as oneof the
committeeto see that theseroomswereprop
erly arranged with all the convenienceits
limits would permit.
For the committeeI now say, with but one
accord it entered upon the dischargeof the
duties imposed, and I believe never was a
duty more cheerfully performed,for it was
felt that they were aiding a movementwhich
would result in a revival of suchan interest in
our exchangeaswould bring it up to a proper
level of its responsibilities to the entire build-
Ing industry of this city, which it should »o
rightfully represent.
Now, Mr. President,the labors of thecom
mittee are ended,and to you as the chief ex
ecutive we turn over these roomsfitted with
everything new, bright andcheery. Slay such
signify the result of tbe departure from the
forlorn location we have left, and may tbe
attraction of these roomswin back thoseof
our memberswho for so long a time haveab
sented themselves,aswell as be thecauseof
adding to our numbers,so that at the expira
tion of our leaseit will beabsolutelynecessary
to seekmore extensiveaccommodations. To

that end let us all coasecrateourselves with
renewedenergy.

Mr. Smith responded in the following
language :
Mr. Wright : It Is with much pleasureand
gratificationthat I receivethereportof tbecom-
mitteechargedwith theduty of arranging, fit
ting andfurnishing theseroomsfor thepurposes
of this exchange; that they are conveniently
furnished for businessandpresenta bright and
cheerful appearanceif evident to every one
present here to-day; in the name of the ex
changeand on behalf of its members,I thank
you and your fellow committeemenfor the
excellenceof your work.
It is nowmy pleasantduty to declare these
roomsreadyat the closeof this brief hour for
the business uses of members, and to urge
and enjoin each member of the exchangeto
avail himself of the advantages which they
possessby reasonof their central location and
their completenessof detail, and to seeto it
that they are devoted to the purposes for
which theyare designedand in promotion of
the bestinterestsof thebuilding industries of
the city of New York ; and. on behalf of the
management,I desireto statethateveryeffort
proper will bemadeto secureto themembers
of theexchangetheir enjoymentof thebusiness
vprivilegeswhich haveherebeenprovided.
Members of the Exchange and Friends :
In decidingto removefrom our old quarters
in Veseystreet to theserooms,wefeel that we
havemadea stepforward andthat perhapstbe
Mechanics,'andTraders' Exchange is nowupon
thethresholdof betterthingsandof greaterand
wider possibilities ; that tbe advancehaving
been once taken up. it will continue until
we shallhaveadornedour city with a magnifi
cent structure and with fitting and appropri
ateceremonieadedicatedit to theuses of the
building tradeswhich we here to-day largely
represent.

NECESSITYOF AN EXCHANGEBCILDIITO.
An exchangebuilding suchas I havebriefly
suggestedwould, in addition to beingthe cen
ter of tbegreat industries connectedwith tbe
constructionof buildings and kindred works,
be to someextent an expressionof the civic
pride of the buildersof this city.
This is not a new suggestionto many of you
and I am firmly of the belief that it will take
practicableform and this muchdesiredbuild
ing will yet be erected,and a permanentbusi
ness home thereby be secured to the men
through whoseinstrumentalityduring thepast
twenty-five years ,-ixty thousand buildings
have livenerected in this city at a costof one
thousand millions of dollars; this statement
doesnot includesuchcontract work as sewers,
paving, grading, &c., but it is confinedto the
single i nin of buildings of various kinds.
It seemsto methat tbe bestmethodof at
taining our object and securingtheerection
of a building in thenear future is to makethe
bestpossibleuse of what we have here,con
serving theopportunitiesaffordedfor business
and personal intercourse and the cultivation
of friendly relationsasa meansto an end.

THE EXCHANGEA CORPORATEBODT.
This exchangeas a corporate body is not
venerableby reasonof itsage; its record, how
ever, is in all respectsan honorable one,and
it hasborne upon its rolls thenauiesof many
menof high characterandspotlessreputation.
We believethat we can truthfully say that
in the tradesrepresentedin its membershipare
employed a greater number of able-bodied
men than are employed in any other branch
of businessin theCity of New York ; and that
through and by reason of this employment
morehomesaremadecomfortablethan by any
other single agency or employment. And it
is to the credit of the employersin the trades
representedin thisexchange,that theworkman
can soeasilystart a businessof his own and
therebybecomeanemployer; instancesalmost
without numberoccur to eachof us wherethe
experiencedemployer has been succeededby
his foremanor workman,or theyhaveengaged
in business for themselvesand have had his
counseland advicein their beginnings.
With enlargedmembershipanda morecom
plete consolidation of interests and responsi
bilities, this exchangecan consistentlyunder
take and possibly succeed in securing the
settlementby arbitration of thosedifferences
which seem to beconstantlyarising between
the wageearnerand tbewagepayer.
Concluding, I enjoin upon eachmemberthe
endeavortomakethis daily meetingplace his
sphere of usefulness and helpfulness to his
businessassociates,and in this mostpractical
way show that membershipmeansfellowship.
Addresses were also made by J. S. Ste
vens of the Philadelphia Builders' Ex
change ; John J. Tucker, president of the
Building Trades Club ; Isaac A. Hopper,
Andrew J. Campbell, Thomas J. Brady
and William C. Smith.

In the evening of the same day the
Building Trades Club tendered at their
handsome clubhouse, 117 East Twenty-
third street, a reception to the president
and secretary of the National Association
of Builders. The programme consisted
of music by Young s orchestra, followed
by a number of special features, includ
ing character and humorous songs, reci
tations and legerdemain. Following the
musical and literary features, refresh
ments were served in the rooms on the
main floor of the building. During the
intermission Secretary Wright stated that
the Chicago Exchange was dedicating
new quarters on that day, and in response
to a congratulatory message sent them
early in the afternoon, the following re
ply had been received :

CHICAGO,April 10.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of
Chicago, nowdedicating its newheadquarters,
presentsthe complimentsof tbe season,offers
its heartiest congratulations,sincerely hopes
and confidently expects tbe Building Trades
Club of New York will, like tbe brook, go on
forever. Wishing you a mostenjoyable even
ing. CHARLESW. GINDELE,

President.
The entertainment was carried out in
the same liberal spirit which has charac
terized the affairs of the Building Trades
Club since its organization.

A House of the Early Settlers.

One of the buildings erected by the
early settlers in the locality of Albany is
the subject of an interesting account con
tained in a recent issue or the Albany
Journal. This building, which is now
being torn down, was erected, it is
stated, in 1710and was outside of the
stockade which protected the city from
Indians. It was then used as a trading
store, and goods were bartered with the
Indian for whole and merchantable
beaver skins. The name of the builder
was Jacob Lansen, since changed to Lan
sing, and his bricks were brought over
from Holland in a sailing vessel. When
the widow Visscher was the owner
she permitted the Indians to use it as
a lodging place, while staying over
to make purchases, and many a stirring
scene was here witnessed, when, after
trading their skins for rum, the red men
became uproarious under the influence.
The widow is reported as using her broom
freely upon such occasions, and it was a
potent scepter in her hands in restoring
order.
High up on the Columbia street gable
can 1M-seen the old iron crane that was
used in years gone by in hoisting heavy
articles to the second story. Another
curious feature noticeable from the street
is the large door opening on the second
floor, originally intended for the recep
tion of articles hoisted from below. This
door is divided through the middle, each
part swinging on hinges. In the upper
half can be discerned a square hole which
was used by those within to seewhat was
going on in the direction of the stockade.
The windows were furnished with heavy
wooden shutters, in the upper parts of
which were crescents cut to admit light
when they were closed. The crane and
divided door are snid to have been placed
in position when the house was erected.
Neither has been used in many a long
year.
There are many rare and valuable relics
about the old structure. There is an oil
painting made directly from the original
house. The painter's name is too faint to
be deciphered. There are some old Dutch
tiles, representing St. Peter hearing the
crowing of the cock, and the Prodigal
Son, which originally decorated the first
fireplace, around which the Indians sat
and smoked their pipes with the Dutch
traders. There are the old locks and keys
of quaint design, still preserved ; and all
these, together with the divided door with
the loophole, crane, and large iron beam
pins, have sufficient virtue to entitle them
to preservation by the historical-loving
people.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Strength of Bracket*.

From F. A. D., Southington, Conn. —
Will some reader of the paper please give
me his opinion as to the weight which
two brackets like the one shown in the
sketch, Fig. 1, will safely sustain? The
brackets are 3 feet 6 inches apart, bolted
to 'a 16-inch wall. They are braced and
bolted together in a strong manner, the
bolts that go through the wall being 1
inch in diameter, with threads cut down
to % inch. The weight is equally dis
tributed over the platform, which is 3%
feet square.
Answer. — The inquiry of the corre
spondent above was referred to a well-
known civil engineer, who furnishes the
following in reply :
The bracket at first sight seems to be
out of proportion. The two 3-inch bolts
will entirely cut away both of the mem
bers through which they pass, if the
pieces are bored, thus reducing the
strength of bracket to 0. If we put the
bolts on each side of the bracket with
cast-iron washers, A, we shall have
nearly all of the wood left to use, but we
cut up through the platform, which to

shearing of the 1-inch rod would equal
the load which could be placed on plat
form. To determine this we take the
area of rod = 0.7854 square inch X 8000
pounds (safe shearing strength of wrought
iron), which equals 6383pounds. A load
of 6283 pounds on one bracket is all the
rod will safely carry without shearing at
wall line.
We can now try the strength of the
rod to resist pulling apart. The pull on
the rod will be caused by the weight
coming on brace, which is indicated by

Qft1
'

the letter D in Fig. 1, and equals ^ of
the whole load. In strain diagram, Fig.
2, let a — c = 30.5. Draw a— 6 parallel to
the rod and b— c parallel to brace.
Then b— c = the strain in brace = 43
and a — c= the strains in rod = 80.5.

Therefore the strain in rod equals ^~ of42
the whole load on platform. Calling the
safe tensile strength of rod 5300 pounds
= % inchdiameter (= 0.4417square inch)
X 12,000pounds, the safe tensile strength
of wrought iron.
Then the load on platform to produce

571pounds. To resist this we have 4 X 4

X 360 pounds (safe shearing strength of

spruce across the grain) = 5760 pounds,
so that no trouble at this point need be
feared. From the above we conclude
that 1600pounds on each bracket, or 3200
pounds on two, is all that they will safely
carry. To get the applied load we must
deduct the weight of brackets, including
the 4 and 8 inch bolts and cast iron
washers.
This bracket seems faulty in construc
tion in several places. First, in not being
supported at or near the bottom of verti
cal members, either by a corbel or by a
bolt which shall take the entire weight
of platform and load, thus relieving the
upper tie rod of any tendency to shear off
at wall line. Then the extremely large
bolts (3 inch) could be done away with
and a single %-inch bolt would probably
answer at each joint. The bracket might
be constrncted as in Fie. 3, the bottom
of the vertical member being supported
by corbel and the joint at F' framed and
primed with angle, as shown. The lower
leg of angle serves as washer for the tie
bolt and horizontal leg secured by two
lag screws to top members. These will

Fig. L—Sketch or Bracket Submitted by "F. A. V." Fig. 2.—Strain Diagrams.

Strengthof Brackets.

give an evenly distributed load must rest
on the horizontal member. But suppose
that this is not so, and that the load is
evenly distributed. It seems evident that
no movement or rupture can take place at
joints B and C before the 1-inch tie rod
fails, either by pulling apart or shearing
off at wall line, or before the part of
vertical member above 1-inch tie rod is
pushed up through, caused by the weight
•of bracket and load. This last point
seems to be the weakest spot in the
bracket. As failure here must be caused
by longitudinal shearing, we can de
termine the strength of vertical above
tie rod by finding its safe resistance to
shearing along the grain.
By reference to Fig. 1 it will be seen
that there are 4 inches above tie rod and
that tie rod must be forced through this
4 inches to make failure possible. Then
we have 2x4x5 inches X 40 pounds
(safe resistence of spruce to shearing
along the grain). This gives 1600pounds
as the largest load that can safely be
borne by the one bracket without danger
of failure at point F, Fig. 1.
The next weakest point seems to be at
wall line, where the load on platform is
liable to shear off the 1-inch tie rod. The
shearing strain at this point will equal
the load, so that the safe resistance to

•
this strain must be

42
X 5300pounds =

7298 pounds. Now having found that
the point F, Fig. 1, is the weakest point
and that 1600 pounds is the limit of
load for one bracket —taking this as the
load we find a strain of 1638pounds to
exist in brace. Safe compressive strength
of spruce being 650 pounds per square
inch, we have to resist this strain
4 X 5 X 650 = 13,000 pounds. There
is then no trouble about the strength of
the brace. The shearing at head and
foot of brace = 1162pounds. At the top
this is resisted by 4 inches X 15 inches x
40 pounds - 2400pounds, so that the two
3-inch bolts are of little value, simply
to keep pieces together. At the foot the
1162pounds strain is resisted by 4 inches
X 6 inches X 40 pounds = 960pounds,
the safe shearing strength of the verti
cal below joint. This leaves 202pounds
strain to be taken care of by the two
3-inch bolts. The pull on the top member
is resisted by the upturned end of tie rod
bearing on wood. To pull this out will
require 2 X 4 X 21 X 40 pounds = 6720
pounds, so that top member is all right as
far as the pulling strain is concerned.
At B there might be trouble because of
the top member shearing across.
At tnis point there will be a strain of

Fig. 3.—SuggestedMethod of Constructing
the Brackets.

take the place of bend in 1-inch tie rod,
Fig. 1, and the angle will stiffen the joint
considerable. A washer on outside of
wall would also be better than the nut,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Taking the Wind out of Timber.
From H. P. F., Lapell, Ind.—l would
like some of the readers of the paper to
tell me through the columns of the cor
respondence department how to take the
wind out of timber before laying it off.

Interior
From S. C. M., Leaf River, III.—Why is
it that houses which are finished with
Georgia pine casing always have white
pine doors ? I hope some of my brother
chips of experience will explain this.

Keeping Steel Square* from Boating;.

From I. N. M., Salem, Neb.—Will some
carpenter inform me through the columns
of the paper how to keep a steel square
from becoming rusty from handling?
Some years ago I saw near Winchester,
Va., a carpenter who had a steel square,
the figures on which were filled in some
way with red lead, so that the marks were
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perfectly plain. The square also had a
preparation of some kind upon the body
of it which prevented rusting by hand
ling. It looked to me very much as would
a piece of oxidized steel.

Eyebrow Window* ln Ogee Conical
Roof.

From N. A. W., East Moriches, L. I.—l
would like to have some one tell me,
through the columns of the paper, how
to frame and finish eyebrow windows in
an ogee conical roof, as, for example,
in a tower roof.

Stair* for Fire Escape.
From A. L., Napa, Cal.—l lately built
a circular stairway 40 feet high with
about 3 feet rods to be used as a fire es
cape, and thinking the subject might
prove interesting to some of the readers
of Carpentry and Building, I submit
sketches herewith showing the method
of procedure. As the stairs were outside
the building it was desirable to conceal
the soffit with tapered half-inch ceiling,
but discovered that both edges being
straight it would not work. The ceiling
was about 3^ inches wide at the wide
end, and we had to work out J to A inch
to the center of each board. After we
had done this we dropped them into boil
ing water and they fitted very well. We
did not split or break any of them. I
would like to have some practical stair
builders give a rule for obtaining the

anything about house building. The va
rious issues of the paper are good in every
way and handy to have about the place ;
but they generally say too much about
roofs, and not enough about shop work
and the finishing of interior of nouses.
Some boss carpenters are very peculiar in
their manners, and if they have good me
chanics or good men they are unable to
keep them on account of bad treatment.
Some men can do more work in nine
hours than others can do in ten or twelve,
and yet bosses will pay the inferior man
just the same per day. It is no wonder so
many journeymen go to contracting and
take work at low prices. I want to see
good men obtain good wages, and I am
sure they will do the work quickly and
with entire satisfaction. Another objec
tionable feature is the way some bosses
in the shops and planing mills hurry the
work with the wagon waiting at the door.
Under these circumstances, the work
manship cannot be expected to be of a
high order. It seems to me a simple job
to clean doors by hand, and yet plenty
of carpenters do not do it right. They
use smoothing planes, and consequently
make the doors full of bumps. They
sandpaper the coarse part of the work
first and scratch the stiles in sandpaper
ing up the work. A good jack plane or
short fore plane should be used first, fin
ishing up with the smoothing plane and
sandpapering the stiles. The result is a
good door, finished at the rate of one an
hour. All sash of whatever size should

at sight ; that is, a drawing that speaks
for itself, as it were ? Take, for instance,,
the diagram from " Chips," California,,
presented in the May number of the paper
for 1889,and the whole thing is seen at a
glance without reading a word as to what
he has to say about it. Even the bevel is
so clear that no one has ever asked for an
explanation of it, as he evidently expected
they would, for he kindly offered to shed
further light on the subject if desired.
Such men as " Chips" deserve our thanks
equally with such men as the above-men
tioned authors. I have found a great
many young men return to the subject
again after once giving it up in despair,
frightened by the array of figures, letters,
&c. , to be found in the works of some of
our leading authors upon handrailing.
Now, in regard to the system known as
the "Falling Line" system (although its
superiority cannot be questioned as one
can rigidly follow any predetermined
line), I have never known one to go to the
pains of becoming thoroughly acquainted
with it, as it is too much trouble. Now,.
I think " Chips " has the same idea as
myself, as laid down in the October num
ber of the paper. All I want is the spread
of the tangents and a level line across
them, but it " Chips" will give us another
with the two pitches different and requir
ing two bevels, hewill receive the thanks
of agreat many of the readers of Carpentry
and Building.
Another system I would like to inquire
about is the one mentioned in the Novem-

r

Circular Blair* for Fire Escape as Constructedby "A. L."

proper form of such a ceiling, or tell me
if the sketch which I inclose is correct.
The larger drawing represents the plan
of step, while the smaller one at the left
shows various widths of tread. The
linesl, 2, 3, 4, 5 correspond with the dot
ted lines of the same numbers shown in
the larger drawing. It will be observed
that the line drawn through those points
is curved.

Raisins Heavy Roofs.
From J. C, Cohoes, N. Y. —I would like
to see discussed by the practical readers
of the paper the question of raising heavy
roofs in single bends, such as those for
churches, for example. I should also be
interested in reading the methods em
ployed by those engaged in the building
trades relating to the practical handling
of derricks or gin poles.

Shop Practice.
From Observer, Allegheny, Pa. —I am
a reader of Carpentry and Building, and
notice in the December issue that the
editor desires letters from the readers of
the paper. I am glad to see that the col
umns are open to any and all who may
wish to discuss topics of interest. I wish
to say several things about our trade, but
have not before had an opportunity to
express myself. I have been working 20
years at carpenter and joiner work, and
am always learning and willing to learn

be dovetailed at the meeting rails, as no
other method will hold for any length of
time. It takes a little longer to do the
work, but it pays, and the result is some
thing that will stand as long as there is a
part of the sash left. A nail should not
be put through the tenon to hold it to
gether, although some people do the
work this way. A good pin -f
,

inch in
diameter ought to be put through the
stiles, even in sash.

Shingling Valleys.
From W. T. T., Onaga, Kan.—There is
a mistake in my sketch accompanying the
article on shingling valleys, published in
the April issue of Carpentty and Build
ing, which, I think, deserves severe criti
cism. The tin shingle is represented as
lying loose on the butts of the common
shingles. This would never do. The
edges of the tin shingles should lie en
tirely under the edges of the common
shingles, instead of on top as represented
in the sketch published.

Discussion of Handrailing; Problems.
From W. G. P., Toronto, Canada. — In
regard to the papers which have been
published during the past year on hand-
railing, I would like to say a few words.
With all due respect to such men as Mr.
Monckton and Mr. Secor, is it not a fact
that what is wanted at the present day is
something which the student can grasp

ber number for 1887. It is by a practical
man and it can be seen at a glance that
he has an eye for easements, which very
few possess. They are almost always too
abrupt. Like "Chips'" diagram it needs
no references, bnt at the same time I

would like to possess the work of the
author if it is published. No doubt it is

old, but I do not mind that. I have a

great many old things in my library, but
they are good. Perhaps "J. A." of
Utica, N. Y., will oblige by naming the
author.

Sharpening IHoJdlns Plane Irons.
From H. D., New York City.— In the
January issue of the paper " T. B." of
Headingly, Manitoba, asks the proper
method of grinding and even sharpening
irons of molding planes. In the first place,
permit me to say that oil stones are not
used to grind any tool, their duty being
to sharpen the edge after the tool has left
the grindstone or emery wheel. If " T.
B." has a complete set of molding planes

it would be well for him to secure some
small oil stones of different size convex
edges. The irregular edges consisting of
angles, arrises, convexes, concaves and
possibly ogees, cannot conveniently be
ground on a grindstone. I have always
used a fine file for getting in the angles
and for the curved edges have employed
oil stones. Before filing the irons, how
ever, they should be softened by passing
them through the fire, and when filed
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should be tempered anew. If "T. B." is
acquainted with some wood carver, he
will perhaps show him how to handle oil
atones. If the angle is not sharp enough
after having filed it, use an oil stone hav
ing an edge less than 90Q,or y-shaped.

Filing Sim ...
From A. R., La Crosse, Wis.— In the
sketches which I send is illustrated some
thing that may be of interest to the read
ers of Carpentry and Building, particu
larly those chips of the craft not wholly
seasoned. The sketches show a file handle

From G. A. T., Butler, Pa.— In look
ing over the April issue I notice the names
of the winners of the prizes in the XXIst
competition and think some one made an
error in counting up the cost in the de
tailed estimate published in connection
with the first-prize design. I have care
fully added the figures and make the
total $1014.38. Now, this is over the fixed
amount, and a good bit of the material is
No. 2. I think $1.20 per perch laid is
pretty low for stone. We cannot get the
stone here for a cent less than $1.50 per
perch delivered, and the lowest we can
get it laid is $1.25per perch. I also think
that plastering at 13|K cents per square
yard is pretty low for the kind specified.
The lowest we can get plastering done
here is 25 cents per square yard. Now, I
do not like to find fault or correct mis-

FlK. 1.—Shapeof the File Handle. Fig. 2.—Showingthe Application of the Handle

Filing Saws.—SketchesSubmittedbg"A. A"

which will aid the user in obtaining a
uniform bevel and hook to the points of
his saw. Fig. 1 shows the shape of the
handle, cut from an inch board. The
recess in it is intended to receive that
portion of the file which is not cut. Fig.
2 clearly shows the application of the
handle. Let the upper beveled side of
the handle strike the blade, thus giving a
uniform bevel. Before inserting the file
in the handle the operator should see to it
that it is twisted in such a way that when
the flat side of the handle is held parallel
to the cutting edge of the saw, it will
give the desired hook. The clamp shown
in Fig. 2 can be made with 8-inch sides,
about 10inches high. The jaws are let in
a downward slant, securely glued and
screwed to uprights. The separator at
the bottom is nailed to the sides. This
clamp can beused in a bench vise or may
be screwed to a piece of plank across a
window and tightened with a screw clamp
for holding the saw.

Criticism* of Flrrt-Prlze Design In the
x x i«i Competition.

From J. C. H. ,Chicago, HI.— I have been
a reader of Carpentry and Building for
abont ten years and haye always been in
terested in it, especially so in this compe
tition. I have partially examined the
house plans receiving the first prize and
am inclined to think the committee was
not competent or showed partiality. Let
me call attention to some items which
they ought to have seenaccording to the
itemized bill. In the matter of excavat
ing, 62 yards is wrong according to the
author's specifications and figures. It
will be seenthat there is at least 87 yards,
and at his price amounts to $21.75,being
$6.25 more than his item calls for. He
also allows 3900brick. According to my
figures it will take at least 4360,which at
his price amounts to $52.32,or an excess
of $5.52, The item for plastering calls
for 400 yard.", while there is at least 490
yards, and at his figures makes $58.80,an
excess of $10.80. According to the item
ized bill the figures amount to more than
the stipulated price. The items figure
$1014.38, and adding the excess of the
items of excavating, $6.25, brick, $5.52,
and plastering $10.80,gives a grand total
of $1036.95, This looks to me as if there
was something wrong. Then, again, the
names of the architect and contractor are
the sam«

takes, but I want to seea fair show, as
the one to whom the prize was awarded
has exceeded the cost to which the house
in the competition was limited.

From C. H. C., Boulder, Col.— In foot
ing up the total cost of the first-prize de
sign in the $1000competition I make the
total $1014.88. I wisli to know if it is
customary to plaster with one coat in the
East. I would like to learn how to do a
good
quality of work with one coat of

me, hair and sand mortar. I am accus
tomed to three-coat work, or plaster
paris finish. In justice to all competitors
I think this plan and specification should
be rectified. I have 11years' numbers of

Carpentry and Building containing my de
sign, which was awarded the first prize
in the XXIst Competition, and com
paring the published figures with those
contained in the estimate I received from
the contractor, I find several errors have
occurred. One can readily see that in the
items of door and window finish. These
items should read :
27sidesfinish for dorrs, at 50cents $13.50
14sidesfinish for windows, at 70rents. . 9.80

Then again, the item of incidentals is
carried out wrong, it being $43.38instead
of $48.38. This makes the total cost
$995.58.

Hanging Double-Swing Door*.
From the CHICAGO SPRING Burr COM
PANY, Chicago. III.—Replying to the cor
respondent "J. F. R.," whose inquiry
appears in the April issue of Carpentry
and Building, would say that it is not in
the mechanical nature of things to hang
a door with Chicago blank butts, or any
other three-leaved butt of which we have
heard, without the door sagging. It is
absolutely necessary to use the spring
butt above the blank. When the doors
are very high they have a tendency to
warp, in which case a blank placed be
tween the two hinges will avoid it, and
when the doors are low a single spring
hinge will operate it, with a blank placed
below the spring hinge. In the directions
which we send with our double-acting
spring butt it is stated that " when the
doors are light one spring put at the top
and one blank at the bottom will work
very well. Never put the blank at the
top of the door. Be particular to hang
them in perpendicular line." The direc
tions for applying the blank butt are to
the effect that the butt is to be put on
with the outside leaf ball up on the door
or down on the jamb, and always below
the spring butt.

Framing a Gothic "Window.
From W. C. M., Oakland, Col.— In the
December issue of the paper I notice an
inquiry from " J. S. Q " of Morgan town,
1ml., as to the method of getting the
length of jambs in a Gothic window frame
before bending. The accompanying dia
gram gives the desired solution of the
problem, and " J. S. Q." can obtain the

Framing a Gothic Window.—Methodof Finding Lengthof Jamb litfore Bending.

Carpentry and Building, and want to
feel that all have an equal show in prize
competitions. I think the committee
haye overlooked a great many things in
this design. I trust, however, I shall not
be misunderstood in this matter.

From JOHN P. KINGSTON, Worcester,
Mass.— la looking over the April issue of

lengths of his jambs before bending to a.
gnat's heel. Referring to the diagram,
let A B C represent the jambs in a Gothic
window frame. Let E F equal E D and
draw the line from F to G. Now let G B
equal A B, the radius. Draw from E to
H equal to the line D C ; let G H equal
B I, which is the length of the straight
jamb. To find the bevel, describe the arcs,
as shown at a and b.
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Tin Shingles for Valleys.

From A. W. W., Sudbury.— Would
some of the kindly disposed readers of
Carpentry and Building express their
opinions concerning the use of tin

SketchAccompanyingLeUerFrom '

of Surlbury.
'a. w. w:

shingles, or a'continuous gutter of wide
tin in shingling a valley. I would also
like to learn their method of cutting the
shingles in the valley. For my part, I
have always used a continuous gutter of
galvanized iron, zinc or tin, running
under the shingles 8 or 10inches at each
side with soldered joints. I cut my
shingles so that the grain of the wood
runs in the same direction as the valley
and abutting against the straight shingles
laid next to the valley, as shown on the
side marked A of the accompanying
sketch. I have, however, been advised
to use tin shingles and let the butts finish
at the valley, as shown at the side marked
B of the sketch. Will the readers kindly
furnish information on this subject, as I
feel it would be highly appreciated by
others besides myself ?

Pitch of Door and Window Sills.
From T. R. A., Ritchey, Mo. — In reply
to " M. E. L.," who asks in the November
number of the paper concerning the pitch

From O. G., Lake Mills, Iowa. — In reply
to "M. E. L.," Stryker, Ohio, who asked
in a recent issue with regard to the pitch
of door and window sills, I would say I
always use the same bevel, which is

% inch in 6 inches. I have employed this
pitch for some time and have yet to find
any fault with it.

Laying Porch Floors.

From W. W. B., Toledo, Ohio.—Will
some of the many readers of Carpentry
and Building give me their method of
laying porch floors of \yt x 3 inch un
matched strips. The hip joint is the
point concerning which I desire informa
tion. Should or should not a joint be
nailed on the hip ?

Estimate of Materials.
From D. L. Merrill, Union City,
Mich. — In view of the remarks which have
been presented in Carpentry and Build
ing, with regard to estimating materials,
it may be of interest to the readers to
know that upon the back of my business
card I have printed the estimated quan
tity of a number of materials required in
building construction. The list reads as
follows :

Four bunchesof shinglesto the thousand.
Four thousand pine shingles, 16inches, will
cover 6ve squares.
Three thousandpine shingles,18incheslong,
will cover five squares.
Two pounds three-pennywire nails to 1000
shingles.
One hundred and twenty feet pine flooring
will lay 100feetsurface.
One"hundredandtwenty feetpine sidingwill
lay 100feetsurface.
One thousandfeetof lath are 2000pieces.
One thousand feet of lath will cover 120
squareyards.
Twelve poundsof lath nails to 1000feet of
lath.
Forty pickets2 inchesto the rod.
Thirty-five common brick to the foot for
chimney—30of Detroit brick.
Forty of Detroit brick to the foot for well,
30-inchcircle.
Two and a half barrels of lime will cover100
squareyards plastering two coats.
One anda half barrels of liroe will cover 110
square yards plasteringonecoat.
Onebarrel of lime will lay 1000brick.
One barrel of lime will lay 1 cord of stone.

would refer " O. N. G.' to the issue of
the paper for September of last year, in
which he will find in the serial article
entitled "The Builder's Guide," an illus
trated description of a method of con
structing the track and boxing for slid
ing doors, which may possibly be of inter
est to him.

Handy Tool Chest.
From J. E. M., Sacramento, Cal. — In
closed herewith I send sketches of ahandy
tool chest which I built for myself and
which I find the most convenient of any
I have seen. I have arranged to put my
handbox in the chest, as indicated in the
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Handy Tool Cheat.—Fig. 1.—CrossSection.

cross section, Fig. 1. Nearly every car
penter, I know, is bothered with the
handbox when moving from place to
place, and if the chest was made as in
dicated in the sketch this annoyance
would be avoided. Referring to the
drawing, A is the handbox ; B B B tills,
the top one being made with a cover ; C
is the taw till with the lid hung to the
chisel rack, the latter being represented
by D, while E is the moldingrack and F
a place for ordinary tools. The tills can
be partitioned to suit the different tools.
I make the handbox the same length as

Pitch of Door and WindowSills.—Fig. 1.—MethodPursued by" T. R. A." in Laying offJambs.

of door and window sills, permit me to
offer the following information : I always
make the pitch of door and window sills
the same and equal to a rise of 3 inches to
the foot, -fV to 4 inches. I always lay
the jambs off as indicated in Fig. 1 of the
accompanying sketches—that is, 4 inches
on the tongue and 24 inches on the
blade of the square. I prefer my doors

Fig. 2.—Window Stool.

and windows the same pitch, and one
good reason I have for using the above
pitch is that it members exactly with our
mill-made stools, which we obtain from
the St. Louis market. In Fig. 2 is shown
a sketch of the window stools which we
use here. I do not approve of " W. B.
V.'s" plan, as his window stool is TV too
great a pitch for our stool.

One barrel of lime, estimate, five-eighths
yards of goodsand.
One bushel of hair will do for 100 square
yards plastering.
One and one-fourth yards of good sandwill
do for 100squareyards of plastering.
One-third barrel plaster will hard finish 100
squareyards.
Onebarrel water lime will build a 35-barrel
cistern.
Two barrels water lime will cement cellar
bottom16x 24.
Fifty pounds building paper will cover 60
yards.

Hanging Sliding Doors.

From O. N. G., Lake Mills, Iowa. —
Will some practical carpenter who is a
reader of the paper tell me what, in his
estimation, is the best method of hanging
sliding doors in partitions. I would like
very much to have the explanation illus
trated by means of diagrams.
Note.—With no intention of anticipat
ing the answers which our practical
readers may see fit to send in reply to the
inquiry of the correspondent above, we

Fig. 2.—Sectional View ShowingCon
structionof Tills.

the bottom till resting on the slide. I
make the tills as indicated in the section
Fig. 2. A shows the end of the till and B
the rabbeted piece or slide. The till
being hung in the center allows it to slide
easy.

Design for a Six-Room House.
From J. W. R., Vandalia, III.— I have
been a reader of Carpentry and Building
for several years and would be pleased to
see a design for a neat six-room, one-story
Queen Anne cottage, with all improve
ments, such as water closets, bathroom,
pantry, china cupboard, bay window, &c.
The parlor, sitting room and dining room
should connect by folding doors. I have
designed a great many houses, but have
failed to plan a one story house that just
suited me.

Roof Truss Problems.
From C. W. B., South Denver, Col.— I
send a sketch of a roof truss which I
would like to have criticised by the prac
tical readers of Carpentry and Building.
There is a small church building under
construction in this city, and the rafters,
which are placed 16 inches from center to
center, are trussed as shown in the sketch.
The rafters are 2x6 inches, the collar
beam 2x4 inches and the other members
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2x6 inches. They are all spiked together
at the joints where they cross each other.
The roof is covered with boards and
shingles. The under part of the truss is
lathed and plastered. I wish some of the
readers of the paper would give me a
method of finding the strains in the trnss
by means of a drawing, or by calculation
I would also like to have amethod for find
ing the amount of horizontal thrust or

he would have to splice out. It seemsto
me the question is one which is likely to
bring out no little interesting discussion.

From O. L. W., Dallas, Texas.— Letme
say to "G. A. L" that I have been in
nearly every one of the Middle and
Western States, and have always found it
the rule to express the pitch of roof as

Roof Trust for Church Contributedby "ft W. B."

Eush
against the walls, the latter being of

rick, 8 inches thick. Another question I
wonld like to ask is, have any of the read
ers of the paper ever seen the walls of a
building pushed apart and the roof sag
where a truss of this form was employed?

Pitch of Booh.
From A. W. W., Sudbury.— Replying
to the question propounded by "G. A. L.,"
in the December number of Carpentry
and Building with regard to the pitch of

SketchIllustrating Pitch of Roofs as
Understoodby "A. W. W."

roofs, I would say that I have several
times been asked the same thing. My in
variable reply has been that a two-thirds
pitch is only a different way of express
ing one-third pitch, which is the correct
term. The pitch of a roof as mechanic
ally understood is the hight from the top
of the plates to the point at which the
rafters intersect on the ridge at a run on
the rafters from the extreme upper out
side corner of the plate as illustrated in
the accompanying sketch. In order for
a building 24 feet wide to have one-third
pitch, the rise of the rafter must be 8
feet, which is one-third the width of the
structure and for a quarter pitch the rise
of the rafter would be 6 feet, which is
one-quarter the width of the building.
The sketch which I send will, I think,
make my meaning clear.

From P. C. , Cedar Falls, Iowa. — I notice
in Carpentry and Building for December
that " G. A. L." of South Hanson, Mass.,
asks what is a two-thirds pitch, and re
quests the advice of practical men in the
trade. I do not claim to be all that the
term implies, but try to be as practical as
possible. The correspondent also gives
his view as to what constitutes a two-
thirds pitch, which, as I understand it,
is to take two-thirds the width of the
building for the length of the rafter. I
will just ask him what he would do with
a half or one-third pitch. I should think

the fractional part of the span or width
of a building. For example, a building
18 feet wide, with a rise of roof of B
feet, is spoken of as one-third pitch ; if
the roof is 12 feet high it is two-thirds
pitch.

From F. E. C, Marion, Ind.—I notice
in the January number of Carpentry and
Building that " G. A. L." asks what is
two-thirds pitch, and then goes on to say
that the rafters on a building 12feet wide,
with a two-thirds pitch, would be 8 feet
long. Now, I cannot agree with him.
Taking the building referred to, which is
12 feet wide, my understanding of the
matter would be that a 8-foot rise would
equal one-quarter pitch ; 4 foot rise would
equal one-third pitch ; 6-foot rise would
equal one-half pitch, and 8-foot rise
would equal two-thirds pitch. Using
these figures the rafters would be 6.708
feet, 7.211feet, 8.485feet and 10 feet re
spectively in length.

Tool Ghent Construction.
From J. E. C, Marion, Ind.—I have
carefully read the description and scru-
tinizingly examined the sketches of the
many excellent tool chests presented in
Carpentry and Buildiny, but as yet have
seen none that suit me as well as one I
built for myself some time ago. I trust
the readers of the paper will bear with
me while I try and describe what I regard

the top panel, with nickel finished round
headed screws. The body of the chest is
of Jjj-inch stuff with a belt at the top % x
3% inches and at the base by % x 4 inches.
The corner boards on the ends and rear
are % x 3% inches with a 1 inch mold
made from California redwood on the
corners, base, belt and around the draw
ers. Fig. 1 of the sketches shows a front
view of the chest completed, while Fitf. 2
is a cross section showing drawers, tills,
&c. In the top of the chest are station
ary tills, gained in the body, as shown in
Fig. 2. These tills are intended for saws,
planes, plumb and level, &c. The front
till has a false bottom. Steel squares
hang down in the rear of the saw till on
steps fastened to the back, going through
the bottom of the tills and back of the
drawers. Below these saw tills and above
the base, are drawers, properly propor
tioned, so as to give a separate place for
different tools, while beneath the drawers
is a convenient place for such tools as are
least needed. When the tools are all
packed away where they belong, I slide
two steel rods yt inch in thickness from
the front top till, down through the
drawers and back of the base, close the
lid, turn my J. B. Miller keyless lock, and
go away feeling that all are safe.

From A. T., Albany, Oregon— 1 have
been a reader of Carpentry and Building
for more than a year and have beenmuch
interested in the matter published relat
ing to tool chest construction. For in
stance, there was in the October issue a
description of a very nice chest furnished
by "G. H. R.," Delphi, N. Y., but the
one which appeals to my judgment is the
chest described by "C. T. G.," of Pitts-
field, Mass. This to use a slang expres
sion, " takes the cake." The correspondent
says
" the principle of a 'place for every

thing and everything in its place ' holds
as good with a carpenter as with a mem
ber of any other trade or profession." Not
only should he be able to place his hand
upon any desired tool without rummag
ing over the entire kit, but he says he
wants to find it free from unnecessary
scratches or marks, and if it be an edge
tool as sharp at least, if not sharper as he
left it. He also says " if he be a sharp
man he will keep sharp tools sharpened
very sharply. The chest should be strong
and the space utilized to the best advan
tage." Now, here is the point. I would
like to ask him how he keeps his sharp
tools among the bench planes, framing
planes, &c., as he does with the level? I
nave never seen a practical tool chest
where the level is among such tools. Out
in this section we always keep it in a
drawer by itself, and I think it is the best
way. Why should a carpenter keep a
level among such tools, especially when
they are moved about in a wagon and

<;•;■ •. ;•
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Tig. 1.—Front Elevation.

Tool ChestConstructedby '

as a very convenient carpenter's tool
chest, the dimensions, of course, being
governed by the size and quality of tools
to be used. The inside measurements of
my chest are 33 inches long, 20 inches
wide and 22 inches high. The lid is }i-
inch thick with J^-inch nosing, which
drops %-inch and is fastened, as is also

DRAWERNO.3

8PACEFOR
TOOLSSELDOMUSED
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Fi(r. 2 —CrossSection.

J. E. C." of Marion, Ind.

badly shaken about ? The first thing he
knows he has to make use of a screw
driver in order to repair his level. I can
not complain about "C. T. G.'s" tool
chest, but I think if a man is very sharp
he will not keep a level among such tools
as I have named. One other thing which

I cannot understand is this : He says ' ' By
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the way, I have a conveniently arranged
partition which fits snugly against the
last molding plane, whether there be five
or 15 in the chest." There is nothing in
the drawings submitted to show the ar
rangement of the partition, and I think
the matter would be more satisfactory if
the correspondent would enlighten us a
little on this point. I think, however, all
things considered, that it will not take a
very sharp man to construct a tool chest
like that of -'C. T. G." In conclusion I
would say that there are no flies on
"G. H. R.V tool chest.

Framing an Octagon Tower Roof.
From P. H. L., Denver, Col. — In reply
to "P. A. C." of San Francisco, Cal.,
whose inquiry appears in the October

Fig. 2, we have the proper length of the
jack. The plumb and vertical cuts of the
jacks are the same as those on the com
mon rafter. The figures on the steel
square which give the cuts for an octagon
are 7 inches and 17inches, the 7-inch side
giving the cuts. The figures on the
square which will give the cuts for com
mon rafter in this case are 5 inches on the
tongue and 12% inches on the blade, the
latter giving the upper cut and the tongue
the lower cut. The figures giving the
cuts for the hip rafter in this case are 5
and 5% inches on the tongue and 12V£
inches on the blade, the latter (jiving the
plumb cut. This, I think, will be readily
understood for the reason that the run of
a hip rafter on an octagon is one-
twelfth greater than the run of the com
mon rafter. My method of obtaining cuts

the distance in inches the jack rafters are
to be from center to center and divide
the result by 12. This gives the differ
ence in the length of jack rafters in
inches. For example, if the rise is 12
inches and the run is 12 inches, the run
of the rafter is nearly 17 inches. Now, 17
multiplied by 28 inches and divided by 12
gives 39*3 inches. This is the difference
in the length of the jack rafters for a
one-half pitch roof where the jacks are
28 inches from centers. This rule will
work on any pitch of roof.

Framing Supplement Plate*.

From T. B., Headingly, Manitoba. — I
would ask the subscribers to the paper
what they do with the supplement
plates which the publishers are so good
as to give with each issue of the paper.
For my part, I frame a number of them,
hanging them in my sitting room. They
look splendid, especially the double-page
ones. I do this work during the long
winter evenings, instead of loafing around
hotels, as some men do.

Steam and Hot- Water Heating.

From D. S. McD., Mount Morris, III.— I
hope some of the practical readers of the
paper will give a good talk on house heat
ing by means of hot water and steam.
The subject is one in which many of us
are interested, and valuable hints and
suggestions would result from a talk
abont it.
Note.—The topics mentioned by our cor
respondent are of such a nature that they
can hardly be handled in an adequate man
ner in the brief limits of the correspond
ence department of the paper, but as our
good fnend states, there are many valn-

flg . 2.—Upper or Plumb Cut of Jack Hafter.

FIR. l.-Shape of the Tower. Flp. 3.—Obtaining Bevelsof the Jack Rafters.

Framing an OctagonTannerRoof.—Diagrams Submittedby "P. H. L.'"

issue of the paper asking for a method of
framing an octagon tower roof, I gave
him my plan of doing the work. Refer
ring to the drawings which I send, Fig.
1 represents the shape of the tower, 20 feet
in diameter, and the rise of roof, 25 feet.
A B is the run of the common rafter and
A C its rise. Divide A B into as many
parts as may be necessary and square up
from each of these points parallel to A C,
and cutting the curved line C B, which in
this case is struck with a sweep of 88
feet. Now divide the run of the rafter A
D into the same number of equal parts as
the run of the common rafter A B. Erect
perpendiculars from each of these points
at right angles to A D and set off from A
to E the same distance as that from A to
C on the common rafter. Next set off
1 1, 2 2, 3 3, &c., on the hip to correspond
with 1 1, 2 2, 8 8, &c, on the common
rafter and connect these points. The
result is the shape of the hip rafter. As
for the jack rafters, their lengths depend
on the number necessary. If one is suffi
cient, its length would be one-half that of
the common rafter taken on the working
line, and by making the cut for the upper
end through this point, as shown at H,

of the jack rafters is illustrated in Fig. 8
of the sketches. It will be seen that it
will work in any case, no matter what
may be the pitch of the roof or the shape
of the rafter. Obtain the plumb cut of the
upper end of the rafter B C, which is the
same as that of the common rafter. Then
square across from A to B on the upper
edge. Now, as 7 inches and 17 inches on
the square will give the cuts of the jacks
if they are to have no rise at all, the
same will work when they have a rise.
Take seventeen sevenths of the thickness
of the stuff which is being worked and
set it off square from the line B C to the
outer edge, as C D. Then a line from A
to C is the bevel of the jacks.

Finding tbc Length of Jack Rafter*.
From C. C. G.. Oil City, Pa.—As I am
a reader of Carpentry and Building, I
have noticed inquiries concerning the
method of finding the difference in the
length of jack rafters. With regard to
the matter I would say to the corre
spondent who originally inquired, find
the length of the common rafter in inches
for a 12-inch run, and multiply this by

able hints and suggestions that might
be brought out by a general discussion of
steam and hot-water heating, and we
trust our practical readers will ac
cept the invitation and submit their
views for publication.

Combination Clothea and Tool Chest.

From F. C., Aspen, Col.—I am a tramp
carpenter and sometimes find it desirable
to move about on the railroads. I would
like to ask some of the practical readers
of Carpentry and Building if they will
give me a design for a chest in which to
keep tools, books and clothes. I want a
chest that is light yet strong and some
thing that an ordinary "baggage
smasher " cannot break to pieces.
Note.— It is possible our correspondent
will be interested in the designs of tool
chests which have appeared from time to
time in previous issues of the paper.
While thev may not exactly serve his
purpose, they may offer hints and sug
gestions which will enable him to pro
duce a modified form of chest which will
meet his requirements.
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Directors for 1893.

Quite a number of the filial bodies have
not yet named their directors for the cur-
Tent year, although several times re
quested so to do. The information is im
portant, so that the official report when
issued may be complete. Exchanges
which have thus failed to inform the sec
retary, are requested to send in the names
of their directors at the earliest possible
moment.

Bulletins.
Following out a suggestion which was
made by the secretary of one of the local
bodies at the last convention, bulletins on
important subjects, which will be sure to
interest the individual members of the
filial associations, will be issued occasion
ally from the secretary's office. These
bulletins will be sent when possible
direct to the individual members, and
when their addresses are not known to
the national secretary, the bulletins will
be sent to the secretaries of the exchanges
for distribution.
Occurrences which involve someprinci
ple underlying the complicated proposi
tions with which builders are thrown in
contact will thus be brought prominently
to the attention and builders will be
warned or guided thereby so as to protect
themselves against or avoid dangers
which threaten all in common.
Secretaries of local bodies, and indeed
all builders, are urged to send to the
national secretary the detail of any mat
ters which they think should be specially
circulated for the information of the
building fraternity.

Code of Practice.
The editorial of last month in which
reference was made to " uniformity in
methods," has evidently attracted at
tention, for during the month there has
been constant demand from all parts of
the country for copies of the "Code of
Practice," which we offered to send to
any builders desiring them. This result

is most encouraging, for it shows in the
first place that our articles in Carpentry
and Building are attentively read, and
that the work of the National Association
is found valuable by individual builders
in every direction. It would be still more
encouraging if all the constituent bodies
of the National Association would move
with energy in establishing on a firm and
effective basis these codes. There is no '

department in which more active work is
needed than in this. The existence of
bad practices or the non existence of any
definite system in the relation of builders
to each other or to architects and owners,
is largely due to the lack of organized
effort or laxity of effort in bodies organ
ized. The National Association has done
its duty in formulating codes. Now the
constituent bodies must put them into
operation.

Membership in the National
Association.

In the annual report of the secretary at
the last convention it was stated that in
the statistical department we have record
of some 50 or more builders' exchanges
in various parts of the country, which
have been organized largely on the infor
mation and advice sent out from the Na
tional secretary's office. This statement
naturally excites the inquiry, Why, then,
are these bodies not connected with the
National ? Why are they not contribut
ing their part toward its life and useful
ness by supporting it financially on the
same basis as their sister exchanges
which are affiliated, and by lending aid,
counsel, advice and experience from the
fund of information in which the member
ship of each local body should be rich ?
The answer to these queries, in many
cases, is that the new exchanges are, as
yet, too ignorant of their own powers for
their own local work, and too inexperi
enced in their relations to other organ
ized bodies to realize that they ought to
join in the work undertaken oy the Na
tional Association. Their allegiance will
come in due time. There are, however, a
very considerable number of exchanges of
sufficiently long standing to comprehend
the value and importance of the National
work, and whose very existence is due to
the advice, counsel and assistance of the
National Association, who, for either no
reasons or for very insufficient ones, keep
aloof, and neither lend us their support,
experit nee or information. This is wrong.
It is to be hoped that such bodies will
speedily see their error and join hands
with us.

To All Filial Bodies.
All filial bodies which have not made
special effort to introduce the Uniform
Contract are requested to take the matter
up with vigor, and all bodies which have
previously agitated this important sub
ject are now newly urged to work in this
direction. The form as revised at the last
meeting of the joint committee is looked
upon as a great improvement and is meet
ing with a large increase of approval. All
local bodies are requested to destroy the
old forms in their possession and secure
the revised forms at once.
The publishers will furnish with each
order such number of circulars of in
formation in regard to the form as may
be necessary, giving the authority for its
issuance, terms for the document singly
or in numbers, &c., &c.
The circulars or " slips" of information
are intended to be sent out with specimen
copies of the contract which each local

body is expected to send gratis to archi
tects, owners and other interested parties
in its vicinity. Secretaries of local bodies
should make a point of keeping a supply
of these ' ' slips" on hand and in every letter
sent out from their offices to inclose one.
Much good may be done in this way in
disseminating to the public the informa
tion we desire they should have in regard
to this document, which we believe so
well protects our interests in this matter
of contracts.

To Secretaries.
All secretaries who have not yet com
plied with my request for a full list of
their members and their private addresses
are urged to send the same with as little
delay as possible. It is my intention dur
ing the current year to approach more
directly to the individual than in past
years, and these addresses are particularly
important for the work anticipated.

Wm. H. Sayward,
Sec'y N. A. of B.

Announcement.
Owing to an accident which has tem
porarily disabled my assistant the official
report of the Seventh Convention will be
still further delayed. Several misfor
tunes—one of them my own sickness—
have combined to delay the publication
of the report longer than usual, for which
I hope allowance will bemade by the filial
bodies. To partially make up for the
above mentioned delay, arrangements
have been made to issue the annual report
of the secretary in a separate pamphlet and
copies will be mailed to all constituent
bodies at once.

Wm. H. Sayward,
Sec'y N. A. of B.

Administration of Exchanges.
In the April number was presented,
under the above heading, the report of
the Boston Builders' Exchange as of
fered at the seventh annual convention,
and we now offer the report of the Phila
delphia Exchange made at the same meet
ing. It is intended to present a number
of the reports of local exchanges that were
offered at St. Louis, in the belief that they
will do much good to builders everywhere.
It is true that these reports will finally
be printed in full in the official report,
but Carpentry and Building reaches a
much larger constituency, and many
groups of builders not now organized
may be stimulated by reading these re
ports to seewhat they can do in the same
direction, and then eventually they may
become constituent parts of the national
body.

Philadelphia, February 8. 1893.
To the President, Officers and Members of
theSeventhAnnual Convntion of the Na
tional Association of Buildtrs :
Gentlemen. —The Master Builders' Ex
change of Philadelphia, through her dele
gates,sendsgreetingto thesisterexchangesof
the National Association and has pleasure in
presenting the following report of her sub
stantial progressduring the year 1892.
Financially we havenothing to complain of,
as all our departmentsare in a healthy, thriv
ing and prosperouscondition.

Cost of building $162,424.84
Furniture and fixtures., 14,361.50

Total $176,786.84
Bonds outstanding..$100,000.00
Floating debt 17,357.14 $117,357.14

$59,429.20
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We!Earnings of Each Department for the

Year 1893.

Real estatedepartment(netafter de
ductingall expenses)—9}£percent,
on net investment $5,814.56
Exchange department (after large
donation for support of Trade
School) 2,588.68
Exhibition department (after spend
ing $3000in advertising and £45(10
rent to real estatedepartment).... 2,391.46

Net earnings $10,819.70

The averageattendanceof membershas in
creased10per cent,over the previousyear.
Our mechanicaltrade schools,now in their
third term, not only show a gratifying in
creasein numbers but alsoamarked improve
ment in the intelligenceand application of the
boys constituting the various classes. We
look upon this as an indication that our efforts
to establishtheseschoolson a permanentbasis
are meetingwith the approval and support of
a morehighly educatedclassof people,the ul
timate tendency of which will be to elevate
the calling of theskilled mechanic.
The trade associationsof journeymen have
taken an interest in our schools which has
been very beneficial,not only by theassist
ance rendered in advising boys to tak« the
coarseof instruction but also in allowing our
graduatesto beemployedby mastermechanics
without factiousopposition.
Many applicationsfor admission nave been
receivedfrom other cities, chiefly in theWest,
but not having day classeswe have not been
in a position to accept them. The graduates
are in demandand find but little difficulty in
obtaining employment. A number of young
menwho are already working at tradesattend
the schools to obtain better technicalknow
ledgeand a morethoroughpractice than it is
possible for them to get where they are em
ployed.
We feelmuchencouragedin this work and
believe that many of our sister exchanges,
particularly in the larger cities, would find it
advantageousto establishtrade schoolsunder
their immediatemanagementand control and
that themoneythus expendedwould redound
to their future benefit.
The exhibition department shows an in
crease in the amount of spacerentedand a
consequentadditionalrevenueof 10^per cent.
over the year 1891. As it becomes better
known its advantagesare moregenerally ap
preciated. The nnmber of visitors to the ex
hibition during 1892is estimated at 90,000,
and a registerwhich wasopeneda few months
ago shows that visitors hail, not only from
every section of the United States but also
from almost every other country on the face
of the earth.
The real estatedepartmentis in goodcondi
tion, every office in our building beingoccu
pied.

CAFfc.

In our report at the meetingof the National
Association last year we mentionedthe fact
that an additional story had beenaddedto our
building for usea* a caff. This newadjunct

was rentedto oneof our best-knowncaterers,
the gentlemuu, by the way, who served the
banquet to the National Association when
they met in Philadelphia in 18S9. It was
openedon June 1,and since then it has been
largely patronized by our members,by vis
itors to the exchange,and by hosts of busi
nessmenof the neighborhood. The numerous
high-classbanquets given hereto representa
tive financial, commercialand trade organiza
tions is the means of popularizing our ex
changeand keepingits name prominently in
themindsof hundreds of influential business
people. It has proved itself a decidedlyat
tractive addition to our building, as well as a
financial successto the lessee
Our membership roll at the clOEeof 1893
showsadecreaseof ten as comparedwith the
endof the year Ib91. We haveat presenttwo
hundredand eighty (280)members,as against
two hundredand ninety (290)reportedat the
last annual meeting. While this looks like a
retrogrademovement it is not so, however,as
'we havecertainly gained in quality through
the 26 new members admitted to our ex
changemore than we have lost through the
36 whose names no longer appear on our
roster. Of the 36 whom we have lost,
19have resignedthrough discontinuing busi
ness and from various other causes, 2 are
deceased,and the remaining 15 have been
dropped for non paymentof dues. Experi
ence has taught us that an individual, firm
or corporationnot having sufficientinterest in
our organization to pay annual dueswithin a
reasonabletime is not the individual, firm or
corporation that contributes by his or their
presenceor influence to makeour exchange a
successand wehavethereforeadoptedtheplan
of purging our membershiproll of all such.
Our Arbitration Committee has beencalled
upon to consider two cases during the year,
both of which through their efforts wereami
cably settled. We believe this committeeto
beof greatbenefitand importancetoourmem
bers, and if taken advantage of more fre
quently would prevent many an expensive

UNIFORMCONTRACT.
Recognizing the manifest advantage? de
rived from the adoptionof the Uniform Con
tract betweenownerand contractor,approved
by the National Association, many of our
membersare of theopinion that the adoption
of a carefully drawn form to cover contracts
between principal contractors and sub-con
tractors would be likewise desirable; themat
ter was therefore referred some time ago to
our Committeeon Architects' Plans and Con
tracts, who, after giving the subject careful
consideration,nave reporteda form which will
receivetheearly attentionof our organization.
We are gratified to beable to report that the
useof theUniform Contract adopted by the
National Association is gaining ground in our
city.
Our Committee on Labor has not been
calleduponduring the year to settle any dis
putebetweenemployerand employee,and the
chairman reportsthat he feels in the condition
of a walking delegatewho has not earnedhis
salary.
Shortly after the organization of our ex

changea Historical Committeewas appointed
to prepare and publish, at the proper time,
a history of its proceedings and to take
charge of everything appertaining to its
records. This committee has just completed
a compilationcontaining all the notable facts
and incidentswhich have occurred from date
of the inceptionof the exchangeto theendof
1892,and the same has been publishedin the
form of an octavo volume, printed on fine
paperand handsomelybound in cloth, contain
ing upward of 500pages,with portraits of past
and present officersand a large number of
other interesting and instructive illustrations,
including phototypesofthefront view,ground
floor and interior of thevariousroomsof " The
Workingman'sModelHome,"somanyof which
havebeenerectedin Philadelphia, thus giving
it the name of a City of Homes. Quoting
from thepreface: " In coming years it will be
theduty of the Historical Committeeto com
pile the succeedingchapters to this, the first
history of the Master Builders' Exchange of
theCity of Philadelphia." A copyof thebook
for the library will be sentwith the compli
ments of our exchange to each of the ex
changesconstitutingthe NationalAssociation.
Our Committee on Entertainment in their
report suggest a day's outing each year, on
which occasion memberswill IK- allowed to
invite onepersonas their guest,who would be
eligible to membership. This recommenda
tion has been embodiedin the directors' re
port to the corporation, and whenactedupon
by the exchange as a whole will, without
doubt, be approved. This suggestionismade
with a desire to foster a feeling of personal
friendship and sociability among our mem
bers, and also with the object of showing
others who should be memberssome of the
goodthings they are losing by not joining the
exchange.
The position of secretaryhas grown to be
one which entails a vast amount of work.
The volume of correspondenceis constantly
increasing, and inquiries are being received
from all quarters tor information on various
building subjectsuntil this departmentof our
exchangehascometo bea veritablebureauof
information. Our literature is in demand
from foreign countries,as well as from the
citiesof our fair land. Representativebodies
of other businessinterests,such as the Com
mercial Exchange, Maritime Exchange, Lum
bermen's Exchange, the Trades League and
others are always solicitous of obtaining our
co-operationand assistancein furtherance of
all mattersin which they interest themselves
for the public welfare, thus illustrating the
high standingand esteemof our exchange in
our own city.
Very respectfully submitted,

WM. H. AI.IIKHTSON,President.
Attest: WM. HARKNKSS, Secretary.
P. 8.—The secretaryhasbeeninstructedand
hasgreat pleasure in presentinga copy of the
history of the Philadelphia Exchange to the
following officersof the National Association,
to wit: All ex-presidents,the president, first
and secondvice-presidents,secretary, treas
urer, assistantsecretariesand thesecondvice-
presidentelect of the seventh annual conven
tion

A Modern Residence.

A writer in one of the Washington daily
papers thus describes some of the features
of the new mansion which is in process of
erection for L. Z. Leitner on Dupont
Circle in the National Capital :
Yon can get lost in the basement.
There are rooms for all sorts of purposes.
Here are two for ice and cold storage.
In this ice house you could stow away
enough ice for a month, and in it are
hooks where the beeves and sheep and
game shipped to Mr. Leitner can be kept
for weeks. All the beef and mutton used
in this house will come from his big farm
in Wisconsin. It will be killed oy his
own butchers and shipped direct to Wash
ington for his use. This is now done at
the Elaine mansion. Take a look at the
kitchen. The stove is 9 feet long, and
you could feed one of John Wanamaker's
Sunday-school picnics with the food that
could be cooked on it at one time. It has
a ventilator over it which runs from the
kitchen to the roof, and this is so
operated by a fan and an extra pipe
that when Mr. Leitner eats saner kraut
or codfish the smell of the cooking
will go from the stove up this ventilator,
and even after the dish is taken off of
the store the pipes will carry its aroma
from the table to the ventilator. Another

curious arrangement is the apparatus for
keeping the plates warm. I venture to
say that this apparatus cost at least $500,
for it had to be made especially for the
house. It consists of a great \x>iler of
heavy iron as big around as a two-bushel
basket and so heated by gas that a coil of
pipes running from it to the butler's pan
try overhead is always filled with hot
water. These pipes run back and forth
in the shape of a coil in a cupboard of
zinc in the butler's panty, and in this
cupboard the plates are kept. They grow
warm in a few minutes, and the cupboard
is large enough to hold the service of a
whole dinner. There is a bi Iliard room in
the basement, which is 25feet square, and
this, as the whole house, is heated by hot
water, the pipes being so covered up that
you can't tell where the heat comes from.
The lighting is to be a revelation. Elec
tricity will turn night into day, and in
the dining room and in the music ball
the electric lights will be so arranged
that no one can seewhere the light cornea
from, but the rooms will be brilliantly
lighted by the pressing of a button. The
whole house has electric lights and elec
tric bells. In each room there is a bell
for the butler and the ladies' maid and a
third servant, whose name I forget. The
lights are so arranged that you can touch
one button and light the whole house, or
you can turn on the light on a single floor
or in a single room. The electric wires

of the building are all incased in tubes, so
that if anything gets out of order you can
pull the wire out from the tube and pull
another within it at the same time with
out disturbing the house. These tubes
run all over the house. The tubes
for the electric light wires are brass,
those for the electric bells are of a differ
ent composition, but both are made so
that they are non-conductors, and the
wires are also wrapped in some non-con
ducting material.
The mantels are to be magnificent.
There is one made of green marble in the
dining room running from the floor to the
ceiling which is made up of 8000different
pieces of marble, and which looks more
like malachite than anything else. The
dining room is paneled in mahogany, and
some of the most beautiful rooms in the
house to me are the bathrooms. These
are floored and walled with ivory tilings,
and many of them are as large as fair-
sized bedrooms. Th«-re are 10bathrooms
in the house, all finished in this way, and
each equipped with a bathtub of solid
porcelain so large that yon could scald a
hog in it without scratching the sides. I
do not know how many bedrooms there
are in this house, but many of them are
25 feet square, and the ceilings are about
14 feet high. Nearly every bedroom has
its own bathroom, and the rooms are ar
ranged in suites and single, so that you
can have just what you want.
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TECHNICAL TERMS RELATING TO DOOR HARDWARE.

ONE
OF the things the practical carpen
ter and builder is often called upon to
do in the work of putting up a dwell

ing, whether for himself or a customer, es
pecially if he be situated in a small town
or country village where he acts both as
architect and builder, is to order the
hardware necessary for the finish of the
structure. To do this work intelligently
and to the best advantage, he must be
familiar with the technical terms relating
to this particular branch of trade, so that
he can explain to the hardware dealer just
what he requires. Suppose, for example,
the builder finds it necessary to purchase
a line of door and window hardware.
The first question arising is

,

What hand
are the doors ? 2

.

Are the doors regular
or reverse bevel ? 3

.

Are the door stiles
beveled or straight 1 4

. If hinge straps are
used, what offset and return is necessary ?

All these questions come up in the course
of the work of completing a line of Hard
ware trimming, and the failure to get the
necessary details or the inaccuracy of the
details when gotten Is the one large and
prominent "snag" upon which the lay
man is likely to run, says a correspondent,

will be necessary for the person to turn
completely around in order to open the
door—as it is a right-hand door- while if

the right hand had been used the door
would open and the person might retain
his hold on the knob and still enter the
room without turning around. By this
means the hand of a door may be demon
strated to the most obtuse. When a door

is reverse bevel, the hand may be de
termined by standing outside the door, in
such a position that the door will swing
open without touching the person ; stand
ing in this position, the impossibility of
opening a right-hand door with the left
hand will be obvious, and vice versa.

THE BEVEL OF A DOOR

is the term relating to edge of door stile in
which the lock is arranged. Bevel on a

door is necessary as a matter of clearance,
and the amount necessary is regulated by
the varying thickness— a thick door re
quiring more than a thin one. Fig. 3

shows the manner of determining the
bevel of a door. This is done by apply
ing a try square to edge of stile. The dis-

Fig. 1.—Regular Lift md Right Hand Doors.

B

LEFTHAND
REVERSEBEVEL

fig. 2.—Left and Right Hand Reverse-BevelDoors.

Fig. 4.—The Rabbet of a Door.

Technical Terms Relating to Door Hardware.

measurement generally adhered to, much
delay in completing house trimming might
be obviated. A detail of Hardware trim
ming that is less easily comprehended than
any of the ones aforementioned is that re
lating to

HINGE STRAP OFFsET AND RETURN.

The modern arrangement of hinge strap
and door butt in separate parts brings in
details of measurements that, while not
intricate, seem to be a stumbling block
that cannot be removed. This fact has
become so thoroughly impressed on the

Fig. S.—The Bevel of a Door.

Fig. 5 —Application of a Hinge Strap to
Rail and Stile.

BUTT(Sl"~—
■T-Ttn

STILE

Fig. 6
.—Offset and Return of Hinge Strap.

and even in the factory the above noted
details are the causeof no little trouble and
delay. Hands, bevels and offsets and re
turns are forever being mixed up.

THE HAND OF A DOOR

is determined as follows: 1
. All doors

are supposed to open in, and when doing
so are termed regular. 2

.

Doors that
open out, or doors that open toward the
person when entering a room, are termed
reverse bevel. Fig. 1 represents regular
right and left hand doors, while Fig. 2

represents right and left hand reverse-bevel
doors. A practical demonstration of how to
determine the hand of a door is as follows:
Suppose a person to be standing in front
of door A, Fig. 1

.

Let the person grasp the
knob with his left hand and proceed to
walk in the room, still retaining a hold on
the knob ; it will be seen at once that it

tance from edge of door, as indicated by
dotted lines and space X, to inside of
square, is the required bevel, and is given
together with Y, the thickness of door.
The acknowledged trade bevel is J inch in
2J inches. Closely allied to bevel is the

RABBET OF A DOOR,

as they both relate to stile arrangement
and are often used together. As a rule,
double doors are made rabbeted, as this
arrangement strengthens the doors and
tends to make them, to a more or less de
gree, weather proof. The rabbet is shown
in Fig. 4. The amount of rabbet is indi
cated by the dotted lines and space Z.
While there is no standard in regard to
rabbet, it is generally understood that |

inch is regular, and on this basis the lock
manufacturers make their standard goods.
If the architect had in mind, when design
ing the plans, that there are details of

manufacturer that many of the leading
houses keep stereotyped prints of a door
section showing the application and neces
sary measurements in reference to hinge
straps. Figs. 5 and 6 show the outside of

a door with strap applied, and also a sec
tion of a door which illustrates the neces
sary figure to be obtained. In Fig. 5 the
necessary dimensions are shown by dotted
lines, width of stile and width of ruils,
and also the size of butt which is to
hang the door. In Fig. 6 the dimensions
required are, 1

,

depth of stop bead ; 2
,

distance from outside edge of door to
edge of butt leaf. The former is called
the offset, the latter the return.

Visitors to the World's Fair will have
the opportunity of going to the roof of
the Manufactures Building —the largest
in the world —and enjoying there a half
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mile promenade. Four elevators, with a
capacity of 600an hour, will take the peo-

§l
e to a great platform 200feet above the

por, from which a magnificent bird's-eye
view will be afforded of the interior of
the mammoth building with its acres of
exhibits beneath. From the platform the
visitors will pass to the promenade on the
roof, where an unsurpassed bird's-eye
view of the entire grounds and buildings
will be unfolded.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
SUBURBAN ANDCOUNTRYHOUSES. By vari
ous architects. Illustrated by meansof 44
plates. Bound in cloth with gilt sidetitle.
Published by William T. Comstock. Price
93.

This oblong quarto volume contains
designs for houses of moderate cost con
tributed by various architects, together
with a chapter giving "Suggestions
on House Building," by Mr. Cobb, and
one entitled "How to Plumb a Subur
ban House," by Mr. Hosford. The object
of this work is to present to intending
builders and those interested in building
construction a variety of designs con
tributed by architects who have made a
study of domestic architecture, while il

lustrating the manner in which a house
of reasonable cost can, by the ju
dicious use of materials, be made as ar
tistic in appearance as one which has been
put up without regard to cost. The open
ing pages are devoted to a chapter on
house building, followed by the contribu
tion of Mr. Hosford on plumbing a sub
urban residence. Following these chap
ters are plates giving elevations, floor
plans, &c., together with descriptions
and estimates of cost of a large number of
houses suitable for suburban construction.
We understand that the designs contained
within the covers of the volume are not
fancy sketches developed in the leisure
moments of the architects, but, for the
most part, houses which have been actu
ally erected.

HlSTOBT OF THE MASTER BUILDERS' El-
CHANGK OP THE ClTT OP PHILADELPHIA,
from its organization in the year 1886to
1893. Compiled for the Historical Com
mittee of the Exchange by Clem. H. Cong-
ili-n. Published by the SunshinePublishing
Company,1893.

A sumptuous volume of SOOpages, en
riched with numerous illustrations and
portraits by William W. Morgan, contains
an exhaustive history of the Master Build
ers' Exchange of Philadelphia, an institu
tion which stands as one of the foremost
of its kind in the United States and which
has made for itself during the seven years
of its existence a very prominent position
in the business community of the Quaker
City. The work is dedicated to Col
FMchard T. Auchmuty of New York "in
recognition of bis generosity and practical
interest in the Master Builders' Mechanical
Trade Schools of Philadelphia;" a com
pliment which does honor to the body
which offers it as well as to the recipient.
The Philadelphia Master Builders' Ex
change was the outcome of an idea con
ceived by Charles H. Reeves, a prominent
member of the Master Plasterers' Company
of Philadelphia, who in 1886, at a time
when the building interests of the city
were endangered by labor troubles and
excessive competition, presented a plan of
organization for those engaged in the
building trades to that association for
consideration. The schememet with great
encouragement, and in 1887 a charter for
the Master Builders' Exchange of Phila
delphia was granted. Since then the
progress of the institution has been one
constant success. A building was acquired
in South Seventh street, Philadelphia,
which was enlarged and altered to suit
the requirements of the Exchange, until it

now forms a spacious and handsome
structure embracing a permanent build
ers' exhibition, exchange rooms, offices,

cafi', and every modern feature of con
venience and utility for its members.
In 1888 a notable feature in connection
with the Exchange was the establishment
of a mechanical trade school for the man
ual training of apprentices in crafts con
nected with the building trades. This
departure received substantial support
from Colonel Auchmuty, the well-known
founder of the New York Trade School,
and, next to that institution, it is now the
most flourishing and prominent manual
training establishment of its kind in the
United States. Under the energetic super
intendence of W. A. H. Allen, the Phila
delphia mechanical trade schools are
yearly turning out from their evening
classes trained youths whose services are
in great request by employers of labor in
Philadelphia and its vicinity. The volume
just if sued gives a full account of this and
all the other interests connected with the
Builders' Exchange. It is, moreover, as
we have said, enriched with a profusion
of excellent illustrations, including por
traits—with accompanying biographies—
of prominent members of the Exchange,
views exterior and interior of the build
ing, and a beautiful series of reproduc
tions of the habitations of men from pre
historic times down to the present, taken
from the specimens exhibited at the Paris
Exposition of 1889. The book is alto
gether one which will be an ornament to
any library.

THE STANDARDGUIDE TOCHICAGOPOR1893.
World's Fair edition. 553 pages. Scarlet
cloth. Published by the Standard Guide
Company, Chicago.
This is a completely revised edition of
Flinn's publication on Chicago, which has
now become thoroughly known as one of
the btst of its kind. It is profusely illus
trated and contains a great deal of inter
esting matter pertaining to the business
interests of the city as well as the usual
details regarding points of general inter
est which are handled in guide books.
Those who propose to visit Chicago and
the World's Fair this summer will do well
to provide themselves with a copy of this
work, as they may then be able to lay out
their time to better advantage.

Roof of the St. Pancras Station.

The large arch which constitutes the
truss adopted in the St. Pancras station,
says the London Architect, owes its origin
to the floor beneath it. The level of the
rails being of a sufficient hight above the
adjoining street, it was decided to utilize
for traffic purposes the whole of the area
beneath the station, and, in order to
economize the space to the utmost, it was
determined to employ iron columns and
girders instead of brick piers and arches
to support the platforms and rails of the
passenger station. That decision, together
with the manifest advantage of having
the entire area of the station free from
obstruction, gave rise to the particular
construction of the roof adopted. In iron.
roofs, as usually constructed, the depth
of the principal is about J of the span ;

but at St. Pancras, by adopting one arch,
extending across the station, the bight
from the tie beneath the rails to the
crown of the arch became the effective
depth of the truss, and this hight being
about f of the span, all the horizontal
strains arising from the dead weight of
the roof, its covering, accumulations of
snow, &c., would be about the same in
the arch of 240 feet span with a depth of
24 feet. Excepting, therefore, such addi
tions as might be necessary for re
taining the form and figure of the
arch, the actual sectional area at
the crown and for about J of
the entire arch does not require to be
greater than in an ordinary truss of 120
feet span. There are several other ad
vantages belonging to the arch, one being

that, as the weight of the roof is carried
at the floor line and does not rest on the
tops of the walls, there is no necessity to
make the side walls thicker, for not only

is the weight on the tops of the walls
avoided, but also the rocking motion from
the expansion and contraction of an ordi
nary roof, which, though it may be miti
gated, is not prevented by the use of roller-
frames at the feet of the principals and
appliances of a like nature. It was also
apparent that the arch might be made of
riveted plate-iron work like that of an
ordinary railway bridge, and that expense
would be avoided. Again, as to the
question of the contraction and expansion
of the arched roof, the ties being beneath
the ballast, the temperature would vary
so little that no provision would be nec
essary, and for the arched part of
the roof, which would alone be sub
ject to appreciable change, the only
effect would be a slight rise or fall in
the crown. All the arrangements of
roller frames or slings, required in ordi
nary roofs to provide for the effect of va
riations of temperature would, therefore,
be avoided by the adoption of the arch ;

and, lastly, by having a single arch the
cost not only of the columns and their
foundations would be saved, but also that
of the longitudinalTgirder required to con
nect them at their upper extremities, with
a valley drain between the roofs, vertical
drain pipes and other provisions for taking
off the water from the area between the
center lines of the two roofs. The ques
tion then remaining for consideration
was, what depth and form of rib and
what additional material must be em
ployed to make an arch sufficient to retain
its form under all conditions of stress
arising from its own weight, from snow
and from heavy gales of wind ? The re
sults arrived at were: 1

. That the depth of
the rib must be sufficient to contain all the
lines of pressure generated by the deadload ,

by snow and by the pressure of the
wind. 2

.

That the sectional area of
the metal should be sufficient to sus
tain the whole stress without producing
a strain on the iron exceeding 3% tons
per square inch. 3
.

That the arch should
be riveted together with proper joint
plates throughout, so as to give it the ad
vantages of complete continuity. The
probable additional cost of principals BO
constructed of 240 feet span, as compared
with principals of two spans of 120 feet
and their columns. was estimated at about
£6000. The total area roofed in is 18.822
square yards. The distance between the
side walls is 245 feet 6 inches, and the
clear spaceof the roof 240feet. The main
ribs are 29 feet 4 inches from center to
center, except at the two ends, where ad
ditional ribs are put in to carry the gables
or screen ends. The arch is made slightly
pointed at the top ; first, because it was
considered that this form possessedsome
advantage in resisting the lateral action
of the wind ; and, secondly, because it
was considered to have a better architect
ural effect by giving a defined apex to the
interior of the roof. The radius of curva
ture was diminished at the haunches to
give increased head room near the walls.

Honse-Building in the Bermudas.

Bermndans have very little trouble in
building an ordinary house, as a man
scrapes enough lucre together to buy a
little piece of land and then borrows or
begs a cross-cut saw, a hand saw and an
ice chisel. He takes off the thin surface
of soil and gouges into the coral rock with
his chisel. Then he commences to saw
into the porous limestone, and presently
has a collection of white blocks about 2

feet long, 18 inches wide and 12 inches
thick. When he has taken out enough of
them he has a cellar ready, and he uses
the blocks for walls. Not much timber is

required and the process is very simple.
But only a Bemmdan or an Englishman
can do all this, for no foreigner is per
mitted to own real estate on these islands
says a writer in an exchange.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING/
A STAIRCASE WITH AN OPEN, SQUARE WELL
HOLE, THE STEPS BEING LAID ON RAK
ING COVED VAULTS AND THE LANDINGS
ON TRUMPET VAULTS.

£( INCE the last article on the subject was
^ published considerable progress has*~ been made in the study of scientific
masonry in England. The classes at the
Guilds Institute have passed their period of
probation and are exceedingly well at-
tended, and acorporate body under the title
of College of Certificated Masons, has been
started by the pupils to promote among
masons the study of the scientific part of

teacher and pupils find a fair field for ex
ercising their ingenuity, and applying on
original problems the principles of geom
etry they have learned. It may be also
stated that already several innovations
of importance have been added to the
store of masonry features. These will
prove of the greatest value to architects
in designing when they have mastered
them.
The idea of the structure which forms
the subject of this lesson is not novel, in
so far that structures on the same lines
have been erected before. But the way
this structure has been worked out by the

/ ,'
*. / CENTREOFJOINTTOPCEVSTONED,'
I \/ 1COURSE^'
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Masonry antl^StaneCutting.—Fig*. 245and 240.—Illustrating Staircase icith Square WellSole,
theStepsBeing Laid on Baking CovedVaults and theLandings on Trumpet Vaults.

their trade. The Lower Class initiates
beginners to the application of geometry
to masonry by studying every year a
graduated number of structures specially
selected for that purpose. The Upper
Class has a far more ambitious object, for
it aims at no less than carrying forward
the science of masonry beyond the point
of development which it has already
reached. For this purpose models of
rarely attempted or entirely novel struct
ures are executed. In doing this both

*Continued from page274,October, 1892.

Upper Class of masonry is entirely new,
and gives it a facility of adaptation to
various circumstances which it did not
possess before, and therefore makes it of
more general application.
Trumpet vault is our translation of the
French term, trompe. In old French, the
word trompe signifies a large trumpet, and
is expressive of the form of that vault.
The trumpet vault is a conical vault, the
axis of which is horizontal. It is usually
used to bridge the spacebetween the inner
angle of two walls.
In our staircase the landings are sup

ported by trumpet vaults, the nights of

steps by raking vaults forming a coved
ceiling round the open well hole. Now,
the section of the raking vaults cannot be
drawn according to fancy, but it is strictly
geometrically determined by the section
of the trumpet vault, with the vertical
plane A B, Fig. 245, along the edge of the
landing.
In the staircases which have been built
on this plan, the section B D of the
trumpet taken through the opposite
angles of the landing is a circle. The
trumpet is then a right cone, with its
center line A C horizontal, and all the
planes of the bed joints pass through the
center line as in an ordinary niche. The
vertical section A B of the trumpet is a
parabola, for it is the section of a cone by
a plane parallel to its side. This parabola
will be also the vertical section of the
raking vault. In fact, we make the
trumpet and the raking vault miter along
that line. If the trumpet vault be a
right cone, as in Fig. 245, then for steps
6 feet long the rise A E of the cove will
be 8 feet 6 inches. This would give a
coved ceiling of good proportion for a
hight of floor of 25 feet, but would be
much too deep for a hight of floor of 20
feet.
We designed our model purposely to
apply this structure to the staircase of a
large hotel at the West End of London,
The staircase has three flights with two
intermediate landings in the angles. The
walls surrounding them are 16 feet and
32 feet respectively. The steps are 6 feet
long, leaving a well hole of 10 x 10 feet.
The hight from floor to floor is 20 feet.
In this case we considered that, to be
proportionate to the hight of the floor,
the cove should rise only 5 feet. To ob
tain this result we adopted as section of
our trumpet vaults an ellipse instead of a
circle, and hence sprang a series of inter
esting geometrical problems.
To Draw the Section of the Trumpet,
Fig. 246.—Turn down the crown of the
trumpet round the center line A C ; it
will take the position C E, in which E is
5 feet above A. If you cut the trumpet
by the vertical plane B D, then O F' = O
F will be the highest point of the section.
Let the section of the trumpet be an
ellipse of which O F' and O B will be the
respective half axes.
To Draw the Vertical and the Cross
Sections of the Raking Vaults. —Draw a
series of generators of the trumpet. Turn
each down round its plane, take the hight
of its point of intersection with the verti
cal plane A D, and place that hight on
the section below. The series of points
thus found will give the vertical section
of the raking vault.
To draw the cross section, first draw
elevation of the raking vault, which car
ries the first, flight of steps ; then cut it at
right angles by the plane A G. Place the
levels of the points of the cross section
at bights equal to the distances of the
generators from the point A on the line A
G of the vertical section.
Bed Joints.—Divide the cross section in
arch stones, then draw the joint lines on
the plan of the first flight, and from the
points where they cut A B draw the joint
lines of the trumpet to the corner C of the
landing.
It has been found that the bed joints of
the trumpet and of the raking vault above
it form angles projecting inward in the
bed joints near the well hole, and, on the
contrary, angles projecting outward in
the bed joints nearest the wall, so there
must be an intermediary position of the
bed joint, where the bed joints of the
trumpet and of the raking vault lie in
one plane. That plane cuts the wall along
a line which starts from the apex C of the
trumpet, and has the same inclination as
the raking vault. We have drawn it as
B H in the cross section. Carry the hight
A H of the cross section on the line B H
of the trumpet section, and from H draw
a normal to the section of the trumpet.
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This will be the first bed joint of the
trumpet, from which deduce the first
bed joint of the cross section of the raking
vanlt.
The planes of the bed joints must be
normal to the soffits of the vaults, and.
therefore, the joints of the trumpet will
be normal to the ellipse which forms its
section, whereas the joints of the raking
vault will be normal to cross sections.
Tangent* to the Cross section of theRak
ing Vault. —These tangents are necessarily
contained in the planes tangent to the sur
face of the raking vault. Now, as the
raking vanlt and the trumpet intersect
one another in a curve contained in the
vertical plane A B, it follows that the tan
gent to that curve is projected on the line
A B. On the other hand, the tangent to
the intersection is the intersection of the
planes tangent to both surfaces in a
given point of the intersection. There
fore, to draw the tangent to the sec
tion in any point, say on joint No.
1, we must find the intersection of the
plane tangent to the trumpet along No. 1
joint with the vertical plane A B. This
will be the tangent to the vertical section.
The tangent to ttie cross section will cut
the ground line in the same point as that
of the vertical section. To carry out the
above operation, draw on trumpet section
tangent 1 T. then draw the horizontal
trace C T of the plane tangent to the
trumpet. This trace cuts in P the ground
line of the vertical plane A B. P gives
the point where the tangent to the verti
cal section would pass. We take T on the
cross section at the same distance as P
from the springing line of the raking
vault, and we have 1 T, the tangent to
which the bed joint 1 must be at right
angles.
To Find the Intersection* of the Bed
Joints. — Find the intersections of the
planes of each of the corresponding bed
joints of the trumpet- and raking vault,
with the horizontal plane taken at the
level of the springing of the trumpet.
The point where these intersections meet
is a point of the intersection of the •bed
joints. Another point is that where the
joint lines meet. Take joint No. 8, for in
stance. The bed joint of the trumpet cuts
the horizontal plane along C Y ; the bed
joint of the raking vault cuts the same
horizontal plane along I N ; the point Y,
where these two intersections meet, is a
point of the intersection Y 8 of the bed-
joints. These intersections and the back
arrises of the bed joints are shown in dot
ted lines. The back arrises are horizontal ,
and are therefore parallel on plan to the
intersections of the horizontal springing
plane (such as C Y) with the bed joint
planes.
Eye and Cross Joints.—The arch stones
of the trumpet must butt against an eye
formed of one stone. The outline of the
eye and cross joints must follow the lines
of curvature of the surface. In a right
cone sections parallel to the base and the
generators will be lines of curvature.
Lines of curvature always meet at the
right angles. If you pinch a cardboard
cone or lamp shade the deformed base
still meets the generators at right angles;
it is, therefore, a line of curvature of the
new cone. That line of curvature has
the property of having every cone of its
points at an equal distance from the apex
of the cone, and by experiment it has been
found that its projection on the main
meridian plane (here the horizontal plane)
is an arc of a circle. Take, therefore, a
point on the crown line of the trumpet at
an equal distance from the apex C of the
cone to two other points selected on the
wall lines. Draw an arc through these
three points, and you have the plan of a
line of curvature which you may adopt
for the outline of the eye or for any cross
joint. To draw the outline of the eyeand
cross joints on the vertical section, plumb
down the points where they cut the bed
joints or other generators. The eye joint
may be considered as drawn on a cylinder
of which its plan is the base. Towork the
stone a development of this cylinder with
the eye joint must be made.

The surfaces of the eye and cross joints
are formed by a series of normals to the
surface of the cone. Draw these normals
by turning down the planes which contain
them. Mark the points where they cnt
either the upper plane of the landing or
the horizontal plane at the level of the
springing. Plumb these points on to
their respective lines on plan and eleva
tion, and through them draw the PJ*nB
and elevations of the normals. Then
mark the series of points where the
generators of the eye are cnt off by the
side walls.
The surfaces of the eye and cross joints
are developable surfaces. To produce the
molds to fit them, turn round each sur
face until its center line lies flat on the
horizontal plane, then unroll the surface
each way from the center line.
The bed joints of the trumpet are ob
tained by turning each bed joint round
the trace of its plane.
To prevent the stones of the upper
course of the raking vaults slipping into
the well hole, the cross joints are made to
radiate from a point in the plane of the
upper face of the course.
The stones of the trumpet should be
worked from the bed joints by means of
bevels. The soffit of the stones should
be begun by an operation plane ; then the
intersections of the soffit operation plane
with the surfaces of the cross joints
should be marked. From the outlines on
the soffit operation plane, and on the back
plane of the stone, work the cross joints
The surfaces of the cross joints once
worked, the molds must be placed on
them, and the outlines of their intersec
tion withihe soffit marked. Then finish
the soffit with straight edge.
This kind of structure for a staircase is
far superior, both practically and a?sthetic-
ally, to the usual stairs with steps housed
into the walls. Here the steps are simply
placed on the back of the vaults, and can
be removed when worn out without in
any way interfering with the structure.
These vaults are very easily executed in
concrete, and when plastered they offer a
beautiful field for decoration in the Pom-
peian style. Let us hope that this kind
of structure will soon take the place of
the bent-girder eyesores which disfigure
too many of the staircases of England.

land, "end, we understand. 'Kith pleating
results. Although thearraEgenuntof parts
here shown represent* a toim of Englifh
practice, it may prove interesting, if not
suggestive, to many of our reader*.

Durable Gutter Construction.

A rather novel form of gutter construc
tion is that recently brought out by an
English manufacturer, and which is shown
in crosj section in the aceimpanying illus-
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Cross Section of Isurablt Gutter
Construction.

tration. The gutter is made of stone ware
with lead flashings, and is covered in such
a way as to keep the trough from clog •

King. The gutters are manufactured in a
variety of decorative designs, and atesup-
ported on molded Ruabon bricks, which
are said to be both ornamental and inex
pensive. They require no painting, and
both the cornice and roof gutters are un
affected by extreme changes of tempera
ture. The form of gutter construction
here illustrated is being placed upon a
number of buildings in Atherton, Eng-
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International Congressot Architects.

One of the features incident to the
World's Fair is an International Con
gress of Architects, which will convene
during the latter part of July in the
permanent Memorial Art Palace in
the city of Chicago. We understand
that the object of this congress is to
bring together eminent architects of
all countries for friendly intercourse,
comparison of methods and results,
and the promotion of their mutual in
terests in the profession. To this end
the leading architects of each country
are invited to present, in a clear and
graphic manner, the progress, achieve
ments and special lines of development
in architecture. A variety of subjects
have been selected, including ancient
and modern apartment houses ; the
health effect of laundries and kitchens
in dwellings; modern stables, both
large and small ; the responsibility of
architects in structural matters, as
well as records, plans, decorative mat
ters, &c. ; clients' rights to service of
drawings, the ownership of the same ;
mechanical engineering in architecture
and the architect's responsibility there
with ; the modern steel construction ;
fire proofing of buildings up to the
present time, and kindred topics. It
will be seen from the above that there
are many subjects of no little interest
to the building trades to be discussed,
and it is to be hoped that the congress
will result in great good to the trades
and professions concerned.

Epworth League Memorial.

During the past month there was
dedicated in the city of Cleveland,
Ohio, a handsome building known as
the New Epworth Memorial Methodist
Episcopal Church, which marks the
site where the Epworth League was
founded. The new church is a notable
building constructed of gray St. Law
rence marble, rock hewn, in irregular
blocks, and surmounted by a magnifi
cent dome 125 feet high. The area
covered is 140x 115feet, the main au
ditorium being 75 feet square. This
room is finished in oak, while the deco
ration of the ceiling is stucco in an
elaborate design, and in the arches are
fitted 150incandescent lamps, besides a
60-lamp chandelier. The seating capac
ity of the auditorium is 1100. The
most beautiful feature of the room,
however, is the Epworth League win
dow, 16x 82 feet, and representing the
Epworth " Wheel." South of the main
auditorium are the Sunday school
rooms, with a capacity of 1200. The
18classrooms clustered about the main
one are closed by rising doors, which

are lifted by a hydraulic rain regulated
from an electric switchboard at the
superintendent's desk. The ceiling is
of paneled glass, like that of an art

gallery. The finish of the room is in
Georgia pine. There are also ladies'
parlors, and an Epworth parlor, each
with a seating capacity of 800. By
means of the rising doors these rooms
can all be thrown into one, giving a
seating capacity of 2800. In the base
ment is the pastor's office, with a fire
proof vault for church records, a large
reading room and library for young
men, a kitchen and a dining room. The
lighting of the building is done by
electricity and gas, and the heating
system is acombination one. The archi
tecture of the structure is a combina
tion of Byzantine and Romanesque,
the designer of the building being 8. R.
Badgley of Cleveland.

Power for Small Shops.

The need of power in small shops on
special occasions has been too keenly
felt to require comment, but the ordi
nary power plant presents many ob
jections and entails expenses that are
unwarranted by the work to be done.
With the advent of electric lighting in
so many cities and larger towns, the
electric motor may prove to many an
acceptable solution of the problem. It
requires no licensed engineer or fuel,
makes no dirt and is always ready,
while its management or control is
simple and confined to the lever which
completes the electric circuit and the
switch lever which graduates the cur
rent to the work. The cost of the
electric plant compares favorably,
power for power, with that of plants
previously available for small work.
When installed for intermittent use, a
contract, varying in price with the
locality, can, we are told, be madewith
the local electric company to supply a
small power for one-tenth to one-fifth of
the cost of steam. Many of the small
shops in this city have already adopted
the electric motor for power purposes,
and as much of the machinery of the
small wood working and carpenters'
shops can be advantageously mn by
this means, it is more than likely that
electricity will find increasing favor in
that field.

ImprovedBuilding Conditions.

There is perhaps no surer indication
of the improved conditions which ob
tain in the building business, as com
pared with those existing a decade ago,
than the number of influential build
ers' organizations which exist in promi
nent cities of the country. During the
past five years the character of these
organizations has assumed a plane
which puts them in line commercially
with other mercantile bodies which
have been in existence for many years.
Some of these associations of builders
have erected homes for themselves and
have become established in the public
eye in so honorable amanner as to lend

a dignity and consideration to the busi
ness of the building contractor which
never before existed. There is no
question that this condition of affairs
is truly indicative of improvement
which promises to extend to every
branch of the trade with that steady
progress so plainly observable in the
establishing of organizations. The va
rious questions and problems which
confront the individual builder are
afforded means for ventilation and con
sideration which is already resulting
in better relationship between employ
ers and employed, and amore equitable
adjustment of the rights of each. The
tone of the whole fraternity is con
stantly growing higher, and there are
frequent manifestations of desire on
the part of communities of builders to
adjust differences between themselves
and others by arbitration and by means
which are to-day as common as they
were unusual ten years ago. This con
stant effort to bring about honorable
relationships offers beneficial examples
to builders everywhere, which, although
the strike and lockout are frequently
employed, produce a most salutary re
sult upon the present relation of one
of the most important problems in ex
istence to-day—the labor question.

Wire Hope for Elevators.

Those who have never stopped to
consider the matter, or investigate the
subject to any extent, would probably
be greatly surprised to learn of the
quantity of wire rope which is used in
the operation of elevators in office
buildings and warehouses. Take, for
example, a seven-story structure de
voted to office purposes, and in which
there are only two elevators, and it is
found that nearly a mile of 1-inch rope
is required for the elevator equipment.
It can readily be seen from this state
ment that the consumption of wire
rope for this purpose alone throughout
the country is enormous. The con
struction of very large office buildings,
above four stories in hight, is of com
paratively recent date, the movement
being scarcely ten years old. In fact,
there are not a few important cities
in which construction of this character
has but just begun. It is probable
that already the consumption of wire
rope for passenger and freight ele
vators in buildings is as large as in
any other single channel ; and this is
but one of the numerous developments
of business enterprise which is steadily
increasing the genera^ebnsnrnption of
iron and steel. 13!

Drexel Apartment HOUSA".^ f
A structure which, wheii-«OTnpleted,
will probably rank among the most ex
pensive apartment honses in the conn-
try, if not in the world, is now in
process of erection in Chicago, 111.
The building, or rather series of build
ings, which will constitute the apart
ment house, is being put up on Fifty-
first street, between Cottage Grove
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avenue and Drexel Boulevard, the lengt h
of the front being 578 feet and the depth
135feet. It will be nine stories in hight,
with the central pavilion surmounted
by a picturesque tower 216 feet high.
Each corner pavilion will also have a
tower 170 feet high. The portion for
which contracts have recently been closed
will contain 96 suites of apartments,
with a total of 350 rooms, and cost
about |500,000. When the entire struct
ure is completed, which is expected to
be some time in 1895, it will contain
1800rooms and will have cost $2,000,000.
The materials employed will be Seneca
brownstone for the face work, and hol
low tile and slow-burning material for
other portions. The style of architect
ure is to be French Renaissance, re
lieved by Ionic columns and ornamenta
tion. The apartment house was designed
by William A. Youmans & Brother, and
is being put up by a number of capital
ists, prominent among whom is William
Turkington.

Wiring Buildings for Electric Lighting.

The use of electricity for lighting pur

poses in office and other business build
ings has become so general in the princi
pal cities of the country, that no modern
structure at the present day is considered
complete which lacks in this par
ticular. Even in places where there are
no electric lighting plants and where it is
not possible at the time to conveniently
and economically employ electricity for

the purpose named, the prominent build
ings are wired during the process of erec
tion so that as soon as electricity is in
troduced the necessary fixtures can be
installed and the completion of the work

quickly accomplished. Commenting on

this feature of building equipment as

viewed from the English standpoint, the

London Builder in a recent issue says :

As the majority of large buildings
which are now being built, or which
will be built during the next few
years, will probably before long be
fitted with electric light, it seems de
sirable that this probability should
be taken into account in their con
struction. At present no one can
calculate on the surprises in store for
the electrical contractor. No superficial
examination of a building can enable him
to tell what sort of stuff he will encounter
in running his mains from floor to floor
and from room to room. There may be
thick stone work, concrete, or steel gird
ers ; or there may be merely timbering or

Elaster.
His men may be able to get a

ole through a wall or floor in half an
hour, or they may take more than half a
day. If the contractor has estimated for
the former and it takes the latter, he
loses ; but as a rule he is more wary, and
the gain is on his side if he comes across
a piece of soft material, while he is care
ful not to lose if it should prove tough.
Contractors, however, would have a
much clearer basis for estimate, and their
rates of charges would be lower, if they
could count on some preparation in the
building for carrying electric cables
through walls or flooring. It is too much
to expect that the owner of a building
which is in course of erection will put in
all the necessary wiring for electric light
unless there is the immediate prospect of
that light being used. The cost of doing
so would be considerable and the money
would lie idle for some time. But there
is little or no cost involved in arranging
that at every top corner of a wall there

should be two circular holes in the solid
material —oneconnecting the two sides of
the wall and the other running up to the
floor above. These holes might be care
fully covered over so as not to disfigure
the wall, and their existence would be an
immense saving in cost and labor in put
ting wires throughout the house at any
subsequent time.

The Annual Fire Bill.

It is somewhat startling to be told that
the average yearly destruction of property
by fire in the United States reaches the
immense figure of $100,000,000. Still
more so, when we stop to consider that
this great sum is an absolute yearly loss
incurred by the wealth of the nation, that
it is so much property completely blotted
out of existence. For although some
$70,000,000outof the total is paid through
the insurance companies, every dollar of
this amount comes, not out of the coffers
of the companies or the pockets of the
stockholders, but from the policy holders.
Now, it is asserted by recognized author
ities that the majority of these conflagra
tions, which are annually taking such a
large slice out of the country's means,
arise from preventable causes. Therefore,
it seems a clear case where the proverbial
"ounce of prevention " should be brought
into active play. Americans are apt to
plume themselves upon the excellence
and efficiency of their city fire depart
ments, which may here represent the
" pound of cure," but little has been done
toward the prevention of fires, which,
after all, should be the first solicitude.

Fire Prevention.

This subject is treated with consider
able ability by C. John Hexamer in a
paper on " Causes of Fires," printed re
cently in the Journal of the Franklin
Institute. Mr. Hexamer is strongly of
opinion that the modern lavish use of
glass and iron, which is so noticeable in
the new store and business buildings of
cities, has increased and will still further
increase the terrible annual fire waste.
The want of care in regard to the para
phernalia of heating, lighting, &c., and
its relation to the accumulation of rub
bish and the inflammable material stored

in these tinder boxes, furnish food for
reflection. Looking at the immense
hazards run daily in nearly all such estab
lishments it is only wonderful, says our
authority, that we have not more fire
losses. This, however, is but meager
cause for congratulation. Something must
be done to remove the main causes of
fire. The remedies for the present state
of things suggested in the paper above
quoted as the only efficacious ones, and
which should be adopted without delay,
are : 1. A national bureau for ascertain
ing fire hazards. 2. Better building laws.
8. Inspection and reinspection by faith
ful, competent and well-paid men. 4. The
co-operation of the press in instructing
the public in the vital importance of this
matter. 5. The supervision and inspec
tion of mechanics erecting heating and
lighting paraphernalia. 6. The appoint
ment of a "fire coroner " in all cities, who
must be an expert. It is time the public
awoke to the importance of this question
of fire prevention, of which it is even
more ignorant than of matters of hygiene.

Exchange Buildings.

W. H. SAYWABD.

It is with peculiar satisfaction that
the National Association of Builders
calls the attention of all filial bodies to
the dedication of the new home of the
Milwaukee Exchange. This affair was
named for the 20th inst., and before
this issue is placed in the hands of its
readers the elegant structure will have
been dedicated to the uses of the build
ers of Milwaukee.
It is very gratifying to note the
growth of the idea of ownership of
buildings among the exchanges affil-
ated with the National Association,
and it is to be hoped that this year will
seea goodly number of others started.
In every case where this scheme has
been undertaken it has not only
proved a good business venture for
the exchange, but it has also encour
aged individual builders to have
offices in which to conduct their busi
ness.
The old fashion of builders to do all
their writing, estimating, bookkeeping,
&c., under the roof of their dwell
ings must be abandoned. It is neither
a good business habit nor a good do
mestic habit. No builder can attend
to the detail of his building operations
during the day, and then with any de
gree of satisfaction to himself or oth
ers continue his labors within the
walls of his dwalling —a place which
should be devoted to his domestic
privacy and sacred to his social and
home affairs. Life IB crowded enough
in any event, and it is a most harmful
practice which encumbers the domestic
life with the details, cares and worries
of business.
Every man owes something to his
family, and when he gets through with
his day's work he should leave busi
ness behind, and by all means not have
within his own home any business
conveniences to encourage him to keep
at work when he should be free for
the other duties of life. Exchange
buildings offer to the builders oppor
tunities to concentrate the details of
their work, and already those who
have taken advantage of it cannot con
ceive how they got along in the old
way. Business is facilitated, system
atized, made to run orderly, and the
builder himself is freed from the ever-
present business demands which pre
viously followed him and occupied
his mind and time into the hours which
should be devoted to his family and
other social and domestic duties and
pleasures. Let us all move in the di
rection of getting as much as we can
out of the busy, hustling world which
absorbs so much of life. Exchange
buildings with offices for builders are a
prime necessity of the day.
In this connection the National As
sociation notes with great satisfaction
the efforts that are being made by the
Building Trades Club of New York to
put the building project into operation
in that city. If the plans outlined are
carried into effect, as they most surely
will be, the structure erected in the
metropolis of the country for a build
ing trades exchange will be a veri
table Mecca for the whole building
fraternity of the country. A heartv
Godspeed is offered to the New York
brethren, and the hope is cherished
that a speedy fruition may follow their
efforts.
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DESIGN OF A PARSONAGE.

THE
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
SOCIETY at Somerville. N. J.,
have recently completed the erec

tion of a very neat and well arranged
parsonage, according to plans prepared

are 12 inches thick up to a level with
the grade line, above which are brick
walls 8 inches in thickness. The sills
employed are 4 x 10 inches ; the first
and second floor joists, 2 x 10, placed

16 inches from centers, and the third-
floor joists, 2 x H, also 16 inches from
centers. The studding is 2 x 4, placed
16 inches from centers, while that
about the windows and doors is 3 x 4
inches ; the hip and valley rafters are
2 x 10 inches, the common rafters 2x6
inches, placed 20 inches from centers ;
and the plates, posts and tie beams 4 x
6 inches, all being of white hemlock.
The exterior of the frame from the
sills to the plates and gables is sheeted
with tongued and grooved hemlock
put on diagonally. Over this is build
ing paper, which in turn is covered to
the first story with clear 6-inch siding.
The second story and gables, as will be
seen from an inspection of the eleva-

Attic Plan.

Front Elevation.

by architect F. V. Bodine of the place
named. The cottage embodies a num
ber of features of interest to the car
penter and builder, both by reason of
its general treatment architecturally
and the arrangement of the several
rooms which it contains. We have
taken the trouble of securing an excel
lent photograph of this cottage as it
stands completed, and present a re
production of it this month as a
supplement plate. The elevations, floor
plans and some of the details of con
struction are presented upon the pages
which follow, and will enable the
reader to obtain a clear idea of the
general features which have been in
corporated by the designer. An in
spection of the first-floor plan shows
that provision has been made for four
rooms of good size, in addition to a
hall of such a character as to permit
its use for reception purposes. The
location of the parlor, sitting room
and dining room is such as to permit
the three to be thrown into one should
occasion render such a course desir
able. The kitchen is at the rear of
the house, communicating directly
with the dining room and also with the
front hall. It will be noted that space
has been utilized to good advantage,
nooks and corners being devoted to
closets, which are always desirable
features of a dwelling. On the second
floor are three large sleeping rooms,
the pastor's study and a bathroom.
The position of the main stairs is such
as to render all these apartments
readilv accessible directly from the
hall.
The foundation walls of the building

First Floor. Second Floor.

Designof a Partonaje. — F. V. Bodine,Architect,Somerrill?, y. J.—Elevation,
Scale,% Inch totheFoot.—Floor Plans, Scale,1-lfi Inch to theFoot.
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tions, are covered with 5 x 18 inch
cedar shingles. The rafters are first
covered with surfaced hemlock hoards,
and then with heavy felt, carrying 8 x
16inch best quality slate. The gutters
and leaders are of galvanized iron. The
first story of the house, up to the belt
course, is painted with two coats of
lead and oil, as are also the cornices
and trimming, but of a different tint.
The shingles on the first story and
gables are left in the natural wood.
The gutters and valleys are painted in
two coats of metallic roofing paint.
With regard to the interior, we learn
from the builder, James B. Brown of
Somerville, N. J., that the main rooms
on the first floor are finished with vel-
low poplar. The stairway, which is a
continuous open flight from the first
floor to the attic, is also finished in the
same style. The kitchen and the entire
second floor are trimmed in yellow pine.
The doors on the first floor are finished
in five panels of yellow poplar, while
those in the kitchen and on the second
floor are of whitepine. The hardware
on the first floor is of metal bronze,
and on the second floor of iron bronze.

An Historical Building.

About ten miles from Baltimore,
Md. , and two miles from Pikesville is
located the McDonough estate, on
which is an old stone building erected
somewhere about the year 1693. It is
known as " The Garrison," and is so
designated on a map of Baltimore
bearing date of 1755. The structure
was evidently intended originally as a
fort, for its massive stone walls are
pierced with openings here and there
for the muskets of the defenders. It
covers an area of 20 x 50 feet, and the
heavy oak posts and beams give an
idea of its great strength. Ttie walls
are now whitewashed and the interior
is coated with a dark brown kalso-
mine. Historical search would seem
to warrant the belief that it was one
of three forts built by the Council of
Maryland in 1692or early in 1693,dur
ing the war with France that followed
the accession of William and Mary
and extended to the American colo
nies. The site of the other forts was
in Anne Arundel and Charles coun
ties. At that time the Indians were
constantly menacing the settlers of the
colony. In a report made by Capt.
John Oldham, who commanded "The
Garrison " in 1696,it is stated that the
nearest log house was distant ten
miles. Oldham described the exact
location of the fort, and the committee
appointed by the Maryland Historical
Society, comparing the distances laid
down with landmarks of the present
day, concludes that there can be no
doubt that the old building examined
by them was "The Garrison" com
manded by Oldham. At about the
time of Braddock's defeat in 1755 it
was occupied by the colonial troops.
There appears to be no evidence that
it figured in any engagement during
the great wars, but there can be no
doubt it is the oldest fort in Maryland.

England's Bnilding at the World's
Fair.

The English World's Fair Building
is acknowledged, says one of the Chi
cago papers, to be the most perfect
specimen of its kind in the park. The
entrance doors are heavy oak, with
brass hinges and wooden locks. They
open into what is called the hall, a
large room with a fireplace at each
end and a double staircase at the back.
The modeled plaster ceiling is copied
from one in Queen Elizabeth's palace in
Wales, which was built by the Wynns
of Gwydir in 1550,and that over the

stairway and hall on the second floor
is from Baddon Hall, seat of the Duke
of Rutland, the most perfect example
of an old English mansion to be found
in England. The fire places are wide
and comfortable-looking. The andiron
dogs are monstrous and the grates have
at each end the lion and unicorn ramp
ant. In the alcoves made by the stair
way are two suits of armor of the time
of the holy war. In the center of the
hall is a monumental coffer repro
duced from an old Florentine example
in the royal palace at Naples, with
sumptuous carvings, enriched with a

in the Cluny and South Kensington
museums.
The waiting room is at the right Tof
the entrance and has that refined air so
peculiar to English homes. The win
dows are wide and deep,with old seats
arranged in them. The ceiling is
Elizabethan and the walks are covered
with embossed leather of the pattern
designed for the ballroom at Sandring-
dam. The finishing of this room is

1

!

painted frontal panel on a gilt ground.
At each end are arm-chairs, sculptured
in bold bas-relief, one representing the
discovery of America and the compan
ion fatiteuil being of the old kind
known as the "cackle" or" gossip"
chair in the style of the Francois
premier.
On the left of the hall is the library,
entirely in oak, and the shelves are
filled with volumes by British authors
in morocco. The furniture partakes
of the sedate characteristics of a read
ing room, and is copied from originals

like the others, of an old period. Oak
tables, desks and sideboards are scat
tered about, and rich, rare vases stand
in the nooks.
In all of the rooms the floors are of
hard wood covered with huge Wilton
rugs, especially woven in Oriental de
signs. The grand staircase is wide and
easy. On the second floor is the meet
ing room of the commissioners. It is
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furnished in antique oak, and the seats
and lounges are such as may be found
in the Carlton and Reform clubs, and
other such places devoted to men's
comfort. The rest of the second floor
is given over to offices. The one occu
pied by the popular commissioner, Sir
Henry Wood, is particularly handsome.
It occupies the southeast corner, with

Erection of Scaffolds.

The City Council of Toronto, Canada,
recently passed a law governing the erec
tion of scaffolds in that place which says
that all scaffoldings used by bricklayers
or other builders in the erection, repair
ing, altering or improving of buildings,

I
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low, broad windows looking out into
the lake. The desks are massive affairs
of carved oak, and the walls are hung
with pictures. Lounging seats are in
the windows and the walls are beauti
fully decorated. The building is lighted
by electricity, but the incandescent
globes are hidden under the strap work
of the Elizabethan chandeliers. A
characteristic fence surrounds the
building, and old English lamps light
the veranda, which is broad and invit
ing. The name Victoria House was
given it by the Queen, who has taken
a great interest in the exposition.

chimneys or other structures, shall be
built and constructed as follows :

BUILDERS' SCAFFOLD.

Standards or uprights to be of live,
sound Norway pine, tamarack or spruce
(tamarack preferred). Distance between
each standard 8 or 10 feet, and butts of
said standard placed in the ground
to the depth of not less than 2 feet 6
inches, and when placed upon stone flag
ging or granolithic sidewalk, to be put
in good sound cement or other barrel, or
a box 2 feet square by 2 feet 6 inches
high, and filled with sand or other suit

able material. The standards to be not
less than 4% inches at butt, and 2%
inches at the top diameter, and in a very
high scaffold to be increased in size.
Ledgers samematerial as standards, not
less than 8 inches diameter at small end,
and no ledger to be taken off the stand
ards that would allow a greater distance
from the ground than 10feet. Putlogs
to be of ironwood, white oak, or other
suitable material, the said putlogs to be
butted, flattened or squared at the end
which enters the wall, and not to be re
moved according as the scaffold rises.
One course of planking, the entire length
of scaffold, must remain on each tier of
the said putlogs. The putlogs not to be
less than 3 inches diameter clear of bark.
Three putlogs to be placed under planks
12 feet in length, that is to say, one put
logs at each end and one in the center.
(When planks 16 feet long are used five
putlogs shall be used). Planks to be 2
inches in thickness, and of sound pine,
spruce or hemlock, 10 to 12 inches in
width.
Scaffolds to be stayed from ledgers on
to the joists through the openings, and in
the absence of openings, to be stayed by
other sufficient means.
Racking braces to consist of poles and be
tied with ropes. Ropes not to be less than
16 feet in length, and % inch thick, except
in case of small scaffolds, when rope %
inch thick may be used.
Ladders in all cases to reach 5 feet
above the landing stage, so that plenty of
hold will be afforded men when landing
off.
When bricks are laid from the inside of
fire-proof buildings, there shall be a tem
porary floor of 2-inch plank laid on the
girders or temporary joists all around the
inside of walls and not less than 6 feet
wide; and when bricks are laid from the
inside of buildings not fire proof which
have joists not over 14inches apart, then
the temporary floor may be of 1-inch
boards 6 feet wide and placed all around
the building.
In all cases where the inside of scaffold
ing is built from the foundation the same
as the outside scaffolding, the temporary
floors above mentioned shall not be re
quired.
When trestles are used, the hight to be
from 4 to 6 feet, and to be made substan
tial, of good material ; and when a scaf
fold is formed by putting trestles one
upon another, it shall not be over 18 feet
in hight —that is to say, not more than
three trestles shall be used of the hight of
6 feet each.
Where required all overhead protec
tions to be placed fully under scaffolds.
When building out to the street line,
boards or planks to be placed where the
workmen pass under.
All scaffolding used by carpenters in
the erection, repairing, altering or im
proving of buildings, chimneys or other
structures, shall be built and constiucted
as follows :

CARPENTERS' SCAFFOLDING.

All uprights of said scaffolding to be
4x4, sound and free from objectionable
knots, the brackets nailed to them and to
the building, and to be 1inch in thickness
and not less than 10inches wide, properly
nailed to building and upright ; and when
there is no opening to nail said bracket,
then a piece 1 inch thick and 6 inches
wide to be notched to secure the bracket,
and nailed solid to the wall and to the up
right. The boards laid on this to walk on
to be 2-inch plank, sound and free from
knots, or else two 1-inch boards, laid one
on top of the other.
When bracket scaffold is put up, the
leg to be sound and not less than 2 x 6 on
edge, set at the proper angle to prevent
the braeket from tipping from the wall.
When scaffold projects from windows,
the bracket to be 1-inch thick by not less
than 10 inches wide and 6 inches deep,
both brace and bracket well nailed to
window, and the brace well nailed to
bracket also.
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Detail of Corner Block.—
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Elevation of ChinaCloset.—Scale,H Inch
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Detail of Main Stairs.—Scale, H Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Parsonage of Methodist Episcopal Church at Somerville,N. J.
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COMPETITION IN STORE FRONTS.

AS
OUR READERS will remember,
we announced in the issue for De
cember of last year a series of com

petitions, one of which had for its sub
ject store fronts of a character usually
demanded in connection with buildings
adapted for erection in small towns

Cincinnati, Ohio, and the second prize
of $75 to A. K. Miller of Turtle Creek,
Pa.
The drawings submitted by Mr.
Dittoe were of such a neat and hand
somecharacter that we have reproduced
them by what is known as the direct

good they might be in themselves.
Having duly considered the matter,
the designer concluded to adopt a
scheme that would be no less practical,
but much more architectural and
pleasing in its effect. The author in
forms us that it is the intention to

Section. Front Elevation.—Scale, \&inch to the foot.

and country villagee. According to
the conditions of the competition,
which was the twenty-third conducted
under the auspices of Carpentry and
Building, the material' used in the
front could be brick, cast iron, galva
nized iron, terra cotta, or. in fact, any
material preferred by the designer.
The contestants were also at liberty
to select either two or three story
buildings as the subjects of their
studies, and they were to vary in width
from 20 teet to 33}^feet, according to
preference. The requirements of the
competition called for a front elevation
of the store, showing all parts of the
building from the sidewalk line to the
top of the cornice, and a sectional view
to correspond with this elevation.
There were also to be details of the
different parts, drawn to scale, as well
as a brief description of the construc
tion, with mention of the materials
employed and an estimate of cost, the
latter omitting glass and door and
window hardware. The committee to
which was intrusted the award of
prizes in this competition has reached
its decision, which we take pleasure
in announcing in this issue.
The first prize of $100is awarded to
Louis G. Dittoe of 805Neave Building,

Plan View.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Competitionin Store Fronts.—First-Prize Design.—Louis O. Dittoe, Architect,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

process, and take pleasure in present
ing them upon this and the following
pages. In considering the subject of
this competition, the author states
that his first impulse was to restrict
the design to the second and third
stories only, which would be carried
on an iron lintel, supported by two
or more iron columns. Though this
method, he writes, is a thoroughly
practical one, it would not only sacri
fice the design of the first story, but
also that of the upper stories, however

have the front composed of brick,
with terra cotta trimmings, except the
architraves around the entrances and
the heavy base course, which are to be
of stone." The following extracts from
the specifications submitted by the
author of the first-prize design will
prove interesting in this connection.

BRICK WORK.

All face brick in the front are to
be good, hard, well burned pressed
brick, the color being of a pinkish
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Details ofrSmallWindows in SecondStory.

buff. The brick is to be backed with
a good quality of building brick,
and to have good bond about every
seventh course. All brick are to be
laid up wet in a good quality* of lime
mortar, and the front to be neatly
pointed with mortar of the same shade
as the brick.

TERRA COTTA.

All molding, string courses and or
namental portions shown on the front,
except that part specified to be of
stone, must be of a good quality hard-
burned terra cotta, straight, true and
in as large pieces as possible. The
color is to be a salmon, a trifle darker

Finish Over Main Entrance.

than the brick employed. All terra
cotta is to be anchored firmly to the
wall wherever necessary. The cornice
is to have 3g-inch anchors 3 feet long,
and as many as there are pieces in the
top member of the cornice. The bal •
ustrade is to be firmly set and to have a

2^-inch gas pipe run through the rail.All the balustrades are to be doweled
top and bottom.

STONE WORK.

The base course, including molding
over it with architraves around en
trances, is to be of good quality sand
stone of a pale red color, a trifle darker
than the terra cotta. The stone work
is to run entirely through the wall and
to be cut clean and sharp in strict ac
cordance with the drawings. It is to
be dressed straight and smooth, laid up
in a good quality mortar and pointed
with mortar the same shade as the
stone itself.

IRON WORK.

The iron worker must construct and
set in place the girder, made of good
quality flexible rolled wrought iron.
The top and bottom plates of the girder
are to be ^ x 13 inches, the web plates
% x 17 inches and the angles and
stiffeners 3gx 3 x 4 inches. The total
length of the girder is to be 18 feet.
The iron worker must also furnish all
anchors and ties required by the terra
cotta men in their work.

APPROXIMATE COST.
The author of the first-prize design
furnishes the following figures as the
approximate cost of the front here
illustrated :
Brick work $850
Terra cctta «00
Stonework 170
Iron work 185

Total cost $2105

MLljIilllJl^liJJ^
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Details of Third-Story Front, with Cornice and Balustrade. Elevation and Plan of Arched Windows In SecondStory.

Competitionin Store Front*.—First Prize Design.—MiscellaneousDetailf—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
PRESENT

INDICATIONS throughout
the country point to a quiet begin
ning of the season'swork among the

builders, notwithstanding the many local
disturbancesbetweenemployersand work
men,which would seemto showthe reverse
to be true. Such disturbances as are re
ported are in very few instancesof either
a general or serious character, and the
large centers are almostentirely free from
menacing complications. In the more
prominent cities it is seldom that a year
has openedupwith solittle trouble between
employers and employees. There seemsto
bea sort of epidemicof strikes throughout
New England, but from appearancesat the

Present
writing they will doubtlessbe ad-

ustedbeforethey havegonefar enoughto
seriously injure the businessfor the year.
Most of thesestrikes haveoccurred in cities
where thereare no organizationsof build
ersand wherethemenhavebeenin a much
bettercondition to take unitedandeffective
action tban the employers. Throughout
the Western and Middle Statesapparently
the most satisfactory conditions prevail,
while murmurings are heard from among
the workmen throughout the West. The
generalprospectof the amount of building
to be donethis year bearsout the promise
of theearlier season,therebeing no excess
ive increaseor decreasereported from any
locality, although the statement is made
that in someof the WesternStates there is
at presentmorework than workmen.

Baltimore, Md.
The project for the erection of a new
building by the Builders' Exchange of Bal
timore, which hasbeenso long in prepara
tion, has been put in operation,with the
prospectof excellentand creditableresults.
It was originally intendedto tear down the
building which now occupiesthe siteof the
new homeof the exchange, but it hasbeen
determinedto usea portionof the old build
ing, the foundation and lower story of
which were found to besuitable for the use
of the exchange. The plans call for a
granite and brick building ninestorieshigh,
with elevators and all modern improve
ments,and which will bea worthy rival to
the bestofficebuildings in the city.
The first floor will be fitted up for fine
stores, with heavy French plate-glass
fronts. In oneportion of the floor win be
the officesof the exchange. The second
floor will be given up to an exhibition hall,
committeerooms, and an office for Secre
tary and SuperintendentMiller. The seven
floorsabovewill befilled with handsomely
appointedoffices,which will be occupiedby
architects,contractorsand builders.

Boston, Mass.
The situation of the builders of Boston is
slightly uneasy, owing to the agitation
amongthecarpentersandpainters for more
pay and shorter working hours. The feel
ing is oneof uncertainty only, owing to the
fact that at present,thebuilding seasonnot
having fully opened,no extendedstrike has
occurred,and it is not positively asserted
by theworkmenthat onewill occur. Every
thing is quiet in the other branches of
trade, and the amount of work projected
for theseasonis up to the average.

Buffalo. N. Y.
The builders in the various cities of the
country who haveattendedtheconventions
of theNational Associationof Builders will
learn with keen regret of the recent acci
dentaldeathof James Boland of the Build
ers' AssociationExchange of Buffalo. Mr.
Boland wasoneof themostearnestworkers
in the interestof his local exchangeas well
as the National Association,and wasa man
whosestrong characteristicsand genial and
happy disposition made for him warm
friends of all who knew him. His loss was
seriouslyfelt by themembersof the Buffalo
Exchange, where the utmost respectand
regard were demonstrateduponthe sadoc
casionof his death.
The Builders' Exchange has been con
sidering the relative merits of the building
law of Buffalo and the new Ktate law re
cently adoptedat Albany, at the requestof
the Mayor of thecity. Buffalo wasoffered
theopportunity of choicebetweentheState
law and its own presentexistingordinance,
and the Mayor referred the matter to the
Builders' Exchange as beingthe mostcapa

ble sourceof information on the subject in
the city. The committee appointedby the
exchangeto investigate the subject, which
consistedof George Deuchseherer,Charles
A. Rupp and Charles H. Kellogg, reported
in favor of the State law, stating that it
coveredthe ground much morethoroughly
than the present Buffalo law, and was in
every way the more desirable and effica
ciousof the two.
Reports read at the annual meeting of
the exchange,April 26,showed the organi
zation to be in goodcondition.
The associationalsochosea newadminis
tration. Thesetrusteeswereelectedtoman
age its affairs during the forthcomingrear:
Charles A. Rupp, H. C. Harrower, Alfred
Lyth, W. S. Collingwood, George W. Car
ter, Alfred A. Berrick, Edward M. Hager,
GeorgeDuchscherer,M. J. Byrne.
After the trusteeshad been chosenthey
met and electedthese officers to servedur
ing the ensuing year: Charles A. Rupp,
president ; H. C. Harrower, vice-president;
Alfred Lyth, treasurer; J. C. Almeudinger,
secretary.
Among matters of public interest re
cently considered by the exchange is the
amendmentto the city charter, known as
the police commission bill, passedat the
State capital through the efforts of the leg
islators from the city and county. The
exchangemostseverely condemnedtheac
tion of the State legislators as having ex
ceededthe authority of their office. The
exchange also voted to co-operate with
other commercial bodiesto prevent theen
actmentof further snap legislation affect
ing the city of Buffalo.
Thesituation between the building con
tractors and their employeeshasbeensome
what complicated by the demandsof the
workmen in severalbranchesof the trade.
While thereappearsto be no danger of a
general strike, the plasterers are out at
presenton a demandfor {3.50in place of
f3, and a nine-hourwork day. The carpen
tersand bricklayers have presentedgriev
ancesto their employers and the latter, as
well as the plasterers,are seekingto adjust
their affairs by meansof an Arbitration
Committeefrom theseunions and the Ma
son Builders' Association A compromise
hasbeen offered by the employers to the
striking plasterers,which was refused by
the workmen,and at this writing themen
are still out.

Chicago, 111.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of
Chicago has changed its quarters so long
occupiedon LaSafle streetto newrooms in
the OgdenBuilding at the corner of Clark
and Lake streets. The new rooms were
elaborately fitted up and furnished with
every convenience for the transactionof
the businessof the members. On the oc
casionof thededicationof thenewquarters
an enjoyable programme was prepared
which included speechesby many of the
prominentmembers,excellent musicenda
delightful banquet. Nearly all the 000
membersof the exchangewere presentand
a mostenjoyable timewasexperienced.
PresidentUiudele in his addresstouched
upon many points of interest and impor
tance,among which was one pnaseof ex
changework the benefit of which is fre
quently overlooked. In speaking of the
bestmeansof rendering the action of the
entire exchangeeffectiveand influential he
pressedupon themembers the necessityof
thorough organization of each trade by
itself. On this subjectbespokeas follows :
I also recommendthat all affiliatingbodies
of the building traoes corauosiugthis ex
change, who are 1101already organizedas
separateassociations,will organizein order
i luitmorebarmuuiousfeeling amongthem
selvesmaybecreuted,and tu the end that
theymay lie in a positionto recommeudaim
demandlegislationfavorable to tbeir inter
ests,and further, to be able to adjust all
differencesbetweenthem and their t-mploy-
ees, by the systemof arbitration, thereby
preventing strikes with their attendant
evils. I canslate, as a matter of fact, of
which 1 am well advised, that all of the
trades which have organized, and have
adopted the system of arbitration, are
entirely satisfiedwith its workings, and in
my judgment, it is only a matter of time
when arbitration will be generally adopted
throughout theland,and strikes and lock
outs will becomeunknown.
The strikes to which frequent reference
has beenmadein thedaily pressasaffecting
the building interests of Chicago were
largely confined to the workmen at the
World's Fair, operationsin the city proper

being comparatively little disturbed. The
presentprospect for the coming building
seasonin Chicago is for a large business,
though not up to the standardof last year.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The situation in Cleveland among the
builders is disturbedby the demandsof the
bricklayers and carpenters. The brick
layersare seeking to secure an eight-hour
day, with no reductionof pay, and the car
penterswant an increaseof wagesto a level
price of 30centsper hour for all workmen
and a nine-hourday. There appears to be
some indication that the carpenters may
receivetheir demands,althoughit is stated
that bothmasonand carpentercontractors
have refusedto accedeto the demands of
the workmen. Reports from the Builders'
Exchange showthat the contractorsgener
ally are opposedto concedingshorter hours
without correspondingreduction of wages.
The outlook otherwise in the building
trades promises a profitable season ail
around.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
There has been comparatively little dis
turbance in thebuilding trades of Cincin
nati this spring, and present indications
seemto show that the seasonwill be little
disturbedby differencesbetweenemployers
and workmen. Thepainters' strike, which
has beenon for severalweeks, is in a fair
way to besatisfactorily settled. The scale
of wagespreparedis $2.50per day of eight
hours, instead of (2.61 of nine hours paid
last year. Reports from the Builders' Ex
changeshow that organization to be in ex
cellentcondition, with thememberslooking
forward to a profitable season'sbusiness.

Detroit. Mich.
From the published reports of Superin
tendentGurney of the Builders'andTraders'
Exchange of Detroit, showing the amount
of work undertakenby membersof theex
change, building operations in that city
seemto be in good condition. No labor
troublesare reported,and so far as appear
ancesgo thereis no presentprospectof any
disturbance that will seriously affect the
businessfor the coming year. The Build
ers' and Traders' Exchange is in a prosper
ousand healthy condition and is steadily
increasing in membersand influence. The
showing made by this organization dur
ing the past year is a most satisfactory
one, the numerical strength being more
greatly increased tban during any other
similar period of its existence. The re
cent move into its present quarters, thus
concentrating the building interests into a
given locality, aswell as providing means
for securingmore fraternal feelingamong
themembers,has beenof the greatestben
efit to tne organization.
The builders of thecity were saddenedby
the recentdeath of one of the oldest and
!"•-!i-iiuwn of their number, Alexander
Chapoton, Sr. Mr. Chapoton was promi
nently connectedwith many of the im
provementsthroughout the city as the re
sult of theefficientdischargeof hisdutiesas
a commissionerof public works. He was
75yearsold and a man whose character
and integrity endeared him to all who
knew him.

Grand Rapids, Mich.
During the month of April the Grand
Rapids union bricklayers struck for an
eight-hourday, demandingthe samewages
which werepaid last seasonfor a nine-hour
day, viz., 45cents per hour. Contractors
were for a time hinderedin the prosecution
of their work by the strike, but although it
has not been officially declaredoff, there
are at presentsufficient bricklayers in the
city who are willing to work nine hours to
supply thedemand. All other branchesof
the tradewurk nine hours, and themason
contractors are opposed to working less
than theothers. The Builders' and Traders'
Exchange is in good condition and the
membersare anticpatiug the usual amount
of building during the comingseason.

Lowell, Mass.
The Lowell buildershavebeensomewhat
hindered at the beginningof the seasonby
the strike of the bricklayers for higher
wages. The bricklayers have issuedastate
ment to the public in which they set forth
the reason for tbeir action. They claim
that they were promised 4'i cents an hour
somethreeyearsago, but the promise has
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neverbeenmadegood. They statethat the
building trade wag never better than dur
ing the past two years,and that the con
tractors havebeenfiguring upon42centsan
hour asa basis. They saythat severalcon
cerns have offered to pay them the price
they demand, hut that they haven't sent
their mento them,because the contractors
would claim theyweretrying to undermine
their business.
Members of the Master Builders' Ex
change state that they are opposedto the
demandsof the bricklayers, and are stand
ing firmly togetherin opposition to thede
mandsof the workmen. None of the other
trades as yet are affected, and notwith
standing this difficulty the prospectfor the
coming seasonis exceuent.
The sad death of John H. Cogge-
xball, secretary of the exchange, cast
a gloom over the entiremembership. Mr.
Coggeshall has been secretaryof tbe ex
changeconsecutivelyfor severalyears,and
performedthe dutiesof that officein sucba
manneras to makehis lossseverelyfelt by
theorganization. He was oneof the most,
active in bringing about the present fra
ternal feelingwhich existsamongtbe build
ers of the city, and muchof the credit of
ihe present prosperous condition of the
Builders'Exchangebelongsto him. Earnest
resolutionsof sincereregret on the occasion
of bis death were drawn up by the ex
change,to which every member sincerely
subscribed.

Milwaukee, WIs.
The datesetfor tbe dedicationof the new
home of the Builders' and Traders' Ex
change of Milwaukee was May 20. An
elaborate programme bad beenprepared,
which includeda banquetwith speechmak-
ing, musicand other diversions suitable to
the occasion. A most enjoyable time was
anticipatedby all the members.
The carpentersand plasterersare discon
tentedwith their wagesand hours of labor,
the latter having struck during April, and
it is statedthat they are gaining their de
mand through the gradual yielding of the
employers.

New York City.
The past two months have seen tbe
usual amount of labor disturbances in
New York City, but none has been
of sufficient importance to cripple any
one branch of the trade. The prospect
for tbe comingseasonseemsat presenttobe
very good, there bein^but little apprehen
sion on thepart of the contractors that tbe
general strikes of last year will recur this
season. A special meetingof the Building
Trades' Club washeldMay15to discussthe
questionof erecting a new building for the
club It was decided that a building be
constructedat a cost of ll.OCO.OOO,and a
committeewill beappointedat onceto raise
tbe money, select the site, and make the
othernecessaryarrangements.

Omaha. Neb.
The membersof the Builders' and Trad
ers' Exchange of Omaha have suffered an
almost irreparable lossin thedeathof their
late president,N. B. Hussey. Mr. Hussey
had been confinedto the bouse for a long
time, and a fatal termination of his illness
was not wholly unexpected. All through
his connectionwith the Builders' Exchange
Mr. Husseyhad beenoneof themostactive
and effectiveworkers in its interests,hav
ing been largely instrumental in bringing
about tbe present improved condition of
the organization,aswell as improvedcon
ditions of tbe building trades in tbe city
generally. Mr. Husseywasof thedisposi
tion that makeswarm and lasting friends,
and his genial personalityand earnestness
hadmuch to do with bis successas the pre
siding officer of tbe exchange. His loss
will be seriouslyfelt by all, and appropri
ate expressionsof grief and respecthave
beenpassedby theexchange.
The condition in the building trades as
regardsthe relationshipbetweenemployers
and workmen is quiet, with no prospectof
being disturbed in tbe near future. The
amountof work now on hand for the com
ing seasonpromises greateractivity in the
trades than existed last year, and there in
littJe prospectthat theworkmenwill run the
risk of disturbing what promises to be a
profitable seasonfor all.

Philadelphia, Pa.
The outlook for the comingyear In Phila
delphia is at present exceedingly good,
there being apparently no questions be
tweenemployersand workmen which can
not be settled amicably. The amount of

building already projected promises to
bring the season'swork up to theaverage.
The Master Builders' Exchange with its
usual activity has beenconsideringvarious
subjectsof importanceto its membersandof
interest to tbepublic at its recentmeetings.
Among tbequestions affecting the welfare
of the city in which tbe exchange has in
teresteditself are theopeningof the boule
vard from the City Hall to Fairmount
Park ; theamendmentof the building law
and othersof equal importance
On theeveningof April 20the exhibit de
partment of the exchangewasthrown open
to a large numberof invited guests. A de
lightful programmewas prepared for the
occasion,which wasthoroughly enjoyedby
all This exhibit is unique in its perfection,
being themostelaborate and completecol
lectionof building materialsin this country,
if not in tbe world. The exchangehas re
cently issuedto the architectsof the city as
well as others interestedin building sample
copiesof the Uniform Contract, urging its
usein preference to any other form. The
question of advisability of discussingsub
jects not directly connectedwith the build
ing businesswasup for consideration at a
recentmeetingof the exchange. The mat
ter was not definitely settledand will come
up for final action at a future meeting,but
the following resolutionwasadopted:
It is the senseof this meeting-that this
exchangeshall take part anddiscussques
tions relating to thepublic welfare.

Rochester, N. Y.
Carpentersof Rochesterare making an
effort tosecureincreasedwages. They want
SOcentsan hour and a ten-hourday. They
claim that the wagesof carpentershave
beendepreciatingfor the past two or three
years, while contract priceshaveremained
the same. At this time the contracting
carpenters have taken no definite action,
and theoutcomeof thedemandof thework
menis uncertain. It is reported from tbe
Builders' Exchange that that organization
is in excellent condition and is steadily in
creasing in Its influencefor good in the
building trades. An averageseasonis ex
pected t>ythe contractors.

St. Louis. Mo.
The Builders' Exchange of St. Louis had
a melancholyduty during the past month
of passing suitable resolutions upon the
deathof one of its most prominent mem
bers, Patrick McGrath. Mr. McOrath had
long beenoneof the most active members
of tbe exchange,and his losswill be sin
cerelymourned. The effect of the recent
conventionof the National Association has
been to increasetbe interestof themem
bersin tbeexchangeand its affairs. That
organization is in a most prosperouscondi
tion, both numerically and financially, and
is fully recognizedas one of the influential
commercial bodiesof the city.

Notes.
The contractors of Auburn, N. Y., have
formed an association for the purposeof
securingunited action upon therequestof
tbe workmen for increased wages and
shorterhours. A.W. Roseboomwaselected
chairman of the preliminary meeting,with
Charles W. Scbutt secretary. Permanent
officerswill beelectedat a later meeting.
Brooklyn contractors are being watched
very closely for violation of the ordinance
regarding theobstructionof streets.
A numberof buildersof Bingbamton, N.Y., have formed an organization to be
known as the Builders' Association of that
city. Its object is to prevent ruinous com
petition and shut out irresponsible compe
tition. The meetingwas presided over by
D. A. Davis, G. N. Balcomacting as secre
tary. J. M. Wright made a shoit speech
on the benefits to be derived from associa
tion.
Tbe several organizations comprised in
tbe Building Trades Leagueof New Haven
are contemplating a demand on tbebuild
ers for a schedule making eight hours a
day's work, with nodecreasein pay. Nine
hours now constitutea day's work.
The variousbuilding tradesof DesMoines,
Iowa, are making a united and persistent
effort to secure the establishmentof an
eight-hourday. Tbe contractors desireto
securelegislationon tbe subject which will
establisheight hours uniformly throughout
all the trades. It is probable that nothing
of a completednature will beaccomplished
this season.

A Mason Builders' Association, embrac
ing 25members,was organized recently in
Fall River, with theseofficers: President,

John M. Murphy; vice-president.Chauncey
H. Sears; treasurer, John J. Highlands;
secretary,John Crowe. This organization
is intendedto form the nucleus of a build
ers' exchange.

The carpenters of Harrisburg, Pa.,
havebeenstriking for (2 50for a nine-hour
day. Up to this time no settlementhasoc
curred.
The contractorsand builders of Jackson,
Mich., have organized an exchange ana
have becomeincorporated under the laws
of the State. Among the prominent build
ers connectedwith themovementare Rob
ert Lake, James C. Riley, Nelson M.
Sweet, Edric H. Hague, Alfred Graver,
Daniel J. Doig, Willis A. Alexander, Chas.
A. Howind, Henry D. Conway and Robert
H. Graver.
The Builders' and Traders' Exchange of
Kansas City hascarried out oneof the rec
ommendationsof the National Association
in securing tbe appointment of one of its
membersto an officewithin the gift of the
city for which builders are peculiarly
adapted. W. W. Taylor, oneof the oldest
members of the exchange, has been ap
pointed to the Board of Public Works and
his fellow exchangemembers have given
him tbewarmestand fullest indorsement.

The Builders'Exchange of Pittsburgh has
movedinto new and elegantquartersat 411
Market street. On the occasion of the
change appropriate dedicatory exercises
were held,which included a banquet and
other pleasantfeatures. It is proposedto
establisha building exhibit in connection
with tbenew rooms. Ihe conspiracy trial
against someof themembersof the Build
ers' Exchange which was begun lost year
was again decided in favor of the prose
cutor, Judge White decidingthat themem
bers of tbe exchangeunlawfully combined
against a contractor who was not a mem
berof that organization.

The carpentersof Pawtucket, R, I., after
a short strike for a reduction of hours from
ten tonine with decreasein wages,returned
to work practically successful,therebeing
but few menout of work on accountof the
strike.
The first steptoward the organization of
a builders' exchangeat San Jose, Cal., May
8, was taken at a meetingwhich was at
tendedby leadingcontractorsand material
men in all linesconnectedwith tbe building
trade. Tbe meetingwas presided over by
W. S. Boyles,and GeorgeH. Bentley acted
as secretary. Committees on Permanent
Organization and Rules were appointed.
The object of tbe exchangeis to bring all
responsible contractors and material men
into closerrelationship and adopt methods
that will placeall branchesof tbebusiness
on a better footing and which will result
advantageouslyto themselvesand thepub
lic in general.

A builders'exchangehasbeen organized
at Superior, Wis., with the following of
ficers : President, William Noonan ; first
vice-president, J. W. Hinkley : second
vice-president, J, W. Smith ; third vice-
president, F. X. LeDoux ; secretary and
treasurer, J. K. Tostevin ; directors are
William Noonan. J. W. Hinkley, F. X.
LeDoux, J. W. Smith.
At a recentmeetingof the contractors of
Salem,Mass.,for the purposeof organizing
for mutual protection,a constitution and
by-laws were adopted,and it wasvoted to
namethe new organization " Tbe Master
Builders' Associationof Salem." An elec
tionof officerstookplacewith tbefollowing
result: President, Benjamin F. rouret;
vice-president, James F. Dean; secretary,
C. H. Osborne; Board of Directors, Joseph
M. Parsons. G. W. Pitman, C. B. Pinnock,
Paul B. Pattern. A membershipof 40is
already enrolled.

The bricklayers of Springfield, Mass., up
to the time of going to pressbad beenon a
strike for eight weeksin an effort to secure
shorter hours. Tbe strike at the beginning
wasnot consideredas serious,but as time
passed,and efforts on both sides proved
futile, other complications have arisen
which may protract thestrike indefinitely.
Tbe masonbuilders have formed a tempo
rary organizationfor thepurposeof secur
ing unity of action in treating thesituation.
The carpenters of Toledo, Ohio, after a
short strike for 30 centsan hour and other
demandsregarding hoursof labor, working
rules, &c., have settledtheir troubles by a
compromise which included concessions
from both employersand workmen. Both
sidesare happyover theoutcome.
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NOVEL METHOD OF SINKING BUILDING FOUNDATIONS.

OUR
READERS will recall brief

reference a short time since to a
structure now in progress of

erection on lower Broadway in this
city, and which, when completed, will
probably be one of the most notable
office buildings in this country, if not
in the world. It is being put up by
the Manhattan Life Insurance Com
pany on a comparatively small plot of
ground, and when it i"

s

finished will
measure 348feet from the curb line to
the foot of the flagstaff, or 408 feet
from the bottom of the foundations to
the top, as, by reason of the peculiar
character of the soil, it is necessary to
sink the supporting piers of the build
ing d&wn to bed rock, 60 feet below
the line of the sidewalk. The work
now in progress is attracting much at
tention on the part of architects, con
tractors and builders, for the reason
that the so-called "pneumatic process"
of sinking the piers has been adopted
and the cantilever principle, HOwell
known in bridge construction, been
employed in distributing the load of
the columns proper over the piers built
by the use of caissons. It is probably the
first time this method has been used for
carrying down the foundations of a
large building, although it is common
enough in the construction of bridge
piers and foundations in or near the
water. Why it is so peculiarly adapted
to this particular case will be under
stood when we say that at a distance
of some 50 or 55 feet below the level of
Broadway there is solid rock upon
which is superimposed mud and quick
sand, making the use of piles out of
the question. Further interest is added
by the fact that it is absolutely essen
tial to support and protect the founda
tions of the walls of the adjoining
buildings on the north and south sides
during the sinking of the foundations
for the new building, thus rendering
the ordinary open cut for the removal
of the material resting upon the rock
out of the question. By the adoption of
the "pneumatic process" it is possible
to sink the piers to bed rock without
disturbing in any way the material,
except a section equal exactly to the
largest section of the caisson going
down. In addition, as the caissons are
all made of steel, they can be sunk
very near the building line, thereby
serving practically to widen the base
of the whole structure. The idea of
the employment of caissons in this
case and of the distribution of the load
by means of cantilevers was first pro
posed by C. O. Brown, president of
the Riverside Bridge & Irun Works.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The building is being erected after
plans of the architects, Kimball &
Thompson of No. 55 Broadway, New
York. The frontage on Broad way is a

trifle more than 67 feet, the depth on
New street being 119feet on the north
line and 125feet on the south line. The
building proper is to be 16stories high
on the Broadway front and 17 stones
high on the New street front. It will
have a hight of 242 feet from the
Broadway sidewalk to the top of the
main roof, and a hight of 254 }

•
>
<

feet on
New street. Rising from the main
roof on the Broadway front will be a
tower, terminating in a dome, which
will increase the hight of the building
from the Broadway curbstone to the
foot of the flagstaff to 848 feet. The
style of the Broadway and New
street fronts will be Italian Renais
sance, richly ornamented. The special
features of the Broadway front will
be the arched doorway extending
through two stories, with a recessed
vestibule, also or stone, extending
back in the building 13 feet, the sides

and ceiling being richly ornamented.
The spandrels of the arch outside are
to have cartouches on which will be
inscribed the date of the foundation of
the Manhattan Company and erection
of the building, together with the seal
of the company. This part of the
building will be the richest in orna-

aimed to preserve as much as possible

a solid, dignified character and to avoid
excessively large openings. The front
is unbroken from the sidewalk to the
sixth story, except by the large door
way. From the sixth story upward
the front is more irregular and is

marked by side pavilions, the central

i

•

Novel Methodo) Sinking Building Foundations.—Fig. 1
.— View of Manhattan Life

Insurance Company'sBuilding, A> It Will Appear Wlten Completed.

mentation and detail. The other special
features will be the sixth and seventh
stories, which are designed to empha
size the location of the offices of the
company and which will be specially
marked by the recessed arcade and
the projecting balcony. The officers'
rooms look out on the balcony on the
sixth story, and the directors' rooms
on the seventh story.
In the design the architects have

portion being slightly raised. These
pavilions terminate in small domes
above the main roof. At the level of
the fourteenth story the frontis retired
from the front line of the build
ing for the width of the central por
tion, and is carried back to the face of
the tower, which stands in the rear of
the front 7^ feet. A good idea of the
appearance of the building when fin
ished may be gained from Fig. 1 of the
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engravings. The inner line of offices
are lighted from a large open court on
the south side of the building, thus
giving every office abundant light and
air. On the sixth floor there is a spa
cious rotunda tvyo stories in hight,
with a domed ceiling richly decoi ated
in relief. This rotunda is designed for
the public entrance to the company's
offices. There will be five hydraulic
elevators for the use of the public and
two electric elevators for the use of
the company. Careful attention has
been paid throughout to the fire-proof
qualities of the building. There will
be no metal work exposed to the ac
tion of fire, all being covered with fire
proof materials. All the staircases
above the first story will be of marble
and iron, anil all the floors of halls and
corridors will be laid in mosaic. For
the special ventilation of the offices
there will be a large chamber formed
above the ceiling of all the corridors
and connected with ventilating shafts.

there will be, all things considered,
ample space on the lower floors.
The caisson considered as an aid in
sinking foundations through wet ma
terial consists of an inverted box hav
ing a sectional shape according to the
work it is intended to do, sometimes
circular, rectangular, square or irreg
ular. The principle is that as long as
the air pressure in this box is main
tained equal to or slightly above the
pressure upon the outside down to the
lower edge of the caisson, it will be
impossible for any water to *-nter.
Work is carried on in the chamber
formed by the caisson, in the vast ma
jority of cases the work of laying the
masonry on top of the caisson being
carried along at the same time. As the
work of excavation advances the
caisson sinks, the air pressure in the
inside being reduced slightly until the
dead weight of the caisson itself and
the masonry upon the top of it are
sufficient to overcome the frictional

air under pressure. The reversal of
this operation permits of the passage
from the caisson through the air lock
to the outside ; in the latter case, of
course, the air under pressure in the
air lock being permitted to escape into
the atmosphere. After the caissons
have been sunk to bed rock they are
cleaned out and fillei with concrete,
thus forming a continuous masonry
pier from the rock up to the surface of
the ground. In Fig. 2 is represented a
cross section through the foundations
of the building, showing the piers
resting upon the caissons and sup
porting the steel cantilevers which
carry the frame work of the build
ing. The view at the extreme right
of the engraving is a vertical cross
section through one of the piers.
There are 15 caissons employed! some
of which are placed at right an
gles with the foundation walls, and
others are arranged obliquely. This is
done in order that the cantilever,

A'ovelMethodof Sinking Building Foundations.—Fig. 2.—CrossSectionthrough Foundation of theBuilding, and Vertical
Cross SectionthroughOneof thePiers and the Cantilever.

Each office will be connected with this
chamber by registers under the control
of the tenant. At the head of each
of the ventilating shafts there will be
electric exhaust fans supplying the
motive power for the extraction and
discharge of the vitiated air from the
offices. The heating and power system
will be supplied by three Scotch ma
rine boilers placed under the sidewalk
on Broadway.

THE FOUNDATIONS.

It is, perhaps, not too much to say
that a few years since it would
have been impossible to have erected
on so -iM.ll a ground area a building
possessing the foundation load this one
will ultimately have without using so
much of the space as to render the
lower floors small and of insignificant
value. By carrying the foundation
piers, however, down to bed rock as
here proposed, introducing the canti
lever principle for distributing the load
over the several portions of the foun
dations formed by the caissons and
employing the skeleton steel frame
construction, by which the main loads
are carried and the masonry shell sup
ported, with proper bracing to with
stand strains due to wind pressure,

grip or resistance, due to the material
that it is passing through, bearing
upon the outside surface. Entrance
to the caisson is effected through what
is termed an "air lock," sometimes
only one of which is employed, and
sometimes two, one being for men and
the other for material. This air lock is
a small chamber provided at each end
with a door, the. doors opening in
wardly, or toward the inside of the
caisson. We will suppose that the
inner door of the caisson is closed and
the outer door open. The inner door
of the caisson is tirmly held in a closed
position by reason of the interior air
pressure, which it is not expected in
the case of the caistons tinder con
sideration will at any time exceed 12
or 15pounds to the square inch, equal
to about from 27 to 34 feet head of
water. Entering the air lock the outer
door is then closed and the air under
pressure admitted through a suitable
valve into the air lock. As soon as an
equilibrium has been established—that
is, when the air in the air lock has be
come of the same pressure as that in the
caisson—it is evident that the pressure
on the inner door will be equal on both
sides and it can be opened, as the outer
door then prevents the escape of the

which is shown in cross sectional ele
vation in Fig. 2, may properly dis
tribute over the foundations the load
carried by columns 9 to 12. Arranged
at right angles across the top are two
sets of channel beams, which serve
not only to stiffen the roof but also to
bear the load of masonry erected upon
it during the sinking.

COLUMN SUPPORTS.
There are 82 columns for carrying
the building, and as it is essential that
the load should be brought to the cen
ter of the top of the piers, bolster shoes
were adopted. These bolsters consist
of two systems of girders, arranged at
right angles to one another, and upon
the center of the top of which rests
the cast-steel shoe of the column. The
construction of these girders is very
plainly brought out in Fig. 2. It is
evident that this method provides for
the equal distribution of the weight
over the entire base of the pier, pre
venting thereby any one section from
carrying more than its share of the
load.

CANTILEVERS.

The cantilever through columns 9,
10, 11and 12is shown in Fig. 2, which
also indicates the relative location of
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the three caissons carrying this par
ticular structure. These cantilevers
consist of a system of plate girders ar
ranged in box form, as shown in the
cross sectional view to the right in Fig.
2. The center of the bracket, as shown
to the extreme left in Fig. 2, has an
extreme hight of 7 feet 6 inches. It
should be particularly noted that the
columns at the ends of the cantilever
are on the building line with the ex
ception of space sufficient for the in
sertion of tire proofingbricks, which in
Fig. 2 are indicated by the hatched
surfaces. The inner ends of the two
brackets of the cantilever are united by
a connecting bridge of plate girders 2
feet 8 inches deep. The inner ends of
the brackets carry the columns 10and
11, the columns 9 and 12 being sup
ported upon the outer ends. The load
supported by the outer columns is
transferred to the bolster shoes at the
center at the points irdicated in black,
so that although both of the end col
umns are beyond the outer edges of
their respective caissons the load they
bear is transferred by means of the
cantilever and bolster shoes so as to be
evenly distributed over the base of
the piers formed by these caissons.

Roofing1 Sliil.-.

In an article contributed by George H.
Harris to a recent issue of Stone on tbe
subject of Slate and Slate Quarrying, in
teresting reference is made to the manu
facture of roofing slate. He states that a
block is raised from the quarry and placed
in close proximity to the building occu
pied by the slate makers. The block is
then either sawed across the grain or
broken by one of the slate makers, so that
a certain sized slate may be made from it.
It is then split into pieces 2 inches
thick, and the slabs pass to the second
slate maker, who cleaves them as thin as
the quality of the slate will permit. We
quote from the description as follows :
A hundred slate set upon edge and
packed closely together should occupy 22
inches in space. Where the cleavage is
imperfect the slate makers do not obtain
more than three or four slates to the inch.
A slate trimmer, which cuts the slate into
regular sizes, is indispensable, and is
always found in every slate maker's build
ing. In cleaving slate down to the proper
thickness there may be a blind seam or
some obstacle which breaks the slate. This
piece is cut with the slate trimmer into a
smaller-sided plate. For instance, the
block is first designed to make 24 x 12.
Defects may occur so that they may get a
few 24 x 12, or a few 20 x 12. The sizes
of slate vary from 12 x 6 to 24 x 18 The
most salable sizes commence at 20 x 10
and run to 24 x 18. Allowing 3 inches
lap, when laid, there are 533 pieces in a
square of slate which measures 12 x 6
inches. In 24 x 18 there are 76 slates to
the square. A square of Vermont slate
will weigh about 600 pounds. In order
to furnish a yard so that there is a suffi
cient number of slate on hand to make
sales from it will be necessary to have at
least 100 different sizes of slate, and a car
load is 50 squares of each size. At W. H.
Lloyd's quarry, near Fairhaven, Vt.,
which is devoted exclusively to purple
roofing slate, a gang of three men will
make 15 squares of slate per day. The
crushing strain of Vermont slate, which
has been tested by F. R. Button, M. E.,
of New Yoik, shows the resistance to be
12,870 pounds to the square inch. The
durability of Vermont elate cannot be de
termined, from the fact that the first slate,
which were quarried 46 years ago, and
the first buildings which were slated from
these slates, about the same time, are in
as good condition to-day as they were the

day they were first placed upou the roof,
wuh the exception of an occasional break
age.
There are slate quarries devoted to roof
ing slate entirely, whib there are other
producers who manufacture mill stock and
also rooting slate.
Many firms throughout, the slate belt,
having become well satisfied in regard to
the superiority of the Vermont slate, are
willing to place their goods in comoetition
with any foreign article of a similar nat
ure. Foreign demand for colored slates
has gradually increased within the past
four or five years, so that at the present
time this branch of the slate industry has
become a matter of considerable impor
tance.
Since the " tide in the affairs of men "
has changed, it may be proper to mention
the first Mutt: quarries developed in the
Vermont and New York slate bed. and at
a time when the people of New England
were entirely dependent upon foreign
markets for slate. It has been stated that
the first quarrying in Vermont was done
by Col. Alanson Allen of Fairhaven, in
1839. In 1847Mr. Allen commenced the
manufacture of roofing slate?. In 1848F.
W. Whitlock of Castleton, Vt., opened a
quarry in that town about forty rods north
of the north line of Poultney, and in the
vicinity of a quarry opened afterward and
called tbe Eagle quarry. In 1851 Daniel
and 8. E. Hooker opened the first quarrv
in the town of Poultney, Vt. In 1852
John Humphray opened the Eagle quarry,
near Hydeville, Vt., and ED Jones
opened a quarry in the same vicinity. In
1853 the Eagle Company were incorporated
and commenced the manufacture of roofing
slate under the superintendence of Dr.
Goldsmith. W. L. Farnham & Son opened
a quarry in 1853, and in 1860 Mr. Griffith
Hughes opened the " Evergreen," pre
viously mentioned. The year 1860seemed
to be prolific in opening and developing
quarries. Six were opened in that year.
The increase was slow— about three or
four new quarries being added to the list
every year up to 1872—when there ap
peared to be a decided change, and quite
a number of new quarries were included in
the list that year. Tbe product of the
slate quarries amounted to but very
little previous to this time, on account of
the slow methods of quarrying. But very
few if any of the modern mechanical ap
pliances were in use at that time.
The pioneer who commenced active op
erations in developing slate quarries 40 or
50 years ago is worthy of a great deal of
credit for his foresight, his indomitable
will, sagacity and perseverance, and yet it
must be admitted that the prosperity of
the slate industry has been developed
within the past 20 years. The demand for
slate makers and quarrymen from the old
country or from Wales appears to be
greatly in excess of the supply. A slate
maker in Wales receives about $1 per
day wages, while the laborer perform
ing the same labor in this country gets $2
for the same time. A family which con
sists of a man and his wife and five chil
dren arrived in this country last fall. The
husband and two boys were given work
at the Eureka quarry. The first montn's
labor revealed the fact that the second
boy, who was only 10 or 11 years of age,
had earned morn as a signal boy in this
country than his father had earned in the
same time as quarryman in Wales. The
father, in the meantime, had more than
trebled the wageshe had received in Wales.
The importance of the slate industry
and the magnitude of its trade is demon
strated in the large number of orders that
are being received from foreign markets.
The export trade has nearly doubled in
the past two or three years.
The annual output of roofing slate

throughout the date belt of Vermont is
between three and four hundred thousand
squares. Vermont produces a greater va
riety of colored slates than any other
State, •while the output of her milled
stock is larger than that of any other State.

An English Chimney Top.

In the accompanying illustration we
present a general view of a chimney top
which has recently been brought to the
attention of the building trades in Eng
land. It is so constructed as to prevent
down drafts, while increasing tbe up drafts,
and is offered as a remedy for smoky
chimneys. It is rectangular in cross sec
tion, and tbe inventor states that by a
slight alteration it can be used as a venti
lator to carry off vitiated air or dangerous
gasesfrom pipes connecting with the base
ment of a building or with sewers. In the
construction of the device here illustrated
the top is provided with a metallic shutter
or flap, marked E, which works on bear-

General View of an English Chimney Top.

ings, G M. It is arranged to oscillate
from side to side, the base resting against
either one side or the other, according to
the direction of the wind. The lower end
of the metallic flap E is less distant from
the bearings G M than the upper end, so
that the latter is tilted according to the
direction from whence the wind is blow
ing. The added weight of the upper end
retains the portion E in position until it is
reversed by a current of air in the opposite
direction. In either case, however, the
shutter E prevents the air from entering the
chimney in a downward direction, while
facilitating up drafts. The metallic shut
ter F, shown in the side of the device, is
deflected at times by the action of a pass
ing current of air, as indicated in the en
graving. This causes a strong upward
draft, so as to carry off the smoke and in
crease the current of air that is flowing
upward. The lower end of the flap E is
weighted, so that when the pressure of the
wind decreases the flap assumes a more
vertical position.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
of Interior

From L. T. B., Hamburg, Imra.—ln
answer to "N. D. C.," Dixon. 111.,and
others, requesting designs for inside
finish, I send herewith sketch of trim
ming I have used, which I think looks
very well. Referring to the sketch, A
is the wainscoting cap No. 371 and

Sketchof liable Finish Contribuleil by" /-. T. B."

measures !}•£x 2J-ginches; B is a band
molding No. 252,and measures % x 2J^
inches ; C is the casing, J£ x 3% inches,
while D is the door or window jainb.

Barn Trun».
From J. W. S.. Council Bluffs, Iowa.
— I have been a subscriber to Car
pentry and Building for a number of
years and come to it now for the first
time for a little information. Inclosed
I send a rough sketch of a truss, and
would like to know the weight it is
capable of carrying. There are two
iron rods V,4 inches in diameter run
ning the entire length of the truss, one
on each side, as represented by B B,
and held in position by two iron plates
at CO.
Note. — We have reproduced the
sketch MIomitted by pur correspondent,
and present it in this connection with
the answer furnished by a well known
civil engineer, who says: The beam it
self for such a span without truss rods
would be nearly useless. The weight of
the beam itself, including four 3^-inch
bolts and the two truss rods l1^ inches

beams. Safe load on the two outer
portions, each 8.172 tons. Safe dis
tributed load on central reinforced
portion, transverse strain, is about 70
tons, considered by itself, independent
of its adjoining members ; considered
as struts, the outer portions act as
separate posts, and have a safe strength
of 12.9tons. It is unnecessary to calcu
late the central reinforced portion. A
concentrated load of 5% tons at 6 or c
would produce the maximum stress
allowable in the rods, so that this is
really the load that could with im
punity be brought to bear upon the
truss.

brick, on all four sides, a three or four
story frame building. I am aware that
there will be an unequal settlement
between the brick wall and the frame,
and desire to know how the bad effects
of such a settlement can be avoided.
What would be the best method to
adopt in constructing such a building ?
A statement of the materials employed
would also be greatly appreciated.

I'll, I, of Roofn.
From G. N. H.. Marysville, Mo.— In
answer to " G. A. L." ot South Hanson,
Mass. I would say that I do not agree
with him as to what constitutes a two-

Tank Hoop Problem.

From L. G. K., Kansas City. Mo.—
If the unfortunate tank hoop problem
has survived the late storms and heavy
blows, kindly allow me to give it a few
raps by offering the following approx
imate circular methods for ascertain
ing the circumference of a circle:
Multiply the diameter by 3.1416 -f ,
or go to the other extreme, using

OR-j-HTCH

Pitch of Roof*.—Fig*. I and 2, Submittedby " O. Jf. H."

thirds pitch. I claim that two-thirds
pitch, as shown in Fig. 1 of the
sketches, is a rise of the comb of the
rafters two-thirds the width of the
building. If we take a structure 36
feet wide, we find one-third pitch to be
12 feet above the plate and three-thirds
36 feet above the plate. Now, where
would be two- thirds pitch? According
to " G. A. L.," the point of the rafters
would be below one-h»lf pitch, as in
dicated in the diagram Fig. 2. I will
not venture further, but will ask what

: multiply
of which

8.14159265358979323846J-, or
by 22 and divide by 7, all
amounts to the same thing. Multiply
the diameter by 8j, which is too great
by one part in 792, nearly. As some
one may desire to knock this off the
(circular) ring, it may be well at this
stage to state that 3 1416,&c., written
above, was taken from a standard
work, and also the eight decimals we
will use have been compared with sev
eral different tables. For the proof,
note the following:

792 X 22 -t- 7 = 2489.1428+
and 792 X 3.14159265= 2488.1414—

Difference.

Barn Truss AccompanyingLetterof "J. W. .S."

in diameter, is about 4730pounds. The
center reinforcing piece forms a con
tinuous strut. It is a waste of timber,
and adds useless weight to the trussed
beam ; two angle iron bars would
answer the purpose far better. The
rods must carry the entire load coming
upon the struts, or loads which by sup
position may be concentrated at b and
c. The area of a IJ^-inch rod is 1.227
square inches ; the safe load in tension
is 5 tons per square inch, or safe load
for both rods acting together is 12.25
tons. As to transverse strength, owing
to the method of trussing, the 60-foot
beam may be considered to act as three
separate beams or as three continuous

is meant by the term pitch. What is
no pitch and what is a full pitch ?

From J. C. M., Oregon, Tll.—Iu the
December issue is published a question.
What is two-thirds pitch ? I have
always understood it the way the
editor describes it in the first part of
his note in that issue.

Hi i. I. Veneering a Frame Building.
From A. W., Frankfort, N. Y.—As
an old subscriber, I beg to ask through
the Correspondence Department of the
paper whether it has ever been tried,
and with what result, to veneer with

, 1.0014+•

To correct the error the following de
ductions may be of interest, as with
them the circumference of a circle
may be obtained with great accuracy:
Multiply the diameter by 22 and di
vide by 7. With a circumference of
792 to 800 feet deduct 1 foot. Now,
with a circumference of 100 feet de
duct 1J£ inches; with a circumference
of 66% feet deduct 1 inch; with a cir
cumference of 50 feet deduct ^ inch ;
with a circumference of 33% feet de
duct }£inch; with a circumi erence of
16% feet deduct ^ inch. If the method
here presented shall prove interesting
to some one who may wish to use the
convenient rule called 22 and 7 my
effort will not have been in vain.

Cellar AValln of CobblemtoneM.

From S. A. S., Barton, Vt.— Will
some of the practical readers of the pa
per tell me what they think of cellar
walls made of cement and cobblestones?
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Roof with Single Leader Pipe.

From D. G., New Hampton, Iowa —I
would be pleased to have the opinion of
Carpentry and Building with regard to a
matter which I will try to explain. In
closed find outline plan of roof of a two-
story dwelling house 60 feet deep, the roof
being about one-fourth pitch. The solid
lines represent the eaves, the broken lines
hanging gutter or eave trough. The
figures 1 to 12are 12 miters in the trough,
eight outside and four inside. The size
of the trough is U inches. The entire run

remedy that suggests iteelf would be to

put In a deflector at the bottom of eachval
ley which would throw the water into the
run of the gutter so that it would not flow
directly across and give rise to back water.
The introduction of this deflector, how
ever, would probably make it necessary to
widen the gutter where it passesthe bot
tom of the valleys. This might give a
queer architectural effect, but would possi
bly prove a remedy and permit the owner
to dispense witD more leader pipes, against
which he has such an objection. We

4,—

of the time, thus affording an opportunity
for the air to enter after the manner of a
cyclone. To remedy this condition of
affairs, turnstiles were placed in alternate
doorways, filling the entire space from
top to bottom. In the engraving, E rep
resents a wooden post which turns on
iron pivots, the lower pivot entering the
floor and the npper pivot the ceiling over
double doorway. F, G, H, and J are four
glazed wooden doors secured to the post,
thus forming the turnstile. These doors
have rubber faces. The wood work on
either side is represented by K L M and
N O P. Glazed sash are placed at K and
N. The doors Q, R, S, T can be secured in
the position shown while the turnstile is
in use. As the affair is arranged, people
can enter the building through the turn
stile by passing to the right and leave in
the same manner, yel at no time is there
presented a free passage for cold air to
enter the building. During cold weather
the doors similar to A, B, C and D are
fastened, but can be used when the
weather permits, thus allowing people to
enter by these doors in place of the
turnstile, if desired.

Roof with Single Leader Pipe.—Sketch Accompanying Letter from
" D. G."

is 170 feet. The distance between 5 and
6 is 5 feet and between 9 and 10 3 feet.
Please bear this fact in mind, as it may
help to the solution of a difficulty maae
apparent further on ; t v v V are four val
leys terminating in four inside miters. O,
at the southwest corner, is the only outlet
and down pipe in the system. This job
was put up last summer, and is not satis
factory, as the water flows over at 5, 6, 9and
10. The owner was particular that there
should be but one outlet. I gave it as my
opinion at the time that there would be
serious trouble, considering the great
number of right angled miters in the
trough, and experience proved that I was
correct. I claim that the rush of water in
the valleys, terminating in the short runs
between miters 5, 6, 9 and 10, retards the
uniform flow or dams it up, causing the
water to flow over at those points. I ap
prebend also that no reasonable amount of
fall would overcome this tendency to fill
to overflowing. About the only thing,
aside from more outlets, that suggests it
self to me is a much larger ti ough and
increased fall, the present fall being 6
inches. The proprietor avers that more
than the present outlet is impracticable,
owing to no sewerage, nature of soil and
close proximity to other property. Re
construction is the word passed to bead-
quarters, and I would like to have an
opinion expressed through the columns of
the paper.
Note.— We think the last suggestion
made by our correspondent is by all means
the best, namely, to reconstruct the whole
thing and put in more leader pipes. Of
course the difficulty could be overcome by
increasing the size of the gutters, as there
must necessarily be a flow toward the out
let, and the only thing is to have the gut
ters of sufficient size to hold it, even
though it be dammed up at the corners.
The suggestion that the water flowing
down the valleys forms an obstruction to
what flows through the gutters from the
other part of the roof is plausible, and we
think explains the trouble. The water
coming down with considerable velocity
may flow against the opposite corner of
the gutter and divide, part of the stream
backing up away from the outlet and
necessarily damming the flow. A possible

would like to hear frcm
trade in this matter.

members of the

TuriiNtllc Storm Doom.
From E. R., Chicago.— The tallest of
the tall buildings of Chicago is the Ma
sonic Temple, 22 stories high, which is
located at the corner of State and Ran
dolph streets. The main entrance to this
building was provided with two lines of

u :iriniii:: a Church.

from W. D., Oxford, N. S.— Inclosed
please find the plan of a church heated by
a wood furnace which was put in some
time ago, but does not heat satisfactorily.
It is large and capable of heating a build
ing much bigger than the one shown by
the plan. I have an idea of my own on
this matter, but would like to have your
opinion through the columns of Carpentry
and Building. The smoke pipe is con
nected to the flue on the outside, running
through the cellar dug out underneath the
church, and is not incased.
Note.— The plan submitted by our cor
respondent shows the location of the
furnace, the smoke flue and various other
necessary fixtures, with their dimensions.
While it would be desirable to know the
depth of the cellar, hight of the ceiling

INTERIORLINE

B STREETLINE

Tunisia, Storm Doors.—Entrance to Masonic Temple, Chicago.

swinging doors to prevent the air from
entering in tremendous volume and rush
ing up the great elevator shafts. There
are five sets of such doors, to accommo
date the vast multitude of people who
pass in and out of this huge building
daily. These doors were at first arranged
as shown in the accompanying plan, A B
representing the outer doors and C D the
inner. It was found that, as people were
continually passing in and out during
business hours, the doors were kept "on
the swing " and consequently open most

in the audience room, and hight of the
furnace, the details given are sufficient to
show that care has been taken and that
good workmanship has been employed, so
that the trouble lies in planning the job
and not in the execution of the work. A
better flow of hot air through the 12-inch
pipes could be secured by making the two
cold-air return boxes or ducts equal in
capacity to the four 12-inch hot-air
pipes. The cold-air register faces must
be of ample capacity to allow this quan
tity of air an easy passage to the two
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ducts ; also enlarge the cold-air duct
through which the air is taken from the
outside to equal in area three-fourths the
combined cross area of the four 12-inch
pipes. These changes will improve the
flow of hot air, but nor. to the extent
which will be required to heat the church
in a satisfactory manner. Assuming that
the ceiling of the church is at least 15 feet
above the floor, the total cubic space
to be heated would amount to 36,000
cubic feet. To perform this amount of
work properly would require four pipes,
each 15 inches in diameter. The cold-air

their own country come out here as brick
layers. Next I tried to be a carpenter.
After carrying lumber, sweeping out the
house, running errands, &c., for nearly
two years for pay which would not buy
the clothes I wore I became discouraged.
At last I went into an architect's office.
The first year I received no salary, the
second year $1 per week for six months,
and the next six months $2 per week. I
did all the sweeping, copying specifica
tions, running errands, &c. At the end
of two years I was told that as times were
dull and work slack I was not needed ; at

down spouts E and F. Will the readers
of Carpentry and Building give their ideas

regarding the value of the scheme ?

i^is-S^ia-xr!U9*rSr9P*z>Z -~&J%&•«

65 feetlong

Warming a Church.—Plan Showing Furnace Pipes.

duct from the outside of the building to
the furnace should then be 477 square
inches in area ; a cold-air duct 32 x 15
inches would be about the proper pro
portion.
The two cold-air return pipes or ducts
should each beequal to two 15-inch pipes—
that is,354 square inches in area—and pro
vided with a suitable register face in the
floor. Properly placed division plates
must be provided in the furnace setting,
so that the currents of air from the ducts
will not interfere with each other before
they come together in the hot-air or mix
ing chamber. The hot-air or mixing
chamber should be at least 12inches high
above the top of furnace. Suitable damp
ers should be placed in the cold-air duct
and also in the return pipes, so that the
flow of air can be regulated. The hot-air
pipes should have a rise of at least 1 inch
in every 12 inches from the furnace to
the hot-air registers in the floor, and when
the length of the pipes is so near the
practical limit more rise should be given.
If the cellar is a very cold one they should
be well wrapped with a non-conductor
to prevent any undue loss of heat from
this source. To provide a good draft, the
chimney must have ample area, and the
smoke pipe, if necessary to prevent its
becoming cooled before it connects to the
chimney, should either be incased by a
larger pipe or otherwise protected. If it
is allowable to place the hot-air registers
in the side aisles, this should be done, as
it would shorten the hot-air pipea with
great advantage and increase their rise, as
well as the distance between the hot-air
registers and the cold-air return.

the same time two men were kept work
ing, one a young Englishman and one a
German. I have waited for nearly two
years, but good times have come and gone
and I still wait to get back to learn to be
an architect. This is the way the Cali
fornia boy learns a trade. I would like
to know if this is justice. One thousand
young boys are roaming the streets unfit
for anything because they have no trade.
The iron works in San Francisco import
apprentices from England and Scotland.

Parallel Troughs on Roofs.

From J. B. M., Saguache, Col.— In the
case of large buildings that are covered
with a standirg-seam tin roof, the water
course is too long. As enormous quanti
ties of water rush to the lower part of the
roof, the standing seams are covered and

Decimally Marked Steel Squares.

From J. M. B., Monroeton, Pa. — In the
December number of Carpentry and
Building the editor requests subscribers
to write to the Correspondence Depart
ment, asking questions, &c. I therefore
take the liberty of inquiring if any of niy
brother chips have any knowledge of a
carpenter's steel square marked decimally
—that is, the foot divided into 10inches
and the inches into tenths, twentieth, hun
dredths, &c.? It seemsto me that a square
so marked would be as much superior to
the present method as our currency sys
tem is to the English system of pountls,
shillings and pence. My attention was
first called to the matter when using, for
measuring bark, wood, &c., an engineer's
rule marked decimally, by the ease with
which the contents of anv size or shape
of pile could be found. If there are any
such squares I should like to get one ; if
there is not, I should think some of our
inventors would do well to givethematter
attention.

Artlflelal Stone.

From S. C. S., Maschipon,Va. —Iwould
like to ask through the Correspondence
Department of Carpentry and Building
the method of making artificial stone. I
understand they are making artificial
stone at the Norfolk Navy Yard for the
purpose of dry docks. If any reader can
give me information on this subject I
shall be greatly obliged.
Xote.—One of the more recent processes
of making artificial stone is thus described
by a writer in one of our contemporaries
and may be of interest to our correspond
ent:
Silicic acid, after being ground to
powder, is cleansed from all impurities
by ordinary means, and 5 to 10per cent,
of it mixed up in warm river or rain water,
which is either applied to slaked or well-
burnt lime or is added to hydraulic lime.
The resulting product of

"
this process,

which is silicate of lime, is mixed with
sand and small portions of fluorspar. This
mixture may be cast into molds, so as to
give various shapes, as desired, and on
being removed, the castings are allowed
to dry for from 12to 24hours, after which
time they will be as dry as atmospheric
air. They are then brought into a steam
boiler and steam blown through so as to
drive out all air, after which the boiler is

Parallel Troughson Roofs.—Plan Suggested6iy" J. B. M."

Learning a Trade Under Difficulties.

From F. A. D., Oakland, Cal.—ln the
January number I read the letter from a
correspondent who savs "give American
boys the preference in learning trades,"
&c. I will give a short account of how
I tried to learn a trade, and would like to
hear others give their views. I tried by
all manner of means to learn bricklay
ing. As the union regulated apprentices
it was absolutely impossible. Germans,
Swedes, &c., alter carrying the hod in

some of the water is liable to find its way
into the building. Would it not be a
good plan in such cases to put a number
of troughs across the roof, each of the
troughs being provided with a down
spout at the side of the buildiDg ?
In the accompanying diagram let A B
represent the side view of a long roof.
The usual trough would be placed at B,
and the down spout at G. By having
parallel troughs at C and D, and down
spouts at E and F, the great rush of
water at B would be avoided, troughs C
and D each taking their share, which
would be conveyed away by means of the

herimetically closed up and the steam let
in under a pressure of 10 atmospheres.
In this high pressure steam bath the stones
remain for 48 to 70 hours, afterward be
ing submitted to a bath of boiling and
saturated chloride of calcium during 6 to
12hours, also under a pressure of about
10atmospheres, in the boiler, and the con
densed water may be used for the bath.
Thase stones are allowed to dry in the
open air. or when detsirei to dry quickly,
steam may be circulated inside of the
boiler after the chloride of calcium has
been withdrawn, and before the stones
are taken out. Like ordinary stones, they
are readily colored and polished.
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Coimtriictlne mi Ellipse.

From M. M. M., Gravelton, Mo.—
As a subscriber to Carpentry and
Building I can say I am well pleased
with it and take especial delight in
reading the correspondence and adver
tisements. I think the contrivance of" A. D. E." is a good one for drawing
an ellipse, as it seems to be practical

spondents may send to the above in
quiry, we would say that practice
appears to vary in different sections of
the country. In one part the grain of
the block is allowed to run with the
grain of the head of the casing, for the
reason that the wood is likely to shrink
more or less, no matter how well the
timber may be seasoned. Another

Methodof Constructingan Ellipse Suggestedby
" M. M. M."

and easily manipulated. I think, how
ever, a practical carpenter should be
able to draw almost any diagram by
means of his steel square. I give a
sketch of an ellipse which can be
drawn with the steel square, and
would say that the same principle
could be used in drawing a complete
and correct circle by making the dots
an equal distance apart on the four
equal sides.

Framing a Roof.
From A. E. E., Deer Creek, HI.—I
would like to have some practical

practice is to place the corner blocks
so that the grain of the wood runs up
and down, the claim being made, how
ever, that if the trim is to be painted,
it does not matter how the grain runs.
If, however, oil finish is employed, the
result is improved by having the grain
run perpendicularly. We shall be glad
to have our practical readers discuss
the question, as there seems to be a
difference of opinion in the trade.

PORCH

Plan of Roof of IXi-Ming
" A. E. E."

Desires to Frame.

reader of the paper show me how to
frame the roof of a dwelling, the plan
of which I inclose.

Setting Corner BlockH.
From A. B. C., Greenfield, Mass.— I
would like to ask through Carpentry
and Building the correct way of put
ting on corner blocks where the wood
is to be finished on the grain 1 I desire
to know whether the grain of the wood
should run the same way as the side
casing or with the top casing ?
Note.—Without attempting to antici
pate the answers which our corre-

jack rafters are to be on centers, will
give the required length in inches. For
example, if the roof rises 11 inches per
foot ran, measure the distance from 11
on tongue to 12 on the blade of the
square, which is 16^ inches. Now,
supposing the jack rafters to be 16
inches, or 1J^ feet, on centers, we have
IGJi X 1% = 21% inches, which is the
difference in the lengths of the jack
rafters.

Combination Kitchen Sink and
Closet.

From C. E. T., Monona, Iowa. —I
desire to ask through the Correspond
ence Department of Carpentry and
Building for a plan for making a
kitchen sink which can be used as a
kitchen sink and cupboard. I desire
the cistern pump to run up in it, or
to be placed at the end of it.

Uuliiuu a Square Timber Octagon
In OroM« Section.

From C. K. H., Murray, Utah.— la
the issue for December I notice a com
munication of "E. F. B.," Bochester,
N. Y., in which he gives a method for
making a square timber octagon in
cross section by the use of a square.
His letter conveys the impression that
he is the author of the method, as
he says he has never seen it in
print. I simply desire to correct this
impression, for if the correspondent
will refer to Hodgson's work on the
steel square and its uses he will find
this formula, together with several
others, clearly defined and simplified.
One method there given is in my opin
ion more convenient than that with
the square by " E. F. B." It is accom
plished with a 2-foot rule, which a
carpenter is always supposed to have
about him. The figures on the rule
giving the gauge lines are the same as
by the other method—namely, 7 and 17.

Bench and Nail Apron.
From J. C. M., Oregon, ///.—There
have been several illustrations of nail
aprons in Carpentry and Building
during the past few months, but I like
my pattern fully as well as any I have
yet seen. It requires 1 yard of ma
terial to make it, the width of the
apron being 18 inches and the length
according to the hight of the wearer.
The top corners are turned under to
conform to the width of the shoulders.
The shoulder straps are attached at
both ends, as shown in the sketch
which I send, though crossing on the

for Counters and Shelving.

From H. P. F., Lapell, Ind.—l would
like to have some of my brother chips
contribute plans and elevation of store
shelving, counters, &c., as I feel they
would be of great benefit to the
younger members of the profession, of
which I am one.

Determining the DlfTerenee In the
Length of Jaek Rafters.

From F. C. P., Petowsky, Mich.— la
reply to "D. H. M.," VVaterbury,
Conn., who inquired in the February
issue of Carpentry and Building for a
rule by which to determine the differ
ence in the length of jack rafters of
any roof, I offer the following : On the
steel square, take 12 inches on the
blade and the rise of the roof, 12 feet
run, on the tongue, and measure the
distance across. This length in inches
multiplied by the number of feet the

Bench, and Xail Apron at Made by
" J. C.M "

back the same as suspenders. The
strings lower down on the apron are
intended to tie behind the back. The
pockets are double and sewed on at the
most convenient points. The back of
the pockets is also made double thick
ness. There is a piece sewed on be
tween the pockets to keep them from
tearing down. An apron made in this
way does not allow the weight to come
on the neck when the wearer bends
forward, as is sometimes necessary for
him to do.

framing a Floor.
From W. B., Central Valley, N. Y.—
In the June number of Carpentry and
Building for 1888 there is a design
showing a method of trussing a floor
which is claimed to have been put in

practice. It would seem to me to be
impossible for a truss of the kind and
span shown to sustain the floor and the
moving weights to which it would
naturally be subjected without sag
ging, if not collapsing. Iwould like to
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hear from the person who made use of
the truss, as I nave been looking a long
time for a method of sustaining floors
without using too much depth of story.

mantel Finlan for Window.
From L. H. H. , Sullivan, Ind. — In the
parlor of a dwelling recently erected in
this section there was asquare marginal
window which, if finished the same as
the rest of the room, would give a
cheap and somewhat stumpy appear
ance. In order to overcome these ob
jections I finished it as indicated by
the inclosed sketch, making, I think, a
very convenient mantel and adding an
appearance of elegance to the room far
in advance of the actual cost of the
window. The work is of white wal
nut or butternut, and the carving is

versed in geometry, but who are ex
cellent mechanics, yet who are very
anxious, like myself, to learn the fun
damental principles of every problem
offered in the Correspondence Depart
ment. It is the Editor's endeavor to
make Carpentry and Building as pop
ular and instructive to mechanics as
possible, so I trust he will excuse me
if I make a request on behalf of a vast
number of mechanics like myself who
know nothing about geometry. Men
who know geometry are the mechanics
who least need instruction, conse
quently I belong to that class of work
men which, I believe, it is the desire of
the Editor to reach. I tried the as
sistance of several mechanics, but they
did not comprehend the problem as
well as I did myself, so I resort to the
columns of the paper for assistance,

maze of mystery, so as to render fur
ther pursuit hopeless to any but a
mathematical scholar. The problem I
desire to thoroughly understand is in
the issue of Carpentry and Building
for November, 1892,copied from an En
glish periodical and written by W. G.
Wood of Australia. It is a semicircu
lar arch of double curvature. I cannot
see how molds for stones 1 and 5 can
be right —no curve at all, and " face
mold for outer side " of 2 and 4 stones
surely cannot be complete. The face
mold for the section I cannot get or un
derstand. I think the explanations ac
companying it are a little mixed. Now,
perhaps some stone cutter who may
have worked out the problem will ex
plain away my difficulty and give his
experiences with the diagram shown in
the November issue. I would ask him

Mantel Finish for Window Adopted by " L. H. H.n of Sullivan, Ind.

what might be termed flush panel
work. It is executed for the most part
with a veining chisel and an ordinary
flat firmer. The sketch which I send
shows sectional view and a front ele
vation of the window, and so faithfully
represents the general design that fur
ther explanation does not appear neces
sary.

Circle on Circle.

From J. F. M., Pocatello, Idaho.—
Having seen in the prospectus for 1893
an invitation to all readers to state any
difficulties with which they may meet
in their experience, I desire to present
adifficulty which I cannot comprehend.
I do^notwrite in a spirit of criticism,
but; merely for information and as a
suggestion to contributors. I would
not presume to ask the readers' atten
tion if I did not believe that I am also
speaking for hundreds who are not

knowing it will be given. Several
times have I grumbled at my thick
headedness when I could not follow
the instructions given with the dia
grams, and I generally came to the
conclusion that I must be dull of com
prehension or that the contributor
seemed to find pleasure in using gran
diloquent geometrical terms which only
serve to confuse the young engineer
ing readers and make them lose heart
when they cannot follow. I make DO
claim to know geometry, neither are
geometrical terms used among mechan
ics. All scientific principles are sus
ceptible of some and complete explana
tion to any person who really possesses
such knowledge as is usually had in
the public schools. It ought to be the
main object of every contributor to
explain in plain, every-day language
the elementary principles involved in
the solution of every problem, which
most of the experts love to clothe in a

if it is thoroughly practical. Possibly
Mr. Secor will explain the matter for
us. He gave us a most excellent ex
ample in a clear, simple manner in the
December issue of last year of how to
build a center of double curvature.
Now, something as clear as that in
stone work would be entirely satisfac
tory.

Preventing ScaHon Crack.

From A. W. S., Shickshinny, Pa.—
I would like to find out through the
Correspondence Department how to
treat handles, mallets, &c., turned
from green wood so that the latter will
not season crack. I have tried soak
ing in linseed oil and painting, but it
does not seem to serve the purpose. I
have heard that steaming would do the
work, but I do not know how to treat
the articles in this way.
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CHEAP FRAME COTTAGE
IN
THE ANNOUNCEMENT of the
decision in the Twenty-first Com
petition, being that for $1000

houses, and published in the April
number, our readers will remember
that the second prize was secured
by C. W. Tetwiler of Poplar Bluff,
Mo. The drawings submitted by
this contestant have been engraved,

kitchen, and of ample dimensions for
the purpose. The second floor has
three sleeping rooms, each well lighted
and ventilated, and opening from
which is a closet.
The material specified in the con
struction of this house includes sills*
6x6 inches ; first floor joist 2 x 10
inches ; second floor, 2x8 inches ;

Front Elevation.- Scale,% loch to the foot.

laid 5 inches to the weather. The porch
columns and balusters are to be of
poplar, while the porch floor is to be of
yellow pine laid in white lead. The roof
of the cottage is to be covered with
cypress shinxles, laid 41.; inches to the
weather. The parlor and hall are to
be finished in yellow pine, with molded
casings and base, with head and plinth
blocks, the other finish throughout the
house being plain. The newel post,
rail and balusters of the main stairs
are to be of oak. The cost of the house
is placed by the author at about I

Cottage Building Abroad.

Section.

A writer in one of our foreign ex
changes presents his idews concerning the
manner in which cottagrs should be
erected in order to produce the most sat
isfactory results, from both economical
and sanitary points of views. What he
has to say is interesting, but we question
very much if his plan will find great fa
vor with American readers. He says:
There are two improvements which I
think might be made in cottages which
would add greatly to the comfort of the
inhabitants. First, as to heating. At the
present time the upper rooms derive no
benefit from the fires below. A medical
man said to me some time ago, " People
in cottages often say to me, 'Well,
doctor, I am quite warm in bed and
well wrapped up.' Yes, I said, you
may lie, but at the same time you "are
breathing cold air and chilling your
lungs at every breath." This is quite
true, and a dry, warm atmosphere is one
of the chief things to be considered in
case of illness, and indeed for keeping in
good health. In small houses a fire in a
bedroom is a great difficulty, as I know
full well.
I would propose that the usual chim
ney breast should be done away with, and
that the chimney should consist of an
iron pipe or sanitary earthernware pipe

—ni-u
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Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

CheapFrame Cottage.—Second-PrizeDesign in Competitionfor $1000Houses.—C. W. Tettciler,Architect, Poplar Bluff, Mo.

and we take pleasure in presenting
them in this issue. In forwarding the
study the author states that the ac
commodations afforded consist of six
rooms, the arrangement of which will
be found convenient for a family of
small size. On the first floor is a hall
of sufficient capacity to contain a part
of the stairs and leave ample room for
passing to the dining room and also to
the parlor. These rooms are of good
size, as is also the kitchen. The pantry
and cellar are convenient to the

studding and rafters 2x4 inches and
plates 4x4 inches. The studding at
the corners and openings is to be
doubled, while the joists, studding
and rafters are to be placed 16 inches
from centers. The framing timbers
are to be of yellow pine and each of its
kind to be sized to equal width. The
outside walls of the building, except
the gables, are intended to be covered
with cypress drop siding, with close-
fitting joints. The gables are to be
covered with sawed cypress shingles,

carried up from the lower room through
the room above, so that it may radiate
heat into both rooms; on either side I

would build up a wing of brick work pro
jecting a brick and a half , and before this
might be placed wire work in the lower
room. The pipe at the top of the bedroom
would disappear in an ordinary chimney
stack, while a clear space would be
left between the pipe and the wings for
the heat to circulate. By this means the
bedroom over the kitchen would always
be kept dry and would at all times be
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Details of Porch Cornice and Col
umns.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Front Door andTrim.—Scale,
H Inch to the Foot.

Details of Head and Plinth
Blocks.—Scale, 1H Inches
to the Foot.

Details of Front Porch.—
Scale,-'4Inch to the Foot.

Side (Left) Elevation.-Scale, & Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetail* of Cheap Frame Cottage.—Second-PrizeDesign in Competitionfor $1000Bouses.
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Vertical Section through Side
board.—Scale,Hi Inch to the Foot.

Front Elevationof Sideboard.—Scale,
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Detail of Corner
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healthier and more comfortable than
sleeping in a damp, cold atmosphere. The
cost would be absolutely nothing extra in

a new building. The fixing, length and
material of the pipes are merely matters
of detail. The pipe could be colored rtone
color, like the funnels of steam yachts—
or indeed any color.
Again, why is all the roof space to be
shut up and not utilized ? In a room of
10 feet square with an ordinary pitched
roof, ceiled in the usual manner, there is

a loss of 200or 300cubic feet of breathing
space. I would propose that the flat ceil
ing should be given up and the rafters
either underdrawn, match-boarded or
covered with wire-wove material or lino
leum. If there should be a necessity for

a tie beam in such small rooms, then a
tie beam 6 inches square, with a king
post in the middle, both nicely molded,
would be, not an eyesore, but a pleasant
feature in the room. In case of larger
rooms, if it was desired to have all the
roof space free from the tie beams, a flat
wall plate 1 foot wide, consisting of two
2-inch planks with % inch boiler plate,
the lengths properly riveted together, all
bolted secure, would sustain a great lat
eral thrust from the rafters of the roof.
The roof should have a layer of felt.
These suggestions, of course, are applica
ble to any nouse. In a country like this
we want all the warmth, pure air and
comfort we can get in our houses.

Galvanized Iron Buildings.

Galvanized iron is said, by the Austral

asian Ironmonger, to be in considerable

demand for school buildings in the coun

try districts of Australia where the popu
lation is not altogether fixed. Its advan
tages over stone and wood for this purpose
have been proved by experience. Stone
buildings of the cheapest kind were found
very costly, the dwindling of the popula
tion often leaving the stone schools a

worthless asset on the hands of the Gov-
ernment. Wooden schools lined with
wood required paint every now and then,
and besides, through shrinkage of the
timber, the dust, as well as hot and cold
winds, entered between the boards, to the
discomfort of the children. Of l&te years
galvanized iron, whitewashed outside and
lined with wood inside, has been resorted
to, and it has now been found more satis -
factory to use galvanized iron solely. In
stead of using wood lining, 28-gauge small
fluted corrugated iron is used, the build
ing being sun-proofed internally and ex
ternally with a preparation of lime, sugar,
salt and boiling water to prevent the ab
sorption and subsequent radiation of the
sun's rays. An experiment hag been tried
with two iron schools, one sheathed with
wood and the other with iron, with the
result that the former has been found to
get two or three degrees warmer during
the day than the iron-lined room. Besides
its sanitary advantages, the cost of an iron
building is considerably less than a stone
or wooden structure, and if the population
moves the school also can be moved with
out material detriment.

MiscellaneousDttails of Cheap Frame Cottage.—Second-PrizeDesign in
Competitionfor $1000Houses.

A WRITER in one of the foreign papers
states that in painting wood one coat
takes 20 pounds of lead and 4 gallons of
oil per 100square yards ; the second coat,
40 pounds of lead and 4 gallons of oil ;

and the third the same as the second—
say 100pounds of lead and 16 gallons of
oil per 100 square yards for three coats.
The number of square yards covered by

1 gallon of priming color is found to be
50 ; of white zinc, 50 ; of white lead paint,
44 ; of lead color, 50 ; of black paint, 50 ;

of stone color, 44 ; of yellow paint, 44 ; of
blue color, 45 ; of green paint, 45.
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New York's Convention Report.

The following report of the delega
tion from the Mechanics and Trad
ers' Exchange of New York City to
the seventh convention of the National
Association is so comprehensive in its
character and deals with the subjects
under consideration with such intelli
gence that it is here given as a most
excellent presentation of the benefit
and importance to be derived from the
annual meetings of the national body.

Members of local builders' organiza
tions throughput the country will ob
serve from this report that an exchange
in a city as important as New York
finds the recommendations of the na
tional body well constituted to procure
for the builders the correction of exist
ing evils in their business with cer
tainty and effect. It is evident from
the axiomatic character of the princi
ples advocated by the National Associ
ation and referred to in the report
that its recommendations are applic
able to the affairs of the builder
equally in all localities. The opening
of the report gives the names of the
delegates ; touches upon the fact that
the rail delegation participated in each
session of the convention and refers
to the number of delegates present and
the cities represented. It also alludes
to the fraternal feelings established
by these meetings, and refers to the
more important questions considered.
With regard to the modified form of
the Uniform Contract the report says :

It is now hoped for a rrore generaluseof
this form ot contract as beinc the best
calculatedto protect the builders' interest,
but such mustdepend to a very great ex
tent upon the builders themselvesinsisting
upon this form being the one acceptableto
them, and declining to sign any other, for
a careful examination will show its even-
handed fairness to both parties to the con
tract.
It Is Very evident that many architects
will not voluntarily adopt this form for the
reason,which they frankly admit, that the
olderformsgiveto themandto their clients,
the owners, a greater advantage over the
builders. This is an entirely improper
position,for acontract of this nature should
in no way give moreadvantageto onethan
to the other party to it, and it has beenthe
purpose from the first to provide in the
Uniform Contract an instrument which
should give even-handedjustice to all con
cernedm it.

LIEN LAW.

The question of a general lien law re
ceived considerableattention, and invoked
an interesting and instructive discussion,
but the conclusion wasfinally reachedthat
the subject was one tor the dispositionot
the local exchangesasthedifferencesin the
various lien lawsmaydictate.
The discussionsuponthequestionof arbi
tration and apprenticeship were excep
tionally thorough in ihe full treatmentot
the subjectsin all their phases. It was ex
ceedinglygratifjing to learn that theplan
of arbitration asadvocatedbythe National
Association had not developed,during the
past year'sexperience,a single flaw, where
it hail been put to a test, but seemsto lie
generallyconsidered as near an equitable
methodas can possiblybe devised.

APPRENTICESHIP.

The subjectof apprenticeshipwasdivided
into severalseparateheads: Whether the
workmen have any right to control the
numberof apprenticeswhich shall betaken
by an employer? Whether the employers
and workmenin joint actionhaveany right
to control the numberot apprenticeswhich
any employershall bepermittedto employ,
and whetherany one, employer or work
man, hasany right to interferewith a boy's
desire to learn a trade ? The prevailing
opinion seemedto be that proper boardsof
arbitration, composedof equal numbersof
employersand workmen, were best quali
fied to make such rules as should govern
the number of apprentices which an em
ployer should bepermittedto employ.

TRADESSCHOOLS.

The prevailing sentimentseemsto bethat
the trades schools would best solve the

Eroblem
of the right of an " American

oy " to acquire a trade if he had thede
sire, and it -wastherefore earnestly recom
mendedthat the local exchangesencourage
the organizing of tradesschools when pos
sible. It wasreportedthat theschoolmain
tained by the Philadelphia exchangewasm
a flourishing condition, and that manual
tuition was a part of the high-school sys
tern of both the citits of Baltimore and
Wilmington.

REPORTSor FILIAL BODIES.
Unquestionably themostinterestingfeat
ure of the conventionwas the presentation
of reports from all the filial bodies,which
occupiedone entire day. They were list
enedto with closestattention from begin
ning to end. Thev fully exhibited the va
rious phasesof the situations existing in
the building tradesof theseveralcities,and
suggestedmethods of treating conditions-
which could not be brought out by any
other bettermeans. There wasnot adele
gatepresentthat was not benefitedby the
instructive information contained in the
severalreports, and a perusalof anepitome
of them in the March number of Car
pentry and Building on file in theserooms
would be of serviceto everymemberof the
exchange.
It is gratifying to report that in almost
every exchange the feeling is manifestly
gaining foothold that the ownershipof a
building which shall be a home for theex
change is one of the most essential ele
ments to success in permanent and el
ective establishment of the local bodies.
Not a year has gone by since the estab
lishment of the National Association and
its announcementof the belief that such
undertakings are not only legitimate,
but full of promise for the best life
and opportunityof builders'exchanges,that
great stepshavenot beentaken in support
of this theory by one and another of the
filial bodies. While at the birth of the na
tional sevenyears ago no oneof the build
ers' exchangeshad a vestige of ownership
rights in the buildingstheyoccupied,to-day
findssix exchangesin full possessionof com
pleted buildings, one exchangewith land
purchased and plans made and two ex
changeswith the project well under way.

HAKC EIDLITZ.

A touching tribute was paid by the con
vention to thememoryof our lateassociate,
Marc Eidlitz.
It is somewhat difficult without ap
pearing to weary you to enumerate the
many subjects consideredby the conven
tion, all of which were ot vital impor
tance to the entire building industry,
and your delegation are more than ever
impressed with the importance of the
National Association. Any local ex
changemay be unduly elated or depressed
by conditions existing and is likely to
reach its conclusions as to the general
condition by the local one, but by a cen
tral organization, a wider and more com
prehensive outlook will result in a truer
judgment as to the prevailing conditions
throughoutthewholecountry andcertainly,
werethe principlesand codeof practice as
formulated by ihe National Association
after careful and mature deliberation
thoroughly adoptedfor useby themember
ship ot theexchange,man; troubleswhich
annoy and emuarra«sthem in the manage
ment of their business affairs would be
lightened or entirely removed. While the
National Association has no power to en
force, it haseverbeenreadyto considerand
adviseuponany subject whenpresentedby
a local exchange.

The report closed with a resolution of
thanks to the Builders' Exchange of
St. Louis for the generous hospitality
which it extended to the visiting dele
gates to the convention.

When folded up, this building (if one
may so call it) condenses itself easily
into a load for three transference
trucks, which trucks on their part are
planned to form the basis of the hos
pital, T-shaped joists of iron keeping
their foundation steadily in place.
Over this there is a flooring of com
pressed paper boards, which being
varnished adapt themselves to cleanli
ness ; the walls and ceiling are
formed of the same material, while tie
beams, composed of thin wire of gal
vanized iron, connect the parallel
walls. Ventilation is provided for by
means of holes bored between the
walls and the ceiling, and the windows
are somewhat ingeniously made of
wire gauze, with some transparent
coating. It yet remains to be seen
how far this portable paper hospital
will adapt itself to the ever-increasing
requirements of modern hygienic de
mands, and whether it will satisfact
orily stand the test of coming out fire
proof.

Draft of Tapering Chimneys.

Buildings of Papier Mache

Papier mache, or paper compressed
almost to the solidly of iron, is declared
to be the great solid of the future.
The Hospital has just heard of a new
and portable hospital which is made of
this compressed paper, large enough
for the accommodation of 20 beds.

One of the German papers presents a
record of some experiments made with
chimneys with a view to ascertaining the
effect upon the draft, the results of which
appear to refute some of the generally
accepted theories. The writer in our
foreign contemporary says :
The prevailing belief that the draft of
a chimney is increased by narrowing it
from below has been found, by repeated
comparative experiments on a small
scale, to be an erroneous one. A test was
mode in this way : In place of an ordinary
chimney there were built two, the aver
age cross section of which were exactly
the same, but the one widened toward
the top, while the oth« narrowed to au
exactly equal extent, the two chimneys
having a common partition wall. The
two chimneys were so arranged that
smoke and heat had exactly equal access
to both. Means were also provided for
shutting off the excess of external air to
the fire, either wholly or partially. Tbe
firing was so conducted as to make much
smoke in order to render the effect dis
tinctly visible.
When air got free and equal access
all round the fire, there was little differ
ence in the smoke of the two chimneys,
though there was a slightly greater draft
in the wide-topped one. When, however,
the excess of external air was partially
shut off, the draft up the narrowing
chimney rapidly fell off and came to
nothing, as if the access of fire gases to
its lower part had been entirely shut off.
A damper was then put upon the wide
top of the widening chimney, so as to cut
off successively one -half, two -thirds,
three-fourths and nine-tenths of its area,
yet the narrowing chimney remained
out of action. To restore the action
of the narrowing chimney it was neces
sary to make the damper close the widen
ing chimney almost altogether. When the
total draft was reduced to a minimum
by reducing the air supply to the lowest
point, the difference between the draft of
the two chimneys was made most dis
tinctly discernible.
The proportions were not suitable for
tall chimneys ; the object was to ascertain
the physical law in the first place. For
chimney stacks 85 feet high it has. how
ever, been ascertained that an increase in
the diameter equal to one-half to 1 per
cent, of the hight is very practicable and
does not involve much thickness of the
base, while it gives the chimney a strong
draft, and enables it to work a boiler at
five atmospheres for a 50 horse-power en
gine. The same principles apply to ven
tilation shafts, which are very much more
effective when made as inverted cones
than when made parallel.
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ApDOintment of Committees.
The President of the National Asso
ciation of Builders has been somewhat
delayed by sickness in the appointment
of the standing committees for the
current year, but announcement is
now made of the following :

COMMITTEEONUNIFORMCONTRACT.

GeorgeC. Prussing Chicago, 111.
JohnS. Stevens Philadelphia, Pa.
Arthur McAllister Cleveland, Ohio.

COMMITTEEON LEGISLATION.
Edward E. Scribner, Chicago, 111.
Paul Reisen Milwaukee, Wis.
GeorgeW. Libby Minneapolis, Minn.
COMMITTEEONRESOLUTIONS.

W. G. Vinton Detroit, Mich.
Alexander Chapoton, Jr Detroit, Mich.
K. Austin Detroit, Mich.

COMMITTEEON STATISTICS.

J. Milton Blair, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Samuel D. Tippett Cincinnati, Ohio.
\V. A. Megrue Cincinnati, Ohio.
COMMITTEEONBUILDING LAW.

John J. Tucker New York, N. Y.
O. T. Mackey New York, N. Y.
GeorgeWatson Philadelphia, Fa.

COMMITTEEONLIEN LAW.
Anthony Ittner St. Louis, Mo.
Joseph L. Gurdey St. Louis, Mo.
Jeremiah Sheehan St. Louis, Mo.
Charles W. Gindele Chicago, 111.
William H. Alsip Chicago, 111.
J. E. Twiname Indianapolis, Ind .
J. E. Shover Indianapolis, Ind.

Special Committees.
In accordance with the vote of the
seventh convention the president has,
in appointing standing committees, en
deavored to group the same so that
they will be from cities that are con
venient to each other, the purpose be
ing, as stated at the convention, to se
cure greater efficiency in the work of
they committees. In the appointment of

these committees it will be noted that
that they are taken entirely ontside of
the Board of Directors, this being done
for the purpose of enlarging the inter
est in the National Association routine
work. In the appointment of special
committees, which will come later,
the president will select from the
members of the Board of Directors, of
which due announcement will l>e
made.

Subscriptions to " Carpentry
and Building."

Several of the secretaries of local
associations have notified the National
Secretary that they are making special
efforts to secure subscriptions from
the members of their exchanges to Car
pentry and Building. This is very
gratifying and it is hoped that all local
secretaries will take up this matter
with vigor. The periodical in question
is the channel through which the Na
tional Association endeavors not only
to reach its members, but builders gen
erally, and the fact that the announce
ments made in its columns result in
communications sent to the secretary's
department in large numbers every
month, is evidence that the work done
is appreciated and is bearing good re
sults. It is urged, therefore, with a good
deal of force, that the paper should be
peristently presented to individual
members of all local bodies, in order
that the ideas and proceedings of the
National Association may be given
the widest possible circulation.

Report of the St. Louis
Convention.

The report of the seventh convention
will be issued in a few days, and, in ac
cordance with the vote of the conven
tion, will be sent in separate copies to
the delegates present at the conven
tion, a few copies being sent to each
local exchange to be kept in its library.
It should not be forgotten by all par
ties interested that the last convention
voted, as a matter of economy, that
only 500 copies should be printed,
and that these should be bound in
cloth, instead of the larger number
that had previously been printed in
paper covers of previous conventions.
The issuance of the report of the
seventh convention of the National
Association of Builders provides a
greater opportunity for comparing
conditions in different cities as effect
ing the interests of the builders than
any that has thus far been presented
through the medium of these reports.
The statement of conditions existing in
the local exchanges as prepared by the
secretaries presents a much more bene
ficial view of the various conditions
existing in the building business than
could be given in the scope of a single
paper prepared by the National Secre
tary. The local secretaries are thus af
forded the opportunity of choosing the
best methods for securing improve
ments in any given conditions that have
been adopted by sister exchanges in
other cities. The experimental character
of any effort in the direction of curing
existing evils may be avoided, as dis
tinct and specific results are shown in
the treatment of the same conditions
by one or more of the other exchanges
For instance, the method adopted by

one exchange for securing the estab
lishment and adoption of an equitable
code of practice shows to another ex
change just what results follow the
use of a given plan. Local exchanges
are thus enabled to choose between the
plans adopted by the various exchanges
for securing the same result, as they
can seebeforehand what has been done
by builders in other cities. In these
reports from filial bodies the benefits
to be derived from adopting the recom
mendations of the National Association
are shown and the efficacy of the prin
ciples advocated are clearly demon
strated by the large gain and improve
ment secured through their applica
tion. Secretaries of local exchanges
would do well to carefully peruse all
the reports from filial bodies which ap
pear in the report of the convention
and to note the means adopted in differ
ent cities for securing the needs most
desirable for establishing builders'
organizations upon a plan which shall
produce the best possible results, such
as an effective code of practice, just
and honorable relationship between
members themselves, members and the
public, and between employers and
workmen, and such other conditions as
conduce to the general welfare of the
trade.

To all Local Secretaries.
The National Secretary begs to re
mind all secretaries of local associa
tions that he is very much in need of
correspondence from them in carrying
on the work of the National Associa
tion, and he begs that they will for
ward to him as frequently as possible,
not only such items of interest as may
occur in their locality and exchange,
but also such matters as they would
like to have circulated among the other
filial bodies, as matters of information,
or in which they desire co-operation.

Payment on Contracts.

To assist the National Secretary in
an article which he is preparing upon
Payments on Contracts, all builders
connected with filial bodies are re
quested to send information to the sec
retary's office touching the promptness
with which payments are made to
builders upon contracts which they are
executing. A part of this inquiry is
directed toward the custom among
builders of delaying requests for pay
ments, when due; and as this laxity
has caused much dissatisfaction among
those who depend upon the general
contractor for payment, it is important
to get as many facts as possible in this
direction.

Uniform Contract.
The secretary of the National Asso
ciation begs to notify all filial bodies
that the Uniform Contract Blank in its
perfected form is being largely called
for all over the country by individual
builders, architects and others. These
calls are frequently from localities
where builders' exchanges connected
with the National Association exist,
and in every case the secretary has in
formed the parries requesting copies
, that they might have secured them of
their local body of builders if they had
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applied to it. It is important that every
filial body sinmill have copies of the
uniform blank on hand, and to distrib
ute the same without waiting for appli
cation from architects or others. The
circulars in relation to Uniform Con
tract, to which reference was made in
last month's number, are now ready
for issuance by the publishers and it is
again urged upon all filial bodies to
secure a supply and keep the ball
rolling by sending out these circulars
in connection with all letters issued
from secretaries' offices. The influence
of the local bodies in the work of agi
tating the importance of the Uniform
Contract cannot be underestimated
and it is hoped that every means
will be taken to push the blank into
notice in all directions.

Reports from Delegates to
Conventions.

The attention of all filial bodies is
called to the very admirable report,
printed in this issue, from the New
York delegation in regard to the last
convention. The failure of delegations
to make full and accurate reports to
their local bodies of the doings at con
ventions causes much criticism and
dissatisfaction, and it is hoped that
this very full action of the New York
delegation will be suggestive to other
delegations which may have been re
miss in this particular. The work of
the National Association depends for
its effectiveness upon the intelligent
way in which the ideas are dissemi
nated by local bodies, and in no way
is this made more manifest than in the
reports brought home by delegates
sent for a special purpose.

Location of Exchange Rooms.
The attention of the National Secre
tary has been called to the fact that
certain of the filial bodies which are
contemplating the erection of new
buildings have located their exchange
rooms on the first floor, while in some
cases the other extreme has been taken
of placing the exchange rooms in the

very upper stories. It is the opinion
of those who have had the most ex
perience in these matters that a loca
tion either upon the first floor or in
the upper story is a mistake. The
true location for a builders' exchange
is unquestionably upon the second
floor. This location is just enough re
moved from the street to make it suffi
ciently retired and still not far enough
away to prevent it from being easily
accessible by those who may not care to
•wait for an elevator. To have an ex
change upon the upper floors where
elevator service is necessary is all very
well when nothing else is taken into
consideration, but elevator service for
a busy exchange is not sufficient, and
one flight of stairs is enough to climb.
All exchanges are advised in building
anew, or in locating, to have their ex
change rooms on the second floor.

Death of Director N. B.
Hussey.

It becomes the painful duty of the
Executive Committee of the National
Association to notify the directors and
all filial bodies of the death of National
Director Nathan B. Hussey, president
of tbe Builders and Traders' Exchange
of Omaha. Mr. Hussey's death had
been anticipated for somemonths as he
had been suffering from a very painful
illness, a fatal termination of which
seemedmost probable.
The National Associations suffer a
severe loss in the death of Director
Hussey, he being one of the most able
and interested of coadjutors in the na
tional work. Through his personal
affprts the Omaha Exchange has been
built up with intelligence and vigor,
and the recommendations of the Na
tional Association have been followed
out with a great deal of particularity
and care.
As there will be no mid-year meeting
during this year action on the death of
Mr. Hussey must be postponed till the
next annual convention, but the presi
dent of the National Association takes
this opportunity to promulgate this sad
information to all directors and affil
iated bodies throughout the country.

It is gratifying to note that the
Builders and Traders' Exchange of
Minneapolis, to which city the body of
Mr. Hussey was conveyed for inter-
meat, took charge of the ceremonies in
that city.

A Good Example.
The Master Builders' Exchange of
Philadelphia, which has in many ways
set the mark for organizations of build
ers throughout the country, has lately
been considering a phase of its work,
which sets an excellent example to all
similar organizations. A question came
up as to the advisability of considering
or acting upon questions not directly
connected with tne building interests,
and at a recent meeting the subject
was thoroughly discussed. While the
matter was not finally disposed of, a
resolution was passed placing the ex
change on record as being in favor of
considering all subjects of public wel
fare. In the discussions of the subject
the trtnd of thought seemed to be
largely in favor of continuing to keep
the exchange among the foremost of
the institutions of the city which are
active in considering subjects which
affect the welfare of its citizens. The
secretary stated that frequent commu
nications were received asking for ac
tion upon such subjects as silver legis
lation, &c., and it was such subjects as.
these which brought about the consid
eration of the question. There seemed
to be an almost unanimous opinion in
favor of acting upon all questions
which affect the city and which could
be properly acted upon by the ex
change, or which are acted upon by
other commercial organizations. Such
action as this and the position thus
taken before tbe public, tends to place
an association of builders not only in a
position equal with bodies of such a
character — as boards of trade and
chambers of commerce, but to establish
the builder in a position which he
should occupy from the importance of
his calling. Every exchange in the
national body would benefit itself by
considering all questions of public in
terest to the citizens of the community
in which it exists.

Modeling in Clay.

There are two methods of preserving
the productions wrought in clay,
writes Maude Haywood in the March
Ladies' Home Journal. One is to have
them cast in plaster and the other is to
have them baked in the kiln, thus pro
ducing terra cotta. In order to insure
the best results in the latter case the
clay must be free from impurities, and
the work built upon a single support
which can be easily removed when the
model is fired. Yellow, red or gray
clay may be employed, producing re
spectively white, jellow and red terra
cotta. Artists can procure the differ
ent clays in working condition from
the larger dealers in art materials or
direct from the pottery, while small
packages of dry clay, containing a few
pounds in each, are obtainable at al
most any art store. Dry clay can be
prepared for use by soaking it in
water until it is of the right consist
ency to work readily in the finders. In
order to effect this well, the clay should
be broken up in small pieces, and when
sufficiently moist, kneaded well to
gether until all lumpiness has entirely
disappeared, and the clay is sufficiently
moist to be thoroughly pliable and yet
not wet enough to be sticky and to ad
here to the fingers. Work that is not
successful enough to warrant preser
vation may be thus broken up and the

clay used again and again ; the more it
is worked with the better and more
pliable it becomes. The clay is kept
moist by means of wet cloths laid over
it, with preferably an outer covering
of water proof fabric. A little experi
ence will soon teach a student just liow
to keep the clay in good condition.
Usually the cloths will require wetting
afresh once, perhaps twice, a day ; this
depends, however, upon the atmos
phere in which it is kept.

St Lake's Hospital.

The cornerstone of the new St. Luke's
Hospital, which is to be erected on the
bluff overlooking Morningside Park, in
the upper portion of New York City,
was laid with impressive ceremonies
in the early part of May. The new
hospital when completed will consist of
nine semi-detached buildings, four of
which will stand on 114th street and
five on 118th street, the principal fronts
being toward the latter thoroughfare,
adjacent to the grounds of the Cathe
dral of St. John the Divine. It is stated
that only four or five of the buildings
will be erected at present, the others
being added as the funds of the insti
tution warrant. The basement of the
hospital will be of granite, above which
brick with stone trimmings will be em
ployed. The walls and ceilings will be

of non-absorbent material and tbe in
terior finish comparatively plain. , _j

New Tower of London.

The new tower of London, which is
being erected in a pleasure park of 120
acres, lying between Willesden and
Harrow, suburbs of London, is intended
when finished to be 150feet taller than
the Eiffel Tower. The foundations for
the tower have just been completed,
and consist of immense blocks of gran
ite. The ground is so sloping and un
even that while one set of footings ap
pears about 5 feet above the surface
another is 7 feet below, a third 5 feet
below and a fourth at least 20 feet be
low the surface. The cost of the foun
dation is said to have been between
135.000and $30,000. On top of the En
glish tower will be an observatory and
rooms for scientific experiment.

THE SMALLEST LOCK ON RECORD,W6
believe, is one manufactured by Mark
Scaliot. a London locksmith, in 1578.
It consisted of 11 different pieces of
steel, iron and brass, which, together
with the key belonging to it, weighed
only 1 grain. The same artist also con
structed a chain of gold, containing 43
links, which he fastened to tbe lock
and key, and upon these being attached
to the neck of a flea the insect was able
to draw them with ease.
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HANDRAILING AS TAUGHT TWO CENTURIES AGO.

HPHE YOUNG MECHANICS of the
I present day, and for that matter
•*• many of the older ones, are
doubtless curious about methods of
doing work in their line which pre
vailed a century or two ago. and pe
ruse with avidity the literature obtain
able bearing upon the features in
which they are specially interested.
There are numerous publications
which throw light upon different
phases of carpentry as taught in the
days of our forefathers, but none, per
haps, are more highly regarded or
oftener consulted than the works of
Peter Nicholson. In considering in his
Architectural and Engineering Dic
tionary the subject of "Joinery,"
using the term now in its broadest
sense, he gives a list of English writers
who up to that time had treated of
this branch of the art, and among
them he mentions Halfpenny, an
author who seems to have been the
first to consider handrailing from a
purely geometrial point of view. As
this particular branch of carpentry is
of special interest to readers of this
journal, we venture to reproduce a
number of diagrams, with accompany
ing explanatory text, which appeared

G t of six. Now, if these lines are
raised up perpendicular on the circle
A D G, it is evident that the point of
intersection of the arches /<and /will
stand perpendicularly over the point
B ; of the arches k, I, over C ; of the
arches n and o, over D : of the arches

f, q, over E ; of the arches rand s, over; and of the arches t and u, over G.
Now, if nails be struck into the inter
secting points of the said arches, and a
thin rule be bent round them, you
may describe the arch A h k n p r t,
by the edge thereof, being the mold to
strike the arch of the rail with.
"The arch or mold of the rail being
found, as above, how to prepare the
stuff of which the rail is to bemade, and
tcorfc the twist thereof, without setting
it up in its dueposition.
" Fig. 97. First strike two circles,
whose diameters are equal to U W and
A G, in Fig. 95, and next consider into
how many pieces you glue the rail,
which in the semicircle let be six, as
in the example. Now, divide the semi-

F1g.96.

Fi«. 95. Fig. 98. Fig. ST.

Handrailing as Taught Two CenturiesAgo.

in Halfpenny's "Art of Sound Build
ing," published in 1785, and embodied
in Mr. Nicholson's work above re
ferred to. The extracts are as follows :
" To find the raking arch or mold for
the handrail to a circular pair of
stairs, in such manner that it shall
stand perpendicularly over its base, or
arch of the well hole.
" Fig. 95.—First describe a circle
equal to the breadth of the well hole,
whose diameter is UW ; as also another
from the same center, whose diameter
is A G, to represent the plan of rail ; and
divide the circumference of the greater
circle into the same number of equal
parts as you would have steps once
around the circle.
" This being done, take the back, or
rake of the bracket, equal to C F, in
your compasses, and setting one foot
in A, with the other strike the arch h ;
also take the bight of one step, as A C,
Fig. 96, and setting one foot in B, with
the other strike the arch t ; and when
this is done take the distance from A
to h in your compasses, and setting
one foot in h, with the other strike the
arch k, and take the bight of two steps
and with one foot in C, draw the arch
{ to intersect the arch k, and so on.
The intersecting points of the arches
h i, and k I, and n o, and r s, and t u,
are all at the same distance from one
another, and the lines B h, C k, D n,
E p, F r and G t , being the risings or
bights of the steps in Fig. 96,B h being
the hight of one step, C k of two, D n
of three, E p of four, F r of five, and

circle into six equal parts, as E F,
F M, M S, S L, L D and D K ; from
each of these points of division draw
lines to the center A, as A E, A F,
A M, AS, A L, A D and A K. Then
from F raise F G perpendicular from
the back at the lower end, to make the
twist of the tails. The lines being
drawn, you are next to consider after
what manner they are to be applied in
the working of the rail. Take the
piece of timber, of which you design
to make the first length, which is rep
resented in Fig. 98, and plane one side
thereof straight, and cut it to its bev
els <tr. ii ti. answering to D R A and R
D A, Fig. 97, and both ends thereof
being alsocnt to the raking-jointof the
rail, proceed thus : Take that part of
the raking-arch in Fig. 95 which an
swers to the first length of the rail, as
A h in the arch A u, and lay it on the
upper side of Fig. 98, from I to h, and
strike the arch 2n, then take E c, equal
to G h or N p, in Fig. 97, and set it on
the line b d from h to m, Fig. 98, and
strike a square stroke at pleasure from
TOto g ; also take c d, equal to h i or p
o, &c., Fig. 97, and set it on the line
from m to g, and draw the line h g,
which represents the back of the rail
when it is worked, and is equal to E d
or G i or N o, &c.. Fig. 97. This being
done, represent the lower end of the
rail h g k i at right angles to h g ; as
also the upper end I c o n at right an
gles to / c, and baste out the inward
arch c m square from the upper side
a b c d, as m g ; and take a thin lath
and bend it close to the side thereof,

from c to g, whereon strike a line along
the edge of the lath, and so the lines
I h and c g are your guides in backing
the rail, which, when done, turn the
piece upside down, and with the
mold strike an arch equal to I h,
from a to k, and baste out to
A F, and equal to the bight of one
step. Also, at the point M, raise M N
perpendicular to A M, equal to the
night of two steps ; and in Tikemanner
at the points S, L, D and R. raise the
perpendiculars S I, L Y, D E and R L,
respectively equal in length to the
hight of three, four, five and six steps.
Then draw a line from G to R, parallel
and equal to A F, as also another from
N to y, parallel and equal to A M ;
another from T to W, parallel and
equal to S A ; another from Y to B.

Earallel
and equal to L A ; another

rom E to H, parallel and equal to D
A ; and another from L to P, parallel
and equal to K A. From the point A
draw the line A B. perpendicular to A
E, and equal to the night of one step ;
also at the points R «, W, B, H, P
draw the lines R L, Y Z, W X. B C,
H I, P O, all equal to the hight of one
step, and respectively perpendicular to
R G, Y N, T W, Y B, E H, L P, and
draw the hypotenuse E B, L G, Z N.
T X, Y C, E I, L O. This being done,
set off the width of the rail from E to
d, G to i; N to o, T to M, Y to a, E to
F and L to m ; and set the stem of a
square on the line E B, till the blade
touches the point d, and draw the line
c d. Moreover, set a square on the line
G L, and where it cuts the line R G,
as in point I, draw the line h I ; and in
like manner draw the lines p o, U N,
Z a, o F and n m. Then the angles E
d c, G I h, N p o, &c., and the rest of
the little black spaces as yon see in the
figure, do represent the twisting of
each piece, and what must be taken
off the side to the lines / h and o k ;
then you have one side and the back
squared, which is the greatest diffi
culty in the formation of a twisted
rail, because the two other sides are
found by gauging from them.
' 'Note.— If the triangles in Fig. 97,and
lines whereon they stand, be supposed
to be raised up perpendicularly, then
will the lines A B, R L, Y Z, W X, B
C, H I and P O join to each other and
produce one line perpendicularly over
A equal to seven risings or bights of
the steps. But in working a rail of this
kind yon have need of but one triangle,
A B c E d, because they are all equal
and of but one effect in working, they
being drawn only to satisfy the curious
in the nature of the thing."
Following the presentation of the
examples here given, Mr. Nicholson
refers to the methods of Halfpenny in
finding the molds for elliptical stair
cases, and says :
"He finds the molds for elliptical
staircases in a similar manner— viz.,
by finding an arch line divided into
equal parts, so that each of them may
be equal to the hypotenuse of the
pitchboard and the distance of the
points of division in succession re
spectively equal to the bights of the
steps. This principle is to be under
stood in all staircases where the steps
are equally divided at the well hole,
whatever may be the form of the plan ;
but in elliptic staircases the degree of
twist is different, and, therefore, re
quires a pitchboard to be made for
every portion.
"It is hardlv possible to conceive
any method so distant from principle
as that here shown. The squaring
of the wreath is altogether guessed at,
not to mention the great disadvantage
in making the rail in so many pieces.
If the rail were really executed, the
above method would then be a prop
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erty, but the molds never can be ob
tained from any construction in piano
upon the same consideration. It is as
tonishing that any attempt should be
made at demonstration for the support
of a method so entirely destitute of prin
ciple as the above."

Building a Cistern.

The homes of our people are not all
within reach of the city water supply ;
nor are they all located near pure springs,
or water courses. In many cases, the
only water supply available is to gather
what falls upon the roofs in the form of
rain or snow, and store it in ample cis
terns or reservoirs for use as needed.
Very often the supply is found to be short
at a time of year when rains are infre
quent, and the householder is subjected to
great loss and trouble in consequence.
An examination reveals a break in the
cistern through which the water has
leaked away into the earth. The cement
or plastering was cracked, broken, or
scaled off by the pressure of the surface
water in the earth outside of the cistern.
. The trouble was in the faulty construc
tion. The plan usually followed, says
J. A. Reep in the Clay Worker, is to dig
the hole or excavation in the earth the
size and shape desired. An arch is
turned over it with bricks, the spring of
the arch resting on the clay, 3 feet or less
below the surface. A curb is put over
the top, and the inside of the*excavation
receives a coat of cement, plastered or
troweled down on the clay walls. A
cistern built in this manner is neither
reliable nor durable, and is a source of
much annoyance. Where the earth is
solid clay, free from rock, sand or gravel,
such cisterns can be built for use of stock,
or uses other than for drinking or house
hold purposes. But in no case do we ad
vise building them, because of their
liability to be a receptacle for surface
drainage.

CISTERN VS. WELL WATER.

Good cistern water is better for all
cooking and domestic uses than well or
spring water, because of its freedom from
inorganic salts in solution, which leaves
it in its natural state, known by the prop
erty of softness. It will not form incrus
tations or deposits of lime in boilers, pipes,
kettles, &c. Soap will not curdle or be
wasted in the use of soft water. Vegeta
bles can be cooked quicker and better,
while tea should always be made of soft
water. There are but few housekeepers
who do not know the value of an abun
dant supply of pure cistern water. Doc
tors often advise their patients to abandon
the use of all hard water and use cistern
water instead.
When it is recognized as being not only
a convenience, but a positive necessity
and luxury as well, it seems strange that
the average home builder does not always
include a cistern of large size and per
manent construction, among the first ad
ditions to the home place.
To build a cistern that will give entire
satisfaction will require more care and
expense than is usually given. But the
returns will justify the extra care and
expense involved.

EXCAVATING.
The excavation or pit should be made
Z% feet wider than the diameter of the
cistern when finished, and 1 foot deeper.
A good size for ordinary homes is 8 x 14
feet in depth, with the floors slightly hol
lowed and the sides contracted or nar
rowed near the bottom —somewhat like a
jug or egg shaped.
After bringing the bottom or floor of
the pit to the proper shape, it should be
well rammed, to fill up any cavities or
soft places in the earth bottom. Then
spread on a heavy coat of cement mortar,
and continue it at a foot or two above on
each side all around. When the mortar

begins to set, pave the bottom with a
course of bricks set on edge,well cemented
between joints.
The walls of the cistern are started on
this floor, beginning with a course of
skewbacks to bring the bottom course
level all around. On this course start
your wall with sufficient space to allow
an 8-inch wall of brick work all around
and far enough away from the side of the
pit to permit the brick work to receive a
good heavy coat of cement mortar on the
outside or the wall and connected with
floor all around at the bottom.

OUTSIDE COAT OF CEMENT.

This outside coat of cement is of more
importance than that on the inside, as its
office is to keep all surface water from
penetrating.
As fast as the wall is carried up the
space back of the brick work should be
carefully filled with damp clay, well ram
med down in shallow layers. The walls
are to be carried up and again drawn in
at the top or narrowed gradually.
Three feet below the surface an arch is
sprung over the top, and a neck or open-
ingleft to receive the curb.
The inside is then plastered with a coat
of cement mortar, well troweled down.
The cement should be the best quality of
Portland or Rosendale mixed in the pro
portion of one bushel of cement, and two
of clean, sharp sand, mixed dry and
tempered for use as needed. When the
walls are all plastered, make a wash with
cement and water about the consistency
of whitewash, then take a half-worn
broom and brush the walls with the pre
pared cement wash, to smooth them
down. When the wall has set, go over it
again and it will close up all the holes
and make it practically water proof.

THE FILTER.
Every cistern should be provided with
a filter, built in the same manner as the
cistern, except as to size and thickness of
side walls. It need not be over 6 or 7 feet
in depth and 4 feet in diameter, and dis
tant from the cistern proper 6 or 8 feet.
It should be lined with a 4-inch brick
wall, cemented in the same manner as
cistern, and provided with a 4 or 5 inch
sewer-pipe connection leading from the
bottom of the filter to the cistern. A few
brickbats or coarse gravel can be ar
ranged around the opening to prevent the
filtering material from washing into the
pipe.
Fill in the bottom with 18 inches of
coarse gravel and graded down to fine
gravel at top ; over this put 2 feet of
coarse charcoal and graded to fine coal
on top and well settled and leveled down;
over the top of the coal spread a double
thickness of burlap sacking and put in
close to the walls of the filter; then fill
up with a foot of clean washed sand,
which is the filter proper.

The top must be arranged to allow it to
be examined occasionally and all silt
or sediment scraped off of the top and
fresh sand added ; or a layer of s&lnion
brick can be laid on their flat side on top
of or in a bed of sand. These can be
taken up and renewed as they become
foul. If the brick are dispensed with,
the water entering from the conductor
should fall on a slab of rock to prevent
the sand from being stirred or washed
through the coal below.
A cistern built as described will last for
ages, and be a source of comfort to the
householder.
The writer recalls one where he once
lived in a town in Ohio, where the grad
ing of a new street and a railroad left a
lot standing high and dry and necessi
tated the grading down of the lot. This
exposed the whole length of the cistern,
which was left intact like a great jug.
It was turned over on its side and rolled
out into the street whole, where it was
broken up with a sledge hammer.
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Architecture at Columbia Collage.

Probably no better evidence conld
be given of the character of the work
done during the past year by the stu
dents taking the course of architecture
at the School of Mines. Columbia Col
lege, than the exhibition of drawings
recently held in the rooms occupied by
the department. The School of Mines,
it may be interesting to state in this
connection, offers a complbte four
years' course in architecture. The chief
part of the instruction, covering archi
tectural history and elementary design,
occupies a period of three years, while
the fourth year is devoted to advanced
work in designing as well as construc
tion and practice. At the recent exhi
bition examples of the work done by
the four classes filled several rooms,
the studies in design being so arranged
that the visitors could take in, almost
at a glance, the entire course of in
struction in this particular branch. In
one of the other rooms were displayed
illustrations of architectural history,
while in the lecture room was to be
fnund the bulk of the third year's work
in design. Perhaps one of the most
interesting features of the exhibition
was the work executed by the two
graduates of the school, who last year
had the Traveling Fellowship? es
tablished by Charles F. McKim. One
exhibited several highly finished de-
si, ns, a drawing of a modern building
for an industrial school and a number
of sketches. The other graduate ex
hibited a series of studies made in
Paris and a large number of sketches
of buildings in France and Italy. The
exhibition was held through several
oays and was viewed by numbers of
interested spectators.

Dispensingwith the Kitchen.

The idea that the kitchen of the pri
vate dwelling can, under certain well-
defined conditions, be dispensed with,
ia not new, nor are there lacking records
of efforts which have been made
in this direction. Ever since Bellamy's
"Looking Backward" was read and
digested by the public, attempts at co
operative housekeeping, by which a
kitchen centrally located was made to
serve for many families, have been
made, but with results not altogether
satisfactory. From accounts which
reach us through the daily papers
another attempt looking to the aboli
tion of the kitchen in the private
dwelling is about to be inaugurated.
A number of Colorado ladies have be

come deeply interested in the problem
and propose to demonstrate the scheme
in the Colorado Building at the World's
Fair. The plan will then have a
thorough trial in Denver, the scheme
involving the erection of a block of 44
houses, covering an entire square. In
the center of this square a building is
to be placed and used as a common
kitchen, dining room and laundry. The
idea is to have a competent steward,
who will purchase provisions at whole
sale prices for all, and the meals, pre
pared by good cooks, will be furnished
either in a common dining room or
in private apartments, as may be de
sired. The houses will surround the
kitchen in the form of a hollow square,
so that all will be easily reached from
the central building. In matters of
this kind, as with most others, it is
natural to expect objections to be raised
as to certain features of the scheme.
One of these is to the effect that the
plan does away in part with the domes
tic privacy of the home. This objec
tion is not insurmountable, as a
dining room could be placed at the
rear end of each dwelling, and have
served therein breakfast, dinner and
supper direct from the central kitchen.
After the meals the dishes could be
taken back to the kitchen and washed,
in readiness for the next meal. Such
an arrangement, it would appear,
should not be very expensive per
family, while the convenience to the
housekeepers could hardly be over
estimated. The dwellings would be
entirely independent of each other and
have every feature of ordinary houses
except as to the kitchen. This problem
is being earnestly considered by the
advocates of the Denver scheme, and
the outcome is likely to be awaited
with no little interest, not alone on the
part of the building trades, but by the
general public as well.

Ventilation of Basementsand Cellar*.

In all our large cities many base
ments and cellars are occupied as shops
and stores, or as saloons of some sort,
and the ventilation in them is proverb
ially bad. When abasement is entirely
above ground, and has an ample cellar
below it, it presents no greater diffi
culty in the matter of ventilation than
rooms situated higher up in the build
ing; but when, as is very often the case
it is about half way under ground, or is
substantially or actually a cellar, per
haps extending out under the sidewalk
from 14to 16 feet, and has no means of
admitting daylight except through
thick glass set in iron frames in the
sidewalk itself, ventilation becomes
extremely difficult in many cases, es

pecially if there be not an ample sub-
cellar below. A plan by which a cellar
may be thoroughly ventilated has re
cently been worked out by a heat
ing engineer in a neighboring city.
The design was made for a billiard
saloon in a large cellar situated be

neath a restaurant. In this scheme
air is taken in through areas in the rear
of the cellar, and is to be forced
through galvanized iron ducts extend
ing entirely around the bottom of the
basement room under the row of chairs
provided for spectators, which are
ranged around the apartment. The
lower part of this duct—that is to say,
that part which lies on the floor of the
basement—is provided with openings
that deliver the air forced in through
corresponding openings through the
floor into the cellar below, where, in
winter, it is moderately warmed by
passing it through box coils, whence it
passes through distributing ducts ar
ranged under the floor to numerous
registers, also arranged around the
room, and opening just above the plat
form for chairs that entirely conceals
the main duct. The plenum is obtained
by the use of a blower driven by a gas
engine placed in the cellar below ; but
this may possibly be supplanted by an
electric engine, when the installment is
erected.

Functions of Organization.

The responsibility of organizations
of both employers and employees in
the building trades is becoming estab
lished in the courts of this country and
in England. There have been many
efforts to determine exactly the
amount of responsibility vested in
these organizations, but only recently
has the result in this country been at
all satisfactory. It has been impossi
ble to state just how far an organiza
tion of employers or workmen could
be held responsible for action taken at
their instigation. In one of the west
ern cities two cases were recently
tried, which serve to show both sides
of the question from a legal stand
point. A case was decided against
certain members of a builders' ex
change and the illegality of a boycott
clear ly established, although the ac
tion was not brought against the ex
change as an organization, but against
certain individual members. On the
other side a case was decided against a
walking delegate of a workmen's
union, the judge declaring that the ef
forts of the delegate in securing a
strike on the part o£ members of his
union was illegal In England the
court of appeal has recently decided a
case which was brought directly
against an organization. The plaintiff
was a stone mason who had contracted
to furnish a quantity of dressed stone,
together with the labor for a certain
job. The contractor refused to con
form with the working rules of the
stone-cutters' union and at the insti
gation of that organization the men
quit work. The contractor sued the
union for damages and procured a
judgment recovering the amount of
his loss. The case was appealed and
the judgment affirmed by the higher
court.
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Legal Responsibility.

The establishing of legal responsi
bility on the part of organizations of
this character, whether employers or
employed, cannot fail to result in an
improvement in the condition which
exists for all concerned. Action will
become more conservative and both
sides will realize more fully the bene
fits to which organized effort can be
carried without infringing upon the
legal rights of others. The recogni
tion of a limit in this respect will be
an added factor in bringing about a
recognition of the importance of mu
tual action which includes considera
tion of both parties to any given con
dition or relationship. Already in the
relationship between employers and
workmen in the building trades, the
change for the better is becoming more
radical and rapid as the employers be
come more widely organized and bet
ter able to treat as a whole with the
workmen on subjects of mutual con
cern. The individual and arbitrary
action which formerly existed on the
part of the employers is fast disappear
ing under the beneficial influence of
organization. The more fully the
functions and powers of legitimate or
ganizations are understood the better
will be the condition of both sides.
Again, the compulsory recognition
that there is a limit to which the mem
bers of an organization as such can go
will foster and assist the establishment
of means for bringing about more
equitable relations between both par
ties upon the basis of arbitration or
mutual settlement, for as soon as both
sides comprehend that their organiza
tion can be legally dealt with as though
it were an individual the members
will be less inclined to advocate hasty
or unjust action. Everything that
contributes to the development of the
comprehension of the rights which be
long to a body of men acting in con
cert cannot fail to be of great benefit,
no matter how severe the cause of that
development may be, for out of the
increased knowledge thus obtained
the equity of their relationship to others
becomes so clearly apparent that un
wise or unjust action diminishes in
proportion as the laws which bound
the rights of others become more dis
tinctly visible.

Organizations of Employers.

The building trades offer the best
possible facilities for adjusting differ
ences between employers and workmen
upon an honorable and just basis, be
cause of the fact that union of action
is more easily attainable on the part of
the employers than in almost any other
trade. Organization of employers is a
condition which the employees should
most desire, for out of united action
much more justice will ultimately pre
vail to both sides than where many on
one aide act against a single individual

upon the other. Notwithstanding the
fact that primarily many organizations
of employers are established for the

purpose of combating the action of the
union, good will ultimately grow out
of a consideration by all concerned of
the questions at issue. This fact, while
it may appear detrimental to the ac
complishment of the immediate desire
of the workmen, should not, however,
be considered as such, for it must be
remembered that while the workmen
have been organized much longer than
the employers and become more famil
iar with the machinery and operation
of organized effort, the employers have
been struggling to maintain an unequal
relationship of one against many, until
in sheer desperation they have formed
themselves together for the purpose of
establishing an equality of power. It
is impossible, as is constantly being
proved, that where the best elements of
both sides form the component parts
of careful organizations, unjust condi
tions could be very long maintained by
either side, for it is evident that as soon
as equality in power is established ar
bitration must follow, for there is no
longer ability on either side to main
tain unjust or unequal conditions. The
immense importance of every success
ful case of amicable relationship main
tained between organizations of em
ployers and unions of workmen cannot
be overestimated, not only from the
benefit to the community in which
such conditions exist, but on account of
the value of the example.

GlassRootedStreets.

Some attention has recently been
given in English papers to a proposi
tion for covering the principal streets
of London with glass roofing, supported
by iron girders. Ventilation is to be
secured by the free passage of air
from end to end of the streets, and by
the openings from the sides at street
crossings. The object appears to be to
keep the streets dry, which purpose
would doubtless be measurably at
tained, but other inconveniences would
be introduced. A street under glass
would be intolerably warm m bright
summer weather, and it would smell
like a stable. To cover sidewalks with
glass roofing would, however, be a real
improvement in cities, keeping the side
walks dry, conveying rain water into
the gutters much more effectively than
the canvas awning now so much in
vogue, and not interfering with that
thorough and constant change of air
necessary to keep city streets in a
wholesome condition.

Pratt Institute of Brooklyn.

Few nobler or more beneficent
monuments have been left by Amer
ican men of wealth than that which
perpetuates the name and memory
of the late Charles Pratt in his
native city of Brooklyn. The great
educational establishment known as
the Pratt Institute, based as it is
upon an appreciation of the dignity,
as well as the value, of intelligent
handicraft and skilled manual labor,
stands out as a grand and enduring

testimony to the truth and soundness
of its founder's conviction that the
manual and industrial education of its
individuals underlies all the prosperity
and progress of a community or a
nation. The idea of a perfect education
conceived by this practical philanthro
pist is one in which mind, eye and hand
are together trained, securing symmet
rical development. This idea it is
which is being carried out in its in
tegrity in the Pratt Institute. While
literature, science and art are taught,
the students, both male and female,
are trained in handicrafts of some sort,

as an essential part of their general
education, although they may not pro
pose adopting manual labor as their
business or profession in after life.
This feature is considered on an equal
basis with the regular academic studies,
and is calculated to invigorate the
mental faculties of the student and
prepare him more fully for the ordinary
activities of life, giving him adiscipline
and strength of judgment which can
not fail to have a fortifying effect upon
his character. To those, however, who
do propose to take up a handicraft as
their calling in life, the education such
an institution offers, adding mental to
manual training, must be invaluable.

English Methods.

From a tabular statement of wages
paid and hours worked in England,
prepared by W. Knox, secretary of the
National Association of Master Build
ers of Great Britain, and1covering con
ditions existing among masons, brick
layers, plasterers and their laborers,
carpenters, plumbers, painters and
slaters, it is shown that workmen in
these branches of trade in this coun
try receive very much higher wages,
although the hours worked are ap
proximately the same. From the state
ment made March 25,as to particular
demands and concessions granted or
pending in the cities in which the Na
tional Association is represented, it is
seen that practically the same general
conditions prevail there as exist here,
although somewhat different in form.
The large majority of the demands of
the English workmen involve the
adoption by the employers of union
working rules, which stems to show
that English workmen are at least par
tially satisfied with their wages, but
that a dissatisfaction exists with the
condition under which they are com
pelled to work. A radical difference
exists between the methods of the En
glish workmen in treating with their
employers, which is, that a strike with
them seems to be a last resort, and
that persistence in urging their claims,
without open breach with their employ
ers, is the means by which they secure
their desires. In almost every case of
a difference between the employer and
workmen the report states that the set
tlement is still pending, which indi
cates that the matter is under con
sideration and that work is still going
on without disturbance.
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COTTAGE IN WASHINGTON, IOWA.

THE
SUBJECT of our supplemental
plate this mouth is a neat and
attractive cottage, erected a short

time ago for Edward Fox from plans
prepared by W. S. Wylie, architect,
of Washington, Iowa. The elevations,
floor plans and details, which are shown
upon this and the following pages, give
an idea of the arrangement and con
struction employed. The house here
shown has no cellar, although in some
of the other dwellings which the archi
tect has erected from the same floor
plans, slightly modified, this feature
has been provided. Tae house is cov
ered with 10-inch ship lap, on which is

are employed, such as are made by the
mills and kept in stock by dealers
handling material of this kind, so that
there is less variation in the style of
finish in different houses than would
otherwise be the case. Mr. Wylie ex
presses the wish in this connection that
more of the Western builders would
contribute to Carpentry and Building
plans of house* that have actually been
erected, as each section of the country
has its OWQ paculiarities in building
construction, and a presentation of de
signs from different localities would
prove both interesting and valuable to
all concerned. He states that the cot.

tage which we present herewith can
be built in Washington, Iowa, for $1450
and pa)' a good profit to the builder.

Front Elevation.

laid a good quality of building paper,
and this in turn is covered with narrow
pine lap siding. The gables are cov
ered with wide siding, cut in such a
way as to imitate shingles. The roof
is covered with clear white pine shin
gles. The floors of the cottage are
laid with selected fence flooring, except
the kitchen, where yellow pine is em
ployed. The interior of the house is
finished with soft pine pilaster casings
and head and base blocks. The stairs
are finished in red oak.
An inspection of the floor plans shows
that on the first floor are five rooms, so
arranged as to utilize the space to ad
vantage. The sitting room and parlor
are connected by means of folding
doors, although the opening may be
concealed by portiirea if desired. Open
ing from the sitting room at the rear
is a sleeping room and at the right the
dining room. On the second floor are
three sleeping rooms, each provided
with a closet of ample size.
Mr. Wylie states that in the smaller
towns of the West less money is ex
pended upon the outside of the house
than is done in the East, although for
the same money, it is claimed, as great
convenience and fully asmuch room is
secured. In the finish of houses stand
ard patterns of moldings and casings

SITTINGBOOM

KITCHEN
11X11«„,

DININGROOM

.OR !

Hints on Building:.

In building a home, it is of the first
importance to start right. This can
only be done by knowing what you
want before you start. It is impossible
to adopt more than a very small per
cent, of the many suggestions which
pur friends freely offer, and therefore
it is well to bear in mind the fact that
we are to build for ourselves, not for
our friends, and then set out to please
ourselves.
Practical builders and those who
have had experience do not need any
suggestions, but those contemplating
building their first house may welcome
a few, born of experience. For the
benefit of such, I give the following,
says Henry L. Hines in a recent issue
of the Home Builder and Furnisher:
As I said before, know what you want
—that is, the general character of
house, number and size of rooms, &c.
It is well to settle this before calling
in the services of an architect. It
is well, in getting ideas, to look over
various houses, noting their general
plan, their advantages and disadvan
tages. When you are settled on what
you want, give your ideas to your
architect.. It is generally safe to defer
to his taste in elevations.
If you have set your price for the
building, your architect should be able
to get you out plans and specifications
upon which contractors will give bids
near to your figures. They do not
always do this, and you may find it
necessary to modify your plans.
Get the inside of the house to suit
you, and the outside will take care of
itself. That is, locate the windows,
doors, &c., where you want them,
from the inside, without regard to ex
ternal appearance, and let the archi
tect do the outside. By all means
make your house roomy. The tend
ency for several years has been
toward small rooms. Sleeping rooms
12x 12feet are none too large, and are
generally ample in room. For an or
dinary family, a dining room 15 x 12

First Floor. Second Floor.

Cottagein Washijtgton,Iowa.— W. S. Wylie, Architect.—Elevation, Scale,yt Inch to the

Foot.—Floor Plans, Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.
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feet will! be found about right, but a
foot of space added to each dimension
•will be appreciated when the house is
occupied ; or a foot can be sacrificed

marily for convenience. A closet in
this room, with shelves, is desirable,
and ordinarily the space beside the
chimney can be utilized for this. Lo-

expense in making this feature as per,
feet as possible. Good plumbing ia
expensive at the outset, but it lasts,
and the danger from sewer gas, leak-

if fonnd necessary. As to the parlors,
tastes vary, some preferring cozy
rooms, while others prefer spacious
ones ; still, there is a happy medium

Sid« (Right) Elevation.

cate the sink so that it may be
provided with a broad shelf at one
end, and if a sliding door back of
this, or the sink proper, can open

ing pipes, &c. , is reduced to 'a mini
mum. .

* -1 •̂

Often the mistake of not piping for
gas is made, especially when building

Side (Left) Elevation.

Collage in Washington, Iowa.—Elevations.—Scale, Inch, to the Foot.

which it is safe to adopt if one is build
ing what may eventually be thrown
npon the market.
The kitchen should be planned pri-

into the pantry, it should be provided.
Too much care cannot be exercised in
planning and executing the plumbing.
Cut anywhere else, but do not spare

on a street not yet supplied with this
illuminant. The amount saved is too
trifling to be considered, while the ex
pense of putting in gas pipe afterward,
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icni
if desired, is far from small. Again,
no mistake will be made by wiring for
electricity at the same time.
The frame of the house should be
spruce, of the following dimensions :
Cross and outside sills, 6x8; first and
second floor joists, 2x8; third-floor
joists and rafters, 2x6; outside and
main studding, 3x4; partition stud
ding, 2x3. The studding and floor
joists should be placed 16 inches on

centers, and the rafters, 20 or 24
inches.
The floors should be lined with
square-edged hemlock boards, 1 inch
thick, and the outside walls should be
covered with spruce. Match boards,
1 x 10, well nailed with lOd. nails,
will prove satisfactory, but expense
may be saved by using straight-edged
boards. Still, matched boards are well
worth the extra cost.
Have the floors bridged through
center of ceiling with 2x3 stock, truss
over all door openings, and cut headers
at top and bottom of all window open
ings.
Use only pine clapboards, laid not
over 4J.£ inches to the weather. These
will hold paint better than spruce and,
as they cut longer, make fewer joints.
The other outside finish should be of
well seasoned pine.
If you have piazzas—and you should
have large ones—floor them with hard

Eine
1x4, blind and top nailed, and

ave the ceilings of pine, Y2 x 4. A
roomy piazza adds a great deal to the
comfort as well as the looks of a house.
Hardwood finish is desirable, but
white wood , finished natural or stained,
makes a neat finish. The following
dimensions of finish usually prevail :
Casings, 6-inch molded ; base, 9-inch ;
stool caps, 3-inch ; stops, % x \% ;
corner blocks, 6% x 6ys x V/s ; base
blocks, 6^ x 9U x IU. For these di
mensions, if a chair rail is used for the
dining room, molding % x 5 is correct.
White maple stock, 1x8 inches,
makes good kitchen and pantry floors ;
pine should be used for floors that are
to be carpeted. Shingle the house with
the best cypress shingles, or use slate.
Cheap shingles are expensive.
Without further suggestion as to de
tails, let me say that it is well to study
your specifications carefully before
you let your contract, as it is very easy
to omit some item, and "extras"
count. Specify everything— size of
windows, kind of glass and number of

Eanes
to the sash ; how they shall be

ung and the quality of cord used ;
size and kind of door butt, and kind
and quality of door trim in general ;
the size and kind of nails to use in the
different work— in fact, get in every
item, and then you may escapewith
but $5 to $25 in extras.
Building your first housewill be fas
cinating, but soul-tiring. Hundreds
have lived through it, and experienced
the same delays, annoyances and de
sire for more fluency in the use of swear
words that you will experience. The
first experience in building a house is a
great educator, and he who goes
through it with serenity is fitted to
strap on his wings and hover.

Detail of Double Cupboard on Dininff-Room Side.

MiscellaneousDetails of Cottagein Washington, Iowa.—Scale, %'.Inch to the Foot.

Building Operations in Washington
City.

According to the records of the
Building Inspector's Office, the opera
tions in the national capital during the
year 1892 involved the expenditure of
more money in the construction of
houses than in any previous twelve
months in the history of the city. This
resulted from no boom, but a steady
increase in building improvements,
and speaks well for the future of the
city. Probably the most important
feature of the records is the indication
that the tendency is in the direction of
better and more attractive houses than
has characterized the operations of the
past. The number of new buildings
put up during the year was 3271, in
volving an outlay of $8,536,152,while
additions and repairs were made in
connection with 1473 buildings at a
cost of $914,894. The records also show
that for the first four months of the
present year there was spent in build
ings $2,986,770, the operations being
pretty well distributed over the city.
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HINTS ON PATTERN MAKING.
/"\NE of the subjects which is attract-II ing more or less attention amongv our readers is that of pattern
making, and those who have made in
quiries with regard to the matter are
likely to peruse with interest the
following, which is taken from a recent
issue of an exchange :
The pattern shop is one of the most
important departments in a plant for
the manufacture of machinery. It is
here that the plans of the mechanical
engineer are first developed, and upon
the skillful manner in which the pat
terns are constructed, and those plans
faithfully carried out, depends much
of the future success in the manufact
ure of the machine. The skillful pat
tern maker, by accurate calculations
for shrinkage, finishing and the con
tingencies of the foundry, saves a great
amount of labor and annoyance in the
machine shop. It is unreasonable to
expect perfect castings from imperlect
patterns, and the molder is often
blamed for imperfections of the cast
ings when the fault may be traced to
an imperfect pattern. Holders, as a
class, have sins enough of their own to
answer for without the addition of the
sins of the pattern maker. Patterns
are, as a rule, necessarily expensive,
and should be carefully constructed, so
that they will retain "their shape and
proportions for future use. and to this
end the selection of materials and the
manner of joining the several parts to
gether becomes an important item.
For all ordinary purposes, especially
for patterns of considerable size, good,
clear, well-seasoned white pine is the
best, and to obtain the best results it
should be seasoned in the open air in
the usual way. The sap of all woods
contains a large percentage of water,
and to get rid of this is the object in
seasoning. Pine wood, besides water,
contains a large percentage of turpen
tine in the sap, and in seasoning it, it
is desirable to retain as much of this
as possible, as it dries to a hard sub
stance when seasoned in the open air,
and helps in a measure to fill up the
pores of the wood, and renders it close
and more impervious to water, and
less liable to be affected by dampness.
Kiln-dried lumber, although exten
sively used at the present time, is not
as good for this purpose. The heat
and moisture used for this purpose ex
pels, not only the water, but other in
gredients; which leaves the grain open
and brash, and patterns made from
such materials are more liable to ab
sorb dampness and warp than other
wise. In constructing patterns, espe
cially those of considerable size, it is
customary to build them up of several
pieces glued together: this making more
reliable work provided good glue is used
and proper care manifested in put
ting them together. No two pieces
should be glued together with grain
crossing at right angles, for, no matter
how dry the lumber may be, there will
alwavs bo some shrinkage, and, as
lumber shrinks almost entirely in its
transverse section, it is sure to warp,
unless the glue gives way so as to allow
part to shrink in its natural direction.
In either case the pattern will be unfit
for further use until it is repaired. It
is not good practice, either, to glue up
stuff for patterns with the grain of
each piece running parallel with the
other, as such patterns are deficient in
strength and are liable to split. The
most practical way is to arrange the
several pieces so that, when put to
gether, the grain will run diagonally
across each piece, at an angle of about
25or 30degrees. Pattern stuff prepared
in this manner will have sufficient
strength to prevent splitting by use and
handling, and the tendency for warping
will, to a great extent, be avoided. In

building up circles the cants should be
short and cut lengthwise of the grain,
as far as possible, so that the grain of
eachcourse as it is laid together to break
points may cross each other diagonally.

THE USE OF KAILS.
It is customary with some pattern
makers to use nails or brads in each
course as it is laid up, but pegs made
of maple or hickory are much better,
and, when the stuff is sufficiently thin
to admit of it, the common pegs used
in shoe shops are very cheap and con
venient. The advantage of using pegs
instead of brads or nails is that, being
driven in glue, they hold better, and
the cants are not as liable to spring
apart when exposed to the warm, damp
sand in the foundry ; besides, they
never give the workman any trouble
when turning it ; and experience has
demonstrated that patterns put to
gether in this manner are much more
durable than otherwise. Some pat
tern makers use but little judgment in
the use of glue, and seem to have an
idea that the more glue they can get
between two surfaces the better ; yet
every experienced mechanic knows
that exactly the reverse is the case.
With a good joint, and clear, fresh,
thin glue, the least that is retained be
tween the two surfaces the better and
stronger will be the joint. In hot
weather glue soon sours, turns black
and becomes rancid. When in this
condition its strength is impaired and
it is unfit for use. Alcohol mixed with
it will prevent souring, but as soon as
it is healed up the alcohol evaporates,
and its effects are lost. The most ef
fective preventive is sulphuric acid,
but the acid should not be applied
clear. For an ordinary glue-pot about
15 drops of the acid mixed with a
couple of spoonfuls of water may be
applied ; while this in no way impairs
the strength of the glue, it will effect
ually prevent souring, and keep it
fresh and clear.

GEAR PATTERNS.

For small gear patterns that are to
be in constant use, cut patterns of iron
or brass are no doubt the best and
cheapest in the end ; but if wood pat
terns are required they should be made
of some harder wood than pine ; ma
hogany or cherry is considered the best
for such work. After the hub is turned
to the proper size and width of face,
the blanks for the teeth may be glued
on and dressed in their places. With
large, wide-faced gears, it is not con
venient to do so ; the blanks for the
cogs are usually glued to dovetailed
slips, or the dovetail formed on the
under side of the blank so that, when
fitted to the rim, or dressed off and
laid out, they may be removed for the
convenience of finishing them. The
dovetails should be a perfect fit, and
the blank well fitted to the rim ; other
wise they will vary the pitch when
dressed and replaced again. In con
structing patterns for heavy castings,
such as lathe and engine beds, the
careful and even distribution of metal
in each part is an important considera
tion, and in order to (jive some par
ticular part the requisite strength to
withstand a heavy strain, it is some
times necessary to put more metal in
some other part where it is not needed
in order to prevent the casting from
being distorted in shape or cracked by
the unequal construction caused by
one part cooling faster than another.
With the frame work for lighter ma
chinery the same allowance for shrink
age must be provided for. But where
a frame is composed of several parts,
some of which are much lighter than
others, and yet it is necessary that the
whole should be cast together, it is

well to make the lighter portions in
curves as far as the nature of the work
will pern.it. Sharp edges and square
corners should also be avoided as far
as possible. A small cove in each cor
ner will add much to the convenience
of molding, besides adding to the
strength of the casting and insure it
against cracks, which are liable to
open at these points by shrinkage in
cooling.

TAKING FROM THE SAND.
The pattern maker should also exer
cise good judgment in making provision
for withdrawing the pattern from the
sand ; but, as no two patterns are just
alike in this respect, no definite rule
can be followed. In intricate patterns,
which require considerable skill and
care on the part of the molder in with
drawing them from the sand, if the
nature of the work will admit of it,
considerable more draft should be al
lowed for this reason. But plain pat
terns may be nearly straight, provided
their surface is perfectly smooth. For
much draft, especially with gearing,
is very objectionable, for it is impossi
ble for such gearing to run together
accurately, and bear the whole length
of the tooth or cog, unless they are
either chipped and filled, or planed
straight. Ii gear patterns are made
accurate and true, and the face of the
cogs perfectly smooth, there will be no
difficulty in molding them if they are
nearly or quite straight. All patterns
before being used should be well cov
ered with at least two coats of pure
shellac varnish. After applying the first
coat, and when it is perfectlv dry, the
surface should be well rubbed down
with fine sandpaper, and all imperfec
tions, such as nail holes and sharp cor
ners, not already provided for, should
be carefully filled with beeswax and
rubbed off smooth before the second
coat of varnish is applied. After a pat
tern has once been used, it is good
practice to again rub it off with very
fine sandpaper and apply another coat
of varnish. Many well-made patterns
are ruined in the foundry by not being
provided with the proper facilities for
rapping and drawing. The molder must
have some means for attaching his ap
pliances for lifting it out, and, if suit
able provision is not made for this pur
pose, he will screw his lifter in any
part of the pattern that is most con
venient, and the chances are, that it
will split the first time it is used, or
be badly marred up. Iron plates should
be let into all patterns with holes
threaded to suit his lifters, and well
secured by either screws or rivets,
and, if a sufficient number are at-
attached, the molder will respect the
pattern and use them. Wood patterns
should never be allowed to remain in
the foundry ; as soon as they are used
they should be taken to the pattern
room, brushed off and placed in such a
position for future use that they will
not become warped or sprung.

IN THE erection of dwelling houses
at the present day one of the objects
constantly held in view is the orna
mentation of the exterior walls in such
a way as to promote the most pleasing
architectural effects while adding to
the picturesqueness of the locality in
which the building may be erected.
The monotony of the red brick front
has become of a character to be some
what offensive, and it is not therefore
to be wondered at that many people
paint such walls all sorts of colors. A
white brick, made as in the old style
red brick, and said to be as durable in
all respects, has been introduced, and
it is thought that it will lead to the
manufacture of bricks of other colors.
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SECOND-PRIZE DESIGN IN STORE-FRONT COMPETITION.

THE
DRAWINGS of the store front
which we have pleasure in pre
senting to our readers this month

were awarded the second prize in
the XXIII Competition, the author
being A. K. Miller of Turtle Creek.Pa.
It will be seen that the design covers
a three-story building of neat exterior.
It is the intention of the author to so
divide the interior that the entire first
floor can be used for store purposes, the
two front rooms on the second and
third floors for business offices, while
the rear portions may be employed for
living apartments. Access to the lat
ter rooms can be had by means of a rear

to be of stone, those between the sign
board and the plinths having SJ^-inch
beds, and cut smooth. The terminal
on the pier is also cut smooth, with
sunken rosette, as shown. The cut
stone in line with the second-story win
dow sill is to have an 8-inch bed, while
that in line with the third story sills
and the second and third story lintels
will have 4-inch beds. The circular
etone in the turrets is to extend 8
inches into the main wall.
The blocks indicating carved work
and not marked "stone" are terra
cotta. All panels and block?, except
corl>els. are to have 4-inch beds, while

rest on iron bed plated 1 inch thick, 20

inches wide by 22 inches long.
The cornice of the pediment and
tower, as well as the terminals on the
turrets, are to be of galvanized iron.

E| __ .

Front Elevation.—Scale, \6 Inch to the Foot.

Second-PrizeDefiyn in Store-Front Competition.—A. A" Miller, Architect, Turtle Creek, Pa.

stairway, as well as through the main
entrance at the front of the building.
According to the specification of the
author of the design, selected brick laid
in red mortar, relieved with trimmings
of terra cotta, are to be employed
for the front, the arches and turrets
being of suitable molded brick. The
blocks marked X on the elevation are

the corbels are to have 8-inch beds.
The blocks in the pediment forming
panels are terra cotta with rough faces.
The brick work above the first story
is to be carried by three 15-inch steel
beams, 60 pounds to the foot. The
beams are to be bolted together with
separators, and have a pine plank
bolted on each side. The. beams are to

With regard to the tower, the brick
work is to be carried up around two
sides, while the remaining ones are to
have a studding wall, sheeted and
covered with siate. The tower roof is to
be covered with No. 1 Pennsylvania
black slate, laid on roofing felt.
All wood work on the outside of the
building, as well asthegalvanized-iron
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work, is to be painted with two coats
of pure lead and linseed oil, except in
the first story, which is t >be grained,
filled and oiled with two coats of hard
oil. The interior wood work of the first
story is to be grained, filled, oiled and
varnished, while the second and third
stories are to be grained and varnished.
The estimated cost of the front of
the building, including tower, is placed
by the author of the design at $775.
This sum, it may be remarked, does

show off a home that is embowered in
trees, or a farm house that is some
what hidden among trees, better than
pure white. Fresh, green foliage and
a green sward make not only a pleasing
contrast, but the color suggests cleanli
ness and tidiness as no other color will.
Again, most colors are prepared, and
since adulteration is rife, prepared
paints soon become dingy. There are
pure leads, and any reliable dealer will
inform inexperienced buyers the

and pure white does not show to the
same advantage as on a home among
trees.

A simple substance for fire proof
ing combustible materials has lately
been brought forward by a Russian
inventor, and its efficacy tested with
very gratifying results under the au
spices of the Moscow Imperial Society
of Agriculture. In the public trials
made a shanty was built entirely of

»&||
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Horizontal Sectionthrough Win-
dow Frame.—Scale, 1 Inch to
theFoot.

Terra Cotia Ornamentat D of Front
Elevation —Scale,H Inch to the
Foot.

Terra Cotta Ornament at
. A~of front Elevation.—
Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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Ornamentat S.—Scale,
1 Inch to the Foot.

Vertical SectionthroughThlrd-
BtorvWindow Frame.—Scale,
1Inch to the Foot.

Section through Main Cornice.—Scale,
1 Inch to the Foot.
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ElevationandSectionof brick Terra Cotta Ornament at
Brackets.—Scale, \4 Inch to B—Scale,M Inch to the
the Foot. Foot.

Section through Sign Detail of Door.-Scale, H
Board.—Scale, 1 Inch Inch to the Foot,

to the foot.

Sectionthrough PanelWork
under Show Window.—
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Terra CottaOrnamentat K of Front
Elevation.—Scale, 1 Inch to the
Foot.
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MiscellaneousDetails of Second-PrizeDesign in StoreFronl Competition.

not include glass,
hardware.

window and door

Color to Paint House".

The best color for houses among
trees is pure white with green blinds,
says a writer in a recent number of the
Southern Architect. This may seem
out of date to painters and experts in
high art, who are well acquainted with
all new fads in color that come with
the advent of spring, but nothing will

brands that are pure. After the first
good painting it can be renewed by
fight coats and at a nominal expense
without expensive trimmings, and the
whole building will have the appear
ance of looking "sweet and clean."
The above applies to suburban resi
dences and farm houses with large
yards abundantly planted in trees, but
when buildings stand prominent, with
out a setting in trees, and they are
large, expensive and elaborate in de
sign, and the principal feature is the
house itself, fancy painting is in order,

straw, and, after being covered with
the paste, was subjected to a hot fire,
the straw, under this operation, merely
changing from a yellow to reddish-
brown color, without igniting or even
cracking. The society in question has,
it is stated, decided to introduce this
new invention or process throughout
the Empire, considering that it must
prove of the highest value in villages
where the houses are thatched with
straw. The cost of this preparation,
as well as of applying it, is said to be
very slight.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
rpHBRE is a quietness in the building
| tradesthroughout the countryandthe
condition may bepresumedto indicate

thatemployersandworkmenaresufHciently
well satisfied to make radical action on
eithersideunnecessary. The fewdifferences
which have been reported are so insignifi
cant whencomparedwith the vast number
of workmenemployed that the whole fra
ternity may be consideredas being,at the
presenttime, in a moatexcellentcondition,
for it in a fact that the amountof building
operationsbeing carried on in the country
is about up to the average. The satisfac
tory hi'-i-i-,-i-fin the establishmentof organ
izationsby employersmay beconsideredas
indicating a growing appreciation of the
value of dealing as a wholewith the condi
tions which confront themand which they
have formerly attempted to deal with as
individuals. In the cities wherethe older
organizationsexista longcontinuedcontact
with eachotherhaspermittedall concerned
to learn that bothsidosare anxiousonly to
secure an honorable recognition of their
rights, and wherethe bitterness of haste
and arbitrary action has worn away, the
true valueof careful organization is clearly
demonstrated. Theseexamples,which are
practical and can be studied by all, show
to the newer organizations just what their
future may be, if their dealingsare honor
able and impartial with thosewhose inter
estsare soclosely identifiedwith their own.
The legal i roceedings instituted against
organizations of builders will serve to
establish just how far the action of such
organizationsmay belawful, and therefore
will beof benefitto the fraternity at large.
Wages and working rules throughout the
country generally are more favorable to
the workmen than they have been,which,
togetherwith the fact that the building in
terestsare usually active, indicate that the
tradesare in a prosperouscondition.

Baltimore, Md.
At the annual meeting of theBuilders'
Exchange of Baltimore, President Hugh
Sissondeclined a re-electionon accountof
increasingage and businessrequirements,
and Noble H. Creagerwas elected in his
stead. The other officers chosenwereas
follows: First vice-president,William Fer
guson; second vice-president, Isaac 3. Fil
bert; third vice president, George Buu-
necke; secretary, E. D. Miller; treasurer,
B. F. Bennett; directors, J. B. Sisson,
George W. Hetzell, Thomas L. Jones,
Thomas F. Krug, Benjamin Franklin, J. J.
Kelly, A. J. Benson, Jefferson J. Walsh,
GeorgeW. Walther, August Wehr, J. T.
Law ton, Henry A. Seim. The member
ship was reportedto be 185,an increaseof
17per cent during theyear. The exchange
is in excellent financial condition, anil the
membersarewell satisfiedwith the result of
last year's work and anticipate that the
coming year will be as good, if not better.
'1his organization has been a successfrom
thedateof its inception,and has brought
about a feeling of fraternity among the
builders greater than that which ever be
fore existed and which is steadily increas
ing to themutual benefitof all concerned.
TM" project for a building of its own to be
erectedby theexchangeis steadilyprogress
ing. Preceding themeetingandelectionof
officersa banquet was served and various
addresseswere made on subjects of in
terest to the members The attenda-ce
was large, and everybody seemedto enjoy
themselves

Boston, Mass.
The Bostondealers in building materials
are still actively endeavoringto securean
amendment to the lien law of theState.
An organization hasbeenformedunder the
name of the Building Materials Associa
tion for the purpose of forwarding the
movement,and several letters have been
issuedto all membersof thebuilding trades
of tbe city. The following is the last one
issuedup to the presenttime:
We wrote you some time ago relating to
tbe advisabilityof obtainingnecessaryIcirts-
latlon to Rive parties furnishing materials
to beusedIn the erection andalteration of
reaJestate, a hen law for such materialon
thesametermsandconditionsas is now had
for labor.
^Wfi have received replies from hundreds
of representativehousesof the state, who
not only have,signifiedtheir approvalof our
efforts,and believe In our work, but have

witb enthusiasmofferedtheir services,and
areaiding usiu every way in their power.
Are you In favor ot giving a lien upon
real property lor materialontbe sameteims
asis now badfor labor •
It you have given Ibe matter tbe atten
tion which tbe subject demards. we are
quite sure you will auree with us that in all
1aimers*ucha law should be put upon our
statute book.
Tbe alteration in tbe lien law Mich as de
sired would enableIhe dealers in building
materialsto file a lion against theowner of
a building in which material has beonin
corporated, without definite notice to the
owner of intention to do so. Under the
presentlaw it is necessaryfor tbedealer to
notify the owner before a lien can be filed
againsthim, and it is the removal of the
requirement of notice tbat the dealersde
sire to secure. As will be observed,the
letter statesthat replieshavebeenreceived
from hundredsof representativehousesof
the Kiau\ but it savs nothing as to tbe
opinion of the building public or the con
tractors on thfl subject, and the closing
paragraph seemssomewhat contradictory
in tbe light of the fact that it would seem" in all fairness" that the owner shouldat
least be entitled to a notice of lien upon
material in his building, which besupposes
has been paid for by the contractor. As
tbe law stands already, the dealerhas tbe
power of lien, and it seemsonly just that
exercise of this power and legal protec
tion, which is granted to no other trade,
should tie protected by a notice to the
owner that the dealer intends to collect
from him an accountwhich belongsto an
other to pay. It would seemthat the legis
lation desiredwasunfair, for in thenature
of tbe caseonly one side is representedin
tbemovement.

Buffalo. N. Y.
At the time of going to press it is ru
moredthat^strike in thebuilding tradesof
Buffalo is impendingwhich may involveall
branches. The union plastershavebeenon
a strike for over two months. They de
mand $3.50a day and wereofferedS3.25,
but refusedtoacceptandarestill holdingoff.
The strikers are backtd upby the Building
Trades Council, which is composedof 22
unionsconnectedwith the building trades.
There is no certainty that the strike will
occur, and at presenttbeemployers do not
seemto bemuchalarmed at the prospect.
Two hundredand fifty union stonecutters
are on strike for weeklypaymentof wages.
Tbe employershavebeenpaying fortnightly
and refusedto makeachange.Nineteenout
of the20yards are closedup. The menare
well organized and prepared for a long
siege. The Builders' AssociationExchange
is in excellent condition and the unity of
the members demonstratesdaily the wis
dom of establishing a home for its mem
bers.

Indianapolis, Ind.
The lathers of Indianapolis are on a
strike for an increase in wages,but^other
wisetbe building tradesseemto bewithout
disturbance. Themembersof theBuilders'
Exchangeare nearly all busy,and it is now
expected that the present activity in the
building trades will continue throughout
the season. The exchange is in excellent
condition, both as to financesand member
ship, and theendeavoris beingmadeto es
tablish the customof daily meetingsduring
'changehour for thetransactionof business.

Lowell, Mass.
The strike of bricklayers in Lowell still
continues,with but little prospectof early
settlement. About a month ago the con
tractors offered to take all striking work
menback and pay them their demandfor
all first-class workmen, which is 42 cunts
per hour, and 40cents an hour for others.
This offer wasrefusedby theworkmen,who
stick to their demand for 42 cents for all
union workmen. Tbe bricklayers have
beenreceiving assistancefrom ih» Interna
tional Union, and have lately beenpaying
themenon strike$12per week; this will be
continuedso loug as thestrike lasts. Five
hundred dollars nasbeenreceivedfrom the
Masons' Union of Brockton. The present
prospect is that the building businessof
Lowell will be seriously injured by the
strike, for the employersarewt-Uorganized
and are distinctly opposed to granting a
level price of 42cents to all handlersof tbe
trowel. Tbe offer of tbe master builders

which was mentioned above is tbe last
action they have taken, and they consider
that they have done their duty', and are
making efforts to import non-unionwork
menfrom other cities. The employersare
more or less successful in this effort, al
though the workmenare usingevery means
in tlieir power to prevent thesemen from
working. The Bricklayers' Union of Bos
ton is interesting itself in this strike, and U
endeavoringto prevent Boston bricklayers
from going to Lowell. Thei-e have been
several temporary compromisesnude by
contractors who bad time jobs on band,
but there is apparently no tendencyupon
tbepart of theemploying bricklayers, asa
whole, to yield. The Master Builders' Ex
change is in excellent condition, and the
members of the other trades are in full
sympathy witb tbe masons,and will give
tbein all the assistancein their power in
their effort to overcomethestrike.

Louisville. Ky.
Tbe Louisville hod carriers have been
making trouble in tbe building trades,and
it is statedthat they have been intimidat
ing non-union workmen to such an extent
that the Mayor has been asked to afford
thempoliceprotection. Several instauces
of violencehave been reported. '1he em
ployers are very firm in their position
against tbehod carriers, and it is stated
that under no circumstances will they
yield to their demand. Aside from this
disturbance, all is quiet in tbe building
trades,and from present indications it ap
pearstbat there is little likelihood of tbe
other branches of tbe trade becomingin
volved.

Milwaukee. WIs.
Tbe new building erectedby tbeBuilders
andTraders' Exchange of Milwaukee was
dedicatedon May 20, and, in addition to
an extendedcommentupontheeventwhich
appearedin tbe June issue, tbe following
programmeof thededicatorial exercisesis
given. The dedication beganat 2 o'clock
in theafternoon with prayer by the Rev.
J. Foley. J. J. Quinn followed with the
opening address,and J. C. Bartholf, sec
retary of the Real Estate Board, spoke
about ''Milwaukee and Her Progress."
Other addresses were delivered by ex-
Presidents Thomas Mason, L J. Mueller
and C. F. Kindt. The evening's exercises,
at 8o'clock, wereheld in the banquet ball
on the top floor of the building. A prayer
wasofferedby the Kev. Judson Titsworth
before tbe banquet. Thomas R. Bentley,
presidentof the Builders and Traders' Ex
change,presided,and in his addressgave a
review of the work accomplishedby the
exchange. Toasts were respondedto as
follows : " City of Milwaukee," Aid. H. F.
Fehr ; ''Our State," Gov. Peck; "Our
Country," John Johnson ; " Architecture."
George B, Terry ; " The Builder." C. W.
Gindele; " The National Builders' Associa
tion," M. B. Maddenof the Chicago Build
ers and Traders' Exchange. Many builders
from abroad werepresent, and the evtnt
was themostau-picious tbat has occurred
in the history of the Milwaukee builders.
This exchange was organized in 1887,and
theprogress it hasmadeoffersan example
that could be followed with profit by any
organization in thecountry. All its action
has been liberal and progressive and the
result of its existenceis distinctly visible in
the improved condition of tbe building
tradesof the city.

NEW EXCHANGEBUILDING.

The new home of the Builders and
Traders' Exchange is a modelof conven
ience. It has beenerected at a cost of
$100,000,and stands on tbe northeastcor
ner of Grand avenue and Fifth street. It
hasa frontage of 50feeton tbe former and
runs back 103 feet on the latter. The
building is six stories high, witb a base
ment. Tbe bisement, first and a part of
the secondstory are of buff Bedford lime
stone,and from this point to the roof the
material is Milwaukee brick witb terra
cotta trimmings. The interior throughout,
with theexception of the basement,is fin
ished off in live oak, the latter being in
pine. The first story is utilized asstores,
being divided off into one large and one
small salesroom. The stairway leading to
the second floor is on theeastsideof the
Grand avenue front, and in the rear are
two improved swift running elevators,
leading from the basementto the floor
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above. The Builders and Traders' Ex
change and the Builders aud Traders'
Association occupythe whole of the second
story, which has been arrangedespecially
for their accommodation. A large assem
bly room, in which the general meetings
of the members are held, extendsacross
the Grand avenue front and back along
the west side 80 feet, being 45 feetwide
across the front, and then narrows to ac
commodate the stairway, hall and ele
vators. In the rear of this large room are
two telephone closets, each suppliedwith
doors leading from the main room and
thenceinto theofficeof the secretary,in the
rear. Just westof and adjoining the secre
tary's office are two rooms used by con
tractors in figuring on contracts,and east
ot the main hail, in the rear of the ele
vators, is another figuring room, the ceiling
of which is of glass, forming the baseof a
liebt court, which is in turn cjvered over
with a large skylight. In the rear of the
secretary's office and occupying the ex
tremenorthern portion of the floor is the
directors' room, a largeand pleasantapart
ment, well lighted from windows on the
westand north. East of this again are a
seriesof toilet rooms.
The third, fourth and fifth 6tories are
fitted up with officesen suite, ten on each
floor the largest being24x 15feet, and the
smallest9x11 feet. All of these offices,
with theexceptionof oneof thesmalleston
eachfloor, is provided with outside light
There are also conveniently located toilet
closetson eachfloor.
The sixth story is arranged in a large
hall, 32 feet wide by 99 deep. The Grand
avenuefront is devotedto a largeand very
handsomelyappointed parlor, with toilet
rooms adjoining, while in the rear are
smoking roomsand closets. The roomsare
1Hfeet between floor and ceiling aud are
nicely suitedeither for lodge rooms for a
secret society, or for dancing and card
parties.
The basementis 9% feet high, and has
beenarranged for a barber shop,with five
bathroomsattached,and for a restaurant.
The latter is provided with a main room
28x 44feet,with four smaller rooms9 x 10
feet, and a kitchen 13 x 12 feet, toilet
rooms,&c.
Two boilersare located under the side
walk, at the north end of the building,
which furnish steam for heatingpurposes
and power for a largepump that drives the
elevatorsunder the so-called compression
system,the water being forced into a tank.
Owing to the extreme thickness of the
walls at the second story, occupiedby the
builders and traders, the large double
windowsare arranged to give themthe ap
pearanceof bay windows, which entirely
relievesthe angular effect that would be
apparentwere they set horizontal with the
wall.
The storiesare different in hight, as fol
lows : The first 15 feet in the clear ; the
second13; tbethird andfourth each11feet ;
the HfthU feet, and the sixth IB feet. The
building complete cost 1100,000,and is
amongthe best arranged office structures
in the city.

New York City. N. Y.
A meetingwas recentlyheldat the Build
ing Trades Club of New York City, which
will eventually prove to have been an
important event in the history of the
building tradeof themetropolis. The pro
ject which has beenunder way for some
time to erect a structure which shall be
recognizedas thehome of thebuilding in
terests of the city, received an impetus
which will undoubtedlyend in its fulfill
ment. The following membersof the club
wereappointedas a committeeon the es-
stablisbmentof a building trades exchange
for New York City: A. J. Campbell, Isaac
A. Hopper, Augustus Meyers, John J.
Roberts. ClarenceW. Gaylor. Thomas E.
Byrne, Edwin Outwater,Geo.MooreSmith,
Henry A. Maurer, James B. Mulry, Jacob
S. Browne, Chas. A. Cowan, Warren A.
Conover, John L. Hamilton, A. E. Con-
over, and ex officio President- John J.
Tucker, and Secretary StephenM. Wright.
The committee was authorizedto consider
the wholequestionof thecorporation of the
Building TradesExchange,theselectionand
purchaseof a site, theerectionof a building
and the negotiationof such loan as may
seemdesirable. There is no questionthat
sufficientbacking for theproject can behad
from different members of the club, for,
undoubtedly,such a building as is contem-

Flated
would provea profitable investment,

t is proposed to invest $1,000,000in the
building. A sub-committeehas beenap

pointed, with full power to employcounsel
andpreparea formal plan for incorporation.
This sub-committeewill determineupon the
financial plan by which the schemewill be
carried out. Secretary Wright states that
the sub-committeeis already at work, and
will soonhave thearticles of incorporation
ready for submission to thegeneral com
mittee. There is no questionabout the final
successof this undertaking, for thosewho
have the matter in hand are among the
representativemenin thebuilding tradesof
the city. The wonderful successof the
Building Trades Club has forecastthe suc
cessof the Building Trades Exchangewhen
it shall have a suitable home that will at
tract and centralize the active building in
terestsof the metropolis.
The benefit of an organization like the
Building TradesClub is further exemplified
by-the fact that it presentssuch an admir
able opportunity for bringing builder* to
getheron a social basis in a semibusiness
way. The importanceof this organization,
as well as its convenienceto the buildersof
New York City, is shown in the fact that
the following associationsof employers in
the building trades have establishedhead
quarters at the club, where thev meet
weekly, semimonthly and monthly, ac
cording to their necessities:
Association of Blue Stone Dealers,Asso
ciation of Manufacturers of Cabinet Work
and Furniture, Electrical Contractors' As
sociation,Granite Association,Iron League,
Marble Industry Employers' Association,
Mason Builders' Association. Master Car
penters' Association, Master Painters and
Decorators' Association, Master Stair
Builders' Association of New York and
Brooklyn, Slate, and Metal Roofers' Em
ploying Association, Society of Architect
ural Iron Workers, Tile, Grate and Mantel
Dealers' Association, United Building
Trades, Building Material Dealers' Asso
ciation.
There are but few labor disturbances in
the city at present when the number of
workmenemployedwithin its limits is con
sidered. The Plasterers' Laborers' Union
hassecurfd $2.75adayand eighthoursover
$2.50 for a day of nine hours without a
strike, thecontractors at once agreeingto
the scale. The electricwiremenare having
some trouble, but an early settlement is
expected. All things considered,the con
dition in the building tradesof New York
City is better than it hasbeenat this season
for a numberof year.".,,

Omaha, Neb.
The building interestsof Uinahaare pro
gressing favorably, and the present year
will, apparently, bearout the promise of
the early season. Most of the contractors
are busy. A moyementis on foot to estab
lish anorganization for the purposeof for
warding the general interestsof the city,
which is to includeall branchesof business.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange has
combinedits forceswith those of the Com
mercial Club, with which the movement
started,and is becomingpermanentlyiden
tified with the active interests of the city.
The exchangeis in excellentcondition,and
the members are growing to comprehend
m«reandmore the possibilitiesfor beneflt
that exist in suchan organization.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Early in June the Plasterers' Union de
mandedan increaseof wagesfrom40centsto
45centsper hour. The plasterers'laborers
and wheelbarrowmen also demand an in
creasefrom $2.50to $275perday. There are
about400laborersouton strike. TheMaster
Plasterers'Associationhasbadseveralmeet
ings to considerthe subject, and has re
fusedto yield to the demandsof the work
men. They haveagre3dto securesuchhelp
as is availableat the old terms, and to em
ploy thesemenuponsuchcontractsasneces
sitate immediate completion. They have
also determined to secureworkmen from
other cities if the strike continues.
Chairman Allen, for the employers,has
addresseda communicationto the journey
men in which he reviews the condition of
the trade for the past 30years. Among
reasonsgiven for declining to grant the in
creaseaskedfor are that plasterers'wages
rank higher than thoseof othermechanics,
and that to further increase themwould
result in injury to employerand employee.
The competition of firms outside of the
plasteringbusinessis noted,and the claim
made that thesepeopleemployforeigners,
and socut down prices on work. Some of
theunion'srules are held tobedetrimental.
But two apprentices are allowed. Only
union mencan beemployed,nomatter how
far from the city the work is to be done,so

many valuable contracts are lost every
year. A mutual understanding and co
operationis askedfor.
Jamae,W. Smith, correspondingsecretary
of the union, in reply to Mr. Allen holds
that althoughcompetitionis keenandoften
ruinous, tue employers must blame them
selves,and havethe powers to remedy it.
Men are said to beoverworked, and endur
ancecountsfor more than skill. Continu
ouswork throughout the year is not given,
and theaveragewagesare from $11to $12
per week for that time. " No reasonex
ists," writes thesecretary," for sucha state
of affairs, and so it is reasonableto ask for
an advance."

Portland, Maine.
The combined efforts of the Building
Trades Council of Portland, to bring about
numerous changesin the conditions » hich
now prevail in the building tradts of the
city, have resulted in the adoption by the
membersof the ex hange of the following
resolutions:
It is herebyagreedbetween the contract
ors andbuildersof this city that,
Whrrras,We believe in the ripht of eich
andeverycontractor to employsuchm<"nas
hemayconsiderfor his hestinterest,and to
makesuch trade with hismenasto payand
hoursof labor ustheymayagreeupon, and,
f/ieteos. Certain "trades uuions*' have
taken it uponthemselvesto publish a form
of mutualagreementwhichwill, if enforced,
depriveusot our individual rights and inde
pendence;therefore,beit
fie»o/red,Thatwewill in all building opera
tionsbegovernedbyour ownindividual Judg
ments as to theemploymentor men,their
hoursot laborand pay, that we will allow
no interference with our men by these
"uades unions" or their representatives;
and beit further
RemilmUThat in dealingwith our men,we
will do soindividually andin noother way.
In no wiserecognizing the " tradesunions"
or any representative thereof; and be-it
further
Kesolved.That, If any seriousattempt be
made to interfere with our meo, or our
work, we will takeall available legal meas
ures to protect our rights; andbe it further
Eefolved,That we will give our aid and
support to each other in carrying out the
principleshereinbeforesetforth.

Wilmington, Del.
The union plasterers of Wilmington
struck early last month for an increase in
wagesfrom $3to $4.50per day. The men
statethat they gavethe contractors notice-
about threemonthsagoof their intentionto
strike if their dematdswere not acceded
to. The employers say that they cannot
afford to grant the increase. The building
businesshas not beenup to the mark thin
season,and the costof materialshas also
increased. It is generallyagreedby all in
terested in and familiar with the building
trade that the present is a bad time to
strike, owing to the unsettledcondition of
the businessgenerally, and that there is
little prospectof the strikers gaining their
desire. The membersof the Builders' Ex
change are in sympathywith theemploy
ing plasterers,and will assistthemasmuch
as may seemnecessary. The exchange is
in excellent condition, and is taking in
creased interest in the affairs of the city.
The organization is oneof the progressive
institutions of the city, and is assisting
builders into apositionof influenceand im
portanceto which theextent of their call
ing entitlesthem.

Notes.
The Mechanics' Exchange of Salem,
Mass., which has recently been reorgan
ized hasbegunits new career in the right
way, having purchased a new home for
itself in oneof themostdesirable localit ies
of the city.

The trades unions of Des Moines have
formeda federationfor thepurposeof bet
ter treating with the employers who are
represented by the Builders' Exchange.
The relationship between the employers
and workmen has beenstrained for some
time and it is exnectedthat this movement
will bring about better conditions between
the two.
About 100hod-carriersare on a strike at
Wilkesbarre, which has thrown out the
bricklayers. The men were getting $1.98-
per day and demanded$2.

The Carpenter Builders' Association of
Chicago is slightly at oddswith theCarpen
ters' Council. The trouble is that the new
agreemententered into between the two
bodiesprovidesfor the paymentof 40cents
an hour for an eight-hour day and the
bossesthink this is morethan theycan pay.
They allege that non-union bosses secure-
menat 30centsan hour for a ten-hourday.
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The strike of bricklayers and masonsat
Utica, N. Y., for levej price of $3.50per
day of nine hours, which commencedon
May 1, has been settled, the contractors!
agreeingto the demands of tbe workmen.
The building laborersare promising to go
on a strike for an increase in wagesfrom
15to 20centsper hour. Contractors state
that they cannot afford to pay the demand.

The buildersof Niagara Falls haveformed
an association and have established their
headquartersin tbe Qluck Block, which >-,
ceutrallv locatedaud well adapted to their
use. The organization is now fairly on its
feet,and promisesto be of benefit to the
fraternity.

The builders of San Josel haveorganized
a builders'exchangeand electedthe follow
ing officers: President, E. A. Van Dalsem;
vice-president,W. P. Dougherty;secretary,
F. H. Mabury; treasurer, James B. Wyatt;
financial secretary,J. J. Cherrie. The fol
lowing signed the roll : W. F Dougbertv,
E. A. Van Dalsem, F. H. Mabury, J. J.
Nikirk, Harry Pierce, J. H. Nichols, A.
D. Daunes, 3. P. Jarman, Frank Stock,
James Wyait, MfkeKenney, W. J. Rogers.
Committeeswere num.il as follows : Mem
bership—Nikirk. St'ick and Nichols. Print
ing—Nikirk. The object of tbe organiza
tion is to uuita all contractors and dealers
in tbe building trades.

The Kansas City builders, as represented
by the members of the Builders and
Traders' Exchange, are taking active meas
ures to secure better home patronage of

architects and building material dealers.
A resoJutionhasbeenpassedaskingall who
contemplate building to employarchitects
and let their contractsat home.

The Leavenworth buildershaveformed a
Builder*' Exchangeunder the adviceof the
National Association. The new exchange
starts out with 38 members. The rooms
will be open daily from 11to 12.so that
membersmaymeettogetherfor the consid
eration of mattersof mutual interest. The
officerselectedare as follows : President,
W. T. Yoakum ; vice-president, H. W.
Coldren ; secretary and treasurer, Robert
Yoakum : directors, John Wilcott, Joseph
Cakeand John Wright.

The union carpenters ot Madison, Wis.,
havebeenon a strike for about two months
against the employmentof non-unionwork
men. There is little prospectof successfor
the carpenters,asthe employersaremaking
a firm resistance and stute that they will
not yield to the demands. Tbe carpenters
havedecidedtoenterthe contracting busi
nesson theco-operativeplan and have de
terminedto purchasea mill from someone
of the contractorsand go into businessfor
themselves. There is apparently no pros
pectof this enterprisebeingcarried out.

The contractors and builders of Oshkosh,
U i>., haveformed an organization under
the name of the Builders and Traders' Ex
change. The following officers have been
elected: President, Joseph Weber; vice-
president,Charles Meyer ; secretary,F. E.

Worden ; treasurer, Henry KUz ; directors
for one year, William Hoppe and Casper
Fluor ; two years. Antou Miller and F.
Brown ; three years. Leopold Frank and
W. H. Beli. The object of the organization
is tbeprotectionof its members. Meetings
will beheldsemi-monthly,at which differ
entmatterswill be discussedand thereby
keepthemembersposted. The organization
hasbeenincorporated.

The Rockville, Conn., carpentershave se
cureda nine hour day with ten hours'pay
after a short strike, the contractors uni
versally agreeingto thechange.

The buildersof Waco, Texas, are at work
forming an organization for their mutual
protection. Preliminary meetings have
beenheldand permanentorganizationwas
to have beenformedon June 10.

The builders of Springfield, Mass . have
establishedheadquartersin the Athol block
and completedtueir organization bv elect
ing officersfor theensuingyear as follows :
President, E. A. Blodgett , vice president,
E. W. Sbattuck ; secretary aud treasurer,
E. L. Graves. The organization will be
known as the Springfield Builders' Associa
tion. A comfortable reading room will be
fittedup and a committeebe appointed to
find a suitable location. Meetingswill be
held once a week. The membership al
ready numbersabout60,and there is every
prospectof a successfulfuture. The strike
of bricklayers hasstill an official existence,
although the employers claim that they
haveall the workmenthey can use.

German Apartment Houses.
V

A very interesting account of the'
apartment houses in Berlin, their gen
eral construction, arrangement of
rooms, facilities afforded, cost and
other details is contributed to a recent
issue ot' the Evening Post of this city,
by one of its correspondents travel
ing abroad. Among other things the
writer says :
For those who would keep house in
Berlin, the markets are superior, rents
are moderate, and appartments ex
ceedingly attractive. I say "apart
ments" because apartments only are
to be had, since the Germans, with
the exception of a very few of the
nobility and the extremely wealthy,
never think of living in a whole hou>e
in a city like Bc-rlin.
The Berlin apartment houses are
built on ail entirely different principle
from those in New York. Since ttie
law requires that one-third of the area
of a building lot be left free as an open
court, each flat has plenty of light
and air. All the houses are built
around one large court, and all the
rooms are lighted by windows on the
street or this court ; thus small air
shafts are unnecessary and dark rooms
practically unknown. The court is
usually paved or covered with concrete
thougn sometimes a small grass plot,
and flower beds are found, which be
long to the occupants of the first floor.
Since the law forbids the erection of a
house higher than the sirret on which
it stands is wide, Berlin bouses rarely
have more than four stories, and in the
older parts of the city, where the
streets are narrow, they have only two
stories and a basement. Since only a
very few of the newest houses have ele
vators in them, this law is a wise one,
for the stairs would be an insurmount
able objection to the apartments were
they built very high.

ARRANGEMENT OF ROOMS.

The average Berlin flat is extremely
.attractive and commodious in its gen-
eral arrangement. The rooms are all
larger and lighter, and the ceilings
higher, than in the average New York
apartment. There are two general
plans of arrangement, the differences

depending almost entirely upon
whether the house has one or two en
trances. The apartments that have
two entrances, one on the street and
a rear entrance from the court, are
the most desirable. The door opens,
as a rule, into a small hall, off of
which open the parlors, dining room,
and one bedroom. The parlors front
on the street, and the dining room,
with one large window on the court,
forms the connecting link between the
back hall and the front rooms, and is
so characteristic a feature of a Berlin
flat that it is called the "Berliner
Zimmer," or " Berlin room." From
the back hall, running parallel to ttie
court, open the bedrooms, bathroom,
and kitchen, and from this hall also
lead the back stairs to the court.
In the houses with but one entrance
the arrangement is decidedly inferior.
The first room from the front door is
the kitchen, because all supplies have
to be earned up the front stairs, and
the kitchen must be near the door. In
order to reach the parlor, one must
go through a long hall past all the
bedrooms, bathroom, and kitchen, and
must know exactly what is cooking
for dinner. In both kinds of houses
the rooms are always light and the
corridors dark, unless the bedrooms
have ground-glass doors, which is often
the case.

CONVENIENCES.

All the houses have city water and
gas in them, aud the halls and court are
kept clean by a porter, who lives in the
basement, and who generally carries
on a little business of spine kind, so
that all the houses, even in the purely
residential part of the city, have small
shops under them, while1 in the busi
ness streets the entire ground floor is
given up to business purposes. Nearly
every flat has a balcony large enough
to accommodate from four to six peo
ple comfortably and connected by
glass doors with ene of the front rooms.
The windows of the Berlin houses do
not slide up and down as do ours, but
open into the rooms like doors. All
the newer and better houses have
double windows, so arranged thai the
inside sashes may be removed in sum
mer. It may be of interest to notice

here that the windows and doors in
Berlin do not open by means of round
knobs. The German knob is an orna
mental metal handle some 4 or 5inches
long, and placed at least a foot higher
up on the door than our knobs are.
Each tenant has a small locked bin
in the cellar in which to keep his coal
and wood and a small attic room for
the storage of trunks, &c. In the cellar
of the houses is a washroom, used by
all the tenants, who have their regular
times for washing, and in the attic is a
large drying room ; thus all the wet
clothes have to be carried from cellar
to garret, for the washroom is seldom
at the top of the house. Tnere is but
one pantry in a Berlin flat, and that is
in the kitchen. Wardrobes must be
used in all the rooms and cupboards
must stand in the dining room and
halls ; but the rooms are all so large
that no inconvenience is experi-nced
from having such large pieces of furni
ture about.

CHARACTER OF THE FINISH.

The newer Berlin apartments are
handsomely finished and decorated and
have beautiful inlaid hardwood floors
in the parlors and dining room, stained
floors in the bedrooms, and tiled floor
and lower walls in the kitchen. Large
rugs are used by all ; one never sees
carpets fitting to the room and tacked
down. The walls and ceilings are taste
fully papered and ornamented with
fine moldings, which are tinted as a
rule with very good taste.

RENTS.

Bents are extremely moderate in
Berlin. For less than $40a month one
can get a flat of at least eight rooms
and bath, all large, well lighted, and
beautifully decorated and finished, and
surpassing in every particular an
Hpartment of the same price in New
York, and this flat will be situated in
the most desirable part of the city,
convenient to all horse-car lines, fine
markets and shops, aud not on the very
limits of civilization, as is often the
case with New York flats which are
moderate in rent. In addition to this,
furniture of all kinds may be rented at
very reasonable rates.
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ROOF OF THE GRAND CENTRAL PALACE.

ONE
OF THE MANY buildings of
the E>stern metropolis in which
local as weU as visiting builders

and contractors find much to interest
them is what is known as the Grand
Central Pshce or the New York Indus
trial Bu lding. It is looted next to the
Grand Central Railroad Station, from
which it doubtless derives its name, and
occupies the entire block bounded by
Lexington avenue, Depew place and
Foity-third and Forty-fourth streets,
New York City. It covers an area 200
x 275 feet, and has a floor spaceof 310,-
000 square feet. The special feature of
this structure which at once arrests the
attention of those interested in building
construction is the glass arch over the

to which are 3-inch angle iron purlins.
Upon purlins are secured the immediate
bearings for the glass, which are the
guttered bars and horizontal frame
work, so arranged that they permit the
collection and discharge of all vapor or
moisture which may condense upon the
under side of the glass. The arrange
ment involves an intricate application
of the system, and embodies special
features not before employed in glass-
roof construction. The supporting
trusses perform the dual function of
sustaining the roof-ceiling, as described,
and also of supporting the floor to the
summer garden, which is to form one
of the most attractive features of the
building. The arrangement as em-

has been dissolved. This is preferable
to putty for several reasons. Mix a
litle at a time, and keep it warm to
prevent it from setting too soon after
mixing.
Where the floor is quite smooth the
stain must be applied with as large a
brush as can conveniently be handled,
taking care to lay it on evenly and
without smearing the wainscot boards.
A good way to prevent this is to hold a
piece of pasteboard or tin against the
wainscot and work with the brush
close up to this.
The stain is made as follows : Van
dyke brown mixed into a paste with
water, and thinned down with a strong
solution of alkali. Washing soda is as
good as anything for this, though some

Roof of the Grand Central Palace. —Fig. 1.—Interior View of Auditorium.

auditorium, which has a clear span
of 84 feet and is 155 feet in length.
The illustrations presented herewith
give some idea of the extent of this
roof and the methods of its construc
tion. Fig. 1 is an interior view of
the auditorium, while Fig. 2 is a sec
tional view through the building, illus
trating the method of supporting
the glass roof, which embodies a pe
culiar adaptation of the Hayes system
of iion and glass roof. It is at the
same time an arched ceiling and roof of
glass, supported by seven pin-connected
steel trusbes, each weighing 17 tons,
which rest upon the walls above the
glass work and are not seenfrom below.
Another feature to which particular at
tention is directed is that no shadows
are cast. From these trusses are sus
pended 6-inch steel ribs, tiansversely

bodied in this building was conceived
by L. R. Mestaniz, a member of the In
dustrial Association. The structural
iron work was carried out by Charles
O. Brown, civil engineer of the River
side Bridge & Iron Works, Paterson,
N. J., and the superstructure of glass
by George Hayes, of New York City.

Treatment of Floors.

For the benefit of those who may be
interested, a compilation of some sug
gestions on floor staining and painting
from the Queen is timely and may be
of value :
The first thing to be done is the
smoothing down of roughness with a
plane or chisel, and the stopping of too
wide cracks with a paste made of plas
ter of paris and water in which glue

prefer potash or ammonia. The fumes
of the latter, however, are unpleasant
to inhale, and it is dangerous stuff. If
ammonia be used, the stain can be ap
plied with a sponge or soft cloth which
is free from fluff.
After the stain is quite dry, the
stained portion must be sized. The
size should be fairly hot, or it will set
or congeal on the floor instead of soak
ing in ; but it must not be too hot, or
else the grain in the boards will rise up
in small but unsightly little ridges.
These ridges, if not too deep, can be
removed by the use of fine glass paper.
Finally, when the size has completely
dried, the floor must be either waxed—
i.e., polished with the familiar beeswax
and turpentine —or varnished. The
better the quality of the varnish used
the longer it will last. Two coats of
hard oak or copal varnish will give a
fine and a durable surface.
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Other processes are ebonizing, paint
ing and papering. Ebonizing floors can
be very easily done by boiling logwood
chips in water (say one pound of chips
to one quart of water) till the liquid is
well colored. Apply this to the floor
evenly and carefully, giving a second
application if the boards are very close
textured. When this is quite dry,
apply in a similar way a strong solu
tion of sulphate of iron in water. A
good chemical ink-like black will be
the result, vyhich, after sizing, may be
varnished like any other stain, or pref
erably it may be polished with bees
wax and turpentine. The duller sur
face so given is better, artistically
speaking, than the glaring, shining

much discolored and soiled. A very
dark room would be considerably light
ened and enlivened bv painting the
II. i >rwith a color suited to the general
scheme of decoration.
Where the hii?h gloss of a varnished
surface is considered au objection the
floor, after being stained, may be
polished with beeswax and turpentine.
It takes some hard work and plenty of
elbow grease to get anything like a
good sarface on the floor, and most do
mestic polishers are satisfied with what
they are pleased to call an egg-shell
polish —in other words, very little
polish at all.
Instead of wax polishing, the com
paratively old-fashioned method of oil

steel girder ever turned put complete by
an iron works in the United States. The
girder in placed across Fifteenth street
on the south side of the great station,
and w designwl to support the weight
of the seven stories of brick of the office
building on the Market street front.
The «irder was rolled into Broad
street on two flat cars of 100,000pounds
capacity oachlast Thursday. Its jour
ney from Pottstown, where the works
of the company are situated, was un
eventful, although the train attracted
much attention along the line. Im
mediately on its arrival it was run in
on the temporary track alongside its
destined position, and on Friday the
work of putting it into place began.

1

Hoof of the Grand Central Palace.—fig. 2.—Sectional View thromjh fiuilding.

surface given by a varnish —at any rate
where a black stain is used.
Plain painting is a process that re
quires to be very well done, if it is to
look well, and takes longer than stain
ing. The floor must have a prelim
inary coat, called priming. This, when
dry, must have any roughness removed,
and must then be painted with the re
quired color. Two coats of paint had
better be given (though occasionally
one may be found enough), to be fol
lowed by one or two thin coats of good
hard-drying varnish. It is, of course,
somewhat easier to get variety in color
with paint than with stain, and paint
ing or ebonizing is to be preferred
where the flooring boards are very

polishing may be adopted. Linseed
oil —raw or boiled— is nibbed into the
floor with a rubber, and the more rub
bing the better for the look of the floor
when finished.

A Monster Girder.

The largest girder ever shipped in
one piece is now being put in place in
the new Broad street station, says a
recent issue of one of the Philadelphia
papers. It is 58 feet 1 inch long, 10
feet 6 inches in hight, and rests on a
plate 3 feet 8 inches broad. The Phila
delphia Bridge Company, its makers,
claim that this giant, weighing 110,780
pounds, is the heaviest and largest

Since then the men have been moving
it into position by hydraulic jackc, bnt
only yesterday was it raised on its own
base above the exact position it is to
occupy. Unless some accident happens
it is expected to be in place by Saturday.
The girder wiis so large that it could
not be constructed within the works at
Pottstown, and the entire work of erec
tion was carried on in a field alongside
the iron shops. It took about two
weeks to put it together after the steel
platen of which it is built were made.
It has three webs running through its
entire length. \Vhen in place over
Fifteenth street it will have a clear
span of 50 feet, and will be 87 feet
above the sidewalk.
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LAW IN THE BUILDING TRADES
Purchasers Cannot Enforce Curb-Line

Covenant.

A purchaser of a lot whose deed con
tains a covenant against the erection
of any building within a certain dis
tance of the curb line cannot maintain
an action against a subsequent pur
chaser of an adjacent lot from his
grantor for violation of a like cove
nant, when there was no such cove
nant between the two purchasers ; and
their grantor, although he required
similar covenants from all purchasers,
did not covenant with the first that he
would exact them from the first subse
quent purchasers. —Mulligan vs. Jor
dan, Court of Chancery of New Jersey,
24 At. Rep., 545.

Effect of Building Under Contract for
Sale of Land.

An owner of four lots in a body
placed them in the hands of a real es
tate agent for sale at $600 each, one-
tourth cash ; one of the conditions be
ing that the purchaser should erect a
houss upon the lot purchased. The
real estate agent then sold a lot for
$600, one-fourth to be paid as soon as a
loan thereon could be effected. The
purchaser, with the assent of the
ascent,thereupon entered into posses
sion and commenced the erection of a
story-and-a half house. A little later
the owner was advised of the sale and
wrote a letter to the purchaser urging
him to complete the contract as soon as
possible. This letter was sent through
the mail and returned to the writer.
The owner waited several months be
fore calling upon the purchaser. The
house was nearly completed. The pur
chaser then informed the owner of a
misunderstanding with the material
man and others and he did not know
as he could use the lot. The owner
thereupon took possession of the house,
finishing the same, erecting fences,
outhouses, &c., at an expense of $100.
In an action to foreclose a mechanic's
lien on the house the owner was given
80 days in which to elect to pay the
amount due on such lien, but in caseof
his neglect or refusal to do so a referee
would be appointed to ascertain the
amount thereof, together with the
rental value of the premises, less in
surance and taxes paid, and report the
same to the Court, and upon confirma
tion of the report the premises would
be ordered sold and out of the proceeds
the owner should be paid $700, less the
rental value of the premises, with in
terest, and out of the remainder the
lienholders shall be paid pro rata the
amount of their respective claims, the
balance, if any, to be paid to the pur
chaser.— Irish rs. O'Haolon, Supreme
Court of Nebraska, 52 N. W. Rep.,
695.

Kind of Possession of Land that
Gives Title.

The essential use and occupation by
one claiming adversely must be of such
unequivocal character as will reason
ably indicate to the true owner visiting
the"premises during the statute period
of limitation, commonly 30years, that,
instead of suggesting the probable in
vasion of a mere occasional trespasser,
they unmistakably show an exclusive
appro priation and ownershi p.—Ro berts
rs. Richards, Supreme Judicial Court
of Maine, 24 At. Rep., 425.

Lumber Furnished for Several Build
ings Under One Contract.

'Where lumber was furnished to the
owner of a lot for the erection of three
separate houses thereon, which were
built at the same time, and, when

partly finished, were mortgaged sepa
rately, and all the lumber was fur
nished under one contract and no sep
arate account was kept of how much
went into the building of each house,
under a Connecticut statute, giving
the right to a mechanic's lien on every
building in the construction of which,
or of any of its appurtenances, the
claim arose though the person furnish
ing the lumber, hewas entitled to alien
on each house for what lumber went
into its construction, but he could not
have one lien on all the houses for lum
ber used in the construction of them
all. —Wilcox rs. Woodruff, Supreme
Court of Connecticut, 24At. Rep., 521.

Right to Assign Part of Contract.

A was minded to employ B, a builder,
to erect a house to cost $5800,but was
short $900 of cash to pay for it. C
agreed with A and B that he would
furnish B with $800worth of building
materials to use in his business and
take his pay for it in A's notes on time
for $800 as part payment of the con
tract price of A's house. On the
strength of that arrangement A and B
signed the contract for building the
house, and B built it, and C delivered
the building materials to B according
to his contract. Before A had given
his notes to C for the $800 creditors of
B served notices upon A under the
mechanics' lien law of New Jersey.
But the arrangement between A and B
and C amounted to an assignment by
B to C of so much of the contract
price, and C was entitled to the $800.
A valid equitable assignment may be
made of a portion of the contract price
of a building contracted to be erected
by the assignor, but not yet erected,
and such assignment need not be
written nor accompanied by any trans
fer of the contract itself. —Laingman's
Admr. rs. Bradley, Currier & Co.,
Court of Chancery of New Jersey, 24
At. Rep., 505.

Rights of Laborers and Material Men
in New Jersey.

Under the supplement to the New
Jersey mechanics' lien law of June 19,
1890,a lien cannot be filed by any one
except the contractor, when the con
tract is duly filed, unless the owner
makes a payment to the contractor
without taking the releases provided
for in said act. If no such payment is
made the remedy of the laborer or
material man is to give notice to the
owner according to the third section
of such lien law. If a payment is
made by the owner to the contractor
without such releases, then the laborer
or material man may file and enforce
his lien without resorting to his remedy
under the third section. The burden
is on the laborer or material man to
show that payment has been made by
the owner to the contractor, and then
the owner, to bar the lien, must show
that he has taken the releases.—Ander
son Lumber Company rs. Friedlander,
Court of Errors and Appeals of New
Jersey, 24 At. Rep., 484.

Effect of Changes in Building on Bond

for Performance of Contract.
In an action upon the bond of a con
tractor given for the faithful perform
ance of a contract, for the construction
of a building where the contract con
tained a clause by which the owner re
tained the right to alter or modify the
design, and to add or diminish from
the contract price, and the owner and
the architect were at liberty to make
any alterations in the plan, form, con
struction or detail described in the

drawings and specifications without
making void the contract, and it is
found by the referee trying the case
that a change was made in the plan of
the building by moving the wall out 2
inches, and the specifications were
changed by substituting walnut, cherry
and poplar instead of pine in certain
portions of the building, these changes
and modifications were provided in
the contract, and the bondsmen were
not released by reason of such changes,
and when it is found that the original
specifications txhibited to the bonds
men, with numerous alterations noted
therein, were taken by the architect to
be copied, and it does not appear that
the additions made upon the copy are
material, and the original is inadvert
ently destroyed in the architect's office,
the destruction of the original specifi
cations will not avoid the contract or
release the bondsmen. —McLennan vs.
Wellington, Supreme Court of Kansas.
SOPac. Rep., 188.

Notice Requisite for Mechanics' Lien in
Indiana.

Where in Indiana a contract was
made, and materials for it were fur
nished to the contractor part before
the notice to the owner, and part after
such notice.under Elliott's Supplement,
section 1692, providing that a person
furnishing materials for a contractor,
to acquire a lien, must give notice to
the owner at or before the time the
materials are furnished, a lien would
be acquired only for such part of the
materials as were furnished after no
tice.— Hubbard vs. Moore, Supreme
Court of Indiana, 31 N. E. Rep., 534.

Extras Under Contract.
A written buildingcontract provided
that the contractor should, to the satis
faction of the architects, perform aud
finish "all work included in the entire
completion" of the building for a
named sum, and that he should make
no claim for additional work unless the
same should be done pursuant to a
written order from the architects, and
that written notice of all claims should
be given the architects within three
days of the beginning of such work.
Under this contract, in the absence of
an agreement modifying it, the builder
was not liable for extra work unless it
was done on a written order ; and the
contractor could recover for .extra
work if it was done " at the request,
or with the knowledge and consent,
express or implied," of the builder " or
his agent," without a waiver by the
builder of a written order, or of his in
dependent promise to pay for the
work.— Wortman vs. Kleinschmidt.
Supreme Court of Montana, 30 Pac.
Rep., 280.

Damage From Dropping of Mortar.

Where a person sustains damage by
the dropping of mortar and bricks dur
ing the erection of a wall next to the
premises occupied by her, the party for
whom the wall was being erected is
not liable for such damage, but the
contractor would be, if any one, if it
was not a necessary result of the build
ing of the wall, but was caused by the
negligence of the contractor or of his
servants. The injury caused by dust
arising from the dumping of loads of
brick near a person's residence might
be so trifling as not to be actionable,
or there might be evidence of such ex
cessive and long-continued annoyance
therefrom as to warrant the submission
of the question of damage caused
thereby to the jury.—Pye vs. Faxon,
Supreme Judicial Court of Massa
chusetts, 31 N. E. Rep., 640.
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THIRD-PRIZE DESIGN IN TWENTY-FIRST COMPETITION.

WE
DEVOrE a portion of the space
at oar command this mouth to
the presentation of the design

receiving the third prize in the compe
tition for $1000houses. In submitting
the drawings theanthor calls attention
to the fact that all the rooms can be
entered directly from the hall with
little waste of space ; that closets of
ample size are provided both on the
first and second floors ; that the parlor
and dining rooms are so situated, one
to the other, as to be easily warmed,
and that the kitchen, sink, pantry, &a..

are conveniently located with regard
to the dining room. Another feature
to which reference is made is the regu
larity of the plan of the house, which
renders it easy of construction, while
permitting or an attractive exterior.
The author also states that a solid wall
is laid under the rear porch, so that it
may be temporarily inclosed by sash
in winter, or parmanently protected, as
may be desired. The floor plans clearly
indicate the arrangement of the rooms
on the two floors, and the elevations
and details presented on the pages

Front Elevation.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

which follow give an idea of the ap
pearance of the house and its construc
tion.

SPECIFICATION.

From the specification furnished by
architect Thomas E. Jennings, Brasher
Pills, N. Y., who is the author of the
design, wa take the following as being
likely to prove interesting in this con
nection.

MASONRY.

Excavation. — Eicavate to proper
depth for a cellar 6 feet 6 inches, so
that the wall will show 2 feet above
grade. Excavate for porch piers and
rear walls so that stone work will start
8 feet below grade, The excavations
to extend 6 inches outside of exterior
line of building.
Stone Work. —Lay large flat stones at
bottom of all walls, said footing course
to extend 6 inches beyond outside line
of finished walls. All walls 1 foot 6
inches thick of good flat building stone,
well laid in good lime mortar.
Porch piers well laid with flat stones
to grade. Lay good stone footing for
cellar piers and chimney
Brie* Work.— All bricks to be hard
and well burned, laid in good brick
mortar.
Chimney.— Chimney to be built ac
cording to plans. Outside walls 4
inches thick, partitions 2 inches. All
spaces between bricks must be well
filled with mortar. Select best brick
for outside work.
Cellar Piers. —Build cellar piers 12x
12 inches and cap with flat atone, size
of pier.

PLASTERING.

All walls, partitions and ceilings of
first and second story to be well lathed
with spruce lath and plastered two
coats with good plastering mortar
made at least ten days before putting
on. Second coat to be what is known
as sand finish, well troweled.

CARPENTRY.

Timber for frame to be of spruce or
hemlock, free from bad knots or other
defects to impair its durability or
strength. Studs, floor joists and ceil
ing joists set 16 inches to centers, raft-

Foundation. SecondFloorKlrst Floor.

1-16Inch to the Foot.
Third-Prize Itesign in Ticenty-first Competition.—Thoina* E. Jennings, Architect, Jlranher Falls, A".
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era 2 feet to centers. Studs, 2x4
inches ; floor joists, 2x8 inches ; ceil
ing joists, second floor, 2x6 inches ;
rafters, 2x4 inches ; sills, 6x8 inches ;
girders, 8x8 inches.
Frame to be of balloon construction,

Gables finished according to elevations
and details.
Hoof. —Cover rafters with hemlock
boards closely laid and well nailed.
Shingles to be best c«dar laid not
more than 5 inches to the weather.

inches to centers. Studs doubled at all
openings.
All openings to have grounds for re
ceiving plastering.
Interior finish to be put on after
plastering is thoroughly dry. Interior
finish made of dry white pine of good
quality. Finish in hall, parlor and
dining room to be as shown in details ;
on second floor and rest of first floor
plain beveled work.
Stairs. —Build stairs according Jto
floor plans and details, risers % inch,
treads IJg inches, of jjine." Rail, post
and balusters of red birch, all made ae-

r~i f.-.i... I , I ... ....i..... 1.. .:i. ~T....V - r-.i. 'I.....I.....1. ... .1 .1 • I .. .....1........1 -..'T.J '.-1.". i .

Picle(Bight) Elevation.

well joined and spiked together. Walls
plumb and straight, studs doubled at
all openings, all joists bearing parti
tions to be doubled.
: IOutside of frame to be covered with
Jo-inch hemlock boards well nailed to
all the studs.

EXTERIOR FINISH.

Cornice, window frames, porches,
&c., to be made according to drawings
of sound, dry pine. All ontside walls
must be covered with good building

INTERIOR WORK.

All floors to bs laid with ?jj-inch
matched spruce, free from bad knots

cording to details . Cellar stairs of pine-
Pantry. —Finish pantry with shelves.
and cupboards as shown in first-floor
plan, six shelves on a side. Under

Side(Left) Elevation.

Third-Prize Design in Twenly-Jirnt Competition.—Elevations.—Scale,%,Inch to the Foot.

paper to extend under casings, corner and shakes. Flooring must be well broad shelf place three tip-forward
boards, &c. seasoned. Line first floor. bins : cupboards finished with doors
Clapboards. —No. 1 spruce 5 inches Partitions. —Set partitions according made of matched pine % inch thick.
wide laid 3 inches to the weather, to floor plans with 2x4 inch studs, 16 Glass to be double-thick American A
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Section of Front Doors.—Scale,1H
Inches to the Foot.

Section through BaseBoard.—Scale,1%
Inchesto the Foot. Inside Door.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Third-Prize Design in Twenty-Jirst Competition.
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glass. Large windows hung with sash
balance.
Doors.— All doors to be No. 1 white
pine doors. Front door made as shown
in elevation and detail 1% thick.
Other first-floor doors 2 feet 8 inches
by 6 feet 10 inches, 13£thick. Second-
floor doors and closet doors 2 feet 6
inches by 6 feet 6 inches, \\£ thick.All doors to be huug with loose-
pin japanned butts of sufficient size.
Front door to have 4-inch mortise lock
with night-key attachment, bronze
face ; also bronze knobs and trim
mings. Other doors to have mortise
catches with brass face and jet knobs.
Principal doors to have bolts.

PAINTING.

Use ocher and oil for priming ox-
terior, and putty all wood work after
priming. Paint exterior in shade as
directed, with best oxide of iron paint
and linseed oil, two coats over priming.
Shingled roof not painted. Paint in
terior finish in tints as directed, three
•coats,with best ground in oil paints.

24 X,3O

boards is much greater in green than
in dry wood, and that the convex side
of the curve is always toward the
heart. This warping, due to unequal
shrinkage, and to the more open text
ure of the tree, is not found to occur
in the middle plank or board of the log
excepting as it tniy, in slight degree,
reduce the breadth.

Fire-Proof Construction in Buenos
Ayres.

An old Scotch underwriter, in a let
ter to the Glasgow Herald, remarking
the constantly oscarrinfi; fires, relates
his exparience in going to Buenos
Ayres, and says : "I was astonished
to find no nsad for fire insurance offices
there, a3 the whole city is fire proof,
and not from using the arch or iron,
but a hard wood which is brought
down the riv*r 1000miles. The joists
of this hard wood bear rails, which are
placed near enough to bear Ions?, thin
bricks, on which tiles are laid in lime,

24 Xv30

all at higher prices, because the world
would be richer. As for the humanity
side of the question, why should we
build combustible houses of wood when
iron, lime and plaster are so cheap ?
We should at least begin with infirma
ries, asylums and workhouses. A few
years ago the Innatic asylum at Lenzie
took fire, and the plan the governor
took to calm the patients was to prom
ise a high tea, and that they were to
stand in the corridors ready to assist the
cooks. This was successful, and so were
the efforts to extinguish the fire after do
ing some damage; bat had the building
been fire proof there would have been
no alarm. The large city of Boston,
United States, has lately taken up the
matter of fire-proof houses. The mu
nicipality gave notice that they were
going to build a house as a trial—eight
of the rooms to be constructed by eight
builders, each to use his own judgment
to make his room fire proof, as a bon
fire would bs lighted in each simulta
neously. It was d^ne, and when all
was dry the eight bonfires were lighted,
aad all the rooms stood the test intact
save one, in which the plaster had
fallen off the walls, as the builder had
used wooden laths instead of iron
strips. Can our Glasgow architects

Elevation of Parlor Window. Detailsof Hall Stairs.

MiscellaneousDetails of Third-Prize Denignin Twenty-first Competition.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Birch rail, post and balusters of stairs
well finished in natural wood.

TINNING.

Line all gutters properly. Con
ductors of tin 3 inches in size. Fur
nish good valley tin soldered into
proper lengths. Step flash chimney and
turn in tin at joints of brick. Furnish
all other necessary flashings.
The estimated cost of the house is
placed at $997, divided as follows : Ex
cavation, $19; mason work, $143.50;
carpenter work, $643.75; plastering,
$110; painting, $65.75; tinners' work,
$15.

A WRITER in one of our exchanges
says that the wood on the north side of
a tree will not warp as much as that
from the south ; and that if trees are
sawed in planes running east and west
as the tree stood, it will warp less than
if cut in the opposite direction. How
ever this may be, it is certain that the
tendency to warp when sawed into

with a carpet above. The roofs are
constructed in the same manner, and
are terrase-like. No ' boxing ' of doors
and wiudows, nor skirting nor wains
coting of wood, but plaster and stucco
instead. If a bonfire made of a cart
load of sticks and snavings were ignited
in any room it would slowly burn
through the joists, making an opening
of say a yard across, and down would
fall a few bricks and tiles, but there it
would end ; the house could not be set
on fire. No burning alive of people at
Buenos Ayres, now the most papular
city in the Southern hemisphere —no
throwing children out of the windows,
nor in all the towns of Argentine and
Uruguay. The world is kept poorer
by the constant loss of property of all
kinds by fire. If these losses were
avoided all commodities would rise
in value, just as they did after
the discoveries of gold in Califor
nia and Australia ; the farmer would
sell his grain and potatoes, im
porters their produce, manufacturers
their goods and workmen their labor

design a fire-proof house, and compare
the cost with existing structures ?"

Swiss Brick.

In Switzerland there is made a glass
brick, or a brown building block,
formed flask shape, with a short neck
at each end, and measuring 8 inches in
length, 6 inches in width, and 2J£
inches in depth. Running through
the center is un air chamber. The
edges of the brick are covered, recessed
or ribbed and grooved to receive, when
laid, a suitable cement of plastic ma
terial of such character that after it
has hardened it will constitute a suita
ble frame or setting to keep the entire
mass, roof or w«ll, solidly together.
The forms or molds, says an exchange,
are pleasing to the eye, the line or
ridges being clear and smooth, and of
sufficient thickness or strength to
stand a pressure of 150to 200 pounds
to the square foot.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Framing a Gothic Window.
From H. Q. K.., Philadelphia.— In
the December issue of Carpentry aiul
Building "J. S. Q.," Morgantown,
Ind., desires to know how to obtain
the length of jamb for a Gothic win
dow frame before bending. Referring
to the sketch which I inclose, let A B

"//. O. A'V Method of Obtaining the
Length of Jamb for a Gothic Window
Frame beforeBending.

C D represent the radius and B D the
thickness of the jamb. From the
point A draw the line A E to the crown
of the arch. At right angles to A E
draw E F. Now set one foot of the
compasses in E, extending the other to
F, and describe the arc cutting at G.
Draw F G, and at right angles to F G
drew H I, touching the curve at the
point H. Now set one foot of the
compasses at I, extending the other to
E, and describe the arc cutting the
point J ; then J D will be the length
sought. To find the bevel, draw A K.
and at right angles to this line draw
L M. as shown. The angle at M will
be the bevel sought.

Healing a Hennery.
From COUNTRY.— In looking over the
pages of an agricultural paper not long
since, I saw illustrated a device for

Devicefor Heatinga Hennery.

heating a poultry house, and as there
have been a number of articles in Car
pentry and Building on the arrange
ment of henneries, I send a sketch of
the heater, together with a description,
of such interest as it may possess.
An ordinary lamp, haying a tin chim
ney, with a piece of mica in front of

the chimney, so as to show the flame,
is surrounded by an ordinary stove
pipe— the larger the pipe the better—
or a sheet-iron or tin pipe may be made
for the purpose, a board being arranged
at the bottom of the pipe, by tacking
the pipe to the board, for the lamp to
rest on ; or, if preferred, two cross
strips may be placed at the bottom in
place of the board, as they will allow
more air to come in. Air holes are cut
all around the pipe, so as to permit of
a free circulation of air. A sliding
door or one to raise and lower may
be arranged for placing the lamp in
the pipe or for taking it out for filling,
or the bottom strips may be arranged
for that purpose. No solder is used.
All the parts should be riveted.
At the top is a cross piece, also made
of iron or tin, the arrows indicating
the direction of the heat.
The heater may be hung up by wire,
which is attached to a hook on top,
from the roof, but within 8 feet of the
floor to prevent interference or contact
by the fowls. If preferred the heater
may rest on the floor, but should then
be enveloped in a wire cage to protect
it from the hens. Any kind of lamp
or small coal oil stove may be used,
but the chimney should be of tin-
riveted, not soldered. It is best to
have the whole heater made by a tin
ner of tin or sheet iron, and about 10
inches in diameter and 20 inches high,
the cross piece being also 20 inches
long, but stove pipe may be used over
a small lamp. In place of the cross
piece a tin plate may rest on wire pegs,
raised 3 inches over the top of the pipe
to allow of free draft. By this arrange
ment the heat is distributed in both
directions from the center of the

Diagram Submittedby " 0. L. W."

poultry house. It is only necessary to
keep out frost ; hence 40° or 50° above
zero is warmth enough, and the house
will also be kept dry. There will be
no injury from foul air or carbonic
acid gas, as plenty of air will always
find its way in. This should be used
only on cold nights.

An IiitereMtliig Problem.
From O. L. W., Dalian, Texas— I
send a sketch of a building which is 25
feet wide, and it is desired to have
three openings of equal width. Two of
these are to be directly in the front,
while the third is at the corner, mak
ing equal angles with the front and
side. What I desire is the exact width
of each opening and the method of
solving the problem. An exact an
swer is required. The sketch which
I send will illustrate my meaning.

Carpenter*' Apron.
Frrm, E. G. W., Elgin, III.— I send a
sketch of a carpenters' apron which I
desire to submit to the readers of the
Correspondence department. On the
right side of the two large pockets is
attached a hammer belt, while on the
left is a rule pocket. The shoulder
straps are not fastened together where
they cross at the back, as one might
infer from a hasty inspection of the
drawing. A back band, attached at

the lower end of the shoulder straps,
passes around, buttoning on the right
side. The apron is made of heavy
drilling and is of the following dimen
sions: The distance from top to bot
tom is 22 inches. The width of the

Carpenters' Apron Recommendedby
" E. O. W." of Elgin, Jtt.

two large pockets, including that for
the rule, is 14 inches. The length of
the shoulder straps is 2 feet 2 inches,
and the length of the back strap 12
inches. This makes a very convenient
apron, especially with the hammer
strap attached, as by this means the
hammer is always within convenient
reach and ready for use.

Framing a Complicated Roof.

From W. B. S., Flemington, N. J.—
Inclosed I send a sketch showing plan
of a roof for a house that I am about
building, the scale being 1

'B inch to the
foot. Referring to the drawing, I would
say that if I make it a square or half

Plan of Roof Accompanying tetter from" W. B. S."

pitch roof the point B of roof A will be

3 feet higher than the point C of roof
D, and the point E of roof F will be 8

feet higher than the roof G. I would
like to ask the practical readers of Car
pentry and Building what plan of con
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etruction they would suggest for such
.a roof.

ClHtcrn Construction.
From C. E. S., Tacoma. Wash.— I
would like to ask some of the.practical
readers of Carpentry and Building to
give me their ideas on cistern construc
tion and filters for the same. We have
hard pan out here, and some cement on
i'., while others brick it and cement on
the brick.
Note.—Our correspondent may find
something interesting in the way of
.suggestions in the article published in
the June issue bearing the title ' 'Build
ing a Cistern."

Concrete In Building; Construction.

From J. S. K.. Anchorage, Ky. — In
reply to F. T. Camp, whose commu
nication appeared in the December
issue of Carpentry and Building, I will
give him my experience in connection
with the form of building construction
to which reference is made. Some
thing like two years ago I erected a
two-story frame cottage, with a one-
story extension at the rear, in which
was located the kitchen. Beneath the
latter was a cellar measuring 7 feet in
hight. The kitchen was 16x 16 feet,
ae indicated in Fig. 1 of the sketches.
Jt was supported by cedar posts placed
4 feet between centers, the sills be-

KITCHEN

the cellar wall was locked at the cor
ners. Three sides of the house were
exposed to the weather, the exception
being the side wall next to the dining
room. The cellar door, as indicated in
Fig. 1, was a part of the kitchen floor,
and was placed near the outside door
to facilitate the unloading of material
for the cellar. The kitchen was made
large, and was added about a year

Fig. 2.—Section Through Foundation Post

of Main Part of theHouse.

sine. Here is a recipe for the purpose :
Take 5 cents' worth of muriatic acid
and 1 pint of clean water. Make a
solution and wash the zinc, which will
appear like new. After my friend has
tried his experiments I hope he will let
us know the results.

Interior Flnlpih.

From S. W., A'eimrfc, Ohio.— In re
sponse to "N. D. C.," Dixon, 111.. I
would say his proposition in the Feb
ruary issue is a very unfair one. He
states that he has gotten up something
entirely different to anything he has
ever seen in the way of interior finish
for dwellings, and without giving the
readers of the paper a description of
it he, in the same breath, asks for any
original designs that we may have, so
he can finish a second residence differ
ent from the first. This circumstance
reminds me of a similar one that oc
curred some years since. Two jobs of
work were let to different contractors,
A and B, both to be done by day's la
bor. B heard that A was paying bet
ter wages than he, and on inquiry
found it to be a fact. B then asked A
what percentage he charged the owner,
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Fig. 1.- Plan of Kitchen. Fig. 8.—SectonThrough Cellar
Wall and Floor.

Concretein Building Construction.

Fig. 4.—Plan of Cellar Showing Position of
Drain Pipe.

ing spiked to the top of the posts,
the arrangement being shown in Fig. 8.
The foundation posts under the main
portion of the building were set 3 feet
3V£inches to 4 feet apart, according to
circumstances. These posts were set
in holes 18inches square and 8 feet deep
in the ground, the base being a flat
rock, as indicated in Fig. 2 of the
sketches. Along under the sill and in
side of the posts was a plank backing,
as shown. The cellar was dug only

3 feet in the ground, the dirt being
graded so as to run off the water. The
•cellar wall below ground was 12 inches
thick from the inside planking and was

7 inches thick from the ground or
grade line up to the sills. The part
above ground was coated outside with
pure cement J£ inch thick. The mixt
ure was made of one part of cement
and three parts of rock crusher sift-
ings well rammed in. There was no
paper employed, but I put sheeting in
side, and in uli' a smooth cellar wall,
which can be kept clean, dry and rat
proof. Thus far it has proven a good
job. An 8-inch round tile pipe was
put around 5 feet from the outer wall
of the cellar, as shown in the plan
view, Fig. 4. This terminated in a dry
well 15 feet deep, placed as indicated.
The pipe was readily accessible in case
of repair, and has kept the walls and
cellar floor very dry. The planking on

after the main part of the house was
put up.

Finding the Curve of a Hip or
Angrle Rafter.

From A. E., Long Branch, N. J.— In
the April number of Carpentry and
Building " P. H. L." of Denver,' Col.,
gives his method ot finding the curve
of a hip or angle rafter. I profess to
be ignorant in many points in carpen
try, and would like to know from " P.
H. L." how he gets his curve lines on
the hip or angle. He says, erect per-
pendiciilars parallel with A B and cut
ting the curve lines B C. I would like
to ask if he has obtained the curve be
fore he drawd the perpendicular line
and then traces through the perpen
diculars ? How does he get the curve
by tracing through the lines made? I

would also like to know how he gets
the curve from F to D. It seems to
me that the lengths of the lines are
limited, for he says ; " Join these
points together and the result is the
correct shape of either hip or valley
rafter."

to which A truthfully responded. But
when A asked B what he paid his men
and what percentage he charged the
owner he was in both instances met
with evasive replies. Now, I do not
like that " dog in the manger" spirit.
If "N. D. C." has succeeded in getting
put something original in the way of
interior finish, let him give the readers
of Carpentry and Building the benefit
thereof and then ask for drawings from
others in that spirit. By so doing he
can get up a discussion that, in my
estimation, will be interesting to all
builders who are so situated that in
stead of haying their plans furnished
by an architect, they are obliged to do
the best they can for themselves. This
city, with a population of 15,000,has
no resident architect, and the result is
we have lesa attractive looking houses
than any city of a similar size in the
United States, unless it be under the
same conditions.

Cleaning Zinc.

From F. T. B., Headingly, Manitoba.
— I notice an inquiry from " I. DeV.,"
Glen Cove, for a way of cleaning old

Hanging: Door* with Double-
Acting Blank Butts.

From J. E. S., Mason City, Iowa. —
In answer to " J. F. R.," Pettisville,
Ohio, who asks in the April issae of the
paper for a method of hanging doors
with Chicago double-acting blank
butts, permit me to say that the door
will not sag from the top if a blank is
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placed at the bottom of the door and a
■double-acting spring hinge at the top.
This, in my opinion, is the proper way
of .putting on the butts.

of the paper, and I am,
first from Newfoundland.

I believe, the

Self-Supporting Partition*.

I rProm F. J. C, Allentoicn, Pa.—I
have been an interested reader of Car-

Ctry and Building for four years, ande found in it many points of inter
est and instruction. Thus far I have
not asked any questions, but will do so
now. I send two sketches representing

Electric Bell Work.
From Oliver Twist.— There are, doubt
less, a large number of mechanics in
country towns who do a little electrical
work occasionally, and a larger number
would prooably be glad to do a little if
they only knew how.
Let us suppose that Mr. Robinson has
built a nice house, and, wishing to pur
chase a door bell, has called at the hard
ware store. The dealer can then explain to

tor annunciator, as we show here, may be
placed in a kitchen and connected with
the front door, dining room, parlor or
chamber or any other places desired.
B represents the battery, which is made
up in this case of three Leclanche cells,
commonly known as the sal ammoniac or
telephone battery —(two are generally
enough for this size of annunciator, how
ever)—connected up in "series," as it is
called— that is, you must connect the car
bon pole of one cell with the zinc pole of
the next, and so on. You will notice that
there are five binding posts on the top of
the annunciator, one for each of the four
numbers or names and one marked Z. A
is a rear view of the annunciator show
ing how the magnets are connected,
which operate the shutters or needles in

Fig. 1.—Elevation or Stairway onSecondFloor. Flfr.2.—Plan View of Stalrcaie.

Self-SupportingPartitions.— SketchesSubmittedby " F. J. C."

the plan and elevation of a staircase on
the second floor of a storehouse. Fig. 1
shows the elevation and Fig. 2 the
plan. There is no support below and
•theweight to be carried is considera
ble. The joists of the second floor are
18 inches on centers, and I am of the
opinion that the partitions should be
trussed. One of the partitions, how
ever, does not extend from wall to wall,
there being a space or 3 feet at both
«nds, as shown in Fig. 2, so that I can
not employ the usual method of truss
ing. I would like to ask the readers of
Carpentry and Building how to con
struct the partitions so that they will
be self-supporting. I would further
state that the third-story plan is ar
ranged in the same way, and therefore
is some extra weight. I should like to
have the opinion of my brother chips
•onthis question.

Concave and Convex Valley Rafters.

From W. W. P., East Liverpool,
Ohio.—I have read with great inter
est articles on roof framing by I. P.
Hicks, published in Carpentry and
Building. A question has arisen in
my mind, which I would like to see
illustrated, if it is not asking too much.
I would like to have Mr. Hicks or
some of the experts in roof framing
show the proper method of getting out
concave and convex valley rafters.

making a Skylight Tight.

From W. B. W., St. Johns, N. P.— I
•would like to ask through Carpentry
■andBuilding what is the best way of
making tight a chimney or skylight on
a flat roof with %-inch fall to the foot
and covered with felt and gravel, or
with three-ply felt? Sometimes we
use the three-ply felt and sometimes
we use the gravel. In this connection,
1 would ask which is the best way to
put on the gravel and pitch —to begin
at the bottom and work up, or work
down from the top ? The practice here
is to work down, but I should be glad
to hear from readers in other sections
of the country. This is my first expe
rience as a contributor to the columns

him that he can fit up in the residence an
electric bell that has advantages not found
in any other kind. The bell may be placed
in the kitchen or in any other part of the
house and rung from a neat little ' ' push "

on the front door, which is much nicer
than a gong fastened directly upon the
door, which makes noise enough in the
street to attract the attention of all the
neighbors. Well! That is what Mr.
Robinson wants, and he gives an or
der for one. If it is put in satisfactorily,
the Smiths and the Joneses will want one
also, and thus the mechanic may fill in a

front. These will be already connected
when you purchase it, but it is just as
well to know how they operate.
You can first locate the pushes where
you desire them. Then run one wire from
each push direct to thecorresponding num
ber or name on the annunciator, without
connecting with any other wires on the
way there. Now take a wire from the car
bon pole of the battery to the pushes. This
wire may be " branched " or '•tapped,"
as shown in the sketch, as may be found
most convenient for the connections. If
you now take a wire from the pole

Electric Bell Work.

'•slack" time when he might otherwise
be looking for a job.
Now, to help a little more I have made
a sketch, which by the aid of a little
study will enable any one not only to con
nect up a single bell, but any number of
pushes with a bell.
In order to distinguish from what part
of the building the call comes we must
have an indicator, or annunciator, as it
is called. They are very useful in a
private house or hotel, and a four-indica-

marked Z to th zin c pole of the battery
direct your '•wiring" will be complete.
You will find directions on the battery
how to set it up, so that it is needless to
repeat them here. A few remarks may
not be out of p^ce, however. Do not

g
u
t two wires underneath one staple.

>onot twist two or more wires together.
Either of these may cause contact be
tween the wires and complete the circuit,
which would cau<e the bell to ring con
tinuously or run down the battery.
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Problem in Roof Construction.
From J. E. H., Selma. Ala.— In an
swer to "J. C. B." of Hamilton, Ont,
I inclose a sketch, Fig. 1, showing my
method of roofing the building, the plan
of which was given in the July number
of the paper. Referring to the plan, it

doing job work it frequently happens
that the carpenter buys or takes from
the shop each day some material for
use on the job. and in the space de
signed for material there are three
lines for each working day of the week
in which to record the amount of ma

in regard to material and labor em
ployed in the general jobbing trade ;
and should any dispute between owner
and contractor arise, the contractor
can bring up his workman to corrobo
rate the statement on the blank. It
frequently happens that owners who
have very little knowledge of carpen
try are surprised when the contractor
r-resents his bill, and many doubt its
correctness, thinking it is an over
charge ; but by the proper use of the
carpenters' bill and time blank many
little disputes and annoyances will be
avoided.
These blanks, which measure about
7 x 8J2' inches, are for daily use in the
small jobbing business, and will be
found particularly useful in that line.

Fig. 1.—Plan Recommendedby "J. E. H." Fig. : —Solution of the 1'robloui,Con
tributed by -'G. B. M."

Problem in Poof Construction.—Methodsof Framing Suggestedby two Correspondents.

will be seen that ridge No. 1 is higher
than ridge No. 2, and that the hip
rafters 1, 2 and 3 are longer than 4 and
5, while 6 is very short, running as it
does from the end of ridge 1 to the end
of ridge 2. It will also be observed
that the hip rafters 1 and 2 extend to
the ridge, while the latter runs through
to the point of the gable. The first pair
of gable rafters can be of any size
desired. I should make the hip and
valley rafters 2x8 inches and the
common jack rafters 2x5 inches.

terial used as the work progresses from
day to day. The last line at bottom is
for the owner's name and amount due.
These blanks are designed for carpen
ters' and contractors' use in the follow-

Movina BuUdlns*.
From J. M. W., New Oxford, Pa.—
I would like to see in the columns of
the paper some good method of mov
ing a building from one place to an
other. The structure I desire to roll
away is 30 x 36 feet in size, two stories
in hight. It is a frame building, and
is to be rolled about 400yards. I would
like to have some one advise me as to
the method of doing the work success
fully.

Action of Mortar on Timber.
From S. C. M„ Leaf River, III.— I
should like to ask through the columns,
of the paper for information with re
gard to beam filling joist —that is, fill
ing up to the bottom of the floor with
stone and mortar. Some people in this
section claim it will rot the joists, and
I should like to hear the views of some
of my brother chips in regard to the
matter.

THE CAKPENTEKS' BILL AND TIME BLANK.*

CarpenterandContractor.
Please examine and see if this is correct before signing.

For week ending 189

From G. B. M.. Paris. Ky.—ln
answer to "J C. B." of Hamilton,
Ont., who ask for a method by which
he can frame his roof as shown in the
July issue of Carpentry and Building,
I send a sketch, Fig. 2, which may be
of interest. My idea is to place a gable
over the main portion, or front, of the
building, and put a small window in
the gable and a dormer on each side,
as indicated in the sketch . The dormers
will give light and ventilate the attic,
so that it can be used, while at the
same time they tend to render the
building a little more ornamental.

Who Owns tbe Rangc Boiler ?
From W. H., Alma, Mich.— I would
like an expression of opinion on a ques
tion which came up recently in the
sale of a house and lot in this place. A
sells B a house in which there is a range
boiler connected with a kitchen sink.
Does the boiler belong to A and can
he remove it, or does it belong to B
and must remain in the house?

Carpenters' Bill and Time Blank.
From I. P. Hicks, Omaha, Neb.—
As being of interest to the readers of
the paper, I present a carpenters' bill
and time blank, designed especially to
meet the wants of carpenters and con
tractors doing a general jobbing
business. The first blank line after
the heading is for the name of the car
penter or contractor, the second is the
date line, and the third is for the name
and address of the carpenter doing the
labor. In the column rulings there are
spaces for material, cost of material,
number of hours and cost of labor. In

Name

Material used. Costof
material.

No. 1
boure.

Cost
of labor

...1 . ...

Tuesday

"

...J

'

....

Wednesday

1
•:::■

Amount due .

i
—

• Copyrighted,1893.by I. P. Miens.

ing manner : The contractor supplies
his workmen with the blanks, giving
them instructions to fill out and cor
rectly keep an itemized list of material
used' and their time for the labor.
These blanks are turned over, to the
contractor by his men as often as work
is completed or the occasion requires,
and he settles with the owner by them.
This method does away with a great
many disputes and misunderstandings

Note.—With regard to the question
raised by our correspondent we would
say that it has been discussed in previ
ous issues of the paper with the result
of showing the existence in the trade
of a wide difference of opinion. In
one instance a correspondent tells of
the use of mortar as a filling for a
part of the space between the floor
joists, with the result of rotting the
timber to such an extent that repairs
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were necessary within a compara
tively short period. The mortar was
put in to the depth of about 4 inches
and the floor laid in the usual manner
but before the moisture had wholly
evaporated. On the other hand, cases
are cited where a grouting composed
of broken stone, sand and lime has been
used with entirely satisfactory re
sults. We submit the inquiry, how
ever, to our practical readers in the
hope that they will still further discuss
the subject and relate their experience
in the matter.

Shclt DfHlgn.

From J. F. B., Wellington. Ohio.—
In the November issue of Carpentry
and Buildinq " O. G. C." of Grand
Junction, Col., asks for a design suita
ble for a shelf and brackets of a char
acter to be put up in a well-furnished,
room. In reply to that request I send
sketches of a shelf which I made for
my house. The wood I employed was
black walnut. The shelf is 3 feet long
and has two pairs of brackets, one

fair to assume that the church in ques
tion is not exactly molern, consequently
an average hight of ceiling would be
about 18 feet and the cellar not over
6l£ feet, and the furnace at least 3J£ feet,
to the top of the brick casing. These
have seemed to me to be near enough
correct to adopt in forming an opinion.
As the entrance of the church is at the
coldest end and where the air pressure is
greatest, the furnace should be located at
least 10 feet further that way. The length
of a hot-air pipe to be practicable de
pends on the sharpness of the pitch it
has, and if my conclusion as to the depth
of cellar is correct, the pipes would have
to be taken out of the side of the furnace
to get a rise of 1 foot in 25 feet, which is
not enough, as it should be at least an
inch to the foot in runs of half that
length and twice as much in runs of this
length. To run a pipe at so little pitch
due north or west such a distance,
means that the air will move so slowly
that it will cool to the extent of ineffi
ciency before it arrives at the register.
To run a pipe to the extreme south or
east wall is unnecessary, for as soon as

be over 10feet long and the pipe running
in the opposite direction 15or 18feet long.
The cold-air duct coming from the side of
so long a building will generally have a
current of air blowing across its mouth
and air may at times be drawn out, while
seldom forcing directly in, so that the
furnace will not be properly supplied with
air. To overcome this, at the mouth of
the duct a board should be set up oppo
site to it and 2 feet away, and the space
at the top covered from it to the build
ing. To the outer upright board should
be loosely hinged a valve long enough to
swing and reach either side of the open
ing of the duct. This would prevent the
air passing the air duct without entering,
no matter how the wind blew, and would
prevent the wind blowing directly into it.
Air supply, location of furnace, length
of heat pipes, their lack of pitch and the
wrong location of registers are all open to
criticism, in my opinion, and I hold my
self open to criticism.

From F. H. J., Rochester, N. Y.—In
answer to " W. D.," Oxford, N. S., whose

Fig. 1.—Front View of Shelf Showing oue Pair of Brackets. Fig. 2.—Section Showing Manner of Supporting It.

Shelf Design Sulimittedby " J. F. £.'•'of Wellington, Ohio.

being placed 8 inches from the ends.
The brackets are 2 inches apart and
between the two p.iir in the center is a
nice scroll for ornamental effect. Fig.
1 of the sketches shows a front view of
the shelf and one pair of brackets,
while Fig. 2 represents a section
through the shelf and indicates the
manner in which it is supported. I
use a %-inch gouge to produce some of
the ornamental features, and every
% inch I pick out a chip. I think
the sketches ,which I send are suffi
ciently clear to indicate the method of
construction adopted.

Warming a <hnr.Ii.
From J. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.— See
ing the church plan of '•W. D.,"
Oxford, N. S., and your comments on
it in Carpentry and Building, I thought
I would like to give my opinion and
learn what I could from the criticisms
on it. The plan seems to give all re
quired dimensions except the hight of
the ceiling in the audience room, the
depth of the cellar and the hight of
the furnace. From the plan it is

the air gets through the register it will
move to that part of the building at once.
So it seems to me that the intentions,
which are to distribute the air, are killed
by the manner in which they are carried
out.
All of the cold-air ducts are too small ;
those from the church should have a
capacity equal tc the heat pipes and that
from out of doors equal to three-fourths
of their capacity. If the furnace burns
well and heats up promptly the smoke
pipe is not open to criticism, though many
might wish it covered. I think the hot-
air pipes should be made 14 inches in
diameter, with registers whose faces have
an area one-third greater than that of the
pipe. The registers should be moved so as
to shorten the pipes, and if still placed in
the side aisles those at the front should be
brought 10feet back from where they now
are and those at the other end be brought
at least 20 feet further toward the front.
If the pipes are shortened in this way and
the expense of enlarging them is to be
avoided, the pipe that is left after shorten
ing them should be used to run to ad
ditional registers in the middle aisle : the
pipe leading toward the front should not

letter about heating a church appeared
in Carpentry and Building for June,
I would advise him to dispense entirely
with all hot-air pipes in the cellar and
take the heat direct from the top of the
furnace through a large round register.
He will find he can heat the church with
out any trouble by this method. The
hot-air pipes are altogether too long as
shown in his plan, for by the time the
hot air travels through their length it
gets considerably cooled. I heated a
church in a country town some five years
ago, the size of the' building being 30"x 80
feet and 14 feet high. I put a good solid
cast-iron furnace with 25-inch fire pot in
the cellar so all the heat came out of the
top of the furnace in the center of the
middle aisle. I did not use a cold-air box,
but set up the furnace about 6 inches
from the cellar bottom. That furnace
gave the very best results, besides costing
considerably less. Not far from this
same church is a brick church, which
has four leaders from the furnace, but it
never gave satisfaction. The trustees are
now contemplating having it changed
and the heat taken from the top of the
furnace.
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The Uniform Contract.
The benefit to be derived by the
building fraternity at large from the
use of the Uniform Contract has
prompted the secretary of the Na
tional Association of Builders to issue
the subjoined notice to the builders of
the country. The great value of this
contract, which has been prepared by
the representatives of both sides after
most careful and impartial considera
tion from forms drawn by individual
architects or owners, is self-evident.
The certain knowledge on the part of
the builder that so long as he uses the
Uniform Contract he knows exactly
the interpretation which can be put
upon any of its clauses is of more value
than can be definitely estimated. By
the use of the Uniform Contract in all
cases a builder can have a dozen jobs
under contract at once with no feeling
of uncertainty as to the different re
quirements which would exist provided
each one of these jobs was being car
ried on under a different form of con
tract, as was formerly the case when
each architect was in the habit of pre
paring his own form of contract. The
following is the notice which is to be
sent out from the office of the secretary
of the National Association to the
builders of the country whether they
belong to filial organizations of that
bodj7 or not :

TOALL BUILDINGCONTRACTORS.

The " Uniform Contract," a form of agree
ment adopted and recommendedfor gen
eral use by a joint committeeestablished
by the National Association of Builders
and the American Institute of Architects,
Is herebyurged upon jour attention.
If you are to sign a contract for building
work, rememberthat your position, as one
of the contracting parties, entitles you to
as much choice in the form of contract
used ns the owner or his agent, thearchi
tect ; indeed, your responsibility is so
great that you cannot afford to ignore this
point.

The Uniform Contract hasbeenprepared
with great care by a committee,as stated
above, representingboth interests, and is
the most concise and perfectform now in
use; by it your interests as a builder are
carefully guarded,and you may safely ac
cept thedocumentin all its generalprovis
ions, taking care that the written portions
in the space provided are in conformity
with your proposedundertakingandspecial
agreementsin relation thereto. Particu
lar notice should also be taken tint no
erasuresof the printed clausesor interlinea
tions thereinhave beenmade in suchman
ner as to vitiate the force of the same.
These blanks can usually beobtained of
the builders'exchangesin every prominent
city of thecountry, but in eventof failure
to securethemtheretheycan behad in any
quantity, promptly, of the licensed pub
lishers, the Inland Publishing Companv, 19
Tribune Building, Chicago, at the follow
ing prices:
100,11.10. 500,*4.25. 1000,$8.
Payment, preferably, should accompany
order, and shouldbe madeby moneyorder
or bank draft payable to theorder of the
Inland Publishing Company. If localcheck
is sent New York or Chicago exchange
must beadded.
You are urged,not only in your own in
terest, but in the interest of the whole
building fraternity, to insist upon the use
of this form in all contracts you may be
calledupon to sign. Respectfully,

WM. H. SAYWARD,
Secretary National Associationof Builders.

Bureau of Information.
Filial bodies, or members of filial
bodies, are reminded that when they
are seeking information either in re
gard to customs or practices in
building matters, that the readiest
and best method to obtain the
same will be by addressing their in
quiries to the National Secretary, who,
either through his correspondents in
various parts of the country or through
the columns of this paper, will be able
to obtain the information desired. In
quiries of the above nature will receive
immediate attention, and should be ad
dressed to Win. H. Sayward, secretary
N. A. of B., 166 Devonshire street,
Boston.

Example of American
Associations.

The principles of organization which
are recommended by the National
Association of Builders to local asso
ciations throughout the country have
worked such desirable results that they
are being adopted in various localities
of the English-speaking world. Fre
quent inquiries are received by the
secretary of the National Association
for material to assist at the formation
of builders' organizations, as recom
mended by that body, from foreign
builders, especially in Canada and
Australia. The example offered by
the successful operation of American
builders' exchanges has been beneficial
to our brethren abroad, where, up to
the present time there have been few
organizations of builders such as exist
to-day in most of our prominent cities.
The steady progress of our builders to
ward a better knowledge of the true
principles of equity involved in the
conduct of the building business pre
sents an example which is of benefit to
the world. The American contractor
is rapidly coming to deal intelligently
and effectually, by means of his organi
zation, with the questions which were

formerly decided upon an individual
basis or which were allowed to lapse
for lack of proper consideration.
Through his organization to-day he
deals with the questions raised by the
workmen, with the problem of appren
ticeship, with the necessity for honor
able and well defined practices between
himself and his fellows, as the ques
tions were never before dealt with in
this country.

Codes of Practice.
The attention of the National Secre
tary is daily called to the fact that but
little advance has been made by filial
bodies in securing the improvements
in practice comprehended in the codes
formulated and recommended by the
National Association.
The importance of persistent work
in this direction is evident, ard all
filial bodies are urged to agitate this
matter. It is not to be expected that
complete reforms are to be immediately
gained, neither is it claimed that the
codes recommended comprehend all or
exactly what may be accomplished.
They are, at least starters, and every
constituent body of the National is
expected to do something in this direc
tion. _

Arbitration Between Employ
ers and Workmen.

The essential features of the plan of
arbitration or settlement of affairs of
mutual concern of employers and
workmen, as recommended by the
National Association, have never been
successfully assailed, and it becomes
more and more evident as time rolls on
that harmony can best be secured by
the adoption'of this method. All filial
bodies are urged to recommend again
and again to the various branches of
business connected with them the fair
ness and good business principles in
volved in this plan, and secure as
rapidly as possible its adoption. The
detail will be found in the official re
port of the fifth annual convention,
which was held in New York in 1891.
Copies will be furnished also by the
National Secretary on application.

Special Trade Associations.
The wisdom of establishing separate
trade organizations within the mem
bership of builders' exchanges should
be more fully recognized. In every
exchange where the members belong
ing to different branches of the build
ing trade have formed themselves into
sub-organizations the result has proved
most beneficial and has made the work
of the exchange much more intelligent
and direct in its action. The functions
of an exchange are primarily to bring
together the members for their mutual
benefit from a business standpoint, to
facilitate the transaction of their af
fairs, and to afford a rendezvous for
daily conferences upon business sub
jects. The action of an exchange,
which is called upon, as a whole, to
deal with a labor question because of
the lack of special trade associations,
must necessarily be indirect and more
or less ineffectual, for, unless a very
serious complication threatened, it
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seems unnecessarv that the contractors
in all trades should become implicated
where only one trade is effected. Thus
if a difference occurs between the em
ployers and workmen in the mason
branch of the business the matter could
be much more intelligently treated and
settled by the masons themselves, pro
vided they had a special organization
of their own. In extreme ca*es the
approval of the full exchange might be
asked upon decisions reached by any
of its special trade organizations'. By
this means those directly interested in
the settlement of a question affecting
only their own branch of the trade
would deal with it first without com
pelling other members to participate
in the adjustment of unimportant sub
jects. By means of these sub-organ
izations each separate branch of the
trade can settle all questions pertain
ing distinctly to that branch with much
better result than would be possible by
any other means. The establishing of
these associations within an exchange
is of benefit to the organization, be
cause it takes out of its functions the
necessity of dealing, as a whole, with
every petty question that might arise
affecting only the members of some
one trade, thus permitting it to become
more distinctly a business organization,
which is in reality the true character
of the exchange advocated <•>•the Na
tional Association. In all filial bodies
in which this recommendation has been
adopted the results have been most fa
vorable, and the example set by such
exchanges should be followed by all.-

National and Local Secretary.
To insure the best results being ob
tained by the filial bodies from the rec
ommendation of the National Associa
tion of Builders, there should be
constant and intelligent intercourse
between the office of the National
Secretary and that of each local body.
Without a comprehensive relationship
between these two it is next to impos
sible for either to derive the full benefit
that should accrue from their connec
tion with each other. The National
Association should have constant in
formation as to conditions existing in
every locality, in order that it may
compile and prepare for dissemination
the material which is to form the basis
for mutual protection and advance
ment. Unless the local secretaries are
in frequent correspondence with the
National Secretary it is very difficult
for the latter to deal intelligently with
conditions existing in their cities, and
the information possessed by the Na
tional Association must be obtained
from other and more or less uncertain
sources. On the other hand, the local
exchanges are deprived of the full
benefit of the work possible to the Na
tional Association in just such propor
tion as the National Secretary fails to
receive intelligent information as to
existing local conditions ; for it is
evident that out of the greater amount
of material the greater amount of good
can be culled for the benefit of the
members of the various exchanges. In
this connection, if a local secretary
fails to apprise the National Secretary
of important matters occurring in his
locality, he proportionally curtails the
information of the National Secretary,
which is to be used for the benefit of
the whole, by failing to supply him
with a knowledge which must be of
benefit to builders generally. It is one
of the vital functions of the National
Secretary's office to supply all local
exchanges with plans for improvement
and benefit that have been adopted by
any one of the exchanges. All infor
mation of this character must first go
to the central office and be distributed
from there, for by no other means yet
devised can the widely scattered ex

changes come into possession of infor
mation that is as beneficial in one
locality as it is in another. The Na
tional Secretary must look to some
member of each local exchange for in
formation, and that member is the
secretary ; and it is necessary that the
local secretaries should recognize the
fact that matters which may seem un
important to them may be of the great
est importance when combined with
other seemingly unimportant informa
tion from other exchanges. The}- are,
therefore, urged to constantly keep the
National Secretary posted upon mat
ters transpiring in their exchange and
under their observation. The closer
and more intimate the relationship be
tween the local and the National
secretaries the more efficacious will be
the work of the National Association,
for out of the close connection between
the two greater comprehension of pur
pose and harmony of action are bound
to ensue.

The 'Change Hour.
In referring to the ineffectual results
of efforts to establish a habit of attend
ance at the rooms during the 'change
hour, a secretary of one of the local
exchanges, in writing to the National
Secretary, attributes the cause to the
existence of special trade organizations
within the exchange. He said that" one reason why the members did not
congregate daily as a whole is because
of tne daily meetings of the separate
organizations which exist in the ex
change." If this secretary is attribut
ing the proper reason to the inattend-
ance of his members, it is evident that
these members have failed to compre
hend the true purpose for which a
builders' exchange, such as that advo
cated by the National Association of
Builders, is established. The 'change
hour, as has been stated in these col
umns frequently, is not advocated for
the accomplishment of the purposes in
cidental to the meetings of special
trade organizations, but is one of the
vital principles in the purpose for
which an exchange exists. Where the
members of an exchange are in the
habit of meeting daily during the
'change hour the purpose is clearly de
fined as being first to facilitate the
transaction of business. The daily
meetings of the different trade organi
zations in separate council assist at the
transaction of the builders' business
only in so far as the settlement of ques
tions affecting relationship between
employers and workmen, &c. Through
these meetings the members of these
special trades do not come in contact
with any outside of their own branch
of the business, and hence a daily meet
ing is but a faint reflection of the ben
efit which obtains from the custom of
regular gatherings of members of all
branches of the building trades, in an
exchange such as exists in several of
the more prominent cities of the coun
try the members are very largely de
pendent upon the 'change hour for
practical assistance in meeting with
others of their own calling, which
could be obtained by no other means.
It cannot be stated too frequently
that the purpose of the exchange hour
is distinctly business, and, as has been
before stated, out of the personal and
daily contact which follows the estab
lishment of a well-attended 'change
hour grows a feeling of fraternity and
friendliness which enables the builders
to form associations which result in the
cementing of the whole trade into a
body which is thus enabled to assume
a place among other organizations to
which, by the dignity of its purpose
and the extent of Us field of operation,
it is entitled. The officers of every ex
change should nse the meaus in their
power to make every member compre

hend the fact that his attendance dur
ing the 'change hour is first and fore
most for his own benefit, and that.nat-
urally, what benefits him will benefit
others. The fact that it is slow work
to secure such attendance is no argu
ment against the benefit which is
bound to be gained after it is secured.

Apprenticeship System.
The Mason Builders' Association of
Boston has a large number of circulars
on hand covering the full system of
apprenticeship which it had adopted
in co-operation with the Bricklayers'
Union of that city, under the form of
arbitration recommended by the Na
tional Association of Builders. Any
parties wishing copies of the same will
be cheerfully furnished upon applica
tion to the National Secretary, at his
office, 160Devonshire street, Boston.

Resolutions.
The idea seems to prevail that reso
lutions upon which action may be an
ticipated by the National Association
are only to be presented at annual
conventions, but this is an erroneous
impression. The action taken on reso
lutions at conventions would be much
more valuable if the text of the propo
sitions were in the hands of the Com
mittee on Resolutions weeks, or even
months, before the convention assem
bles, as the committee would thus have
ample time to digest the ideas pre
sented, and much greater justice would
be done both to the party offering the
resolution and to the association.
Every interested person is, therefore,
urged to send to the National Secretary
at once any resolutions or ideas as to
needed reforms. These will then be
transmitted to the Committee on Reso
lutions for their consideration, to be
finally presented for action at the next
convention.

Novel Method of Sinking
Foundations.

With regard to the article published
in our last issue describing the novel
method employed in sinking the foun
dations for the 17-story building now
in process of erection on lower Broad
way for the Manhattan Life Insurance
Company of this city, Messrs. Kimball
& Thompson, the architects, call atten
tion to a slit: fii error of statement in
connection therewith. As printed the
article gave the credit of the employ
ment of the pneumatic caissons to C. O.
Brown of the Riverside Bridge & Iron
Works. The architects inform us that
Mr. Brown's position was that of con
sulting engineer for the iron and steel
structural work, while the suggestion
of the use of the caissons came from the
architects' office, and was the outcome
of the cylinder caisson used by Mr.
Kimball in the erection of the Fifth
Avenue Theater. In that instance Mr.
Brown manufactured the caisson, but
from suggestions made by Mr. Kim
ball. The architects also state that
they are indebted to Charles Longsmith
for the application of these caissons to
meet their requirements.

THE loss by the great fire at Fargo,
N. D., by which the principal business-
portion of the city was destroyed, is
now placed at $3,500,000, while the in
surance will not amount to one quarter
that amount.

WHAT is said to be one of the sim
plest ways of removing varnish from
woodwork is to apply, as a solvent, a
mixture of turpentine and alcohol in
equal proportions. If the varnish.
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does not come off easily with this, more
alcohol should be used.

Corrugated Iron Partitions.

A number of store buildings in Chicago
are.-being changed into hotels for usi dur
ing' the World's Fair, after which they will
be again used for commercial purposes.
Among the problems presented in thus
changing the interiors is how to construct
the numerous partitions in such a manner
that they can be taken down without in
jury to the building and at the same time
be cheap and to acertain extent fire proof.
In over ten of these buildings corrugated
iron is used for the partitions. Light stud
ding is placed in the usual manner, or if it
is desired to have a circulation of air
through the building, the studding does
not reach the ceiling— a top plate being

in a condition to be sold at a slight dis
count on the original cost.
The matter was placed in the hands of
Architect Chas. C. Scott, who devised a
method for constructing the partitions
without injury to the iron, as shown in the
following illustrations. In Fig. 1, which
shows the partition in elevation and sec
tion, A B represents a sheet of corrugated
iron 10 feet in length. The iron is secured
at the floor by quarter round pieces, C and
D, which are nailed to the floor. The
dotted lines indicate the studding which
supports the cap mold E. The iron is
held in position at the top by means of
the molding F, which is nailed to the cap
mold E. In the front view J' H' repre
sents a stud, the profile of which is indi
cated by K'. The cap mold is indicated
by E', the top mold by F' G- and the
quarter round by C D\ In the plan,
Fig. 2, two of the studs are shown at M
and N. The quarter round molds are
placed inside the partition, as indicated
by O P. The studs are notched to receive
the chair rail S T, and the molds C and F
of Fig. 1 can be placed in the sameman
ner. As will be seen in Fig. 1, the iron
is secured at the floor by the molds C D,

and at the top by the mold F, without
driving nails through the iron.
In Fig. 2 the method of securing the
iron is shown at Q and R. Brads are
driven over the edges of iron and into the

held five evenings each week under
able teachers. An interesting feature
of the course was a series of weekly
lectures by Professors Clinton, Plimp
ton, Sturgis and Goodyear, and some
of the practicing architects.

The Oil Stone for Sharpening Tools.

Fig. 3.—Method of Hanging Door.

The keen edge which is to be pro
duced by means of the oil stone can
only be insured on a tool which has
been previously properly ground on a
grindstone. The bevel produced by
that means has simply to be ground on
the oil stone at its extreme end, so that
a much smaller facet, at a slightly
greater angle, is made on the bevel.
There is considerable art in the manip
ulation of tools on the oil stone to pro
duce the desired result. The wire edge
left from the grindstone has to be re
duced by grinding till it finally breaks
off : then a few more strokes of the
tool on the stone will make the edge
perfect. The flat side of the tool, form
ing the edge opposed to the bevel, is
generally gently applied to the oil
stone to remove any trace of a wire
edge on that side. The process of
sharpening a chisel on the oil stone
will serve as a guide to the method
pursued for many other tools. The
stone, which has been wiped quite
clean, and having a flat surface, is laid
upon the bench with one end toward
the operator, and a few drops of olive
oil are placed upon it. The chisel,
held by the handle with the right
hand and steadied with the fingers of
the left grasping its blade, is placed on
the stone, bevel downward, somewhat
slanting toward the breast. A few
strokes, taken the entire length of the

FRONT SIDE

I Fig. 1.—Elevation andSectionof Partition.
Fig. 2.- Plan of Partition.

CorrugatedIron PartiUont.— Illustration* ShowingMethodof Construction.

used to hold the parts in position. Corru

gated iron is then nailed on the studding,
the sheets being placed perpendicular or

horizontal to their length, as is most con

venient. In either case it has been neces

sary to drive nails through the iron in

order to fasten it securely to the studding,
th'is injuring the iron in case it should be
desirable to sell it after the partitions are
taken down.

Boddie Bros, own a six-9tory building
that extends 146 feet on Jackson street and

100 on Franklin. This building has been

occupied as a wholesale house, and was un

obstructed with pirtitions. As the build

ing was to be unoccupied until December,

it was resolved to convert it into a hotel
for the accommodation of World's Fair
visitors. For this purpose five of the
upper stories were to be divided into

rooms, the first being retained for restau
rant, barber shop, office, '&c. Lath and

plaster partitions would be too expensive,
besides there was not sufficient time for

their erection. Board partitions were out

of the question, not being sufficiently fire

proof. It was decided to use corrugated
iron in the construction of the partitions,
providing they could be made in such a
manner as to use commercial iron and not

injure it in any way, so that when the par

titions were taken down the iron would be

studs, thus holding the iron in posi
tion. The method used in hanging
door to stud is shown in Fig. 3. For
the construction of the partitions in this

hotel, which is to be named the Great
Western, 1400 squares of corrugated
iron and 85,000 feet of molding will

be required.

Architecture at the Brooklyn

Institute.

The Department of Architecture of
the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences recently held its annual meet
ing for the election of officers and com
mittees for the ensuing year. The re
sult was the election of Walter Dick
son to the office of president ; Isaac L.
Ditmas as vice-president : Albert L.
Brockwav as secretary, and Gustave
A. Jahn as treasurer. We understand
that the department numbers some
thing like 100practicing architects and
200 students in offices and studying
architecture. The annual exhibition
of drawings, which closed a short time
since, is said to have been the most
successful of any in the history of the
institute. During the school term the
average attendance in the Department
of Architecture was 60, meetings being

stone, will distribute the oil upon it
evenlv, and also enable the operator to
notice the correct angle at which to
hold the tool while sharpening. The
motion given to the chisel must be
parallel to the top of the stone, and
this is somewhat difficult for an un-
practiced hand. The hands have a
tendency to place the chisel more up
right at' the further end of the stroke,

and to depress the handle as it is drawn
nearer to the breast. If a wide chisel
is placed on the stone with its blade
edgewavs toward the operator, and in
that position worked to and fro by the
hands, as though sharpening, the
faculty of moving parallel to the stone
will be rapidly acquired. This done, a
straight flat facet may be ground on
any tool, no matter how thin its edge
may be. It is frequently conducive to
producing a good edge if the tool be
moved on the stone in small circles, the
position and size of which are continu
ally varied. The small bevel made on
the oil stone should be equally as flat
as the large one. A rounding facet is
not only indicative of bad workman
ship on the part of the sharpener, but
also has a detrimental effect on the
cutting powers of the tool. A plane
iron may be judiciously set finally for
accurate work by wedging it in such a
position that it projects somewhat less
than ig inch from the sole of the plane
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stock, and then carefully oil-stoning
the edge with the end of the stone
resting on the wood.

New Design of Wood Mantel.

One of the many new patterns of
wood mantels which have been
brought out by the Interior Wood
working Company, 807and 309Wabash

red, old English, antique and bog.
Birch can be finished natural, imita
tion natural cherry, imitation ma
hogany and imitation old cherry.
Cherry can be finished natural and
imitation mahogany. With each wood
mantel the company furnish tile fac
ing, hearth, wrought -brass frame
around inside of tile facing, dumping
bottom club-house grate, ash-pan or
ash-pit cover, blower, set of fire brick

gcboolhouse, and be equipped with a
15-horse motor, foundry, forge room,
machine tool room and lathes.

Afw Designof Wood Mantel.

avenue, Chicago, is illustrated here
with. The designs of the mantels
manufactured by this company are ex
clusively their own, the mantels them
selves being made of thoroughly sea
soned and kiln-dried hardwood lumber,
selected for fine quality and handsome
figure. The carving is executed in the
most artistic manner and the work
manship and finish are of the highest
order throughout. Mantels are kept
in stock in antique oak and natural
cherry. Oak can be finished natural,

and a damper to close the flue when
not in use and to regulate draft when
the fire is burning. A very fine illus
trated catalogue giving a number of
the company's leading designs in man
tels has just been issued.

A model workshop for the manual
training school at Brook line, Mass., is
about to be erected at a cost of $30,000.
The building will be 150 x 170 ftet in
size, modeled after an old English

Working Rules for the Building

Trades of London.

The new working rules for the build
ing trades of London, issued by the
Central Association of Master Builders
of the city named, and which went
into effect in November last, are as
follows :

WORKING RULES FOR ALL TRADES EX
CEPT PLUMBERS.

1. That the working hours in sum
mer shall be 50 per week.
2. That during 14 weeks of winter,
commencing on the first Monday in
November, the time shall be worked
for the first 3 weeks S,1 ĥours per day;
during the 8 middle weeks 8 hours per
day ; and the 3 following weeks 8}^
hours per day.
3. That the present rate of wages for
skilled mechanics and laborers shall be
advanced J,

;

penny per tour.
4. That overtime when worked at
the request of employers, bnt not other
wise, shall be paid at the following
rates—namely : From leaving-off time
until 8 p.m., time and a quarter ; from

8 p.m. to 10 p.m., time and a half;
after 10 p.m. double time. No over
time shall be reckoned until each full
day has been made, except where time
is lost by stress of weather. On Satur
days the pay for overtime, from noon
tnl p.m., shall be time and a half ; and
after 4 p.m., and on Sundays, double
time. Christmas Day and Good Fri
day shall be paid for the same as Sun
days.
5. That employers shall give 1 hour's
notice or pay 1 hour's time, on deter
mining an engagement. All wages due
shall be paid at the expiration of such
notice, or walking time if sent to yard.
6. That men who are sent from the
shop or job, including those engaged in
London, and sent to the country, shall
be allowed as expenses 6 pence per day
for any distance over 6 miles from the
sbop or job ; exclusive of traveling ex
penses, time occupied in traveling and
lodging money.

7
.

That payment of wages shall
commence at noon, or as soon there
after as practicable, on Saturdays, and
be paid on the job. But if otherwise
arranged, walking time at the rate of

3 miles per hour shall be allowed to
get to the pay -table at 12noon.
8. That employers shall provide,
where practicable and reasonable, a
suitable place for the workmen to have
their meals on the works, with a laborer
to assist in preparing them.

9
.

That wages earned after leaving-
off time on Fridays and Saturdays
only shall be kept in hand as back
time.
10. That the term " London district "
shall mean 12miles radius from Char
ing Cross.
11. That six months' notice, on
either side, shall terminate the fore
going rules, to expire on May 1

.

The
foregoing rules shall come into force
on the first Monday in November, 1892,
but the increase or pay to bricklayers
shall commence from the first week in
July.

WORKING HOURS FOR ALL TRADES
EXCEPT PLUMBERS.

For Fourteen Winter Weeks.

For Three Weeks Commencing the
First Monday in November :

First five days of each week, 7 a.m.
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to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon, 12.30
p.m. to 4.30 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30
a.m. to 12 noon. Equal to 47 hours
per week.

For the Next Eight Weeks :
First five davs of each week, 7 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon, 12.30
p.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.. 8.30
a.m. to 12 noon. Equal to 44% hours
per week.

For the following Three Weeks :
First five days of each week, 7 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon, 12.30
p.m. to 4.30p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30
a.m. to 12 noon. Equal to 47 hours
per week.

For Thirty-eight Summer Weeks :
First five days of each week, 6.30
a.m. to 8 a.m, "8.30a.m to 12 noon, 1
p.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturdays, 6.30 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30
a.m. to 12noon. Equal to 50hours per
week.
Masons and joiners in shops to have
one hour for dinner all the year round,
and work half an hour later than the
time specified for the winter months,
thus making the same number of hours
as worked outside on jobs—namely,
as laid down in Rule 2.
Carpenters and joiners who are in re
ceipt of full wages, and who have been
employed for two hours legs than the
hours mentioned above, shall, on dis
charge, receive one hour's notice, to be
occupied, so far as practicable, in grind
ing tools, with one hour's pay in addi
tion.

WORKING RULES FOR PLUMBERS.

1. That the working hours in sum
mer shall be 47 hours per week.

2. That during 14weeks of winter,
commencing on the first Monday in
November, the time shall be. for the
first and last three weeks, 44^ hours:
during the eight middle weeks. 42
hours per week, in all cases where the
other trades cease work at 4 p.m.

3. That the present rate of wages for
skilled p' rmbers shall be advanced one
halfpenny per hour from the first Mon
day in November, 1892.

4. Payment for overtime and all
other rules to remain in force as at
present.

WORKING HOURS, ETC., FOR PLUMBERS.

For Fourteen Winter Weeks.
For Three Weeks commencing the
First Monday in November :
First five days of each week, 7 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.m.
to 4.30 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30a.m.
to 12noon. Equal to 44^ hours per
week.
For the next Eight Weeks :
First five days of each week, 7 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12noon, 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8a.m.. 8.30 a.m.
to 12 noon. Equal to 42 hours per
week.

For the following Three Weeks :
First five days of each week, 7 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.m.
to 4.30.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.. 8.30a.m.
to 12noon. Equal to 44% hours per
week

For Thirty-eight Summer Weeks.
First five days of each week, 7 a.m.
to 8 a.m., 8.30 a.m. to 12 noon, 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m.
Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 8 a.m., 8.30a.m.
to 12 noon. Equal to 47 hours per
week.
Overtime.—Plumbers being required
to work overtime shall receive, from 8

p.m. to 11 p.m. time and a half : from
11p.m. to 7 a.m. double time. Satur
days, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. time and a
half ; from 5 p.m. to 7 a.m. (Monday)
double time. Sundays double time.
Any plumbtr being discharged shall
receive one hour's notice.
District and Expenses.—For plumb
ers, the term " London District " shall
mean 6 miles radius from Charing
Cross ; and any skilled plumber sent
to work over 4 miles from his em
ployer's workshop shall receive all
traveling expenses. If sent over 8
miles from his employer's workshop he
shall be entitled to 1 shilling per day
extra, with the usual allowance for
lodgings, and all traveling expenses.
Should there be no accommodation for
him to reach his work at 7 a.m., he
shall be entitled to 1 shilling per
day, unless he travel in the employer's
time and be paid from 7 a.m.
All other rules to remain as at pres
ent in force.

CONTENTS.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Knots, Splices, Hitches, Bends and
Lashings. Illustrated and describedby
F. R. Brainard, Ensign, U. S. Navy.
New York : Published by the Practical
Publishing Company. Price, $1.

A useful little pocket manual has
been compiled by Ensign Brainard,
giving concise instructions in the
manipulation of the various knots,
splices, bends and lashings generally
used. The diagrams, numbering 127,
which accompany the text clearly illus
trate the directions given. Tables of
the circumference, weight, and working
and breaking strength of the various
dimensions of hemp, iron wire and steel
wire ropes will be found useful, while a
glossary, at the end of the volume, pre
sents definitions of the various terms
used in connection with the operations
of knotting and splicing.

The Slide Role. By William Cox. 44
pages, size 5% x 8J4 inches, bound in
cloth, published by Keulfel & Esser
Company. Price 75cents.

This is the third edition of a well-
known work, to which the author has
added a full description of the "Du
plex" slide rule, an improved form of
the Mannheim, which he has invented
and patented. Besides clear instructions
as to the method of using this valuable
instrument, the book contains extensive
tables of equivalents for rapid and easy
conversion of geometric and other quan
tities, graphic demonstrations of the
working out with the slide rule of some
80 different formulas and practical ex
amples occurring constantly in me
chanics, engineering, and even busiress.
The " Duplex " slide rule, unlike all
others, has scales on both sides, their
arrangement being such that the work-
i ig out of many complex calculations Is
very much simplified, while the solu
tions obtained of certain everyday
problems are in a much more convenient
form. The work considered is a whole
is one likely to prove interesting and
instructive, and should be found in the
library of trade literature of every wide
awake and progressive mechanic.

There is some possibility that the
Philadelphia mint, instead of being re
built, will be transferred to Washing
too, where it would be under the imme
diate supervision of the Director of the
Mint.
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'Col. B. T. Auchmuty.

The news of Colonel Auchmuty's
•death, given in another column, will
•comeas a shock to many who knew
and loved the man. It is, however,
some consolation to feel that he passed
away leaving the great work of his
latter life complete. He had the satis
faction of seeing the enterprise which
he founded single-handed, and engi
neered to a successful issue, flourishing
and standing on the firm basis now
held by the New York Trades School.
The importance of Colonel Auchmuty's
work and the untiring zeal and labor
expended by him in its accomplish
ment cannot well be overestimated.
Possessedwith a passionate enthusiasm
for promoting the welfare of young
men and a clear idea of the best means
for insuring their welfare —namely, to
help them to help themselves, the
Colonel set himself to work to carry
out his conceptions with an earnest
purpose and determination which
brought success with it. The influence
of his personality, too, was far-reach
ing. Hundreds of students who have
passed through his school are now
witnesses in every quarter of this
country and in Canada to the wisdom
and efficiency of Colonel Auchmuty's
methods of training, and many feel the
beneficial effects of their personal con
tact with this best type of Christian
gentleman at a time of their life when
good influences were most needed. In
the New York Trades School a lasting
memorial will stand, always linked
with his name, and in it, "he being
dead, yet speaketh."

Wind-Proof Houses

The recent disastrous cyclones that
have been devastating towns and agri
cultural sections in the Western States
point clearly to the need of a much
more secure system of building for the
cyclone districts— a system in which
sheet metal will probably occupy a
prominent place among materials em
ployed for the purpose. At present,
and probably for a long time to come,
wood must be relied upon for frame
work, but for the outside, as well as for
the roof, sheet metal as a covering for
a truly wind-proof house possessesad
vantages found in no other material.
A wind-proof house is one that can
neither be blown down nor have its
windows blown in by any wind gener
ated in a natural way. It might have
been said, also, one that cannot be
blown upward by any natural wind,
since accounts of the way buildings

are destroyed by the cyclones indicate
that many of them are lifted bodily
and carried a considerable distance
from their foundations. ,

Wind Pressure.

In order to make the wind press
down instead of lift up a building, the
sides of the structure should be inclined
inward from the bottom upward, as in
the Egyptian style of architecture, of
which the Pyramids may be taken as
an extreme example and the Tombs
Building, in New York City, an ex
ample of less pronounced application
of this principle. A proper amount of
inclination would cause the wind to
press a building down upon its foun
dations with greater force than its lift
ing power. Such a building, having a
frame of strength sufficient to with
stand the lateral pressure of a cyclone,
anchored so that it cannot be slidden off
its foundation, while at the same time
carrying a continuous covering of sheet
metal and provided with stout sash,
glazed with small panes of glass, could
be made to withstand the force of any
cyclone. Of course, the designing of
such a building would introduce some
novel problems for the consideration
of architects, and which would include
modifications in methods of heating,
ventilation and plumbing ; but there
can be no doubt that if the attempt
was made to construct frame buildings
that would safely withstand a wind
pressure of, say, 80 pounds per square
foot, which is probably as great as is
exerted by any natural wind, the de
sired result could be obtained without
any notable difficulty and without ex
travagant cost.

The World's Fair.

Ev«ry returning visitor to the
World's Fair is becoming an active
missionary in his home in behalf of
that grand undertaking. The influ
ence of this labor of love can hardly
be overrated. The enthusiasm of a
friend or an acquaintance is catching.
It is far more convincing than columns
of cold type. Doubts are dispelled,
objections are quickly overcome and the
conviction is reached that ways and
means must be carefully studied to
settle the question whether a visit is
feasible. Questioning concerning some
special interests put to the returning
traveler often fails to bring satisfactory
information and stregthens the belief in
the necessity for personal inspection.
We may confess that we have been
taken by surprise by the unanimity of
the enthusiasm aroused with persons
differing widely in temperament and in
tastes. A good deal of downright
wicked work on the part of some of the
daily newspapers, notably in the East,
is being undone now by those who
come home to relate their experience.
Whatever may have been the short
comings during the early days follow
ing the opening of the fair, they are
now completely removed. The exhi

bition is a harmonious whole, beauti
ful beyond anything yet created by
man in this country, and in grandeur
surpassing any similar attempts at
home or abroad. Architecturally and
artistically the structures of the White
City will prove a revelation and are
likely to cause a reaction to a purer
and chaster taste in our public build
ings and private dwellings. We look
forward to as decisive an influence
upon the taste of the people as was
that created by the Centennial Exhibi
tion. Gaudy frills will not sell as well
as they have done, and it will be a wise
course on the part of manufacturers
of goods ornamented in any way to
closely watch developments in this di
rection.

Increasing Attendance.

Until now the visitors to the fair
appear to have been drawn from a
moderate distance of Chicago, while
the majority of those who have trav
eled further than 200 miles are well-
to-do people. From a study of those
in attendance and talks with many
people we are convinced that the rush
has really not begun yet. That it is
coming we have little doubt. Lower
rates of fare, the steadily growing in
terest, and the fact that the vacation
season is at hand, will all contribute
to swelling the attendance. It is be
ginning to be understood, too, by the
financially timid, that the tales of ex
tortion rest on.a very slim foundation.
Experts who expect to be over
whelmed with novelties in their own
special branch will be doomed to dis
appointment. Our technical press is
too vigilant and too enterprising to
permit of many startling revelations.
But in there days of specializing, the
manufacturer, the business man and
the engineer can spend many hours
profitably in an inspection of exhibits
illustrating recent progress in cognate
industries. But after all the main object
and the principal achievement, from an
educational point of view, of this like
every exhibition, is the enlightenment
which it brings to the masses, whose
range of vision it expands, whose men
tal activity it stimulates and whose
tastes it elevates. The World's Fair,
which is Chicago's glory, is becoming
the pride of every American, and is
bound to have a wonderfully invigor
ating effect upon the people.

Ways and Means.

The increasing frequency with which
members of organizations in the build
ing trades meet together upon a
purely social basis, or for the combined
purposes of pleasure and business, may
be taken as an indication that the fra
ternity at large is growing into a much
truer relationship to itself, as regards
the individuals which compose it, than
it has ever before occupied. The cus
tom which has been adopted by many
of the organizations of serving lunch,
or a dinner, on the occasion of regular
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meetings, and transacting the business
over the cigars, has been peculiarly
successful in bringing about two
desirable results— full attendance and
thorough discussion. It is a lament
able fact that, except upon extra
ordinary occasior s, it is difficult to
secure a full attendance by the mem
bers of any organization at regular
meetings, and it is always a fact that
it is difficult to secure active partici
pation in debate from such members
who are not ready speakers. The
serving of a dinner before the business
meeting obviates in almost every case
both of these conditions, for it nearly
always secures a large attendance
and the incidental conversation and
friendly warmth which prevail dur
ing the dinner paves the way for a
freedom of expression and complete in
terchange of opinions which is difficult
to secure where nothing has occurred
to lead up to such freedom of speech.
This custom of serving refreshments
previous to the discussion of the busi
ness of a meeting has been in vogue
among organizations in other lines of
business, particularly in the East, for
many years and has been attended with
the greatest success. Various organi
zations of builders have followed this
practice for some time with the most
satisfactory results, and its use is sug
gested to organizations of builders as
being most efficacious in securing the
two most desirable features o a meet
ing— full attendance and free d's-
cnssion.

Plasterers' Associations.

A good example of the benefit to the
building fraternity at large, and in a
direct line with the possibilities of or
ganization which have been commented
on in these columns frequently, is the
establishment of a National Associa
tion of Plasterers. As a result of a
gathering together of builders from all
parts of the country at the annual con
ventions of the National Association of
Builders the need of a national associa
tion of plasterers made itself felt, and
because of the varied character of the
delegates to these conventions the best
possible opportunity was given for its
establishment. Such events as these
point out clearly the way in which or
ganizations act ; the needs of the
fraternity become apparent and or
ganization is the means through which
they are supplied. Such phasesas these
fail to receive full recognition as being
the direct outgrowth of organization,
and exemplify many other similar ben
efits which are allowed to pass un
noticed and unidentified, as being one
of the beneficent results of associated
effort.

Manual Training.

In a recent conversation on manual
training for boys, onewho is interested
in the management of a small trade
school complained bitterly of the un
expected difficulties he met with in
obtaining the consent of parents for
their boys to attend the manual
training classes provided for them.
The school in question is designed
to cultivate a taste for handicrafts
in the younger lads of the eastern
district, New York. The idea is to
prepare the boys for eventually joining

one of the more advanced trade
schools with a view to entering some
useful and remunerative mechanical
trade, such as carpentry, painting,

plumbing, sheet metal working, &c.
Instruction is gratuitous, and the
hours are so arranged as not to inter
fere with the daily work of boys who
may be in other employments. Every
thing is done to interest them by pro
viding lectures and entertainments, in
addition to the practical instruction.
But notwithstanding these induce
ments the parents, although mostly in
the poorest circumstances, do not care
to have their children trained for man
ual labor. Their preference is that
they should learn bookkeeping, or in
some other way be fitted for clerkships
or kindred occupations. They are not
far-sighted enough to look ahead into
the future prospects of either kind of
work, and it is a difficult matter to per
suade them that the best interests of
their children mostly lie in the opposite
direction to that toward which they
incline.

Dignity of Manual Labor.

Parents cannot understand that in

training boys as mere writing machines
or counter servers they are launching
them on a market which is and always

will be overstocked, while in fitting
them for skilled labor they give them
an education which, provided their
moral and mental qualities are reliable,

will insure for them steady and well-
paying employment in the present,
with the prospect of early independ
ence and a position, when they have

reached the upper rounds of their trade
ladder, to which not one in ten among

the more stylishly appareled crowd
of clerks can ever aspire. The pecuni
ary advantages, present and future, of

the skilled workman in such trades as
are taught in manual training schools
are in this way infinitely superior to
those attaching to the average run of

clerkships. But beyond and above this
consideration there is, when rightly
understood, a dignity and an ennobling
character about the labor of the hands
which recommends it to all honest and
right-thinking minds as a thing to
be admired, and which does not exist
to the same degree in the so-called
genteel occupations to which so many
misguided youths of the poorer classes
are devoted. " The dignity of labor,"
although a term too often prostituted
to unworthy purposes by demagogues
and agitators, so that to some noses it
has acquired a stale and canting odor,
is yet as true a phrase as ever gained
currency. This grand expression needs
to be put up in its rightful position
in the sight of all the rising genera
tion who may be inclining to bow at
the shrine of kid gloved and stiff-
collared gentility to the disparage
ment of the claims of honest and
heaven-blessed manual labor.

American Institute of Architects.

By the time this issue of the paper
reaches our readers the annual conven
tion of the American Institute of Ar
chitects will be in progress at the new
Memorial Art Institute in Chicago.
The program laid out is an interesting
one and the meeting should develop a

large attendance, as many will very
likely improve the opportunity of visit
ing the World's Columbian Expostion
at that time. The secretary of the as
sociation issued to the members some
time since a circular of information
setting forth the rates for accommoda
tion at various hotels and naming the
Grand Pacific as the headquarters of
the Institute. A large number of
papers have been prepared for presenta
tion at this convention, among those
dealing with subjects of general archi
tectural interest being the following :
A Review of Chicago's Architecture ;
Engineering in Architecture ; The In
fluence of Building Laws upon Archi
tectural Development; Ethics in Ar
chitecture ; A Review of Recent
Plumbing Practice ; Superintendence
in Architecture; Foundations of Build
ings ; Fire Proof Construction and the
Practice of American Architects, and
the Aeration of Cities and Their Build
ings. The authors of these papers are
well known to the architectural profes
sion and the proceedings promise to be
of a highly interesting character.

British Imperial Institute.

A notable event in the commercial his
tory of Great Britain and her colonies

took place recently in London when the

magnificent building, known as the Im

perial Institute, was opened by the

Queen in the presence of representa

tives from every part of the British Em

pire. The institution is an outcome of

the jubilee celebrations which six years

ago marked the fiftieth year of Vic
toria's reign. It is designed as a kind-
of focus to draw closer together the ties

which bind the mother country and ber-

colonies and dependencies, and, in the

words of an official notice, " to be &
meeting house for over-seas men when

they come home, a show room and ex

change for over seas produce, a great

practical book of reference for informa

tion about every part of the Empire ;.

bringing about a closer connection be

tween its component parts by a variety

of interests—commercial, social, intel
lectual and sentimental." The main

scope of the institution is industrial,
and the edifice will be a great trading
fountain head, where the best and latest

information regarding the various por
tions of the Empire may be obtained.

Permanent exhibitions of goods have

been placed there by the governments
of all the British possessions, and it
will contain an imperial museum. Large
and handsome rooms are provided as
conference rooms, where the representa
tives of the colonies may meet on im
portant occasions, aswell asother apart
ments devoted to the social objects of
the institute. In these rooms colonists
visiting England may, for a moderate
subscription, enjoy the advantages of a.
high-class club, with the other special
advantages which the institute is de
signed to provide. The idea has been
enthusiastically taken up in all parts of
the British Empire, and the colonists
have entered fully into the spirit of the
undertaking, the cost of the building,
which was nearly $2,500,000. haviny
been subscribed in a few months.
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STUDY IN COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE.
TTIHE SUBJECT of pur supplement
I plate this month is an interesting
example of colonial architecture,

as represented in the dwelling erected
a short time ago at the corner of El-
wood and Degraw avenues, Forest
Hill, N. J. The building, which is
equipped and finished throughout in a
first-class manner, was constructed for

The second floor has four good-
sized sleeping rooms provided with
ample closet space and a bathroom
fitted up in excellent style, the plumb
ing being exposed and the piping
nickel plated. The attic has one fin
ished room, with ample space for
three others if desired. The finish of
the house throughout is white wood

in its natural color. The walls are
adamant plaster, sand finish, and
tinted in water colors. The flooring
is 1 x 3 inch North Carolina pine.
In the construction of this house the
sills, plates and corner posts are 4x6
inches, the first and second floor joist
2x9 inches, the third floor joist 3x8
inches, the rafters 2x6 inches, and

Front Elevation.

Section.

architect H. Galloway Ten Eyck of
Newark, N. J., from plans prepared
by himself. Our readers will be able
to form a very good idea of the feat-
Tires incorporated by inspecting the
illustrations presented upon this and
the following pages, representing, as
they do, floor plans, elevations and
constructive details.

I^The dwelling has under its entire area
a cellar, which is 7 feet in the clear.
The bottom is cement and the founda
tion walls of brick and stone.
Upon the first floor, as may be seen
from an inspection of the plans, are
four large 'rooms, a butler's pantry and
a hall 7 feet in width, which extends
from the front of the house almost to
the rear. At the further end of the
hall is the main staircase finished in
hardwood and leading to the second
and third stories. The landing of the
staircase is lighted from the rear by
windows of ornamental glass in leaded
bars. At the left of the first flight is a
closet, which can be utilized to good
advantage for coats, hats, rubbers, um
brellas, &c. Each room on the first
floor is readily accessible from the
main hall, while the position of the
dining room, parlor and library is
such that they can all be thrown
one should occasion demand.

PORCHFLOUH PANTnV J
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CLO6CTCLOSET

"BKITCHENpj -~-"d; DININGROOM
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First Floor. SecondFloor.

Study in Colonial Architecture.—H. Galloway Ten Eyck, Architect, Newark, N. J.—
Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.—Floor Plans.—Scale,1-16Inch to theFoot.
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1 Foundation Plan.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

the outside and partition studding
2x4 inches. The girder in the cellar
is 6 x 8 inches, resting on brick piers.
The outside covering is of 1-inch
boards, put on diagonally, over which
is laid water proof sheeting paper, and
on this in turn axe placed 6-incn white

rated on the plans presented_in this
connection.

Board Measurement

One of our exchangeujgives the fol
lowing relative to board measurement ;

Attic Plan.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

Main Staira as Viewed from the Frout Door.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot,

pine clapboards. The roof is covered Boards are sold by superficial meaaure-
with 18-inch sawed cypress shingles ment, at so much per foot of an inch
laid on 1 x 2 inch lath. The deck and or less in thickness, adding one-fourth
piazza roofs are covered with tin. to the price for each quarter of an inch
The house is heated by means of a fur- thickness over an inch. It sometimes-
nace in the basement, the position of happens that a board is tapering, being-
the floor registers being plainly indi- wider at one end than the other.^Whent

Side (Right) Elevation.—Scale,^ Inch to the Foot.

Study in Colonial Architecture.—Plans, Elevation and Detail.
I
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? .I8 ?i case ( lt a true ^P6')' area : :- Measuretbe breadths at several into which the board was divided. It
add the width of both ends together, places equi-distant. 2. Add together is nsnal in measuring rough lumber to
and half their sum will express the the different breadths and half the two pay no attention to fractions of an inch

View of Pantry Looking toward the Window.—Scale, H Inch to the Foot. View of Pantry Looking toward the
Dresier.-Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Sectionthrough B F.—Scale, 3 Inches to
the Foot.

Sectionthrough G H.—Scale, 8 Inchesto the
Foot.

SectionthroughA B.—Scale,

8 Inchesto the Foot.

Section through C D.—Scale,

3 Inches to the Foot.

Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale, H
,

Inch to the Foot.

Study in Colonial Architecture.—Elevation and MiscellaneousDetails.

average widtli of the board. Again : if extremes. 8. Multiply this sum by the in the width of the stuff. If the frac-
the board does not taper regularly, straight side of the board and divide tion is more than half an inch, it is
take the following course to find its the product by the number of parts counted asan inch ; if less than half an
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inch, it is not counted. Thus, a board
10% inches wide would bemeasured as
11 inches wide; if only 10?-£incheswide, the board will pass only as 10
inches wide.

,Durability of Timber.

In situations so free from moisture
that we may practically call them dry
the durability of timber is almost un
limited, says an English exchange.
The roof of Westminster Hall is more

Section of Transom Bar at E F.—Scale,
3 Inches to the Foot.

Details of Main Stairs.—Siale, H Inch to the Foot.

VENEEREDWITHQUARTEREDOAKOUTSIDE.
ANDWHITE-WOODINSIDE Sectionthrough Front Door on

the line A B.—Scale,8 Inches
to the Foot.

Elevation of Front Door and Section on the line C D.—Scale,K Inch to the Foot.

Plan of Front Door and Side Lights.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

Study in Colonial Architecture.—Miscelleanout Detaili.

Detail of Inside Door.—Scale,3 Inches
to the Foot.
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than 450years old. In Stirling Caatle
are carvings in oak, well preserved,
over 800years of age. Scotch fir has
been found in good condition after a
known use of •800 years, and the
trusses of the roof or the basilica of
St. Paul, Rome, were sound and good
after 1000years of service. Wood con
stantly wet in fresh water is quite as

that part of the preservative property
attributed to the stagnant liquid should
be ascribed to the salts of metals or
alkaline earths held in solution and
deposited among the woody fibers. In
the above situations the action of
natural agents cannot be improved.
But in certain other conditions man
must resort to preservative processes

Window Design.

Details of Porch Cornice,Column and Rails.

Study in Colonial Architecture.—MiscellaneousDetails.—Scale,1 Inch to theFoot.

durable. Piles were dug from the
foundations of old Savoy Palace in a
perfectly sound state after having
been down 650years. The piles of old
London Bridge were found sound and
perfect 800 years after they were
driven. While the acidity of bog
water retards decay it seems likely

to secure permanence of structure.
When wood is damp we have to guard
against dry rot. When wood is alter
nately wet and dry we have to guard
against wet rot. When wood is con
stantly wet in sea watt-r we have to
guard against teredo navalis and lim-
noria terebrans.

In one of our foreign exchanges' re
cently appeared an article on window
design, which we reprint as being of
possible inten st to our readers :
Little attention is given to the modes
of setting out and spacing window
openings. We find architects follow
ing a certain style with a blind adher
ence to some example rather than pur
suing a definite principle in the design
of their elevations. The rule of stud.?-
ing plan and elevation simultaneously
hardly appears to be followed. An
elevation is sketched out after the plan
has been made, and the openings are
left to take their chance. Lucky if they
fall into anything like order or good
spacing. The amount of light and the
hight and width of each opening are
questions that first demand the thought
of the de-signer, as upon these points
the relation of opening to wall space
will be regulated. If the rooms are of
some depth from front to back the win
dows ought to be proportionately
large or high ; but if shallow, they may
be made smaller. Our remarks here,
however, concern the design of win
dows in a facade as one of the means of
expression, and this, it must be con
fessed, is a subject that has given way
largely to question of mere style. There
are, it appears to us, two main causes
of failure in the design of our facades—1, the crowding 01 small windows,
and 2, the want of distinctive char
acter in their design.

CAUSES OF FAILURE.

A number of equal-spaced windows
in a front is distracting and unsatis
factory, and is generally the mark of
inferior design. The second fault has
arisen mainly from the idea that an
elevation is a given space which has to
be filled with windows and pilasters
and other decoration without any re
gard to solids or voids. The lesson for
the designer to learn is the effect of
altering the proportion of opening to
solid walling, for if he once under
stands the result of the alteration, he
can bring the resources of his art to
the problem. Let us for a moment con
sider the subject in an experimental
way. Suppose there are three windows,
the two intervening wall piers being
each, let us imagine, equal to the
width of ( pening. Let us further im
agine the windows to be perfectly plain
openings in a flat wall, and, say, of
the proportions of double squares.
Above these openings are three others
of simitar size and proportions. The
effect upon the eye is that there is
as much solid as void, the win
dows look what they are, simply
openings, and there is no design worthy
the name of architectural in such an
arrangement. A wall pierced by oblong
apertures at regular intervals can have
no design except mere mechanical di
vision. There is enough of the wall to
be recognized as such. We may sur
round each window with a molding
or architrave, which will tend to dis
guise the hole-in-the-wall idea a little ;
but this framing does not alter the
effect. But let us introduce a pilaster
or a column in each of the two inter
vening solidf>,and the interest will be
immediately centered on the piers. A
little importance nmy be gained for the
windows by placing pediments upon
them, and converting their jambs into
pilasters ; but still the piers will retain
their prominence, and the facade will
be visibly enriched by the change—be
made, in fact, architectural, the whole
effect hightened. Any Italian Renais
sance facade illustrates this kind of
design. We may widen the piers, mak
ing them one and a half of the win
dows, but still they will not lose the
essentially pier character, but if we
widen them still more—say, to three
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window widths— the wall character
will return.

NARROW PIERS.

<>iithe other hand, let us make the
piers narrower. They will assume
more and more of the mnllion charac
ter. So that by this little trial we
have learned two things : 1, by plant
ing a column or a pilaster on a pier be
tween windows we can change entirely
the character of the design and con
vert the wall into a pier, altering en
tirely the hole-in-the-wall appearance ;
on the contrary, when the pier* or wall
spaces are widened the window be
comes a feature, and attention ii

>

cen
tered up. in it inns-,,or less, according
as it is pronounced by ordinances or
decoration.
This general and broad division of
the subject, therefore, naturally sug
gests, first, attention on the window
opening, and, second, on the pier or
mullion. When the window area is,
therefore, reduced in comparison with
the wall, the eye at once is arrested by
it, its form and decoration, but when

it occupies a large area proportionately
the solids come into notice. This con
sideration may help architects to de
cide when they ought to pav attention
to the external decoration of their win
dows, and how they might give some
character and expression to their de
signs by taking into account the dis
posing < if their piers and mullione. At
present we see very muddling arrange
ments ; some architects appear to think
that there is no art in window distri
bution, that it makes little difference
whether they are near one another or
far apart ; they imagine that close-set
windows ought to have as much deco
ration as those with considerable wall
space around them.

GENERAL TREATMENT.

Two things are pretty evident—
namely, that in commercial buildings,
in which large windows or open fenes-
tration is necessary, the design of the
elevation will be mainly in the distri
bution and arrangement of the piers
or roullions ; but when the apertures
are small, these apertures require the
chief consideration, and a large amount
of ornamentation may be lavished on
them. The window may be looked
•upon as a point of interest — like a
framed picture on a wall. In the Ital
ian Renaissance it may have the usual
ordinances of engaged columns, en
tablature and pediment, with plinths
and balustrade below, or the Palladian
decoration, consisting of a pediment
supported on consoles outside the
architraves, which we may see in the
Banqueting House at Whitehall, or
the rusticated forms we see at Green
wich Ho-jpital. All these are so
many different ways of framing the
window, and making it a distinctive
feature on the decoration of the facade.
The wall in this case is neutral, and
appears simply as a background to the
windows.
We seebuildings where the apertures
are sodistributed that no distinctive fea
ture is made of them, and the wall space

is frittered with pilasters and other
ornament. These designs fail, because
neither the pier nor the window has
any distinctive character in the design.
Many of the hotels in Northumberland
avenue have been spoilt by non-olwerv-
ance of the simple rule, and the result
is a confused arrangement, the eye is

•distracted by a multiplicity of small
openings and details instead of being
led to the windows or the piers.

EFFECTS OF SPACING.

The effect of spacing and distribu
tion of window openings is one of the
most powerful in the limited means of
the phonetic in architecture. A build
ing pierced by a few small apertures,

like a fortress or a prison, has all the
heaviness and gloominess characteristic
of these structures. On the contrary,
the open feuestral facade awakens
sentiments of precisely the opposite
character. Even the ignorant in archi
tecture are affected variously by the
proportion of wall to window. There
is something austere and repellent in
the crenellated and machicolated ke^p,
gay and atti active about Henry Vlf's
Chapel, or the King's College Chapel,
Cambridge. The relation of solid to
void appeals to our sympathies, and is

one of those elements of tbe poetic in
architecture which must ever be rec
ognized.
In London, Manchester, Leeds, Glas
gow, we have opportunities of study
ing the two kinds of fenestral compo
sition referred to—the former the
mullion tientment and the latter the
pierced wall. In the commercial parts
of the city and in Manchester and
other towns the window has gradually
become to mean an arrangement of
voids divided by mullions, the wall
disappearing in tbe demand for glass.
Some times this style of facade assumes
the appearance of a frame work made
up of uprights and transoms, the aper
tures being all windows. We have
many examples of this sort to be seen
in Oxford street and in the city, in
which the windows constitute large
open panels divided by strips of ma
sonry.

Modern Office Buildings.

In treating of the subject of modern
office buildings, George Hill presents a
series of recommendations as to the
materials to be employ d, which is
likely to interest many of our readers.
He says the frame should be of mild
steel, columns, girders, teams. &c.,
using the usual commercial shapes.
The various p^rts should be riveted
together, and the column connections
so made as to maintain the full strength
of the column.

THE WALLS.

The walls should be made with buff
brick and terra cptta fronts and com
mon brick backing for the facades,
with the stories forming the basement
of stone if desired, although this re
quires a judicious selection of the
stone. The rear walls should be made
with common brick, and the court*
either lined with enamel brick and
with the beds and builds made flat,
which would be the case wherever the
courts are internal ones, or elsepainted
three coats of paint, finishing with one
coat of enamel paint. The facing
brick, where of a different size from
the backing, should have every brick
anchored with a Morse wall tie as often
as the courses fall even. The inner
faces of the walls that are exposed to
the weather should be furred, using
the iisu 1 2-inch furring blocks, the
usual hollow bricks of Haverstraw
size having proved to be a delusion, so
far as excluding moisture goes.

FIRE PROOFING.

The fire proofing may be either of the
hollow fiat arches, familiar to all, or
of the new Manhattan type, either hav
ing: proved to be good. The blocks, if

used, should be so used as to fill up
nearly the entire space between the
flanges of the beams so as to require
the minimum of filling, and the pipes
and wires rnn in shallow channels run
in the under flooi ing. The columns
should be fire-proofed either by the n«e
of slabs of fire clay, each slab securely
wired to the others in the course, or
else the column shoald be outlined
with small L's and wire lath stretched
over ami plastend thoroughly, the
writer's preference being for the wire

lath and plaster. Every portion of the
frame shoald be so treated, including
the columns that are so laid out as to
aid in tbe wind-bracing, and especially
covering all columns that are inclosed
in stone. If the framing is carefully
laid oat the beams will so,come that it
will be practicable to show them, using
either high skewbacks or the Manhat
tan arches without the hung ceiling
below, thus effecting a small economy
in cost.

FLOORING.

The flooring in the halls should be
either a marble mosaic or else a gran
olithic laid with a marble border, there
being a small difference in favor of the
granolithic. The toilets should be
similarly treated. In the offices the
flooring should be of Georgia yellow
pine left untreated, but, of course,
mill-dressed and carefully laid.

PLASTERING.

The plastering should be a rock plas
ter, hard finish, with the plaster car
ried into all jambs and reveals, with
tbe corners rounded off and a small
cove at the ceiling, say of 6-inch radius.
The partitions should be made of a
rock plaster put on corrugated iron
Ia1hing supported at intervals of about
three feet liv means of small channels
or Ts secured to the floor arches above
and below. These partitions are but
two inches thick, can be easily re
moved, and should be somewhat
cheaper than the ordinary 4-inch
blocks.

FINISH.

The trim should be of white oak,
filled, hard oiled and rubbed to an egg
shell finish, the base being made about
1]4 by H inches and the architraves
about 4 inches wide over all, with a
backing and back mold carried down
to the floor, affording something for
the base to stop against and mitering
around all openings. The window
trim would be similar in character,
with 'he inner molding carried around
across the top of the base and un'ler
the stool cap, so as to form a small
panel iin.1- r the sill. Chair rails and
picture moldings are matters of choice,
and the former is seldom of any great
use.

BALLS.

The halls should have either a
Keene's cement or Mycenian marble
wainscot with marble base and cement
cap, or the rock plaster can be run for
a cap and a marble base put in, and
then the space between painted with
an enamel paint.

LAVATORIES AND CLOSETS.

The toilets should have the water-
closet partitions made of oak carried
about 10 inches above the floor on
brass legs ; the urinal stall should be
made of marble and the urinals either
the long-lipped urinal with the " Par
sons
"
flushing tanks for each stack,

or el»e Mott's Shank patent with indi
vidual tank. The water closets should
be either a wash-out closet or else a
pedestal hopper, with the seat simply

a wooden rim carried on brass brack
ets and a copper-lined wood cistern.
The wash bat-ins should be oval, with
the patent overflow and half S traps
close under the fixture, with the sup
ply pipes placed close under the slab
and with shut-off cocks for each one.

THE Department of Architecture of
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nol"gy has recently completed arrange
ments with M. Despradelle, a distin-
gnis>>ed graduate of the Ecole des
Beaux- Arts, to take the position of
associate professor of architectural
li.- i-.'ii. made vacant by the death of
M. Letang.
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DESIGN FOR A $1500 SCHOOL HOUSE.

WE
HAVE PLEASURE this
month in laying before our
readers the second prize design

in the School House Competition, the
author being Louis G. Dittoe of Cin
cinnati, Ohio. An inspection of the
drawings submitted shows that the

author's specification we learn that it
is the intention to construct the piers,
which are to be carried 8 feet below
the grade, of limestone, and the exterior
face to be neatly pointed. The timber
employed is to be, for the most part,
of white pine, the floor joists in the

to each long span. The frame for
stacks is to be of double joist, and the
roof is to be sheeted with ,%-incb stuff,
covered with shingles. All windows
are to be box framed with lj?g-inch
sash, and good quality locks, weights
and sash chord. The walls and ceil-

Front Elevation.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.
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Design for a $1500SoftooZRoute.—Louis 0. Dittoe, Architect, Cincinnati, Ohio.

main floor is divided in such a way
that the pupils upon entering the
structure can pass into the class rooms
or directly to the cloak rooms, as de
sired. Each of the latter apartments
mr Hsures 4 feet 9 inches by 14 feet 6
inches, while the class rooms are each
21 x 25 feet in area, and affords accom
modation for 44 pupils. From the

class rooms being 2 x 12 inches ; the
floor joists in the cloak rooms, 2x8
inches ; the ceiling joints of the two
apartments, 2x6 inches and 2x 4inches
respectively ; the rafters of the main
roof, 2x6 inches, and the studding
and tower rafters, 2x4 inches, all
placed 16 inches on centers. .The floor
joists are to have two rows of bridging

ings of all rooms, closets, lobby and
vestibule are to be lathed and plastered
as three-coat work. The interior and
exterior wood work, except shingles
and floor, is to be painted with three
coats of lead and oil. The color of the
exterior is to be Indian red ground
with dark green trimmings. The in
terior wood work is to be a light green.
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DETAILED ESTIMATE OF COST.

The following detailed estimate of
cost, furnished by the author of the
design, is of interest in this connec
tion :

Revolutionary War, while Philadel
phia was in possession of Lord Howe,
Dr. Shippen's was the social headquar
ters of the officers. Dr. Shippen's
daughter Peggy married Benedict Ar
nold. William Shippen, who built this

Excavation
Masonry
Brick work ,
Stonecopings
Plastering
Fainting
Glass ,
Hardware, including nails
Tin Work:
Banging gutter
Fall i ipe
Flashing, &c
Carpenter Work:
Floor joists, 2 x 12inches, school rooms
Floor joists, 2x8 inches, cloak rooms.&c. . ,
Studding, 2x4 inches,walls and partitions.
Batters, 2x6 inches, main roof
Batters, 2x4 inches.towel*roof
Ceiling joists, 2 x li inches, main ceiling —
Ceiling joists, 2x4 inches,cloak rooms,&c.

Weather boarding
Shingles
Sheathing for roof
Sheathing for sides
Con ice strips, &c., lK-inch thick
Interior finish,% x 4 inches
Base,% x 7 inches
Doors, plain, 1%-inchthick
Doers glasspanel,1%-inchthick
Dior (rallies, plain
Window frames, triple
Window frames,ordinary box
Front door Iriuiie, transom,sidelights, sash,&c.
Flooring. % x 3 inches
Material for platforms and steps
Wainscoting, % x b inches,matchedand beaded
3 feethigh
Inscription panel, in placeof clock

Carpenters' labor.

Total cost

Quantity.

12cub. yds.
10pi-rches.
2,400
2

5f4 sq. yds.
590sq vds.
302sq. ft.

232 feet.
60 feet.
50 feet.

1,986sq. ft.
352sq ft.
1,708sq. ft.
1,528sq. ft.
675sq. ft
0811sq ft.
130sq. ft.

6.709sq. ft.
2,800sq ft
15.2H0
2.080sq. ft.
2.2Kl fq. ft.
350"q ft.
112lin. ft.
270 lin. ft.
10
2
in
4
2
1

1,350sq. ft.

800sq. ft.

frice.

10.85
400
10.50M.
1.75
.85
.18
.05

.10

.10

.06

17.50per M,
2.25bund.
.45bund.
2 5ii bund
2 5(ihund.
.05sq. ft.
.04 leet.
.15feet.
275
5.(0
1.50
2 .00
4.50

2.50hund.

.04

Total.

$300
40.00
25.20
3.50
126.00
1U6.20
15.10
28.00

2320
6.00
3.00

117.41
63.00
68.40
5200
56.00
17.:0
4.48
1350
27.50
1000
15.00
112.00
9.0"
25.00
88.75
6.00

32.00
400

450.00

$1,495.74

An Old New Jersey Dwelling.

The oldest dwelling house now stand
ing in the State of New Jersey is lo
cated at Oxford Furnace, it being the
large mansion directly opposite the
store of the Oxford Iron Company. It
is known as the Flower House, and is
know to have been built in 1742by
William Shippen, who had some time
previously received a grant of 10,000
acres of land from King George of
England The mansion consists of
two stories and a basement, with walls
3 feet thick. It whs built to stand the
ravages of time, and so well has it
faced the storms of 151 years that to
day it is in a wonderful state of pres>r-
vation. The great chimneys that start
from the cellar and rear themselves
lar above the sloping roof, resemble
huge towers built within the house.
The fire places, seven in number, are
large openings in the chimney walls
and are lined with iron plates. The
back plates are ornamented with the
British coat of arms. When changes
were made in the old house several
years ago these fire places were walled
up. John Jourdan, a Philadelphia
banker, spent a summer at Oxford
Furnace some years ago. sa>s one of
the New York dailies, and while leing
shown through the house he noticed
the coat of anus on the middle iron
plate ''f the only fire place not closed
up. He received permission to remove
the plate, and it now forms part of an
interesting collection owned by the
Philadelphia Histo ical Society. The
Shippen family, who original!) built
this honse, came from England and
settled in Philadelphia about the year
1735. They were a wealthy family, and
moved in the best society. During the

IzMlllliiliilfelliiJJiiVaiiJL-llliiJi UiaO_
Side(Right) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Designfor a $1500School House.

York and Philadelphia, and a grand
hunt with hounds would take place.
All during the winter the old stone
house would echo with sounds of rev
elry, as the guests warmed under the
stimulating effects of the well-filled
wine cellars.
In this old stone house Judge Robe
son lived for some J ears, and here his
son, Gen. George M. Robeson, Secre
tary of the Navy under President
Grant, was born.
Tradition says that Shippen was
never married to the woman with
whom he lived at Oxford, although
several daughters were born to them.
He did, however, provide each with a
marriage portion. Shippen's wife — if
she were his wife —was very fond of
wine, and under its mellow influence
would become extremely hilarious.
Shippen concluded that he would break
up these orgies by locking the wine cel
lars. But sheproved more than amatch
for him. During his absence sbe set
one of the colored male servants at
work to cut a hole through the stone
wall that separated the Kitchen fire
place from the wine cellars. He first
removed the iron plate emblazoned
with the British coat of arms from the
back of the fire place, and then with
pick and crowbar he made a hole large
enough to admit the woman's body.
After drawing a supply from one of
the casks she would return to the
kitchen and slide the iron plate in
place.
Dr. Shippen did not end his days in
Oxford. It is more than probable that
he returned to Philadelphia, the home
of his ancestors. After his departure
the old house and the magnificent sur
roundings fell into decay and passed
into other hands. As the years sped
by many owners lived in the old stone
house, greAt changes came about, un
til to-day the grand mansion of a cent
ury and a half ago is nothing but an
ordinary boarding house. The walls
are as firm as when first built and

house, was a son of Dr. Shippen and a
brother-in-law of Benedict Arnold. He
occupied the house for a number of
years with his family. Every fall
friends would visit him from New

there is no doubt that they will last a
century more.

-•-
The fashion of staining white pine
in imitation of more expensive woods
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ia not in good taste, says a Southern
architectural paper. The sham is at
once apparent, and the effect is garish
and vulgar. White pine itself is a
beautiful wood for interior finish if
properly treated, but the soft, silky
texture of the grain is spoiled by the
attempt to imitate walnut or cherry.
Where other than the natural color is
•desired, artistic effect may be pro
duced by some of the aniline dyes, and
staining in the various tones of green.
Light brown and yellow preserve the
texture and grain of the wood, and

tempted revival of a bygone and dead
style. It was so with the attempted
Renaissance of the dead Rinnan art by
Charlemagne and the Lombards, which
failed in its prime object, but resulted
in the new and living Gothic of the
Miadle Ages. It was so aguin with
the Italian Renaissance of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, which again
began by a servile worship of the an
tique, but ended by filling Europe with
a neo-classic art almost as far removed
from the Vitruvian model as Gothic
itself. And so it will be with us if we

carpenter — naturally and inevitably
expresses himself without stopping to
choose his style, his methods and his
forms. And so, history tells us, it
mu«t be.
The dead Gothic will never live again
any more than the dead classic, but
from its ruins ought to arise, and will
arise if we work honestly and ra
tionally, and not like mere antiquaries
and copyists, something new, some-
tiling that lives, a modern art which
will be to us what the bygone styles
were to those who speak to"us through

Section and Elevation ot Triple Windows. Details of Front Uoors.
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may be made to harmonize with any
•ordinary surroundings.

Architectural Revivals.

Architecture must be studied as a
living thing, not as a dead language,
;says T. G. Jackson in the Nineteenth
Century. The Gothic Renaissance has
done its work. With all its faults and
extravagances it has been the parent
of all that is good in our modern archi
tecture. It formed an inevitable stage
in our reawaking from the state of
coma into which all art lapsed undt-r
the Regency. No revival of art has at
any period come about except in this
way ; it has always begun by the at-

turn our opportunities to good ac
count.
We began by careful and even slav
ish reproduction of Gothic architect
ure, hoping and believng that we
should breathe new life into it and
make it rise up and walk. We have
tried it with Tudor, with fourteenth
century work. with early French, with
thirteenth century geometrical, with
all the phases of Gothic — English,
French, Italian, German, and even
Spanish ; and yet. though w« have
managed to get our figure on its legs
and prop it upright, it refuses to walk,
and we art* HSfar trom making it live
as we were 50 years ago ; live, that is,
in the sense of being a spoken vernacu
lar art in which everybody —architect,
builder, mason, cabinet maker, hedge-

them. Signs are not wanting, espe
cially here in England, that this new
growth has begun ; let it be ours to
secure it freedom for its development,
and to save it from being stifled by
the dull load of professionalism.

THE wooden parts of tools, such as
the stocks of planes and handles of
chisels, are often made to have a nice
appearance by French polishing, but
this adds nothing to their durability,
says an exchange. A much better plan
is to let them soak in linseed oil for a
week, and rub them with a cloth for a
few minutes every day for a week or
two. This produces a beautiful sur
face, and at the same time exerts a
solidifying and preserving action on
the wood.

\
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PLUMBING FOR A CITY HOUSE.

THERE
are doubtless many of our

readers who. while not actually called
upon to execute the work, are inter-

esto-din the method by which the plumb
ing of a house is installed and in the
provisions which are made for adequately
ventilatingthesystern of piping employed.
They are also interested for the reason
tli.-it many of them have more or less to
do in preparing the way for the plumber,
who requires not a little carpenter work
to be (lone before he can properly place
the piping and fixtures in position. In
making provision for the plumbing work
the carpenter who desires to see a well-
finished job will bear in mind the fact
that whei e a large pipe or a series of
smaller ones is to pass, the framing
should be done in the same general man
ner as around a chimney or flue, rather
than by cutting huge chips out of joists,
beams, studs, &c., and thereby weaken
ing: them to that extent.
As showing what constitutes the system
of bouse plumbing as prescribed for the
city of New York we present the follow
ing, which covers many points of interest
and value to the members of the building
trades.
In selecting the class of house for illus
tration care has been taken to avoid
extremes. The sectional view herewith
presented is that of a popular style of
private dwelling (a three-story and base
ment house) which is largely in vogue in
the newer portions of this city, and is
better calculated on that account to
correctly represent the number and ar
rangement of fixtures throughout the
building.
As it is always better to commence at
the foundation, the house drain in the
cellar and the soil, waste and vent pipes,
lining therefrom to above the root', claim
first attention. The diameters cf these
pipes, reswectly, are: The house drain,
carried diagonally alone the wall, is 5
in' -hes the vertical line of soil pipe into
widen the waste matters from bathroom
aud kitcqen fixures discharge, 4 inches ;
the vertical line of waste pipe receiving the
discharge from basins, 2 inoles; while
th«t of the vent pipe, in each case for soil
and waste pipes, is 2 indhes The fresh-
aia inlet pipe, which is set on the inlet
side of the running trap on the house
drain, is also 4 inches, and all of the iron
pipes supposed to be of the grade known
as " extra heavy."

THE HOUSE DRAIN.

In setting the house drain in position,
care must be exercised that the descent
is uniform, and as steep as the depth of
the sewer in the street will allow without
prejudice to the proper level of the trap
at the front wall, the seal of which might
be otherwise destroyed. Unless under
exceptional circumstances, the house
drain should be carried either along the
ceiling, properly supported by pipe hang
ers bolted to the beams, or, as in the ap
pended diagram, along the wall. The
opening in the front foundation wall
through which the drain is carried to
connect with the house sewer outside the
building should be larger than the out
ride diameter of the pipe, and the upper
part thereof protected by a slab to prevent
possible injury to the pipe by the settling
of the building. If the house sewer— that
is, the branch sewer from the house
wall to the main sewer in the street— is
CMr i hI-Mpipe, the iron pipe from the cellar
should be carried so far beyond the house
line, before connection with the earthen
pipe is made, as to avoid all danger of
breakage through the weight of area
walls or steps above the earthen pipe.
In accord with New York Health De
partment rules, a disconnecting trap is
set on the house drain, inside the front
wall, for the purpose of serving as a bar

rier to the entrance of sewer $as into the
pipe system of the house. This is a run
ning or half S-trap, same quality and
diameter as the house drain, and furnished
with a hand hole hub for cleaning pur
poses on the inlet or house side. This
Land hole is fitted with a gas-tight brass
cleaning screw, which can be openedwhen
required for the removal of obstruction
from the trap. If the trap supplied is
what is known as a double-hub trap— that
is, with a hub opening on both the inlet
and outlet side, the latter opening should
be closed by means of an iron plug calked
in in the usual manner. Both of these
openings are, however, sometimes utilized ,
the one on the inlet side for connection
for the fresh air inlet, and that on the
outlet side as a cleaning hole, but this is
a dangerous arrangement, as the latter
opening is in direct communication with
the street sewer, and if opened in the
cellar for the purpose of removing ob
structions from the trap, sewer gas, during
such removal, will have unrestrained en
trance into the building, and the trap as
a preventive will become worse thau use
less.
The house drain should be well sup
ported, and when carried along the cellar
wall, as in the diagram, a pipe hook should
be supplied for every 5-foot length, so as
to relieve the joints from strain, and it is
advisable where vertical pipes discharge
into the house drain to have a brick sup
port built at that point for the same pur
pose. The vertical or rising lines of soil
and waste pipe should always discharge
into the house drain through Y-branches
and one-eighth bends, and not as some
times done through T-openings. It is also
good practice to have rain leaders <iis
charge into house drains, so as to aid in
cleansing them. In the sketch herewith
the 4-inch galvanized leader at rear of
building is so arranged that the roof water
is utilized in this way, a 4-inch running
trap being set inside the rear wall at junc
tion wich drain pipe to prevent the foul
air from escaping up through the leader
and entering windows contiguous thereto.
The leader trap should be set with the
hand hole for cleansing on the leader or
inlet side and should also be provided
with brass cleaning screw. ^,
Yard and area drainage has to oe pro
vided and the serface water to be dis
charged through the house drain, the
branch drains to be trapped inside the
cellar before they enter the house drain.
If the yard level inlet permit, the yard
drain can connect with the leader at the
bend where it enters the wall, in when
case the leader trap will answer the
double purpose. If the yard drain his to
be brought into the cellar from some
other point, it must be independentl
trapped before it connects with the house
drain, and the same rule is applied to the
front area drain, which must be trapped
and discharged into house drain on the
inlet side of trap at front wall. By this
arrangement the roof water and the sur
face water of yard and area are utilized
to keep the house drain properly scoured.
Drains with perforated plates are set in
the yard and area drain pipe.

FRESH AIR INLET.

The fresh air inlet pipe is inserted in a
T-opening set in main drain on house side
of main trap. It is intended to provide a
current of fresh air for the pipe system in
the building, and with this object in view
it is carried, in this city, to the sidewalk
near the curb, and the opening, which
must be at least 10feet from nearest open
ing, is covered with a metal grating.
The hub of the T in the cellar, into which
the inlet pipe is calked, should invariably
be set perpendicularly. Sometimes it is
set in the side of drain pipe, or horizon
tally, which is not good practice, as in the
latter case the sewerage, if checked in its

flow at the trap on main drain, will natu
rally turn aside into the inlet branch and
by clogging the opening render it useless
as a passage for fresh air. This cannot
occur when the T is set in an upright posi
tion. And inasmuch as the regular flush
ing of the main drain will have little effect
in cleansing the inlet, a recurrence of st<>p-
pageswill in time render the inlet pipe of no •
value. In country places, however, better
facilities offer for making the fresh air
inlet pipe useful, and care should be taken
that it is not omitted from the house
plumbing system.

VENT PIPES.

In the diagram which we present it will
be noticed that the vent pipes which are
intended to vent the traps in the vertical
soil and waste pipe lines, instead of start
ing upward from above the traps of the
lowest fixtures, in each case they com
mence below the lowest fixture, starting
from a V-branch connection with the soil
and waste pipes respectively. This is a
rule adopted by the Health Department to
afford means of disposing of the rust from
the inside of the vent pipes, which is
liable to settle in the lowest trap on the
line. This, in many cases, is but a 2-inch
trap, which would readily become choked
up. Underthe new arrangement the iron
rust or other matter falling through the
vent pipe, instead of lodging in a trap, is.
carried down into the house drain
through the Y on soil and waste pipe and
is carried away with the sewage into the
street sewer. This arrangement of the
vent pipe, by providing a foundation, as it
were, makes the vent pipe firmer than
under the old method and on the whole is-
considered a desirable one.

FITTINGS ON VERTICAL LINES.

In arranging the several fittings on the
vertical lines it will be seen that separate
branch openings are always called for in
the case of water closets unless where
space is limited. For instance, in the-
bathroom, as illustrated, a 4-inch Y-branch .
is provided for water closet and a 2-inch
separate opening for the bath and basin
waste. If circumstances, however, pre
vented the insertion of the 2-inch V-branch
in the vertical soil-pipe line, it would be
permissible to discharge the wastes of the
bath and basin into the lead soil pipe of
water closet provided the discharge pipe
was made to enter on the outlet side of
the water-closet trap, not otherwise.

TESTING PIPES.

The testing of the pipes is something
which should never be overlooked. The
methods most in use are by water and air •

while some of the more advanced claim
that the smoke test is the best. We wijl
confine ourselves to the two former
methods, and will first deal with thewater
test. As the success of the test depends
on how the joints are made, the plumber
must bear in mind that a large quantity
of oakum put carelessly in the hub and
molten lead indifferently calked in will
not resist the pressure of a column of
water in the pipes. The joint must be
made by using just sufficient oakum to
form a bed for the lead, and ramming it
so tightly home as to prevent any of the
lead rorcitgits way through the joint into-
the pipe. For every inch in the diameter
of the pipe 12ounces of lead are required,
all of which should be poured into the
joint at once, as it is of very questionable
advantage to make a second pouring of
hot lead over the cold lead in the joint.
For a 2-inch joint in iron pipe 1J£ pounds
of lead are required, for a 4-inch joint 8-
pounds of lead, and for a 5-inch joint 8?i
pounds. The size of the ladle to be used
will therefore be readily understood by
the plumber. It is very desirable that the
entire system of soil, waste and vent pipe,,
both lead and iron, should be tested at
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once. This can be done by securely
plugging the opening of the house drain
on the outside of the building before it is
connected with the sewer, capping all the
lead wastes before attaching the fixtures
and then filling up the pipes to the roof.
If the test is satisfactory every joint, both
those of the iron pipe and the ferrule work,
may be relied upon as proof against sewer
gas, while if there is weakness in any
joint or a defect in any of the pipes it will
be readily detected. If from inability to

cury in inches.each inch being considered
equivalent to y, pound pressure to the
square inch. When the pressure test was
first introduced the New York Health
Department required 10 pounds, equal
to a 20-inch column of mercury, but this
extreme requirement has been modified
and a 5-pound pressure test is now con
sidered satisfactory. If a joint is suspected
of leaking during the air test an applica
tion of soapy water will readily enable
the plumber, by the appearance of air

be made, when setting up the vertical line
of vent pipe, that the 1 openings to re
ceive the trap vents are set sufficiently
high to secure that incline without having
to set the trap further from the fixture than
good practice warrants, in order to secure
the desired result.
The water closet in bathroom, which is
presumably of porcelain, the trap and
bowl in one piece, needs careful setting.
The soil-pipe branch from closet to 4-inch
opening in vertical soil pipe is lead, not

^£^&i##^;t^

Seational View Showing Plumbing for a City House.

procure water the air test is applied, the
plugging is to be done in the same way,
except that a piece of gas pipe is inserted
in the plug in one of the hub openings
and either a pressure gauge or a mer
cury gauge is attached. The air pump,
connected with the gas pipe by a rubber
tube, is put to work and air pumped into
the pipes until the required pi essure to
the square inch is obtained. In determining
this pressure preference is given to the
mercury gauge, the pressure being indi
cated by the hight or the column of mer-

bubbles, to locate the exact spot where
the application of the calking tool is re
quired.

SETTING FIXTURES.

The fixtures represented in pur diagram
do not need much reference, if we except
those in the bath and kitchen. In setting
these in position it is desirable that each
trap be as near as possible to its respective
fixture, and the vent pipe from the crown
so inclined that water of condensation
will drain into the trap. Provision should

less than 6 pounds to the square foot
(the Health Department calls for 8pounds)
and is flanged over at bathroom floor level
on a brass floor plate having a 4-inch
opening, the edges around which are usu
ally countersunk to admit of the lead
flanges. The closet is set on this floor
plate, a rubber gasket or a cushion of red
lead putty being set between the closet
and the plate, both of which are then
bolted together. Some of the floor plates
have the edge of the opening in plate bev
eled instead of countersunk, in which
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case the lead soil pipe is not flanged
over, but is cut flush with the plate
and the beveled space filled with solder,
uniting floor plate and soil pipe in an
effective manner.
The servants' water closet is a flush
rim hopper set in a compartment en
tered from the yard. The 4-inch lead
trap, properly vented, is under floor
and discharges into soil pipe in cellar.
The cistern for flushing is set in the
kitchen, over the washtubs, the chain
and pull being brought through the
wall. This is done to prevent the water
in cistern freezing, which would be
almost certain to occur if set directly
over closet bowl. One trap suffices,
under Health Department rules, for
the sink and the washtubs in the
kitchen, the 2-inch lead waste pipe from
the tubs discharging into the sink waste
pipe above the trap on the inlet ride,
which in turn empties itself through
a Y-branch into the house drain in
cellar.
Safes under fixtures and the safe
wastes leading to the cellar are omitted
from the diagrams, but plumbers, as a
rule, know all about them.

PIPES ABOVE ROOF.

In extending the vertical lines of
pipe above the roof care should be
taken to avoid the use of offsets, owing
to the danger of lodgments of snow,
and the resultant danger of being closed
up by the formation of rust. The pipes
should be extended full-bore straight
through the roof— the hight of the ex
tension of the soil (or waste) pipe and
the vent pipes terminating at differ
ent levels, so as to avoid the conse
quences of down drafts— that is, the
foul air discharged from one pipe being
carried back into the dwelling by the
other. Until recently the Health De
partment required all pipes 4 inches or
more to be increased 1 inch in diam
eter above the roof, and no roof exten
sion to be of less caliber than 4 inches.
At the present time no enlargement of
pipes above the roof is called for.

The Doorway In House Construction.

A very important feature of the
house in more than one respect is the
doorway. It is, in fact, a most promi
nent part of the structure, sajs Trefoil,
and only too m*ny are the possibilities
between making it a work of art like
the masterpieces of Ghiberti on the
Baptistery in Florence, or leaving it a
mere aperture in a monotonous ex
panse of wall, which reminds us forci
bly of the hole in the fence or the crude
entrance of a tent, from which the
door doubtless took its origin.
In many instances the entire effect
of an otherwise pleasing structure is
hopelessly marred by the treatment
accorded the doorway, and more than
one facade is reduced to the common
place by the utter neglect or the archi
tectural decoration to which the door,
if any part of the building, is most
legitimately entitled. To the eye, the
doorway and the roof line are the crit
ical points in a building, and the good
treatment of either will do much
toward remedying the defects of a poor
design.
It will hardly do, however, to blame
the architects for the stagnation of
public taste for half a century in re
gard to architecturally meritorious
doorways. In this country, partic
ularly among a class of owners that,
above all others, might have done so
much to bring about the much needed
revolution of an architectural sense,
art has been subjected to rulej and re
strictions that might aptly apply to
card etiquette, but the effect or which
upon architecture can only be deplored.
When a doorway essentially ugly has
come to be considered the only proper

thing by a vast number of people in
the community, the era of the studied
commonplace can be said to have
reached the climax.
This was pre-eminently the casesome
20 years ago. Our revolutionary fore
fathers in this respect had better taste ;
they followed the classical ideals they
had with a zeal that gave UK,if not a new
style, at least a strong impulse toward
something good. The decadence was,
however, rapid. In 1850 doorways
were mere holes in the wall, and there
after followed a period of barren ugli
ness and dull respectability, an era of
unredeemed bad taste, from which the
newer departures in architecture, and
its more general appreciation, are be
ginning to save us.

Col. Richard T. Anchmuty.

Many readers of Carpentry and Build'
ing will learn with unfeigned sorrow of
the unexpected death of Colonel Rich
ard T. Auchmuty, the founder of the
New York Trades School, which took
place at his summer home in Lenox,
Mass., on Tuesday, July 18. The im
mediate cause of death was oadema, or
dropsy of the lungs. The Colonel sus
tained a severe injury to one of his
legs during the war, from which he
suffered more or less for many years.
Last March the limb was amputated,
and Col. Auchmuty was believed to be
regaining strength after the operation.
He was able to be moved about in his
chair until last week, when a collapse
set in and he sank rapidly.
Richard Tylden Anchmuty was born
in New York City in 1881, and was a
member of an old New York family
that emigrated to this country from
Scotland early in the last century.
His great-grandfather, the Rev. Dr.
Samuel Auchmuty, became rector of
Trinity Church in 1768. After gradu
ating from college, Colonel Anchmuty
studied architecture with James Ren-
wick, whose partner he subsequently
became. He was appointed Assistant
Adjutant-General of Volunteers at the
outbreak of the war, and served dur
ing the years 1862 and 1863 in the
Army of the Potomac. Ill-health com
pelled him to apply for relief from
active duty in the field, and he received
orders in 1864 to report for duty in
Washington. He remained in the War
Department until the close of the war,
with the added rank of Major. While
still quite young Colonel Auchmuty
married Miss Ellen Schermerhorn of
the well-known New York family.
Miss Schermerhorn was the daughter
of the late P. A. Schermerhorn, and
she survives her husband. The fortune
brought him by his wife, added to his
own, enabled him to retire from active
business life and devote his time and
energies to philanthropic pursuits.
Colonel and Mrs. Auchmuty had no
children, and spent large sums in un
ostentatious charity.
Colonel Auchmuty will be best re
membered as the founder and prom iter
of the New York Trades School, to the
interests of which he devoted the best
energies of his life for the past twelve
years. This institution was established
by him in 1881,alter considerable study
of the subject of manual training as con
ducted in Europe. About $50,000were
originally laid out in land and build
ings. Although meeting with many
discouragements and obstacles at first,
the Colonel labored indomitably with
tongue, pen and purse for years until
success came, and his project and the
system of manual training devised by
him blossomed into the widely known
and successful establishment which
now serves as a model for all similar
enterprises throughout the country.
Last year the school was incorporated
and Colonel Auchmuty and his wife, in

addition to the previous gifts, pre
sented the sum of $100,000,J. Pierppnt
Morgan at the same time donating
$500.000; so that the institution now
stands on a firm basis, and will endure
as a noble memorial of its founder and
benefactor. " The Colonel," as he was
always called by the students, worked
hard in the management of the school,
which he was accustomed to visit
almost daily, talking to his "boys,"
imparting kindly advice, and receiving
their confidence and affection in ex
change. Singularly winning in manner,
with a kindly tact and generous, broad
mind, allwho came in contact with him
formed a respect and admiration for
the man; and many a youth has testi
fied to the benefit which the colonel's
personal influence worked on his life.
Colonel Auchmuty also assisted ma
terially in founding the mechanical
trade schools of the Builders' Ex
change in Philadelphia, to which he
contributed $3000 a year for the first
three years of its existence. Often
urged by his friends to stand for public
office, he always declined on the plea
that his time was too fully occupied in
the management of his beloved trade
school. Colonel Auchmuty was a ves
tryman of Trinity Church, New York,
and a trustee of the Cathedral of St.
John the Divine, and was active in
many good works in this city and in his
summer home at Lenox. Always mod
est and retiring, he was little seen in
fashionable gatherings, but among" his boys " he found his truest happi
ness.

Painting Iron Work.

A good many architects, as well as
painters, have the idea that anything
is good enough with which to paint
iron work so long as it is not intended
to be exposed to the direct action of
the air, says a writer in a late issue of
Painting and Decorating. Hence it is
that the cheapest kind of material and
the poorest kind of labor are employed
in painting the constructive portions
of the building, which are hidden away
behind the brick walls and terra cotta
fire proof construction. Indeed, it fre
quently happens that the iron manu
facturers get so rushed to supply their
orders in the midst of a busy season
that the columns and plate girders are
shipped to the job guiltless of paint.
It then becomes impossible to paint the
inside of these pieces of constructive
iron work. Btcaut-e when buried away
in the building they are impossible to
get at, it is not to be supposed that
they are absolutely free from the rav
ages of rust, or the destructive ele
ments, which might perchance attack
them. Brick and terra cotta are more
or less porous, and are certainly neither
impervious to gases nor water ; even
cement is not moistnre proof. How
can we be sure, then, unless we take
particular pains before the building is
erected to paint each particular piece
or scrap of iron that goes into it, that
the rust is not silently eating away
our structural skeleton which holds
the whole in place. For this reason
too much care cannot be taken in the
selection of a proper paint to use for
the purpose. And it is well worth a
painter's while to experiment with
such a material as may seem best
adapted to the purpose. A mere in
spection of the painted surface after
exposure is not sufficient to determine
whether it is a true preservative to the
iron. We should scrape the covering
of paint from the surface of the metal,
aud then the iron should be carefully
examined to seewhether any rust has
been going on beneath the apparently
perfect surface, since many a paint is
more or less permeable by moisture,
while showing no apparent evidence
of decav.
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CORRESPONDENCE
Devlgn for Cheap Country HOIIKC.
from J. S. Z., Morganton, N. C —
For the benefit of "H. B.," Justus,
Ohio, who asked in a recent issne of
Carpentry and Building for plans of a
cheap country house, I submit sketches
herewith which I think will probably
fill the bill. The drawings are so clear
that I think they will not need any

Answer. —The three radial scales of
the sector marked S, T and T are lines
of natural sines and tangents, and are
used for the trigonometrical solution
of the various parts of triangles, the
manner of employing them being
based upon the general principle
which governs all calculations with
the sector—that agiven lateral distance

of the angle opposite the third side is
to the third side. The sines of the
angles being therefore made lateral
distances on the radial scales S, the
sides of the triangle opposite these
angles naturally become transverse
distances from one radial scale to the
other radial scale. The same method
applies also to the scales T of tangents.
The radial scales marked 8 on the
other side of the sector are scales of
natural secants, but they are little
used.
The three long scales along the edge
of the rule, which do not radiate and
are marked N, S and T, are logarith
mic scales of numbers, sines and tan
gents, and are similar to those on an
ordinary slide rule, being used in the
same way by taking off the distances
with a pair of dividers or with a slip
of paper. In using these it must be
borne in mind that multiplication is
effected by adding the distance repre
sented by one factor to the distance
represented by the other factor, when
the total resulting distance represents
the product ; and in division the dis
tance corresponding to the divisor is
subtracted from the distance corre
sponding to the dividend, the quotient
being represented by the remaining
d^tance. Multiplication is, therefore,
always performed forward totheritht,
and division backward to the left.

Cheap Country House.—Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Figure* on a Two-Foot Rule.
From Q. S., Mount Sherman, Ky. —
Will some of my brother chips tell me
the use of the figures on a two-foot
rule ? It is made by the Stanley Bule
& Level Company and is No. 78}£and
No. 72%. The figures which I reler to
are on the inside edge of the rule.
There is a row of small figures and
there are also four small stars in the
line.
Note.—We submitted the inquiry of
our correspondent to the makers of the
rule mentioned, and they reply that
the figures and graduations are "draft
ing scales,'' used in drawing plans, and

explanation. However, should "H. B."
desire further information regarding
the drawings which I send I shall be
glad at any time to hear from him.

Arrangement of a Stable.

From W. K. T., Houstonyille. Pa.—I
would like some information with re
gard to the best arrangement for a
stable covering an area, say, of 30or 34
feet by 40 feet, and suitable for eight
horses and three or four vehicles. Iwant
something I c:in drive into and unhitch
the horses, allowing them to go to
their respective stalls without the ne
cessity of their passing outside the
building. If any of the practical read
ers of the paper can give me informa
tion on the subject I shall be greatly
obliged.

ScaleN on the Sector.

From C. W. B., South Denver, Col.—
Will some one please give me through
the columns of the paper an explana
tion of the scales on a sector ? I have
an instrument of this kind and do not
•understand some of the scales upon it.
There are on one side three scales
radiating from the center and marked" S T T." There are also three other
scales which do not radiate from the
center and are marked " N S T."
On the other side there is also a scale
marked "S." The use of these I do
not understand. There are also scales
of lines, polygons and chords on the
sector of which I know the use.

Kimt Floor. SecondFloor.

Scale 1 16 Inch to the Foot.

is to its corresponding transverse dis
tance as any other lateral distance is
to its corresponding transverse dis
tance. Now, in trigonometry, in any
triangle the sine of the angle opposite
a given side is to the ^iven side as the
sine of the angle opposite a second side
is to the second side, and as the sine

are % inch, V inch, % inch, &c., to
the foot. Each of the larger divisions
that is figured represents one foot,
while the finer gradations are inches.

PlaiiH for a Five-Room Hou*e.
From A. A. N., Lafayette, Ind.—l
wish some of the many readers of the
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paper would give me plans of a five-
room house, one story in night. I
would also like to see a front eleva
tion.

Striking a Spiral Arcb.

From J. A. F., McKinney, Texa*.—
In a late issue of Carpentry and Build-

this inquiry I send a number of dia
grams with explanatory text. Refer
ring to the cuts, Fig. 1 shows the plan,
A B representing a square section and
A F the face of the arch. Fig. 2
indicates the manner of striking an
ellipse, which may be done with a
string and pencil or trammel in the
usual manner. Draw F G and at right

trados are described in the same man
ner, taking H O of Fig. 1 as the semi-
major and C P as the semi-minor axis.
In Fig. 8 is shown the manner of find
ing the points in the face of an elliptic
arch. Locate the focii H H and at a
point where a joint is required, say at
B, draw lines from H H to it. Bisect
the angle at B and the bisecting line

Fig. 4.—Showing the Method of Obtaining
the Patterns for the Voufsolrs.

Fig. 2.—Manner of Describingan Ellipse.

Fig. 1.—Plan andElevation. Fig. 3.—DiagramIllustrating the Maimi-r>r Finding tin Joints in tie
Facecf the Arch.

Striking a Spiral Arch.—Diagrams AccompanyingLetterof "J. A. F."

ing I notice a letter from "D. F."
Philadelphia, in which he presents a
problem relating to the spiral arch,
and asks how to properly construct it,
the manner of getting out the arch
stone, making the patterns and cutting
the face of the arch In answer to

angles to it draw the line D E. Make
A B the semi-major axis eqnal A O of
the plan. Lay off on A C as the semi-
minor axis, the distance A P of Fig. 1.
Now, the curve, cutting the line F G
and passing through the points A D,
will represent the ertrados. The in-

will be the required joint. The joints
for the opposite sides of the arch may
be found by producing the bisecting
lines until they cut the line O E as in
dicated in the diagram. Fig. 4 shows
the manner of obtaining the pattern
for voussoirs. First describe the ex
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trades and intrados. Now, suppose
the v<ms;-<>ii-sare worked from r» to p
in three sections. At the pointi> of di
vision draw the joints, and at light
aiigles to tin in draw the tangents, as
D K. for the purpose of obtaining the
beveli- fpi (he twist of the voussoirs,
proceeding as follows : At right angles

manner of cutting the face of the arch
in a line with the spandrel. The cut
at A is nearly square, while owing to
the twist of the voussoirs the cut across
the bottom at B is what is termed a
squore miter, producing the increased
width of the face as the springing
plane is approached, and the shape of

handrailing. Fig. 7 is a projection of
the vonssoirs running through at d d
of Fig. 1.
I am not a stone cutter, but it seems
to me that instead of running the vous
soirs at right angles to the face, as
shown in the plan view Fig 1, and in
dicated in the drawings submitted by

Fig. 5.—Method of Cuttlnir tbe Face of the
Arch in a Line with the Spandrel.

g. (.—Application of the Patterns of tbe
Voussoirsto theSection fromm to pot
Fig. 4. Fig. 8.—Plan andElevation slum-innVoussoirsRunning Parellel

with theSpringing Plane.

Fig. 7.—Projection of a Voussolr on the Line d d of Fig. 1.

Striking a Spiral Arch.—Diagrams AccompanyingLetter of'J. A. F."

Fig. 9.—Bevelsfor Cutting the Voussoirs
In the Faceof Fig. 8.

to the joint m draw n, bisecting it at 2.
At right angles to n draw 2 A cutting
the tangent from the joint m at A.
From the joint n draw A n and the
bevel at A will be the twist from m to
n. The remaining bevels are found by
drawing plumb aud level lines to the
joints and bisecting them as indicated.
The bevel at B is the twist from n to o
and the bevel at C is the twist from
o to p.
In Fig. 5of the sketches is shown the

the voussoirs in the face, as shown in
Fig. 1. The manner of applying the
patterns of the voussoirs to the section
from m to p of Fig. 4 is indicated in
Fig. 6. The width across the extrados
and in trades increases as their spring
ing plane is approached. The differ
ence in the width may be found by
taking the distance of the bevel across
the width of the square end for the
width of the twisted end. The bevels
are applied for the twist the same as in

" D. F." on page 143of Carpentry and
Building for last year, that they may
be run parallel with the springing
plane, asm Fig. 8 of the accompanying
sketches. In that instance the vous-
spirs as they appear in the face are
similar to the face in Fig. 8. In Fig.
9 are given bevels by which to cut the
voussoirs in the face of Fig. 8 on a line
with the spandrel.
At A is the bevel for the joint A B,
and across the extrados of the vous
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soir at a b and of the intrados at c d
of Fig. 8. At B is the bevel for the
side or the voussoirs opposite the joint
at a c, and across the extrados at A C,
and the intrados at B D. The inter
vening bevels are applied to the inter
vening voussoirs in like manner. The
voussoirs in the plan, Fig. 8. are of the
eame shape the entire length, while in

find the lengths of rafters, I send a
description of a steel square, which, I
think, will give him the desired infor
mation. In order to find the length of
jack rafters for roofs of any pitch
divide the length of the main or com
mon rafters by its run in feet and the
product thus obtained will be the
length of a rafter of one foot run. If

the square, we will find the length of
any jack rafter the run of which is 12
inches and of any rise from 1 to 18
inches. If the roof has a rise of 6
to 12 inches run, we look opposite Fig.
6, the rise, and find figures 1 foot 1.42
inches as the length of the jack rafters.
This would be the length that we
should have to shorten each jack

Rule for Finding Length of Jack Rafters.— Fig. 1.—SteelSquare as Arranged by Mr. Patterson.
Scale, 4 Inches to theFoot.

the plan, Fig. 1, they not only increase
in width, but the bevel between the
voussoirs at the top of the arch gradu
ally die out as they approach the
springing plane.

Rule for Finding Lengths of
Rafter*.

From Mark Patterson, New Ro-
chelle, N. Y.— Seeing in the issue for
November an inquiry from " H. A. B.,"
Moreno, Cal., for a rule by which to

the rafters are placed one foot apart
deduct the length of the rafter of one
foot run from the length of the main
or common rafter, and if placed two
feet apart deduct twice the amount
from each succeeding jack rafter. The
square, of which I send a sketch, and
shown in general view in Fig. 1,
gives a great deal of information not
to be found on any other square. In
the first place, it gives the length of
the hip and valley rafters of any rise
from 1 inch up to 18 inches, having a
regular run ; also their side bevels at
their intersection, as well as the top
and bottom cuts.
In the second place, it gives the
length of main or common rafters of
any rise from 1 to 18 inches of one foot
run and their top and bottom cuts.
It also gives the lengths and side
bevels for jack rafters of any rise from
1 inch to 18 inches of one foot run,
together with their top and bottom
cuts, being the same as main rafters
of the same rise.
The octagon scale gives the propor
tions of the sides of an octagon to its
diameter, also bevels or cuts at the in
tersection.
There is a scale of hundredths of an
inch shown full size in Fig. 2, so that
where the lengths of rafters show hun
dredths of an inch the compasses can
be readily set and the lengths obtained.
Fig. 1 shows the scales upon the blade
of the square and may be considered
as a jack-rafter table. Upon the tongue
is a main-rafter table and diagram, m,
giving the lengths, pitches or angles ;
also the top and bottom bevels of main
rafters for a rise of 1 inch to 18
inches and whose run is 12 inches. In
connection with and forming a part of
the main-rafter table is a hip and val
ley rafter table and diagram, h, giving
lengths and pitches of rafters whose
run is 16.97inches, or the diagonal of
a square whose sides are 12 inches and
the rise of which is 1 inch to 18
inches.
The table and the diagram on the
blade of the square illustrate the gain
of rafters the run of which is 12
inches and the rise is 1inch to 18 inches.
It also shows the side bevels. Form
ing a part of the above-mentioned
table and diagram is a table and dia
gram showing the gain for hip and
valley rafters the rise of which is 1 to
18 inches and the run is nearly 17
inches. This diagram also gives the
side bevels of hip or valley rafters of
17 inches run (nearly) at their inter
section.
The octagon scale shows that five-
twelfths of its diameter will be the
length of its sides. For instance, a
square of 12 feet diameter would re
quire sides of 5 feet, when it was
changed to an octagon.
Suppose it is desired to find out how
much shorter each jack rafter for a
hip roof must be in order that the raft
ers may be 1 foot apart. If we look at
the jack-rafter table on the blade of

rafter if the jacks were set 1foot apart.
If we set them 2 feet apart we must
shorten each succeeding jack rafter
twice as much. The first jack rafter
would be the same length as the main
rafter, allowing one-half the thickness
of the hip. To obtain the side bevel for
jack set the bevel to the angle on the
square opposite the rise the rafter
makes. In this case it would be opposite
figure 6. If the decimals in the figures
confuse the framer let him take his
pocket rule and lay it on the square on
the line marked '•Length of jack raft
ers.' The end of the rule should ex
tend to the end of the square over and
beyond the octagon scale. Then let
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him take the length of his rafter on
his rule for the rise his main rafters
make in running 1 foot. This will give
the length to shorten jack rafters set

1 foot apart.
Examples might be given in obtain
ing length of main hip or valley rafters
of any pitch, but the diagrams on the
square, I think, will be readily under
stood. If any further information con
cerning the square is desired by the
readers of the paper I will cheerfully
answer all inquiries.

Method of Rapid Eattinatlng.
From A. B. C, Brandon, Mass. —
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and Building kindly opt-n a discussion
of the following method of rapid esti
mating ? A short time since the thought
occurred to me to estimate joist, floor
ing, studding, boarding, siding, sheet
ing, rafters and shingles by the square.

I find by setting dimension stuff 16
inches between centers that

One square of 2 x 4 = 50
One square of 2 x 6 = 75
One square of 2 x 8 = 100
One square of 2 x 10 = 125
One square of 2 x 12 = 150

and so on to the end of the chapter. I

would like to know if this method is
in use, and if so to what extent. I
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hope to see the question taken np and
discussed at lengtb.

The I •>••of Artificial Stone.

From C. J. W.. Berkley, Va.— In this
month's (Jnne) issue of Carpentry and
Building there is a communication
from "S. C. S." of Maschipon. Va.,
relative to the use of artificial stone at
the Norfolk Navy Yard. In reply,
permit me to state that they are n»t
making artificial stone at the nnvy
yard, neither are they using it at the
dry docks. What they are doing is
making concrete blocks for dock walls
on the river front, and these are pre
pared from the usual formula of hy
draulic cement, sand, gravel and stone
chips cast into blocks and laid in the
manner usual for stone. The corre
spondent named will, no doubt, be able
to appreciate the difference between
artificial stone and concrete.

Problem In Groined Celling*.

From R. S. N. , Minneapolis, Minn. —
I would like to have some of the read
ers of the paper answer a question
in which I am deeply interested. Fig.
1 represents a ground plan ; Fig. 2
shows a p'an of the ceiling, while Pig.
8 represents an elevation showing the
line of the c»iling and the line of the
roof. Referring to Fig. 1, A represents

with their details thn principal part of
the paper, I have never seen the design
that was, to all inteuts and purposes,
of any real use as a Southem hone*-.
An architect to understand the require
ments must live on the spot. Eiitbt
months out of twelve southern life is,
essentially, an outdoor existence, and
narrow halls, doors to rooms, except
bedrooms, of course, and cramped and
pokey staircases are an abomination.
The great desideratum is air, and
plenty of it. Hang pttrtieres to the
r<"in openings and loop them up. If a
chilly blast comes on they can readily
be lowered and the place made snug
and cosy.
One othf r point, the east and west
must have piazzas. During the heat
of the day when the sun is southerly,
it is almost perpendicularly over one's
head and the piazzas are not so im
perative, though, of course, it is a
comtort to have them. But the west
erly or afternoon sun is the most op
pressive, and a low wide veranda, not
less than 9 feet, is almost a necessity
of existence with comfort. I have seen
houses erected here from Northern
plans which have been perfect ovens
in their intense heat. It must be
clearly understood that unless a piazza
gives shade across its entire width, the
refraction from the floor counteracts
any benefit that may otherwise accrue.
Note.—We are glad to have such free

20'

in answer to the inquiry of " A. W."
whose commurication appeared in
Carpentry and Building for June of
this year.

From F. T. C, New York.— In reply
to the correspondent " A. W.," Frank
fort, N. Y., who asked in a recent
issue about brick veneering a frame
building, I would like to say that
in some localities it is a more fa
vorite mode than in others. In cold
climates it is more practiced than
in milder ones. I know of a four-
story hotel having been erected in the
veneer style in Saratoga, N. Y. It was
known as the " Columbian " and stood
on Sonth Broadway, covering an area
about 75 feet from by 160 to 175 feet
deep. It burned down after some
eight or ten years, and the brick
veneer fell off in great sheets, endan
gering the lives of firemen and work
ers. It seemed, however, to stand well
enough without season or settling

Fig. 1.—Ground Plan. Fig. 2.-Plan of Celling. Pig. 3.—Elevation Showing Linesof Roof
andCelling.

Problem in Groined Ceilings Submittedby " R. f. JV." o/ Minneapolis, Minn,

the width of the building, 20feet ; while
C and D are the radii required to con
struct the circles at C and 1). so that
the sections between the groins or hips
of the celling will be perfectly true
with each other. The idea is to have
a perfect ground work for the lath and
plaster. What I want to know is the
method of getting the required radius
and 1 should like to have this fully ex
plained by the correspondent answer
ing the question.

Southern House*.

From W. H. W., Tampa. Fla.—
Having taken Carpentry and Build
ing for the past nine years, 1 have, of
course, seen its development from a
somewhat ordinary monthly to a first-
class paper. I am, however disap
pointed in it in this respect : Oi.e of
the most important clashes of build
ings seems to be neglected, or to receive
a poor showing. I refer to store fronts
and street facades. If the subject is
well considered I think yon and many
others will admit that the present store
fronts as a rule exhibit great poverty
of design. Indeed, so to speak, they
are " all run in one mold." There is,
I think a very extensive field in this
direction, and much originality and
good design and detail should be forth
coming. Now that I Hm troubling
you, may I, with all respect, say that
with the many admirable designs of
dwelling houses, and they monopolize

and frank expressions of opinion from
practical readers of Carpentry and
Building, as it permits us to see where,
in the eyes of those we are seeking to
interest, the paper can be improved
With regard to designs of store fionts
and street facades, we would inform
this and other readers that under the
twenty-third competition we have re
ceived a number of designs, shoeing
the tronts of buildings intended for
business purposes, and miny of these
we shall have pleasure in presenting at
an early date.
Our correspondent above so clearly
defines the essential features of a typ
ical Southern house that we are led to
•!-!>•if he cannot furnish drawings of
buildings of this character, and if he
pan supply phot- graphs of complett d
houses HOmuch the better? We extend
this invitation to our Southern readers
generally, and trust they will send as
a number of designs, accompanied by

photographs, if possible, of dwelling
houses which have recently been
erected in the section of country in
which they reside.

Brick Veneered Building*.

From D. A. K., Pau-tucket, R. /.—
I would like to know the pros and cons
regarding brick plating of frame build
ings, with a single course of brick.
Note.—We cannot perhaps do better
than refer our correspondent to the
letter given below, which was received

cracks. For small houses brick
veneering answers very well, but the
brick muwt be hard and of even burn
ing, and built on a good stone wall
foundation. The frame can be fheeted
or not, hut in my estimation the build
ing is better for being sheeted. A
stone water table can be used bedded
on the stone foundation, and 4-inch
thick brick work built up against the
sheeting or face of the studa. It
should be achored every course or two
and 2 feet apart by ten or twelve
penny nails, driven half in and the
heads left in the joints. The mortar
used mny be of lime and sand, with
one-third cement as well. Window
sills may be of stone, or wood gotten
out the size of the stone, dressed,,
painted and sanded. The window and
door lintels are generally arched in
brick. The evil effects of settlement
may be largely counteracted by using
well seasoned timber, the best, in fact,
obtainable, and making as close brick
joints as possible. There should also-
be used a large proportion of cement
in the mortar.

Laying Porch Floor*.
Fiom H. H. R., Seaville, N. H.—U
" W. W. B.," Toledo, Ohio, will " her
ring bo le" his porch floor hip—that is,
cut a square butt on his flooring in
stead of the miter —and lay the porch
floor from both sides alternately, he
will have a first-class and neat looking
job.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THERE

CONTINUES to boan unusual
quietness throughout the building
trades of the country. There is

seeminglylessactivity than there has been
for some time past. Building operations
are somewhat curtailed by the stringency
in the money market, although thereare
no cases reported of extreme depression.
The relationship between the employers
and workmenall through thecountry seems
to be unusually quiet, the large cities being
extremelyfreefrom disturbances.Through
out theWest, with possibly the exception
of St Louis, business is very quiet, and
there seemsto be little prospect of im
mediate improvement. The condition
should not be understoodto indicate un
usual lack of activity, but the character of
the work seemsto be largely that which is
necessary,rather than that which indicates
the extensive investment that follows a
free moneymarket.

Chicago, III.
The building operations in Chicago are
quiet, although there is still enoughto do
to keepthebuilders busy. The danger of
anotherstrike amongthe carpenters seems
to havebeenaverted by the findingsof the
Board of Arbitration of the bossesand the
men. The commission,after agreeingthat
40centsan hour wasnot too much for com
petentworkmen, agreedto modify the rate
of wages from July 1 to October 1,by a
deductionof 5 cents an hour. It was also
agreed to allow union carpentersto work
for non-union bosses,provided that the
union rate bemaintained.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
It is reportedfrom theBuilders'Exchange
of Cincinnati that although things arequiet
in the building trades the amountof work
in processof completionis about up to the
mark. The Exchange is pursuing theeven
tenor of its way and the members are
gradually becoming more imbued with a
senseof the value of such an institution.
The Exchange is doing somegoodwork in
the way of urging the adoptionof the Uni
form Contract, the value of which was con
sidered of sufficient importance by the
Commercial Gazetteof that city to warrant
its beingprinted in full. There are no labor
complications of a seriousnature existing
or pending.

Cleveland, Ohio.
The bricklayers' strikewhichbegunabout
two months ago,and which was noted in
these columns last month, has ended, the
menhaving returned to work on the nine-
hour basis. The stonecutterswho struck in
sympathywith the bricklayers and alsofor
the purposeof securinga half holiday on
Saturday are still out in an endeavorto se
cure their desire in referenceto the short
day Saturday. Nearly all the trades are
working on the samebasis that existedlast
year and everything is quiet excepting the
-casementionedof the stonecutters. The
Builders' Exchangeis in excellentcondition
and thebenefitsof this form of organization
amongtheemployersin the building trades
are asserting themselvesmore and more
every day. The Exchange has recently
issued a neat handbook containing much
valuable information to builders, such as
classifiedlist of members,the building laws
of the city, lien laws, list of architects,&c.

Detroit. Mich.
The membersof the Builders and Trad
ers' Exchange of Detroit recently partici-

fated
in a delightful excursion to Star

aland, where a dinner was served. The
affair was a most delightful one,and the
membersturned out well, and all enjoyed
themselvesthorougly. The moving of the
Exchange into the present quarters has
proved itself, as was expectedto be, dis
tinctly for the better. The entire occu
pancy of a building by buildershascentral
ized the interest of the trade and has
materially improved the standing of the
organization by bringing .it before the
public in a much more prominent and
favorable light than itever beforeoccupied.

Indianapolis. Ind.
Things are generally quiet throughout
the building trades in Indianapolis. The

lathers, who went on a strike severalweeks
ago for an advance in their wages,have
surrendered and returned to work at the
old scale. The mendemandedan increase
of 50 cents per day over the scale of last
year, which wasrefusedby thecontractors,
and the strike was ordered. The menre
mainedfirm, beingconfidentthat the strike
would be successful,as oneor two of the
contractorshadagreedto their terms. On
account of the length of the strike, how
ever, several members of the union were
brought to the low-water mark financially,
and this, coupledwith the scarcity of work
to be done,influenced the contractors to
hold off for a while longer,and then four of
the union men surrendered and agreedto
return to work at theold scale. This settled
the strike, and all of them returned at the
old price.

Lowell, Mass.
A new complication in the bricklayers'
strike of Lowell has presented itself. A
contract for laying 1,010,000brick has been
awarded under peculiar circumstancesto a
contractor, who employs union workmen
only. The contract wasoriginally let to a
memberof the Master Builders' Associa
tion, but the members being under an
agreementwith each other not to employ
union men, it was impossible for the orig
inal contractor toundertakethework with
out breaking his agreement. Apparently,
in order to avoid breaking the letter of his
agreementwith the membersof the Master
Builders' Association, he sublet thecon
tract toa man whom, it is claimed, is one
of the strikers. The membersof the Mas
ter Builders' Association,are very much
incensedagainsttheactionof thecontractor
in question,claiming that be has broken
faith with themfully as much as though
hehad yielded to the demandsof thestrik
ers himself. The following article from
the Lowell Mail of July 11putstheposition
betweenthebricklayers and their employ
ers in a nutshell:
The issue between the master builders
and the brickmasons has been over the
questionwhethertheformershouldhavethe
privilege of employing whom they chose
and paying the men what they earned,
rather than being compelled to hire only
union men and pay them all a regulation
price established by the union. A combi
nation to securethis right is not an unjust
one,though it may not be satisfactory to
the membersof the bricklayers' union. It
is really in the interest of the peoplewho
may hereafterhavebuildings to erect. The
master builders have been ready to pay
whatever men were worth, whether 42
centsper hour, or 50cents or 25 cents,but
they havenot wishedto pay 42cents to 25-
cent. men. This is the sumand substance
of thecontention,aswe understandit, and
the matter would have been settledlong
sincehad the bricklayers not receivedaid
from outsidethat enabledthem to sendout
of town menwho had been hired to come
hereand takework that wasrefusedby the
mechanicsof this city becausethey could
not dictateterms to their employers. There
has beena seriousdelay on some buildings
becauseof the condition of things, and the
interestsof thecity have undoubtedly suf
fered, while the workmenthemselveshave
lostmoneythey could ill afford becauseof
the shortnessof the building season.

Lvnn, Mass.
All of the unionmenwho were in the em
ploy of Strout Bros., building contractors
of Lynn, are on a strike becausenon union
tenders for masons are employed. The
strikers are membersof the Lynn Building
Trades Council. They first endeavoredto
induce the tendersto join the union, and,
failing, a strike was ordered on all of the
buildings which the Strout Bros, are
erecting.
The Council held a meetingand voted to
remain out until the non union men were
discharged,and denouncedtheaction of the
contractor. The contractor says that he
advisedthetendersnot to join the union,
and that be is paying as high pricesas any
other contractors. The result will be, he
says,that theskilled workmen in the Build
ing TradesCouncil will be withdrawn.

Minneapolis, Minn.
The building interestsin Minneapolisare
quiet. There is little action among the
workmen, although there is considerable
complaint of low wages. The paintersare

at work perfecting a union. At a recent
meeting a numberof speechesweremade
giving reasons for and advocating thees
tablishmentof a union. The burdenof the
wholematterseemedto be that the prices
paid for skilled workmen in this city are
far too low, resulting from the fact that
inexperiencedmenare able to commandas
high wages as thosowho have more thor
oughly learned their trade. It was stated
that union would, in time, give complete
control of prices,and would result greatly
in favor of themen. It was also said that
Minneapolis is theworst city in the country
in which to work, the paintersbeingbehind
the times in demandingtheir rights.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Operationsin thebuilding tradesof Phila
delphia are very quiet, the strike among
the plasterers being the only disturbance
amongthe workmenwhich hasoccurred for
some time. The journeymen struck be
causethe bosseswould not advancethe pay
from 40to 45centsan hour; alsotheplaster
ers took under their wing the lathers and
laborers and demanded that these two
branches of this trade shouldalso receive
higher wages. The master plasterers re
fusedto meetthe demand of the j mrney-
menand since then have been employing
non union men.
At a meetingparticipated in by both em
ployersand workmen tor the purpose of
settling the strike, the journeymen com
promisedby giving up their support of the
laborers and others outside of plasterers,
and they also agreedto allow the master
plasterersto hire 50per cent, of nonunion
mento work in the couutry. After these
concessionsweremadethequestionof wages
was taken up. The journeymen wanted
the advance of five cents an hour. The
masterplasterers were willing to split the
differenceand increasethepayto 42^ cents
an hour, but it wasdecidedto holda meet
ing and get the voice of all the boss plas
terers. This meetingwas held, and it is
understoodthat the plasterers will, in all
probability, get what they ask for The
settlementas proposedby the masterplas
terers was that they would concede thead
vanceof five centsper hour to 45 cents if
the plastererswould agree to these three
propositions : The employment of 5ti per
cent, of non-unionplasterersonout-of-town
work ; the abolition of the amalgamation
between the lathers and laborers, and to
agreeto take the non-union men now em
ployed by the master plasterersinto the
union upon proper application, provided
thereare no chargesagainstthemenonthe
union's books.
At a subsequentmeeting the plasterers
agreedto accepttheterms, with the amend
ment that, insteadof ending tbeamaigama-
tion between the lathers atld laborers at
once it bedoneat theend of the year, as
an immediate break was not considered
honorableto the laborers The amendment
will besubmitted to themasti-r plasterers,
and, if accepted,the strike will bedeclared
off.

St. Louis, Mo.
Building operations in Ht. Louis are re
ported iu good condition, the amount of
work on hand being very satisfactory.
Late in June therootersstruck for $3a day
for foremenand #250per day for all jour
neymen,and after beingou a little over a
weekthe strike was settledby a compro
miseof $2.75a day for foremenaod i-ouces-
sion for t i.50 for journeymen. Only one
employerwasseriouslyaffectedhy this, but
his employeesnumbered about 125. The
Builders' Exchange is making prepiratiuns
for a grand excursionon the river to be
held on August 17. The excursionwill in
clude a stopat ChouteauPark, wherethere
will be feasting, music and speaking. A
very elaborate affair is expected,a>d ac
commodationshavebeenprepared for 3000
people. The largeststeamboaton the river,
the '' Grand Republic," has beenengaged.
The following Executive Committee have
the matter in charge:W. J. Baker, Patrick
McKay, C. C. Jackson. Jas. Kearney, J no.
O'Connell and J. P. Kelly.

St. Paul, Minn.
The Builders' Exchange of St. Paul has
filed an amendmentto its article of incor
poration decreasing its capital stock and
limit of liability to $1250. 1heplasterers
struck on July 1 for $1.50for a day of eight
hours. Due notice was sent to the em-
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plovers, together with an announcement
that theemployeeswould receiveany com
munication the employersdesiredto make
at Labor Sail any time during theday.
Four of the contractorsengagedin impor
tant work immediately concededthe de
mand, and It is expectedthat the menwill
ultimately gain their end, although the
other contractors remain firmly opposedto
the concession. The mill owners are en
deavoring to establish uniformity in the
scaleof wages to be applied to theemploy
ees in all of themills. A.list of all of the
scales paid by the different mills showed
that there is a wide differenceamongthem,
the scale ranging from 15 to 50centson
eachclassof work.

Wilmington, Del.
The strike of plasterers in Wilmington
/or an increaseof wagesfrom $3to $3.50
per day still continuesalthough it is prob
able that no decidedvictory will be gained,
as the menare slowly returning. Work on
hand hasat no timebeenseriously impeded
by the action of the plasterers, and all
other branches of the trade are quiet.
Business is in a fair condition. Reports
from the Builders' Exchangeshow that or
ganization to be in a goodcondition.

Notes.
The carpenters strike at Madison,Wis.,
has beendeclaredoff. The refusal of other
trades to co-operate by striking against
working with non-union men, the success
of the contractors in securing men from
outside,and the return of 25 per cent of
the strikers to work, convinced the major
ity that thestrike was a failure. The places
of nearly one-half the strikers, or about 80,
have beenfilled with new men.whom the
contractors refuse to discharge, so that
many of the strikers will have to seekwork
elsewherethan in Madison. Although the
building businessis brisk, this is the second
effort to establish union recognition and
control in Madisonthis year, andboth have
proveddisastrousfailures to theprojectors.
No further trouble is anticipated in any of
the trades.

The now Builders' Exchange at Duluth
has begun its career by an excursion to
Stony Point. The members fishedand in
dulged in athletic games to their heart's
content, anda very pleasantday was spent.
There were about 80 builders in attend
ance,which representspractically themem
bershipof the new organization.

Since the lather ' union of New Bedford
was organized a standard of $2 per 1000

for laying laths has been established, and
nearly all the contractors in thecity have
agreedto the newscale. It is expectedthat
the workmen will be able to securea full
recognition by all employers of the new
rate of wages.

The new organization at Salem, Mass.,
has been incorporatedunder name of the
Master Builders' Association. Since the
formation severalnewmembers have been
voted in, and tae following permanentoffl
cerselected:President,Benjamin A. Touret;
vice-president, James F. Dean; treas
urer, E. Henry Morse ; secretary, Charles
H. Osborne; directors,O. ThomasPinnock,
Joseph N. Parsons, C. Burns Balco-nb,
George W. Pitman, Paul B Patten. The
alterationsof the rooms in the bank build
ing will soonbecompleted,and theassocia
tion will havevery comfortablequarters.

Davenport, Iowa, hasbeenhaving a strike
of carpenters,and it is statedthat the em
ployershavebeengradually giving in to the
demandsof the workmen until there are
but few concernsthat still hold out. These,
it is expected,will soon join their competi
tors, and the carpenterswill have gained
their end.

The membersof the Springfield (Mass.)
Builders' Association are at work on the
details necessaryto put its organization
upon a thoroughly practical basis,and is
looking for a permanent location. The
association will in all probability make
its headquarters in the Board of Trade
rooms, as the directors have offered fa
vorable termsand the memberswill proba
bly accept them. There are several other
places which have been offered to the as
sociation, but these rooms seemto be the
most central and best fitted for the pur
pose. The meetings have been held in
the Athol Building The strike of brick
layers still c >ntiuues,but the workmenare
hopefulof success. One by one the con
tractors have compromisedwith the strik
ers on the reasonable concessionsoffered
until at leastone-halfof the local contract
ors are working their menon theeight-hour
schedule. The remaining contractors have
no fault t .>ij iid with the demandsof the
strikers, but are holding out fori hepurpose
of trying to break up the Brick Layers'
Union. But what makestheoutlookbright
for thestrikers and the union contractors
is the fact that the public prejudice against
the eight-hourday, which was fanned by
the nine-hour contractors has almost died
out and prospective builders are inclined
to let all classesof contracts figure on their
jobs and award the contract to the lowest
bidder. The nine-hour contractors, who

are paying unusual wages to unskilled
workmen, cannot compete with the eight-
hour contractors who employ the best of
masons at $8. 0 or $8.75a day Conse
quently it will not be long before tbe nine-
hour menwill find it to their advantageto
compromisewith the strikers
The refusal of tbe largest mason con
tracting firm to work their meneight hours
insteadof nine is a seriousdrawback to tbe
successof the strike, which, togetherwith
the fact that building operationsare being
cut down and tbe amount of work thus
lessened,leavestbeultimate ou'c >meof the
strike verymuch in doubt. This strike has
brought about many reminiscencesof tbe
past; and, as an exampleto tbe steady im
provement in the conditious which the
workmen have undergone, an old em
ployer saysthat during thesummerof 187(5
he employedmasons to work for him in
building a blockonState street for $2aday
and the carpentersreceived$1.50,while the
brick cost $4.75a thousand. The masons
workedten hoursa day. Oneof theunion
men now asking for $3.50a day with eight
hours worked in the fall of 1873and the
summerof 1874in Holyoke for $1.75for ten
hours' work.
The builders of Bridgeport, Conn., are
making a united effort to secure from ar
chitects fuller and morecompleteplansand
specificationsof work. They are assisted
in tins effort by the Building Inspector.
The Builders' Association has drawn up
resolutions addressedto tbe architects, in
which theycall attention to tbe vital neces
sity of having moredefiniteplans or details
than the ordinary scale drawings to figure
on Ibis effort will doubtless result in
somemutually sa'isfactorr arrangementbe
tween the contractors andarchitects, as the
former have approachedthe architects in
a friendly and fair spirit.

The union brickmak-rs of Pittsburgh
cl°im to have established their scale of
wages and hours in all the brickyards in
that vicinity, and that there will be no
general strike, as was expected,although
there are several mattersyet.to be settled.
Outsidemanufacturers, it is claimed, bave
been competing with Pittsburgh brick-
makers,and bavebeen paying their wotk-
nieii lesswages and an effort is ueiugmade
to eith-r slop this competition or to secure
the adoption of the standard scaleby thtse
mauufaciurers. Tbe carpenters are hard
at work perfecting their union at all points
for thepurpose of making a strong stand
for increased wanes. Tney are meeting
with considerable success,and claim that
'.*)perceut. of the workmenare members
of theunion.

Combination Heating.

At the Fifth Annual Convention of
the Master Steam and Hot- Water Fit
ters' Association, recently held in
Chicago, a paper was read by George
D. Hoffman on the subject of combi
nation heating, which covers many
points of interest to builders. We
quote from it as follows:
In selecting the matter of combination
heatingas thesubject of my discourse, I
am free to confessthat I did sowith some
misgivings. It is such a common fault,
not only among heatingengineers,but also
among the other learned professions, to
condemn that methodor system which ts
foreign in its teachingsfrom that particu
lar systemfrom which tbey derive their
knowledge. Thus, the allopathic doctor
condemnsevery move or treatmentof the
homoeopathicdoctor, and the Methodist
minister claims that the Baptist minister is
all wrong ; that their particular plan is the
only onethat will insure salvation to the
world-weary sinner, and yet the objective
point with each differing school is tbe
same; each doctor strives to cure his
patient and eachminister to save the soul
intrusted to his teachings. It is only
natural, therefore,with these precedents,
that heating engineers should condemn
almostunheardsystems of heating which
are outsideof their particular line.
You, gentlemen, call yourself master
steamand hot-water fitters, and there is
hardly a manamongyou who will not take
a contract for either steamor hot water
fitting, and who will not acknowledgethat
eachsystemhas its particular merits, and
eachin its way is worthy of the careful
considerationof any prospective buyer ;

and yet it is within my short recollection
in this businesswhensteam men declared
war to the knife against hot-waterbeating,
and theadvocatesof hot waterwereequally
strong in their condemnation of steam.
To-day there is hardly a man among you
who does not and will talk against and
condemnfrom every point tbe systemof
furnace heating. It is said that furnaces
are dirty, dustyandunhealthy.becausethey
admit smokeand gasinto the living rooms.
It is alsosaid that a furnace burns the air,
andthat oneside of a furnace-heatedhouse
is always cold, while the other side is too
hot Inasmuch as a combinationbeateris a
combinationof a furnaceanda steamor hot-
water boiler, it is necessaryfor me to de
fend tbesystem of furnace heating against
tbe calumny of its opponents. Taking the
accusations—dirty , dustyandunhealthy—in
their order :

SO-CALLEDBURNTAIR.
It is a well-known fact that all systems
of beatingare dirty, and all systemsof in
direct heating are particularly so. The
reasonfor this, as we all know, lies in tbe
fact that dust is an ever-presentquantity in
air, although It may beimperceptibleto tbe
naked eve. Even in a darkened room,
which is hermeticallysealedtothe influence
of the outside air, the presenceof dust is
madediscernibleevento tbe naked eye b.v
the admissionof a ray of sunlight. This is
tbeevidenceof theunceasingchangeswhich
the material world is continually under
going—tbe irrefragable proofs that tbe
visible matterof theuniverseis slowly and
almost imperceptibly passing throuuh a
seriesof transu.utationswhich affectboth
organic and inorganic nature.
In all systemsof heating,bothdirect and
indirect, where air is brought in contact
with heatedsurfaces,theseminute atomsof

animal and vegetable matter, which are
carried suspendedin tbeair, are charred or
burned by contact with tbe heatedsurface
of the turiiaceor radiator, as the casemay
be, and thisgivesrisevery frtquently to the
opinion (more particularly so in furnace
work than in steam or hot wa>er)that we
burn tbe air. Now, the air itself is not
burned,as it is impossibleto burn air with
out combustion.
1rememberleading an interestingarticle
severalyears ago m the Seumt-fteAmeri
can, in which an elaborate test wasmade
of this very subject. Air was taken from
onereceptacleand pastedthrough,between
and over wrouKbt-iron plates,which were
heatedto an in eusi'y of *0llu9F., and then
passed iuto another receptacle;and after
the air had sufficiently cooled it was sub
jected to a chemical testand found to con
tain all tbe lite giving qualities that it bad
previous to its passageover theseplates. f-

INDIRECT HEATING SYSTEM.
The theory of furnace, or any other sys
temof indirect hea ing, is ot.e of displace
ment—i. r., all tbeair in a roomor building
to lie heated oy this method ntust.bedis
placedby thewarmerair Irom tbe furnace,
and. as this air cools from coutact with ibe
cold walls and other surfaces in theroom,
it must in its turn bedi iven from the room
by a further introduction of warm air from
tbe furnace. With a sufficient number of
openfire places,oi o her meats ot drawing
off the cold air from the rooms,the flow of
the air from tbe furnace or indirect ra
diator is continuousand natural, and if the
supplv of air to the fun ace or indirect
stack is from tbeoutside,'hereisacontinual
flow of fresh dust as well as Iresh air. As
cheip. poorly constructedfurnaces are not
considered"in it" in this article, and as
well-constructed furnacesdo not leak gas,
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smokeor dust from their combustioncham
bers, the above argument against the fur
naceon accountof its being dirty is the
only one that will stand the searchlight of
unprejudicedinvestigation. Very few bless
ings are unmixed with evil, and in my
opinion the blessing of an abundance of
fresh air more than offsets the evil of the
accompanyingdust

DRY AIR.
The main argumentadvanced to uphold
the statementthat the furnace is unhealthy
is that it drys the air, thereby inferring
that the original moisture containedin the
air before its entrance into the heating
chamber of the furnace was lost by con
tact with the heatingsurfacesof the fur
nace. We also very often bear this same
argumentadvancedagainst steamheating,
but nothing can be further from the truth.
Air when saturated with moisture con
tains, st 82u F., one-onehundredand six
tieth of its weight in water, at 5S»°it con
tains one-eightieth and at 88° one-fortieth,
doubling its capacitv for moisture with
eachincreaseof 27°F\
We cau readily see by the foregoing that
instead of losing the moisture,we have
simply increasedthe capacity of the air for
moisture with increaseof temperature. If
allowed to remain in this condition the
effect would not only bedeleteriousto per
sonsoccupyingthe room soheated,but the
effectswould bedisastrouson the furniture
and the woodwork of the room. It is a
well-known scientific fact that rapid evap
oration hasa coolingeffect,which enables
one to withstand a much higher temper
ature without discomfort than would be
possiblein an atmosphereheavily charged
with moisture. Thus we read every sum
mer of numerousheat prostrations in New
York, where the atmosphereis extremely
humid with a temperatureof not over HO"
F., while in the high dry altitudes of some
of our Western S'ates a temperature of
100" to 110°in the shade is successfully
withstood. In artificial heating a happy
mediumis thedesideratum,and in all well-
constructedfurnaces ample provisions are
made for supplying the extra moisture
madenecessaryby raising the temperature
of the air.
As to whether I have in the foregoing
madea successfuldefenseof the subject of
furnace heating is a question which you,

fentiemen.
mustdecideuoon. In any event

shall drop this subject at this point from
now on, and simply treat of themain sub
ject of my discourse.

THE COMBINATIONSYSTEM.

The word " combination" maybedefined
as the result of combining or joining to
gether two or more different elementsor
systemsInto oneharmoniouswhole. There
are severaldistinct and differentsystemsof
heating, and the combiningof any two of
thesesystems into one would naturally re
sult in a combinationsystem. The specific
form of combination heatingwhich I wish
to treat of is obtained by a combinationof
steamor hot water and air, or, as it is com
monly called, furnace heat. The advantage
of the combinationsystemin buildingssuit
able to its use are manifold, but in order
that theseadvantagesmay bemadecppar-
ent, it may be necessaryto divergea little.
Heat is supposedby many to beanactual
and discerniblesubstance,and until wahin
a very few yearseven the moreadvanced
studentsof natural physicswereof the same
opinion, l.attr investigation has shown
thatbeatisnothingmorenor lessthanmolec
ular motion, consisting in case of air of
nearly uniform rectilinear motions, with
sudden changes in diiection and velocity
when the molecules come too near one
another; in caseof a liquid of irregular wan
dering of its molecules,and in caseof asolid
of orbital or oscillatory motions. By the
foregoingdefinitions it will be readily seen
that air will absorb heatmuchmon-rapidly
than either liquids or solids,and as in com
bination heatingws are dependingfor fully
SO per cent, of our beat on air heat, the
natural conclusion is that a combination
heaterwill give results in the rooms to be
heated much quicker than either straight
steamor straight hot water.
Heat is communicatedfrom one body to
another in three ways, viz.: Radiation,
convectionand conduction. Radiant heat
passesfrom onebody to another at a dis
tancethrough theair in strait ht linesand
with great velocity, but it does not, to any
appreciableextent, warm the air through
which it passes. Conducted heat passes
from oneparticle of matterto anotherat in
sensibledistances,as an iron bar with one
end in the fire hecomesgradually heatedat

the otherend. Oonvectedheat is themove
ment of the heated body itself from one
point to another, as the circulation of hot
air or hot water. In combinationheating
weagain havean advantage over straight
steamor hotwater,asweutilize in therooms
tobeheatedtwo of thethr^eprocessesof heat
distribution—i. e., radiant and convected
heat—while in steamor hot water only th"*
radiant heat is utilized.

VENTILATION.

One of the most important featuresof
combinationheatingis the fact that where
theair supi>lyis taken from the outside, as
it always shouldbe, it insuresa perfectven
tilation throughout the building, as well as
heat The necessityfor ventila'ion is very
little appreciatedby thegeneralpublic, but
as heating and ventilation have always
seemedto meto be inseparable,and as the
peoplenaturally turn to our profession for
their knowledgeof thesematters, it might
be well for meto ask. What is ventilation,
and why is it necessary? Ventilation is the
act of replacing foul, impure air, in a con
finedspace,with pure air. Pleasenotethat
word " replacing." Times without number
have I hadpeopleassureme that they bad
looktd out for the ventilationof their house,
as theyhad fire places in all the principal
rooms. When askedif they did n»t know
that '•Nature abhorred a vacuum," and
that their fire placeswould not exhaustun
lesstherewassomemeansprovided for re
placing the air thus removed,would reply,
"They had not thought about that, but

§uessed
there would beenou ĥ leaks in the

oorsand windows,anyway." 1could cite
any number of leadingauthoritiesand read
whole clmpters showing the necessitiesof
ventilation and the vast consequencesof
the result of continuedbreathingof impure
air, but a merestatementof the component
elementsof air will suffice for this in tie e.
If wedivide air into 1 .0(H)parts, its com
position would be as follows : Oxygen,
20U6; nitrogen, 7900and carbonic acid 4
parts. When the proportion of carbonic
acid in a room is increasedfrom thenormal
amount of 4parte in 10,000to between6
and 7 in 10,0-0, a f tint, unpleasant odor
is usually perceptibleto one entering from
the freshair; if the proportion reaches 4
parte the room is said to beclose. Accord
ing to some authorities,a full-grown man
at rest will exhale through the pores of
the skin and from bis lungs nearly %
cubic foot of carbonic acid per hour. Tak
ing a room containing 2500cubic feet of
air in its normal condition, we find that the
air contains 1cubic foot of carbonic acid.
Now, let us supposethis room to bea sleep
ing room,not ventilated, occupiedby two
persons eight hours each night. If the
windows and doorsof the roomwereclosed
during theeight hours, thenatural portion
of carbonic acid would be increased to
about 13 cubic feet (or 1part to 200),and
theoccupints would arise in the morning
with depressingheadache. A personcom
ing into the room from the outside would
declare the air to be "foul," and a man
does not needto bea crank on ventila'ion
to reachtheconclusionthat sucha situation
would heanything bu healibful. This con
dition could be obviated, to a certain ex
tent, by raising the window, but that
practice is dangerous in results, is a pro
lific sourceof coldsand sickness,and as a
meansof ventilation totally unreliable, not
to mention the morning's discomfort of
arising in a cold room Accurate ventila
tion will replace the air in a given room
every20or 30minuteswithout drait.

FINAL ADVANTAGES.

I wish to call attentionhere to the reason
why the combinationheaterwill from nat
ural causes give moreperfect and greater
resul s in ventilation than it is possible to
obtain trom indirect steam or hot water,
more particularly hot water. The force
which we use to crowd tie fresh air into
theroomand drive the foul air out isdueto
theexpansionof the fresh air by h-at. Air
expands one-four-hundredand ninety first
of its bulk for every degree it is heated
above82°F.
Thus it will be seen if we heat the air
Si* warmer than the surrounding air we
have increased its bulk very nearly one-
tenth. The greater the diffeience in
temperature the greater the expansion,
and, as a natural consequence,the more
rapid the movementof the warmer air.
On a moderate winter day the indirect
radiator in a hot water job is rarely heated
over 180° to 140° F.. and as it is not
possiblefor the air in passingthrough the
stack to absorbmore than from one-half to
two-thirds of its heat, the temperatureof

the air flowing into the roomunder uich
conditions will rarely exceed75" to SO"F.
As the force with which theair comesinto
the room dependsupon the difference in
temperatureof the air in thestack and the
air in theroom, it will be readily seenthat
themovementmust bevery sluggish. With
the combination heater,the air coming in
contactwith the fire and smokesurfaces
only, thetemperatureis raisedmuchbiitber,
with the result of a rapid flow of a large
volumeof air into the room in question.
Now, onemorepoint, then I am through.
In installing a combination job great care
shouldbetaken to placethe heateras near
the centerof the work as possible,locating
all air registersas near the heateras prac
tical, soas to insureshort connecting pipes
in the basement. Always locate registers
away from windows or cold walls, select
ing, if possible, the warmest side of the
room. Cold and warm air are always an
tagonistic, and you should give the warm,
air all the advantage possibleif you wish
for the bestresults.
Lastly, the combinationsystemof air and
water beatingparticularly is in the market
to stay, and to you who are interestedin
residence or school heating the subject is
worthy of your mostcareful consideration.

Antiquity of Glue and Veneering-

Among the many occupations of
the carpenter, says a writer in a
foregn exchange, that of veneering
is noticed in the sculptures of Thebes
as early as the time of the third
Thothmes, who is supposed to be
the Pharaoh of the Exodns. and the
application of a piece of rare wood of
a red color to a yellow plank of syca
more or other ordinary kind is clearly
pointed out. And in order to show that
the wood is of inferior quality the
workman is represented to have fixed
his adze careh ssly in a block of the
same color while-engaged in applying
them together. Near him are some of
his tools, with a box or small chest,
made of inlaid and veneered wood of
various hues, and in the same part of
the shop are two other men, one of
whom is employed in grinding some
thing with a stone on a slab, and the
other is spreading glue with a brush.
It might, perhaps, be conjectured that
varnish was intended to be here rep
resented, but the appearance of the
pot on the fire, the piece of glue with
its concave fracture, and the workmen
before mentioned applying the two
pieces of wood together, satisfactorily
decide the question and attest the in
vention of glue 3300years ago.

To Darken Oak.

A writer in an English paper says.
that to darken oak for decorating
woodwork fumigate the material with
ammoniacal vapor, which effectively
produces the dark coloring so much
desired. In accomplishing this, the
method consists in placing the material
to be darkened in an approximately
air-tight room in which no light enters;,
or for small work a packing box will
suffice, the joints or cracks to be well
pasted over with paper. In this room
or receptacle for deporting the furni
ture or other articles is placed a flat
porcelain or earthen ves>el filled with
ammonia, the vessel containing the
liquid being, of course, i-et on the
ground or floor, that the fumes or
vapor may strike to advantage the
article to be darkened. If the apart
ment is large, two or more vessels con
taining ammonia may be employed,
and allowed to remain until the de
sired effect is secured. The ammonia
does not touch the oak, but the gas
that proceeds from it nets in a peculiar-
manner upon the tannic acid contained
in oak, browning it so deeply that a.
shaving or two may actually be taken,,
off without removing the color.
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A Low Cost Cottage.

The illustrations which are presented
herewith, represent a neat frame cot
tage which is likely to interest those of
our readers who are contemplating the
erection of buildings of this descrip
tion. The drawings call for a story
and a half cottage, having parlor, sit
ting room, kitchen and two sleeping
rooms upon the main floor and a
finished attic. The sitting room, it
will be observed, has a bay window,
and is connected with the parlor by
folding doors. Each sleeping room has
opening from it a commodious closet,
a feature likely to be appreciated by
all. The arrangement of the rooms is

force, be driven into the mortar joints
without any apparent effect beyond
that of displacing so much of the mor
tar as previously occupied the space
taken up by the chisel, the larger por
tion of the displaced mortar being
driven into a closer molecular proxim
ity than previously existed. The an
cient Romans, who seem to have done
all things well, are accredited with the
practice, in the preparation of their
mortals, of forming pits and burying
the newly made mortars for a con
siderable time before using them, a
statement sometimes adduced (and not
unreasonably so) to account for the
strength and durability of their work.
In criticising the remains of old work,
it is well to remember that in that, as

out portions of joints in their imme
diate vicinity and raising considerable
portions of the overlying brick work
off its beds. Such under-burned parts
of lime are, when slaked, distinguish
able by a dark bluish gray color, and
if exposed sufficiently long to the air,
will resolve themselves into a fine
powder.
The limes in general use in and about
London are the Dorking, the Merstham
and Hailing, and are known as gray or
stone lime. These limes are used for
the first and second coats of the plas
terer—viz., the rendering and floating
coats, as they acquire in setting a hard
ness which the chalk or pure limes
never attain, the chalk lime being suit
able only for the third or finishing
coat, known technically as " setting,
and which acquires its hardness by the
process of troweling to which it is sub
jected by the plasterer when mixed
with about one-third of fine washed
sand or otherwise gauged with plaster
of paris.
Well-burned gray stone limes imbibe
water greedily, slake freely and quickly
if supplied with sufficient water, while

Front Elevation.—Scale,^ Inch to the Foot. Floor Plan.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

A Low-Cost Cottage.—0. I. Fitz, Architect, Bock Iiland, III.

such that one chamber opens from the
parlor and the other from the sitting
room. In the rear is the kitchen, from
which ascends the stairs leading to the
attic. Along one side of the kitchen is
a cupboard having shelves inclosed by
panel doors above the counter shelf,
while below are drawers, shelves, and
meal and flour bins, arranged to tilt
forward. At the right of these is the
sink, beneath which are shelves and
panel doors. A cellar is under the
kitchen. The studs are 2x4 inches,
and 12feet in length. We learn from
the author of the design, O. I. Fitz,
Bock Island, 111.,that the house will
cost in that locality $1100.

Something About Mortar.

The cohesive and adhesive strength
•ofmortar in weather-bound brick work
is due, not to its peculiar hardness, for
that is a quality which it cannot be said
to largely possess, but it is due rather
to its elasticity. It is frequently found
when cutting away or removing por
tions of this kind of work, says F.
Walker, in one of our English con
temporaries, that a stout chisel may,
without experiencing much resistive

in all things, we have the survival of
the fittest ; that the bad work of the
ancients (if they did any) is gone, like
Prospero's " insubstantial pageant
faded," leaving " not a rack behind,"
and we are left only with the good
from which to draw our inference of
the whole.
Such a process of mortar-making,
however desirable, cannot in these go-
ahead days of heavy city ground rents
and suburban building of mushroom
growth be now indulged in. But the
really practical man is often aston
ished to find in specifications emanat
ing from high places the following
words : " No more mortar to bemade
up at one time than is necessary for
the day's consumption." This is a
necessary provision when building in
the winter season, and it is necessary
to provide at other seasons that the
mortar shall not lie about in thin iso
lated beds or layers until all moisture
is extracted from it. But it is desira
ble under all other circumstances that
it be allowed to lie sufficiently long to
admit of the unequally burned parts of
lime taking in sufficient moisture to
make them soluble, as lime that is not
well burned imbibes water very tardily.
Where this is not done these parts
will slake in the brick work, forcing

the eminently hydraulic limes imbibe
water less freely and slake very tar
dily, and for this reason blue lias lime,
when in the lump, should be covered
over with sand for two or three days
and copiously supplied with water be
fore putting it in the mortar pan, the
wet sand retaining some of the water
applied, and to some extent preventing
the escape of the heat generated in the
incipient stage of the slaking process,
which two factors combined are gen
erally considered to accelerate the
slaking.
The advantage claimed for mortar
that has been made up sufficiently long
to allow it to properly cool is that the
outer skin of the mortar heap becomes
sufficiently hard by the process of sur
face evaporation and the attraction of
atmospheric carbon to imprison within
the bulk sufficient moisture to slake
the badly burned portions of lime, in
the shape of " core," that may be in the
mortar, to set up in its incipient stage
the chemical action which we are told
takes place between silex, or sand
grains, and dissolved lime, coating the
individual grains, or nuclei, and filling
up the microscopic spaces which must
exist between all angular grains, how
ever email they may be.
By a proper process of retempering
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Detail of Kitchen Trim.

the mortar the particles are driven
closer together, the excess of water is
eliminated, and the mortar acquires a
characteristic known to workmen prac
ticed in the use of mortar by the name
of toughness, in which state it can be
used with infinitely less liability to
shrinkage than a newly-made mortar.
Walls built with retempered mortar
and bricks sufficiently wetted— that is,
wetted to a degree short of absolute sat
uration —a degree which can be better
determined by the practical workman
than prescribed here—produces the
best results. By all means avoid the
use of super-saturated bricks.
It not infrequently happens that a
bad mortar is produced from good ma
terial, and the one chief thing product
ive of this is the modern mortar pan,
coupled with the impractical idea of
many of our so-called builders of to-day
(largely —very largely —recruited from
the ranks or builders' clerks, with a
knowledge of bnildiag commensurate
to the making out a list of items under
the head £ s. d., and circumscribed by
the four edges of a sheet of foolscap)
that any unskilled workman— i. €., un
skilled in that particular branch, can
turn out a bed of bricklayers' mortar.
This work more often than not is as
signed to the engine driver, who does
the double duty of engine driver and
mortar-pan attendant. If he be a com
petent driver, the chances are that he
knows little, and cares less, about
mortar ; and years of practical ex
perience in the supervision of work has
taught the writer that the mortar is
turned out of the pan either imper
fectly incorporated, or, what is more
frequently the case, is overground to
such a degree as to be little better than
mere dust when dry, the grit and body
of the sand being ground out of it.
The objection to loam in sand is that
it deteriorates the setting and indurat
ing properties of the lime, coating the
sand grains and forming a separating
medium between them and the lime, to
the injury of the tensile and cohensive
strength of the resulting mortar.
Mortars made of unclean or loamy
sand are very liable to shrinkage and
cracks. The use of water impregnated

Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale, M Inch to the Foot.

A Low Cost Cottage.—Miscellaneous Details.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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been absorbed by the American Insti
tute. For the sake of uniformity it is
best that the old form should be de
stroyed, and it is suggested to the sec
retaries that this request be made to
all members of their various ex
changes, and that the new form be
kept on hand in sufficient quantities to
cover all needs.

A New Filial Body.
The new Builder's Exchange at
Waco, Texas, has made application for
membership in the National Associa
tion of Builders. The Waco builders
have only been definitely at work a
little over a month in perfecting their
organization, and one of their first
moves was to make an application for
admission to the national body. This
makes two cities in the great Southwest
now represented, and the example of
Waco and San Antonio should be
followed by builders in other large
cities in that vicinity. The National
Association gladly welcomes affiliation
from all builders but particularly from
those situated in territories that have
been comparatively unacquainted with
the national work and which will so
largely extend its field of operation.

Notice to Secretaries.
The attention of the secretaries of
all local exchanges is drawn to the
fact that they should urge their mem
bers to destroy all old forms of the
Uniform Contract and use only those
which have been issued since the re
vision. The old form bears in the up
per left-hand corner the announcement
of its approval and adoption by the
American Institute of Architects, the
Western Association of Architects and
the National Association of Builders,
while in the present form the name of
the Western Association of Architects
is dropped, that organization having

Organization and the Indi
vidual.

When a man enters into business he
does so with the definite purpose of
accomplishing certain results, and,
therefore, brings to bear upon its de
tails all his energy and persistence, for
in no case does he expect the desired
results to produce themselves without
unremitted, intelligent labor in their
behalf. Success cannot be obtained
without persistence and singleness of
purpose. No matter how wise or
skillful a man may be, he must apply
all his talents and wisdom to the ac
complishment of success in whatever
line of business he may engage, and
mnst be content to patiently do this
day after day until the objects sought
are within his reach. He may be ever
so wise and skillful, and yet if the
qualities which, rightly directed, mean
success, are applied interruptedly with
out persistence to one object, or are
devoted continually to new enterprises,
in the hope of securing greater profit,
success is rarely gained. The same
general rules which are applied to the
success of the individual can be ap-

?lied
to the success of an organization,

'he work of a builders' exchange will
never be successful without persistent
and long-continued effort. As in the
case of the business man, success
means a succession of gains, however
small, until the surplus of gain is suf
ficient to offer protection against every
emergency. The position of an organi
zation is almost identical with that of
the individual, in that its action be
comes individual in its relationship to
the community —that is, an organiza
tion speaks with one voice, no matter
how varied may be the character of
its membership. The various members
stand to the success of an organization
as the various characteristics and
capabilities of the business man stand
to his success, and without the united
and earnest action of the members on
one hand, and the total abilities of the
individual on the other, success cannot
be obtained. Half-hearted endeavor
never brings success. The work of an
organization of builders such as is ad
vocated by the National Association
is retroactive in its character, in that
it cannot be successful without the co
operation of the individual, and is
valueless to the individual without the
action of the organization.
It is the combined effort of indi
viduals that makes the effort of the
organization, for without the effort of
the individual the practices and pro
jects of the organization become void,
and the organization a meaningless
institution. The individual, in this
connection, means every member, for
without the co-operation of the entire
membership success is not likely to re
sult. For instance, a code of practice,
most excellent and perfect in its intent
may be formulated, calculated theo

retically to confer great benefit upon-
the builder, and yet unless each member
of the organization applies this code to
the transaction of his business, it re
mains a theory only and the work of
the organization in this particular is
without result. This example serves to
show both aspects of the situation, for
the organization only becomes purpose
ful and beneficial upon the united action
of its members, and the members are
only benefited when the organization
acts as an integer ; the work of the
organization, in this sense, to mean
specific gain to the fraternity through
action of the organization, as such,
which in turn, is the result of the
united action of its component parts—

that is, the individuals who form its
membership. All must work together
for the common good, because should
one individual only adopt a code of
practice, advocated for adoption by the
whole, that individual would be at a
great disadvantage because of the mi
nority of his position. Let the majority
adopt, and the code or any other de
sirable form becomes effective. Thus,
success depends upon the effort of the
individual, but it also depends upon the
effort of every individual who goes to
make up the organization.

The Principles of the National
Association.

The constant insistence in urging the

Srinciples
and recommendations of the

rational Association of Builders is
continued for the purpose of familiar
izing the building public with their in
trinsic truth and merit. The truth of a
principle and the merit of a recommen
dation must be comprehended and real
ized before it can be practically ap
plied. Builders for whom the recom
mendations of the National Association
are prepared should make themselves
familiar with every method which it
advocates for the improvement of the
conditions under which they transact
their business. Thorough study of
these principles and recommendations,
which are continually being presented
in these columns in all of their various
phases, cannot but result in recogni
tion of their truth and equity, and
which must, therefore, command ap

proval, and if approval, cooperation.
The principles of the National Asso
ciation are self-evident truths and the
recommedations are the outgrowth of
the application of these truths to the
builder's business ; but they are use
less to the builder who makes no ap
plication of them, just the same as ab
stract unapplied truths are useless in
any calling of life, and the results to
the individual of the application of
these principles depends largely, if not
entirely, upon the individual himself.
Of course, there are certain inactive
individuals in every community who-
are bound to reap the benefit of the
activity of the other members of that
community by profiting, without labor,
from improved conditions which follow
active efforts to establish justice and
the right. This is the condition which
exists everywhere, for in matters of
reform the pioneer work is done by the
few for the benefit of the many, and
yet to. secure the full benefits, which
are the outgrowth of this work, each
individual must do his share, at least
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in applying the methods thus formu
lated.

Builders' Exchange
Requisites.

The experience of the older builders'
exchanges, which have been in exist
ence long enough to become thor
oughly familiar with the requisites of
success, has demonstrated that there
are certain requirements which must
be observed if the highest degree of
usefulness in organized or associated
effort is to be obtained. The peculiar
character of an exchange, organized
for exchange purposes as understood
and advocated by the National Asso
ciation of Builders, provides an oppor
tunity for actual, practical benefit to
all concerned, which under proper ad
ministration covers a field of action
possible to no other trade. The dis
tinction between a builders' exchange
and a simple organizaton of builders,
such as carpenters' associations, &c.,
is very marked. The exchange em
braces both the contractor and the
dealer in materials, in all branches of
the_ building trades, and is essentially
an institution created for the purpose
of facilitating all business incident
thereto. In an association of builders
such as a masons' or carpenters' asso
ciation, the scope of operation is lim
ited to the consideration of matters
pertaining to the relationship between
employers and workmen, and in creat
ing harmonious action upon subjects
of mutual concern which alone affect
the members of single branches of the
trade. While organizations of this
character are exceedingly beneficial as
far as they go, and perform phases of
necessary work which could be ac
complished in no other way, the im
mensely larger field covered by an ex
change demonstrates the superiority of
the latter form of organization. The
exchange in its very nature facilitates
the jstablishment of such organiza
tions among the separate trades as al
ready exist in nearly every city in the
country, because of the fact that it in
cludes in its membership all branches
of the trade.
CHARACTER OF AN EXCHANGE.
An example of the true character of
an exchange might be fitly shown by
supposing that all of the various asso
ciations of master builders existing in
a given city were joined together, in
cluding the dealers in building ma
terials, for the purpose of securing
«ome common ground upon which all
business matters relating to their call
ing might be transacted. With asso
ciations of builders confined to one
branch of the trade, in a city where no
exchange exists, action is brought
about by the necessity of meeting some
•emergency, or, as the result of delib
eration, in meetings held in the evening
seldom oftener than once a month. On
the other hand, a bupders' exchange
brings the representatives of the dif
ferent branches of the trade together
daily and out of this daily contact the
needs of the builder are crystallized
and become apparent to all concerned.
Another advantage of the exchange, in
grappling with questions affecting the
Guilder, is that instead of holding
-meetings for the purpose of ascertain
ing what the needs of the builder are,
as is the case with an association
which affects only one branch of the
trade, the constant daily contact is
bound to bring about sufficient dis
cussion upon topics needing reform to
secure recognition in the minds of all
of the necessity for action. It is im
possible that men pursuing the same
business and meeting together day
after day, primarily for the purpose of
transacting the details of that business,
could do so without improvements
•constantly suggesting themselves. In

no other form of organization can the
concensus of opinion be secured so
well as in that which embraces in its
formation all factors to a proposition
— that is, representatives from all
branches of a given trade.

EFFICIENCY.
The efficiency of an exchange de
pends very largely upon the fulfillment
of certain general requirements. In
the first place the quality of the mem
bership very largely affects the useful
ness of the organization, asa large pro
miscuous membership is less likely to
produce results than a small one in
which the material has been carefully
selected, with reference to the honesty
and responsibility of the individuals
who compose it. The careful selec
tion of a membership may possibly de
feat great numerical strength, but it es
tablishes reputation in the community,
and makes identification with the ex
change a thing to Viedesired by all en
gaged in these trades. The erection of
a high standard of dealing and work
manship by an exchange, necessarily
tones up the whole business standard
of the fraternity in its vicinity, thus
bringing the whole body politic up to
the level created. Unscrupulous deal
ing seems at times to prosper, but there
is no question that honest and con
certed effort by a portion of a business
fraternity is bound to establish a stand
ard which will prevail in the end, to
the detriment of the inefficient and un
scrupulous. Reputation for skill and
fair dealing is just as necessary to the
success of the builder as to the banker,
and these attributes are best conserved
for the builder through the medium of
a membership in an exchange which
demands that every applicant shall be
possessed of these qualities. The ad
mission of all comers to membership
in an exchange, without regard to their
standing in the community, would be
almost sure to introduce into the or
ganization those unsafe elements
which always exist in larger propor
tion than the safe ones. Once permit
this unsafe element to become identified
with an exchange and the natural con
clusion is that it is admitted because
it is up to the mark, and is satisfactory
to the majority. One method of main
taining a wholesome organization is
by making failure in business termi
nate membership. This may seem to
be a hardship, but the welfare of the
organization must be first, and the in
terest of the individual becomes sec
ondary. Through failure the relation
ship of the individual is so changed
that his continuation in membership
could not be permitted without an in
vestigation as to the cause of his fail
ure. As no person is debarred from
making application for membership,
that privilege is always in the hands
of the person who has failed, and if
he applies for renewal of membership
his standing is subjected to the same
scrutiny as that of any other applicant,
and the cause of his failure would then
come under consideration in the least
embarrassing way. If the causes of
failure were considered while the in
dividual who had failed were yet a
member, the organization would be
subjected to the necessity of an inves
tigation and possibly to the necessity
of fixing a penalty, such as censure,
suspension or expulsion. The failed
party always having the opportunity
for readmission is not injured by being
dropped from the rolls, and if he is re
admitted he is thereby exonerated from
wrong doing, as such readmission on
the part of the exchange demonstrates
that his fellow builders, who have ex
amined his case, have found him
worthy of membership.

MAINTAINING MEMBERSHIP.

Another method for keeping a mem
bership up to the standard is by the

provision for complaint of the member
against another for improper practices.
This complaint should be heard before
the whole body, and the complainant
should be subjected to certain penal
ties if he has brought his action with
out just cause. This opportunity for
complaint acts as a wholesome re
straint, inducing members to be cir
cumspect in all their dealings with
each other. The establishment and
adoption of a code of practice by the
members of an exchange creates a
standard which will be precedent for
the whole fraternity, those outside of
the exchange as well as those in it. The
adoption of an equitable code is always
bound to bring about the correction of
certain evils which have attended the
treatment of bids in the hands of archi
tects and sub-bids in the hands of
general contractors, and other details
affecting the transaction of the build
ing business. Concerted action alone
can bring about the adoption of such a
code, and concerted action can best be
obtained by means of an organization
which embraces all branches of the
trade.

AIDS TO STANDING OF AN EXCHANGE.

Active participation in municipal
affairs that are identified with build
ing interests always helps to give the
exchange a standing before the public,
as has been frequently demonstrated
by the excellent work done bymanirof
the older bodies, such as revising
building laws, &c. The introduction
of social features is always beneficial,
as they are sure to bring about a
greater friendliness and fellow feeling
among the members and assist at
cementing the bond of sympathy
which should hold it together. To
most perfectly assist the transaction of
the builder's business, an exchange
should be centrally located ; its rooms
should be easy of access and provided
with every necessary convenience.
The exchange rooms should be recog
nized first and foremost as being the
daily rendezvous of the members,
where they can come together for busi
nesspurposes, and thus avoid the time
wasted in the necessity of visiting dif
ferent persons in their different offices,
perhaps in different parts of the city.
The usefulness of an exchange cannot
be overestimated where the organiza
tion is properly established and its af
fairs properly administered, for the
composite character of its membership
in the very nature of things brings to
the surface requirements of the entire
fraternity. It is useless to expect that
an exchange can be instantly estab
lished in its full power, or that themem
bers can bemade to instantly compre
hend the full value of an exchange as
a factor for their individual benefit,
but the experience of many of the ex
changes in the National Association
has demonstrated that in a wonder
fully short time the benefits of an ex
change have established themselves
beyond contradiction and have been
recognized by all.

The following statement of the sev
eral amount* of gold and silver carried
by the leading countries of the world
has been published in a report of the
Director of the United States Mint :

Great Britain, gold $550,000,000
Great Bntaio, silver 100,000,000
France, gold 800,000,000
France, silver 700,000,000
Germany, gold 600,000,000
Germany, silver 210,000,000
Russia, eold 190,000,000
Russia, silver 80,000,000
United States, gold 654,000,000
United States, silver 575,000,000
Canada,gold 16,000,000
Canada, silver 5,000,000
India, silver only 900,000,000
China, sliver only 700,000,000
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ENGLISH BOND IN BRICK WORK.

ONE
OF THE FEATURES of brick
work which always has more or
less of interest even for those

who are skilled in the art of laying
brick is that technically designated as
"bond."' This is not to be wondered

of this journal. Among other things
he says :
The most incompetent bricklayer that
ever handled a trowel is fully alive to
the necessity of "breaking joint" on
the face of his work, it being consid-

decent attempt to preserve in face-
work a plumb line with the " per
pends " — that is to say, that every
brick, as placed in the first course,
should be kept in the same position in
every alternate course, in a direct ver-

Fig. L—External Angle of Wall OneBrick in
Thickness.

Fig. 5.—External Angle of Wall Two
Bricks Thick. Fig. 6.—Interior Angle of Wall Two Brick*

In Thickness.

Fig. 7.—View of External Angle Two:and
One-Half Bricks Thick.

Fig. 8.—Appearanceof Internal Angle of
Wall Two andOne-Half Bricks Thick.

Fig. 3.—External Angle of Wall Oneand
One-Half Bricks Thick.

Fig. 4.—Internal Angle of Wall of SameThick-
netsasthat representedin previous Figure.

Fig. B.—External Angle of Wall Three
Bricks Thick.

Fig. 10.—Internal Angle of Wall Three
Bricks Thick.

English Bond in Brick Work.

at, for it is the fundamental principle
underlying all brick work, and in pro
portion to the correctness or inaccu
racy with which the bonding is carried
out depends the strength and symmetry
of the work when it is finished. In
discussing this phase of the subject in
one of our English exchanges J. Wood-
ley presents some comments of a char
acter likely to interest many readers

ered an unpardonable fault if he is
caught, even in the case of the most
rough description of walling, with a
vertical or "cross joint" directly
over a similar joint in the course im
mediately under the one he is laying,
technically known as a " straight
joint." It is also a poor workman who
is not aware of the importance of pre
serving, or, at the very least, some

tical line to the top of the wall.
Again, every skillful and intelligent
bricklayer knows that in the first set
ting out of the bond in the commenc
ing course of a wall intended for face
work the several features in the eleva
tion of that particular wall should be
taken into account, and the position of
every brick arranged accordingly, so>
as to obviate the necessity of any
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change in the perpends as the work is
developed. Every bricklayer, skillful
•orunskillful, understands the meaning
of " Flemish bond," and the difference
between it and so-called "old English
"bond," but, until within the last few
years, very few indeed ever troubled
themselves to any serious extent about
bonding in the section of a wall.
Perfect bond in brick work means—
if it means anything —that the bond
ing in the section of a wall should be
carried out with the same regard to
integrity as the face, and this condi-

pierg in Architecture. CONTENTS.

by the accompaiying diagrams, Figs.
1 to 10 inclusive, which represent ex-
terna! and internal angles from one to
three bricks in thickness. Moreover,

a few minutes' study of these examples
will serve to prove what a simple mat-
ter it is when nghtly understood, and
it is no exaggeration to say that by thisMrttawbnck work, no matter now ex
tensive or intricate, in character, as
perfect in its bonding as is the con-
struction of a fabric of cloth which is
woven without a false stitch.
One of the most difficult things to
impress upon a bricklayer who has not
been previously taught or thought it
out for himself .is that when a wall
contains in its thickness an odd half
brick-say a one and a half, two and a
half, three and a half bncks, and so on
—the bonding in the internal angle is
not the same as when the wall is made

?tancfe^6^oKS. brickwaUstance, a one, two or inree 11
and upward. A glance at the accom-
panving diagrams will be sufficient to
explain the why and the wherefore.
There is an especial feature insepa-
rable from perfect bond in bnck work
the full value and importance of which
can only be appreciated by those who
are practically acquainted with the
subject. The feature alluded to is the
" closer," or, as it is sometimes deris-
ively spoken of, the " little brick.
Its proper position and the part it
plays is clearly demonstrated m each
and all of the diagrams.
There are instances wherein the
closer is completely elmmated from
the face of the work, a three-quarter
being substituted for a whole stretcher
on all the external angles and thesym-
metrical appearance, to say nothing of
the integrity of the bond in the interior
of the wall, being thereby sacrificed to
the dislike of those " little bncks."
In regard to the use of "bats," or
broken bricks, it is usually provided in
the specification of a contract for brick
work, that no bats are to beused other
than what is necessary to make out
the bond. Now, it is certain that so
long as we have bricks, is it equally
certain we shall have a more or less
proportion of bats, according to the
number of times the bricks are handled
before they reach the bricklayers ; and
in these days of competition, these bats
must, and will, in spite of remon-
strance, be used. It is not the fact of
their being used, but the manner of
using them, that makes their employ-
ment objectionable. Instead of being
bundled into the walls indiscrimi-
nately, they should be carefully dis-
tributed, and placed in proper form in
the same manner as if they were whole
bricks, in which case the bond trans-
versely, or lengthways of the wall,
will be the same as if they were whole,
while across the wall the defect in the
bonding will be to a great extent miti-
gated.

THE smallest church in the world is
said to be located on the Isle of Man,
Hit- structure being only 10 feet square,
The other extreme is St. Peter's at
Rome.

Although the bulk or breadth and
thickness of piers must depend in a
t measure npon the 8Olidity re-^^ f th buflding and the wjei ht

^ hftve to gupport |et in order8 togecnre arcMtecfiEral effect the breadth
of the iers Bnould never ^ mnch ie88
than one.third of that of the Mcl,eB
9Uppoging the latter to ^ open oneg
otnerwif* 8a „ the London BWWer
the effect will be meager and deficient
in 8olidity of appearance. And in

eeec
Much algo depends not merely upon
tne width( but the proportions of the
arches themselves, for if very wide
or lega than twi th j ^ fa
hi ht ter breadth is required in
the pjers thftn when the openings
Between them are of lofty or nar-
row proportion. In some external ar-
^ piazzas the piers are exceed-
i j nar£ow or ^^ compared
with the arches, so much so as to be
littje more than 8qnare piHarB or jn8U_
lated piiasters with arches springing
from theni. It would be better, there-
for6( ^ 8imilftr Cage8 to trea^ them
^together as such, converting their
impo8t8 mto pilasters or antse caps.
Piers are frequently decorated with
either pnnsteTl OTen-gagedcolumns, in
which ^ their brea\jfh muat ^ 8uch
that the arcnivoit moldings of the
^^eg ^11 fill up the space between
the
°^IT»8

"^
,the
COlnmn8' . J?many instances columns are substi-

tuted for piers, placed either singly or
in pair8j and the g^chea spring either
immediately from their capitals or
from ^ entablature over them. There
are again m examples in which
both piers and a lesser order or sub-
order of columns are employed, the
latter ^ing insulated on each side of
the pier and their entablature forming
the impO8t from wnich the arches
8prmK. Palladio's Basilica, or Palazzo
di Ragione, at Vicenza, affords an ex-
ample of the kind, in which the faces
of the piers themselves consist of a
larger £$„ in half Coiumn8i 8O that
the whole composition resembles a
series of what are termed arched Vene-
tian windows entirely filling up the
apaces between the larger columns.
Besides these and other modes of dec-
oration, niches are occasionaly intro-
dnced as ornaments to piers.

Ancient Heating._„,.,.,, ,A very old method of heating dwell-
ings, and one which is still practiced
considerably in China and some other
oriental countries, and which was
known to the Greeks and Romans, was
based on good sense and economical
principles. This method consisted in
having a space of from three to ten
inches between the floor*, through
which the heat and smoke traveled to
an opposite wall, where provision was
made to have the heat and smoke run
up fines to the second floor and then
pass through a similar space under the
second floor. Of course, the spaces
between floors were fire proof and were
made accessible from top covering, so
that repairs or cleaning might be
readily done when required. We have
no record of the manner in which the
heat was generated and conveyed to
the ducts under the floors, or how the
smoke was finally carried from the
building, but it is reasonable to sup-
pose that some sort of brick furnaces
were used with connections of some
kind with the spaces between floors,
and that the smoke was disposed of
through flues or chimneys, just as we
moderns dispose of it.
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Another New York Theater.

The number of play houses of which

the city of New York can boast at the
present time is to be increased by the

addition of a handsome building now

under way at the corner of Thirty-
Eighth street and Broadway, adjoining

what is known as the Casino. The

theater covers an area of 88 x 122feet

and is six stories in bight. The ma

terial employed for the greater portion

of the exterior is Indiana limestone,

although on the Thirty-Eighth street
side buff brick is used to some extent.

The style of architecture is Italian

Renaissance in its severest form. At
the time of writing the walls have been
completed and the roof is being con

structed. One of the novel features of

the theater, when fully equipped, will
be found in the chairs of the gallery,
which are to be similar to those used in

the orchestra circle. The chairs are

large and comfortable and will number
1500. The interior decorations will be
highly artistic, the prevailing colors

being cream and gold. The cost of the

edifice complete is estimated at some

thing over one and a quarter millions of

dollars.

The Eight Spirit.

An interesting reversal of the gen
eral method of procedure between em

ployers and workmen recently occurred

in aprominent South western city. The
union workmen in the building trades

desired to secure uniformity of work

ing rules, wages, hours, &c., but were

unable to do so on account of lack of

unanimity among the employers. An
effort was made to secure definite action

on the part of the employers, but with

indifferent success, and the workmen,

as represented by a certain union, then

endeavored to secure the establishment

of some form of organization among
their employers for their mutual pro

tection and advantage. Correspond

ence by the workmen was begun with

the secretary of the National Associa

tion of Builders on the subject, and

advice was asked as to the best form of

organization for employers. In addi
tion to this, he was urged to make

an effort to secure the establishment

of a builders' exchange in the city
in question. This spirit is one which
is likely to bring the employers and

workmen together upon a friendly and

beneficial footing, and it is this spirit
which should pervade all relationships

between capital and labor.

Eccentric Architecture.

Building is a matter in which eccen
tricity is very apt to show itself on the
part of individuals who are otherwise
supposed to be in complete possession
of their senses. Instances are numer
ous in ancient and modern history in

which persons have set to work to
build odd dwelling houses, or other
erections, embodying some extraor
dinary ideas of their own, in design,
construction, or decoration. Occa
sionally the thing is done purely for
notoriety, but more often it is the out
come of some mental kink on the
builder's part. Such objects are, in
fact, usually the work of " cranks."
The late Duke of Portland, one of the
wealthiest of English peers, was a re
markable case in point. This individ
ual expended immense sums and grati
fied his mental twist—for he was un
doubtedly insane on this point—in the
construction of a great suit of subter
ranean chambers and galleries in his
beautif ul estateof Welbeck Abbey. The
work included magnificently appointed
stables for somehundreds of horses, and
a vast riding school, the whole being
illuminated by gas. Why he should
have wanted to burrow underground
when he had hundreds of broad acres
on which to build, and a splendid old
mansion above ground, no one but him
self could tell. Bat there the excava
tions remain to this day, a monument
of wasted time, labor, and treasure—
of no earthly use or advantage.

A CostlyMansion.

The latest thing in architectural od
dities, however, is announced as being
in course of construction in this conn-
try in the shape of a mansion con
structed almost exclusively of steel and

glass, which is to cost, not counting

the decorations, the sum of $1,500,000.
According to accounts given in the
press a retired diamond mine owner

from South Africa, said to be worth
125,000,000,has purchased a 500-acre
tract in the Temescal district of Cali
fornia, where he purposes erecting for
himself a lordly pleasure house which

is not to contain a foot of timber or

wood in any shape, and in which even
the use of stone is to be restricted to a

few marble and onyx sculptures and

decorations. The materials to be used

will be iron, steel, aluminum, brass,
bronze, copper, platinum, silver, glass,
concrete and cement, the foundations
being of steel and concrete. The build

ing, as described in an architectural
journal, will be about 230feet long by
about 100feet wide. At one end it will
be surmounted by a tower 115 feet

high, at the other end by a similar
tower, but of lesser size and hight. A
striking feature will be the sides below
the cornice, which slope to the ground
with a curve at an angle of about 45°.
In the sloping sides are set huge oval

windows 12 feet long and made to
conform to the line of the sides or walls.

The Roof.

The roof will be a huge gable extend
ing the entire length of the building
and terminating in another gable at
right angles, in which are placed im
mense stained glass windows, one of
which will be 50 feet long and 80 feet
wide. The roof is to be made of cop
per and the walls or sides of compara
tively thin steel sheets. Onewould think
this building wonld be intolerably hot
in summer weather, while hail storms,
which are not infrequent in that part
of the country, would play havoc with
the glass and cause a lively rattling on
the metal roof and sides. On the whole,
we should think a good old-fashioned
frame house, costing but a small frac
tion of the sum mentioned for this
mansion, would give a better return in
solid comfort. Perhaps, however, the
builder may be a crank on the subject
of fires, in which case he might feel
more at ease in such a thoroughly fire
proof fabric.

A Novel Profession.

The host of labor disputes which
have marked the past few years in
England, and the great loss and incon
venience attendant upon strikes, have
caused the evolution of a new profes
sion in that country. There has arisen
a class of leaders of men, termed
" strike defeaters," whose business is
that of breaking down strikes, not by
physical or military force, but by the
more peaceful method of doing the
work of the strikers until they come
to terms. One of the most prominent
of these individuals, whose name is
Graeme Hunter, is described as a pow
erful, energetic man in mind and body,
who lives with his men, but rules
them with strict discipline. Hismeth
ods are in some respects peculiar, and
appear slightly arbitrary to an Amer
ican mind. As described by English
journals, Mr. Hunter's system is as
follows: He has the reputation of
never interfering in a strike nntil all
means of settling it have been exhausted
and he believes the strikers to be in
the wrong. Then he simply puts his
men to work and keeps them at it.
He tells his hands how much he gets
to do the job, and the way he makes
his own remuneration is by simply
dividing the whole amount among
them according to their labor, less 1
penny out of every 5 shillings they
earn, over and above the expenses in
curred. He has under his control
some 8300 men, whose average wages
are about $6 a week, besides board and
lodging. They are all obliged to live
together near to where they may be
working, and Mr. Hunter insists on
every married man sending home at
least £1 a week to his wife, paying
them this amount in postal orders, col
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leclable at the home of the wife.
Fines are exacted for the absence from
work, &c., and no recognition of union
rules is had. It is said that eight of
his gangs were recently employed at
eight ports, including Liverpool, Glas
gow, Greenock, Dublin and Bristol,
by which it would seein that these
men are all-round laborers and not
skilled workers.

Wages Abroad.

The statistics which have recently
been gathered by the Royal Commiss
ion on Labor of the United Kingdom
are highly interesting and valuable, es
pecially to the working classes, for the
reason that they show the average rate
of wages, the total earnings and sav
ings of the working people of Great
Britain and Ireland, and the loss by
strikes and lockouts. In the final com
pilation and classification of these
statistics for publication they are to
be compared, where available, with
similar data from other countries.
From the report it is gathered that
there are employed in regular industry
in the United Kingdom, in round num
bers, 7,800,000men, 2,500,000women,
1,700,000males under 15 years of age

and 1,300,000 girls, a total of about
18,000,000 people. Thirty-three sepa
rate occupations are enumerated in the

returns which aggregate these figures.

The total amount of wages paid yearly
is given as about 18,165,000,000,being

$240 per head for men, women and
children. The normal wages of men
in the 83 occupations enumerated
average $330a year ; of women, $168a

year ; boys, $117 a year, and of girls

$90 a year. Sixty per cent, received

wages of $4.80 to $7.20a week and of
the remainder 5 per cent, earned less
than $4.80 a week and the rest over

$7.20. The building trades average
about $350a year. In 1891 the loss of
wages on account of strikes and lock
outs was placed at $7,500,000. The
total membership of trade unions is
given as 817,000in a working popula
tion of over 18,000,000. As may be
supposed immigration plays a not im
portant part in the labor of Great
Britain. The number of immigrants
to that country in 1891 intending to
stay within the borders was 21,000.
In 1892 the number was 4000 less.
Wages are lowered in some trades by
these immigrants, says the report, but
only a few trades seem to besoaffected.
Still the matter is an important one
and is being carefully considered with
a view to stopping undesirable immi
gration.

Mass ID Building.

of belfry lights, necessary to protect
their interiors from rain, are in Eng
land usually divided into a number of
neatly-executed cross bars, like those
of Venetian blinds, which, of course,
become as conspicuous in their sharp
ness as they are uninteresting in their
precise carpentry, multiplying, more
over, the horizontal lines which di
rectly contradict those of the archi
tecture. Abroad such necessities are
met by three or four downright pent
house roofs, reaching each from within
the window to the outside shafts of its
moldings ; instead of the horrible row
of ruled lines the space is thus divided
into four or five grand masses of
shadow, with gray slopes of roof above,
bent or yielding into all kinds of de
licious swells and curves, and covered
with warm tones of moss and lichen.
Very often the thing is more delightful
than the stone work itself, and all be
cause it is broad, dark and simple. It
matters not how clumsy, how common
the means are that get weight and
shadow—sloping roof, jutting porch,
projecting balcony, hollow niche,
massy gargoyle, frowning parapet ;
get but gloom and simplicity, and all
good things will follow in their place
and time ; do but design with the owl's
eyes first, and you will gain the fal
con's afterward.

The relative majesty of buildings
depends more on the weight and vigor
of their masses than on any other at
tribute of their design ; mass of every
thing, of bulk, of light, of darkness, of
color, not mere sum of any of these,
but breadth of hem ; not broken light,
nor scattered darkness, nor divided
weight, but solid stone, broad sun
shine, starless shade. There is not a
feature, however apparently trifling,
to which the principle cannot give
power, says one of the London archi
tectural papers. The wooden fillings

Cheap Contract Work.

The evils of cheap contracting are
constantly coming to lighty says a re
cent issue of one of the London archi
tectural journals. A case brought
before the Birmingham County Court
recently will be useful as a warning
to those contractors who are under the
impression if they "pull through" the
contract somehow, so as to pass inspec
tion, they have nothing more to fear.
A general opinion prevails among some
contractors that they are not responsi
ble for contingencies : that a building
owner has no claim upon them to make
good any cracked wall owing to yield
ing foundations. Judge Chalmers has
refuted this idea, and his verdict will
be indorsed by all who have any re
gard for the binding nature of a con
tract. The action was brought by a
goldsmith against a builder to recover
£50 (about $250)damages for so negli
gently building two houses that part
of the walls fell down. There was a
counter claim made for balance of ac
count for work done. The houses con
tracted for were built at the back of
others, and the land sloped downward
toward them, so that a retaining wall
was required to support the ground.
The wall bulged and cracked and the
defendant's attention was called to it.
Something was done, but the work
was left in a worse state, and the wall,
scullery. &c., fell. Plaintiff arranged
with defendant to supply the necessary
material for rebuilding the wall, the
latter to be responsible for the labor.
The defendant commenced the work,
but declined to finish it. whereupon
the plaintiff engaged another builder
to put the houses in repair for a certain
sum. The foundations had not been
carried down to the solid ground, nor
the walls built thick enough to resist
the pressure of the settling ground. It
was alleged by the defendant that the
fall was due to the bursting of the
drains owing to the frost and the conse
quent yielding of the ground. The de
fendant commenced rebuilding the
wall, but as plaintiff refused to pay for
the fresh work, he declined to go on.
His Honor said the work was im
properly done, and gave a verdict for
plaintiff for the damages claimed.

CAUSE OF WEAKNESS.

The weakness no doubt arose from
the sloping ground. To obtain a level

it was necessary to construct a retain
ing wall, which apparently was built
too thin to resist the pressure and
weight of the new houses. There was
an attempt to make good, and the
houses were nominally completed ; but
other defects appeared in them, and a
portion, as above stated, fell, Noth
ing is stated about any terms of the
contract between the parties as to the
thickness of the wall or any other stip
ulation. The defendants had evidently
contracted at a lower price than they
were justified in doing, considering
the nature of the site and the slope of
the ground, and, by making good cer
tain defects in the 'walls, they acknowl
edged their responsibility to some ex
tent. One lesson to be drawn from this
case is that cheap contract work does
not pay, even when the contractor is
not bound by any strict contract, and
has it nearly all his own way. As there
is no allusion in the report to any speci
fications or drawings, we JIM% infer
that there were none. The judge's
remark that the work had been " im
properly done from beginning to end,"
represents the class of work one is ac
customed to meet with under the cir
cumstances. Foundations and earth
work, if there is any, are invariably
neglected or scamped when a low ten
der is accepted, for they constitute a
kind of margin which the contractor
hopes may be made to recoup him.
Sometimes he just manages to secure
that modicum of stability necessary to
prevent failure, but of ten, as in this in
stance, he trusts too much to accident ;
but the initial mistake renders all fur
ther work of no avail.

LESSONSTO BE LEARNED.

The other lesson should be taken to
heart by employers who are reckless or
niggardly enough to obtain tenders
without a properly drawn up contract
and specification. A large number of

Ersons

who propose to build think it
stifiable if they put the work in the
,nds of a contractor who has ten
dered a very low price. There are hun
dreds of builders who are anxious to
get work on the easy terms of only
having to satisfy the owner, who has
neither technical knowledge, specifica
tion nor contract. They can afford to
underbid, because they know they are
their own masters and can by a process
of cutting down labor and materials
recoup themselves. Inadequate foun
dations, inferior materials and scamp-
ed labor are their main resources,
being just those which will pass with
persons whose acquaintance with
buildings is nntechnical. Builders
themselves who are led to take con
tracts of this kind will also learn that
their liabilities do not cease with de
livering up the building to an em
ployer, but that they are responsible
for contingencies that may occur dur
ing progress or after the work is com
pleted. A builder who undertakes the
erection of a building on a reasonable
contract and finds that the foundations
ought to be made deeper than he had
calculated in his tender, or that a re
taining wall must be made thicker
than he had assumed, is conscien
tiously bound to represent the fact to
the employer, and if hewill not consent
to a change or to the extra, decline to
take the responsibility. Such contin
gencies may or may not be due to the
builder's fault; but in any case, to pro
tect himself and his employer he is
called upon to judge of the circum
stances as the work proceeds and to
act upon it. But if heundertakes to do
the work properly whatever may hap
pen, accepting all responsibility, for a
certain sum, he places himself in a po
sition put of which no law will extri
cate him, however unreasonable or low
the price is he has tendered.
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A DWELLING IN ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE
DWELLING which we illus

trate by means of the engravings
presented herewith, and our sup

plemental plate was recently erected
on Park avenue, Rochester, N. Y., for
M. T. Knapp, from drawings furnished
by John R. Church, architect, of the
place named. Provision is made for
four good-sized rooms and a hall, to
gether with numerous closets, upon the
main floor of the house, while on the
second floor are four sleeping rooms,

rear stairs allow the second floor to
be reached without the necessity of a
person passing to the front of the
house.
The foundations are of stone, the
underpinning and veranda piers being
laid up with 6-inch courses, rock faced.
The sills resting on the foundation
walls are 0x8 inches, halved together
at the angles. On top of the sills is
spiked a 2 x 6 inch piece, in order to
raise them to the night of the joist,

showing the construction employed
for the passage of hot air and soil
pipes. The timbers, it will be seen,
are framed with a space of 5 inches
between them, for the passage of
the pipes, and are supported by 5-inch
gas-pipe posts in the cellar instead
of brick piers. The reason for this,
the architect states, is that in his
section the price of iron posts with
"waste nut" at top and bottom is
about the same as a 12x 12 inch brick

Front Elevation.

A Dwelling in Jlochesler, JVT.Y.—John R. Church, Architect.—Elevation and Section—Scale,% Inch totheFoot.

bathroom, together with linen and
other closets. From an inspection of
the plans it will be seen that each of
the three principal rooms on the first
floor may be entered directly from the
hall, while the kitchen and library may
be reached from the outside by means
of the side hall and porch. The front
hall has opening from it an alcove fit
ted with a seat and arranged for use
as a small reception room, should oc
casion require. The parlor and library
communicate through an arch, while
the dining room and library are sepa
rated by folding doors. The kitchen is
cut off from the dining room by a com
modious and well-equipped pantry
which serves the double purpose of
keeping the odors of cooking from the
dining room while permitting the nec
essary culinary appliances to be re
tained within convenient reach. The

the arrangement being shown in the
sketches presented on page 228. Be
fore raising the studs a sill 2 inches
thick and /? inch wider than the studs
is spiked in place, this forming a
ground at the floor to which to nail
the base. The sill effectually closes
any opening between the joist and the
studding which might otherwise con
tinue from the cellar to the attic.
This form of construction also consti
tutes a ground for the plasterer, as the
plastering throughout is carried to the
floor back of the base. Between the
studs back of the wainscot the walls
are " back plastered."
The sills or timbering through the
center of the house and supporting the
joist are built up with 2 x 12 inch
plank, framed with double mortises
for double tenons on the ends of
the joist, as indicated in the sketch

pier, while the finish is much neater. A
2-inch oak cap is placed on top between
the "waste nut" and the timbering,
as shown in the sketch referred to.
The framing timber is of hemlock,
the plates being two thicknesses of 2 x
4 inch stuff, the sills for porch and
veranda 6x8 inches, the joist 2x8
inches and the ceiling joist and rafters
2x6 inches. The first and second
floor joist are 2 x 10 inches, placed 16
inches from centers, and the attic floor
joist are 2x6 inches, also placed 16
inches from centers. The framing of
the house is of the ordinary balloon
type, the second-floor joist being sup
ported on a 3-inch ribbon, and spiked
to the studs. The author states that
before raising the studs of the parti
tions a sill is placed on the timbers
supporting them and on the floor for
those that are set after the floor is laid.
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Foundation.

DeUll of Window Casing.—Scale,
3 Inches to the Foot.

First Floor.
Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.
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SecondFloor.
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Sketch showing Systemof Framing
Employed.

Section Showing Construction at
First Floor for Passageof Hot
Air andSoil Pipes.—Scale,1Inch

/"" to the Foot.

Methodof Framing the Sills.
Section Through Cornice at Gables.-
Scale,9i Inch to tbe Foot.

Details of Balcony--Scale,K Inch to the Foot.

A Dwelling in Rochester,JT, 3".—Floor Plant andMiscellaneoutDetailr.
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SideandFront Elevationsof Library Mantel—Scale,WInch to the Foot.

Detailsof Veranda.-Scale, Ji Inch to the Foot.

Sectionof VerandaCornice.—Scale,ft Inch to the Foot.

Detail of Main Stairs.—Scale,K Inch to the Foot.

MiscellaneousDetails of Dwelling in Rochester,N. Y.
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This sill is made 1% inches wider than
the studs, projecting ya inch on each
side, as shown in the sketch above re
ferred to. This forms a ground in the
same manner as noted in connection
with the studding of the outer walls.
The corner posts are 4x6 inches ; the
studding 2x4 inches, placed 16 inches
from centers ; the common and jack
rafters 2x6 inches, placed 2 feet from
centers, and the valley and hip rafters
4x8 inches.
The frame is covered with ,%-inch
planed and matched sheeting, upon
which is placed one thickness of heavy
red rosin-sized building paper well
lapped so as to make a tight job. The
side walls and gables are covered with
first-quality pine siding finished against
the corner boards at the first story
and mitered at the corners of the sec
ond story. In the gables the siding is
cut to a wave pattern, as shown. The
rafters are covered with 1-inch rongh
hemlock boards, which carry first-
quality pine shingles, dipped before
laying in creasote stain for 11 inches
of their length and after laying had
one coat put on with a brush. The
hips are covered with a 4-inch course

under an ample gambrel roof, which
will extend outward over the eaves
and also from the roof of the veranda,
resting on pillars of terra cotta. These
stories will be broken up by a dormer
and lattice windows, and will be en
tirely of shingles. The first floor will
be devoted to administration offices,
parlors, reception rooms, dining room,
kitchen and storerooms ; the second
story will contain the girls' dormitory,
with apartments for the matron and
attendants, while the third floor will
be given tip to the boys' dormitory.
The home is designed to accommodate
40 boys and girls, and is to be strictly
non-sectarian. While in the home the
children will receive both religious and
other instruction, embracing manual
training and the rudimentary branches
of education. It is expected that the
building will be ready for occupancy
late in the fall.

Combination Kitchen Sideboard and

Flour Bin.

made of 9 x % inch boards and the
shelves faced with a molding, a cross
section of which is shown in Fig. 5 of
the cuts. The uprights are screwed to
the dresser top with slanting screws
sunk in flush and stopped. The plate
rack is about 11 inches deep, the shelf
below being about 18 inches from the
plate shelf so as to give ample room
for large dishes. A crockery stand
may be fastened perpendicularly to the
back of the dresser or may be taken 2
inches forward, as indicated. The
holes in the top shelf for the turned
spindles are about 2J£ inches from cen
ter to center. The panels of the chest
are molded with IJ^-inch moldings,
and the drawer fronts may be either
molded or beveled, according to taste.
The drawings so clearly indicate the
general construction that our practical
readers will have no difficulty in mak
ing a device of this character if they
so desire.

A Lien Law Example.

An article of kitchen furniture in
the making of which many of our read-

The following letter indicates the
character of an effort that is being

Fig. ;.—Plan View, Showing Divisions in the
Chest.

Fig. 6.-One of the
Spindles of the
Plate Hack.

Fig. 1.—Front Elevation.
Fig. 4—Sectionof End, Show- Fig. 5.—Full Size Section of

Fig. 2—End Elevation. ing Drawer Hailg. MoldingforEdgeof Shelves.

CombinationKitchen Sideboardand Flour Sin.

run up after the straight courses are
laid, forming the hip roll, as shown.
The interior finish in the front hall,
library, parlor and dining room is of
oak, while the rest of the house is in
white wood, all being filled and var
nished. The floors in the hall and
dining room are of hard wood % inch
thick, laid in narrow strips 2 inches
wide, with a border of six strips of the
same material laid around at the walls
and filled in with straight courses. The
floors are smoothed, scraped, sand
papered and then polished. The floor
ing in other parts of the house is of
pine.
The building is heated by a furnace,
the position oftbe registers being indi
cated on the floor plan.

AN ATTRACTIVE BUILDING is about to
be put up at Montclair, N. .!., for use
as a children's home. The plans of
the structure, which have been pre
pared by Architect Joseph Ireland of
New York City, call for a building 80
feet in length by 60 feet in width, and
three stories in hight. The -first story
will be of field rubble stone, and will
be inclosed by a long veranda on the
front and a porte cochcre on one side.
The second and third stories will lie

ers are doubtless often called upon to
display their skill is a flour bin, or
chest, in combination, perhaps, with
a sideboard, dresser or cupboard.
The article which we illustrate in
Figs. 1 and 2 is capable of ready
manufacture and when completed
serves not only a very useful but or
namental purpose as well. The size
of the sideboard is 4 feet 6 inches
long by 2 feet 3 inches deep, the dresser
top being 2 feet 9 inches high, and the
rack 2 feet 9 inches to the upper shelf.
The drawers are 10 inches wide and
about 18 inches long by 3, 4, 4i£, 5 and
6 inches deep, respectively. The cor
ner posts of the framing are 2x2 and
the rails mortised in them 2x1 inches
in size. The boards employed are %
or % inch thick when dressed and are
let into the corner posts as indicated in
Fig. 3 of the cuts, which represents a
plan view. The mechanic is -well
aware that in making articles of this
character it is well to employ wide
rather than narrow boards in order to
save joints, as the latter are preferably
matched and glued so as to be as nearly
as possible invisible. The lid is hinged
to open at the front of the rack, while
the chest is divided by 5g-inch stuff into
two or three compartments, as circum
stances may require. The rack can be

made by certain dealers in building
materials to secure lien-law protection
on Government work. The letter has
been extensively issued, and an earnest
effort is being made to secure sufficient
co-operation from dealers in building
materials throughout the country to
make the movement a success:

Owing to the irresponsibility of many
parties who becomecontractors under the
United StatesGovernment,and that at the
presenttimewehave no security for sales
of materials, &c., made to the said con
tractors except their promise to pav, the
Government recognizing no responsibility
for any material furnisnedby thedealersto
the contractor (this applies to all contracts
madeby any and ail branchesof ihe Gov
ernment),believing we ought to have the
same protection from the United States as
in this and theStateof NewJersey, wherein
we are fully protectedby the lien laws of
said States, it is proposedto introduce be
fore the next Congressa bill, which, before
presentation,shall havetheapproval of the
Secretariesof War, Navy and Treasury
Departments,and that will give us suchse
curity that will make it impossiblefor deal
ers to sustainany loss in the future arising
from salesto Governmentcontractors.

Should you be willing to join in this
movementand be assessedfor your share
of contingent as well as final costs that
will necessarily be incurred, I will beglad
to hear from you at anearly day, with such
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suggestionsregarding this proposed action
as you haveto offer.
The passageof sucha bill yon will admit
is desirable.
To responsiblecontractorssucha bill will
beadvantageousfor the reason that com
petition will be limited ; if you have any
friends who are contractors, kindly call
their attentionto this movement, and ask
their aid and co-operation.
Yours very truly,

It would seem that the material
dealers had a better remedy in their
own hands than that which is suggest
ed by the letter, for in the very first
line it is stated that many of the con
tractors of the Government are irre
sponsible. If sudi is the fact the legis
lation desired would put a premium
upon Government contracting by irre
sponsible men. The remedy which is
in the hands of the dealers is the re
fusal to sell their material to men
whom they know to be irresponsible ;
and there IB no better means in exist
ence for wiping out irresponsibility
among contractors than such a course
of procedure. In equity there is no
more reason why the dealer in build
ing materials should have special legal
protection against his customer than
the grocer or the butcher. The sen
tence "the passage of such a bill you
will admit is desirable" applies only to
the dealer who desires to sell his ma
terial to a man whom he knows to be
irresponsible ; and the false reasoning
in the last sentence of the letter is dis
tinctly manifest, for, instead of limit
ing irresponsible competition, the stat
utory legislation desired would in
crease it by permitting contractors
who could not pay for their material
to come in competition with contract
ors who could. Such reasoning as this
is specious and should be carefully
studied by all responsible contractors.

Inflammable Materials in Houses.

Greater loss of life has occurred from
the inflammable nature of particular
buildings, and the consequent readi
ness with which they have taken fire
and burnt, than from the transmission
of fire from one building to another,
says a writer in one of our English ex
changes. It is in the buildings in
which the incendial fire originates
that loss of life occurs, and not in
buildings to which any such fire may
be communicated. People have time
to escape from a neighboring building
before the danger reaches them, be the
separation of the buildings ever so
slight ; but escape from a building in
which the fire has been brewed, if the
expression may be used, is too often
found to be impossible. The Legisla
ture has confined itself almost exclu
sively, hitherto, to providing for the
protection of property ; that is to say,
its prescriptions have been to prevent
the spread of fire from building to
building, whereby property alone is
hazarded ; while the danger to human
life from fire originating in a building
remains almost as wholly unprovided
for by legislative enactment as it was
before the fire of London. In the
twilight of a summer's evening, while
the inmates were almost all awake and
stirring, Raggett's Hotel in Dover
street took fire, and, through the rapid
ity with which it burnt, many lives
were lost; while but a fewmonths before
that event four persons had been burnt
to death in a house in Guildford street
because of the inflammability of the
inside of the building. In both these
cases there were eflicient party walls
which prevented the fire from doing
any serious injury to the buildings
next adjoining laterally, and the brick
external walls tended to protect the
buildings opposite to the buildings
burnt. With stairs of stone, or other
substance not easily ignitible, supported

by brick walls, internal partitions of
brick work, or even brick-nogged parti
tions, floors less susceptible of fire than
simple combinations of fir joists and
deal boards, intimately connected with
and bearing upon hollow quartering
partitions —with these securities, or
with some of them .only, in the cases
referred to, the combustion must have
been at least far less rapid than it was,
and the escape from death and mutila
tion of all the inmates in one of the
two cases certainly, and probably in
both, would have been secured.

Bond and Percentage.

Among the customs prevailing in the
building business, and which have ex
isted so long without strenuous oppc-
bition on the part of its members that
they have come to be considered neces
sary, is the practice by the owner of de
manding a bond from the contractor
for the fulfillment of a contract, and
at the same time retaining a certain
percentage of the money due the con
tractor. The practice is distinctly in
equitable and one which permits the
owner to keep the contractor under a
bond which does not decrease as the
contractor's liability decreases, but re
mains the same as before the work was
undertaken, even though 90 per cent,
of it were completed. One of the best
illustrations of this is the one by
Colonel McAllister of Cleveland in his
dress as president to the National As
sociation of Builders, as follows :

A builder agrees for {500,000to erect a
building complete. He is required to give
bondof indemnity for not lessthan *HK),Ooo
conditionedthat beshall completethe work
in accordancewith certain drawings and
specificationswhichare to beinterpretedby
a gentlemanwho is the paid agentof the
owner, and in addition to this bondthere is
reserved payment of not less than 15per
cent,of eachof the partial paymentspro
vided for under the agreement,which re
servedpayment remainsin thebandsof the
owner until thebuilding is completed(usu
ally 80 days after completion and accept
ance). When thebuilding hasbeencarried
to within (30,000of completion and the
builder has beenpaid according to agree
ment up to that time, the owner has in his
possession$72,000worth of work which has
beencompletedby thebuilder and not paid
for, and his bond for (100,000to securethe
completion of (20,000worth of work, and
at the completion of the work and prior to
acceptancethe owner has (92,000of the
builder'smoneyand a bond for (100,000.

That this practice is inequitable and
unjust is evident on the face of it, for
it amounts, in practice, to the owner
holding a bond from the contractor to
insure a fulfillment of something
which has already been fulfilled and
the retention of a large sum of the
contractor's money for at least 80days
after the completion of the job. This
custom virtually reverses those which
exist in' other lines of business, for in
them it is the man who pays or owes the
money who gives the bond, and not the
man who contracts to deliver the goods,
for the reason that the goods repre
sent what is due the seller from
the buyer. In the case of a building
under contract, with payments to be
made at certain periods during the
progress of the work and a bond ex
acted for the completion of the entire
job, the bond should be decreased in
proportion as the liability of the con
tractor to the owner decreases. In
many cases of municipal work a certi
fied check for a large sum must ac
company each contractor's bid. A
large bond is required, and 25per cent,
of the money due the contractor is re
tained by the city at each payment
and on the last payment until at least
30 days after the completion and ac
ceptance of the work. The result of
this custom is that the successful bid
der has the amount of his certified

check and 25 per cent, of the labor and
material he has put into the job tied
up in the building, as well as being un
der a bond to the owner, the amount
of which is the same after the con
tractor's work is finished as it was
when he began. The architect, acting
for the owner, accepts the material and
the work done from time to time as
the building progresses, and in no case
is the contractor relieved of the neces
sity of providing indemnity for that
portion of the work which has been ac
cepted by the owner through the archi
tect. In reality, the amount of the
contractor's guarantee to the owner in
creases as the responsibility decreases.
The inequity of a contract carried out
under such conditions as these is mani
fest, and unnecessarily ties up, with
out interest, large sums of the con
tractor's money. There is no excuse for
the existence of this custom in the pres
ent times, except that it is the result
of antiquitv which has not yet been
outgrown. Like many other pernicious
customs, it has been allowed to remain
in force simply because it exists and
because builders formerly accepted
it without complaint. To-day, when
the contractor has reached a point
where his business transactions are
equally important with those in any
other calling in existence, he should
demand the equalities which prevail in
other lines of business ; he should de
cline to submit to exactions which
would not be tolerated by the banker
or the merchant under similar circum
stances.

Rapid Construction.

Not long since we referred in these
columns to the rapidity with which
one of Chicago's buildings was erected,
and presented illustrations showing
the appearance of the structure at two
stages of the progress of the work.
Another example of the rapidity with
which the builders in this metropolis
of the West push their operations is
found in the erection of a grain ele
vator, having a storage capacity, it is
said, of 3,680,000bushels This build
ing was commenced on the first day of
the month and 83 days later was com
pleted and being used for business pur
poses. In the construction of the build
ing, which was of the ordinary crib
style, more than 8,000,000feet of lum
ber were employed. The elevator is
eouipped throughout with electric
lights and completely furnished with
modern machinery. It is stated that
from 600to 900men were continuously
employed night and day in its con
struction.

IT is STATED by an exchange that
French builders, who have carried the
art of hardening plaster to where it is
used for flooring, either in place of
wood or tile, employ for this purpose
six parts of good quality of plaster in
timately mixed with one part of freshly
slaked white lime finely sifted. The
mixture as thus composed is laid down
in as quick time as possible, care being
taken that the trowel is not used upon
the surface for too long a time ; after
this the floor is allowed to become
very dry, and is subsequently saturated
in a most thorough manner with sul
phate of iron or zinc, the iron giving
the strongest surface, its resistance to
breaking being found to be 20 times
the strength of ordinary plaster. It
appears that with sulphate of zinc the
floor remains white, while when iron
is used it becomes the color of rusted
iron ; but if linseed oil, boiled with
litharge, be applied to the surface, it
becomes of an attractive mahogany
color, this being especially the case if
a coat of copal varnish is added.
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THIRD-PRIZE DESIGN IN SCHOOL HOUSE COMPETITION.

rpHE DESIGN securing the third
I prize in the competition for $1500
school houses was contributed

by George E. Gilbey of New Lon
don, Conn., and is presented in this
issue for the consideration of our
readers. An inspection of the engrav
ings shows a building of neat exte-

The wainscoting is to extend around
the interior of the building for a bight
of 3 feet and consist of J-g-inch North
Carolina pine not over 3 inches wide,
the whole to be finished with a molded
cap. The coat and cloak rooms are to
have partitions of Jg-inch North Caro
lina pine, 5 feet high, where shown on

4-inch mortise tumbler locks, with brass
face and strikers, japanned roses and
escutcheons and jet Knobs. The en
trance doors are to have 4-inch mortise
tumbler locks, bronze metal faces,
strikers, knobs, roses and escutcheons.
The building is to be painted with
two coats of pure linseed oil and white

Front Elevation.—Scale,'t. Inch to the Foot.

rior, arranged with two school rooms
on the main floor and at the rear
an extension devoted to an entrance
of ample dimensions, closets for wear
ing apparel and a space for fuel.
The entrance for teachers is at the
front, through the loggia. Each school
room is 24 x 26 feet in size and has ac
commodations for 38 pupils. From
the author's specifications we learn
that the girders are designed to be 6 x
6 inches; the sills 4x4 and 4x6 inches;
the floor joists 2x8 inches, placed 16
inches on centers; the ceiling joist 2 x
5 inches, placed 20 inches on centers;
the rafters 2 x 6 inches, placed 24inches
on centers; the studding 2x4 inches,
placed 16inches on centers; posts 4 x
6 inches; plates 3x4 inches and ties 1
x 6 inches. The sheeting is to be of
first-quality planed hemlock boards,
not more than 10 inches wide, those
used on the roof being laid with 2-inch
openings between them.
The sheeting boards are to be covered
with building paper, on which, in turn,
are to be placed first-quality clear, dry
white pine clapboards, laid not over
\\^ inches to the weather. The roof is
to be covered with 18-inch cedar shin
gles, placed on rosin-sized building
paper and laid not over 5J£ inches to
the weather. All the floor joists in the
building are to be bridged every 5 feet
with 1x3 inch stuff. The ceilings are to
be cross furred with 1x2 inch furring
strips, placed 16inches on centers. The
flooring throughout the house is to be
hemlock, laid diagonally over, which is
to be placed a ^g-inch vellow pine floor,
resting on rosin-sized building paper.
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Main Floor Plan.—Sca'e,1-16Inch to the Foot.

Third-Prize Design in SchoolBouse Competition.—GeorgeE. Gilbey, Architect,
New London, Conn.

the plans, leaving openings 6 inches
between the bottom of the partitions
and the floor. Batten doors of the
same material are to be hung on double
acting hinges. The two platforms are
to have %-inch North Carolina pine
risers and treads of the samematerial as
the floor. All inside doors are to have

lead, tinted with yellow ocher for the
body of the work and white for the
sash and trimmings. All interior fin
ish is to be left bright and have one
good coat of liquid filler, followed by
an application of one coat of varnish.
The estimate submitted by the
author of the design here presented
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gives the total cost of the building at Large windows (andlabor), 2 .
$1499.43,distributed as follows : g»>Klewindows (andlabor), S.

Entrances (trim and labor), 3 .
ESTIMATE OF COST. Single doors (trim and labor), f .

Stone work (excavatingincluded),
535squarefeet,at$0.16persquare
foot $85.60
Bricks, 8,500(andlabor), at $13.50
per 1.000 114.75
Plastering, 408 square yards, at
$0.11per squareyard 44.£
Rough spruce, 6,000feet, $18per
1,000 108.00

80.00
84.00
70.00
60.00

An Elevated Dwelling.

About 60 miles from the mouth of
the Escondido is situated one of the
most curious habitations in the world.
It isahouse built on the top of an enor
mous lignum vilse tree, says the
Philadelphia Ledger. It is the home
of Capt. Henry Wildersen, a former
Louisiana planter, who selected this
remote and isolated habitation as his
home several years ago. The tree is

Section through Building taken on the Line A A of the Floor Plan.

Third- Prize Designin School Bouse Competition.—Elevation and Sections.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Hemlock, 6,300feet, at $16 per
1,000 100.80
Clapboards, 2,500feet,at $28per
1,000 70.00
Cedar shingles, 16,000,at 84 per
1,000 64.00
Yellow pine flooring, 1,900feet,at
$45per1,000 85.50
Lath (and labor), 6,800,at $4.25
per 1,000 28.90
North Carolina pine ceiling, 800
feet,at $35per 1,000 28.00

Battendoors (trimand labor), 2. . . 6.00
Batten swing doors (trim and
labor), 2 6.00
Finishing cypress, 1,000feet, at
$45per1,000 45.00
Tin conductors 3.00
Painting 75.00
Hardware 40.00
Carpenterwork 300.00

Total $1,499.43

nearly 6 feet in diameter, and grows
on a bluff overlooking the Rama River,
a branch of the Escondido. At about
50 feet from the ground a platform
about 30 feet square has been built,
supported by diagonal braces, and this
serves as the foundation of a rather
pretty cottage painted white, with
green shutters, and boasting a ver
anda in front and an observatory
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above the roof. The diagonal braces
are boxed in, and in the inverted pyra
mid thus formed in the kitchen and
storerooms. The upper story is nicely
furnished. Access from the ground is
gained by means of an elevator resem-

per sheets are cut and fitted, it is pro
posed to plate them to the extent of 2
ounces of silver per square foot. The
proposition seems to have met with
approval in all portions of the State,
and several donations of silver have

is the largest stoue rer transported on
a railway car. It i squired 16horses
to draw it from the West Fifty-sec
ond street pier to Mr. Huntingdon's
house, and owing to the great weight,
added to the softening effect of the in-

Sectlonof Entrance Door taken on Liae A A.-
Scale,IK Inchesto tbe Foot.

Section through B B.—Scale,1^Inches
to tbe Foot.

Detail of Main Cornice.—Scale,
H Inch to the Foot.

Section through Part Elevation of Tran-
TransomWindow. sora Window. —Scale,
—Scale,̂ Inch to H Inch to the foot,
the Foot.

Detail of Chalk Molding-andWindow stool.
—Scale,1H Inches to the Foot.

Entrance Door.—Scale,
Inch to tbe Foot.

Detail of Corner Finish —Scale,
H Inch to the Foot.

Inside Door andTrim —Scale,J
to the Foot.

Inch

MiscellaneousDetails of Third-Prize Design in School House Competition.

Wing a "dumb-waiter," so balanced
that a person can easily raise himself
by pulling on a rope.

A PROPOSITION, which it seems was
started by the Denver Sun, is likely to
take a practical form. This is nothing
else than the covering of the dome of
the State Capitol with silver. The area
of the dome is about 7000square feet,
and the contract has been let to pro
vide a covering of copper. After cop-

already been promised. In that dry
climate the silver will probably retain
its beauty for years.

A Large Flagstone.

The sidewalk immediately in front
of the new house of C. P. Hnntington,
Fifty-seventh street and Fifth avenue,
this city, is composed of one solid
stone 22 feet long, 15 feet wide and 10
inches thick. It weighs 22 tons, and

tense heat of the sun upon the asphalt
paving when the thermometer marked
100°in the shade, the car on which the
massive stone was drawn cut through
the asphalt to the concrete foundation
and left a miniature ship canal in its
wake through Fifty-seventh street.
Although the car was adapted espe
cially to the moving of large stones, it
was only by constructing a temporary
plank road that the enormous piece of
rock could be transferred to its desti
nation.
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\VHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
QUIETNESS

throughout the building
tradesstill continues,but there Is ap
parently less depressionthan would

be expected, considering the financial
stringency which prevails. No very seri
ous complaint is heard from the build
ers, althoughmorework would be consid
eredvery acceptablein somelocalities. The
workmen are either satisfied with their
presentsituationor recognizethefutility of
making demandsthat would in any way be
calculated to increase the costof building.
Such labor disturbancesasare now in force
are the result of pastconditions. Compara
tively speaking,thebuilding tradesseemto
be in better condition than many of the
mercantilepursuits.

Baltimore, Md.
In spiteof thegeneralfinancialdepression,
thebuilding interestsin Baltimoreseemtobe
about up to the mark. There havebeenno
disturbancesbetweentheworkmenand em
ployers that have been sufficiently serious
to beworthy of note. Membersof the Na
tional Associationwill regret to learn that
Hugh Sisson,the first vice president, is se
riously ill and his friends are exceedingly
anxiousover his condition.
The new homeof the Builders' Exchange,
at thenortheastcorner of Charlesand Lex
ington streets,is to be a handsomewhite
marble structure in keepingwith the recent
improvements in that neighborhood The
building will be erectedby the Builders'
Exchange Building Company, composedof
membersof theexchange,and its construc
tion will commenceimmediately. It is in
tended to be a center for contractors,
builders,materialmenandothersinterested
in the building businessof Baltimore.
The building will be 84 feet4 inches on
Charlesstreet.75feet0 incheson Lexington
streetand five storieshigh from theground.
The marble wall* of the building now on
thesitewill be usedin thenewbuilding, but
all the interior of theold structure will be
torn outandremodeledfor storesandoffices.
The brick portion on Lexington streetwill
be torn downandrebuilt to correspondwith
themarble building on the corner and an
additional story will beadded. On thefirst
floor therewill be threeor four stores and
one office. The exchangewill be on the
secondfloor, where it will have one large
room, 70x 24feet,with other roomsfor the
president, directors and secretary. Four
other officeswill beon this floor. The third,
fourth and fifth floorswill each bedivided
into 11offices. The structure will be fitted
up with all modern appliances and con
veniencesfor the transaction of business,
and the roomswill becommodiousand well
ventilated. It will be finished inside with
hard wood,andwill beheatedbysteamand
lighted by gas and electricity. There will
bearea vaults under the pavementson Lex
ington and Charles streets,with lifts. L'be
main entranceto the officeswill beon Lex
ington street, the upper stories being
reachedby an elevatorand the stairway.
Baldwin & Penningtonare thearchitects,
andS. H. & J. F. Adams contractorsfor the
work. The Building Committee consistsof
Hugh Sisson, E L. Bartlett, 8 B. Sex
ton, Jr., P. M. Womble, Jr., andNoble H.
Creager.
At the annual meetingof the stockholders
of the building company James A. Smyser,
E. L. Bartlett, P. M. Womble-Jr. ; 8. B.
Sexton, Jr. ; J. L. Lawton, N. 11,Creager,
Hugh Sisson,B. F. Bennettand J. F. Adams
wereelecteddirectors. Thedirectorselected
the following officersfor theensuing year:
President,James A. Smyser; vice-president,
Noble H. Creager; secretary, E. D. Miller;
treasurer, B. F. Bennett.

Boston, Mass.
Everything in the building tradesin Bos
ton seemsto be progressingas favorably as
could beexpected,mostof the contractors
are busyand thereseemsto be plenty of
work on hand. The cornice workers have
beenmaking aneffort to secureshorterdays
without reduction of wages. These men
have been working ten hoursa day for a
nnmber of years. They were informed
early in the year by their employersthat,
if sufficient notice were given, a reduction
in hours would t>econcededwithout demur.
With this promisein mind, the employers

were,on March 1,notifiedthat onand after
August 1 their corniceworkers would work
but nine hours a day.
The menreceivedfor a ten-hourday from
$2.75to $3.25perday, and In order that no
wage reductionshould result from the In
troduction of the shorter work day it was
decided that a minimum rate of 80 cents
per hour should bedemanded for thosere
ceiving $2.75perday, and that 5 percent,
increase be demandedfor those receiving
abovethat amount. Nearly all of themas
ter cornice makershavealreadyaccededto
thedemands. The carpentershavebeenen
deavoringto securean eight-hourday with
out correspondingreductionof pay, and the
workmenclaim that their efforts havebeen
successful. It is stated by the workmen
that the change will go into effecton No
vember1.

Buffalo. N. Y.
The Builders' Association Exchange of
Buffalo is taking effectivesteps to correct
one of the evil conditionswhich prevail—
regarding thetreatmentof, andthe method
of soliciting, bids. A resolution recently
passedis to theeffect that any memberof
theexchangewho fails to observethe rules
laid down in the Code of Practice shall be
brought beforetheorganizationoncharges,
and that in future themembersof the ex
change will refuse to estimate on work
where bids are requested for the entire
work and for separateportions at thesame
time. To further this end the architects
have been requested,when writing specifi
cations,either to call for bids upon the en
tire work or ask for separate bids from
each of the different trades. This move
will doubtlessresult in great benefit to the
fraternity, and could be followed with
profit by every similar organization in the
country. Everything is quiet in the build
ing trades, the strike of the 300 union
plasterers,who have beenout for the past
13 weeks for an advance of pay from $3
to $3.50per day, having ended.
About three months ago all the union
plasterersia the city demandeda raise of
50centsa day in their wages. The demand
was sent to theMasonsContractors' Asso
ciation. The members of the association
helda meeting and voted against the in
crease,sayingthat they hadmadecontracts
ahead,figuring at $.'!for a day'swages,and
they could not consistently grant thede
mandat that time, although admitting the
meuwere earning $3.50a day. Then the
men struck. The Plasterers' Association
grew tired of the struggle several weeks
ago and offeredto settle the strike by giv
ing the men$H25a day. This offer was re
jectedby the men and they continued to
hold out. The men recently decidedthey
could notwin andvotedto gobackto work.
Most of them started to work at the old
rate of wages,and tbe plasterers'business,
which hasbeenpractically suspendedsince
the strike began, is now on its feet.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
Cincinnati builders seem to be satisfied
with theamountof work on hand, under
existing circumstances,and no complaint is
heard from either employersor workmen.
The Builders' Exchangehas namedthe fol
lowing committeeto represent them and
act in connectionwith the Board of Trade
and Transportation Committee on the
financial situation : George F. Nieber,
Archer Colter and Thad H. Curry.

Lowell, Mass.
The bricklayers' strike at Lowell con
tinues to drag itself along with little pros
pect of settlement in the near future.
Several times tbe employersand workmen
havecome together ana a settlement had
appeared likely to result, but each time
they havesplit on somerock or other. The
principal difficulty between the two is that
the contractorsdesireto employ non-union
men, and the union workmen refuse to
work with any but members. There have
been several featuresto this strike which
havebeenpresentedin thesecolumns, and
the workmen's national union has been
called into requisition toassistin securinga
settlement.Thestriking workmenhavebeen
receiving a benefitof from $8to $12a week
from their national treasury ever since
the strike began. One of the features of
this strike4s that there are two men who
are under fine to the International Union,
and with whom the union bricklayers re
fuse to work. The employment of these

menon a certain contract has resulted in a
tie-up of work.

New York City.
After a remarkably quiet season in the
building trades as regards labor dis
turbances, New York City is again in
the midst of a strike which promises to be
more or less general. For over a year the
United Wood Carvers' Associationhasbeen
fighting to retain the eight-hour work day,
which first prevailed with them from 1886
until a year ago last April. At that time
nearly all the contractors combined to in
creasetbe hours and fur a time succeeded
in doing so ; but theunion made sohard a
fight that oneafter anothertbe contractors
gave in and conceded their workmeneight
hours iij_'iiin. Certain of the larger con
tractors heretoforerefusedto return to the
eight hours,andthepresentstrike isan out
growth of the effort to force thesecon
tractors to yield. Among the tradeswhich
have entered into sympathetic strikes to
help tbe carvers are house painters, six
unions ; plasterers, two unions ; laborers,
two unions ; carpenters,nineunions; steam
fitters and helpers, two unions ; paper
hangers,oneunion; varnishers,two unions;
electric wiremen,oneunion; woodcarvers,
oneunion : fresco painters and decorators,
two unions; tin and sheet iron workers,
oneunion ; engineers,two unions : gilders,
one union ; marble cutters, polishers and
setters,two unions ; and a number of other
tradesnot representedin the board. The
Mechanic*andTraders' Exchangeis having
demonstrated daily tbe wisdom of their
move wliifii changed the headquartersof
the organization to it-, present location.
The roomsare muchmore convenient and
appropriate to theusesof themembersthan
the old ones,and the result has proved the
wisdomof tbe promotersof tbechange.

Omaha. Neb.
Everything is quiet among the Omaha
builders ana no complaint is heard from
the workmenupon the subject of hours or
wages.
The Board of Directors of the Builders
and Traders' Exchange have electedA. J.
Vierling of the firm of Paxton & Vierling
president,to fill the vacancy which was
caused by tbe death of Mr. Hussey. Mr.
Vierling has beenvice-presidentand acting
presidentof tbe board for sometime post.
J. W. Phelps of A. W . Phelps & Bonwas
electedto the vacant vice-presidency,and
J. F. Smith of Witbnell & Smith succeeds
Mr. Phelps as a memberof tbe Board of
Directors. SecretaryWedge has received
from Washington plans and specifications
for buildings to be erected at tbe Lower
Brule Indian Agency in South Dakota, on
which bids are invited by the Indian
Bureau.
There are four or five large buildings to
be erected, including a warehouse and
schoolhouse.

Philadelphia. Pa.

On July 20a specialmeetingof theMas
ter Builders' Exchangeof Philadelphia was
held, to take action on the dtath of Col.
Richard T. Auchmuty. Suitable resolu
tionswerepassed,expressingthekeenestsor
row and eulogizing Colonel Auchmuty for
his greatandpractical generosityin behalf
of theyouth of thecountry.
Colonel Auchmuty's philanthropy haden
abledtheexchangeto placetheMechanical
Trades Schoolson a practical basis,and he
washighly esteemedby thebuilders in con
sequencethereof. Heguaranteedtheschools
$3000for eachof tbefirst threeyearsof their
existence,which sumswereduly paid, and
greatly relievedthe builders of the burden
of their efforts to Instruct boys in useful
occupations. Colonel Auchmuty was an
honorarymemberof the exchange,but such
wasbis modestythat hewould not permit a
bustor photograph of himself to be hung
upon tbewalls or placedamongthearchives
of tbeorganization.

St. Louis. Mo.
It is reportedfrom St. Louis that build
ing operationsare not seriouslyaffectedby
the stringency in the moneymarket, and
about the usual amount of work is being
carried on. The carpenter contractors, it
is expected,will follow the exampleof one
of their number who hasnotified his work
menof a reductionof 2J4 centsper hour in
their wages. This notificationwasfollowed
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by a strike by the workmen in this con
tractor's employ,and theCarpenters'Coun
cil is said to bemaking preparations{or a
strike or lockout.
The membersof the Builders' Exchange
held their quarterly meetingJuly 11.
The report of the treasurer, showing a
balanceon handof $345f>wasapproved,as
wasalso the report of w. J. Baker, chair
man of the Arrangements Committeefor
the steamboatexcursion,August 17,on the" Grand Republic."
The rule to suspendmembersof theBoard
of Directors who failed to attend threecon
secutive meetings without goodcausewas
adopted.
The revision of the rules, as a whole, will
be taken up at the Octobermeeting.

Worcester, Mass.
Everything is quiet amongtheWorcester
builders. The members of the Builders'
Exchange held their fourth annual outing
at Quinsigamond Park a few days ago.
About 200participatedin thepicnic, includ
ing a contingent of 70 from the Builders'
Exchangeof Providence. They arrived at
the park about 10 o'clock. A ball game
was immediatelystartedbetweenthe Prov
idenceand the local exchange,resulting in
a tie by a scoreof 11to 11. The tug of war
was thenext thing on the programme,and
the honors in this were captured by the
local men.
The dinner bell then sounded and the
party satdown toa palatableclambake.
The afternoonwas spent by the menin
kicking a foot ball around the field. There
was no semblanceto a regular game,but
eachman vied with the other in kicking
the ball as far as possible. It seemedto be
theobject of each man to kick theball in
one corner of the field wherea coupleof
whist gameswere in progress,and they suc
ceededin their purpose—that is, of breaking
up the games.
J. Q. Vaudreuil kept openhouse all day,
andmany of the members and their wives
visitedhis cosy resort. Many of the ladies
of the party enjoyeda sail around the lake
in his steamyacht.
Dancing was indulged in during the day.
The return was made to the city at 4
o'clock, and all adjourned to the Builders'
Exchange rooms,wherea lunch was served
by Parker, the caterer. The assemblywas
addressedby Ira G. Herseyof Boston,pres
ident of the National Association of Build
ers. Representativesof the ProvidenceEx
changealso spokeand testifiedtheir appre
ciation of the hospitality of the local men.

Notes.
On July 20 the Master Builders' Associa
tion of Salem, Mass.,dedicated their new
rooms at 11 Central street, with a ban
quet and other fitting ceremonies. This or
ganization, which was incorporatedJuly 1,
1893,has been unusually wise in starting

oat correctly and upon suchbasisas practi
cally insures its future success. The pur
chase of a building of its own at the start
will placeit in the most favorable light be
fore Salembusiness menand will makea
membershipsomethingto be desired by all
contractors in that vicinity. The dedication
was distinctly successful, and addresses
were made by many prominent builders
and othersinterestedin thebuildiug trades.
A large numberof guestsfrom neighboring
cities were present, and the affair was a
mostenjoyableonein every respect.

It was stated recently in labor circles in
Kansas City that a boycott had been de
claredagainstthenewNinth Street Theater
becausetin-contractor would not discharge
about 80 non-union carpenters employed
by him. There weretwo union menin his
employ, and the local carpenters' union
madea demandthat hedischarge the non
union menand employonly union men. He
refusedand a boycott was declared. The
contractor, it is stated,thereuponthrew up
his contract. SecretaryC. L. McDonaldof
the Builders and Traders' Exchangestates
that thecustomof submitting plans to the
exchangefor estimateis growing. The laat
setwhich werereceivedwere for a building
to beconstructedat Leavenwort It

,

Kan., to
costabout $40.000.
It was thought about July 25 that the
masons' strike which has been in force
since last April in Springfield, Mass., was
at an end. Many reasonshaveconducedto
the belief that the strike could not be suc
cessful. The demand for eight hours was
unseasonable,and public sentiment was
against themovefrom thebeginning Fore
seeing the stringent n.oney market, real
estateownerswere glad to defer building
operations,and their action reducedthede
mand for labor, and lack of employment
elsewhereenabledthe contractorsto bring
non-unionmeninto the field. On July 27
thebricklayers and plasterersvotedto give
up thedemandfor aneight-hourday and to
return to work at nine hours. The hod
carriers' union, which struck in sympathy,
will doubtless follow their example. The
strike has been brewing ever since last
fall, when the local masons'union, after
the national body bad refused to make
a general demand for an eight-hour day,
decided to do so on its own accord.
Notice was sentto the contractors that the
union would expectthe reduction of hours
April 1

,

and would strike if it werenot
made. The union, which hasbeen formed
since 1885.had always dictated its own
termsto the contractors, and It was only
shortly beforeApril 1 that the latter de
cided to refuse the union's demand. Ac
cording to the union's threat, its members
struck April 1

,

the hod carriers' union
alsogoing out. The contractors immedi
ately formed an associationof their own,
which included all the large firms in the
city, and appealedto the citizens for their

support in awarding contractsto only those
menwho should employ nine-hour work
men. A mass-meetingwasheldin theBoard
of Traderoomsearly in April, whenthecon
tractors gave their side of the story, and
ever sincethat time the public has favored
the contractors, and nearly every large
building which has been awarded in the
city hasbeengiv«n to them. In the mean
time the workmenofferedto concedeevery
thing that the contractors desired if the
latter would yield an eight-hour day.

The Building Laborers' Union of Meriden,
Conn., has votedto declare off the strike
which was begunon May 1

.

The demand
in the beginningwas for 25 centsan hour
for all workmen, but later it wasmodified
so that an increasein wages of 10 centa a

day wasasked.

TheMasterBuilders' Exchangeof Bridge
port, Conn., hascausedthe following notice
to be posted on the buildings which its
membersare erecting : '•This building is
beingerectedby a memberof the Builders'
Exchange. Any person found trespassing
or removingmaterial from these premises
will be prosecutedto the full extent of the
law."
About themiddle of July the bricklayers
of Jersey City struck againstworking with
non-unionmen. There is considerablefeel
ing betweenthe employers and workmen,
which is the outgrowth of a former strike.
The contractorssay that they can get all
thementheywant, and are AOt seriously
injured by the strike.

The masoncontractors of South Bend..
Iml. , recently decided to make a general
reduction of plasterers' wages from '•>•'•',-
centsper hour to $2.25per day, on account
of the stringency of the times. The plas
terers' union declined to acceptthe reduc
tion and went out on strike. The workmen
say that they have always treated their
employersvery fairly, and for two years
have asked for no increase of wages or
madeother unnecessarydemands.

The Builders' Exchangeof Lincoln, Neb.,

is endeavoring to establish a standard of
measurementsfor masonry,plastering,&c. ,

which they will urge the city to adopt, if
thecity adopts it, thebuildersproposetoask
the Legislature to fix the standardby law.

At Superior, Wis., a strike of bricklayers

is in force as the result of a demandthat
wages be increased from 45to 50centsan
hour. The contractorsclaim that they can
secureall the non-unionmenthey want to
carry on thework.

The Newport, R. I., bricklayers have
secured an eightrhour day without reduc
tion in wages.
Reports from San Francisco, Cal. , are to
the effect that the prospectsfor the winter
are much brighter, and several largebuild
ing improvementsarecontemplated

Chinese Architecture.

The domestic architecture of the Chi
nese will serve to explain much of that
of their temples and public buildings,
wherein we find the same frame work
of wood first erected, and the whole
structure bearing a considerable re
semblance to their houses. And wheth
er Confucian, Buddhist, Lama or Tau-
ist temple— in short, in all their jpublic
buildings there is the same principle
apparent throughout, although the
ground plan may vary. It would ap
pear that the Chinese look upon
extent of area of more importance
in denoting greatness than hight
of structure, and thus we find their
most remarkable temples, says an
exchange, occupy much ground in
the repetition of gateways, courtyards
and attached buildings, while they
have no great hight. The hight of
the principal structure of the temple
dedicated to the memory of Confucius
at Shanghai is about 50 feet, and the
area on which it stands is about 59
feet square. The formation of the roof

is the most conspicuous part of it, be
ing exceedingly large, and by being di
vided into an upper and lower portion

it is perhaps intended to represent a
roof rising out of or above a roof, and
so implying great honor, just as we see

in the Temples of the Moon and of Ag
riculture. The roof would present a
very ponderous appearance were it not
for a very ornamental, high and per
forated band or ridge running along it.
The ornamental margins of the gables
give it a light and elegant appearance,
especially in combination with the
graceful upward curve of the project
ing lower angles. It is this curve in
the roofs of the temples and other
buildings that forms a conspicuous
feature in Chinese architecture. The
interior of one temple building would
almost suffice for all. There is no dis
guise of the beams and the rafters of
the roof or of the pillars supporting
them or of the manner of joining them
together. The supporting pillars, like
similar pillars in the common houses,
rest on stone bases, and have horizontal
beams mortised into them in a similar
manner ; in some cases the lower
beams are not carried across the cen
tral space, but are wedged on the
opposite side. These beams and pillars
are usually painted red, this color
being applied to all walls and interior
decorations of places of worship.
Another example of the use of red m
connection with religion is that of the
Hindoos, who have a custom of using

a red powder or red-tinted fluid for
sprinkling their clothes during the

festival of the Hoolee pourja, and both
may have their origin in the color of
the blood of animals slain in sacrifice.
White is a color indicative of sorrow,
mourning or death, and is possibly
derived from the color of snow, the
garb of winter, when all nature appears
to be dead, as it were : yellow being the
color of the ripe corn and grass, is
typical of the earth, the property of
the Emperor, and hence it is the im
perial color, denoting grandeur, power
and state ; blue ako is an imperial
color, it being the color of the sky or
heaven, which can only be worshiped
through the Emperor. The horizontal
beams are occasionally painted in parts
with a variety of light tints of other
colors, a lozenge, angular or oval out
lined spaces representing a landscape,
a bird on a branch, or a well known
blossoming plant. Sometimes connect
beams are introduced to give additional
strength to the frame work of the roof,
and these are sometimes carved on
their under side on scroll outline,
which, like the decoration on the hori
zontal beams, relieves the heavy ap
pearance they would otherwise pre
sent, or they are occasionally curved.
A peculiarity of all Chinese pillars is
this : there is no attempt at forming a

capital, no matter how lofty or massive
they may be.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Hon«en for Worklngmni.
From MINERVA PARKER-NICHOLS,
Philadelphia.— la. the January issue
for this year, page 11, is presented a
floor plan of a house submitted by" A. J. E." of New Orleans, La. I wish
to suggest an improvement on the one
published and submit the inclosed. I
think even a workingnian would object
to a house where the kitchen could
only be reached through a chamber, 01
the bathroom through the kitchen.

L-.J

floor Plan of Workingman't Bouse an
Minerva Parker-Nichols.

The house was also, I think, lacking in
closets, The arrangement which I
show makes the chimney available for
both chambers as well as the kitchen.
I would also suggest roofing the front
bay or porch under one ornamental
gable, thus avoiding the cuts in the
roof, which, 1 think, add more labor
than beauty.

Shingling Hips without Weather
Hoard*

From W. B. W., St. Johns, .V. F.—
In answer to "A W. P.." whose in
quiry relative to shingling hips with
out using weather boards appeared in
an issue of the paper for last year, I
send the following, which represents
the practice in this section. In Fig. 1
the hip shingle is shown with the grain

single hip when it is finished. I never
use tin shingles, nor place felt under
neath. I do not remember of a job ex
ecuted in this manner giving out, and
I have been at the trade something like
II years. Neither have I heard of a
hip shingled in this manner proving at
fault until the whole root' needed re
pairing. The saddle boards, as shown
in the May issue of the pap?r. appear
to me to be out of place. The clean
roof looks best. I would like to hear
from some of the other readers of the
paper concerning the method of shin
gling here shown. Split cedar shingles
will last about 30years if properly put
on.

Hardwood Flnlnli.
From R. C. S., St. l^itix. Mo.—Will
some one give me information with re
gard to hardwood finish. e<pscially
now to finish oak in natural and an
tique '(
Note.— In reply to our correspondent
it may be stated that there are various
methods of finishing oak in the manner
indicated. According to one authority
a very clever imitation of general an
tique may be obtained by staining the
filler with equal parts of Vandyke
brown and charcoal, using about one
part of the colored to four parts of the
light. Another method of giving oak
an antique appearance is to make use
of hardwood with as full and open grain
as poss ble. in order to secure a fine
effect. After this has been sandpapered
a priming is prepared made of one part
of japan, one part raw linseed oil and
one part rubbing varnish. Drop
into J£ gallon of the liquid 1 pound
of commercial corn starch and then
add about '4 pound of some good
dry burnt Turkish umber. Apply to
the job a good flowing coat of this
priming. Let it stand until it is set
and then take a broad putty knife and
stick it into the grain, working the
knife crosswise of it. Let it stand a
little while and wips with a rag. tak
ing especial care to clean out all the
corners and get the work into as good
shape as possible as regards having the
grain well filled. When perfectly dry
give one coat of rubbing varnish pre-

Fig. 1.—Hip Shingle,Showing Bevel. Fig. 2.—Appearanceof Finished Hoof.

Sliingling Hips Without WeatherBoards as Practiced in Newfoundland.

running parallel with the hip of the
roof. It will be noticed that the shin
gle is cut on a bevel in such a way that
the second one can be nailed down on
it tightly as the work progresses. The
letter b represents the upper side of the
hip shingle, while the second one, or
that at the left, is beveltd on the un
derside to suit the hip shingle. Fig. 2
gives an idea of the appearance of the

pared by adding to it J£ pound of
starch to each gallon of varnish.
This should be flowed on freely as a
medium coat of rubbing varnish and
should completely fill the wood. After
this has been done the work of varnish
ing, rubbing and finishing can be exe
cuted in the usual manner.
To produce a natural oak finish the
above method should be employed with

the single exception of leaving out th e
burnt Turkish nmber.
Another method of securing very
pretty results in oak finish is to spread
on the surface of the material a con
centrated solution of permanganate of
potash and permit it to remain until
the desired shade is secured. A few
experiments on a piece of wood will
readily determine the proper propor
tions to be employed. When the shade
wanted has been obtained, the wood is
carefully washed with water, then
dried, oiled and polished in the usual
way.

for Writing Dr»kn and
Secretaries

From R.—Will someof the practical
readers of the paper give me their ideas
on writing desks and secretaries?

Leaky Porch Floor*.
From W. S. G.. Sanel, Cat.— I notice
in a recent issue of the paper a letter

SketchShowing Method of Treating Leaky
Porch Floors Adoptedby " W. S. <?.''

from " D.," Trenton, Tenn., asking for
information about leaky porch floors.
I will explain how I have successfully
treated similar cases, and I suppose we
have more wet weather to contend
with in this part of the country than
in any other. I take medium weight
sail cloth, paint the under side of it,
and raise the lower board on the wall
next to the porch floor, as indicated in
the sketch, which represents a section
through the wall and porch floor. I
turn the edge of the cloth up under the
lower board, so that the water will not
get in behind it. Then nail the board
firmly to the wall. I next ascertain
where the edge of that strip will be on
the porch floor, and lay another strip
down, tacking the first one over it.
allowing 2 inches for the lap. The
construction employed is shown in the
sketch. A point which it is desirable
to emphasize is that the lap should be
well painted when the cloth is put
down. After the work is well finished
I take a sprinkler and dampen the
cloth as nearly uniform as possible, so
as to make all" parts dry evenly. Just
before it is thoroughly dry I give it a
good coat of thin paint. The next coat
of paint I thicken a little, while the
third and last coat I make very thick.
I have used this method both of the
ways spoken of in the paper. I trust
this will prove of some benefit to "D."
in weighing it with other answers.

From E. A. V., Plainfield, Ar. ./.—In
answer to " D.'' of Trenton, whose in
quiry appeared in a recent issue of the
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paper, I would say that if he will cover
the floor with 16-ounce canvas, laid in
paint, tacked down with % inch carpet
tacks, placed about \-i inch apart, and
then given two coats "of paint, he will
have no further trouble with leaky
roofs.

. Gothic Window I ,•.,,„,-.

From R. H. M., Indianapolis, Ind. —
I send inclosed sketch in answer to •'J.
S. Z." of Mprgantown, Ind., who asked
in a recent issue with regard to Gothic
window frames. In the first place, we
will consider the method of finding
the length of timber before bending.

Methodof Finding Length of Jamb of
Gothic Window Frame Suggestedby
" S. H. 3f."

The curve being part of a circle with
known radius, draw the radii and tan
gent lines, as shown. Tnese are per
pendicular to or square with each other.
I explain this and other points for the
reason that all mechanics do not com
prehend them . In my opinion it would
be a great help to them to understand
it as treated in geometry, trigonome
try, or in the higher mathematics, as
in this case. When these lines have
been drawn sat the dividers on D and
with the chord or length D E dra\y the
arc E F. Next set one leg of the dividers
on C, and with C F as a radius describe
the arc F G. Again, set one leg on B,
and with B G as a radius describe the
arc G H. Once more set the dividers
at A, and with A H as radius describe
the arc H I. The line represented by
A 1will be the length, practically ; but
theoretically the divisions A B, B C,
C D. &c., would have to be very small
in order to be absolutely correct. It
is the same as unwinding a string from
a cylinder. Every move awav from
the cylinder straightens it and forms a
radius for a very small arc. The length
of a curve, however, can be calculated.
The distance from A to E, straight
across, is the same as from A to O, or
the radius and, of course, one-sixth of
the distance around the circle. The
length of the arc A B C D E is
one-sixth of the circumference and
easily found when the radius is
known. The length of the curve
K N could be found by knowing the
angle K ME. I think," however, "J.
S. Z." will find it a difficult matter to
bend a piece of timber so that it will
have any great strength. Usually these
are made by sawing circular strips and
nailing them together until the desired
width is reached and placing veneer on
the inside. This method is easier, more
accurate and likely to give better re
sults.
Now for the bevel to cut the stop.
Draw a radius to the meeting point, as
N L. Draw a perpendicular to the
same point, as L U. The angle formed
by this last line and the center line L S
of the curve is the bevel sought. The
same is shown in T K R, where the
width is less than the radius, the cen
ter of the circle falling outside.

For any case, first draw the radius
from the center of the describing circle
to the meeting point of the curves.
Next draw a perpendicular to this
radius at the same point, and the angle
formed by the last line and the center
line of the curve gives the bevel to
which to cut the stop before it is bent.
The drawing only illustrates two cases.
A rule ought to be made to serve any
condition. I believe any bevel that is
simply an acute or obtuse angle can be
derived from a right-angled triangle —
that is, if a bevel is wanted, there is to
be found a right-angled triangle (which
is the steel square or the plumb and
level) in the conditions from which it
may be obtained. If any of our fellow
craftsmen press this matter I think I
can give the proof. I am not speaking
of circular work of any kind, but of
straight or square work. I have often
wondered to hear mechanics speaking
of one-third or one-half pitch roofs.
This may do as a matter of taste or
architectural design, but to speak of it
as a matter of mechanism is, I think,
certainly very limited.

Article* on Proportion.
From H. R. C., Juanita, Neb.—Will
not some one give the readers of Car
pentry and Building a few articles on
proportion ? It is something that all
mechanics should understand, and will
prove very acceptable, especially to the
younger ones. I have taken Carpentry
and Building a number of years, and
while almost every other subject has
been treated, this one, which is among
the most important, has been left un
touched.

Forms of Brace*.
From J. C. W., Pine Hill, Pa.—I
send rough sketches of various forms
of braces, concerning which I desire to
be enlightened. I wish some of my
brother chips would tell me how to ob
tain the lengths of shoulders, &c. ,of the
braces illustrated. At B of Fig. 1 is a

Forms of Braces.—rig. 1.—Sketch
lihoieing Three Varieties.

brace running from a beam or tie to
another, while A of Fig. 2 is very easy,
as it is what we call a 3-foot run. We
lay the square from 12to 12and run
over three times, which gives the
length. Now, in Fig. 1 the space be
tween the ties is likely to vary accord
ing to the different sizes of buildings.

At C of Fig. 1 is a purlin post, the
slant or bevel of which it is easy to
obtain, being the same as the pitch of
the roof. What I want to know is
the lengths in different sizes of build
ings. At D of Fig. 1 is a brace some
what different from all the others, as
the bevel is more straight. If any of
the readers can give me light on this
subject I shall be very glad indeed
to have them do so. I obtain the
lengths, &c., by drafting, which is
more or less troublesome. I would

8 X 10

•—3FEETBUN »

Fig. 2.—A " Three-FootRun " Brace.

like to seesketches illustrating how to-
use the square, &c., without the ne
cessity of employing figures, such as
square root. It seems to me this can
be done, especially on a brace like
that shown at B in Fig. 1. Just how
to apply the square, however, is an un
solved problem to me. These forms
of braces are all used in barn framing
in our section of the country and it is
therefore very important to "know how
to obtain them in the least time and
the shortest way.

Tin Shingle* for Valley*.
From A. A. N., Lafayette, Ind.—la
looking over the May number of Car
pentry and Building I notice that " A.
W. W.," shows a sketch indicating his
method of shingling a valley. My
preference in doing work of this kind
is to employ a valley tin 14 inches wide,
and lay the shingles asindicated on the
side marked A of the sketch by the cor
respondent referred to. The shingles
rest close to the tin, and of course the
water which runs in the valley runs
with the grain of the wood. A valley
laid in this way is, in my estimation,
straighter and looks much better than
the old way shown on side marked B of
the sketch submitted by " A. W. W."
Work formed in that manner leaves a
hole under the shingles the full length
of the valley. The correspondent " A.
W. W.," or any one else, could not
make some of the bosses in this place
believe that there was but one way to
shingle valleys or hips. If "A. W. W."
will lay a few shingles as indicated in
the sketch he will see where the holes
are.

Dividing a Roof.
From O. L. W., Dallas, Texas.— I
will offer the following solution to " C.
A. J.'s '' problem in the April issue, all
of which I believe may be found in the
arithmetic : We have in the roof a
trapezoid whose area equals

HL+_9 X 50 = 600feet.

Produce the sides A D and B C until
they meet at E ; draw F G, dividing the
roof into two equal parts of 800 feet
each. Now, the roof tapers 6 feet in
50, or 1 foot in every 8% feet in length,
and to lose the 15 feet would have to
be 15 times 8J^, or 125 feet, from A to
E. In the triangle A B C we have

^ X 125= 937.5 feet, and in the tri

angle F G E we have 937.5 less 800, or
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637.5, but the two triangles are similar,
therefore their areas are to each other
as the square of their like dimensions,
andwehave 937.5 : 637.5 :: 125-is to (F
E) or 937.5: 637.5 :: 15625: 10625. The
square root of 10625 is 103.077,which
is the distance F E ; this taken from
125leaves 21.923for A F, and by divid
ing 103.923by 8% gives us 12.369 for

" W. H. L.," who says his way is to
first find the diameter of the tank and
then multiply by 34. For example,
suppose the tank is 18feet in diameter.
Multiply this by 3J and we have 57 feet
for the circumference. Let us prove
this by multiplying the diameter 18
feet by 3.1416,as we did in the case of
"H. J. M." We have a product of

F50-

Plan of Dividing a Roof Suggestedby " 0 L. W.

F G. I will add that the square root of
15<± 9' is 12.369,the length of the line
2
F G. Will some one tell us why this
is so?

From A. H. H., Kalamazoo, Mich.—
In answer to the request of "C. A. J."
for a solution of his tin roof problem
I offer the following simple demon
stration : His roof being 50 feet long,
9 feet wide at one end and 15feet wide
at the other, there would be a differ
ence in the two ends of 6 feet. This
would be equal to a gradual 'de
crease of 0.12 foot for every foot in
length. How much longer would the
roof have to be in order to co'ne to a
point? We find this by proportion to
be 75 feet extra.
75+ 50 = 125 X 2 = 250
250' s 62,500.
Now. the square of two times the
extra length equals 75 X 2 = 150,
which squared equals 22,500.
62,500— 22,500= 40,000.
40,000-*- 2 = 20,000+ 22,500= 42,-
500.
|/42,500 = 206.1552■*-2 = 103.0776.
103.0776— 75 = 28.0776,which is the
distance from the narrow end by
which to obtain one-half area of the
roof.
28.0776 X 0.12 = 3.389312, which is
the width of roof where they meet.
50— 28.0776= 21.9224,the length of
roof from wide end to get one-half area
of roof.

Lengths of Tank Hoop*.

From G. B., Greece, N. Y.—lu the
February number of Carpentry and
Building I find various methods of as
certaining the lengths of tank hoops,
or, rather, the circumference of a cir
cle, the diameter being given. All of
these are contributed for the benefit of
" E. B. G.," Ripley, N. Y. If he does
not object, I will suppose he is not
versed in the way of mathematics, and
will therefore offer him my assistance
in solving the many suggestions found
on page 47 of the February number,
all of which are supposed by their
authors to be correct. In the first
place, let us inspect the methods of
"H. J. M." He says, multiply the
diameter of the circle by 8 and add the
distance from D to E. Suppose for
example the diameter is 24 feet. The
circumference would then be 75 feet
6 inches. Thus: 24 X 3 = 72 feet.
Add the distance from D to E, which
the correspondent says is 3 feet 6
inches, which gives the result as
above. Let us prove this by taking
the circumference of a circle whose
diameter is unity, which is 3.1416 -)-,
this being as nearly correct as men of
science have ascertained up to the
present day, and which is used by
nearly all mathematicians. We find
by multiplying the diameter 24 feet by
3.1416,that it equals 75.3984 feet for
the circumference.
Next let us inspect the method of

56.5488feet, which is equal to 56 feet
6A inches.
Inspecting " H. M. N's" method, we
find it correct except that he has made
a mistake in multiplying 24 X 3.1416,
obtaining for a product 72 feet 4.7808
inches. This is incorrect, as it should
be 75 feet 4.7808inches.
Inspecting now the method of " F.
S. C, we find that he advocates mul
tiplying the diameter by 3}, and, fur
thermore, he gives as a result 75 feet
51 inches. He also states that in order
to more accurately find the circumfer
ence, multiply the diameter by 3.1459.I have no fault to find with this
method, except that if 31 is used as a
multiplier the product would not be so
nearly correct as when using either
3.1416or 3.1459as a multiplier. Sup
pose, for the sake of illustration, we
multiply the diameter 24 feet by each
multiplier, and see what we shall have
for the product. Reduce the 3} to the
form of a decimal, and we have
3.1428-+-. Comparing 3.1416and 3.1439
as multipliers, we find the difference
when using a diameter of 24 feet to be
0.00024. This difference is so slight
that either 3.1416or 3.1469may be used
as a multiplier without going far
astray, and as being adapted for all
mechanical purposes. Again, compare
3.1416,the circumference of a circle
whose diameter is unity, with^8|, we
find the difference to be 0.0288feet,
which for mechanical purposes may be
called i5

,

inch. By using 81 as a mul
tiplier, we have an error in this ex
ample of j»

,

inch, but we may use 31as
a multiplier for tank hooping purposes,
as the result will be approximately
correct. We must remember that iron
takes up by bending, and this amount
depends altogether on the size of the
iron used for the hoops.
We will next suppose that " E. G.
B." wishes to ascertain the circumfer
ence of a circle for other than tank
hooping purposes. Then he should al
ways use 3.1416 or 3.1459 as amulti
plier, the difference in diameter of
unity being 0.00001,which is too small
for comparison. Referring to the let
ter of "H. J. M.," he says if the diam
eter is 24 feet the circumference will
be 75 feet 6 inches. Now, I find it to
be 75.3984,and reducing the decimal
portion to inches we have practically
75 feet 4J£ inches. Now, 75 feet 6

inches minus 75 feet 4% inches leaves
\% inches. Supposing "H. J. M's"
measurement from D to E be correct
as he has given it, I do not think the
method will give the circumference of

a circle as he says it will. I find in
this example that his circumference as
given is 1% inches too large, which
surely is not correct, as may be ascer
tained by other methods.
Referring to the letter of " W. H. L."
and his 3

J plan, suppose we figure it

out and see if it works on a circle
whose diameter is 24 feet. Multiply
ing 24 by 3

J gives 76 feet as a circum
ference. Now, this reminds me that
75 feet 4% inches is more nearly cor
rect, and subtracting this from 76 feet

leaves 1\i inches. If my' friend" E. G. B." has used the method given
by " W. H. L." to find the circum
ference, he will no doubt Desurprised
when he tries to hoop his tank. I

imagine he did not have much trouble
in driving down the bottom hoop, as its
weight was sufficient to do that and
save "E. G. B." the trouble.
Referring again to the February
issue of the paper, we find " J. C. M.'s
method a good one to follow. All that

it is necessary to do is to add to the
circumference the amount the iron
takes up by bending, and we have the
hoops for tanks of any diameter de
sired. We also find by referring to
the various letters presented in the
February issue that we can ascertain
the circumference of a circle of a given
diameter by methods of "J. C. M.,"
Oregon; "W. H. S.," Massachusetts;" H. M. N.." Illinois; "T. H.," Minne
sota, and "F. S. C," New York City.
We might, however, except the method
given by '•T. H.," which is to multiply
the diameter by 22 and divide by 7.
Also, the former method given by
"F. C. L.," which is to multiply by
3^. The above mentioned methods re
ferred to are not correct. Now, if my
friend "E. G. B." of Ripley, N. Y.,
will inspect the methods given by the
various correspondents in the February
number, he will find circumferences
of various lengths all computed from
the same given diameter, which we
will call 24 feet.

Laying Out Jack Rafter*.
From W. W. S., Placerville, Cal.—l
have been a reader of Carpentry and
Building a few months, and I am very

Laying OutJack Rafter a at Followed
by " W. W. S."

sorry I cannot say years, as one copy
of the paper is worth the subscription.

Srovided
its columns be well studied,

[y attention has often been called to
articles referring to jack rafters, and
it seems to me that every mechanic
has a different way of laying out and
cutting them. I had never given the
matter very much thought until I be
came a reader of the paper, as I never
experienced great trouble in cutting
jacks. I send a rough sketch and will
endeavor to give what I think is a

simple and correct method of laying
out and cutting jack rafters, which
may also prove of interest to readers
in other sections of the country. Re
ferring to the sketch inclosed, take
half the width of the building, as from
A to B, the length of the common
rafter from B to C and the length of
the hip from A to C. Strike the lines,
as shown at 1

,
2
,
3
,

and measure them
accurately. The result will be the
length of each rafter, no matter what
may be the pitch of the roof or the
distance the rafters are apart.
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National Association Liter
ature.

All local secretaries should bear in
mind that there is on file in the office
of the National Secretary printed mat
ter which deals with almost every
knotty question in the building trades,
from the standpoint of the builder.
This material is readily accessible to
all, and the National Secretary will
gladly forward to any applicant printed
matter on any subjects on which in
formation is desired. By these means
the local secretaries can supply their
members with information which may
not be easily obtainable elsewhere.
The literature of the National Associa
tion deals only with the prevailing
conditions as to the transaction of
business, &c., and with their improve
ment ; not with technical problems.

The Importance of Informa
tion.

To facilitate the work of the com
mittees of the National Association,
secretaries of the filial bodies should
report every case that comes under
their observation as being within the
jurisdiction of any of these commit
tees. Unusual workings of the lien law,
suggestions for the improvement of
the Uniform Contract, statistics that
would seem to be desirable, &c. , mat
ters of all kinds that should come be
fore the national body, all should be
transmitted to the National Secretary
to be by him given to the proper com
mittees. Too much stress cannot be
laid upon the importance of the co
operation of every filial body in mat
ters of this kind, and every local sec
retary will greatly increase the effi
ciency of the National Association if
he will forward to its secretary any
and all information within his reach.
These are means which tend, if prop
erly used, to greatly increase the value
of the organization.

they will be able to secure desirable
contracts without the efforts which
were formerly necessary. The state
ment referred to indicates plainly that
those builders who could see no money
in a membership have failed en
tirely to comprehend the purposes
of the organization. They have failed
to understand that the gradual and
steady improvement which has taken
place in the city where the exchange
in question exists has been due entirely
to the efforts of that organization.
Greater uniformity in methods of
transacting business have been estab
lished, greater harmony among the
members of the fraternity has been
secured, mutual protection has been
secured through the establishment of
equitable codes of practice and the
whole tone of the trade generally has
been elevated, and all these are dis
tinctly attributable to the exchange
and the efforts of the members to im
prove the customs and practices under
which they transact their business.
In many casesthese results do not seem
to be measurable to the eye of the man
who seeks a specific pecuniary return
for his membership ; he receives the
return, however, whether he perceives
it or not, and if he could but compre
hend the many benefits which the
better facilities for transacting his
business have conferred, he would
consider himself amply repaid for the
investment of both money and time.
The improvements which inevitably
transpire wherever a properly organ
ized and conducted exchange exists are
too frequently accepted as a matter of
course, instead of being credited to the
exchange as the direct result of its
existence.

Value of Membership.

In the report presented at the last
convention by one of the filial bodies
of the National Association of Build
ers, it was stated that the membership
had suffered a decrease, the members
withdrawing giving as a reason for
their action that they could "see no
money in it." This old question of
individual benefit is constantly pre
senting itself and whenever it crops
out among the members of a well
established exchange it indicates that
the purposes of such an organization
are in no. way comprehended by those
who are looking for a membership
"with money m it" in the sense
that they would look for a contract
having a specific money return in
it. The trouble with these doubting
Thomases is that they expect from
the amount they have invested in
the cost of membership a definite
and distinct return in money which
can be held in the palm of the hand
and counted. In some undefined way
they expect that membership in a
builders' exchange will produce results
similar to those which follow a suc
cessful business transaction, and that,
simply because of their membership,

Ownership of Buildings.
It is a source of satisfaction to be
able to state that in no case has the
prediction and anticipation of the di
rect benefit to be gained by a builders'
exchange in securing a building or
permanent and desirable home of its
own been overestimated. In every
case where an exchange has come out
before the public as an institution of
sufficient standing and recognition of
its own importance to warrant the pur
chase or erection of a building of its
own, to be devoted exclusively to its
own uses and those of its members, the
result has demonstrated the wisdom
of the move beyond any question. The
public has become aware of the exist
ence of the organization by means
which command favorable opinion,
and by its action the organization
has assumed and has been granted a
position on an equal plane with the
other commercial bodies of the city,
and to which by its character it is en
titled. Every exchange which has se
cured a home of its own has thereby
been enabled to make a comparison,
which has demonstrated that the
ownership of a building, and conse
quent increase of vitality in its mem
bership, have brought about an increase
of usefulness, of standing and of in
fluence which almost no other move can
effect. Every exchange which can pos
sibly secure a building of its own
should do so ; it is sure to be a good
financial investment aside from the
benefit which will inevitably follow to
the fraternity.
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MAKING ROW BOATS OF SHEET METAL

SEVERAL
of our correspondents

have recently made inquiry with
regard to the construction of sheet-

metal row boats or skiffs, and, in an en
deavor to comply therewith, while at
the same time offering to other readers
who may be interested some practical
Information on the subject, we present
the accompanying illustrations, with
descriptive particulars.
Although for many of the details en
tering into the construction of the boat
use is made of wood, this feature is not
present to the extent that it would re
quire the assistance of an expert ship
wright, as the average carpenter is
fully competent to do the work. For
the seats, bulkheads and strips used to

used : One is to get out the sides and
the bottom first, then joining the parts
together, after which construct the
frame work, &c. If this method is used
the patterns for the sides can be de
veloped by triangulation.
The other and simpler method is, first,
to get ou; the frame work, then placing
the iron for the sides against the same,
mark off the outline of the parts re
quired, and then allow for laps. These
particulars noted, proceed to construct
the frame work. Commence with the
bottom frame, making it of either f -inch
or 1-inch angle iron according to what
use the boat is to be put. If the skiff is
to be made to the measurements given
in Fig. 1, f-inch angle iron will do.

H E F. The brace X placed in front of
the bulkhead J I is a trifle larger than
brace X'. and is also made solid. The
part C to D is used to fasten the seat.
The three braces X, X' and X" are each
to be fitted to conform to the position
demanded for them by the plan and
side view, Fig. 1. They are to be
made of f-inch angle iron.
SpaceUhe rivet holes about 2 inches
apart on those sides of the braces in
contact with the iron sides and bottom
of the boat. Through each one of the
three sides of brace X' in contact with
the wooden bulkhead J I, punch three
holes and countersink them so that the
wood J I can be fastened to the brace
X' by short screws. Through the top

rV—
SIDE VIEW

Fig. 1—Plan and Side Elevation of a 9-foot Skiff.

Making Bow Boats of SheetMetal.

stiffen certain parts of the boat wood,
as a matter of course, is the most suit
able material.
In Fig. 1 A B C D representsthe plan
and EF6H the side view of a small
skiff, 9 feet in length and 28 inches
beam. The depth at each end is 17
inches, and amidships it is 14 inches.
The bottom, across at its widest part,
measures 22 inches, and in length it is
7 feet 9 inches, or 15 inches shorter than
the extreme length of the gunwale from
E to F of the plan. The outline of the
curve for the bottom is shown by the
line a eb oi the plan. At one end of
the boat is an air chamber or life com
partment, JIB. The boat is to* be
provided with three seats, one in the
middle and one at each end. The gen
eral measurements given before for this
style of boat can be changed to suit the
builder, but we would not advise mak
ing the extreme length longer than 16
feet, and in width not more than 40
inches. A boat built to the measure
ments shown by the plan and side view,
Fig. 1,will havea capacity to carry two
persons comfortably, with about 150
pounds additional weight for baggage,
&c. To construct the boat, either of
the two following methods may be

Make the frame to the exact outline
a cb and a (lb ot the plan, Fig. 1,
arranged in the manner shown by A and
B of the sectional view, Fig. 2. The
bottom curve of the frame is to conform
to the bottom G H of the side view, Fig.
1. The two ends a and b can either be
bolted or if convenient they can be
welded together. Drill or punch the
holes for rivets through the angle iron
about 6 inches apart on each wing,
staggering them on the two wings of
the iron. Countersink every rivet hole
on the side of the angle iron against
which the shell or iron is to lay, so that
when the rivets are drawn and headed
up, the outside will finish flush. Next
get out the three braces X, X' and X",
shown in plan and side views Fig. 1.
Two are required to hold the bulkheadJ I in position and also to support the
seat JIB. The other brace X" is re
quired to brace the boat, and is also
used as a supp art for the seat at the
other end.
The sectional view, Fig. 2, shows the
shape of the braces. The brace X'
placed nearest the end B inside of the
air chamber is to be made to form the
circuit C D E and F shown in Fig. 2.
The brace X" is to form the circuit G

parts of braces X' and X" in contact
with the seats drill three f-inch holes
to allow of the seats being fastened to
them by f-inch bolts.
Then for the support of the seats
from the braces X' and X" toward the
ends A and B of the boat, make of
f-inch angle iron the two supports g o-
and k n shown in the side view and plan,
Fig. 1.
These supports are to be made solid
and fitted from o' g to o" and k' ri to
k", as shown in the plan, and are to be
riveted to the sides on the inside of the
boat. Space the rivet bolts about 3
inches apart and when punched counter
sink the holes on the outside so that
the rivets by which the supports are
fastened to the sides will finish flush.
The next part of the frame work to
get out is the strips for the gunwale.
If desired those used on the inside of
the boat can be made of oak while the
outer ones can be made of iron. Make
the inner strips of i inch by 2 inch
stuff, and the outer band of 1 inch half
round iron.
Fig. 3 shows how the inner and outer
bands are fastened together and also
how the iron sides are lapped over the
inner strip. First shape the two iron
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bands of the gunwale as demanded by
the plan and side views, Fig. 1. To
fasten the wooden and iron bands to
gether use ,';,--inch bolts. Space the
holes for these bolts on the iron bands
throughout their entire length about 6
inches apart. To fasten the ends of the
iron bands together insert a small block
of wood of the required shape between
them, as shown in Fig. 4. Then fasten
the ends together either by J -inch rivets
of the required length or with bolts, as
shown in Fig. 4. Next get out the
four r( x 1J inch iron strips to be used
for the supports for the center seat.
How these are arranged is shown by the
sectional and side views, Fig. 5, and
the plan, Fig. 6, of the cuts. The sec
tion A shows the supports bolted to the
bottom angle iron of the boat and also
to the Inner strip of the gunwale at the

gunwale the proper distance apart.
This done, hold a plate of iron against
the angle iron at the bottom and against
the inner side of the iron band of the
gunwale. Mark off the outlines re
quired for as large a pattern as it may
be deeired to make any single piece of
the sides. Allow for all seams or laps.
On the outline of the sides above the
gunwale allow 1 inch of iron. This ii
to be turned over inner i-im-h strip
when this strip is placed in position.
The bottom of the boat is made the
same in shape as the outlines of the bot
tom angle iron demand, and cut out
after the iron required for a double
seamhas been allowed. For a skiff of
the dimensions given by the drawings
in Fig. 1 the sides may be made of No.
26 gauge galvanized hon. Use 24gauge
iron for the bottom, using if possible a

just right this fault must be remedied.
This done, rivet the frame to the bot
tom and side;, have each rivet finish
flush on the outside of the boat ; then
thoroughly solder and soak each rivet
from the outside ; then place, fit and
rivet the braces X' and X" in their
proper positions, as demanded, also the
supports for the two end seats from the
braces X' and X" toward the ends A
and B of the boat. This done, solder
the rivets on the outside of the shell. •-'
Now prepare the wooden bulkheadJ I for the air chamber. This should
fit snug against the brace X' and against
the sides and bottom of the boat.
Fasten the bulkhead to the brace by
short screws ; then cover the inside
parts of the sides, bottom and the bulk
head of the air chamber with a heavy
coat of good paint This done, cover

BOUJ

Fig. 8.- SectionShowing Mannerof Fastening Fig. 4.—Fasteningsof Gunwale^Bitnds.
Strips andIron Randon Gunwale.

A B

Fig. 2.—CrossSection,Showing Shapeot Braceg. Fig. 7.—Methodof Fastening Oarlock Fitting.

Fig. 5.—Sectionand Elevation of MiddleSeat.

Making Sow Boats of MieetMetal.

Fig. 6.-Plan View of MiddleSeat.

top. Underneath the seat is shown by
a the end of a 2-inch angle iron through
which a pin projects, used to fasten the
seat to the same. A brace of wood is
shown above the seat by b, this is
shown bolted to the upright support
and fastened to the seat by a wood
screw. The side view B and the plan
C show the described details so
clearly that no further description of
these parts is necessary.
After the entire frame work of the
boat has been prepared and ready, set
up and bolt the parts of the framework
together temporarily, in such a manner
as to enable one to obtain the outlines
of the patterns for the sides of the boat.
To do this, bolt the braces X' X" to the
bottom angle iron frame of the boat,
also the four supports for the center
seat. Then bolt in position the outer
band of the gunwale by using the four
center supports for this purpose. Then
from some place near the ends A and B
bolt a few strips of the strap iron of
required length to hold the bottom
angle iron and the iron band of the

single piece. The sides and bottom
may be joined together by a double
seam. This will bs as safe and as
strong a joint in this position as a riv
eted joint would be, owing to the stiff
ness and protection provided for it by
the bottom angle iron of the boat. Any
cross seamsoccurring on the sides may
be riveted. After all the parts have
been made ready put the sides and bot
tom together, then solder and thor
oughly soak each seam. For additional
strength fit over each end, on the out
side of the end joints where the sides
come together, pieces of heavy galvan
ized sheet iron, as shown by the side
view in Fig. 1. After these plates are
placed in the positions desired close
rivet them, as shown, then solder and
soak the j >int8and rivets in a thorough
manner. Now place the bottom angle
Iron frame (to which the four supports
of the middle seat have been bolted) in
position. The bottom frame must, as a
matter of course, fit snug against the
sides and the bottom of the shell.
If the frame at any point does not fit

the bulkhead J I on the outside of the
air chamber with galvanized iron, an 1
also the top from B to the bulkhead.
Fasten these plates to the sides by riv
eting them and then solder and thor
oughly soak each joint, &c., so that the
air chamber will be perfectly air tight.
The brace X may then be placed in
position and the two end seats of the
boat prepared, fitted and bolted in
place. In the plan view, Fig. 1,
but one half of each of the two end
seats is shown in position by the shaded
parts of the drawing. The other half
of each seat has been left off to show
the construction of the parts underneath
the seats. The end seats may be made
of some suitable hard wood, } inch in
thickness. For the center seat use I-
inch or 1-inch stuff. This seat may
alsobeplsced in position and fitted in
the manner demanded by the drawings,
Figs. 1 and 5. This done, proceed to
place the iron bands of the gunwale
and also the two wood strips for the
inner bands in position. As the sheer
of this boat is but 4 inches, the 2 inch
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by 4-inch oak strips will readily bend
to the regular curve without any previ
ous preparation or steaming. The iron
of the sides, as previously described,
will project 1 inch above the strips and
bands of the gunwale, after these have
been fitted and bolted in the positions
required. After this has been done
turn the 1-inch projecting edge down
and over the J-inch inner strip. Do
this neatly. Then nail the edge pro
jecting down on the inner side with
short wrought nails, spaced about 1
inch apart. Finish these edges is
smoothly as possible.
The fitting?, such as oars and special
oar locks, required can be procured
from any jobbing house handling boat
hardware. Whatever style may be
selected can readily be attached to
the proper positions on the bands of
the gunwale. Fig. 7 shows one method
of fastening the fitting for an oar
lock. To cover the bottom of the
skiff use any desirable hard wood.
Strips i inch thick by 3 inches wide
will make a neat grating. Make the
grating for the entire bottom of the
boat in one piece by fastening the strips
running lengthwise of the boat to
gether with threecrosspieces, one at each
end and one in the middle under the
ctnter seat of the boat. So the center
seat can be removed, the grating when
made can readily be placed in position
in the bottom of the boat. Atter this
is in place fasten two strips on the
grating at any suitable distance from
the middle seat. These strips are to
serve as foot rests for the person rowing
the boat. After the entire iron and
wood work about the skiff is finished,
spply two coats of good paint to every
part of the surface of the iron. The
wood work can either be painted or
finished in oil or varnished as desired
by the builder.

the building. The buildings are raised
5 or 6 feet above the ground.

Influence of the Carpenter in
Building Construction.

French Colonial Buildings.

Some interesting details are given iu
Le Genie Civil of buildings which
have been recently approved by the
Colonial Administration of France.
The designs have been got out for a
series of types of colonial buildings for
governors' residences, hospitals, pris
ons, &c. The special conditions gov
erning the design are principally those
of a want of skilled labor, and often
of suitable material at the site of the
buildings, the requirement for protec
tion against tropical heat, and the
rapid destruction of wood by insects,
such as the white ant. The system of
construction adopted is to make the
main frame work of the building,
carrying the roof, of iron, and to fill in
between the columns with double walls
of brick. The outer wall is 4*4 inches
thick, and the inner 9 inches. The
space between the walls is 20 inches,
•and is readily accessible, so as to pre
vent it from becoming a home for
-snakes and insects. It is open to the
air at the top and bottom, so as to
secure good ventilation. The roof is
of corrugated iron, on iron rafters and
principals, with an inner roof of
plaster. The floors are on iron joists,
■andare made by setting tee bar second
ary joists transversely to the main
joists at 20 inches apart. Through the
tee-bars are threaded a series of iron
wires, forming a network of 4-inch
squares. This network of iron wire is
embedded in and binds together the
concrete forming the floor itself. The
partition walls stop short several feet
below the ceiling for better veniilation.
The rooms are 11feet 6 inches to 13
feet in hight. Verandas about 10feet
wide are carried along both facts of

There is no class of workmen having
such authentic influence on the build
ing trade as the carpenter, and a build
ing, while under construction, is abso
lutely under his control. The architect,
the owner, the brick-mason, and all
others, must advise with and submit
their plans to the carpenter. Walls
can only be built to a certain point
when the carpenter must be consalted
as to when he will complete the wood
work and permit the wall to be finished.
From basement to roof the carpenter
is advised with continuously, says a
writer in a recent issue of the Southern
Lumberman. On frame buildings the
carpenter is a law unto himself, and
according to his views the many frame
cottages are built. Carpenters, more
than any other of the building class,
should be intelligent and fully informed
in every detail of their work. A botch
carpenter is a disgrace to the calling,
and brings his fellow workmen into
disfavor. Nothing is so prominent and
lasting as botch wood work in a build
ing. Employ competent carpenters or

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Standard Steel Construction. A
Manual for Architects, Engineers and
Contractors. Arranged by J. L. Larimer.
215pages. Published by Jones & Laugb-
lins, Limited. Price, $2.

This is a very interesting and valu
able volume to all interested in steel
construction. It is largely a catalogue
of the special shapes manufactured by
Jones & Laughlins, of which colored
diagrams are given with all dimensions
marked. In addition to this, however,
there are a large number of tables t.nd
formulas of safe loads, safe spacing, &c.,
which are desirable in the same volume.
Interesting notes are given en standard
connection angles, built column sections,
and connections for Larimer columns.
Illustrations are presented of fire-proof
floors, partitions, ceilings and roofs,
givirg general details of connections.
Some 50 pages are devoted to tables of
safe loads, proper spacing, &c., for
beams, girders, angles, channels and
tees, together with practical i xampies of
the application of the tables. Tables of
properties of beams, angles, tees, &c,
are given, also tables of radii of gyra
tion of equal and unequal-legged angles,
also weights of steel of different sizes,
weights of other substances, areas and
circumferences of circlis from-j'j to 100,
logarithms of numbers from 10 to 100,
natural sines, &c , from 0 to 90, squares
and cubes, and square roots and cube
roots from 1 to 1000, and some leading
problems in mensuration. The book is
of pocket size, handsomely bound in
leather, with a flap, and has full gilt
edges.

Hendricks' Architects and Builders'
Guide and Contractors' Directory of
America. i>4Spages,7 x 10 inches in
size. Bound in board covers with gilt
sideand backtitles. Published by Samuel
E. Hendricks Company. Price $5.

This work is specially adapted for
the use of builders, contractors, man
ufacturers and dealers in all kinds
of building supplies and embraces
something over 170,000 names, ad
dresses and business classifications. It
is in effect a directory so arranged and
classified as to cover in a convenient
and useful manner every branch of

building construction and the indus
tries connected therewith. Among the
lists of names contained within its
covers may be noted those of archi
tects, carpenters, builders, brick mak
ers, producers of cement, manufact
urers of building iron of all kinds ;
dumb waiters, hot-air furnaces, fire
proof building materials; iron and
steel roofing, ceiling, siding, &c.; va
rious kinds of lathing ; mantels of all
sorts ; grates, fenders, tile, &c. ; mason
and builders' materials; painting ma
terial; plumbers', gas and steam fit
ters' supplies; roofers' materials; steam
and hot-water heating apparatus ; sky
lights, sash, doors and blinds, var
nishes, ventilators, ornamental iron
and wire work, and sidewalk lights ;
together with the names of car build
ers, engine and boiler dealers, electric
lighting companies, engineers, granite
dealers and workers, steam and hot-
water heating contractors and stone
dealers. A feature of the volume is a
carefully arranged index by which any
particular branch of industry con
nected with the building trades may
be easily and quickly found, while nu
merous sub-headings greatly facilitate
reference. Scattered through the pages
of the work are to be found the adver
tising cards of concerns engaged in
lines of business connected with or
closely allied to the building industry.
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Building in New York City.

Notwithstanding the financial strin
gency which has been such aconspicu-
ona feature of the commercial world
during the past few months, building
operations in the metropolis have been
of large proportions and have shown a
handsome increase over corresponding
periods of previous years. According
to the report of Superintendent Brady
of the Building Department, the num
ber of new buildings projected during
the first sevenmonths of the present year
was 11ii">,involving an outlay of $47,570,-
147,as compared with 1885 structures
costing $41,248,932 in the same time
last year. In the corresponding period
of 1891 1187buildings were erected at
a total cost of $40,164,426. From these
figures it will be seen that the average
cost of the buildings to September 1
was $38,887 in 1891,as compared with
$80,819 in 1893 and $48,000 in 1898.
Glancing at the figures covering al
terations to buildings up to Sep
tember 1 of the present year, we find
the number of structures to have been
1458, involving an expenditure of

$6,084,296,as against 1491buildings on

which was paid out $4.854,407during

the seven months of last year.

A CompulsoryReform

This country is approaching slowly,
but surely, a period when present

modes of living among those who sus
tain themselves by manual labor must

undergo reform. The effort to imitate,

as far as their means will allow, the
dress and style of those possessing more

ample means, will be abandoned from
the sheer impossibility of maintaining
it. The result will be complete relief
from many burdens now carried with
anxiety and toil, and a lighter, happier
lot than now falls to the share of most
people who gain their bread by sweat
of brow. The struggle to follow the
lead of fashion and to obliterate exter
nal indications of difference in wealth
falls, by its very nature, wholly upon
the poorer classes. In such a struggle
they exhaust resources that could
otherwise be husbanded for hard times
line the present ; and do what they may
in such a struggle, there always re
mains the unpleasant consciousness of
defeat. Before the working population
of any land can emancipate themselves
from the slavery of poverty they must
first break the shackles of false and
foolish pride, and recover that true
pride which only renders them am
bitions to rank first among those in
their own station —pride of citizenship,

pride of superiority in their chosen
handicraft, pnde in a manly inde
pendence as admirable in a peasant as
it is in a king.

Boles and Requirements.

One ot the most imperative needs of
every organization is the rigid en
forcement of all its rules and regula
tions. It is impossible to estimate the
bad effect upon the members of permit
ting the rules of an organization to be
neglected or infringed. When members
become indifferent to any of the re
quirements of their organization it is
time to investigate the matter, and to
determine whether the fault lies in the
requirement or in the member. Cor
rection should be applied without de
lay to either, and the good of the
whole conserved by preventing the ex
istence of bad requirements, or laxity
in conforming to the good ones. The

purposes of an organization become
meaningless when they are allowed to
stand simply as examples of composi
tion, and when the members cease to
make practical application of the bene
fits for which these purposes were cre
ated. No sooner do the members neg
lect their duty to their organization
and to themselves than the ill ef
fects become apparent. The power of
the organization becomes restricted ;

the benefit to the members of its ex
istence begins to fail, and general dis
aster to its welfare is sure to follow.
Membership is no longer a thing of
value ; members delay the pay
ment of their dues ; the financial
standing becomes impaired, and gen
eral uselessness is the result. Every
rule or regulation should be rigidly
enforced, and the moral tone of the
body kept up to the highest plane at
all times. The organizations which
have been most successful in this
country are those to which it has been
an honor to belong ; and membership
in which is a practical guarantee of
the moral and financial standing of its
members.

The World's Fair Buildings.

How to dispose of the World's Fair

buildings in Jackson Park without pay-

lag for their removal is at the pret-

ent time troubling the exposition

management, and Director of Works

Burnham has been ordered to estimate

the salvage value of every iron girder

and stick of timber in the buildings. It
appears almost incredible that the main

exhibit buildings alone, which, accord

ing to Auditor Ackerman's July monthly
report, have cost $7,019,205, should be

without value at the close of the expo

sition. At one time it was thought by
the directors there would be a reason

able amount of salvage, but the esti

matesgradual!; dwindled to $1,000,000.
That was low indeed, but Borne of the

directors now say they will be lucky if

they do not have to pay for the removal,

including the gift of the material of the

$7,000,000 group of structure*. The

Administration Building, for instance,

has cost $463,212, and now it is esti
mated that it would be worth the do
nation of the entire building and a fee

of $10,000 in addition to remove it and

leave the ground in the condition stipu
lated by the South Park Commissioners,

from whom Jackson Park was leased.

Manufactures Building cost $1,173,431.
Its stupendous iron trusses, 250 feet

high, do not seem to be in demand.

Agricultural Building represents $659,-

234, but nobody wants it. The same

is true of other structures, for not a

single offer to purchase has yet been

tendered. The sameconditions existed,

however, at the close of the Centennial.
There was no immediate demand for

the structural material, but the con

tractors who were able to purchase it
and hold it found opportunities to work
it off at a good profit. Centennial

buildings were reproduced in whole or

in part in widely scattered sections of
the country.

Fire Loues.

The record of fire losses in the United
States for the first seven months of the
present year points to a very serious
condition of things in this field. Fires
are shown to be increasing at an abnor
mal rate, despite the increased effi
ciency of the means taken -for fighting
them. It is an open secret that many,
even among the strongest fire insurance
corporations, are having a hard strug
gle for existence, and their profits are
dwindling while risks increase. The
rapid advance in values of property de
stroyed by fires is demonstrated in the
official returns. During the past three
years the annual loss has rieen from
$109,000,000 in 1890to $152,000,000in
1892,while the accounts for the seven
months of the current year indicate that
1893will in its turn surpass all previous
records, barring the fatal year of the
great Chicago fire. Each week brings
with it the tale of some great confla
gration. A short time ago it was in
Fargo, then in Long Island City, and
later came reports of a $2,000,000
blaze in Minneapolis. Indeed, the
story has become such a familiar oneto
American citizens that, except to those
directly interested, the fire news in the
morning paper has become a weariness
to the flesh in its constant reiteration.
But, nevertheless, the menace to the
prosperity of the country is a serious
one, and one that deserves the grave
attention of all thinking men.

SomeCausesand Preventives.

What is the cause of this rapid in
crease in destruction by fire? The
published opinions of a number of fire
underwriters and other authorities on
insurance, us expressed of late in the
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daily press, give two main causes,
which are very interesting ones. Ac
cording to them, the increase in fire
losses is attributable to incendiarism,
induced by the present financial strin
gency, and also to the increasing use
of electricity in trolley, telephone and
electric light and power wires. It is
recorded that the latter agent has been
directly responsible for the destruction
of property during late years at a rap
idly increasing rate. Statistics show
that in 1885 the value of property de-
stoyed by what is termed " electric
fire" was only $250,000. In 1891 the
amount had grown to $1,300,000.and
in 1892 the cases footed up the large
sum of $3,000,000. Besides these cases
there were a number of fires put down
to "unknown"' causes, the origin of
which was more than likely due to
electricity. Most of these cases, too,
were of a preventable nature, by the
use of better insulation and greater
precaution and care generally in the
introduction and maintenance of the
electric agent in buildings.

Home Fire Brigades.

Another very simple precaution, also,

might have prevented the destruction
of much valuable property in manu
facturing establishments and stores—

namely, the drilling of a portion of the
employees as a fire brigade. The ad
vantage of this plan was signally dem
onstrated lately in a fire in Chicago,
when a great store was seriously threat
ened. The fire was, however, success
fully held back by the firm's own bri
gade, which consisted of a captain and
four men to each of the seven floors of
the building. The store had been, hap
pily, equipped with all the necessaryap
paratus for fighting a fire and the men
had been drilled every week in its use.
Consequently, when the emergency
came, they were found capable of saving
the property. This system is followed in
several large establishments in and near
the city of New York, but its applica
tion might with advantage be much
more widely extended, and it should be
worth while for insurance companies
to give more encouragement, by lower
rates, to the establishment of similar
home fire brigades in all places where
large risks and valuable property are
involved

The CarnegieBuilding.

Probably one of the finest buildings,
when it is completed, of which the
city of Pittsburgh can boast, is that
now in process of erection on Fifth
avenue for the wife of the late Thomas
Carnegie. The structure, which has
now risen to more than half its in
tended bight, stands on Fifth avenue
and Relief alley. It is of steel frame
construction, and when finished will
be 13stories in hight on Fifth avenue
and 14 on Relief alley. We under
stand that the frame work of the
entire building will be completed be
fore the stone and brick work is com
menced. The first story will be 17
feet 2 inches in hight at the upper side

of the buildiug and 23 feet 2 inches in
hight on the lower side. All the others
will be 13 feet 2 inches except the
twelfth and thirteenth, which will be
16and 14feet respectively. The material
employed for the walls will bestone and
terra cotta, with the interior finished in
oak and brass and the floors of marble
and mosaic. It will be furnished
throughout with all the modern ap
pliances of a first-class office building
and will be an ornament to the city.
The Carnegie Company will occupy
the first seven floors of the structure,
while the other apartments will be
rented for office purposes.

The Arch in Construction.

The word "arch," derived from the
Latin areus, a bow, has been defined to
be a concave structure raised upon a
mold called the centering, in the form
of the arc of a curve, serving as the in
ward support of some superstructure,
also as a part of a circle less than a
semicircle ; as a hollow building raised
upon a mold in the form of a semi
circle ; as a contracted vault, and
as an artful disposition of stones gen
erally in a bow-like form, by which
the weight produces a mutual pressure
and abutment, so that they not only
support each other and perform the
office of an entire lintel, but may be
extended to a great width and made to
carry the most enormous weights,
says a writer in a foreign exchange.
There being no word in the Greek lan
guage meaning an arch, it is inferred
that the object was unknown, although
it has been said that the pediment of
the Greeks suggested the arch, and it
has been found in the Temple of the
Sun, at Athens, and of Apollo, at Dyda-
mus, concealed in the walls, covering
the necessary openings, perhaps similar
to discharging arches as now used by
the moderns. In sacred history the
arch is first mentioned in Ezekiel, chap
ter 40, verse 16, in his description of
the Temple. "There were narrow
windows to the little chambers, and to
their posts within the gate, round
about, and likewise to the arches, and
windows were round about inwards,
and upon each post were palm trees."
B. C. 574. The bridge over the Eu
phrates, at Babylon, Herodotus ex
pressly says, was built on stone piers
bound with lead, and lintel or squared
beams of timber. The tunnels also at
Babylon, mentioned by Diodorus Sicu-
lus, were probably covered in the same
way. Visconti, on the authority of
Plutarch, assigns the invention to
Alexander himself, who lived B.C. 323,
or about a century after Herodotus ;
Dr. Pocoke thinks the Egyptians were
unacquainted with the arch, although
Belzoni found Egyptian arches at
Thebes and one at Gouinon, leading to
the valley of Beban el Ma look, and
Diodorus Siculus, in describing one of
the celebrated buildings of Egypt,
takes particular notice that it was
tipped with one stone ; Sir John Char-
din, in describing the subterranean
passagesat Tohelminar, does not in any
way allude to the arch, a circumstance
he would not have omitted if it had
been the case. One tomb is said to be
arch roofed, but it is in solid rock.

FIKST USE OF ARCH.

The Romans have the merit of being
the first to introduce the arch into gen
eral use. The earliest on record is the
conduit at Tusculum, near Rome, 16
feet wide and 80feet high. The second,
the theater of Marcellus, at Rome, built
in the time of Julius Caesar, where
semicircular arches are found, and it
may with truth be said a genuine arch
did not exist prior to the time of the
Romans. The arch was not known in
Greece, and there is doubt of its being

used at Babylon, or Assyria, or in
Rome, earlier than the time of Caesar,
B.C. 50. In the quotation given from
Ezekiel probably the true arch is
meant, as the impost was the earliest
ornament in arches of stone, and that,
too, with leaves resembling those of
the palm. This would place the in
vention nearly 500 years previous to
the time of Caesar. Again, the absence
of any remains is a great obstacle to
the latter conclusion, so that we must
be content to allow the merit to the
Romans of bringing the arch into gen
eral use, but the extent of its applica
tion was reserved for modern times, as
Waterloo, London, Gloucester and
Chester bridges amply testify.

FORMS OF ARCHES.

There are the following forms of
arches in use ; the date of their intro
duction is almost as uncertain as the
origin of the arch itself : Tudor arch,
called after the name of the reigning
family ; arched dome, which arose in
Etruria ; semi, or Roman, in exclusive
use until the twelfth century ; horse
shoe, or Moorish, more than a semi
circle, found in East Morgan, a build
ing of the Anglo-Normans ; elliptic,
first found in the tower of the Deanery
of Lincoln, 1500; inverted arch, found
in Cathedral of Wells and Salisbury ;
centenarian, or arch of equilibration ;
scheme or skene, or imperfect arch,
less than semicircle ; hyperbola, and
parabolic, from sections of a cone ;
trochoid, or cycloid, invented by Des
cartes, 1615; epicycloid, formed by
motion of a point in a paddle-wheel of
a steamboat, a combination of circular
and progressive motions. There are
twenty-two varieties, drawn from four,
six and eight centers. Straight arch,
or plat band, with joints converging
to a common center ; examples are in
Lincoln Cathedral and Greenwich Hos
pital. Vaulting or groins, the latter
arises from the intersection of the
former, about the fourteenth century.
Rampant or flying arch, used to con
nect buttress and pinnacles with the
main building.

PROPORTIONSOF PARTS.
The proportion of parts has generally
been estimated in parts of the span or
chord, and one-fifteenth, one twenty-
second, up to one thirty-fourth, has
been stated as the proper depth for
the voussoirs at the crown or apex—
the thickness of abutment one-sixth of
the span, and of the piers one-sixth.
The rise or versed sine should not in
any case be less than one-quarter of
the chord. When the hight of the
piers exceeds the rise of the arch, an
addition of one-fifth (if their size be
estimated by the previous standard) is
made to their thickness, and when the
span of the arch exceeds 50 feet it is
usual to increase the voussoir as the
abutment or skewback is approached.
The success that attended Brunei's
bold experiment of the Maidenhead
Bridge, carried into successful execu
tion amid the sneers and jibes of his
compeers, in the application of brick
to a span for which no stone save
granite was considered competent,
augured favorably for the use of arches
of brick to an extent never before con
templated, especially where high banks
offer the additional inducement to try
the effect, there being then no ap
proaches to make. The Maidenhead
Bridge was turned in half-brick rings
in cement, 5 feet 3 inches in depth at
the crown and 7 feet X% inches at the
springing ; the two main arches were
elliptic, and 128 feet span, with a rise
only of 24 feet 3 inches ; the land
arches 21 feet and 28 feet span, there
being six of the latter on one side and
two of the former on the other. The
immense mass of 7 feet in depth of
brick in the arch was the true source
of security.
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A SOUTHERN RESIDENCE.

THE
DRAWINGS illustrating a

Southern residence which we pre
sent in this issue are likely to

prove interesting to those of our read
ers who have been making inquiries
with regard to the arrangement of
dwellings adapted for erection in the
section of country indicated. The resi
dence here shown was built a short
time ago for Mr. C. P. Allen of Knox-
ville, Tenn., from plans prepared by
architects George F. Barber & Co.
of that city. The floor plans show an
arrangement of rooms to meet special

kitchen through a good-sized pantry
and a rear hall. The kitchen is so
placed as to be entirely cut off from
the front portion of the house, and the
second floor can be reached from it by
means of the rear stairs. The kitchen
is arranged with a view to economiz
ing space and is provided with the
modern fixtures. The pantry, between
the kitchen and the dining room, is
6% x 10 feet in size, well lighted and
fitted with the usual equipment. The
china cupboard opening into the din
ing room affords ample space for the

The house of Mr. Allen, represented
in general view by means of our sup
plement plate, is located on a center
lot and the side elevations are there
fore more or less plain, the principal
ornamentation being found at the
front. A veranda extends across the
entire front and is of heavv and sub
stantial construction, while the bal
cony at the second floor adds variety
to the dwelling. The foundations of
the house are of brick, the exterior
walls sheeted and papered, while the
roof is covered with shingles. The in-

••10tlLL
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Section.

Front Elevation .-Scale, H Inch to the Foot.

A SouthernResidence.—GeorgeF. Barber <t Co., Architects, Knoxeille, Tenn.

requirements, and indicate many feat
ures which invite interesting study on
the part of those connected with the
building trades. Provision is made on
the first floor for four commodious
apartments, not including the reception
hall, which is as large as some of the
other rooms in the house. It will be
seen that there are two halls, and that
the front door may be reached from the
kitchen without the necessity of pass
ing through any of the principal rooms
on that floor. At the left of the recep
tion hall, as one enters the house, is the
parlor, which communicates with the
sitting room beyond by means of slid
ing doors. The dining room is across
the hall or corridor from the sitting
room, and communicates with the

purpose, the construction being clearly
indicated by means of the details pre
sented in connection herewith.
On the second floor of the house are
three large sleeping rooms, a bath
room and directly over the kitchen a
servants' room. Each chamber has
opening from it a commodious ward
robe or closet, while the arrangement
of the bathroom involves a feature
which cannot fail to be appreciated by
those who consider details of con
venience. The position of the rear
stairs is such that the servants can
pass from the kitchen to their room on
the second floor without the necessity
of entering the front portion of the
house or even the corridor extending
through its center.

terior finish of the first floor is in nat
ural Georgia pine, while the rooms of
the second floor are painted. The cost
of the house here shown, including
mantels, grates and hearths, was $3400,
although the author states that this
figure will vary according to the local
ity. The same set of floor plans was
used for a brick-veneer residence for a
gentleman in Dover, K. J., the cost in
that case being about $5000.

THE old Hammond House at Marble-
head, Mass., which contained spruce
timber over 200years old, has recently
been demolished. This timber was
purchased by violin ujakers at a high
price for use in making their instru
ments.
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First Floor.

Scale,1-18Inch to the Foot.

A SouthernResidence.—Plans and MiscellaneousDetails. Section Through Veranda Pavilion.—
Scale,H Inch to the Foot.
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Section through Counter
Shelf of Cupboard.—
Scale, 3 Inches to the
Foot.

Cornice above Glass
Doors In China Cup
board.—Scale, 3 In.
to the Foot.
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SectionandFront Elevation of ChinaCupboard.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.
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Circular Windows.

Circular windows, says a writer in
an exchange, were employed abroad
wherever a window of the ordinary
form would become of too low and
broad a proportion. The term " mari
gold " has been applied to those circular
windows in which radiating mullions
prevail and "rose " to those in which no
.such lines are found. The preference
given to the latter may be traced to
the feeling for subordination of the
classes of 1'orm. A general form of the
third class should not be filled up with
details of the second. The finest rose
windows, perhaps, are at St. Ouen
(Rouen) and the immense ones at
Beauvais, in which, however, there is
not enough subordination of different
classes of mullions. The finest of the
radiating sort are at Strasbnrg, West
minster, and the south front of Amiens,
where a pleasing variety is produced
by the lines radiating from points a
little distant from the center, so as to
give alternately a few radiating and a
few parallel mullions. The figure
called pentalpha is very common in
French circular window tracery ; and
they followed the example of flowers
in founding their division chiefly on
the numbers 8 and 5, those divisible by
4 being comparatively rare. The term
"wheel," applied indiscriminately to
all round windows, would be better
restricted to those called in France" roses tonrnantes," which differ from
ordinary roses in having the similar
sectors of the pattern not alternately
reversed but all turned the same way,
which gives the idea of rotation.
There are many varieties of them,
though none contain more than six or
eight panels, there being none above
the smallest scale, probably from a
feeling of the instability given by their
rotary expression. Hence the use of a
large and complex one as a principal
and central feature must be considered
as very questionable taste.

tensile tests were made with mortars
composed of a great variety of sub
stances mixed with cement. The high
est result was obtained after the lapse
of one year, with a variety of marble.

The Fallacy of Expediency.

Effects of Sea Water on Cement
Mortars.

According to some experiments re
cently made in France, and quoted in
the last issued volume of the ' ' Trans
actions" of the Institution of Civil En
gineers, it is shown that mortars
immersed in sea water increase in
weight —first rapidly, afterward more
slowly. When exposed to the air the
weight first diminishes, then gradually
increases. In some experiments with
cubes of neat cement, the sides of
which measured 2.756 inches, the in
crease of weight was found to be 6 per
cent, after two years' immersion in sea
water. With smaller masses, such as
briquettes for testing the tensile
strength, the augmentation in the same
time was about 10per cent. The weight
increases in salt water to a greater ex
tent than in fresh. The proportion of
water retained in amortar after drying
was found not to be proportional to
the percentage of cement, but was also
influenced by the nature of the sand.
The quantity of water used in ganging
also affected the amount retained,
From recent experiments made by M.
Teret to ascertain the action of sea
water upon cement mortar, it appears
that in two stalagmitic excrescences
which were formed on the surface of
concrete immersed in the sea, the per
centage of magnesia was about 30. A
number of experiments were under
taken to throw light upon the variation
of permeability in one and the same
mortar, the action of the infiltrating
liquid, the influence of the nature of
the aggregate, of the proportion of ce
ment, the composition of the sand and
various other points. A number of

BY W. H. SAYWARD.

One of the most difficult features
which must be overcome before perfect
unity of action can be secured by an
organization is that which is shown by
the member who acts only from motives
of expediency. It is almost impossible
to compute the amount of injury which
this spirit can produce upon the natural
and inherent capabilities for benefit
which exist in every organization.
Expediency prompts the short-sighted
to urge extreme action for thepurpose of
securing instant effect and for the pur
pose of quieting any disturbance which
may seem injurious to an individual or
a fraternity. As evidenced by the in
dividual member of an organization,
it may be seen in the man who, in deal
ing with others, always advocates the
immediate settlement of any disturb
ance or difference which affects him
unfavorably upon a basis satisfactory
to himself, regardless cf the equity of
his position or the rights of others.
His position is not a difficult one to fix,
for he may be safely predicted as being
opposed to everything which would
disadvantageous^ — for him—change
existing conditions or customs. His

Eosition
is more or less unstable, for

is motives being devoid of principle
and being primarily actuated by ex
pediency, he is compelled to shift about
with every change of circumstance in
order to be on the safe side. Circum
stances are likely to change frequently
with him, for temporary settlement is
his greatest desire ; permanent adjust
ment of all relationships upon equi
table principles being foreign to his
nature.

INCREASING OPPOSITION.

In actual practice, as observed in a,
builders' exchange, this spirit mani
fests itself in increasing opposition to
everything that tends to the improve
ment of the customs which surround
the fraternity, provided such measures
as may be necessary are likely to en
tail extra work, or in any such actions
by individuals as might, in any degree,
jeopardize their relations with their
patrons or customers. For example,
any action advocated by the exchange
which might be likely to antagonize an
architect would meet the hearty disap
proval of the expediency man, regard
less of the ultimate good promised by
the measure. In treating with differ
ences between employers and work
men he is sure to advocate measures
for immediate settlement upon a basis
which will protect his rights, regard
less of the equity of the situation ; and
his rights are based upon previously
existing conditions, without reference
to the justice or equality to others of
those conditions. All efforts of his
fellow-members to bring about in time
of peace, when the relations between
employers and workmen are harmo
nious, a better and permanent condi
tion of affairs between the two, are to
him overtures to the workmen which
seem unnecessary because of the ab
sence of disturbance, which is the only
cause for action that he recognizes.
The tendency of such a member to
employ measures of expediency rather
than those which are intrinsically
right and lasting in their operation
indicates that he cannot be in sympathy
with the latter form of action, and
hence must be opposed to its applica
tion to the affairs of the organization
of which he is a member. The careful

study of the situation by others gives
them no title to management or direc
tion, in his eyes, for their conclusions
are beyond his comprehension, and
therefore, to him, impractical. An un
pleasant phase of his treatment of the
action of the student of the situation
is his unreasoning opposition to wise
and far-reaching measures, _which
rarely approaches intelligent criticism
and generally expends itself in efforts at
the obstruction of something which
appears valueless and visionary to him.
In the administration of the affairs of
the exchange the purposeless efforts of
expediency become again apparent by
short-sighted, makeshift opposition to
carefully prepared and permanently
effective plans for the general welfare.

DEALING WITH OPPOSITION.

In seeking to maintain the organiza
tion upon a high plane, and to enforce
its rules and requirements, the mem
bers are hampered by the thoughtless
ones who are inclined to let these mat
ters take care of themselves, and whose
actions would, if permitted to domi
nate, soon reduce the purposes of the
organization to mere announcements,
without value or significance. It is
next to impossible to find a body of
men in any trade or profession who are
associated together for the purpose of
securing unity of action in which this
element is not encountered to a greater
or less extent, and the only way in
which it can be successfully dealt with
is to compel the persons who entertain
the opinion that expediency is better
than principle, that temporary make
shifts are better than permanent settle
ment, to express their ideas in open
meeting where the same can be con
sidered and debated by all concerned.
Nothing can so effectually settle the
wisdom of an opinion as the scrutiny
and consideration of it by those who
are affected by its expression. It is
the duty of those who have the wel
fare of their organization at heart to
bring under discussion the statements
which have beenmade in criticism of
measures which have been adopted
and recommended for practical appli
cation. By this means unreasoning
opposition, from whatever cause, is
checked and the members are taught
the necessity of substantiating their
statements, besides the benefit to the
organization which must accrue from
the careful consideration of its action
and the motives and principles by
which it is actuated.

A SIMPLE mechanical contrivance is
being adopted by English builders by
which window sash may be given two
movements, the one upward or down
ward, and the other inward. Prac
tically, only one action is required to
effect the change from an ordinary sash
to a casement window. By dropping
a catch at one side of the sash the cord
is secured, the window frame being re
leased from the sash and slipping into
pivot hinges, when it can be opened as
a casement and keys itself in so doing ;
when closing, the sash again engages
with the cord, which runs in a groove
in the pulley slide and serves as one of
the guides to keep it in its place when
working up and down as a sash. In
this arrangement the beading which
is generally used to guide and separa-
rate the sashes, is entirely dispensed
with, the sash being guided by suit
able tongues working in grooves on
the right or hinge side. On the left
side the sash, when closed for use as a
lifting window, engages with a metal
block attached to the end of the weight
cord, which serves to guide it on the
frame, the sash being also so arranged
that it cannot possibly come off the
hinges except when closed.
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"WEAVING-SHED" DESIGN FOR SHOP CONSTRUCTION.
rpHE WORK that the builder is called
I upon to perf onn in the practice of* his trade varies in such a marked
degree that every form of building con
struction is of interest and value to him.
While it is possible the greater portion
of his labor has been in connection with
frame buildings, he is desirous of keep
ing abreast of the times concerning the
use of iron and steel in the erection of
structures intended for manufacturing
and business purposes, whether in the
large cities of the country or in the
smaller towns and villages, where the re
quirements are on a less elaborate scale.
The practical carpenter and builder will,
therefore, very likely find much that is
interesting and instructive in the descrip
tion and illustrations presented here
with of a machine shop, constructed ac
cording to what is known as the " weav
ing-shed plan " The subject forms the
basis of a paper read before a recent
meeting of the American Society of Me
chanical Engineers by Prof. John E.
Sweet of Syracuse, N. Y., and in it he
describes the design of his own works,
at the same time pointing out the advan
tages resulting from such construction.
In many respacts, he says, the " weaving-
shed " plan— chat is

,
a one-story structure

in sections, separately roofed, with the
north sloping side of glass—has advan
tages. Ai to ventilation, in its simplest
form it may be inferior, but the ventila
tion is easily controlled when the prob
lem is once fairly attacked.
Common and fashionable as is the salt
block construction—that is, a central high
section with a gallery on either side— this
form, when used in a shop so small that
one foreman has control of all the machin
ery, has this disadvantage, that he has to" see saw " across from side to side, worm
ing his way through the erecting section,
whereas with the erecting floor at one side
the machine tools are concentrated. With

a small shop, too, the climbing up and
down stairs is not only a nuisance, but ab
solutely costly. Things can be moved in
an elevator very cheaply, but carting,
loading, unloading, and carting again,
spoils the economy. It is doubtful if there

is any saving in two or more storied shops,
except in real estate, and when as much
ground has to be left idle to get light as

is covered by buildings, then the saving
in real estate is small, unless the buildings
are more than two stories in hight.

ADVAKTAGES OF ONE-STORY STRUCTURES.
The advantage of the one-story weaving
shed roof plan is that the building can be
extended to any length in either direction,
and to any width in one direction, without
interference with light, with advantage in
heating, and with the advantage of having
everything on one floor, and that floor a

solid one. The trouble apprehended from
ice, snow and water has no foundation in
fact, and, if dealt with in the way de
scribed later, need not give one a mo
ment's anxiety.
While there is getting to be some really
genuine permanent foundation building
done in this country, it is mostly confined
to the larger commercial cities, and has
not as yet found its way into the work
shops or small towns.
The principles are easy to understand.
If the earth throughout the entire structure
has equal sustaining power, then the area
of the foundation under the different parts
should be in proportion to their loads, and
the center of the foundation should be di
rectly under the center of pressure. Or,
to emphasize the ideas, it is just as detri
mental to put too much foundation under
the light parts of a building as too little
under a heavy one, and worse to have a

load rest on one side of a wide foundation
than on the center of a too narrow one.

In the locality where the writer resides

it is as impossible to get these simple rules
into builders' heads as it is impossible to

§e
t them executed, or a decent brick wall

uilt. The foundations stand when built
directly at variance with right, and brick
walls stay up when they ought to tumble

on the ground, and men set to sorting
the largest pieces and closely packing
them on the ground ; a strip of 2 or 3 feet
of this work was kept in advance of the
other filling, so as to insure its solid char
acter. Upon this was a layer of the smaller
stone, then broken stone, coarsej gravel.

Fig. 8
.—Sectionof Cast-Iron Gutter, taken on A B of Previous Figure.

" Weaving-Shed" Design for Shop Construction.

over, seeming to depend more on force of
habit than the strength of the mortar.

FLOORS.
Machine shop floors are a problem, and
while those made of dirt, like some of the
French ones, seemto last the longest, they
are hardly satisfactory ; neither are the
English brick floors. The following, used
in the works of the Straight Line Engine
Company, is believed to be better than
most of the floors heretofore constructed.
The earth was excavated to a depth of 27
inches below the floor line, and rolled with

a heavy roller, the soft places filled, and
again rolled and leveled. Building stones
of the cheapest sort—that is, stone too
poor for foundation walls— were dumped

fine gravel, and, lastly, sand. There is no-
other possible way in which each grade
can be made to retain its place except by
reversing the process and putting the
larger above the smaller. If mixed indis
criminately, the fine will work to the
bottom and the coarse come to the top.
By following the plan given a solid
foundation is secured, upon which is

placed nothing but 2-inch hemlock plank
running one way, with a 1-inch planed
and jointed, but not matched, floor run
ning the other way. The advantage of the
thin top is that when there is a hole
worn through it is but 1 inch deep at the
most, and the plain strips of uniform,
width make it easy to repair. This makes

a floor on which anything can be set any
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where, except the largest of the machine
tools requiring separate foundations.

ENGLISH PRACTICE.

Some accounts of the English practice
give 16 feet as the width of spans or bays,
but in the works above mentioned 32 feet
is used, 8 feet .being the unit up >nwhich
the building is constructed. In a more
extended plant 10 or 12 feet would be
oroper. The posts are 8 feet or 16 feet
between centers, and all the roof trusses 8
feet. The roof is simply H inch pine
plank, 16 feet long, planed and matched,

planed side down, nailed to thin strips of
basswood riveted between the two angle
irons which form the rafters, covered with
ribbed, not corrugated, iron; and the flat
roof over the traveling crane section is the
same, except the gravel roof.
In the construction of the posts and
roof, by making each memberof two pieces

4 or | inch apart, between which bolts
c*n be passed, a convenient means is at
hand to fasten anything anywhere.

ing pipes adjacent, is all which is required.
Keeping the gutters clean is all there is to
it, and snow and ice will thaw sooner in
cast iron than on the wood planking when
the heat comes from the lower side.
Eight feet between centers would seem
to be too near together for posts, but by
making benches 12 feet long, supported by
two posts, leaving 4-foot spaces between
the ends of the benches, the apparent ob
jection vanishes where the baysare aswide
as 32 feet.
In a building for large work, with 10
feet between trusses, the bays could easily
be 40 or more feet, with 8 feet of glass on
the northern slope.

ROOF CONSTRUCTION.

The geometry of the roof is very simple :
simply dividing the lower chord in four

the writer volunteers to say that he be
lieves an erroneous idea ia pretty uni
versally prevalent in regard to the most
economical size for lights of glass for shop
lighting. The theory is that the small
size lights for various reasons are the most
economical. But after a long observation
the evidence to me is conclusive that the
larger the lights the less the cost for re
pairs. Large lights stand far more pun
ishment, and the workmen have some re
spect for a light of glass which costs a
dollar, but none whatever for 10 z IS
glass. Whether these are the reasons or
not, the fact remains that where in one
part of our works the annual breakage'of
10 z 15 glass does not fall below 100,
there is another part where the large lights
were equally exposed, and there was but
a single light broken in two years.

Flit. 4—CrossSection, Looking West.

The iron structure is more ezpensive
than wood, but lighter, exempt from fire,
and, with the provision for bolt attach
ment above referred to, more convenient.
The trusses are strong enough to hold
3 or 4 tons besides the roof, so that any
pieces of machinery or work which are
liable to be handled can be raised by
tac'de attached to the trusses in whatever
part of the place they may be.
The question of snow, which seemsto be
the bugbear to every one first thinking of
the weaving-shed roof, is one requiring
hardly a second thought. Making the
gutter of cast iron, as shown in Figs. 1
and 2, or any convenient shape, and put
ting it inside the building, with the heat-

Pier.5.—Section through Officeand Engine Room.
" Weaving-Shed" Design /or Sftop Construction.

equal parts, and the rafter into four equal
parts, and joining ihe points with thestruts
and braces, as shown in Fig. 3 of the en
gravings. While economy of material
would dictate iron of different section
and weight, to save bother we used all
alike, and as the accidental loads are
unknown quantities placed in unknown
positions, perhaps that was as well as ap
plied high science.
In Fig. 4 is shown a cross section of the
shop, looking west, while Fig. 5 repre
sents a section through the office and en
gine room.
In the weaving shed system of lighting
the annual cost for repairs of broken glass
is practically nil, and in this connection

In the works mentioned the main office
is a fire-proof vault in effect. Drawings,
books and valuable papers are thus pro
tected by simply closing the fire-proof
doore, which are self closing, in case of
fire, if neglected. For small works this is
better than a separate building, as it con
centrates the supervision. Low parti
tions, or simply a railing, separate the
pattern shop from testing floor and main
shop, instead of closed rooms, with a great
advantage. It leaves the whole place sub
ject to observation, and the men work
nearer ten hours a day when paid for ten
hours, and are just a; happy at night as if
two hours out of the ten had been spent in
visiting.
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.

REPORTS
from builders throughout

the country have been very meager
during the past month, and such re"

ports as have beenreceivedshow that the
financial stringency has seriously affected
the building interestsgenerally. Localities
which have beenmostaffectedare thosein
which operations for the season were de
layed, or in which businesswasquiet at the
beginning of the year. In cities where
large contracts were begun early in the
season the bad effect has been least ap
parent, for in the majority of suchcases
thesecontractshavebeen sufficientto keep
a fair percentageof the contractors and
workmen employed. The remainderof the
seasonwill probably prove to bethemost
unfavorable part of thepresent financial
depression,so far as builders and their em
ployeesare concerned. Already thenum
ber of men out of employment is very
large, and the withdrawal of many large
contracts from the market will cause the
last endof the seasonto bemorequiet than
it has been during the past few months.
The moneymarket is becoming easier,and
the prospect of continuedfinancial depres
sion is growing steadily less. Generalbusi
ness is becoming more active, and con
fidence is stronger than it was a month
ago. The large cotton, woolen and iron
factoriesare starting up again, and the re
newal of general businessactivity is likely
to affect the building trades,although the
presentis a bad seasonof the year for the
commencementof much newwork. From
such indications as are apparent, the de
pressionhasbeenfelt by the buildersabout
equally all over the country, there being
apparently no locality that has not been
affectedto a greateror lessdegree. In the
majority of the cities the workmen have
maintained the regular wage scales and
have done all in their power to urgemu
nicipal authorities to provide all possible
employment for mechanics. In some of
the larger cities the improvement in the
moneymarket is expected to work imme
diate benefitto the building trades.

Boston, Mass.

The majority of the contractors in Bos
ton are busy, in spite of the effect of the
condition of the money market. A large
amount of work was undertaken in the
spring, when the financial interests were
more nearly normal, and practically none
of it hasbeenabandoned. A large amount
of jobbing and alterations has beenin the
market, and thebuilding tradesof the city
have felt but little comparativeeffectfrom
the unusual condition of affairs. A num
berof largeoperationswhichwereprojected
during the summer have been withdrawn
from themarket, but there has been suffi
cient work, which was begun last year or
early in the season,to keepthemajority of
the builders and their men busy. The
Master Builders' Association is at work
making preparations for entertaining the
delegatesto theeighth annualconventionof
the National Association of Builders ; the
generalcommitteehaving been appointed
and a formal beginning made upon the
work necessaryto insure the successof the
meeting.

Buffalo. N. Y.

The Buffalo builders have felt no serious
effect from the money stringencyas yet,
and the amountof work projected at the
beginningof theseasonhas been ample to
occupy the majority of the contractors
throughout the season. For the pastmonth
but little new work has been let, and ap
pearancesindicate that the fall and winter
will bequiet. The workmenhave felt the
effectof thepanic only in a remotedegree,
as about the usual number have beenem
ployed,and there has been no change in
wagessincethebeginningof the year. The
annual outing of the Builders' Exchange,
which occurred recently,was, in every re
spect, a most enjoyableaffair. The pro
gramme included a trip down the river on
thesteamer " Matt Wagner" and consort.
A fine lunch was spread on the trip, to
which themembersand their guestsdid full
justice. At Navy Island, wheretheafter
noonwas spent,a chowderwas served,and
baseball,football, and other athletic sports

were in order. The members entered
heartily into the spirit of the occasion,and
all seemedto thoroughly enjoy themselves.

Chicago, 111.
The amountof building in Chicago has
fallen off to sucha degreefrom that which
was being carried on early in the season
that the number of workmen out of em
ployment is so greatasto causeseriouscon
cern for the future. It is estimated that
morethan onehalf of the carpentersof the
city are now idle, and the result of this con
dition is that wages havefallen off to such
an extentthat it is stated that certain car
penters are working for as low as 15cents
per hour. It is impossibleto determinethe
exact situation, as the Carpenters'Union
hasbeenmaking strenuous efforts to keep
thewages up to the full scale,and where
lower wageshave beenacceptedthecases
are isolatedand of minor importance.
Strenuous efforts are being made by
workmen in all branchesof the building
tradesto secureemploymentand to prevent
being reducedto actual want. It is pre
dicted that the presentoppressedcondition
of both labor andmaterial will result in in
creased building operations, it being ex
pectedthat capital will take advantageof
the cheapnessof both to prosecute such
enterprises as were projected before the
presentstringency began.

Detroit, Mich.
The building business is generallyquiet
in Detroit at present,and the builders at
tribute lack of work to the condition of the
money market throughout the country.
Many buildings which were contemplated
havebeenwithdrawn from the market,and
others which had been already started
early in the seasonhave been temporarily
abandonedand further work postponedun
til things are easier. There has been no
material change in theprices of builders'
supplies,and there has been no changein
wagesor hours of labor. This is readily
accounted for by the fact that there has
beencomparativelylittle marketfor either.
The prospectat presentismuchmoreprom
ising than it has been for some time past,
and indications seemtowarrant the feeling
that increasedactivity may be expected
this fall. In any event there is no question
but that thenormal conditionof affairswill
be resumedin the spring.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Report* from Indianapolis show that the
building interestshavesufferedmaterially
onaccountof themoneystringency. Some
of the leading contractors,however,have
donefully as much work this year, up to
the presenttime, as was done during the
sameperiod last year. The total amount
of building throughoutthecity andvicinity,
as near as can be ascertained,is about 25
percent,belowtheamountdonein 1892.At
the present time there is no indication that
the condition will changefor thebetter this
season. There are comparatively few new
contractsto belet this fall. It is estimated
that thereare -10percent, of themenin the
different building trades out of employ
ment; and while there has beenno reduc
tion in wages,there is a feeling among the
contractors that shouldwagesboreduced,
parties who contemplatebuilding might be
encouragedto take advantageof the situa
tion, and thusgive employment to a large
numberof menwhowould otherwisebeout
of work. All visitors to the Orand Army
encampment, estimated to have teen
250,000,werecordially received,and so far
as their treatmentat the hands of the citi
zenswasconcerned,they could observeno
indication that Indianapolis hadever heard
of a tight moneymarket.

Lowell, Mass.
The strike of bricklayers is still unsettled
and theworkmenstill declarethat theywill
not yield and that the majority of their
members are now at work. The effectof
the financial stringency upon the building
interestsin Lowell is difficult to determine
on accountof theeffect the strike hashad
uponeverything connectedwith building.
At presentthemajority of the contractors
are busy; but thereare no large contracts
in the market,and no prospectof any being
projected in the near future. The effectof
the strike hasbeensuch as to prevent new
undertakings in the building business,and

unlessa feelingof greatersecurity is estab
lished at once the building interests of
Lon-ell will be seriously affected for the
balanceof the year.
The Master Builders' Exchange bos been
put to the necessityof enforcing its rules
and regulations with relation to the em
ployment of union men. An agreement
was made early in the season,beforethe
strike of the bricklayers was begun,to em
ploy none but non-union men,and a cer
tain memberhas been brought before the
organizationon charges,accusedof break
ing thespirit if not the letter of this agree
ment. A hearingwasgiven the memberin
questionand the casediscussedat consid
erable length. The charges,however, were
not specificially sustained, although the
general impression among the members
was that the rules bad beenInfringed upon.
There is a manifest necessityfor a rigid en
forcementof all rules adopted by an ex
change, in order that theymay represent
something morethan mere sentiment,and
suchexamplesas this shouldbe followedby
every organization within which such con
tingenciesarise.

Milwaukee. WIs.
The effectof the financial crisis has been
moreor lesssevereupon the building inter
estsof Milwaukee. All classesof business
have suffered to a greater or less degree,
andthebuilders among the number. The
condition of the bankshasbeen suchas to
place the moneymarket of the city in an
exceedinglyprecariouscondition, theresult
of which has beento practically stagnate
all businessoperations which require the
investment of any considerable sum of
money; building, therefore,has beenseri
ously affected. Money that could beused
for constructive purposesand the payment
of wagesto skilled labor is tied up in sus
pendedbanks. The city's moneyis practi
cally in the samecondition and the result is
that a large percentageof mechanics and
laborers in the city and neighborhood are
idle. Several largemunicipal contractsare
at a standstill owing to the condition of
the funds at thedisposalof the city. Con
tracting masons are paying from 85to 40
cents per hour for skilled labor, where
wages formerly paid were from 40 to 50
centsan hour. Commonlabor is paid from
18 to 20 cents per hour, where formerly
wageswerefrom 22to 25cents. The pros
pect at present is rather for further de
creasethan for an increase in the near fut
ure. This samecondition practically exists
throughout all branches of the building
businessand may besummedupas a reduc-
ion of from 10to 20per cent,in wagesand
half-time work.

Philadelphia. Pa.

The effect of the present stringency has
made itaelf apparent in the building inter
ests of Philadelphia in an appreciablefall
ing off in the volume of businessas com
pared with that of previousyears. Build-
era find considerabledifficulty in making
collections. 'Ihe opinion is expressedby
someof themembersof the fraternity that
the building interests have not as yet felt
the full effect of the stringency, because
sufficient work was projected at the be
ginning of the seasonto carry mostof the
contractors through theyear. It would be
impossibleto estimatethe amountof work
that has beeneffectedby the presentcon
dition of the money market. So far as
can be observed the number of men em
ployedand wagespaid hasnot beenaffected•
to any great extent, though it is antici
pated that therewill be a falling off later
in the seasonin the number of men em
ployed. Wages will, in all probability, re
main undisturbed.

Providence, ft. I.
Reports from Providence show that the
builders have not been seriouslyaffected,
and that about the ordinary volume of
work hasprevailed throughout the season.
All work under contract has moved along
without stoppage or delay, although the
effectof the stringency has been apparent
in the difficulty the contractors have ex
periencedIn obtaining sufficient currency
with which to pay their workmen. .A few
contracts have been withdrawn from the
market; but. as comparedwith the whole
volume of business, they are of slight
importance. The wages of masons have
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been slightly reduced; but all other me
chanics are working at the old wagescale,
and there is no indication that it will be
changed. At the present time, so far as
can be determined from appearances,the
building businessis in a normal condition
and contractors are all busy. Several
large contracts are now in prospect and a
fair business for the fall months is ex
pected.

Rochester. N. Y.
In spite of the stringency in the money
market the volumeof wort being carried
on by the builders of Rochesteris about up
to the mark. The buildings under con
struction are so varied in their nature, in
cluding brick andstonebusinessstructure?,
residences,&c., that most of the workmen
in all branchesof the trade are furnished
employment. Reports from the Builders'
Exchange show that organization to bein
a goodcondition and the majority of the
membersbusy.

San Francisco, Cal.
At a specialmeetingof the Builders' Ex
change of San Francisco the limit of mem
bershipwasincreasedfrom 200to300.Fifty
new members were elected, making the
present membership218,with '22applicants
under consideration. The Builders' Asso
ciation has amalgamated with the ex
change and will closeits quartersat 17City
Hall avenue. The90membersof theassocia
tion will join the exchange,but the former
organizationwill preserveits identity. This
is a movewhich is bound to result in great
benefit to the building interestsof the city.
While these two organizations have al
ways been in harmony, the division of in
terest and action has tended to limit the
unity which is so necessaryto the estab
lishment of the purposesof an exchange.
This action is bound to result to thebene
fit of the whole fraternity,

St. Louis. Mo.
The flattering prospectsof theearly sea
son, for the St. Louis builders, have not
beenfulfilled. During thepast few months
the effectof the financial condition of the
•countryhasbeendepressinguponthebuild
ing businessof the city. Work on many
of the buildings in course of construction
hasbeenstopped,and few new onesbegun.
Money hasbeenexceedinglytight, and con

tractors have found considerabledifficulty
in securing sufficient currency for their
needs. At thepresenttime the prospectis
a little brighter, but it is not expectedthat
the total of businesswhich will be under
taken this fall will be up to the usual
amount. It is estimated that about one-
third of the usualnumberof menemployed
at this seasonare now at work, although
wages have remained practically undis
turbed. It is reported from the Builders'
Exchange that themajority of themembers
have been busy throughout the year, and
very few have beenseriouslyembarrassed
by the financial stringency. The builders
are looking forward to next year as a pros
perousone,aud if theamount of work now
projected ta carried out they will not be
disappointed.
The excursion—which was planned by
the Builders' Exchange to take place while
the last issue of this journal was in the
handsof theprinters—provedto bea huge,
unqualifiedsuccess.The membersand their
friends spent the day on the river, on the
steamer "Grand Republic," which is one
of the largest and mostpalatial craft that
has ever been built for river service,
and which hasfigured in the history and
romanceof the Mississippi, and every one
was loud in praise of the management
of theaffair from beginning to end. Sev
eral stops were made and athletic sports
were engagedin. A banquet was served
and musicand dancing were in order on
board the steamer. The membersof the
exchangewere lavish in their provisions
for entertainment and a large number of
guests were present. The occasionwas a
memorableone in many respects,and the
exchange is to be congratulated upon its
successfulhandling of so large an affair.

St. Paul, Minn.
The building businessin St. Paul is very
quiet. At presentvery few largeoperations
are being carried on, and it has been esti
matedthat not more than 25 per cent, of
the usual amount of work is being done.
The total amountof work in the market is
insufficient to supply all the contractors,
and the result is that many are at present
engagedin jobbing and repair work who
wereformerly in the habit of doing general
contracting only. Builders have suffered
equally with those in other branches of
business in securing ready money with

which to carry on operations,and the con
dition among the banks has added to the
difficulty of carrying on building. The effect
of thequietnessin the building trades has
forced workmen to seekemployment from
farmers, and the harvest fields are full
of workmen who belong in the building
trades. The condition is a more or less
seriousoneowing to the large number out
of employment,hencewithout income,and
this condition is so widespreadthat the ef
fect is felt to somedegree in every avenue
of trade. The builders are hoping that
businesswill pick up a little before winter,
but the seasonseemsto be too far advanced
for a generalrevival of trade this fall. The
rate of wages has remained undisturbed
and pricesof materials havenot changed.

Notes.
The Builders and Traders' Exchange of
Duluth is making strenuous efforts to se
cure employmentfor the workmen in the
building trades. A series of resolutions
havebeenaddressed to the School Board
asking that bodyto continue the work of
erectingcertain proposednew schoolbuild
ings, both as a matter of economyandas a
meansof giving employment to workmen
in the building trades.

It was reportedin a dally paper that the
Builders' Exchange of Cincinnati has had
the pleasantexperienceof being robbed of
$1700. It is statedthat the thief stepped
up to thesafewhile the memberswereseek
ing to discoverwho he was, helped himself
to thepackage containing the money,and
madehis escape.

The Builders' Exchange of Springfield
has resumed its regular meetings,and in
future its members will meet every two
weeks. Applications for membershipcon
tinue to bepresented,and the exchangeis
in good financial condition.
The bricklayers of Houston, Texas, have
beenhaving trouble with their employers
becauseof an allegedattempt on the part
of thecontractors to compel the workmen
to work ten hoursat a nine-hour scale. Em
ployers and workmen held a meeting to
considerthematter,which resultedin work
being resumed under the old conditions.
The utmostmoderationmarked the move
mentsof the menin all their relationswith
the employers,and it is stated that not a
harsh word washeardon either side.

Ventilated Roofs an<lFloors.

A late number of one of our foreign
exchanges says that W. B. Gwyther of
the Indian Public Works Department
has devised a new form of ventilated
roofing and floors suitable for tropical
climates. The object of the invention
is not only to prevent the penetration
of heat through the root or damp
through the floors, but also to provide
a means of carrying away heated and
vitiated air from inside. The method
consists in the use of hollow tubes of
earthenware ; in the case of flat ter
raced roofs these are employed as a sub
stitute for ordinary flat tiles which
support the roof concrete. The tubes
are laid closely side by side, and where
they meet, end to end, a cross flue to
secure more perfect ventilation is
formed by the use of half pipes. The
ends of these flues, when feasible,
should be provided with iron gratings
for the ingress and egress of air : the
ends of the hollow tubes where they
rest on the wall should open into a
longitudinal flue made in the wall.
Where lateral openings or gratings
cannot be arranged vertical openings
through the roof, covered with bent
pipes, may be resorted to as an alter
native. To draw away the vitiated air
from below, perforations in th« under
side of the tube have been devised.
The efficacy of these openings in re
moving air from the upper part of the
rooms rests on the fact that heated air
moves upward, and, after passing
through the small apertures, will be
carried off through the tubes and cross
flues, within which a movement of air
will always be going on. In the case
of floors the prevention of damp can be

effected very thoroughly by the doubly
ventilated space. The system is being
used in the New School of Art build
ing, in Chowringhee, Calcutta, where,
it is hoped, some records will be taken
next hot weather to show the effect of
this special construction.

Construction of Office Buildings.

In the construction of mercantile
buildings, particularly those for retail
trade, it is the interest of the public,
not of the merchants, which should be
considered, says the American Archi
tect and Building News. The mer
chant's interest often is to put up the
cheapest possible building that will
hold his goods, insure everything
heavily, get in as many customers as
can be squeezed into the space, and
wash his hands of all responsibility
for their safety. The interest of the
public, on the other hand—an interest,
moreover, which, as the records of the
Department of Buildings testify, has
to be defended by imperious orders
and constant vigilance —is to be en
abled, so fartas the law provides, to
transact its business in the more
popular and attractive stores with
reasonable safety. It must be con
fessed that the law provides very little
protection, and at present the break
ing out of a fire in many of the most
frequented stores in any of our prin
cipal cities would mean inevitable
death or mutilation to a very large
number of people, so that it seems to
us that the protests of merchants on
such topics have little claim to be re
garded. There is no reason why people
who derive incomes of many hundred

thousand dollars a year from retail
trade should not be compelled to make
sure that their customers can, in case
of accident, get out of their stores
alive. If a large, unbroken floor area
is necessary to their sort of business,
they may have it without limit, under
the present law, by building with in
combustible materials ; and if they
prefer to build with combustible ma
terials and put the money so saved into
their own pockets, there should be no
hesitation in compelling them to do so
in accordance with the well-known
rules of reasonable protection against
fire.

AN old fire place which was built in
the west wall of the restored apse of
Trinity College Church in .Jeffrey
street, Edinburgh, on its re-erection in
1877,has a curious history, says one of
iii-- London journals. la digging out
the foundations of the church the
workmen came upon two carved capi
tals of an old fire place, evidently be
longing to an old princely mansion
situated in or near Chamber's Close,
and the architect ordered these pillars
to be built in the west wall of the apse
as the jambs or pillars of the fire place
erected there. It has now been ascer
tained that these stone pillars were
part of the fire place of one of the lead
ing apartments in an old mansion
which formerly existed in this close,
which bore the name of John Hope cut
over the doorway of the turnpike stair,
with a coat of arms below. This house
is supposed to have been the mansion
of John de Hope, the founder of the
noble family of Hopetoun, who came
from France in the retinue of Mag
dalen de Valois.
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Design for a Store Front.

The design which we present here
with covers the front of a two-story
building intended to be constructed of
wood throughout except for a strip of
sheet aluminum running along that
portion which extends below the grade
line and the stamped zinc ornaments
used on the cornice. The author of
the design is Alva Cole of Royalton,
Ohio, and in his specification he states
that the frame is to be built of 2 x 6
inch pieces, spiked together with
4-inch nails in the style known as bal
loon frame. At the sides of the store
room entrance are to be angular solid
posts, as indicated in the details. The

be executed in his section of the coun
try for about $200.

Filling for Joints in Shrunken
Floors.

A correspondent in one of the Lon
don trade journals communicates a
reply to an inquiry which appeared in
its columns with regard to the manner
of filling joints of a shrunken floor,
which the owner would not allow to
be taken up and relaid, and to which
there was objection to "slipping"
with glued wood strips. The corre
spondent states that some years ago
under similar circumstances he made

builders, and is also more or less fa
miliar to the readers of this journal
through articles by him which have
appeared from time to time in its col
umns. " How to Frame a House " is,
as its title indicates, a treatise on the
methods of laying out framing and
raising timber houses on the balloon
principle, together with a complete
and easily comprehended system of
roof framing. The first part is di
vided into six chapters, the first five
of which tell how to get out the tim
ber for the various parts, while the
sixth describes the manner of raising
the frame. The second part is also
divided into six chapters, the first re
ferring to simple roofs, the second to
hip and valley roofs, the third to roofs
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Designfor a StoreFront.—Alva Cole,Architect,Royalton, Ohio.—Scale,% Inch to theFoot.

beaded ceiling is to be % inch thick,
dressed on both sides, and the shingles
are to be of red cedar, dimension size,
with octagon base The wavy siding
just below the cornice is to be cut from
the ordinary style of J£-inch beveled
clapboards. The floors in the recessed
entrance are to slope outward, with a
fall of 1 inch between the doors and
the sidewalk line. All doors and sash
of the first story are to be \% inches
thick, fitted in frames made of 1%-inch
dressed lumber. The second-story win
dow frames are to have jambs 1V inches
thick. All sash are to be l3g inches ex
cept the lower sash in each of the two
landscape windows, whicharetobe \%
inches thick. The transom and mar
ginal sash are to be glazed with muf
fled or Venetian glass of assorted
colors. Each door is to be hung on
three loose-pin butts i}4 x A%. The
entire store front is to bepainted three
coats with white lead and linseed oil,
trimmed throughout in three colors.
The author states that the front can

use of the following plan: He thor
oughly soaked newspapers in a paste
made of 1 pound of flour, 3 quarts of
water and a tablespoonf nl of alum , thor
oughly boiled and mixed. The final
mixture was about as thick as putty
and hardened like papier-mache.
He also added to small quantities of
the paper putty, as it was used, a little
plaster of paris. He suggests, as an
other plan for the purpose, to veneer
the floor with batten widths cut ^ or

•
ff inch in thickness and well seasoned

and dried.

of irregular plan, the fourth to pyra
midal roofs, the fifth to hexagonal
roofs, while the last relates to conical
or circular roofs.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
How to Frame a House ; or, Balloon
and Roof Framing. By Owen B. Magin-
nis. Over 30pagesof letterpress : illus
trated with numerousengravings. Bound
in papercovers. Published by the author.
Price, $t.
The above treatise is by an author
who has contributed several works on
subjects of interest to carpenters and

Turkish Wooden Houses

The honses in Constantinople are
commonly of wood, writes a corre
spondent of the Illustrated Carpenter
and Builder. The best of them, of
ample dimensions, gaily painted, are
pleasing to the eye, and all of them,
however poor, are, from their form,
invariably picturesque. Even the most
splendid of the palaces of the Sultan
is of the same destructible material.
The preference is given to wood by the
Turks not on account of economy, but
from the persuasion that it is more
wholesome than stone, and also, it is
said, from a feeling of humility, it

being considered by them presumpt
uous to dwell in buildings like their
mosques, made, as it were, for eter
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nity, and keeping no measure with the
frailty of the occupants.
The idea of the unwholesomeness of
stone buildings is not, perhaps, with
out foundation in such a climate. The
stone houses in Oalata, built by the
Genoese, with walls of extraordinary
thickness, are of bad repute. Unless
the rooms are kept warm in winter
they must be damp in the spring and
early summer ; so long as the walls are

Details of Main Cornice.

cold on the occurrence of a southerly
wind they will act as refrigerators and
occasion a precipitation of moisture
from the humid warm air.
The thin walls of wood, on the con
trary, conform more to the tempera
ture of the atmosphere. None of the
sitting rooms of the houses have fixed
fire places or chimneys; they are heated
in winter chiefly by acharcoal fire con
tained in the open mangal. The mode
of warming the rooms is also suitable
to the manner in which they are con
structed. The crevices in the wooden
work allow of a certain admixture of
common air and escape of carbonic
acid gas sufficient to prevent any dan
gerous accumulation of the gas, so that
the rooms are easily warmed and kept
warm and dry without risk of life.
Were the doors and windows of a
Turkish room suddenly made air tight
and the fissures in the wood work
closed, there being no chimneys to give
vent to the fixed air, half the popula
tion of Constantinople might be suffo
cated any winter night between the
hours of sunset and sunrise.

Details of Windows at First Story.
Partial Elevation of Main Cornice.

Details of Windowsat SecondStory.

Miicellaneous Details of Store Front. —Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Detailsof Main Doors.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Plan of Roof.

From M. E. G., St. Anthony, Idaho.—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
■andBuilding give me a plan of a roof
for a store building 30 x 50 feet, with
flat tin roof sloping to the rear ? The
roof is to be without support in the
center, as the upper floor is to be used
for a dancing hall.

Cellar Construction.

From W. C. W., Buffalo, N. Y.—
I read with interest the article in the
December number on the construction

Building for some time and consider it
an excellent journal. I have failed, so
far, to contribute anything to its
columns, but will now make an at
tempt. In answer to " H. P. F.,"
Lapel, Ind., whose inquiry was pub
lished in the May issue, I give my
method of taking wind out of timber
before laying off. I first select the two
best sides of my timber for the work
ing sides and then draw a pencil mark
square across, a few inches from each
end. I place a square at each end on
one of the marks, letting the tongues
hang down as a plumb to keep the
blades on edge. If the blades are

ber. In this groove, on edge, I lay the
blade of the square; then go to the
other end and cut a similar groove, in
which place another square. By sight
ing over the top of one square it can
be ascertained if it lines with the
square at the opposite end. If it does,
the timber is out of wind.
If it does not, it will be necessary to
cut the groove deep enough at one
side, so that the squares will line. The
grooves, however, should be cut as
shallow as possible. After the timber
is out of wind, which is done on the
face side, turn up the face edge and
cut similar grooves until the squares

„_£!
fiR*0ELINEISTONE
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Fig. 3.—Rear View of Fig. 2.—Scale,H Inch
to the Foot.

Fig. 1.—Section Showing Stone Footing
Course,and Brick Veneer Finish above
(iradeLine.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Fig. 2.—Section,showing how Size and Sweep
of Water Table maybeReduced.—Scale,H
Inch to the Foot.

Methodof Cellar ConstructionSuggestedby
" W. C. W.," Buffalo, N. Y.

of a cellar by F. T. Camp. In the
sketches sent herewith I have what I
consider a few additions and improve
ments to suggest. Fig. 1 shows a foot
ing course of stone in order to insure a
solid foundation, and also a brick
veneer finish above the gTade with
water table. In Figs. 2 and 3 is illus
trated the method of reducing the size
and sweep of the water table if ob
jectionable by framing joists 3 inches
beyond the face of the plate. The
studding are framed in and securely
spiked to the joist.

Taking the Wind out of Timber.

From A. B. L., Arcadia, Wis. —I
have been a reader of Carj)entry and

parallel with each other then the tim
ber is all right and out of wind ; if, on
the other hand, they are not parallel,
plane off one end or the other until
they are parallel. Make the outside of
the timber square with this one and it
is ready to lay off. Draw a pencil
mark square across at each end where
it is planed off, and these will be what
are known as the plumb spots.

From E. M. L.. Indiana, Pa. — In re
ply to " H. P. F.," Lapel, Ind., who
asked in the May number of the paper
how to take the wind out of timber
before laying out, permit me to offer
the following: My plan is to take an
iron-faced plane and with it make a
stile groove across one end of the tim-

fit. Then strike lines from which to
work.

Roof Truss.

From J. C. W.. Pine Hill, Pa—An I
have been a careful reader of Carpen
try and Building and obtained a great
deal of information from it, I send
herewith a drawing of a roof trust,
which may interest some of my brother
chips. Last year I sent a drawing of
a one-sided roof, about which I de
sired some information, and which
was published in the June number of
the paper. A correspondent who has
replied to this inquiry, namely " J. A.
G. ," Nampa, Idaho," presents a plan
which I like very well, although I
think it would be rather expensive.
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Shortly after my letter of inquiry ap
peared in the columns of Carpentry
and Building I received a letter, no
doubt from a subscriber of the paper,
in which he sent me the sketch which
I inclose. I like this very well, and
think it will answer my purpose, espe
cially as it is a cheap one. Now, why
the correspondent did not send the
drawing to' Carpentry and Building
so that the other readers might see it

spondent is a good one, and we trust
all our practical readers will try and
be first in answering such inquiries as
may be presented in the correspondence
department, and in which they, as well
as many others, are likely to find in
terest and value. We hope no one
will be discouraged from writing
through fear of friendly criticism of
methods of doing work which may be
advocated, but that all will see the

Diagram of Roof Trust Contributedby " J. 0. W."

I am at a loss to understand. The
letter comes to me addressed " J. C.
W." I am at a loss to know where to
address him, as he signs only his name,
omitting post office, county and State.
I desire, however, to thank the corre
spondent through the columns of the

Faper
for his trouble. The only reason

can seewhy he sent the matter to me
instead of to the paper is because of
the fact that some or the correspond
ents seem to jump on one another
whenever they seea good opportunity.
Now, I desire to say that, m my esti
mation, this is very wrong. We are
not all college graduates, but people
doing work as best we can and as the
locality and material will permit. It
is perfectly right to let our brother
chips know of these things, but it
seems to me that some people want to

wisdom of contributing as many let
ters on topics of trade interest as their
time and opportunity will permit.

Notching Hip and Valley Rafter*.

From L. L. H.., Sullivan. Ind.—Reply
ing to " E. G. W.," Elgin, 111.,I send
the inclosed sketch. Fig. 1, which I
trust is sufficiently plain to need very
little explanation. The rock on which
the correspondent goes to pieces is the
very common one of supposing the
top of the plate to be the base of the
rafter. The base of the rafter is a
horizontal line through the intersec
tion of the plumb line of the wall and
the pitch line of the top of the rafters,
both common and principal. The notch
for the plate may be readily located on
all rafters by measuring down any
given distance, taking care to measure
plumb with the wall on the common
and principal rafters alike from the
side intersection of plumb and pitch
lines. Referring to the sketch, the
dotted lines x and y, drawn on the bot
tom projection of the common rafter
horizonally through the same part of
the principal rafter, will locate the
bottom cut of the projecting portion
of the principal rafter. With kind
wishes for Carpentry and Building,
which, in my opinion, has done more
in the past ten or dozen years to abol-

the level cut to the center of the face of
the hip or valley must be the same as.
the distance measured plumb from the
level cut to the face of the common
rafter. This is shown in Figs. 2 and
8, which are very simple and need no
further explanation.
Note.— We also have an answer of a
similar nature from " 8. McC ," Price's
Branch, Mo.

Proportioning Hot-Air Pipe* to
Indirect Surface.

From D. M., Bridgeport, Conn.—
Having occasion to bid on an indirect
hot-water heating plant, which I lost,
I give my experience in trying to find a
rule for determining the size of flues to
carry the warm air from the box coils
to the registers. I went to two large
cities where numerous manufacturers of
hot-water apparatus had salesrooms,
and I stopped in not less than 30 dif
ferent places asking, after a preliminary
chat, the question : " How msny square
inches of flue area should be allowed
for each square foot of indirect hot-
water surface ?" As a result of my
many queries I should adopt 1Asquare
inches of flue area for every foot
of heating surface. If there were
50 square feet of heating surface I
would make the flue 6 x 13 inches, or,
if possible, 10 inches in diameter. The
general idea for the cold-air supply was
to make it 25 per cent, less in area than
the heating flue. By some who an
swered my question I was told that
J inch was enough, others said J,
more said 1 inch, but the more ex
perienced and reliable agreed on 11 and
I i square inches, and I nave since seen
several jobs working very nicely on the

1| inch basis, so 1 would not use a
smaller proportion. I found a great
many who did not favor indirect hot
water for the entire job and were op
posed to it on the first floor. They fa
vored the fresh air which indirect heat
ing furnished, and the use of some
direct surface in the mine rooms, but
said that the great majority either could
not stand the extra cost or simply would
not.

Preventing Tin Roof* from
Ruatlng.

Front, A. & N., Waterloo, N. Y.—
What is the best thing to do to prevent

Fig. \.—Diagram Submittedby " L L. H.» Figs. 2and S.—SketchesAccompanyingLetterfrom "A. L. N."

Notching dtp and Valleu Rafters —Diagrams Showing Methodsof Various Correspondents.

show their smartness, and this, I think,
keeps back many would-be correspond
ents. If we see something that can be
bettered we can always bring it out in
such shape as not to scare off others.
I notice occasionally a correspondent
starts out something in this style :" As I have not seen any one giving an
answer to so and so,&c." I think this
looks as if some one else should start
off and then we would jump on him.
We should all try to be first to answer
a question, if we know how. If not,
we should not interfere with those
who do try.
Note.— The suggestion of our corre-

ish the rule of the thumb and cut-and-
try rules than all other papers com
bined.

From A. L. N., Paterson, N. J.— In
the March issue of Carpentry and
Building " E. G. W.," Elgin, HI., asks
how deep to cut the notch in a hip or
valley rafter so it will line with the
common rafter for the roof boards. I
send herewith a sketch which I think
will explain the matter. The drawing
is for a roof of 9 inches rise, both
pitches the same, but it makes no dif
ference what the pitch of the roof is.
The distance measured plumb from

tin roofs from rusting on the under
side ? We are aware that painting the
tin before it is laid is considered a good
preventive, but is there not a better
and more effectual way ? Is it a good
plan to lay sheathing that is imper
vious to moisture under tin ?
Answer. — It must be evident that the
rusting of tin roofs on the under side
is caused by the moisture from below
condensing on the under side of the tin.
This condensation is liable to take place
when the warm air below is charged
with moisture and the external air is
at a low temperature. By painting the
under side of the tin it is protected
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from the moisture, providing the entire
surface of the tin is covered with paint.
By placing a water-proof paper be
tween the roof boards and tin, it is
probable that much of the moisture
will be prevented from reaching the
tin. Another method that might be
suggested, and one that has been found
effectual under various conditions, is
to ventilate the space between ceiling
and roof, thus allowing the moisture
to escape.

Arrangement of a Hennery.

From F. A., Topekn, Kan. — In reply
to " E. R.," Wheeling, W. Va., I send
an end elevation, Fig. 1, and a floor
plan, Fig. 2, of a hennery, the arrange
ment of which may prove interesting.
It is 36 x 72 feet in size and contains
seven rooms, as may be seen from an
inspection of the floor plan represented
in Fig. 2. No. 1 is intended for feed
and incubators ; No. 2 for young chick
ens, which, at the expiration of two
weeks may be removed to No. 3 and
from there to No. 4. By the time they
are old enough to leave the latter
room they are ready for the market.
No. 5 represents the nest house. No.
6 the roosting house and No. 7 is in
tended for breaking up setters. The
house is so constructed that it may be
readily cleaned and all fowls watered
and_fed without going out of doors.

Warming a Church.
From E. E. DUNNING, Milwaukee, Wis.
— I was somewhat interested in the letter
and plan from " W. D." of Oxford, N. S.,
published in the June issue of the paper,
in relation to a furnace that had been
set up in a church, which did not work
satisfactorily, and how to remedy the
difficulty, also the answer, and as I am
sure that there is a much better way to
arrange this furnace for heating the
building, 1will give yon my ideas of the
matter. In the first place, it is necessary
that the furnace should have a good draft,
as no furnace can work without a good
chimney. If the chimney is large enough
and not too large (about 8 x 16 is best for
this size of wood furnace), and of the
same size from top to bottom, without
any openings, and up as high as the high
est point of the building, there will be no
trouble with the draft, although a chim
ney on the inside of the building is better
than one on the outside, for if it is on the
outside it is subject to more cold and will
take longer to warm up. Taking it for
granted that the chimney is all right, I
should remove the tin hot-air pipes from
the building and place in the center aisle
directly over the furnace, as shown in
plan, two 20 x 26warm-air registers and
borders, with an opening of the same size,
made of brick, from the hot-air chamber
up to the registers. I would then use the
two warm-air registers in each end of the
building for cold air, in connection with 5

from the outside, 12 x 36, constructed
double, the same as circulating box, and
with a tiffht-fitting damper near the out
side opening, so that no air can come in
from the outside when the air is being

12'

12'

Fig. 2.—Floor Plan.

Figr.1.—Front or End Elevation.

Arrangementof a HenneryRecommendedby "F. A."

The partitions between Nos. 2 and 3
and 3 and 4 are of 2-inch mesh wire.
All other partitions are of J inch stock
boards. The walls are 5 feet high,
sheeted, papered and sided. In Nos. 1,
2, 8 and 4 there is a floor. The roof of
the building is shingle.

Area of a Circular or Elliptical
Roof.

From D. L. W., Madalin, N. Y.—
How is the area of a roof to be ob
tained that is either circular or ellip
tical in shape ?
Answer —The area of a circle can be
obtained by the use of any of the fol
lowing rules :
Multiply the circumference by one-
half the radius ; or, by one-fourth the
diameter.
Square the circumference (that is,
multiply the circumference by itself),
and divide by 12.56.
To obtain the circumference, use
any of the following rules :
Multiply the diameter by 22 and di
vide by 7.
Or, multiply the diameter by 3.1416.
To obtain the area of a circle from
the diameter, square the diameter and
multiply by the decimal 0.7854.
To obtain the area of a circle from
the radius, square the radius and mul
tiply by 3.1416.
To obtain the area of an ellipse,
multiply the product of the two diam
eters by the decimal 0.7854. Thus,
supposing an elliptical roof to meas
ure 5x8 feet, the operation would be
performed as follows : 5 x 8 = 40,and
40 X 0.7854 = 81.416, or 81^ square
feet in the roof.

the present cold-air registers, by running
a 12x 12box from each of these two reg
isters into one box directly under the

E
resent cold -air registers and a 12x 24
ox along the ceiling from this point to

drawn from the church, and vice versa, as
it is necessary that one of these dampers
shall be closed when the other is open.
This method is not only much more
effectual than the one recommended by

Warming a Church.—Plan View Showing the Registers Directly Over the Furnace.

the side of the furnace, making such a
box from both ends of the building, and
connect it in one 12 x 40 box, and run
down to the cold-air chamber under the
furnace.
In building a box of this kind it is
necessary, in order to work successfully,
that it be as near air tight as possible, and
it should be built of dry matched fencing,
double, with building paper between.
There should be a damper in that portion
of the box near the furnace, which damper
should be as near air tight as possible
when closed. Then build a cold-air box

your answer, but has another qualification
of being cheaper. As far as neating the
church is concerned, this method I con
sider equal to any other, although, as far
as perfect ventilation is concerned, better
results would be obtained by building a
new chimney about 4 feet square area in
side, for the cold air, with a tile flue in
the center for smoke, discharging the im
pure air into this ventilating flue. But as
I am recommending a cure for a furnace
instead of setting one in new, I have
simply explained what is best to do under
the circumstances.
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Notice to Secretaries.
The local secretaries are requested to
begin formulating and preparing sug
gestions for consideration at the com
ing convention. Every need of the
builders in their vicinity should be
noted down and every custom which
siumlil be improved, as well as any
plans for the benefit of the fraternity,
should be forwarded to the National
Secretary to be put in shape for pres
entation to the convention.

Revision of Constitution.
Secretaries of filial bodies are re
quested to forward to the National
Secretary as soon as possible any and
all suggestions which may facilitate
the work of the Committee on Revision
of the Constitution. It is desirable
that all possible suggestions for the im
provement of the constitution should
be received by the committee, and it
would be an advantageous plan to se
cure the expression from individual
members if the local secretaries would
issue a circular to their members re-

Juesting
suggestions on this subject,

t is important that this subject should
be taken up at once in order that the
committee may have ample time to act
before the convention.

Hugh Sisson.
In the death of the late Hugh Sisson
on August 31 at his home in Baltimore
the builders of that city and of the
country generally lost one of their
most honored members. The National
Association of Builders lost its first
vice-president and the Builders' Ex
change of Baltimore its president and
one of the most active promoters of
its welfare. Universal regret was ex-

Eressed
throughout the city of his

ome, by all who knew him, and suit
able resolutions of respect to his
memory and mourning his loss were
passed by various organizations and
corporations of which he was a mem
ber.
Rev. J. W. Duffey, who officiated at
the last ceremonies, thus summarized
the character of Mr. Sisson: "Though
unostentatious and shrinking from
notoriety, he was public spirited and
enterprising. To no small extent,
without designing to do so, he wove
himself into the interests of the com
munity. Manifestly he could have
held more prominent places than he
did, but he shrank from publicity.
His chief study was to be honest and
true and to do the fair thing between
man and man. Although blessed with
financial prosperity henever forgot the
breadwinner. He was ever the friend
of the poor, and the gentleness and
tenderness of which he was the very
embodiment came out most conspicu
ously in his home life."

AT A MEETING OF THE BUILDERS' EX
CHANGE,HELD SEPTEMBER 1, THE FOL
LOWING MEMORIAL AND RESOLUTIONS
WERE ADOPTED:
Whereas, Our lutepresident and fellow-
member,Hugh .Si-son,Sr., haspassedfrom
this sphereof usefulnessto his well earned
reward, we desire to express the losssus
tained by this exchange. No man ever
lived a morehonorable career in this com

munity. His heart was generous and his
hand ever ready to succor the needy. His
wide experiencemade him a valued coun
selor to all who appealedto him.
Be it resolved, That we extend our sym
pathy to his family in their hour of afflic
tion, and that the accompanyingmemorial
be spread upon the records of this ex
changeand published in the daily papers,
over the signatures of the president and
secretary:

MEMORIAl.

We meettogether to-night to perform a
last sadduty. Our former friend and presi
dent of this exchange,Hugh Sisson, Sr.,
hasbeencalled from a career full of labor
and well-merited successto the reward due
a well-spent life. His personal qualities
were suchas to endearhim to a wide circle
of friends. No young man in businessever
asked his help in vain. His boundless
charity, unceasing energy, clearness of
judgment and undaunted courage early
made him prominent in business. No man
ever lived through such a long.,business
careerwith moreunflinching honestyand a
higher sense of honor. His word once
pledgedrequiredno bond,andwhensuccess
blessedeffort it was with no stinted hand
hesharedhis blessings.
We, who knew him well, cherish his
memoryand will ever keepit green.
As president of this exchangehe never
sparedhis timeormoneyto makeit apower
in this community, and to his wise judg
mentmuchof its presentusefulnessmaybe
attributed.
In bis homelife only thoseso placedas to
meethim therecould appreciate its beauty.
To his family in their bereavementwe
extend our sympathy and believe that,
while hehaswithdrawn from their present
life, he will ever dwell in their hearts.
Their bestheritageis therecordof his fear
less,honorablemanliness.

Noble H. Creager, President.
Baltimore, September1,1893.

The National Association of Builders
was represented at the obsequies by its
president, Ira G. Hersey, and its secre
tary, William H. Sayward.

The Uniform Contract.
Indications from various sources
point to the fact that the manner of
adoption and recommendation of the
use of the Uniform Contract by the
American Institute of Architects and
the National Association of Builders is
not generally understood among either
architects or builders. The architects
are apparently the less well informed
of the two, which is doubtless due to
the fact that the use of the form has
not been urged upon its members by
the American Institute with the same
persistence that has been displajed by
the National Association of Builders.
A recent example of the lack of com
prehension of the situation is indicated
by the opinion of an architect practic
ing in a prominent New England city,
who questioned the authenticity of the
revised form of the Uniform Contract,
and stated that the revision had " ren
dered the form unfit for contract pur
poses." This case is a slightly exag
gerated example of others of a similar
character. All action with regard to
the Uniform Contract has been taken
by regularly appointed committees
from the two organizations men
tioned, acting in conjunction, with
full power to create and amend a Uni
form Contract, which should be
adopted and recommended for use by
the organizations in question. The
first jomt committee included repre-
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sentatives from the then existing West
ern Association of Architects, but
this organization having become ab
sorbed into the American Institute of
Architects, the present sponsors for
the contract are the American Insti
tute and the National Association of
Builders, the two representative bodies
in the United States. It was deemed
necessary that the joint committee
should be given full power, for the
reason that if each sub-committee
were compelled to report back to its
parent body before final action on the
contract could be taken, the differ
ences of opinion on the part of indi
vidual members of the two organiza
tions would occasion such lengthy
discussion, and so many amendments
and recommendations, that united
action would have been practically
impossible. Each organization, there
fore, selected a committee composed
of its most able members, to which
was delegated full power to prepare a
Uniform Contract for adoption and to
amend the same whenever amendment
should be considered necessary. The
form originally prepared by the first
joint committee and adopted by the
two parent bodies existed without re
vision for about five years, none of
the changes to the form submitted
during that time being considered
sufficiently important to warrant
a revision. In October, 1892, the
joint committee met for the pur
pose of considering all the suggestions

for the improvement of the form
which had been presented since its
adoption, and so make such changes in
it as experience in its use indicated as
advisable. The result of this meet
ing was a careful and thorough re
vision of the form which has made its
wording more simple and direct ;
shorter by five hundred words ; and
generally improved it over the origi
nal form. One feature of the new
form which has caused some com
ment is that the words "contractor"
and "owner " are printed in the singu
lar without space for the addition of
the plural ; but the form definitely
states that whatever is the style of
name of the contractor or owner,
whether an individual, a company, or
neuter, for the purposes of the con
tract they shall be termed " contrac
tor" or "owner." In printing the
word "architects" in the plural, it
was deemed easier to draw a pen
through the s where the singular was
needed than to write the letter where
the plural was required.
The Uniform Contract as revised by
the joint committee was adopted ana
recommended for use by the National
Association of Builders at its last con
vention, as was stated in these col
umns at the time ; and the official ac
tion of the American Institute of Ar
chitects is indicated by the adoption,
at its recent convention, of the report
of its Committee on Uniform Con
tract, which is as follows :

" Your Committee on Uniform Con
tract begs leave to report that the last
meeting of the joint committee of the
American Institute of Architects and
of the National Association of Build
ers was held in the office of Messrs.
Adler & Sullivan (Chicago), October
19, 1892.
"At that timenumerous communica
tions were read in which suggestions
were made as to changes in the form.
In accordance therewith several im
portant changes were made. The form
was considerably shortened —about 500
words having been eliminated. The
paragraphs were rearranged, grouping
the requirements of either party by
themselves, and in both cases the sin
gular number being substituted for
the plural. Attention was called to
the omission of the clause referring to
the penalty for non-completion of work
at the specified time. So many con
flicting views were presented regard
ing this portion of the form that it
was deemed best to omit it, leaving it
to the judgment of the parties in in
terest to draft such a clause as they
should agree upon.
" Your committee suggests that, for
the information of the institute, the
secretary be requested to cause to be
printed such information as will be o_

f

value, in circular form, and mail
from time to time to each member.
This circular to contain information
not only as to the revision of the form,
but the name of publishers, price, &c."

Damage by Rebuilding.

The rebuilding of adjoining premises
is attended with many risks, says a

writer in one of the English architect
ural papers, and building owners are
frequently called upon to defend actions
in the courts brought by adjoining
owners for alleged injuries caused by
the operation. In London this is of
very frequent recurrence ; in fact, litig
ious neighbors, and those who take
some pleasure to make exactions, are
ever on the alert in discovering real or
imaginary grievances, such as cracked
walls and ceilings, loss of trade or
rent. There is cause, top, for some
anxiety. In many old neighborhoods
the party walls between houses are in
a very dilapidated state. They have
been tampered with, cut into, and re
built time after time; old fire-place
jambs have been cut off on the ground
floor to make room for shops, corbels
of stone or brick, or girder, have been
inserted, and various apertures have
been made in the walls on one or both
sides ; the consequence of all this has
been to impair the bond and coherence
of the wall, and to render it extremely
rotten. Many of these alterations have
been made before the present Metro
politan Buildings act came into force
or its provisions were duly enforced,
the consequence of which is that build
ers who undertake contracts for re
building premises are often face to
face with a difficulty involving risks
for which they are ill-prepared. Many
old houses literally hang npon their
neighbors, so that when the front, back
and cross walls are taken down, the
old and perforated party wall lurches
over, the adjoining premises sink,
and ugly fractures, if nothing more
serious, are made in the walls and
ceilings.

PRECAUTIONS.

Precautions are scantily taken in
many of these cases ; shores are not in
troduced early enough, or cannot be
put in to save the adjoining wall. In
taking down the front and cross inter
nal walls, it is necessary in old build
ings which lean over to insert struts or
shores as the work proceeds, and the
upper supports are of more value than

the lower ones. In pulling down the
walls great care ought to be exercised.
In the absence of the builder or his
foreman, the walls are often de
molished without any safeguard what
ever ; the laborers employed are often
unskilled in building, and set to work
at knocking down without discretion
or observing the requirements of the
adjoining property. The system of
strutting and shoring onght to be care
fully thought of before the work of
demolition begins. Then a good plan is
to plumb the walls of the adjoining
property before the pulling down com
mences, and note carefully during the
progress of work the divergence from
the vertical, so as to take due steps to
meet any contingency. The slap-dash
mode of going to work is encouraged.
Last week we recorded an action
brought before the Lord Chief Justice
in the Queen's Bench Division by an
owner of a house at Walworth against
the owner of adjacent house and the
builder for taking down the walls,
floors and partitions of his house with
out notice, and without proper care and
precautions by shoring to secure the
party wall between it and the plaintiffs
house, by which neglect the plaintiff's
house became unsafe, and had to be
taken down and rebuilt, by which he
lost rent and incurred expenses. The
party wall was dangerous ; the defend
ants pleaded that notice had been
given, under the acts 1855 and 1869,
that the wall was dangerous, and the
defendants pulled it down and rebuilt
it. Evidence proved that there was
some cause for action, for cracks had
appeared, the walls had to be repaired,
and the plaintiff lost a tenant in conse
quence of exposure during rebuilding.
Judgment was given for plaintiff, with
out costs.

DANGER TO PARTY WALLS.

In this instance floors and partitions
were removed, and these operations are
always attended with danger to the
party walls. The floors act as struts
to the walls, and the removal of joists
or girders inevitably weakens the party
walls. The taking down of partitions

is also precarious for the same reason.
The law imposes rights and obligations
on building and adjoining owners.

The former can make good or repair
any party structure that is defective ;

he can pull down and rebuild it if
necessary ; he can pull down any par
tition of brick or timber that divides
the buildings ; he has a right to cut into
any party structure upon condition of
making good the same ; to cut away
footing, chimney breasts, jambs, or
flues projecting from any party wall,
in order to erect an external wall
against such party wall, upon condition
of making good any damage occasioned
to the adjoining owner ; a right to cut
away such parts of walls of his neigh
bor if they overhang his own ground,
under the same conditions. The ad
joining owner can require the building
owner to do certain things —to build
certain jambs, breasts or flues, piers or
recesses for his convenience. Then it

is required that a building owner shall
give three months' notice to the ad
joining owner before exercising any
of his rights, except in the case of dan
gerous structures. Other rules are to
be found as to the exercise of these
rights, the mode of serving notices,
differences and costs ; yet in spite of
these regulations disputes are continu
ally arising between parties, and
actions are taken before the superior
courts. It is a pity these differences,
cannot be settled in the manner laid
down in sub-section 7 of the 85th sec
tion, if not by agreement.
REBUILDING OLD STRUCTURES.

Less care also is exercised in rebuild
ing old premises than there should be.
If architects engaged in rebuilding
were to examine the adjoining prem
ises before preparing their specifica
tions, and make provisions for shoring
before pulling down was commenced,
the responsibilities of building owners,
would be diminished. As a matter of
fact, the demolition is regarded as a
trivial matter ; risks are not calculated
for, and the adjoining owner is often
overlooked altogether. On the builder

is often thrown all the responsibility in
the matter ; he has to give all notices,
and is expected to make good any de
fects or injury to any party structure
which hehas to deal with, and, theref ore,
he ought to estimate any risks likely to-
be incurred. Sometimes the duties are
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very onerous ; the adjoining structure
may be in a dangerous condition, only
requiring the removal of a wall or two
to cause a collapse of a portion of the
adjoining building, or this may be
caused by any excavation too near the
party wall of the adjoining premises,
or by underpinning operations. In the
Metropolis the rebuilding of old street
structures is certainly a touchy matter,
demanding more patience and investi
gation than it generally receives ; nor
must it be forgotten that building
owners look to their architects and
builders to protect them from actions
for damage.

spaces intended to be used for books.
In the upper part, the entire length of
the top is used for books, and in the
center above this is a cupboard with a
silvered bevel glass in the door. At
each side of the center cupboard are
little recesses with a mirror, the whole
arrangement being such that the small
shelves or brackets can be utilized for
such purposes as circumstances may
require. The engravings so clearly
indicate the general construction of
the buffet that any skillful carpenter

room will pass into the hollow of the
wall. If the room be properly venti
lated, the temperature in the hollow
space in the wall will always be high
enough to cause a draft.
No furring is needed for lath, as no
lath are used. The plastering is put
on the brick and is never damp from
dampness in the outside wall. If the
walls are well built in this way, they
are as strong as if solid. Door and
window jambs should be returned
solid, and a 4-inch pilaster on the in-

Combiuation Buffet and Bookcase.

| PA very neat article of furniture, de
signed more especially for use in the
dining room of a dwelling, is presented

II 1

Detail of SideCornicewith
Section of Gable and
Cupboard Door.

Detailof Cornice
and Frieze.

SectionThrough Door Fiame.

{Enlarged View
of Columnat
Cornerof Re-

Section Through
Front Edge of

Section of Top Shelves,
andBedMould
ing.

Front Elevation. End View. Carving in Upper Panelsof Section Through
Doors.

CombinationBuffetand Sookcaie.-Elevations.— Scale,X Inch to theFoot.—Details, % Fuh Size.

in the illustrations here given. They
represent elevations and details of a
combination bookcase and buffet so
arranged that its use for one purpose
does not interfere with its employment
for the other. The idea of providing
a place for books in an article of fur
niture of this kind is that the dining
room is frequently employed as a sit
ting room, in which there is not space
for a separate bookcase. The engrav
ings, which are reproduced from a late
issue of one of our English contempo
raries, show the top of the buffet to be
5 feet long, 1 foot 10 inches deep and
3 feet 2 inches high from the floor.
On each side beneath the top is a
drawer and a small cupboard. In the
right-hand cupboard, at the bottom, is
placed a drawer 6 inches deep divided
into compartments intended for bot
tles to be placed in an upright position.
In the other cupboard a shelf midway
of the hight is sufficient for most pur
poses. The center of the under part
of the combination article of furniture
has two movable shelves with leather
falls or trimming at each of the three

can execute the work during his leis
ure hours. The author of the design
here presented suggests that walnut
or mahogany be used for the purpose,
and that if mahogany is employed very
pretty effects will be produced by
staining it a very dark color and
polishing.

Hollow Brick Walls for Buildings.

side gives strength, beauty and utility
to the wall. The pilasters may be
carried up from the foundation, if the
doors and windows are regularly
spaced, one above the other.

In discussing the proper method of
constructing hollow walls, J. S. Crary,
St., points out in a recent issue of the
Clay Worker, that ' ' for common small
dwellings where only 8^-inch thick
walls are to be put up, the best and
cheapest way is to set inside two or
three courses of brick on edge, then
bind to outside course flat, with a
" header." Every fourth and fifth
header should be a bat, so that a free
circulation of air can be had, from
bottom to top of the wall. Fine grates
of iron or clay, about 4 x 12 inches,
should be set in the base or washboard,
on the floor, so that the foul air in the

Building Ordinances of Berlin.

The European correspondent of a
Baltimore journal, writing from Berlin,
gives some particulars relating to the
building regulations of that city which
show that a military discipline, charac
teristically German, exists in the mu
nicipal government of the metropolis of
the Fatherland. He expresseshimself
as follows: "Berlin is the best man
aged city in the world, and its city
latheis regulate the style of the build
ings which shall be put up. You can't
build a dog kennel without showing a
design of it at the City Hall, and no
man can put up a sign- board on his own
house until he has shown a diagram of
it and has gotten the permission of the
government. You can't put down a
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pavement in front of your house with
out a permit; and the government
watches your building and insists that
you make your walls just so thick,
while the ceilings must be of a given
hight and the fronts must be of a uni
form pattern. In building the house
you are not allowed to litter the street
with your brick and mortar, and all the
materials must be kept inside the lot.
You have to fence off the street while
the building is going on, and when your
house has reached the hight of the sec
ond story you must build a roof over
the sidewalk to prevent the bricks or
mortar falling on those passing below.

pleased them to discover what they
believed would be a fine foundation for
their pier, and they went to work
building upon it. They built the pier
to a hight of 12 feet, and then were
astonished to see it sink into the earth.
Investigation showed that their fiat
foundation stone covered the top of an
old well 30 feet deep.

Design for Elevator Front.

The increasing use of elevators in
tended for carrying passengers in office
and other buildings has caused makers
of these goods to give more and more

New Design for Elevator Front.

The building is done much better than
with us, and much more economically.
Nearly all the mortar is mixed at one
place, there being a mortar company
which sells the material ready mixed to
the builders and carries it about in iron
wagons and delivers it just where it is
needed. This Berlin establishment is
paying dividends of 25 per cent, on its
capital, and it sells mortar, like coal,
at so much per wagon load or per ton. "

In regard to the latter subject, the
writer was evidently unaware that a
similar system of mortar supply was
already in operation in this country,
having been introduced in the city of
Philadelphia last year with the best re
sults.

Workmen about to build a brick

Sier
for a new building in Lewiston,

laine, dug down 4 feet into the ground
and came upon a large flat stone. It

attention to their construction and
beauty of design, until at the present
day the variety is such as to meet
about every conceivable requirement.
Manufacturers, however, are all the
time adding to their assortment, and
the firm of J. E. Bolles & Co. of
Detroit, Mich., who make a specialty
of elevator inclosures and metal cabs,
hav< just introduced several new pat
terns in this line which are both
unique and handsome, as may be in
ferred from the view of the elevator
front presented herewith. The firm are
now putting up fronts and introducing
metal cars in the new Bearinger
Block, Saginaw, Mich. , and have re
cently shipped elevator inclosures to
Tacoma, New Orleans, and the city
of Washington, besides metal cars to
Atlanta, Georgia.

Sawdust building bricks, a German
invention, are. thus described: The

sawdust is dried and screened, to re
move the coarser particles, and is then
mixed with cement, lime and sand in
the following proportions : One part ce
ment, 2 parts lime, 5 parts sharp sand,
and 2 parts sawdust. The sawdust is
first mixed dry with the cement and
sand. The final mixture is pressed into
blocks, which are said to be cheap and
useful. There is as much lime, and
more than twice as much sand as saw
dust in them.
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Closing Month of the Fair.
As we go to press with this issue
the World's Fair is winding tip its
career in a blaze of glory. As Chicago
suprised the world with the grandeur
of its exposition buildings, and as the
magnificence of the display in its en
tirety far surpassed anything pre
viously accomplished in the same line,
so has the attendance outrun all ex
pectations, and in that respect another
phenomenal triumph has been scored.
High water mark was struck on the 9th
of October, known as "Chicago Day,"
when the total attendance was 761,942
including those admitted on passes, or
716,881paid admissions. Several days
in the same week the paid attendance
ran above 250,000 and on two days it
was over 300,000. The total paid at
tendance for the week, including Sun
day, the 8th, was 2,131,719. This far
outnumbers the attendance in any sim
ilar period at any previous interna
tional or any other kind of exposition,
or, in fact, any other kind of gathering
of which there is any authentic record.
A figure is thus set for the future that
will be very difficult to exceed,
and it is safe to say that for
years to come any very great gather
ing of people will be compared with
this stupendous occurrence in Chi
cago on the 9th of October, 1893.

Chicago'sBoast.

The attendance nt the exposition for
the week named is another notable mat
ter. The figures are staggering : but
Chicago boasts not alone of this
achievement in attendance. To the
surprise of many shrewd business men,
who had not looked for such success,
the exposition managers signalized
Chicago Day by paying off the floating
debt and the mortgage on the gate
receipts, thus leaving the enterprise
free of all obligations to any persons
but the stockholders, who may now
reasonably expect a dividend in due
season. The check drawn on this
memorable occasion for the payment of
the trustee of the several classes of
creditors called for $1,565,310.76. Thug
has Chicago gloriously redeemed the
obligations incurred when she assumed
the task of building a World's Fair.
Chicago's business men started out to
prepare for a finer, bigger and more
successful enterprise than the world'had
ever seen in this line. The verdict of
the jury of the nations of the earth

who have seen it is that it is unques
tionably bigger and undoubtedly finer,
and now it is assuredly more successful.

Trade Schoolsin America.

Professor Ripper, principal of the
Sheffield Technical School, England,
has lately returned home from Chicago,
where he visited the World's Fair.
While in the United States Proft ssor
Ripper paid special attention to the con
dition of trade education in this coun
try, and he is reported as having ac
cumulated a large amount of informa
tion in connection with this subject,
which he intends turning to account In
the improvement of similar work in
England. As Professor Ripper is one of
the leading authorities on manual edu
cation in England, it is gratifying to
find that he expressed himself on his re
turn home as having been much im
pressed with the methods and appliances
in use in the manual training schools of
this country and with the enthusiasm
for technical education which he found
to exist here. The schools, he says,
were generally well equipped and un
der the charge of men of considerable
ability. Among the most notable in
stitutions of this class which he visited
was the New Yoik Trades School, which
appears to have impressed him very
favorably.

Peculiar Methods.
A rather unique method of settling
a strike recently occurred in this city.
A certain marble cutters' union en
tered a grievance, in the general Board
of Walking Delegates, against the use
of non-union cut marble on a certain
job and a general strike was ordered.
The marble cutters, carpenters, plas
terers, painters and stair builders quit
work in a body. Several days after
the strike was declared the walking del
egate representing the marble cutters'
union reported to the board that the
architect had transferred the contract
to another, and had ordered union cut
marble used in place of the obnoxious
material. The board thereupon declared
the strike off, which in this case was
slightly anomalous, for the condition
of the contractor against whom the
strike was instituted was worse than
during its existence, as the job was
taken entirely out of his hands. Had
there been an Arbitration Committee
established between the marble con
tractors and the marble workers'
union such a case as the one cited
could not have arisen, because there
would have been an agreement be
tween the employers and the work
men which would have covered the
ground. Had the original contractor
insisted upon the use of the Uniform
Contract he could not have been de
prived of his job in such an apparently
cavalier manner, for that instrument

provides that " abandonment of the
work by the employees, through no
default of the contractor," shall not
work a forfeiture of the contract.
Under the Uniform Contract, also, it
would have been impossible for the
architect to have added the words" union cut '' to the specifications for
marble after the contract was let.

San FranciscoMidwinter Fair.

Preparations are going on apace for
the great Midwinter Fair to be held in
San Francisco the coming winter. Five
buildings are being erected in Golden
Gate Park for the accommodation of the
exhibits. The main building is to be 450
x 200 feet on the ground, and the Pal
ace of Mechanical Arts will cover an
area 275 x 75 feet. It is now expected
that all the buildings will be finished
by January 1. It is reported that
intending exhibitors have applied for
space in such large numbers that
the management is already confronted
with a serious difficulty in the pro
vision of sufficient accommodation to
satisfy all the applicants. That the
fair will be a success is taken for
granted, and it seems that the city of
San Francisco is determined to make
every effort to that end. The arrange
ments of the management are being
made on an elaborate scale, and enough
money has been subscribed to guaran
tee their being carried out.

Electrical Tower.

One of the features of novelty at the
fair will be an electrical tower 266 feet
high, and having on the outside frame
work over 8000 incandescent lights of
different colors. While the prime ob
ject of the tower will be for lighting
purposes, it will also be used as a band
stand and will have an elevator, which
will run up to a hight of 200 feet.
There are four Moorish pavilions, 60 feet
high, which will flank the open space.
The base of the tower, or first gallery,
80 feet from the ground, will be di
vided into four chambers, two for the
bands and two for seats for visitors.
This gallery will be 30 feet square and
will have a seating capacity of 200.
Three other galleries will extend beyond
the first. The second floor will be 140
feet high and will afford room for 150
people, while the thiid will be 210 feet
high. The topmost gallery will ex
tend up to within 6 feet of the pin
nacle, or 260 feet. On the extreme
top of the tower will rest an enor
mous gold ball, bearing the emblem
of the State, a massive California
bear. In addition to this feature will
be many others of wide interest, and it
is probable that many travelers from the
East will turn their iteps toward the
Pacific Coast this winter.
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Elevator Regulations Abroad.

It would appear from some of the
foreign architectural journals that the
regulations lately issued by the Ger
man authorities touching the question
of elevators, or lifts, as they are pleased
to designate them in European coun
tries, are regarded as rather strict, al
though by no means extreme, if the
risks are taken into consideration. The
new rules, after treating of the position
of the elevator shafts and their isola
tion, refer to the construction, brakes
and safety gearing, as well as to the
speed at which the elevators are al
lowed to run, the weights to be car
ried and the tests to which they are to
be subjected at regular intervals by
certain officials of the board of works.
It seems that in Berlin there have oc
curred a large number of accidents
through the faulty construction or
mismanagement of elevators, as well
as the spread of fire by means of eleva
tor shafts, with the result that the
Government has issued the regulations
referred to. The limit of speed is fixed
at 5 feet per second, a rate to which
residents of some of the larger cities in
this country would, no doubt, take ex
ception. Especially would this be the
case if their offices were on the upper
floors of 10or 15 story structures and
their business compelled them to make
a number of trips each day. The time
consumed in going up and down in a
slowly moving elevator would cer
tainly cause strong protests to be made,
and if the landlord desired to keep his
tenants he would probably have to in
crease the speed to more than that
named in the regulations issued by the
authorities at Berlin.

New York TradesSchool.

The thirteenth annual session of the
New York Trades School was inaugu
rated on Monday evening, October 16.
The evening classesin plumbing, brick-

laying.carpentry, house and fresco paint
ing, black smithing and stone cutting on
that da; commenced their respective
coursesof instruction, the number in each
department being as follows : Plumbing,
115; bricklaying, 33; carpentry, 41 ;
house painting, 16; fresco painting, 17;
blacksmithing, 21 ; and stone cutting,
4. The evening class in plastering
will not begin work until December 11.
This attendance is fully up to the
average of recent years and speaks well
for the sustained popularity of the
school, which has now attained to such

prominence as to be the model for simi
lar institutions throughout the country.
The present seasonof work opens under
the shadow of a great loss which has
fallen upon the institution since the
classeswere last in active session. The
honored founder and active manager of
the school has been removed by death,
and his wise and invaluable personal in
fluence and efforts are no longer at its
service. Happily Colonel Auchmuty
left his cherished enterprise on so firm
a basis, and its machinery in such a

Complete state of efficiency, that it is

not likely to languish now, even though
his guiding hand has been removed.
Colonel Auchmuty 's co-workers in the
school have been thoroughly imbued
with his enthusiasm in the work and
with the ideas formulated in the now
celebrated ''Auchmuty system," under
which it is conducted; and they will
undoubtedly be competent to carry on
the good work successfully on the old
lines. _
Early English Moldings.

thus forming a strong and richly deco
rated flat ceiling, with a span of enor
mous width.

A Modern Factory Building.

The exquisite skill, taste and patient
labor invariably evinced in the work
ing of early English moldings are
truly admirable, says a foreign ex
change. The ingenuity that was never
at a loss in any difficulty of finish or
constructive irregularity, and the
minuteness with which even the most
concealed and darkened parts were ex
ecuted, are circumstances of much in
terest, and show a love for the art
above the sordid considerations of
minimum cost. The deepest hollows
are all as cleanly and perfectly cut as
the most prominent and conspicuous
details; and in the village church as
much so as in the most glorious cathe
dral. An early English doorway is
often a wonderful piece of art, how
ever little it may attract the attention
of ordinary observers. It is most pleas
ing to notice the long trains of dog
tooth lurking in the dark furrow of a
label or channeled recess ; to see the
end of some inconvenient member got
rid of by throwing a flower across the
point where it suddenly stops or dies
into the wall ; to admire the floriated
boss and the foliaged capital intruding
their luxuriance upon the moldings
and hollows, as if they had overgrown
their original and proper limits. How
beautifully, too, the knots of pierced
and hanging leaves extend like some
petrified garland or bower of filigree
work round the arch, dividing the
plainer moldings into groups, and al
most imparting life and vegetation to
the very stones. There are abundance
of doorways of this style which exhibit
the most delightful varieties in their
forms and groupings ; always, ytt
never, the same. Some examples oc
cur at Bolton and Furness abbeys,
whose arch moldings extend 5 or 6
feet in width. The west fronts of
several of our cathedrals have early
English doorways of amazing magnifi
cence. The entrance doorway of the
chapter house at Lichfield is a very
fine example of the molding of this
style. But almost every cathedral and
every ruined abbey will supply good
specimens.

The T-Glrders Used by the
Romans.

In discussing the use of iron on a
large scale by the Romans. Mr. Gard
ner writes to the Saturday Review :
From Pompeii we might infer the
total absence of constructive iron work
in Roman architecture, yet Professor
Aitchison claims that in the Baths of
Caracalla a large ceiling was supported
on iron girders." This fact might be
stated less doubtfully than these words
would imply, since some tons of
broken iron T-girders were found a
few years ago during the excavation
of the great cell a soliaris of the
Thermae of Caracalia. These girders
had been cased in bronze, and they
were arranged so as to form square
panels, which were filled in with con
crete decorated with mosaic and deli
cate stucco relief, a.11colored and gilt,

The building in course of erection
for the Diamond Machine Company of
Providence, R.I. , is in many respects the
finest edifice of the kind in that city.
The land upon which it stands has a
frontage of 450 feet on Atwells avenue,
a depth of 850feet on Kingsley avenue,
bounded on the north and east by the
Woonasquatucket River, leaving am
ple and sufficient accommodation to
erect further buildinirs of this class
when they are required. The building
is 205feet long and 60 feet wide, setting
back 12 feet from the street line. It
is built of brick and granite, with
foundation stone of the very heaviest
material. The foundation walls are 4
feet thick, and the granite underpin
ning 23inches deep and 8 inches wide.
The brick wall on the first floor is 24
inches, that on the second 20 inches,
and that on the third 16 inches. Hight
of stories, 14feet from top of floor to top
of next floor. The floor beams are of
10x 16Georgia hard pine, covered with
4-inch spruce plank, upon which is a
top floor of 1-inch maple, tongued and
grooved. There is no basement under
the building, the space being filled with
coarse gravel, made thoroughly com
pact by wetting down with water, then
concreted on top and carrying 4-inch
spruce planks with 1-inch maple on
top.
The windows are 11 feet high, 5 feet
wide, arched and arranged with tran
som at the top to secure good ventila
tion. The 10x 16 floor beams, placed
9 feet between centers, are supported
on the lower and upper floor by posts
10 inches in diameter, the latter turned
round and bored through the center to
prevent checking. The posts are sup
ported on granite underpinnings 4feet
square, whic'h rest upon foundation
walls extending 11feet below the floor.
There are three sets of double doors
for machinery and two end doors for
the operatives, one on each floor at the
rear of the building. The machinery
doors are 11feet high, 7J£ feet wide, 8
inches thick and paneled. The build
ing has a gravel roof five ply, first three
ply of the best Beaver brand and awash
on top of that, covered with Oyster
Bay white gravel.
There are two lines of shafting on
each floor with elevators for hoisting
purposes. The factory is to be lighted
by electricity. The power is supplied
from a separate building of brick and
granite.erected upon their land (40x 50),
where engine, boiler and blacksmith
shop are contained. A 75 horse-power
engine with 100 horse-power boiler is
to be used. It is designed by the build
ers to secure a strong rigid building
with strength sufficient to meet every
requirement in the business, perfectly
lighted and ventilated, protected from
fire by all modern improvementa.
Their office is to be located at the east
end of the building on the lower floor.
No attempt in this or any other part
of the building to secnre ornamental
work of any kind has been made.

AT the recent opening of the Armour
Institute, Chicago, there were 1200
applications, but it was decided to ad
mit only 500 students at the start.
This institute will be to Chicago what
the Cooper, Pratt and Drexel institutes
are to the cities in which they are lo
cated, and the many applications made
for admission show the appreciation of
Mr. Armour's contribution to the in
tellectual culture of Chicago.
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BECKWITH MEMORIAL THEATER.

ONE
of the most attractive struct
ures in Dowagiac, Mich., is the
theater building erected last year

to the memory of the late Philo D.
Beckwith of that place, who conceived
the idea of what is known as the round
oak stove, with which, no doubt, the
homes of many of our readers living in
the northwestern sections of the coun
try are made comfortable during the
long winter months of the year. Mr.
Beckwith was a great lover of the
modern theater and the legitimate
drama, believing the latter to be an
educator both of the rich and the poor,
and it was largely to this fact that the
erection to his memory of the hand
some building which we this month
illustrate was due.
The structure covers an area 85x 100
feet in size and is three stories in bight.
The front portion of the Building is
occupied on the ground floor with
stores and the offices of a banking con
cern, while the rear portion is devoted

of the stage as it appears looking from
the auditorium. In the upper right band
corner is a view of one of the tier of
boxes, while the picture at the bottom
represents the drop curtain. The illus
trations given upon this and the follow
ing pages show the arrangement of the
first and third floors of the building,
with the entrance to the theater and
other features of interest clearly indi
cated. Entering the auditorium it is
seen that the proscenium is square in
stead of arched, being 26feet wide and
20 feet high. The stage is 50 feet in
width and 38 feet deep, with an upper
and lower box on each side.
The architect of the theater, W.
E. Brown, with offices in the Pullman
Building, Chicago, has been con
nected with theatrical work for the last
25 years, and in designing the Beck
with theater he brought to bear an un
usual amount of experience and theat
rical knowledge. Although the struct
ure has a seating capacity for

sign, adding much to the decorative
effect of the interior. This is some
thing of a novelty in the West in thea
ter construction, and the form em
ployed is claimed by the architect to
be the best adapted to a theater, irre
spective of its size. The general finish
of the interior is very rich and in col
orings and drapery perfect harmony
has been secured.

Planning a Healing System.

Of the many thousands of people who
erect houses durii g each year, but a
small percentage stop to consider the
elements that enter into the plan for
economically warming the structure
or the different phases of the installa
tion of the apparatus that is to be used.
Not many even stop to think what a
wide difference there is in the conduc
tivity of different materials as to heat

General View of Beckwith Memorial Theater at Dowagiac,Mich.—W. E. Brown, Architect, Chicago, III.

to what may be termed the theater
proper. On the second floor are busi
ness offices while the third story is used
for an assembly hall with ante-rooms,
&c. The material used in the con
struction is Lake Superior red sand-
atone, with side and rear walls of brick.
The front is divided into four arches,
each of 20 feet span, the dividing piers
being of rock faced sandstone. The
front is beautifully carved and em
bellished with medallion portraits of
noted personages in poetry, art and
literature. On each pier is the por
trait of a noted woman, while just be
low the parapet, which is embellished
with carved cherubs, are portraits of
Beethoven, Chopin, Rossini, Wagner,
Verdi, Liszt, Voltaire, Victor Hugo,
Goethe, Shakespeare, Ralph Waldo
Emerson, Walt Whitmau, Ingersoll
and Paine. Upon the bay, directly
over the main entrance to the theater,
is a large medallion portrait of Mr.
Beckwith, beneath which is his name
carved in large letters.
The supplement plate this month
shows the front of the theater building
and several views of the interior. In
the upper left hand corner is a picture

only 750 people, it is in richness and
fine decorative effect far beyond the
requirements of a small town. The
theater, however, was erected as a
memorial to Mr. Beckwith, and an un
usual amount of money was expended
in carrying out this purpose. Some of
the carved portraits with which the
front of the building is embellished
were made from life by sculptors of
eminence. In every way, however,
except in richness of decoration and
expensiveness of material, the theater is
especially well adapted for small cities
and towns. Electric lighting is used in
the building, and the heating and ven
tilation have received specially careful
treatment. Indirect steam heating is
employed, and the arrangements for
heating in winter serve directly for
accomplishing ventilation ia the sum
mer. All drafts from the stage when
the curtain rises are said to have been
obviated. The arrangement of the
seats are such as to avoid the old horse
shoe form, every seat being brought in
full view of the stage, while the
acoustic properties are wholl)' satisfac
tory. This also enables horizontal
lines to be carried out through the de-

and cold. Nor do they ever give
the suggestion of how the wind is to
strike the building, or what the effects
of such a wind may have on the atmos
phere in the rooms a single thought.
One of the greatest, if not the great
est, natural force in existence for the
carrying off of heat is wind, and when
we know something of the effects of
wind in cooling buildings we learn to
consider it more carefully and plan
more thoughfully for the admission of
light. For instance, in experiments
with glass houses, says an exchange,
a room heated to 70' with the outside
temperature at zero, in still weather
the inside temperature will belowered
20° in 5 minutes and 45 seconds ; with
the wind blowing 3 miles an hour the
same result will be attained in 2 min
utes and 35seconds. When, however,
this wind reaches a velocity of 27miles
an hour, the time required to lower the
temperature 20° is only 48 seconds.
Now it will be readily seen of what
vast importance is the consideration
of this one element alone, especially
when we remember that there is hardly
a day passes during the cold weather
in our climate where the velocity of
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the wind does not reach and many
times go beyond the latter figure.

DEGREE OF HEAT REQUIRED.

The materials entering into the con
struction of a building all have a
known conducting power, and had we
time and space could give the ascer
tained conducting power in elaborate

loose manner, so that, as the aaying is,
you "can throw a cat through the
crevices," no heating engineer, how
ever expert a calculator he may be,
could tell to a certainty how much
heat would be required ; for of times
a building of this construction will
require many times more heat than
one well built.

heat than a brick one of the sams
thickness of wall. There is a loss of
about 25 per cent, more heat without
the paper felt than with. There is an
other thing that people do not often
think of in the construction of build
ings, and that is the amount of glass
that is used in the building of the
structure. More window service than

T
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Beckwith Memorial Theater.—Main Floor Plan.— Scale,1-16 Inch to the Foot.

tabular form. It is not the intent of
this short article to go into details,
but in a few instances give the reader
some points of vital importance pro
vided he intends to build.
The manner in which a building is
put together determines largely how
much of a plant will be required to
heat it comfortably. If built in a

People often remark that were they
able they would build a brick house,
believing that such a house would be
much warmer than a frame one. But,
on the contrary, experiment has shown
that a frame building lathed and
plastered inside, and covered outside
with paper felt, sheathed and clap-
boarded, will lose 75 per cent, less

just enough to properly light a room
is a constant expense in cold weather,
and the expense is no inconsiderable
amount when the time extends over
a period of years. The comparative
loss of heat between a square foot of
glass and a square foot of 12-inch
brick wall is as 1 to 6 ; that is, a
square foot of glass will lose as much
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heat as 6 square feet of 12-inch brick
wall. Not many people consider the
advantages to be obtained by the use
of what is termed the double sash.
Careful experiments show that when
fitted with this kind of sash 75 per
cent, less heat is lost than with the
single window.

PLANT NECESSARY.

Now it will be seen that to success
fully install a heating plant much care

at the conclusions of some one else.
Parties will tell you that if you find
the cubic contents of your various
rooms and divide this by a given
amount it will show you pretty con
clusively that such and such a plant is
required, but in view of the few state
ments we have made in this article it
will readily be seen that such cannot
be true. If one contemplates building
he should go with his plans and speci
fications to some engineer who makes

fected by frosts and acids as well as
perfectly water proof. They form an
excellent flooring for workshops or
storerooms, particularly in chemical
establishments.

Joints In Brick Work.

must be used and a great amount of es
timating must be done for each foot of
wall, its kind and style of construction ;
each foot of glass and the different
styles and sizes of doors must all have
their conducting properties ascertained.
When this is accurately and carefully
done, it is comparatively an easy mat
ter to say what kind and how exten
sive a plant must be erected to heat
the building most efficiently and
economically.
In closing we would say, do not jump

a business of this class of work and
get him to estimate from his knowl
edge of the materials to be used what
and how much to purchase. It will
be money in his pocket, even if he has
to pay a round sum for such informa
tion.

IT is STATEDthat ordinary brick boiled
in tar for about 12hours, or until they
are saturated with it, are increased
about 80 per cent, in weight, are much
harder than common ones, and unaf-

In discussing the subject of bricks
and the manner of constructing good
joints in connection therewith, one of
our foreign exchanges states that good
mortar must be employed for laying
the face bricks, else a good joint will
not be produced. The face bricks must
be wetted before laying them during
the dry months, or the moisture will
be taken up from the mortar by the
dry bricks to such a degree as to make
it impossible to properly strike the
joint. The face bricks cannot be tam
pered with by color or copperas, and
are, therefore, likely to be of a better
class than for work intended for point
ing.
The joints are more durable, as they
form one body with the mortar of the
wall, instead of a veneering, as in the
case of pointing. The joints, if prop
erly trowel-struck and cut, exclude the
weather more effectually than if
pointed, for the reason that the top
and bottom edges in pointing are cut
off with a "Frenchman " (i

. e., a table-
knife filed to a point and turned up at
the end). This tool often cuts into the
mortar joint, leaving ragged edges and
lodgments for the weather, instead of

a full joint, with clean cut top edge,
ironed to a degree of smoothness by
contact with the underside of the brick

trowel in its passage along the
joint in the act of cutting off
the top edge. A building in
which the joints are struck and
cut during erection always at
tracts a better class of work
men than a building carried up
rough for pointing, the build
ing thereby benefiting by the
employment of additionally
skilled workmen.

FINISH OF JOINTS.

There is no class of work in
the trade upon which the
skilled bricklayer prides him
self so much as upon the finish
of his trowel-struok and cut
joint, and though it may seem
incredible to the uninitiated,
there are numbers of men who
have followed for years the
calling of the bricklayers who
are unable to strike and cut a
joint possessed of the dis
tinguishing characteristics of
first-class work.
There are some examples of
good brick work in London
which might with safety be
cited in specifications as the
standard and quality of work
required. A plan which rec
ommends itself is to build a
sample piece of face brick work
in the early stages of the
job as a standard of work
below which the contractor
shall not go—a practice very
largely followed by engineers,
and not confined to brick work
only.

Though the practical bricklayer will
in nearly every instance declare in f»-
vor of the flat-struck joint because of the
facility it affords him of hiding some
of the inherent and acquired defects of
the bricks (defects of shape, and of
damage by transit), yet there is much
to be said in recommendation of the
weathered joint now in vogue ; and in
two pieces of work executed at the
same time, all conditions being equal,
there is no doubt that the weath
ered joint would be found the more
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durable of the two, on account of its
sheltered position with respect to the
face of the building. The top edge of
the weathered joint should be struck
well back—nit less than % inch —and
the bottom ragged edge removed, the
joint slightly overlapping the top edge
of the course below. If the joint is cut
above the top edge of the course below
the joint is likely to form an arrest-

is of little or no use, for the rain,
though falling free of the mortar joint
in its passage down the wall, will be
imbibed by the brick courses between
joint and joint, until the wall be well
charged with moisture. In weathered-
struck joint intended to be first-class
work the bricks should be sorted out
to a regular thickness by trying each
brick to a gauge. The necessity of this

back from the face of the wall. The
flat-struck joint, from its compara
tively exposed position, is susceptible
to injury and to apparent obliteration
by sooty deposits in our large manu
facturing towns, losing the interest
and units of measurement, which the
joints, more than anything else, impart
to a piece of work ; while the weath
ered joints, with their play of light

Beckwith Memorial Theater.—Third Floor Plan.— Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

nient for the weather and defeat the
object of the weathered joint. Where
this form of joint is used it should be
borne in mind that a large proportion
of our bricks ordinarily used for fac
ings are not only pervious to moisture,
but are active inductors of it, by rea
son of their porous structure and con
sequent capillary attractiveness. With
bricks of this kind the weathered joint

arises from the fact that the top edges
of the bricks when building are laid or
adjusted to the level of the brick line,
drawn from end to end of the wall,
and any difference in the thickness of
the bricks are, therefore, unavoidably
driven into the mortar bed joint of the
court>ebelow, and is made very appar
ent by striking or weathering the upper
portion of the joint from \i to % inch

and shade, always remain distinctive
features, or indices of construction.

TUCK POINTING.

Tack-pointing has done more to
bring brick work into disrepute than
any one thing connected with the
trade manual of the bricklayer. In
troduced about the middle of the pres
ent century as an imitation of gauged
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brick work, its chief use has become to
cloak up the most inferior work (labor
and material), situate mainly in subur
ban districts The introduction of
this branch of the bricklayer's trade
came to him as one of those compensat
ing reliefs at a period when the reign
of the stuccoed front, with every cir
cumstance of monotony and ugliness
connected therewith, had made his
work uninteresting and wearisome ;
but the prevalent healthy feeling ac
tuating our architects to-day is fast
relegating it to the limbo of shams—
at least in its application to exterior
facings.
A resume of the mode of working
will set forth better than in any other
way the reasons of objections to this
joint. In brick work intended for
tuck-pointing the joints are raked out
during erection, and at some future
period, when completing the works,
are again filled in with mortar assimi
lated in color to that of thewall by the
admixture of earthy pigments—viz.,
Venetian red, Spanish brown, yellow

color may, after it has crystallized,
assist the adhesion of the two ioints.

LIFE OF TUCK POINTING.

The above enumerated causes, com
bined with the fact that the putty joint
stands out from the wall, however
slightly, subject to the solvent action
of rain and the destructive action of
frost, easily account for the short life
of tuck pointing in exposed situations.
When tuck pointing was first intro
duced, it was customary to make an
incision along the middle of the filled-
in joint, which was done by running
the point of a fairly large sized nail
along the top edge of a rule held in the
position to be subsequently occupied
by the putty joint. In this way a key
or clinging for the putty joint was ob
tained, but which is now seldom or
never done. Another objection to tuck
pointing, and generally to the applica
tion of color to brick work, is that a
true brick color and face cannot be ob
tained by this process, nor by any
other known process ; for no matter

which can be removed only with diffi
culty. Stock bricks of this kind,
though soft, are of a close, firm texture
—a section of the brick, when broken,
showing that the clay has been thor
oughly pugged and well driven into the
brick mold in the making. For en
gineering works and heavy structures
stocks of the harder kind are necessary.
These, when broken in two, should
present vitrified sections right through
the length and thickness of the brick.
These kinds of bricks are generally
found in the heart of the brick clamp,
or toward the leeward side of the
clamp, in which places the heat has
been greatest. A clamp of bricks often
indicates the direction of wind and
weather during the time of its burn
ing, the "place" and softer bricks
being found on the weather side.
There is no kind of brick in the Lon
don market which, for durability and
general all-round purposes of construc
tion, bears a better character and
record than the much used London
stock. For exterior work it seems

-
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Beckwith Memorial Theater.— Vertical Crote Sectionthrough Auditorium and Stage.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

ochre, &c., depending upon the color
required to be produced.
The joints filled in with mortar are
rubbed down with a piece of soft brick
of the same color as the brick work, or
with a piece of sacking, flush with the
general surface of the wall face. The
whole surface rubbed down is then
coated with color of the same objec
tionable earthy base, and approximat
ing as nearly as obtainable to a brick
color ; in the case of stock work or
malm work, green copperas only need
be used as the coloring medium. The
white putty joint is then applied, by
means of a jointer, to the mortar joint
previously rubbed down and colored,
the putty joint consisting of water
slaked or putty lime and s-lver sand,
slightly projecting from the wall face.
The earthy colors used in the stop
ping mortar are destructive of its set
ting and indurating properties ; and
the liquid color or wash applied to the
rubbed-down face prior to putting on
the putty joint interposes a separating
medium between the putty joint and
the filling in or stopping mortar, inter
fering with the firm and proper adhe
sion of the two. It is true that the
alum or copperas used in the liquid

how closely bricks are sorted for uni
formity of color, there are sure to be
inequalities of tint and blend, consti
tuting much of the beauty of good
brick facings, an effect which cannot
be obtained or imitated by the applica
tion of color. This characteristic is
more apparent in "picked" London
stocks than in any other class of bricks,
the high, dark brown tints of which
are due to the presence of iron in the
clay and intense firing, a sure indication
of a good stock brick. A knowledge of
the character of the clay of brick-mak
ing districts will sometimes assist in
thechoiceof abrickmaker. Loosesandy
clays, requiring a large proportion of
chalk in their composition, produce
bricks of a color approaching to that
of a malm, but of a light specific grav
ity and porous structure, while the
purer class, consisting chiefly of alu
mina, with little or no uncombined
silica, require less chalk, producing
bricks of a harder and more enduring
character. Still, it is surprising how
some of the softer kinds of stock bricks
and malm bricks, when made from
good clays well tempered and thor
oughly fired, will harden by exposure,
and form a skin upon their outer faces,

capable of withstanding the varying
vicissitudes of all weathers with no
appreciable effect. For interior work,
where plastered, it affords a better
clinging surface than any other kind
of brick ; is capable of resisting enor
mous crushing weights (when thor
oughly vitrified) ; and when built with
well-wetted bricks thoroughly flushed
up will knit together, acquiring a de
gree of toughness to an extent which
no other kind of bricks seem capable
of acquiring when built together. The
attribute of toughness seems in some
cases to be overlooked when scientific
ally testing the strength of material.
The attribute of toughness in stock
brick work presents itself in old foun
dations during their structural altera
tion or removal more than in any other
part of a building.

Many old houses in Holland have
a special door which is never opened
save on two occasions—in the event
of a marriage or a death in the
family. The bride and groom enter
by this door and it is then nailed or
barred up until a death occurs. It is
then opened and the body is removed
by this exit.
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Manual Training Schools.

At the dedication of the Louisville
School of Manual Training, which
occurred a short time since in the
city named, Prof. C. M. Woodward
delivered an address, in the course of
which he reviewed at some length the
subject of manual training. In the
course of his remarks a number of
points were touched upon in a way
to interest a large number of our
readers, and we therefore present
copious extracts in this connection.
He said that the occasion was one
which seemed to demand an exposition
of the principles involved in the
manual training movement, and he
considered it proper, therefore, to
speak of tho history and character of
manual training. In describing its
evolution he said :
Manual training, as an educational
factor, owed its existence to a wide
spread conviction that the education
of the schools had been dealing too ex
clusively with the abstract and the
remote, and not enough with the con
crete and the present. The thought
product of the school was too dim and
uncertain, and the knowledge gained
had no sufficient bearing upon the
matters of daily life. Consequently
the pupil lacked mental vigor and
clearness, and his school experience
was deficient in practical elements.
Manual training embodies pre-emi
nently the modern idea of substituting
things for words, observation for
printed description, and personal ex
perience for the recorded experience of
others.

ENGINEERING SCHOOLS.

Schools for civil engineering were
established some 50 years ago to train
men to build the railroads, bridges
and canals that increasing traffic de
manded. With the steam engine and
its application, not only to commerce,
but to every field of labor, came the
demand for mechanical engineering.
Similarly with the development of
electricity, electrical engineering has
sprung forth in full stature as a new
profession.
All these branches of engineering re
quire as preliminary studies a knowl
edge of the theory and use of tools,
and the methods of precise and scien
tific construction. This requirement
was met by incorporating shop work
into the professional courses, as was
first done at the Polytechnic, at
Worcester, Mass. ; at the Massachu
setts Institute of Technology, in Bos
ton ; at the State University of Illi
nois, at Washington University in St.
Louis, and at other places in a less
marked degree. Then came the thought
that tool work and drawing should
be classed among the preparatory
branches with elementary science and
mathematics. With this thought came
an effort to reduce the teaching of the
theory and use of tools to a science.
Let me illustrate the evolution of our
methods by analogy. There must have
been a time when, with a view to
economy and better instruction, some
one, reflecting upon the various calcu
lations of the accountant, the builder
and the financier, discovered that all
numerical operations came under four
heads—viz., addition, subtraction, mul
tiplication and division. The sugges
tion was then made that it would save
time to teach those fundamental rules
carefully and well before attempting
to teach their application. Children
could be taught to multiply and divide
rapidly while too young to appreciate
exchange, taxes and mensuration.
In precisely the same way, after ages
of failure to comprehend the problem,
the fundamental rules of tool work
have been discovered and arranged in
logical order suited to class or indi
vidual instruction. It is now seen that

old systems of apprenticeship, by which
one mastered the use of certain tools
and acquired a knowledge of a certain
trade, was wasteful and narrow to the
last degree. Much time and many op
portunities for broad culture were
thrown away, and only a narrow and
one-sided training was secured. To be
sure, tools have improved and multi
plied and the stock of materials has
increased ; nevertheless, the funda
mental principles once recognized are
readily applied.

MANUAL TRAINING.
In manual training, pure and sim
ple, only tools and methods of use are
taught. The shop exercises are almost
as abstract as in "long division." A
mortise and tenon joint typifies nearly
everything in joinery —the tenon may
be single, double or multiple ; it may
be plain or dovetailed, or without a
pin or wedge. The joint may be blind
or open, rectangular or oblique. In
its construction, onemay use the plane,
the try-square, the bevel, the gauge,
the saw, the bit, the chisel, the mallet,
the knife, the vise, the bench hook ;
and it may be put together with paint
or glue. However, before an elabo
rate joint can be properly undertaken,
the theory and use of each tool, and
how it can be put in order and kept so,
should be carefully taught and learned
by abundant practice. Beyond a few
examples, possibly a single example,
of synthetic construction for the sake
of illustrating the application of gen
eral principles, the manual training
school need not go. Similar state
ments can be made in reference to
wood turning, wood carving, forging,
tempering, molding, pattern making,
metal fitting, &c. Almost the only
thing a student should be able to show
at the end of his training is the disci
pline, the knowledge and the clear in
sight he has gained. If he is able to
make a merchantable article of any
sort—a bureau, a horseshoe, a chisel or
a dynamo when he is through school—
well and good; there can be no objec
tion, but there would be serious objec
tion to his stopping his studies at
school for the purpose of making such
articles.
It thus appears that the graduate of
the manual training school has acquin d
no trade, though he is familiar with the
underlying principles of many trades ;
he has earned no money, he has earned
no business, he has not even an ade
quate notion of the practical and edu
cational value of his experienced skill.
These latter things are not the fruit of
schooling ; they come from subsequent
experience. As the trained gymnast,
has developed every muscle, co-ordi
nate physical actions, and learned to
use his judgment and maintain his
self control at all times and in all posi
tions, with no definite idea of how such
training will serve him in life, so the
broadly and rationally trained user of
tools does not know in what emergency
he will call to his aid the skill and
training he has gained here. Both he
and the world have yet to rise to a
proper appreciation of the trained in
telligence which quickly comprehends
the thought of a new mechanical ap
pliance and the force of new condi
tions. It should now be clear that in
every craft, whether lower or higher,
there are certain foundation principles,
mental and physical, which underlie
actual practice, and that it is the prov
ince of the manual training school to
furnish opportunity ft-r the mastery of
these foundation principles, and that
its claim to be a school for general edu
cation permits it to go no further.
Finally, in a single phrase, manual
training is that department of general
education whereby one acquires the
mastery of tools and materials.

HISTORICAL SKETCH.
About the year 1868 Victor Delia

Vos, Director of the Imperial Tech
nical School of St. Petersburg, pub
lished a report giving for the first time
the correct method of tool instruction.
In his school three years were spent in
training, and three years in actual
technical work. His method, which
was that of separating instruction
from construction, was not made
known in this country until the Phila
delphia Exposition of 1876. The credit
of calling attention to the Russian
educational exhibit is due to president
John D. Runkle of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, who made a
full report of their method of tool
instruction to his Board of Trustees
that year. In 1877President Runkle
opened shops for instruction in tool
work, on the Russian plan, in the in
stitute. Soon after the School of
Mechanic Arts was opened as a sub-
department of the institute for the
instruction of mechanics not less than
15years old. It had a two-year course
of study, including drawing and En
glish studies. The attendance at
the school was never large. It was
discontinued two or three years
ago.
Meanwhile shop work for the sole
purpose of instruction had been intro
duced into the Polytechnic School of
Washington University, St. Louis, as
early as 1874. In 1877three shops were
fitted for the complete round of tool
work, and classes from preparatory
schools were admitted. On the
strength of that experience a dis
tinct and separate preparatory school,
known as the St. Louis Manual
Training School, was opened Septem
ber 6, 1880. The course of instruction
covered three years, and wa» very
broad and general. This school is now
in its thirteenth year, with 800students
under the charge of a director and 14
assistants The immediate and ac
knowledged success of the St. Louis
school led to the establishment of the
Chicago Manual Training School by
the Commercial Club of that city. The
school was opened February' 4, 1884.
The school has upward of 300pupils,
all seats being occupied. Baltimore
opened its Manual Training School
March 5, 1884,as a part of the public
school system. Including some classes
below ordinary high school grade, its
enrollment is upward of 500. Manual
training was introduced into the High
School of Toledo, in Ohio, in December,
1884,and during the following year the
Scott Manual Training School was
built in connection with the high
school building. Under joint manage
ment the school is open to both boys
and girls as a part of the public school
system. Manual training was intro
duced into the College (high school) of
the City of New York, in 1884. The
Miller " Manual Labor " School, now
very nearly a school for manual train
ing, was established at Crozet, Alber-
marle county, Va., early in the
80's. •

Philadelphia opened its Central Man
ual Training High School in 1885.
The school was soon filled to its ut
most, and a second one was opened by
the School Board. The last report
shows that these schools are crowded
with a total enrollment of 576 pupils.
The Cincinnati Technical School
(really a school for manual training)
was opened by a corporation in 1886.
Following these schools the growth of
inannal training has beenrapid , and the
interest is still increasing. It is im
possible to give even an approximate
list of the schools established either
independently or in connection with
existing high schools. Nearly every
State agricultural and mechanical col
lege has a manual training department
of about the high school grade, con
spicuously those of Kansas, Indiana,
Pennsylvania, Texas, Arkansas, Mis
sissippi, North Carolina and Ohio.
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Cottage for a Twenty five Foot Lot.

The cottage which we illustrate
herewith has been designed for erec
tion upon a plot of ground 25 feet in
width, and is adapted for the city or
enbnrbs, as circumstances may de
mand. It is of heat exterior, and the
rooms upon the two floors are arranged
with a view to economy of space, while
affording convenient accommodations.
The cellar, it will be noted from an in
spection of the plans, does not extend

may be closed with portieres in such a
way as to produce a pretty effect. In
the dining room is a bay window pro
vided with a seat, which may beutil
ized if desired as a stand for growing
plants. The kitchen occupies the rear,
but can be reached directly from the
front hall —a feature of arrangement
which avoids the necessity of passing
through any of the principal rooms to
reach the front door.
Upon the second floor are three sleep
ing rooms with ample closets, while in

Front Elevation.

of coating a lining paper on one side
with a solution of shellac spirit, of
somewhat greater consistency than the
ordinary French polish, and then
hanging it with the side thus treated
to the damp wall. The paper hanging
is then performed in the usual manner
with paste. Any other resin that is
equally soluble in spirits may be used
in place of the shellac. According to
the representations, this process ia
found equally effective in preventing
the penetration of dampness.

The Antwerp Exhibition.

Of the makirg of exhibitions, as of
books, there seems to be no end In
these days. Extensive preparations are
now being made for the great Inter
national Exposition to be held in
Antwerp next year. It will cover an
area of about 200 acres in the new
quarter of the city, near the River
Scheldt and the new docks The main
buildings are to occupy 120,000 square
yards, and will have sections devoted
to industrial and commercial exhibits,
including machinery and electrical ap
pliances. A concert hall to be con
structed will cover 6000 square yards.
The principal idea in the exhibition is
to afford Europeans an opportunity of

inspecting some of the exhibits which
have already been displayed at the
Chicago World's Pair, and numbers of
exhibitors in that enterprise have con
sented to transfer their products to
Antwerp for the purpose at the close
of the Columbian Fair. Foreign gov
ernments have been officially advised
of the project by Belgium, and have
been invited to appoint commissioner!
to represent them. All Invention*,
patents, drawings, models and trade

marks exhibited will be placed under
the immediate protection of the Belgian
Government, and all rights in respect
of them will be secured. Goods arriv

ing from foreign countries by the Bel

gian State railways will be returned

DININGROOM

First Floor. SecondFloor. Attic.

Cottagefor a 25-footLot.—John R Church, Architect, Rochester,!f. T.—Elevations.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.—Floor

Plans.—Scale, 1-16Inch to the Foot.

under the entire building, but its ex
cavation is sufficient to give all the
room necessary. In the rear portion
beneath the kitchen is a cistern having
a capacity of about 25 barrels, from
which water may be drawn for domes
tic purposes.
Ascending to the first floor of thfo
house, we find three rooms and a hall,
the latter being entered directly from
the porch. The parlor and dining room
are connected by abroad opening, which

the attic is a good-sized store room.
The architect of the cottage, John
R. Church of Rochester, N. Y., states
that the building can be erected in his
section of the country for about $1000,
the figure varying in different local
ities and according to the style of finish
employed.

A DISCOVKRY for hanging paper on
damp walls is being put to a practical
test in Germany. It is said to consist

carriage free over the same lines, and
most of the regular lines of steamers
will take exhibits at reduced rates of
freight. The exhibition will be opened
on May 5, 1894, and promises to be as
great a success as the one held before
in Antwerp. Many of the features of
the Chicago Fair are to be reproduced,
including a "Midway Plaisance," but
the Ferris Wheel will be conspicuous
by its absence.
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Section of rasing.—Scale,
3 Inchesto the Foot.

Detail of Base.—Scale,3 Inches
to tha foot.
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Section of Door Frame.—
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Dttail of Window Fin
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Side (Left) Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Sectional Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Cottagefor a 25-footLot.—Elevations and MiscellaneousDetails.
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Side (Right) Elevation.-Scale, V6Inch to the Foot.

Cottagefor a 25foot Lot.—Elevation and MiscellaneousDetails
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WHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
THE

CONTINUED LACK of activity
in the building trade seemsto prevail
with more or less seriouseffectsall

over the country. The far West seemsto
suffer themost,and gofar ascan at present
be discerned there is little prospectof im
mediateimprovement. Businessis quiet in
all the larger cities, and in themthe need
of employmentappears more pressing, be
causewhen trade is dull workmen flock to
the large centers,hoping to find work. The
reluctance of capital to invest as yet in
new operations makesthe possibility of a
resumptionof theaverage amountof work
before spring seem small, and augurs ill
for the coming winter. The question of
providing employmentfor the workmen in
the building trades has beenand is being
considered by the authoritiesof many of
the larger cities, Milwaukee, for example,
responding nobly to an appeal from its
painters. Builders generally throughout
the East are hopefulthat the presentstate
of businesswill improve beforewinter seta
in, arguing that capital is likely to take ad
vantageof the depressedstateof affairs for
obvious reasons.

Atlanta. Oa.
The builders of Atlanta, Oa., have re
cently organized under the name of the
Builders and Traders' Exchange. The ob
jects of the newexchangeare setforth as
follows:
1. To make membership in the associa
tion a reasonableassuranceto the public of
the skill, honesty aud responsibilityof its
members,by requiring that thoseadmitted
to membership shall hare establishedan
honorable reputation on the threefunda
mentalpointsabove named,and making a
continuance of membershipdepend upon
fair dealing between members and the
public.
2. To offer members and thepublic op
portunity for the considerationof all cases
of improper practiceand the securingre
dress therefor so far as the parties con
cernedsubmit to the mediationof the as
sociation.
3. To providemethodsand meanswhere
by membersmay avail themselvesof the
greaterpower of combined effort through
the association acting as an authoritative
body, in demanding and securingjust and
honorable dealing from the public whom
they serve.
4. To secureuniformity of action among
the individuals forming the association
upon thegeneralprincipleshereinset forth
and upon such other principles as may be
decidedupon from time to time as thebest
for thegoodof all concerned.
The following officersand Board of Man
agement have been elected: M. F. Amor
ous, president, general manager Atlanta
Lumber Company; J. W. English, Jr.,
vice-president, general manager Chatta-
hoochee Brick Company; V. H. Kriegs-
haber, secretary; N. Ittner, treasurer.
Board of Management—C. C. Bradt of
Miles & Bradt; M. Benjamin, general
manager Atlanta Machine Works; W. II.
George: A. V. Gude of Gude & Walker;
J. L. Mell of Wingate & Mell; G. P.
Gomez.
Over 30membershave already beenen
rolled, and handsome rooms have been
fittedup in theold Capitol Building. This
is not the first attemptof this nature that
has been made in Atlanta, but themove
ment bears the impressof success,and a
practically beneficial organization will
doubtle-Bbe the result. On October 8 a
housewarming was held, at which a lunch
was served,and a most enjoyable event it
proved.

Baltimore. Md.
It appears from the statementof E. D.
Miller, secretary of the Builders' Ex
change,that thebuildersof Baltimore have
felt lessdisturbancefrom the recent finan
cial crisis than has beenexperiencedby the
builders of other cities generally. There
have beenno failures among themembers
and none havebeenseriouslyembarrassed.
All have felt the tightnessof the money
market,moreor less, and asa consequence
have been more than usually careful in
making collections. The banksof the city
havestoodby the builders,aud have aided

them to the fullest extent ; currency for
pay rolls wasalways providedthe contract
ors without additional cost,even whenat
a premium. No work of my importancehas
been stopped,and the prospectfor fall and
winter work is all that could beexpected.
There has beenno reduction in the scaleof
wagespaid, and about the usualnumberof
mechanicshave been employedduring the
year. Taking everything into considera
tion, the Baltimore builders feel that their
city has passedthrough the financial strin -
gencyremarkably well, and that the pros
pect for the coming seasonis equal to that
of any of the other cities of like impor
tance.

Chicago, III.
Themembersof theBuilders andTraders'
Exchange of Chicago took an active part
in the festivities of Chicago day (October

!>
)

at the World's Fair. Souvenir tickets
for theentiremembershipweresecuredand
themembersaud their friends left theex
changeat nine o'clock in the morning in
Columbinn coaches, each drawn by six
horses. The exchangewas representedIn
the civic processionoy an elaborate float
commemoratingthe Chicago fire. A large
numberof guestsfrom outside citieswere
invited andtheaffair wasmostenjoyableto
all its participants. The committeehaving
thematter in chargewere : C. W. Gindele,
president of the exchange, who acted as
chairman ; Edward Kirk, Jr., John Griffith,
Daniel Freeman and Alexander Gibson.
It was calculatedthat four personswould
accompanyeachmember. The number of
workmen out of employment in Chicago
doesnot seemto decreasematerially and
the unionsare making strenuous efforts to
securework for their membersby seeking
to persuadethe city authorities to under
take new work.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
It seemsto be the opinion among Cincin
nati builders that the financial stringency
hashada disastrouseffectupon their busi
nessand upon those connecteddirectly or
indirectly with it. There have been very
few failures, but the volumeof business
has fallen off more than half during the
season,and theprospectfor the remainder
of the fall is still uncertain. The prospect,
as indicatedby thenunoberof building per
mits issuedduring the pastHOdays, is not
very nattering for immediate improve
ment. The buildersgenerally, however,feel
certain that the comingseasonwill witness
a revival of business to its normal tone.
The Builders' Exchange Is In good condi
tion financially and numerically, and is

steadily gaining ground among tbe fra
ternity.

Denver, Col.
The buildersof Denver havefelt for some
time past theeffect of a decline in nearly
all branchesof the business,and the recent
disturbed condition of the moneymarket
has resultedin an almost total cessationof
work. There is very little new work in
the market, and work has been entirely
suspendedon several important contracts
under construction. Such operations as
are now being carried on are progressing
very slowly and there is little prospect of
improvement in tbe immediate future.
There aremany mechanicsin all branches
of the trade out of employment and those
who are fortunate enough to beat work
are probably receiving less than tbe usual
wages. The unions are endeavoring to
keeptbewagesup to the regular scale,and
where less amounts are paid it is done
without interference. It is thought that
the men are working for from 20to 33%
per cent, lesswagesthan usual.

Lowell, Mass.
The building interesU of Lowell are still
disturbed by th» masons'strike, and there
seemsto be little prospectof a settlement
this fall. It is reported that, under a sort
of compromise,the masons'union was to
permit 20 or 30 of its membersto go to
work for a non-unioncontractor, but when
thearrangementshadbeencompleted it was
found that tbecontractor hadengagednon
union men. The union is much exorcised
over theaffair, and thefeeling of bitterness
betweenits membersand thecontractors is

increased.
Milwaukee. WIs.

The condition amongtbe buildersof Mil
waukee has not materially improved since
the report of last month, and the con
tractors are generally of tbeopinion that

the piospect for immediateimprovement ia

not very bright. The members of the
Builders and Traders' Exchange are in a
moreor lessapatheticcondition,and all are
complaining of lack of work and the diffi
culty of making collections. Tbe painters
have made the following manly appeal to
the city authorities, which has met with
prompt response,the County Insane Asy
lum beingorderedpainted insideand out:
APPIAI/8 TO CITY AND COUNTY.

We. thePainter' Union No. ISOof Milwau
kee,herewith transmit to your honorable
bodyfor considerationtbe following pream
ble andresolutionadoptedin our union, to
wit:
wlureat. The housepainters'trade hasto
suffer mostwhenever a crisis is forcedupon
thecountry: »nd
Whereat,The presentcrisis is particularly
bardon most ot the painters,who. If they
donot work In summer,certainly have no
chancefor winter work ; and
fliertas. Now thesefewmonthshavebeen
demoralizedby a shortage In work so that
theycannotevenearn a meagersubsistence
during that time which ought to bea time
of plenty ; and
Whereas,If suchisthe condition In a time
when work should be plentiful, with fall
andwinter rapidly approaching,no fuel, no
provisions and no clothing laid in for the
winter when the wind blows fiercely and
homesaredestituteof all that makeshomes
desirable,think of tbe situation and let that
fan thesparkor philanthropy and arouse a

feeling of action In regard to authorizing
work to bedone,soat to give peoplework
instPHdof charity: and
Whrrtnt, ive. the Painters' Union No. 159
of Milwaukee,haveopenedan ofBuein the
basement of 366Sixth street, two doors
north of Chestnutstreet,where we register
all painters, whether union or noo-union
men,andassignthem to work according to
tbetr needs,soas to provide for tbe most
needyat all timesfirst ; and
ir/wreu*. If you give us work you will
keepsomeof our craft off thepoor list,who,
on the otherhand,would have to be sup
portedout of the poor fund. This will bo a
-nn:.; to the county,as you will leceive a

return for your money which otherwise
would besunk.
We thereforepetitionyour honorablebody
to providework for the paintersby having
work doneIn thecounty Institutions,which
has been delayedagain and again,such as
the County Insane Asylum and other in
stitutes. We sincerely hopethat your hon-
able body will see thenecessityof prompt
action in the premisesand authorize work
to bedonebefore It la too late to do any
work.

Minneapolis, Minn. '

The early seasonpromisedthebuilders of
Minneapolis a busy and prosperousyear,
the prospectsat that time beingbetter than
for several years past. About June 1 the
stringencyin themoneymarket begantobe
felt and many projected buildings were
abandoned before the excavations were
completed ; work was stopped or other
contractsin all stagesof completion. There
are many residencesthroughout the city
upon which work has been discontinued.
It is estimatedthat not more than one-half
tbe buildingsbegunthis seasonwill becom
pleted before next year. Just at present
everything is flat. There hasbeenno re
duction of wages during tbe hard times,
although a majority of tbe workmencan
not findemployment. Thedifficulty of pro
curing moneywith which to carry on op
erationshascausedsomeof the largest con
tractors during the pastthreemonthsto re
fuse 1 1 bid ; othershavecarried on work as
far as possibleon their own capital. The
gosh,door and blind factories are employ
ing letsthan two-thirds of their usual num
ber of men.

New York City. N. Y.
Careful inquiry among thebuilders and
dealersin building materials of New York
City developsthe fact that the outlook for
the remainder of the fall and the winter
season is not promising. It is the opinion
of themostcareful aud conservativeof the
contractors that there will be an unusual
lack of activity in thebuilding trades from
this time on until the beginning of the
seasonof 1894. Tbe majority of important
jobs now under way are rapidly nearing
completion, and there Is comparatively
little new work of any magnitudecontem
plated. The architects complain of the
timesbeing dull and lack of work in their
departmentof building is evidencedby the
largenumberof draftsmen out of employ
ment. The effectof the tight moneymar
ket hasbeenmostseverelyfelt by theclass
known asspeculativebuilders, who, failing
to secure necessary loans aud unable to
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■disposeof their buildings, havebeenforced
to the wall. The failure of thesebuilders
has seriously affected some of the best
known dealers in building material in the
city. The regular contractors have ex
perienced less trouble and their difficulty
has been mostly in securing money with
which to pay their men. 1his latter condi-
tion only existed during the scare, and is
now past. About as good an example as
can be given of the decreasein building
operationsduring thepast seasonis a state
ment of the building permits issuedfor a
period extending from theweekof Julv 7
to the week ending September 10. "the
falling off in New York City and Brooklyn
as comparedwith a like period in 1892is
about $5,500,000. In New York the dif
ference has not been quite asgreat as in
Brooklyn, the decreasein the number of
buildings in the former beingabout 38per
cent, and in the estimatedcostabout24per
per cent. The plasterers struck early in
October becauseof a difference with the
employers over the allowance of a balf-
day's work on Saturday. In the beginning
of the seasonit wasagreedbetweentheem
ployers and the workmen that the men
should work only a half day on Saturday
during July, August and September,and if
the experiment proved satisfactory the
Saturday half day was to be adoptedfor
the entire season beginning June 1,18'4.
On the first Saturday in October the work
men broke their agreementand refusedto
work a full day, and theemployersinsisted
upon either a full day's work or none—that
is, five days in the week. The menwould
not accept and struck; after being out
about ten days theemployersyieldedand
the workmen resumedwork at five and a
half days per week, paid by the hour.
During the summer the plasterers' union
Joined the Central Labor Union, thus
wiping out all agreementswith theemploy
ers and preventing any meeting between
the two exceptI lirough the Central Labor
Union There have been no other labor
troublesof importance.

Omaha, Neb.
The present condition of affairs among
the Omaha builders is morepromisingthan
it has beeufor somemonthspast. The total
amount of work donein thecity up to Octo
ber 1wasabout 50per cent, belowthe av
erage; and the falling off wasattributed to
the condition in financial circles. Work on
severalcontracts,which bad been stopped
earlier in the season,has recentlybeenre
sumed,nijd severallarge jobs will, it is ex
pected,beplacedin the market very soon.
l)ui i i g thedepressionof thepastsixmonths
there hasbeenno changein wages,the full
scalebeing paid whereverwork was being
carried on. There havebeen no disturb
ancescausedby differencesbetweenemploy
ers, audnostrikesor othertroublesarelikely
to occur in thenear future. The Builders
andTraders' Exchange is in goodcondition,
although thememberscomplainof thediffi
culty of making collections and lack of
work. Plans for Uovernmentwork are still
beingreceivedfor estimateat theexchange,
and ihemembersare thus providedwith the
meansto figurework of this characterwith
as lit lie inconvenienceto themselvesas pos
sible. This is oneof themany advantages
conferred by an exchangeupon its mem-
tiers.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The steady and effectual progress that
has been madeby the Mas fi Builders' Ex
change of Philadelphia is one of the best
possibleindicationsof thebenefitwhich the
builders of that city havederived from the
existenceof suchanorganization. The prog
ress made by the exchange exhibits in a
relative degree the progress of the mem
berswhocomposeit, and themeansfor ben
efit n hlch the organizationhasaffordedare
indicated in the following extract fmm an
article on the subjectwhich appeared re
cently in the Philadelphia Hecord:
The true gaugeof thesphereof usefulness
of an organization is toe practical good
which it accomplishes. The Builder*' Ex
changeof thecity of Philadelphiaiscertainly
a notable example ol this aphorism,for in
reviewing its brief history of only seven
years,the imprint of its work standsforth
so bo oly from everybranchof the building
trades,and its influencelor goodHasbeenso
manifest and far reaching,that it becomesa
matter of actual wonder that the various
building interestsdid not long before■rgan-
izesucha useful institution asit hasproven
to be,to serveasamediumthroughwhich to
expresstheir opinions,to exchangethoughts
en building subjects,to combinein defense
of their interests,andto foster businessand
social relations. Ihe annual duesare but
$50 and lor this small sum every mem
ber practicallysecuresan officein the heait
of the city, to which hehasfecessourlng all
businesshours,and »Iicm>he can have his

mail directed If be so desires;hewid find
thereall the trade journals in any way re
lating to building matters,maps and books
of reference,thepopularmagazinesand the
d-Mlv papersof this andother cities. On the
bulletin boardshewill seepostedcopiesof all
the prop -ills for building work advertised.
He canmakeaopointmentstomeetwhomso
ever he will, and is sure of a comfortable
andcommodiousplaceto receivethem. He
has at his commandstationery for corre
spondence,lavatorv. localand long distance
telephone,telegraphand messengerservice
convenientfor his use. He canmeeton the
floor of the exchange contractors, sub
contractors,and material men who are In
trustedwith at least 73 per cent, of all the
building contracts given out, and who are
furnishing thesameproportion of thebuild
ing materials used within a radius of 20
milesfrom the PoiiadeluhiaCity Hall.
In addition to the mechanical trade
schoolsand thepermanentexhibit of build
ing materials,which is the finest in exist
ence,the exchangehas establishedan ex
cellent ru/r in its building and under its
supervision,which is an important factor
in strengthening the social phase of Ihe
organization. A full description of the
exchange,its work and methodsis printed
in the proceedingsof the fifth national
conventionof the National Association of
Builders, a copvof which will beforwarded
uponapplication totheNational Secretary,
whoseaddressappearson the Builders' Ex
changepageof this journal
A rich portfolio of handsomelyembossed
morocco,containingtheresolutionsadopted
at a specialmeetingof thecorporatemem
bers of the Master Builders' Exchange of
Philadelphia, in memoryof the lateColonel
Richard T. Auchmuty of New York, was
exhibiteda few days agoon the floorof the
exchange. It was designed after an idea
of Secretary Harkness,who was delegated
to preparethe testimonial for the commit
tee, which consisted of John S Stevens,
George Watson, Charles Oillingham and
William Harkness. The beautiful memento
will hesentto the widow of Colonel Auch
muty.

Rochester. N. Y.
The masonsand bricklayers of Rochester
have been having a controversy with the
sewercontractorson the subject of wages,
hoursand working rules. The men want
45cents per hour, with 20 centsexfra for
overtime and a levelpricefor all workmen;
they also wane none but union menem
ployed. They havealso made the unique
demand that bricklayers shall lay 1800
brick per day and no more, nomatterwhat
the capacityof a workman may be. The
employersareopposedto a fixed numberof
hoursand prefer to pay by the hour with
out restrictionsasto time. They also pre
fer to employcapablemen without refer
enceto whetherthey are union menor not;
and consideringthemannerin which bricks
are required to le laid by thesewercom
missionersthe contractorsthink 1800bricks
per day is rather small. The employers
say that they prefer to pay a workman
. what beis worth, and object to paying a
level price for all bricklayers. Both sides
appear to be firm in their positions, and
thereseemsto bea possibility that it will
bedifficult to effecta settlement.
Sincewriting the foregoingthedifference
betweenthebricklavers and the sewercon-
ractors has beenadjusted. The contract
ors have concedednine hours at 45cents
per hour, and will employnone hut union
men. The matter of paymentfor overtime
work has not yet been settled, but will
probably be an extra 20 cents per hour.
The contractorsclaim that the restriction
of the workmento 1800brick perday is un
fair, it being maintained that an average
bricklayer shouldlay at least 2500brick on
the characterof work involved. Men who
lay morethan 1800brick per day will prob
ably receiveextra pay.

San Francisco. Cal.
The financial depression is assignedby
the buildersof San Francisco as the cause
of the drop in building operationsto less
than half the usual volume. The amount
of money being invested in real estate im
provements is at present comparatively
small, and there is but little reasonto hope
that a changefor the better will take place
this fall. Wages haveremainedat thereg
ular scale, but thereare a largenumber of
workmenout of employment.
The union carpenterson October9made
a request of the Builders' Association for
an eight-hour day onwork connectedwith
the Midwinter Fair. The association
promptly made the following reply :

Builders' Association.
To the EreeuttveCommittee,California Mid-
winter Inttrnali'mal Exvtitt-n :
Gentlemen.—At a regular meetingof the
Builders'Associationof California, held this

day.a communicationwasreceivedfram the
Executive Committeeof the organizedcar
pentersof SanFrancisco,informing thisbody
of theactionof contractorsIncompellingmen
towork tenand eleven hours a day instead
of eight hours,ashasformerly beenthe cus
tom. In viewof the fact that thereis a large
numberof idlemen in this city desirousof
obtainingwork, andthatthe fair wasstarted
with the intention of helping theworking-
men,who havesubscribedliberallv to make
it a success,this association,by a resolution
passed,would respectfullyasktheMidwinter
Fair Commissionersto have inserted In the
contractsa condition that all laborshould be
doneon the basisof eight hours ; also, that
they use all endeavorsin their powerto in
ducethe contractors now havingcontracts
to conform to the eight-hour custom. Re
spectfully your*.

Builders' Association.
The carpenters immediately placed the
responseof the Builders' Association in the
handsof thecommissionersof the fair and
an eight-hourday is expectedas the result.

Scranton, Pa.
The condition of thebuilding interests in
Scranton is about up to themark, although
theamount of new work begun is 15 per
cent, less up to the present time than it
was for a correspondingtime in 1892. The
amount of repair work this year hasbeen
unusually large, which has brought the
total amountof work doneabout up to the
average. No serious effect has beenfelt
by the builders on account of the strin
gencyother than the difficulty of making
collections. Comparatively few workmen
arc idle, and the wages have remainedun
disturbed. The greatest activity in the
building season in Scranton begins about
October 1, and from presentappearances
the coming year will be well up to its
predecessors. Plans are now being pre
pared for severallarge buildings, including
a station for the D. & H. R. R., to cost
1150,000,a newarmory, severalexpensive
schoolbuildings and a number of fine res
idences. The new Builders' Exchange is in
excellentcondition and is steadily making
its influencefelt among the buildersof the
city.

St. Louis, Mo.
The building businessstill remains un
usually quiet in St. Louis, with little imme
diate prospect of picking up. There are
many workmenout of employment in the
city, and thestonecuttersare complaining
that certain contractorsare discriminating
against the local workmen in favor of men
from Chicago and elsewhere. An appeal
wasmadeto the P st-liispitch to investi
gate thematter,which resultedin the state
mentby oneof the contractorsin question
that therewasno intentionaldiscrimination
against home workmen, and that cases
where workmen from out of the city bad
beenemployedwe.e very few.

Worcester, Mass.

The builders of Worcesterhavebeenfeel
ing theeffectof thegeneralconditionof the
moneymarket in the very perceptiblefall
ing off of the volumeof businessas com
pared with thatof thepast few years. The
amount of work at presentunder construc
tion is considerablybelow the mark, and
theamountof building in prospectis not
large. There are a large numberof work
men, masons,carpenters, tenders,&c., out
of employment, and contractors are con
stantly receiving applications for work
Such mechanicsas are employedare being
paid the regular wagesin nearly all cases.
Many of the contractors have taken con
tracts ou'sideof the city, and all have felt
the money stringency in the difficulty of
making collectionsandthegeneralquietness
of the trade.

Notes.

Organizations have existed for many
years in Philadelphiaamongthemasterme
chanicsof themostimportant of thebuild
ing trades,suchastheCarpenters'Company,
formed in colonial days, long before the
Revolutionary War, and owning at that
critical epochin our country's history the
hall which it still holds,and which hasbe
come sacred to the heart of every true
American from the fact that witbin its
walls the first Continental Congress assem
bled in 1774;the Bricklayers' Company,
which celebratedthecentennialanniversary
of its organization in 1890; the Master
Plasterers' Company, formed as long ago
as 1804,and the Muster Painters' Associa
tion, morethan 50yearsold.

The builders of Delaware.Ohio, areseek
ing to establisha Builders' Exchange. Mr.
B. P. Williams is oneof themostactive in
themovemeut,which promisessuccess.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Core Box Plane.

From R. A. F., New London, Conn.
—Having saved myself much labor
and executed work that was correct to
a hair's breadth with my core box
plane, I send this description, with
sketches of it, so that others may be
benefited by its use. All planes of this
kind that I have ever seen were made
by the owners, and I have never heard
of any being for sale at any tool
dealer's. For making an accurate box
and doing it quickly for round cores
for foundry use, whether they be
straight or taper, it will be hard to
beat this plan. A box for making
round cores is generally made in two
parts, each part being hollowed out to
a half circle its entire length, and the
hollowing out of this space bv a gauge
and sand paper, using a templet to test
its trueness, is a tedious task for a very
careful workman. With a core box
plane as illustrated in Fig. 1 an ordi
nary workman can make a true core

2, the dotted lines showing the semi
circle desired, or if a taper core is
wanted lay off the diameter at each end
and draw the lines from one end to the
other. Sink these lines in deep enough
to allow a chisel to cut a gutter to start
the plane on each side,as shown in Fig.
8. Now, with a gouge rough out the
material in the center, as in Fig. 4, and
start in with the plane. As the cutter
does most of its work on the point and
is narrow, the gouge may have to be
used again as the work pi-ogresses. By
holding the plane so that the blind side
of it presses against the side of the
gutter, as it is pushed forward it will
cut toward the center of the semicircle
it forms, as it cuts down, as shown in
Fig. 5. After cutting out one half it
will be necessary to reverse the ma
terial and beifin again on the other side.
Th« other half of the core box is made
in the same way and if the plane is
sharp and only a very thin shaving cut
each time it will require very little
sandpapering to smooth it up ready to

This is all that is said about outside
painting. In the first place, oil and
lead do not constitute roof paint, and
I have used three colors on the wood
work outside.
I shall be glad to have the practical
readers of the paper express their
views touching these questions.

•Winding Stair*.

From B Q., Williamsport,' Pa.—I
am a young man learning the carpen
ter's trade, and I would like very much
to have some of the practical readers
tell me how to lay out and put in
winding stairs. I would like the ex
planation to cover the correct method,
presented in a simple and easy style.

Shingling Above Circular-Top
Window*.

From J. C. M., Oregon, III— In
answer to " A. H." of A-Town, Pa.,
who asks in the December issue of the

Fig, 1.—End and Side View of Core Bore Box Plane. Fig. Z.—Laying Out Core Bor.

Fig. 3.—Core Bor Ready for Houghing
Out in Center.

Fig. 4.—Cora Boi with Center Roughed
Out.

Fig. 5.—Core Box After Plune R«g
BeenDeedon One Side

Core Box Plane.—Engraving* Made from SketchesFurnished by " R. A. F.n

box in a few minutes. It works on the
principle that no angle bnt a righ*.
angle can rest its point on any part of
t (•e arc of a semicircle and at the same
time touch both ends of the arc. The
construction of the plane is simple and
any one needing such a tool can readily
make it. Take two pieces of hard
wood 1 inch thick, 6 inches wide and
8 inches long ; fasten them securely
together to form a perfect right angle
or square. On the inside fasten another
piece of wood. 1 inch square, for
strength and to give more material
where the cutter comes through. The
cutter need not be over Ji-inch wide,
sharpened only on the end like a chisel
and not square, but slanting, so the
point on the side when set will come
in the point of the angle of the plane.
The mortise in the plane, to receive
the cutter and the wedge, should be so
located that the cutter will cut all on
one side and so that the point of the
cutter will always come right to the
point of the angle of the plane. From
this description and the illustration I
think no difficulty will be found in
making the tool.
To make a core box with it, having
trued up the material, take a marking
gauge and lay out, in the middle of the
wood, a space as wide as the diameter
of the core yon wish, as shown in Fig.

receive the pins when the core box is
completed.

Interpretation of Specification*.
From C. R. F., Albion, Pa.—I am
putting up a building in accordance
with detailed drawings aud specifica
tions and desire to ask the readers one
or two questions in regard thereto. In
the first place, I desire to know
whether I am compelled to put up
conductor pipes from the cornices to
the ground when the drawings do not
show any conductor pipes, and when
the specification reads HSfollows :" The roof to be covered with a
good quality sawed hemlock shingles ;
the veranda to be roofed with tin,
with gutter and down spouts."
The drawings show the gutters on
the roof, but no conductor pipe. The
roof of the house is to have eave
troughs, but I have nothing to do with
putting them in place.
Another point I would like to know
about is this : Must I paint the porch
roofs when the specification reads as
follows :
" Paint the outside of the house
with linseed oil and white lead, three
coats, to be tinted if the owner desires,
using not more than three different
colors on tbe outside of the house."

paper about shingling circniar-top
windows, as indicated in his sketch, I
would say the best method, according
to my judgment, to make a weather-
tight job and have it look well at the
same time, is to cut out a board for
each opening, with all the circular
courses in one board, and carve them,
to look as the sketch presented by " A.
H." I would then nail tin on the top
edges and let it extend well out on the
building, so there will be no danger of
leaking between the shingles where
they come against the circular boards.
I consider this question brings up some
thing of a new study, and I shall be
very glad, indeed, to see a number of
opinions from practical readers.

" Carpentry and Building " Sup
plement Platen.

From P. Q., Salem, Ohio.— In the
May numhpr of Carpentry and Build
ing, " T. B." of Headingly, Manitoba,
asks what others do with the supple
ment plates and says h<>has framed a
number of them. I think my way of
disposing of them a great improvement
over his method. As soon as I have
read the December issue, I take each
year's numbers to a bindery and have
them bound with the supplement plates
in their proper position. I now have
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nine volumes of the paper and they
are a souice of constant reference, as I
am in active building business all the
time. Bound in a substantial manner
the volumes are always handy and
convenient, and it is easy to find just
what I want.

Self-Supporting Roof.
From J. W., Hueneme, Cal. — I send
herewith a sketch of a self-supporting
roof in answer to the inquiry of
"J. W.," Fort Snelling. Minn., which
appeared in the March issue of the

Building for August, 1892. I have
carefully read what the author has to
say about these designs, but I fail to
find anything relative to the cost, and
I shall be glad to have " Ich Dien "' en
lighten me upon this point.

to cover the opening of the upper or
lower sash, as desired.

Window Screen* and Outside
Blinds.

From F. C, Allegan, Mich. —Last
fall I noticed an inquiry for a window
screen that would not interfere with
the opening and closing of windows
and blinds. I send a rough sketch of

Eave Trou sill for Pitch Roof.

From. C. W. C. Brandon, Vt—Will
some reader of the paper kindly furnish
a detailed drawing or an eave gutter
for a pitch roof suitable for a $4000
barn, which is to be erected in this
place ?

Tool Chest Construction.

From N. E. O'C, Porter's Mills, Wis.
—I have read with pleasure what '' F.
E. B.," Concord, N. EL, has to say
about tool chest construction in the
January issue of Carpentry and Build
ing. His plan as illustrated is good,
although very old as to the main feat
ures. I prefer less drawers and deeper
ones having trays fitted in them, which
makes one equal to two shallow ones

2*^ ^^

Self-Supporting Roof, as madeby "J. W."

paper. As I have thoroughly tested
the merits of this construction I have
no hesitation in recommending it to
the favorable notice of other workmen.
As will be seen from an inspection of
the drawings, the rafters are formed
of a pair of trusses, tied together by a
collar beam. If there is not too much
snow in the section of country in
which the correspondent lives 2x4
yellow pine will be sufficiently strong to
carry the weights required. Otherwise
I would suggest 2x6. In this climate
the roof can be made safely of 1 x 6, or
2x4. A casual glance at the principle
involved in the rafter construction
will convince any one of its adaptabil
ity to the task required. I am now
erecting one of the largest hay barns
in this county and am trussing the
posts on the same principle as that em
ployed in the rafters here illustrated.
The posts are 36 feet high made of
2x6. The plan is original and was
first employed by me about four years
ago. If -'J. H's," building is to be
covered with corrugated iron, I sug
gest he place each pair of rafters
about 6 feet apart and sheet with 2x8
edgewise.

Georgla Pine Casings and White
Pine Doors.

From E. M. L., Indiana, Pa. — In the
May number of the paper " 8. C. M.,"
Leaf River, III., asks why it is that
houses which have Georgia pine cas
ings always use white pine doors. I
wou'd say that all houses are not thus
finished, as the mills in this place
make a number of yellow pine doors.
I have just completed a $5000 house
which has yellow pine doors and they
are beauties. Probably the reason
they are not more generally employed
is that they draw or warp from the
unequal heat of the rooms between
which they are placed. Where the
building is heated uniformly yellow
pine is as good as white pine, in my
estimation.

Information Wanted of " Ich
Dien."

From R. E. J., Cadiz, Ohio.— I have
been much interested in the floor
plans and elevations of the two cheap
country houses submitted by "Ich
Dien" of Providence, R. I., and pub
lished in the issue of Carpentry and

a screen which I think will answer the
purpose very nicely. The stuff should
be one-half the thickness of the screen,
say % inch. One corner of the pieces
intended for the sides should be rab
beted out U x -j*, inch. The frames
are made of two sets of pieces so cut
that the sides of one set are the
full length of the screen, while the
short end pieces are half those of the
sides. The other set is cut with the
end pieces long and the side pieces
short. The construction is clearly in
dicated in the sketch, which shows the
sides and ends arranged as described.
It is better to make over a form by
first putting on one set of pieces, then
nail on the screen, after which put on
the other set or frame. The corners
will appear to be halved together, and
the screen placed between the two sets
of pieces. The screen is held in place
by small screw eyes turned into stops,
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Section Through Tool CheatMade
by ".2V.E. O'C."

without trays. It is less trouble to
take out a drawer and set it on top of
the drawers already opened, or in some
other convenient part of the chest, in
order to find what is wanted under the
tray, than it is to open the drawers to
get at tools in the one underneath.
Besides, deeper drawers run better and
are less liable to get cornerways and

WindowScreenfor Usewith OutsideBlinds, as Suggestedby "F. C

there being one at each corner. If
wanted on the outside, the screw eyes
can be turned into the blind stops. In
all cases the screen should be high
enough to reach the lower rail of the
top sash. The screen may be adjusted

stick. The modern tool chest is fitted
with deep drawers and ttays. The
partition crosswise of the drawers runs
up flush with the top, and in each
corner of the drawer, long enough to
give sufficient room underneath the tray
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for it to rest on, are glued % incn
blocks. Two holes are bored in each
end of the tray so as to insert the
fingers in removing it. A sliding shelf
is placed on a line just beneath the
rear drawers, which will slide under
them when the tools in the bottom of
the chest are wanted. This sliding
shelf makes the chest a two-story
affair. Its purpose is to hold, when
palled out to the front, such planes and
other tools as are commonly used on a
bench, yet are too bulky to go in the
drawers. It should be wide enough to
admit of placing jack, fore and jointer
planes side by side. Of course the
owner will put any tools on it as best
suits his convenience. I suggest it as a
good place to stow away when the bell
rings the New England regulation car
penter's uniform— a green jacket and
pair of apron overalls. The drawer
above the saw till should contain a
level and should be fitted for it. One
partition is all that is necessary in the
bottom of the chest, placed under the
rear drawers and far enough from the
side to admit hollows and rounds, rab
bet, molding planes, &c., standing on
end and edgewise to the partition. It
should be wide enough to reach nearly
to the wedge of the planes, say 5 inches
high and 4 inches from the side. I in
close a sketch showing a section
through the chest, which will perhaps
clear up some of the fog with which
the above is surrounded. Referring to
the drawing, which is to a scale of 1
inch to the foot, A A A A represent
trays; B B B B space under the trays ;
C saw rack ; D drawer ; E sliding
shelf ; P rack for hollows and rounds,
&c. ; H H sliding covers for the draw
ers ; I space for heavy tools and those
least used ; K for bench planes, oil
stone and can, uniform, &c., and I. L
L L are % inch square corner pieces
for the purpose of holdingnpthe trays.
It will be noticed that the trays of the
chest project } înch above the sliding
covers, making a place for the steel
square on top of the covers.

Arch Stone* In Kitlral Arches.
From D F.. Philadelphia, Pa. — I
would like to ask " J. A. F.'' of McKin-
ney, Texas, for additional information
regarding the working of arch stones in
spiral arches. I should be glad to have
him furnish a diagram, showing how
to obtain the twist of a voussoir of any
length, as I fail to fully comprehend
the method illustrated in Fig. 4 of the
sketches accompanying his article in
the August issue of the paper. I should
also be glad to have him tell how to
find the twist rule for handrail, as he
seems to understand that business.
Let us have more articles on stone
work, with illustrations, so that the
stone cutters may have something to
talk about. I have copied all the
masonry problems to an inch scale, and
find them very instructive.

A <i.imu. 3 Problem.
From X. Y. & Z., Washington.— We
have a problem before us which we
would like the readers of the paper to
help us solve. The sketch shows the
location of the streets and D, B, S, V,
O and K represent sir cottages of seven
rooms each besides the hall. A very
steep grade runs up Fifth avenue, so
that B, C and D streets are all higher
than the roofs of the cottages. The
prevailing winds are from the south
west. The houses are all exactly alike
in plan, each having a chimney in the
middle of the house that has two
openings in different rooms on both
the first and second floors. The chim
neys are S^4inches square, clean and
smoothly plastered inside and run clear
down to the ground, but have no clean-
ont openings and have been built three

and a half years. At all of the houses
wood is used for fuel, generally pine,
tamarack and fir. Houses D and O
have "burned out" their chimneys
three times each this year, and for the
past four months have taken down
their stove pipes every 80 days and
cleaned them to avoid more fires. Each
time considerable soothasaccumulated ,
even in 30 days. At D and O what is
called a Todd stove is being used, while
at all of the other cottages direct draft
wood-burning stoves are used. The
pipes in these two houses show a hard,
shiny deposit under the soot proper
that looks as if moisture from some
source had baked on. The soot cannot
be scraped out clean, but only down to
this deposit, which is not found in the
pipes of the other houses. Only tit D
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A Chimney Problem, as Presentedby
'•X T. it Z." of Washington.

and O have fires occurred, though all
of the other bouses have ran their
stoves as strong. At O but one pipe
has been connected with the chimney,
while at D there have been two. All
of the chimneys have a strong draft.
What we want to learn is why do the
chimneys at D and O burn out while
the others do not, and what is the
cause of their burning out three times
since January 1, and what remedy can
be applied ?
Note.—The chimney, though an old
institution, occasionally acts in a man
ner that baffles those who have had a
wide experience in connection with it,
and as a rule all remedies tend toward
an improvement in the draft. It is gen
erally conceded that an accumulation
of soot is the result of a sluggish or ob
structed draft. In the case in question
the conditions are so nearly alike that
the trouble is probably due to a purely
local cause. There is seemingly no
good reason why the two houses stated
should beaffected by outside conditions
which dp not affect the others. While
a claim is made for a " strong" draft,
the symptoms suggest a different state
of affairs. The condensation noted
would not occur in the pipe if a strong
draft carried the vapors, arising from
combustion, rapidly out of the top of
the chimney, and the same is true re

garding the soot that is now deposited.
The Todd stove is sometimes made
with a diving flue, which cools the
products of combustion before they
reach the chimney, so they have less
buoyancy for rising than would be
true of a direct draft stove. As there
are other openings into the chimney
they may be sufficiently open to par
tially supply the draft of the chimney,
when the smoke would be left largely
to dispose of itself, which it does in
condensation and soot. Even though
the chimney is supposrd to be perfect
throughout, a reduction in size where
it passes some timber or a similar con
traction may be found on search. An
accumulation of broken bricks or
other unexpected obstruction has often
been found the cause of a deposit of
soot.

Some Timely Sazcestloni.
From C. E. S., Tacoma, Wash. — I am
much pleased with Carpentry and
Building, and desire to say that one of
the recent numbers contains one of the
best articles on the subject of roof
framing I have ever seen. The author
is I. P. Hicks, and I would ask why he
does not give his method for finding
the side bevels of hips and valleys to fit
the ridge in roofs where two pitches
meet? I would also like to see a series
of articles on mechanical drawing and
the orders and styles of architecture.
The subject of painting might be die-
cussed with profit to many of us. I
should also like to see some illustra
tions of octagon, hexagon or other
polygonal roof framing showing the
methods of obtaining the lengths, bev
els, &c., of all rafters for a roof, of
straight rafters, and also of curves.

Specification for Door*.
From O. G. C., Orand Junction,
Ool.—I would like to ask the readers
of the paper what they think of the
following upecification for doors for a
school and assembly room :
••All doors to be 1% inches thick,
square framed. Panels to be raised
and molded on both sides."
While I see no chancn for argument,
the contractor wants to fill the specifi
cation with an ogee door, while I claim
I am entitled to a molded door.

Labor in South Africa

The editor of the Johannesburg Sen
tinel, in the Transvaal, publishes the
following abstract of the condition of
the labor market in that region, which
gives anything but encouragement to
those contemplating emigration to
South Africa:
'•Carpenter?, EO demand; masons,
bricklayers and plasterers, no demand;
fitters, overstocked ; engine driven,
badly oveistocked; blacksmiths, no
demand; miners, overstocked; house
decorators, painters, &c., badly over
stocked; piinters, badly overstocked;
wagon builders, &c., overstocked;
tailors, overstocked (owing to colored
tailors); bakers, overstocked; shop as
sistants, badly overstocked ; clerks, ter
rible; dressmakers, overstocked; teach
ers, poorly paid ; good white domestic
servants, plenty of room ; waiters, over
stocked ; cab drivers, mostly colored."
The scale of wages, although much
above the ruling rates in Europe and
America, are, however, counterbalanced
by the excessive cost of living. The
rent of a three-room cottage is given as
from (35 to $40 a month, and good ta
ble board at $3 to $10 a week. All
food articles, except beef and mutton,
ccs', three or four times their value in
England, clothing more than twice as
much, and other necessaries of life in
proportion.
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Moving a Brick Railroad Station.

A very interesting piece of work in
the way of moving intact a large build
ing has just been completed in the upper
section of New York City. The struct
ure moved was the brick railroad sta
tion at Mott Haven on the line of the
New York Central & Hudson River
Railroad, the building being raised
from its original foundations and car
ried back a distance of 50 feet. In
order to give our readers some idea of
the magnitude of the undertaking it
may be stated that the extreme length
of the brick structure is 185feet, with an
average depth of about 85feet. Midway
of the front is a tower 19x 19 feet and
haying a hight of 80 feet, the weight
being 500 tons, while the estimated
weight of the whole structure is given
as 1700 tons. The building was first
placed upon solid blocking, the timber

timbers upon which the building
was supported. In moving the build
ing the men took their places at the
screws, as shown in the general view
which we present herewith, and at a
given signal by the foreman each screw
was given a quarter turn. This was
continued until the screws abutting
upon the timbers had been run out to
practically their full length, when
the chained pieces were moved for
ward and again made fast, this opera
tion being continued until the build
ing had been forced the 50 feet. The
work was done in four and a half days
by the well-known firm of house mov
ers, B. C. Miller & Son of Brooklyn,
N. Y. This is said to be the largest
brick structure ever moved in the man
ner indicated and was a complete suc
cess in every particular, there being
scarcely a perceptible crack in any
part of the building. It may be inter
esting to remark in this connection

ure. and is being built principally of
Eastern pressed brick, with limestone
trimmings. The most striking feature
is the second story balcony, extending
from the dwelling a distance of 27 feet
over theport ecnclivre. Other balconies,
supported by colonial pillars, adorn
the front of the building, which is 112
feet front. The roof is Spanish tiled.
Mahogany and quartered oak are being
used in the interior finish. A large
stable, in the rear of the structure, of
similar style of architecture, is being
finished. Mr. Cummings expects to
eat his Christmas dinner in his new
home.

Repairing Old Ceilings

A plastered ceiling that is very loose
and almost about to fall may some
times be saved by the following

General View, Showing Methodby which the Brick Kailroad Station at Mott Haven, ff. Y , was MovedBack Fifty feet.

employed being 14 x 14 Georgia pine,
and the job requiring about 100,000
feet. Instead of moving the building
by windlass power, as is so familiar in
connection with frame structures, the
brick station was pushed to its new
foundations on skids or ways, consist
ing of a frame work of heavy timbers.
The ways were thorough1)- lubricated
so as to reduce friction to a minimum,
and then the building was pushed
along on them by means of jack screws
placed at intervals along the front of
the building. Fourteen screws and 19
men were employed for the purpose, it
being necessary to use two men in op
erating each of the screws at the base of
th» tower, this being the heaviest part
of the building. The abutments against
which the jack screws rested were
heavy timbers secured to the sliding
skids py means of heavy chains. The
opposite end-of the screw worked in a
hollow log which pressed against the

that it was Messrs. Miller & Son who
moved the Brighton Beach Hotel, at
Coney Island, a distance of 500 feet in
land. This building was 400 feet long
and 210feet deep, ranging from three
to four stories in hight in different por
tions of the structure. There were
also five large towers, six and seven
stories in hight, the entire building
weighing in the neighborhood of 5000
tons. This structure, however, was
moved by placing it upon 112railroad
cars running on 24 tracks and drawn
by means of locomotives.

THE MOSTSTRIKING and oddly shaped
building in Germantown, says the
Philadelphia Record, is now being con
structed by George Hearst, contractor,
for H. K. Cummings, on West Tnlpe-
hocken street, which will cost fully
$30,000. It is a mixture of Colonial,
Spanish and Italian styles of architect-

method, says a writer in one of our
English contemporaries : Form of two
or three pieces of scantling and ordi
nary laths a frame long enough to cover
the defective part. Hold this against
the ceiling by means of two uprights,
and gently press back the loose plaster
against the underside of the joists, sup
porting the lower portions of the up
rights by means of wedges. Now take
some ordinary wrought nails, and file
slots into their heads so that they may
be driven home by means of a screw
driver. Use a sharp screw driver, and
press each nail gently through the
plaster into the joist, giving each a
twist when it has entered the wood.
If this is done carefully the plaster will
not be disturbed, but will be held per
fectly when the frame work is taken
away. A little plaster of paris for fill
ing up the holes will give a very good
job. For safety the ceiling is best pa
pered before being whitened. '
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Desirable Method of Compe
tition.

One of the best examples ever given
of the practical benefit of a builders'
exchange to its members occurred in
the Master Builders' Association of
Boston recently. The Union Brewing
Company, being desirous of erecting
new buildings, caused the necessary
plans to be drawn, and in order to
secure the fairest possible method of
competition appealed to the Master
Builders' Association for aid in the
matter. The association assumed en
tire charge of the competition and the
following notice was issued to all its
members :

ESTIMATESWANTED.

Plans and specifications for brewery
buildings for the Union Brewing Company
have been depositedwith this association
for estimating. They can beseenany day
.from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the corporation

room. Estimatesin onelump sumfor whole
job are to be rlaced in the hands of the
secretary of this association on or before
Wednesday,Octolw>r11, at 3 o'clock, p.m.,
at which time the bidding will close. The
estimateswill beopenedin the presenceof
thesecretary,and thework will beawarded
to thelowest bidder, providedthe lowestes
timate does not exceed the sumthe com
pany proposeto expend.
WM. H. Sayward, secretaryM.B.A.
Upon the day appointed the bids
were deposited in a sealed box in the
rooms of the association, and at the
hour specified for the opening of the
bids the seals were broken by the sec
retary of the association in the pres
ence of all the bidders. The amounts
of the various estimates were read, to
gether with the name of the estimator,
and the contract awarded to the low
est bidder. The value of such a pro
ceeding is plain, absolute fairness to
all concerned being assured. By this
means the owners secured bids from
only such contractors as are reputable
and responsible, and the contractors
were certain as to the character of
those with whom they were called
upon to compete, and were guaranteed
perfect fairness in the treatment of
their bids. Such a practice as this is
possible to every exchange in the coun
try, and by its adoption the objection
able features which accompany the
present lack of method in competition
would be overcome.

Bulletin No. 2.
The following bulletin, issued No
vember 1 from the office of the
National Secretary, is commended to
the members of all local exchanges
and others for careful consideration.
To Hie Members of All Filial Bodies :
The urgent need of equitable, har
monious and permanent relationships
between employers and workmen is
one of the most important questions of
the hour, and every builder in the
country should give the matter his
most careful consideration. The great
importance and advantage of securing,
when both employers and workmen
are amicably disposed toward each
other, a fixed and honorable basis upon
which all relationships between the
two can rest must appeal forcibly to all
concerned. Some recognized and
equitable method of treating with the
differences which are continually aris
ing is a necessity ; for these differences
must be treated with, and the advan
tage of a mutually recognized method
of treatment over the present chaotic
condition is self evident. It is equally
self evident that the only proper time
for formulating methods for mutual
government in adjusting points at is
sue between the two, and which for
mulation requires the joint action of
both sides, is when the atmosphere is
free from disturbance. There is no
case on record where permanent and
equitable relationships have been es
tablished between employers and
workmen in the building trades as the
outgrowth of a strike or lockout —that
is, where force was an element, the
stronger dictating the terms of settle
ment and the weaker capitulating.
The preventive method, or "form of
arbitration," adopted and advocated
by the National Association of Build
ers, presents the best form yet pro
duced for securing joint action be
tween employers and workmen. It is

just and equitable, and possesses the
recommendation of never having failed
to accomplish the desired end wherever
it has been adopted. Since its adop
tion at the fifth convention in New
York City this form of arbitration has
been tested, and in every case has
proven the wisdom of its framers.
Specific cases of its use have been fre
quently shown in the columns of
Carpentry and Building, and have
been presented by the National Secre
tary as examples of the benefit which
has unfailingly followed its us'1. The
neglect of employers to investigate
thoroughly and adopt this form of arbi
tration, which is the only fair, square
recognition of the whole bearing of the
labor problem, the only true, logical,
scientific way of approach and method
of treatment of the question, is to be
sincerely regretted. Employers have
been so long in the habit of keeping
stolidly along in the old ruts, waiting
with apparent unconsciousness until
opposing elements have been wrought
up to the commission of overt acts,
that prevention seems difficult of ap
plication.
The use of this form of arbitration
is again urged upon each member of
the filial exchanges as being the best
means of preventing the occurrence of
labor disturbances, and of establishing
a practical foundation upon which fut
ure relationships may stand solid and
undisturbed; and members are ear
nestly recommended to secure the early
adoption of this form through the
special trade organizations to which
they may belong.
Copies of the form can be had from
the national or local secretaries, and
it is printed in full in the report of the
fifth convention.

To Members of Filial Bodies.
The various committees of the Na
tional Association are desirous of re
ceiving suggestions which will aid in
the preparation and completeness of
their reports. All members of filial
bodies are urged to forward suggestions
to the proper committee, the chairman
of which is mentioned first in the roster
on this page, or to the National Secre
tary, to be by him forwarded to their
destination. Nothing however trivial,
which needs correction or improve
ment, in the customs which obtain in
any locality is unimportant ; and the
greater the assistance rendered the com
mittees by the individual members of
the local exchanges the more impor
tant the result of the coming conven
tion will be.

The Uniform Contract.
The use of the Uniform Contract is
steadily increasing all over the coun
try, but the greatest recent gain seems
to be in localities in which the recom
mendation of the National Association,
contained in Bulletin No. 1, from the
Secretary's office, regarding the issu
ance of special cards to the architects,
has been complied with.
The value of the use of the contract
to every builder is being demonstrated
by its increased use, and the fraternity
in general is profiting by the use of a
form which is universally recognized
as standard, and with which both
builders and architects are becoming
more and more familiar. Members of
the local exchanges should insist upon
the use of the form, and should sign
no other.
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Design for a Cabinet.

The drawings which are presented
herewith illustrate in elevation and
section a cabinet in which many of our
young readers may he interested. Me
chanics are often called upon to execute
work of this kind and the design which

is given herewith may afford them
some suggestions. The drawings with
the dimensions are of such a nature as
to make the arrangement of parts
clearly understood without extended
description. In Fig. 1, which repre
sents the front elevation and section,
the hight of the shelves is given, while

in Fig. 2 is shown a plan view taken on
the line A B of the elevation. Fig.
3 is a section of the bottom shelf, while
Fig. 4 is a view taken on the line C D
of the plan. In Fig. 5 is clearly indi-

Flg. 7.-Detail of Legs.—
Scale,SInches to the Foot.

Plan View Taken on Line A B of the Elevation.—
Scale,1Xnohto the Foot.

Fig. 6.—Sectionof Cornice.—.Scale,3
Inchesto the Foot.

Designfor a Cabinet.—Elevation and MiscellaneousDetails.
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cated the manner in which the sides
and uprights are joined, while Fig. 6
gives a section of the cornice. Perhaps
the most difficult part of the work in
constructing this cabinet is the mortis
ing and rabbeting of the front uprights,
a section through which is given in
Fig. 5. The rabbets in the rear upright
are stopped % incn from the top. Pins
are turned on the legs aud finials to fit
into the holes made for them in the
uprights. A detail of one of the legs
is shown in Fig. 7. The shelf above
the cupboard is the sameshape and size
as the top one inside. All the flutes
are % inch wide.

Principles in Organization

W. H. SATWARD.

The adoption of a constitution and
by-laws by an exchange constitutes
the principles upon which the organi
zation is to stand and the rules under
which these principles shall be practi
cally applied to the affairs of each one
of its members. It is frequently a dif
ficult matter to secure a formal com
plaint against such members as have
broken the rules of an exchange, be
cause of the reluctance of the other
members to become individually re
sponsible for the instigation of the
prosecution of a fellow member. In
other words, members seem to be re
luctant to demand the protection of
their individual rights at the hands of
the organization, forgetting, in the
meantime, that that which menaces
an individual menaces the whole. The
member who refuses or neglects to
act in support of the rules or govern
ment to which he has subscribed com
mits an offense against his organiza
tion equal to that committed against
its members by the individual who
has transgressed its rules. Supporting
the rules of an organization consists of
something more than mere conformity
to them ; conscious allowance of their
infringement, without effort for their
protection, is virtually announcing be
lief in their fallacy. The member who
knowingly permits another member to
iniringe upon the rules of an exchange
abrogates his own rights in the matter,
and thereby permits the rights of all
others to be assailed, and, at the same
time, allows the tone and standard of
the whole organization to be lowered
without protest. The principles in
volved, and upon which the organiza
tion rests, should be sustained at all
times without fear or favor, other
wise they become but empty phrases of
no benefit to any one. Whenever a
breach of rules or transgression of the
laws of an exchange occurs the case
should be thoroughly investigated and
the offense, if any, should be rigor
ously dealt with. '•Self preservation is
the first law of nature" is an axiom
which applies to an organization as
well as to an individual.

Test of Fire- Resisting Materials.

A rather curious and instructive ex
periment was carried out in Berlin not
very long ago, some account of which
may prove interesting to our readers.
An old building, which was to be re
moved to make way for new construc
tions, was secured, and a competitive
test of fire-resisting materials insti
tuted. Of course it was impracticable
to rebuild the house with real fire proot
construction, but in Germany, as here,
there are many manufacturers of ma
terials for building fire proof parti
tions, or for protecting ordinary
wooden construction against fire, and
the architects and fire engineers who
instituted the test thought, with jus
tice, that a thorough trial of these was
of great importance, and that the op
portunity of making it should not be
neglected. In order to make the test
conform as closely as possible to the

conditions likely to be met with in
practice, the different rooms were fitted
up in various ways. Several were left
as simple living rooms, with such fur
niture as would be found in ordinary
dwellings ; one was fitted up as a fur
niture manufactory, another as a drug
store, a third as a molding mill, a
fourth as a storage room for furniture
and two others as petroleum stores.
The rooms were then assigned to the
manufacturers who wished to compete
for them to protect according to -their
systems. In order to make the test as
comprehensive as possible, however,
the manufacturers were required to
protect various pieces of iron work by
their own systems, and in some cases,
where there was a doubt as to the
capacity of the fire-proofing material
for enduring a sudden shock, heavy
weights of iron were supported above
them by light wooden frames, so that
on the burning of the frames the
weights would fall. Arrangements
were made for extinguishing the fires
both by hydrant streams and hose from
a steam fire engine, so as to test the re
sistance of the various materials to
sudden cooling and to the violent im
pact of the engine stream, and, with
the scientific thoroughness character
istic of the Germans, a set of pieces of
different substances, made for the pur
pose and fusible at known tempera
tures, was placed in each room, so that
the temperature produced by the fire
would be registered.

JURY OF EXPERTS.
A jury of experts was appointed, and
a large company of architects, fire en
gineers, builders and scientific men
was invited to witness the test. As
this lasted several days, the rooms be
ing separately set afire and extin
guished, a restaurant in the neighbor
hood was engaged for the use of the
guests, and there the manufacturers
displayed drawings and models of their
systems, while the preliminary dis
course, by the veteran Herr Stude, the
Director of the Berlin fire service, was
given, and the decisions of the jury an
nounced, in the same place. Accord
ing to the admirable description in the
Deutsche Bauzeitung, from which we
can only borrow the most important
particulars, says the American Archi
tect and Building News, it appears that
the fire was first set in an upper cham
ber, which had been treated by an ex
hibitor from Breslau, a carpenter named
Schubert. The novel portion of Herr
Schubert's construction consisted in
plastering on a network of square
wooden rods, interwoven with wire.
Plastering in Germany is usually done
on reeds, instead of wooden lath, so
that the Schubert construction was
particularly interesting to the com
pany, and, as his square laths were
set with the edge toward the front,
he secured a good key, besides protect
ing a larger part of the surface of the
laths than is usual with wooden lath
ing. In the room tested this sort of
lathing was applied in various ways.
The old walls and the underside of the
rafters were covered with it, and
plastered ; a partition was made of two
thicknesses of it, the laths of the two
thicknesses crossing, and plastered on
both sides ; another partition was made
of two thicknesses, but on studding, and
the spacebetween filled with slag, and a
floor was laid with it and covered with
cement, the ceiling under being lathed
in the same way, and plastered, while
a deafening of earth, in the ordinary
German manner, was put between the
beams. After the fire was extinguished
it was found that, although the tem
perature, as shown by the fusible
standards, had exceeded 1000° C,
which is about the melting point of
cast iron, the plastering on the Schubert
laths showed only unimportant cracks.
Where the laths were exposed in these
places they were charred, but the
mortar at the back of the charred laths

was uninjured. The floor of cement
on lath was in good condition, and
water tight. Besides this construction,
however, Herr Schubert showed other
devices of a less simple and sensible
sort. Among these was a door, con
sisting of a single sheet of magnesite,
applied on a double layer of jute fabric.
This door, although it was very small,
being only 2 feet wide and less than 6
feet high, had warped under the heat
eo as to allow the fire to pass through
the opening into the next room and
patches of the magnesite had scaled off.
He had also treated the wooden stairs
by soaking them for two weeks with
brine and then covering them with
asbestos linoleum, a process which the
Deutsche Bauzeilung calls an "excuse
for protection, very disproportionate
to the object sought," while it describes
the appearance of the staircase as
"anything but pleasing."

ONE OF THE MATERIALS TESTED.

The next exhibitor showed a ma
terial which reminds one strongly of
the so-called " fire proof" materials to
which the attention of architects here
is frequently called. This substance
was a linen canvas, made " fire proof "
by impregnation with some mineral
salt, and water proof by painting, and
represented tc be desirable for protect
ing wood work, covering roofs and lay
ing over floors. According to the re
port of the jury, who watched its be
havior, this valuable material " im
mediately blazed up " as soon as it was
touched by the fire, and, so far as they
could see, it presented "no noticeable
resistance to fire," although they
thought it possible that, being freshly
painted, it might not have done so
well in this instance as it would under
more favorable circumstances. Next
to the linen canvas fire proofing came
a system of covering with plates of
cement-concrete, which was applied
to walls, ceilings and floors in one of
the rooms, as well as to iron beams ;
while a partition was built up through
the middle of the house, consisting of
two thicknesses of it, with an air
space between. Although the heat in
the room exceeded 1000%the cement
plates resisted admirably. Here and
there the cement was slightly cracked,
but the wood and iron under it was
perfectly protected, the iron beams
showing no loss of strength in testing
subsequently The report of the jury
pronounced this system, known in
Germany as " Boklen's construction "
to be "thoroughly fireproof," so far
as the results of the test showed.

Deterioration of Zinc Work in
Australia

R. Gordon Hyndman, in a paper read
a short time ago before the Royal Vic
torian Institute of Architects, in Mel
bourne, made the following observa
tions in regard to the use of zinc for
roofing and other architectural purposes
in Australia: During the last few
years in Melbourne the use of zinc has
largely increased, both for ornamental
purposes and, more commonly, for
flashing. There are likely soon to be
complaints as to the failure of this
very useful but somewhat uncertain
metal. It has been discovered on the
Continent that where zinc work comes
in contact with brick work the zinc
pits snd rapidly oxidizes and becomes
brittle. Chemical tests show that the
brick work itself contained 1.14 per
cent, of soluble salts quite capable of
producing these results, and that their
action was stimulated by moisture. In
other places zinc used for roofing and
ornamental purposes has been found to
deteriorate rapidly, especially in large
cities, where coal U burned containing
a percentsge of sulphur.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING.*
APPLICATION OF DESCRIPTIVE GEOM
ETRY TO GOTHIC VAULTING.

ALL
the problems studied up to the
present time belong to the Ren
aissance architecture, and be

fore considering the application of geo
metrical methods to Gothic work it is
desirable that we should clearly appre
ciate the essential difference which
exists between classic and Gothic vault
ing. With that view the reader will al
low me to explain the origin and growth
of these two styles of vaulting.
Those who can study Choisy's " Art
de Batir chez les Roinains et chez les
Byzantins" will get a luminous de
scription of the art of constructing
vaults in ancient times. This is a work
based on original research to which I
must refer.
What distinguishes the Romans
among the people of the world is their
exceptional power of organization. It
is to that gift that they owed not only

In dealing with construction, the
Romans took an administrative point
of view. In most of their possessions
they had at their command a large
amount of unskilled labor, and the
problem which they had to solve was
to carry out structures of all kinds and
in all parts of the world by means
of unskilled labor guided by a few
officers or foremen. To this end no
kind of construction is better suited
than concrete. Some trained carpen
ters come from Rome, put up the shell
or mold which barbarians fill with
concrete. The head engineer and his
assistants set out the carefully pre
pared plan on the ground, give the
carpenters the lines of their centerings,
and the laborers fill up the concrete
beds systematically to order. Every
thing is forethought, precision, and
nothing is left to individual initiative.
It is as perfect an organization as that
of an army, and the work of the laborer
is about as intellectual as the goose

Fig. 24T. Fitr.218.

Some of the Roman vaults have a
span of over 75 feet, and no timber
framing that one could practically put
up would be able to support the enort
mous weight of the concrete crus-
while the vault was in course of con
struction. The Romans overcame
that difficulty in the following way :
Suppose they are building a barrel
vaulc. CJp to A of Fig. 247their hori
zontal courses of masonry exercise
practically no pressure on thejcentering.
Above this level they certainly would.
Here the Roman calls to his aid a few
skilled bricklayers and makes them
throw over the centering a series
of burnt brick rings. These rings
are rather peculiar. You see four
or five courses of bricks such as
we would lay them ourselves, then
a large tile is intercalated, and
the same feature appears again at
more or less regular intervals. The
whole thing is slovenly constructed,
as if done in a violent hurry.
In truth these rings of brick were
never to be seen, not more than the
iron rods that stiffen the legs and arms
of a clay model. These rings were
mere stiffeners to receive the pressure
of the concrete while the vault was
being filled in, but once the vault was
finished and completely set, the pur
pose of the brick rings had come to an
end. The tiles, Fig. 251, intercalated
in the brick arches are mere flanges to
bind the arches more completely to
the concrete crust while in its still
more or less fluent state.
When, instead of a barrel vault, the
Roman built cross vaults, Fig. 248—
that is, a barrel vault intersected by
transepts—he began by constructing
the centering for the main barrel vault,
and on the top of that he placed the
centerings of the intersecting vaults,
just as one would fix a timber dormer
window on a roof. In his structure
the Roman considered only the shape
he intended to give to the surface of
the vaults ; as to the intersections, they
would be what the construction gave.

Fig?. 249andItfO Fig. 263.

Masonry and Stone Cutting.—Figs. 247to 252Inclusive.

Fig. 251

their conquests, but the retaining un
der their sway of the countries they
had acquired by force of arms. This
organizing power showed itself in
everything the Romans undertook. It
showed itself in the caste organization
of the Roman state, with its different
grades of citizens, each having its
special function in the common weal,
and also in the various checks by which
the excesses of each caste were kept in
proper limits. That the Roman army
owed its power entirely to clever or
ganization and absolute discipline has
already been stated. In the law the
Romans are head and shoulders above
all people past or present. The mod
erns are therein but little children
lisping the lessons they have learnt
from the Romans. In architecture the
Roman organizing power is as conspic
uous as in everything else. It shows
itself both in plan and in structure.
He who wishes to learn to plan public
buildings properly cannot too much
study Roman examples. They are the
alpha and the omega of that art.

* Continued from page 142,May issue.

step which exercises Tommy Atkins'
mind in our days.
We moderns who have to pay for
labor, when we build in concrete we

Eitch
it out of a wheelbarrow, or at

est with a shovel. The first is inap
plicable to the construction of walls
above ground, because the pitching of
the concrete in large quantities would
exercise a lateral pressure on the tim
ber centerings and cause the walls to
bulge. The second system has that
drawback to a lesser degree, but does
not insure so perfect a result as the
Roman way.
Roman walls are actually built in
horizontal courses of small rubble
stones, the size of which was limited
by law by having to pass through a 2-
inch ring. Thus all lateral pressure
was avoided. The vaults also were
formed of horizontal courses of the
same work. The building when com
pleted was a mere cast, just as much
so as a plaster statue.
But this cast contained hidden in its
mass an element of life from which
sprang, I believe, the scheme of our
Gothic vaults.

When the two vaults had equal
spans, Fig. 249, both were usually
semicircular barrel vaults springing
from the same levels, and their inter
section would be contained in a vertical
plane, therefore be straight on plan.
If one of the vaults was narrower
than the other, Fig. 250, it was also
made semicircular, but its springing
was lifted up until the crowns of the
two vaults were on the same level. In
that case the plan of the groin formed
by the intersection of the vaults would
be a serpentine line. Also with, cross
vaults, the Roman used brick rings
while the vault was in course of con
struction. The centerings were made to
follow the groin and were constructed
of three parallel rings of brick con
nected by tiles, as shown in Fig. 252.
The usual cross rings were also used.
The Byzantine Greek builders erected
later on similar cross vaults in brick
and stone without the use of ribs, but
I do not think the Oriental methods of
construction affected in any way the sys
tem of construction which was adopted
in the Western parts of Europe.
In Gaul and the Rhenish provinces
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after the fall of the Roman Empire
the Roman building traditions were
preserved, but the circumstances had
changed. Instead of hordes of slaves
or legionaries to fill in concrete masses
of masonry, there were but few work
men. It may be even that the secrets
of preparation of the Roman cement
had been forgotten. In most places
stone had to be used instead of bricks.
The successors of the Roman work
men adopted, therefore, the simple de
vice of building their centerings in
stone instead of brick, and in forming
the vault surfaces on the top of these
centerings. From this moment, cross
ribs and diagonal ribs become exposed
to the view. They are the essential
features of the structure, to which
regular geometrical forms are given,
such as circles or arcs of circles. The
surfaces of the vaults have to suit
themselves as best they can to fit these
ribs. They are usually irregular sur
faces possessing no definite geomet
rical formation. This, according to
Sir Gilbert Scott, is Gothic architect
ure. The pointed arch is a mere de
tail not at all essential to the style.
Of course all the ribs were built in
vertical planes. •. . . .
Roman architecture was the result
of the Roman processes of construc
tion. Gothic architecture was the out
come of the brains of practical work
men. Every feature therein had been
invented for a practical purpose, most
often to save labor. The Rennais-
sance master ignored all that. He
prescribed Roman form as a matter
of taste, and he had that form executed
with means which were not suited to
that purpose. Hence arise all the
difficult problems of geometry relative
to intersections of surfaces which we
have met in our former articles on
masonry and stone cutting.
With Gothic architecture these dif
ficulties are not to be met, and the ap
plications of geometry are reserved to
a few points which we shall examine
hereafter.

New Publications.

Hydraulic Cement. By Fred. P. Spald
ing, Assistant Professor of Civil Engi
neering,Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.
106pages,5x7 inchesin size. Bound in
cloth covers, with gilt side title. Pub
lishedby Andrus & Church. Price, $1.

This little work consists of a series
of notes on the use of hydraulic ce
ment, and is designed to be employed
as a text book in a short course of in
struction, as well as to serve the pur
pose of a handbook in the laboratory.
In the first three chapters an attempt
has been made to give a brief state
ment of the general properties and
characteristics of hydraulic cement, as
well as its behavior under the more
common contingencies of use. There
is also presented a discussion of the
various tests which may be applied to
hydraulic cement, including both the
ordinary tests of practice and the more
elaborate ones which have been pro
posed or which are in use in the larger
experimental laboratories. The fourth
chapter is devoted to a selected list of
recent literature bearing on the sub
ject, and intended to aid students en
gaged in original or independent re
search.

Manual training is about to be in
troduced into the public schools of
Brooklyn, a sum of $10,000 having
been appropriated to this object by the
Board of Education. This will defray
the expenses of the first experiment in
this direction, which will be in the
shape of a manual school to be estab
lished in the Boys' High School, where
the rudimentary principles of several

trades will be taught to lads recom
mended by the principals of the
schools. ^
The Evolution of the Nail.

The first nails produced in the United
States were made by hand, and Fisher
Ames of Massachusetts, in a speech
made before Congress in 1789,when it
was proposed to put a duty of a cent a
pound upon all imported spikes, nails,
tacks and brads, in order to foster the
home product, said of this industry :" It has become common for the coun
try people in Massachusetts to erect
small forges in their chimney corners,
and in winter and on evenings when
little other work can be done, great
quantities of nails are made, even by
children. These people take the rod
iron of the merchant and return him
the nails ; and in consequence of this
easy mode of barter, the manufacture
is prodigiously great. This business
might be prosecuted in a similar man
ner in every State exerting equal in
dustry."
In August, 1797, Samuel Briggs of
Philadelphia, in connection with his
son, is said to have received the first
patent for a nail making machine ever
issued by the United States, but as at
about the same time several inventions
for manufacturing nails were made by
various persons in different parts of the
country, it is still a somewhat disputed
point to whom the credit of absolute
priority is due.
In 1817 the device known as the
Blanchard machine, an invention of
Thomas Blanchard and others of Bos
ton, was successfully demonstrated in
practical use, and the patent sold to a
company for the comparatively small
sum of $5000. This Blanchard ma
chine was intended particularly for
small nails, brads and tacks, and is the
basis of the inventions which are in
use to-day.
It is a curious contrast presented by
the contemplation of a family engaged
at odd hours in their home laboriously
shaping nails by hand a century ago
and the product of a single day of
any one of the many nail and tack
factories in States which were then an
unknown wilderness, or inhabited by
wild animals and wilder Indians.
Fifty millions of small nails and
tacks is the daily output of several of
these factories, weighing in the aggre
gate a dozen tons or more, and dis
tributed in all the markets of the
world. A single machine is capable of
cutting and heading over 15,000tacks
an hour, and shoe nails are cut at the
rate of 2000a minute.
It is not many years since it was the
custom in many wholesale houses to
keep the boys employed in idle
moments picking up and straightening
out stray nails which had been re
moved from packing cases. The wire
nail, which in its present form is a com
paratively recent invention, has from
its convenience and lesser cost so com
pletely superseded the finishing nail
and patent cut brad that there is little
demand for these one time favorites.

Built-in Furniture

A suggestion in regard to house
building is offered by the Decorator
and Furnisher, Which has many points
in its favor ; in fact, in many respects
is being now adopted in modern build
ings. It is that " of having a great
deal of the movable furniture used in
modern interiors as a part of the con
struction of the house itself," and re
marks that " civilization is at present
being weighted down with a vast
quantity of household furnishings
which are moved about from one
house to another, with an unnecessary

expenditure of energy, worry of mind
and expense. A great part of the fur
niture of the house which is usually
looked upon as movable is not so of
necessity."
The importance of built-in furniture
is very largely appreciated by archi
tects and owners. There is more and
more a tendency to furnish the house
with convenient interior fittings in
keeping with the general finish. Ward
robes, hat stands, refrigerators, side
boards and various other hitherto
movable pieces are now being built in
to correspond with the other wood
finish. This feature can, however, be
carried further, says Architecture and
Building, and thus reduce very ma
terially the amount of movable furni
ture. Such a course generally adopted
would doubtless interfere materially
with the May Day emoluments of the
truckmen, but would certainly conduce
to the peace of mind of the householder
on occasions of removal.
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A Trade Schoolfor Boston.

The decision of the trustees of the
fund left by Benjamin Franklin to the
City of Boston, over 100 years ago, to
devote the entire sum to the erection
and establishment of a trade school in
that city is a matter for congratula
tion. The money was bequeathed"by
the distinguished testator to be applied
to "the encouragement of young me
chanics." The trustees have thus acted

wisely in voting its appropriation to
the purposes of a trade school, which
shall bear the honored name of Frank
lin, as being the object best calculated
to carry out the presumed wishes and

intentions of that great man. The an
nouncement is made that the school
will be entirely independent of the
public schools of the city, which is also

a wise decision. As we have con
stantly maintained, the extension of

the trade school movement in the

larger centers of population in the

United States is a great and growing
necessity. No object is more worthy
of the support and encouragement of

those interested in the welfare and

progress of American youths and in

the elevation of the manual trades

than the widespread adoption of such

means of trade training and instruc

tion.

Successof Trade Schools.

Wherever the trade or manual train

ing school has been tried— provided its

organization and conduct have been

intrusted to the hands of capable and

intelligent persons— it has been an un
qualified success. Its advantages have
been quickly appreciated by the class

for whose benefit it has been designed ;
and employers of labor, many of whom

were at first inclined to throw cold

water on the idea, are daily becoming

more and more awake to the fact that

these institutions are a source from

which they can draw their best supply

of thoroughly prepared help. The suc

cessful careers of so many graduates

from the trade schools of New York,
Philadelphia and Brooklyn are the best

advertisements those institutions can

desire. These men act as missionaries

in the different parts of the continent
in which their lots are cast,and by their

testimony to the benefits they have

obtained are arousing an interest in

the subject of better trade training in

many quarters which will, doubtless,
develop in time into action. So it has

been in Boston, where the success of
the New York and Pratt Institute
trade schools has admittedly stimu
lated the Franklin trustees to devote
their trust funds to a similar purpose.
As the fund amounts to nearly half a
million dollars the trustees will be
able to start the new school under ex
ceptionally favorable conditions.

Lessonsof the Fair.

It is interesting and to some extent
amusing to read what various writers
have to say regarding the results of the
World's Columbian Exposition. The
magnitude of that enterprise in its
every aspect has been an incentive to
grandiloquent speech whenever the
topic has come up for discussion.
It has inspired lofty utterances from
those gifted in that way, and a whole
tribe of followers has sprung up who
vie with each other in attributing to
the fair almost revolutionary influences
in the arts and sciences. A curious
feature about this whole performance
is that the most fervid prophecies re
garding the influences of certain classes
of exhibits are made by people who
have no practical knowledge on the
subject which they assume to discuss,
and about which they philosophize in
airy abstractions. There is no doubt
that in the matter of architecture
American taste has been greatly culti
vated by the beauty and originality
displayed in the exposition buildings
and many of the State and foreign
buildings. The effect of this may be
seen in the future, although it is ques
tionable whether the severe plainness
of the large structures now becoming
such a conspicuous feature of our lead
ing cJties is not much better suited to
this utilitarian era than the florid crea
tions of ages long past.

What It Taught.

In the matter of exhibits, however,
conclusions are not so easily drawn.
Never before was such a magnificent
array of productions of every character
brought together. While in some lines
the very best was shown, this was not
the case in every line. Many famous
manufacturers whose reputations are
world wide were wholly unrepre
sented, while their competitors shone
in their absence with inferior goods.
How, then, in these lines, some of
which have been singled out for special
praise, could the progress of the art be
specifically noted and a pace set for
the world to follow hereafter? It
was a great show, and Chicago has
won imperishable glory for the grand
scale on which it was projected and
the triumphant success with which
the details were worked out. A great
many people were given an opportu
nity to seemore than they could have
hoped to see if they were to live to the
age of Methuselah with every facility

for travel in their power. Perhaps
invention has been stimulated and
imaginative faculties have thns been
quickened in a way that will be felt
potently by this nation and the world
in the years to come. But the fair
nevertheless was a commercial enter
prise, expected to be of practical bene
fit to the locality in which it was held,
and all other considerations and in
fluences, charming as they may be,
are but secondary and subsidiary. In
the light of the heroic struggle forced
on the business men of Chicago to
in.-tkf their great enterprise a success,
and in view of the narrow escape from
serious dangers which might have
financially wrecked them, the real les
son of the fair is that other projectors
of World's Fairs must not base them
on such a prodigious scale.

Another Apartment Hotel.

The west side of the city is soon to
boast of another fire proof family hotel
which in many ways will be an orna
ment to that section of the metropolis
known as Sherman square. An eight-
story structure somewhat similar in
architectural style to the Hotel Wal
dorf, although much smaller in size,
will rise on a plot of ground fronting
about 106 feet on the Boulevard and
205feet on Seventy-second street. The
building itself, which has been planned
by Architect Andrew Craig, will front
98 feet on the Boulevard and 155feet
on the street, the position being such
as to give plenty of air and light on all
four sides. The structure will be of
iron and steel, with fire proof walls,
floors and partitions. The first story
front will be of brown stone and the
others of brick ; the trim will be of
hard wood, and the appointments
throughout will be in keeping with a
first-class hotel. There will be two
large elevators, one intended for carry
ing passengers and the other for freight.
There will be something like 230rooms
above the first floor, with 98 baths, the
divisions being 84 suites of apartments,
consisting of parlor, bedroom and bath
room, and 63 single rooms, with two
baths on each floor. The main en
trance of the building will be on
Seventy-second street and will be
through a portico 16 feet wide, leading
to a hall of the same width, on op
posite sides of which will be the main
office and the elevators and staircases.
Work upon the foundations is already
in progress and construction will be
pushed forward as rapidly as circum
stances will permit.

Raising Large Buildings

It is not unusual for a frame struct
ure to be raised by means of jack
screws for the purpose of adding
another story to its hight, but it is
seldom that this kind of work is
undertaken in connection with mass
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ive stone and brick buildings. When
such an event occurs it attracts at
tention on the part of members
of the building trades in whatever
section of the country they may be
located, and a few particulars respect
ing the lifting of a six-story stone and
brick business block covering an area
of 80 x 100feet is likely to prove enter
taining. The building is located on
Monroe street in the city of Chicago,
and in order to put in another floor it
was decided to lift the structure bodily
a distance of 14 feet. That this was
something of an undertaking may be

gathered from the fact that the weight
of the building above and including
the main floor was 5720 tons. To do
the work 1800 3-inch jack screws
were employed, to operate which there
were 132laborers, each having charge
of from eight to twelve screws. At
a given signal each screw was given,
with an iron bar 4 feet long, a one-
quarter turn, and as the pitch of
the screws was % inch, each one-
quarter turn raised the structure 3/16
inch, or at the rate of about 3 inches
an hour. When the screws had
been turned from their blocks 12
inches new supports in the shape of
blocking of 6 x 0 timber was put in.
The screws were then slackened until
the load rested upon the blocking,
when they were reset for another turn.
During the progress of the lifting of
the building careful records were taken
and frequent measurements made to
ascertain whether or not the building
was being elevated perpendicularly
from the point from which it started.
In case any workman neglected to
give a proper turn to the 12 screws
under his charge the result was at
once shown by these measurements.
The system also insured the exact ver
tical raising of the building, assuming,
of course, that it started from a level
surface. As soon as the structure was
raised 14 feet and 8 inches, which was
the intended hight, the work of put
ting in steel columns, girders and ma
sonry for the ground story was com
menced, and when completed the build
ing was lowered to its sew support.

The Lyons Exhibition.

The main building for the interna
tional exhibition to be held next year
at Lyons, France, will be a remarkable
structure. From a description given
in Le Genie Civil it appears that the
building will consist of two practi
cally distinct parts, a central dome
like structure and a circular gallery
running entirely round it. The dome
will be 361 feet in diameter and formed
by 16 parabolic half arches. These
will be hinged at the bottom and each
connected at the top to a circular
crown. Each arch will act independ
ently of the others. The roofs of the
surrounding gallery will be carried by
a peculiar form of a cantilever truss.
The total weight of each main arch is
stated to be 30.8 tons, and each roof

truss of the galleries weighs 44 tons.
The total weight of the iron work in

the building will be about 2500 tons,

and the area covered 9.4 acres, a trifle
more than the annex to the Transpor
tation Building at the Columbian Ex
position.

Ingenious Hoisting Device.

In constructing the building in
tended for the New York Life Insur
ance Company, at Monroe and La Salle
streets, Chicago, an ingenious traveler
was put in service for handling the
stone necessary for the walls. The
building is of the steel skeleton con
struction, 12stories high. Both streets
on which the structure fronts have a
heavy carriage and street car traffic.
which rendered the ordinary breast
derrick too much of an obstruction.
Many of the pieces of stone weighed
several tons. The arrangement adopted
for carrying the stone is thus described
by the Engineering Record :
At the level of the fourth floor 12 x
12 inch timbers were laid on the steel
floor beams and allowed to project over
the sidewalk beyond the building line.
On the cantilever ends of these timbers
was laid a 12x 12 inch track stringer
running the length of the building.
The ends of the cantilever beams on
the inside of the building were firmly
lashed to the steel floor beams by wire
ropes. A 2 x 4 inch oak guide rail was
spiked on the center of the track
stringer, and its top was protected
by a piece of 4 x K inch strap iron
Another strap of the same size was
screwed on top of the track stringer
on the side nearest the street.
To keep the traveler vertical, and to
permit of easy longitudinal travel
when the road was pushed inside the
building line, vertical rollers bearing
against the side of the track stringers
were used. Hoisting was effected by
ordinary blocks and tackle. One block
was fastened to the traveler and the
fall line carried around a snatch block
at the level of the sidewalk and thence
to an ordinary hand crab. Longitudi
nal travel was easily effected from the
sidewalk by an inch rope tied about
the middle of its length to the top
strap of the traveler, the ends passing
around snatch blocks attached to the
corner columns at opposite ends of the
building, and from there to the
ground.
Two somewhat similar but simpler
travelers were used on the long Mon
roe street front. They had but one
roller each. The channel frame was
dispensed with, and the roller axle pin
passed through the suspender strap,
which was made of 1x6 inch instead
of 1 x 9 inch metal. These two trav
elers were used together for setting
long lintels and separately for setting
the piers and mullions.

Heraldry on Buildings.

A writer in one of our English-con
temporaries, in discussing the subject
indicated by the title above, says :
Avoid, if possible, the putting up
anywhere of mere crests. A crest is
more a personal cognizance than any
thing else, and does not necessarily
denote to what family a man belongs.
We frequently find the various cadets
of a family bearing very different
crests. It is the coat of arms which is
the most important feature in an
achievement, and to it, therefore,
prominence must be given. If space is
limited, for instance, a coat of arms of
reasonable size, without anything else,
is much better than a small and
crowded design which includes crest,
helmet and mantling. If a crest is in
troduced the helmet and mantling
should be given also. The crest must,
of course, be on a wreath, and the
wreath should not be, as in too many

cases it is, detached from the helmet
and put high above it. On the con
trary, it should be placed round the
upper part of the helmet, its proper
place in a knight's equipment. It
should not, therefore, be straight, but
slightly curved to suit the roundness
of the helmet. The mantling was
originally, in all probability, a sort of
puggree or veil made to protect the
helmet and neck of the wearer from
the rays of the sun. Now, however,
it has become an ornamental scroll,
often flowing down from the helmet
round the sides of the shield. When
treated with discrimination and taste
the mantling is a great effect to the
beauty of an achievement, but when
badly managed it is very much the re
verse. The lines should all be free and
flowing, and the different sides, though
giving the effect of a perfect balance,
should not be in detail the same. Some
of the earlier German mantlings are
well worth study. There is always a
certain amount of difficulty in getting
supporters to look animated and as if
they were really supporting the shield.
Apart from the general treatment of
their bodies, one great reason for this
lack of verveis that they are generally
represented as executing a difficult
feat of balancing on the top of a series
of twisted gas brackets, which extend
below the shield. Now this is all ab
solutely and utterly false, and has a
ridiculous effect. Supporters should
always stand on a solid base, but it
seems to have passed the art of any
heraldic artist to design a very suit
able standing place for them.

Durability of Indian Timber.

Since 1881 the durability of 39 dif
ferent Indian timbers has been under
test at the Forest School in Dehra,
says a recent issue of Invention.
Perpendicular posts, half under
ground, were used, and one by one the
softer and weaker woods disappeared
under the attack of rot and white ants
until a short time ago only three of
the timbers remained sound. These
were Himalayan cypress, teak and an-
jan, which had been exposed ten, nine
and seven years respectively.

Expansion of Girders.

A writer on strains in girders in the
Engineering Record, referring to the
amount of movement of iron girders
due to expansion and contraction un
der extreme variations of temperature,
observes that for iron and steel the co
efficient or rate of expansion is nearly
1 inch for 100°of heat (F.) for every
100 feet in length. Thus a girder 60
feet in length will expand T^inch for
100°increase of temperature, and con
tract the same amount for 100° de
crease of temperature : or a girder 75
feet long will vary Ty- inch, or %
inch, for a variation of 100°. He
says : "In order to provide for all con
tingencies it is the general practice to
allow for a variation of 150°F., or a
movement equal to 1% inches for every
100 feet in length." A girder 60 feet
long will therefore require to have an
allowance for movement in the mov
ing end equal to ,'

„ inch or 1 inch, the
other end being fixed. It is only nec
essary to put the rollers under one end
of the girder, so that the movement of
the girder may be at that end only.

A wealthy Chicago woman is said
to contemplate the construction in
Janesville, Wis., of a row of flats in
which the deserving poor of that town
may live rent free. The buildings are
intended as a memorial to the rather
of the owner.
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HOUSE AT MAITLAND, FLORIDA.

WE
have pleasure in presenting to
our readers this month illustra
tions of a residence which, while

perhaps more elaborate and costly than
many would require, contains much
that is of interest and value to carpen
ters and builders generally. The house
was built not loin; ago at Maitland,
Orange County, Fla., for Mr. L. F.
Dommerich or New York City, from
drawings prepared byArchitect F. J.
Kennard of Orlando, Fla. The build
ing occupies a beautiful location over
looking Lake Minnehaha and the own
er's orange grove, which is said to be
one of the finest in the State.
Our supplement plates give an idea
of the general appearance of the house
and also a view in one of the hall?
looking toward the main stairway.

lating grating, which can be opened
and closed at will. The skylight is con
nected with a large lantern light or
cupola in the center of the building by
a shaft 10feet square, running through
the attic and roof. This shaft is painted
white on the inside, and serves the
double purpose of conveying light to
the center of the house and of a venti
lator. Above the windows in the cu
pola are louvered ventilators, and when
the grating in the skylight is opened
there is a constant upward current of
air which keeps the house cool in the
hottest weather.
The materials used in the construc
tion of the building are local brick
for piers in the cellar and chimneys,
yellow pine for the framing, siding
and inside finish, and cypress shingles

be seen from the illustrations, are on
the south and west sides. These are
each provide.l with double doors, the
upper portions being glazed with
stained and leaded glass. The doors
are divided horizontally in the center,
forming what are known as " Dutch "
doors. They also have side lights and
transoms glazed with stained glass.
All the halls and the staircase are
wainscoted with paneled wainscoting
in yellow pine, with selected curled
pine panels, and the spandrel of the
staircase is treated in a similar man
ner. The ceilings of the halls and the
dining room are paneled with plaster
panels and molded wood ribs. The
cornices are also of wood. All other
principal rooms have plaster molded
cornices and center pieces.

Front or South Elevation.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

House at Maitland, Florida. —/'. J. Kennard, Architect, Orlando, Fla.

The arrow on the floor plan indicates
the position of the camera in taking
the latter picture.
The house was built for a winter res
idence, but as it is to be occasionally
occupied during the summer months,
it was necessary to consider the plan
with special regard to keeping it cool
in hot weather. The method adopted
was simple, yet very effective. For the
purpose of taking advantage of every
breeze, an entrance hall was placed at
each side of the building, connecting
with a large square central hall. In
cold weather it is intended to hang
portieres in the archways connecting
the outer halls with the inner one.
Above the central hall is a well hole
surrounded by a balustrade and trans
forming the second floor hall into
what may be termed a gallery. Above
this well hole, in the ceiling of the sec
ond floor, is a skylight of stained
leaded glass 10feet square, in the cen
ter of which is an ornamental venti-

for the roof and some parts of the
walls. The facing bricks are of a red
dish gray color laid in red mortar.
The house is plastered throughout
with Adamant wall plaster, with sand
finish, all walls being tinted. The
floors are double, the upper one be
ing laid in narrow widths, hand
dressed, and finished with elastic floor
finish.
All fire places have hearths and fac
ings of plain buff tiles. The mantels
and sideboards are of yellow pine,
curled pine and orange. The opening
between the dining room lobby and
the staircase is filled with ornamental
lattice work.
The roof shingles are stained with
Cabot's red stain and the upright shin
gles on the walls, &c., are stained
brown. The body of the house is
painted sage green, the trimmings and
blinds dark green, the sash white and
the porch a reddish brown.
The two principal entrances, asmay

All the seats shown on the floor
plans have paneled fronts and hinged
tops, making them available as lock
ers. The floor plans, of which only two
are given, .as the third floor is used
largely for storage show the general
arrangement of the rooms, so that it is
unnecessary to refer to them further
than to say that the kitchen and other
offices are placed diagonally with the
main house, so as to offer as little ob
struction as possible to the view from
the north and east sides. The larder
is placed on the northwest side of the
kitchen building for the purpose of
peotecting it from the sun as much as
possible. It has a double roof, and is
open to the external air on three sides,
having louvered ventilators protected
by screen wire. The kitchen and laun
dry are each ventilated by means of
central shafts running through the
roof and having louvered sides pro
tected on the inside with screen wire.
The engravings show the front eleva
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tion and cross section of the kitchen
and laundry.
The windows and the door on the
principal staircase are glazed with
stained leaded glass, the circular win
dow containing the owner's crest. All
stained glass is by the Tiffany Com
pany.
The dwelling is fully equipped with
electric bells, speaking tubes, gas and
hot and cold water. The plumbing is
first class open work, and the doors
and windows are fitted with wire

Students of architecture, machinists,
stone cutters, carpenters and persons
working at trades in general who de
sire to avail themselves of this oppor
tunity can apply on any school evening
between 7 and 9 o'clock.

Roman Construction in Brick and
Stone.

screens.

Section through Kl'chen and Laundry.

A FREE CLASS in architectural and
mechanical drawing, under the charge
of two instructors, has lately been
started at the Senior Evening School,
58 Fifty-second street, New York.

The Romans at a very early period
adopted two distinct methods of con
struction, which they were accustomed
to combine in their buildings —the con
struction with squared and fitted
stones, and that with rubble or brick.
The former was employed by them
only as a thick facing composed of
large blocks laid together without

Front Elevation of Kitchen and Laundry.
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First Floor Plan.

Houseat llaWand, Florida.—Main Floor Plan and Elevations.—Scale,1.16Inch to the Foot,
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SecondFloor Plan.

Houseat Maitland, Florida.— Plans.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot— Details.—Scale,3 Inches to the Foot.
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Section through House Taken on Line A B of Main Floor Plan.—Scale,116Inch to the Foot.
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Cast Iron Plate at the Feet of Porch Posts.
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East Side Elevation.—Scale,1-16Inch to the Foot.

House at Maitland, Florida.— Elevations and MiscellaneousDetails.
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Details of Main Cornice.-Scale,
Inch to the Foot.

Details of Celling Hlb and
Cornice.—Scale, 3 Inches
to the Foot.

Finish Over First Floor
Windows of Tower.—
Scale, H Inch to the
Foot.

mortar, united by gudgeons and cramps
of metal or even of wood, behind which
they threw masses of small stones or
gravel imbedded in an excellent mor
tar. The vaults were made of prin
cipal arches or ribs of cut stones or of
bricks, with a tilling of concrete. This
construction imposed on Roman archi
tects plans peculiarly their own, com
posed of massive piers as points of
support for the springing of their
vaults. In these constructions there
were no walls, properly speaking, but
isolated points of resistance, connected
together by certain walls or screens,
comparatively light, as they had no
weight to support. The arrange
ments of plan necessarily resulting
from this principle were admirably
adapted to vast edifices containing
numerous apartments for various uses,
as, for instance, halls surrounded by
an agglomeration of smaller rooms or
chambers of different form, size and
hight, with passages, staircases, &c.

f
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Details of Tower Cornice.—
Scale, J< Inch to the Foot-

Sectionthrough FoundationsandFirst
Floor.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

ACCORDING to one of the London
architectual papers the new spire for
the historical cathedral of Bern is
nearly completed, after having been in
the hands of the architect, Professor
Beyer of Ulm, since 1889,and costing
the enthusiastic subscribers to the
building fund about £14,000 ($70,000).
The committee of the " Munster-bau-
Verein," in whose hands all questions
of renovation and completion rest, has
lately published its annual record of
progress on the works, and, according
to this report, as soon as the spire is
finished the whole of the building is to
be thoroughly overhauled and re
paired, the proposed extra outlay for
these improvements being estimated
at £20,000(about $100,000). This sum
will, however, only cover the cost of
such work as must be necessarily done
if the building is to be preserved ; a
complete restoration, with an im
provement of the immediate surround
ings, requiring another £40,000 (about
|200,000). That a comparatively small
town like Bern should voluntarily sub
scribe so much for the spire and nec-

Sectionthrough Bay
Windows.—Scale,
Inchjto the Foot.

Elevation of Main Staircase.—Scale,H Inch to the Foot.

House at Jfailland, Florida. —Miscellaneous Detail* of Construction.
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eesary repairs is so creditable to them
that they might well spare the doubt
ful hi M-,ry ofa restoration.

Wood-Cement Roof.

In the sccompanying illustration is
presented a section of a building show
ing various roofing methods and their
superficial contents in comparison with
what is known as Haeusler's wood-ce
ment roof, the latter being a new form
of covering which has gained the ap
proval of the authorities and other com
petent persons in Germany. It has also
been frequently employed in Austria,
Russia, Holland, Belgium, and espe
cially in France. The rafters are placed
in a nearly horizontal position, with a
pitch of about I i inches, or at the most
3 inches, for every 39} inches of length,
and are constructed in the samemanner
as any other framing of joist. The
free length of the rafters varies from 6
feet 6f inches to 10 feet 8J inches, and
they are placed at distances apart vary
ing from Hi to 28J inches. Upon these
match line boards are nailed, the sur
face of which is level and perfectly
free from projecting edges and nail
heads. Before the first layer of roofing
paper is put down, the roof boarding

Wood-Cement Roof.

is, by means of a sieve, well covered
with fine sand to a thickness of about f,
inch, the object being to isolate the
wood-cement roofing from the roof
boarding, so that there will be plenty
of room for the wood to shrink or
warp, in case it is inclined so to do.
The roofing paper is specially manu
factured for the purpose of the toughest
materials, and is made in rolls varying
from 16i to 24J feet in length and from
52$ to 60 inches in width. The first
layer of this paper is unrolled upon the
•and from one edge of the roof to the
other, across the ridge, in such a way
that one roll overlaps the other about 2
inches and is fastened at the gutter
edge with short but broad-headed nails.
The makers state that neither the bot
tom side of the first layer of paper nor
the part overlapping should be covered
with wood cement. The second laj er
of paper is then put down, and, for the
purpose of stronger adhesion, a roll is
used which is cut lengthwise into
halves, so as to protect joints in the
first layer. The latter is then finely and
evenly covered to the width of the sheet
to be put down with heated wood ce
ment. This is applied by means of a
long-haired soft brush, fixed at right
angles to a long handle, and then,
while a second workman unrolls the
paper upon the cement covered surface
of the first layer, it is brushed down
upon the latter by means of the hands,
so as to avoid air holes. The adjoining
roll of paper overlaps the first by about
8 inches, and in this way the whole of

the second layer is completed. The
third layer is then commenced with a
whole sheet and the fourth with a half
of a roll, and the work continued in
this way until ccmp'eted. In order to
produce a still better adherence of the
vaiious layers, either J, t, } or whole
rolls can be used, as may be most con
venient. As soon ss the second layer of
the roofing paper has beenplaced in posi
tion the projecting sheets of tin, gravel
curb, curb plate, &c., should be fixed
to the roof by means of nails varying
from } inch to 1J inches in length and
provided with fiat heads. When the
fourth layer of rooting paper has been
covered with hot roofing cement, some
what thicker than the previous ones, it
is thickly strewn with coal dross or
pounded slag by means of a sieve, and
then covered in turn with a layer of fine
sand varying from f inch to J inch
in thickness. After this a layer of
coarse gravel is put on and the whole
leveled and rolled down. Provision is
made for ventilation under the roof
boarding, so as to prevent the wood
work from becoming damp and •de
cayed. The walls are protected against
dampness by first carefully leveling
them and providing them with an
isolating layer of sand.
One advantage of the wood- ce
ment roof, so it is claimed, is that it
can be used as a bleaching or drying
ground, flower garden, open-air restau
rant, playground for children, or fcr
any agreeable, useful or profitable pur
pose, as it admits of constant use with
out sustaining injury. It is also stated
that the temperature below a wood-
cement roof with a lajer of gravel or a
plot of grass is in summer and winter
more uniform than under any other roof.
Disturbing noises caused by high winds,
heavy rains or snowfalls are also
avoided. The construction of the roof
is said to be such that rain water can
easily be drained off by arranging the
slope of the roof in the middle and col
lecting the water in tanks for domestic
or industrial purposes, or it may be car
ried off by means of conductor pipes of
ordinary construction. This form of
roof ip, we understand, being introduced
into England, and trials which have
been made with it are said to have
proven very satisfactory.

The Franklin Trade School.

Benjamin Franklin, in his will, gave
the citizens of Boston, Mass., in 1791,
the sum of £1000, which he directed
to be loaned in small snms at 5 per
cent, interest to young married artif
icers of good character, under the age
of 25, who had faithfully served an
apprenticeship in that city. Dr.
Franklin estimated that the £1000
would increase in 100years to £131,000,
and then the managers of the fund
were to lay out in some public work
£100,000,the balance continuing on in
terest for another 100 years. The
whole sum will then revert to the peo
ple of the city of Boston and the State
of Massachusetts. The trustees under
the will are the Selectmen (now the
Board of Aldermen), united with the
ministers of the oldest Episcopal, Con
gregational and Presbyterian churches
in Boston.
The 100 years having expired, a
meeting of the Franklin trustees was
held on November 10, to decide on the
appropriation of the available money,
amounting to some $415.000. Out of
27 suggestions for its disposition, it
was finally decided by vote that the
whole amount should be devoted to
the purposes of one object, and that
object the establishment of a trade

school, pure and simple. It was fur
ther agreed that the school is to be an
independent one, unconnected with the
public schools, and that it shall bear
the name of the famous donor. This
disposition of the fund seems particu
larly fitting and in harmony with the
desire of Dr. Franklin, and the action
of the trustees has met with general
approval. It is proposed to combine in
this school the experience of similar
undertakings in the country, and an ef
fort will be made to establish the insti
tution on such lines as will secure the
greatest possible benefit to '•the young
mechanic." It is thought that the
New York Trades Scnool, founded and
maintained by the late Col. Richard
T. Auchmuty, will be the example
which will have the greatest weight
with the trustees of the Franklin
school. Those who are most prom
inently connected with the educational
interests of Boston are wholly in ac
cord with the proposed school, and
have commended the movement as
certain to fill a need that the city has
long felt. The first steps toward the
erection of a building for the schools
was taken on November 10, at a meet
ing of the City Architect, President of
School Board. Corporation Counsel and
the trustees of the fund. In his last
annual report to the trustees the
treasurer made the following state
ment of the condition of the fund
February 1, 1893:
Amount of fund February 1,lS92..«ng8.841.51
Interest accruedduring the year.. 15,968.03

Amount February 1,1893 (414,799.53

This amount consists of :
Depositsin MassachusettsHospital
Life Insurance Company .. .$411.100.38DepositsIn SuffolkSavingsBank. .o 3,469.02
Cash .18
Balanceof bonds,for loans 210.00

Total $414,799.53

Mason Builders' Association.

The Mason Builders' Association of
this city held on October 20 a regular
meeting at the Building Trades Club,
at which a movement was inaugurated
looking to the reduction of the cost of
building by lowering prices and wages.
The result of the meeting was the
adoption of the following preamble
and resolutions :
Whrreas, The present financial depres
sion spreading through all the trades and
commercial industries in this city and
vicinity, and, in (act, throughout the whole
nation, has to a large extent frightened
capital, or the peoplewith the moneyto
invest, to suchan extent that production i»
necessarily curtailed and many thousand
wageearners thrown out of employment,
with a prospectof continuing so for some
time beforeconfidenceis restored; and
Wherea*, Our trade, which up to this
time has beenoneof the leastdepressed,as
we are, through long contracts,generally
the last to feel the depression,still it is
always our experienceto be the last to re
cover or revive, which, though it delays,
only postponesour loss ;
Now, trimefore, beit resolved. That it is
the senseof this meetingthat this associa
tion begin now to take such stepsas in ita
judgment is best to invite capital to con
tinue in our channel of trade, as being the
best and only investment that insures a
safe and reliable outlay. To further the
end desired—namely, the continuation of
capital in our channelof trade—it is, in the
opinion of this meeting,advisable that em
ployersand employeesbothshouldmeetthe
issue by voluntarily reducing prices and
wagesat least 10per cent.
The circulation of suchavoluntary action
on the port of those interestedwould cer
tainly attract attention, and would exert a
powerful influencefor the benefitof all.
Be it further resolved, That a copy of
this resolution besant to eachkindred body
of employers of this city, and also to
each of the bricklayers' and hod carriers'
unions that are at this time affiliatedwith
this body, with a view to bringing about a
conferencetoward the carrying out of the
senseand spirit of theseresolutions.
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Design of Front for Store and

Dwelling.

The many readers of the paper who
have lately inquired for designs of
fronts of bnildiogs suitable for erec
tion in the smaller cities and towns,
and especially those who have asked for
something arranged with stores below

and living apartments above, are likely
to be interested in the drawings which
are given upon this and the following
pages. It will be noticed that there is
presented, in addition to the front ele
vation and section, the plan of the
front for each of the three stories of
which the structure is composed. The
miscellaneous details indicate con
structive features which are of interest
in this general connection. The author

of the design is John O'Connor of 50
Tweddle Bnilding. Albany. N. Y.
In his estimate of the material re
quired and the cost he gives the follow
ing particulars :

Three brick piers—1080bricks—at
$15per thousand $16.20
80 feetdoor sill and water table on
front 36.00
1000feetof framing timber 25.00
1000feet of sheetingboards 30.00

Front Elevation.

First Floor.

SecondFloor.

I I
Third Floor.

Design of Front for Store and Dwelling.—John O'Connor, Architect,Albany, Ar. T.-
Scale,% Inch to the Foot.

Section.

One square of shingles 8.00
500 feet clapboards and ceiling
boards 80.00
30feetstorecornice, at $2.50 75.00
30feetmain cornice, at $3.50 105.00
46feetgable and attic window cor
nice, at $1.25 51.50
Railing of the secondstory 10.00
Store front, ready for the glass 125.00
Three doorscompleteand casings.. 45.00
Sevenwindows. 84.00
Fainting 135.00

Total $745.70

The author states that in the above
estimate no account is taken of the
side walls, nor of the floors or roof,
but covers simply the front of the
structure.

Cairene Houses.

The foundation walls, to the bight
of the first floor, are cased externally,
and often internally, with the soft
calcareous stone of the neighboring
mountain. The surface of the stone,
when newly cut, is of a light yellowish
hue, but its color soon darkens. The
alternate courses of the front are some
times colored red and white, particu
larly in large houses, as is the case
with most mosques. The superstruct
ure, the front of which generally pro
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jects about 2 feet, and is supported by
corbels or piers, is of brick and often
plastered. The bricks are burnt, and
of a dull red color. The mortar is
generally of mud in the proportion of
one-half, with a fourth part of lime,
and the remaining part of the ashes of
straw and rubbish. Hence the un-
plastered walls of brick are of a dirty
color, as if the bricks were unburnt.
The roof is flat and covered with a coat
of plaster.
The door of a private house in Cairo
is often ornamented ; the compart
ment in which is the inscription, and
the other similarly shaped compart
ments, are painted red, bordered with
white ; the rest of the surface of the
door is painted green. The inscription,
"He" (i

. e., God) "is the excellent

light and sun and screens the inmates
of the house from the view of persons
without, while at the same time.lt ad
mits the air. They are generally of
unpainted wood, but somefew are par
tially painted red and green and some
are entirely painted. A window of
this kind is called :> " r6shan," or more
commonly, a "meshrebuyeh," which
latter word has another application,
which will bementioned below. Some
times a window of the kind above de
scribed has a little meshrebnyeh, which
somewhat resembles a roshan in minia
ture, projecting from the front or from
each side. In this, in order to be ex
posed to a current of air, are placed
porous earthen bottles, which are used
lor cooling water by evaporation.
Hence the name of "meshrebuyeh,"

The windows of inferior houses are-
mostly of a different kind, being even
with the exterior surface of the wall.
The upper part is of wooden lattice
work or grating, and the lower closed
by hanging shutters, but many of these
have a littlemeshrebuyeh for the water
bottles projecting from the lower part.

HIOHT OF HOUSES.

The houses in general are two or
three stories high, and almost every
house that is sufficiently large incloses
an open, nnpaved court, called a" hosh," which is entered by a passage
that is constructed with one or two
turnings, for the purpose of preventing
passengers in the street from seeing
into it. In this passage, just within-
the door, there is a long stone seat,

Detail of Store Cornice.

Attic Window Cornice.

L

Detail of Main Cornice Bracket.

Balcony Post and Kail. Detail of Window Detail of Main
Frames. Cornice.

Detail of Store
Front Window-
Casing.

MiscellaneousDetails of Front for Store and Dwelling.—Scale, % Inch to the Foot.

Creator, the everlasting," is teen on
many doors, but is far from being
general ; it is usually painted in black
or white characters. Pew doors but
those of large houses are painted.
They generally have an iron knocker
and a woodenlock, and there is usually
a mounting stone by the side.

WINDOWS.

The ground floor apartments next the
street have small wooden grated win
dows placed sufficiently high to render

it impossible for any person passing by
in the street, even on horseback, to see
through them. The windows of the
upper apartments generally project \%
feet or more, and are mostly formed
of turned wooden lattice work, which
is so close that it shuts out much of the

which signifies " a place for drink :1or" for drinking." The projecting win
dow has a flat one of lattice work or a
grating of wood or of colored glass
immediately above it. This upper
window, if of lattice work, is often of

a more fanciful construction than the
other, exhibiting a representation of a

basin with a ewer above it, or the figure
of a lion, or the name of Allah, or the
words " God is my hope," &c. Some
projecting windows are wholly con
structed of boards and a few have
frames of glass in the sides. In the
better houses also the windows of lat
tice work are now generally furnished
with frames of glass iu the inside,
which in the winter are wholly closed,
for a penetrating cold is felt in Egypt
when the thermometer is below 60° F.

called "mastab'ah," built against the
back or side wall, for the porter and
other servants. In the court is ,a well
of slightly brackish water, which filters
through the soil from the Nile, and on
its most shaded sides are commonly
two water jars which are daily replen
ished with water of the Nile brought
from the river in skins. The principal
apartments look into the court, and
their exterior walls (those which are
of brick) are plastered and white
washed. There are several doors,
which are entered from the court. One
of these is called "bab elharum" (the
door of the harem) ; it is the entrance
of the stairs which lead to the apart
ments appropriated exclusively to the
women and tneir master and his chil
dren.
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\VHAT BUILDERS ARE DOING.
T T is apparentby thereportsfrom various
J^ part* of the country that the building
businessgenerallyU very quiet, though

there is probably no widespreaddistress.
The lack of work at this end of the season
ia likely to causeconsiderableapprehension
for the winter, but the recuperative powers
of the larger cities, particularly in the
West, wherethegreatestamount of suffer
ing seemslikely, is such that it is hoped
that thewinter will be lessseverethan the
presentindications seemto indicate. The
number of idle mechanics is at present
much greater than it hasbeenat this sea
son for many yearspastand many are in
clined to view the immediate future with
seriousmisgivings. On the other hand, it
is predictedthat the present depressionin
wages and labor will result in bringing
capital into investmentin order that it may
avail itself of thepresentcheapnessof the
costof construction. The greatest depres
sion seemsto exist betweenthegreat lakes
and the mountains, although in the ex
treme West some localities are in a bad
condition. Throughout the Middle Atlan
tic Statesand theextremeEast the situa
tion seemsto be easier.

Boston, Mass.
The amountof building at presentbeing
carried on in Boston, while below theaver
agefor this seasonof the year, is sufficient
to keepthemajority of the contractorsand
workmen busy. Very little complaint is
heardof lack of work, and the prospectfor
the winter is fair. The carpenters, under
an agreementwith the employers,are work
ing eight hours per day. The changefrom
nine hoursoccurredshortlyafter November
1, and will continue until Marcb 1in any
event, and possibly eight hours will be
adopted at that time as permanent. The
menare now working for the same wages
per hour as formerly, and the gain in time
is a reduction in wages by an hour's pay
per day. It is expectedthat on March 1
next a readjustmentwill be made,and the
pay per hour will either be increasedor the
menwill go back to theold arrangement.
The amount of businesson hand at that
time will determinewhat the change will
be. It is statedthat the "inside " menem
ployed in the shops prefer to work nine
hours rather than losean hour'spay. The
disposition of the fund left by Benjamin
Franklin " for the benefit of young me
chanics,"by the Board of Aldermen, who
are trustees under the will, has recently
beenmade, and in a way that seemspecu
liarly in harmony with the wishesof the
giver. It has beendecidedto establisha
trade school on the same general linesas
those now existing in New York City and
in Philadelphia. The work on the project
is to be begun at once. The membersof
the Master Builders' Association are hard
at work perfectingthedetailsfor the recep
tion and entertainmentof the delegatesto
the comingconvention.

Baltimore, Mel.
The building interests in Baltimore are
reportedin good condition, the amount of
work on handbeingabout up to themark.
The Builders' Exchangeis in excellentcon
dition, and theprogressof theplan to secure
a building; of its own is steadyand sure.
The Mayor was notified recently by the
secretary of the stonemasons'union that
the International Union bad resolvedto in
creasetheday wagesof stonemasonsfrom
t4 to $4.50on all corporation work and all
work hereafter to be contracted for. The
Mayor said the increase of 50 centsa day
might require additional appropriations.
No decision has yet been reached in the
matter.

Chicago, 111.
Reports from Chicago indicate that the
building interests are, comparatively
speaking, quiet, and that the immediate
future doesnot hold much prospectof im
provement The Builders and Traders'
Exchange closed its doors on Manhattan
Day at the World's Fair in honor of the
visitors from New York City. The condi
tion among theworkmen in the building
tradesremainsunchanged. The unions are
making strenuousefforts to securecity im
provements in order that asmany as pos
sibleof theidle workmenmay begiven em
ployment.

Cincinnati. Ohio.
The Cincinnati builders are having less
to dothis fall than theyhavebadduring the
same period for several years past. The
amount of work on band is unusually
small and there is but little new work of
any importancein themarket. The Build
ers' Exchange still continues in its normal
conditionof progress, although the quiet
ness in the building businesshascauseda
lack of interest to spring up in attendance
of the members. The following, taken
from the Commercial Oazette,is a portion
of a letter sent to a leadingmemberof the
exchangeby Wm. H. Bayward, secretary
of the National Association of Builders,
and illustrates the recommendations of
that body in regard to settingup satisfac
tory and mutually beneficial conditions
with the workmen :
I am very sorry that the various filial
bodies do not more effectually out into
operationthemethodof arbitration recom
mended by the National Association. It Is
discouraging, particularly In view of the
fact that in every casewhereit hasbeenes
tablished there has beenno disturbanceof
the work in that trade, and in view of the
fact that themostaggravating strikes have
occurred In those trades and those places
where the employers have sneeredat the
NationalAssociationgplan. I feel that this
plan, uponwaich 40muchtime andthought
havebeenexpendedby the NationalAssocia
tion, is theonly fair and square recognition
of the whole bearingof tbe labor problem.
ls tbe only true, logical, scientific way of
approachand methodof treatment, and it
is.therefore,discouragingafter all theeffort
which has beenput into the work to find
that the employers refuse to investlaate,
keep stolidly along-in the old ruts, waiting
with apparentunconsciousnessuntil the op
posing elementshavebeenwrought up to
the doing of some outrageous tiling, and
then blindly striking out at random.hop-
Ing to deal someannihilating blow to those
organizations,which skillfully dodgetheir
frantic efforts. Why is It that employers
cannot seethat our system follows purely
in the line of that old and incontrovertible
adage: An ounceof prevention is worth a
pound of cure?
I supposethat someone must keepding-
Ing the truth of our position continually
in the earsof the employers,andaslong as
I am secretary It is my duty to keepat tbe
task and not get discourtged. and so I say
iigiiin to the umolnnatl Exchange through
you. us one of ita leadingmembers,take
this matter up over and over again,urge it
upon your special trade organizations,and
let us have at the next meetingof tbe Na
tional Associationthegratifying report that
in someonetradeat leasttheplanof preven
tion framed,approvedand recommendedby
the central body has beenset In operation,
and the first steps thus taken to secure
peaceful,regular andsystematicsolution of
the labor problemin Cincinnati.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Business is reported as quiet in Cleve
land. The relationshipbetweenemployers
and workmenis free from disturbanceand
seemsto promisewell for the future. The
Builders' Exchange is in excellent financial
condition and is taking stepsto increasethe
interestof themembersin the work it has
undertaken. Theamountof building being
carried on at present is less than it wasat
this time last year.

Lowell, Mass.

Trouble has again broken out in Lowell
between the bricklayers and their em
ployers. Tbe union workmenhavebeenon
a strike sinceearly in the season,the vari
ous phases of which have been given in
thesecolumns. It was thought that an ad
justment of affairs had been reachedlast
monthwhich wouldpreventfurther trouble,
but a new cause for disturbance has re
cently transpired. On November 9 the
bricklayers' unionheld a lively meetingfor
the purposeof discussingthenewgrievance.
A tacit agreementhad oeenmadebetween
tbe employers and tbe union officials that
all union men would refuse to work on
private or corporate construction unless
employed by a member of the Master
Builders' Exchange. As the strike hasbeen
declaredoff the workmenwere allowed to
securelabor whereverpossibleand accepted
the offer of the Hamilton authorities to
work tenhours for nine hours'pay on their
new mill.
The membersof the Builders'Exchange
objected to this, claiming a breachof faith
by the union in allowing the mento secure
work on the Hamilton direct and in allow
ing themento work tenhours a day. They

gay this is a great injustice to them,as it
enablestbeHamilton companytotakework
from tbemembersof theexchange. Con
siderablediscussion was had over themat
ter by the union men at themeeting,some
declaring in favor of calling the menoff
from the work and discharging them if
they did n»t comply. The majority, how
ever, were in favor of allowing themento
remain, as if theydid not do toe work scab
labor would beprocuredand tit*mensuffer
thereby.
General Secretary Thomas O'Dea of the
International Bricklayers' Union senta let
ter, whichwas readin themeeting,offering
his regretsat the declaring of a suspension
of the strike. He volunteeredtheassurance
that further aid would begrantedafter the
annual convention at Omaha in January.
The condition of affairs is still unsettled.

Lynn, Mass.

The building interestsof Lynn are very
quiet, there beinglittle or no work of any
importanceat present done. The outlook
for new work before next spring is very
poor. At a recent meetingof Ihe carpen
ters' union, P. 8. Curry, the secretary of
theMaster Builders' Association, was one
of the guestsof theevening,and madean
addresson pertinent topics.
He took up the subject of arbitration as
advocatedby the National Associationof
Builders, and statedas his opinion that it
will bring about a good feeling between
theemployerand employee,and put a stop
forever to strikes and lockouts. He also
reviewedthe history of the hours of labor
from tbe standpoints of theemployer and
employee,and thonght that the eight-hour
law would bea final settlementof theques
tion, and that there would not be much
oppositionto it by theemployersof Massa
chusetts.

Milwaukee. WIs.

The building business in Milwaukee is
very quiet, and a large number of work
menare out of employment. No building
of any magnitude is now beingcarried on,
and there is little in sightfor the immediate
future. The situation looksgloomy for the
winter, and thecalls for charity are already
double that which ordinarily prevails at
this seasonof tbe year.
The Relief Committee of the Painters
and Decorators'Union No. 159has thus far
succeeded in furnishing employment to
about 40 men. The committeewascom
pelledto abandon its original plan of fur
nishing men by the day and making con
tracts with parties for painting jobs.
Twenty men have recently been put to
work on the County Hospital. Superin
tendent Wilkins of the Asylum for the
Chronic Insanehas not yet given the order
for repainting of that institution, because
the Board of Supervisors hasnot yet made
an appropriation for thepurpose. Only a
small fraction of the unemployedpainters
have thus far succeededin getting work.
Quite a number of firms and private cit
izenshave left orders for odd jobs with the
committee,through whose instrumentality
themenare put to work.
The membersof theBuildersandTraders'
Exchangeare endeavoringto securea bet
ter form of proposal under which all bids
for work can be submitted. A conference
has been held with the architects and a
form adoptedby the committee having the
matter in charge. The final ratification and
adoption by the exchangewill take place
later, after which the form will beput into
generaluse. Oneof theprincipal features
of thenewform is that : " Where tbe archi
tect, owner or agentdemandsa bond from
the contractor, the contractor shall beenti
tled to a bondfrom the architect, owner or
agent for theprompt payment of the sums
namedin the contract, and for the faithful
performanceof such conditions and terms
asmay beset forth in said contract."
At the last regular meeting of the ex
changeManager Konrad reportedthat the
permission given by the Exchange to the
Museum and Library boards to exhibit
their plans in the storepart of the build
ing had been accepted,and tbe plans of
architects competing for the new library
building will beexhibited in the exchange
building.

New York City.
The condition of the building trades in
New York City continues quiet in nearly
all branches. The steam fitters and elec
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trie wiremen are reported agbeingfairly
busy, but the other trades are feeling the
depression seriously, it being stated that
thereare in thecarpenter tradealone over
2000menidle. Shortly beforeNovember1
a generalstrike wasordered on the Postal
Telegraph and Mutual ReserveFund build
ings, which promisedfor a time to prove a
seriousaffair, bat the matter was quickly
adjustedand the strike declaredat an end.
There is said to be trouble among the un
ions in the city which is theresult of an old
split in the Board of Delegatesthat caused
theestablishmentof anewoppositionboard
calledthe Little Board. The trade is made
to suffer by the feud, which showsitself in
strikes orderedby oneboard on jobs where
membersof unions belonging to the other
board are employed. The MasonBuilders'
Association on October 30 passedresolu
tions,printedelsewhere,asbeingcalculated,
in the opinion of the members,to tiring
about an early resumption of the normal
amount of work .
The project by the membersof the Me
chanics and Traders' Exchange and the
Building Trades Club to securea centrally
located property and erect a building
which shall bea homefor the building fra
ternity of New York City, under the name
of the Building Trades Exchange, ig being
constantly agitated. The latest stepis the
issuanceof a neatlittle bookcontaining sev
eral blank pages for thedateof subscrip
tion, name and address of the subscriber
under the following head: " We whose
names are hereunto subscribeddo hereby
severally agreeto becomemembersof the
'Building Trades Exchange' to be incor
porated uponthegeneralplan expressedin
the prospectus of the committee of the
Building Trades Club. datedJuly 1, 1893,
and we respectivelysubscribe the sum of
$1000for our certificatesof membershipin
such exchange,and agreewith the Provis
ional Committeewhosenamesare apended
to such pro.s|iectiisand with eachother toseverally pay in said sumwhen called for
as provided in said prospectus." The pros
pectus was described in thesecolumns at
the time of its issuance.

Omaha, Neb.
It is reportedfrom Omahathat thebuild
ers are feeling more encouraged over the
outlook than they have for sometime past
nothwithstanding the end of the seasonis
rapidly approaching. Work on such jobs
as were abandoned during the panic has
beenresumed,and it is the generalfeeling
among botharchitectsand builders that a
renewal of the former volume may be
lookedfor in thespring, if not before. The
membersof the Builders and Traders' Ex
changehaveheld their own, there having
been no failures among them,and while
thereare only signsof improvementin the
condition of businessvisible at present,they
are not discouragedwith the prospect. The
exchange has stood the financial straits
well and is in ^oodcondition, with a number of applicationsfor membershipawait
ing action. 8nch new contracts as are
nowbeing let improvesthe condition of the
workmen by furnishing moreemployment,
although the supply of work is inadequate
to the demands. There are a number of
large operationsunder way for spring.

Philadelphia. Pa.
The building businessin Philadelphia ig
about on a par with that of the other great
Eastern cities,a leaseramountof work than
usual at this season being on hand. The
Master Builders' Exchange is doing excel
lent work in stirring up its membersto
greater appreciation of the benefitswhich
will follow closerapplicationof themethods
advocatedby the organization for the im
provementof existing conditions. Renewed
attention is also being given to the trade
schools under the patronage of the ex
change. At a meetingof thespecialcom
mitteeof theexchangeappointedto revise
the by-laws, held October25,manypropo-
siclonslooking to the advancement of the
exchange were discussedat great length,
the sessionlasting until nearly midnight.
At a meeting on the24ththe chief topic
of discussionwasthewelfareof theMechan
ical Trade Schools. Qeorge Watson, the
president of these schools, and the man
uponwhom falls the responsibilityof keep
ing up the interest in them,told of thegreat
progress that had beenmadein thework,
and declared that it requireda greatdeal
of exertion to hold the schools up to the
high standard they had attained, but that
hewas determined that they shouldnot go
backward. He said the chief difficulty wag
in raising the necessaryfunds to keepthe
schoolsgoing, but that thus far all that had

beenneededhad beenraised. Mr. Watson
urged the completion of an endowment
fund of 110,000. He said that he bad al
ready raised 15500for the purpose. Presi
dent Albertsnn of theexchange; ex-Pre»i-
dents John 8. Stevensand Stacy Reeves,
and Messrs.Chas.GillmKham, John Atkin
son, Samuel Hart and Wm. B. Irvine also
made addresses in favor of encouraging
the schools. Mr. Irvine suggestedthat the
Legislature shouldmaketheappropriation
for thepurpose.
Captain Thomas C. Wilson, assistantin
the State Bureau of Industrial Statistics,
hasbeenassignedto makea specialand ex
haustive investigation into theapprentice-
snipsystemaspracticedin theUnited States.
He will be invited to visit the Mechanical
Trade Schools,and the officersor the ex
changewilt makeeveryeffort to aid him in
his laborssofar asPhiladelphiaigconcerned.

San Francisco. Cal.
The union carpentersof San Francisco
are making strenuousefforts to securethe
adoptionof an eight-hourday on all work
done on the buildings of the Midwinter
Fair. The object claimed is the distribu
tion of the work among a greater number
of workmen and the following, from the
Call, gives a good idea of the manner in
which thecarpentersare proceeding:
BUILDING TRADES'HEADQUARTERS.TntheMldtvlnttr Fair tfennniminnern.—
GENTI.KMKN: Our committee which wasappointedto askyour assistancela persuading: ihe contractors now engagedon the
Midwinter Fair buildings, and working
their men 10and 11 Hours per day. to re
duce the h .urs to the legally recognizedeight-hour work day. hasmadea report tous that igvery unsatisfactory. It was una
ble to give us any informationagto your in
tentions.
We regard that report ag more In the
nature of a narrative of a controversyhadwith thecontractorsthan of anyconference
hadwith vou,andwouldrequestsom»statement,from you that can besubmittedto theorganizationsinterested.
Wewould also lay stress upon the point
that HI>eight-hour clause nuirbt to be In
sertedin all contractsto belet by youor underyour supervision,and request that you
declineto allow anybuildings to be let unlesssucha clausebe Incorporated.
Wesendthis by our duly authorized committee,whowill wait your reply and be atyour serviceto answeranyquestions.Yoursrespectfully,
EXECUTIVECOMMITTEEORGANIZED

CARPENTERS.

BUILDINGTRADES'HEADQUARTERS.
To theBuUdere'Association.
GENILRMEN: We respectfullysubmit thefollowing for jour consideration•Owing to the (act that the buildingsonthe Midwinter Fair grounds havebeenletwithout any eight-hour clause In thecontracts,the contractors,with oneexception
havetakenadvantageof that fact and have'lengthenedthe hours of labor per day to an
unreasonableextent.
Werecognizethat thecompetitionof con
tractors bidding upon the eight-hour basisagainst others who contemplate employ
ing workmen 10and 11hours per day isnot fair. We also know that the Builders'Association has In the pastbeenfavorablydisposedtoward the eight-hourwork day,
as your actions have demonstrated,and'therefore,believingthat your membersusethe eight-hour dayas thebasisuponwhichto estimate the Item of labor,we feel thatyou will agreewith us that your interestsare Jeopardizedaswell asours.
Accordingly, we would ask your support
In our presenteffortsto reducethehours of
laboron theMidwinter Fair buildingsandtobring about the Insertionof aneight-hour
clauseIn all future contractsthere.
In Colonel Andrews' statement to us hesaidthat contractorswould not bidonprop
ositionscontaininganeight-hour clause,butour committee elicited the fact from him
that no attempt hadever beenmadeto se
cure such bids and that at no timehadanyeight-hour clausebeenInserted In the con
tracts.
This statementcoming to us from an offi
cial of the exposition carries weight, and
we believe that a clausepertaining to the
numberof hoursought to beinserted in allcontracts, to the end that no one bidder
should have an advantageover the others.
We send this to you by a committeedulyauthorized,asking that you give It your im
mediateattention and the committeewill
await your reply. Yours respectfully,
EXECUTIVECOMMITTKK.ORGANIZED

CAKPENTERK.
The building businessin the city still con
tinues very quiet, and thenumberof men
out of work is larger. There seemsto be
little prospectof immediateimprovement.

Scranton, Pa.
Building is reported as being in a fair
condition in Scranton, with several large
contracts in prospect. The Builders' Ex

changeheld its first banqueton the evening
of October 25 at one of the leadinghotels.
The affair wasa mostdelightful one in ev
ery respect,and proved most enjoyable to
all. The tableswere most tastefully deco
rated and an excellent orchestra addedto
the pleasure of the occasion. About 50
members and guestswerepresent,and th»
toasts were ably handled. The exchange
is deserving of great credit for the com
pletesuccessof theevent.

Notes.
It is stated by the Washington Post that
the American Federation of Labor and the
Knights of Labor are taking steps to form
an international unionwhich shall bring all
labor organizationsunderonemanagement.
Master buildersof Fall River report busi
nessto bepicking up. Outdoor work is be
ginning to becomea little more plentiful,
owing to the fine weather,which is tempt
ing many property owners to take advan
tageof it and have repairs donethat were
delayedon accountof the stoppagesin the
mills. If the weather holds good it is ex
pectedthat businesswill begood till Christ
mas.

The Mason Builders' Association held a
banquet on November 15, at which the
memoersand their friends enjoyeda de
lightful evening.

The Committeeon Public Instruction of
the city of Fall River, Mass., which has
theawarding of contractsfor schoolbuild
ings, is in hot water over an alleged dis
crimination in favor of a bidder, whosees
timate for a given contract was not the
lowest. It is statedthat oneof the commit
teereceiveda moneyconsiderationfor his
vote in awarding thecontract in question.
A definite code of practice in awarding
contractsand the treatmentof bids should
beestablishedand maintainedin every city
in the country.

Ex-Governor Chas. R, Ingersoll of Con
necticut, to whoma controversy between
union and non-union workmen, as to the
legality of the decisionof theSchool Com
mittee of New Haven compelling theem
ploymentof union workmen only, hasde
cided in favor of the non-unionmen. In
Governor Ingersoll'sopinion suchaction on
the port of the Board ot Education wasen
tirely illegal and untenable. Two reasons,
as follows, are given in support of his
opinion: The first, that there was no men
tion in thecall for themeetingwhich could
justify the action. The other, that the vote
was decidedlyan instanceof classlegisla
tion, and consequentlycannot besustained
in law. There is no question but that the
Board of Education will abide by Mr.
Ingersoll's decision,and will give out the
contracts for the new school buildings
without any regud for any personor class.
The Master Painters' Associationof the
State of Pennsylvania hasdecidedto hold
its annual convention at Tork on
January U, 10 and 11 next. An inter
estingfeatureof the conventionwill bean
effort to interesttheorganizedjourneymen
paintersin the work of theMaster Painters'
Association. Invitations will be extended
to themto sendrepresentativesto takepart
in a discussionof topicsof mutual interest.
This is the first time suchan efforthas been
made,and it is hopedit will leadto a better
feeling betweenthemastersand themen.
Sometime since the balcony of a yacht
club housein Chelsea,Mass., collapseddur
ing a band concert and several persona
were killed. Justice Hart, before whom
the inquest,as to the causeof the disaster,
washeld, gaveas a verdict that the cause
lay with the contractors who built the
building. In closing, he said : " From the
weight and characterof theevidencegiven
at tIIP inquest, the court can reachbut one
conclusion. If the balcony harl beenprop
erly built it would havebeenentirely ade
quate to sustain any possible weight or
strain that couldhavebeenput uponit, and
this seriouscalamity would never haveoc
curred. Either the contractors had no
special training or knowledgeof the me
chanical principles involved in theerection
of buildings, nor any comprehensionof the
risks comprisedin a faulty constructionof
work of that character, or having knowl
edgeand comprehension they were legally
and morally bound to do their work in a
mannerwhich would insureabsolutesafety
of eachand every person having occasion
to go upon the premises. This they wretch
edly failed to do, and are therefore, in the
opinion of the court, alone responsible for
thecauseof theaccidentand the fatalities
and injuries resulting therefrom."
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CORRESPONDENCE
Tool Chest Construction.

'
From M. E. O'C., Porter's Mills, Wis.
— I wish to call attention to several
misprints in the article on tool chest
construction, as published in the No
vember issue of the paper. I am made
to say that "it is less trouble to
take out a drawer and set it on top of
the drawers already open." &c.,
whereas it should read " take out the
tray," &c. Again, the article reads," It will be noticed that the trays of
the chest project % inch,'1 &c. It
should be, " that the sides of the chest
project." I omitted one point in my
description, and that is. that the bot
tom drawers, front and rear, next
above the sliding shelf, should be deep
enough, so that the saw rack G and
the rear drawer next above the first
mentioned rear drawer will slide over
the planes when on the sliding shelf.
By this arrangement all the drawers,
as well as saw rack, can be opened
without disturbing the planes.

CrltlclMm or Roof Trass.
From A. H.. Sac City, Iowa. — In re
ply to " C. W. B." of South Denver,
Col., who asked for criticism of roof
truss, submitted in the May number of

angular surface is by the use of the
duodecimal system, which is the same
as the decimal, only 12 units are nsed
in the place of 10. By the use of this
system dimensions in feet and inches
can beadded, subtracted or multiplied,
as may be desired, the scale always
being 12. The foot is taken as the unit,
and can be indicated by ft. or the
sign °. The foot being divided into 12
equal parts, one of these parts is called
an inch or prime, and marked '. The
inch or prime being divided into 12
equal parts, one of these parts is called
a second, and marked ". The second
being divided in a similar manner into
12 equal parts, each part is called a
third, and marked " '. From the above
we can form a table of values, which
is as follows :
12'" (thirds) = 1" (second)or ^ inch.
12" (seconds) = 1' (prime) or inch.
12' (primes) = 1° (degree) or foot.
The marks ', ", " ', which are used to
denote the fractional parts of a foot,
are called indices. The operation of
multiplication by the use of duodeci
mals is performed as follows : The
multiplier is to be written under the
multiplicand so that units of similar
value shall be under each other. Be
ginning with the lowest order of units
in each, multiply each term of the

and 5 over, so we put down the 9° and
5' in their proper places.
The next operation is to multiply 68°
9' by 1°: 9' x 1° = 9', which is put
under the 5'; 56° X 1° = 56°,which is
put under the 9°. By addition we find,
the sum of the partial products to be
66° 2' 6".

Wind mill Construction.
From W. H. A., Pennsylvania.—
Will some of the readers of Carpentry
and Building please send for publica
tion details and specifications of tower
ing for wind mills ?

Window Details.
From G. I. W., BroolOyn, N. Y.—
Will some reader of Carpentry and
Building send for publication in the
columns of the Correspondence Depart
ment a detail of a window in a frame
cottage ?
Note.—We think if our correspond
ent will examine some of the previous
issues of the paper he will find among
the many details presented those which
will prove of interest and value. The
question, however, is one which ad
mits of a variety of treatment, and we
trust our readers who are so inclined

FIR. 1.—Construction Employedby ''A. H." In Church Roof. Fig. 2.—Truss Recommendedby "A. H." for Small Churches,

Critici»m of Roof Trusf.—SketchesSubmittedby "A. H." of Sac City, Iowa.

the paper, permit me to say that I con
sider it very weak. I built a church in
this place last year with a roof truss
similar to that indicated in Fig. 1 of
the sketches, and I now notice that the
sides of the building are springing out
ward "and the ridge settling down,
while at the time of building the
plates were sprung in 2 inches each. In
this case the trusses were placed 16
inches on centers. I am now fully con
vinced that this is not the kind of roof
for a country where soft wood is used
for building purposes. I think that for
small churches a roof constructed as
shown in Fig. 2, with trusses placed
every 6 feet, would be stronger, and, at
the same time, could be put up just as
cheap.

Area of Roof.
From H. F. M., Frankford,Pa.—Will
Carpentry and Building kindly inform
me of the shortest method for obtain
ing the number of square feet in a
roof when inches are involved in the
measurements ? My way is to reduce
feet to inches, multiply, and divide by
144. This is a laborious process, and
consumes considerable time when a
number of roofs are to be estimated.
Answer.— A convenient method for
obtaining the area of a square or rect-

mnltiplicand by each term of the mul
tiplier. Each product is to be reduced
to higher denominations (by dividing
by 12) and written in its proper place.
The sum of the partial products will
be the product required. To determine
under which division two sets of fig
ures come when multiplied together, it
is only necessary to add the indices.
Thus 1° X 1' = 1', 1' X 1' = 1", 1' X
1" = l"',&c.
Supposing we have a gutter 56 feet
and 9 inches long by 14 inches (or 1
foot 2 inches) wide, and we wish to
obtain the number of square feet in
same. The operation would be per
formed as follows :

56" »
1° 2'

will take it upon themselves to submit
drawings.

9° 5- 6"
56° 9'

66° 6"

In the above example the multiplier is
written under the multiplicand so that
units of similar value shall be under
each other. Now to perform the above
example, 3' X 9' = 18", and 18" divided
by 18 (to reduce to next higher de
nomination) = 1' 6"; we put down the
6" and carry 1'; 2 X 56° = 112'and 4-in:;: 12 goes into 113 9 times

Wood Turning.

From 3. F. W., Danville, Pa.—Will
some of the many readers of Carpentry
and Building discuss the question of
wood turning in its various phases,
giving special attention to the turning
of handles of all kinds, as well aa
straight turning ?

Greenhouse Construction.
From JOSEPH H., Duluth, Minn. —
Will some one please give for publi
cation in the columns of the Corre
spondence department plans and de
tails of a small greenhouse measuring
about 10 x 15 feet, exclusive of the
boiler house ? I should also be glad to
have a full description of the method
of construction employed. I have
never built a greenhouse and want to
erect a small one. In answering I hope
the correspondent will give the prob
able cost of a greenhouse of the size
named.
Note.—Our correspondent may be
able to obtain some valuble sugges
tions from the drawings and descrip
tion of a greenhouse published in our
issue for June, 1892. The question
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raised is one likely to interest very
many of oar readers, and we trust
those who have had experience in this
particular kind of work will come for
ward with drawings and descriptive
matter.

Pitch or Window and Door Sills.
From McD., Mount Morris, III.— -In
reply to the correspondent who made
inquiry about the pitch of door and
window sills, ;i would say that 1 inch
in 6 inches is about right for a window
sill and % inch in 6 inches for a door
sill.

Solutions of an Interesting Prob
lem.

From J. H. L., Council Bluffs, Iowa.
—Referring to the interesting problem

E
resented in the July number by " O.
i. W.," Dallas, Texas, I offer the fol
lowing solution : Referring to the
sketch, Fig. 1, the distance A to B
bears to the distance A O or C B the
proportion of 17 to 12. This would di
vide the distance 25 feet into parts
equal to the sum of 17+ 17 ■+-12,mak
ing 46, and 17 of these parts will equal
the distance A to B. Dividing 25 feet

0.7071= 9.2349= B D = half A B, as
shown by (25 = A C) - (8.530126= B
C) - (18.46975= A B) ■+■2 = 9.2349-
half AB = BD. Dividing 25 by
6.530126,we have 3.82841, a constant,
which, if A C be divided, whatever
distance it may be,will give the length
of the side B D, which equals half A
B when the angle C B D = 45° and
B C = B D X 0.70711.

From N. D., Portland, Ore.— I send
the followinganswer to the problem
of "O. L. W.:" Referring to the
sketch, Fig. 4, draw the line A B in
an angle of 45° and of any length.
From B draw the horizontal line B C
D, twice as long as the line A B. Now
draw a horizontal line from A to d and
drop perpendiculars from BCD until
they intersect this line at the points 6
c d. The -distance A d equals 25 feet.
It now remains to strike a scale for
the line A d, which is done by draw
ing a line from d obliquely and space
off upon it 25 feet. This may be done
either with the dividers or by means
of a scale. Connect the point repre
senting 25 feet with A by an oblique
line. Parallel to this line draw other

would like to see plans of some of the
Eastern hop houses presented in the
Correspondence Department of the
paper.

Common Sense ln Architecture.

From Gamma. New York City. — A
good deal has been said and written
about the artistic side of architecture
as a profession ; but there has been toe-
little said and done about it consid
ered as a practical art, having bearing
on two branches —ethics and mechan
ics. The architect, before he is an
artist (or rather before he pays any at
tention to the artistic side of the ques
tion), should consider the uses to-
which his building is to be put, and
plan it to fit the purposes, the people
and the surroundings. If it is to be a
dwelling, it should be built to live in
and not to look at ; every room and
passage should be so proportioned in
itself as to be suitable for the purposes
to which it is to be applied. Thus a.
bedroom requires to be different in di
mensions, proportions, position and-
communication from a library or a,
dining room, and so on. It wonld
seem at first blush unnecessary to say
this, but I can find 100 houses in as

Fig-.2.—Diagram Accompanying Letter
from " E. A. V."

Fig. 4.—Method Recommendedby "N. D.""
Flg. 3 —Plan Proposedby "G. H."

Diagrams Illustrating Various Solutions of an Interesting Problem.

by 46 and multiplying by 17gives as a
result 9.239 feet, or 9 feet 2% inches.
This is exact to within less than , I ,,
inch.
Note.—A solution of the problem
very similar to that presented above
has also been furnished by " W. B. H."
of Glassboro. N. J.

lines from b and e, and their intersec
tions with the scale line will show the
distances required.

From E. A. V.,Salt Lake City, Utah.
Referring to the problem of "O. L.
W.," Dallas, Texas, it is obvious that
from the data which he presents it
cannot be done mathematically. By
three trials I have obtained the follow
ing, in which the error is immaterial
where A C of Fig. 2 is less than 1000
feet. Referring to the diagram, the
angles C B D and D B C being equal,
and BCD equal to 90°, the other
angles must each equal 45", the sine of
which is 0.70711. Now, 1 -*- 0.70711=
1.41427= ratio of side B C to B D, or
for every foot measured on B C we
have 1.41427 feet on B D. With this
to judge by, I took for the side B C
6.5 feet, and obtained for B D 9.19234.
which I found on dividing A B by 2
to be too small by 0.058 foot. Observ
ing the ratio of B C to B D, I finally
made the distance B C = 6.530126 -*-

From G. H., Narrowsburg, N. Y. —
In reply to the article in the July num
ber of the paper entitled " An Interest
ing Problem," and submitted by " O.
L. W.," I send the following: As he
requests equal angles to the corner of
his building, this would make the cor
ner an octagon. Now, in an octagon
the base A C of the triangle A C D is
to the side A D as 1 is to 1.4142. Now.
let the distance A C equal 1 and C B
equal two times 1.4142, or 2.8284.
Dividing the line A Bin the above pro
portion gives the distances, as shown
in the diagram, Fig. 3.
Note.—We have a solution giving a
similar result to that shown in Fig. 3
from " R. A. L." of Hamilton, Ontario.

Hop House Construction.
From J. R., Cervais, Ore. — Hop
house building is brisk here at the
present time, and I wish some of the
readers of the paper would tell me how
to construct a good working hop house.
It seems to me that good ones are very
scarce in this part of the country. I

many hours in which this first princi
ple is ignored ; and in which rooms
are of impracticable size, shape and
place, and are either almost inaccessi
ble, or are so accessible as to be unfit
for the purpose. Thus a bedroom
which can be reached only from
another is too inaccessible ; one that is.
a thoroughfare through which to at
tain some other room is too accessible.
How many so-called architects can lay
their hands on their hearts and say
that they have not committed either
one of these two architectural sins ?
The habits of the people who are to
rive in a house should be known to the
architect, that he may know whether
to plan a billiard room, or a music
room, or an art gallery ; whether to
devote spare space to parlors in which
to receive the guests of an afternoon
or an evening, or to bedrooms in
which to lodge visitors who come to
stay for weeks at a time.
There are dozens of points like these
that are practically unconsidered by
the architect, who is more anxious to
make for himself a name as an artist
than to build up a reputation as a
common-sense house planner.
Those who plan churches do no bet
ter. They get up about the same sort
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of thing for a Baptist as for a Roman
Catholic congregation ; and perhaps in
both it is impossible to see or near
those people and those things which
should be seen and heard.
Considered as a student of human
nature and of the conditions of human
existence, the average architect, artist
though he may be, is a dismal failure ;
but when we come to consider him as
constructor he is by far worse. He
knows little or nothing about the
strength of materials and very often
none too much about the cost of work
ing them up. He will plan one build
ing in soft freestone, that is cheap to
carve, and make it so plain that it
makes your face ache to look at it, and

Problem* In Bridge Carpentry.
From L. H. H., Sullivan, Ind.—In
looking over various issues of Carpen
try and Building during the past few
years I have seen nothing relating to
railroad or bridge carpentry. Either
railroad men do not read or write or
else the editor does not consider that
branch of the business worthy of con
sideration in the columns of the paper.
Trusting that one of the first two rea
sons is to blame for the long silence on
the subject, I will submit a problem
which may be of interest. In Fig. 1 of
the sketches is represented a bridge
from which one bent has been washed
out, leaving the timbers hanging by the
packing blocks. It is desired to raise

J
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Problems in Bridge Carpentry.—Fig. 1-

OneSent has

-Methodof Repairing Bridge from which

beenRemoved.

right in the same block he will get up
a granite structure that is fairly wormy
with fine detailed carving that will use
up more labor than would pay for
about half the cost of the rest of the
walls. He will get np specifications
and bills of material calling for odd
sizes of lumber and odd shapes of
bricks that run the cost of construction
up from 5 to 20 per cent. He will be
so afraid of the extra cost of a few
inches of head room that he will skin
4 inches off the bight of every ceiling in
a building, and then he will waste more
money in the extra number of joists re
quired to support the weight than the
extra walls and plastering would have
cost—totally ignorant of the fact that
(other things being equal) a joist 12
inches deep is two and a quarter times
as strong as an 8-inch joist of the same
thickness. He will stick his joists into
holes in the walls so that if they burn
through in time of fire, or if a support
ing post gives way, the wall will be
pned over. He will put a lead roof
covering on a steep pitch and leave it
to those who come after him to find
put that its expansion under heat and
its inability to contract up hill by cold '
will make it gradually crawl off the
roof. He will run np a 22-story build
ing in a quicksand district with one
edge of the building on a rock ledge
and the other on the sand, and then
proceed to put an artesian well down
right alongside of the foundations on
the quicksand edge-^and then he will
wonder why the building goes out of
plumb. Because he don't know enough
to construct a truss roof, he will fill
the upper floor of a building with huge
posts, when he could hang it from the
roof and give a wide, unbroken, clear
space on the floor. He will make a
chimnev flue 48 x 12inches to prevent
the chimney breast sticking out into
the room ; he will put his boiler room
down in a sub-cellar with no place to
get coal in or ashes out, and will give
a small , short stack which is overtopped
by neighboring buildings ; and then he
will wonder why enough steam cannot
be raised to heat the building or run
the machinery.
Now, if the average architect would
only try to be a seeker after common
sense before he is an artist he would be
of much more use in the community ;
what he got up would be more fitting,
and thus could properly be made more
artistic.

them into a level position in order to
put in a new bent. To do this a block
was placed in the center of one of the
chords, as at 6,and a common screw jack
set in the center of the other chord at
a. On these was placed a 16-foot stick,
and a chain passed from the center of
the stick down under the swinging

being a common push car; B a porta
ble frame, at one end of which is rigged
an ordinary winch, and at the other
ends are swung arms C and D in such
a way as to oscillate on the axis E.
These arms are braced solid at right
angles with each other and fitted with
a sheave at the outer end. Suppose
now it is desired to pick up an old.
stick from the cap. The line is rigged,
just as shown with a stop knot at F.
As the rope winds np the arms C and
D describe the circle indicated by the
dotted line until the timber comes
plumb over the car, as indicated. At
this point the arm is hooked to the
frame of the winch and the timber low
ered to the car. In order to transfer a
stick of timber from the car to the cap
the operation just described is simply
reversed. The question which I desire
to raise is. Will it be any harder to lift
the load in the manner indicated than
to raise the same weight with the same
winch over an ordinary shear pole and)
single sheave ?

Brick Veneered BaUdlng*.
From S. F. B., Wellington. Ohio.— I
would like to say to " D. A. K.," Paw-
tncket, R. I., whose letter was pub
lished in the August issue of the paper,
that I would not use brick veneer as-
it is generally employed. In this sec
tion the studding is set up, and when
the brick is going on one side the lath
is going on the other. The result is
the naUs are loosened and might as
well be left out altogether. Another
thing, the mason will use just as little-
mortar as possible, thus leaving a great
many air holes at the ends of the brick.
Siding paper, matched sheeting and
lath and plaster will make a much

Fig. 2.—Schemefor Taking Out and Replacing Old Chords in a Bridge.

ends of the chords, as shown. By run
ning out the jack a it was proposed to
raise the chords to their proper position
for the purpose of putting in the new
bent. The question is.Will the chords
raise or will they not ?
The second sketch, Fig. 2, shows a
contrivance for taking out old chords
and putting in new ones. It is desired
to construct a derrick car so that a few
men can pick up or lay down a heavy
stick in the shortest possible time.
Fig. 2 may be taken as representing a
cross section of a railroad trestle, A

warmer house, in my opinion, than
brick veneer, while the frame house
can be trimmed up and made to look
like a home. If I must have brick I
would go it straight and fur and lath ;
I would not mix the two.

From M. D. 8., Pittsburgh, Pa.—In
the August number of Carpentry and
Building I notice an inqnry with re
gard to veneered brick houses, and also,
an answer by " D. A. K." If I may be
allowed the space I will give some
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notes from my own experience in this
line of building. Ten years ago I erected
a large farm house in the southern
fart of Jefferson County, Pa., veneered
with a 4-inch brick wall, which stands
to-day without any show of cracks
from frost or settling. The foundation
was cut stone with rubble work under

frade
and finished with belt course.

[heframe was of 2 x 5 inch hemlock,
sized and set in 6 inches all around
from the margin of the stone work.
It was sheeted on the outside with 1
inch pine boards, this allowing for 1
inch of space between the brick and
the sheeting. The brick were laid
from an outside scaffold and anchored
with 20d nails, driven to the center
and close upon every fifth course. This
can be done best by the use of a 6-inch
*teel punch, thus keeping the head of
the nail close to the brick without
breaking the bond. Chip from the
•under side of the brick in the course

an extra air space between the brick
and the wood, which aids in prevent
ing the frost or moisture from pene
trating, while adding to the comfort
of the house, but as brick are not al
ways of one width, it is an advantage
to the workmen in manipulation.

From McD., Mount Morris, III.— In
reply to "A. W." of Frankfort, whose
inquiry with regard to veneering
buildings with brick appeared in Car
pentry and Building for June, I would
say that when I first started at the
carpenter's trade some houses were
veneered on four sides and some on
three sides. Good stone foundations
were employed and the buildings are
to-day in good shape, although they
were put up before the war. Some of
them are located in the State of Penn
sylvania and in this town there are
now three buildings with brick veneer-

a building, to furnish sketches in an
swer to the request of our correspond
ent.

A Cheap House.

From E. E. McKibban, Brunswick,
Ga.—I send tracings of a six-room
cottage, the cost of which is about
|850, thinking the study may be of in
terest to some of the readers who are
looking for cheap houses. The cottage
is designed to be set on cedar posts,
with shingled belt course running to
the ground. The frame is light, and
finish plain, as may be seen from the
elevations. A feature of the kitchen
is the brick work chimney coming on a
level with the plastering, so the range
can be set against the wall, thus econ
omizing room. It will be seen that
there is no door connecting the kitchen
with the hall, it being intended to have
a base burner in the jog or recess for

Front Elevation.—Scale,% Inch to the Foot.
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A Cheap House.—E. E. McKibban, Architect, Brunswick, Oa.

'next above the anchor, so as to bring
to a proper bed. The sills of the first
story were stone, while those in the
second story and attic were of wood
painted to imitate stone.
The durability of the veneered house
depends mainly on three conditions,
which are : 1, good and substantial
foundation ; 2, well seasoned lum
ber in the frame, and, 3, faithful
ness of execution in construction.
It has been demonstrated by expe
rience that in veneered work it is neces
sary to lay the brick on a full bed of
mortar ; to have equal bed on back and
not on front alone, as in laying pressed
brick. This is obvious, as without
equal beds the tendency would be to
press out or give unnecessary tension
■onanchors and so make the whole
work less secure.
In his article " F. T. S." remarks
that the brick may be laid against the
■sheeting,but I think it better to allow
■Iinch between, as it not only provides

ing. They are balloon style of fram
ing, boarded up on the outside and
well nailed on. The boards are cov
ered with building paper, and then the
brick work is put up. The sills em
ployed are 6x8 and the studding
2x6.

French Roof*.

From G. G., Alberton, Prince Ed
ward Island. — I would like very much
to have some reader of Carpentry and
Building give me a good sketch of a
French roof ; also detail of a luthern
window.
Xote.— If our correspondent has files
of the paper for some years back, he
will find among the various issues more
or less attention given to the subject
of French roofs, together with designs
of the same. We shall be glad, how
ever, to have our readers living in sec
tions where French roofs are now con
sidered the proper style of covering for

the purpose of heating the second floor
as well as the hall and parlor. The
studding and rafters employed are 2 x
4 inches, the floor joists 2 x 10inches,
and the porch joist 2x8 inches. The
sheeting used is Ja inch, laid diagonally.
The hight of the first story is 9 feet 6
inches and the second story 8 feet 6
inches. The trim of the first story is
plain pine, with corner plinth blocks,
reeded casing and base. The finish is
in hard oil. The second story has
beveled casing and wood work painted.

Ink Kraaer for Draftsmen.
From J. W. G., Ravena, Ohio.— I am
a reader of Carpentry and Building,
and consider it has been of great assist
ance to me in the study of architecture.
I think I have discovered something
which will be of interest to readers of
the paper, especially the draftsmen,
and that is, ameans of erasing ink from
drawings, whether it be on tracing
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cloth or paper. I have found from ex
perience that a piece of broken glasp,
slightly curved, is far more satisfactory
than all the erasing knives in exist
ence. Of course, some pieces of glass
are not very sharp, but if the sharpest
pieces are used they will answer the
purpose very nicely without injuring
the drawings in the least. Another
thing, the ink will not blot when re-

thc rivet heads long before it leaves the
adjacent platei, and when this occurs
nothing but thorough scraping will give
the paint a chance to adhere again. So
slight are the differences of manipula
tion which determine whether a given
piece of work shall or shall not rust
away that they may all be found in the
different methods pursued now and

Side (Left) Elevation.

drawn. I have found this means of formerly. Taking the case of a piece
erasing to prove satisfactory in every of ornamental Iron work, which in so
way. many instances has come down to us in

unimpaired beauty and condition, it
Painting ITtetal Roofs.

From A. A., Brooklyn, N. T— I
wish to be informed regarding the paint
ing of metal roofs. I once thought it
a proper time to paint them with good
linseed oil paint as soon as they wtre
finished, but other people claim that the
roofs should be a little rusty before ap•
plying the paint.

Answir. —The following article from
the J'tiintt'i'x Magazine has a bearing
upon the subject, and while it relates
only to the painting of iron surfaces,
will be of interest : "The point of
prime importance is the actual condi
tion of the surface when ready to re
ceive the first coat. Upon this point
rests the success or non-success of sub
sequent applications, for if not in proper
condition no paint will prove perma
nently preservative. Now, the best
state is that where there haabeenformed
upon the surface of the iron a film of
black oxide which has been, while hot,
thoroughly permeated by and incorpo
rated with a resinous or tarry covering.
This covering insures perfect success,
and its thickness may be increased from
time to time by additional coats of paint.
If, however, a layer of hydrated oxide
(ordinary rust) be once allowed to form
the successive coats of paint will fall
off, their separation from the iron being
merely a>question of time. During the
time, also, the lust has been spreading
under the paint. An instance of this
may be seen after outdoor work haa
been in place for some time. Usually
all the riveting is done before the final
painting is begun, each rivet head in
the meantime being exposed to a damp
atmosphere, the paint begins to peel off

fitted his various pieces together as he
went on, completing each piece as he-
proceeded, doing all the work with his
hammer, and to quote an old work of
directions to good smiths, brushing his
work over with linseed oil and suspend
ing it for some time over a strongly
smoking wood fire. This will give at
once a sort of elastic enamel coat, per
fectly adherent and calculated to pre
serve the iron to the utmost. Of course
ironwork to-day is not made to undergo
any such prepaiatory process, and the
consequence is that we find it very diffi
cult to produce good results in painting
on iron surfaces."
From the above article we can infer
that an iron surface should not be left
exposed to the weather until rust has
formed, ts once started this action is
liable to continue, even though paint
has been applied. Regarding the time
that should elapse (if an;) after a tin
roof is laid before it is painted, much
would depend upon circumstances. If
the tin is covered with palm oil to such
an extent as to render the paint liable
to peel cff, the roof can be left exposed
to the weather until the oil has been
washed off. Some roofers recommend
that as soon as the roof is finished the
surface should be washed with benzine
or an alkali, thus removing all traces
of palm oil or other grease. Another
method recommended is to sprinkle sand
over the tin and then sweep it off with
a broom. In localities where coal is
largely used for fuel, or near the sea
coast-,the sutface of tin exposed to the
weather is soon corroded, and when the
cheaper grades of roofing plates are
used the surface soon becomescovered
with rust. It must be evident that the
better qualities of plates, or those hav
ing a heavy coating, would withstand
the atmospheric effects for a longer
time. It is conceded by most painters
and roofers that the surface of a tin
roof should be free from grease and

Side (Kight) Elevation.
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•wouldnow probably be forged in detail
in one part of a factory, drilled, filed
and fitted in another, and when com
pletely finished, be painted in three
coats of best oil paint. Formerly the
smith who forged the work punched
the necessary holes at the same time,

rosin before painting, and, a clean sur
face being obtained, the sooner the
paint is applied the better.
Regarding the kind of paint to be
used on a roof, the following from
Painting ai~d Painting Material! may
be found useful : " The value of a paint
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is its oil, and economy consists in pur
chasing good oil—the best and purest
to^be obtained. Adulterations should
be advantageous in some cases, but it
should be done for a purpose. On roofs,
15 to 20 per cent, of fish oil will be an
advantage, and on bridges, which are
not so frequently repaint td, probably a
little cotton-seed oil will do no injury.
The principle of adulteration is very
simple; the more 'elastic' the first
coat the more durable, but the greater
tendency to crack the second coat. The
weather coat should always be the more
' elastic ' (containing more non-drying
oil) ; but a man of judgment will dis
criminate. The most elastic (in the
true sense)of all oils is boiled oil ; but
it is too thick, and needs mixing with
raw oil or with turpentine. A priming
of such oil thoroughly dried will stick
If red lead be added and not put on too
thick. A little bailed thoroughly mixed
with raw oil increases its elastieity, bat
probably increas :s the chances that the
paint will wrinkle, pit and crawl a lit
tle ; although if care be taken in the
mixing and using any such effect should
be so small as to be imperceptible.
There is this strong reason for using
more or less boiled oil—that the pig
ment, at least lead pigment, will more
thoroughly unite with and harden the
oil, as boiled oil is partly composed of
free linseed-oil acid, and we shall thus
get more hard soap. At the same time
we thus get a harder oil. We always
get with the boiled a certain quantity of
oil rubber, produced by the boiling,
and which, so long as it remains, gives
the oil a^-ubber-like elasticity

"

years of observation and experience.
It is a difficult matter, however, to
write up this subject intelligently, for
circumstances do and will govern all
cases, and the operator must be gov-

Framlng a Roof.
From M. & W.. Waynesboro, Pa. —
We inclose plan for framing the roof
of the dwelling about which "A. E.

Boof Plan Submittedby " It. & W."

E." of Deer Creek, 11l., inquires in the
June issue of Carjientry and Building.
The drawing so clearly indicates the
manner in which the work is done that
an extended description does not ap
pear to be necessary.

Chimney Flues.
From Cesar, Louisville, Ky.—My
methods of testing a flue are governed
by certain rules that are arbitrary, and
if they are not properly understod the
operator will be in the dark the greater
part of his time. The knowledge of
•chimneys is acquired only by long

Sectional Vietc of Chimney Top Accom
panying Letter from " Ccemr."

erned by them. In testing a flue I first
remove the smoke pipe from bottom of
flue and fill the flue with paper and
burn it. This will give the average
strength of the flue. Next observe the
surroundings of top of flue. A flue
may be ever so good and still its use
fulness be destroyed by an overhang
ing tree or overtopped by the comb of
roof or adjacent buildings. If the latter
trouble is present it must be remedied
by extending the top of flue upward
until it rises above all obstructions.
In nine cases out of ten flues are ren
dered useless by the manner in which
they are topped out, as it is wrong to
taper the pipe with the small end on
the top. There is not one grain of com
mon sense in this method of raising a
flue. If a flue must be raised to work
properly it should be done as shown in
the sketch. For instance, if there is
an 8 inch square flue, the addition must
be at least 25 per cent, larger and ex
tend high enough to correct the flue to
which it is attached. There is no room
for an argument on this question, for
it will prove itself every time it is
tried by giving perfect satisfaction.
If the flue is flat it must be corrected
by a reservoir at the bottom of flue.
Another point is this : the operator
must be governed by the amount of
work expected from the flue. For in
stance, the same result must not be ex
pected from a furnace as would be se
cured from a stove. Supposing there
is a flue 6x6. inside measure, which
has worked all right with a stove at
tached, but must be used for furnace ;
what must be done if it cannot be
torn down and rebuilt? It can be
increased in capacity by velocity from
50 to 100 per cent, by compelling the
heated air and gases that travel 1 foot
within a given time to travel 2 feet
within the same time. I know that I
will raise a storm about my ears by
the following: I have no patience
with the theory of ascending and de
scending currents of air in a flue at
the same time. My experience is that

when there is a descending current in
a flue there will be smoke in the house.
To work a flue properly a vacuum must
be created within the flue and this
vacuum must be filled by the air and
gases that are forced directly through
the fire, and it must have no other
openings between outlet collar on fur
nace and top of the flue. Flues that
had sufficient area and hight have
often proved worthless, but by using a
weight and rope as many as six brick
have been driven out of them that had
been dropped by the builder and lodged
in such a way as to leave a partial
draft. The best shaped weight is ob
tained by using an ale bottle as a pat
tern, with a ring cast in the neck.

Sharpening Corner Chisels.
From O. N. G , Lake Mills, Iotca.—
Will some reader of the paper kindly
tell me how to sharpen corner chisels,
as I find it impossible to do it on a
grindstone unless it is square and runs
very true ?

Plan of a Six-Room House.
From Hawkeye, Marshalltovm,
Iowa. — In the May issue of the paper" J. W. R." of Vandalia, 11l., requests
some one to send for publication a plan

w'xis'

1 1 -•
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Floor Plan Submittedby " Haw'xye " in
Answer to Bequestof " J. W. B."

of a six-room cottage. In answer to
his inquiry I submit a floor plan which
may be about what he requires. Now,
in turn, I would ask some of the prac
tical readers to furnish elevations for
the same in the Queen Anne style, as I
do not know what the correct thing is
in that line.
Note.—The request of this corre
spondent opens the way for the prac
tical readers of artistic inclinations to
show their taste in the direction named.
The floor plan is of such outline as to
permit of a great variety of treatment
in the way of elevations, and we hope
the responses will be numerous.
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MASONRY AND STONE CUTTING/
HimIK CURVES IN GOTHIC VAULTS.

ALL
students of Gothic architect
ure know that the English way
of laying the courses of stones
which form the cells of the

vaults between the ribs differs from
the way practiced in France.
In France the ribs on each side of
the cell—that is, the wall and diag
onal ribs— are divided in an equal
number of parts set out by cutting
both ribs with horizontal planes, as
shown in Figs. 253, 254and 255. The
courses of stone which form the cell

straight lines. But the practice of the
French masons was to use a board the
edge of which was slightly curved.
The curve used by the master mason
in restoring the cathedral of Laon has a
rise of 3 inches for every 100-inch span.
In that case the ridge is curved. This
is shown by the dotted line in B' C',
Fig. 253, and by the curved ridge on
the right hand side of Fig. 255. To
find these curves set off the rises of the
mid points of the bed joints normal to
the wall rib, Fig. 255, then draw on
both sections a curve through these
points. This will give the point I

B

B

PLAN

Masonry and Stone Cutting.—Figs. 253to 259Inclusive.

are made to correspond with these di
visions, and they lie in horizontal beds
as in an ordinary barrel vault. In fill
ing in the cells no centering is needed.
The masons simply place a board on
edge from the division of the wall rib
AB to the corresponding division on
the diagonal rib A C, then fill in the
course along that board. This opera
tion is repeated for every course until
the ridge B C is reached. If the board
used for centering were straight, then
the bed joints and the ridge would be

* Continued from page 285, November
issue.

where this curve meets the ridge plane.
Other intermediary curves may be
drawn by the same method, and a suffi
cient number of points may be thus ob
tained to draw the exact curve of the
ridge.
In England, instead of dividing the
wall and diagonal ribs in an equal
number of parts, the masons divided
them in parts of equal length. In
Figs. 256and 257the wall rib A B has
24 of these parts, and the diagonal rib
AC has 81. The bed joints of the
stone courses forming the cell are made
to run between the respective divisions
of the wall and diagonal ribs.

If the courses of stone be laid with a
straight edge board as centering, then
the surface of the cell mav be defined
as askew surface formed of two halves.
The lower half is guided by the wall
and diagonal rib, the last course of
this lower half ending at the apex B
of the wall rib and the division D of
the diagonal rib. From this line B D
begins the upper half of the cell, which
is guided by the ridge B C on the one
hand, and the upper portion D C of
the diagonal rib on the other hand.
Now the question arises : As the
ridge is a guiding line of the second
half of the skew surface, can it be
straight? Or can it have any curve
we like to give it ? Or is the exact
form of that ridge determined by some
geometrical law ?
As a question of appearance, it is in
dispensable that the upper half of the
cell should follow the lower half as
one continuous surface. The two
halves should show, therefore, neither
valley nor arris at their junction.
The readers will remember we had
to deal with exactly a similar problem
when constructing the Marseilles back
vaulting to a circular headed doorway.
The construction rested on the follow
ing property of skew surfaces :
When two skew surfaces have a
generator in common, they are con
tinuous all along that generator, if in
any three points of that generator both
surfaces have the same tangent planes.
Let us consider bed joint B D where
the two halves of the cell meet. In D
on the diagonal rib, the plane which
contains the line B D and the tangent
to the diagonal rib in D is tangent to
both surfaces. Now, in B the plane
tangent to the lower half of the cell
contains the line B D and the tangent
to the wall rib in B. As this plane
must also be tangent to the upper half
of the cell, it must, therefore, contain
the tangent to the ridge line. This de
termines the form of the ridge line
where it ends in B, for it must be a
curve tangent in B to the intersection
of the vertical plane of the ridge with
the plane tangent to the lower half of
the cell.
It will be remembered that the gen
eration of a skew surface is always de
termined by three conditions. In the
lower half of the cell these three con
ditions are : 1, That the generator
shall touch the rib wall : 2, that it shall
touch the diagonal rib ; 3, that the
generators shall pass through divisions
of equal length on the wall and diago
nal ribs. In the upper half we have
not yet laid down what shall be the
third condition which is to determine
the position of the generators or cours
ing joints.
You may take as third guiding Hne
of the generators the curve A I C, Fig.
257, A' I' C', Fig. 256,drawn on the
surface of the vault. From A' to I'
the curve is determined by its inter
section with the generators, and we
develop it from A' to I,. The next por
tion from Ij to C2 we draw as we like
as long as it follows on with the curve
below.
To determine the position of a cours
ing line, we produce from a division
in on the diagonal rib a cone sweeping
the guiding curve A I C, then find the
intersection of that cone with the
vertical plane of the ridge. The point
n where that intersection cuts the
curve of the ridge is the other end of
the coursing joint m n.
In Fig. 258the diagram shows how
to delineate the curve of the ridge.
Take the plane of the diagonal rib A
C as elevation plane. Draw the eleva
tion A C' of the diagonal rib. Swing
the wall rib round its foot, A, so as to
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bring it in the plane of the diagonal
rib, then draw its elevation, A B',. Di
vide A B', in as many parts as you re
quire courses of stone to the cell ; take
the length of the division and carry it
on the diagonal rib A C as many times
as it was contained in the wall rib.
This will give the point D- on the eleva
tion of the diagonal rib and D on the
plan. The highest course will there
fore be the line B D on plan.
Now draw the tangent B -•

>

X-, to the
apex of the wall rib. The plane tan
gent to the lower half of the cell con
tains the tangent B X and the coursing
joint B D. If we cut this plane by a
horizontal plane at the level of D we
get E D, the horizontal section of the
plane. In doing this we must remem
ber to swing back the wall rib to its
original position after having found
the point (E, E -,). Prolong D E until
it cuts in Z the ridge line B C pro
duced. Take E, Zt, equal to B Z, and
B>Zj will be the intersection of the
tangent plane with vertical plane of
the ridge ; it will be the line to which
the ridge curve must be tangent in B.
In Fig. 256we have drawn the ridge
curve as an arc of circle from B' to C- ;

whereas on the other side from C to
B" we have drawn it as the intersec
tion of the surface produced by pro
longing the wall rib upward, and con
tinuing for the upper part of the cell
the same construction as for the lower
cell.
In Fig. 259 the English plowshare
construction of the courses is applied
to a vault, the wall rib of which is
semicircular, and we see that then the
ridge is tangent to B D, and necessa
rily dips down as in the Byzantine
cross vaults. Now this proves that
there must be a given curve of wall
rib, with which the lidge would be a

straight line. In Fig. 258 let F D be
the plan of the horizontal section of
the tangent plane to the lower half of
the cell in B. Then B', Y ', will be the
tangent to the wall rib. We must,
therefore, alter the shape of our wall
rib to the dotted line A B',, tangent to
B',Y',.

m

Wronght-Iron Chimneys.

Several specimens of this particular
application of wrought iron to the pur
poses of construction have beenerected
in England, says a writer in the Build
ing News, and of these shall be given a
short account. For reasons to be sub
sequently stated, they are not viewed
here with any very great favor by the
authorities having the control of the
building of such structures, although
they are frequently used in France,
Russia and America, to the exclusion
of the older brick type. It would not
be expected that the wrought-iron
competitor would at once spring up to
the full hight, or anything even ap
proaching to it, of its predecessors,
assuming the hight to be the standard
dimensions by which the magnitude
and importance of chimney stacks are
gauged. In order to show the relative
merits of brick and wrought-iron chim
neys so far as their relative hights are
concerned, we must briefly advert to a

few of the highest brick chimneys as
yet erected. The Townsend chimney
shaft at Port Dundas, Glasgow, is
usually credited as the highest chimney
in the world. It has a total hight of
468 feet, a diameter at the base of 32
feet, and at the top of 13J« feet, and
weighs about 8000tons. Next in size
comes the St. Rollox shaft, also situ
ated at Glasgow, with a hight of 456
feet, a diameter at the base of 50 feet,
and at the top of 13 feet. A shaft at
Mechernich, near Cologne, runs these
two examples pretty closely, being 440
feet in hight. The base of this struct
ure is square, with sides 39 feet in
length, and the shaft circular, with a

diameter at top of 11^ feet. It weighs
about 5500tons. At the base the Town-
send chimney has a thickness of seven
bricks, and of one and a-half at the top.
For the St. Eollox chimney, the cor
responding dimensions are 2 feet 7%
inches and 1 foot 2 inches. In both in
stances the batter is straight.

TALLEST WROUGHT-IRON CHIMNEY.

France claims to have the highest
wrought-iron chimney yet built, and
puts its hight at 284feet, conceding 276
feet to one in England at Darwen, in
Lancaster, and 214 feet to another in
America. Creusot is the site of the
French sanspareil, which can also
boast of a couple more of the same
class of erections. One of these is 196
feet in hight, with a diameter at base
of 10 feet and 4 feet 4 inches at top.
Like all structures of this lofty type,

it is composed of a series of ring of
wrought-iron plates, breaking joints in
a vertical direction, and strongly and
closely riveted together, with lap
joints, very much like ordinary boiler
work. The thickness of the ring plates
varies from 0.094 to 0.438 inch. Its
neighbor rises 276 feet into the air
and is similarly constructed, the thick
ness of the wrought-iron plates vary
ing from }

4 to y
^ inch.

If we assume, in accordance with
the usual rule, that the diameter of a
circular brick shaft at its base should
range from one-tenth to one-twelfth
of its hight, it will be evident from
the examples quoted that the rule
does not apply to shafts of wrought
iron, the proportions being nearly
double these ratios. In both descrip
tions of chimneys the fire-brick lin
ing is not supposed to add any extra
strength to the building, and it is not
included in the thickness of the brick
work necessary for the stability of the
structure. At the same time, it prob
ably does augment the vis inertioe of
the chimney, of whichever material it
may be built, and would thus assist
in maintaining it in some degree
against the wind pressure

WIND PRESSURE.

This latter force is one which a

chimney shaft has a great deal to fear
from. It is usually considered, for all
practical purposes, to exercise a uni
form pressure at all degrees of eleva
tion, and to act in a horizontal direc
tion. The maximum pressure of the
wind has been variously stated, and
engineers and architects are by no
means agreed upon the amount which
should be allowed for, not only in the
case of chimney shafts, but of other
constructions, such as roofs, bridges,
and large exposed walls or surfaces
generally. The American engineers
in many instances consider 50 pounds
per square foot sufficient ; but 56
pounds is about the maximum adopted
by English engineers, although some
maintain that as much as 80 pounds
should be provided for. To estimate
the amount of actual wind pressure
against a chimney shaft we have Ran-
kine's rule, which is to the effect that
the total pressure of the wind against

a circular or ordinary factory chimney
is equal to half the total pressure
against a diametral plane of the chim
ney. One advantage, and a very im
portant one also, of the substitution of
wrought iron for the older material is
in the great diminution of pressure
upon the unit of the foundation area,
owing to the comparatively small
weight of the iron superstructure.
Most iron shafts are erected upon
stone or brick bases or pedestals,
although there are instances in which
these latter have been dispensed with.
A mean of six examples of large brick
chimneys gives a pressure of 6 tons
per square foot of foundation area, the

maximum amounting to 8j>£and the
minimum to 3% tons. Where the
ground is bad or yielding, a wrought-
iron chimney might be safely erected
when it would be very dangerous, or
involve an excessive expenditure, to
construct one of brick. It must at the
same time be borne in mind that the
base of an iron shaft is, relatively to
its weight, not in the same proportion
as the base of a brick shaft would be
to it. In other words, if the weight is
diminished, so also is the surface of
the foundation, and it would be, theo
retically, quite possible to design an
iron shaft which would exercise the
same pressure per unit of foundation
area as a brick one of the same hight.
Practical considerations, however, pre
vent this equalization of the two bear
ing pressures.

EFFECTS OF CLIMATE.

In the State of Ohio there is an iron
chimney 195feet in hight, which was
riveted up in situ by successive plates,
and has stood remarkably well ever
since it was built. One of 160 feet
hight, among others, was put up in
Rus»-ia, and after being riveted together
on the spot, was raised by legs and
pulleys to the perpendicular, and suc
cessfully planted on its pedestal. At the
basethe diameter was 9 feet 7 inches and

7 feet at the top, and the thickness of
the plates 0.375 to 0.187inch. A damp
climate like our own is said to be not
so favorable to the durability of a
wrought-iron chimney shaft as a drier
one such as prevails in some of the
other countries where they have been
employed. If, however, they are prop
erly protected, either by painting or
other means, there is no reason why
they should not be as durable as other
examples of large iron constructions.
It is possible that the heat traversing
the interior may be a factor against
which paint would fail to act as a

protector to the material. We men
tioned at the commencement of our
article that the local authorities do not
look favorably upon the erection of
wrought-iron chimney shafts. This
follows from the fact that there are
few rules or regulations to guide them,
and that consequently they know very
little about their design and construc
tion. We are acquainted with a case
in which the plans and drawings were
carefully prepared for a wrought-iron
chimney in London ; but the consent
of the local authorities could not be ob
tained, and the scheme had to be
abandoned, as the promoters were un
willing to commence the erection of
the structure, and so force the matter
to an issue one way or the other.
With the example of the Eiffel Tower
before us, there is not the slightest
doubt but that iron chimneys can be
securely built of a much greater hight
than those to which we have drawn
attention. The rapidity with which an
iron shaft can be built, as well as the
constancy of the work, compared with
one of brick, is another advantage on
the side of the metallic edifice. No
stoppage is necessary in frosty weather,
and while the foundations are being
got in, and the pedestal constructed, if
there should be one, the shaft itself
can be riveted up at the same time.
Iron shafts, moreover, are not affected
by the numerous contingencies con
tinually occurring to the brick speci
mens. There are few of the latter
class which have not been "cut,"
in order to bring them back to the
plumb, or as nearly as possible, for it

is doubtful if there is a single brick
chimney in the world the axis of which
does not deviate in many instances
very much from the perpendicular. It
is said an ordinary stock brick will
stand a temperature of 620° F.
Wrought iron will stand this and a
great deal more.
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The National Association.
The need of unity of purpose where
an end common to many persons is de
sired has long been recognized. The
futility of many persons working indi
vidually, and often apparently at cross
purposes, for the accomplishment of
the same end is admitted ; and out of
the recognition of these conditions or
ganization has grown. The purpose
of organization is to prevent individu
als seeking to accomplish a common
end from being compelled to work out
their own salvation without aid or
counsel from those similarly situated.
and with the almost inevitable result
of wide differences of method, diverse
practices and consequent confusion.
Organization prevents the spasmodic
action by individuals and provides the
means for action which represents the
serious and deliberate judgment of the
majority of those concerned. The
joining together of many individuals
with a common purpose gives power
and directness to effort that would
be impossible from the action of an
equal number of individuals acting in
the same direction, but without con
cert. The National Association of
Builders bears the same relationship
to the whole country that the local or
ganization does to the community in
which it exists. It seeks to secure
concerted action by communities, ex
actly as the local body seeks to secure
concerted action on the part of indi
viduals. Organizations are members
of the national body, jnst as individ
uals are members of the local body,
and the methods of procedure are
identical in each. The underlying
motive of action by the national body
is the securing of reforms for the
whole fraternity, precisely as the local
organization does in matters affecting
its own community, upon the compre
hensive plan of joining together as
many organizations as possible for the
triple purpose of obtaining the wiseet
judgment, the greatest strength and
the most complete unity of action.

To Secretaries.

_The facilities afforded by the Na
tional Association for benefit to the
individual members of the local bodies
might be utilized in the direction of
assisting contractors to secure skilled
workmen in time of need. If any
member of your exchange is in need
of skilled workmen, foremen, clerks
of works. &c.. such needs should be
made known to the National Secretary,
who. through the operation of his of
fice, is in constant possession of infor
mation regarding valuable men who
desire to make a change or who are in
search of employment.

Uniform Form of Proposal.
The members of the Builders and
Traders' Exchange of Milwaukee have
been for some time at work striving to
secure the adoption of a standard form
of proposal through joint action with
the architects. The matter has been
persistently urged by the builders, and
several meetings have been held by the
exchange Committee on Ways and
Means and a delegation from the arch
itects, with the following result, which
represents the action of the commit
tee and which only requires the ratifi
cation of the exchange before it will
be formally adopted :

FORM OF PROPOSAL ADOPTED BY THE
BUILDERS AND TRADERS*EXCHANGE.

rtf 189..
NOTICE.

THIS BID IS GIVEN UPON THE FOLLOWING
EXPRESSCONDITIONS,VIZ:

1. All bidsareto be madeknown upon the
awarding of contract or within five (5)days
of the openingof thebids.
2. It Is expresslyagreedby thebidderthat
he will makecontract for the price named
In his bid within ten (10)daysfrom thespeci
fied timeset for receivingbids.
3. Where the owner or agent demandsa
bond from the contractor. tb« contractor
shall beentitled to a bond from theowner
or agent for the prompt pRyment of the
sums named in the contract, and for the
faithful performanceof such other condi
tions andterms as maybeset forth In said
contract.
4. The contractor shall he entitled to 5
per cent,on all materials furnished by thearchitect, owneror agentupon whichmate
rials tho undersignedhas bidandcontracted
for.

Theundersignedproposeto furntth aU the
matrrlal and to performall thelaborrequired
for the work of a
to beJniiltfor Mr in ac
cordancevrtththe p/an»and specification*f'f
thegumof

Dollars (f )
Dollars (f )
Dollars ($ )

Kemarfa

ers who have been placed in a simila'
situation to that of McNeil. The
latest request comes from a contractor
in Minneapolis, who was the lowest
bidder on certain work connected with
a public building in a prominent West
ern city, and who failed to secure the
contract for some unknown reason.
On the precedent established by the" McNeil " case, he proposes to bring
an action for damages. The value of
the prosecution of the "McNeil " case
to the fraternity is great, and is an in
dication of what can be accomplished
by the local exchanges, for this case
was carried on under the advice and
support of the Boston Exchange.

Good Advice.
The advice contained in the follow
ing report of a portion of a discussion
on one of the most important features
of exchange work, which occurred re
cently in the Philadelphia Exchange,
will be of value to all organizations of
a similar character in the country.
The point at issue was that the general
contractors who were members of the
exchange did not make any effort to
secure sub-bids from the members of
the exchange. In the discussion John
Stevens said that the remedy was in the
hands of the builders themselves, and
that the general contractors alone could
bring about the desired change, but
not without some sacrifice. He sug
gested that the general contractors in
vite none but members of the ex
change to submit bids for sub-con
tracts. This, he said, would bring
every sub-contractor' in the city into
the organization, thus more than
doubling the membership of the ex
change at a stroke. This done, he
thought it would be well to have all
bids for general contracts opened on
the floor of the exchange, as has been
the custom at Buffalo for some years,
thus insuring to the general contract
ors a fair open competition, in which
none but members of the exchange
would be interested.

Name.
AMrts*.

The "McNeil Case."
The publicity given to the builders
of the country by the National Associ
ation of the case of McNeil vs. Boston
Chamber of Commerce, in which Mc
Neil brought suit to recover damages
for failure to secure a contract, he be
ing the lowest bidder, has proved of
great value to the fraternity. The
National Secretary has been frequently
appealed to for the details of the case
and has had occasion to forward the
documents in relation thereto to build-

The Uniform Contract.
The Mechanics and Traders' Ex
change of New York City have issued
a neat card bearing the following ref
erences to the Uniform Contract —on
one side : " Your interests will be best
protected by using the Uniform Con
tract form as prepared by a joint com
mittee of the National Association of
Builders and the American Institute
of Architects "—on the other side :
"Copies of the Uniform Contract can be
obtained at the rooms of Mechanics
and Traders' Exchange, 289 Fourth
avenue. Every huilder about to sign
a contract should remember that his
position as one of the contracting
parties entitles him to as much choice
in form of contract used as the owner
or his agent, the architect ; indeed, his
responsibility is so great that he cannot
afford to ignore this point, and he
should insist upon the use of this form,
which has been prepared, approved
and recommended for general use by
the highest recognized authority."
The card is about the size of a No. o
envelope and is in convenient shape to
send to each member of the exchange.
The other filial bodies would do well
to follow the example of the New
York Exchange in this matter.
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PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL BRICK WORK.

AN
interesting article on the subject
of plain and ornamental brick
work appeared in a late issue of

one of <>urEnglish exchanges and as
the writer, Mr. A. Brett, covers a
number of points which are constantly
cropping up in the experience of those
young in the art of bricklaying, we
present copious extracts herewith, re
producing the sketches accompanying
the article. Among other things the
writer says :
Bricks have been used from a very
early period in the history of man.
Their average size in this country is a
trifle less than 9 inches long, 4^ inches
wide and 2 inches thick. Their uni
formity in size enables architects to
describe the thickness of walls by the
number of bricks extending across it.
Thus : Half brick, one brick, brick and
a half, two brick, and so on.

as in Fig. 1—viz., by placing bricks
over each other as shown — it is evident
that none of the bricks receive any
other support than is afforded by those
immediately under them. Thus A is
supported by B, C, D, E and F only.
Now in Fig. 2, by the simple ar
rangement of "breaking joint," we
get the brick A supported by B C ;
these by D E F, and so on over the
whole extent of wall. In this illustra
tion all the bricks are laid with their
length parallel to the front of the
wall and are called " stretchers."
When bricks are laid so that their
ends are toward the surface, as in Fig.
3, they are called headers. Referring
to the previous diagram, Fig. 2, it will
be seen that the wall would be "a
half-brick thick" one ; and that even
if W8 were to build one three times as
thick on the same system neither

will be seen why the wall is called
" brick and a half." B is the plan of
the second course and the alternate
courses above it ; C is the end of such
a wall.
Another kind of bond in very general
use is that called Flemish bond. This
consists of headers and stretchers laid
alternately in the same course. Fig. 6
illustrates a wall of this description
one brick thick, and Fig. 7 a wall of
the same bond one and a half brick
thick. It must be taken as a rule that
a brick should never be cut, if by any
skill on the part of the workman it
can be laid whole ; for when a brick is
cut an extra joint is created in a
structure from which oftentimes a
great difficulty arises from the great
number of joints. Fig. 8 shows plans
of the same wall, built so as to avoid
the half bricks without interfering

A
B
C
D
E
F

Fig. 4.—Elevation andPlan Views of Wall
Built in KniHMi Bond.

I

Fig. 6.—Wall Built in Flemish Bond.

B c

Fig. S.—Bricks Arranged soasto Break Joints.

Fig. 1.—Bricks Placed oneAbove the Other.
Fig. 3.-Lald as" Headers.'

Fig. 5.—Elevation and Plan Views of aWall
• Brick and a-Hair Thick.

Fig. 7.—Wall in Flemish Bond, One
anda-Half Brick Thick.

Fifr 8.—Plan of Wall Shownin Fig. 7but ar
ranged so as to avoid the use of Half
Bricks.

Plain and Ornamental Brick Work.

Fig. 9—Plan Views of First andSecond
CoursesIn aWall the Front of which
is in Flemish and the Hear in English
Bond.

It is important that walls should be
kept perfectly vertical, and it must be
remembered that if a wall at the bot
tom is in the slightest degree " oat "
the evil will still increase, the top will
gather beyond the foundation and
consequently collapse. But this is not
all. The wall must be kept " plumb,"
which does not necessarily mean up
right, but a straight surface. Thus, a
wall may be slanting, as against a
bank, or the side of a chimney shaft,
which tapers toward the top ; but in
whatever position it may be it must
be kept plumb, and the plumb rule
may not only be used for this purpose,
but to keep the vertical joints regularly
over each other. This is termed "keep
ing the perpends."
Next in importance is the subject
of bonding. By bond is meant the
method of combining the bricks that
each individual may be supported by
as many others as possible. Suppose
an attempt were made to build a wall

would have any connection with the
other, and thus the front might fall
outward or the middle one sink ; for
neither would give any support to the
other, not being in any way bonded to
each other. Combinations of headers
and stretchers have been devised by
which the wall is so bonded as to be
come one compact structure. Fig. 4
illustrates a wall of ona brick thick
ness, built in what is called English
bond. It will be seen that one course
consists entirely of headers and the
other entirely of stretchers. A shows
elevation, B the lower and C the upper
course, E the " closer," to give the
proper bond.
Fig. 5 illustrates a 14-inch, or brick
and a half wall. The elevation is the
same as in the last ; for, of course, the
thickness of a wall is not visible on its
surface. The plans, however, show
how the bonds are arranged. A shows
the plan of the first course and all
alternate courses above it. In this it

with the strength of the bond. This,
however, leaves an open space on each
side of the header in the thickness of
the wall, which may be filled up with
a bat or left open.
Fig. 9 shows plans of first and second
courses of a wall in which the front is
built in Flemish and the back in En
glish bond. This is considered a good
wall, but still possesses the disadvan
tage of half bricki.
And thus it will be seen that in the
one course the front line of bricks,
and in the wther the back line, is totally
unattached to the rest ; while in Fig. 8
the headers penetrate two-thirds into
the thickness of the wall.
In brick walls the foundations are
formed by commencing the lower
course wider than the intended thick
ness of the wall. These projecting
edges, as shown in Fig. 10, are called
"footings." In placing the footings
care must be taken to throw the joints
as far back within the surface of the
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wall as possible. Excepting in walls
of one brick thickness no course of
footings should project more than a
quarter-brick beyond the one above it.
Having shown by the foregoing
sketches the various methods of bond
ing brick work I will now illustrate a
few quoins and stops to same, which
can be used either for door and window
jambs, or at external angles of main

the opportunity presents itself intro
duce, if possible, good work that is
pleasing to the eye and worthy of its
name.
The brick cornices are given as ex
amples of modern treatment in this
popular material, for, as stated else
where, brick work is now more largely
•used than ever. The cut brick, or
molded face brick, is of great utility

feet, and, except in one case, the rise
was 15% inches. It was found that
the breaking load for a brick arch 6
inches thick was equal to 321% pounds
per square inch. A concrete arch 4
inches thick was ascertained to be of
more than double that strength, as the
load was 787^ pounds per square inch.
A concrete arch only 2% inches thick,
with iron rods along the intrados, was

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 18 Fig. 17.

Figs. 11to 17,Inclusive.—Illustrations showingvarious Examplesof QuoinsandStops.

Fig. 10.—FoundationShowing "Footings." Fig. 18.—An Example of Brick Cornice.

Fig 19.—Designfor Brick Parapet. Fig. 20.—Another Exampleof Brick Parapet.

Plain and OrnamentalBrick Work.

Fig. 21.—Designfor Brick Cornice.

walls. TheexamplesgiveninFigs.il
to 17 make a very effective appear
ance.
Although in these days of keen com
petition brick cornices for outside or
nament are almost out of the question,
•till in some few cases they can be
utilized with great improvement to the
building, and the sketches, Figa. 18 to
21 inclusive, may be of service to many
readers of the paper who are bricklay
ers, and to such my advice is, where

in making up fascias, cornices or para
pets, and the examples given are fair
specimens of designs of this class.

A SERIES of experiments on the
strength of arches was lately under
taken by the Austrian Society of Engi
neers and Architects, with the object
of determining the relative suitability
of brick and concrete for floors which
were to sustain heavy loads. All the
arches were of a uniform span of 18.8

equal to 839pounds to the inch. When
steel joists, 3Jj inches deep, bent to the
curve, were imbedded in a concrete
arch of the same depth, and with a
rise of 11 inches, a breaking weight of
3380pounds per square inch was re
quired. The experiment also demon
strated that the joists divided the floor
into a sort of compartments, and the in
jury to the floor was restricted to the
part which was contiguous to the
breaking load.
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Hooting Slate in California.

The fact that there is a growing de
mand on the Pacific Coast for slate roof
ing cannot be questioned, says the Cali
fornia Architect and Building Ifews in
a recent issue. In view of this it is but
fair that we present at this time a few
facts concerning a material which in
the Eastern States, as well as Europe,
is used almost exclusively for covering
roofs. Our earliest building on this
coast was of such a temporary character
that no thought was given to how long
the roof covering would last. The
cheapest (first cost) most convenient
material at hand would be selected and
on it went. In a year or two if the roof
leaked on went another, or the old one
was patched up to try and outlive an
other winter. In a few years the roof
had cost twice as much as would have
covered it in the first instance with a
material that nature has given us and
which will not wear out for many years.
Yet to bring slate from the East meant
a very expensive roof, and only a few
could afford to use the material. Not
so to-day, for the opening of the slate
quarries of El Dorado County, in this
State, has put the material within the
reach of every one. Again we have en
tered a new era in the building line.
Our architects are being called upon to
design structures composed of steel,
iron, brick, terra cotta and stone, and
such aswill compare with any build
ings in the world. This is what is
causing a demand for slate. Our archi
tects, if allowed, will have a material
on the roof that will be in keeping with
the rest of the building. The earliest
use of slate for covering roofs (of which
we have any record) was in the twelfth
century. The old castles of North
Wales at Carnarvon and Conway
were covered with slate. Also the
castle at Augers, France, built in the
vicinity of the slate beds that are now
being largely quarried underground.
When Edward I visited the copper
mines of Drwysyeold, in North Wales,
he stayed at a house in Nantlle roofed
with slate. On the mountain slopes of
North Wales on several of the slate

ranges are traces of old workers, and
the tracks along which they carried the
slate on their own backs, or the backs

quarry in 1758, Borlaise writes that for
its lightness and enduring of weather it
is generally preferred to any slates in
Great Britain. He describes the great
quarry as in his time 300 yards long,
100 yards wide, 80 yards deep. It is
evident from the size of the quarry that
a considerable quantity of slates had at
that date been extracted from it:
The growth of the slate trade in
Europe within the last 25 years hasbeen
something enormous, and may be
spoken of as one of great prosperity,
limited only by the ability to supply
the demand. Merchants there are ready
to contract for the whole output of
good quarries. Aside from this, during
the year 1892New York alone exported
to the British Isles 2,122,065 roofing
slates ; notwithstanding the great
number of quarries in operation in
Wales and the thousands of men em
ployed in the production.
Until a few years ago all the slate used
on the Pacific Coast come from the
East, but today the County of El
Dorado supplies most of the slate used
in California. The quarries of this
county seemto be the only deposit in
the State that could be used for roofing,
as the material for this purpose must
have good cleveage qualities, or rather
be such as will allow of its being split
into sheets. California produces a slate
of such quality and color as will com
pare with any produced in the world,
and it can be bought for one half the
cost of Eastern slate landed here. The
fancy colored slate is fast going out of
use, the demand being for black slates,
and rightly so, for nothing can be more
handsome than a plain black roof,
particularly for our modern style of
architecture.
A roof strong enough for shingles
will hold slate. It is fire proof, and
when laid properly the elements have
no apparent effect. It will not absorb
water nor hold snow. There are many
instances where slate has been taken
from a building on which it has been
for 75 to 100yearsand relaid on another.
Assuming the life of the various kinds
of roofing to be as described in the fol
lowing table, it will be seen that while
the first cost of slate is somewhat greater
than other materials, it has a very great
advantage at the outcome :

Original costper
squareor 10x

Material. 10 feet.
aiate 410.50to «11.00
Tin.-. 8.60to H.0O
CorrugatedIron s.00to 8.50
ShiQKlea 4.00to 6.00
Boards™ 200 to 2.50

Avergage cost
Life. perannum.
100years. 105-100or 1010-100cents.
15years. 56%or more cents.
10years. 80or morecents.
12years. 8HHor morecents.
8years. 25or morecents.

of their horses, are still discernible and
form part of many a mountain path.

In an ode written by a Welsh poet in
the year 1570we find the first mention of

the Penrhyn quarries. The bard Sion
Tudor asked the Dean of Bangor for a
load of slate from the Caehier quarry.
The Aberllefeni quarry is as ancient,
for an old timbered house is said to
have been covered with slates from the

quarry in the days of Queen Elizabeth.
About the same time the slates from
the De la Bole quarries, in Cornwall, had
attained considerable repute. Carew
writing in 1602, describes them as "in
substance thinee, in color falre, in
waight light, in lasting strong, and

generally carrieth so good regard as

(besides the supply for home) great
store is yearly conveyed by shipping
both to other parts of this realm, and
also beyond the sea into Britaine and
" Netherlands." Speaking of the same

In above estimates we have made no
allowance for painting the tin, iron
or shingles. If these materials are not
painted regularly and well, they will
not last the time given.
To the owner or landlord no portion
of a building is so great an expense to
keep in repair as the roof, nor so great
an annoyance to a tenant as a leaky one.
Slate is always sold by the square, which
is 10 x 10 feet, or 100 superficial feet.
Let us have more slate roofs on this
coast and the result will be that we
shall have fewer fires, cooler houses in
summer, warmer in winter, and last but
not least, less expense for repairs.

boys in various crafts in order to fit
them to enter the field of skilled labor
advantageously. In the course of his
address at the opening Bishop Law
rence said : " This school is to sustain
in this democratic country the dignity
of labor. No man, however rich, has
a right to live without labor. This
school is also to emphasize the fact
that just as much brains are needed
to make a good carpenter as a good
business man. It takes brains to make
a box. Until our public school sys
tem is adapted to trade schools, they
have got to be developed by individual
philanthropy. It is not only in teaching
how to make boxes, &c., that this
school will achieve its full purpose,
but to prove the need of trade schools
as a part of our public school system."
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